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PREFACE.

The general aims and intentions of the Dictionary of Music and Musicians were stated in the Preface to Volume I., and need not be repeated here. The work now appears before the public in a complete form. The large demand for it, which has gone on steadily increasing, not only in this country and the United States of America, but on the Continent of Europe, shows that on the whole the book has fulfilled the intentions with which it started. Shortcomings there will always be in a work of this description, arising from inexperience, from the progress of the general subject, or from deaths of old musicians and arrivals of new ones; but it is hoped that these have been met by the Appendix promised at the outset. For this very important part of the undertaking the Editor has secured the able co-operation of the gentleman whose name appears on the title-page of Volume IV., and who has been of signal assistance to him in a very trying portion of his work. To Mr. Fuller Maitland, and to all the other contributors to the Dictionary, who have so successfully and so cheerfully laboured throughout the long course of its publication, the Editor here returns his heartfelt thanks for their valuable assistance; and embraces the opportunity to express his pride and pleasure at having had the aid of so distinguished an array of workers. To the publishers he offers his sincere acknowledgements for much patience, and many a friendly act.

It would be invidious to single out special articles in addition to those already mentioned, where all have been written with such devotion and intelligence; but the Editor cannot help mentioning, amongst many others, the long articles on Schumann, Spontini, and Weber, by Dr. Spitta of Berlin; on Sonata, Symphony, and Variations, by Dr. Hubert Parry; on Song, by Mrs. Edmond Wodehouse; on Scotch Music, by Mr. J. Muir Wood; on Wagner, by Mr. Dannreuther; on the Organ, by Mr. E. J. Hopkins; the Piano by Mr. Hipkins; the Violin by Mr. Payne; and those on Schools of Composition, and other historical subjects, by Mr. W. S. Rockstro.

A copious Index of the whole four volumes has been prepared by Mrs. Wodehouse, and will shortly be published in a separate volume.

29 BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
Easter, 1889.
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SUMER IS ICUMEN IN (continued from vol. iii. p. 768).

While receiving with due respect the judgment of the writers already quoted, we cannot but feel that, in most cases, their authority is weakened, almost to worthlessness, by the certainty that it rests on evidence collected entirely at second-hand. Neither Forkel, de Coussemaker, nor Ambros, ever saw the original document; their statements, therefore, tend rather to confuse than to enlighten the enquirer. Still, great as are the anomalies with which the subject is surrounded, we do not believe them to be irreconcilable. Some critics have trusted to the peculiar counterpoint of the Rota, as the only safe guide to its probable antiquity. Others have laid greater stress upon the freedom of its melody. We believe that the one quality can only be explained by reference to the other, and that the student who considers them separately, and without special reference to the calligraphy of the MS., stands but a slender chance of arriving at the truth. We propose to call attention to each of these three points, beginning with that which seems to us the most important of all—the character and condition of the MS.

1. The style of the handwriting corresponds so closely with that in common use during the earlier half of the 13th century that no one accustomed to the examination of English MSS. of that period can possibly mistake it. So positive are the indications, on this point, that Sir Frederick Madden—one of the most learned palaeographers of the present century—did not hesitate to express his own conviction, in terms which leave no room for argument. 'The whole is of the thirteenth century,' he says, 'except some writing on ff. 15-17.' And, in a later note, comparing this MS. with the 'Cartulary of Reading' (MSS. Cott. Vesp. E. v.), he states his belief that, 'in all probability, the earlier portion of this volume'—i.e. that which contains the Rota—'was written in the Abbey of Reading, about the year 1240.' The present librarian, Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, unhesitatingly endorses Sir F. Madden's judgment; and the Palaeographical Society has also corroborated it, in connection with an autotype facsimile—Part VIII, Plate 125 (Lond. 1878)—referred to the year 1240.

Fortunately the MS. is in such perfect preservation that the corrections made during its preparation can be distinctly traced. In a few places, the ink used for the Antiphon on the preceding page can be seen through the vellum: but, apart from the spots traceable to this cause, there are a considerable number of evident erasures, clearly contemporary with the original handwriting, and corrected by the same hand, and in the same ink. The second note on Stave 1 was originally an F. The first and second notes on Stave 4 were originally two Cs; the fourth note was a D; and the fifth, a C. Between the sixth and seventh notes, in the same Stave, there are traces of a D, and also of an F; the D has certainly been erased to make room for the present notes; the appearance of the F is produced by a note showing through from the opposite side. The eighth note on this Stave was an E. Over the ligature which immediately follows, there are traces of a C; and, towards the end of this Stave, a last erasure has been made, for the insertion of the solitary black square note. The marks which show through the vellum are to be found near the beginning of Stave 3, and in several other places. Neither these, nor the erasures, are to be seen in our facsimile, though traces of both may be found in the autotype of the Palaeographical Society.

2. The mixed character of the Part—Writing has puzzled many an able commentator; for, side by side with passages of rudest Discant, it exhibits

1 See vol. i. p. 398a (note); and 709b (note).

VOL. IV. PT. I.
progressions which might well have passed un-censured in the far later days of Palestrina. The 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, and 24th bars are in Strict Two-Part Counterpoint of the First and Second Order, of irreproachable purity. But, in passing from the 9th to the 10th, and from the 13th to the 14th bars, a flagrant violation of the First Cardinal Rule results in the formation of Consecutive Fifths between the First and Third Cantus Parts, in the one case, and between the Second and Fourth Cantus, in the other. The same Rule is broken, between Cantus II, and Bassus I, in passing from bar 17 to bar 18; and, in bars 37, 38, 39, a similar infraction of the Rule produces no less than three Consecutive Fifths between Cantus I, and Bassus II.

Between bars 29 and 30, Cantus I and II sing Consecutive Unisons; and the error is repeated, between bars 33, 34, by Cantus II and Cantus III, simultaneously with Consecutive Fifths between both these Parts and Cantus I. Similar faults are repeated, as the Rota proceeds, with persistent regularity.

Now, the smooth progressions shown in the 4th, 5th, and 24th bars, are as stringently forbidden in the Counterpoint of the 11th and 12th centuries, as the Consecutive Fifths in bars 37, 38, and 39, are in the Counterpoint of the 15th and 16th, or even in that of the 14th century. To which of these epochs, then, are we to refer the Rota? The peculiarity of the Part-Writing clearly affords us no means whatever of answering the question, but is calculated rather to mislead than to throw new light upon the point at issue.

3. Turning from the Part-Writing to the Melody, we find this pervaded by a freedom of rhythm, a merry graceful swing, immeasurably in advance of any kind of Polyphonic Music of earlier date than the Fa-las peculiar to the later decades of the 16th century—to which decades no critic has ever yet had the hardihood to refer the Rota. But, this flowing rhythm is not at all in advance of many a Folk-Song of quite unfathomable antiquity. The merry grace of a popular melody is no proof of its late origin. The dates of such melodies are so uncertain, that the element of Chronology may almost be said to have been eliminated from the history of the earlier forms of National Music. In most cases, the original Poetry and Music owed their origin, in all probability, to the same heart and voice. The melodies were not composed, but inspired. If the verses to which they were indebted for their existence were light and tripping, so were they. If the verses were gloomy, the melodies naturally corresponded with them. And, because their authors, however unskilled, they might be in the Theory of Music, were in the constant habit of hearing Church Melodies sung in the Ecclesiastical Modes, they naturally conformed, in most cases, to the tonality of those venerable scales. We believe the Melody of the Rota to be an inspiration of this kind—a Folk-Song, pur et simple, in the Transposed Ionian Mode, owing its origin to the author either of the English or the Latin verses to which it is wedded.

Now, some Folk-Songs of great antiquity possess the rare and very curious peculiarity of falling into Canon of their own accord. An old version of ‘Drops of brandy’ forms a very fair Canon in the unison for two voices. In the days of Madame Stockhausen, three independent Swiss melodies were accidentally found to fit together in the same way, and were actually published in the form of an English Round, which soon became very popular.

The melody of the Rota—if we are right in believing it to be a genuine Folk-Song—possesses this quality in a very remarkable degree. What more probable, then, that a light-hearted young Postulant should sport it forth, on some bright May-morning, during the hour of recreation? That a second Novice should chime in, a little later? That the effect of the Canon should be noticed, admired, and experimented upon, until the Brethren found that four of them could sing the tune, one after the other, in very pleasant Harmony? There must be many a learned Discantor at Reading, capable of modifying a note or two of the melody, here and there, for the purpose of making its phrases fit the more smoothly together. So learned a musician would have found no difficulty whatever in adding the pes, as a support to the whole—and the thing was done. The Harmony suggested, in the first instance, by a veritable ‘Dutch Concert,’ became a Round, or Canon, of the kind proved, by Mr. Chappell’s opportune discovery of the Latin pun [see vol. iii. p. 768 a], to have been already familiar to English ears; for which very reason it was all the more likely, in a case like the present, to have been indebted for its conception to a happy accident.

The foregoing suggestion is, of course, purely hypothetical. We do not, however, make it with the intention of evading a grave chronological difficulty by mere idle casuistry. The influence exercised, by the point we are considering, upon the history of Medieval Music in general, and that of the Early English School in particular, is of so great importance, that the element of conjecture would be altogether out of place in any chain of reasoning professing to solve the difficulties of an enigma which has puzzled the best Musical Antiquaries of the age. We venture, therefore, to propose no conjectural theory, but simply to speculate on the results of a long course of study which has rendered the Reading MS. as familiar to us as our own handwriting; submitting it to our readers with all possible deliberation, as a means of accounting for certain peculiarities in the Rota which would otherwise remain inexplicable. It accounts for a freedom of melody immeasurably in advance of that attained by the best Polyphonists of the 15th century, whether in the Flemish or
SUPPER.

SUPPER, VON, known as FRANZ VON SUPPE, the German Offenbach, of Belgian descent, though his family for two generations had lived at Cremona, was born at Spalato, or on board ship near it, April 18, 1820, and his full baptismal name is FRANCESCO ESCHERILI ERRENGIUDO CAVALIERE SUPPE DEMELLI. His taste for music developed early. At 11 he learned the flute, at
SUPPE.

13 harmony, and at 15 produced a mass at the Franciscan church at Zara. His father, however, had other views for him, and sent him to the University of Padua. But music asserted itself; he learned from Cigala and Ferrari, and wrote incessantly. At this moment his father died, the mother settled in Vienna, where Francisco joined her; and after a little hesitation between teaching Italian, practising medicine, and following music, he decided on the last, got lessons from Seyfried, and obtained a gratuitous post as Conductor at the Josephstadt theatre. This was followed by better engagements at Pressburg and Baden, and then at the theatres an-der-Wien, Quai, and Leopoldstadt in Vienna, with the last-named of which he is still connected. His work at these houses, though for long mere patching and adding, was excellent practice, and he gradually rose to more independent things. In 1844 a ‘Sommerachtsbraum,’ founded on Shakespeare, and composed by him, is mentioned in the A.M.Z. ‘Der Krämer und sein Comiss’ followed. In 1847 he was at the Theatre an-der-Wien and (Aug. 7) brought out a piece, ‘Das Mädchen vom Lande’ (The country girl), which met with wild success. Ten years later (Jan. 5, 1858) a Singspiel, ‘Paragraph 3,’ spread his fame into North Germany, and from that time a stream of pieces flowed from his pen. His works are said by the careful Wurzbach 1 to reach the astonishing number of 2 grand operas, 165 farces, comediettas, and vaudevilles, etc., as well as a Mass (‘Missa dalmatica,’ Spina, 1877), a Requiem produced at Zara in 1860 under the title of ‘L’estremo Giudizio’ etc., etc. A list of 49 of his operatic pieces is given by Wurzbach, but a few only are dated. Another list of 21 is given by Batka in Pougin’s supplement to Fétis, but the titles are French, and it is hard to make the dates agree. Some of the pieces are mere parodies, as ‘Tannenhäuser,’ ‘Dinorah, oder die Turnerviarte nach Huttteldorf.’ One, ‘Franz Schubert,’ is founded on the life of Schubert, and contains five of his songs. The only pieces of Suppe’s known cut of Germany are ‘Fatinitza,’ produced at Vienna, Jan. 5, 1876; at the Alhambra, London, June 20, 1878, and at the Nouveauau, Paris, March 1879; and ‘Boccaccio,’ which was brought out in London at the Comedy Theatre, April 22, 1882. The overture to ‘Dichter und Bauer,’ the only one of his overtures known in England, must be his most popular work abroad, since it has been arranged for no less than 59 different combinations of instruments, all published by Albl of Munich. It is a stock piece in the Crystal Palace répertoire.

[SURIANO. [See SORIANO, vol. III. p. 638.]

SURMAN, JOSEPH, born 1803, son of a dissenting minister at Chesham, became a music copyist, tenor chorister, and clerk at a dissenters’ chapel. On the establishment of the Sacred Harmonic Society in 1832 he was appointed its conductor. In 1838 he became music publisher, chiefly of sacred music in separate parts. About the same time he was assistant conductor of the Melophonic Society. In 1842 he was chosen to conduct the Worcester Festival. An inquiry by a special committee into his official conduct as agent for and conductor of the Sacred Harmonic Society having resulted in an unanimously adverse report, he was removed from his office, Feb. 15, 1848. He then attempted the formation of the ‘London Sacred Harmonic Society,’ but failing to obtain sufficient members carried on concerts in the society’s name at his own expense for 7 or 8 years. Surman died Jan. 20, 1871. [W.H.H.]

SUSANNA. An oratorio in three parts, by Handel; the author of the words is not known. The overture was begun on July 11, 1748, a month after the completion of ‘Solomon,’ and the work was finished on the 24th of the following month. It was produced during the season of 1749. [G.]

SUSATO. [See TYLMAN.]

SUSPENSION. SUSPENSION is the process of arresting the conjunct motion of one or more parts for a time, while the rest of the components of the chord proceed one step onwards, and thereby come to represent a different root. The part which is stayed in this manner commonly produces dissonance, which is relieved by its then passing on to the position it would have naturally occupied sooner had the motion of the parts been simultaneous. Thus in the progression of the chord of the Dominant seventh to Tonic harmony (a), the part which takes the upper note (or seventh) can be delayed and made to follow into its position after the rest of the chord has moved, as in (b), thereby producing a fourth in place of a third for a time. Similarly the fifth, or the fifth and third, can be suspended, producing a ninth, or a ninth and seventh, against the tonic note; and the dissonant effect is similarly relieved by their passing on to their normal position in the chord afterwards, as in (c). In all such cases the first occurrence of the note in the part whose motion is suspended is called the ‘Preparation,’ as in the first chord of (b) and of (c); the moment of dissonance resulting from the motion of the other parts, is called the ‘Percussion’ of the discord, and the release of the dissonance, when the part proceeds to its natural place in the harmony, is called the ‘Resolution.’

Suspension was among the very first methods discovered by the early harmonists for introducing dissonance into their music. In the earliest times composers depended chiefly upon the different degrees and qualities of consonances—sixths, thirds, fifths, and octaves—to obtain the necessary effects of contrast between one musical moment and another. Then, when, in the natural order of things, something stronger was required, it was found in this process of suspension. But for some

---

1 Biogr. Lexikon des österr. Part 40: 1890.
time it was used very sparingly, and composers
relied no more than the least dissonant forms to
carry out their purposes. For a long while, how-
ever, all dissonances appeared to the early writers
as no more than artificial manipulations of the
motion of the parts of this kind, and it was only
by the use of such means that they even learnt
to use some dissonances, which are at the present
day looked upon in a totally different light. About
the beginning of the 17th century they began to
realize that there was a radical difference in the
character and constitution of certain groups of dis-
sonance, and that to use at least one freely as an inde-
pendent or fundamental combination. From that
time dissonances began to be classified, instinctively,
to definite groups. Certain of the less dissonant
combinations have in course of time been grouped
into a special class, which is freed from the obli-
gation of being prepared, and thereby loses one of
the most essential characteristics of dissonance.
These are the Dominant dissonances of the minor
seventh and major and minor ninths; certain
corresponding chromatic chords on Tonic and
Semitonic roots, which have been naturally affil-
iated upon the key; and the chord sometimes
known as that of the added sixth. Another class
has been created by some theorists, which is much
more intimately connected with the class of suspen-
sions; if indeed they are not actually suspensions
slightly disguised. These are the dissonances which
are arrived at by the same process of staying or
suspending the motion of a part, but which are
distinguished by further motion of the other parts
simultaneously with the resolution of the discord,
thereby condensing two motions into one; as in
(d) and (e). When treated in this manner the
chords are described by some theorists as ‘Pre-
pared dissonances.’ The province of suspensions
appear by this process to have been reduced,
but what was lost by the process of classification
has been amply made up by the invention of a
great variety of new forms.
About the time that composers first began to
realize the character of the dominant seventh,
they also began to use a greater variety and a
harsher description of suspensions. The earliest
experiments of note in both directions are
commonly ascribed to the same man, namely
Monteverde. Since his time the progress has
tended to be most marked in one direction; for the
the tendency to look for fresh and more vivid points
of contrast necessarily leads to the use of sus-
ensions of more complicated and harsher char-
acter. At the present time the varieties of possible
suspensions are so numerous that it would be
almost as absurd to endeavour to make a catalogue
of them, as it would be to make a list of possible
combinations of sounds. But if the principle be
properly understood, it is not necessary to give
more than illustrative examples; for the like
rules apply to all; and their kinds are only
limited by the degree of harshness considered
admissible, and by the possibility of adequate
and intelligible resolution. Classical authority
not only exists for a great variety of chromatic
suspensions, often derived from no stronger basis
than a combination of chromatic passing or orna-
mental notes; but also for remarkable degrees of
dissonance. Beethoven for instance, in the B♭
Quartet, op. 130, used the suspended fourth to-
gether with the third on which it is to resolve,
and put the latter at the top, and the former at
the bottom (f); and Bach supplies many ex-
amples of similar character. Certain simple rules
are almost invariably observed—such as that the
moment of percussion shall fall upon the strong
beats of the bar; and that the progression shall
not imply a violation of rules against consecutive
perfect concords, which would occur if the arti-
ficial suspension of the part were removed, as in (g).
Composers early discovered a means of varying
the character of the process by interpolating
notes between the sounding of the discord and
its resolution, as in (h). Instances are also to
be found in which some such forms were used as
sufficient to constitute resolution without arriving
at the normal note,—habit and familiarity with
a particular form of motion leading to the ac-
cception of a conventional formula in place of the
actual solution. The following examples from
Corelli’s 1st Sonata of opera 2da and 5th of
opera 4ta are clear illustrations.

This particular device is characteristic rather of
the early period of harmonic music up to Corelli’s
time than of a later period. The following pas-
sage from Schumann’s variations for two piano-
Some theorists distinguish the combinations which resolve upwards from those that resolve downwards, styling the former Retardations. [See Retardation; Harmony.]

SVENDSEN, Johan Severin, was born Sept. 30, 1840, at Christiania, where his father was a military band-master. At the age of 11 he wrote his first composition for the violin. When 15 he enlisted in the army, and soon became band-master. Even at that age he played with considerable skill flute, clarinet, and violin. He soon left the army, and worked during the next few years in the orchestra of the Christiansia theatre, and at a dancing academy, for which he arranged some études by Paganini and Kreutzer for dancing. A strong desire to travel drove him, at 21, on a roving tour over a great part of Sweden and North Germany. Two years after, being in Lübeck in extremely reduced circumstances, he fortunately met with the Swedish-Norwegian Consul Herr Leche, whose interest he gained, and who shortly after obtained a stipend for him from Charles XV. to enable him to perfect himself as a violinist; but being soon afterwards attacked with paralysis in the hand, he was compelled to give up the bow for composition. He came to Leipzig in 1863, and his works being already known there, he was placed in the finishing class of the Conservatorium, receiving, however, instruction in elementary theory of music, which he had never been taught. His instructors were Hauptmann, David, Richter, and Reincke, of whom he considers that he owes most to the first. Whilst in Leipzig he wrote a Quartet in A, an Octet and a Quintet, all for strings; Quartets for male voices; and a Symphony in D. The following anecdote of this period is both characteristic and authentic. On hearing that his octet had been played with great success by the students, Reincke asked to see it; he declined, however, to suggest any improvements in so splendid a work, but remarked somewhat sarcastically, 'The next thing will be a symphony, I suppose.' Barely a week after Svendsen laid his Symphony in D before his astonished instructor.

On leaving Leipzig in 1867 he received the great honours medal of the Academy. After travelling in Denmark, Scotland, and Norway, Svendsen went in 1868 to Paris. The French Empire was then at its zenith, and his sojourn in the capital of France influenced the composer to a very great extent. Whilst there, he played in Musard's orchestra, and at the Odéon, and became intimately acquainted with Wilhelmine Saarvady, De Beriot, Vieutemps, and Léonard. He arranged the incidental music to Coppélia, 'Le paysan,' 'Sappho,' 'The Scribe,' and 'Bernardet and Agar,' performed, but on the whole his Paris productions were few—a Concerto for violin in A, and orchestral arrangements of studies by Liszt and Schubert; he also began 'Sigurd Slembe,' the overture to a Norwegian drama of that name. He left Paris at the beginning of the war in 1870 for Leipzig, where he had been offered the conductorship of the well-known Euterpe concerts, which however were discontinued, owing to the war. At a great musical festival at Wiesbaden, in the same year, he first met Liszt and Tausig, and his octet was played by a party containing David, Helmeberger, Grützmacher, and Hechmann, with great approval. Early in the following year his Symphony in D was performed at the Gewandhaus, and his fame as a composer established. He composed in that year his Concerto for cello in D. In the autumn he went to America to be married to an American lady, whom he had met in Paris, and returned the same year to Leipzig, where, after the end of the war, he undertook the leadership of the Euterpe concerts for one year. There he finished the overture to 'Sigurd Slembe,' which was played at the Euterpe then, and in the following year at the musical festival at Cassel, where Liszt was present, and both times with great success. This year was one of the most momentous in Svendsen's life, since in it he met Wagner at Bayreuth, and soon became his intimate associate. He took the opportunity of making himself fully acquainted with Wagner's music and ideas. In Wagner's house he met the Countess Nesselrodé, who formed a warm friendship for the Norwegian composer, and whose talents and experience became of great benefit to him. In Bayreuth some of his happiest days were spent, and it was during this stay he composed his Carnival at Paris, a charming composition which depicts with great force the varied aspects of the capital of pleasure. The longing to see his country after an interval of so many years made him disregard various tempting offers, and he left Bayreuth for home. For the next five years he was conductor of the Christiania Musical Association and teacher of composition, and composed comparatively few works, which may be explained by the unfortunate want of pecuniary independence. The pieces of this period are:—Funeral march for Charles XV.; 'Zorahayde,' a legend for orchestra; Coronation march of Oscar II., and a Polonaise in
E for the same occasion; 'Romeo and Juliet,' a fantasia for orchestra; four Norwegian rhapsodies, arrangements of some Norwegian, Swedish, and Icelandic ballads for orchestra; and his chef-d'œuvre, a symphony in Bb. In 1874 his labours found some appreciation from his countrymen in the shape of an annuity granted by the Storting, and several decorations conferred on him by the king. After five years of hard work, he was enabled once more to proceed abroad. In 1877 he revisited Leipzig, and conducted a new work at the Gewandhaus; went thence to Munich, and eventually to Rome, where he spent the winter. In 1878 he visited London for the first time, and there met Sarasate, who assisted him in the performance of his quartet, quintet, and octet. From London he went to Paris, where he stayed until 1880, during which time his works were several times performed—as also at Angers, where the post of conductor was offered him by the Musical Association. But Svenzen, true to his resolution to return home, refused the appointment, and in the autumn of that year again find him in his old post as conductor of the Musical Association in Christiansia, in which capacity he has since acted. During the last few years he has produced only some minor compositions, besides arranging for orchestras several studies by foreign composers.

Svensen's music is all of very high character, remarkable for strong individuality, conciseness, and the absence of anything national or Scandinavian; as well as for an elaborate finish strictly in accordance with the traditions of the great masters. Of these there is, however, only one whose influence can be traced in his compositions, namely Beethoven. He is one of the most cosmopolitan composers of the age.

His printed works are as follows:—

2. Songs for female voices.
3. Octet for strings in A minor.
4. Symphony in D.
5. String quintet in C.
6. Concerto for violin and orchestra.
7. Duo for cello and orchestra in D minor.
8. Overture to G. J. Jenner's drama of 'Sigurd Bismark.'
9. Carnaval à Paris, for orchestra.
10. Funeral march for Charles XV.
12. Polonaise for orchestra.
13. Coronation march for Oscar II.
14. Marriage Cantata, for chorus and orchestra.
15. Symphony no. 2 in Bb.
17. Epos der Norwegeren (after, for four voices, and orchestra in A minor.
18. Epos der Norwegeren (after, for four voices, and orchestra in A minor.
20. 12 songs of Norwegian airs nos. 1–6.
21. Five songs, French and German, for voices and piano.
22. Four duos, French and Norwegian, for two violins and piano.
23. Romances by Popper, arranged for cello and piano.
24. Romance for violin and orchestra in G.

[O.S.]

SWEELINCK, SWELINC or SWELINCK, Jan Pietersoon, the greatest of Dutch organists, was born of a Deventer family in the summer of 1561. His father, 'Mr. Pieter,' was organist of the Old Church at Ama, where disputes with the Deventer the honour of having given the son birth. Of Swelincck's boyhood we know nothing, except that he was taught by Jacob Buyck (Buchius) the pastor of the Old Church. There is a tradition that he was sent to Venice to study music under Zarlin and Gabrieli; but with this is connected a mistake of old standing, which places his birth in 1540, 22 years too early. Now, as we know that he was in Holland from 1577, it is unlikely that he could have followed the instruction of the Venetian masters to any important extent; and it is likely that the whole story is based upon the close study which his works prove him to have devoted to those of the apostle of musical 'science,' whose 'Istitutioni harmoniche' he translated. Some time between 1577 and 1581 Swelincck was appointed to the organistship previously held by his father (who died in 1573); and this post he filled until his death, Oct. 25, 1621. For a generation he was the glory of Amsterdam. When he played the organ there, says a contemporaneous writer, 'there was a wonderful concourse every day; every one was proud to have known, seen, heard the man.' And when he died it was the greatest of Dutch poets, Vondel, who wrote his epitaph, and surmamed him 'Phoenix of Music.' He must also have been a distinguished figure in the society of Amsterdam, then in its golden age.
greatest brilliancy, not only for his unmatched powers as an organist, but also for his skill, fancy, and charming versatility on the clavicymbel.¹

The town bought him for public service a new 'clavicymbel' from Antwerp at a cost of 300 gulden; and the instrument seems to have travelled with him all over the country.²

What was published however by Sweelinck in his life-time was entirely vocal music, and includes—besides occasional canons, marriage-songs, etc., his 'Chansons françaises' (3 parts, Antwerp, 1552),²³ 'Rimes françaises et italiennes' (Leyden 1612), and the great collections of sacred music on which, with his organ works, his fame chiefly rests. These are the 'Paeanae mis en musique' for 4–8 voices (published in several editions at Leyden, Amsterdam, and Berlin), and the 'Cantoane Saree' (Antwerp 1615). A Regina Coeli from the latter, 3 Chansons, and 6 Psalms in 6 parts have been lately reprinted, in organ-score, by the Association for the History of Dutch Music (i. v, vi, and vii; Utrecht and Amsterdam, 1869–1877); which has also published for the first time seven of Sweelinck's organ works³ (pt. iii.) [VEREOING.] The psalms make an interesting link between the tranquillity of the old polyphonists and the rhythm of modern music. Formally they stand nearest to the earlier style, but the strictness of their counterpoint, the abundance of imitation and fugue in them, does not hinder a general freedom of effect, very pure and full of melody, to a greater degree than is common in work of the time. The organ pieces are also historically of signal importance. Though they may not justly the claim made for Sweelinck as 'the founder of instrumental music,'⁴ they at all events present the first known example of an independent use of the pedal (entrusting it with a real part in a fugue), if not with the first example of a completely developed organ-fugue.

He also as organist and the founder of a school of organists that Sweelinck had most influence, an influence which made itself felt through the whole length of northern Germany.⁵ In the next generation nearly all the leading organists there had been his scholars; his learning and method were carried by them from Hamburg to Danzig. His pupil Scheldemann handed down the tradition to the great Reincke—himself a Dutchman—from whom, if we accept a statement supported alike by unanimous testimony and by exhaustive analysis of his works, it turned to find its consummation in Sebastian Bach.¹⁷

[R.L.P.]

SWELL (HARPISCHORD). The desire for a power of increase and decrease on keyboard instruments like the harpsichord and organ, as to emulate the bow instruments, and even the human voice, in that flow and ebb which are at the foundation of form no less than of expression, has led to the contrivance of mechanical swells as the only possible approach to it. A swell was first attempted on the Organ; the harpsichord swell was introduced by Robert Plenius in a sostenuto variety of the instrument, named by him 'Lyrichord,' and is described (in 1755) as the raising of a portion of the lid or cover of the instrument by means of a pedal. Kirkman adopted this very simple swell, and we find it also in many small square pianos of the last century. About 1765 Shudi introduced the Venetian swell, and patented it in 1769. This beautiful piece of joinery is a framing of louvres which open or close gradually by means of a pedal (the right foot one) and thus cause a swell, which may be as gradual as the performer pleases. Shudi bequeathed this patent to John Broadwood, who inherited it on the death of Shudi in 1773. When the patent expired, Kirkman and others adopted it, and it was fitted to many old harpsichords, and even to pianos, but was soon proved unnecessary in an instrument where power of nuance was the very first principle.

The English organ-builders perceived the great advantage of Shudi's Venetian swell over the rude contrivance they had been using [see Organ, vol. ii. p. 556 e], and it became generally adopted for organs, and has since been constantly retained in them as an important means of effect. [A.J.H.]

SWELL-ORGAN. The claveir or manual of an organ which acts upon pipes enclosed in a box, such box having shutters, by the opening of which, by means of a pedal, a crescendo is produced. The shutters are made to fold over each other like the woodwork of a venetian blind, hence the expressions 'Venetian Swell' and 'Venetian Shutters' sometimes found in specifications. To the swell-organ a larger number of reed-stops is assigned than to other manuals.

The first attempt at a 'swelling organ' was made by Jordan in 1712. The crescendo was obtained by raising one large sliding shutter which formed the front of the box. The early swell-organs were of very limited compass, sometimes only from middle C upwards, but more generally taken a fourth lower, namely, to fiddle G. For many years the compass did not extend below Tenor C, and even now attempts are sometimes made to reduce the cost of an organ by limiting the downward compass of the Swell; but in all instruments with any pretension to completeness the Swell manual is made to CC, coextensive with the Great and Choir. [See Organ, vol. ii. p. 556, etc.; also 604.] [J.S.]

SWERT, DE, JULES. An eminent violoncellist, born Aug. 16, 1843, at Louvain, where his father was Capellmeister at the Cathedral. He was grounded in the cello and in music by his father, and afterwards took lessons from Servais in preparation for the Brussels Conser-

¹ On this he was the master of Christina van Ezr, the famous instrumentist, and wife of the more famous poet, Pieter Cornelisoon Hooft. See the 'Bouwstenen' of the Vereeniging, vol. i. pp. 127.

² See an anecdote in Rambaut's, 'Memoir,' cit. p. 161; cited by Tiedeman, p. 16.

³ The bibliography of Sweelinck is given at length by Tiedeman, pp. 43–75. To this should be added some supplementary particulars communicated by Dr. J. P. Hofje in the 'Bouwstenen,' vol. i. pp. 20–23.

⁴ See Eitner's preface to the edition, and Tiedeman, pp. 64 ff.

⁵ The wide distribution of his works is shown by early transcriptions existing in the British Museum, and by copies of the extremely rare printed works preserved in the Bibliothèque Nationale. Curiously enough, not a single MS. of Sweelinck remains in Holland.

⁶ Often erroneously known as Reincke.

⁷ Spitta, 'J. S. Bach,' i. 26, 292–293.
vatoire. After gaining the first prize there, at 15, he went to Paris, made the acquaintance of Rossini, and was much applauded. He then began a lengthened tour through Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, South Germany, Switzerland, etc., in which his programmes embraced both classical and modern pieces. Two, on which he gained great fame, were cello arrangements of the violin concertos of Beethoven and Mendelssohn. In 1855 he took a post as leader at Düsseldorf, then in the Court band at Weimar, and next at Berlin. He did not however retain the last of these long, but gave it up for concert tours, which have since occupied him. In the intervals of these he has resided at Wiesbaden and Leipzig. His first opera, 'Die Albigenser,' was produced at Wiesbaden in 1878, with much success. A second, 'Die Grafen von Hammerstein,' is announced for publication. De Swert has a Primer for the Cello in preparation for Mezza Novello. He visited England in the spring of 1875, and appeared at the Crystal Palace on April 24. [G.]

SWIETEN, OTTWYR, BARON VAN. A musical amateur of great importance, who resided at Vienna at the end of last century and beginning of this one. The family was Flemish, and Gottfried's father, Gerhard, returned from Leyden to Vienna in 1745, and became Maria Theresa's favourite physician. Gottfried was born in 1734, and was brought up to diplomacy, but his studies were much disturbed by his love of music, and in 1760 he committed himself so far as to compose several of the songs in Favart's 'Rosibré de Salency' for its public production at Paris. In 1771 he was made ambassador to the Court of Prussia, where the music was entirely under the influence of Frederick the Great, conservative and classical. This suited Van Swieten. Handel, the Bachs, and Haydn were his favourite masters; in 1774 he commissioned C. P. E. Bach to write six symphonies for orchestra. He returned to Vienna in 1778; succeeded his father as Prefect of the Public Library, and in 1781 was appointed President of the Education Commission. He became a kind of musical autocrat in Vienna, and in some respects his influence was very good. He encouraged the music which he approved; had regular Sunday-morning meetings for classical music, as well as performances of the great choral works of Bach, Handel, and Haese, etc.; employed Mozart to add accompaniments to Handel's 'Acis,' 'Messiah,' 'St. Cecilia,' and 'Alexander's Feast,' and Starzer to do the same for 'Judas.' Translated the words of the 'Creation' and the 'Seasons' into German for Haydn; and himself arranged Handel's 'Athaliah' and 'Choice of Hercules.' He supplied Haydn now and then with a few duets, and gave him a travelling-carriage for his second journey to England. In his relation to these great artists he seems never to have forgotten the superiority of his rank to theirs; but this was the manner of the time. Van Swieten patronized Beethoven also [see vol. l p. 1763]; but such condescension would not be at all to Beethoven's taste, and it is not surprising that we hear very little of it. His first Symphony is, however, dedicated to Van Swieten. He was the founder of the 'Musikalischen Gesellschaft,' or Musical Society, consisting of 25 members of the highest aristocracy, with the avowed object of creating a taste for good music—a forerunner of the 'Gesellschaft der Musikerfreunde,' founded in 1806.

Van Swieten died at Vienna March 29, 1803. His music has not survived him, but it would be interesting to hear one of the six symphonies which, in Haydn's words, 'were as stiff as himself.' [G.]

SWINNEY, OWEN, frequently called Mac Swiny, a gentleman born in 'Ireland.' In a letter, dated Oct. 5, 1706, and addressed to Colley Cibber, whom he calls in turn 'puppy,' 'his Angel' (twice), 'his Dear,' and finally 'Unbeliever,'—this singular person describes how Rich had sent for him from his 'Quarters in the North,' and how 'he was at a great charge in coming to town, and it cost him a great deal of money last winter,' and 'he served him night and day, nay, all night and all day, for nine months.' He had 'quitted his post in the army' on the faith of promises that, in return for managing 'the playhouse in the Haymarket,' under Rich,
he was to have 100 Guineas per annum Salary, a place at Court, and the Devil and all.' This was the somewhat inauspicious beginning of Swiny's theatrical career. Having come up to London, as described, in 1705, he soon found that Rich intended nothing seriously for his advantage; and he announces (in the same letter) that, in consequence of the general discontent of the actors with Rich, and although Rich might have had the house for £2 or £3 10s. a day, he (Swny) had taken a lease for seven years at £2 a day, and meant to begin in a few days.

By 1707 we find him in partnership with Wilks, Dogget, and Cibber in the King's Theatre, having taken the lease from Vanbrugh, and very soon quarrelling with them and petitioning the Lord Chamberlain's interference in his favour. He was mixed up in most of the quarrels and intrigues of the time.

In May, 1709, Swiny engaged the famous Nicollini for three years, that great singer having recently made a most successful début in London. Before the completion of this term, however, Swiny appears to have 'absented himself from his creditors' and become bankrupt.

After this, he lived for some years in Italy; but, on his return to England, a place in the Custom-house was found for him, and he was appointed Keeper of the King's Mews. While in Italy, with Lord Boyne and Walpole, he wrote to Colman (July 12, 1730) from Bologna, on the subject of engaging singers for the Opera, then in the hands of Handel. Swiny died, October 3, 1754, leaving his fortune to Mrs. Woffington.

He was the author of several dramatic pieces, viz. 'The Quacks, or Love's the Physician' (1705); 'Camilla' (1706); 'Pyrrhus and Deme trius' (1709); and 'The Quacks, or Love's the Physician,' an altered version of the first piece.

Two years before his death, a fine portrait of Swiny, after Van Loo, was scraped in mezzotint by J. Faber, junr. It represents him, in black velvet, holding in his hand a book, of which the title page is to be 'Don Quixote.'

SYLPHIDE, LA. One of the most famous ballets on record; in 2 acts; libretto by A. Nour rit the singer, music by Schuetzhofer. Produced at the Grand Opera, Paris, March 12, 1832. The part of La Sylphide was danced by Mdile. Tagioni, and was one of her greatest parts, both in Paris and in London, where the piece was brought out at Covent Garden Theatre, for her benefit, July 16, 1832. Thackeray has embellished it in 'Pendennis' (chapt. xxxvii.) [G.]

SYLVANA, accurately SILVANA. Weber's 3rd opera, composed at Stuttgart, 1810, and produced at Frankfurt, Sept. 16, 1810. [See WALDAECHEN.]

SYLVIA, OU LA NYMPHE DE DIANE, 'Ballet-pantomime' in 2 acts and 3 tableaux; libretto by Barbier, music by Delibes. Produced at the Grand Opéra, Paris, June 14, 1876. [G.]

SYMPHONIQUES, ETUDES, i.e. Symphonic Studies. The name of a theme and set of variations in C sharp minor by Robert Schumann, forming op. 13. The work is dedicated to W. Sterndale Bennett, and Mr. Spitta has pointed out that the theme contains a reference to him, inasmuch as it is identical with a part of the romance in Marschner's 'Templer und Judin,' 'Du stolzes England freue dich,' in which this country is called on to rejoice in its famous men. [See vol. iii. p. 410 a.] The first edition was published by Haslinger in 1837, as 'Prestonand Eusebius, zwolf Etuden (Etudes Symphoniques). ' Those published after that date are entitled 'Etudes en forme de Variations,' and have been materially altered.

SYMPHONISCHE DICHTUNGEN—that is, Symphonic Poems. A title employed by Liszt for twelve pieces of orchestral music of characteristic, i.e. descriptive, kind, and of various dates—one feature of which is that the movements are not divided, but lead into each other without interruption.

1. Ce qu'on entend sur la montagne. 7. Posthumes.
5. Promethée. 11. Prometheus combattant le dieu des objets.

Of these the following have been performed at Mr. Bach's annual concerts:—no. 3, May 26, 1871 and twice besides; no. 4, Nov. 27, 73; no. 2, Nov. 27, 73; no. 6, Feb. 10, 75; Nov. 6, 11, and 12 have also been played at the Crystal Palace (Dec. 9, 76; May 17, 79; Apr. 16, 81 respectively); and nos. 2, 9 at the Philharmonic (June 8, 1873; Feb. 23, 1882, respectively).

St. Saëns has adopted the title 'Poèmes symphoniques' for 4 pieces:—
1. Le Rozet d'Empile. 5. Danses macabres. 2. Phaéton. 4. La Jeunesse d'Icarie. [G.]

SYMPHONY (SINFONIA, SINFONIE, SYMPHONIE). The terms used in connection with any branch of art are commonly very vague and indefinite in the early days of a history, and are applied with much discrimination to different things. In course of time men consequently find themselves in difficulties, and try, as far as their opportunities go, to limit the definition of the terms, and to confine them at least to things which are not obviously antagonistic. In the end, however, the process of sifting is rather guided by chance and external circumstances than determined by the meaning which theorists see to be the proper one; and the result is that the final meaning adopted by the world in general is frequently not only distinct from that which the original employers of the word intended, but also in doubtful conformity with its derivation. In the case of the word 'Symphony,' as with 'Sonata,' the meaning now accepted happens to be in very good accordance with its derivation, but it is considerably removed from the meaning which was originally attached to the word. It seems to have been used at first in a very general and comprehensive way, to express any portions of music or passages whatever which were thrown into relief as purely instrumental
in works in which the chief interest was centred upon the voices or voices. Thus, in the operas, cantatas, and masses of the early part of the 17th century, the voices had the most important part of the work to do, and the instruments' chief business was to supply simple forms of harmony as accompaniment. If there were any little portions which the instruments played without the voices, these were indiscriminately called Symphonies; and under the same head were included such more particular forms as Overtures and Ritornelli. The first experimentallists in harmonic music generally dispensed with such independent instrumental passages altogether. For instance, most if not all of the cantatas of Cesti and Rossi 

1 are devoid of either instrumental introduction or ritornel; and the same appears to have been the case with many of the operas of that time. There were however a few independent little instrumental movements only—the earliest operas, Peri's 'Euridice,' which stands almost at the head of the list (having been performed in Florence in 1600, as part of the festival in connection with the marriage of Henry IV of France and Mary de' Medici), contains a 'Sinfonia' for three flutes, which has a definite form of its own and is very characteristic of the time. The use of short instrumental passages, such as dances and introductions and ritornels, when once fairly begun, increased rapidly. Monteverde, who followed Niccolo upon Peri, made some use of them and as the century grew older, they became a more and more important element in dramatic works, especially operas. The indiscriminate use of the word 'symphony,' to denote the passages of introduction to airs and recitatives, etc., lasted for a very long while, and got so far stereotyped in common usage that it was even applied to the instrumental portions of airs, etc., when played by a single performer. As an example may be quoted the following passage from a letter of Mozart's—'Sie (meaning Strinaseco) spielt keine Note ohne Empfindung; sogar bei den Sinfonien spielte sie alles mit Expression,' etc. 3

With regard to this use of the term, it is not necessary to do more than point out the natural course by which the meaning began to be restricted. Lulli, Alessandro Scarlatti, and other great composers of operas in the 17th century, extended the appendages of airs to proportions relatively considerable, but there was a limit beyond which such dependent passages could not go. The independent instrumental portions, on the other hand, such as overtures or toccatas, or groups of ballet tunes, were in different circumstances, and could be expanded to a very much greater extent; and as they grew in importance the name 'Symphony' came by degrees to have a more special significance. The small instrumental appendages to the various airs and so forth were still symphonies in a general sense, but the Symphony par excellence was the introductory movement; and the more it grew in importance the more distinctive was this application of the term.

The earliest steps in the development of this portion of the opera are chiefly important as attempts to establish some broad principle of form; which for some time amounted to little more than the balance of short divisions, of slow and quick movement alternately. Lulli is credited with the invention of one form, which came ultimately to be known as the 'Ouverture à la mapiere Francaise.' The principles of this form, as generally understood, amounted to no more than the succession of a slow solid movement to begin with, followed by a quicker movement in a lighter style, and another slow movement, not so grave in character as the first, to conclude with. Lulli himself was not rigidly consistent in the adoption of this form. In some cases, as in 'Torsée,' 'Thésée,' and 'Bellérophon,' there are two divisions only—the characteristic grave opening movement, and a short free fugal quick movement. 'Proserpine,' 'Phaadon,' 'Alcesti,' and the Ballet piece, 'Le Triomphe de l'amour,' are characteristic examples of the complete model. These have a grave opening, which is repeated, and then the livelier central movement, which is followed by a division marked 'lentement'; and the last two divisions are repeated in full together. A few examples are occasionally to be met with by less famous composers than Lulli, which show how far the adoption of this form of overture or symphony became general in a short time. An opera called 'Venus and Adonis,' by Desmarets, of which there is a copy in the Library of the Royal College of Music, has the overture in this form. 'Amadis de Grèce,' by Des Touches, has the same, as far as can be judged from the character of the divisions; Albion and Althaea,' by Grubé, which was licensed for publication in England by Roger Lestrange in 1657, has clearly the same, and looks like an imitation direct from Lulli; and the 'Venus and Adonis' by Dr. John Blow, yet again the same. So the model must have been extensively appreciated. The most important composer, however, who followed Lulli in this matter, was Alessandro Scarlatti, who certainly varied and improved on the model both as regards the style and the form. In his opera of 'Flavia Cuniberto' 4 for instance, the 'Sinfonia avanti l' Oper' begins with a division marked grave, which is mainly based on simple canonical imitations, but has also broad expanses of contrasting keys. The style, for the time, is noble and rich, and very superior to Lulli's. The second division is a lively allegro, and the last a moderately quick minuet in 6-8 time. The 'Sinfonia' to his serenata 'Venere, Alone, Amore,' similarly has a Largo to begin with, a Fresco in the middle, and a movement, not defined by a tempo, but clearly of moderate quickness, to end with. This form of 'Sinfonia' survived for a long while, and was expanded at times by a succession of dance movements, for which also Lulli supplied examples, and Handel
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1 MS. in Christ Church Library, Oxford.
2 See does not play; not infrequent, and even in the Symphonies played all with expression.
3 MS. in Christ Church Library.
at a later time more familiar types; but for the history of the modern symphony, a form which was distinguished from the other as the ‘Italian Overture,’ ultimately became of much greater importance.

This form appears in principle to be the exact opposite of the French Overture: it was similarly divided into three movements, but the first and last were quick and the central one slow. Whos the originator of this form was it seems now impossible to decide; it certainly came into vogue very soon after the French Overture, and quickly supplanted it to a great extent. Certain details in its structure were better defined than in the earlier form, and the balance and distribution of characteristic features were alike freer and more comprehensive. The first allegro was generally in a square time and of solid character; the central movement aimed at expressiveness, and the last was a quick movement of relatively light character, generally in some combination of three feet. The history of its early development seems to be wrapped in obscurity, but from the moment of its appearance it has the traits of the modern orchestral symphony, and composers very soon obtained a remarkable degree of mastery over the form.

It must have first come into definite acceptance about the end of the 17th or the beginning of the 18th century; and by the middle of the latter it had become almost a matter of course. Operas, and similar works by the most conspicuous composers of this time, in very great numbers, have the same form of overture. For instance, the two distinct versions of ‘La Clef-mer de Tho’ by Hasse, ‘Cassone in Uscia’ by Leonardo Vinci (1728), the ‘Hypermenstra,’ ‘Artaserse,’ ‘and others of Perez, Piccini’s ‘Didone,’ Jomelli’s ‘Betulia liberata,’ Sacchini’s ‘Edipus,’ Galuppi’s ‘Il mondo alla reversa’—produced the year before Haydn wrote his first symphony— and Adam Hiller’s ‘Lisuart und Dariolette,’ ‘Die Liebe auf dem Lande,’ ‘Der Krieg,’ etc. And if a more conclusive proof of the general acceptance of the form were required, it would be found in the fact that Mozart adopted it in his boyish operas, ‘La finta semplice’ and ‘Lucio Silla.’ With the general adoption of the form came also a careful development of the internal structure of each separate movement, and also a gradual improvement both in the combination and treatment of the instruments employed. Lulli and Alessandro Scarlatti were for the most part satisfied with strings, which the former used crudely enough, but the latter with a good deal of perception of tone and appropriateness of style; sometimes with the addition of wind instruments. Early in the eighteenth century several wind instruments, such as oboes, bassoons, horns, trumpets, and flutes, were added, though not often all together; and they served, for the most part, chiefly to strengthen the strings and give contrasting degrees of full sound rather than contrasts of colour and tone. Equally important was the rapid improvement which took place simultaneously in internal structure; and in this case the development followed that of certain other departments of musical form. In fact the progress of the ‘Sinfonia avanti l’Opéra’ in this respect was chiefly parallel to the development of the Clavier Sonata, which at this time was beginning to attain to clearness of outline, and a certain maturity of style. It will not be necessary here to repeat what has elsewhere been discussed from different points of view in the articles on FORM, SONATA, and SUITE; but it is important to realize that in point of time the form of this ‘Sinfonia avanti l’Opéra’ did not lag behind in definition of outline and mastery of treatment; and it might be difficult to decide in which form (whether orchestral or clavier) the important detail first presents itself of defining the first and second principal sections by subjects decisively distinct. A marked improvement in various respects appears about the time when the symphony first began to be generally played apart from the opera; and the reasons for this are obvious. In the first place, as long as it was merely the appendage to a drama, less stress was laid upon it; and, what is more to the point, it is recorded that audiences were not by any means particularly attentive to the instrumental portion of the work. The description given of the behaviour of the public at some of the most important theatres in Europe in the middle of the eighteenth century, seems to correspond to the descriptions which are given of the audience at the Italian Operas in England in the latter half of the nineteenth. Burney, in the account of his tour, refers to this more than once. In the first volume he says, ‘The music at the theatres in Italy seems but an excuse for people to assemble together, their attention being chiefly placed on play and conversation, even during the performance of a serious opera.’ In another place he describes the card tables, and the way in which the ‘people of quality’ reserved their attention for a favourite air or two, or the performance of a favourite singer. The rest, including the overture, they did not regard as of much consequence, and hence the composers had but little inducement to put out the best of their powers. It may have been partly on this account that they took very little pains to connect these overtures or symphonies with the opera, either by character or feature. They allowed it to become almost a settled principle that they should be independent in matter; and consequently there was very little difficulty in accepting them as independent instrumental pieces. It naturally followed as it did later with another form of overture. The ‘Symphonies’ which had more attractive qualities were played apart from the operas, in concerts; and the precedent being thereby established, the step to writing independent works on similar lines was but short; and it was natural that, as undivided attention would now be given to them, and they were no more in a secondary position in connection with the opera, composers should
take more pains both in the structure and in the choice of their musical material. The Symphony had however reached a considerable pitch of development before the emancipation took place; and this development was connected with the progress of other certain musical forms besides the Sonatas, already referred to. As will accordingly be convenient, before proceeding further with the history of the Symphony, to consider some of the more important of these early branches of Musical Art. In the early harmonic times the relationships of nearly all the different branches of composition were close. The Symphony was related even to the early Madrigals, through the ‘Sonata da Chiesa,’ which adopted the Canzona or instrumental version of the Madrigal as a second movement. It was also closely related to the early Fantasias, as the earliest experiments in instrumental music, in which some of the technical necessities of that department were grappled with. It was directly connected with the vocal portions of the early operas, such as airs and recitatives, and derived from them many of the mechanical forms of cadence and harmony which for a long time were a necessary part of its form. The solo Clavier Suite had also something to do with it, but not so much as might be expected. As has been pointed out elsewhere, the suite-form, being very simple in its principle, attained to definition very early, while the sonata-form, which characterised the richest period of harmonic music, was still struggling in elementary stages. The ultimate basis of the suite-form is a contrast of dance tunes; but in the typical early symphony the dance-tunes are almost invariably avoided. When the Symphony was expanded by the addition of the Minuet and Trio, a bond of connection seems to be established; but still this bond was not at all a vital one, for the Minuet is one of the least characteristic elements of the suite-form proper, being clearly of less ancient lineage and type than the Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, or Gigue, or even the Gavotte and Bourrée, which were classed with it, as Intermezzi or Galanterien. The form of the Clavier Suite movements was in fact too inelastic to admit of such expansion and development as was required in the orchestral works, and the type did not supply the characteristic technical qualities which would be of service in their development. The position of Bach’s Orchestral Suites was somewhat different; and it appears that he himself called them Overtures. Dehn, in his preface to the first edition printed, says that the separate MS. parts in the Bach archives at Hamburg, from which he took that in C, have the distinctive characteristics of the handwriting of John Sebastian, and have for title ‘Ouverture pour 3 Violons,’ etc.; and that another MS., probably copied from these, has the title ‘Suite pour Orchestre.’ This throws a certain light upon Bach’s position. It is obvious that in several departments of instrumental music he took the French for his models rather than the Italians. In the Suite he followed Couperin, and in the Overture he also followed French models. These therefore appear as attempts to develop an independent orchestral work analogous to the Symphony, upon the basis of a form which had the same reason for existence and the same general purpose as the Italian Overture, but a distinctly different general character. This connection with the actual development of the modern symphony lies in the treatment of the instruments; for all experiments, even on different lines, if they have a common quality or principle, must react upon one another in those respects.

Another branch of art which had close connection with the early symphonies was the Concerto. Works under this name were not by any means invariably meant to be show pieces for solo instruments as modern 'concertos' are, and sometimes the name was used as almost synonymous with symphony. The earliest concertos seem to have been works in which groups of ‘solo’ and ‘ripieno’ instruments were used, chiefly to obtain contrasts of fullness of tone. For instance, a set of six concertos by Alessandro Scarlatti, for two violins and cello, ‘soli,’ and two violins, tenor, and bass, ‘ripieni,’ present no distinction of style between one group and the other. The accompanying instruments for the most part merely double the solo parts, and leave off either to lessen the sound here and there, or because the passages happen to go a little higher than usual, or to be a little difficult for the average violin-players of that time. When the intention is to vary the quality of sound as well, the element of what is called instrumentation is introduced, and this is one of the earliest phases of that element which can be traced in music. The order of movements and the style of them are, generally after the manner of the Sonate da Chiesa, and therefore do not present any close analogy with the subject of this article. But very soon after the time of Corelli and Alessandro Scarlatti the form of the Italian overture was adopted for concertos, and about the same time they began to show traces of becoming show-pieces for great performers. Allusions to the performance of concertos by great violins-players in the churches form a familiar feature in the musical literature of the 18th century, and the threemovement-form (to all intents exactly like that of the symphonies) seems to have been adopted early. This evidently points to the fact that this form appealed to the instincts of composers generally, as the most promising for free expression of their musical thoughts. It may seem curious that J. S. Bach, who followed French models in some important departments of instrumental music, should exclusively have followed Italian models in this. But in reality it appears to have been a matter of chance with him; he always followed the best models which came to his hand. In this department the Italians excelled; and Bach therefore followed them, and left the most important early
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specimens of this kind remaining—almost all in the three movement-form, which was becoming the set order for symphonies. Setting aside those specially imitated from Vivaldi, there are at least twenty concertos by him for all sorts of solo instruments and combinations of solo instruments in this same form. It cannot therefore be doubted that some of the development of the symphony-form took place in this department. But Bach never to any noticeable extent yielded to the tendency to break the movements up into sections with corresponding tunes; and this distinguishes his work in a very marked manner from that of the generation of composers who followed him. His art belongs in reality to a different stratum from that which produced the greater forms of abstract instrumental music. It is probable that his form of art could not without some modification have produced the great orchestral symphonies. In order to get to these, composers had to go to a different, and for some time a decidedly lower, level. It was much the same process as had been gone through before. After Palestrina a backward move was necessary to make it possible to arrive at the art of Bach and Handel. After Bach and Handel, many had to take up a lower line in order to get to Beethoven. In the latter case it was necessary to go through the elementary stages of defining the various contrasting sections of a movement, and finding that form of harmonic treatment which admitted the great effects of colour or variety of tone in the mass, as well as in the separate lines of the counterpoint. Bach's position was so immensely high that several generations had to pass before men were able to follow on his lines and adopt his principles in harmonic music. The generation that followed him showed scarcely any trace of his influence. Even before he had passed away the new tendencies of music were strongly apparent, and much of the elementary work of the modern sonata form of art had been done on different lines from his own.

The 'Sinfonia avanti l'opera' was clearly by this time sufficiently independent and complete to be appreciated without the opera, and without either name or programme to explain its meaning; and within a very short period the demand for these sinfonias became very great. Burney's tours in search of materials for his History, in France, Italy, Holland, and Germany, were made in 1770 and 72, before Haydn had written any of his greater symphonies, and while Mozart was still a boy. His allusions to independent 'symphonies' are very frequent. Among those whose works he mentions with most favour are Stamitz, Emmanuel Bach, Christian Bach, and Abel. Works of the kind by these composers and many others of note are to be seen in great numbers in sets of part-books in the British Museum. These furnish most excellent materials for judging of the status of the Symphony in the early stages of its independent existence. The two most important points which they illustrate are the development of instrumentation, and the definition of form. They appear to have been generally written in eight parts. Most of them are scored for two violins, viola, and bass; two hautbois, or two flutes, and two cors de chasse. This is the case in the six symphonies of opus 3 of John Christian Bach, the six of Abel’s opus 10, the six of Stamitz’s opus 9, opus 13, and opus 16; also in a set of ‘Overtures in 8 parts’ by Arne, which must have been early in the field, as the licence from George II, printed in full at the beginning of the first violin part, is dated January 1739. The same orchestration is found in many symphonies by Galuppi, Ditters, Schwiniel, and others. Wagenseil, who must have been the oldest of this group of composers (having been born in the 17th century, within six years after Handel, Scarlatti, and Bach), wrote several quite in the characteristic harmonic style, ‘a 4 parties obligées avec Cors de Chasse ad libitum.’ The treatment of the instruments in these early examples is rather crude and stiff. The violins are almost always playing, and the hautboys or flutes are only used to reinforce them at times as the ‘ripieni’ instruments did in the early concertos, while the horns serve to hold on the harmonies. The first stages of improvement are noticeable in such details as the independent treatment of the strings. In the symphonies before the operas the violas were cared for so little that in many cases not more than half-a-dozen bars are written in, all the rest being merely ‘col basso.’ As examples of this in works of more or less illustrious writers may be mentioned the ‘Sinfonia’ to Jomelli’s ‘Passione’ and ‘Betulia Liberata,’ Sacchini’s ‘Edipus,’ and Sarti’s ‘Giulio Sabino.’ One of the many honours attributed to Stamitz by his admiring contemporaries was that ‘nec non vi solun violas in concertum, sensisse caput in basso.’ This may seem a trivial detail, but it is only by such details, and the way in which they struck contemporary writers, that the character of the gradual progress in instrumental composition can now be understood.

The general outlines of the form were extremely regular. The three movements as above described were almost invariable, the first being a vigorous broad allegro, the second the sentimental slow movement, and the third the lively vivace. The progress of internal structure is at first chiefly noticeable in the first movement. In the early examples this is always condensed as much as possible, the balance of subjects is not very clearly realisable, and there is hardly ever a double bar or repeat of the first half of the movement. The divisions of key, the short ‘working-out’ portion, and the recapitulation, are generally present, but not pointedly defined. Examples of this condition of things are supplied by some MS. symphonies by Paradise in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, which in other respects possess excellent and characteristically modern traits. The first thing attained seems to have been the relative definition and balance of the two subjects. In Stamitz, Abel, J. C. Bach, and Wagenseil, this is already commonly met with. The following
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1 It is notorious that Mozart gave fuller parts to the second violin because of the incompetence of the viola-players.
examples from the first movement of the fifth symphony of Stamitz's opus 9 illustrate both the style and the degree of contrast between the two principal subjects.

1st subject.

2nd subject.

The style is a little heavy, and the motion constrained, but the general character is solid and dignified. The last movements of this period are curiously suggestive of some familiar examples of a mature time; very gay and obvious, and very definite in outline. The following is very characteristic of Abel:

It is a noticeable fact in connection with the genealogy of these works, that they are almost as frequently entitled 'Overture' as 'Symphony'; sometimes the same work is called by the one name outside and the other in; and this is the case also with some of the earlier and slighter symphonies of Haydn, which must have made their appearance about this period. One further point which it is of importance to note is that in some of Stamitz's symphonies the complete form of the mature period is found. One in D is most complete in every respect. The first movement is Allegro with double bars and repeats in regular binary form; the second is an Andante in G, the third a Minuet and Trio, and the fourth a Presto. Another in Eb (which is called no. 7 in the part-books) and another in F (not definable) have also the Minuet and Trio. A few others by Schweindl and Ditters have the same, but it is impossible to get even approximately to the date of their production, and therefore little inference can be framed upon the circumstance, beyond the fact that composers were beginning to recognise the fourth movement as a desirable ingredient.

Another composer who precedes Haydn in time as well as in style is Emmanuel Bach. He was his senior in years, and began writing symphonies in 1741, when Haydn was only nine years old. His most important symphonies were produced in 1776; while Haydn's most important examples were not produced till after 1790. In style Emmanuel Bach stands singularly alone, at least in his finest examples. It looks almost as if he purposely avoided the form which by 1776 must have been familiar to the musical world. It has been shown that the binary form was employed in his orchestral works, but he seems determinedly to avoid it in the first movements of the works of that year. His object seems to have been to produce striking and clearly outlined passages, and to balance and contrast them one with another according to his fancy, and with little regard to any systematic distribution of the successions of key. The boldest and most striking subject is the first of the Symphony in D:
The opening passages of that in Eb are hardly less emphatic. They have little connection with the tendencies of his contemporaries, but seem in every respect an experiment on independent lines, in which the interest depends upon the vigour of the thoughts and the unexpected turns of the modulations; and the result is certainly rather fragmentary and disconnected. The slow movement is commonly connected with the first and last either by a special transitional passage, or by a turn of modulation and a half close. It is short and dependent in its character, but graceful and melodious. The last is much more systematic in structure than the first; sometimes in definite binary form, as was the case with the early violin sonatas.

It has sometimes been said that Haydn was chiefly influenced by Emmanuel Bach, and Mozart by John Christian Bach. At the present time, and in relation to symphonies, it is easier to understand the case than the former. In both cases the influence is more likely to be traced in clavier works than in those for orchestra. For Haydn's style and treatment of form bear far more resemblance to most of the other composers whose works have been referred to, than to Emmanuel Bach. There are certain kinds of forcible expression and ingenious turns of modulation which Haydn may have learnt from him; but their best orchestral works seem to belong to quite distinct families. Haydn's first symphony was written in 1759 for Count Morzin. Like many other of his early works it does not seem discoverable in print in this country. But it is said by Pohl, who must have seen it somewhere in Germany, to be 'a small work in three movements for 2 violins, viola, bass, 2 oboes, and 2 horns'; from which particulars it would appear to correspond exactly in externals to the examples above described of Abel's and J. C. Bach's, etc. In the course of the next few years he added many more; most of which appear to have been slight and of no great historical importance, while the few which present peculiarities are so far isolated in those respects that they do not throw much light upon the course of his development, or upon his share in building up the art-form of the Symphony. Of such a kind is the movement (dramatic in character, and including long passages of recitative) in the Symphony in C, which he wrote as early as 1761. For, though this kind of movement is found in instrumental works of an earlier period, its appearance in such a manner in a symphony is too rare to have any special historical bearings. The course of his development was gradual and regular. He seems to have been content with steadily improving the edifice of his predecessors, and with few exceptions to have followed their lines. A great deal is frequently attributed to his con-

1 Joseph Haydn, vol. i. 364 (1875).

2 Ibid. 297, 297.
section with the complete musical establishment which Prince Esterhazy set up at his great palace at Esterhazy; where Haydn certainly had opportunities which have been the lot of scarcely any other composer who ever lived. He is described as making experiments in orchestration, and ringing the bell for the band to come and try them; and, though this may not be absolutely true in fact, there can scarcely be a doubt that the very great improvements which he effected in every department of orchestration may to a great extent be attributed to the facilities for testing his works which he enjoyed. At the same time the really important portion of his compositions which were not produced till his patron, Prince Nicolaus Esterhazy, was dead, and the musical establishment broken up; nor, it must be remembered, till after that strange and important episode in Haydn’s life, the rapid fitting of Mozart across the scene. When Haydn wrote his first symphony, Mozart was only three years old; and Mozart died in the very year in which the famous Salomon concerts in London, for which Haydn wrote nearly all his finest symphonies, began. Mozart’s work therefore comprises somewhat more than half of his greatest achievements; and his symphonies are in some respects prior to Haydn’s, and certainly had effect upon his later works of all kinds.

According to Köchel, Mozart wrote altogether forty-nine symphonies. The first, in Eb, was written in London in 1764, when he was eight years old, and only five years after Haydn wrote his first. It was on the same pattern as those which have been fully described above, being in three movements and the order of the usual set of instruments—namely, two violins, viola, bass, two oboes and two horns. Three more followed in close succession, in one of which clarinets are introduced instead of oboes, and a bassoon is added to the usual group of eight instruments. In these works striking originality of purpose or style is hardly to be looked for, and it was not for some time that Mozart’s powers in instrumental music reached a pitch of development which is historically important; but it is nevertheless astonishing to see how early he developed a free and even rich style in managing his orchestral resources. With regard to the character of these and all but a few of the rest; it is necessary to keep in mind that a symphony at that time was a very much less important matter than it became fifty years later. The manner in which symphonies were poured out, in sets of six and otherwise, by numerous composers in the latter half of the eighteenth century, puts utterly out of the question the loftiness of aim and purpose which has become a necessity since the early years of the present century. They were all rather slight works on familiar lines, with which for the time being composers and public were alike quite content; and neither Haydn nor Mozart in their early specimens seem to have specially exerted themselves. The general survey of Mozart’s symphonies presents a certain number of facts which are worth noting for their bearing upon the history of this form of art. The second symphony he wrote had a minuet and trio; but it is hardly possible that he can have regarded this as an important part, since he afterwards wrote seventeen others without them; and these spread over the whole period of his activity, for even in that which he wrote at Prague in 1786, and which is last but three in the whole series, the minuet and trio are absent. Besides this fact, which at once connects them with the examples by other composers previously discussed, there is the yet more noticeable one that more than twenty of the series are written for the same peculiar little group of instruments, viz. the four strings, a pair of oboes or flutes, and a pair of horns. Although he used clarinets so early as his third symphony, he never employed them again till his thirty-ninth, which was written for Paris, and is almost more fully scored than any. In the whole forty-nine, in fact, he only used clarinets five times, and in one of these cases (viz. the well-known G minor) they were added after he had finished the score! Even horns are not common; the most frequent addition to the little nucleus of oboes or flutes and horns being trumpets and drums. The two which are most fully scored are the Parisian, in D, just alluded to, which was written in 1778, and that in Eb, which was written in Vienna in 1788, and stands first in the famous triad. These facts explain to a certain extent how it was possible to write such an extraordinary number in so short a space of time. Mozart’s most continuously prolific period in this branch of art seems to have been when he had returned to Salzburg in 1771; for between July in that year and the beginning of 1773, it appears to be proved that he produced no less than fourteen. But this feat is fairly surpassed in another sense by the production of the last three in three successive months, June, July, and August, 1788; since the musical calibre of these is so immensely superior to that of the earlier ones.

One detail of comparison between Mozart’s ways and Haydn’s is curious. Haydn began to use introductory adagios very early, and used them so often that they became quite a characteristic feature in his plan. Mozart, on the other hand, did not use one until his 44th Symphony, written in 1783. What was the origin of Haydn’s employment of them is uncertain. The causes that have been suggested are not altogether satisfactory. In the orthodox form of the first half of the eighteenth century, the opening adagio is not found. He may possibly have observed that it was a useful factor in a certain class of overtures, and then have used it as an experiment in symphonies, and finding it answerable, may have adopted the expedient generally in succeeding works of the kind. It seems likely that Mozart adapted it from Haydn, as its first appearance (in the symphony which is believed
to have been composed at Linz for Count Thun) coincides with the period in which he is considered to have been first strongly influenced by Haydn. 

The influence of these two great composers upon one another is extremely interesting and curious, more especially as it did not take effect till comparatively late in their artistic careers. They both began working in the general direction of their time, under the influences which have been already referred to. In the department of symphony each was considerably influenced after a time by a special circumstance of his life; Haydn by the appointment to Esterhaz before alluded to, and the opportunities it afforded him of orchestral experiment; and Mozart by his stay at Mannheim in 1777. For it appears most likely that the superior abilities of the Mannheim orchestra for dealing with purely instrumental music, and the traditions of Stamitz, who had there effected his share in the history of the Symphony, opened Mozart's eyes to the possibilities of orchestral performance, and encouraged him to a freer style of composition and more elaborate treatment of the orchestra than he had up to that time attempted. 

The Mannheim band had in fact been long considered the finest in Europe; and in certain things, such as attention to nuances (which in early orchestral works had been looked upon as either unnecessary or out of place), they and their conductors had been important pioneers; and thus Mozart must certainly have had his ideas on such heads a good deal expanded. The qualities of the symphony produced in Paris early in the next year were probably the firstfruits of these circumstances; and it happens that while this symphony is the first of his which has maintained a definite position among the important landmarks of art, it is also the first in which he uses orchestral forces approaching to those commonly employed for symphonies since the latter part of the last century.

Both Haydn and Mozart, in the course of their respective careers, made decided progress in managing the orchestra, both as regards the treatment of individual instruments, and the distribution of the details of musical interest among them. It has been already pointed out that one of the earliest expedients by which contrast of effect was attempted by writers for combinations of instruments, was the careful distribution of portions for 'solo' and 'ripieno' instruments, as illustrated by Scarlatti's and later concertos. In J. S. Bach's treatment of the orchestra, the same characteristic is familiar. The long duets for oboes, flutes, or oboes, and the solos for horn or violin, or viola da gamba, which continue throughout whole recitatives or arias, all have this same principle at bottom. Composers had still to learn the free and yet well-balanced management of their string forces, and to attain the mean between the use of wind instruments merely to strengthen the strings and their use as solo instruments in long independent passages. In Haydn's early symphonies the old traditions are most apparent. The balance between the different forces of the orchestra is as yet both crude and obvious. In the symphony called 'Le Matin' for instance, which appears to have been among the earliest, the second violins play with the first, and the violas with the basses to a very marked extent—in the first movement almost throughout. This first movement, again, begins with a solo for flute. The slow movement, which is divided into adagio and andante, has no wind instruments at all, but there is a violin solo throughout the middle portion. In the minuet a contrast is attained by a long passage for wind band alone (as in J. S. Bach's and Bourrée to the 'Ouverture' in C major); and the trio consists of a long and elaborate solo for bassoon. Haydn early began experiments in various uses of his orchestra, and his ways of grouping his solo instruments for effect are often curious and original. C. F. Pohl, in his life of him, prints from the MS. parts a charming slow movement from a Bb symphony, which was probably written in 1766 or 1767. It illustrates in a singular way how Haydn at first endeavoured to obtain a special effect without ceasing to conform to familiar methods of treating his strings. The movement is scored for first and second violins, violas, solo violoncello and bass, all 'con sordini.' The first and second violins play in unison thoughout, and the cello plays the tune with them an octave lower, while the violas play in octaves with the bass all but two or three bars of cadence; so that in reality there are scarcely ever more than two parts playing at a time. The following example will show the style:

Towards a really free treatment of his forces he seems, however, to have been led on insensibly and by very slow degrees. For over twenty years of symphony-writing the same limited treatment of strings and the same kind of solo passages are commonly to be met with. But there is a growing tendency to make the wind and the lower and inner strings more and more independent, and to individualise the style of each within proportionate bounds. A fine symphony (in E minor, 'Letter I') which appears to date from 1773, is a good specimen of Haydn's intermediate stage. The strings play almost incessantly throughout, and the wind either doubles
the string parts to enrich and reinforce them, or else has long holding notes while the strings play characteristic figures. The following passage from the last movement will serve to illustrate pretty clearly the stage of orchestral expression to which Haydn had attained that time arrived:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pronto} & \\
\text{Overt in E} & \\
\text{Overt in G} & \\
\text{Overt in B} & \\
\text{Violin 1 & 2} & \\
\text{Violin 2 & Bass} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

In the course of the following ten years the progress was slow but steady. No doubt many other composers were writing symphonies besides Haydn and Mozart, and were, like them, improving that branch of art. Unfortunately the difficulty of fixing the dates of their productions is almost insuperable; and so their greater representatives come to be regarded, not only as giving an epitome of the history of the epoch, but as comprising it in themselves. Mozart's first specially notable symphony falls in 1778. This was the one which he wrote for Paris after his experiences at Mannheim; and some of his Mannheim friends who happened to be in Paris with him assisted at the performance. It is in almost every respect a very great advance upon Haydn's E minor Symphony, just quoted. The treatment of the instruments is very much freer, and more individually characteristic. It marks an important step in the transition from the kind of symphony in which the music appears to have been conceived almost entirely for violins, with wind subordinate, except in special solo passages, to the kind in which the original conception in respect of subjects, episodes and development, embraced all the forces, including the wind instruments. The first eight bars of Mozart's symphony are sufficient to illustrate the nature of the artistic tendency. In the firm and dignified beginning of the principal subject, the strings, with flutes and bassoons, are all in unison for three bars, and a chord of wind instruments gives the full chord. Then the upper strings are left alone for a couple of bars in octaves, and are accompanied in their short closing phrase by an independent full chord of wind instruments, piano. This chord is repeated in the same form of rhythm as that which marks the first bars of the principal subject, and has therefore at once musical sense and relevancy, besides supplying the necessary full harmony. In the subsidiary subject by which the first section is carried on, the quick lively passages of the strings are accompanied by short figures for flute and horns, with their own independent musical significance. In the second subject proper, which is derived from this subsidiary, an excellent balance of colour is obtained by pairs of wind instruments in octaves, answering with an independent and very characteristic phrase of their own the group of strings which give out the first part of the subject. The same well-balanced method is observed throughout. In the working out of this movement almost all the instruments have something special and relevant of their own to do, so that it is made to seem as if the conception were exactly apportioned to the forces which were meant to utter it. The same criticisms apply to all the rest of the symphony. The slow movement has beautiful independent figures and phrases for the wind instruments, so interwoven with the body of the movement that they supply necessary elements of colour and fulness of harmony, without appearing either as definite solos or as meaningless holding notes. The last movement has much the same characteristics as the first in the matter of instrumental utterance, and in its working-out section all the forces have, if anything, even more independent work of their own to do, while still supplying their appropriate ingredients to the sum total of sound.

The succeeding ten years saw all the rest of the work Mozart was destined to do in the department of symphony; much of it showing in turn an advance on the Paris Symphony, inasmuch as the principles there shown were worked out to greater fulness and perfection, while the musical spirit attained a more definite richness, and escaped further from the formalism which characterises the previous generation. Among these symphonies the most important are the following: a considerable one (in Eb) composed at Salzburg in 1780; the ‘Haffner’ (in D), which was a modification of a serenade, and had originally more than the usual group of movements; the ‘Linz’ Symphony (in C; ‘No. 5’); and the last four, the crown of the whole series. The first of these (in D major) was written for Prague in 1786, and was received there with immense favour in January 1787. It appears to be far in advance of all its predecessors in freedom and clearness of instrumentation, in the breadth and musical significance of the subjects, and in richness and balance of form. It is one of the few of Mozart's which open with an adagio, and that too of unusual proportions; but it has no minuet and trio. This symphony was in turn exceeded by the three great ones in E flat, G minor, and C, which were composed at Vienna in June, July and August, 1788. These symphonies are almost the first in which certain qualities of musical expression and a certain method in their treatment stand prominent in the manner which was destined to become characteristic of the great works of the early part of the nineteenth century.
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century. Mozart having mastered the principle upon which the mature art-form of symphony was to be attained, had greater freedom for the expression of his intrinsically musical ideas, and could emphasise more freely and consistently the typical characteristics which his inspiration led him to adopt in developing his ideas. It must not, however, be supposed that this principle is to be found for the first time in these works. They find their counterparts in works of Haydn's of a much earlier date; only, inasmuch as the art-form was then less mature, the element of formalisation is stronger to assert itself in the music's or poetical intention being so clearly realised.

It is of course impossible to put into words with certainty the inherent characteristics of these or any other later works on the same lines; but that they are felt to have such characteristics is indisputable, and their perfection as works of art, which is so commonly insisted on, could not exist if it were not so. Among the many writers who have tried in some way to describe them, probably the best and most responsible is Otto Jahn. Of the first two groups (that in E♭), he says, 'We find the expression of perfect happiness in the charm of euphony' which is one of the marked external characteristics of the whole work. 'The feeling of pride in the consciousness of power shines through the magnificent introduction, while the Allegro expresses the purest pleasure, now in frolicsome joy, now in active excitement, and now in noble and dignified compound. Some shadows appear, it is true, in the Adagio, but there the serene al throw into stronger relief the mild severity of a mind communing with itself and rejoicing in the peace which fills it. This is the true source of the cheerful transport which rules the last movement, rejoicing in its own strength and in the joy of being.' Whether this is all perfectly true or not is of less consequence than the fact that a consistent and uniform style and object can be discerned through the whole work, and that in spite of an approximate description in words, without either straining or violating familiar impressions.

The second of the great symphonic trilogy—that in G minor—has a still clearer meaning. The contrast with the E♭ is strong, for in no symphony of Mozart's there is so much sadness and regretfulness. This element also accounts for the fact that it is the most modern of his symphonies, and shows most human nature. E. J. A. Hoffmann (writing in a spirit very different from that of Jahn) says of it, 'Love and melancholy breathe forth in purest spirit tones; we feel ourselves drawn with inexpressible longing towards the forms which beckon us to join them in their flight through the clouds to another sphere.'

Jahn agrees in attributing to it a character of sorrow and complaining; and there can hardly be a doubt that the tonality as well as the style, and such characteristic features as occur incidentally, would all favour the idea that Mozart's inspiration took a sad cast, and maintained it so far throughout; so that, notwithstanding the formal passages which occasionally make their appearance at the close, the whole work may without violation of probability receive a consistent psychological explanation. Even the orchestration seems appropriate from this point of view, since the prevailing effect is far less soft and smooth than that of the previous symphony. A detail of historical interest in connection with this work is the fact that Mozart originally wrote it without clarinets, and added them afterwards for a performance at which it may be presumed they would be especially mantled by the man who did this by taking a separate piece of paper and rearranging the oboe parts, sometimes combining the instruments and sometimes distributing the parts between the two, with due regard to their characteristic styles of utterance.

The last of Mozart's symphonies has so obvious and distinctive a character throughout, that popular estimation has accepted the definite name 'Jupiter' as conveying the prevalent feeling about it. In this there is far less human sentiment than in the G minor. In fact, Mozart appears to have aimed at something lofty and self-contained, and therefore precluding the shade of sadness which is an element almost indispensable to strong human sympathy. When he descends from this distant height, he assumes a cheerful and sometimes playful vein, as in the second principal subject of the first movement, and in the subsidiary or cadence subject that follows it. This may not be altogether in accordance with what is peculiarly mantled by that of 'Jupiter,' though that deity appears to have been capable of a good deal of levity in his time; but it has the virtue of supplying admirable contrast to the main subjects of the section; and it is so far in consonance with them that there is no actual reversal of feeling in passing from one to the other. The slow movement has an appropriate dignity which keeps it in character, and reaches, in parts, a considerable degree of passion, which brings it nearer to the sympathy than the other movements. The Minuet and the Trio again show cheerful serenity, and the last movement, with its elaborate fugal treatment, has a vigorous austerity, which is an excellent balance to the character of the first movement. The scoring, especially in the first and last movements, is fuller than is usual with Mozart, and produces effects of strong and clear sound; and it is also admirably in character with the spirit of dignity and loftiness which seems to be aimed at in the greater portion of the musical subjects and figures. In these later symphonies Mozart certainly reached a far higher pitch of art in the department of instrumental music than any hitherto arrived at. The characteristics of his attainments may be described as a freedom of style in the ideas, freedom in the treatment of the various parts of the score, and independence and appropriateness of expression in the management of the various groups of instruments employed. In comparison with the works of his predecessors, and with his own and Haydn's
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earlier compositions there is throughout a most remarkable advance in vitality. The distribution of certain cadences and passages of tutti still appear to modern ears formal; but compared with the immature formalism of expression, even in principal ideas, which was prevalent twenty or even ten years earlier, the improvement is immense. In such structural elements as the development of the ideas, the concise and energetic flow of the music, the distribution and contrast of instrumental tone, and the balance and proportion of sound, these works are generally held to reach a pitch almost unsurpassable from the point of view of technical criticism. Mozart's intelligence and taste, dealing with thoughts as yet undisturbed by strong or passionate emotion, attained a degree of perfection in the sense of pure and directly intelligible art which later times can scarcely hope to see approached.

Haydn's symphonies up to this time cannot be compared to the symphonies of Mozart, though they show a considerable improvement on the style of treatment and expression in the 'Trauer' or the 'Farewell' Symphonies. Of these which are better known of about this date are 'La Poule' and 'Letter V', which were written (both for Paris) in 1786 and 1787. 'Letter Q' or the 'Oxford' Symphony, which was performed when Haydn received the degree of Doctor of Music from that university, dates from 1786, the same year as Mozart's great triad. 'Letter V' and 'Letter Q' are in his mature style, and thoroughly characteristic in every respect. The orchestra is clear and fresh, though not so symphonic nor so elastic in its variety as Mozart's; and the ideas, with all their geniality and directness, are not up to his own highest standard. It is the last twelve, which were written for Salomon after 1790, which have really fixed Haydn's high position as a composer of symphonies; these became so popular as practically to supersede the numerous works of all his predecessors and contemporaries except Mozart, to the extent of causing them to be almost completely forgotten. This is owing partly to the high pitch of technical skill which he attained, partly to the freshness and geniality of his ideas, and partly to the vigour and daring of harmonic progression which he manifested. He and Mozart together enriched this branch of art to an extraordinary degree, and towards the end of their lives began to introduce far deeper feeling and earnestness into the style than had been customary in early works of the class. The average orchestra had increased in size, and at the same time had gained a better balance of its component elements. Instead of the customary little group of strings and four wind instruments, it had come to comprise, besides the strings, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, and drums. To these were occasionally added 2 clarinets, as in Haydn's three last (the two in D minor and one in E), and in one movement of the Military Symphony. Neither Mozart nor Haydn ever used trombones in symphonies; but uncommon instruments were sometimes employed, as in the 'Military,' in which Haydn used a big drum, a triangle and cymbals. In his latest symphonies Haydn's treatment of his orchestra agrees in general with the description already given of Mozart's. The bass has attained a free motion of its own; the violas rarely cling in a dependent manner to it, but have their own individual work to do, and the same applies to the second violins, which no longer so often appear merely 'ool i mo.' The wind instruments fill up and sustain the harmonies as completely as in former days; but they cease merely to hold long notes without characteristic features, or slavishly to follow the string parts whenever something livelier is required. They may still play a great deal that is mere doubling, but there is generally method in it; and the musical ideas they express are in a great measure proportioned to their characters and style of utterance. Haydn's symphonies contain passages for wind alone, as in the slow movement of the Oxford Symphony, the opening passage of the first allegro of the Military Symphony, and the 'working out' of the Symphony in C, no. 1 of the Salomon set. Solos in a tune-form for wind instruments are also rather more common than in Mozart's works, and in many respects the various elements which go to make up the whole are less assimilated than they are by Mozart. The tunes are generally more definite in their outlines, and stand in less close relation with their context. It appears as if Haydn always retained to the last a strong sympathy with simple people's tunes; the character of his minuets and trios, and especially of his finales, is sometimes strongly defined in this respect; but his way of expressing them within the limits he chose is extraordinarily finished and acute. It is possible that, as before suggested, he got his taste for surprises in harmonic progression from C. P. E. Bach. His instinct for such things, considering the age he lived in, was very remarkable. The passage on the next page, from his Symphony in C, just referred to, illustrates several of the above points at once.

The period of Haydn and Mozart is in every respect the principal crisis in the history of the Symphony. When they came upon the scene, it was not regarded as a very important form of art. In the good musical centres of those times—and there were many—there was a great demand for symphonies; but the bands for which they were written were small, and appear from the most natural inferences not to have been very efficient or well organised. The standard of performance was evidently rough, and composers could neither expect much attention to pianissimo and forte, nor any ability to grapple with technical difficulties among the players of bass instruments or violae. The audiences were critical in the one sense of requiring good healthy workmanship in the writing of the pieces—in fact much better than they would demand in the present day; but with regard to deep meaning, refinement, poetical intention, or originality, they
appear to have cared very little. They wanted to be healthily pleased and entertained, not stirred with deep emotion; and the purposes of composers in those days were consequently not exalted to any high pitch, but were limited to a simple and unpretentious supply, in accordance with demand and opportunity. Haydn was influenced by these considerations till the last. There is always more fun and gaiety in his music than pensiveness or serious reflection. But in developing the technical part of expression, in proportioning the means to the end, and in arranging the forces of the orchestra, what he did was of the utmost importance. It is, however, impossible to appportion the value of the work of the two masters. Haydn did a great deal of important and substantial work before Mozart came into prominence in the same field. But after the first great mark had been made by the Paris Symphony, Mozart seemed to rush to his culmination; and in the last four of his works reached a style which appears richer, more sympathetic, and more complete than anything Haydn could attain to. Then, again, when he had passed away, Haydn produced his greatest works. Each composer had his distinctive characteristics, and each is delightful in his own way; but Haydn would probably not have reached his highest development without the influence of his more richly gifted contemporary; and Mozart for his part was undoubtedly very much under the influence of Haydn at an important part of his career. The best that can be said by way of distinguishing their respective shares in the result is that Mozart's last symphonies introduced an intrinsically musical element which had before been wanting, and showed a supreme perfection of actual art in their structure; while Haydn in the long series of his works cultivated and refined his own powers to such an extent that when his last symphonies had made their appearance, the status of the symphony was raised beyond the possibility of a return to the old level. In fact he gave this branch of art a stability and breadth which served as the basis upon which the art of succeeding generations appears to rest; and the simplicity and clearness of his style
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and structural principles supplied an intelligible model for his successors to follow.

One of the most important of the contemporaries of Haydn and Mozart in this department of art was F. J. Gossec. He was born in 1735, one year after Haydn, and lived like him to a good old age. His chief claim to remembrance is the good work which he did in improving the standard of taste for instrumental music in France. According to Févis such things as instrumental symphonies were absolutely unknown in Paris before 1754, in which year Gossec published his first, five years before Haydn’s first attempt. Gossec’s work was carried on most effectually by his founding, in 1770, the ‘Concert des Amateurs,’ for whom he wrote his most important works. He also took the management of the famous Concerts Spirituels, with Gaviniés and Leduc, in 1773, and furthered the cause of good instrumental music there as well. The few symphonies of his to be found in this country are of the same calibre, and for the same groups of instruments as those of J. C. Bach, Abel, etc., already described; but Févis attributes importance to him chiefly because of the way in which he extended the dimensions and resources of the orchestra. His Symphony in D, no. 21, written soon after the founding of the Concert des Amateurs, was for a full set of strings, flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns, trumpets, and drums; and this was doubtless an astonishing force to the Parisians, accustomed as they had been to regard the compositions of Lully and Rameau as the best specimens of instrumental music. But it is clear from other indications that Gossec had considerable ideas about the ways in which instrumental music might be improved, analogous on a much smaller scale to the aspirations and attempts of Berlioz at a later date. Not only are his works carefully marked with pianissimo and forte, but in some (as the Symphonies of op. xii.) there are elaborate directions as to how the movements are to be played. Some of these are curious. For instance, over the 1st violin part of the slow movement of the second symphony is printed the following: ‘La différence du Fort au Doux dans ce morceau doit être excessive, et le mouvement modéré, à l’aise, qu’il semble se jover avec le plus grand facilité.’ Nearly all the separate movements of this set have some such directions, either longer or shorter; the inference from which is that Gossec had a strong idea of expression and style in performance, and did not find his bands very easily led in these respects. The movements themselves are on the same small scale as those of J. C. Bach, Abel, and Stamitz; and very often has the double bar and repeat in the first movements, though these often make their appearance in the finales. The style is to a certain extent individual; not so robust or so full as that of Bach or Stamitz, but not without attractiveness. As his works are very difficult to get sight of, the following quotation from the last movement of a symphony in Bb will serve to give some idea of his style and manner of scoring.

Another composer of symphonies, who is often heard of in juxtaposition with Haydn and Mozart, and sometimes as being preferred to them by the audience of the time, is Gyswets. His symphonies appear to be on a larger scale than those of the prior generation of composers of second rank like himself. A few of them are occasionally to be met with in collections of ‘Periodical overtures,’ ‘symphonies,’ etc., published in separate orchestral parts. One in C, scored for small orchestra, has an introductory Adagio, an Allegro of about the dimensions of Haydn’s earlier first movements, with double bar in the middle; then an Andante con sordini (the latter a favourite device in central slow movements); then a Minuet and Trio, and, to end with, a Rondo in 2-4 time, Allegro non troppo. Others, in Eb and Bb, have much the same distribution of movements, but without the introductory Adagio. The style of them is rather mild and complacent, and not approaching in any way the interest or breadth of the works of his great contemporaries; but the subjects are clear and vivacious, and the movements seem fairly developed. Other symphony writers, who had vogue and even
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Celebrity about this time and a little later, such as Krommer (beloved by Schubert), the Rombergs, and Eberl (at one time preferred to Beethoven), require no more than passing mention. They certainly furthered the branch of art very little, and were so completely extinguished by the exceptionally great writers who came close upon one another at that time, that it is even difficult to find traces of them.

The greatest of all masters of the Symphony followed so close upon Haydn, that there is less of a gap between the last of Haydn's Symphonies and his first than there was later between some of his own. Haydn's last was probably written in 1795. When Beethoven wrote his first cannot be ascertained; sketches for the Finale are found as early as the year last mentioned; but it was not actually produced in public till April 27th, 1800. Like Schuman and Brahms in later days, he did not turn his attention to this branch of composition till comparatively late. The opus-number of his first Symphony is 21. It is preceded by eleven pianoforte sonatas, several works for pianoforte combined with other instruments, the well-known Septet in Eb, and several chamber compositions for strings. So that by the time he came to attacking Symphony he had had considerable practice in dealing with structural matters. The only works in which he had tried his strength with the orchestra were the two concertos—the Eb, op. 19, which was written in or about 1795, and the C major, op. 15, which was written about 1796. He showed himself at once a master of the orchestra; but it is evident that at first he stepped cautiously in expressing himself with such resources. The 1st Symphony is less free and rich in expression, and has more elements of formality, than several works on a smaller scale which preceded it... This is explicable on the general ground that the orchestra, especially in those days, was not a fit exponent of the same kind of things which could be expressed by solo violins, or the pianoforte. The scale must necessarily be larger and broader; the intricate development and delicate or subtle sentiment which is quite appropriate and intelligible in the intimacy of a domestic circle, is out of place in the more public conditions of orchestral performance. This Beethoven must have instinctively felt, and he appears not to have found the style for full expression of his personality in either of the first symphonies. The second is even more curious in that respect than the first, as it comes after one of the richest and most interesting, and another of the most perfectly charming and original of the works of his early period, namely the Sonatas in D minor and Eb of op. 31. However, even in these two symphonies there is a massiveness and breadth and seriousness of purpose, which mark them as products of a different and more powerfully constituted nature than anything of the kind produced before. At the time when the 1st Symphony appeared, the opening with the chord of the minor 7th of C, when the key of the piece was C major, was looked upon as extremely daring; and the narrow-minded pedants of the day felt their sensitive delicacy so outraged that some of them are said never to have forgiven it. The case is very similar to the famous introduction to Mozart's C major String Quartet, about which the pedants were little less than insulting. Beethoven had to fight for the right to express what he felt to be true; and he did it without flinching; sometimes with an apparent relish. But at the same time, in these early orchestral works he seems to have experimented with caution, and was content to follow his predecessors in a great deal that he put down. There are characteristic things in both symphonies; for instance, in the 1st the transitional passage which begins at the 65th bar of the Allegro, passing from G to G minor and then to Bb and back again, and the corresponding passage in the second half of the movement. The working out of the Andante cantabile and the persistent drum rhythm are also striking points. In the 2nd Symphony the dimensions of the Introduction are unusual, and the character of all the latter part and the freedom of the transitions in it are decisive marks of his tendencies. The Slow movement has also a warmth and sense of genuine sympathy which is new; the Scherzo, though as yet short, has a lovely new character about it, and the abrupt sfazandos and short striking figures and still more the coda, of the Finale, are quite his own. In the orchestra it is worth noting that he adopted clarinets from the first, apparently as a matter of course; in the first two symphonies he continued to use only the one pair of horns, as his predecessors had done; in the third he expanded the group to three. In the 4th he went back to two, and did not use four till the 9th. The disposition of his forces even in the first two is more independent and varied than his predecessors. The treatment of the several groups of instruments tends to be more distinct and appropriate, and at the same time more perfectly assimilated in the total effect of the music. The step to the 3rd Symphony is however immense, and at last shows this branch of composition on a level with his other works of the same period. It is surrounded on both sides by some of his noblest achievements. Opus 47 was the Sonata in A for violin and pianoforte, known as the 'Kreutzer.' Opus 53 is the Sonata in C major, dedicated to Count Waldstein. Opus 54 is the admirable little Sonata in F major. Opus 55 is the Symphony, and opus 57 the Sonata known as the 'Appassionata.' It appears that Beethoven had the idea of writing this symphony as early as 1798, but the actual work was probably done in the summer and autumn of 1803. There seems to be no doubt that it was written under the influence of his admiration for Napoleon. His own title-page had on it 'Sinfonia grande, Napoleon Bonaparte,' and, as is well known, the name 'Eroica' was not added till Napoleon became Emperor; after which event Beethoven's feelings about him naturally underwent a change. To call a great
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work by the name of a great man was quite a different thing from calling it by the name of a crowned ruler. However, the point remains the same, that the work was written with a definite purpose and under the inspiration of a special subject, and one upon which Beethoven himself assuredly had a very decided opinion. The result was the richest and noblest and by far the biggest symphony that had ever been composed in the world. It is very possible that Beethoven meant it to be so; but the fact does not make the step from the previous symphonies any the less remarkable. The scoring throughout is most freely distributed. In the first movement especially there is hardly any one of the numerous subjects and characteristic figures which has not properties demanding different departments of the orchestra to express them. They are obviously conceived with reference to the whole forces at command, not to a few special effects of force and appendages. The strings must necessarily have the greater part of the work to do, but the symphony is not written for them with wind as a species of afterthought. But it is still to be noticed that the balance is obtained chiefly by definite propositions and answers between one group and another, and though the effect is delightful, the principle is rendered a little obscure from the regularity of its occurrence. The second movement is aptly noticeable as reaching the strongest pitch of sentiment as yet shown in an orchestral slow movement. In the earliest symphonies these movements were nearly always remarkably short, and scored for fewer instruments than the first and last. Frequently they were little better than ‘intermezzi,’ attached on both sides to the more important allegros. Even Mozart’s and Haydn’s latest examples had more grace and sweetness than deep feeling, and frequently showed a tendency to formalism in the expression of the ideas. It was in Beethoven’s mind that the ornamental floriture were introduced. In the Eroica the name ‘Marcia funebre’ at once defines the object; and though the form of a march is to a certain extent maintained, it is obvious that it is of secondary importance, since the attention is more drawn to the rich and noble expression of the finest feelings of humanity over the poetically imagined death of one of the world’s heroes, than to the traditional march form. The music seems in fact to take almost the definiteness of speech of the highest order; or rather, to express the emotions which belong to the imagined situation with more fulness and completeness, but with scarcely less definiteness, than speech could achieve. In the third movement appears the first of Beethoven’s large orchestral scherzos. Any connection between it and the typical Minuet and Trio it is hard to see. The time is quicker and more bustling; and the character utterly distinct from the suave grace and somewhat measured pace of most of the previous third movements. The main points of connection with them are firstly the general outlines of form (that is, the principal portion of the Scherzo corresponding to the Minuet comes first and last, and the Trio in the middle) and secondly the humorous element. In this latter particular there is very great difference between the satyric and spontaneous fun of Haydn and the grim humour of Beethoven, sometimes verging upon irony, and sometimes, with evident purpose, upon the grotesque. The scherzo of the Eroica is not alloyed with so much grimness as some later ones, but it has traits of melancholy and seriousness here and there. The effect in its place is chiefly that of pouring the fickle crowd who soon forget their hero, and chatter and bustle cheerfully about their business or pleasure as before; which has its humorous or at least laughter-making ironical side to any one large-minded enough to avoid thinking of all such traits of humanity with reprobation and disgust. The last movement is on a scale more than equal to that of all the others, and, like them, strikes at once strikingly new notes in symphonic finale. The light and simple character of Haydn’s final rondos is familiar to every one; and he was consistent in aiming at gaiety for conclusion. Mozart in most cases did the same; but in the G minor Symphony there is a touch of rather vehement regretfulness, and in the C major of strength and seriousness. But the Finale of the Eroica first introduces qualities of massiveness and broad earnest dignity to that position in the symphony. The object is evidently to crown the work in a totally different sense from the light cheerful endings of most previous symphonies, and to appeal to fine feelings in the audience instead of aiming at putting them in a cheerful humour. It is all the difference between an audience before the revolutionary epoch and after. The starting-point of the movement is the same theme from the Prometheus music as that of the pianoforte variations in E♭ (op. 35). The basis of the whole movement is maintained throughout, interspersed with fugal episodes; and a remarkable feature is the long Andante variation immediately before the final Presto—a somewhat unusual feature in such a position, though Haydn introduced a long passage of Adagio in the middle of the last movement of a symphony in F written about 1777; but of course in a very different spirit. The Finale of the Eroica as a whole is so unusual in form, that it is not wonderful that opinions have varied much concerning it. As a piece of art it is neither so perfect nor so convincing as the other movements; but it has very noble and wonderful traits, and, as a grand experiment in an almost totally new direction, has a decided historical importance.

It is not necessary to go through the whole series of Beethoven’s Symphonies in detail, for one reason because they are so generally familiar to musicians and are likely to become more and more so; and for another because they have been so fully discussed from different points of view in this Dictionary. Some short simple particulars about each may however be useful and interesting. The order of composition of the works which
succeeded the Eroica Symphony is almost impossible to unravel. By opus-number the 4th Symphony, in Bb, comes very soon, being op. 64; but the sketches for the last movement are in the same sketch-book as parts of Fidelio, which is op. 72, and the Concerto in G, which is op. 58, was begun after Fidelio was finished. It can only be seen clearly that his works were crowded close together in this part of his life, and interest attaches to the fact that they represent the warmest and most popular group of all. Close to the Bb Symphony come the Overture to 'Coriolan,' the theme of the last movement of the Piano Concerto, the P.F., in G major, the Symphony in C minor, and the 'Sinfonia Pastoral.' The Bb is on a smaller scale than its predecessor, and of lighter and gayer cast. The opening bars of the Introduction are almost the only part which has a trace of sadness in it; and this is probably meant to throw the brightness of the rest of the work into stronger relief. Even the Slow Movement contains more serenity than deep emotion. The Scherzo is peculiar for having the Trio repeated—allegretto; and a new point in symphonic writing, and one which was not left unprepared or unlimited. What the symphony was meant to express cannot be known, but it certainly is as complete and consistent as any.

The C minor which followed has been said to be the first in which Beethoven expressed himself freely and absolutely, and threw away all traces of formalism in expression or development to give vent to the perfect utterance of his musical feelings. It certainly is so far the most forcible, and most remote from conventionalism of every kind. It was probably written very nearly about the same time as the Bb. Nottebohm says the first two movements were written in 1805; and, if this is the fact, his work on the Bb and on the C minor must have overlapped. Nothing however could be much stronger than the contrast between the two. The C minor is, in the first and most striking movement, rugged, terrible in its way; a sort of struggle with fate, one of the most thorough characteristics in symphonic writing, and containing some devices of orchestration quite magical in their clearness, and their fitness to the idea. The last movement, which follows without break after the Scherzo, is triumphant; seeming to express the mastery in the wrestling and striving of the first movement. It is historically interesting as the first appearance of trombones and contrafagotto in modern symphony; and the most powerful in sound up to that time. The next symphony, which is also the next opus-number, is the popular Pastoral, probably written in 1808, the second of Beethoven's which has a definitely stated idea as the basis of its inspiration, and the first in which a programme is suggested for each individual movement; though Beethoven is careful to explain that it is 'mehr Empfindung als Malerei.' Any account of this happy inspiration is clearly superfluous. The situations and scenes which it brings to the mind are familiar, and not likely to be less beloved as the world grows older. The style is again in great contrast to that of the C minor, being characterised rather by serenity and contentment; which, as Beethoven had not heard of all the troubles of the land question, might naturally be his feelings about country life. He used two trombones in the orchestra, but otherwise contented himself with the same group of instruments as in his earliest symphonies.

After this there was a pause for some years, during which time appeared many noble and delightful works on other lines, including the pianoforte trios in D and Eb, the Mass in C minor, op. 85, the music to Egmont, op. 84, and several sonatas. Then in one year, 1812, two symphonies appeared. The first of the two, in A major, numbered op. 92, is looked upon by many as the most romantic of all; and the sonata which it contains is also a triumph of his power and the riches which increase in attractiveness the better it is known and understood. Among specially noticeable points are the unusual proportions and great interest of the Introduction (poco sostenuto); the singular and fascinating wilfulness of the first movement, which is enhanced by some very characteristic orchestration; the noble calm of the slow movement; the merry humour of the scherzo, which has again the same peculiarity as in the Symphony, that the trio is repeated (for which the world has every reason to be thankful, as it is one of the most completely enjoyable things in all symphonic literature); and finally the wild headlong abandonment of the last movement, which might be an idealised national or rather barbaric dance-movement, and which sets the crown fitly upon one of the most characteristic of Beethoven's works. The Symphony in F, which follows immediately as op. 93, is again of a totally different character. It is of especially small proportions, but rather the character of a return to the old conditions of the Symphony, with all the advantages of Beethoven's mature powers both in the development and choice of ideas, and in the treatment of the orchestra. Beethoven himself, in a letter to Salomon, described it as 'eine kleine Symphonie in F,' as distinguished from the previous one, which he called 'Große Symphonie in A, eine meiner vorgeschichtlichen.' It has more fun and light-heartedness in the first part, more colour in the second part, but no other specially distinctive external characteristics, except the substitution of the graceful and humorous 'Allegretto scherzando' in the place of the slow movement, and a return to the Tempo di Menuetto for the scherzo. After this came again a long pause, as the greatest of all symphonies did not make its appearance till 1824. During that time however, it is probable that symphonic work was not out of his mind, for it is certain that the preparations for putting this symphony down on

1 Beethoven's own view of it may be read just below.
paper spread over several years. Of the introduction of voices into this form of composition, which is its strongest external characteristic, Beethoven had made a previous experiment in the Choral Fantasia; and he himself spoke of the symphony as 'in the style of the Choral Fantasia, but on a far larger scale.' The scale is indeed immensely larger, not only in length but in style, and the increase in this respect applies to it equally in comparison with all the symphonies that went before. The first movement is throughout the most concentrated example of the qualities which distinguish Beethoven and the new phase upon which music entered with him, from all the composers of the previous half century. The other movements are not less characteristic of him in their particular ways. The second is the largest example of the typical scherzo which first made its appearance for the orchestra in the Tric; and the supreme slow movement (the Theme with variations) is the finest orchestral example of that special type of slow movement; though in other departments of art he had previously illustrated it in a manner little less noble and deeply expressive in the slow movements of the Bb Trio and the Bb Sonata (op. 106). These movements all have reference, more or less intelligible according to the organisation and sympathies of the hearer, to the Finale of the Symphony, which consists of a setting of Schiller's ode 'An die Freude.' Its development into such enormous proportions is of a piece with the tendency shown in Beethoven's previous symphonies, and in some of his sonatas also, to supplant the conventional type of gay last movement by something which shall be a logical or poetical outcome of the preceding movements, and shall in some way clench them, or crown them with its weight and power. The introduction of words moreover gives a new scope to the definite interpretation of the whole as a single organism, developed as a poem might be in relation to definite and coherent ideas. The dramatic and human elements which Beethoven introduced into his instrumental music to a degree before undreamed of, find here their fullest expression; and most of the forms of music are called in to convey his ideas. The first movement of the symphony is in binary form; the second in scherzo, or idealised minuet and trio form; the third in the form of theme and variations. Then follows the curious passage of instrumental recitative, of which so many people guessed the meaning even before it was defined by the publication of the extracts from the MS. sketch-books in the Berlin Library; then the entry of the noble tune, the theme of the entire Finale, introduced contrapuntally in a manner which has a clear analogy to fugal treatment; and followed by the choral part, which treats the theme in the form of variations apportioned to the several voices of the poem, and carries the sentiment to the extreme pitch of exultation expressive by the human voice. The instrumental forces employed are the fullest; including, with the usual complement, four horns, three trombones in the scherzo and finale, and contrafagotto, triangle, cymbals, and big drum in the finale. The choral forces include four solo voices and full chorus, and the sentiment expressed is proportionate to the forces employed.

In Beethoven's hands the Symphony has again undergone a change of status. Haydn and Mozart, as above pointed out, embossed and enriched the form in the structural sense. They took up the work when there was little more expected of the orchestra than would have been expected of a harpsichord, and when the object of the piece was slight and almost momentary entertainment. They left it one of the most important branches of instrumental music, though still to a great extent dependent on formal perfection and somewhat obvious artistic management for its interest. Their office was in fact to perfect the form, and Beethoven's to use it. But the very use of it brought about a more exact division between its various elements. In his work first clearly appears a proportion between the forces employed and the nobility and depth and general importance of the musical ideas. In his hands the greatest and most pliable means available for the composer could be no longer fit for lightness and triviality, but only for ideal emotions of an adequate standard. It is true that earlier composers saw the advantage of adopting a breadth of style and largeness of sentiment when writing for the orchestra; but this mostly resulted in a positive dullness. It seems as if it could only be when the circumstances of history had undergone a violent change that human sentiment could reach that pitch of comprehensiveness which in Beethoven's work raised the Symphony to the highest pitch of earnest poetic feeling; and the history of his development is chiefly the coordination of all the component elements; the proportioning of the expression and style to the means; the expansion of the formal elements of the construction; the making of the orchestration perfectly free, but perfectly just in every detail of expression, and perfectly balanced in itself; and the eradication of all traces of conventionalism both in the details and in the principal outlines, and also to a great extent in the treatment of the instruments. It is chiefly through Beethoven's work that the symphony now stands at the head of all musical forms whatever; and though other composers may hereafter misuse and degrade it as they have degraded the opera, the cantata, the oratorio, the mass, and such other forms as have equal possibilities with the symphony, his works of this kind stand at such an elevation of human sympathy and emotion, and at such a pitch of individuality and power, in expression and technical mastery, that it is scarcely likely that any branch of musical art will ever show anything to surpass them.

It might seem almost superfluous to trace the history of Symphony further after Beethoven. Nothing since his time has shown, nor in the changing conditions of the history of the race is it likely anything should show, any approach to the vitality and depth of his work. But it
is just these changing conditions that leave a little opening for composers to tread the same path with him. In the millions of the human species there are numerous varieties of mental and emotional qualities grouped in different individuals, and different bands or sets of men; and the many-sided qualities of artistic work, even far below the highest standard, find their excuse and explanation in the various groups and types of mind whose artistic desires they satisfy. Those who are most highly organised in such respects find their most perfect and most sustained gratification in Beethoven's works; but others who feel less deeply, or are less wise in their sympathies, or have fewer or different opportunities of cultivating their tastes in such a musical direction, need musical food more in accordance with their mental and emotional organisation. Moreover, there is always room to treat an accepted form in the mode characteristic of the period. Beethoven's period was much more like ours than that of Haydn and Mozart, but yet it is not so like that a work expressed entirely in his manner would not be anachronism. Each successive generation takes some colour from the combination of work and changes in all previous generations; in unequal quantities proportioned to its amount of sympathy with particular periods. By the side of Beethoven there were other composers, working either on parallel lines or in a different manner on the same lines. The succeeding generations were influenced by them as well as by him; and they have introduced some elements into symphonies which are at least not prominent in his. One of the contemporary composers who had most influence on the later generation was Weber; but his influence is derived from other departments, and in that of Symphony his contribution is next to nothing—two only, so slight and unimportant, as probably to have had no influence at all.

Another composer's symphonies did not have much immediate influence, chiefly because they were not liked. The very best that the future remains to be seen. In delightfulness, Schubert's two best works in this department stand almost alone; and their qualities are unique. In his earlier works of the kind there is an analogy to Beethoven's early works. Writing for the orchestra seemed to paralyse his particular individuality; and for some time after he had written some of his finest and most original songs, he continued to write symphonies which were chiefly a modified reflex of Haydn and Mozart, or at most of the early style of Beethoven. His first attempt was made in 1812, the last page being dated October 28 of that year, when he was yet only sixteen years old—one year after Beethoven's Symphonies in A and F, and more than ten years before the great D minor. In the five following years he wrote five more, the best of which is No. 4, the Tragic, in C minor; the Andante especially being very fine and interesting, and containing many characteristic traits of the master. But none of the early works approach in interest or original beauty to the unfinished one in B minor, and the very long and vigorous one in C major; the first composed in 1821, before Beethoven's No. 9, and the second in 1828, after it. In these two he seems to have struck out a real independent symphony-style for himself, thoroughly individual in every respect, both of idea, form, and orchestration. They show singularly little of the influence of Beethoven, or Mozart, or Haydn, or any of the composers he must have been familiar with in his early days at the Konzert; but the same spirit as is met with in his songs and pianoforte pieces, and the best specimens of his chamber music. The first movement of the B minor is entirely unlike any other symphonic first movement that ever was composed before. It seems to come direct from the heart, and to have the personality of the composer in it to a most unusual degree. The orchestral forces used are the usual ones, but in the management of them there are numbers of effects which are perfectly new in this department of art, indicating the tendency of the time towards direct consideration of what is called 'colour' in orchestral combinations, and its employment with the view of enhancing the degree of actual sensuous enjoyment of a refined kind, to some extent independent of the subjects and figures. Schubert's mature orchestral works are however too few to give any strong indication of this in his own person; and what is commonly felt is the supreme attractiveness of the ideas and general style. As classical models of form none of Schubert's instrumental works take the highest rank; and it follows that no compositions by any writer which have taken such hold upon the musicians of the present time, depend so much upon their intrinsic musical qualities as his do. They are therefore in a sense the extremest examples that can be given of the degree in which the status of such music altered in about thirty years. In the epoch of Mozart and Haydn everybody was governed by the absolutely predominant in importance. This was the case in 1795. The balance was so completely altered in the course of Beethoven's lifetime, that by 1824 the phenomenon is presented of works in the highest line of musical composition depending on the predominating element of the actual musical sentiment. It must be confessed that Schubert's position in art is unique; but at the same time no man of mark can be quite unrepresentative of his time, and Schubert in this way represents the extraordinary degree in which the attention of musical people and the intention of composers in the early years of the present century was directed to the actual material of music in its expressive sense, as distinguished from the external or structural aspect. The relation of the dates at which more or less well-known symphonies made their appearance about this time is curious and not uninstructive. Mendelssohn's Reformation Symphony was pro-

1 As we write, the announcement appears of a complete edition of Schubert's works, published and MS. by Breitkopf & Härtel.
duced only two years after Schubert's great Symphony in C, namely in 1830. His Italian Symphony followed in the next year; and Stern-
dale Bennett's in G minor, in 1834.

The dates and history of Spohr's productions are even more striking, as he was actually a contemporary of Beethoven's, and senior to
Schubert, while in all respects in which his style is characterized, he represents a later genera-
tion. His first Symphony (in E♭) was composed
in 1811, before Beethoven's 7th, 8th, and 9th,
and when he himself was 27 years old. This
was followed by several others, which are not
without merit, though not of sufficient histo-
rical importance to require special consideration.
The symphony of his which is best known at
the present day is that called the 'Weihe der
Töne,' which at one time enjoyed great celebrity.
The history of this work is as follows. He inten-
ted first to compose a symphony on the same name
by his friend Pfeiffer. He began the setting in
1832, but finding it unsatisfactory he aban-
doned the idea of using the words except as
a programme; in which form they are
added to the score. The full description
and purpose of the work as expressed on the
title is 'Charakteristisches Tongemälde in Form
einer Sinfonie, nach einem Gedicht von Carl
Pfeiffer'; and a printed notice from the com-
poser is appended to the score, directing that
the poem is to be either printed or recited
aloud whenever the symphony is to be performed.
Each movement also has its title, like the Past-
oral of Beethoven; but it differs from that
work not only in its less substantial interest, but
also in a much more marked departure from the
ordinary principles of form, and the style of the
successive movements.

The earlier part of the work corresponds fairly
well with the usual principles of structure. It
commences with a short Largo of vague character,
passing into the Allegro, which is a continuous
movement of the usual description, in a sweet
but rather tame style. The next movement might
be taken to stand for the usual slow movement,
as it begins Andantino; but the development is
original, as it is broken up by several changes of
tempo and time-signatures, and is evidently based
upon a programme, for which its title supplies
an explanation. The next movement again might
be taken as an alternative to the Minuet and
Trio, being marked 'Tempo di Marcia,' which
would suggest the same general outline of form.
But the development is again independent, and
must be supposed to follow its title. From this
point all connection with the usual outlines
ceases. There is an Andante maestoso, based
upon an Ambroisianischer Loggessaeg, a Larghetto
containing a second hymn-tune, and a short
Allegretto in simple primary form to conclude
with. From this description it will be obvious
that the work is an example of thoroughgoing
'programme music.' It is clearly based rather on
the musical portrayal of a succession of ideas in
themselves independent of music, than upon the
adoption of principles of abstract form, and ideas
intrinsically musical. It derives from this fact a
historical importance which its musical qualities
taken alone would not warrant, as it is one of
the very first German examples of its kind pos-
sessing any high artistic excellences of treatment,
expression, and orchestration. It contains a
plentiful supply of Spohr's characteristic faults,
and is for the most part superficial, and deficient
in warmth of feeling and nobility of thought;
but it has also a fair share of his good traits—
delicacy and clearness of orchestration, and a
certain amount of poetical sentiment. Its suc-
cess was considerable, and this, rather than
any abstract theorising upon the tendencies of
modern music, led him to several further experi-
ments in the same line. The symphony (in C
minor) which followed the 'Weihe der Töne' was
on the old lines, and does not require much notice.
It contains experiments in unifying the work by
unusual references to subjects, as in the first
movement, where conspicuous reference is made
in the middle part of the Allegro to the charac-
teristic feature of the slow introduction; and in
the last, where the same subject is somewhat
transformed, and reappears in a different time
as a prominent feature of the second section.
In the next symphony, and in the 7th and
9th, Spohr again tried experiments in pro-
gramme. Two of these are such curiosities as
deserve description. The 6th, of 1846, in
G, is called 'Historische Symphonie,' and
the four movements are supposed to be illus-
trations of four distinct musical periods. The
first is called the Period of Handel and Bach,
and dated 1720; the second, the Period of
Haydn and Mozart, and dated 1780 (i.e. before
any of the greatest instrumental works of either
Haydn or Mozart were produced); the third is
the Period of Beethoven, and dated 1810; and
the fourth, 'Allernemeste Periode,' and dated
1840. This last title seems to imply that Spohr
regarded himself as belonging to a different
generation from Beethoven. The first period is
represented by an introductory Largo in contra-
puntal style, and an Allegro movement, part
after the manner of the old Canzonas, and part
a Pastorale, introduced for contrast. The style
has scarcely the least affinity to Bach, but the
Handelian character is extremely easy to initiate,
and hence in some respects it justifies its title
fairly well. The slow movement which follows
has good qualities and graceful points. It has
more the flavour of Mozart than Haydn, and
this is enhanced by the Mozartian turns and
figures which are introduced. One which is very
conspicuous is the short figure:—

\[ \text{Musical notation image} \]

which is found in several places in Mozart's
works. The second subject moreover is only an
ingenious alteration of the second subject in
the slow movement of Mozart's Prague Sym-
phony in D:—
Nevertheless, the whole effect of the movement is not what its title implies. The scoring is fuller, and the inner parts richer and freer in their motion than in the prototypes, and the harmonization is more chromatic, after Spohr's manner. The Scherzo professes to be in Beethoven's style, and some of his characteristic devices of harmony and rhythm and treatment of instruments are fairly well imitated (e.g. the drums in G, D, and E♭), though in a manner which shows they were but half understood. Curiously enough, one of the most marked figures does not come from Beethoven, but from Mozart's G minor Symphony:

The last movement, representing the then 'latest period,' has of course no names appended. Spohr probably did not intend to imitate any one, but was satisfied to write in his own manner, of which the movement is not a highly satisfactory example. It is perhaps rather to the composer's credit that his own characteristics should peep out at all corners in all the movements, but the result can hardly be called an artistic success. However, the experiment deserves to be recorded and described, as unique among works by composers of such standing and ability as Spohr; and the more so as it is not likely to be often heard in future.

His next Symphony (No. 7, in C major, op. 121) is in many respects as great a curiosity of a totally different description. It is called 'irdisches und Göttliches in Menscheneben,' and is a double symphony in three movements for two orchestras. The first movement is called 'Kinderwelt,' the second 'Zeit der Leidenschaften,' and the last (Presto) 'Endlicher Sieg des Göttlichen.' In the first two the second orchestra, which is the fuller of the two, is little more than an accompaniment to the first. In the last it has a good deal of work to do, uttering chiefly vehe-ment and bustling passages in contrast with quiet and sober passages by the first orchestra; until near the end, when it appears to be subdued into consonance with the first orchestra. The idea seems to be to depict the divine and the worldly qualities more or less by the two orchestras; the divine being given to the smaller orchestra of solo instruments, and the worldly to the fuller orchestra. The treatment of the instrumental forces is on the whole very simple; and no very extraordinary effects seem to be aimed at.

Spohr wrote yet another programme symphony after this (No. 9, in B, op. 143) called 'Die Jahreszeiten;' in which Winter and Spring are joined to make Part I, and Summer and Autumn to make Part II. The work ap-

presents more nearly to the ordinary outlines of the Symphony than any of his previous experiments in programme, and does not seem to demand so much detailed description. In fact, but for his having been so early in the field as a writer of thoroughgoing programme-music, Spohr's position in the history of the Symphony would not be an important one; and it is worthy of remark that his being so at all appears to have been an accident. The 'Welke der Töne' would not have been a programme symphony but for the fact that Pfeiffer's poem did not turn out to be very suitable for music better. This is not likely that the work would have attained such popularity as it did but for its programme; but after so good a result in relation to the public, it was natural that Spohr should try further experiments on the same lines; and hence he became one of the earliest representatives of artistic speculation in a direction which has become one of the most conspicuous subjects of discussion among modern musical philosophers. As far as intrinsic qualities are concerned it is remarkable how very little influence he has had upon the subsequent history of the Symphony, considering the reputation he enjoyed in his lifetime. His greatest excellence was his treatment of his orchestra, which was delicate, refined, and extremely clear; but it must be confessed that he erred on the side natural to the virtuoso violinist, and was too fond of bringing his first violins into prominence. His ideas and style generally were not robust or noble enough to stand the test of time. His methods in composition, though his harmonisation, though very chromatic to look at, is not radically free and vigorous; and his rhythm, though sometimes complicated and ingenious, is neither forcible nor rich in variety. None of his works however can be said to be without their good points, and the singularity of his attempts at programme-music give them an interest which the unlikelihood of many performances in the future does not by any means diminish.

An interesting fact in connection with Spohr and the history of the Symphony is that he seems to have been the first to conduct an orchestra in England with a baton; the practice having previously been to conduct 'at the pianoforte.' The occasion was one of the Philharmonic Concerts in 1820. The habit of conducting at the pianoforte was evidently a tradition continued from the days when the Symphony was an appendage of the Opera, when the principal authority, often the composer in person, sat at the principal clavier in the middle of the orchestra giving the time at his instrument, and filling in the harmonies under the guidance of a figured bass. Almost all the earlier independent symphonies, including those of Philip Emanuel Bach of 1776, and some of Haydn's earlier ones, have such a figured bass for the clavier player, and an extra bass part is commonly found in the sets of parts, which may be reasonably surmised to be for his use.1 The practice was at last

1 Mendelssohn's early Symphonies are marked 'Klavir mit dem Bass.' (See vol. ii. 233, note 5.)
abrogated in England by Spohr, possibly because he was not a clarinet but a violin player. In Germany it was evidently discontinued some time earlier.

The most distinguished composers of symphonies who wrote at the same time as Spohr, were entirely independent of him. The first of these is Mendelssohn, whose earliest symphonies even overlap Beethoven, and whose better-known works of the kind, as before mentioned, begin about the same time as Spohr's best examples, and extend over nearly the same period as his later ones. The earliest which survives in print is that in C minor dedicated to the London Philharmonic Society. This work was really his thirteenth symphony, and was finished on March 31, 1824, when he was only fifteen years old, in the very year that Beethoven's Choral Symphony was first performed. The work is more historically than musically interesting. It was, it must be expected, how much stronger the mechanical side of Mendelssohn's artistic nature was, even as a boy, than his poetical side. Technically the work is extraordinarily mature. It evinces not only a perfect and complete facility in laying the outline and carrying out the details of form, but also the acutest sense of the balance and proportion of tone of the orchestra. The limits of the attempt are not extensive, and the absence of strong feeling or aspiration in the boy facilitated the execution. The predominant influence is clearly that of Mozart. Not only the treatment of the lower and subordinate parts of the harmony, but the distribution and management of the different sections and even the ideas are like. There is scarcely a trace of the influence of Beethoven, and not much of the features afterwards characteristic of the composer himself. The most individual movements are the slow movement and the trio. The former is tolerably free from the influence of the artificial style of the time, in the Haydn and Mozart style, and at the same time does not derive its inspiration from Beethoven: it contains some very fine experiments in modulation, enharmonic and otherwise, a few characteristic figures similar to some which he made use of later in his career, and passages of melody clearly predicting the composer of the Lieder ohne Worte and the short slow-movements of the organ sonatas. The Trio is long and very original in intention, the chief feature being ingenious treatment of arpeggios for the strings in many parts. The other movements are for the most part formal. The Minuet is extraordinarily like that of Mozart's G minor Symphony, not only in accent and style, but in the manner in which the strings and the wind are grouped and balanced, especially in the short passage for wind alone which occurs towards the end of each half of the movement. It was possibly owing to this circumstance that Mendelssohn substituted for it the orchestral arrangement of the Scherzo of his Octet when the work was performed later in his life. In the last movement the most characteristic passage is the subject, with the short chords of pizzicato strings, and the tune for the clarinet which comes after the completion of the first period by strings alone. He used the same device more than once later, and managed it more satisfactorily. But it is just such suggestions of the working of the musical spirit in the man which make an early work interesting.

His next symphony happened to illustrate the supposed tendency of the age towards programmes. It was intended for the tercentenary festival of the Augsburg Protestant Confession in 1830, though owing to political circumstances its performance was deferred till later. He evidently had not made up his mind what to call it till some time after it was finished, as he wrote to his sister and suggested Confession Symphony, or Symphony for a Church Festival, as alternative names. But it is quite evident nevertheless that he must have had some sort of programme in his mind, and a purpose to illustrate the conflict between the old and new forms of the faith, and the circumstances and attributes which belonged to them. The actual form of the work is as nearly as possible what is called perfectly orthodox. The slow introduction, the regular legitimate allegro, the simple pretty scherzo and trio, the short but completely balanced slow movement, and the regular last movement preceded by a second slow introduction, present very little that is out of the way in point of structure; and hence the work is less dependent upon its programme than some of the examples by Spohr above described. But nevertheless the programme can be clearly seen to have suggested much of the detail of treatment and development in a perfectly consistent and natural manner. The external traits which obviously strike attention are two; first, the now well-known passage which is used in the Catholic Church at Dresden for the Amen, and which was subsequently adopted as one of the most conspicuous religious motives of the Parsifal; and secondly, the use of Luther's famous hymn, 'Ein' feste Burg,' in the latter part of the work. The Amen makes its appearance in the latter part of the opening Andante, and is clearly meant to typify the old church; and its recurrence at the end of the working out in the first movement, before the recapitulation, is possibly meant to imply that the old church still holds its own: while in the latter portion of the work the typical hymntune, introduced softly by the flute and by degrees taking possession of the whole orchestra, may be taken to represent the successful spread of the Protestant ideas, just as its final utterance fortissimo at the end of all, does the establishment of men's right to work out their own salvation in their own way. There are various other details which clearly have purpose in relation to the programme; and show clearly that the composer was keeping the possible succession of events and circumstances in his mind throughout. The actual treatment is a very considerable advance upon the Symphony in C minor. The whole work is thoroughly Mendelssohnian. There is no
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obvious trace either in the ideas themselves, or in
the manner of expression of the Mozartian in-
fluence which is so noticeable in the symphony
of six years earlier. And considering that the
composer was still but 21, the maturity of style
and judgment is relatively quite as remarkable
as the facility and mastery shown in the work
of his 15th year. The orchestration is quite
characteristic and free; and in some cases, as
in part of the second movement, singularly happy.
The principle of programme here assumed seems
to have been maintained by him thenceforward;
for his other symphonies, though it is not so
stated in the published scores, are known to
have been recognised by him as the results
of his impressions of Italy and Scotland.
The first of them followed very soon after the Re-
formation Symphony. In the next year after
the completion of that work he mentioned the
new symphony in a letter to his sister as far ad-
anced; and said it was 'the gayest thing he
certainly enjoyed at the time; and it appears most probable that the first
and last movements were written there. Of
the slow movement he wrote that he had not found
anything exactly right, 'and would put it off till
he went to Naples, hoping to find something to
inspire him there.' But in the result it is dif-
ticult to imagine that Naples can have had
much share. Of the third movement there is
a tradition that it was imported from an earlier work of Programme here assumed seems
to have been maintained by him thenceforward;
for his other symphonies, though it is not so
stated in the published scores, are known to
have been recognised by him as the results
of his impressions of Italy and Scotland.
The first of them followed very soon after the Re-
formation Symphony. In the next year after
the completion of that work he mentioned the
new symphony in a letter to his sister as far ad-
anced; and said it was 'the gayest thing he
certainly enjoyed at the time; and it appears most probable that the first
and last movements were written there. Of
the slow movement he wrote that he had not found
anything exactly right, 'and would put it off till
he went to Naples, hoping to find something to
inspire him there.' But in the result it is dif-
ticult to imagine that Naples can have had
much share. Of the third movement there is
a tradition that it was imported from an earlier work of
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in the succession of the ideas, instead of that
difficult process of concentrating and making
relevant the whole of each movement upon the
basis of a few definite and typical subjects. The
characteristics of the work are for the most part
fresh and genial spontaneity. The scoring is of
course admirable and clear, without presenting
any very marked features; and it is at the
same time independent and well proportioned in
distribution of the various qualities of sound, and
in fitness to the subject matter.
In orchestral effects the later symphony—
the Scotch, in A minor—is more remarkable.
The impressions which Mendelssohn received in
Scotland may naturally have suggested more
striking points of local colour; and the manner
in which it is distributed from first page to last
serves to very good purpose in unifying the
impression of the whole. The effects are almost
invariably obtained either by using close har-
monies low in the scale of the respective in-
struments, or by extensively doubling tines and
figures in a similar manner, and in a sombre
part of the scale of the instruments; giving an
effect of heaviness and darkness which were pos-
sibly Mendelssohn's principal feelings about the
grandeur and uncertain climate of Scotland.
Thus in the opening phrase for wind instru-
ments they are crowded in the harmonies almost
as thick as they will endure. In the statement
of the first principal subject again the clarinet
in its darkest region doubles the tune of the
violins an octave lower. The use of the whole
mass of the strings in three octaves, with the wind
filling the harmonies in rhythmic chords, which
has so fine and striking an effect at the be-
ginning of the 'working out' and in the coda,
has the same basis: and the same effect is
obtained by similar means here and there in the
Scherzo; as for instance where the slightly
transformed version of the principal subject is
introduced by the wind in the Coda. The same
qualities are frequently noticeable in the slow
movement and again in the coda of the last
movement. As in the previous symphony, the
structure is quite in accordance with familiar
principles. If anything, the work errs rather
on the side of squareness and obviousness in
the outlines both of ideas and structure; as
may be readily perceived by comparing the
construction of the opening tune of the intro-
duction with any of Beethoven's Introductions
(either that of the D or B flat or A Symphonies,
or his overtures): or even the introduction
to Mozart's Prague Symphony. And the im-
pression is not lessened by the obviousness of
the manner in which the succeeding recita-
tive passages for violins are introduced; nor by
the squareness and tune-like qualities of the first
subject of the first movement, nor by the way in
which the square tune pattern of the scherzo
is reiterated. In the manipulation of the fa-
miliar distribution of periods and phrases, how-
ever, he used a certain amount of consideration.
For example, the persistence of the rhythmic
figure of the first subject of the first allegro,
in the inner parts of the second section of that movement, serves very good purpose; and the concluding of the movement with the melancholy tune of the introduction helps both the sentiment and the structural effect. The scherzo is far the best and most characteristic movement of the whole. In no department of his work was Mendelssohn so thoroughly at home; and the obviousness of the formal outlines is less objectionable in a movement where levity and abandonment to gaiety are quite the order of the day. The present scherzo has also certain very definite individualities of its own. It is a departure from the 'Minuet and Trio' form, as it has no break or strong contrasting portion in the middle, and is continuous bustle and gaiety from beginning to end. In technical details it is also exceptionally admirable. The orchestral means are perfectly suited to the end, and the utterances are as neat and effective as they could well be; while the perfect way in which the movement finishes off is delightful to almost every one who has any sense for art. The slow movement takes up the sentimental side of the matter, and is in its way a good example of his orchestral style in that respect. The last movement, Allegro vivacissimo, is restless and impetuous, and the tempo-mark given for it in the Preface to the work, 'Allegro guerriero,' affords a clue to its meaning. But it evidently does not vitally depend upon any ideal programme in the least; neither does it directly suggest much, except in the curious independent passage with which it concludes, which has more of the savour of programme about it than any other portion of the work, and is scarcely explicable on any other ground. It is to be noticed that directions are given at the beginning of the work to have the movements played as quickly as possible after one another, so that it may have more or less the effect of being a work. Mendelssohn's only other symphonic work was the Lobgesang, a sort of ecclesiastical counterpart of Beethoven's 9th Symphony. In this of course the programme element is important, and is illustrated by the calls of the brass instruments and their reiteration with much effect in the choral part of the work. The external form, as in Beethoven's 9th Symphony, is that of the three usual earlier movements (1) Introduction and Allegro, (2) Scherzo, or Minuet and Trio, and (3) Slow Movement (which in the present case have purposely a pastoral flavour), with the Finale or last movement supplanted by the long vocal part.

The consideration of these works shows that though Mendelssohn often adopted the appearance of programme, and gained some advantages by it, he never, in order to express his external ideas with more poetical consistency, relaxed any of the familiar principles of structure which are regarded as orthodox. He was in fact a thoroughly classicalist. He accepted formulas with perfect equanimity, and aimed at resting the value of his works upon the vividness of his ideas and the great mastery which he had attained in technical expression, and clearness and certainty of orchestration. It was not in his disposition to strike out a new path for himself. The perfection of his art in many respects necessarily appeals to all who have an appreciation for first-rate craftsmanship; but the standard of his ideas is rather fitted for average musical intelligence, and it seems natural enough that these two circumstances should have combined successfully to attain for him an extraordinary popularity. He may fairly be said to present that which appeals to high and pure sentiments in men, and calls upon the average of them to feel at their best. But he leads them neither into the depths nor the heights which are beyond them; and is hence more fitted in the end to please than to elevate. His work in the department of Symphony is historically slight. In comparison to his great predecessors he established positive nothing new. If he had been the only successor to Beethoven and Schubert it would certainly have to be confessed that the department of art represented by the Symphony was at a standstill. The excellence of his orchestration, the clearness of his form, and the accuracy and cleverness with which he balanced and disposed his subjects and his modulations, are all certain and unmistakable; but all these things had been attained by great masters before him, and he himself attacked them only by the sacrifice of the genuine vital force and power of harmonic motion and freedom of form in the ideas themselves, of which his predecessors had made a richer manifestation. It is of course obvious that different orders of minds require different kinds of artistic food, and the world would not be well served without many grades and standards of work. Mendelssohn did good service in supplying a form of symphony of such a degree of freshness and lightness as to appease at least the demand for whom the sternness and power of Beethoven in the same branch of art would often be too severe a test. He spoke also in the spirit of his time, and in harmony with it; and as illustrations of the work of the period in one aspect his symphonies will be among the safest to refer to.

Among his contemporaries the one most natural to bracket with him is Sterndale Bennett, whose views of art were extraordinarily similar; and who was actuated in many respects by similar impulses. His published contribution to the department we are considering is extremely slight. The symphony which he produced in 1834 was practically withdrawn by him, and the only other work of the kind which he allowed to be published was the one which was written for the Philharmonic Society, and first played in 1864. The work is slight, and it is recorded that he did not at first put it forward as a symphony. It had originally but three movements, one of which, the charming minuet and trio, was imported from the Cambridge Installation Ode of 1862. A slow movement called Romanze was added afterwards. Sterndale Bennett was a severe classicist in his views about form in music, and
the present symphony does not show anything sufficiently marked to call for record in that respect. It is singularly quiet and unpretentious, and characteristic of the composer, showing his taste and delicacy of sentiment together with his admirable sense of symmetry and his feeling for tone and refined orchestral effect.

The contemporary of Mendelssohn and Sterndale Bennett who shows in most marked contrast with them is Robert Schumann. He seems to represent the opposite pole of music; for as they depended upon art and made clear technical workmanship their highest aim, Schumann was in many respects positively dependent upon his emotion. Not only was his natural disposition utterly different from theirs, but so was his education. Mendelssohn and Sterndale Bennett went through severe technical drilling in their early days. Schumann seems to have developed his technique by the force of his feelings, and was always more dependent upon them in the making of his works than upon general principles and external stock rules, such as his two contemporaries were satisfied with. The case affords an excellent musical parallel to the common circumstances of life; Mendelssohn and Sterndale Bennett were satisfied to accept certain rules because they knew that they were generally accepted; whereas Schumann was of the nature that had to prove all things, and find for himself that which was good. The result was, as often happens, that Schumann affords examples of technical deficiencies, and not a few things which his contemporaries had reason to compare unfavourably with the works of Mendelssohn and Sterndale Bennett; but on the end his best work is far more interesting, and far more deeply felt, and far more really earnest through and through than theirs. It is worth observing also that his feelings towards them were disinterested admiration and enthusiasm, while they thought very slightly of them. They were also the successful composers of their time, and at the head of their profession, while he was looked upon as a sort of half amateur, part mystic and part incompetent. Such circumstances as these have no little effect upon a man's artistic development, and drive him in upon his own resources. Up to a certain point the result for the world in this instance was advantageous. Schumann developed altogether his own method of education. He began with songs and more or less small pianoforte pieces. By working hard in these departments he developed his own emotional language, and in course of time, but relatively late in life as compared with most other composers, he seemed to arrive at the point when experiment on the scale of the Symphony was possible. In a letter to a friend he expressed his feeling that the pianoforte was becoming too narrow for his thoughts, and that he must try orchestral composition. The fruit of this resolve was the Bb Symphony (op. 30), which was produced at Leipzig in 1841, and was probably his first important orchestral work. It is quite extraordinary how successfully he grappled with the difficulties of the greatest style of composition at the first attempt. The manner is thoroughly symphonic, impressive and broad, and the ideas are more genuinely instrumental both in form and expression than Mendelssohn's, and far more incisive in detail, which in instrumental music is a most vital matter. Mendelssohn had great readiness for making a tune, and it is as clear as possible that when he went about to make a large instrumental work his first thought was to find a good tune to begin upon. Schumann seems to have aimed rather at a definite and strongly marked idea, and to have allowed it to govern the form of period or phrase in which it was presented. In this he was radically in accord with both Mozart and Beethoven. The former in his instrumental works very commonly made what is called the principal subject out of two distinct items, which seem contrasted externally in certain characteristics and yet are inevitable to one another. Beethoven frequently satisfied himself with one principal one, as in the first movements of the Eroica and the C minor; and even where there are two more or less distinct figures, they are joined very closely into one phrase, as in the Pastoral, the No. 8, and the first movement of the Choral. The first movement of Schumann's Bb Symphony shows the same characteristic. The movement seems almost to depend upon the simple but very definite first figure—

which is given out in slow time in the Introduction, and worked up as by a mind pondering over its possibilities, finally breaking away with vigorous freshness and confidence in the 'Allegro molto Vivace.' The whole first section depends upon the development of this figure; and even the horns, which have the last utterances before the second subject appears, continue to repeat its rhythm with diminishing force. The second subject necessarily presents a different aspect altogether, and is in marked contrast to the first, but it similarly depends upon the clear character of the short figures of which it is composed, and its gradual work up from the quiet beginning to the loud climax, ends in the reappearance of the rhythmic form belonging to the principal figure of the movement. The whole of the working-out portion depends upon the same figure, which is presented in various aspects and with the addition of new features and ends in a climax which introduces the same figure in a slow form, very emphatically, corresponding to the statement in the Introduction. To this climax the recapitulation is duly welded on. The coda again makes the most of the same figure, in yet fresh aspects. The latter part is to all intents independent, apparently a sort of reflection on what has gone before, and is so far in definite contrast as to explain itself. The whole movement is direct

1 See the curious anecdote, vol. iii. p. 413.
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and simple in style, and for Schumann, singularly bright and cheerful. The principles upon which he constructed and used his principal subjects in this movement are followed in the first movements of the other symphonies; most of all in the D minor; clearly in the C major; and least in the E flat, which belongs to the later period of his life. But even in this last he aims at gaining the same result, though by different means; and the subject is as free as any from the tone-qualities which destroy the complete individuality of an instrumental subject in its most perfect and positive sense. In the first movement of the D minor he even went so far as to make some important departures from the usual outlines of form, which are rendered possible chiefly by the manner in which he used the characteristic figure of his principal subject. It is first introduced softly in the latter part of the Introduction, and gains force quickly, so that in a few bars it breaks away in the vigorous and passionate allegro in the following form—

\[ \text{Image} \]

which varies in the course of the movement to

\[ \text{Image} \]

In one or other of these forms it continues almost ceaselessly throughout the whole movement, either as actual subject or accompaniment; in the second section it serves in the latter capacity. In the latter part of the working-out section a fresh subject of gentler character is introduced, seeming to stem and mitigate the vehemence expressed by the principal figures of the first subject; from his principal new subject it makes its appearance there continues a sort of conflict between the two; the vehement subject constantly breaking in with apparently undiminished fire, and seeming at times to have the upper hand, till just at the end the major of the original key (D minor) is taken, and the more genial subject appears in a firm and more determined form, as if asserting its rights over the wild first subject; and thenceupon, when the latter reappears, it is in a much more genial character, and its restatement at the end of the movement gives the impression of the triumph of hope and trust in good, over the seeds of passion and despair. The result of the method upon which the movement is developed is to give the impression of both external and spiritual form. The requirements of key, modulation, and subject are fulfilled, though, from the point of view of classical orthodoxy, with unusual freedom. The spiritual form, the expression in musical terms of a type of mental conflict, so depicted that thinking beings can perceive the sequence to be true of themselves—is also very prominent, and is the most important element in the work, as is the case in all Schumann's best works; moreover in this movement everything is strongly individual, and warm with real musical life in

his own style; which was not altogether the case with the first movement of the Bb. In the C major Symphony (op. 61) the first allegro is ushered in by a slow introduction of important and striking character, containing, like those of the two just mentioned, anticipations of its principal figures. In the allegro the two principal subjects are extremely strong in character, and the consistent way in which the whole movement is developed upon the basis of their constituent figures, with allusions to those of the introduction, is most remarkable. Here again there is a sort of conflict between the principal ideas. The first subject is just stated twice (the second time with certain appropriate changes), and then a start is instantly made in the Dominant key, with new figures characteristic of the second section; transition is made to flat keys and back, and an allusion to the first subject ends the first half; but all is closely consistent, vigorous, and concise. The development portion is also most closely worked upon the principal subjects, which are treated, as it seems, exhaustively, presenting especially the figures of the second subject in all sorts of lights, and with freshness and warmth of imagination, and variety of tone and character. The recapitulation is preceded by allusions to the characteristic of the introduction, considerably transformed, but still sufficiently recognisable to tell their tale. The coda is made by fresh treatment of the figures of the principal subjects in vigorous and brilliant development.

The Symphony in E flat has no introduction, and Schumann seems to have aimed at getting his strong effects of subject in this case by means other than the vigorous and clear rhythmic forms which characterise the first movements of the earlier symphonies. The effect is obtained by syncopations and cross rhythms, which alternately obscure and strengthen the principal beats of the bar, and produce an effect of wild and passionate effort, which is certainly striking, though not so immediately intelligible as the rhythmic forms of the previous symphonies. The second subject is in strong contrast, having a more gentle and appealing character; but it is almost overwhelmed by the recurrence of the syncopations of the principal subject, which make their appearance with persistency in the second as in the first section, having in that respect a very clear poetical or spiritual meaning. The whole development of the movement is again consistent and impressive, though not so fresh as in the other symphonies. As a point characteristic of Schumann, the extreme conciseness of the first section of the first movement in the Eb, D minor, and C major Symphonies is to be noticed, as is the strongly upon the cultivated judgment and intelligence which marks his treatment of this great instrumental form. The first half is treated almost as pure exposition; the working-out having logically the greater part of interesting development of the ideas. The recapitulation is generally free, and in the D minor Symphony is practically
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supplanted by novel methods of balancing the structure of the movement. The oda either presents new features, or takes fresh aspects of the principal ones, enhanced by new turns of modulation, and ending with the insistence on the primary harmonies of the principal key, which is necessary to the stability of the movement. In all these respects Schumann is a most worthy successor to Beethoven. He represents his intellectual side in the consistency with which he develops the whole movement from a few principal features, and the freshness and individuality with which he treats the form; and he shows plenty of the emotional and spiritual side in the passionate or tender qualities of his subjects, and the way in which they are distributed relatively to one another. Schumann's symphonic slow movements have also a distinctive character of their own. Though extremely concise, they are all at the same time rich and full of feeling. They are somewhat in the fashion of a 'Romanze,' that in the D Symphony being definitely so called; and their development depends rather upon an emotional than an intellectual basis; as it seems most just that a slow movement should. His object appears to have been to find some noble and aspiring strain of melody, and to contrast it with episodes of similar character, which carry on and bear upon the principal idea without diverting the train of thought into a different channel. Hence the basis of the movements is radically lyrical; and this affords an important element of contrast to the first movement, in which there is always an antithetical element in the contrast of the two principal subjects. The romanzes of the D Symphony is constructed on a different principle; the sections and musical material being strongly contrasted; this may be partly owing to the closeness of its connection with other parts of the symphony, as will be noticed further on. The scherzos, including the 'Overture, Scherzo and Finale' (op. 53), have a family likeness to one another, though their outlines are different; they all illustrate a phase of musical and poetical development in their earnest character and the vein of sadness which pervades them. The light and graceful gaiety of most of the minuets of Haydn and Mozart is scarcely to be traced in them; but its place is taken by a certain wild rush of animal spirits, mixed up in a strange and picturesque way with expressions of tenderness and regret. These scherzos are in a sense unique; for though following in the same direction as Beethoven's in some respects, they have but little of his sense of fun and grotesque, while the vein of genuine melancholy which pervades them certainly finds no counterpart either in Spohr or Mendelssohn; and, if it may be traced in Schubert, it is still in comparison far less prominent. In fact Schumann's scherzos are specially curious and interesting, even apart from the ordinary standpoint of a musician, as illustrating a phase of the intellectual progress of the race. Schumann belonged to the order of men with large and at the same time delicate sym-
full; and some of them are singular in the fact that they form an independent little section conveying its own ideas apart from those of the principal subjects. His finales are less remarkable on general grounds, and on the whole less interesting than his other movements. The difficulty of conforming to the old type of light movements was even more severe for him than it was for Beethoven, and it is not surprising that he should have been constrained to follow the example set by Beethoven of concluding with something weighty and forcible, which should make a fitting crown to the work in those respects, rather than on the principle of sending the audience away in a good humour. In the B♭ Symphony only does the last movement aim at gaiety and lightness; in the other three symphonies and the Overture, Scherzo, and Finale, the finales are all of the same type, with broad and simple subjects and strongly emphasised rhythms. The rondo form is only obsecurly hinted at in one; in the others the development is very free, but based on binary form; and the style of expression and development is purposely devoid of elaboration.

Besides the points which have been already mentioned in the development of the individual movements, Schumann's work is conspicuous for his attempts to bind the whole together in various ways. Not only did he make the movements run into each other, but in several places he connects them by reproducing the ideas of one movement in others, and even by using the same important features in different guises as the essential basis of different movements. In the Symphony in C there are some interesting examples of this; but the Symphony in D is the most remarkable experiment of the kind yet produced, and may be taken as a fit type of the highest order. In the first place all the movements run into each other, and even there the first movement is purposely so ended as to give a sense of incompleteness unless the next movement is proceeded with at once. The first subject of the first movement and the first of the last are connected by a strong characteristic figure, which is common to both of them. The persistent way in which this figure is used in the first movement has already been described. It is not maintained to the same extent in the last movement; but it makes a strong impression in its place there, partly by its appearing conspicuously in the accompaniment, and partly by the way it is led up to in the sort of intermezzo which connects the scherzo and the last movement, where it seems to be introduced at first as a sort of reminder of the beginning of the work, and as if suggesting the clue to its meaning and purpose; and is made to increase in force with each repetition till the start is made with the finale. In the same manner the introduction is connected with the slow movement or romance, by the use of its musical material for the second division of that movement; and the figure which is most conspicuous in the middle of the romance runs all through the trio of the succeeding movement. So that the series of movements are as it were interlaced by their subject-matter; and the result is that the whole gives the impression of a single and consistent musical poem. The way in which the subjects recur may suggest different explanations to different people, and hence it is dangerous to try and fix one in definite terms describing particular circumstances. But the important fact is that the poem is binded to represent in its entirety the history of a series of mental or emotional conditions such as may be grouped round one centre; in other words, the group of impressions which go to make the innermost core of a given story seems to be faithfully expressed in musical terms and in accordance with the laws which are indispensable to a work of art. The conflict of impulses and desires, the different phases of thought and emotion, and the triumphs and failures of the different forces which seem to be represented, all give the impression of belonging to one personality, and of being perfectly consistent in their relation to one another; and by this means a very high example of all that most rightly belongs to programme music is presented. Schumann however wisely gave no definite clue to fix the story in terms. The original autograph has the title 'Symphonische Fantasie fur grosses Orchester, skizziert im Jahre 1841; neu instrumentirt 1851.' In the publisher's sense it is called 'Symphony,' and numbered as the fourth, though it really came second. Schumann left several similar examples in other departments of instrumental music, but none so fully and carefully carried out. In the department of Symphony he never again made so elaborate an experiment. In his last, however, that in E♭, he avowedly worked on impressions which supplied him with something of a poetical basis, though he does not make use of characteristic figures and subjects to connect the movements with one another. The impressive fourth movement is one of the most singular in the range of symphonic music, and is meant to express the feelings produced in him by the ceremonial at the enthronement of a Cardinal in Cologne Cathedral. The last movement has been said to embody the bustle and flow of Rhineish holiday life, on coming out into the town after the conclusion of the ceremony in the Cathedral. 1 Of the intention of the scherzo nothing special is recorded, but the principal subject has much of the 'local colour' of the German national dances.

As a whole, Schumann's contributions to the department of Symphony are by far the most important since Beethoven. As a master of orchestration he is less certain than his fellows of equal standing. There are passages which rise to the highest points of beauty and effectiveness, as in the slow movement of the C major Symphony; and his aim to balance his end and his means was of the highest, and the way in which he works it out is original; but both the bent of his mind and his education inclined him to be occasionally less pellucid than his prede-

1 For Schumann's intention see Wessely's, 3rd ed., 299, 373.
censors, and to give his instruments things to do which are not perfectly adapted to their idiosyncrasies. On the other hand, in vigour, richness, poetry and earnestness, as well as in the balance which he was able to maintain between originality and justness of art, his works stand at the highest point among the moderns whose work is done; and have had great and lasting effect upon his successors.

The advanced point to which the history of the Symphony has arrived is shown by the way in which composers have become divided into two camps, whose characteristics are most easily understood in their extreme representatives. The growing tendency to attach positive meaning to music, as music, has in course of time brought about a new position of affairs in the instrumental branch of art. We have already pointed out how the strict outlines of form in instrumental works came to be modified by the growing liberty of the subject matter of the movements; how long subjects were produced upon very simple lines, which in most cases resembled one another in all but very trifling external particulars, there was no reason why the structure of the whole movement should grow either complex or individual. But as the subject (which stands in many cases as a sort of text) came to expand its harmonic outlines and to gain force and meaning, it reacted more and more upon the form of the whole movement; and at the same time the musical spirit of the whole, as distinguished from the technical aspects of structure, was concentrated and unified, and became more prominent as an important constituent of the artistic ensemble. In many cases, such as small movements of a lyrical character for single instruments, the so-called classical principles of form were almost lost sight of, and the movement was left to depend altogether upon the consistency of the musical expression throughout. Sometimes these movements had names suggesting more or less of a programme; but this was not by any means invariable or necessary. For in such cases as Chopin’s Preludes, and some of Schumann’s little movements, there is no programme given, and none required by the listener. The movement depends successfully upon the meaning which the music has sufficient character of its own to convey. In such cases the art form is still thoroughly pure, and depends upon the development of music as music. But in process of time a new position beyond this has been assumed. Supposing the subject and figures of music to be capable of expressing something which is definite enough to be put into words, it is argued that the classical principles of structure may be altogether abandoned, even in their broadest outlines, and a new starting-point for instrumental music attained, on the principle of following the circumstances of a story, or the succession of emotions connected with a given idea, or the flow of thought suggested by the memory of a place or person or event of history, or some such means; and that this would serve as a basis of consistency and a means of unifying the whole, without the common resources of tonal or harmonic distribution. The story or event must be supposed to have impressed the composer deeply, and the reaction to be an outflow of music, expressing the poetical imaginings of the author better than words would do. In some senses this may still be pure art; where the musical idea has really sufficient vigour and vitality in itself to be appreciated without the help of the external excitement of the imagina-

tion which is attained by giving it a local habitation and a name. For then the musical idea may still have its full share in the development of the work, and may pervade it intrinsically as music, and not solely as representing a story or series of emotions which are, primarily, external to the music. But when the element of realism creeps in, or the ideas depend for their interest upon their connection with a given programme, the case is different. The test seems to lie in the attitude of mind of the composer. If the story or the subject matter is a secondary matter which exerts a general influence upon the music, while the attention is concentrated upon the musical material itself and its legitimate artistic development, the advantages gained can hardly be questioned. The principle not only conforms to what is known of the practice of the greatest masters, but is on abstract grounds perfectly unassailable; on the other hand, if the programme is the primary element, upon which the mind of the composer is principally fixed, and by means of which the work attains a spurious excuse for abnormal development, independent of the actual musical sequence of ideas, then the principle is open to question, and may lead to most unsatisfactory results. The greatest of modern programme composers came to a certain extent into this position. The development of pure abstract instrumental music seems to have been almost the monopoly of the German race; French and Italians have had a readier disposition for theatrical and at best dramatic music. Berlioz had an extraordinary perception of the possibilities of instrumental music, and appreciated the greatest works of the kind by other composers as fully as the best of his contemporaries; but it was not his own natural way of expressing himself. His natural bent was always towards the dramatic elements of effect and dramatic principles of treatment. It seems to have been necessary to him to find some moving circumstance to guide and intensify his inspiration. When his mind was excited in such a manner he produced the most extraordinary and original effects; and the fluency and clearness with which he expressed himself was of the highest order. His genius for orchestration, his vigorous rhythms, and the enormous volumes of sound which he was as much master of as the most delicate subtleties of small combinations of instruments, have the most powerful effect upon the hearer; while his vivid dramatic perception goes very far to supply the place of the intrinsically musical development which characterises the works of the greatest masters
of abstract music. But on the other hand, as is inevitable from the position he adopted, he was forced at times to assume a theatrical manner, and a style which savours rather of the stage than of the true dramatic essence of the situations he deals with. In the 'Symphonie Fantastique,' for instance, which has also been called 'Épisode de la Vie d'un Artist,' his management of the programme principle is thorough and well devised. The notion of the ideal object of the artist's affections being represented by a definite musical figure, called the 'idée fixe,' unifying the work throughout by its constant reappearance in various aspects and surroundings, is very happy; and the way in which he treats it in several parts of the first movement has some of the characteristic qualities of the best kind of development of ideas and figures, in the purely musical sense; while at the same time he has obtained most successfully the expression of the implied sequence of emotions, and the absorption consequent upon the contemplation of the 'beloved object.' In the general laying out of the work he maintains certain vague resemblances to the usual symphonic type. The slow introduction, and the succeeding Allegro agitato—representing his passion, and therefore based to a very great extent on the 'idée fixe'—are equivalent to the familiar opening movements of the classical symphonies; and moreover there is even a vague resemblance in the inner structure of the Allegro to the binary form. The second movement, called 'Un bal,' corresponds in position to the time-honoured minuet and trio; and though the broad outlines are very free there is a certain suggestion of the old inner form in the relative disposition of the value section and that devoted to the 'idée fixe.' In the same way the 'Scène aux Champs' and figures, in the usual slow movement. In the remaining movements the programme element is more conspicuous. A 'Marche au supplice' and a 'Son de d'un nuit de Sabbat' are both of them as fit as possible to excite the composer's love of picturesque and terrible effects, and to lead him to attempt realistic presentation, or even a sort of musical scene-painting, in which some of the characteristics of instrumental music are present, though they are submerged in the general impression by characteristics of the opera. The effect produced is of much the same nature as that of passages selected from operas played without action in the concert-room. In fact, in his little preface, Berlioz seems to imply that this would be a just way to consider the work, and the condensed statement of his view of programme music there given is worth quoting: 'Le compositeur a eu pour but de développer, dans ce qu'elles ont de musical, différentes situations de la vie d'un artiste. Le plan du drame instrumental, privé du secours de la parole, a besoin d'être exposé d'avance. Le programme (qui est indispensable à l'intelligence complète du plan dramatique de l'ouvrage) doit donc être considéré comme le texte parlé d'un Opéra, servant à amener des morceaux de musique, dont il motive le caractère et l'ex-

pression.' This is a very important and clear statement of the position, and marks sufficiently the essential difference between the principles of the most advanced writers of programme music, and those adopted by Beethoven. The results are in fact different forms of art. An instrumental drama is a fascinating idea, and might be carried out perfectly within the limits used even by Mozart and Haydn; but if the programme is indispensable to its comprehension those limits have been passed. This does not necessarily make the form of art an illegitimate one; but it is most important to realise that it is on quite a different basis from the type of the instrumental symphony; and this will be better understood by comparing Berlioz's statement with those Symphonies of Beethoven and Mendelssohn, or even of Raff and Rubinstein, where the adoption of a general and vague title gives the semblance of a similar use of programme. Beethoven liked to have a picture or scene or circumstance in his 'mind; but it makes all the difference to the form of art whether the picture or story is the guiding principle in the development of the piece, or whether the development follows the natural implication of the positively musical idea. The mere occurrence, in one of these forms, of a feature which is characteristic of the other, is not sufficient to bring over the attention between them; and hence the 'instrumental drama' or poem, of which Berlioz has given the world its finest examples, must be regarded as distinct from the regular type of the pure instrumental symphony. It might perhaps be fairly regarded as the Celtic counterpart of the essentially Teutonic form of art, and as an expression of the Italo-Gallic ideas of instrumental music on lines parallel to the German symphony; but in reality it is scarcely even the offspring of the old symphonic stem; and it will be far better for the understanding of the subject if the two forms of art are kept as distinct in name as they are in principle.

The only composer of really great mark who has worked on similar lines to Berlioz in modern times is Liszt; and his adoption of the name 'Symphonic poem' for such compositions sufficiently defines their nature without bringing them exactly under the head of symphonies. Of these there are many, constructed on absolutely independent lines, so as to appear as musical poems or counterparts of actual existing poems, on such subjects as Mazeppa, Prometheus, Orpheus, the battle of the Huns, the 'Preludes' of Lamartine, Hamlet, and so forth. [See p. 105.] A work which, in name at least, trenches upon the old lines is the 'Faust Symphony,' in which the connection with the programme-principle of Berlioz

1 The composer has aimed at developing various situations in the life of an artist, so far as seemed musically possible. The plan of an instrumental drama, being without words, requires to be explained beforehand. The programme (which is indispensable to the perfect comprehension of the dramatic plan of the work) ought therefore to be considered in the light of the spoken text of an Opera, serving to lead up to the pieces of music, and indicate the character and expression.

2 This important admission was made by Beethoven to Nestroy: 'I have always a picture in my thoughts when I am composing, and work to it.' (Thayer, Ill. No.)
is emphasised by the dedication of the piece to him. In this work the connection with the old form of symphony is so close as even less than in the examples of Berlioz. Subjects and figures are used not for the purposes of defining the artistic form, but to describe individuals, ideas, or circumstances. The main divisions of the work are ostensibly three, which are called 'character pictures' of Faust, Margaret, and Mephistopheles severally; and the whole concludes with a setting of the 'Chorus mysticus.' Figures are used after the manner of Wagner's 'Leit-motiven' to portray gravity, such truths as bewilderment, anxiety, agitation, love, and mockery, besides the special figure or melody given for each individual as a whole. These are so interwoven and developed by modifications and transformations suited to express the circumstances, as to present the specifications of the composer on the character and the philosophy of the poem in various interesting lights; and his great mastery of orchestral expression and fluency of style contribute to its entire importance on its own basis. While in general the treatment of the subject is more psychological and less pictorially realistic than the prominent portions of Berlioz's work, and therefore slightly nearer in spirit to the classical models. But with all its striking characteristics and successful points the music does not approach Berlioz in vitality or breadth of musical idea.

The few remaining modern composers of symphonies belong essentially to the German school, even when adopting the old manner. The most prominent of these are Raff and Rubinstein, whose methods of dealing with instrumental music are at bottom closely related. Raff almost invariably adopted a title for his instrumental works; but those which he selected admit of the same kind of general interpretation as those of Mendelssohn, and serve rather as a means of unifying the general tone and style of the work than of pointing out the lines of actual development. In general the treatment of the subject is more psychological and less pictorially realistic than the prominent portions of Raff's work, and therefore slightly nearer in spirit to the classical models. But with all its striking characteristics and successful points the music does not approach Berlioz in vitality or breadth of musical idea.

Rubinstein's works are conspicuous examples of the same class; but the absence of concentration, self-criticism in the choice of subjects, and the character of the development as a whole, rather than as a definite programme to work to. In this, as in Raff, there is much spontaneity in the invention of subjects, and in some cases a higher point of real beauty and force is reached than in that composer's works; and there is a fine sense of emotional interest in the details. The most noticeable external feature is the fact that the symphony is in six movements. There was originally the familiar group of four, and to these were added, some years later, an additional slow movement, which stands second, and a further genuine scherzo, which stands fifth, both movements being devised in contrast to the previously written adagio and scherzo. Another symphony of Rubinstein's, showing much vigour and originality, and some careful and intelligent treatment of subject, is the 'Dramatic.' This is in the usual four movements, with well devised introductions to the first and last. The work as a whole is hampered by excessive and unnecessary length, which is not the result of the possibilities of the subjects or the necessities of their development; and might be reduced with nothing but absolute advantage. The greatest existing representative of the highest art in the department of Symphony is Johannes Brahms. Though he has as yet given
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the world only two examples,1 they have that mark of intensity, loftiness of purpose, and artistic mastery which sets them above all other contemporary work of the kind. Like Beethoven and Schumann he did not produce a symphony till a late period in his career, when his judgment was matured by much practice in other kindred forms of instrumental composition, such as pianoforte quartets, string sextets and quartets, sonatas, and such forms of orchestral composition as variations and two serenades. He is conscious of the fact that the old principles of form are still capable of serving as the basis of works which should be thoroughly original both in general character and in detail and development, without either falling back on the device of programme, or abrogating or making any positive change in the principles, or abandoning the loftiness of style which befits the highest form of art; but by legitimate expansion, and application of careful thoughts and musical contrivance to the development. In all these respects he is a thorough descendant of Beethoven, and illustrates the highest and best way in which the tendencies of the age in instrumental music may yet be expressed. He differs most markedly from the class of composers represented by Raff, in the fact that his treatment of form is an essential and important element in the artistic effect. The care with which he develops it is not more remarkable than the insight shown in all the possible ways of enriching it without weakening it too much is exemplified in the extremely fine details, and at available points all possible use is made of novel effects of transition and ingenious harmonic subtleties; but these are used in such a way as not to disturb the balance of the whole, or to lead either to discursiveness or tautology. In the laying out of the principal sections as much freedom is used as is consistent with the possibility of being readily followed and understood. Thus in the recapitulatory portion of a movement the subjects which characterize the opening are not only subjected to considerable and interesting variation, but are often much condensed and transformed. In the first movement of the second symphony, for instance, the recapitulation of the first part of the movement is so welded on to the working-out portion that the listener is only happily conscious that this point has been arrived at without the usual insistence to call his attention to it. Again, the subjects are so ingeniously varied and transformed in restatement that they seem almost new, though the broad melodic outlines give sufficient assurance of their representing the recapitulation. The same effect is obtained in parts of the allegretto which occupy the place of scherzo in both symphonies. The old type of minuet and trio form is failed to underlie the well-woven texture of the whole, but the way in which the joints and seams are made often escapes observation. Thus in the final return to the principal section in the Allegretto of the 2nd Symphony, which is in G major, the subject seems to make its appearance in F# major, which serves as dominant to B minor, and going that way round the subject glides into the principal key almost insensibly.2 In the Allegretto of the Symphony in C the outline of a characteristic feature is all that is retained in the final return of the principal subject near the end, and new effect is gained by giving a fresh turn to the harmony. Similar closeness of texture is found in the slow movement of the same symphony at the point where the principal subject returns, and the richness of the variation to which it is subjected enhances the musical impression. The effect of these devices is to give additional unity and consistency to the movements. Enough is given to enable the intelligent hearer to understand the form without its appearing in aspects with which he is already too familiar. Similar thoroughness is to be found on the other sides of the matter. In the development of the sections, for instance, all signs of 'padding' are done away with as much as possible, and the interest is sustained by developing at once such figures of the principal subjects as will serve most suitably. Even such points as necessary equivalents to cadences, or pauses on the dominant, are by this means infused with positive musical interest in just proportion to their subordinate relations to the actual subjects. Similarly, in the treatment of the slow movement of the same symphony a very limited filling up is avoided to the utmost possible; and in order to escape the over-complexity of detail so unsuitable to the symphonic form of art, the forces of the orchestra are grouped in masses in the principal characteristic figures, in such a way that the whole texture is endowed with vitality. The impression so conveyed to some is that the orchestration is not at such a high level of perfection as the other elements of art; and certainly the composer does not aim at subtle combinations of tone and captivating effects of a sensuous kind; so much as many other great composers of modern times; and if too much attention is concentrated upon the special element of his orchestration it may doubtless seem at times rough and coarse. But this element must only be considered in its relation to all the others, since the composer may reasonably dispense with some orchestral fascinations in order to get broad masses of harmony and strong outlines; and if he seeks to express his musical ideas by means of sound, rather than to disguise the absence of them by seductive misuse of it, the world is a gainer. In the putting forward and management of actual subjects, he is guided by what appears to be inherent fitness to the occasion. In the first movement of the Symphony in C, attention is mainly concentrated upon one strong subject figure, which appears in both the principal sections and acts as a centre upon which the rest of the musical materials are grouped; and

1 A third, in F, was produced at Vienna on Dec. 2, 1883, but the facts ascertained about it are not yet sufficiently full to base any discussion upon (Dec. 32).

2 For a counterpart to this see the first movement of Beethoven's Sonata in F, op. 30, no. 3.
the result is to unify the impression of the whole movement, and to give it a special sentiment in an unusual degree. In the first movement of the Symphony in D there are even several subjects in each section, but they are so interwoven with one another, and seem so to fit and illustrate one another, that for the most part there appears to be but little loss of direct continuity. In several cases we meet with the devices of transforming and transfiguring an idea. The most obvious instance is in the Allegretto of the Symphony in D, in which the first Trio in 2–4 time (a) is radically the same subject as that of the principal section in 3–4 time (b), but very differently stated. Then a very important item in the second Trio is a version in 3–8 time (c) of a figure of the first Trio in 2–4 time (d).

Of similar nature, in the Symphony in C minor, are the suggestions of important features of subjects and figures of the first Allegro in the opening introduction, and the connection of the last movement with its own introduction by the same means. In all these respects Brahms illustrates the highest manifestations of actual art as art; attaining his end by extraordinary mastery of both development and expression. And it is most notable that the great impression which his larger works produce is gained more by the effect of the entire movements than by the attractiveness of the subjects. He does not seem to aim at making his subjects the test of success. They are hardly seen to have their full meaning till they are developed and expatiated upon in the course of the movement, and the musical impression does not depend upon them to anything like the proportionate degree that it did in the works of the earlier masters. This is in conformity with the principles of progress which have been indicated above. The various elements of which the art-form consists seem to have been brought more and more to a fair balance of functions, and this has necessitated a certain amount of ‘give and take’ between them. If too much stress is laid upon one element at the expense of others, the perfection of the art-form as a whole is diminished. If the effects of orchestration are emphasised at the expense of the ideas and vitality of the figures, the work may gain in immediate attractiveness, but must lose in substantial worth. The same may be said of over-predominance of subject-matter. The subjects need to be noble and well marked, but if the movement is to be perfectly complete, and to express something in its entirety and not as a string of tunes, it will be a drawback if the mere faculty for inventing a striking figure or passing of melody preponderates excessively over the power of development; and the proportion in which they are both carried upwards together to the highest limit of musical effect is a great test of the artistic perfection of the work. In these respects Brahms’s Symphonies are extraordinarily successful. They represent the austere and noblest form of art in the strongest and healthiest way; and his manner and methods have already had some influence on the younger and more serious composers of the day.

It would be invidious, however, to endeavour to point out as yet those in whose works his influence is most strongly shown. It must suffice to record that there are still many composers alive who are able to pass the symphonic ordeal with some success. Amongst the elders are Benedict and Hiller, who have given the world examples in earnest style and full of vigour and good workmanship. Among the younger representatives the most successful are the Bohemian composer Dvořák, and the Italian Sgambati; and among English works may be mentioned with much satisfaction the Norwegian Symphony of Cowen, which was original and picturesque in thought and treatment; the Elegiac Symphony of Stanford, in which excellent workmanship, vivacity of ideas, and fluency of development combine to establish it as an admirable example of its class; and an early symphony by Sullivan, which had such marks of excellence as to show how much art might have gained if circumstances had not drawn him to more lucrative branches of composition. It is obvious that composers have not given up hopes of developing something individual and complete in this form of art. It is not likely that many will be able to follow Brahms in his severe and uncompromising methods; but he himself has shown more than any one how elastic the old principles
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may yet be made without departing from the genuine type of abstract instrumental music; and that when there is room for individual expression there is still good work to be done, though we can hardly hope that even the greatest composers of the future will surpass the symphonic triumphs of the past, whatever they may do in other fields of composition. [C.H.H.P.]

SYMPOSY ORCHESTRA, the Boston (U.S.A.), owes its existence, and its large perpetual endowment, to the generosity and taste of Mr. Henry Lee Higginson, a well-known citizen of Boston, and affords a good instance of the munificent way in which the Americans apply their great riches for the public benefit in the service of education and art. Mr. Higginson had for long cherished the idea of having an orchestra which should play the best music in the best way, and give concerts to all who could pay a small price.1 At length, on March 30, 1881, he made his intention public in the Boston newspapers as follows:—The orchestra to number 50, and their remuneration to include the concerts and 'careful training.' Concerts to be twenty in number, on Saturday evenings, in the Music Hall, from middle of October to middle of March. Single tickets from 75 to 25 cents (3s. to 1s.); season tickets (concerts only) 10 to 5 dollars; one public rehearsal, 1s. entrance. Orchestra to be permanent, and to be called THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

Mr. Georg Henschel was appointed conductor, and Mr. E. Listemann leader and solo violin. A full musical library was purchased, and the first concert took place on Oct. 23, 1881, at 8 p.m. Its programme, and that of the 17th concert, Feb. 18, 1882, give a fair idea of the music performed:—


There were twenty concerts in all, and the last ended with the Choral Symphony.

Since the first season some extensions have taken place. There are now 24 concerts in the series. The orchestra numbers 72, and there is a chorus of 200. There are three rehearsals for each concert, and on the Thursdays a concert is given in some neighbouring city of New England. Both the performances and the open rehearsals are crowded, and so far the noble intention of the founder, 'to serve the cause of good art only,' has been fulfilled. We can only say Esto perpensa.

SYMPOSY SOCIETY, New York, U.S., organized October 15, 1878, and incorporated by the State legislature, April 8, 1879. Its object is the advancement of music by procuring the public performance of the best classical compositions, especially those of a symphonic character. The society in its five seasons has given thirty regular concerts and as many public rehearsals (six in each season), and two special concerts with the public rehearsals—in all, sixty-four entertainments. At these concerts there have been brought out 89 works, 14 of them for the first time in New York. The orchestra numbers 70 players, and the soloists, vocal and instrumental, are the most distinguished attainable. The concerts of the first four seasons were given in Steinway Hall; those of the fifth in the Academy of Music. Dr. Leopold Damrosch has been the conductor since the start. Officers (1883):—president, Hilborne L. Roosevelt; treasurer, W. H. Draper, M.D.; recording secretary, Richmond Delafeld; corresponding secretary, Morris Reno; librarian, D. M. Knevala, and twelve others, directors. [F.H.J.]

SYMPOSY (or SIMPSON, as he sometimes spelled his name), CHRISTOPHER, was an eminent performer on, and teacher of the viol, in the 17th century. During the Civil War he served in the army raised by William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, in support of the royal cause, and afterwards became an inmate of the house of Sir Robert Bolles, a Leicestershire baronet, whose son he taught. In 1654 he annotated Dr. Campion's 'Art of Setting or Composing of Musick in Parts,' another edition of which appeared in 1664, and the tract and annotations were added to several of the early editions of Playford's 'Introduction to the Skill of Musick.' [See CAMPION, THOMAS, and PLAYFORD, JOHN.] In 1659 he published 'The Division Violist, or, An Introduction to the Playing upon a Ground,' dedicated to his patron, Sir Robert Bolles, for the instruction of whose son he tells us the book was originally prepared, with commendatory verses by Dr. Charles Colman, John Jenkins, Matthew Lock, John Carwarden, and Edward Galisthorp, prefixed. In 1665 he published a second edition with a Latin translation printed in parallel columns with the English text, and the double title, 'Chelys, Minurtionum Artificio Exornata sive, Minurtiones ad Basin, etiam Extempore Modulandi Ratio. The Division Viol, or, The Art of Playing Ex-tempore upon a Ground,' dedicated to his former pupil, Sir John Bolles, who had succeeded to the baronetcy. A third edition appeared in 1712, to which a portrait of Simpson, finely engraved by Falthorne, after J. Carwarden, was prefixed. In 1665 he published 'The Principles of Practical Musick,' of which he issued a second edition in 1669 under the title of 'A Compendium of Practical Musick, in five Parts, Teaching, by a New and Easie Method. 1. The Rudiments of Song. 2. The Principles of Composition. 3. The Use of Discords. 4. The Form of Figurate Descant. 5. The Contrivance of Canon.' This was dedicated to the Duke of Newcastle, and had commendatory verses by Matthew Lock and John Jenkins prefixed. It became popular, and other editions with additions appeared in 1678, 1706,
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1714, 1722, 1727, and 1732, and an undated edition about 1760. A portrait of the author, drawn and engraved by Faithorne, is prefixed to the first eight editions. Sir John Hawkins in his History gives a long description of the Division Viol and Compendium (Novello's edition, pp. 708–712). He tells us also that Symson 'dwelt some years in Turnstile, Holborn, and finished his life there' (at what date is not stated), and that he was of the Romish communion. [W.H.H.]

SYNCOPIATION. The binding of two similar notes so that the accent intended for the second appears to fall upon the first. [See Accent.] In the Coda of the great 'Leonora' Overture ('No. 3') Beethoven has a passage given out syncopated on the wind and naturally on the strings, then vice versa.

It was not however always sufficient for Beethoven's requirements, as may be seen from a well-known place in the Scherzo of the Eroica, where he first gives a passage in syncopation—

\[\text{MUSICAL NOTATION}\]

and then repeats it in common time, which in this instance may be taken as an extreme form of syncopation.

\[\text{MUSICAL NOTATION}\]

Sohumann was fonder of syncopation than any other composer. His works supply many instances of whole short movements so syncopated throughout that the ear loses its reckoning, and the impression of contra-tempo is lost: e.g. Kinderscenen, No. 10; Faschingschwank, No. 1, and, most noticeable of all, the opening bar of the 'Manfred' Overture.

\[\text{MUSICAL NOTATION}\]

Wagner has one or two examples of exceedingly complex syncopation: an accompaniment figure in Act 2 of 'Tristan und Isolde,' which runs thus throughout,

\[\text{MUSICAL NOTATION}\]

and a somewhat similar figure in Act 1 of 'Götterdämmerung' (the scene known as 'Hagen's watch'), where the quavers of a 12-8 bar are so tied as to convey the impression of 6-4. The prelude to Act 2 of the same work presents a still more curious specimen, no two bars having at all the same accent.

SYNTAGMA MUSICUM.

Its effect in the accompaniment of songs may be most charming. We will only refer to Mendelssohn's 'Nachtiess' (op. 71, no. 5), and to Schumann's 'Dein Bildnis' (op. 39, no. 2). [F.C.]

SYNTAGMA MUSICUM, i.e. Musical Treatise. A very rare work, by Michael Praetorius.

A detailed account is given in vol. iii. pp. 5–95. It remains only to speak of its interest as a bibliographical treasure. It was originally designed for four volumes, three only of which were published, with a supplementary collection of plates which Forkel mistook for the promised fourth volume. The first volume of the edition described by Fétis was printed at Wittenberg in 1615; the second and third at Wolfenbüttel in 1619; and the collection of plates—Theatrwm Instrumentorum seu Scothographia—at Wolfenbüttel in 1620.1 A copy of this edition is in the Town Library at Breslau;2 Mr. Alfred H. Littleton also possesses a very fine and perfect copy, which corresponds, in all essential particulars, with that described by Fétis. But neither Fétis nor Mendelssohn seems to have been aware of the existence of an earlier edition. A copy of this is in the possession of the Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley. The 1st volume bears the same date as Mr. Littleton's copy, 'Wittenbergae, 1615'; but the 2nd and 3rd volumes are dated 'Wolfenbüttel, 1619,' and the difference does not merely lie in the statement of the year, but clearly indicates an earlier issue. In the edition of 1618, the title-page of the 2nd volume is printed entirely in black: in that of 1619, it is in black and red. The title-page of the 3rd volume is black in both editions; but in different type: and, though the contents of the 2nd and 3rd volumes correspond generally in both copies, slight typographical differences may be detected in sufficient numbers to prove the existence of a distinct edition, beyond all doubt. It has long been known that twenty pages of the General Introduction were more than once reprinted; but these belong to the first volume, and are in no way concerned with the edition of 1618, of which, so far as we have been able to ascertain, Sir F. Ouseley's copy is an unique example.

But, apart from its rarity, the book is doubly interesting from the extraordinary dexterity of other early treatises on the same subject. The similar works only are known to have preceded it; and the amount of information in these is comparatively very small. The earliest is a small volume, of 112 pages, in oblong 4to, by Sebastian Virdung, entitled 'Musica getuscht und ausgezogen,

1 In our description of this edition, in the article Praetorius, the following errors occur—Vol. iii. p. 29, line 7, for 1619 read 1618. note, for 1619 read 1618.
2 See the exhaustive Catalogue by Emil Jahn (Berlin, 1883).
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BASEL, 1511.' It is written in German dialogue, carried on between the 'Autor' and 'Silvanus'; and is illustrated by woodcuts of Instruments, not unlike those in the Syntagma. The next, also in small oblong 4to, is the 'Musica instrumentalis deudsch' of Martin Agricola, printed at Wittemberg in 1539, but preceded by a Preface dated Magdeburg 1526. This also contains a number of woodcuts, like those given by Virdung. The third and last treatise—another oblong 4to—is the 'Musurgia seu praxis musicis' of Ottomarus Luscinii (Othmar Nachtigal, or Nachtgall), dated Argentorati (Strasburg) 1536, and reprinted, at the same place, in 1542. The first portion of this is a mere Latin translation of the dialogue of Virdung. The book contains 102 pages, exclusive of the Preface, and is illustrated by woodcuts, like those of Virdung and Agricola.

All these three volumes are exceedingly scarce, and much prized by collectors, as the remains of early typographia, as well as by students, for the light they throw upon the Instrumental Music of the 16th century, concerning which we possess so little detailed information of incontestable authority. The Breslau Library possesses none of them. A copy of Nachtigal's 'Musurgia' is in the British Museum; and also a very imperfect copy—wanting pages 1-49, including the title-page—of Agricola's 'Musica Instrumentalis.' Mr. Littleton possesses perfect copies of the entire series.

An earlier work by Nachtgall—'Musica Institutiones'—printed at Strasburg in 1515, does not touch upon Orchestral or Instrumental Music; and does not, therefore, fall within our present category. [W.S.R.]

SYREN. [See Siren, vol. iii. p. 517.]

SCHÜTZ. Heinrich (name sometimes Latinised Sagittarius), 'the father of German music,' as he has been styled, was born at Köstritz, Saxony, Oct. 8, 1555. Admitted as a chorister into the chapel of the Landgraf Mauritius of Hesse-Cassel, besides a thorough musical training, Schütz had the advantage of a good general education in the arts and sciences of the time, which enabled him in 1607 to proceed to the University of Marburg, where he pursued with some distinction the study of law. The Landgraf, when on a visit to Marburg, observing in his protégé a special inclination and talent for music, generously offered to defray the expense of his further musical cultivation at Venice under the tuition of Giovanni Gabrieli, the most distinguished musician of the age. Schütz accordingly proceeded to Venice in 1609, and already in 1611 published the first fruits of his studies under Gabrieli, a book of five-part madrigals dedicated to his patron. On the death of Gabrieli in 1612, Schütz returned to Germany with the intention of resuming his legal studies, but the Landgraf's intervention secured him once more for the service of music. A visit to Dresden led to his being appointed Kapellmeister to the Elector of Saxony in 1615, an office which he continued to hold, with some interruptions, till his death in 1672. His first work of importance appeared in 1619, 'Psalmen David's samt etlichen Motetten und Canticen mit 8 und mehr Stimmen,' a work which shows the influence of the new Monodic or Declaratory style which Schütz had learned in Italy. His next work in 1623, an oratorio on the subject of the Resurrection, testifies the same earnest striving after dramatic expression. In 1627 he was commissioned by the Elector to compose the music for the German version by Opitz of Riniucini's 'Daphne,' but this work has unfortunately been lost. It deserves mention as being the first German opera, though it would appear to have been remodelled entirely on the primitive Italian opera of Peri and Caccini. Schütz made no further efforts towards the development of opera, but with the exception of a ballet with dance music and recitative, composed in 1638, confined himself henceforward to the domain of sacred music, introducing into it, however, the new Italian

1 Goethe and Mendelssohn, p. 35.
Stil Recitativo, and the element of dramatic expression. In 1635 appeared his 'Geistliche Gesänge,' and in 1638 his music to Becker's mystical Psalms. After a second visit to Italy in 1638, he published the first part of his 'Symphonien Sacre' (the second part appeared in 1647, the third in 1650), which has been regarded as his chief work, and testifies how diligently he had studied the new art of instrumental accompaniment which had arisen in Italy with Monteverde. Two pieces from this work, The Lament of David for Absalom, and the Conversion of S. Paulus, as given in 'Gabrieli.' The Thirty Years' War interrupted Schütz's labours at Dresden in 1633, and compelled him to take refuge at the Court of King Christian IV. of Denmark, and of Duke George of Brunswick. In this unsettled time he published his 'Geistliche Concerto zu 1 bis 5 Stimmen, 1636 and 1639, and in 1645 his 'Sieben Worte' (first published by Riedel, Leipzig, 1870). This last work may be considered as the germ of all the later Passion-music, uniting as it does the musical representation of the sacred narrative with the expression of the reflections and feelings of the ideal Christian community. As Bach later in his Passions, so Schütz in this work accompanied the words of our Lord with the full strings. On Schütz's return to Dresden, he found the Electoral Chapel fallen into such decay, and the difficulties of reorganisation so great for want of proper resources, that he repeatedly requested his dismissal, which however was at first refused. Like Weh 'Wi Derselbe' 1652 with Moritz, so even in 1653 Schütz found it difficult to work harmoniously with his Italian colleague Bontempi. Italian art was already losing its seriousness of purpose, and in the further development of the Monodic style, and the art of instrumental accompaniment, was renouncing all the traditions of the old vocal and ecclesiastical style. This seems to have caused a reaction in the mind of Schütz, the representative of serious German art; and his last work—the four Passions, 'Historia des Leidens und Sterbens unseres Herrn und Heilandes Jesu Christi' (1665–6)—is an expression of this reaction. Instrumental accompaniment is here dispensed with, and dramatic expression restricted for the most part to the choruses; but in them is manifested with such truth and power as to surpass all previous essays of the same kind, and give an imperishable historical value to the work. Schütz himself regarded it as his best work. Carl Riedel has made selections from the 'Four Passions' so as to form one Passions-musik suitable for modern performances—a questionable proceeding. Schütz died Nov. 6, 1672. His importance in the history of music lies in the mediating position he occupies between the adherents of the old Ecclesiastical style and the followers of the new Monodic style. While showing his thorough appreciation of the new style so far as regarded the importance of dramatic expression, he had no desire to lose anything of the beauty and power of the pure and real a-cappella style. And so by his serious endeavour to unite the advantages of the Polyphonic and the Monodic styles, he may be considered as preparing the way for the later Polyphonic style of Sebastian Bach. [See vol. ii. 539b, 665b.] [J.R.M.]
TABLATURE (Lat. *Tabulatura*, from *Tabula*, a table, or flat surface, prepared for writing; Ital. *Intavolatura*; Fr. *Tablature*; Germ. *Tabulatur*). A method of Notation, chiefly used, in the 15th and 16th centuries, for the Lute, though occasionally employed by Violists, and Composers for some other Instruments of like character.

In common with all other true systems of Notation, Tablature traces its descent in a direct line from the Gamut of Guido, though, in its later forms, it abandons the use of the Stave. It was used, in the 16th century, by Organists, as a means of indicating the extended Scale of the instruments, which, especially in Germany, were daily increasing in size and compass. For this purpose the lower Octave of the Gamut was described in capital letters; the second, in small letters; the third, in small letters with a line drawn above them:—

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccccccccc}
A & B & C & D & E & F & G & a & b & c & d & e & f & g & a & b & c & d & e \\
\end{array}
\]

This Scale was soon very much extended: the notes below Gamut G (F) being distinguished by double capitals, and those above G by small letters with two lines above them, the lower notes being described as belonging to the Double Octave, and the two upper Octaves as the Once-marked, and Twice-marked Octaves.

Several minor differences occur in the works of early authors. Agricola, for instance, in his "Musica instrumentalis," carries the Scale down to FF; and, instead of capitals, permits the use of small letters with lines below them for the lower Octaves—ff, g, etc. But the principle remained unchanged; and when the C Scale was universally adopted for the Organ, its Tablature assumed the form which it retains in Germany to the present day:—

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccccccccccccc}
\text{Double Octave.} & \text{Great Octave.} & \text{Small Octave.} \\
\text{Once-marked Octave.} & \text{Twice-marked Octave.} & \text{Thrice-marked Octave.} \\
\end{array}
\]

The comparatively recent adoption of the C Pedal-board in England has led to some confusion as to the Tablature of the lower Octave; and hence our English organ-builders usually describe the Great C as Double C, using tripled capitals for the lowest notes—a circumstance which renders caution necessary in comparing English and German specifications, where the actual length of the pipes is not marked.

In process of time, a hook was added to the letters, for the purpose of indicating a $\sharp$; as, $q$ (c$\sharp$), $d$ (d$\sharp$), etc.: and, in the absence of a corresponding sign for the $b$, $q$ was written for $d_b$, $d$ for $e_b$, etc., giving rise, in the Scale of $E_b$, to the monstrous progression, $D_d$, $F_d$, $G_d$, $A_d$, $C_d$, $D_d$—an anomaly which continued in common use, long after Michael Praetorius had recommended, in his "Syntagma Musicum," the use of hooks below or above the letters, to indicate the two forms of Semitone—$q$, $d$, etc. Even as late as 1808 the error was revived in connection with Beethoven's Eroica Symphony, which was announced in Vienna as 'Symphonie in Dis' (Dg).

For indicating the length of the notes, the following forms were adopted, at a very early period:—

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
\text{Brev.} & \text{Semi-brev.} & \text{Minim.} & \text{Crotchet.} & \text{Quaver.} & \text{Semi-quaver.} \\
\text{Norms.} & \text{ } & \text{ } & \text{ } & \text{ } & \text{ } \\
\text{Rez.} & \text{ } & \text{ } & \text{ } & \text{ } & \text{ } \\
\end{array}
\]

Grouped Notes.

Two Crotchets $\quad$ Four Quavers $\quad$ etc. etc.

By means of these Signs, it was quite possible to express passages of considerable complexity,
without the use of a Stave; though, very frequently, the two methods of Notation were combined, especially in Compositions intended for a Solo Voice, with Instrumental Accompaniment. For instance, in the following example from Arnold Schlick’s ‘Tabulaturen Etlicher lobgesang und liedlein uff die orgeln und lauten’ (Mantz: 1512), the melody is given on the Stave, and the Bass in Organ Tablature, the notes in the latter being twice as long as those in the former—a peculiarity by no means rare, in a method of Notation into which almost every writer of eminence introduced some novelty of his own devising.

Though no doubt deriving its origin from this early form, the method of Tablature used by Lutenists differed from it altogether in principle, being founded, in all its most important points, upon the peculiar construction of the Instrument for which it was intended. [See Lute.] To the uninitiated, Music written on this system appears to be noted, either in Arabic numerals, or small letters, on an unusually broad Six-lined Stave. The resemblance to a Stave is, however, merely imaginary. The Lines really represent the six principal Strings of the Lute; while the letters, or numerals, denote the Frets by which the Strings are stopped, without indicating either the names of the notes to be sounded, or their relation to a fixed Clef. And, since the pitch of the notes produced by the use of the Frets will naturally depend upon that of the Open Strings, it is clearly impossible to decipher any given system of Tablature, without first ascertaining the method of tuning to which it is adapted, though the same principle underlies all known modifications of the general rule. We shall do well, therefore, to begin by comparing a few of the methods of tuning most commonly used on the Continent. [See Sordatura.]

Adrien le Roy, in his ‘Breve et facile Instruction pour apprendre la Tablature,’ first printed at Paris in 1551, tunes the Chanterelle—i.e., the 1st, or highest String, to B, and the lower Strings, in descending order, to G, D, bb, f, and e; see (a) in the following example. Vincenzo Galieli, in the Dialogue called ‘Il Fronimo’ (Venice, 1583), tunes his instrument thus, beginning with the lowest String, G, c, f, a, d, g, &c., as at (b): and this system was imitated by Agricola, in his ‘Musica Instrumentalis’ (Wittenberg, 1529); and employed by John Dowland in his ‘Bookes of SONGES or Ayres’ (London, 1597–1603), and by most English Lutenists, who, however, always reckoned downwards from the highest sound to the lowest, as at (c). Thomas Mace describes the English method, in ‘Musick’s Monument’ (London, 1676 fol.), chap. ix. Scipione Cerreto, ‘Della practica musica vocale et strumentale’ (Napoli, 1601), gives a somewhat similar system, with 8 strings, tuned thus, beginning with the lowest, C, D, G, c, f, a, d, g, &c., as at (d) in the example. Sebastian Virdung, in ‘Musica getuscht’ (1511), gives the following, reckoning upwards, as at (e)—A, d, g, b, e, a; and this method, which was once very common in Italy, is followed in a scarce collection of Songs with Lute Accompaniment, published at Venice by Ottaviano Petrucci, in 1509.

It will be understood that these systems apply only to the six principal Strings of the Lute, which, alone, were governed by the Frets. The longer Strings, sympathetically tuned in pairs, by means of a separate neck, were entirely ignored, in nearly all systems of Tablature, and used only after the manner of a Drone, when they happened to coincide with the Tonic of the Key in which the Music was written. Of this nature are the two lowest Strings at (d) in the foregoing example.

Of the Lines—generally six in number—used to represent the principal Strings, Italian Lutenists almost always employed the lowest for
the Chanterelle and the highest, for the gravest String. In France, England, Flanders, and Spain, the highest line was used for the Chanterelle, and the whole system reversed. The French system, however, was afterwards universally adopted, both in Italy and Germany—a circumstance which must be carefully borne in mind with regard to Music printed in those countries in the 17th century.

The Frets by which the six principal Strings were shortened, were represented, in Italy, by the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, to which were afterwards added the numbers 10, 11, 12, written x, x, x. In France and England the place of these numerals was supplied by the letters a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, etc.; and, after a time, these letters came into general use on the Continent also. Of course, one plan was just as good as the other; but there was this important practical difference between them: in England and France a represented the Open String, and 6 the first Fret; in Italy, the Open String was represented by a cypher, and the first Fret by the number 1. The letter b, therefore, corresponded to the figure 1; and c to 2. The letters, or numerals, were written either on the lines or in the spaces between them, each letter or numeral representing a Semitone in correspondence with the action of the Frets. Thus, when the lowest String was tuned to G, the actual note G was represented by a (or c); G, or Ab, by b (or 1); A, by c (or 2); A#, or Bb, by d (or 3). But when the lowest String was tuned to A, b (or 1) represented Bb; c (or 2) represented B; and d (or 3) represented c. The following example shows both the French and the Italian Methods, the letters being written in the spaces—the usual plan in England—and the lowest place being reserved for an additional Open Bass String.

French and English Tablature.

G
D
A
F
C
G
(D) Lowest String

Solution.

Italian Tablature.

G 0-1-2-3-4
F 0-1-2-3 0-1-2-3-4
e 0-1-2-3
D 0-1-2-3-4
A
G
Chanterelle

Solution.

In order to indicate the duration of the notes, the Semibreve, Minim, Crotchet, Quaver, and Dot—or Point of Augmentation—were represented by the following signs, written over the highest line; each sign remaining in force until it was contradicted by another—at least, during the continuance of the bar. At the beginning of a new bar, the sign was usually repeated.

In order to afford the reader an opportunity of practically testing the rules, we give a few short examples selected from the works already mentioned; showing, in each case, the method of tuning employed—an indulgence very unusual in the old Lute-Books. Ordinary notation was of course used for the voice part.

Awake, sweet love, thou art restored.

J. Dowland.

Chantry. c d e a
(G) d d a d d d d
(D) d d b d d f
(A) a a a e f
(F) a a a
(C) f
(G) a a a e f a c e

Lowest String.

c d e a
(d) d b a d d d
(c) a c a e a e a
(b) f a a a a
(a) d d
This method of Notation was used for beginners only, and not for playing in concert. John Playford, in his ‘Introduction to the Skill of Music’ (10th edit., London, 1683), describes this method of Notation as the ‘Lyra-way’; and calls the instrument the Fiddle, or Lyra-Viol. The six strings of the Bass Viol are tuned thus, beginning with the 6th, or lowest String, and reckoning upwards—D, G (F), c, e, a, d; and the method proposed is exactly the same as that used for the Lute, adapted to this system of tuning. Thus, on the 5th String, a denotes D (the Open String); b denotes Dg; c denotes E; etc. A player, therefore, who can read Lute-Music, will find no difficulty in reading this.

John Playford, enlarging upon Copernico’s idea, recommended the same method for beginners on the Violin, adapting it to the four Open Strings of that instrument—G, D, A, E. The following Air, arranged on this system, for the Violin, is taken from a tune called ‘Farthena.’

\[ \text{Farthena} \]

\[ A C D F H F D C A C \]

\[ 3 \]

\[ A F \]

\[ D G A A \]

\[ \text{Solution.} \]

\[ \text{Solution.} \]

This adaptation to the Violin is one of the latest developments of the system of Tablature on record; but Mendel, not without a show of reason, thinks the term applicable to the Basso Continuo, or Figured-Bass; and we should not be very far wrong were we to apply it to the Tonic-Sol-Fa system of our own day. [W.S.R.]

**TABLE ENTERTAINMENT.** A species of performance consisting generally of a mixture of narrative and singing delivered by a single individual seated behind a table facing the audience. When or by whom it was originated seems doubtful. George Alexander Steevens gave, about 1765, entertainments in which he was the sole performer, but such were probably rather lectures than table entertainments. In May 1775, R. Beddoway, the comedian (the original Moses in ‘The School for Scandal’), gave an entertainment at Marylebone Gardens, described as an attempt at a sketch of the times in a variety of
TABLE ENTERTAINMENT.

TADOLINI.

... caricatures, accompanied with a whimsical and satirical dissertation on each character; and in the June following George Saville Carey gave at the same place "A Lecture on Mimicry," in which he introduced imitations of the principal theatrical performers and vocalists of the period. John Collins, a character actor, at the same date gave at a table-entertainment, written by himself, called "The Elements of Modern Oratory," in which he introduced imitations of Garrick and Foote. After giving it for 42 times in London he repeated it in Oxford, Cambridge, Belfast, Dublin, and Birmingham. He subsequently gave, with great success, an entertainment, also written by himself, called "The Evening Brush," containing several songs which became very popular; among them the once well-known "Chapter of Kings"—"The Romanists in England once held away, etc."

Charles Dibdin commenced in 1789 a series of table entertainments in which song was the prominent feature, and which he continued with great success until 1801. Dibdin's position as a table entertainer was unique. He united in himself the functions of author, composer, narrator, singer, and company-yist. [See DIBDIN, CHARLES, in which article it was by mistake stated that Dibdin was the originator of this species of entertainment.] On April 3, 1816, the elder Charles Mathews gave, at the Lyceum Theatre, his "Mail Coach Adventures," the first of a series of table-entertainments which he continued to give for many years, and with which he achieved an unprecedented success. Into these his wonderful power of personation enabled him to introduce a new feature. After stooping behind his table he quickly reappeared with his head and shoulders in costume, representing to the life some well-known character. The old Scotchwoman, the Thames waterman, and the Milton-struck ironmonger were a few only of such personations. Mathews's success led to similar performances by others. Foremost among these were the comedians John Reeve and Frederick Yates, whose forte was imitation of the principal actors of the day. W. S. Woodin gave for several seasons, with very great success, table-entertainments at the Lowther Rooms, King William Street, Strand; a place now known as Toole's Theatres—Henry Phillips, the bass singer, and John Wilson, the Scotch tenor, gave similar entertainments, of a more closely musical kind: and Edney, the Frasers, and others, have followed in their wake. [See PHILLIPS, HENRY; and WILSON, JOHN.]

TABOR. A small drum used to accompany a pipe, both being played by the same man. [See PIRZ AND TABOR.] Tabret is a diminutive of Tabor.

TABOUROT. [See ABBEAU, vol. i. p. 80.]

TACCHINARDI, NICCOLÒ, a distinguished tenor singer, born at Florence in September 1776. He was engaged for an ecclesiastical career, but his artistic bias was so strong that he abandoned the study of literature for that of painting and modelling. From the age of eleven he also received instruction in vocal and instrumental music. When 17 he joined the orchestra at the Florence theatre as violin-player, but after five years of this work, his voice having meanwhile developed into a bon ton tenor, he began to sing in public. In 1804 he appeared on the operatic stages of Leghorn and Pisa; afterwards on those of Venice, Florence, and Milan, where he took a distinguished part in the gala performances at Napoleon's coronation as king of Italy.

At Rome, where his success was as permanent as it was brilliant, his old passion for sculpture was revived by the acquaintance which he made with Canova, in whose studio he worked for a time. Canova executed his bust in marble, and paying homage to him in his worst aspect, for he was one of the ugliest of men, and almost a hunchback. When he appeared at Paris in 1811, his looks created a mingled sensation of horror and amusement; but such was the beauty of his voice and the consummate mastery of his style, that he had only to begin to sing for these personal drawbacks to be all forgotten. He is said to have taken Babini for his model, but it is doubtful if he had any rival in execution and artistic resources. The fact of so unpopular a man sustaining the part (transposed for tenor) of Don Giovanni, with success, shows what a spell he could cast over his audience.

After three successful years in Paris, Tacchiniardi returned in 1814 to Italy, where he was appointed chief singer to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, with liberty to travel. He accordingly sang at Vienna, and afterwards in Spain, distinguishing himself especially at Barcelona, although then 50 years old. After 1831 he left the stage, and lived at his country house near Florence. He retained his appointment from the Grand Duke, but devoted himself chiefly to teaching, for which he became celebrated. He built a little private theatre in which to exercise his pupils, of whom the most notable were Mme. Frezzolini, and his daughter Fanny, Mme. Persiani, perhaps the most striking instance on record of what extreme training and hard work may effect, in the absence of any superstitious natural gifts. His other daughter, Elisa, was an eminent pianist. Tacchiniardi was the author of a number of solfege and vocal exercises, and of a little work called 'Dell' opera in musica sul teatro italiano, e de' suoi difetti.' He died in 1860.

TACET, i.e. 'is silent.' An indication often found in old scores, meaning that the instrument to which it refers is to leave off playing. [G.]

TADOLINI, GIOVANNI, born at Bologna in 1793, learned composition from Mattei, and singing from Babini, and at the age of 18 was appointed by Spontini accompanist and chorus-master at the Théâtre des Italiens, Paris. He kept this post till the fall of Paris in 1814, when he returned to Italy. There he remained, writing operas and occupied in music till 1830, when he went back to the Théâtre Italian, with his wife, Eugenia.
Savorini (born at Forli, 1809), whom he had married shortly before, and resumed his old functions till 1839, when he once more returned to Italy, and died at Bologna Nov. 29, 1872. His operas are 'La Fata Alcina' (Venice, 1814); 'La Principeessa di Navarra' (Bologna, 1816); 'Il Credulo deluso' (Rome, 1820); 'Tamerliano' (Bologna, 1822) 'Moctar' (Milan, 1824); 'Mitridate' (Venice, 1826); 'Almanzor' (Trieste, 1837). One of his canzonets, 'Eco di Scroza,' with horn obligato, was much sung by Rubini. Tadolini was at one time credited with having written the concluding fugue in Rossini's Stabat (see Berlioz, 'Soirées de l'orchestre' 7ième Épitoge). The above is chiefly compiled from Fétis. [G.]

TAGLICHSCBECK, THOMAS, born of a musical family at Anbach, in Bavaria, Dec. 31, 1779, studied at Munich under Rovelli and Gratz, and by degrees became known. Lindpaintner in 1820 gave him his first opportunity by appointing him his deputy in the direction of the Munich theatre, and about this time he produced his first opera, 'Weber's Bild.' After this he forsook Munich and wandered over Germany, Holland, and Denmark, as a violinst, in which he acquired great reputation. He then settled in Paris, and on Jan. 24, 1836, a symphony of his (op. 10) was admitted to the unwonted honour of performance at the Conservatoire. It must have had at least the merit of clearness and effect, or it would not have been followed by a second performance on April 2, 1837—a rare honour for any German composer but a first-rate one.

In 1827 he was appointed Kapellmeister of the Prince of Hohenlohe-Hochingen, a post which he retained till its dissolution in 1848. The rest of his life was passed between Löwenberg in Silesia, Dresden, and Baden Baden, where he died Oct. 5, 1867. His works extend to op. 33, and embrace, besides the symphony already mentioned, three others—a mass, op. 25; a psalm, op. 30; a trio for PF. and strings; a great quantity of concertos, variations, and other pieces for the violin; part-songs, etc., etc. [G.]

TAGLIAFICO, JOSEPH DIEUDONNE, born Jan. 1, 1821, of Italian parents, at Toulon, and educated at the College Henri IV, Paris. He received instruction in singing from Piermarini, in acting from Lablache, and made his début in 1844 at the Italiens, Paris. He first appeared in England April 6, 1847, at Covent Garden Theatre, as Oroz in 'Semiramide,' on the occasion of the opening of the Royal Italian Opera. From that year until 1876 he appeared at Covent Garden season by season, almost opera by opera. His parts were small, but they were thoroughly studied and given, and invariably showed the intelligent and conscientious artist. In the intervals of the London seasons he had engagements in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Paris, and America; was stage manager at the Théatre des Italiens, Monte Carlo, etc., and for many years corresponded with the 'Menestrel' under the signature of 'De Retz.' In 1877, on the death of M. Desplaces, he was appointed stage manager of the Italian Opera in London, which post he resigned in 1883 on account of ill health. Mme. Tagliacico, formerly Gotti, was for many years a valuable 'comprimaria' both at Covent Garden and Her Majesty's. [A.C.]

TALLEY, A. (Adrienne), a pianist and voluminous composer, born about 1820; produced between 1872 and 1878 six one-act operettas at the Bouffes-Parisiens and other Paris theatres, none of which met with any special favour. He is the author of a 'Méthode de piano'; 20 'Études expressives,' op. 80 (with Colombier); and of a large number of salon and dance pieces for piano solo, some of which enjoyed great popularity in their day. In 1850 M. Talley conducted a series of French operas at the St. James's Theatre, London, for Mr. F. B. Chatterton, beginning with La Tentation, May 28, which however did not prove a good speculation. He died at Paris in 1881. [G.]

TAILLE. Originally the French name for the tenor voice, Basse-taille being applied to the baritone; but most frequently employed to designate the tenor violin and viol. It properly denominates the large tenor, as distinguished from the smaller contralto or haute-contre: but is often applied to both instruments. The tenor violoncello clef was originally appropriated to the Taille. [See Ténor Violin.] [E.J.P.]

TALISMANO, IL. Grand opera in 3 acts; music by Balfe. Produced at Her Majesty's Opera, June 11, 1874. The book, founded on Walter Scott's 'Talisman,' was written by A. Matheson in English, and so composed; but was translated into Italian by Sig. Zaffira for the purpose of production at the Italian Opera. The work was left unfinished by Balfe, and completed by Dr. G. A. Macfarren. [G.]

TALLYS (as he himself wrote his name), TALYS, or TALLIS (as it is usually spelled), THOMAS, the father of English cathedral music, is supposed to have been born in the second decade of the 16th century. It has been conjectured that he received his early musical education in the choir of St. Paul's Cathedral under Thomas Mulliner, and was removed thence to the choir of the Chapel Royal; but there is no evidence to support either statement. The words 'Child there' which occur at the end of the entry in the Cheque-book of the Chapel Royal recording his death and the appointment of his successor, and which have been relied upon as proving the latter statement, are ambiguous, as they are applicable equally to his successor, Henry Evesdeed, and to him. It is however highly probable that he was a chorister in one or other of the metropolitan choirs. He became organist of Waltham Abbey, which appointment he retained until the dissolution of the abbey in 1540, when he was dismissed with 20s. for wages and 20s. for reward. 1 It is probable that he soon after that event obtained the place of a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal. His celebrated Pieces, Responses and Litany, and

1 This fact was discovered by Mr. W. H. Cummings.
his Service in the Dorian mode, were most probably composed soon after the second Prayer Book of Edward VI. was issued in 1552. In 1560 he contributed eight tunes to Day's Psalter (one of which, and all the rest, was subsequently adapted and is still used in Ken's Evening Hymn), and four anthems to Day's Morning, Communion, and Evening Prayer. On January 21, 1575-6 he and William Byrd obtained Letters Patent giving them the exclusive right of printing music and ruled music paper for twenty-one years; the first of the kind. The first work printed under the patent was the patenutee's own 'Cantiones qua ab argumento Sacre vocantur, quinque ex sex partium,' containing 34 motets, 15 by Tallis, and 18 by Byrd, and dated 1575. In the patent the grantees are called 'Gent. of our Chappell' only, but on the title-page of the 'Cantiones' they describe themselves as 'Serenissime Reginiæ Maiestati à priuato Sacello generosissimo, et Organista.' The work is a beautiful specimen of early English musical typography. It contains not only three laudatory poems, one 'De Anglorum Musica' (unsigned), and two others by 'Richardus Mulcasterus' and 'Ferdinandus Richardseus,' but also at the end a short poem by Tallis and Byrd themselves:—

AUTORES CANTIONUM ADLECTOREM.

Has tibi primiudicte commendationis, amicos
Lector, ut in infantiae deputas sum
Nutricia fidelis et firma puere perca credo.
Quas proxima tuae gravis frontis erit
Hac deninim frate, magnum promittere measmeem
Audebant, causa, fadeis honores cadent.

which has been thus happily Englished:—

THE FRAMES OF THE MUSICKE TO THE READER.

As one, that scarce recover'd from her Threes With trusti Nurse her feble Babe bestowes;
These firstlings, Reader, in thy Hands we place,
Whose Milk must be the Favour of thy Face;
By that sustayn'd, large Increase shal they shew,
Of that deprive'd, ungrabe must they goe.

About the same time Tallis composed his markable Song of Forty parts, for 8 choirs of 5 voices each, originally set to Latin words, but adapted to English words about 1630. [See vol. iii. p. 274.] Tallis, like his contemporary, the famous Vicar of Bray, confirmed, outwardly at least, to the various forms of worship which successive rulers imposed, and so retained his position in the Chapel Royal uninterruptedly from his appointment in the reign of Henry VIII until his death in that of Elizabeth. From the circumstance of his having selected his Latin motets for publication so lately as 1575 it may be inferred that his own inclination was toward the older faith. He died November 23, 1585, and was buried in the chancel of the parish church at Greenwich, where in a stone before the altar rails a brass plate was inserted with an epitaph in verse engraved upon it. Upon the church being taken down for rebuilding soon after 1710 the inscription was removed, and Tallis remained without any tombstone memorial for upwards of 150 years, when a copy of the epitaph (which had been preserved by Strype in his edition of Stowe's Survey of London, 1720, and reprinted by Hawkins, Burney and others) was placed in the present church. The epitaph was set to music as a 4-part glee by Dr. Cooke, which was printed in Warren's collections. Tallis's Service (with the Venite as originally set as a canticle), Preces and Responses, and Litany, and 5 anthems (adapted from his Latin motets), were first printed in Barnard's Select Church Music, 1641. The Service, Preces, Responses and Litany, somewhat changed in form and with the substitution of a chant for Venite instead of the original setting, and the addition of a chant for the Athanasian Creed, were next printed by Dr. Boyce in his Cathedral Music. All the various versions of the Preces, Responses and Litany are included in Dr. Jebb's 'Choral Responses and Litanies.' He appears to have written another service also in the Dorian mode, but in 5 parts two in one, of which, as will be seen from the following list, the bass part only is at present known. A Psalmus in F, for 5 voices, is much nearer complete preservation (see List). Hawkins included in his History scores of two of the Cantiones, and, after having stated in the body of the index that Tallis did not compose any secular music, printed in his appendix the 4-part song, 'Like as the doleful dove.' Burney in his History printed an anthem from Day's Morning, Communion, and Evening Prayer, and two of the Cantiones. Several MS. compositions by Tallis are preserved at Christ Church, Oxford, in Queen Elizabeth's Virginal Book, in the British Museum, and elsewhere. (See the List.) We give his autograph from the last leaf of a MS. collection of Treatises on Music, formerly belonging to Waltham Albury, now in the British Museum (Landsdowne MS. 763).

A head, purporting to be his likeness, together with that of Byrd, was engraved (upon the same plate) for Nicola Haym's projected History of Music, 1726. A single impression alone is known, but copies of a photograph taken from it are extant.

[W.H.H.]

The following is a first attempt to enumerate the existing works of Tallis:—

1 By Mr. H. F. Wilson, of Trinity College, Cambridge, to whom the Editor's best acknowledgments are due.
2 Copies are to be found in the Wadsworth Society's Library, made by John Immyne: the British Museum; the Royal College of Music; the Library of Sir F. A. G. Ouseley.
TAMBLERIK.

I. PRINTED.

The earliest appearance is given.

Bears the voice and prayer (a Prayer).
O Lord in thee is all my trust (a Prayer).
Remember, O Lord God (the "Anthem").
If ye love me (the Anthem): I give you a new commandment.
(All for four voices. Printed in John’s Communion, and Eternal Prayer and Communion, 1605.)
Man Blast no doubt, 1st tune.
Let God arise, 2nd do.
Why burneth in fight, 3rd do.
O come in coe, 4th do.
Even when they have strangled blind, 5th do.
Reap, O Lord, 6th do.
Why bringest in madness, 7th do.
God grant with grace, 8th do.
Come, Holy Ghost, eternal God.
(All four voices, in J. Day’s Whole Psalter 1587. These tunes (in the Tenor part are 1 in the 8th.) In every tune 2 in 1, sung upside down—these are the same songs sung to ‘Glorios to Thee, my God this night.’)
Salvator mundi, &c. No. 1 (Barnard, Ill. 78). Adapted to “With all our hearts,” by Barnard. Also (I) to “Teach me, O Lord.”
Abstemus Dominum, &c. No. 2 (Hawkins, Ill. 367). Adapted to “Wipe away my sins,” by Barnard. Also to “Discomit them, O Lord, and I look for the Lord.”
In manus tue, &c. No. 5. (Barnard, Ill. 73.) Adapted to “Blessed be thy name,” by Barnard. Also to “Great, and very marvelous,” by Holst Society.
Dominguit impius, &c. No. 12 (Barnard, Ill. 75).
Sabbathum ducant transmittat, &c.
Viribus, honor et potestas, &c. No. 10. Added to “I call and cry,” by Barnard.
Illum dux perfert (Hymn). &c. No. 18. (Barnard, Ill. 77.) It has 2 and 2 part, R. C. Ch.

II. MANUSCRIPT (NOT PRINTED).


Second Psalms to Process, viz. Ps. cx. and cxvii. Probably printed.
(But I cannot find a Base part book, formerly Juxon’s, in the Library of St. John’s, Oxford.)
Service of five parts, two in one. In D dor, containing Venite, Ye Deum, Benedictus, Kyrie, Ecce Ancilla Domini, Gloria in Excelsis. Magnificat. and Nunc Dimittis in three parts in Juxon book, St. John’s, Oxford. No other parts yet known.

1. Printed by Day with the name of Sheppard; and given in Parish Church.
2. Additio summulae et admissae.
3. Of these four 5-part anthems there are transcripts in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
4. With all our hearts; and Bless ye, by Blow only.
5. I have not been able to discover if this is the same ‘I give ye a new commandment.’

TALLYK.

Discomitt them, O Lord, adapted (75600) from F. A. G. Ouseley’s ‘Abstemus Dominum;’
Domine quis habbitabit, &c. Ch. Ch.
Serenity, semper, &c. No. 72.
Silent (O quae prima), &c. No. 77. H. W. B. Reuter.
Miserere nostre, &c. No. 84 (Hawkins, Ill. 727).;
All from the Antiquiores sacrae,
First Service or ‘Short Service’—In D dor. Venite, Ye Deum, Benedictus, Kyrie, Ecce Ancilla Domini, Gloria in Excelsis. Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis; all a
First preces.
First Psalm to do. (Ps. cxvii.
Second do. ‘Of God well’ do.
Third do. ‘My soul cleareth, and is lightened.’ All four &c.
(Anthem) O Lord, give thy Holy Spirit, &c. Adapted from Latin, according to Teodoby.
With all our hearts, &c. (Salvator mundi, No. 1).
Blessed be thy name, &c. (Michaiah autem).”
I call and cry, &c. (O sacrum convivium).
Wipe away my sins, &c. (Abstemus Dominum).
See ‘Forgive me,’ &c. (Barnard, Ill. 79).
(All from Barnard’s ‘First Book of Selected Church Music, 1601.’)
Libera, Precios, and Responsorie, &c.
In Bimini’s ‘Full Catholical Service of Thomas Tallis;’ and ‘Halilalud Choral Responses and Litanies.’
All the same useful words, &c. in Hawkins, Appendix.

All that people on earth do dwell.
In Arnold’s Catholical Music, vol. 1.

Let the wicked forsake his way.
Calvert’s work.

Magnificat anima mea et Ch. Ch.
Maria Stella.
Mucrulaita vitae, &c. Ch. Ch.
Natus est nobis &c. Add. MS. 5023.
Nunc dimittis Domini &c. Ch. Ch.
Give thanks, &c. (Barnard, Ill. 79).
Will cry unto God.
Laudate Dominum. &c. Ch. Ch.
Verily, verily, &c. (B.Is.
When Jesus went into Symon the Pharisee’s house.

The Editor has to express his sincere thanks to the Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, B.Is.; Rev. J. H. Moe; Rev. W. E. Dickson; Mr. John Bishop; Mr. Bertram Pollock, and several others, for their kind help in making out this list.

TAMBLERIK, ENRICO, born March 16, 1829, at Rome, received instruction in singing from Borgna and Guglielmi, and made his début in 1841 at the Teatro Fondo, Naples, in Bellini’s

The volumes in the Add. MS. numbered 30,523 and 30,488 are valuable, not only because they contain works not known elsewhere, but because of the light they throw on the domestic position of music in the 16th century. These parts are for the Virginals—the fashionable keyed instrument of the day—exactly analogous to the arrangements for the Fitzwilliam Museum of our own times; and it is startling to find that the sacred choral music of that day was the favourite music, and that the learned contrapuntal 5- and 6-part motets of Tallis, Edwards, Farrand, Taverner, Byrd, Cipriani, Josquin, Orlando Lasso, and others, were composed for the amusement of learned amateurs just as oratorios, operas, and operettas are now. From Add. MS. 32,246, 22,327, another thing is plain, that these learned compositions were arranged for the Lute so that the top part could be sung solo, and the other parts divided into several voices. An example of this may be found in the “Echos du temps passe.”

This and the similar anthems, for 7 voices, in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, are set to French words (Le Crois du capitain) as a solo with accompaniment; but it will be new for them to be played as an accompaniment. An example of this may be found in the “Echos du temps passe.”

‘Silver’ and ‘Gobina’s’ works were set to French words (Le Crois du capitain) as a solo with accompaniment; but it will be new for them to be played as an accompaniment. An example of this may be found in the “Echos du temps passe.”

This and the similar anthems, for 7 voices, in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, are set to French words (Le Crois du capitain) as a solo with accompaniment; but it will be new for them to be played as an accompaniment. An example of this may be found in the “Echos du temps passe.”

This and the similar anthems, for 7 voices, in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, are set to French words (Le Crois du capitain) as a solo with accompaniment; but it will be new for them to be played as an accompaniment. An example of this may be found in the “Echos du temps passe.”

This and the similar anthems, for 7 voices, in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, are set to French words (Le Crois du capitain) as a solo with accompaniment; but it will be new for them to be played as an accompaniment. An example of this may be found in the “Echos du temps passe.”

This and the similar anthems, for 7 voices, in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, are set to French words (Le Crois du capitain) as a solo with accompaniment; but it will be new for them to be played as an accompaniment. An example of this may be found in the “Echos du temps passe.”
Tamberlik.

"I Capuletti." He sang with success for several years at the San Carlo, also at Lisbon, Madrid, and Barcelona. He first appeared in England April 4, 1850, at the Royal Italian Opera, as Masetti, and obtained immediate popularity in that and in his other parts of the season, viz. Pollio, Robert, Roderick Dhu, Otello; April 20, Amenosi, in the production of a version of "Mose in Egitto," entitled "Zora;" and July 25, in Leopold, on the production of "La Juive" in England. He possessed a splendid tenor voice, of great richness of tone and volume, reaching to C in alt, which he gave with tremendous power, and "as clear as a bell." His taste and energy were equal, and he was an excellent singer, save for the persistent use of the "vibrato." In person he was singularly handsome, and was an admirable actor. He remained a member of the company until 1864 inclusive, excepting the season of 1857, singing in the winters at Paris, St. Petersburg, Madrid, North and South America, etc. His other parts included Arnold; Ermanno; Aug. 9, 51, Phasol (Saffo); Aug. 17, 53, Pietro il Grande; June 25, 53, Benvenuto Cellini; May 10, 55, Manrico (Trovatore)—on production of these operas in England; also, May 27, 51, Fidelio, July 25, 52, Ugo (Spohr's Faust); Aug. 5, 58, Zampa; July 2, 63, Gounod's Faust—on the revival or production of the operas at Covent Garden, etc. He reap- peared at the same theatre in 1870 as Don Ottavio, the Duke (Rigoletto), John of Leyden; and in 1877, as Her Majesty's, as Ottavio, Otello, and Manrico, and was well received, though his powers were on the wane. He now lives at Madrid, where he carries on a manufactury of singing in psalms. [A.C.]

TAMBOUR DE BASQUE. [See TAMBOURIN.] [V.de.P.]

TAMBOURIN. A long narrow drum used in Provence, beaten with a stick held in one hand, while the other hand plays on a pipe or flagasol with only three holes, called a galoudet. [See DRUM 2, vol. i. p. 466.] [V.de.P.]

TAMBOURIN, an old Provençal dance, in its original form accompanied by a Flute and Tambour de Basque, whence the name was derived. The drum accompaniment remained a characteristic feature when the dance was adopted on the stage, the base of the tune generally consisting of single notes in the tonic or dominant. The Tambourin was in 2-4 time, of a lively character, and generally followed by a second Tambourin in the minor, after which the first was repeated. A well-known example occurs in Rameau's "Pièces de Clavecin," and has often been reprinted. It was introduced in Scene 7, Entrée III, of the same composer's "Fêtes d'Hebé," where it is entitled "Tambourin en Rondeau," in allusion to its form, which is that of an 8-barred Rondeau followed by several "reprises." The same opera contains (in Entrée I, Scenes 5 and 9) two other Tambourins, each consisting of two parts (major and minor). We give the first part of one of them as an example. Mlle. Camargo is said to have excelled in this dance.

TAMBOURINE (Fr. Tambour de Basque). This consists of a wooden hoop, on one side of which is stretched a vellum head, the other side being open. Small rods with fly-nuts serve to tighten or loosen the head. It is beaten by the hand without a stick. Several pairs of small metal plates, called jingles, are fixed loosely round the hoop by a wire passing through the centres of each pair, so that they jingle whenever the tambourine is struck by the hand or shaken. Another effect is produced by rubbing the head with the finger. It is occasionally used in orchestras, as in Weber's overture to "Preciosa," and at one time was to be seen in our military bands. In the last century it was a fashionable instrument for ladies. The instrument is probably of Oriental origin, being very possibly derived from the Hebrew Topk [Exod. xx. 20]. The Egyptian form is somewhat similar to our own, but heavier, as may be seen from the woodcut, taken from Lane's "Modern Egyptians."

The French Tambourin is quite a different thing, and is described under the 3rd kind of Drums, as well as under its proper name. [DRUM 3, and TAMBOURIN.]

The modern Egyptians have drums (Dura-bukkéh) with one skin or head, and open at the bottom, which is the only reason for classifying them with tambourines. [See vol. i. p. 453.] The annexed woodcut (also from Lane) shows two examples; the first of wood, inlaid with tortoise-

1 This root survives in the Spanish adaf, a tambourine.
shell and mother-of-pearl. 17 inches high and 6½ diameter at top; the second is of earthenware, 10½ inches high and 8½ diameter. [V.de.F.]

TAMBURINI, Antonio, baritone singer, eminent among the great lyric artists of the 19th century, was born at Faenza on March 26, 1800. His father was director of military music at Fossombrone, Ancona. A player himself on horn, trumpet, and clarinet, he instructed his son, at a very early age, in horn-playing, accustoming him in this way to great and sustained efforts, even to overtaxing his undeveloped strength. At nine the boy played in the orchestra, but soon had to have been passed on now Aldobrandi Rossi for vocal instruction. At twelve he returned to Faenza, singing in the opera chorus, which was employed not only at the theatre but for mass, a fact which led him to devote much time in early youth to the study of church music. He attracted the notice of Madame Pisaroni and the elder Mombelli; and the opportunities which he enjoyed of hearing these great singers, as well as Davide and Donzelli, were turned by him to the best account. At eighteen, and in possession of a fine voice, he was engaged for the opera of Bologna. The piece in which, at the little town of Cento, he first appeared, was ‘La Contessa di coltellaboro,’ of Generali. His favourable reception there and at Mirandola, Correggio, and Bologna, attracted the notice of several managers, one of whom secured him for the Carnival at Piacenza, where his success in Rossini’s ‘Italiana in Algeri’ procured for him an engagement that same year at the Teatro Nuovo at Naples. Although his beautiful baritone voice had not reached its full maturity, his execution was still imperfect, and the Neapolitan public received him somewhat coldly, though speedily won over by his great gifts and promise. The political troubles of 1830, however, closed the theatres, and Tamburini sang next at Florence, where, owing to indisposition, he did himself no justice. The memory of this was speedily wiped out by a series of triumphs at Leghorn, Turin, and Milan. About this time he lost his mother, an affliction which so plunged him in melancholy that he thought of retiring to a cloister. It is fortunate for the public that his calling interposed a delay between this design and its execution, so that it was never carried into effect. At Milan he met and married the lovely singer, Marietta Gioja, for whom, as well as for himself, Mercadante wrote the opera of ‘Il Posto abbandonato.’

Proceeding to Trieste, he passed through Venice, where an unexpected toll was demanded of him. Special performances were being given in honour of the Emperors of Austria and Russia, then at Venice, and Tamburini was not allowed to escape scent-free. He was arrested by authority, and only after a few days, during which he achieved an immense success, was he allowed to proceed. From Trieste he went to Rome, where he remained for two years; thence, after singing in ‘Mose’ at Venice, with Davide and Mme. Meric Lalande, he removed to Palermo, where he spent another two years. He now received an engagement from Barbaja for four years, during which he sang in Naples, Milan, and Vienna, alternately. At Vienna he and Rubini were decorated with the order of ‘the Saviour,’ an honour previously accorded to no foreigner but Wellington. Tamburini first sang in London in 1832, and soon became an established favourite. His success was equally great at Paris, where he appeared in October of the same year as Don Giovanni in the ‘Cenerentola.’ For ten years he belonged to London and Paris, a conspicuous star in the brilliant constellation formed by Grisi, Persiani, Viardot, Rubini, Lablache, and himself, and was long remembered as the baritone in the famous ‘Peri’s quartet.’ Without any single commanding trait of genius, he seems, with the exception of Lablache, to have combined more attractive qualities than any man-singer who ever appeared. He was handsome and graceful; and a master in the art of stage-costume. His voice, a baritone of over two octaves extent, was full, round, sonorous, and perfectly equal throughout. His execution was unsurpassed and unsurpassable; of a kind which at the present day is wellnigh obsolete, and is associated in the public mind with sopranos and tenors voices only. The Parisians, referring to this florid facility, called him ‘Le Rubini des basse-tailles.’ Although chiefly celebrated as a singer of Rossini’s music, one of his principal parts was Don Giovanni. His admirable veracity and true Italian cleverness are well illustrated by the anecdote of his exploit at Palermo, during his engagement there, when he not only sang his own part in Mercadante’s ‘Elia e Claudio’ but adopted the costume and the voice—a soprano sfogato—of Mme. Lipparini, the prima donna, who was frightened off the stage, went through the whole opera, duets and all, and finished by dancing a pas de quatre with the Taglioni and Mile. Rinaldini. Further the details of this most amusing scene the reader must be referred to the lively narrative of Mr. Sutherland Edwards’ ‘History of the Opera,’ ii. 272.

In 1841 Tamburini returned to Italy and sang at several theatres there. Although his powers were declining, he proceeded to Russia, where he found it worth his while to remain for ten years. When, in 1852, he returned to London, his voice had all but disappeared, in spite of which he sang again after that, in Holland and Paris. His last attempt was in London, in 1859. From that time he lived in retirement at Nice, till his death November 9th, 1876. [F.A.M.]

TAMERLANO. Opera in 3 acts; libretto by Piovene, music by Handel. Composed between July 3 and 23, 1724, and produced at the King’s Theatre, London, Oct. 31, 1724. It comes between ‘Giulio Cesare’ and ‘Rodelinda.’ Piovene’s tragedy has been set 14 times, the last being in 1824. [G.]

TAM-TAM. The French term for the gong in the orchestra; evidently derived from the Hindoo name for the instrument (Sanskrit tam-tam). [See Gong.] [G.]
TANCRÉDI. An opera seria in 2 acts; the libretto by Rossi, after Voltaire, music by Rossini. Produced at the Teatro Fénice, Venice, Feb. 6, 1813. In Italian at the Théâtre des Italiens, Paris; 1814, in French (Castill Blaze) at the Odeon. In England, in Italian, at King's Theatre, May 4, 1820. Revived in 1837, Pasta; 1841, Viardot; 1848, Alboni; and July 22, 1856, for Johanna Wagner. Tancrèdi contains the famous air 'Di tanto palpiti.' [G.]

TANGENT, in a clavichord, is a thick pin of brass wire an inch or more high, flattened out towards the top into a head one-eighth of an inch or so in diameter. It is inserted in the back end of the key, and being pushed up so as to strike the pair of strings above it, forms at once a hammer for them and a temporary bridge, from which they vibrate up to the soundboard bridge. In the clavichord and other means beyond this very primitive contrivance is used for producing the tone, which is in consequence very feeble, although sweet. The common damper to all the strings, a strip of cloth interwoven behind the row of tangents, has the tendency to increase this characteristic of feebleness, by permitting no sympathetic reinforcement.

In all clavichords made anterior to about 1725 there was a fretted (or gebunden) system, by which the keys that struck, what from analogy with other stringed instruments may be called open strings, were in each octave F, G, A, B, C, D, E. With the exception of A and D (which were always independent), the semitones were obtained by the tangents of the neighboring keys, which fretted or stopped the open strings at shorter distance, and produced F#, G#, B, C#, G#, and E#. Owing to this contrivance it was not possible, for example, to sound F and F# together by putting down the two contiguous keys; since the F# alone would then sound. We have reason to believe that the independence of A and D is as old as the chromatic keyboard itself, which we know for certain was in use in 1426. Old authorities may be quoted for the fretting of more tangents than one; and Aldin, who died in 1762, speaks of another fretted division which left E and G independent, an evident recognition of the natural major scale which proves the late introduction of this system.

The tangent acts upon the strings in the same way that the bridging or fretting does upon the simple monochord, sharpening the measured distances which theory demands by adding tension. Pressing the key too much therefore makes the note sound intolerably out of tune. An unskilful player would naturally err in this direction, and Emanuel Bach cautions against it. In his famous essay on playing he describes an effect special to the tangent, unattainable at either jack or hammer, viz. the Beben or Bobung, which was a tremolo or vibrato obtained by a tremulous pressure upon the key with the fleshly end of the finger. It was marked with a line and dots like the modern mezzo staccato, but being upon a single note, was, of course, entirely different.

The article Clavicord is to be corrected by the foregoing observations. [A.J.H.]

TANNHÄUSER UND DER SÄNGERKRIEG AUF WARTBURG. An opera in 3 acts; words and music by Wagner. Produced at Dresden, Oct. 20, 1845. At Casel, by Spohr, after much resistance from the Elector, early in 1853. At the Grand Opera, Paris (French translation by Ch. Nuitter), March 13, 1861. It had three representations only. At Covent Garden, in Italian, May 6, 1876. The overture was first performed in England by the Philharmonic Society (Wagner conducting), May 14, 1855. Schumann saw it Aug. 7, 1847, and mentions it in his 'Theaterblätter' as 'an opera which cannot be spoken of briefly. It certainly has an appearance of genius. Were he but as melodious as he is clever he would be the man of the day.' [G.]

TANSUR, WILLIAM, who is variously stated to have been born at Barnes, Surrey, in 1699, and at Dunchurch, Warwickshire, in 1700, and who was successively organist at Barnes, Ewell, Leicester, and St. Neot's, compiled and edited several collections of psalm tunes, and was author of some theoretical works. The principal of his several publications are 'The Melody of the Heart,' 1737; 'A Compleat Melody, or, The Harmony of Sion,' 1735 and 1738; 'Heaven on Earth, or, The Beauty of Holiness,' 1738; 'A New Musical Grammar,' 1746; in which he styles himself, 'William Tansur Musico Theorico'; 'The Royal Melody compleat, or, The New Harmony of Zion,' 1754 and 1755; 'The Royal Psalmodist compleat' (no date); 'The Psalm Singer's Jewel,' 1760; 'Melodia Sacra,' 1772; and 'The Elements of Music displayed,' 1772.

He died at St. Neot's, Oct. 7, 1783. He had a son who was a chorister at Trinity College, Cambridge.

[W.H.H.]

TAN-TA-RA. A word which occurs in English hunting songs, and is evidently intended to imitate the note of the horn. One of the earliest instances is in 'The hunt is up,' a song ascribed by Chappell to Henry VIII's time:—

The horses snort to be at the sport,
The dogs are running free,
The woods rejoice at the merry noise
Of heay tantara tee ree!

Another is 'News from Hide Park,' of Charles II's time:—

One evening a little before it was dark,
Sing tan-ta-ra-ta-ra tan-ti-tee, etc.

2 For the extraordinary uproar which it created see Prosper Merimee's 'Lettres a une Inconnue.,' II. 151-3. One of the jokes was gotten amongst and Melas. u. comp. a. to the ease. Even a man of sense like Merimee says that he 'could write something as good after hearing his cat walk up and down over the keys of the piano.' Berlioz writes about it in a style which is equally incredible to his taste and his penetration (Correspondance inédite, t. 111, 121).
But the word is as old as Ennius, who has
At tuba terrribilis sumus tanstantara dixit.
And the same form occurs in Grimald (1557)
and Stanyhurst (1583).

TANTO, i.e. "too much," as in Beethoven's
String Trio (op. 9, no. 1)—"Adagio ma non
tanto," i.e. Slow, but not too slow. Tanto has
practically the same force as 'Troppo.'

TANTUM ERGO. The first words of the
last two stanzas of the Hymn "Pange lingua
gloriosa Oratorii Mysterium," written by Thomas
Aquinas, for the Festival of Corpus Christi.1
The extreme solemnity of the circumstances
under which 'Tantum ergo' is sung in the
Roman Catholic Church, renders its adaptation
to solemn Music more than ordinarily impera-
tive. It is used whenever the Eucharist is carried
in Procession; at the conclusion of the Ceremony
of Exposition; and at the Office of Benediction:
and never heard but in the presence of the
Eucharist. Except, of course, in Processions, it
is sung kneeling.

The Plain Chant Melody of 'Tantum ergo'
is the same as that used for 'Pange lingua.'
The purest printed version is, that given in the
new Ratisbon Office-Books; but, owing to the
excision of certain 'grace-notes,' this 'Sion' is,
at present, less popular than that printed in the
Mechlin Vesperal.4 The pure version stands thus—

\[
\text{Modus I.} \\
\text{From the Ratisbon Vesperal.}
\]

The antient Melody has been frequently treated
in Polyphonic form, and that very finely; but
no setting will bear comparison with the magni-
ificent 'Pange lingua' in Palestrina's 'Hymni
totius anni,' which concludes with a 'Tantum
ergo' for 5 Voices, in which the Melody is as-
signed, entire, to the First Tenor, while the re-
maining Voices accompany it with Harmonies
and Points of Imitation. Vittoria has also
written a very beautiful 'Pange lingua,' which,
unhappily, treats the alternate stanzas only;
the first stanza of 'Tantum ergo' is there-
fore omitted, though the music written for the
second—'Genitori, Genitoque'—may very con-
sistently be sung to it.

The almost daily use of 'Tantum ergo' at
the Office of Benediction has led to the fabrica-
tion of an immense number of modern Melodies,
of more or less demerit. One of the best of these—a really good one—attributed to Michael
Haydn, is extremely popular, in England, as
a Hymn-Tune—8.6.8.6.8.6—under the title of
'Benediction.' Another, said to be 'Gregor-
ian,' and probably really of Plain-Chant
origin, is scarcely less popular, under the title
of 'S. Thomas.' A third, set for two Voices by
V. Novello, is equally pleasing, though wanting
in solemnity. These, however, are quite ex-
ceptionally good specimens. Notwithstanding
the beauty of the text, and the solemnity of
the occasions on which it is sung, it is doubtful
whether any Hymn has ever been fitted to so
much irreverent music as 'Tantum ergo.' The
present Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster has
 sternly condemned the use of such Music in
England, and his remonstrance has not been
without effect; but hitherto the reform has
only been a partial one.

Of orchestral settings of 'Tantum ergo,' the
two finest are unquestionably those by Mozart—
Nos. 142 and 197 in Köchel's Catalogue—for
4 Voices, with accompaniments for Stringed
Instruments, 2 Trumpets, and Organ. Schubert
has left three for 4, and one in MS., both in
C, and both for quartet, orchestra, and organ;
and one in Eb (MS., 1823).

TAPPERT, WILHELM, German critic and
writer on music, born Feb. 19, 1830, at Ober-
Thomaswaldau in Silesia; began life as a school-
master, but in 1856 adopted music, under Dehn
for theory and Kullak for practice. Since that
time he has resided in Berlin, where he is well
known as a teacher and musical writer, and an
able and enthusiastic partisan of Wagner. He
was a teacher in Tausig's school for higher P.F.
playing. His 'Wagner Lexicon' (1877) con-
tains a collection of all the abuse that has been
lavished on that composer and his friends—a
useless and even mischievous labour. Much
more important are his researches into ancient
Tablatures, on which it is to be hoped he will
soon publish something. From 1876-80 he edited
the 'Allgemeine Deutsche Musikzeitung.' He
is a contributor to the 'Musikalisches Wochen-
blatt' and has published several pamphlets, es-
pecially one on consecutive fifths, 'Das Verbot
von Quinzenparallelen' (1869).

TARANTELLA. A South Italian dance, which
derives its name from Taranto, in the old prov-
ince of Apulia. The music is in 6-8 time and
played at continually increasing speed, with
irregular alternations of minor and major. It is

1 Not to be mistaken for the Hymn (better known in England), sung under the same title, during Holy Week—'Pange lingua gloriosa
Lauream certaminis.'

2 Hymns Ancient and Modern, Hymn 67, new ed.

3 Ibid., Hymn 61, new ed.

4 For a free reading of the pure version, see 'Hymns Ancient and
Modern,' Hymn 306, no. 8, new ed.
generally danced by a man and a woman, but sometimes by two women alone, who often play castagnets and a tambourine. It was formerly sung, but this is seldom the case now. The Tarantella has obtained a fictitious interest from the idea that by means of dancing it a strange kind of insanity, attributed to the bite of the large spider Tarantula, the large of European spiders, could alone be cured. It is certain that a disease known as Tarantism prevailed in South Italy to an extraordinary extent, during the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries, if not later, and that this disease—which seems to have been a kind of hysteria, like the St. Vitus dance epidemic in Germany at an earlier date—was apparently only curable by means of the continued exercise of dancing the Tarantella; but that the cause of the affection was the bite of the spider is very improbable, later experiments having shown that it is no more poisonous than the sting of a wasp. The first exact notice of Tarantism is in Niccolò Perotto's 'Cornucopia Linguae Latinae' (p. 23, ed. 1498). During the 17th century the epidemic was at its height, and bands of musicians traversed the country to play the music which was the only healing medicine. The forms which the madness took were very various, some were seized with a violent craving for water, so that they were with difficulty prevented from throwing themselves into the sea, others were strangely affected by different colours, and all exhibited the most extravagant and outrageous contortions. The different forms in which the disease assumed were cured by means of different airs, to which the Tarantelle—the name by which the patients were known—were made to dance until they often dropped down with exhaustion. The epidemic raged in the summer months, and it is said that those who had been once attacked by it were always liable to a return of the disease. Most of the songs, both words and music, which were used to cure Tarantism, no longer exist, but the Jesuit Kircher, in his 'Magna' (Rome, 1641), book III, cap. vili, has preserved a few specimens. He says that the Tarantellas of his day were mostly rustic extemporisations, but the airs he gives (which are printed in Mendel's Lexicon, sive cocc Tarantella) are written in the Ecclesiastical modes, and with one exception in common time. They bear no resemblance to the tripping melodies of the modern dance. Kircher's work contains an engraving of the Tarantula in two positions, with a map of the region where it is found, and the following air, entitled 'Antidotum Tarantulae,' which is also to be found in Jones's 'Maltese Melodies' (London, 1805) and in vol. ii. of Stafford Smith's 'Musica Antiqua' (1812), where it is said to be derived from Zimmermann's 'Florilegium.'

1 It has been suggested that these fragments of melodies—for they are little more—are ancient Greek tunes handed down traditionally in Taranto.

2 In Mazzella's 'Dall, Correnti,' etc. (Rome, 1800), is a Tarantella in common time in the form of a short air with 'partite,' or variations. Matteihoer (Volksliederen Kapelmeister, 1738) says there is one in the 'Quatrienmes des Nouvelles' for 1777.

For further information on this curious subject we must refer the reader to the following works:

N. Parotto, 'Cornucopia' (Venice, 1440); A. Kircher, 'Magna' (Rome, 1641); 'Musaugia' (Rome, 1650); Herrmann Grawe, 'De Ioitu Tarantulae' (Frankfort, 1679); G. Baglivi, 'De Praxi Medicis' (Naples, 1680); Dr. Peter Shaw, 'New Practice of Physick,' vol. i. (London, 1728); Fr. Senso, 'Delia Tarantola' (Rome, 1742); Dr. E. Mead, 'Mechanical account of Pusons' (ed. London, 1745); J. D. Tiets, 'Von den Wirkungen der Tene auf den menschlichen Korper' (In Just. Neuen Wahrheit, Leipzig, 1745); F. J. Buechho, 'L'art de connaître et de designer le pouis par les notes de la musique' (Paris, 1800); J. F. E. Moor, 'Die Tarantown' (Berlin, 1832); A. Vergati, 'Tarantismo' (Naples, 1830); De Renae, in 'Raccogliere Medico' for 1842; C. Engel, 'Melodic Myth,' vol. ii. (London, 1876).

The Tarantella has been used by many modern composers. Aubert has introduced it in 'La Muette de Portici,' Weber in his E minor Sonata, Thalberg wrote one for Piano, and Rossini a vocal Tarantella 'La Danza' (said to have been composed for Lablache) the opening bars of which are here given:

One of the finest examples is in the Finale to Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony, where it is mixed up with a Saltarello in the most effectual and clever manner. Good descriptions of the dance will be found in Mme. de Staël's 'Corinne' (Book VI. ch. 1.), Mercier Dupuy's 'Lettres sur l'Italie' (1797), and Goethe's 'Fragmente tiber Italien.' It was danced on the stage with great success by Cotelli (1783-1785) at the Teatro dei Fiorentini at Naples, and in our own day by the late Charles Matthews.

W.B.S.

TARABE. Opera, in prologue and 5 acts (afterwards 3 acts); words by Beaumarchais, music by Sallieri. Produced at the Grand Opéra June 8, 1787. Translated into Italian (with many changes of text and music) as 'Azur, Re d'Orrus,' for the betrothal of the Archduke Franz with Princess Elizabeth of Wurttemberg at Vienna, Jan. 8, 1788. Produced in English as 'Tarrare, the Tartar Chief,' at the English Opera House, London, Aug. 15, 1835. [G.]
TARTINI.

TARTINI, GIUSEPPE, famous violin-player and composer, was born at Pirano, a town in Istria, April 12, 1692. His father, a Florentine by birth and an elected Noble of Parenzo, intended him for the Church, and sent him to the school of the Oratorians in his native town. Later on he attended an ecclesiastical school at Capo d'Istria, and there received his first instruction in music. Being entirely averse to the Church career, he went, at eighteen, to Padua, and matriculated as a student of law. But law was not more to his taste than theology. Led by his highly impulsive temperament he even set aside his musical studies in favour of the then fashionable art of fencing. In this he soon became so great an adept as to propose seriously to adopt it as a profession at Naples or Paris. Fortunately for music Tartini's passionate character involved him in a serious difficulty and caused him to exchange the sword for the fiddlestick and the pen. He fell in love with a niece of the Archbishop of Padua, Cardinal Cornaro, and was secretly married to her. The immediate consequences of this hasty step were disastrous. His parents withdrew all further support, and the Cardinal was so incensed by what he considered an insult to his family, that Tartini had to fly from Padua. He first went to Rome, but not considering himself safe there, took refuge in a monastery at Assisi, of which a relative of his was an inmate. Here he remained for two years, and in the solitude of monastic life resumed his musical studies, and at last discovered his true vocation. The organist of the monastery, Padre Boemo, was an excellent musician, and being delighted to find so talented a scholar, spared no time and trouble in teaching him counterpoint and composition. As a violinist he appears to have been his own teacher. His progress however must have been very rapid, as we know that his performances at the services of the monastery chapel soon became a well-known attraction to the neighbourhood. The development of his musical genius was not however the only fruit of these two years: he underwent a remarkable change of character. Influenced by the peaceful religious life around him, he seems entirely to have lost his quarrelsome temper, and acquired that modesty of manner and serenity of mind with which he has been credited by all who knew him later in life. His residence at Assisi came to a sudden end by a curious accident. One day, at the service, a gust of wind blew aside the curtain behind which Tartini was playing a solo. A Paduan, who happened to be present, instantly recognised his strongly-marked features, and brought the news of his whereabouts to his native town. Meanwhile the Archbishop's pride had softened, and Tartini was allowed to rejoin his wife. He went with her to Venice, where he met Versaci, and was so much struck with the great Florentine violinist, as at once to recognise the necessity for fresh studies, in order to modify his own style and correct the errors into which he, being almost entirely self-taught, had very naturally fallen. For this purpose he went to Ancona, leaving even his wife behind, and remained for some time in complete retirement. In 1721 he appears to have returned to Padua, and was appointed solo violinist in the chapel of San Antonio, the choir and orchestra of which enjoyed a high musical reputation. That his reputation must have been already well established is proved not only by this appointment, but more especially by the fact that in 1723 he received and accepted an invitation to perform at the great festivities given for the coronation of Charles VI at Prague. On this occasion he met with Count Kinsky, a rich and enthusiastic amateur, who kept an excellent private band, and prevailed on Tartini to accept the post of conductor. This he retained for three years and then returned to his old position at Padua. From this time he appears never again to have left his beloved Padua for any length of time, where he held an highly honoured position, with an income sufficient for his modest requirements. An invitation to visit England, under most brilliant conditions (£3000), which he received from Lord Middlesex, he is reported to have declined by stating 'that, although not rich, he had sufficient; and did not wish for more.' His salary at San Antonio's was 400 ducats, to which must be added the fees from his numerous pupils and the produce of his compositions. Burney, who visited Padua a few months after his death, gives a few interesting details. But when he writes, 'He married a wife of the Xantippe sort, and his patience upon the most trying occasions was always truly Socratic,' we need not attach too much weight to such a statement. Great artists are frequently but indifferent managers, and, in their honest endeavours to restore the balance, their wives have often most undeservedly gained unpleasant reputations. Burney continues, 'He had no other children than his scholars, of whom his care was constantly paternal. Nardini, his first and favourite pupil, came from Leghorn to see him in his sickness and attend him in his last moments with true filial affection and tenderness. During the latter part of his life he played but little, except at the church of St. Antony of Padua, to which he devoted himself so early as the year 1722, where his attendance was only required on great festivals, but so strong was his zeal for the service of his patron-saint, that he seldom let a week pass without regaling him to the utmost of his palsied nerves.' He died Feb. 16, 1770, was buried in the church of St. Catherine, a solemn requiem being held in the chapel of S. Antonio. At a later period his statue was erected in the Frato della Valle, a public walk at Padua, where it may still be seen among the statues of the most eminent men connected with that famous university.

Tartini's fame rests on threefold ground. He was one of the greatest violinists of all time, an eminent composer, and a scientific writer on musical physics. To gain an idea of his style of playing we must turn to the testimony of his contemporaries. They all agree in crediting him with those qualities which make a great player: a fine tone, unlimited command of fingerboard
and bow, enabling him to overcome the greatest difficulties with complete ease; perfect intonation in double-stops, and a most brilliant shake and double-shake, which he executed equally well with all fingers. That the composer of the 'Trillo del Diavolo,' and many other fine and noble pieces, could not have played but with the deepest feeling and most consummate taste, it is almost superfluous to say. Indeed we have his own testimony, when Campagnoli in his Violin-School reports him as having remarked upon a brilliant virtuoso: 'That is beautiful as it is difficult!' The critic (pointing to the heart) he has said nothing to me.' At the same time it ought to be mentioned that QUANZ (see that article), who heard him at Prague, and who certainly was no mean authority, while granting his eminence as a player generally, adds: 'his manner was cold, his taste wanting in nobleness and in the true style of singing.' Whatever the reason of this strange criticism may have been, to our mind it stands condemned by the deeply emotional and pathetic character of Tartini's compositions, and the want of taste we presume to have been on the side of the critic rather than of the artist. Quanz also states, that he was fond of playing in extreme positions, a statement which is difficult to understand, because in his works we very rarely find him exceeding the compass of the third position. But if it is to be understood that Tartini, in order to continue the same musical phrase on the same string, frequently used the higher positions for passages which were as far as the most mechanical production of the sounds was concerned, he might have played in lower ones, Quanz's criticism would imply that Tartini used one of the most important and effective means for good musical phrasing and cantabile playing, in doing which he was anticipating the method by which the great masters of the Paris School, and above all Spohr, succeeded in making the violin the 'singing instrument' par excellence. That Tartini should ever have endeavored to astonish his audiences by the execution of mechanical tricks after the fashion of a LOCATELLI (see that article), appears, from the character of all his known compositions, morally impossible. Both as player and composer he was the true successor of Corelli, representing in both respects the next step in the development of the art. But there is an undeniable difference of character and talent between the two great masters. They are striking instances of the two main types of the Italian artist, which can be distinguished from the oldest times down to our days. The one, to which Corelli belongs, gifted with an unerring sense of artistic propriety and technical perfection, the strongest feeling for beauty of form and sound—with pathos, dignity and gracefulness their chief means of expression; the other, of which Tartini was a representative, while sharing all the great qualities of the former, adds to them that southern fire of passionate emotion which carried everything before it. In technique Tartini represents a considerable progress upon Corelli by his introduction of a great variety of bowing, which again was only possible by the use of a longer and elastic bow. [See Bow; and TOURTE.] His work, 'Arte dell' Arco,' 'L'art de l'archet—a set of studies in the form of 50 Variations' gives a good idea not only of his manner of bowing, but also of his left-hand technique. In respect of the latter the advance upon Corelli is still more striking. Double stops of all kinds, shakes, and double shakes are of frequent occurrence. We remember how CORELLI (see that article) was puzzled by the difficulty of a passage in an overture of Handel's. That could certainly not have happened with Tartini. In some of his works there are passages which, even to the highly developed technique of the present day afford no inconsiderable difficulty. We will mention only the famous shake-passage in the 'Trillo.' But at the same time he shows his appreciation of purity of style by the absence of mere show-difficulties, which he certainly was quite capable of executing.

How great he was as a teacher is proved by the large number of excellent pupils he formed. The most eminent are Nardin, Bini, Manfredi, Ferrari, Graun, and Labouzay. Some of these have borne most enthusiastic testimony to his rare merits and powers as a teacher, to his unremitting zeal and personal devotion to his scholars, many of whom were linked to him by bonds of intimate friendship to his life's end. Of the pre-eminently methodical and systematic style of his teaching, we gain an idea from a most interesting letter addressed by him to his pupil Maddalena Lombardini-Sirmen, and from his pamphlet 'Trattato delle appoggiature.' [See VIOLIN-PLAYING.] The following characteristic head is reproduced from a drawing in possession of Julian Marshall, Esq.

As a composer, not less than as a player, he stands on the shoulders of the greatest of his predecessors, Corelli. He on the whole adopts the concise and logical forms of that great master and of VIVALDI (see that article); but in his hands the forms appear less rigid, and gain ampler and freer proportions; the melodies are broader, the phrases more fully developed; the harmonies and

1 Recently republished by Fred. David. Oehmsbach, André.
modulations richer and more varied. Still more striking is the progress if we look at Tartini's subject-matter, at the character of his ideas, and the spirit of their treatment. Not content with the noble but somewhat conventional paths of the slow movements of the older school, their well-written but often rather dry fugues and fugatos and traditional dance-rhythms, he introduces in his slow movements a new element of emotion and passion; most of his quick movements are highly characteristic, and even in their 'passages' have nothing dry and formal, but are full of spirit and life. (In addition to all this we not rarely meet with an element of tender dreamy melancholy and of vivid imagination which now and then grows into the fantastic or romantic. His works bear not so much the stamp of his time as that of his own peculiar individuality; and in this respect he may well be regarded as a prototype of the most individual of all violinists, Paganini. What we know from one of his pupils about his peculiar habits in composing, throws a significant light on the more peculiarly and typically musical talent of his musical talent. Before sitting down to a new composition, he would read a sonnet of Petrarch; under the notes of his violin-parts he would write the words of a favourite poem, and to single movements of his sonatas he would often give mottos, such as 'Ombra cara' or 'Volgete il riso in pianto o mie pupille.' The most striking illustration of this peculiar side of his artistic character is given in his famous sonata "Il Trillo del Diavolo." According to Isola, when I heard him play it, the first half of the sonata diatonicum generis, and towards the end of his life he wrote a third one on the mathematics of music, "Delle ragioni e delle proporzioni," which however has never been published and appears to be lost. The absolute value of Tartini's theoretical writings is probably not great, but there remains the fact, that he was the discoverer of an interesting acoustical phenomenon which only the advanced scientific knowledge of our days has been able to explain."

It remains to speak of Tartini's writings on the theory of music. During his stay at Ancona, probably in 1715, he discovered the fact that, in sounding double stops, a third or combination-sound was produced. He was not content to utilise this observation by making the appearance of this third note a criterion of the perfect intonation of double stops (which do not produce it at all unless taken with the most absolute correctness), but he tried to solve the scientific problem underlying the phenomenon. In the then undeveloped state of acoustics it was impossible for him to succeed. It is at least highly probable that his knowledge of mathematics was insufficient for the task. At any rate he wrote and published an elaborate work on the theory of musical science generally, and on the phenomenon of a third sound in particular, under the title 'Trattato di Musica secondo la vera scienza dell'Armonia' (Padua, 1754). His theories were attacked in a number of pamphlets, amongst them one by J. J. Rousseau. In 1756 he published a second book, 'Dei principi dell'Armonia Musicale nel diatonicum generis, and towards the end of his life he wrote a third one on the mathematics of music, "Delle ragioni e delle proporzioni," which however has never been published and appears to be lost. The absolute value of Tartini's theoretical writings is probably not great, but there remains the fact, that he was the discoverer of an interesting acoustical phenomenon which only the advanced scientific knowledge of our days has been able to explain."

Finally he wrote, under the title 'Trattato delle appoggiature si ascendenti che discendenti per il violino,' etc., a little work on the execution and employment of the various kinds of shakers, mordents, cadenzas, etc. As giving an authentic explanation and direction for the execution of these ornaments according to the usage of the classical Italian school, this book is most interesting. It appears that it has never been published in Italian, but a French translation exists, under the title 'Traité des agréemens de la Musique, composé par le célèbre Giuseppe Tartini à Padoue, et traduit par le Sigr. P. Denis. A Paris chez M. de la Chevardière.'

1 The writer of this article has to acknowledge his obligations for much valuable information contained in Wastewich's book, 'Die Violinen und ihre Meister.'
Chiqueller, but the life at Versailles would not have suited the inventor, who wished to be at liberty to continue his experiments, and he contrived to get his nephew and pupil, Pascal Joseph, appointed in his stead. Having thus succeeded in preserving his independence without forfeiting the royal favour, he was shortly after elected an active member of the corporation of musical instrument-makers (1775). He was brought more before the public by a piano made for the Princess Victoire in the shape of our present ‘grands,’ the first of the kind made in France. Other inventions were for using a single string doubled round the pin in his two-stringed pianoes, working the pedal by the foot instead of by the knee, and the ‘Armandine’ (1789) called after Mlle. Armand, a pupil of his niece, who became an excellent singer at the Opéra and the Opéra Comique. This fine instrument, now in the museum of the Paris Conservatoire, is like a grand piano without a keyboard, and with gut-strings, and is therefore a cross between the harp and the psaltery. Other specimens of his manufacture are the harpsichord with two keyboards made for Madame Antoinette and still to be seen in the Petit Trianon, the pretty instrument in the possession of the distinguished pianist Mlle. Joséphine Martin, and those in the Conservatoire, and the Musée des Arts décoratifs in Paris. Pascal Taskin died in Paris, Feb. 9, 1795. His nephew,

Pascal Joseph, born Nov. 20, 1750, at Theux, died in Paris, Feb. 5, 1829, Keeper of the King’s Instruments and the Chapel Royal, from 1772 to 1812, was a violin player and assistant. He married a daughter of Blanchet, and was thus brought into close connection with the Couperin family. Of his two sons and two daughters, all musicians, the only one calling for separate mention here is the second son,

Henri Joseph, born at Versailles, Aug. 24, 1779, died in Paris, May 4, 1852, learned music as a child from his mother, and so charmed the Court by his singing and playing, that Louis XVI made him a page of the Chapel Royal. Later he studied music and composition with his aunt, Mme. Couperin, a talented organist, and early made his mark as a teacher, virtuoso, and composer. Three operas were neither performed nor engraved, but other of his compositions were published, viz. trios for PF, violin, and cello; a caprice for PF. and violin; a concerto for PF. and orchestra; solo-pieces for PF. and songs. A quantity of Masonic songs remained in MS. Like his father he had four sons; none of them became famous, but his grandson Alexandre seems to have inherited his talent. This young singer (born in Paris, March 8, 1853) is a thorough musician, has already created several important parts, and may be considered one of the best artists at the Opéra Comique (1883).

The writer of this article, having had access to family papers, has been able to correct the errors of previous biographers. [G.O.]

Tattoo. 63

Tasto solo. Tasto (Fr. touche) means the part in an instrument which is touched to produce the note; in a keyed instrument, therefore, the key. ‘Tasto solo,’ the key alone, is in old music written over these portions of the bass or continuo part in which the mere notes were to be played by the accompanist, without the chords or harmonies founded on them.

Tattoo1 (Rappel; Zapfenstreich), the signal in the British army by which soldiers are brought to their quarters at night. The infantry signal begins at 30 minutes before the hour appointed for the men to be in barracks, by the bugles in the barrack-yard sounding the ‘First Post’ or ‘Setting of the Watch.’ This is a long passage of 29 bars, beginning as follows—

```
\[\text{music notation}\]
```

and ending with this impressive phrase:

```
\[\text{music notation}\]
```

This is succeeded by the ‘Rolls,’ consisting of three strokes by the big drum, each stroke followed by a roll on the side-drums:

```
\[\text{music notation}\]
```

The drums and fifes then march up and down the barrack-yard playing a succession of Quick marches at choice, till the hour is reached. Then ‘God save the Queen’ is played, and the Tattoo concludes by the ‘Second Post’ or ‘Last Post,’ which begins as follows—

```
\[\text{music notation}\]
```

and ends like the ‘First Post.’ The other branches of the service have their tattoos, which it is not necessary to quote.

1 The word is derived by Johnson from the French tapoter ball; and its original form seems to have been ‘tap-to’ (see Count Mau- nale’s ‘Directions of Warne,’ 1596), as if it were the signal for the tap rooms or bars of the canteen to put-to or close. Curiously enough, however, ‘tap’ seems to be an acknowledged term for the drum—‘tap of drum.’ Tapster is probably allied to the German sagfen, the tap of a cash, and tag/streich, the German term for tattoo; this also may mean the striking or driving home of the taps of the beer-barrels. The proverbial expression ‘the devil’s tattoo’—meaning the rows made by a person absorbed in thought drumming with foot or fingers, seems to show that the drum and not the trumpet was the original instrument for sounding the tattoo.

2 For details see Potter’s ‘Instructions for the Side Drum.’
Since the time of Wallenstein the Zapfenstreit in Germany has had a wider meaning, and is a sort of short spirited march played not only by drums and fifes or trumpets but by the whole band of the regiment. It is in this sense that Beethoven uses the word in a letter to Peters (1823): "There left here last Saturday three airs, six bagatelles, and a tattoo, instead of a march... and to-day I send the two tattoos that were still wanting... the latter will do for marches." [See ZAPFENSTREIT.]

TAUBERT, KARL GOTTFRIED WILHELM, one of those sound and cultivated artists who contribute so much to the solid musical reputation of Germany. He was the son of a musician, and was born at Berlin March 23, 1817. Though not actually brought up with Mendelssohn he trod to a certain extent in the same steps, learned the piano from Ludwig Berger, and composition from Klein, and went through his course at the Berlin University 1837-30. His first appeared as a PF. player; in 1833 he was made accompanist to the Court concerts, and from that time his rise was steady. In 1834 he was elected member of the Academy of Arts, in 1841 became music-director of the Royal Opera, and in 1845 Court Kapellmeister—a position which he held till his retirement from the Opera in 1869 with the title of Oberkapellmeister. Since that time he has conducted the royal orchestra at the Court concerts and soirées, in which he has distinguished himself as much by very admirable performances as by the rigid conservatism which has governed the programmes. In 1875 he was chosen member of council of the musical section of the Academy. Among his first compositions were various small instrumental pieces, and especially sets of songs. The songs attracted the notice of Mendelssohn, and not only drew from him very warm praise and anticipation of future success (see the letter to Devrient, July 15, 1831), but led to a correspondence, including Mendelssohn's long letter of Aug. 27, 1831. In these letters Mendelssohn seems to have put his finger on the want of strength and spirit which, with all his real musicianlike qualities, his refined taste and immense industry, has prevented Taubert from writing anything that will be remembered.

The list of his published works is an enormous one:—3 Psalms and a Vater unser; 7 Operas, of which the last, "Macbeth," was produced Nov. 16, 1857; Incidental music to 8 dramas, including "The Tempest" (Nov. 28, 1855); 4 Cantatas: 204 Solo-songs, in 52 nos., besides Duets and Part-songs; 3 Symphonies and a Festival-oveture for full orchestra; 3 Trios for PF. and strings; 3 String-quartets; 6 Sonatas for PF. and violin; 6 Sonatas for PF. solo; and a host of smaller pieces. The complete catalogue, with full details of Taubert's career, will be found in Leducur's "Tonkünstler-Lexicon Berlin." In this country Taubert is almost unknown. [G.]

TAUDOU, ANTOINE, composer of the modern French school, born at Perpignan, Aug. 24, 1846, early evinced such aptitude for music that he was sent to Paris and entered at the Conservatoire, where he carried off successively the first prizes for solfeggio, violin (1866), harmony (67), fugue (68), and finally, after two years' study of composition with Reber, the Grand Prix de Rome (69). The subject of the cantata was "Francesca da Rimini," and the prize score was distinguished for purity and elegance.

So far, no work of M. Taoudou's has been produced on the stage, but his chamber-music and orchestral pieces have been well received. These include a trio for flute, oboe, and cello; another for PF., violin, and cello; a violin-concerto played at the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire, of which M. Taoudou is one of the best violinists; a string-quartet in B minor, often heard in Paris; and for orchestra a "Marche-Ballet," a "Chant d'automne," and a "Marche-Nocturne." He has published songs and pieces for PF., but a cantata written for the inauguration of a statue to Arago (1879) at Perpignan, is still in MS. In January 1883 he was chosen professor of harmony and accompaniment at the Conservatoire. [G.]

TAUSCH, JULIUS, born April 15, 1827, at Dussau, where he was a pupil of F. Schneider's. In 1844 he entered the Conservatorium of Leipzig, then in the second year of its existence, and on leaving that in 1846 settled at Düsseldorf. Here he gradually advanced; on Julius Rietz's departure in 1847 taking the direction of the artists' Liedertafel, and succeeding Schumann as conductor of the Musical Society, temporarily in 1853, and permanently in 1855. He was associated in the direction of the Lower Rhine Festivals of 1865, 1866 (with O. Goldschmidt), 1869, 1872, and 1875. In the winter of 1878 he conducted the orchestral concerts at the Glasgow Festival.

Tausch has published a Fest-overture, music to Twelfth Night, various pieces for voices and orchestra, songs, and pianoforte pieces, solo and accompanied. His last publication is op. 17. [G.]

TAUSIG, CARL (1841-1871), the infallible, with his fingers of steel," as Liszt described him, was, after Liszt, the most remarkable pianist of his time. His manner of playing at its best was grand, impulsive, and impassioned, yet without a trace of eccentricity. His tone was superb, his touch exquisite, and his manipulative dexterity and powers of endurance such as to astonish even experts. He made a point of executing his tours de force with perfect composure, and took pains to hide every trace of physical effort. His répertoire was varied and extensive, and he was ready to play by heart any representative piece by any composer of importance from Scarlatti to Liszt. A virtuose par excellence, he was also an accomplished musician, familiar with scores old and new, a master of instrumentation, a clever composer and arranger.

Carl Tausig was born at Warsaw, Nov. 4, 1841, and was first taught by his father, Aloue Tausig, a professional pianist of good repute. When Carl was fourteen, his father took him to
Tausig, who was then at Weimar, surrounded by a very remarkable set of young musicians. It will suffice to mention the names of Bülow, Brunsart, Klindworth, Pruckner, Cornelius, Joseph Joachim (concertmeister), Joachim Raff (Liszts amanuensis) to give an idea of the state of musical things in the little Thuringian town. During the interval from 1850-1858 Weimar was the centre of musical life under Liszt, and Tausig, as Kapellmeister in chief, with a small staff of singers and a tolerable orchestra, had brought out 'Tannhäuser' and 'Lohegrin,' Berlioz's 'Benvenuto Cellini,' Schubert's 'Alfonso and Estrella,' etc. He was composing his 'Pomes symphoniques,' revising his piano forte works, writing essays and articles for musical papers. Once a week or oftener the pianists met at the Alte Burg, Liszt's residence, and there was an afternoon's lesson (gratis of course). Whoever had anything ready to play, played it, and Liszt found fault or encouraged as the case might be, and finally played himself. Peter Cornelius used to relate how Liszt and his friends were taken aback when young Tausig first sat down to play. 'A devil of a fellow,' said Cornelius, 'he dashed into Chopin's Ab Polonaise, and knocked us clean over with the octaves.' From that day Tausig was Liszt's favourite. He worked hard, not only at piano forte playing, but at counterpoint, composition, and instrumentation. In 1858 he made his début in public at an orchestral concert conducted by Bülow at Berlin. Opinions were divided. It was admitted on all hands that his technical feats were phenomenal, but sober-minded people talked of noise and rant, and even those of more impulsive temperament who might have been ready to sympathise with his 'Lisztian eccentricities,' thought he would play better when his period of 'storm and stress' was over. In 1859 and 60 he gave concerts in various German towns, making Dresden his head-quarters. In 1862 he went to reside at Vienna, when, in imitation of Bülow's exertions in Berlin, he gave orchestral concerts with very advanced programmes. These concerts were but partially successful in an artistic sense, whilst peculiarly they were failures. After this, for some years, little was heard of Tausig. He changed his abode frequently, but on the whole led the quiet life of a student. The 'storm and stress' was fairly at an end when he married and settled in Berlin, 1865. Opinions were now unanimous. Tausig was hailed as a master of the first order. He had attained self-possession, breadth and dignity of style, whilst his technique was as infallible as ever. At Berlin he opened a school, 'Schule des höheren Claviersona,' and at intervals gave piano forte recitals, of which his Chopin recitals were the most successful. He played at the principal German concert-institutions, and made the round of the Russian towns. He died of typhoid fever, at Leipzig, July 17, 1871.

Shortly before his death Tausig published an Opus 1,—'Deux Études de Concert.' With this he meant to cancel various compositions of previous date, some of which he was sorry to see in the market. Amongst these latter are a piano forte arrangement of 'Das Geisterschiff,' Symphonische Ballade nach einem Gedicht von Strachwitz, op. 1, 'originally written for orchestra; and 'Réminiscences de Halka,' Fantaisie de concert.' A piano forte concerto, which contains a Polonaise, and which, according to Felix Draeseke was originally called a Polonaise, several Pomes symphoniques, etc., remain in manuscript.

Tausig's arrangements, transcriptions, and fingered editions of standard works deserve the attention of professional pianists. They are as follows:—


Bach: Toccata und Fuge für die Orgel in D moll; Choral-Voreihen für die Orgel; Präludium, Fuge, und Allegro; 'Da wohnt der Geist'; Clarier, a selection of the Preludes and Fugues, carefully phrased and fingered.

Berlioz: Gomenelregen and Sympetanus aus 'La Damnation de Faust.'

Schumann: Zl Contrabandis.

Schubert: Andantino und Variationen, Rondo, Marche militaire, Polonaise de Litolff, etc.

Weber: Aufforderung zum Tanz.

Scarlatti: 3 Sonaten, Pastorella, und Capriccio.

Chopin: Concerto in E minor; score and PF. part distinctly retouched.

Beethoven: 6 Transcriptions from the string quartets, op. 59, 130, 131, and 133.

'Boule noire de Vienne—Valse caprice d'après Strauss.' 1-6. 'These are tendants to Liszt's 'Sorcière de Vienne' after Schubert.'

'Unisonische Zigeunervalse' (fit to rank with the best of Liszt's Ethnologische hongroises').

Clementi: Gradus ad Parnassum, a selection of the most useful Studies, with additional fingerings and variations.

Tausig's 'Tägliche Studien' is a posthumous publication, consisting of ingeniously contrived finger exercises; among the many 'Indispensables du Pianiste,' it is one of the few really indispensable. 

[ED.]

TAVERNER, John, was organist of Boston, Lincolnshire, and afterwards (about 1530), of Cardinal (now Christ Church) College, Oxford. Being associated with John Frith and other favoures of the Reformation, he was imprisoned upon suspicion of having concealed some (so-called) heretical books, but, by the favour of Wolsey, was released. His compositions consist of masses and motets, many of which are extant in MS. in the Music School and Christ Church, Oxford, the British Museum, and elsewhere. Hawkins printed a 3-part motet by him, 'O splendor gloria,' and Burney a 5-part motet, 'Dum transisset Sabbatum.' Morley includes him among the eminent musicians of his time. He died at Boston and was buried there.

Another JOHN TAVERNER, of an ancient Norfolk family, son of Peter Taverner, and grandson of Richard Taverner, who in the reigns of Edward VI. and Elizabeth was a lay-preacher, and in the latter reign high-sheriff of Oxfordshire, was born in 1584. On Nov. 17, 1610, he was appointed professor of music at Gresham College upon the resignation of Thomas Clayton. His autograph copy of 9 lectures, part in Latin and part in English, delivered by him in the college.
in that year, is preserved in the British Museum (Sloane MSS., 2329). He subsequently entered into Holy Orders, and in 1823 became Vicar of Tillingham, Essex, and in 1827 Rector of Stokes Newington. He died at the latter place in August, 1838. [W.H.H.]

TAYLOR, EDWARD, was born Jan. 23, 1784, in Norwich, where, as a boy, he attracted the attention of Dr. Beckwith, who gave him instruction. Arrived at manhood he embarked in business in his native city, but continued the practice of music as an amateur. He possessed a fine, rich, full-toned bass voice, and became not only solo vocalist, but an active manager of the principal amateur society in Norwich. He took a leading part in the establishment in 1824 of the existing triennial Norwich Musical Festival, training the chorus, engaging the band and singers, and making out the entire programmes. In 1835 he removed to London, and, in connection with some relatives, entered upon the profession of civil engineer, but not meeting with success he, in 1846, adopted music as a profession, and immediately attained a good position as a bass singer. In 1850 he translated and adapted Spohr’s ‘Last Judgment.’ This led to an intimacy with Spohr, at whose request he subsequently translated and adapted the oratorios, ‘Crucifixion’ (or ‘Calvary’), 1836, and ‘Fall of Babylon,’ 1842. On Oct. 24, 1837, he was appointed professor of music in Gresham College in succession to R. J. S. Stevens. He entered upon his duties in Jan. 1838, by the delivery of three lectures, which he subsequently published. His lectures were admirably adapted to the understanding of a general audience; they were historical and musical, excellently written, eloquently read, and illustrated by well chosen extracts from the works described efficiently performed. In 1839 he published, under the title of ‘The Vocal School of Italy in the 16th century,’ a selection of 38 madrigals by the best Italian masters adapted to English words. He conducted the Norwich Festivals of 1839 and 1842. He wrote and composed an ode for the opening of the present Gresham College, Nov. 2, 1843. In 1844 he joined James Turle in editing ‘The People’s Music Book.’ In 1845 he contributed to ‘The British and Foreign Review,’ an article entitled ‘The English Cathedral Service, its Glory, its Decline, and its designed Extinction,’ a production evoked by some then pending legislation connected with the cathedral institutions, which attracted great attention, and was afterwards reprinted in a separate form. He was one of the originators of the Vocal Society (of which he was the secretary), and of the Musical Antiquarian Society (for which he edited Purcell’s ‘King Arthur’), and the founder of the Purcell Club. [See MUSICAL ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, PURCELL CLUB, AND VOCAL SOCIETY.] Besides the before-named works he wrote and adapted with great skill English words to Mozart’s ‘Requiem,’ Graun’s ‘Tod Jesu,’ Schneider’s ‘Stündifuth,’ Spohr’s ‘Valer Unser,’ Haydn’s ‘Jahreszeiten,’ and a very large number of compositions intro-

duced in his lectures. He was for many years music critic to ‘The Spectator’ newspaper. He died at Brentwood, March 12, 1855. His valuable library was dispersed by auction in the following December. [W.H.H.]

TAYLOR, FRANKLIN, a well-known pianofortepianist and teacher in London, born at Birmingham, Feb. 5, 1843, began music at a very early age; learned the pianoforte under Chas. Flavell, and the organ under T. Bedmore, organist of Lichfield Cathedral, where at the age of 11 he was able to take the service. In 1859 he went to Leipzig and studied in the Conservatorium with Sullivan, J. F. Barnett, etc., under Plaidy and Moscheles for pianoforte, and Hauptmann, Richter, and Pappertz for theory. He left in 1861 and made some stay in Paris, where he had lessons from Mme. Schumann, and was in close intercourse with Heller, Schulhoff, Mme. Viardot, etc. In 1862 he returned to England, settled permanently in London, and began teaching, and playing at the Crystal Palace (Feb. 18, 1865, etc.), the Monday Popular Concerts (Jan. 15, 66, etc.), as well as at the Liverpool Philharmonic, Birmingham Chamber Concerts, and elsewhere. At the same time he was organist successively of Twickenham Parish Church, and St. Michael’s, Chester Square. In 1876 he joined the National Training School as teacher, and in 1882 the Royal College of Music as Professor of the Pianoforte. He is President of the Academy for the higher development of pianoforte-playing.

His Primer of the Pianoforte (Masonillan 1879) — emphatically a ‘little book on a great subject, and a most useful and practical book too—has been published in German. He has also compiled a P.F. tutor (Einoch), and has edited Beethoven’s Sonatas 1-12 for C. Boosey. He has translated Richter’s treatises on Harmony, Counterpoint, and Canon and Fugue (Cramer & Co.); and arranged Sullivan’s Tempest music for four hands on its production. With all his gifts as a player it is probably as a teacher that his reputation will live. His attention to his pupils is unremitting, and his power of imparting tone, touch, and execution to them, remarkable. Gifted with a fine musical organisation himself, he evokes the intelligence of his pupils, and succeeds in making them musicians as well as mere fine technical performers.

[.] TECHNIQUE (Germ. Technik). A French term which has been adopted in England, and which expresses the mechanical part of playing. A player may be perfect in technique, and yet have neither soul nor intelligence. [.]

TEDESCA, ALLA (Italian), ‘in the German style.’ ‘Tedesca’ and ‘Deutsch’ are both derived from an ancient term which appears in mediæval Latin as Thesochtis. Beethoven employs it twice in his published works—in the first movement of op. 79, the Sonatina in G—

Presto alla tedesca.
and again in the fifth movement of the Bb quartet (op. 130)—

\[ \text{Alta denun tudesca. Allegro assai.} \]

In a Bagatelle, No. 3 of op. 119, he uses the term in French—'A l'allemance,' but in this case the piece has more affinity to the presto of the sonatina than to the slower movement of the dance. All three are in G. The term 'tedesca,' says Rulow, has reference to waltz rhythms, and invites changes of time. [See Teutsch.] [G.]

TE DEUM LAUDAMUS (Eng. We praise Thee, O God). A well-known Hymn, called the Ambrosian Hymn, from the fact that the poetry is ascribed by tradition to S. Ambrose and S. Augustine. The English 1 version, one of the most magnificent to be found even in the Book of Common Prayer, appears in the first of the English Prayer-books in the place in which it now occupies. The custom of singing Te Deum on great Ecclesiastical Festivals, and occasions of special Thanksgiving, has for many centuries been universal in the Western Church; and still prevails, both in Catholic and Protestant countries.

And this circumstance, even more than the sublimity of the Poetry, has led to the connection of the Hymn with music of almost every known School.

The antient Melody—popularly known as the 'Ambrosian Te Deum'—is a very beautiful one, and undoubtedly of great antiquity; though it cannot possibly be so old as the Hymn itself, nor can it lay any claim whatever to the title by which it is popularly designated, since it is written in the Mixed Phrygian Mode—i.e. in Modes III and IV combined; an extended Scale of very much later date than that used by S. Ambrose. Numerous versions of this venerable Melody are extant, all bearing more or less clear traces of derivation from a common original which appears to be hopelessly lost. Whether or not this original was in the pure Mode III it is impossible to say with certainty; but the older versions furnish internal evidence enough to lead to a strong conviction that this was the case, though we possess none that can be referred to the age of S. Ambrose, or within two centuries of it. This will be best explained by the subjoined comparative view of the opening phrases of some of the earliest known versions.

From the Dodecachordon of Glareanus (Basillie, 1547).

\[ \text{Te Deum laudamus. Te Dominum consisterem.} \]

\[ \text{Te susterrnum Patrem omnis terrenus veneratur.} \]

The traditional Roman Version, from the Supplement to the Ratisbon Gradual.

\[ \text{Te Deum laudamus. Te Dominum consisterem.} \]

\[ \text{Te susterrnum Patrem omnis terrenus veneratur.} \]


\[ \text{We prays the olords, (sic) we know leg the to be the lords.} \]

All the Earth doth worship the, the fa ther on er last ing.

In all these cases, the music to the verse 'Te susterrnum Patrem' ('All the earth doth worship Thee') is adapted, with very little change, to the succeeding verses, as far as 'Te ergo quessumus' ('We therefore pray Thee'), which verse, in Catholic countries, is sung kneeling. The only exception to this is the phrase adapted to the word 'Sanctus' ('Holy'), which, in every instance, differs from all the rest of the Melody. As far, then, as the verse 'Te ergo quessumus' inclusive, we find nothing to prevent us from believing that the Music is as old as the text; for it nowhere deviates from the pure Third Mode, as sung by S. Ambrose. But, at the next

1 In one verse only does this grand paraphrase omit a characteristic expression in the original—that which refers to the White Robe of the Martyrs:

'Te Martyrum candidation laudat exercitum.'

'The noble army of Martyrs praises Thee.'

The name of the translator is not known.

2 Marbecke, however, makes another marked change at 'Thou art the King of Glory.'
verse, ‘Æterna fac’ (‘Make them to be numbered’), the Melody passes into the Fourth Mode, with a marked allusion to the Fourth Gregorian Tone, of which S. Ambrose knew nothing.

This phrase, therefore, conclusively proves, either that the latter portion of the Melody is a comparatively modern addition to the original form; or, that the whole is of much later date than has been generally supposed. We are strongly in favour of the first supposition; but the question is open to discussion on both sides.

The beauty of the old Melody has led to its frequent adoption as a Canto fermo for Polyphonic Masses; as in the case of the fifth and sixth Masses—‘Te Domine, speravi,’ for 5 voices, and ‘Te Deum landamus,’ for 6—in Palestrina’s Ninth Book. But the number of Polyphonic settings is less than that of many other Hymns of far inferior interest. The reason of this must be sought for in the immense popularity of the Plain Chant Melody in Italy, and especially in the Roman States. Every peasant knows it by heart; and, from time immemorial, it has been sung, in the crowded Roman Churches, at every solemn Thanksgiving Service, by the people of the city, and the wild inhabitants of the Campagna, with a fervour which would have set Polyphony at defiance.¹ There are, however, some very beautiful examples; especially, one by Felice Anerio, printed by Proske, in vol. iv. of ‘Musica Divina,’ from a MS. in the Codex Altampe. Othonob., based on the antient Melody, and treating the alternate verses only of the text—an arrangement which would allow the people to take a fair share in the singing. The ‘Tertius-Tomus Musici opera’ of Jakob Händl contains another very fine example, in which all the verses are set for two Choirs, which, however, only sing alternately, like the Decani and Cantoris sides in an English Cathedral.

Our own Polyphonic Composers have treated the English paraphrase, in many instances, very finely indeed: witness the settings in Tallis’s and Byrd’s Services in the Dorian Mode, in Farrant’s in G minor, in Orlando Gibbons’s in F (Ionian Mode transposed), and many others too well known to need mention. That these fine compositions should have given place to others, pertaining to a School worthily presented by ‘Jackson in F,’ is matter for very deep regret. We may hope that that School is at last extinct: but, even now, the ‘Te Deum’ of Tallis is far less frequently heard, in most Cathedrals, than the immeasurably inferior ‘Boye in A.’—one of the most popular settings in existence. The number of settings, for Cathedral and Parochial use, by modern Composers, past and present, is so great that it is difficult even to count them.²

It remains to notice a third method of treatment by which the text of the ‘Te Deum’ has been illustrated, in modern times, with extraordinary success. The custom of singing the Hymn on occasions of national Thanksgiving naturally led to the composition of great works, with Orchestral Accompaniments, and extended movements, both for Solo Voices and Chorus. Some of these works are written on a scale sufficiently grand to place them on a level with the finest Oratorios; while others are remarkable for special effects connected with the particular occasion for which they were produced. Among these last must be classed the Compositions for many Choirs, with Organ and Orchestral Accompaniments, by Benevoli, and other Italian Masters of the 17th century, which were composed for special Festivals, and never afterwards permitted to see the light. Sarti wrote a ‘Te Deum’ to Russian text, by command of the Empress Catherine II., in celebration of Prince Potemkin’s victory at Ochakov, in which he introduced fireworks and cannon. Notwithstanding this extreme measure, the work is a fine one; but far inferior to that composed by Graun, in 1756, by command of Frederick the Great, in commemoration of the Battle of Prague, and first performed at Charlottenburg, in 1762, at the close of the Seven Years’ War. This is unquestionably the most celebrated ‘Te Deum’ ever composed on the Continent; and also one of the finest. Among modern Continental settings, the most remarkable is that by Berlioz, for two Choirs, with Orchestra and Organ obbligato, of which he says that the Finale, from ‘Judec crideris,’ is ‘without doubt his grandest production.’ Of this work (op. 22) nothing is yet known in England; but it was performed at Bordeaux, Dec. 14, 1853. Cherubini, in early youth, wrote a Te Deum, the MS. of which is lost; but, strangely enough, his official duties at the French Court never led him to reset the Hymn.

But the grandest Festal settings of the ‘Te Deum’ have been composed in England. The earliest of these was that written by Purcell for S. Cecilia’s Day, 1694; a work which must at least rank as one of the greatest triumphs of the School of the Restoration, if it be not, indeed, the very finest production of that brilliant period. As this work has already been described in our account of that School,² it is unnecessary again to analyse it here. It is, however, remarkable, not only as the first English ‘Te Deum’ with Orchestral Accompaniments; but also as having stimulated other English Composers to the production of similar works. In 1695, Dr. Blow wrote a ‘Te Deum,’ with Accompaniments for 2 Violins, 2 Trumpets, and Bass—

¹ An exceedingly corrupt excerpt from the Roman version— the verse ‘Te asterum Patrem’—has long been popular here, as the ‘Boye in A.’ In all probability it owes its introduction to this country to the zeal of some traveller, who picked it up by ear.
² A second setting in the Dorian mode, and a third in F, by Tallis, both for 5 voices, are unfortunately incomplete. [See p. 54.]
³ See vol. iii. pp. 264—266.
The exact orchestra employed by Purcell; and, not long afterwards, Dr. Croft produced another work of the same kind, and for the same instrument.

The next advance was a very important one. The first Sacred Music which Handel composed to English words was the 'Utrecht Te Deum,' the MS. of which is dated 1704. In 1712, Purcell's Te Deum had been annually performed, at St. Paul's, for the benefit of the 'Sons of the Clergy.' To assert that Handel's Te Deum in any way resembles it would be absurd: but both manifest too close an affinity with the English School to admit the possibility of their reference to any other; and, both naturally fall into the same general form, which form Handel must necessarily have learned in this country, and most probably really did learn from Purcell, whose English Te Deum was then the finest in existence.

The points in which the two works show their kinship are, the massive solidity of their construction; the grave devotional spirit which pervades them, from beginning to end; and the freedom of their Subjects, in which the sombre gravity of true Ecclesiastical Melody is treated with the artless simplicity of a Vokallied. The third—the truly national characteristic, and the common property of all our best English Composers—was, in Purcell's case, the inevitable result of an intimate acquaintance with the rich vein of National Melody of which we are all so justly proud; while, in Handel's, we can only explain it as the consequence of a power of assimilation which not only enabled him to make common cause with the School of his adoption, but to make himself one with it. The points in which the two compositions most prominently differ are, the more gigantic scale of the later work, and the fuller development of its Subjects. In contrapuntal resources, the Utrecht Te Deum is even richer than it is with which Handel celebrated the Battle of Dettingen, fought June 27, 1743; though the magnificent Fanfare of Trumpets and Drums which introduces the opening Chorus of the latter, surpasses anything ever written to express the Thanksgiving of a whole Nation for a glorious victory.

The Dettingen Te Deum represents the culminating point of the festal treatment to which the Ambrosian Hymn has hitherto been subjected. A fine modern English setting is Sullivan's, for Solo, Chorus, and Orchestra, composed to celebrate the recovery of the Prince of Wales, and performed at the Crystal Palace. A more recent one is Macfarren's (1884). [W.S.R.]

TELEMANN, GEORG PHILIPP, German composer, son of a clergyman, born at Magdeburg March 14, 1681, and educated there and at Hildesheim. He received no regular musical training, but by diligently studying the scores of the great masters—he mentions in particular Lotti and Campra—made himself master of the science of music. In 1700 he went to the University of Leipzig, and while carrying on his studies in languages and science, became organist of the Neukirche, and founded a society among the students, called 'Collegium musicum.' In 1704 he became Kapellmeister to a Prince Promnitz at Sorau, in 1708 Concertmeister, and then Kapellmeister, at Eisenach, and, still retaining this post, became Musikkapellmeister of the Church of St. Catherine, and of a society called 'Frauenstein' at Frankfurt in 1711, and also Kapellmeister to the Prince of Bayreuth. In 1721 he was appointed Cantor of the Johanneum, and Musikdirector of the principal church at Hamburg, posts which he retained till his death. He made good musical use of repeated tours to Berlin, and other places of musical repute, and his style was permanently affected by a visit of some length to Paris in 1737, when he became strongly imbued with French ideas and taste. He died June 25, 1767.

Telemann, like his contemporaries Matheson and Keiser, is a prominent representative of the Hamburg school in its prime during the first half of the 18th century. In his own day he was placed with Hasse and Graun as a composer of the first rank, but the verdict of posterity has been less favourable. With all his undoubtedly ability he originated nothing, but was content to follow the tracks laid down by the old contrapuntal school of organists, whose ideas and forms he adopted without change. His fertility was so marvellous that he could not even reckon up his own compositions; indeed it is doubtful whether he was ever equalled in this respect. He was a highly-skilled contrapuntist, and had, as might be expected from his great productive ness, a technical mastery of all the received forms of composition. Handel, who knew him well, said that he could write a motet in 8 parts as easily as and on which he could write a letter, and Schumann quotes an expression of his to the effect that 'a proper composer should be able to set a placard to 'music': but these advantages were neutralised by his lack of any earnest ideal, and by a fatal facility naturally inclined to superficiality. He was over-addicted, even for his own day, to realism; this, though occasionally effective, especially in recitatives, concentrates the attention on mere externals, and is opposed to all depth of expression, and consequently to true art. His shortcomings are most patent in his church works, which are of greater historical importance than his operas and other music. The shallowness of the church music of the latter half of the 18th century is distinctly traceable to Telemann's influence, although that was the very branch of composition in which he seemed to have everything in his favour—position, authority, and industry. But the mixture of conventional counterpoint with Italian opera air, which constituted his style, was not calculated to conceal the absence of any true and dignified ideal of church music. And yet he composed 12 complete sets of services...
for the year, 44 Passions, many oratorios, innumerable cantatas and psalms, 32 services for the installation of Hamburg clergy, 33 pieces called ‘Capitans-musik,’ 20 ordination and anniversery services, 13 funeral, and 14 wedding services—all consisting of many numbers each. Of his grand oratorios several were widely known and performed, among them the ‘Passion’ to the well-known words of Brockes of Hamburg (1716); another, in 3 parts and 9 scenes, to words selected by himself from the Gospels (his best-known work); ‘Der Tag des Gericht’s; ‘Die Tageszeiten’ (from Zechariah); and the ‘Tod Jesu’ and the ‘Auferstehung Christi,’ both by Ramler (1730 and 1757). To these must be added 40 operas for Hamburg, Eisenach, and Bayreuth, and an enormous mass of vocal and instrumental music of all kinds, including no less than 60 overtures in the French style. Many of his compositions were published, and he even found time to engrave several himself; Gerber (‘Lexicon, ii. 631) gives a catalogue. He also wrote an autobiography, printed in Matheson’s ‘Ehrenforte’ and ‘Generalschule’ (1731, p. 168). A fine chorus for 2 choirs is given in Rochlitz’s Sammlung, and Hullah’s Vocal Scores. Others will be found in Winterfeld, and in a collection—‘Beitrag zur Kirchenmusik’—published by Breitkopf. Organ fugues have been printed in Körner’s ‘Orgel Virtuose.’ Very valuable examinations of his Church-Cantatas, and comparisons between them and those of Bach, will be found in Spitta’s ‘Bach’ (Transl. i. 400 et seq.) [A.M.]

TELLESEN, THOMAS DYKE AGLAND, a Norwegian musician, born at Dronthjem Nov. 25, 1823, and probably named after the well-known M.P. for North Devon, who was much in the habit of travelling in Norway—was a pupil of Chopin, and first came to England with his master in 1848. He was in the habit of returning to this country, had many pupils, and used to give concerts as he was assisted by Madame Lind-Goldschmidt. He edited a collection of Chopin’s PF. works (Paris, Richaut), and was interesting chiefly from his intimate connexion with that remarkable composer and player, though it can hardly be said that his playing was a good representation of Chopin’s. He died at Paris in Oct. 1874. [G.]

TELL-TALE. A simple mechanical contrivance for giving information to an organ-player (and sometimes also to an organist) as to the amount of wind contained in the bellows. A piece of string is fixed by one end to the top board of the bellows and carried over a pulley; a small metal weight is attached to the other end of the string. As the bellows rise the weight descends, as they sink the weight ascends; and the words ‘Full’ and ‘Empty’ mark the limits of the journey down and up. [J.S.]

TEMPERAMENT (Fr. Tempérament; Ger. Temperatur; comp. Ital. temperare, to tune) is the name given to various methods of tuning, in which certain of the consonant intervals, chiefly the Fifth and Major Third, are intentionally made more or less false or imperfect; that is to say, either sharper or flatter than exact consonance would require. If, on the contrary, all the consonant intervals are made perfectly smooth and pure, so as to give no beats (see Appendix), the tuning is then called Just Intonation. Thus, especially in the Octave, Fifth, Major Third, and Harmonic Seventh.\(^1\)

When a piece of music containing much change of key is executed in just intonation, we find that the number of notes employed in each Octave is considerable, and that the difference of pitch between them is, in many cases, comparatively minute. Yet, however great the number of notes may be, and however small the intervals which separate them, all these notes can be correctly produced by the voice; as they may be derived from a few elementary intervals, namely the Octave, Fifth, Major Third, and Harmonic Seventh.\(^1\) Instruments like the violin and the trombone are also suitable for the employment of just intonation; because, in these cases, the player can modify the pitch of each note at pleasure, being guided by his sense of key-relationship. But it is otherwise with instruments whose tones are fixed, such as the pianoforte, organ, and harmonium. Here the precise pitch of each note does not depend on the player, but is settled for him beforehand by the tuner. Hence, in these instruments, the number of notes per Octave is limited, and cannot furnish all the varieties of pitch required in just intonation. A few scales may, indeed, be tuned perfectly; but if so, certain notes which belong to other scales will be missing. Compromise then becomes a mechanical necessity; and it is found that by putting most of the consonant intervals, except the Octave, slightly out of tune, the number of notes required in modulation may be considerably reduced, without too much offence to the ear. This mode of tuning is called TEMPERAMENT, and is now usually applied to all instruments with fixed tones. And although voices, violins, and trombones naturally have no need of temperament, they must all conform to the intonation of any tempered instrument which is played in concert with them.

We shall omit from the present article all reference to the arithmetical treatment of temperament, and simply deal with its physical and audible effects. We shall describe the means by which any student may obtain for himself a practical knowledge of the subject, and point out some of the conclusions to which such knowledge will probably lead him.\(^2\) The first and most important thing is to learn by experience the effect of temperament on the quality of musical chords. To carry out this study properly it is ne-

---

\(^1\) Some theorists exclude the Harmonic Seventh from the list of elementary intervals, but it is often heard in unaccompanied vocal harmony. See below, p. 77 a.

\(^2\) Those who wish to study the subject more in detail may consult: (1) Rosanquet, ‘Elementary Treatise on Musical Intervals and Temperament’ (Macmillan); (2) Helmholts, ‘Sensations of Tone,’ chapters xiv. to xvi.; and Ellis’s Appendix xix., sections A to U, tables 1 to 5; (3) Fersenn Thompson, ‘On the Principles and Practice of Just Intonation’; (4) Woolhouse, ‘Essay on Musical Intervals.’
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It is necessary to have an instrument which is capable of producing all the combinations of notes used in harmony, of sustaining the sound as long as may be desired, and of distinguishing clearly between just and tempered intonation. These conditions are not fulfilled by the pianoforte; for, owing to the soft quality of its tones, and the quickness with which they die away, it does not make the effects of temperament acutely felt. The organ is more useful for the purpose, since its full and sustained tones, especially in the reed stops, enable the ear to perceive differences of tuning with greater facility. The harmonium is superior even to the organ for illustrating errors of intonation, being less troublesome to tune and less liable to alter in pitch from variation of temperature or lapse of time.

By playing a few chords on an ordinary harmonium and listening carefully to the effect, the student will perceive that in the usual mode of tuning, called Equal Temperament, only one consonant interval has a smooth and continuous sound, namely the Octave. All the others are interrupted by beats that is to say, by regularly recurring throbs or pulsations, which mark the deviation from exact consonance. For example, the Fifth and Fourth, as at (e), are each made to give about one beat per second. This error is so slight as to be hardly worth notice, but in the Thirds and Sixths the case is very different. The Major Third, as at (g), gives nearly twelve beats per second; these are rather strong and distinct, and become still harsher if the interval is extended to a Tenth or a Seventeenth. The Major Sixth (h), gives about one beat per second, which are so violent, that this interval in its tempered form barely escapes being reckoned as a dissonance.

The Difference-Tones resulting from these tempered chords are also thrown very much out of tune, and, even when too far apart to beat, still produce a disagreeable effect, especially on the organ and the harmonium. [RESULTANT TONES.]

The degree of harshness arising from this source varies with the distribution of the notes; the worst results being produced by chords of the following types—

By playing these examples, the student will obtain some idea of the alteration which chords undergo in equal temperament. To understand it thoroughly, he should follow the following simple experiment. 'Take an ordinary harmonium and tune two chords perfect on it. One is scarcely enough for comparison. To tune the triad of C major, first raise the G a very little, by scraping the end of the reed, till the Fifth, C—G, is dead in tune. Then flatten the Third E, by scraping the shank, till the triad C—E—G is dead in tune. Then flatten F till F—C is perfect, and A till F—A—C is perfect. The notes used are easily restored by tuning to their Octaves. The pure chords obtained by the above process offer a remarkable contrast to any other chords on the instrument.' It is only by making oneself practically familiar with these facts, that the nature of temperament can be clearly understood, and its effects in the orchestra or in accompanied singing, properly appreciated.

Against its defects, equal temperament has one great advantage which specially adapts it to instruments with fixed tones, namely its extreme simplicity from a mechanical point of view. It is the only system of tuning which is complete with twelve notes to the Octave. This result is obtained in the following manner. If we start from any note on the keyboard (say Gb), and proceed along a series of twelve (tempered) Fifths upwards and seven Octaves downwards, thus—

we come to a note (Fg) identical with our original one (Gb). But this identity is only arrived at by each Fifth being tuned somewhat too flat for exact consonance. If, on the contrary, the Fifths were tuned perfect, the last note of the series (Fg) would be sharper than the first note (Gb) by a small interval called the 'Comma of Pythagoras,' which is about one-quarter of a Semitone. Hence in equal temperament, each Fifth ought to be made flat by one-twelfth of this Comma; but it is extremely difficult to accomplish this practically, and the error is always found to be greater in some Fifths than in others. If the theoretical conditions which the name 'equal temperament' implies, could be realised in the tuning of instruments, the Octave would be equally divided into twelve Semitones, six Tones, or three Major Thirds. Perfect accuracy, indeed, is impossible even with the best-trained ears, but the following rule, given by Mr. Ellis, is much less variable in its results than the ordinary process of guesswork. It is this—'Make all the Fifths which lie entirely within the Octave middle d' to treble c' beat once per second; and make those which have their upper notes above treble c' beat three times in two seconds. Keeping the Fifth treble f' and treble c' to the last, it should beat once in between one and two seconds.' In ordinary practice, however, much rougher approximations are found sufficient.

The present system of tuning, by equal temperament, was introduced into England at a comparatively recent date. In 1854 organs

1 Bonnet, 'Temperament,' p. 6.
2 ibid. p. 6.
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built and tuned by this method were sent out for the first time by Meesrs. Gray & Davison, Walker, and Willis. 1854 is therefore the date of its definite adoption as the trade usage in England. There was no equally tempered organ of English make in the Great Exhibition of 1851; and before that time the present system appears to have been only used in a few isolated cases, as in the organ of S. Nicholas, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, which was retuned in 1842. For the pinnos Moff tore equal temperament came into use somewhat earlier than for the organ. It was introduced into the works of Meers. Broadwood about 1846. In France the change had already taken place, for M. Aristide Cavaille-Coll states that in 1835 he has consistently laboured to carry out the equal principle in the tuning of his organs.1 What little is known of the history of temperament in Germany, seems to show that the new tuning was employed there at a still earlier date, but there are reasons for believing that equally tuned organs had not become general even as late as the time of Mozart (died 1791). Emanuel Bach seems to have been the first musician who advocated in a prominent manner the adoption of equal temperament, which, while quite disharmonic, was almost universally employed in his day.2 His father is also said to have employed this system on his own clavichord and harpsichord: but even his authority was not sufficient to recommend it to his contemporary Silbermann, the famous organ-builder (1683-1753). An earlier builder, Schnitger, is said to have used something approaching it in the organ built by him about 1688-93, in the S. Jacobi Church at Hamburg. Before that time the system appears to have had hardly more than a theoretic existence in Europe.3

The mode of tuning which prevailed before the introduction of equal temperament, is called the Meantone System.4 It has hardly yet died out in England, for it may still be heard on a few organs in country churches. According to Don B. Yñiguez, organist of Seville Cathedral, the meantone system is generally maintained on Spanish organs, even at the present day.5 Till about a century ago, this tuning, or a closely allied variety, was almost universally employed in both in England and on the Continent. It was invented by the Spanish musician Salinas, who was born at Burgos in 1513, lived for many years in Italy, and died at Salamanca in 1590.6 On account of its historical interest, as well as its intrinsic merits, the meantone system requires a short explanation. It will be convenient to take equal temperament as the standard of comparison, and to measure the meantone intervals by the number of equal Semitones they contain.7

The relations of the two systems may therefore be described as follows.

If we start from say D on the keyboard, and proceed along a series of four equal temperament Fifths upwards and two Octaves downwards, thus—

we arrive at a note (F♯) which we employ as the Major Third of our original note (D). This tempered interval (D-F♯) is too sharp for exact consonance by nearly one-seventh of a Semitone; but if we make these Fifths flatter than they would be in equal temperament, then the interval D-F♯ will approach the perfect Major Third. We may thus obtain a number of systems of tuning according to the precise amount of flattening we choose to assign to the Fifth. Of this class the most important is the Meantone System, which is tuned according to the following rule. First, make the Major Third (say D-F♯) perfect; then make all the intermediate Fifths (D-A—E—B—F♯—F♯) equally flat by trial. After a little practice this can be done by mere estimation of the ear; but if very accurate results are desired, the following method may be used. A set of tuning forks should be made (say at French pitch) giving c = 260-2, g = 389-1, a = 490-9, a = 435 vibrations per second. The notes c, g, a, of the instrument should be tuned in unison with the forks, and all other notes can be obtained by perfect Major Thirds and perfect Octaves above or below these.

There is one difficulty connected with the use of the meantone system, namely that it requires more than twelve notes to the Octave, in order to enable the player to modulate into any given key. This arises from the nature of the system; for as twelve meantone Fifths fall short of seven Octaves, the same sound cannot serve both for Gb and for F♯. Hence if we tune the following series of meantone Fifths

E♭-E♭-F-C-G-D-A-E-B-F♯-C♯-G♯ on the piano, or on any other instrument with twelve notes to the Octave, we shall have only six Major scales (B♭, F, C, G, D, A), and three Minor scales (G, D, A). When the remoter keys are required, the player has to strike G♯ instead of Ab, or E♭ instead of D♯, producing an intolerable effect. For in the meantone system the interval G♯-E♭ is sharper than the perfect Fifth by nearly one-third of a Semitone, and the four intervals B♭-E♭, F♯-B♭, C♯-F, G♯-C are each sharper than the perfect Major Third by more than three-fifths of a Semitone. The extreme roughness of these chords caused them to be compared to the howling of wolves. [WOLF-]

To get rid of the 'wolves' many plans were tried. For instance, the G♯ was sometimes raised till it stood half-way between G and A; but the result was unsatisfactory, for the error thus avoided in one place had to be distributed else-
where. This was called the method of Unequal Temperament, in which the notes played by the white keys were left in the meantone system, while the error was accumulated on those played by the black keys. The more usual scales were thus kept tolerably in tune, while the remote ones were all more or less false. Such a make-shift as this could not be expected to succeed, and the only purpose it served was to prepare the way for the adoption of equal temperament.

The meantone system is sometimes described as "unequal temperament," but wrongly, stuck in it the so-called "good keys" are all equally good; the "bad keys" are simply those for which the necessary notes do not exist when the system is limited to twelve notes per Octave. The defect therefore lies not in the system itself, but in its application, and the only legitimate remedy is to increase the number of notes, and so provide a more extended series of Fifths. This was well understood from the first, for we find that as early as the 16th century many organs were constructed with extra notes. Salinas tells us that he had himself played on one in the Dominican Monastery of Santa Maria Novella at Florence. Similar improvements were attempted in England. In the deed of sale of the organ built by Father Smith in 1652-3 for the Temple Church, London, special mention is made of the additional notes, which were played in the following manner:—two of the black keys were divided crosswise; the front halves, which were of the usual height, playing G$ and Eb; the back ones, which rose above them, A$ and D$. About 1865, this organ was tuned for the first time in equal temperament, but the extra keys were not removed till 1878. The same method was followed in designing another organ of Father Smith's, which was built for Durham Cathedral in 1684-5, although the additional notes do not appear to have been actually supplied till 1691. A different but equally ingenious plan of controlling the extra notes was used in the organ of the Foundling Hospital, London. Here the keyboard was of the ordinary form, without any extra keys; but by means of a special mechanism four additional notes, Db, Ab, D$, A$, could be substituted at pleasure for G$, G$, Eb, Bb of the usual series. Close to the draw-stops on either side there was a handle or lever working in an horizontal cutting, and having three places of rest. When both handles were in the mid position, the series of notes was the same as on an ordinary instrument, namely:—

Eb—B—F—C—G—D—A—E—B—F—G—G$; but when the handles on both sides were moved in the outward direction, the Eb and Bb pipes were shut off, and the D$ and A$ were brought into operation. The use of this mechanism was afterwards misunderstood; the levers were nailed up for many years, and at last removed in 1848; but the tuning remained unaltered till 1855, when the organ itself was removed and a new one built in its place. The history of the old organ just described is of special interest, as bearing on Handel's position with reference to the question of temperament. Unfortunately all that we can now ascertain on the subject amounts to this:—that Handel presented an organ to the Hospital; that he performed on it at the opening ceremony on May 1, 1750; 4 and that it was still in existence in 1795. 5 We first hear of the extra notes in 1795, 6 but there is nothing to show that they did not belong to the original instrument given by Handel half a century before. Assuming this to have been the case, it would tend to show that the great composer was not in favour of abolishing the meantone system, but of remodelling the defective form in which it was then employed. His example, and that of Father Smith, found few imitators, and those who did attempt to substitute for the old meantone system often seem to have misunderstood its nature. 7 The difficulty however could not be shirked; for the development of modern music brought the remote keys more and more into common use; and as instruments continued to be made with only twelve notes per Octave, the only possible way to get rid of the 'wolves' was to adopt equal temperament.

The long contest between the different systems of tuning having practically come to an end, we are in a position to estimate what we have gained or lost by the change. The chief advantage of equal temperament is that it provides key-instruments with unlimited facility of modulation, and places them, in this respect, more on a level with the voice, violin and trombone. It has thus assisted in the formation of a style of composition and execution suited to the pianoforte. It is the only system of intonation which, in concerted music, can be produced with the same degree of accuracy on every kind of instrument. Its deviations from exact consonance, though considerable, can be concealed by means of unsustained harmony, rapid movement, and soft quality of tone, so that many ears never perceive them. By constantly listening to the equally tempered scale, the ear may be brought not only to tolerate its intervals, but to prefer them to those of any other system, at least as far as melody is concerned. It has proved capable of being applied even to music of a high order, and its adoption

---

1 The extra notes were sometimes called 'Quartertones,' not a very suitable name, since a Quartertone is not a sound, but an interval, and the meantone is not divided equally in the meantone system.


3 The history of this instrument has been carefully investigated by Mr. Alexander J. Ellis, F.S.A. The fact given in the text was derived by him from a MS. note-book made by Mr. Leffler (died 1819), organist of St. Katherine's (then by the Tower), and later of the singer William Leffler. (See vol. ii, p. 112.)

4 Brownlow, "History and Objects of the Foundling Hospital," p. 76.

5 Burney, "Sketch of the Life of Handel," p. 80, prefixed to "Account of the Commemoration." 6 See remarks by an anonymous writer in 'The European Magazine,' for Feb., 1799, who, however, states (1) that the organ with extra notes was not given by Handel, and (2) that it was built under the direction of Dr. Roberts Smith, Master of Trinity College, Cambridge. The contradiction between this writer and Burney might be removed by supposing that a new instrument was built between 1795 and 1799: but of this we have no record. If the extra notes were designed by Dr. Smith, it must have been before 1795, as he died in that year, aged 79. In 1795 he had published a 'Harmonics,' recommending an arrangement of stops by which a meantone series of nineteen notes to the Octave (36 to 5½) could be played with the same ease as in the well-tuned instrument. This plan carried on in a harmonized form by Kirkman.

may be considered an artistic success. From a commercial point of view, the change has been highly advantageous. It has enabled the maker of the pianoforte or the organ to obviate a serious imperfection without disturbing the traditional structure of the instrument; while, on the other hand, alterations both in the internal mechanism and in the form of keyboard would have been necessary if musicians had insisted that the 'wolves' should be got rid of without abolishing the old tuning. Trade usage will, therefore, be strongly on the side of equal temperament for a long time to come, and any attempt to recover the meantone system can only be made on a small scale, and for special purposes. Still, as many writers have pointed out, such a limited restoration would be useful. It would enable us to hear the music of the earlier composers as they heard it themselves. The ecclesiastical compositions of Bach, and all the works of Handel and his predecessors as far back as the 16th century, were written for the meantone system. By performing them in equal temperament we fail to realise the original intention. This would not be matter for regret if the old music were improved by our alteration; but such is certainly not the case. The tuning in which the old composers worked is far more harmonious than that which has replaced it. This must be generally admitted even by those who do not favour any attempt to restore the meantone system. They sometimes appeal to the authority of Sebastian Bach, and quote his approval of equal temperament as a reason why no other tuning should be used. But in reality very little is certainly known of Bach's relations to the subject. We are told that he was accustomed to tune his own clavicord and harpsichord equally, though the organ still remained in the meantone system. This statement is borne out by internal evidence. In Bach's organ works the remotest keys are scarcely ever employed, while no such restrictions are observable in his works for the clavicord. With his preference for a wide range of modulation he would naturally find the limits of the old-fashioned meantone organ irritating, and we can easily understand that he would have favoured any tuning which made all the keys available. He would doubtless have welcomed any practical method of extending the meantone system; but to provide this was a task beyond the inventive capacity of that age. His authority, then, may fairly be quoted to show that all the keys must be in tune to the same degree; but this condition can be realised by many other systems besides temperament when a sufficient number of notes is provided in each Octave. If the question were to be decided by an appeal to authority alone, we might quote the names of many musicians of last century who were acquainted with both kinds of temperament, and whose judgment was directly opposed to that of Bach. But this style of argument, always inconclusive, will appear peculiarly out of place when we consider what changes music has passed through since Bach's day. That the defects of equal temperament were not so noticeable then as now, may be attributed both to the different kind of instrument and the different style of composition which have since been developed. The clavicord which is said to have been an especial favourite with Bach, was characterised by a much softer quality of tone, and feebler intensity, than the modern pianoforte. Again, composers of a century and a half ago relied for effect chiefly on vigorous counterpoint or skilful imitation between the various melodic parts, and not on the thick chords and sustained harmonies which have become so marked a feature in modern music. Owing to these changed conditions the evils of temperament are greatly intensified nowadays, and the necessity for some remedy has become imperative. There is but one direction in which an efficient remedy can be found, namely in the use of some more harmonious form of intonation than that which at present prevails. It is only by the help of an instrument on which the improved systems of tuning can be employed in an adequate manner, that the student will be able to estimate their value. Such an instrument we will now proceed to describe.

If we wish to employ any other system of tuning than equal temperament, we must increase the number of notes per Octave, since the ordinary twelve notes, unless tuned equally, are useless for anything beyond illustration or experiment. The methods used by Father Smith and by Handel cannot be followed nowadays. The ordinary keyboard is already so unsymmetrical, that the insertion of a few additional black or white keys would make it almost unplayable; and the changing of levers would be a troublesome interruption of the performance. The only way to bring the improved systems of temperament within the range of practical music, is to remodel and simplify the keyboard. This has been done in different ways by several inventors of late years. At a meeting of the Musical Association of London on May 1, 1875, an organ on which one of the stops was tuned according to the meantone system was exhibited by Mr. R. H. M. Bosanquet, of St. John's College, Oxford. The keyboard of this instrument—which is now in the South Kensington Museum—is arranged symmetrically, so that notes occupying the same relative position always make the same musical interval. There are twelve finger keys in the Octave, of which seven as usual are white and five black. The distance across from any key to its Octave, centre to centre, is six inches; each key is three-eighths of an inch broad, and is separated on either side from the next key by the space of one-eighth of an inch. As the Octave is the only interval in which all systems of intonation agree, keys an Octave apart are on the same level with each other. The rest of the keys are placed at various points higher or lower to correspond with the deviations of the pitch of their notes from equal temperament. Thus the G key is placed a quarter of an inch

farther back, and one-twelfth of an inch higher than the C. The D key recedes and rises to the same extent relatively to the G, and so with the rest. After twelve Fifths we come to the B♯ key, and find it three inches behind and one inch above the C from which we started. This oblique arrangement enables us to greatly increase the number of notes per Octave without any inconvenience to the player. At the same time the fingering is greatly simplified, for any given chord or scale always has the same form under the hand, at whatever actual pitch it may be played. Nor is it necessary to decide beforehand on the exact key-relationship of the passage, as it will be played in the same manner, whatever view may be taken of its analysis. The advantage of having thus to learn only one style of fingering for the Major scale, instead of twelve different styles, as on the ordinary keyboard, is self-evident. Chromatic notes are played according to the following rule:—put the finger up for a sharp and down for a flat. This results from the principle on which the keyboard is arranged, the higher keys corresponding to notes which are reached by an upward series of Fifths, and the lower keys to notes reached by a downward series. The following diagram shows the positions of the notes on the keyboard when applied to the mean-tone system:

As all proposed improvements, either in music or anything else, are sure to meet with opposition, we will here consider some of the objections which may be made to the use of an instrument such as we have just described. It is natural that the new form of keyboard should be received with some hesitation, and that its style of fingering should be thought difficult, but in fact the old keyboard is far from being a model of simplicity, and many attempts have been made to reform it, independently of any aim at improving the tuning. [See Key, vol. ii. pp. 54–]
It would be unnecessary in general to translate passages of this kind into correct notation before performing them, as in most cases the key-relations would be tolerably clear, in whatever way they were written. Should there be any chance of error in taking the accidentals literally, a large acute or grave mark might be drawn across the staff, to indicate that the notes are to be played twelve Fifths higher or lower than they are written. In the present instance, the acute mark could be used.

Sometimes the enharmonic change is real, and not merely a device of notation. Take the following extract from 'The people shall hear' in the 'Israel in Egypt':

Here B♭ must be played in the second bar and A♯ in the third, a modulation which is rendered easy by the general construction of the passage. 'Enharmonic changes (Helmholtz remarks) are least observed when they are made immediately before or after strongly dissonant chords, or of the Diminished Seventh. Such enharmonic changes of pitch are already sometimes clearly and intentionally made by violinists, and where they are suitable even produce a very good effect.'

The necessity of avoiding 'wolves' in the meantone system sometimes restricts the choice of notes. Thus in a passage in the 'Lachrymosa' of Mozart's Requiem:

the discord Ab—F—B♭—E♭ must be played exactly as it is written, owing to the B♭ and E♭ being prepared. Even if G♯ stood in the text, A♭ would be substituted in performance, as the 'wolf' G♯—E♭ is inadmissible. All such difficulties can be solved in a similar way. On the other side, we have to reckon the great variety of chords and resolutions which are available in the meantone system, but have no existence in equal temperament. Many chromatic chords may have two or more forms, such as the following:

However, each of which may be used according to the keyrelation of the context, or the effect required in the melodic parts. Again, the Augmented Sixth is much flatter in the meantone system than in equal temperament, slightly flatter even than the interval called the Harmonic Seventh. When the strange impression which it causes at first has worn off, its effect is peculiarily smooth and agreeable, especially in full chords. It is also available as Dominant Seventh, and may be written with the acute mark (G—F), to distinguish it from the ordinary; these two signs got by two Fifths downwards (G—C—F).

It is important to recognize the fact that the forms of chords can only be settled by actual trial on an instrument, and that the judgment of the ear, after full experience of the different modes of tuning, cannot be set aside in favour of deductions from any abstract theory. Practice must first decide what chord or progression sounds best; and this being done, it may be worth while to ask whether theory can give any reasons for the ear's decision. In many cases our curiosity will be unsatisfied, but our preference for one effect rather than another will remain unchanged. Neither can theory solve those questions which sometimes arise as to the correct mode of writing certain chords. All questions of notation can only be decided by playing the disputed passage in some system of tuning which supplies a separate sound for each symbol. The reason why G♭ and F♯ were not written in the same chord was a purely practical one; these two signs originally meant different sounds, which formed combinations too rough for use. Our notation having been formed long before equal temperament came into use, it is not surprising that the symbols do not correspond with the sounds. But they correspond exactly with the meantone scales, and it is on this system of tuning that all our rules of notation are founded. It is only necessary to remember that we have here the original system, which belongs from the very beginning of modern music onward to our musical notation, to see that by employing it we have the true interpretation of our notation; we have the actual sounds that our notation conveyed to Handel, to all before Bach, and many after him, only cured of the wolf, which was the consequence of their imperfect methods.1

To carry out any system of temperament consistently in the orchestra is practically an impossible task. Tempered intervals can only be produced with certainty on a small number of the instruments, chiefly the wood-wind. The brass instruments have an intonation of their own, which differs widely from either of the temperaments we have described. Thus the French horn, whose notes are the harmonics

1 Sensations of Tone, p. 515.
2 Rosanquet, 'Temperament,' p. 35.
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arising from the subdivision of a tube, gives a Major Third much flatter than equal temperament, and a Fifth much sharper than the meantone system. [See Node; and Partial Tones.] There is necessarily a great deal of false harmony whenever the brass is prominently heard in tempered music. Again, the tuning of the string-quartet is accomplished by just Fifths (C—G—D—A—E), but as these instruments have free intonation, they can execute tempered intervals when supported by the pianoforte or organ. In the absence of such an accompaniment, both violinsts and singers seem unable to produce equally tempered scales or chords. This is precisely what might have been expected on theoretic grounds, as the consonant relations of the different notes being partially lost through temperament, the altered intervals would naturally be difficult to seize and render. Fortunately, we have positive facts to prove the truth of this conception. The subject has been recently investigated by two French savans, MM. Cornu and Mercadier.¹ Their experiments were made with three professional players, M. Léonard the Belgian violinist, M. Seligmann, violoncellist, and M. Ferrand, violinist of the Opéra Comique, besides amateur players and singers. The results showed that a wide distinction must be drawn between the intervals employed in unaccompanied melody, and those employed in harmony. In solo performances, continual variety of intonation was observed; the same pitch was seldom repeated, and even the Octave and the Fifth were sometimes sharpened or flattened. So far as any regularity could be traced, the intervals aimed at appeared to be those known as Pythagorean, of which the only consonant ones are the Octave, Fifth, and Fourth. The Pythagorean Major Third is obtained by four just Fifths up, and is consequently so sharp as to amount to a dissonance; melody, a scale tuned in this way has been found to be not unpleasant, but it is impossible in harmony. This fact also was verified by Cornu and Mercadier, who report that, in two-part harmony, the players with whom they experimented invariably produced the intervals of just intonation. The Thirds and Sixths gave no beats, and the Minor Seventh on the Dominant was always taken in its smoothest form, namely the Harmonic Seventh. 'I have myself observed,' says Helmholz, 'that singers accustomed to a pianoforte accompaniment, when they sang a simple melody to my justly intoned harmonium, sang natural Thirds and Sixths, not tempered, nor yet Pythagorean. I accompanied the commencement of the melody, and then paused while the singer gave the Third or Sixth of the key. After he had given it, I touched on the instrument the natural, or the Pythagorean, or the tempered interval. The first was always in union with the singer, the others gave shrill beats.' Since, then, players on bowed instruments as well as singers have a strong natural tendency towards just intervals in harmony, it is not clear why their instruction should be based on equal temperament, as has been the practice in recent times. This method is criticised by Helmholz in the following words:—'The modern school of violin-playing, since the time of Spohr, aims especially at producing equally tempered intonation.... The sole exception which they allow is for double-stop passages, in which the notes have to be somewhat differently stopped from what they are when played alone. But this exception is decisive. In double-stop passages the individual player feels himself responsible for the harmoniousness of the interval, and it lies completely within his power to make it good or bad. But it is clear that if individual players feel themselves obliged to distinguish the different values of the notes in the different consonances, there is no reason why the bad Thirds of the Pythagorean series of Fifths should be retained in quartet-playing. Oboes and other reed-parts, executed by a quartet, often sound very ill, even when each one of the performers is an excellent solo player; and, on the other hand, when quartets are played by finely cultivated artists, it is impossible to detect any false consonances. To my mind the only assignable reason for these results, is that practised violinists with a delicate sense of harmony, know how to stop the tones they want to hear, and hence do not submit to the rules of an imperfect school.'

Helmholz found, by experiments with Herr Joachim, that this distinguished violinist in playing the unaccompanied scale, took the just and not the tempered intervals. He further observes that, 'if the best players, who are thoroughly acquainted with what they are playing, are able to overcome the defects of their school and of the tempered system, it would certainly wonderfully smooth the path of performers of the second order, in their attempts to attain a perfect effect; and the standard of the first taught to sing to the equally tempered pianoforte.... Correct intonation in singing is so far above all others the first condition of beauty, that a song when sung in correct intonation even by a weak and unpractised voice always sounds agreeable, whereas the richest and most practised voice offends the hearer when it sings false or sharpens.... The instruction of our present singers by means of tempered instruments is unsatisfactory, but those who possess good musical talents are ultimately able by their own practice to strike out the right path for themselves, and overcome the error of their original instruction.... Sustained tones are preferable as an accompaniment, because the singer himself can immediately hear the beats between

¹ See Helmholz's Appendix to the 'Sensations of Tone,' p. 787.
² 'Sensations of Tone,' p. 400.
the instrument and his voice, when he alters the pitch slightly... When we require a delicate use of the muscles of any part of the human body, as, in this case, of the larynx, there must be some sure means of ascertaining whether success has been attained. Now the presence or absence of beats gives such a means of detecting success or failure when a voice is accompanied by sustained chords in just intonation. But tempered chords which produce beats of their own, are necessarily quite unsuited for such a purpose.¹

For performance in just intonation the three quartets of voices, strings, and trombones have a pre-eminent value; but as it requires great practice and skill to control the endless variations of pitch they supply, we are obliged to have some fixed and reliable standard by which they can at first be guided. We must be certain of obtaining with ease and accuracy any note we desire, and of sustaining it for any length of time. Hence we come back once more to keyed instruments, which do not present this difficulty of execution and uncertainty of intonation. The only question is how to construct such instruments with an adequate number of notes, if all the intervals are to be in perfect tune. Theoretically it is necessary that every note on the keyboard should be furnished with its Fifth, Major Third, and Harmonic Seventh, upwards and downwards. There should be Fifths to the Fifths, Thirds to the Thirds, and Sevenths to the Sevenths, almost to an unlimited extent. Practically these conditions cannot be fully carried out, and all instruments hitherto constructed in just intonation have been provided with material for the simpler modulations only. One of the best-known historical examples is General Perronet Thompson's organ, now in the collection of instruments in the South Kensington Museum.

In each Octave this organ has forty sounds, which may be divided into five series, the sounds of each series proceeding by perfect Fifths, and being related to those of the next series by perfect Major Thirds. The interval of the Harmonic Seventh is not given. With a regular and consistent form of keyboard it would have been more successful than it was, but the idea of arranging the keys symmetrically had not then been developed. The first application of this idea was made by an American, Mr. H. W. Poole, of South Danvers, Massachusetts. His invention is described and illustrated in 'Silliman's Journal' for July, 1867. The principle of it is that keys standing in a similar position with regard to each other shall always produce the same musical interval, provided it occurs in the same relation of tonality. But if this relation of tonality alters, the same interval will take a different form on the keyboard. There are five series of notes, each proceeding by perfect Fifths:—(1) the keynotes; (2) the Major Thirds to the keynotes; (3) the Thirds to the Thirds; (4) the Harmonic Sevenths to the keynotes; (5) the Sevenths to the Thirds. The Major

³ Those below the keynotes, which are so often required in modern music, as for instance in the theme of Beethoven's Andante in E, are not given. So that the range of modulation, though extensive, is insufficient for general purposes.

Owing to the limited number of notes which keyed instruments can furnish, the attempt to provide perfect intervals in all keys is regarded by Helmholts as impracticable. He therefore proposes a system of temperament which approaches just intonation so closely as to be indistinguishable from it in ordinary performance. This system is founded on the following facts:—We saw that in equal temperament the Fifth is too flat for exact consonance, and the Major Third much too sharp. Also that the interval got by four Fifths up (D—A—E—B—F³) is identified with the Major Third (D—F³). Now if we raise the Fifths, and tune them perfectly, the interval D—F³ becomes unbearable, being sharper than the equal temperament Third. But in a downeword series of just Fifths the pitch becomes at each step lower than in equal temperament, and when we reach Gb, which is eight Fifths below D, we find that it is very nearly identical with the just Major Third of D, thus—

![Diagram showing the relationship between notes in just intonation and equal temperament]

The best way of applying this fact is to tune a series of eight notes by just Fifths—say Db, Ab, Eb, Bb, F, C, G, D; then a similar series forming just Major Thirds with these; whence it will result that the last note of the latter series (F³) will form an almost exact Fifth with the first note of the former series (Db).⁴

In applying the ordinary musical notation to systems of temperament of this class, a difficulty arises; for the Major Third being got by eight Fifths downward, would strictly have to be written D—Gb. As this is both inconvenient and contrary to what we mean to do, it is better to use D—F³, but to distinguish this F³ from the note got by four Fifths up, the following convention may be used. The symbols Gb and F³ are taken to mean exactly the same thing, namely the note which is eight Fifths below D. We assume Gb—Db—Ab—Eb—Bb—F—C—G—D—A—E—B as a normal or standard series of Fifths. The Fifth of B is written indifferentiy /Gb or F³, the acute mark (’) serving to show that the note we mean belongs to the upward, and not to the downward series. The Fifth of /Gb is written /Gb, and so on till we arrive at /B, the Fifth of which is written /F³. In like manner, proceeding along a downward series, the

¹ 'Sensation of Tone,' pp. 200-210.

² The keyboard invented by Mr. Colin Brown of Glasgow, is similar in principle to Mr. Poole's, except that it does not give the two series of Harmonic Sevenths. See Beaumont, 'Temperament.'

³ In general when a series of Fifths is compared with a Major Third, the number of Octaves (by which we must ascend or descend in order to bring the tones into the same part of the scale) is not expressed, but can be easily supplied by the reader.

⁴ The error, which is called a 'shikshma,' is about the fifty-first part of a semitone. This system, therefore, differs so slightly from just intonation, that we shall henceforward treat them as practically identical.
Fifth below F\# (or Gb) is written \#B, and so on till we arrive at A\#, the Fifth below which is written B. The notes B, E, A, D have their Thirds in the same series as themselves, thus D—F\#, E—G, D—A\#. Other notes have their Thirds in the series next below, thus C—E, C—E, C—B. These marks may be collected at the signature, like sharps and flats. The keys of A and E will be unmarked; the key of C will have three grave notes, \#A, \#E, \#B. When it is necessary to counteract the grave or acute mark and restore the normal note, a small circle (o) may be prefixed, analogous to the ordinary natural.

To apply this mode of tuning to the organ would be expensive without any great advantages in return. Ordinary organ-tone, except in the reed and mixture stops, is too smooth to distinguish sharply between consonance and dissonance, and the pipes are so liable to the influence of heat and cold that attempts to regulate the pitch minutely are seldom successful. Still less would it be worth while to tune the pianoforte justly. It is chiefly to the orchestra that we must look for the development of just intonation; but among keyboard instruments the most suitable for the purpose is the harmonium, which is specially useful as a means of studying the effects obtainable from untuned chords.

There is in the South Kensington Museum a harmonium, the tuning of which may be considered identical with the system just explained. The form of keyboard is that which has already been described in connexion with the meantone temperament; and it is equally applicable to the system of perfect Fifths. Being an experimental instrument it was constructed with eighty-four keys in each Octave, but for ordinary purposes it is found that about half that number would be sufficient. The fingering of the Major scale resembles that of A\# Major on the ordinary keyboard, and is always the same, from whatever note we start as Tonic. Moreover the form which any given chord takes does not depend on theories of tonality, but is everywhere symmetrical. The diagram in the preceding column shows the positions of the notes on the keyboard when applied to the system of perfect Fifths.

It is unnecessary to consider here the objections which might be made to the use of this tuning, as they would, no doubt, be similar to those we have already noticed in dealing with the meantone temperament. But it may be pointed out that the supposed difficulty of enharmonic change no more exists here than elsewhere. We may even modulate through a series of eight Fifths down, and return by a Major Third down, without altering the pitch. The following passage from a madrigal, 'O voi che aspettate,' by Luca Marzio (died 1592) illustrates this:
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In the 4th bar G\# and C\# are written for Ab and Db; and in the 5th bar F\# \#B and D for Gb, \#Gb, \#Bb, but the confused notation would not affect the mode of performance either with voices or the justly tuned harmonium.

The practical use of this instrument has brought to light certain difficulties in applying just intonation to ordinary music. The chief difficulty comes from the two forms of Supertonic which are always found in a perfectly tuned Major Scale. Thus, starting from C, and tuning two Fifths upwards (C—G—D) we get what might be considered the normal Supertonic (D); but by tuning a Fourth and a Major Sixth upwards (C—F—AD) we arrive at a flatter note, which might be called the grave Supertonic (\#D).
The first form will necessarily be employed in chords which contain the Dominant (G), the second form in chords which contain the Subdominant (F) or the Superdominant (V A). Otherwise, false Fifths or Fourths (G—V D; D—V A) would be heard. The result is that certain chords and progressions are unsuitable for music which is to be performed in perfect tuning. Let us take the following example and arrange it in its four possible forms:

All of these are equally inadmissible; No. 1 being excluded by the false Thirds (E—A; A—E); No. 2 by the false Fourth (V A—D); No. 3 by the false Fifth (G—V D); No. 4 by the sudden fall of the pitch of the tonic. If this kind of progression is employed, all the advantages of just intonation are lost, for the choice only lies between mistuned intervals and an abrupt depression or elevation of the general pitch.

The idea of writing music specially to suit different kinds of temperament is a somewhat unfamiliar one, although, as already remarked, Bach employed a narrower range of modulation in his works for the meantone organ than in those for the equally tempered clavichord. The case has some analogy to that of the different instruments of the orchestra, each of which demands a special mode of treatment, in accordance with its capabilities. The same style of writing will evidently not suit alike the violin, the trombone, and the harp. In the same way, just intonation differs in many important features both from the equal and from the meantone temperament; and before any of these systems can be used with gain in music, a practical knowledge of its peculiarities is indispensable. Such knowledge can only be gained with the help of a keyed instrument, and by approaching the subject in this manner, the student will soon discover for himself what modulations are available and suitable in perfect tuning. He will see that these restrictions are in no sense an invention of the theorist, but are a necessary consequence of the natural relations of sounds.

If just intonation does not permit the use of certain progressions which belong to other systems, it surpasses them all in the immense variety of material which it places within the composer's reach. In many cases it supplies two or more notes of different pitch where the ordinary temperament has but one. These alternative forms are specially useful in discords, enabling us to produce any required degree of roughness, or to avoid disagreeable changes of pitch. For instance, the Minor Seventh may be taken either as C—V E—G, the acute Seventh, V Bb, is the roughest, and would be used if the Minor Third G—V Bb should occur in the previous chord. The intermediate form, V Bb, would be used when suspended to a chord containing F. The grave Seventh, V Bb, is the smoothest, being an approximation to the Harmonic Seventh. Many other discords, such as the triad of the Augmented Fifth and its inversions, may also be taken in several forms. But this variety of material is not the only merit of perfect tuning. One of the chief sources of musical effect is the contrast between the roughness of discords and the smoothness of concords. In equal temperament this contrast is greatly weakened, because nearly all the intervals which pass for consonant are in reality more or less dissonant. The loss which must result from this in the performance of the simpler styles of music on our tempered instruments, will be readily understood. On the other hand, in just intonation the distinction between consonance and dissonance is preserved in its full force. The different inversions and distributions of the same chord, the change from Major to Minor Modes, the various diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic progressions and resolutions have a peculiar richness and expressiveness when heard with untempered harmonies.

There is yet another advantage to be gained by studying the different kinds of tuning. We have seen that even in those parts of the world where equal temperament has become established as the trade usage, other systems are also employed. Many countries possess a popular or natural music, which exists independently of the conventional or fashionable style, and does not borrow its system of intonation from our tempered instruments. Among Oriental nations whose culture has come down from a remote antiquity, characteristic styles of music are found, which are unintelligible to the ordinary European, only acquainted with equal temperament; hence the transcriptions of Oriental music, given in books of travel, are justly received with extreme scepticism, unless the observer appears to be well acquainted with the principles of intonation and specifies the exact pitch of every note he transcribes. As illustrations of these remarks we may cite two well-known works on the history of the art, Kiesewetter's 'Musik der Araber,' and Villoteau's 'Musique en Egypte.' Both of these authors had access to valuable sources of information respecting the technical system of an ancient and interesting school of music. Both failed to turn their opportunities to any advantage. From the confused and contradictory statements of Kiesewetter only one fact can be gleaned, namely, that in the construction of the lute, the Persians and the Arabs of the Middle Age employed the approximately perfect Major Third, which is got by eight downward Fifths. From the work of Villoteau still less can be learnt, for he does not describe the native method of tuning, and he gives no clue to the elaborate musical notation in which he attempted to record a large number of Egyptian melodies. Yet it would
have been easy to denote the oriental scales and melodies, so as to enable us to reproduce them with strict accuracy, had these authors possessed a practical knowledge of untempered intervals. It may be useful, in concluding this article, to refer to some current misapprehensions on the subject of temperament. It is sometimes said that the improvement of intonation is a mere question of arithmetic, and that only a mathematician would object to equal tuning. To find fault with a series of sounds because they would be expressed by certain figures, is not the kind of fallacy one expects from a mathematician. In point of fact, equal temperament is itself the outcome of a mathematical discovery, and furnishes the easiest known method of calculating intervals. Besides, the tenor of this article will show that the only defects of temperament worth considering are the injuries it causes to the quality of musical chords. Next, it is said that the differences between the three main systems of tuning are too slight to deserve attention, and that while we hear tempered intervals with the outward ear, our mind understands what are the true intervals which they represent. But if we put these theories to a practical test, we are at once seen to be unfounded. It has been proved by experiment that long and habitual use of equal temperament does react on the sense of hearing, and that musicians who have spent many years at the keyboard have a dislike to just chords and still more to just scales. The Major Sixth is specially objected to, as differing widely from equal temperament. This feeling is so entirely the result of habit and training, that those who are not much accustomed to listen to keyed instruments do not share these objections, and even equally tempered ears come at last to relish just intervals. We may infer, then, that the contrast between the various kinds of intonation is considerable, and that the merits of each would be easily appreciated by ordinary ears. And although the student may, at first, be unable to perceive the errors of equal temperament or be only vague consciousness of them, yet by following out the methods detailed above, he will soon be able to realise them distinctly. It need not be inferred that equal temperament is unfit for musical purposes, or that it ought to be abolished. To introduce something new is hardly the same as to destroy something old. An improved system of tuning would only be employed as an occasional relief from the monotony of equal temperament, by no means as a universal substitute. The two could not, of course, be heard together; but each might be used in a different place at a different time. Lastly, it is said that to divide the scale into smaller intervals than a Semitone is useless. Even if this were true, it would be irrelevant. The main object of improved tuning is to diminish the error of the tempered consonances: the subdivision of the Semitone is an indirect result of this, but is not proposed as an end in itself. Whether the minuter intervals would ever be useful in melody is a question which experience alone can decide. It rests with the composer to apply the material of mean and just intonation, with which he is now provided. The possibility of obtaining perfect tuning with keyed instruments is one result of the recent great advance in musical science, the influence of which seems likely to be felt in no branch of the art more than in Temperament.

[J.L.]

TEMPLETON, John, tenor singer, born at Riquecourt, Kilmarnock, July 30, 1802. At the age of fourteen he made his first appearance in Edinburgh, and continued to sing in public until his sixteenth year, when his voice broke. Appointed proctor in Dr. Brown's church, Edinburgh, at the age of twenty, he began to attract attention, until Scotland became too limited for his ambition, and he started for London, where he received instruction from Biewitt in thorough bass, and from Welch, De Pinna, and Tom Cooke in singing. In vocalisation, power, compass, flexibility, richness of quality, complete command over the different registers, Templeton displayed the perfection of art; though not remarkable for fulness of tone in the lower notes, his voice was highly so in the middle and upper ones, sustaining the A and Bb in alt with much ease and power. The blending of the chest register with his splendid falsetto was so perfect as to make it difficult to detect the break. He now resolved to abandon his prospects in Scotland and take to the stage. His first theatrical appearance was made at Worthing, as Dermot in 'The Poor Soldier,' in July 1828. This brought about engagements at the Theatre Royal, Brighton, Southampton and Portsmouth, and Drury Lane. He made his first appearance in London, Oct. 13, 1831, as Mr. Belville in 'Rosina.' Two days later he appeared as Young Meadows in 'Love in a Village,' Mr. Wood
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VOL. IV. PT. I.

TEMPEST, THE. 'The music to Shakespeare's Tempest' was Arthur Sullivan's op. 1. It consists of twelve numbers:—No. 1, Introduction; No. 2, Act 1, Sc. 2, Melodrama and Songs, 'Come unto these yellow sands,' and Full fathom five'; No. 3, Act 2, Sc. 1, Andante sostenuto, Orch. and Melodrama; No. 4, Prelude to Act 3; No. 5, Act 3, Sc. 2, Melodrama, Solemn music; and No. 6, Banquet dance: No. 7, Overture to Act 4; No. 8, Act 4, Sc. 1, Masque, with No. 9, Duet, SS. 'Honour, riches'; No. 10, Dance of Nymphs and Reapers; No. 11, Prelude to Act 5; No. 12, Act 5, Sc. 1, Andante, Song, 'Where the bee sucks,' and Epilogue. It was first performed at the Crystal Palace April 5, 1862. The music is arranged for 4 hands with voices by F. Taylor, and published by Cramers. [G]

TEMPLETON, John, tenor singer, born at Riquecourt, Kilmarnock, July 30, 1802. At the age of fourteen he made his first appearance in Edinburgh, and continued to sing in public until his sixteenth year, when his voice broke. Appointed proctor in Dr. Brown's church, Edinburgh, at the age of twenty, he began to attract attention, until Scotland became too limited for his ambition, and he started for London, where he received instruction from Biewitt in thorough bass, and from Welch, De Pinna, and Tom Cooke in singing. In vocalisation, power, compass, flexibility, richness of quality, complete command over the different registers, Templeton displayed the perfection of art; though not remarkable for fulness of tone in the lower notes, his voice was highly so in the middle and upper ones, sustaining the A and Bb in alt with much ease and power. The blending of the chest register with his splendid falsetto was so perfect as to make it difficult to detect the break. He now resolved to abandon his prospects in Scotland and take to the stage. His first theatrical appearance was made at Worthing, as Dermot in 'The Poor Soldier,' in July 1828. This brought about engagements at the Theatre Royal, Brighton, Southampton and Portsmouth, and Drury Lane. He made his first appearance in London, Oct. 13, 1831, as Mr. Belville in 'Rosina.' Two days later he appeared as Young Meadows in 'Love in a Village,' Mr. Wood
TEMPELTON.

Taking the part of Hawthorn, with Mrs. Wood (Miss Paton) as Rosetta. After performing for a few months in stock pieces, he created the part of Reimbaud in Meyerbeer's 'Robert le Diable' on its first performance in this country, Feb. 20, 1832. He appeared as Lopez in Spohr's 'Der Alchemist' when first produced (March 20, 1832), Bishop's 'Tyrolean Peasant' (May 8, 1832), and John Barnett's 'Win her and wear her' (Dec. 18, 1832); but the first production of 'Don Juan' at Drury Lane, Feb. 5, 1833, afforded Templeton a great opportunity. Signor Begrez, after studying the part of Don Ottavio for eight weeks, threw it up a week before the date announced for production. Templeton undertook the character, and a brilliant success followed. Brahman, who played Don Juan, highly complimented Templeton on his execution of 'Il mio tesoro,' and Tom Cooke called him 'the tenor with the musical way.'

Madame Malibran, in 1833, chose him as her tenor, and 'Malibran's tenor' he remained throughout her brief but brilliant career. On the production of 'La Sonnambula,' at Drury Lane, May 1, 1833, Templeton's Elvino was no less successful than Malibran's Amina. After the performance Bellini embraced him, and, with many compliments, promised to write a part that would immortalise him. 'The Devil's Bridge,' 'The Student of Venice' (first time June 4, 1833), 'The Marriage of Figaro,' 'John of Paris,' etc., gave fresh opportunities for Templeton to appear with Malibran, and with marked success. In Aubert's 'Gustavus the Third,' produced at Covent Garden, Nov. 13, 1833, he made another great success as Colonel Lillienhorn. During the season the opera was repeated one hundred times. Alfred Bun, then manager of both theatres, so arranged that Templeton, after playing in 'La Sonnambula' or 'Gustavus the Third' at Covent Garden, had to play his way to London to fill the role of 'Massaniello'—meeting with equal success at both houses.

On the return of Madame Malibran to England in 1835, the production of 'Fidelio' and of Bale's 'Maid of Artois' (May 27, 1836) brought her and Templeton together again. July 16, 1836, was fated to be their last appearance together. At the end of the performance Malibran removed the jewelled brooch ring from her finger which she had so often worn as Amina, and presented it to Templeton as a memento of respect for his talents; and it is still cherished by the veteran tenor as a sacred treasure. Templeton sustained the leading tenor parts in Aubert's 'Bronze Horse' (1836), in Herold's 'Corsair' (1836), Rossini's 'Siege of Corinth' (1836), in Bale's 'Joan of Arc' (1837) and 'Diadeste' (1838), in Mozart's 'Magic Flute' (1838), Benedict's 'Gipsy's Warning' (1838), H. Phillips' 'Harvest Queen' (1839), in Donizetti's 'Love Spell' (1839), and in 'La Favorita' (1843) on their first performance or introduction as English opera; altogether playing not less than eighty different leading tenor characters.

In 1836-37 Templeton made his first professional tour in Scotland and Ireland with great success. Returning to London, he retained his position for several years. In 1842 he visited Paris with Bale, and received marked attention from Aubert and other musical celebrities. The last twelve years of his professional career were chiefly devoted to the concert-room. In 1846 he starred the principal cities of America with his 'Templeton Entertainments,' in which were given songs illustrative of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and as a Scottish vocalist he sang himself into the hearts of his countrymen. With splendid voice, graceful execution, and exquisite taste, he excelled alike in the pathetic, the humorous, and the heroic; his rendering of 'My Nannie O,' 'Had I a cave,' 'Gloomy winter,' 'Jessie, the flower o' Dunblane,' 'Corn Rigs,' 'The Jolly Beggar,' and 'A man's a man for a' that,' etc., left an impression not easily effaced. Mr. Templeton retired in 1870, and now enjoys a well-earned repose at New Hampton. [W.H.]

TEMPO (Ital., also Mouvement; Fr. Mouvement). This word is used in both English and German to express the rate of speed at which a musical composition is executed. The relative length of the notes depends upon their species, as shown in the notation, and the arrangement of longer and shorter notes in bars must be in accordance with the laws of Time, but the actual length of any given species of note depends upon whether the Tempo of the whole movement be rapid or the reverse. The question of Tempo is a very important one, since no composition could suffer more than a very slight alteration of speed without injury, while any considerable change would entirely destroy its character and render it unrecognisable. The power of rightly judging the tempo required by a piece of music, and of preserving an accurate recollection of it under the excitement caused by a public performance, is therefore not the least among the qualifications of a conductor or soloist.

Until about the middle of the 17th century, composers left the tempi of their compositions (as indeed they did the suances to a great extent) entirely to the judgment of performers, a correct rendering being no doubt in most cases assured by the fact that the performers were the composer's own pupils; so soon however as the number of executants increased, and tradition became weakened, some definite indication of the speed desired by the composer was felt to be necessary, and accordingly we find all music from the time of Bach and Handel (who used tempo-indications but sparingly) marked with explicit directions as to speed, either in words, or by a reference to the metronome, the latter being of course by far the most accurate method. [See vol. iii. p. 318.]

Verbal directions as to tempo are generally written in Italian, the great advantage of this practice being that performers of other nationalities, understanding that this is the custom, 1 in the 49 Preludes and Fugues there is but one tempo-indication. Fugue St. Vol. 1 is marked 'Largo,' and even this is rather an indication of style than of actual speed.
and having learnt the meaning of the terms in general use, are able to understand the directions given, without any further knowledge of the language. Nevertheless, some composers, other than Italians, have preferred to use their own native language for the purpose, at least in part. Thus Schumann employed German terms in his Humoreske [sic]. In general compositions, not alone as tempo-indications but also for directions as to expression, and Beethoven took a fancy at one time for using German, though he afterwards returned to Italian. [See vol. i. p. 193.]

The expressions used to denote degrees of speed may be divided into two classes, those which refer directly to the rate of movement, as Lento—slow; Adagio—gently, slowly; Moderato—moderately; Presto—quick, etc.; and those (the more numerous) which either indicate a certain character or quality by which the rate of speed is influenced, such as Allegro—gay, cheerful; Vivace— lively; Animato—animated; Maestoso—majestically; Grave—with gravity; Largo—broad; etc. To these last may be added expressions which allude to some well-known form of composition, the general character of which governs the speed, such as Tempo di Minuetto—in the time of a Minuet; Alla Marcia, Alla Polacca—in the style of a march, polonaise, and so on. Most of these words may be qualified by the addition of the terminationsetto and into, which diminish, or issimo, which increases, the effect of a word. Thus Allegretto, derived from Allegro, signifies moderately lively, Prestissimo—extremely quick, and so on. The same varieties may also be produced by the use of the words molto—much; assai—very; più—more; meno—less; un poco (sometimes un pochettino) 1—a little; non troppo—not too much, etc.

The employment of these indications of speed, of words which in their strict sense refer merely to style and character (and therefore only indirectly to tempo), has caused a certain conventional meaning to attach to them, especially when used by other than Italian composers. Thus in most vocabularies of musical terms we find Allegro rendered as 'quick,' Largo as 'slow,' etc., although these are not the literal translations of the words. In the case of at least one word this general acceptance of a conventional meaning has brought about a misunderstanding which is of considerable importance. The word is Andante, the literal meaning of which is 'going,' but as compositions to which it is applied are usually of a quiet and tranquil character, it has gradually come to be understood as synonymous with 'rather slow.' In consequence of this, the direction più andante, which really means 'going more,' i.e., faster, has frequently been erroneously understood to mean slower, while the diminution of andante, andanteo, literally 'going a little,' together with meno andante—'going less,' both of which should indicate a slower tempo than andante—have been held to denote the reverse. This view, though certainly incorrect, is found to be maintained by various authorities, including even Koch's 'Musikalischen Lexicon,' where più andante is distinctly stated to be slower, and andanteo quicker, than andante. In a recent edition of Schumann's 'Kreisleriana' we find the composer's own indication for the middle movement of No. 3, 'Etwas langsamer,' incorrectly translated by the editor poco più andante, which coming immediately after animato has a very odd effect. Schubert also appears to prefer the conventional use of the word, since he marks the first movement of his Fantasia for Piano and Violin, op. 159, Andante molto. But it seems evident that, with the exception just noted, the great composers generally intended the words to bear their literal interpretation. Beethoven, for instance, places his intentions on the subject beyond a doubt, for the 4th variation in the Finale of the Sonata op. 109 is inscribed in Italian 'Un poco meno andante, ciò è, un poco più adagio come il tenuto'—a little less andante, that is, a little more slowly like (than?) the theme, and also in German 'Etwas langsamer als das Thema'—somewhat slower than the theme. Instances of the use of più andante occur in Var. 5 of Beethoven's Trio op. 1, no. 3, in Brahms's Violin Sonata op. 78, where it follows (of course with the object of quickening) the tempo of Adagio, etc. Handel, in the air 'Revenge, Timothesius cries!' and in the choruses 'For unto us' and 'The Lord gave the word,' gives the direction Andante allegro, which may be translated 'going along merrily.'

When in the course of a composition the tempo alters, but still bears a definite relation to the original speed, the proportion in which the new tempo stands to the other may be expressed in various ways. When the speed of notes of the same species is to be exactly doubled, the words doppio movimento are used to denote the change, thus the quick portion of Ex. 1 would be played precisely as though it were written as in Ex. 2.

1. Adagio non troppo
2. Adagio

Another way of expressing proportional tempi is by the arithmetical sign for equality (=), placed between two notes of different values. Thus

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{=} & \quad \text{would mean that a crochet in the one movement must have the same duration as a }
\end{align*} \]

1 He used Italian terms in op. 14, 7-11, 13-18, 38, 41, 44, 47, 52, 54, and 61; the rest are in German.
2 Beethoven's German directions occur chiefly from op. 61 to 103, with a few scattered instances as far as op. 120.
3 See Brahms, op. 59, Finale.
4 The word is derived from andare, 'to go.' In his Sonata op. 81, Beethoven expresses adagio by the words In gendherSempzyg—
in going movement.
5 Beethoven's Italian, however, does not appear to have been faulty, for the German translation above shows him to have used the word come to express 'than' instead of 'like.'
minim in the other, and so on. But this method is subject to the serious drawback that it is possible to understand the sign in two opposed senses, according as the first of the two note-values is taken to refer to the new tempo or to that just quitted. On this point composers are by no means agreed, nor are they even always consistent, for Brahms, in his 'Variations on a Theme by Paganini,' uses the same sign in opposite senses, first in passing from Var. 3 to Var. 4, where a $\frac{1}{2}$ of Var. 4 equals a $\frac{1}{4}$ of Var. 3 (Ex. 3), and afterwards from Var. 9 to Var. 10, a $\frac{1}{6}$ of Var. 10 being equal to a $\frac{1}{4}$ of Var. 9 (Ex. 4).

Ex. 3. Var. 3.

Ex. 4. Var. 9.

Ex. 6. Var. 10.

A far safer means of expressing proportion is by a definite verbal direction, a method frequently adopted by Schumann, as for instance in the 'Faust' music, where he says *Ei Takt wie vorher zwei*—one bar equal to two of the preceding movement; and *Um die Hälfte langsamer* (by which is to be understood twice as slow, not half as slow again), and so in numerous other instances.

When there is a change of rhythm, as from common to triple time, while the total length of a bar remains unaltered, the words *Presto tempo,* signifying 'the same speed,' are written where the change takes place, as in the following example, where the crotchet of the 2-4 movement is equal to the dotted crotchet of that in 6-8, and so for bar, the tempo is unchanged.

BEETHOVEN, Bagatelle, op. 119, No. 6.

*Allegretto.*

L'istesso tempo.

The same words are occasionally used when there is no alteration of rhythm, as a warning against a possible change of speed, as in Var. 3 of Beethoven's Variations, op. 120, and also, though less correctly, when the notes of any given species remain of the same length, while the total value of the bar is changed, as in the following example, where the value of each quaver remains the same, although the bar of the 2-4 movement is only equal to two-thirds of one of the foregoing bars.

BEETHOVEN, Bagatelle, op. 126, No. 1.

*Andante con moto.*

*Presto tempo.*

A gradual increase of speed is indicated by the word *accelerando* or *stringendo,* a gradual slackening by *rallentando* or *ritardando.* All such effects being proportional, every bar and indeed every note should as a rule take its share of the general increase or diminution, except in cases where an *accelerando* extends over many bars, or even through a whole composition. In such cases the increase of speed is obtained by means of frequent slight but definite changes of tempo (the exact points at which they take place being left to the judgment of performer or conductor) much as though the words *pìu mosso* were repeated at intervals throughout. Instances of an extended *accelerando* occur in Mendelssohn's chorus, 'O1 great is the depth,' from 'St. Paul' (26 bars), and in his Fugue in E minor, op. 35, no. 1 (63 bars). On returning to the original tempo after either a gradual or a precise change the words *tempo primo* are usually employed, or sometimes *Tempo del Tema,* as in Var. 12 of Mendelssohn's 'Variations Scérieuses.'

The actual speed of a movement in which the composer has given merely one of the usual tempo indications, without any reference to the metronome, depends of course upon the judgment of the executant, assisted in many cases by tradition. But there are one or two considerations which are of material influence in coming to a conclusion on the subject. In the first place, it would appear that the meaning of the various terms has somewhat changed in the course of time, and in opposite directions, the words which express a quick movement now signifying a yet more rapid rate, at least in instrumental music, and those denoting slow tempo a still slower movement, than formerly. There is no absolute proof that this is the case, but a comparison of movements similarly marked, but of different periods, seems to remove all doubt. For instance, the Presto of Beethoven's Sonata, op. 10, no. 3, might be expressed by M.M. $\frac{1}{144}$, while the Finale of Bach's Italian Concerto, also marked Presto, could scarcely be played quicker than $\frac{1}{128}$ without disadvantage. Again, the commencement of Handel's Overture to the 'Messiah' is marked Grave, and is played about $\frac{1}{60}$, while the Grave of Beethoven's Sonata Pathétique requires a tempo of only $\frac{1}{60}$, exactly twice as slow. The causes of these differences are probably on the one hand the greatly increased powers of execution pos-
TEMPO.

assessed by modern instrumentalists, which have induced composers to write quicker music, and on the other, at least in the case of the pianoforte, the superior sodemuto possible on modern instruments as compared with those of former times. The period to which the music belongs must therefore be taken into account in determining the exact tempo. But besides this, the general character of a composition, especially as regards harmonic progression, exercises a very decided influence on the tempo. For the apparent speed of two movements does not depend so much upon the actual duration of the beats, as upon the rate at which the changes of harmony succeed each other. If, therefore, the harmonies in a composition change frequently, the tempo will appear quicker than it would if unvaried harmonies were continued for whole bars, even though the metronome-time, beat for beat, might be the same. On this account it is necessary, in order to give effect to a composer's indication of tempo, to study the general structure of the movements and if the changes of harmony are not frequent, to choose a quicker rate of speed than would be necessary if the harmonies were more varied. For example, the first movement of Beethoven's Sonata, op. 23, marked Allegro, may be played at the rate of about \( \frac{3}{4} = 72 \), but the first movement of op. 31, no. 2, though also marked Allegro, will require a tempo of at least \( \frac{3}{4} = 120 \), on account of the changes of harmony being less frequent, and the same may be observed of the adagio movements of both \( \frac{3}{4} = 9-8 \) time, of op. 23 and op. 31, no. 1; in the second of these most bars are founded upon a single harmony, and a suitable speed would be about \( j = 116 \), a rate which would be too quick for the Adagio of op. 23, where the harmonies are more numerous.  

Another cause of greater actual speed in the rendering of the same tempo is the use of the time-signature \( \frac{3}{4} \) or alla breve, which requires the composition to be executed at about double the speed of the Common or \( \frac{3}{2} \) Time. The reason of this is explained in the article BREVE, vol. 1, p. 274.

A portion of a composition is sometimes marked a piacere, or ad libitum, at 'pleasure,' signifying that the tempo is left entirely to the performer's discretion. Passages so marked however appear almost always to demand a slower, rather than a quicker tempo—at least, the writer is acquainted with no instance to the contrary. [F.T.]

TEMPO DI BALLO is the indication at the head of Sullivans's Overture composed for the Birmingham Festival 1870, and seems less to indicate a particular speed than that the whole work is in a dance style and in dance measures. [G.]

TEMPO ORDINARIO (Ital.), common time, rhythm of four crotchets in a bar. The time-signature is an unbarred semicircle \( \frac{3}{2} \), or in modern form \( \frac{3}{2} \), in contradistinction to the barred semicircle \( \frac{3}{2} \) or \( \frac{3}{2} \), which denotes a diminished value of the notes, i.e. a double rate of movement. [See BREVE; COMMON TIME.] In consequence of the notes in tempo ordinario being of full value (absolutely as well as relatively), the term is understood to indicate a moderate degree of speed. It is in this sense that Handel employs it as an indication for the choruses 'Lift up your heads,' 'Their sound is gone out,' etc. [F.T.]

TEMPO RUBATO (Ital., literally robbed or stolen time). This expression is used in two different senses; first, to denote the insertion of a short passage in duple time into a movement the prevailing rhythm of which is triple, or vice versa, the change being effected without altering the time-signature, by means of false accents, or accents falling on other than the ordinary places in the bar. Thus the rhythm of the following example is distinctly that of two in a bar, although the whole movement is 3-4 time.

Schumann, Novelletten, Op. 21, No. 4.

2. In the other and more usual sense the term expresses the opposite of strict time, and indicates a style of performance in which some portion of the bar is executed at a quicker or slower tempo than the general rate of movement, the balance being restored by a corresponding slackening or quickening of the remainder. [RUBATO.] Perhaps the most striking instances of the employment of tempo rubato are found in the rendering of Hungarian national melodies by native artists, [F.T.]

TENDUCCI, GIUSTO FERDINANDO, a celebrated soprano singer, very popular in this country, was born at Siena, about 1736, whence (like a still greater singer) he was sometimes called Senesino. His earliest stage-appearances in Italy were made at about twenty years of age, and in 1758 he came to London, where he first sang in a pasticcio called 'Attisa.' But it was in the 'Ciro riconoscueto' of Cocchi that he first attracted special notice. Although he had only a subordinate part, he quite eclipsed, by his voice and style, the principal singer, Portenza, and from that time was established as the successor of Guadagni. In company with Dr. Arne, in whose 'Artaxerxes' he sang with great success, he travelled to Scotland and Ireland, returning to London in 1765, where he was the idol of the fashionable world, and received enormous sums for his performances. In spite of this, his vanity and extravagance were so unbounded that in
1776 he was forced to leave England for debt. In a year, however, he found means to return, and remained in London many years longer, singing with success as long as his voice lasted, and even when it had almost disappeared. In 1785 he took part in a revival of Gluck's 'Orfeo,' and appeared at Drury Lane Theatre as late as 1790. He also sang at the Handel Commemoration Festivals at Westminster Abbey, in 1784 and 1791. Ultimately he returned to Italy, and died there early in this century.

Tenducci was on friendly terms with the Mozart family during their visit to London in 1784. In 1778, at Paris, he again met Mozart, who, remembering their former intercourse, wrote a song for him, which has been lost. He was the author of a Treatise on Singing, and the composer of an overture for full band (Preston, London), and of 'Ranelagh Songs,' which he sang at concerts. [F.A.M.]

TENEREME (Literally, DARKNESS). The name of a Service appointed, in the Roman Breviary, for the three most solemn days in Holy Week, and consisting of the conjointed Matins and Lauds,1 for the Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, which are sung 'by anticipation' on the evening of the Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The name is taken from the opening sentence of the Responsorium which follows the Fifth Lesson on Good Friday, Tenebrae fadae sunt—There was darkness.

The Service begins with three Nocturns, each consisting of three Psalms, with their doubled Antiphons, a Vespicle and Responsorial, and three Lessons, each followed by its appropriate Responsorium. The Psalms and Antiphons are sung between Plain Chun.4; and, at the conclusion of each, one of the fifteen candles on the huge triangular Candlestick by which the Chapel is lighted is ceremoniously extinguished. The Lessons for the First Nocturn on each of the three days are the famous 'Lamentations,' which have already been fully described.2 The Lessons for the Second and Third Nocturns are simply monotonous. Music for the Responsoria has been composed by more than one of the greatest Polyphonic Masters; but most of them are now sung in unisonous Plain Chun. The Third Nocturn is immediately followed by Lauds, the Psalms for which are sung in the manner, and with the ceremonies, already described. Then follows the Canticile, 'Benedictus,' during the singing of which the six Altar Lights are extinguished, one by one. And now preparation is made for the most awful moment of the whole—that which introduces the first notes of the 'Miserere.' The fifteenth candle, at the top of the great Candelabrum, is removed from its place, and hidden behind the Altar. The Antiphon, 'Christus factus est obediens,' is sung by a single Soprano Voice; and, after a dead silence of considerable duration, the Miserere is sung, in the manner, and with the Ceremonies described in vol. ii. pp. 335-338. The Pope then says an appointed Prayer; the Candle is brought out from behind the Altar; and the Service concludes with a trampling of feet, sometimes said to represent the passage of the crowd to Calvary, or the mourning of our Lord.

The Services proper for Holy Week are described, in detail, in the 'Manuel des Cérémonies qui ont lieu pendant la Semaine Sainte,' formerly sold annually in Rome, but now very difficult to obtain. The Music was first published by Dr. Burney, in 'La Musica della Settimana Santa,' now very scarce, and has since been reprinted, by Alfieri, in his 'Raccolta di Musica Sacra.'

A minute and interesting account, though somewhat deformed by want of sympathy with the ancient Ritual, will be found in Mendelssohn's letter to Zelter, of June 16, 1831. [W.S.R.]

TENERAMENTE; CON TENEREZza—tenderly; a term slightly stronger and used more emphatically than dolce, but having very much the same meaning and use in music. A good instance of the distinction between the terms is found in the lovely second movement of Beethoven's Sonata in E minor, op. 90, where the subject, at its first entry labelled dolce, is subsequently directed to be played teneramente. From the whole character of the movement it is evidently intended to become slightly more impassioned as it goes on; and it is generally understood that the second and following entries of the subject should be played with more feeling, and perhaps in less strict time, than the opening bars of the movement.

[T.A.F.M.]

TENOR (Fr. Taille; Ger. Tenor Stimme). The term applied to the highest natural adult male voice and to some instruments of somewhere about the same compass. Its etymology is accepted to be teneo, 'I hold,' and it was the voice that, in early times, held, took, or kept the principal part (originally only the real part), the plainsong, subject, air, or motive of the piece that was sung. It holds the mid-position in the musical scale. Its chief is the C clef or the fourth line of the stave (in reality the middle line of the great stave of eleven lines) generally superseded in the present day by the treble or G clef, which however does not represent or indicate the actual pitch, but gives it an octave too high.

The average compass of the tenor voice is C to A or B (a), though in large rooms notes below F (b) are usually of little avail. In primitive times,

\[
\begin{align*}
(a) & & (b) \\
\end{align*}
\]

before true polyphony or harmony were known, it was natural that what we now call the tenor voice should hold the one real part to be sung, should lead, in fact, the congregational singing, for the reason that this class of voice is sweeter and more flexible than the bass voice, and also

[See MATINS, and LAUDS.]

[See LAMENTATIONS.]

[See MISERERE.]

[See 'A Short Treatise on the Stave' (Hullish).]
and even then boys could not have either the knowledge or authority to enable them to lead the singing, more especially as the chants or hymns were at first transmitted by oral tradition; and females were not officially engaged in the work. The boys probably sang in unison with, at times an octave higher than, the tenor, and the basses in unison with, or an octave below, the tenor, as suited them respectively.

An erroneous classification of voices was not then necessary. Indeed it is most probable that at first the only distinction was between the voices of boys and men, altus and bassus (high and low), the very limited scales then in use coming easily within the compass of the lower part of tenors and the higher part of basses; and it will have been only observed that some men could sing higher or lower than others, while the different qualities of voices will not have been taken into account. If a very low bass found a note to suit him, he may have hailed it as he best could, or it would perhaps itself have cracked up into falsetto, or he will have gone down instinctively to the octave below, or remained where he was until the melody came again within his reach—ears being not yet critically cultivated. Even now, towards the end of the 19th century, it is not at all unusual to hear amongst a congregation basses singing the air of a hymn below the actual bass part, or soprani singing in the tenor-compass for convenience sake. In a few village churches, and in many Scotch kirks, an after-taste of such early singing is still to be had. But with the extension of the scale and the introduction of a system of notation, and the consequent gradual replacement of the empirical mode of practice by more scientific study, the first rude attempts at harmony and polyphony, diaphony or organum (which see), would necessitate a more exact classification of voices.

The term Baritone is of comparatively late introduction. This voice is called by the French basse-taille, or low tenor, taille being the true French word for tenor, and it is not impossible that, as this word signifies also the waist or middle of the human figure, it may have been adopted to express the middle voice. The addition of a second part, a fourth or fifth above or below the Canto Fermo or plain-chant, would also so much increase the compass of music to be sung, that the varieties and capacities of different voices would naturally begin to be recognised, and with the addition of a third part, triplum (treble), there would at once be three parts, altus, medius, and bassus,—high, middle, and low; and as the medius, for reasons already given, would naturally be the leader who held (tenui) the plainsong, the term tenor would replace that of medius. Then, as the science and practice of music advanced, and opera or musical drama became more and more elaborated, the subdivision of each individual type of voice in accordance with its varied capacities of expression would be a matter of course. Hence we have tenore robusto (which used to be of about the compass of a modern high 1 baritone), tenore di forza, tenore di mezzo carattere, tenore di grazia, and tenore leggerito, one type of which is sometimes called tenore contraltino. These terms, though used very generally in Italy, are somewhat fantastic, and the different qualifications that have called them forth are not unfrequently as much part of the moral as of the physique. Although not only a question of compass but of quality, the word "tenor" has come to be adopted as a generic term to express that special type of voice which is so much and so justly admired, and cannot now be indicated in any other way.

The counter-tenor, or natural male alto, is a highly developed falsetto, whose so-called chest voice is, in most cases, a limited bass. Singers of this class down to the beginning of the 17th century came principally from Spain, they being afterward chiefly superseded by artificial male voices. One of the finest examples of counter-tenor known in London at the time considered, was this article is an amateur distinguished for his excellent part-singing. Donzelli was a tenore robusto with a voice of beautiful quality. It has been the custom to call Duprez, Tamberlik, Wachtel, Mongini, and Mierzwinski tenori robusti, but they belong more properly to the tenori di forza. The tenore robusto had a very large tenor quality throughout his vocal compass.

It is not easy to classify precisely such a voice as that of Mario," except by calling it the perfection of a tenor voice. Mario possessed, in a remarkable degree, compass, volume, richness, grace, and flexibility (not agility, with which the word is often confounded in this country, but the general power of inflecting the voice and of producing with facility nice gradations of colour). Historical singers are generally out of the usual category, being in so many cases gifted with exceptional physical powers. Rubini, a tenore di grazia, physically constructed, was endowed with an extraordinary capacity of pathetic expression, and could at times throw great force into his singing, which was the more striking as being somewhat unusual, but he indulged too much perhaps in the vibrato, and may not improbable be answerable for the vicious use of this (legitimate in its place) means of expression, which has prevailed for some years past, but which, being now a mannerism, ceases to express more than the so-called 'expression stop' on a barrel organ. But it must be said of Rubini that the vibrato being natural to him, had not the nauseous effect that it has with his would-be imitators.

Davide, who sang in the last half of the 18th century, must have been very great, with a beautiful voice and a thorough knowledge of his art. [See vol. i. p. 434.] His son is said to have been endowed with a voice of three octaves, comprised within four B flats. This doubling included something like a octave of falsetto, which must have remained to him, instead of in great part disappearing with the development of the rest of

1 Baritones may etymologically be considered to mean a heavy voice, and as the principal voice was the tenor, it may be taken to mean the "tenor," or equivalent to Basso-taille.
2 Died at Naples Dec. 11, 1825.
the voice, as is usually the case. In connection with this may be mentioned the writer's experience of a tenor, that is to say a voice of decided tenor tone, with a compass of \( \text{Tenor} \), that of a limited bass only, thus showing how the word 'tenor' has come to express quality quite as much as compass.—Roger (French), another celebrity, and a cultivated man, overtaxed his powers, as many others have done, and shortened his active artistic career.—Campanini is a strong tenore di mezzo carattere. This class of tenor can on occasions take part di forza or di grazia.

If the Germans would only be so good as to cultivate more thoroughly the art of vocalisation, we should have from them many fine tenori di forza, with voices like that of Vogel.

A tenore di grazia of modern times must not be passed without special mention. Italo Gardoni possessed what might be called only a moderate voice, but so well, so easily and naturally produced, that it was heard almost to the same advantage in a theatre as in a room. This was especially noticeable when he sang the part of Florestan, in 'Fidelio,' at Covent Garden, after an absence of some duration from the stage. The unaffected grace of his style rendered him as perfect a model for vocal artists as could well be found. Giuglini was another tenore di grazia, with more actual power than Gardoni. Had it not been for a certain mawkishness which after a time made itself felt, he might have been classed amongst the tenori di mezzo carattere. In this country Braham and Sims Reeves have their place as historical sopranos, and Edward Lloyd, with not so large a voice as either of these, will leave behind him a considerable reputation as an artist.

Of the tenore leggero, a voice that can generally execute floritura with facility, it is not easy to point out a good example. The light tenor, sometimes called tenore controllato, has usually a somewhat extended register of open notes, and if the singer is not too frail, it is quite possible to imagine that one is hearing a female contralto. The converse of this is the case with a so-called female tenor sings. One of these, Signora Mela, appeared at concerts in London in the year 1836. A favourite manifestation of her powers was the tenor part in Rossini's Terzetto buffo 'Pappataci.' Bariani-Dini is another female tenor, singing at present in Italy. These exhibitions are, however, decidedly inarticulate and inelegant, and may easily become repulsive. A list of tenor singers will be found in the article Singers. [See vol. iii. p. 351.]

Tenor is also the English name of the viola.

[See Tenor Violin.] The second of the usual three trombones in a full orchestra is a tenor instrument both in compass and clef. The Tenor Bell is the lowest in a peal of bells, and is possibly so called because it is the bell upon which the ringers hold or rest. The Tenor-drum (without snare) is between the ordinary side-drum and the bass-drum, and, as a side-drum, is used in foot-regiments for rolls.

There are various opinions as to the advisability of continuing, or not, the use of the tenor clef. There is something to be said on both sides. It undoubtedly expresses a positive position in the musical scale; and the power to read it, and the other C clef, is essential to all musicians who have to play from the music printed for choirs and for orchestra up to the present day. But as a question of general utility a simplification in the means of expressing musical ideas can scarcely be other than a benefit, else why not continue the use of all the seven clefs? The fact that the compass of the male voice is, in round terms, an octave lower than the female (though from the point of view of mechanism the one is by no means a mere re-production of the other), renders it very easy, indeed almost natural, for a male voice to sing music in the treble clef an octave below its actual pitch, or musical position in the scale, and as a matter of fact, no difficulty is found in so doing. In violoncello or bassoon music the change from bass to tenor clef is made on account of the number of ledger lines that must be used for remaining in the lower clef. This objection does not exist in expressing tenor music in the treble clef. On the contrary, if it exists at all it is against the tenor.—A kind of compromise is made by Mr. Otto Goldschmidt in the 'Bach Choir Magazine' (Novello), where a double soprano clef is used for the tenor part. This method was proposed and used by the late Mr. Oliphanth.

While on the subject of clefs, passing reference may be made to Neukomm's somewhat erratic idea of putting the whole of the tenor part in his edition of Haydn's 'Creation' in the bass clef. It was an attempt to make the desired simplification, and at the same time denote the actual pitch of the voice. [H. C. D.]

TENOROOON, a name sometimes given to the Tenor Bassoon or Alto Fagotto in F. It is obviously a modification of the word Bassoon, for which little authority can be found. The identity of this instrument with the Oboe di Caccia of Bach has already been adverted to, and the error of assigning parts written for it by that composer, Beethoven, and others, to the Corno Inglese or Alto Oboe in the same key has been corrected. At the present time it has entirely gone out of use. A fine specimen, now in the writer's possession, was until lately in the boys' band at the Foundling Hospital; supposed to be intended, from its smaller size, for the diminutive hands of young players.

Its tone is characteristic, somewhat more reedy than that of the Bassoon. The word survives as that of a reed-stop in some Organs. [W. H. S.]

TENOR VIOLIN (ALTO, CONTRALTO, QUINTER, TAILLE, BRATSCH, VIOLA, etc.) A violin usually about one-seventh larger in its general dimensions than the ordinary violin, and having its compass a fifth lower, or an octave above the violoncello. As its name implies, it corresponds in the string quartet to the tenor voice in the
The three uppermost strings of the Tenor are identical in pitch with the three lowest strings of the violin; but their greater length requires them to be proportionately stouter. The fourth string, like the third, is covered with wire. The player holds the Tenor like the violin; but the stop is somewhat longer, the bow used for it is somewhat heavier, and it requires greater muscular force in both hands. The method of execution in other respects is identical with that on the violin. The tone of the Tenor however, owing to the disproportion between the size and pitch of its strings on the one hand, and the comparatively small size of its body on the other, is of a different quality from that of the violin. It is less powerful and brilliant, having a muffled character, but is nevertheless sympathetic and penetrating. Bad Tenors are worse than bad violins; they are not musical and 'wrong' and have sometimes a decided nasal twang. The instrument is humorously described by Schnyder von Wartensee, in his ‘Birthday Ode’ addressed to Guhr:—

Mann nennt mich Frau Bass, (Antl)\nDenn etwas spricht sich durch die Nase,\nDoch echt klisch’ ich es, und treu:\nAltmodisch bin ich: meine Sitte\nIst stets zu bleiben in der Mitte,\nUnd nie mach’ ich ein Gros’ (geschrie).

In this article, following common usage, the word ‘Tenor’ is used to denote the intermediate member of the quartet to the exclusion of ‘Alto’; but the fact is that the Tenor and Alto were once distinct instruments, and the instrument which we call ‘Tenor’ is really the Alto, the true Tenor, which was a size larger, though of the same pitch, being practically obsolete.

The Tenor is an earlier instrument than the violin, and in fact the oldest instrument of the quartet. Both ‘Violino’ in Italian and ‘Violon’ in French appear to have originally designated the Tenor. In the first piece of music in which ‘Violino’ occurs, a double quartet in the church style, published in 1557, this instrument has a part written in the alto clef, from which the following is an extract:

\[\text{Music notation}\]

This could not be played on the violin, and was obviously written for the Tenor: and an instrument of such a compass capable of holding its own against a cornet and six trumpets, however lightly voiced the latter may have been, can have been no ordinary fiddle. The large and solid Tenors of this period made by Gaspar di Salo, the earlier Amatis, Peregrino Zanetto, etc., many of which are still in existence, appear to represent the original ‘Violino.’ These Tenors when new, must have had a powerful tone, and they were probably invented in order to produce a stringed instrument which should compete in church music with the cornet and trumpet. Being smaller than the ordinary bass viol, which was the form of viol chiefly in use, they obtained the name ‘Violino.’ This name was however soon transferred to the ordinary violin. When the latter first made its appearance in Italian music, it was called ‘Piccolo Violino alla Francese’; indicating that this smaller ‘Violino,’ to which the name has been since appropriated, though not generally employed in Italy, had come into use in France. It accords with this that the original French name of the violin is ‘Pardessus’ or ‘dessus’ ‘de Violon,’ or ‘trouble of the Violon,’ Violon being the old French diminutive of Viole, and exactly equivalent to ‘Violino.’ Again, the very old French name ‘Quinte’ for the Tenor, and its diminutive ‘Quinton,’ used for the violin, seems to indicate that the latter was a diminutive of some larger instrument in general use. We have therefore good ground for concluding that the Tenor is somewhat older than the treble or common violin, and is in fact its archetype.

Very soon after the ‘Orfeo’ of Monteverde, which is dated 1608, we find the above-mentioned composer, Gabrieli, writing regular violin passages in a sonata for three common violins and a Bass, the former being designated ‘Violini.’ We may therefore fairly suppose that the early years of the 17th century saw the introduction of the violin into general use in Italy, and the transfer of the name ‘Violino’ to the smaller instrument. In the same year (1615) we have a ‘Cancion à 6’ by the same writer, with two treble violins (Violini), a cornet, a tenor violin (called Tenore) and two trumpets. In Gregorio Allegri’s ‘Symphonie à 4’ (before 1650) the Tenor is denominated ‘Alto,’ and the Bass is assigned to the ‘Basso di Viola’ or Viola da Gamba. Massimiliano Neri (1644), in his ‘Canzone del terzo tuono’ has a Tenor part in which the Tenor is called for the first time ‘viola,’ a name which has clung to it ever since.

Shortly after this (1665) we have a string quintet with two viola parts, the upper of which is assigned to the ‘Viola Alto,’ the lower, written in the ‘Tallie or true tenor clef, to the ‘Viola Tenore.’ It appears from the parts that the compass of the two violas was identical, nor is any distinction observable in the treatment. This use of the two violas is common in the Italian chamber music of the end of the 17th century, a remarkable instance being the ‘Sonate Varie’ of the Cremonese composer Vitali (Modena, 1684): and Handel’s employment of the two instruments, mentioned lower down, is...
probably based on reminiscences of this class of music. But the compass and general effect of the instruments being the same, the disappearance of the great viola was only a matter of time. Though the fiddle-makers continued for some time to make violas of two sizes, alto and tenor (see Stradivari), the two instruments coaligned for particular purposes, and the superior facility with which the smaller viola (Alto) was handled caused the true Tenor to drop out of use. From about the end of the century the Alto viola appears to have assumed the place in the orchestra which it still occupies, and to have had substantially the same characteristics.

The Tenor has been made of all sizes, ranging from the huge instruments of Gaspar di Salo and his contemporaries to the diminutive ones, scarcely an inch longer than the standard violin, commonly made for orchestral use a century or so ago: and its normal size of one-seventh larger than the violin is the result of a compromise. The explanation is that it is radically an anomalous instrument. Its compass is fixed by strictly musical requirements: but when the instrument is built large enough to answer acoustically to its compass, that is, so as to produce the notes required of it as powerfully as the corresponding notes on the violin, it comes out too large for the average human being to play it fiddle-wise, and only fit to be played cello-wise between the knees. If, however, the Tenor is to be played like the violin, and no one has seriously proposed to play it otherwise, it follows that its size must be limited by the length of the human arm when bent at an angle of about 120 degrees. But even the violin is already big enough: though instruments have from time to time been made somewhat larger than usual, and that by eminent makers (see Stradivari), players have never adopted them; and it is practically found that one-seventh longer than the ordinary violin is the outside measurement for the Tenor if the muscles of the arms and hands are to control the instrument comfortably, and to execute ordinary passages upon it. The Tenor is therefore by necessity a dwarf: it is too small for its pitch, and its tone is muffled in consequence. But its very defects have become the vehicle of peculiar beauties. Every one must have remarked the penetrating quality of its lower strings, and the sombre and passionate effect of its upper ones. Its tone is consequently so distinctive, and so arrests the attention of the listener, that fewer Tenors are required in the orchestra than second violins.

Composers early discovered the distinctive capabilities of the Tenor. Handel knew them, though he made but little use of them: they were first freely employed in that improvement of the dramatic orchestra by Gluck and Sacchini, which preceded its full development under Mozart. Previously to this, the Tenor was chiefly used to fill up in the Tutti. Sometimes it played in unison with the violins; more frequently with the violoncellos; but in general it was assigned a lower second violin part. Handel employs the Tenor with striking effect in 'Revenge, Timotheus cries.' The first part of the song, in D major, is led by the violins and hautboys in dashing and animated passages; then succeeds the trio in G minor, which introduces the vision of the 'Grecian ghosts, that in battle were slain.' Here the violins are silent, and the leading parts, in measured largo time, are given to the tenors in two divisions, each division being reinforced by bassoons. The effect is one of indestructible gloom and horror. It is noteworthy that the composer, whether to indicate the theoretical relation of the two parts, or the practical employment of the larger Tenors by themselves for the lower one, has written the first part only in the alto clef, and headed it 'Viola,' the second part being written in the Taille or true tenor clef, and headed 'Tenor': but the compass of the parts is identical. The climax will serve as a specimen:—
BERLIOZ, who overlooks this passage in Handel, enumerates among the early instances of the employment of its distinctive qualities, the passage in 'Iphigénie en Aulide,' where Cérees, overwhelmed with fatigue and remorse, and panting for breath, sings 'Le calme rentre dans mon cœur'; meanwhile the orchestra, in smothered agitation, sob forth convulsive plaints, unceasingly dominated by the fearful and obstinate chiding of the Tenor. The fascination, the sensation of horror, which this evokes in the audience, Berlioz attributes to the quality of the note A on the Tenor's third string, and the syncopation of the note with the lower A on the basses in a different rhythm. In the overture to 'Iphigénie en Aulide,' Gluck employs the Tenors for another purpose. He assigns them a light bass accompaniment to the melody of the first violins, conveying to the hearer the illusion that he is listening to the violoncellos. Suddenly, at the forte, the basses enter with great force and surprising effect. Sacchini uses the Tenors for the same effect in the air of Édipe, 'Votre cœur devient mon asile.' (This effect, it may be observed, is also to be found in Handel.) Modern writers have often used the Tenor to sustain the melody, in antique, religious, and sombre subjects. Berlioz attributes its use in this way to Spontini, who employs it to give out the prayers of the Vestal. Méhul, fancying that there resided in the Tenor tone a peculiar aptitude for expressing the dreamy character of the Ossianic poets, employed Tenors for all the treble parts, to the entire exclusion of violins, throughout his opera of 'Uthal.' It was in the course of this dismal and monotonous wail that Grétry exclaimed 'Je donnerai un louis pour entendre une chanterelle!' Berlioz, in 'Harold en Italie,' and Bennett, in his Symphony in G minor, have employed the Tenor with great effect to sustain pensive melodies. When melodies of a similar character are entrusted to the violoncellos, the tone acquires great roundness and purity if reinforced by the Tenors—witness the Adagio of Beethoven's Symphony in C minor. In chamber music, the Tenor executes sustained and arpeggio accompaniments, occasionally takes up melodic subjects, and employed in unison is a powerful supporter of either of its neighbours. Mozart's Trio for piano, clarinet, and viola, one of the most beautiful and effective works in the whole range of chamber music, affords admirable illustrations of its general capacities when used without a violoncello. Brahms's Quintet in Bb, and one of his string quartets, will afford good examples of the prominent use of the viola, and the special effect produced by it. It is interesting to observe that the modern chamber string quartet, of which the Tenor is so important a member, is based, not on the early chamber music, but on the stringed orchestras of the theatres of Corelli, Purcell, and Handel employed the Tenor in their orchestral writings, but excluded it from their chamber music; nor was it until the orchestral quartet had been perfected for theatrical purposes by Handel, Gluck, and Sacchini that the chamber quartet settled into its present shape in the hands of Haydn, Abel, J. C. Bach, and their contemporaries. Mozart marks the period when the Tenor assumed its proper rank in both kinds of music.

The Tenor is essentially an ancillary instrument. Played alone, or in combination with the piano only, its tone is thin and ineffective: and the endeavours which have been made by some musicians to create an independent school of tenor-playing, so distant a distance from the music, are founded on error. It is simply a large violin, intended to fill up the gap between the fiddle and the bass; and except in special effects, where, as we have seen, it is used for purposes of contrast, it imperatively demands the ringing tones of the violin above it.

Competent musicians, who are masters of the piano, attracted by the simplicity of the tenor part in most quartets, often take up the Tenor with but little knowledge of the violin. This is a mistake: it is usually found that the Tenor cannot be properly played by a practised violinist. The Violin and Tenor make an effective duet; witness the charming works of Haydn, Mozart, and Spohr, and the less known but very artistic and numerous ones of Rolla, by the aid of which any competent violinist will soon become master of the Tenor. Mozart wrote a concerto for Violin, Tenor, and Orchestra. The trios of Mozart and Beethoven for Violin, Tenor, and Violoncello are too well known to need more than a passing mentioning.

Owing, probably, to the structural peculiarities that have been explained above, what is the best model for the violin is not the best for the Tenor. It would seem that the limitation which necessarily imposes upon its length ought to be compensated by an increase in height: for Tenors of high model are undoubtedly better than those of flat model, and hence Stradivari Tenors are kept rather to be admired than played upon. The best Tenors for use are certainly those of the Amati school, or old copies of the same by good English makers: in this country the favourite Tenor-maker is undoubtedly Banks. New fiddles are sometimes fairly good in tone; but new Tenors are always intolerably harsh, from the combined effect of their newness and of the flat model which is now universally preferred. If, however, makers of the Tenor would copy Amati, instead of Stradivari, this would no longer be the case.

Mr. Hermann Ritter, a Tenor-player resident in Heidelberg, in ignorance of the fact that the large Tenor was in use for more than a century, and was abandoned as impracticable, claims a Tenor of monstrous proportions, on which he is said to play with considerable effect, as an invention of his own. 1 If all Tenor-players were of the herculean proportions of Mr. Ritter, the great Tenor might perhaps be revived: but human
beings of ordinary stature are quite incapable of wrestling with such an instrument: to which it may be added that the singular and beautiful tenor tone, resulting from the necessary disproportion between the pitch and the dimensions of the instrument, is now too strongly identified with it to admit of any change.

The following is a list of special music for the Tenor.

**Methods:**

BRUNI, MARSH, FICKERT, LÜTGEN (recommended).

**Studies:**

CAMPAIGNOLI—41 Caprices, op. 22.
KAYSER—Studies, op. 43, op. 55.

**Tenor and Orchestra:**

F. DAVID—Concertino, op. 12.

**Tenor and Piano:**

SCHUMANN—op. 113, 'Märchen Bilder,' 4 pieces.
W. HILL—Notturno, Scherzo, and Romance.
JOACHIM—Op. 9, Hebrew Melodies; op. 10, Variations on an original theme.
KALLMÜLLER—6 Nocturnes, op. 186.
LÜTGEN—Barcarole, op. 32.
TAGLIERI-BRECH—Op. 49, Concertstück.
HOFMANN, C.—Reverie, op. 45.
WALLNER—Fantaisie de Concert.

Herr H. Ritter has also edited 'Repertorium für Viola Altä' (Nürnberg, Schmid), containing twenty-two pieces, mostly classical transcriptions with pianoforte accompaniment.  

---

**Scherzo. Presto.**

---

**Trio.**

---

**Finale of the first piece, Andante, A flat.**

---

**Fermata.**

---

Some further scraps of information have been kindly furnished by Mr. Thayer. 'Carl Holz told Otto Jahn that there was an Introduction to the Tenth Symphony in Eb major, a soft piece; then a powerful Allegro in C minor. These were complete in Beethoven's head, and had been played to Holz on the piano.' Considering that the date of Beethoven's death was 827, nearly three years after the summer of 1824, and considering also Beethoven's habit of copious sketching at works which were in his head, it is almost impossible but that more sketches than the trifles quoted above exist in some of the sketch-books. And though Nottebohm is unhappily no more, some successor to him will doubtless be found to decipher and place those before us.

---

1 Possibly for the overture mentioned above. These are omitted in the present reproduction.
2 We have no clue as to which of the words attached to the sketches are Beethoven's, and which Schindler's.
TENUTO.

TENUTO, 'held'; a direction of very frequent occurrence in pianoforte music, though not often used in orchestral scores. It (or its contraction ten.) is used to draw attention to the fact that particular notes or chords are intended to be sustained for their full value, in passages where staccato phrases are of such frequency that the players might omit to observe that some notes are to be played only cursorily in contrast. Its effect is almost exactly the same as that of legato, save that this last refers rather to the junction of one note with another, and tenuto to the note regarded by itself. Thus the commoner direction of the two for passages of any length, is legato: tenuto however occurs occasionally in this connection, as in the slow movement of Beethoven's Sonata, op. 2, no. 3, in A, where the upper stave is labelled 'tenuto sempre,' while the bass is to be played staccato.

Another good instance is in the slow movement of Weber's Sonata in Ab, op. 39. [J.A.F.M.]

TERCE (Lat. Officium or Ordinum ad horam tertiam. Ad tertiam). The second division of the Quatuor Temporum Dies (the First and Third Divisions). The office consists of the Versicle and Response, ‘Deus in adjutorium;’ the Hymn ‘Nunquam nobis Spiritus;’ 48 Verses of the Psalm, ‘Beati immaculati,’ beginning at Verse 33, and sung in three divisions under a single Antiphon; the Capitulum and Responsorium for the Season, and the Prayer or Collect for the Day. The Plain Chaunt Music proper to the Office will be found in the ‘Antiphonarium Romanum,’ and the ‘Directorium Chorii.’ [W.S.R.]

TERPODIUM. A musical friction-instrument, invented by Buschmann of Berlin in 1816, and improved by his sons in 1831. The principle appears to have been the same as that of Chladni's clavicylinder, except that instead of glass, wood was employed for the cylinder. [See CHLADNI.]

In form it resembled a square piano, and its keys embraced 6 octaves. Warm tributes to its merits by Spohr, Weber, Rink and Hummel are quoted (A. M. Z. xxxiv. 857, 858, see also 634, 645; and 1. 451 note), but notwithstanding these, the instrument is no longer known. [G.]

TERZETTO (Ital.). Generally a composition for three voices. Beyond one instance in Bach, and a few modern examples consisting of pieces not in sonata-form, the term has never been applied to instrumental music. It is now becoming obsolete, being superseded by Trio, which is the name given to music written for three instruments, and now includes vocal music as well. It would have been wiser to preserve the distinction.

A Terzetto may be for any combination of three voices, whether for three trebles—as the unaccompanied Angels' Trio in 'Elijah,' those of the three ladies and three boys in 'Die Zauberflöte,' and that for three florid sopranos in Spohr's 'Zemire und Azor'—or for three male voices, like the canonic trio in the last-named opera. More frequent, naturally, are Terzetti for mixed voices, the combinations being formed according to the exigencies of the situation. There is nothing to be observed in the form of a Terzetto different from that of any other vocal composition; but as regards harmony it should be noticed that when a bass voice is not included in the combination the accompaniment usually supplies the bass (where 4-part harmony is required) and the three upper parts, taken by the voices, must be so contrived as to form a tolerable 3-part harmony themselves. Such writing as the following, for voices—

![music notation]

though sounding well enough when played on the piano, would have a detestable effect if sung, as the bass would not really complete the chords of 6–3 demanded by the lower parts, on account of the difference of the Romanic primary.

We may point to the end of the 2nd act of Wagner's 'Götterdämmerung' as an example of three voices singing at the same time but certainly not forming a Terzetto. [F.C.]

TESI-TRAMONTINI, VITTORIA, celebrated singer, born at Florence in 1690.1 Her first instructor was Francesco Redi, whose school of singing was established at Florence in 1706. At a later date she studied under Campeggi, at Bologna, but it is evident that she sang on the public stage long before her years of study were over. Fébus and others say that her début was made at Bologna, after which nothing transpires about her till 1719, in which year she sang at Venice and at Dresden, and just at the time when Handel arrived there in quest of singers for the newly-established Royal Academy in London. It seems probable that he and Vittoria met before. In his Life of Handel, Dr. Chrysander suggests, and shows good reason for doing so, that Vittoria Testi was the young prima donna who sang in Handel's first Italian opera 'Rodrigo,' at Florence, in 1707, and in his 'Agrippina,' at Venice, in 1708, and who fell desperately in love with the young Saxon maestro. Her voice was of brilliant quality and unusual compass. Quantz, who heard her at Dresden, defines it as 'a contralto of masculine strength,' but adds that she could sing high or low with equally little effort. Fire, force, and dramatic expression were her strong points, and she succeeded best in men's parts; in florid execution she did not greatly excel. Her fame and success were at their zenith in 1719, but it does not appear that Handel made any effort to secure her for England. Perhaps he objected to her practice of singing bass songs transposed all'ottava. La Testi sang at Venice in 1723, at Florence and Naples in 1724-5, at Milan in 1727, Parma 1728, Bologna 1731, Naples (San Carlo Theatre) from November 4, 1737, till the

---

1 Gerber.
end of the ensuing Carnival, for which engagement she received about 4000l., a large sum in those days. In 1748 she was at Vienna, where, in 1749, she played in Jommelli's 'Didone.' The book was by Metastasio, who wrote of this occasion, 'The Tesi has grown younger by twenty years.' She was then fifty-five. Burney met her at Vienna in 1772, and speaks of her as more than eighty. Hiller and Félix say she was only that age at her death, in 1775. But if Gerber's date and Obmann's theory are right, Burney was right. Her nature was vivacious and emporté to a degree, and many tales were told of her freaks and escapades. Perhaps most wonderful of all is the story of her marriage, as told by Burney in his 'Musical Tour': in which, to avoid marrying a certain nobleman, she went into the street, and addressing herself to a poor labouring man, said she would give him fifty ducats if he would marry her, not with a view to their living together, but to serve a purpose. The poor man readily consented to become her nominal husband, and they were formally married; and when the Count renewed his solicitations, she told him that she was already the wife of another. Among the pupils of La Tesi were the 'Teuberrin,' and Signora de Amicis, who took a friendly interest in the boy Mozart, and sang in his earliest operatic efforts in Italy. [F.A.M.]

TESSITURA (Italian), literally texture, from tessere, to weave. A term, for which there is no direct equivalent in English, used by the Italians to indicate how the music of a piece 'lies'; that is to say, what is the prevailing or average position of its notes in relation to the compass of the voice or instrument for which it is written, whether high, low, or medium. 'Range' does not at all give the idea, as the range may be extended, and the general tessitura limited; while the range may be high and the tessitura low, or medium. In place of a corresponding word we say that a part 'lies high or low.'

'Vedrai carino,' 'Dalla sua pace,' 'Dove sono,' are examples of high tessitura, flattering generally to voices that are not highly developed. Indeed, there are many who would prefer singing the 'Inflammatus' from Rossini's 'Stabat Mater' to such a piece as 'Dove sono.' Many of the old Italian composers wrote music of a high tessitura, though it is true that the pitch was lower in their day than it is now. 'Deh! vieni, non tardar,' is an example of moderate tessitura, though it has a compass of two octaves. The tessitura of the vocal music in Beethoven's 9th Symphony is justly the singers' nightmare. [H.C.D.]

TETRACHORD (Gr. τΕτραχοδορος). A system of four sounds, comprised within the limits of a Perfect Fourth.

It was for the purpose of superseding the cumbersome machinery of the Tetrachords upon which the old Greek Scale depended for its existence,¹ that

Guido d'Arezzo invented the series of Hexachords, which, universally accepted by the Polyphonic Composers of the Middle Ages, remained in constant use until the Ecclesiastical Modes were finally abandoned in favour of our present Scale;² and it is only by comparing these Hexachords with the divisions of the older system that their value can be truly appreciated. It is not pretended that they were perfect; but modern mathematical science has proved that the step taken by Guido was wholly in the right direction. The improvement which led to its abandonment was, in the first instance, a purely empirical one; though we now know that it rests upon a firm mathematical basis. The natural craving of the refined musical ear for a Leading Note led, first, to the general employment of a recognised system of 'accidental' sounds; and, in process of time, to the unrestricted use of the Eolian and Ionian Modes—the prototypes of our Major and Minor Scales. These forms of theory naturally prepared the way for the unprepared Distonances of Monte-Verde; and, with the introduction of these, the old system was suddenly brought to an end, and our present Tonality firmly established upon its ruins.

Our present Major Scale is formed of two Tetrachords, separated by a greater Tone: the Semitone, in each, occurring between the two highest sounds.

Our Minor Scale is formed of two dissimilar Tetrachords, also disjunct (i.e. separated by a greater Tone); in the uppermost of which the Semitone occurs between the two gravest sounds, as at (a); while, in the lower one, it is placed between the two middle ones; as at (b). (b)

This last Tetrachord maintains its form unchanged, whether the Scale ascend or descend; but, in the ascending Minor Scale, the upper Tetrachord usually takes the form of those employed in the Major Mode.

TEUFELS LUSTSCHLOSS, DES (The Devil's Country-house). A comic opera in 3 acts, by Kotzebue, music by Schubert; composed between Jan. 11 and May 15, 1814, and re-written in the autumn. Act 1 was afterwards burnt. Acts 1 and 3 of the 2nd version are in the collection of Herr Nicolaus Dumba of Vienna. The overture was played by the London Musical Society, June 17, 1880, and at the Crystal Palace on Oct. 23 following. It contains a singular anticipation of the mutinied violin passage in the overture to

¹ See Hexachord. ² See Musica Finta.
TEUFFELS LUSTSCHLOSS.

'Euryanthe.' The work will form no. 6 of Series XV, in the complete critical edition of Schubert, announced by Messrs. Breitkopfs. [G.]

TEUTSCHE. Mozart's way of spelling Deutscht, i.e., Deutsche Tänze—little German waltzes in 3–5 or 3–4, of which he, Beethoven, and Schubert, wrote many. For Schubert's 'Atzenbrucker Deutsche, July 1821,' see vol. iii. p. 334 b. The famous 'Trauer-Waltzer,' sometimes called 'Le Désir' (op. 9, no. 2), for long attributed to Beethoven, is a Teutsch. [ALLEMANN, no. 2, vol. 1 p. 55 b.][G.]

THALBERG, SIGISMOND, one of the most successful virtuosos of this century, was born at Geneva—according to his biographer, Mendel, on May 5, according to Féti on Jan. 7, according to a brother of his now established at Vienna, on Feb. 7, 1812. Being the son of Prince Dietrichstein, who had many wives without being married, Thalberg had several brothers of different family names. He was not one of the audience, but as a matter of fact, three months older than Thalberg—a fact which speaks for itself. Another half-brother of his is Baron Denner. Thalberg's mother was the Baroness Wetzlar, a highly-educated lady, full of talent, who took the greatest care of Thalberg's early education. In Geneva he remained in the pension Sicilisiwsk, under the guidance of a governess, Mme. Denner, and the superintendence of his mother. This Mme. Denner, and Müller—a Frenchman, although his name be German—took Thalberg to Vienna to his father's palace. He was then just 10 years old. The Prince was so fond of him that he gave up an Ambassador's appointment to devote all his time to the education of 'Sigi' (this was his pet-name). Thalberg showed a great aptitude for music and languages, and was destined by his father to become a diplomatist, and with a view to this had the best masters of the time to teach him. If a friend or father ever seemed too friendly—there is to be considered, he made rapid progress, especially in Greek and geography, which may account for the curious collection of maps with which he adorned his room at Naples. His first success dates back so far as 1826, when he was 14 years old, and played at an evening party at Prince Clemens Metternich's, the then master of the diplomatic world, of whom it is said that, when a lady, a great patroness of music, asked him whether it was true that he was not fond of music, he replied:—'Oh, Madame, je ne la crains pas!' About Thalberg's piano teachers a number of divergent reports are current; but it is certain that he learned from Mittag, and that the great organist and harmonist, Sechter, the first German who simplified and most clearly demonstrated the principles of harmony, taught him counterpoint. Féti's statements about Thalberg are not sufficiently verified. Czerny never taught him, though he gave five or six lessons to Franz Lizaż. The first opportunity which offered for Thalberg's celebrity was in 1833, at a soirée given by Count Apponyi, then Austrian Ambassadort at Paris, and later Austrian Ambassador in London. Thalberg was then 21 years old, of an agreeable aristocratic appearance, refined manners, very witty; only a trifle too much given to making puns, an amusement rather easy in French, and in which foreigners too much indulge. Kind-hearted, and uncommonly careful not to say an incautious word which might hurt any one's feelings, he became at once the ladies' pet—and what that means in Paris, those who know French society will not undervalue. His innovations on the piano were of the smallest possible importance; he invented forms and effects. He had wonderfully formed fingers, the forepart of which were real little cushions. This formation and very persevering study enabled Thalberg to produce such wonderful legatos, that Liszt said of him, 'Thalberg is the only artist, who can play the violin on the keyboard.' When he played for the first time in public, at Vienna, 1839, his touch and expression at once conquered the audience, but as a matter of fact, three months older than Thalberg—a fact which speaks for itself. Another half-brother of his is Baron Denner. Thalberg's mother was the Baroness Wetzlar, a highly-educated lady, full of talent, who took the greatest care of Thalberg's early education. In Geneva he remained in the pension Sicilisiwsk, under the guidance of a governess, Mme. Denner, and the superintendence of his mother. This Mme. Denner, and Müller—a Frenchman, although his name be German—took Thalberg to Vienna to his father's palace. He was then just 10 years old. The Prince was so fond of him that he gave up an Ambassador's appointment to devote all his time to the education of 'Sigi' (this was his pet-name). Thalberg showed a great aptitude for music and languages, and was destined by his father to become a diplomatist, and with a view to this had the best masters of the time to teach him. If a friend ever seemed too friendly—there is to be considered, he made rapid progress, especially in Greek and geography, which may account for the curious collection of maps with which he adorned his room at Naples. His first success dates back so far as 1826, when he was 14 years old, and played at an evening party at Prince Clemens Metternich's, the then master of the diplomatic world, of whom it is said that, when a lady, a great patroness of music, asked him whether it was true that he was not fond of music, he replied:—'Oh, Madame, je ne la crains pas!' About Thalberg's piano teachers a number of divergent reports are current; but it is certain that he learned from Mittag, and that the great organist and harmonist, Sechter, the first German who simplified and most clearly demonstrated the principles of harmony, taught him counterpoint. Féti's statements about Thalberg are not sufficiently verified. Czerny never taught him, though he gave five or six lessons to Franz Lizaż. The first opportunity which offered for Thalberg's celebrity was in 1833, at a soirée given by Count Apponyi, then Austrian Ambassador in Paris his winning manners and the touch of scientific education, which with adroit modesty he knew how to show under pretence of concealing it, contributed as much as his talent to render him the talk of the day. Thalberg was so fond of music that he overcame Prince Dietrichstein's idea of a diplomatic career, by dint of earnest determination. He often left his bed at three o'clock in the morning to practise his piano, and those who heard him practise he was much more apt to estimate the ease with which he overcame difficulties, than those who heard him play his compositions in public. Among all great piano-players, it should be said of him, as Catalani said of Sontag: 'His genre was not great, but he was great in his genre.' He was amiable, both as a man and as a performer. It was certainly a curious anomaly that while he so earnestly preached against the mania of the century to sacrifice everything to effect, the gist of his art, the aim and purpose of all his musical studies, was nothing but to produce effect. In his career as a composer of operas, two events, both unfortunate, must be mentioned. His opera 'Cristina' was a dead failure. 'Florinda,' which was performed under Balfe's direction in London in 1851, with Crvelli, Simes Reeves, Lablache, was, as an eyewitness states, by the best critics of the time found ugly, difficult to sing, uninteresting. Even the song which was the hit of the evening, so well sung by Simes Reeves that it created a genuine success, was, to say the least, unhandsome. The Queen and Prince Albert headed a most brilliant assembly, and everything was done that could make the work acceptable, but the thin stuff of the score could not be sustained. The story was badly told, the music devoid of interesting ideas, and so the fate of the opera was sealed; partly, it was asserted by Thalberg's friends, Mmes. Crvelli bore the fault of the non-success, because, not being pleased with her rôle, she deliberately sacrificed it, and at one moment hummed her air instead of singing it: so much so, that a person sitting in the front row of the
stalls, behind Balfe, who conducted, heard him call out to Cruvelii, 'Sing properly, for if you do not respect yourself, you ought at least to respect the audience, and Her Majesty the Queen.'

But if Thalberg was not successful on the stage, it is but fair to say that his compositions for the piano not only combined novel effects both in form and arrangement, but real invention, because he had the talent, through adroit use of the pedal and new combinations, to make you believe that you heard two performers at the same time.

A catalogue at the end of this article gives a list of his piano compositions. It comprises more than ninety numbers, many of which earned glory and money for their author, and stamped him as a specialist for his instrument, the combined effects of which nobody had ever better understood. Robert Schumann was one of the composers for whom Thalberg entertained a perfect affection, and he added to it a similar one for Chopin, whom he met at the same period as Schumann, and with whom he remained as clients and personal friends.

Thalberg married, not, as Févis states, in 1845, but in 1843, at Paris, Mme. Boucher, the daughter of the famous Lablache, and widow of a painter of merit. He travelled through Belgium, Holland, England, and Russia in 1839, and Spain in 1845, went to Brazil in 1855, North America in 1856, and settled in Posilipo (Naples) in 1858. He appeared again in public in 1862, and in 1863 played in London, in concerts arranged by his brother-in-law, Frederic Lablache, after which he retired to Naples and lived as a landowner and winegrower. The writer saw him in his house at Posilipo, that wonderfully picturesque position above the Bay of Naples, opposite San Agata, and over all the property there was not a trace of a piano to be found. His collection of autographs (still apparently unsold) was of extraordinary interest and value. Thalberg died at Naples on April 27, 1871. He leaves a daughter (by an Italian singer, Mme. d'Angri), who resembles him much, and who broke what seemed to be a promising career as a prima donna by singing too early and straining her voice in parts too high for her tessitura, both common faults with present singers, who are always too anxious to reap before they have sown, and who fancy that shouting high notes to elicit unbridled applause is all that is required to make them renowned singers.

Schumann, in an access of ill-humour (böser Laune), says that Thalberg kept him in a certain tension of expectation, not on account of the platitudes which were sure to come, but on account of the profound manner of their preparation, which warns you always when they are to burst upon you. He deceives you by brilliant hand and finger work in order to pass off his weak thoughts, and it is an interesting question how long the world will be pleased to put up with such me-

chancial music.' It was the Grand Fantaisie (op. 22) which so irritated Schumann. It once happened that while Mme. Schumann was playing Thalberg's waltzes, Schumann laid a few roses on the desk, which accidentally slipped down on the keyboard. By a sudden jump of the left-hand to the bass her little finger was wounded by one of the thorns. To his anxious inquiries she replied that nothing much was the matter, only a slight accident, which showed, like the waltzes themselves, no great suffering, only a few drops of blood caused by rose-thorns. Thalberg's first Caprice (E minor), says Schumann, contains a well-developed principal thought, and is sure to provoke loud applause; and he expresses the wish that Thalberg might furnish for the appreciation of the critics a piece thoroughly well-written throughout. His wrath however relents when speaking of Thalberg's Variations on two Russian airs. He finds the introduction, that is the air, which he opposes, like a child's song peeps like an angel's head, fanciful and effective. 'Equally tender and flexible are the variations, very musicianlike, well-flowing, and altogether well rounded off. The finale, so short that the audience is sure to listen whether there is nothing more to come ere they explode in spontaneous applause, is graceful, brilliant, and even noble.' These expressions seem certainly enthusiastic enough, and scarcely bear out the severity of his judgment on the general qualities of the composer of the Fantaisie. (See 'Ges. Schriften,' i. 316; ii. 55.)

Concerning Thalberg's fantasia on motives from the 'Huguenote,' some of Erard's friends fancied that he had written the brilliant octave repetition variation to show off the double échappement of Erard. This is not very likely. Thalberg had one thing in view, and that only—to find new forms, new effects, new surprises for the public. Schumann says that this fantasia shows a knowledge of him of Goethe's saying: 'Happy are those who by their birth are lifted beyond the lower stratum of humanity, and who need not pass through those conditions in which many a good man anxiously passes his whole life' (G. S. ii. 66.)

Thalberg had the great art of composing works much more difficult in appearance than in reality. His studies, incomparably easier than those of Moscheles and Chopin, sound as brilliantly as if they required the most persevering labour to overcome their difficulties. That makes them grateful to play and pleasing to the ear. It has been said of the 'Études' that they are graceful work for ladies, 'for the tepid temperature of the drawing-room, not for the healthy atmosphere outside the house.' His studies and his 'Art du chant' are only specimens of what he could do best. It is in one or another form his full, light, energetic and singing touch. His studies are the expression of his successes, of his glory, and of his very industrious hard work. For he is well known, he studied perpetually. Thalberg was essentially the pianist of the French, who in art, politics, and life, have only one desire, 'Aute choise!' He was therefore continually forced to devise
some surprising effect, and thereby to find at every moment 'autre chose.' \textit{Schumann, who knew human nature well, says that to criticise Thalberg would be to risk a revolt of all the French, German, and foreign girls. 'Thalberg sheds the lustre of his performance on whatever he may play, Beethoven or Dussek, Chopin or Hummel. He writes melody in the Italian style, from eight bars to eight bars. He knows wonderfully how to dress his melodies, and a great deal might perhaps be said about the difference between real composition, and conglomeration in this new-fashioned style; but the army of young ladies adulates again, and therefore nothing remains to be said but, He is a god, when seated at the piano.' (G. S. iii. 75.)}

That Thalberg, like De Beriot, once took a grand motif of Beethoven and distorted it into 'effective variations,' enraged Schumann, as it must every true musician. His was a certain mission: elegance and effect; to pour a rain of rosebuds and pink diamonds into the eager listener's ear and enchant him for the moment—no more.

It is interesting to learn the opinion of two great authorities both in piano and composition, viz. Mendelssohn and Rubinstein, on the relative merits of Liszt and Thalberg. Mendelssohn, in his Letters, speaks of the 'heathen scandal (Heidenscandali) both in the glorious and the reprehensible sense of the word, which Liszt created at Leipzig.' He declares Thalberg's calm ways and self-control much more worthy of the real virtuoso. Compare this with Liszt's opinion of himself, when he has been heard to say, after Thalberg's immeasurably successful concert, given at Vienna after his return from Paris, that 'he hoped to play as Thalberg did, when once he should be partly paralysed and limited to the use of one hand only.' Undoubtedly Liszt's execution was more brilliant, and particularly more crushing. The strings flew, the hammers broke, and thus Chopin said once to him, 'I prefer not playing in public, it unnerves me. You, if you cannot charm the audience, can at least astonish and crush them.' Mendelssohn continues, in his correspondence of the two men, that Liszt's compositions are beneath his performance, since above all he lacks ideas of his own, all his writing aiming only at showing off his virtuosity, whereas Thalberg's 'Donna del lago,' for instance, is a work of the most brilliant effect, with an astonishing gradual increase of difficulties and ornamentation, and refined taste in every bar. His paw (Faust) is as remarkable as the light deftness of his fingers. Yet Liszt's immense execution (Teutonic) is undeniable. Now put against this, what Rubinstein said, when asked why in a Recital programme he had put Thalberg's Don Juan fantasia immediately after Liszt's Fantasia on motifs of the same opera:

'Pour bien faire ressortir la difference entre cet episier et le Dieu de la musique.' Unnecessary to point out that with Rubinstein the 'God of music' is Liszt, and Thalberg the 'grocer.' Thalberg, a perfect aristocrat in look, never moved a muscle beyond his elbow. His body remained in one position, and whatever the difficulties of the piece, he was, or at any rate he appeared, unmoved, calm, master of the keyboard, and what is more difficult, of himself. Liszt, with his long hair flying about at every arpeggio or scale, not to mention his restlessness when playing rapid octaves, studied his public unceasingly. He kept the audience well under his eye, was not above indulging in little comedies, and encouraging scenes to be played by the audience—for instance, that the ladies should throw themselves upon a glove of his, expressly forgotten, on the piano, tear it to bits and divide the shreds among themselves as relics! It gave a sensational paragraph! Thalberg thoroughly disdained such a petty course. In their fantasias—because, not until the gray hair adorned the celebrated Abbé's forehead, did his orchestral fertility assert itself—there was a marked difference to this effect: Liszt heaped, as Mendelssohn and Schumann said, difficulty upon difficulty, in order to furnish himself with a pretext for vanquishing them with his astounding mechanism. His smaller works, arrangements of Schubert's 'Soirées musicales,' etc., or the little Lucía fantasy—which so pleased Mendelssohn—with its arpeggios and shakes for the left hand excepted, there are very few that le commun des morts of the pianist-world could even attempt to play. In his Puritani fantasia and others there are sometimes shakes for the last two fingers, extending over several pages, which he himself played divinely, his shake with the little finger being most stupendous; but who else could do it? His concertos and sonatas, requiems, requiring a strength and execution very rarely to be met with, are not grateful, while Thalberg's compositions are so. In the latter, first of all, you find the fundamental basis of all music—singing. Where there is not one of those graceful little Andante-cantabile which he ordinarily puts at the beginning of his pieces, one finger is sure to sing a motif which the others in varied modes accompany. Whether the figure be that of chromatic scales as in the Andante, or the motif be surrounded with arpeggios as in 'Moïse,' or interwoven in scales as in the minuet of 'Don Juan,' or changing hands as in the Airs Russes, or specially brilliantly arranged for the left hand to play the motif, with accompanying chords written on two lines, while the right hand plays a brilliant variation noted on a third line, as in his fantasia on 'God save the Queen'—you always hear the two hands doing the work of three, sometimes you imagine that of four, hands.

Forty years ago photography had not reached its present place in artistic life—at least not portrait photography—and the likenesses of artists depended on the engraver: witness the wonderful portrait of Jenny Lind engraved at that date. At Vienna that was the grand time for the lithographers. Kaiser and the famous Kriehuber made the most successful portraits both of Thalberg and Liszt, especially of the latter, who courted advertisement of any kind, as
such as Thalberg treated it infra dignitatem. Kriehuber made a splendid portrait of Thalberg, though it seems never to have gone largely into the trade. In fact Thalberg never encouraged the hero-worship of himself in any shape or form.

Thalberg appeared at the Philharmonic Concerts in London on May 9 and June 6, 1836. He played at the first concert his Grand Fantasia, op. 1, and at the second his Caprice No. 2 in E♭.

The following is a list of his published compositions, in the order of their opus-number, from the "Biographical Lexicon of the Austrian Empire" of Dr. von Wurzbach (1832). The first three were published as early as 1828, when he was 16 years old.

1. Fantaisie et variations (Rondeau).
2. Do. Do. (Thomas decasalis).
3. Improvisation (Eugène de Galais).
4. Souvenir de Vienne.
5. Grand Concerto (F minor).
7. Fantaisie (Robert de la Chatte).
8. Grand Divertissement (F minor).
10. Fantaisie (Le Czardas).
12. Sechs deutsche Lieder (7-12).
15. Gr. Fantaisie et Variations (Don Juan).
16. Es Caprices (E♭ minor).
17. 8 Nocturnes (F♯ minor).
18. 2 Valses russes (No. 1).
19. Divertissement (Scènes rustiques).
20. Six Caprices (E♭ minor).
21. Fantaisie (Hugnetta).
22. 6 Nocturnes.
23. Grand Fantaisie.
25. Sechs Capricci di César (No. 1-6).
27. Gr. Fantaisie (God save the Queen and Rule Britannia).
30. Sechs Capricci di César (No. 7-10).
32. Fantaisie (Molto).
33. Divertissement (Gipsy's Warning).
34. Grand Nocturne (F♯-major).
35. bié Etrennes aux jeunes pianistes. Nocturnes.
37. Fantaisie (Gotha).
38. Romanesies et Études (A).
40. Fantaisie (Donna del Lago).
41. 5 Romanesies sans paroles.
42. Gr. Fantaisie (Serenade et Menuet, D J).
Johann Beethoven) very sharply. When the work is completed it will be a mine of accurate information, indispensable for all future students. With some condemnations an English edition would be very welcome.

Besides the Biography, Mr. Thayer is the author of countless articles in American newspapers; of "Bemor Masoni" (Berlin, Schneidler, 1852); of "Ein kritischer Beitrag zur Beethoven-Literatur" (Berlin, Weber, 1877); and of "The Hebrews and the Red Sea" (Andover, Mass., Draper).

THEATRE. A term usually employed in England for a house in which plays are acted, in contradistinction to an opera-house, in which musical pieces are performed. Abroad this distinction, either of house or word, does not prevail to all at the same extent as here.

THEILE, JOHANN, known to his contemporaries as "the father of contrapuntists," the son of a tailor, was born at Naumburg, July 29, 1645, learned music under great difficulties at Halle and Leipzig, and became a pupil of the great Heinrich Schütz. In 1673 he became Capellmeister to the Duke of Holstein at Gotorp, and in 1768 produced a Singspiel, "Adam and Eva," and an opera, "Orontes," at Hamburg. In 1688, he became Capellmeister at Wolfenbüttel, then went to Merseburg and finally back to his native town, where he died in 1724. Buxtehude, Haas, and Zachau were all his scholars. His principal works are German Passion (Leibec 1675); a Christmas Oratorio (Hamburg, 1681, MS.); "Noviter inventum opus musicalis compositionis 4 et 5 vocum," etc.—20 masses in Palestrina style; Opus secundum—instrumental; two treatises on double counterpoint, 1697. Körner has printed in the "Orgel-virtuos" No. 65 a chorale by Theile, which is characterized by Spitta (Bach, i. p. 98) as "very scientific but intolerable pedantic and stiff. No other work of his appears to have been reprinted.

THEOMATIC CATALOGUE. A catalogue of musical works, in which, in addition to the title and other particulars of each, the first few bars—the theme—either of the whole work or of each movement are given in musical notation. 1. The earliest published list of this description was in six parts, issued between 1762 and 1766, and 16 supplements extending from 1766 to 1787, the whole forming a thick 8vo volume of 792 pages. Part I is signed by Johann Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf, the virtual founder of the great firm. (See vol. i. p. 272.) It is mentioned by Burney in his Musical Tour (ii. 74).

2. Haydn, towards the end of his life (1797), made a thematic catalogue of a large number of his works. This has not been printed, but copies have been made by Dehn, Otto Jahn, and others. It is now superseded by the complete thematic list which forms so valuable a part of Mr. C. F. Pohl's "Life of Haydn" (i. 284, etc.; 312, etc.; 334: 345; ii. Anhang).

3. A thematic catalogue has been preserved, in which Mozart entered his works as he composed them, from Feb. 9, 1784, to Nov. 15, 1791. This interesting document was published by Andre in Nov. 1828. The title, in Mozart's hand, runs as follows:—

Verseddlniss aller meines Werke vom Monath Febraro 1784 bis Monath 1.

Wolfgang Amade Mozart.

It contains 145 works, begins with the PF. concerto in Eb (K. 449), "2te Hornung," 1784, and ends with the "kleine Freymaurer Kantate," Nov. 15, 1791—nineteen days before his death.

4. A thematic catalogue of the MSS. by Mozart then in the hands of Andre—an octavo pamphlet of 79 closely printed pages—was published by him at Offenbach on May 1, 1841; one of 172 important symphonies and overtures was issued by Hofmeister in 1851; and one of Mozart's PF. sonatas by Haydn by Edward Holmes, by Messrs. Novello & Co. in 1810.

5. In 1851, Breitkopf & Härtel published their first thematic catalogue of Beethoven's works. This was a thick volume of 167 pages, large 8vo, and a great advance on anything before it. It is arranged in order of opus-numbers, with names of dedicatees and publishers, arrangements, etc. The 2nd edition, 1868, is much enlarged (320 pages) by the addition of many interesting particulars, dedications, dates of composition, etc. It is in fact a new work, and is a model of accuracy, as may be inferred from the name of its compiler, Gustav Nottebohm. So is the Catalogue of Schubert by the same indefatigable explorer and critic—288 pages, published by Schreiber, Vienna, 1874, dealing both with the published and the unpublished works, and extraordinarily accurate considering the immense difficulties involved. Catalogues of Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, and Liszt have been published by Breitkopf; of Moscheles by Kiesner; and of Bach's instrumental works in Peters's collected edition (by A. Dörffel, Aug. 1867).

Two Catalogues stand apart from the rest owing to the vast amount of information that they contain, and still more to the important fact that they are arranged in the chronological order of the composition of the works—the only real method of contemplating the productions of a composer. These are Von Köchel's "Chronologisch-thematisches Verzeichniss" of all Mozart's works (Breitkopfs, 1862, 551 pages), and Jähn's "Carl Maria von Weber in seinen Werken. Chron. Them. Verzeichniss," etc. (Schlesinger, 1871—60 pages, and 8 pages more of facsimiles of handwriting). These two works (the latter perhaps a trifle overdone) are indispensable to all students.

THEME—i.e. Subject, or Text (Ital. Il Tema, II Soggetto, Il Motivo; Germ. von Lat. Thema, from Ital. Motiv; Fr. Theme, Air). A term only to be applied, in its fullest significance, to the principal subject of a musical composition;
although, in general language, it is frequently used to denote a Subject of any kind, whether of a leading or subsidiary character. From the time of Sebastian Bach to our own, the terms Theme and Subject have been used with much looseness. In his "Musikalisches Opfer," Bach designates the Motiv given to him by Frederick the Great as "Il Soggetto reale," in one place, and 'Thema regulum' in another; thus proving, conclusively, that he considered the two terms as interchangeable. But, in another work, founded on a Motivo by Legrenzi, he calls the principal Subject 'Thema,' and the Counter-Subject 'Subiectum'; and this is unquestionably the more correct method of using the terms. [See Sub- ject, vol. iii. p. 749.]

A familiar application of the word 'Thema' is found in connection with a Subject followed by Variations; as, 'Tema con Variazioni,' with its equivalent in other languages. In the 18th century, this form of composition was called 'Air a double'; the substitution of the word 'Doubles' for 'Variations,' clearly owing its origin to the then almost universal custom of writing the two first Variations in the Second and Third Orders of Counterpoint—that is to say, in notes the rapidity of which was doubled at each new form of development. [W.S.R.]

THEORBO (Fr. Théorbe, Théorbo; Ital. Tiorba or Tiorbo, also Archi- lute). The large double-necked lute with two sets of tuning pegs, the lower set holding the strings which lie over the fretted fingerboard, while the upper set are attached to the bass strings, or so-called dispacons, which are used as open notes. The illustration has been engraved from a specimen at South Kensington Museum. According to Baron's 'Untersuchung des Instruments d. Lauten' (Nürnberg 1727, p. 131), the Paduan theorbo was the true one. The English Archilute of that time, so frequently named as an alternative to the harpsichord or organ for the Basso Continuo or 'Through Bass' accompaniment, was such a theorbo, and we must, on Baron's authority, allow it a deeper register than has been stated in the article ARCHILUTE [vol. i. p. 81]. He gives

---

sight notes on the fingerboard and nine off. This is the old lute-tuning of Thomas Mace ("Musick's Monument," London 1676), who says (p. 207) that the theorbo is no other than the old English lute. But early in the 17th century many large lutes had been altered to theorboes by substituting double neck for the original single ones. These altered lutes, called, according to Mersenne, 'luth théorbo' or 'luto attiorbato,' retained the double strings in the bass. The theorbo engraved in Mersenne's 'Harmonie Universelle' (Paris, 1636) is really a theorbo lute. He gives it the following accordance:

The Chanterelle single. For the 'Théorbo' as practised at Rome the same authority gives (p. 88)—

In the musical correspondence of Huygens, edited by Jonckbloet and Land, and published (1882) at Leyden, is to be found a letter of Huygens wherein he wishes to acquire a large lute, to elevate it to the quality of a theorbo, for which he considered it from its size more fit. The same interesting work enables the writer to make some corrections to LUTE. [See vol. ii. p. 177 b.] It was Charles I who bought a Laux Maler lute for £100 sterling, and gave it to his lutenist, whose name should be spelt Gaultier. The lute had belonged to Jehan Ballard, another famous lutenist who never would part with it. The King bought it of his heritor. Two other corrections in the same article may be here appropriately introduced. As M. Chouquet has pointed out, the wood of old lutes could not be used for repairing fiddles. What happened was, the lutes were transformed into Vielles or Hurdy-gurdies. Professor Land suggests that Luther is a local name. Lutemaker in German would be Lauter. The drawing of the Maler lute, vol. ii. p. 156, shows a guitar head and single stringing, which became adopted before the lute went entirely out. Following Gaultier in the Huygens correspondence, Maler's period was about 1500-20, later than the date given by Carl Engel.

Pretorius ("Organographia," Wolfenbüttel 1619, p. 50), with whom Mersenne agrees, states that the difference between lute and theorbo is that the lute has double and the theorbo single basses. The Paduan theorbo is about 4 ft. 7 ins. high. Pretorius, in the work referred to

---

1 Huygens met Gaultier in England, in 1622 at the Killigrews, whose musical reunions he remembered all his life.
THEORBO.

(p. 52), seems to prefer the Roman theorbo or CHITARRONE, which, although according to his measurement about 6 ft. 1 in. in height, is not so broad in the body or so awkward to hold and grasp as the Paduan. Baron praises especially the Roman theorboes of Buchenberg or Buckenberg, a German lutemaker, who was alive in Rome in 1606. His instruments had ‘ovalround’ bodies of symmetrical form and a delicate and penetrating metallic timbre; a criterion of good tone in a stringed instrument.

Mace regards the lute as a solo instrument, and the theorbo as a concert or accompanying instrument: the name theorbo, however it originated, certainly became fixed to the double-necked lute; which first appeared with the introduction of opera and oratorio, when real part-playing was exchanged for the chords of the figured bass. Mersenne (‘Harmonie du monde,’ lib. xii. Paris, 1636) calls it ‘Cithara bilująca.’ One account credits the invention of the double neck to a Signor Tiorbo, about 1600. Athanasius Kircher (‘Musegima,’ Rome 1650, cap. ii. p. 476) attributes the introduction of the theorbo to a Neapolitan market follower, who gave it the name in a joke. His idea, says the same authority, was brought to perfection by a noble German, Hieronymus Capelbergh, M. Victor Maillot, in his catalogue of the Brussels Museum (1800, p. 249), names as the inventor, a Roman called Bardella (properly Antonio Naldi) who was in the service of the Medici, and was much praised by Caccini in the preface to ‘Nuove Musiche’ (A.D. 1601). These attributions all centre in the same epoch, that of the rise of accompaniment. The theorbo was last written for by Handel, as late as 1733, in the oratorio of ‘Esther,’ in combination with a harp, to accompany the song ‘Breathes soft, ye winds!’ in fact which would seem to support Mace’s view of its being an orchestral instrument. The Archiluto also appears in ‘Deborah,’ 1733, in ‘Gentle Air.’ It remained in occasional use until the end of the 18th century. Breitkopf’s Thematic Catalogue for 1760 contains eight pages of ‘Partite per il Lutto solo.’

The drawing to ARCHITECT AND CHITARRONE should be referred to. [A.J.H.]

THEORY. A term often used in England to express the knowledge of Harmony, Counterpoint. Thorough-bass, etc., as distinguished from the art of playing, which is in the same way called ‘Practice.’ ‘The theory and practice of music’ is an expression often heard, and to be interpreted as above. [G.]

THESIS (from ἰδεῖς, a putting down), an ancient musical term, the opposite of ABUS. (See vol. i. p. 95 b). It is now only occasionally employed for the down-beat of the bar in conducting. [G.]

THESPIS, OR THE GODS GROWN OLD. Comic opera in 2 acts; words by W. S. Gilbert, music by Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the Gaiety Theatre, Dec. 23, 1871, the tenor part being taken by Mr. Toole. It ran 80 nights consecutively, but has not been revived. Thespis was the first of the series of Gilbert-Sullivan pieces which have proved so popular. [G.]

THIBAUT, ANTON FRIEDRICH JUSTUS, born Jan. 4, 1772, at Hameln on the Weser, studied law at Göttingen, became tutor at Königsberg, and law-professor at the University of Kiel, then at Jena, and in 1805 at Heidelberg, where he remained till his death, March 25, 1840. The Archduke of Baden made him Geheimrat. He was an ardent admirer of the old Italian church-composers, especially of Palestrina, and founded a society for the practice of such music at his own house. The performances took place before a select circle of invited guests, and were distinguished for their variety, Thibaut placing at their disposal the whole of his valuable and scarce collection of music. After his death Heidelberg no longer took the same interest in the Palestrina school, but in the meantime a large proportion of the professors and amateurs of Germany had become familiarised with one of the noblest and most elevating branches of the art. Mendelssohn for instance writes with the greatest enthusiasm about Thibaut, ‘There is but one Thibaut,’ he says, ‘but he is as good as half a dozen. He is a man.’ Again, in a letter to his mother from Heidelberg, dated Sept. 20, 1829, is the following characteristic passage. ‘It is very singular, the man knows little of music, not much even of the history of it, he goes almost entirely by instinct; I know more about it than he does, and yet I have learned a great deal from him, and feel I owe him much. He has thrown quite a new light on the old Italian church music, and has fired me with his lava-stream. He talks of it all with such glow and enthusiasm that one might say his speech blossoms. I have just come from taking leave of him, and as I was saying that he did not yet know the highest and best of all, for that in John Sebastian Bach the best of everything was to be found, he said Goodbye, we will knit our friendship in Luis da Vittoria (Palestrina’s favourite pupil, and the best exponent of his traditions) and then we shall be like two lovers, each looking at the full moon, and in that act no longer feeling their separation.”

One of Thibaut’s greatest services to the cause of art was his collection of music, which included a very valuable series of Volkslieder of all nations. The catalogue was published in 1847 (Heidelberg) and Thibaut’s widow endeavoured to sell it to one of the public libraries of Germany, but was unable to do so till 1850, when it was acquired for the court library of Munich. Of still greater value is his book ‘Uber Reinheit der Tonkunst’ (Heidelberg 1825, with portrait of Palestrina; 2nd edition 1826). The title does not indicate (as his friend Bühr observes in the preface to the 3rd edition, 1853) purity either of construction or execution, but purity of the art.

3 From this, Servius seems to have taken the idea of his Society for the cultivation of Handel’s music.

1 See ‘The Mendelssohn Family,’ vol. i. p. 159.
Second. One of the most important intervals in modern music, since, by one or other of its principal forms, it supplies the means of definition in all the most characteristic chords. Three forms are met with in modern music—major, minor, and diminished. The first of these occurs most characteristically in the major scale between the Tonic and the Mediant—as between C and E in the key of C (a). It is also an important factor in the Dominant chord, whether in the major or minor mode—as between G and B in the Dominant of the key of C (b). The minor third occurs most characteristically in the minor scale as the converse to the principal major third in the major scale; that is, between Tonic and Mediant; as C and Eb in C minor (c). It also makes its appearance characteristically in the chord of the subdominant—as F-Ab in C minor (d); but both this minor third and the major third of the dominant chord are sometimes Supplied by all three respectively for the convenience of melodic progression in the minor mode. In all fundamental discord, such as the Dominant seventh and Dominant major and minor ninths, the first interval from the root-note in the original position of the chord is a major third.

The major third is well represented in the series of partial tones or harmonics, by the tone which comes fourth in order, and stands in the second octave from the prime tone or generator.

The ratio of the sounds of the major third is 4:5, and that of the minor third 5:6. Thirds were not accepted by the ancients as consonances.
and when they began to come into use in the early middle ages as so-called imperfect consonances the major third used was that commonly known as the Pythagorean third, which is arrived at by taking four fifths from the lower note. The ratio of this interval is $64:81$, and it is therefore considerably sharper than the just or natural third; while the major third of equal temperament generally used in modern music lies between the two, but a little nearer to the Pythagorean third.

The resultant tones of thirds are strong. That of the major third is two octaves lower than the lowest of the two notes, and that of the minor third two octaves and a major third.

Diminished thirds are rough dissonances; they occur in modern music as the inversions of augmented sixths, as $F\sharp-A\#(e)$; and their ratio is $255:256$. They are of powerful effect, but are sparingly used by great masters of the art. They rarely appear in the position of major thirds, but more commonly in the extended position as diminished tenths.

[C.H.H.F.]

THIRLWALL, John Wade, born Jan. 11, 1809, at a Northumbrian village named Shilbottle, was the son of an engineer who had been the playmate of George Stephenson. He appeared in public before he was 8 years old, at the Newcastle Theatre, afterwards became music director at the Durham Theatre, and was engaged by the Duke of Northumberland to collect Northumbrian airs. He subsequently came to London, was employed in the Opera band, and was music director at Drury Lane, the Haymarket, Olympic, and Adelphi Theatres successively. After the death of Nadaud in 1864, he was appointed conductor of the ballet music at the Royal Italian Opera. In 1843 he composed the music for ‘A Book of Ballads,’ one of which, ‘The Sunny Days of Childhood,’ was very popular; also many songs, violin solos, and instrumental trios. He was for some time music critic to the ‘Pictorial Times,’ Literary Gazette,’ and ‘Courta Circular.’ Besides music he cultivated poetry and painting, and in 1872 published a volume of poems. He died June 15, 1875.

His daughter and pupil, Annis, a soprano singer, first appeared at the National Concerts, Exeter Hall, in 1855. On Feb. 4, 1856, she first performed on the stage at the Strand Theatre, whence she removed to the Olympic, Oct. 12, 1856. In Oct. 1859 she joined the Fyne and Harrison company at Covent Garden. A few years afterwards she became the leading member of an English-Opera company which performed in the provinces, and retired in 1876. [W.H.H.]

THOINEN, Ernest, the nom de plume of Ernest Roquet, a distinguished amateur and collector of works on music. From collecting he advanced to writing, first as a contributor to ‘La France musicale,’ ‘L’Art musical,’ and others. His essays in these periodicals he has since published: — ‘La Musique à Paris en 1862’ (Paris, 1865); ‘L’Opéra des Troyens au Fère La Chaise’ (1863); ‘Les origines de la Chapelle musicale des souverains de France’ (1864); ‘Les depolarisations de Guillaume Crestin’ (1864); ‘Mangaro’ (1865); ‘Antoine de Conus’ (1866); ‘Curiosités musicales’ (1866); ‘Un Biaiseau de Melière; recherches sur les Manuel’ (1878); Louis Constant, roi des violons’ (1878); ‘Notes bibliographiques sur la guerre des Guisconstants et des Ficquintistes’ (1878). These pamphlets contain much curious information, and many corrections of Félic’s mistakes. He has also republished the very scarce ‘Entretiens des musiciens,’ by Am Blair Gauzes (1875), with notes and explanations. He has in preparation a book on Lully, said to embody many unpublished documents.

[G.C.]

THOMAS, Arthur Goring, born at Ratton, Sussex, in November, 1851, was educated for another profession and did not begin to study music seriously until after he came of age. In 1875 he went to Paris, and studied for two years under M. Emile Durand. On his return to England he entered the Royal Academy, studied there for three years under Messrs. Sullivan and Prout, and twice gained the annual prize for composition. His principal compositions are an opera in 3 acts (MS.), libretto by Mr. Clifford Harrison, on Moore’s poem ‘The Light of the Harem’; four Concert-sonatas, two of which have been performed in London and one at the Crystal Palace; an anthem for soprano solo, chorus, and orchestra, performed at St. James’s Hall in 1878; some detached pieces for orchestra; ballet music, etc.; a number of songs; and a cantata, ‘The Sunworshippers,’ given with success at the Norwich Festival in 1881. His 4-act opera, ‘EsmERALDA,’ words by Randegger and Marzials, was produced by Carl Rosa at Drury Lane, March 26, 1883, with great success, and has since been reproduced at Cologne. [W.B.S.]

THOMAS, Charles Ambroise, eminent French composer, born at Metz, Aug. 5, 1811. The son of a musician, he learnt his notes with his alphabet, and while still a child played the piano and violin. Having entered the Paris Conservatoire in 1828, he carried off the first prize for piano in 1839, for harmony in 1834, and the Grand Prix in 1832. He also studied the piano with Kalkbrenner, harmony with Barbereau, and composition with the venerable Lo Sueur, who used to call him his ‘note sensible’ (leading-note), because he was extremely sensitive, and the seventh of his pupils who had gained the Prix de Rome. His cantata ‘Herman und Kety’ was engraved, as were also the works composed during his stay in Italy, immediately after his return. The latter comprised a string-quartet and quintet; a trio for PF., violin, and cello; a fantasia for PF. and orchestra; PF. pieces for 2 and 4 hands; 6 Italian songs; 3 motets with organ; and a ‘Messe de Requiem’ with orchestra.

Early works of this caillbre gave promise of a musician who would work hard, produce much, and by no means rest content with academical honours. He soon gained access to the Opéra Comique, and produced there with success ‘La double Échelle,’ 1 act (Aug. 25, 1837); ‘Le
Perruquier de la Régence,' 3 acts (March 30, 1838); and 'Le Panier fleuri,' 1 act (May 6, 1839). Ambition however prompted him to attempt the Académie, and there he produced 'Le Gilpoy' (Jan. 26, 1839), a ballet in 3 acts, of which the third only was his; 'Le Comte de Carmagnole' (April 19, 1841); 'Le Guerillero' (June 2, 1842), both in 2 acts; and 'Betty' (July 10, 1846), ballet in 2 acts: but it was hard for so young a composer to hold his own with Auber, Halévy, Meyerbeer, and Donizetti, so Thomas returned to the Opéra Comique. There he composed successively 'Carline,' 3 acts (Feb. 24, 1840); 'Angélique et Mélor,' 1 act (May 10, 1843); 'Mina,' 3 acts (Oct. 10, 1843); 'Le Calò,' 2 acts (Jan. 3, 1849); 'Le Songe d'une nuit d'été,' 3 acts (April 20, 1850); 'Raymond,' 3 acts (June 5, 1851); 'La Tonell,' 2 acts (March 30, 1853); 'La Cour de Célimène,' 2 acts (April 21, 1854); 'Psyché,' 3 acts (Jan. 26, 1857, revived with additions May 21, 1878); 'Le Carnaval de Venise,' 3 acts (Dec. 9, 1853); 'Le Roman d'Elvire,' 3 acts (Feb. 5, 1860); 'Mignon,' 3 acts (Nov. 17, 1866); and 'Gille et Gilda,' 4 acts, composed in 1863, but not produced till April 23, 1874. To these must be added two cantatas composed for the inauguration of a statue of Lecomte at Abbeville (Aug. 10, 1854), and for the Boieldieu centenary at Rouen (June 13, 1875) - a 'Messe Solennelle' (Nov. 22, 1857), and 'Marche Religieuse' (Nov. 22, 1865) for the Association des Artistes Musiciens; and a quantity of part-songs and choral masses, such as 'France,' 'Le Tyrol,' 'L'Atlantique,' 'Le Carnaval de Rome,' 'Les Tricheurs.'

The life and dramatic movement of his unaccompanied part-songs for men's voices showed the essentially dramatic nature of M. Thomas's genius, which after enlarging the limits of opéra comique, found a congenial though formidable subject in 'Hamlet,' 5 acts (March 9, 1868). The Prince of Denmark was originally cast for a tenor, but there being at that time no tenor at the Opéra capable of creating such a part, Thomas altered the music to suit a baritone, and entrusted it to Faure. The success of this great work following immediately on that secured by 'Mignon,' pointed out his composer as the right man to succeed Auber as director of the Conservatoire (July 6, 1871). The work he has done there - daily increasing in importance - has been already described. [See Conservatoire, vol. I. 393.] A post of this nature leaves scant leisure for other employment, and during the last twelve years M. Thomas has composed nothing beyond the selections and exercises for the examinations, except one opera 'Françoise de Rimini' (April 14, 1882), the prologue and fourth act of which are entitled to rank with his 'Hamlet.'

The musical career of Ambroise Thomas may be divided into three distinct periods. The first period extended to 1848; and, taking 'Mina' and 'Betty' as specimens, its main characteristics were elegance and grace. The second began with the opéra bouffé 'Le Gal,' the refined wit of which was a protest against the hackneyed phrases and forced declamation of the Italian school, and continuing with 'Le Songe d'une Nuit d'été,' 'Raymond,' and 'Psyché,' all works novel in form, and poetic in idea, ended in 1861. The last 20 years include 'Mignon,' 'Hamlet,' and 'Françoise de Rimini,' all full of earnest thought, and showing continuous progress.

Carrying forward the work begun by Hérold, he brings to his task an inborn instinct for the stage, and a remarkable gift for interpreting dramatic situations of the most varied and opposite kinds. His skill in handling the orchestra is consummate, both in grouping instruments of different timbre, and obtaining new effects of sound; but though carrying orchestral colouring to the utmost pitch of perfection, he never allows it to overpower the voices. With a little more boldness and individuality of melody this accomplished writer, artist, and poet—master of all moods and capable of turning even the simplest musings to the liveliest banters—would rank with the leaders of the modern school of composers; as it is, the purity and diversity of his style make him a first-rate dramatic composer.

Ambroise Thomas is one of the few survivors of a society of eminent artists—Gatteaux, Baltard, Hippolyte Flandrin, Alexandre Heiss, and many others—who gathered round Ingres as their head. Intimate with his youth with the family of Horace Vernet, he was much in good society, though it would be unfair to call him devoted to it. Tall, slender, and fond of physical exertion, he enjoys country life, but he is also known as a connoisseur of old furniture and bric-à-brac, and an assiduous frequenter of the Hotel Drouot. Indeed his rooms at the Conservatoire, his villa at Argenteuil, and his island retreat at Zilliac in Brittany, may almost be called museums. M. Thomas was made a Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour in 1865.

There is a fine oil-painting of him by Hippolyte Flandrin, a terra-cotta bust by Doubledaun, and a marble bust and medallion, the last a striking likeness, by Oudiné.

[GC.]

THOMAS, Harold, born at Cheltenham, July 8, 1834, a favourite pupil of Sternadale Bennett, under whom he was placed at the Royal Academy of Music at a very early age. His other masters were Cipriani Potter (theory), and Henry Blagrove (violin). He made his first appearance as a pianist at a Royal Academy Concert, May 25, 1850, and after this appeared frequently at the same concerts, both as pianist and composer. In 1858, Mr. Thomas played before the Queen and Prince Consort at Windsor, and in 1864 played Bennett's First Concerto at the Philharmonic. A few years later, he retired from public life and devoted himself to teaching. Mr. Thomas is now Professor of the piano at the Royal Academy of Music, and the Guildhall School of Music. His compositions include many original piano pieces, some songs, many arrangements, etc., and three overtures for orchestra:
THOMAS.

Overture for a Comedy'; 'As you like it,' produced by the Musical Society of London in 1864; and 'Mountain, Lake, and Moorland,' produced at the Philharmonic in 1880. The last two works have been frequently played with great success.

W.B.BS.

THOMAS, JOHN (known in Wales as 'Pen-cerdd Gwalia,' i.e. chief of the Welsh minstrels, a title conferred on him at the Aberdare Eisteddfod of 1861), a very distinguished harpist, was born at Bridgend, Glamorganshire, on St. David's Day, 1826. He played the piccolo when only four, and when eleven won a harp at an Eisteddfod. In 1840 he was placed by Ada, Countess of Lovelace (Byron's daughter), at the Royal Academy, where he studied under J. B. Chatterton (harp), C. J. Read (piano), and Lucase and Cipriani Potter (composition). He remained at the Academy for about eight years, during which time he composed a harp concerto, a symphony, several overtures, quartets, two operas, etc. On leaving the Academy he was made in succession Associate, Honorary Member, and Professor of the Harp. In 1851 he played in the orchestra of Her Majesty's Opera, and in the same year went a concert tour on the continent, a practice he continued during the winter months of the next ten years, playing successively in France, Germany, Russia, Austria, and Italy. In 1862 Mr. Thomas published a valuable collection of Welsh melodies, and in the same year gave with great success the first concert of Welsh music in London. In 1871 he was appointed conductor of a Welsh Choral Union, which for six years gave six concerts annually. In 1872, on the death of Mr. J. B. Chatterton, he was appointed Harpist to the Queen, and is now teacher of the harp at the Royal College of Music.

Mr. Thomas has always taken a deep interest in the music of his native country. There has scarcely been an Eisteddfod of importance held during the last twenty years at which he has not appeared as both adjudicator and performer, and he has recently (1893) collected a large sum with which he has endowed a permanent scholarship for Wales at the Royal Academy of Music. In 1863, at the Chester Eisteddfod, he was presented with a purse of 500 guineas in recognition of his services to Welsh music. Mr. Thomas is a member of the Academies of St. Cecilia and the Philharmonic of Rome, the Florentine Philharmonic, and the Royal Academy, Philharmonic, and Royal Society of Musicians, of London. His compositions include a large amount of harp music, amongst which are 2 concertos, one of which was played at the Philharmonic in 1852; 'Llewelyn,' a cantata for the Swansea Eisteddfod (1862); and 'The Bride of Neath Valley,' for the Chester Eisteddfod (1866).

W.B.S.

THOMAS, LEWIS WILLIAM, born in Bath, of Welsh parents, learnt singing under Bianchi Taylor, and in 1850, when 24, was appointed lay-clerk in Worcester Cathedral. In 1852 he was made master of the choristers, and during the next few years sang frequently at Birmingham, Gloucester, Hereford, and Worcester. In 1854 he made his first appearance in London, at St. Martin's Hall; in 1855 he sang at the Sacred Harmonic, and in 1856 settled in London, with an appointment at St. Paul's. In the following year Mr. Thomas left St. Paul's for the choir of the Temple Church, and in the same year was appointed a gentleman of Her Majesty's Chapel Royal. In 1857 he had lessons of Mr. Randegger, and appeared under his direction on the operatic stage, which however he soon abandoned for the concert-room, where he is chiefly known as a bass singer of oratorio music. During the last few years Mr. Thomas has been a contributor to the press on matters connected with music and art.

W.B.S.

THOMAS, THEODORE, born Oct. 11, 1835, at Exmoor, in Hanco; received his first musical instruction from his father, a violinist, and at the age of six made a successful public appearance. The family emigrated to the United States in 1845, and for two years Theodore made frequent appearances as a solo violinist in concerts at New York. In 1851 he made a trip through the Southern States. Returning to New York he was engaged as one of the first violins in concerts and operatic performances during the engagements of Jenny Lind, Sontag, Grisi, Mauro, etc. He occupied the position of violinist under Airdi, and subsequently, the same position in German and Italian troupes, a part of the time officiating as conductor, until 1861, when he withdrew from the theatre. In 1855 he began a series of chamber-concerts at New York, with W. Mason, J. Moesenthal, Carl Bergmann, G. Matska, and F. Berger, which were continued every season until 1869. In 1864 Mr. Thomas began his first series of symphony concerts at Irving Hall, New York, which were continued for five seasons, with great success. In 1872 the symphony concerts were resumed and carried on until he left New York in 1878. Steinway Hall was used for these concerts, and the orchestra numbered eighty performers. In the summer of 1866, in order to secure that efficiency which can only come from constant practice together, he began the experiment of giving nightly concerts at the Terrace Garden, New York, removing, in 1868, to larger quarters at the Central Park Garden. In 1869 he made his first concert tour through the Eastern and Western States. The orchestra, at first numbering forty players, was, in subsequent seasons, increased to sixty. The programmes presented during these trips, as well as at New York, were noticeable for their catholic nature, and for the great number of novelties brought out. But it was also noticeable that the evenings devoted to the severer class of music, old or new, in the Garden concerts at New York, were often the most fully attended. Thomas's tendencies, it was plainly seen, were toward the new school of music; but he was none the less attentive to the old, and he introduced to American amateurs a large number of compositions by the older masters. The
reperatory of the orchestra was very large, and included compositions in every school. In 1878 Thomas was appointed director of the new College of Music at Cincinnati. In April, 1879, he was unanimously elected conductor of the New York Philharmonic Society, a position which he had occupied in the season of 1877–78. The concerts by the Brooklyn Philharmonic Society were in his charge during the seasons of 1862, 1866 to 1870 inclusive, and have been since his last election, May 26, 1873. He has directed several festivals at Cincinnati and New York since 1873. In 1883 he went from New York to San Francisco with an orchestra and several eminent singers, giving, on his way, concerts in the principal cities. In some cities embraced in this tour, notably Baltimore, Pittsburg, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Denver, and San Francisco, festivals, in which were included performances of important choral works, were given with the aid of local societies under his direction. Mr. Thomas withdrew from the College of Music at Cincinnati in 1880. At present (1885) he is director of the Philharmonic Societies of Brooklyn and New York, and of the New York Chorus Society. [F.H.J.]

THOMSON, George, born at Linlithgow, Edinburgh, Mar. 4, 1757 or 1759, died at Leith, Feb. 11, 1851, was for fifty years 'Secretary to the Board of Trustees for the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures in Scotland.' His place in musical history is that of the most enthusiastic, persevering and successful collector of the melodies of Scotland, Wales and Ireland, a work begun in his youth and continued for forty years or more.

I. (1) Scotland. He proposed to rescue from oblivion, so far as it could possibly be accomplished, every existing Scotch melody, in all its forms and varieties. Being in correspondence with and knowing personally gentlemen in every part of Scotland, no man had greater facilities for the work. He proposed, further, to publish 'all the fine airs both of the plaintive and lively kind, unmixed with trifling and inferior ones.' The precise date at which he began the publication in 'sets' does not appear; but the preface to the second edition of the first volume—containing 25 songs—is dated Edinburgh, Jan. 1, 1794.

(2) Ireland. At first he included 20 favourite Irish airs in his 'sets,' denoting them in the index by an asterisk. Burns persuaded him to undertake a separate publication of Irish melodies, and offered to write the new texts. This was the origin of the two volumes under that title, for the collection of which Thomson was indebted especially to Dr. J. Latham of Cork, and other friends in various parts of Ireland, who are responsible for whatever faults of omission and commission they exhibit. [See Irish Music, vol. ii, p. 22.]

(3) Wales. Meanwhile he undertook to collect the melodies played by Welsh harpers and adapt them to the voice. The project found favour in Wales, and friends in all parts of it sent them to him as played by the harpers; 'but the anxiety he felt to have a complete and authentic collection induced him to traverse Wales himself, in order to hear the airs played by the best harpers, to collate and correct the manuscripts he had received, and to glean such airs as his correspondents had omitted to gather.' There was of course no deciding as to the original form of an air on which no two harpers agreed, and Thomson could only adopt that which seemed to him the most simple and perfect. Very few if any had Welsh texts, or were at all vocable. To make them so, he in some cases omitted monotonous repetitions; in some repeated a strain; in most discarded the ornaments and divisions of the harpers; but no changes were made in the tunes except such as were absolutely necessary to 'make songs of them.'

II. In regard to their texts, these three collections of melodies consisted of four classes: (1) without words; (2) with none in English; (3) with English texts, silly, rapid, or indecent, not to say obscene; (4) a few with unimpeachable words, even in which cases he modestly thought it well to add a new song. In fact, in the first 24 Scotch airs, 16 have a song each, most of which all written expressly for the work. A large number of eminent authors were employed by Thomson for this purpose.

When the melody was known to the poet, there was no difficulty in writing an appropriate song; when not, Thomson sent a copy of it with its character indicated by the common Italian terms, Allegro, etc., which were a sufficient guide. Burns was the principal writer. Allan Cunningham, in his 'Life and Works' of the poet, leaves the impression that Thomson was niggardly and parsimonious towards him. Thomson disdained to take any public notice of Cunningham's charges; but in a copy of the work in possession of his son-in-law, George Hogarth (1860), there are a few autograph notes to the point. Thus in July 1793, Burns writes:

'I assure you, my dear sir, that you truly hurt me with your pecuniary parcel. It degrades me in my own eyes. However, to return it would savour of affectation; but as to any more traffic of this debtor and creditor kind, I swear by that honour which crowns the upright statue of Robert Burns's integrity—on the least motion of it I will indignantly spurn the by-pass transaction, and from that moment commence entire stranger to you!'

Thomson writes, Sept. 1, to Burns:

'While the muse seems so propitious, I think it right to inclose a list of all the favours I have to ask of her—no fewer than twenty and three! ... most of the remaining airs ... are of that peculiar measure and rhythm that they must be familiar to him who writes for them.'

A comparison of dates removes the doubt in

---

1 This of course detracts largely from the value of his labour. [0,]
2 The same leaves of Interference.
3 This protest evidently refers to all songs written or to be written, and thus dispels of Cunningham's arguments.
THOMSON.

relation to Moore, raised in the article on Irish Music. True, the completed volumes of Thomson's Irish Melodies are dated 1814; but they were completed long before, except as to the instrumental accompaniments. Mesrns. Power engaged Moore to write songs for their rival publication in 1806, at which time the poet was only known in Edinburgh as a young writer of indecent and satiric effusions. (See 'Edinburgh Review' of July 1865.)

III. As to the instrumental accompaniments, Thomson's plan was as new and original as it was bold. Besides the pianoforte accompaniment each song was to have a prelude and coda, and parts ad libitum throughout for violin, flute, and violoncello, the composition to be entrusted to none but the first composers.

In the years 1791-2, Pleyel stood next to Haydn and Mozart; they in Vienna, he at that time much in London. Thomson engaged Pleyel for the work, but he soon ceased to write, and Thomson was compelled to seek another composer. Mozart was dead; Haydn seemed to occupy too lofty a position, and Keszulek of Vienna was engaged. But the appearance of Napper's Collection of Scotch Songs with pianoforte accompaniments, written by Haydn during his first visit to London, showed Thomson that the greatest living composer did not disdain this kind of work. Thomson applied to him; and Haydn worked for him until about 1806. The star of Beethoven had now risen, and he did not disdain to continue the work. But he, too, died before Thomson's work was completed, and Bishop and George Hogarth made up the sixth volume of Scotch songs (1841).

The following list exhibits each composer's share in the work:

SCOTTISH SONGS.

Vol. I. originally all by Pleyel.

Vol. II.  Keszulek (?).

In the second edition of these (1803) Thomson substituted arranged by Haydn for several which were 'less happily executed than the rest.'

Vol. III. IV. all by Haydn.

Vols. V. (Pref. dated June 1, 1813) Haydn . 4  Beethoven . 26  30

Vol. VI. (dated Sept. 1841)

Haydn . 12  Beethoven . 13  Keszulek . 1  Hogarth . 21  Bishop . 5  62

WELSH MELODIES.

The Preface is dated May, 1809.

Vol. I. Keszulek . 10  Haydn . 30  40

Vol. II. Keszulek . 15  Haydn . 17  Keszulek and Haydn . 1

Vol. III. Haydn . 4  Beethoven . 26  30

As a means of extending the knowledge of the Scotch melodies, Thomson, at the beginning of his intercourse with Pleyel and Keszulek, ordered sonatas based upon such airs. Both composed works of this kind; but how many does not appear. It is evident from a letter of Beethoven to Thomson (Nov. 1, 1806) that besides arrangements of melodies, the latter had requested trios, quintets, and sonatas on Scotch themes from him also. Beethoven's price for compositions, which could only sell in Great Britain and Ireland, was such as could not be acceded to, and none were written. About 1818-20 he wrote variations on a dozen Scotch melodies, which Thomson published, but which never paid the cost of printing either in Great Britain or Germany. At the lowest estimate Beethoven received for his share in Thomson's publications not less than £550. George Hogarth, who married Thomson's daughter, told the writer that the Scotch songs only paid their cost.

In the winter of 1860-61 there appeared in Germany a selection of these songs from Beethoven's MSS., edited by Franz Espagne, in the preface to which he writes: 'The songs printed in Thomson's collection are, both as to text and music, not only incorrectly printed, but willfully altered and abridged. Their groundless charges were made honestly, but with a most plentiful lack of knowledge. They need not be discussed here, as they were amply met and completely refuted in the Vienna 'Deutsche Musikzeitung' of Nov. 23 and Dec. 28, 1861. All Beethoven's Scotch and Irish songs are contained in Breitkopf's complete edition of his works, Series 24, Nos. 257-260.

[Ed. 27.]

THOMSON, JOHN, first Professor of Music at Edinburgh University, was the son of an eminent clergyman, and was born at Ednam, Kelso, Oct. 26, 1805. His father afterwards became minister of St. George's Church, Edinburgh. He made the acquaintance of Mendelssohn during the visit of the latter to Edinburgh in the summer of 1829, and showed him much attention, which Mendelssohn requited by a warm letter of introduction to his family in Berlin, in which he says of Thomson, 'he is very fond of music; I know a pretty trio of his composition and some local pieces which please me very well' (ganz gut gefallen). During his visit to Germany he studied at Leipzig, kept up his friendship with Mendelssohn, and made the intimate acquaintance of Schumann, Moscheles, and other musicians, and of Schnyder von Wartensee, whose pupil he became. In 1839 he was elected the first Reid Professor at Edinburgh, a result which was doubtless not uninfluenced by the warm testimonials from his Leipzig friends which he submitted. He gave the first Reid Concert on Feb. 12, 1841, and the book of works contains 125 parts. The last two were brought out at the Royal English Opera (Lyceum), on

1 He spells the name Thomson, but it must surely be the same man. See 'Die Familie Mendelssohn,' p. 345.
Oct. 27, 1834, and April 21, 1835 respectively, and had each a long run. Two of his songs, 'Harold Harfager,' and 'The Pirates' Serenade,' are mentioned as spirited and original. [G.]

THORNE, Edward H., born at Cranbourne, Dorsetshire, May 9, 1834, received his musical education at St. George's Chapel, Windsor, where he was articled to Sir George Elvey. In 1832 he was appointed to the Parish Church, Henley, and in 1862 to Chichester Cathedral, which appointment he resigned in 1870 in order to devote himself more closely to the more congenial work of teaching the pianoforte. Mr. Thorne removed to London, and has been successively organist at St. Patrick's, Brighton; St. Peter's, Cranley Gardens; and St. Michael's, Cornhill. His published works comprise several services, including a Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis for chorus, solo, and orchestra, written for the Festival of the Sons of the Clergy; the 125th Psalm; a festival march, toccata and fugue, funeral march, overture, and some books of voluntaries in the organum; some pianoforte pieces; several songs and part-songs; the 47th Psalm (for female voices), etc. His unpublished works include trios for piano-violin, and violoncello; sonatas for the violoncello, and the clarinet; the 57th Psalm for tenor solo, choruses, and orchestra; and many other compositions. [W.B.S.]

THORNE, John, of York, an eminent musician in the middle of the 16th century, is mentioned by Morley in his 'Introduction.' He was probably attached to York Cathedral. A 3-voice motet by him, 'Stella coeli,' is printed in Hawkins's History. He was also a skilled logician. He died Dec. 7, 1573, and was buried in York Cathedral. [W.H.H.]

THOROUGHBASS (Thorough-bass, Figured-Bass; Lat. Bassus generalis, Bassus continuus; Ital. Continuo, Basso continuo; Germ. General-bass; Fr. Basse continue, Basse choprite). An instrumental Bass-Part, continued, without interruption, throughout an entire piece of Music, and accompanied by Figures, indicating the general Harmony.

In Italy, the Figured-Bass has always been known as the Basso continuo, of which term our English word, Thorough (i.e. Through) bass, is a sufficiently correct translation. But, in England, the meaning of the term has been perverted, almost to the exclusion of its original intention. Because the Figures placed under a Thorough-bass could only be understood by a performer well acquainted with the rules of Harmony, those rules were vulgarly described as the Rules of Thorough-bass; and, now that the real Thorough-bass is no longer in ordinary use, the word survives as a synonym for Harmony—and a very incorrect one.

The invention of this form of accompaniment was long ascribed to Lodovico Viadana (1566-1644), on the authority of Michael Praetorius, Johann Cruger, Walther, and other German historians of almost equal celebrity, fortified by some directions as to the manner of its performance, appended to Viadana's 'Concerti ecclesiastici.' But it is certain that the custom of indicating the intervals of a Chord by means of Figures placed above or below the Bass-note, was introduced long before the publication of Viadana's compositions, which first appeared in a reprint of the 'Concerti' issued in 1613, and are not to be found in any earlier edition; while a true Thorough-bass is given in Peri's 'Euridice,' performed and printed in 1600; an equally complete one in Emilio del Cavalleres's Oratorio, 'La rappresentazione dell' anima e del corpo,' published in the same year; and another, in Caccini's 'Nuove Musiche' (Venice, 1602). There is, indeed, every reason to believe that the invention of the Continuo was synchronous with that of the Monodic Style, of which it was a necessary contingent; and that, like Dramatic Recitative, it owed its origin to the united efforts of the enthusiastic reformers who met, during the closing years of the 16th century, at Giovanni Bardi's house in Florence. [See VIADANA, LODOVICO; MONODIA; RECITATIVE; also vol. ii. p. 95.]

After the general establishment of the Monodic School, the Thoroughbass became a necessary element in every Compositional work, either for Instrumentation alone, or for Voices with Instrumental Accompaniment. In the Music of the 18th century, it was scarcely ever wanting. In the Operas of Handel, Buononcini, Hasse, and their contemporaries, it played a most important part. No less prominent was its position in Handel's Oratorios; and even in the Minuets and Gavottes played at Ranleigh, it was equally indispensable. The 'Vauxhall Songs' of Shield, Hook, and Dibdin, were printed on two Staves, on one of which was written the Voice-Part, with the Melody of the Ritornelli, inserted in single notes, between the verses, while the other was reserved for the Thoroughbass. In the comparatively complicated Cathedral Music of Croft, Greene, and Boyce, the Organ-Part was represented by a simple Thoroughbass, printed on a single Stave, beneath the Vocal Score. Not a chord was ever printed in full, either for the Organ, or the Harpsichord; for the most ordinary Musician was expected to play, at sight, from the Figured-Bass, just as the most ordinary Singer, in the days of Palestrina, was expected to introduce the necessary accidental Sharps, and Flats, in accordance with the laws of Cantus Fictus. [See MUSICA FIAT.]

The Art of playing from a Thoroughbass still survives—and even flourishes—among our best Cathedral Organists. The late Mr. Turle, and Sir John Goss, played with infinitely greater effect from the old copies belonging to their Cathedral libraries, than from modern 'arrangements' which left no room for the exercise of their skill. Of course, such copies can be used only by those who are intimately acquainted with all the laws of Harmony: but, the application of those laws to the Figured Bass is exceedingly simple, as we shall now proceed to show.
THOROUGHBASS.

1. A wholesome rule forbids the insertion of any Figure not absolutely necessary for the expression of the Composer’s intention.

2. Another enacts, that, in the absence of any special reason to the contrary, the Figures shall be written in their numerical order; the highest occupying the highest place. Thus, the full figuring of the Chord of the Seventh is, in all ordinary cases, *; the performer being left at liberty to play the Chord in any position he may find most convenient. Should the Composer write 2, it will be understood that he has some particular reason for wishing the Third to be placed at the top of the Chord, the Fifth below it, and the Seventh next above the Bass; and the performer must be careful to observe the directions implied in this departure from the general custom.

3. In conformity with Rule 1, it is understood that all Bass-notes unaccompanied by a Figure are intended to bear Common Chords. It is only necessary to figure the Common Chord, when it follows some other Harmony, on the same Bass-note. Thus, at (a), in Example 1, unless the Common Chord were figured, the 2 would be continued throughout the Bar; and in this case, two Figures are necessary for the Common Chord, because the Sixth descends to a Fifth, and the Fourth to a Third. At (b) two Figures are equally necessary; otherwise, the performer would be perfectly justified in accompanying the lower G with the same Chord or the upper one. Instances may even occur in which three Figures are needed, as at (c), where it is necessary to show that the Ninth, in the second Chord, descends to an Eighth, in the third. But, in most ordinary cases, a 3, a 5, or an 8, will be quite sufficient to indicate the Composer’s intention.

Ex. 1.

The First Inversion of the Triad is almost always sufficiently indicated by the Figure 6, the addition of the Third being taken as a matter of course; though cases will sometimes occur in which a fuller formula is necessary; as at (a), in Example 2, where the 3 is needed to show the Resolution of the Fourth, in the preceding Harmony; and at (b), where the 8 indicates the Resolution of the Ninth, and the 3, that of the Fourth. We shall see, later on, how it would have been possible to figure these passages in a more simple and convenient way.

A small treatise which was once extraordinarily popular in England, and is even now used to the exclusion of all others, in many “Ladies Schools,” foists a most vicious rule upon the Student, with regard to this Chord; to the effect that, when the Figure 6 appears below the

Supertonic of the Key, a Fourth is to be added to the Harmony. We remember, when the treatise was at the height of its popularity, hearing Sir Henry Bishop inveigh bitterly against this abuse, which he denounced as subservive of all true musical feeling; yet the pretended exception to the general law was copied into another treatise, which soon became almost equally popular. No such rule was known at the time when every one was expected to play from a Thoroughbass. Then, as now, the Figure 5 indicated, in all cases, the First Inversion of the Triad, and nothing else; and, were any such change now introduced, we should need one code of laws for the interpretation of old Thorough-Basses, and another for those of later date.

Ex. 2.

The Second Inversion of the Triad cannot be indicated by less than two Figures, *. Cases may even occur, in which the addition of an 8 is needed; as, for instance, in the Organ-Point at (a), in Example 3; but these are rare.

Ex. 5.

In nearly all ordinary cases, the Figure 7 only is needed for the Chord of the Seventh; the addition of the Third and Fifth being taken for granted. Should the Seventh be accompanied by any Intervals other than the Third, Fifth, and Octave, it is, of course, necessary to specify them; and Instances, analogous to those we have already exemplified when treating of the Common Chord, will sometimes demand even the insertion of a 3 or a 5, when the Chord follows some other Harmony, on the same Bass-note. Such cases are very common in Organ Points.

The Inversions of the Seventh are usually indicated by the formulae, *; *; and *; the Intervals needed for the completion of the Harmony being understood. Sometimes, but not very often, it will be necessary to write * or *; and in some rare cases, the Third Inversion is indicated by a simple *: but this is a dangerous form of abbreviation, unless the sense of the passage be very clear indeed; since the Figure 4 is constantly used, as we shall presently see, to indicate another form of Dissonance. The Figure 2, used alone, is more common, and always perfectly intelligible: the 8 and the 4 being understood.
The Figures 3, whether placed under the Dominant, or under any other Degree of the Scale, indicate a Chord of the Ninth, taken by direct percussion. Should the Ninth be accompanied by other Intervals than the Seventh, Fifth, or Third, such Intervals must be separately noticed. Should it appear in the form of a Suspension, its figuring will be subject to certain modifications, of which we shall speak more particularly when describing the figuring of Suspensions generally.

The formula $\frac{4}{3}$ and $\frac{5}{4}$ are used to denote the chord of the Eleventh—that is, the chord of the Dominant Seventh, taken upon the Tonic Bass. The chord of the Thirteenth—or chord of the Dominant Ninth upon the Tonic Bass—is represented by $\frac{5}{3}$ or $\frac{6}{4}$ or $\frac{5}{3}$. In these cases, the 4 represents the Eleventh, and the 6 the Thirteenth: for it is a rule with modern Composers to use no higher numeral than 3; though in the older Figured Basses, such as those given in Peri’s ‘Euridice,’ and Emilio del Cavaliere’s ‘La Representazione dell’ anima e del corpo,’—the numerals, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, are constantly used to indicate reduplications of the Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh, in the Octave above.

Accidental Sharps, Flats, and Naturals are expressed in three different ways. A $\sharp$, $b$, or $g$, used alone—that is to say, without the insertion of a numeral on its own level—indicates that the Third of the Chord is to be raised or depressed a Semitone, as the case may be. This arrangement is entirely independent of other numerals placed above or below the Accidental Sign, since these can only refer to other Intervals in the Chord. Thus, a Bass-note with a single $b$ beneath it, must be accompanied by a Common Chord, with a flattened Third. One marked $g$ must be accompanied by the First Inversion of the Chord of the Seventh, with its Third flattened. It is true that, in some Thoroughbasses of the last century, we find the forms $g$, $b$, or $g$; but the Figure is not really necessary.

A dash drawn through a $\sharp$, or $g$, indicates that the Sixth or Fourth above the Bass-note, must be raised a Semitone. In some of Handel’s Thoroughbasses, the raised Fifth is indicated by $g$; but this form is not now in use.

In all cases except those already mentioned, the necessary Accidental Sign must be placed before the numeral to which it is intended that it should apply; as $b$, $b$, $g$, $b$, $b$, $b$, etc.; or, when two or more Intervals are to be altered, $b$, $b$, $g$, etc.; the Figure 3 being always suppressed in modern Thoroughbasses, and the Accidental Sign alone inserted in its place when the Third of the Chord is to be altered.

By means of these formulæ, the Chord of the Augmented Sixth is easily expressed, either in its Italian, French, or German form. For instance, with the Signature of G major, and Eb for a Bass-note, the Italian Sixth would be indicated by $g$, the French by $\frac{5}{3}$, the German by $\frac{5}{3}$ or $\frac{5}{3}$.

The employment of Passing-Notes, Appoggiaturas, Suspensions, Organ-Points, and other passages of like character, gives rise, sometimes, to very complicated Figuring, which, however, may be simplified by means of certain formulæ, which save much trouble, both to the Composer and the Accompanist.

A horizontal line following a Figure, on the same level, indicates that the note to which the previous Figure refers is to be continued, in one of the upper Parts, over the new Bass-note, whatever may be the Harmony to which its retention gives rise. Two or more such lines indicate that two or more notes are to be so continued; and, in this manner, an entire Chord may frequently be expressed, without the employment of a new Figure. This expedient is especially useful in the case of Suspensions, as in Example 4, the full Figuring of which is shown above the Continuo, and, beneath it, the more simple form, abbreviated by means of the horizontal lines, the arrangement of which has, in some places, involved a departure from the numerical order of the Figures.

Ex. 4.

Any series of Suspended Dissonances may be expressed on this principle—purposely exaggerated in the example—though certain very common Suspensions are denoted by special formulæ which very rarely vary. For instance, 4 3 is always understood to mean $\frac{4}{3}$—the Common Chord, with its Third delayed by a suspended Fourth—in contradistinction to $\frac{4}{3}$ already mentioned; 9 8 means the Suspended Ninth resolving into the Octave of the Common Chord; 9 8 indicates the Double Suspension of the Ninth and Fourth, resolving into the Octave and Third; etc.

In the case of Appoggiaturas, the horizontal lines are useful only in the Parts which accompany the Discord. In the Part which actually contains the Appoggiatura, the absence of the Concord of Preparation renders them inadmissible, as at (a) in Example 5.

Passing-Notes, in the upper Parts, are not often noticed in the Figuring, since it is rarely necessary that they should be introduced into the Organ or Harpsichord Accompaniment; unless, indeed, they should be very slow, in which case they are very easily figured, in the manner shown at (b) in Example 5.
THOROUGHBASS.

Ex. 5.

The case of Passing-Notes in the Bass is very different. They appear, of course, in the Continuo itself; and the fact that they really are Passing-Notes, and are, therefore, not intended to bear independent Harmonies, is sufficiently proved by a system of horizontal lines indicating the continuance of a Chord previously figured; as in Example 6, in the first three bars of which the Triad is figured in full, because its intervals are continued on the three succeeding Bass-Notes.

Ex. 6.

But in no case is the employment of horizontal lines more useful than in that of the Organ Point, which it would often be very difficult to express clearly without their aid. Example 7 shows the most convenient way of figuring complicated Suspensions upon a sustained Bass-Note.

Ex. 7.

In the Inverted Pedal-Point, the lines are still more valuable, as a means of indicating the continuance of the sustained note in an upper Part;

as in Example 8, in which the Figure 8 marks the beginning of the C, which, sustained in the Tenor Part, forms the Inverted Pedal, while the horizontal line indicates its continuance to the end of the passage.

Ex. 8.

When, in the course of a complicated Movement, it becomes necessary to indicate that a certain phrase—such as the well-known Canto-Fermo in the ‘Hallelujah Chorus’—is to be delivered in Unison,—or, at most, only doubled in the Octave—the passage is marked Tasto Solo, or, T. S. i.e. ‘with a single touch’ (= key). 1 When the Subject of a Fugue appears, for the first time, in the Bass, this sign is indispensable. When it first appears in an upper Part, the Bass Clef gives place to the Treble, Soprano, Alto, or Tenor, as the case may be, and the passage is written in single Notes, exactly as it is to be played. In both these cases it is usual also to insert the first few Notes of the Answer, as a guide to the Accompanist, who only begins to introduce full Chords when the figures are resumed. In any case, when the Bass Voices are silent, the lowest of the upper Parts is given in the Thoroughbass, either with or without Figures, in accordance with the law which regards the lowest sound as the real Bass of the Harmony, even though it may be sung by a Soprano Voice. An instance of this kind is shown in Example 9.

Ex. 9.

We shall now present the reader with a general example, serving as a practical application of the rules we have collected together for his guidance; selecting, for this purpose, the concluding bars of the Chorus, ‘All we like sheep,’ from Handel’s ‘Messiah.’

Ex. 10.

1 As lately as the last century, the keys of the Organ and Harpsichord were called ‘Touches’ by English writers.
THREE CHOIRS.

The Figuring here given contains nothing which the Modern Professor of Harmony can safely neglect to teach his pupils. The misfortune is, that pupils are too often satisfied with writing their exercises, and too seldom expected to play from a Thoroughbass at sight. Many young students could write the figured Chords correctly enough; but few care to acquire sufficient fluency of reading and execution to enable them to accompany a Continuo effectively, though this power is indispensable to the correct rendering, not only of the works of Handel and Bach, but even of the Oratorios and Masses of Haydn and Mozart—the latest great works in which the Organ Part is written on a single Stave.

[W.S.R.]

THREE CHOIRS, OF GLOUCESTER, WORCESTER, AND HEREFORD, MEETINGS, OR FESTIVALS OF THE. These Meetings were first held in 1724, if not earlier, but became permanent in that year, when the Three Choirs assembled at Gloucester for the performance of cathedral service on a grand scale, with orchestral accompaniment. Their establishment was mainly promoted by Rev. Thomas Bisse, chancellor of Hereford, and brother of Dr. Philip Bisse, bishop of the diocese, and the proceeds were applied in aid of a fund for the relief of the widows and orphans of the poorer clergy of the three dioceses, or of the members of the three choirs. In 1725 a sermon was preached at Worcester for the benefit of the charity, and in 1726 a remarkable one by the Rev. Thomas Bisse at Hereford. The meetings have since continued to be held, in unbroken succession, up to the present time, the 160th meeting having taken place at Gloucester in 1883. They are held alternately in each of the three cities, each having thereby in its turn a triennial festival. On their first establishment it was customary for the members of the Three Choirs to assemble on the first Tuesday in September, and unitedly to perform choral service on the following two days. Six stewards, two from each diocese, were appointed to superintend the distribution of the charity. Evening con-

certs were given, in the Shire Halls usually, on each of the two days. Purcell’s Te Deum and Jubilate in D, and Handel’s Utrecht Te Deum and Jubilate were constantly performed, and from 1743 the Dettingen Te Deum. Orato- ries were given, as well as secular music, at the evening concerts, but it was not until 1759 that they were admitted into the cathedrals, when the ‘Messiah’ was performed in Hereford Cathedral, and continued to be the only oratorio so performed until 1787, when ‘Israel in Egypt’ was given in Gloucester Cathedral. In 1753 the festivals were extended to three days, and in 1836 to four days, at which they have ever since continued. It has always been the practice to hand over the collections made at the cathedral doors after the morning performances intact to the charity, the excess, if any, of expenditure over receipts from sale of tickets being made good by the stewards. The excess became eventually so permanent that in 1837 great difficulty was experienced in inducing general subscription to the office of steward, and the existence of the Meeting was seriously imperilled; but the difficulty has been since overcome by very largely increasing the number of stewards. The festivals are conducted by the organist of the cathedral in which they are successively held, the organists of the other two cathedrals officiating respectively as organist and pianoforte accompanist. Deviations from this practice have, however, sometimes occurred. For instance, Mr. (afterwards Dr.) Boyce conducted in 1737, and for several subsequent years; Dr. William Hayes (at Gloucester), in 1757 and 1760; and Dr. John Stephens (at Gloucester) in 1766. The last occasion upon which a stranger was called upon to conduct was in 1842, when, in consequence of the illness of the then organist of Worcester cathedral, the baton was placed in the hands of Mr. Joseph Surman. Until 1829 the first morning of the festival was devoted to the performance of cathedral service by the whole of the performers, but since that time the service has been performed at an early hour by the members of the Three Choirs only, to organ accompaniment, and an oratorio given later in the day. In 1875 an attempt was made, at Worcester, to alter the character of the performances in the cathedrals, by excluding oratorios and substituting church music interspersed with prayers. But this met with decided opposition and has not been repeated. The band at these festivals is composed of the best London professors, and the chorus comprises, in addition to the members of the Three Choirs, members of the local choral societies and others. The most eminent principal singers of the day are engaged for the solo parts. The pieces usually selected for performance at the Meetings were those which were most popular. But occasionally new and untried compositions were introduced. For instance, an anthem by Boyce, Worcester, 1743; anthems by Dr. Alcock and J. S. Smith, Gloucester, 1773; Clarke-Whitfold’s ‘Crucifixion,’ Hereford, 1822;
F. Mori's 'Fridolin,' Worcester, 1851; an anthem (1852) and Jubilate (1856) by G. T. Smith, Hereford; anthems by G. J. Elvey, Gloucester, 1853, and Worcester, 1857; and Sullivan's 'Prodigal Son,' Worcester, 1869; Beethoven's Mass in D, Mendelssohn's Lobgesang and Elijah, Spohr's Oratorios, and other favourite works. In later years new compositions were more frequently produced, and recently scarcely a year has passed without some new work being given. At the Gloucester Meeting of 1883 no fewer than three new works were performed for the first time, viz. sacred cantatas by Drs. Stainer and Arnold, and a secular choral work by Dr. Hubert Parry. This is not the place to discuss, from either an artistic or a financial point of view, the desirability of such a course, but it may be noted that at the Gloucester Festival of 1883 the excess of expenditure over receipts from sale of tickets exceeded 500l. [W.H.H.]

THURNAM, EDWARD, born at Warwick, Sept. 24, 1835, was organist of Reigate Parish Church from 1849, and from 1849 to 1876 conductor of the Reigate Choral Society, and also an able violinst, and the composer of a Cathedral Service, and several songs and pieces for various instruments, of considerable merit. He died Nov. 25, 1880. [W.H.H.]

THURSBY, EMMA, born at Brooklyn, New York, Nov. 17, 1857, is the daughter of an Englishman, and is descended by her mother from an old United States family. She received instruction in singing first from Julius Meyer and Achille Erani; then in 1873 at Milan from Lamperti and San Giovanni, and finally completed her studies in America under Madame Rudersdorff. In 1875 she undertook a tour through the United States and Canada. She made her début in England May 22, 1878, at the Philharmonic, with such success that she was engaged at a subsequent concert of the Society in the same season. She remained in England until the end of 1879, singing with acceptance at the Crystal Palace, the Popular Concerts, Leslie's Choir, etc., and in the summer of the same year sang in Paris and the French provinces. In 1880-81 she made an extended concert-tour through Germany, Austria, Holland, Belgium, Spain, Norway, Denmark, etc., and returned to America at the end of 82. In 1883 she was singing in the States and Canada.

Her voice is a soprano, of remarkable compass, ranging from middle C to E flat above the line; not large but rich; somewhat veiled, but noble and sympathetic. Miss Thurbsy's technique is extraordinary; her legato and staccato are models of certainty and correctness, her respiration is admirably managed, and her shake as rippling as it is long enduring. [A.C.]

TICHATSCHK, JOSEPH ALOIS, born July 11, 1807, at Ober Weckelsdorf, in Bohemia. He began by studying medicine, but abandoned it for music, and received instruction in singing from Cioccoli, a favourite Italian singing master. In 1830 he became a chorus singer at the Kärntnnerthor theatre, was next appointed chorus inspector, played small parts, and afterwards, those of more importance, viz. Idreno ("Semiramide"), Alphonse ("Stomme"), and Raimbaut ("Robert"). He sang for two years at Graz, and again at Vienna, as principal tenor. On Aug. 17, 1837, he made his début at Dresden as Gustavus III. (Auber), with such success as to obtain an engagement for the following year. At this period he attracted the attention of Schroeder-Dervent, who gave him the benefit of her advice and experience, with the result of a long and intimate friendship, which terminated only with her death. Until his retirement in 1870, he remained permanently in Dresden, where, on Jan. 16, as Idomeneo, he celebrated the 40th anniversary of his professional career, having previously, on Jan. 16, 1853, celebrated his 25th anniversary at Dresden, as Hernando Cortes (Spontini). His répertoire consisted of the tenor parts in the operas of Gluck, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Marchner, Méhul, Boieldieu, Auber, Nicolo, Meyerbeer, Spontini, Flotow, Spohr, etc.; and on Oct. 20, 42, and Oct. 19, 45 respectively, was the original Rienzi, and Tannhäuser. In 1841 he sang for a few nights in German at Drury Lane Theatre as Adolfo, Tarimo, Robert, etc.; also at Liverpool and Manchester, and is thus described by a contemporary—'Herr Tichatschek has proved himself the hit of the season; he is young, prepossessing, and a good actor; his voice is excellent, and his style, though not wanting in cultivation, is more indebted to nature than art.' [A.C.]

TIE. A curved line uniting two notes of the same pitch, whereby they form a single note which is sustained for the value of both. The tie is also called the Bind, and by some writers the Ligature, although this term properly refers to certain slurred groups of notes which occur in ancient music. [Ligature, p. 36.] It has already been described under the former heading, but to what was there stated it may be added, that ties are occasionally met with in pianoforte music where the note is actually repeated. [See BIND, vol. i. p. 232.] To effect this repetition properly some skill and care are required; the finger which strikes the first of the two tied notes is drawn inwards, and the following finger falls over it as closely and rapidly as possible, so as to take its place before the key has had time to rise to its full distance, and therefore before the damper has quite fallen. Thus there is no actual silence between the two sounds, the repetition takes place before the first sound has ceased, and an effect is produced which resembles the old effect of Espressivo as nearly as the modern pianoforte can imitate it. [See vol. i. p. 160.] The particular occasions on which this effect is required are not indicated.

1 'Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News,' Oct. 18, 1877; and F. Osmert, in the Neue Berliner Musikzeitung.
by any specific sign, since an experienced performer can always judge from the nature of the passage. As a rule, it may be said that whenever two tied notes are written for which a single longer note might have been substituted, repetition is indicated—for the use of the tie proper is to express a note-value which cannot be represented by a single note, e.g. five quavers. Thus Ex. 1, which is an instance in point, might, if no repetition had been required, have been written in quavers, as in Ex. 2.

Beethoven. Sonata, op. 106. Adagio.

Ex. 1.

Another instance of the employment of this close repetition sometimes occurs when an unaccented note is tied to an accented one, as in Ex. 3. Here the rhythm would be entirely lost if the tied notes were sustained instead of repeated.

Chopin. Valse, op. 31, no. 1.

Ex. 3.

In the same sense it seems quite possible that the subject of the scherzo of Beethoven's Sonata for piano and violoncello, op. 69, and other similar phrases, may have been intended to be played with repetition; and in support of this view it may be mentioned that an edition exists of the Sonata Pastorale, op. 28, by Cipriani Potter, who had opportunities of hearing Beethoven and becoming acquainted with his intentions, in which the analogous passage in the first movement is printed with what is evidently meant for a sign of separation between the tied notes, thus—

Ex. 4.

[Note: Ex. 4 is not visible in the image.]

TIEDEG, CHRISTOPH AUGUST, born 1752, died March 8, 1841; a German elegiac poet and friend of Beethoven's, who in Rhineiland dialect always called him 'Tiedese,' and who set some lines to Hope—''an die Hoffnung'—from his largest and best poem, 'Urania,' to music twice, once in D, op. 32, and again in G, op. 94. Both are for voice and piano; the former dates from 1808, the latter from 1816. Tiedge's name occurs in the correspondence between Beethoven and Amalie Sebald, and there is a most interesting letter from Beethoven to him of Sept. 11, 1811, betokening great intimacy. (Thayer, iii. 179, 213, etc.)

[Note: A diagram is not visible in the image.]
TIETJENS.

TIETJENS or TITIRENS, THEERSE CAROLINE JOHANNA, the great prima donna, was born at Hamburg, of Hungarian parents, according to some biographers in 1834, to others, in 1831. The latter date agrees best with subsequent facts, and also with the inscription on her tombstone, which states that she died in 1877, aged 46.

Her voice, even in childhood, gave so much promise of future excellence that she was educated for the lyric stage. She appeared for the first time at the Hamburg Opera, in 1849, as Lucrezia Borgia, and achieved an immediate success. She proceeded to Frankfort, and thence, in 1856, to Vienna, where, though not engaged as the leading prima donna, her performance of Valentine raised her at once to the highest rank.

The late Madame Juliann heard her at this time, and it was largely due to her glowing account that Mlle. Tietsjen was quickly engaged by Mr. Lumley for the new season at Her Majesty's Theatre in London; and when, on April 13, 1858, she appeared in 'The Huguenote,' her impersonation of Valentine achieved a success which increased with every repetition of the opera, and was the first link in that close union between the performer and the public which was only to be severed by death.

England from that time became her home. She remained at Her Majesty's Theatre during the successive managements of Mr. E. T. Smith and Mr. Mapleson, and after the burning of the theatre in 1867 followed the fortunes of the company to Drury Lane. She sang at Covent Garden during the two years' coalition of the rival houses in 69 and 70, returning to Drury Lane in 71, and finally, just before her death, to the new house in the Haymarket.

Her performances are still fresh in the memory of all opera and concert goers. Never was so mighty a soprano voice so strong and lucid in its tone; like a serene, full, light, without dazzle or glare, it filled the largest arena without appearing to penetrate. It had none of a soprano's shrillness or of that peculiar clearness called 'silvery'; when it declined, as it eventually did, in power, it never became wiry. It had a mezzo-soprano quality extending to the highest register, perfectly even throughout, and softer than velvet. Her acting in no way detracted from her singing; she was earnest, animated, forcible, in all she did conscientious and hearty, but not electric. Her style of singing was noble and pure. When she first came to England her rapid execution left much to be desired; it was heavy and imperfect. Fluency and flexibility were not hers by nature, but by dint of hard work she overcame all difficulties, so as to sing with success in the florid music of Rossini and Bellini. Indeed she attempted almost everything, and is perhaps the only singer, not even the young Malibran, who has sung in such completely opposite roles as those of Semiramis and Fides. But her performance of light or comic parts was a mere tour de force; her true field was grand opera. As Lucrezia, Semiramis, Countess Almaviva, she was great; as Donna Anna and Valentine she was greater; best of all as Fidelio, and as Medea in Cherubini's opera, revived for her and not likely to be forgotten by any who heard it.

In the 'Freischütz,' as in 'Fidelio,' her appearance was unsuited to her part, but she sang the music as no one else could sing it. In her later years she set a good example by undertaking the rôle of Ortrud in 'Lohengrin.' The music however did not show her voice to advantage, and this was still more the case with the music of Fides, although her acting in both parts was very fine. Her répertoire also included Leonora ('Trovatore'), the Favorita, Alice, Lucia, Amalia ('Un Ballo in Maschera'), Norma, Pamina, Margherita, Marta, Elvira ('Ernani') Rezia ('Oberon'), and Iphigenia in Tauris.

Her voice was as well suited to sacred as to dramatic music, and she applied herself assiduously to the study of oratorio, for which her services were in perpetual demand. Perhaps her hardest worked singer who ever appeared, she was also the most faithful and conscientious of artists, never disappointing her public, who knew that her name on the bills was a guarantee against change of programme, or apology for absence through indisposition. No doubt her splendid physique enabled her often to sing with impurity when others could not have done so, but her ceaseless efforts must have tended to break up her constitution at last. This great conscientiousness, as well as her genial sympathetic nature, endeared her to the whole nation, and, though there never was a 'Tietsjen fever,' her popularity steadily increased and never waned. Her kindness and generosity to young and struggling artists and to her distressed countrymen knew no bounds and became proverbial.

The first symptoms of the internal disorder which proved fatal to her appeared in 1875, but yielded to treatment. They recurred during a visit to America in the next year, but were again warded off for the time, and throughout a subsequent provincial tour in this country she sang as well as she had ever done in her life.' In 1876 she had her last benefit concert, at the Albert Hall. In April 1877 her illness increased to an alarming extent, and her last stage-appearance was on May 19, as Lucrezia. 'She fainted twice during the performance, in her dressing-room; but she would appear, though she had to undergo a painful operation on the following Tuesday. 'If I am to die,' she said to a friend, 'I will play Lucrezia once more.' Those who then heard her will always recall her rendering of the despairing cry after Gennaro's death. She died Oct. 3, 1877, and was buried in Kensal Green Cemetery. On the day before, a messenger had arrived from the Queen and Princesses with special enquiries, which had greatly pleased her. Her death was as a national loss, and it may be long before any artist arises who can fill the place she filled so worthily and so well.

[FA.M.]

TIETZE. [See TITIER.]

TIGRANE. [See TITTER.]
one time a favourite in London. The discovery of the parts of this overture in his father’s warehouse gave Schumann his first opportunity of conducting. It has been lately re-scored, and published by Aibl of Munich. [G.]

TILMANT, Théophile, French conductor, born at Valenciennes July 8, 1799, and educated at the Paris Conservatoire, where he took the first violin prize in R. Kreutzer’s class in 1818. He played with great fire and brilliancy, and had a wonderful instinct for harmony, though without much scientific knowledge. On the formation of the Société des Concerts in 1828 he was appointed vice-conductor, and also played solo in a concerto of Mayseder’s. In 1834 he became vice- and in 1838 chief-conductor at the Théâtre Italien, where he remained till 1849. In 1838, with his brother Alexandre, a distinguished cellist (born at Valenciennes Oct. 2, 1808, died in Paris June 13, 1850), he founded a quartet-society, which maintained its popularity for some ten years or so. In 1849 he succeeded Labarre as conductor of the Opéra Comique, an enviable and responsible post, which he held for nearly 20 years. The composers whose operas he mounted found him earnest and conscientious, and he conducted with a fire and a dash perfectly irresistible, both there and at the Concerts du Conservatoire, which he directed from 1860 to 1863. In 1868 he left the Opéra Comique, and retired to Amièrs, where he died May 7, 1878. He received the Legion of Honour in 1861. [G.C.]

TIMANOFF, VERA, a native of Russia, received pianoforte instruction in music from Liszt, and for a long time past has enjoyed a wide continental reputation. She made her début in England, August 26, 1880, at the Promenade Concerts, Covent Garden, where she fulfilled six nights’ engagement under the conductorship of Mr. F. H. Cowen, and made a lively impression by her brilliant rendering of the works of her master and other pieces of the same school. On May 19, 1881, she played Chopin’s Concerto in F minor at the Philharmonic, and ‘by her brilliant execution of the florid passages, by the delicacy with which she rendered the fairylke fancies of the composer, and by the marked character resulting from her strong feeling for rhythm and accent, gave the concerto an adventitious interest.’ On May 13, 1882, she played at the Crystal Palace Liszt’s ‘Fantasia on the Ruins of Athens,’ and on June 6 of the same year she gave a recital and was heard with pleasure in light pieces of Moskowski, Liszt, and Rubinstein. [A.C.]

TIMBALES is the French word for Kettle-drums. [See DRUM 2; vol. i. p. 453.] In that article, at p. 454 b, it is mentioned that Meyerbeer used 3 drums, G, C, and D, in No. 17 of the score of ‘Robert le Diable’; but it was really written for 4 drums, in G, C, D, and E, and was so played at the Paris Académie, where it was produced. This real kettle-drum solo begins thus, and is probably a unique example of its kind:

The printed score has only 3 drums, G, C, and D, to facilitate the performance in ordinary orchestras, the E being then played by the contrabasso. [V. de P.]

TIMBRE. A French word, originally signifying a bell, or other resonant metallic instrument, of which the sense was subsequently extended to denote peculiar ringing tones, and lastly employed by the older writers on Acoustics to indicate the difference between notes which, though of identical pitch, produce dissimilar effects upon the ear. The cause of this variety not being then understood, the vagueness which characterises the expression was hardly misplaced. But the researches of Helmholtz put an end to ambiguity, by showing that difference of timbre was due to change in the upper-partial tones, or harmonics, which accompany the foundation-tone, or ground-tone, of a note or sound.

A somewhat better, but rather metaphorical phrase was afterwards suggested in Germany; by which varieties of timbre were termed Klangfarbe or Sound-colours. This term, in the outlandish shape of ‘Clangtint,’ was adopted by Tyndall and other writers as an English equivalent of the German word.

But a term has been latterly employed which must commend itself to all as at once a pure English word and a symbol to express the idea, now become definite; namely the word QUALITY. A sound may therefore be said in fair English to possess three properties, and no more—Pitch, Intensity, and Quality; respectively corresponding to the Frequency, the Amplitude, and the Form of the Sound-wave. In case this definition be objected to as unnecessarily geometrical, the Quality, or Timbre, of a note may be described as the sum of the associated vibrations which go to make up that complex mental perception.

‘If the same note,’ says Helmholtz, ‘is sounded successively on a pianoforte, violin, clarinet, oboe, or trumpet, or by the human voice, notwithstanding its having the same force and pitch, the musical tone of each is different, and we recognise with ease which of these is being used. Varieties of tone-quality seem to be infinitely numerous even in instruments; but the human voice is still richer, and speech employs these very qualitative varieties of tone in order to distinguish different letters. The different vowels belong to the class of sustained tones which can be used in music; while the character of consonants mainly depends on brief and transient noises.’

It is well known that he analysed these compound tones by means of Resonators, and subsequently reproduced them synthetically by a
system of electrically controlled tuning-forks. The full demonstration of these facts occupies the larger part of his classical work on 'Sensations of Tone,' and can hardly be given in a brief summary. Pure tones can be obtained from a tuning-fork held over a resonance tube, and by blowing a stream of air from a linear slit over the edge of a large bottle. The quality of tone in struck strings depends on (1) the nature of the stroke, (2) the place struck, and (3) the density, rigidity, and elasticity of the string. In bowed instruments no complete mechanical theory can be given; although Helmholtz's beautiful 'Vibration Microscope' furnishes some valuable indications. In violins, the various parts, such as the belly, back, and soundpost, all contribute to modify the quality; as also does the contained mass of air. By blowing across the f-hole of a Stradivarius violin, Savart obtained the note e; in a violoncello, F; and in a viola, a note one tone below that of the violin.

Open organ pipes, and conical double reed instruments, such as the oboe and bassoon, give all the notes of the harmonic series. Stopped pipes and the clarinet give only the partial tones of the uneven numbers. On this subject, neither Helmholtz nor any other observer has given more detailed information: indeed the distinguished German physicist points out that here there is still a wide field for research.

The theory of vowel-quality, first enunciated by Wheatstone in a criticism on Willis's experiments, is still more complicated. Valuable as are Helmholtz's researches, they have been to some extent corrected and modified of late by R. Koenig in his 'Essai sur l'Acoustique.' The latter writer begins by stating that, according to the researches of Donders and Helmholtz, the mouth, arranged to produce a particular vowel-sound, has a powerful resonance-tone which is fixed for each vowel, whatever be the fundamental note. A slight change of pronunciation modifies the sound sufficiently to sustain the proposition made by Helmholtz of defining these accessory sounds the vowels which belong to different idioms and dialects. It is therefore very interesting to determine the exact pitch of these notes for the different vowels. Helmholtz and Donders however differ considerably in their results. Koenig determines the accessory resonance-tones for the vowels as pronounced by the North-Germans as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{OU} & &\text{O} & &\text{AE} & &\text{I} \\
&Bb_5 & &Bb_3 & &Bb_4 & &Bb_6 & &Bb_7 \\
&325 & &450 & &900 & &1800 & &3600 \text{ vibrations.}
\end{align*}
\]

The simplicity of these relations is certainly in their favour, and is suggested by M. Koenig as the reason why we find essentially the same five vowels in all languages, in spite of the undoubted powers which the human voice possesses of producing an infinite number and variety of such sounds.

**W.H.S.**

---

**TIME** (Lat. Tempus, Tactus; Ital. Tempo, Misura, Tutto; Fr. Mesure; Germ. Takt, Taktart, Taktordnung).

No musical term has been invested with a greater or more confusing variety of significations than the word Time; nor is this vagueness confined to the English language. In the Middle Ages, as we shall show, its meaning was very limited; and bore but a very slight relation to the extended signification accorded to it in modern Music. It is now used in two senses, between which there exists no connection whatever. For instance, an English Musician, meeting with two Compositions, one of which is headed, 'Tempo di Valza,' and the other, 'Tempo di Mennetto,' will naturally (and quite correctly) play the first in 'Wal'tz-Time'; that is to say, at the pace at which a Waltz is commonly danced; and the second, at the very much slower pace peculiar to the Minuet. But an Italian Musician will tell us that both are written in 'Tempo di triplo di semiminima'; and the English Professor will (quite correctly) translate this by the expression, 'Triple Time,' or '3-4 Time,' or 'Three Crotchet Time.' Here, then, are two Compositions, one of which is in 'Wal'tz-Time,' and the other in 'Minuet Time,' while both are in 'Triple Time'; the words 'Tempo' and 'Time' being indiscriminately used to indicate pace and rhythm. The difficulty might have been removed by the substitution of the term 'Movimento' for 'Tempo,' in all cases in which pace is concerned; but this word is very rarely used, though its French equivalent, 'Mouvement,' is not uncommon.

The word Tempo having already been treated, in its relation to speed, we have now only to consider its relation to rhythm.

In the Middle Ages, the words 'Tempus,' 'Tempo,' 'Time,' described the proportionate duration of the Breve and Semibreve only; the relations between the Large and the Long, and the Long and the Breve, being determined by the laws of Mode, and those existing between the Semibreve and the Minim, by the rules of Prolation. Of Time, as described by medieval writers, there were two kinds—the Perfect and the Imperfect. In Perfect Time, the Breve was equal to three Semibreves. The Signature of this was a complete Circle. In Imperfect Time—denoted by a Semicircle—the Breve was equal to two Semibreves only. The complications resulting from the use of Perfect or Imperfect Time in combination with the different kinds of Mode and Prolation, are described in the article Notation, and deserve careful consideration, since they render possible, in antient Notation, the most abstruse combinations in use at the present day.

In modern Music, the word Time is applied to rhythmic combinations of all kinds, mostly indicated by fractions (\(\frac{3}{4}\) etc.) referring to the aliquot parts of a Semibreve—the norm by which

---

1. *Quelques Expériences d'Acoustique,* Paris 1832 (privately printed).
the duration of all other notes is and always has been regulated. [See Time-Signature.]

Of these combinations, there are two distinct orders, classed under the heads of Common (or Duple) Time, in which the contents of the Bar as represented by the number of its Beats are divisible by 2; and Triple Time, in which the number of beats can only be divided by 3. These two orders of Time—answering to the Imperfect and Perfect forms of the earlier system—are again subdivided into two lesser classes, called Simple and Compound. We shall treat of the Simple Times first, begging the reader to remember, that in every case the rhythmic value of the Bar is determined, not by the number of notes it contains, but by the number of its Beats. For it is evident that a Bar of whatever is generally called Common Time may just as well be made to contain two Minims, eight Quavers, or sixteen Semiquavers, as four Crotchets, though it can never be made to contain more or less than four Beats. It is only by the number of its Beats, therefore, that it can be accurately measured.

1. Simple Common Times (Ital. Tempi pari; Fr. Mesure à quatre ou à deux temps; Germ. Ein/ache gerade Takt). The forms of these now most commonly used are—

1. The Time called 'Alla Breve,' which contains, in every Bar, four Beats, each represented by a Minim, or its value in other notes.

\[\begin{array}{c}
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

This species of Time, most frequently used in Ecclesiastical Music, has for its Signature a Semicircle, with a Bar drawn perpendicularly through it (\(\frac{3}{4}\)) and derives its name from the fact that four Minims make a Breve.

2. Four Crotchett Time (Ital. Tempo ordinario; Fr. Mesure à quatre temps; Germ. Viervierteltakt) popularly called Common Time, par excellence.

\[\begin{array}{c}
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

This kind of Time also contains four Beats in a Bar, each Beat being represented by a Crotchett—or its value, in other notes. Its Signature is an unhurried Semicircle (\(\frac{3}{4}\)), or, less commonly, \(\frac{4}{4}\).

3. The Time called Alla Cappella—sometimes very incorrectly misnamed Alla Breve—containing two Minim Beats in the Bar, and having for its Signature a barred Semicircle exactly similar to that used for the true Alla Breve already described (No. 1).

\[\begin{array}{c}
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
A \\
\hline
\end{array}\]
two, four, or eight Beats in a Bar, though it
would be possible, in case of necessity, to invent
others. Others indeed have actually been in-
vented by some very modern writers, under
pressure of certain needs, real or supposed. The
one indispensable condition is, not only that the
number of Beats should be divisible by 2 or 4,
but that each several Beat should also be capable
of subdivision by 2 or 4, ad infinitum. 1

II. When, however, each Beat is divisible by
3, instead of 2, the Time is called Compound
Common (Germ. Gerade zusammengesetzte Takt):
Common, because each Bar contains two, four,
or eight Beats; Compound, because these Beats
are represented, not by simple, but by dotted
notes, each divisible by three. For Times of
this kind, the term Compound is especially
well-chosen, since the peculiar character of the
Beats renders it possible to regard each Bar as
an agglomeration of so many shorter Bars of
Triplet Time.

The forms of Compound Common Time most
frequently used are—

1a. Twelve-four Time (Germ. Zwölftiertakt), 12,
with four Beats in the Bar, each Beat
represented by a dotted Minim—or its equiva-
lent, three Crotchets; used, principally, in
Sacred Music.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 12T] \]}

2a. Twelve-eight Time (Ital. Tempo di Do-
diciotto; Germ. Zwölfachteltakt), 12, with fou-
rt Beats in the Bar, each represented by a dotted
Crotchet, or its equivalent, three Quavers.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 12T] \]}

3a. Twelve-sixteen Time, 16; with four
Beats in the Bar, each represented by a dotted
Quaver, or its equivalent, three Semiquavers.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 16T] \]}

4a. Six-two Time, 6; with two beats in each
Bar; each represented by a dotted Semibreve—
or its equivalent, three Minims; used only in
Sacred Music, and that not very frequently.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 6T] \]}

5a. Six-four Time, (Germ. Sechsvierteltakt),
with two Beats in the bar, each represented by a
dotted Minim—or its equivalent, three Crotchets.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 6T] \]}

6a. Six-eight Time (Ital. Tempo di Se-
tupla; Germ. Sechsachteltakt), with two Beats
in the Bar, each represented by a dotted Crotchet
—or its equivalent, three Quavers.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 6T] \]}

7a. Six-sixteen Time, 6, with two Beats
in the Bar, each represented by a dotted Quaver
—or its equivalent, three Semiquavers.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 6T] \]}

8a. Twenty-four-sixteen, 24, with eight Beats
in the Bar, each represented by a dotted Quaver
—or its equivalent, three Semiquavers.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 24T] \]}

III. Unequal, or Triple Times (Ital. Tempi dis-
pari; Fr. Mesures à trois temps; Germ. Ungerade
Takt; Triplet Takt) differ from Common, in that
the number of their Beats is invariably three.
They are divided, like the Common Times, into
two classes—Simple and Compound—the Beats
in the first class being represented by simple
notes, and those in the second by dotted ones.
The principal forms of Simple Triple Time
(Germ. Einfache ungerade Takt) are—

1b. Three Semibreve Time (Ital. Tempo di
Tripla di Semiretti), 3, or 3, with three Beats
in the Bar, each represented by a Semibreve.
This form is rarely used in Music of later date
than the first half of the 17th century; though,
in Church Music of the School of Palestrina, it
is extremely common.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 3T] \]}

2b. Three-two Time, or Three Minim Time
(Ital. Tempo di Tripla di Minime) with three
Beats in the Bar, each represented by a Minim,
is constantly used, in Modern Church Music, as
well as in that of the 16th century.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 3T] \]}

3b. Three-four Time, or Three Crotchet Time
(Ital. Tempo di Tripla di Seminimini, Emolita
maggiore; Germ. Dreivierteltakt) with three Beats
in the Bar, each represented by a Crotchet, is
more frequently used, in modern Music, than
any other form of Simple Triple Time.

\[ \text{[Diagram of 3T] \]}

4b. Three-eight Time, or Three Quaver Time
(Ital. Tempo di Tripla di Cromo, Emolita
minore; Germ. Dreiachteltakt) with three Beats
in the Bar, each represented by a Quaver, is also
very frequently used, in modern Music, for slow
movements.

---

1 This law does not militate against the use of Tripets, Septolets,
or other groups containing an odd number of notes, since these
abnormal groups do not belong to the Time, but are accepted as
instructions of its rhythm.
It is possible to invent new forms of Compound Triple Time (as $\frac{3}{4}$ or $\frac{5}{8}$), with five Beats in the Bar, each Beat being represented either by a Crotchet or a Quaver as the case may be. As the peculiarities of this rhythmic form have already been fully described, we shall content ourselves by quoting, in addition to the examples given in vol. iii. p. 61, one beautiful instance of its use by Brahms, who, in his ‘Variations on a Hungarian Air,’ Op. 21, No. 2, has fulfilled all the most necessary conditions, by writing throughout in alternate Bars of Simple Common and Simple Triple Time, under a double Time-Signature at the beginning of the Movement. There seems no possible reason why a Composer, visited by an inspiration in that direction, should not write an Air in Septuple Time, with seven beats in a bar. The only condition needful to ensure success in such a case is, that the inspiration must come first, and prove of sufficient value to justify the use of an anomalous Measure for its expression. An attempt to write in Septuple Time, for its own sake, must inevitably result in an ignoble failure. The chief mechanical difficulty in the employment of such a Measure would lie in the uncertain position of its Accents, which would not be governed by any definite rule, but must depend, almost entirely, upon the fortunate or unfortunate deviation of the given Melody, and might indeed be so varied as to give rise to several different species of Septuple Time—a very serious objection, for, after all, it is by the position of its Accents that every species of Time must be governed. It was for this reason that, at the beginning of this article, we insisted upon the necessity for measuring the capacity of the Bar, not by the number of the notes it contained, but by that of its Beats: for it is upon the Beats that the Accents fall, and it is only in obedience to the position of the Beats that the notes receive them. Now it is a law that no two Accents—that is to say, no two of the greater Accents by which the Rhythm of the Bar is regulated, without reference to the subordinate stress which expresses the division of the notes into groups—can fall on two consecutive syllables of a word. The first Accent in the Bar—marked thus (A) in our examples, corresponds in Music with what is technically called the ‘Tone-syllable’ of a word. Where there are two Accents in the Bar, the second, marked thus, (a), is of much less importance. It is only by remembering this, that we can understand the difference between the Time called ‘Alla Cappella,’ with two Minim Beats in the Bar, and $\frac{5}{4}$, with four Crotchet Beats: for the value of the contents of the Bar, in notes, is exactly the same, in both cases; and in both cases, each Beat is divisible by 2, indefinitely. The only difference, therefore, is in the distribution of the Accents: and this difference is entirely independent of the pace at which the Bar may be taken.

In like manner, six Quavers may be written, with

\[ \text{See Quintuple Time.} \]
with equal propriety, in a Bar of \( \frac{3}{4} \) or in one of \( \frac{6}{8} \) Time. But the effect produced will be altogether different; for, in the first case, the notes will be grouped in three divisions, each containing two Quavers; while, in the second, they will form two groups, each containing three Quavers.

Again, twelve Crotchets may be written in a Bar of \( \frac{3}{8} \) or \( \frac{4}{4} \) Time; twelve Quavers, in a Bar of \( \frac{6}{8} \) or \( \frac{12}{8} \); or twelve Semiquavers, in a Bar of \( \frac{3}{4} \) or \( \frac{6}{8} \); the division into groups of two notes, or three, and the effect thereby produced, depending entirely upon the facts indicated by the Time-Signature—in other words, upon the question whether the Time be Simple or Compound.

For the position of the greater Accents, in Simple and Compound Time, is absolutely identical; the only difference between the two forms of Rhythm lying in the subdivision of the Beats by 2, in Simple Times, and by 3, in Compound ones. Every Simple Time has a special Compound form derived directly from it, with the greater Accents—the only Accents with which we are here concerned—falling in exactly the same places; as a comparison of the foregoing examples of Alla Breve and \( \frac{13}{4} \), C and \( \frac{13}{8} \), Alla Cappella and \( \frac{1}{4}, \frac{4}{4} \) and \( \frac{3}{8}, \frac{8}{8} \) and \( \frac{1}{6}, \frac{2}{6}, \frac{8}{8} \) and \( \frac{1}{6}, \frac{3}{8} \) and \( \frac{1}{8}, \frac{8}{8} \) and \( \frac{3}{8}, \frac{16}{8} \) and \( \frac{3}{8}, \frac{16}{8} \) will distinctly prove. And this rule applies, not only to Common and Triple Time, but also to Quintuple and Septuple, either of which may be Simple or Compound at will. As a matter of fact, we believe we are right in saying that neither of these Rhythms has, as yet, been attempted, in the Compound form. But such a form is possible: and its complications would in no degree interfere with the position of the greater Accents.\(^1\) For the strongest Accent will, in all cases, fall on the first Beat in the Bar; while the secondary Accent may fall, in Quintuple Time—whether Simple or Compound—either on the third or the fourth Beat; and in Septuple Time—Simple or Compound—on the fourth Beat, or the fifth—to say nothing of other places in which the Composer would be perfectly justified in placing it.\(^2\)

In a few celebrated cases—more numerous, nevertheless, than is generally supposed—Com-

---

\(^1\) Compounded Quintuple Rhythm would need, for its Time-Signature, the fraction \( \frac{3}{4} \) or \( \frac{12}{8} \); and compound Septuple Rhythm \( \frac{1}{4} \) or \( \frac{3}{8} \). These are sometimes taught the perfectly correct though by no means satisfactory ‘rule of thumb,’ that all fractions with a numerator greater than 3 denote Compound Times.

\(^2\) See Time-Beating.
composers have produced particularly happy effects by the simultaneous employment of two or more different kinds of Time. A very simple instance will be found in Handel's so-called 'Harmonious Blacksmith,' where one hand plays in Four-Crotchet Time (C), and the other in 2 4.

A more ingenious combination is found in 16 16 the celebrated Movement in the Finale of the First Act of 'Il Don Giovanni,' in which three distinct Orchestras play simultaneously a Minuet in 3 Time, a Gavotte in 2 4, and a Waltz in 3 8, as in Ex. 1 on previous page; the complexity of the arrangement being increased by the fact that each of those bars of the Waltz form, in their relation to each single bar of the Minuet, one bar of Compound Triple Time (3); while in relation to each single bar of the Gavotte, each two bars of the Waltz form one bar of Compound Common Time (3).

A still more complicated instance is found in the Slow Movement of Spohr's Symphony, 'Die Welhe der Töne' (Ex. 2 on previous page); and here again the difficulty is increased by the continuance of the slow Tempo—Andantino—in the part marked 9 16 while the part marked Allegro starts in Doppio movimento, each Quaver being equal to a Semiquaver in the Bass.

Yet these complications are simple indeed when compared with those to be found in Palestrina's Mass 'L'homme armé,' and in innumerable Compositions by Josquin des Prés, and other writers of the 15th and 16th centuries: triumphs of ingenuity so abstruse that it is doubtful whether any Choristers of the present day could master their difficulties, yet all capable of being expressed with absolute certainty by the various forms of Mode, Time, and Prolation, invented in the Middle Ages, and based upon the same firm principles as our own Time-Table. For, all the medieval Composers had to do, for the purpose of producing what we call Compound Common Time, was to combine Imperfect Mode with Perfect Time, or Imperfect Time with the Greater Prolation; and, for Compound Triple Time, Perfect Mode with Perfect Time, or Perfect Time with the Greater Prolation. [W.S.R.]

TIME, BEATING. Apart from what we know of the manners and customs of Greek Musicians, the practice of beating Time, as we beat it at the present day, is proved, by the traditions of the Sistine Choir, to be at least as old as the 15th century, if not very much older. In fact, the continual variations of Tempo which form so important an element in the interpretation of the works of Palestrina and other medieval Masters, must have required the 'Solfet'—or, as we now call it, the Bâton—of a Conductor indispensable; and in the Pontifical Chapel it has been considered so from time immemorial. When the Music of the Polyphonic School gave place to Choruses accompanied by a full Orchestra, or, at least, a Thorough-bass, a more uniform Tempo became not only a desideratum, but almost a necessity. And because good Musicians found no difficulty in keeping together, in Move-

...
of even two beats in a bar; and, in these cases, a single down-beat only is used, the upward motion of the Conductor's hand passing unnoticed, in consequence of its rapidity, as at (b).

When three beats are needed in the bar, the custom is, in England, to beat once downwards, once to the left, and once upwards, as at (a) in Fig. 2. In France, the same system is used in the Concert-room; but in the Theatre it is usual to direct the second beat to the right, as at B, on the ground that the Conductor's Bâton is thus rendered more easily visible to performers seated behind him. Both plans have their advantages and their disadvantages; but the fact that motions directed downwards, or towards the right, are always understood to indicate either primary or secondary accents, weighs strongly in favour of the English method.

But in very rapid Movements—such as we find in some of Beethoven's Scherzos—it is better to indicate 3-4 or 3-8 Time by a single down-beat, like those employed in very rapid 2-4; only that, in this case, the upward motion which the Conductor necessarily makes in preparation for the downward beat which is to follow must be made to correspond as nearly as possible with the third Crotchet or Quaver of the Measure, as in Fig. 3.

When four beats are needed in the bar, the first is directed downwards; the second towards the left; the third towards the right; and the fourth upwards. (Fig. 4.)

It is not possible to indicate more than four full beats in a bar, conveniently. But it is easy to indicate eight in a bar, by supplementing each full beat by a smaller one in the same direction,

as at (a) in Fig. 5; or, by the same means, to beat six Quavers in a bar of very slow 3-4 Time, as at (b), or (c).

Compound Times, whether Common or Triple, may be beaten in two ways. In moderately quick Movements, they may be indicated by the same number of beats as the Simple Times from which they are derived: e.g., 6-8 Time may be beaten like 2-4; 6-4 like Alla Cappella; 12-8 like 4-4; 9-8 like 3-4; 9-16 like 3-8, etc., etc. But, in slower Movements, each constituent of the Compound Measure must be indicated by a triple motion of the Bâton; that is to say, by one full beat, followed by two smaller ones, in the same direction; 6-4 or 6-8 being taken as at (a) in Fig. 6; 9-4 or 9-8 as at (b); and 12-8 as at (c). The advantage of this plan is, that in all cases the greater divisions of the bar are indicated by full beats, and the subordinate ones by half-beats.

For the anomalous rhythmic combinations with five or seven beats in the bar, it is difficult to lay down a law the authority of which is sufficiently obvious to ensure its general acceptance. Two very different methods have been recommended; and both have their strong and their weak points.

One plan is, to beat each bar of Quintuple
Time in two distinct sections; one containing two beats, and the other, three; leaving the question whether the dupé section shall precede the triple one, or the reverse, to be decided by the nature of the Music. For Compositions like that by Brahms (Op. 21, No. 7), quoted in the preceding article, this method is not only excellent, but is manifestly in exact accordance with the author's intention—which, after all, by dividing each bar into two dissimilar members, the one dupé and the other triple, involves a compromise quite inconsistent with the character of strict Quintuple Rhythm, notwithstanding the use that has been made of it in almost all other attempts of like character. The only Composition with which we are acquainted, wherein five independent beats in the bar have been honestly maintained throughout, without any compromise whatever, is Reeve's well-known 'Gypsies' Glee'; and, for this, the plan we have mentioned would be wholly unsuitable. So strictly impartial is the use of the five beats in this Movement, that it would be quite impossible to fix the position of a second Accent. The bar must therefore be expressed by five full beats; and the two most convenient ways of so expressing it are those indicated at (a) and (b) in Fig. 7.

This is undoubtedly the best way of indicating Quintuple Rhythm, in all cases in which the Composer himself has not divided the bar into two unequal members.

Seven beats in the bar are less easy to manage. In the first place, if a compromise be attempted, the bar may be divided in several different ways; e.g. it may be made to consist of one bar of 4-4, followed by one bar of 3-4; or, one bar of 3-4, followed by one bar of 4-4; or, one bar of 3-4, followed by two bars of 2-4; or, two bars of 2-4, followed by one of 3-4; or, one bar of 2-4, one of 3-4, and one of 2-4. But, in the absence of any indication of such a division by the Composer himself, it is much better to indicate seven honest beats in the bar. (Fig. 8.)

Yet another complication arises, in cases in which two or more species of Rhythm are employed simultaneously, as in the Minuet in 'Don Giovanni,' and the Serenade in Spohr's 'Weihe der Töne.' In all such cases, the safest rule is, to select the shortest Measure as the norm, and to indicate each bar of it by a single down-beat. Thus, in 'Don Giovanni,' the Minuet in 3-4 Time, proceeds simultaneously with a Gavotte in 3-4, three bars of the latter being played against two bars of the former; and also with a Waltz in 3-8, three bars of which are played against each single bar of the Minuet, and two against each bar of the Gavotte. We must, therefore, select the Time of the Waltz as our norm; indicating each bar of it by a single down-beat; in which case each bar of the Minuet will be indicated by three down-beats, each bar of the Gavotte by two, and each bar of the Waltz by one—an arrangement which no orchestral player can possibly misunderstand.

In like manner, Spohr's Symphony will be
most easily made intelligible by the indication of a single down-beat for each Semiquaver of the part written in 9-16 Time—a method which Mendelssohn always adopted in conducting this Symphony. 1

This method of using down-beats only is also of great value in passages which, by means of complicated syncopations, or other similar expedients, are made to go against the time; that is to say, are made to sound as if they were written in a different Time from that in which they really stand. But, in these cases, the down-beats must be employed with extreme caution, and only by very experienced Conductors, since nothing is easier than to throw a whole Orchestra out of gear, by means used with the best possible intention of simplifying its work. A passage near the conclusion of the Slow Movement of Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral Symphony’ will occur to the reader as a case in point.

The rules we have given will ensure mechanical correctness in beating Time. But, the iron strictness of a Metronome, though admirable in its proper place, is very far from being the only qualification needed to form a good Conductor, who must not only know how to beat Time with precision, but must also learn to beat it easily and naturally, and with just so much action as may suffice to make the motion of his Bâton seen and understood by every member of the Orchestra, and no more. For the antics once practised by a school of Conductors, now happily almost extinct, were only so many fatal hindrances to an artistic performance.

Many Conductors beat Time with the whole arm, instead of from the wrist. This is a very bad habit, and almost always leads to a very much worse one—that of dancing the Bâton, instead of moving it steadily. Mendelssohn, one of the most accomplished Conductors on record, was very much opposed to this habit, and reprehended it strongly. His manner of beating was excessively strict; and imparted such extraordinary precision to the Orchestra, that, having brought a long level passage—such, for instance, as a continued forte—into steady swing, he was sometimes able to leave the performers, for a considerable time, to themselves; and would often lay down his Bâton upon the desk, and cease to beat Time for many bars together, listening intently to the performance, and only resuming his active functions when his instinct told him that his assistance would presently be needed. With a less experienced chief, such a proceeding would have been fatal; but, when he did it—and it was his constant practice—one always felt that everything was at its very best.

It may seem strange to claim, for the mechanical process of time-beating, the rank of an element—and a very important element—necessary to the attainment of ideal perfection in art: yet Mendelssohn’s method of managing the Bâton proved it to be one. He held ‘Tempo rubato’ in abhorrence; yet he indicated nuances of emphasis and expression—as opposed to the inevitable Accents described in the foregoing article—with a precision which no educated musician ever failed to understand; and this with an effect so marked, that, when even Ferdinand David—a Conductor of no ordinary ability—took up the bâton after him at the Gewandhaus, as he frequently did, the soul of the Orchestra seemed to have departed. 2 The secret of this may be explained in a very few words. He knew how to beat strict Time with expression; and his gestures were so full of meaning, that he enabled, and compelled, the meanest Kipieno to assist in interpreting his reading. In other words, he united, in their fullest degree, the two qualifications which alone are indispensable in a great Conductor—the noble intention, and the power of compelling the Orchestra to express it. No doubt, the work of a great Conductor is immeasurably facilitated by his familiarity with the Orchestra he directs. Its members learn to understand and obey him, with a certainty which saves an immensity of labour. Sir Michael Costa, for instance, attained a position so eminent, that for very many years there was not, in all England, an orchestral player of any reputation

---

1 See the examples of these two passages, in the foregoing article (p. 121).

2 We do not make this assertion on our own unsupported authority. The circumstance has been noticed, over and over again; and all who carefully studied Mendelssohn’s method will bear witness to the fact.
who did not comprehend the meaning of the slightest motion of his hand. And hence it was
that, during the course of his long career, he was able to modify and almost revolutionise
the method of procedure to which he owed his earliest successes. Beginning with the com-
paratively small Orchestra of Her Majesty's Theatre, as it existed years ago, he gradually
extended his sway, until he brought under command the vast body of 4000 performers as-
sembled at the Handel Festivals at the Crystal Palace. As the number of performers increased,
he found it necessary to invent new methods of beating Time for them; and, for a long period,
used an uninterrupted succession of consecutive down-beats with a freedom which no previous
Conductor had ever attempted. By using down-beats with one hand, simultaneously with the
orthodox form in the other, he once succeeded, at the Crystal Palace, in keeping under command
the two sides of a Double Chorus, when every one present capable of understanding the gravity of
the situation believed an ignoble crash to be inevitable. And, at the Festival of 1853, his
talented successor, Mr. Manns, succeeded, by nearly similar means, in maintaining order under
circumstances of unexampled difficulty, caused by the sudden illness of the veteran chief whose
place he was called upon to occupy without due time for preparation. In such cases as these the
Conductor's left hand is an engine of almost unlimited power, and, even in ordinary conducting,
it may be made extremely useful. It may beat four in a bar, or, in unequal combinations, even
three, while the right hand beats two; or the reverse. For the purpose of emphasising the
meaning of the right hand, its action is invaluable. And it may be made the index of a hundred
shades of delicate expression. Experienced players display a wonderful instinct for the interpreta-
tion of the slightest action on the part of an experienced Conductor. An intelligent wave of the bâton will
often ensure an effective sforzando, even if it be not marked in the copies. A succession of beats, beginning
quietly and extending in size, until the broadest sweeps the bâton can execute, will
ensure a powerful crescendo, and the opposite process, an equally effective diminuendo, unnoticed
by the transcriber. Even a glance of the eye will enable a careless player to take up a point
correctly, after he has accidentally lost his place — a very common incident, since too many players
trust to each other for counting silent bars, and consequently re-enter with an indecision which
energy on the part of the Conductor can alone correct.

It still remains to speak of one of the most important duties of a Conductor—that of starting
his Orchestra. And here an old-fashioned scruple frequently causes great uncertainty.
Many Conductors think it beneath their dignity to start with a preliminary beat: and many more
players think themselves insulted when such a beat is given for their assistance. Yet the
value of the expedient is so great, that it is madness to sacrifice it for the sake of idle prejudice.

No doubt good Conductors and good Orchestras can start well enough without it, in all ordinary
cases; but it is never safe to despise legitimate help, and never disgraceful to accept it. A
very fine Orchestra, playing Beethoven's Symphony in C minor for the first time under a
Conductor with whose 'reading' of the work they were unacquainted, would probably escape
a vulgar crash at starting, even without a preliminary beat; but they would certainly play
the first bar very badly: whereas, with such a beat to guide them, they would run no risk at all.
For one preliminary beat suffices to indicate to a cultivated Musician the exact rate of speed at
which the Conductor intends to take the Movement he is starting, and enables him to fulfil his
chief's intention with absolute certainty. [W.S.R.]

**TIME-SIGNATURE.** (Lat. Signum Modi, vel Temporis, vel Prolatioz; Germ. Taktzeichen). A Sign placed after the Clef and the Sharps or Flats which determine the Signature of the Key, in order to give notice of the Rhythm in which a Composition is written.

Our present Time-signatures are directly de-
scribed from forms invented in the Middle Ages. Medieval Composers used the Circle—the most perfect of figures—to denote Perfect (or, as we should now say, Triple) Rhythm; and the Semi-
circle for Imperfect or Duple forms. The Sign-
atures used to distinguish the Greater and Lesser
Modes,\(^1\) Perfect or Imperfect—Signa Modi,
Modal Signs—were usually preceded by a group of Rests,\(^2\) showing the number of Longs to
which a Large was equal in the Greater Mode, and the number of Breves which equalled the
Long in the Lesser one—that is to say, three
for the Perfect forms, and two for the Imperfect.
Sometimes these Rests were figured once only: sometimes they were twice repeated. The fol-
lowing forms were most commonly used:—

**Greater Mode Perfect.**

\[
\text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -} \quad \text{or} \quad \text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -}
\]

**Greater Mode Imperfect.**

\[
\text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -} \quad \text{or} \quad \text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -}
\]

**Lesser Mode Perfect.**

\[
\text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -} \quad \text{or} \quad \text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -}
\]

**Lesser Mode Imperfect.**

\[
\text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -} \quad \text{or} \quad \text{\textbullet - \textbullet - \textbullet -}
\]

Combinations of the Greater and Lesser Modes,
when both were Perfect, were indicated by a
Point of Perfection, placed in the centre of the
Circle, as at (a) in the following example. When
the Greater Mode was Perfect, and the Lesser
Imperfect, the Point was omitted, as at (b).

---

1 See MODE.

2 The reader must be careful to observe the position of these
Rests; because it is only when they precede the Circle or semicircle,
that they are used as signs. When they follow it, they must be
considered as marks of silence.
TIME-SIGNATURE.

When both Modes were Imperfect, or the Greater Imperfect and the Lesser Perfect, the difference was indicated by the groups of Rests, as at (c) and (d).

(c) Both Modes Imperfect.  (d) Greater Mode Perfect, and Lesser Imperfect.

The Circle and the Semicircle, were also used either alone or in combination with the figures 3 or 2, as Signatures of Time, in the limited sense in which that term was used in the Middle Ages; i.e. as applied to the proportions existing between the Breve and the Semibreve only—three to one in Perfect, and two to one in Imperfect forms.

Perfect Time. Imperfect Time.

The same signs were used to indicate the proportion between the Semibreve and the Minim, in the Greater and Lesser Prolation; but generally with a bar drawn perpendicularly through the Circle or Semicircle, to indicate that the beats were to be represented by Minims; and sometimes, in the case of the Greater Prolation, with the addition of a Point of Perfection.

The Greater Prolation.

The Lesser Prolation.

Combinations of Mode, Time, and Prolation sometimes give rise to very complicated forms, which varied so much at different epochs, that even Ornithoparchus, writing in 1517, complains of the difficulty of understanding them. Some writers used two Circles or Semicircles, one within the other, with or without a Point of Perfection in the centre of the smaller one. The inversion of the Semicircle (3) always denoted a diminution in the value of the beats, to the extent of one-half; but it was only at a comparatively late period that the doubled figure (C 3) indicated an analogous change in the opposite direction. Again, the barred Circle or Semicircle always indicated Minim beats; but the unbarred forms, while indicating Semibreves, in Mode, and Time, were used, by the Madrigal writers, to indicate Crotchet beats, in Prolation.

The application of these principles to modern Time-signatures is exceedingly simple, and may be explained in a very few words. At present we use the unbarred Semicircle to indicate four Crotchet beats in a bar; the barred Semicircle to indicate four Minim beats, in the Time called Alla breve, and two Minim beats in Alla Cappella. Some German writers once used the doubled Semicircle, barred, (C1) for Alla breve—which they called the Grosse Allabrevedskt, and the ordinary single form, barred, for Alla Cappella—Kleine Allabrevedskt: but this distinction has long since fallen into disuse.

The Circle is no longer used; all other forms of Rhythm than those already mentioned being distinguished by fractions, the denominators of which refer to the aliquot parts of a Semibreve, and the numerators, to the number of them contained in a bar, as \( \frac{2}{4} \), \( \frac{3}{4} \), \( \frac{2}{3} \), \( \frac{3}{2} \), etc. And even in this we only follow the medieval custom, which used the fraction \( \frac{3}{2} \) to denote Triple Time, with three Minims in a bar, exactly as we denote it at the present day.

A complete list of all the fractions now used as Time-Signatures will be found in the article Time, together with a detailed explanation of the peculiarities of each.

[T.W.S.R.]

TIME TABLE. A Table denoting the forms and proportionate duration of all the notes used in measured Music.

The earliest known indication of a Time Table is to be found in the well-known work on Cantus mensurabilis, written by Franco of Cologne about the middle of the 11th century. Franco mentions only four kinds of notes, the Large (or Double Long), the Long, the Breve, and the Semibreve. Franchinus Gaffurius, in his 'Practica musice,' first printed at Milan in 1496, describes the same four forms, with the addition of the Minim. These were afterwards supplemented by the Greater Semiminim, now called the Crotchet, and the Lesser Semiminim, or Quaver; and, later still, by the Semiquaver, the Demi-semiquaver, and the Half-Demi-semiquaver.

The modern Time Table, denoting the proportionate value of all these notes, is too well known in our schoolrooms to need a word of description here.

[T.W.S.R.]

TUMIDAMENTE. The indication written by Beethoven in his MS. of the Mass in D at the well-known passage in the 'Agnus,' where the trumpets produce their thrilling effect—Ah Miserere! etc.; but changed by the engravers of the first score and subsequent editions to 'Trami
damente.' The mistake was corrected in Breitkopf's critical edition.

[T.W.S.R.]

TIPAMPA. The Italian word for kettle-drums. Printers and copyists often substitute \( \mathbb{y} \) for \( \mathbb{i} \) in this word, which is a great fault, as the letter \( \mathbb{y} \) does not exist in the Italian language.

[V. de F.]

TINCTORIS, JOANNES DE, known in Italy as Giovanni del Tintore, and in England as John Tinctor, was born at Nivelles in Brabant.
in the year 1434 or 1435. The peculiar form of his name has led to the supposition that he was the son of a dyer; but the custom of using the genitive case, when translating proper names into Latin, was so common in Flanders during the Middle Ages, that it cannot, in this instance, be accepted as a proof of the fact. All we really know of his social status is, that his profound learning and varied attainments were rewarded with honourable appointments, both in his own country and in Italy. In early youth he studied the Law; took the Degree of Doctor, first in Jutland, and then in Paris, where he was admitted to the Priesthood, and eventually obtained a Canony in his native town. He afterwards entered the service of Ferdinand of Arragon, King of Naples, who appointed him his Cha-lain and Cantor, and treated him with marked consideration and respect. At Naples he founded a public Music-School, composed much Music, and wrote the greater number of his theoretical works. He returned to Nivel in 1450, and died there, as nearly as can be ascertained, in 1456. Franchinus Gafurius makes honourable mention of him in several places. None of his Compositions have been printed, but several exist in MS. among the Archives of the Pontifical Chapel. One of these, a ‘Missa l’homme armé,’ a 5, is remarkable for the number of extraneous sentences interpolated into the text. In the ‘Sanctus’ the Tenor is made to sing ‘Cleribus ac Sera-phim, cæterique spiritus angelici Deo in altissi-mis in-cessantibus, et in die in saeculum,’ ‘Osanna,’ the Altus sings ‘Pueri Hebreorum sternetes vestimenta ramos palmarum festus filio David, clamabant;’ and in the ‘Benedictus,’ the Tenor interpolates ‘Benedictus semper sit filius Altissimi, qui de colie hoc venit;’ while, in each case, the other Voices sing the usual words of the Mass. This senseless corruption of the authorised text, it will be remembered, was one of the abuses which induced the Council of Trent to issue the bull ‘Novissimae,’ which resulted in the composition of the ‘Missae Papae Marcelli.’

Theoretical works of J. de Tintorius are more numerous and important, by far, than his Compositions. Their titles are: ‘Expositio manuum,’ ‘Liber de natura et proprietate tonorum,’ ‘De notis ac pausis,’ ‘De regulari valore notarum,’ ‘Liber imperfectionum notarum,’ ‘Tractatus alterationum,’ ‘Super punctus musicallionis,’ ‘Liber de arte contrapuncti,’ ‘Proporionale musicas,’ ‘Complexus effusiorum musicas,’ and ‘Terminus musicus disjuntorum.’

This last-named work will, we imagine, be invested with special interest for our readers, since it is undoubtedly the first Musical Dictionary that ever was printed. It is of such extreme rarity, that, until Forkel discovered a copy in the Library of the Duke of Gotha, in the latter half of the last century, it was altogether unknown. About the same time, Dr. Burney discovered another copy, in the Library of King George III, now in the British Museum. The work is undated, and the place of publication is not mentioned; but there is reason for believing that it was printed at Naples about the year 1474. It contains 291 definitions of musical terms, arranged in alphabetical order, exactly in the form of an ordinary Dictionary. The language is terse and vigorous, and, in most cases, very much to the purpose. Indeed it would be difficult to overestimate the value of the light thrown, by some of the definitions, upon the Musical Terminology of the Middle Ages. Some of the explanations, however, involve rather curious anomalies, as for instance, ‘Melodia idem est quod armonia.’

Forkel reprinted the entire work in his ‘Lit-eratur der Musik,’ p. 204 etc.; and his reprint has been republished, in the original Latin, under the editorship of Mr. John Bishop, of Cheltenham, by Messrs. Cocks & Co. No other work by J. de Tintorius has ever been printed; though both Petis et Choron are said to have once contemplated the publication of the entire series. [W.S.B.]

TIRABOSCHI, GIOVANI, a well-known writer on Italian literature, born at Bergamo, Dec. 28, 1731, and educated by the Jesuits, to which order he at one time belonged. He was librarian of the Brera in Milan for some years, and in 1770 removed to a similar post at Modena. His ‘Storia della Letteratura Italiana’ (13 vols. quarto, 1772 to 1783) includes the history of Italian music. He published besides ‘Biblioteca Modense’ (6 vols. 1781 to 1806) the last volume of which, ‘Notizie de’ pittori, scultori, incisori, ed architetti, nati degli Stati del Sig. Duca di Modena,’ has an appendix of musicians. Tiraboschi died June 3, 1797, at Modena. [F.G.]

TIRANA. An Andalusian dance of a very graceful description, danced to an extremely rhythmical air in 6-8 time. The words which accompany the music are written in ‘coplas’ or stanzas of four lines, without any ‘estrevillo.’ [See SEGUIDILLA, vol. iii. p. 457 a.] There are several of them in Precioso’s ‘Colección de Coplas,’ etc. (Madrid, 1799), whence the following example is derived:

Tú eres mi primer amor,
T’d me enseñaste a querer
No me enseñaste a olvidar.
Que no lo quiero aprender.

Tiranías are generally danced and sung to a guitar accompaniment. The music of one (‘Si la mar fuera de tinta’) will be found in ‘Arias y Canciones Nacionales Españoles’ (London, Londale, 1871).

[W.B.S.]

TIRABOSCHI, DA, ‘to draw out.’ Trombe, or Corni, da tirarsi, i.e. Trumpets or Horns with slides, are found mentioned in the scores of Bach’s Kirchenkantatas, usually for strengthening the voices. See the Bachgesellschaft volumes, ii. pp. 232, 317, 327; x. 189, etc. etc.

1 Not, as some historians have supposed, in 1455.
3 See vol. iii. p. 201.

4 King’s Lib. 66. e. 127.
5 At the end of Hamilton’s Dictionary of 200 Musical Terms.
6 Translation—Thou art my first love. Thou taughtest me to love, Teach me not to forget, For I do not wish to learn it.
TIS THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER.

A song written by Thomas Moore to the tune of 'The Groves of Blarney'; this again being possibly a variation of an older air called 'The Young Man's dream,' which Moore has adapted to the words 'Ae a beam on the face of the waters may glow.' Blarney, near Cork, became popular in 1788 or 1789, and it was then that the words of 'The Groves of Blarney' were written by R. A. Millikin, an attorney of Cork. The tune may be older, though this is not at all certain: it is at all events a very beautiful and characteristic Irish melody. We give it in both its forms, as it is a good example of the way in which Moore, with all his taste, often destroyed the peculiar character of the melodies he adapted. 1

TOCCATA. 129

'Tis the last rose of summer. Left
Blooming alone; All her lovely companions Are faded and gone; No
Gnaw'd by the kine, No rose but is sigh'd, To re'sent back her blush-es
Or give sigh for sigh.

Beethoven (20 Irische Lieder, No. 6) has set it, in Eb, to the words 'Sad and luckless was the season.' Mendelssohn wrote a fantasia on the air, published as op. 15, 2 considerably altering the notation; and Flotow has made it the leading motif in the latter part of 'Martha.' Berlioz's enthusiasm for the tune equals his contempt for the opera. 'The delicious Irish air was so simply and poetically sung by Patti, that its fragrance alone was sufficient to disinfect the rest of the work.'

TITZE, or TITZE, Ludwlg, member of the Imperial chapel and of the Tonkünstler-Societät, and Vice-Pedell of the University of Vienna, born April 1, 1797, died Jan. 11, 1850. Possessor of a sympathetic and highly-trained tenor voice, with a very pure style of execution, Titze was universally popular. He sang at the Concerts Spirituels, and acted as choir-master, Karl Holz being leader, and Baron Lennoy conductor. Between 1822 and 1839 he appeared at 26 concerts of the Tonkünstler-Societät, singing the tenor solos in such works as Handel's 'Solomon,' 'Athaliah,' 'Jephtha,' and 'Messiah,' and Haydn's 'Creation' and 'Seasons,' associated in the latter with Staudigl after 1833.

From 1822 he also sang at innumerable concerts and soirées of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde. His special claim to distinction, however, was his production of Schubert's songs at these soirées. He sang successively, 'Rastlose Liebe' (1824 and 31); 'Erlkönig' (1825); 'Der Einsame' (1826); 'Nachthelle' (1827); 'Norman's Gesang' (March 8, 1827, accompanied by Schubert on the PF, and 1839); 'Gute Nacht' (1828); 'Der blinde Knabe,' and 'Drang in die Ferne' (1829); 'Liebesbotschaft,' and 'Auf dem Strome' (1830); 'An mein Herz,' 'Sehnsucht,' and 'Die Sirene' (1833); besides taking his part in the quartet 'Geist der Liebe' (1832 and 32); 'Die Nachtigall' (1824); 'Der Gondelfahrer' (1825); and the solo in the 'Song of Miriam' (1832).

At the single concert given by Schubert, March 26, 1828, he sang 'Auf dem Strome,' accompanied on the French horn by Levy, jun., and on the PF. by Schubert. These lists show that Schubert's works were not entirely neglected in Vienna. His name appears in the programmes of the Gesellschaft soirées 88 times between 1822 and 1840.

TOCCATA (Ital.), from toccare, to touch, is the name of a kind of instrumental composition originating in the beginning of the 17th century. As the term Sonata is derived from the verb suonare, to sound, and may thus be described as a sound-piece, or Tonstück, so the similarly formed term Toccata represents a touch-piece, or a composition intended to exhibit the touch and execution of the performer. In this respect it is somewhat synonymous with the prelude and fantasia; but it has its special characteristics, which are so varied as to make them difficult to define clearly. The most obvious are a very flowing movement in notes of equal length and a homophonic character, there being often indeed in the earlier examples but one part throughout, though occasionally full chords were employed. There is no decided subject which is made such by repetition, and the whole has the air of a

1 The writer is indebted to Mr. T. W. Joyce for the above information. See too Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hall's 'Ireland,' l. 49, and Lover's 'Lyrics of Ireland.'

2 Of the date of this piece no trace is forthcoming. It probably belongs to his first English visit. Its publication (by Spina) appears to date from Mendelssohn's visit to Vienna, or come to Italy.
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showy improvisation. Giovanni Gabrieli (1557-1612) and Claudio Marullo (1532-1604) were the first writers of any importance who used this form, the Toccatas of the latter being scarcely so brilliant as those of the former, though more elaborate. Frescobaldi, Luigi Rossi, and Scherzer developed the idea and sometimes altered the character of the movement, using chords freely and even contrapuntal passages. It was Bach however who raised the Toccata far beyond all previous and later writers. The Toccatas to his Fugues for Clavichord are in some cases a chain of short movements of markedly different tempi and styles. The fourth of those in the Peters volume of 'Toccatas and Fugues' is the only one which answers to the description given above, the others being almost overtures. That to the G minor Fugue in No. 211 of the same edition is very extended. His organ Toccatas are very grand, one of the finest being that in F on this subject:

\[ \begin{align*}
&\text{the semiquaver figure of which is treated at great } \\
&\text{length alternately by the two hands in thirds } \\
&\text{and sixths over a pedal base, and then by the } \\
&\text{pentatonic modes. In GG. (Préd. 8 p.) is } \\
&\text{equally brilliant. Bach sometimes begins and } \\
&\text{ends with rapid cadenza-like passages in very } \\
&\text{short notes divided between the two hands, as in } \\
&\text{the well-known Toccata in D minor, with its fugue, } \\
&\text{which Tausig has arranged as a piano solo.}^1
\end{align*} \]

Probably from the fact of its being a piano individuality the Toccata has in later times had but a flickering vitality, and has found scant favour with composers of the first rank. A collection of six Toccatas for piano published by Mr. Paner has resuscitated as prominent specimens by F. Pollini (not the famous one of his 31) in G, and others by Czerny, Onslow, Clementi, etc. That by Pollini is of the form and character of a Bourrée, and the others would be better named Etudes in double notes, having all definite subjects and construction. The same may be said of Schumann's Toccata in G (op. 7), which is a capital study for practice, and is in sonata form. Contemporary musicians have given us two or three specimens of real Toccatas worth mention, prominent among them being that in G minor by Rheinberger, which is a free fugue of great boldness and power. The same composer has used the diminutive term Toccata for one of a set of short pieces; and another instance of the use of this term is the Toccata in E♭ by Henselt, a short but very showy and difficult piece. Dupont has published a little P.F. piece entitled TOCCATILLA. Toccatas by Walter Mauro, and A. H. Jackson may close our list of modern pieces bearing that name. [See Touch ; TOCKET.]^2 

TODI. MARIA FRANCESCA (or LUIGIA, according to a contemporary Berlin opera-book, and to the inscription on some of her portraits), was a famous mezzo-soprano singer, born in Portugal about the year 1748. She received her musical education from David Pérez, at Lisbon. When, in her seventeenth year, she first appeared in public, she at once attracted notice by the beautiful, though somewhat veiled, quality of her voice. She made her début in London in 1777, in Paisiello's 'Due Conte,' but was not successful. Her voice was not well suited to comic opera, which, from that time, she abandoned. At Madrid, in the same year, her performance of Paisiello's 'Olimpiade' won warm admiration, but her European fame dates from 1778, when her singing at Paris and Versailles created a lasting sensation. She returned for one year to Lisbon, but in 1781 was at Paris again. In 1782 she engaged herself for several years to the Berlin Opera, at a yearly salary of 3000 thalers. But the Prussian public thought her affected and over-French in manner, and at the end of a year she gave up her engagement and returned to Paris, where she always found an enthusiastic welcome. Madame Mara was also in Paris, and the two queens of song appeared together at the Concert Spirituel. The public was divided into 'Maratistes' and 'Todistes,' and party spirit ran as high as between the 'Gluckistes' and 'Ficcinistes,' or the adherents of Paisiello and Faustina. The well-known retort shows that the contest was not conducted without wit:—'Laquelle etoit la meilleure? C'est Mara. C'est bien Tod (bientôt dit).'

Mara excelled in bravura, but Tod would seem to have been more pathetic. Their rivalry gave rise to the following stanza—

\[ \begin{align*}
&\text{Todi, par sa voix toucheante, } \\
&\text{De doux pleurs mouille mes yeux; } \\
&\text{Mara, plus rive, plus brillante, } \\
&\text{Je ne te plait que de m'embrasser, } \\
&\text{Mara, celle qui plait le mieux. } \\
&\text{Etes toujours celle qui chante. }
\end{align*} \]

Todi returned to Berlin in 1783, where she sang the part of Cleofide in 'Lucio Papirio.' The king wished her to remain, but she had already signed an engagement for St. Petersberg. There her performance of Sarti's 'Armida' was an immense success. She was overwhelmed with presents and favours by the Empress Catherine, between whom and the prima donna there sprang up a strange intimacy. Todi acquired over Catherine an almost unbounded influence, which she abused by her injustice to Sarti, the imperial Chapelmaster, whom she disliked. Seeing that she was undermining his position at court, Sarti revenged himself by bringing Marles to St. Petersberg, whose wonderful vocal powers diverted some part of the public admiration from Todi. Todi reverted by procuring Sarti's dismissal. This ugly episode a part, she is asserted to have been amiable and generous.

Meanwhile the king of Prussia was tempting her back to Berlin, and, as the Russian climate was telling on her voice, she, in 1786, accepted his offers,
and was far more warmly received than upon her first visit. With the exception of six months in Russia, she remained at Berlin till 1789, achieving her greatest triumphs in Reichardt's 'Andromeda' and Neumann's 'Modest.' In March 1789 she reappeared in Paris, and among other things sang a scena composed for her by Cherubini, 'Sarete alfin contenti,' eliciting much enthusiasm. After a year's visit to Hanover she proceeded to Italy, and sang with great success. In 1792 she returned to Lisbon, where, in the following year, she died.

It is strange that Todi should have made no impression in this country, for there seems no doubt that she was one of the best singers of her time, equal in many respects, superior in some, to Mara, who was much admired here. Lord Mount-Edgcumbe speaks of her as having 'failed to please here,' and Burney, later in her career, writes of her, 'she must have improved very much since she had been in England of late, for we treated her very unworthily, for, though her voice was thought to be feeble and seldom in tune while she was here, she has since been extremely admired in France, Spain, Russia, and Germany, as a most touching and exquisite performer.'

There is a pretty and scarce portrait of her in character, singing, called 'L'Euterpe del Secolo XVIII' (1791). She was twice married, and left to her husband and her eight children, who survived her, a sum of 400,000 francs, besides jewels and trinkets worth a fortune.

[F.A.M.]

TOD JESU, DER, &c. the Death of Jesus— the 'Messiah' of Germany, a 'Passions-Cantante,' words by Ramler, music by Graun. It was first performed in the Cathedral of Berlin, on Wednesday before Easter, March 26, 1755, and took such hold as to become an essential part of the Passion week at Berlin. It is still given there at least twice a year. In England I can find no record of its complete performance. There are three editions of the full score—1766, 1767, 1810; and PF. arrangements without number, beginning with one by J. Adam, Hillier, 1753, and ending with one in Novello's 8vo. series.

[G.]

TOFTS, MRS. CATHERINE, 'little inferior, either for her voice or her manner, to the best Italian women,' 1 was the first of English birth who sang Italian Opera in England. A subscription concert was instituted in November 1703 at the Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, where Mrs. Tofts sang several songs, both Italian and English. 2 In the following year she continued to sing at the 'Subscription Music.' On January 29, Margherita de l'Épine sang for the first time, at Drury Lane. On the second appearance of this, Tofts's future rival, a disturbance occurred at the Theatre, while she was singing, which 'was suspected' to have been created by her emissaries, a suggestion which she denied in the 'Daily Courant,' Feb. 8, 1704. In the same year she sang and played the part of Pallas in Weldon's 'Judgment of Paris.'

In 1705 came the first attempt to play Italian,
TOFTS.

This unfortunate singer, the first Englishwoman distinguished in Italian Opera, lost her reason early in 1790. In a most ungenerous vein Steele alludes to her affliction, and attributes it to the habit she had acquired of regarding herself as really a queen, as she appeared on the stage, a habit from which she could not free herself. Burney supposes that this was an exaggeration, by means of which the writer intended only to 'throw a ridicule on opera quarrels in general, and on her particular disputes at that time with the Margarita or singers from that country.' Hawkins says that she was cured, temporarily at least, and 'in the meridian of her beauty, and possessed of a large sum of money, which she had acquired by singing, quitted the stage (1790), and was married to Mr. Joseph Smith, afterwards English consul at Venice. Here she lived in great state and magnificence, with her husband, for a time; but her disorder returning (which, if true, upsets Burney's theory), she dwell sequestered from the world in a villa in the country, and had a large garden to range in, in which she would frequently walk, singing and giving way to that innocent frenzy which had seized her in the earlier part of her life.' She was still living about the year 1735.

Her voice did not exceed in compass that of an ordinary soprano, and her execution, as shown by the printed airs which she sang, 'chiefly consisted in such passages as are comprised in the shake, as indeed did that of most other singers at this time. It may be observed, however, that all singers 'at this time' added a good deal to that which was 'set down for them' to execute; and probably she did so too.

It is somewhat strange that, of a singer so much admired as Mrs. Tofts undoubtedly was, no portrait should be known to exist, either painted or engraved.

[J.M.]

TOLBECQUE, a family of Belgian musicians, who settled in France after the Restoration. The original members were four brothers: the eldest, Isidore Joseph (born at Haninze Ap. 17, 1794, died at Vichy May 10, 1874), was a good conductor of chorus and orchestra. J. B. L. v. d. Jorck (born at Haninze 1797, died in Paris, Oct. 23, 1869), violinist, composer, and excellent conductor, directed the music of the court balls during Louis Philippe's reign, and also those at Tivoli when those public gardens were the height of the fashion. He composed a quantity of dance-music—quadrellas, valses, and galops—above the average in merit; an opéra-comique in one act 'Charles V. et Duguesclin' (Odéon, 1827), with Gilbert and Guiraud; and with Delileves, 'Vert-Vert' (Opéra, 1831), a 2-act ballet, his most important work. He was a member of the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire from its foundation in 1859. The third brother, Auguste Joseph, also born at Haninze, Feb. 28, 1801, died in Paris, May 27, 1869. A pupil of Rudolph Kreutzer, he took the first violin prize at the Conservatoire in 1821, made some success as a virtuoso, was an original member of the Société des Concerts, and one of the best violinists at the Opéra, and for several seasons was well known in London, where he played first violin at Her Majesty's Theatre. The youngest, Charles Joseph, born May 27, 1806, in Paris, where he died Dec. 20, 1835, was also a pupil of R. Kreutzer, and an original member of the Société des Concerts. He took a prize at the Conservatoire in 1824, and became conductor at the Variétés in 1830. In this capacity he composed pretty songs and pieces for interpolation in the plays, several of which attained some amount of popularity.

The Tolbecque family is at this moment represented by Auguste, son of Auguste Joseph, a distinguished cellist, born in Paris, March 30, 1830. He took the first cello prize at the Conservatoire in 1849, and has published some 15 works of various kinds for his instrument, including 'La Gymnastique du Violoncelle' (op. 14), an original collection of exercises and mechanical studies. He is also a clever restorer of old instruments, and formed a collection, which he sold to the Brussels Conservatoire in 1879. His son, Jean, born at Niort, Oct. 7, 1857, took the first cello prize at the Paris Conservatoire in 1873, and has studied the organ with César Franck.

TOLLET, Thomas, composed and published about 1654, in conjunction with John Lenton, 'A Consort of Music in three parts,' and was author of 'Directions to play on the French Flageolet.' He was also a composer of act tunes for the theatre, but is best known as composer of 'Tollet's Ground,' printed in the Appendix to Hawkins's History.

TOMASCHEK, Wenzel, composer, born April 17, 1774, at Skutsch in Bohemia. He was the youngest of a large family, and his father, a well-to-do linen-weaver, having been suddenly reduced to poverty, two of his brothers, a priest and a public official, had him educated. He early showed talent for music, and was placed at Chrudim with Wolf, a well-known teacher, who taught him singing and the violin. He next wished to learn the piano and organ, and his brother the priest sent him a spinet, on which he practised day and night. The Minorite fathers of Igland offered him a choristership, with instruction in theory. On the breaking of his voice in 1790, he went to Prague to study philosophy and law, supporting himself the while by giving lessons. All his spare time, even the hours of rest, was spent in studing the violins of Marpurg, Kirnberger, Mattheson, Turk, and Vogler, and he thus laid a solid foundation of scientific knowledge. Neither did he neglect practical music, but made himself familiar with the works of Mozart and Pleyel, and became acquainted with Winter, Kozeluch, and above all, Beethoven, who exercised a life-long influence over him. In his autobiography, published in a volume called 'Llibussa' (1845, etc.), Tomaschek writes, 'It was in 1798, when I was studying
TOMASCHEK.

law, that Beethoven, that giant among players, came to Prague. At a crowded concert in the Convict-hall he played his Concerto in C (op. 15), the Adagio and Rondo grazioso from the Sonata in A (op. 2), and extemporeised on a theme from Mozart’s Clemenza di Tito, “Ah tu fosti il primo oggetto.” His grand style of playing, and especially his bold improvisation, had an extraordinary effect upon me. I felt so shaken that for several days I could not bring myself to touch the piano; indeed it was only my inextinguishable love about this art, published some with myself, drove me back to the instrument with even increased industry.” Before long, however, the critical faculty returned. After hearing Beethoven twice more, he says, “This time I was able to listen with greater calmness of mind, and though I admired as much as ever the power and brilliancy of his playing, I could not help noticing the frequent jumps from subject to subject which destroyed the continuity and gradual development of his ideas. Defects of this kind often marred those most magnificent creations of his superbant hand.”

Had Beethoven’s compositions (only a few of which were then printed) claimed to be classical standard works as regards rhythm, harmony, and counterpoint, I should perhaps have been discouraged from carrying on my self-cultivation; but as it was, I felt nerved to further effort.” Three years later (1807) Tomaschek dedicated Beethoven to have still further perfected his playing. He himself permission to dedicate “Die gräische Tanz” (without ever having heard a Hungarian air) and Hölty’s “Elegie auf eine Rose,” an early specimen of programme-music. Twelve weeks had a great success at the Prague Carnival of 1797; but these he burnt. He was known as a pianist, and esteemed as a teacher by the principal nobility, but hesitated between the profession of music and an official career. Meantime Count Buquoy von Longval offered him the post of composer in his household, with such a salary as to place him at ease in money matters; and this he accepted. Prague continued to be his home, but he made occasional journeys, especially to Vienna. In November 1814 he paid Beethoven a visit, of which he has left an account (‘Libussa,’ 1846) in the form of a conversation. He tells us that Meyerbeer and other artists had put themselves at Beethoven’s disposal, for the performance of the ‘Battle of Vitoria,’ and that Meyerbeer played the big drum. ‘Ha! ha! ha!’ exclaims Beethoven. ‘I was not at all pleased with him; he could not keep time, was always coming too late, and I had to scold him well.’

Ha! ha! ha! I dare say he was put out. He is no good. He has not pluck enough to keep time.” Pluck was a quality which Meyerbeer never possessed, even at the time of his greatest successes. A fortnight later Tomaschek repeated the visit, and describes it in even greater detail (‘Libussa.’ 1847). Meyerbeer’s “Two Caliphs” was then being performed, and on Tomaschek saying that it began with a Hallelujah and ended with a Requiem, Beethoven remarked, “Yes, it is all up with his playing.” And again, “He knows nothing of instrumental music; singing he does understand, and that he should stick to. Besides, he knows but little of composition. I tell you he will come to no good.” Beethoven’s prophecy was not fulfilled; but these notes are interesting records of his opinions, and show a high esteem for Tomaschek.

Tomaschek’s house became the centre of musical life in Prague, and the list of his pupils includes Dreysechock, Kittl, Kube, Schulhoff, Bocklet, Dessauer, Worzschak, and Würfel. In 1825 he married Wilhelmine Ebert, remaining in Count Buquoy’s service, though with a house of his own, where he was much visited by strangers, especially by English. He was hospitable and pleasant except on the subject of music, on which he was given to laying down the law. In person he was tall, and of a military carriage. The superficial was his abhorrence. Even in his smaller works there was a technical completeness, which procured him the title of “Schiller of music.” His church music includes a Missa Solennis in E flat and several Requiem, but his predilection was for dramatic music, to which he was led by its connection with the Ballad and the Lied.” He set several of Goethe’s and Schiller’s poems, and also Old Czech songs from the Königshof MS. 2

Tomaschek’s house had been the theme of Goethe’s poems before the poet himself at Eger, and was very kindly received. His opera ‘Seraphine’ (1811) was well received at the National Theatre in Prague, in spite of a poor libretto; but in spite of this success he declined to permit the appearance of two other operas, ‘Alvara’ and ‘Sakuntala.’ He left several from Goethe’s ‘Faust,’ and from ‘Wallenstein,’ ‘Maria Stuart,’ and the ‘Braut von Messina,’ as well as other vocal compositions, which were presented with his other remains to the Bohemian National Museum in Prague, by his nephew Freiherr von Tomaschek.

Besides a quantity of smaller works, chiefly Lieder, Tomaschek published 110 with opus numbers, including the interesting ‘Elegques’ (op. 32, 39, 47, 51, 53, 66 and 83) and ‘Dithyramb’ (op. 65, Prague, Berra), which would still repay the attention of pianists. It is unfortunate for Tomaschek’s fame that his works were contemporaneous with Beethoven’s, but they exercised a material influence on such an artist as Robert Schumann. Is it too much to hope that these lines may direct some musicians to an unjustly forgotten composer?

Tomaschek died April 3, 1850, and was buried in the churchyard of Koschir, near Prague. [F.G.]

TOMASINI, Luigi (ALOTIUS), eminent violinist, and distinguished member of Prince Esterhazy’s band under Haydn, born 1741 at Pesaro. In 1775 he became a member of Prince Paul Anton’s household at his palace of Eisenstadt in

1 This looks as if Beethoven, even in 1814, could hear pretty well on occasion.

2 The authenticity of which has been disproved by Sembors, the great authority on Czech literature.
TOMASINI

Hungary, and on Haydn's undertaking the Vice-Capellmeistership in 1761, was at once promoted by him to be first violin. He was afterwards leader, and director of the chamber-music, with a largely increased salary. Prince Nicholas (successor to Paul Anton) left him a pension in 1790, but Tomasini remained in the service till his death, April 25, 1808. He was on the most intimate terms with Haydn, who wrote all his quartets with a view to Tomasini's playing, and remarked to him, 'Nobody plays my quartets so much to my satisfaction as you do.' He only once appeared in public in Vienna, at a concert of the Tonkünstler-Societät (1775), of which he had been a member from its foundation in 1771. In all probability Haydn gave him instruction in composition. He published violin-symphonies, quartets, duos, concertante (dedicated to Haydn), etc. For the Prince he wrote '24 Divertimenti per il Paridon (barytone), violino, e violoncello,' now in the archives of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna. A few of Haydn's violin-concertos were written expressly for Tomasini ('fatto per il Luigi'). Besides two daughters, who sang in the church and opera at Eisenstadt, Tomasini had two talented sons. The eldest, Luigi, born 1779, at Eisenstadt, 'a most excellent violinist,' was received into the chapel in 1796, dismissed several times for incorrigible levity, but as often readmitted at Haydn's request. The latter speaks of his 'rare genius,' and so did Hummel. He played in Vienna in 1796 and 1801 at the Tonkünstler-Societät, and in 1806 at the Augarten concerts. In 1808 he had to fly for having married, without the Prince's leave, Sophie Groll, a singer in the chapel, but he secured an appointment as Concertmeister to the Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz. In 1813 he and his wife gave a concert in Berlin, when Luigi played Beethoven's concerto, and his wife, a pupil of Righini's, was much applauded. In 1814 he gave a concert in the court theatre in Vienna, after which he wholly disappears. His brother,

Anton, born 1775 at Eisenstadt, played in the chapel as an amateur from 1791 to 96, when he became a regular member. His instrument was the viola. He married the daughter of a Polish General in 1803, in which year he also became a member of the Tonkünstler-Societät. He resembled his brother both in talent and disposition, and, like him, was several times dismissed, and taken on again with increased salary. In 1820 he became leader of the band, and died at Eisenstadt June 12, 1834. [O.F.P.]

TOMKINS, A family which, in the 16th and 17th centuries, produced many good musicians.

Rev. Thomas Tomkins was chanter and minorcanon of Gloucester Cathedral in the latter part of the 16th century. He contributed to 'The Triumphes of Oriana,' 1590, the madrigal 'The faunes and satyr trippling,' commonly attributed to his more celebrated son and namesake.

John Tomkins, Mus. Bac., one of his sons, was probably a chorister of Gloucester Cathedral. He afterwards became a scholar of King's College, Cambridge, of which in 1606 he was appointed organist. He resigned in 1612 upon being chosen organist of St. Paul's Cathedral. In 1625 he was appointed gentlemen extraordinary of the Chapel Royal 'for the next place of an organist there,' and in 1635 became Gospeller. He died Sept. 7, 1638, and was buried at St. Paul's. Some anthems by him are contained in Barnard's Miss collection. His son, Robert, was in 1641 one of the King's musicians.

Thomas Tomkins, Mus. Bac., another son of Thomas, was a pupil of Byrd, and graduated at Oxford, July 11, 1607. He soon afterwards became organist of Worcester Cathedral. On Aug. 2, 1611, he was sworn in as one of the organists of the Chapel Royal upon the death of Edmond Hooper. In 1621 he published 'Songs of 3, 4, 5 and 6 parts,' containing 28 madrigals and anthems of a high degree of excellence. He died in June, 1656, and was buried at Martin Hastingtree, Worcestershire. A collection of his church music, comprising 5 services and 68 anthems, was published in 1664 under the title of 'Musicae Deo Sacra & Ecclesiæ Anglicæ; or, Musick dedicated to the Honor and Service of God, and to the Use of Cathedral and other Churches of England, especially to the Chappell Royal of the Most Honorable Charles the First.' A second impression appeared in 1668.

Many MSS. of his music are found in the Tudway collection, at Ely, Ch. Ch. Oxford, etc. At St. John's Coll. Oxford, there is a volume written by him and Est, containing, among other remarkable things, the base part of a Service by Tallis for 5 voices, otherwise unknown. [See TALLIS, vol. 1r. p. 54 a.]

Giles Tomkins, a third son, succeeded his brother, John, as organist of King's College, Cambridge, in 1632. He afterwards became organist of Salisbury Cathedral, which appointment he held at the time of his death in 1668.

Nathaniel Tomkins, born 1584, son of a gentleman of Northampton, chorister of Magdalen College, Oxford, from 1596 to 1604, clerk there from 1604 to 1606, and usher of the College School from 1606 to 1610, and Abraham Tomkins, chorister of the same College from 1611 to 1617, were probably members of another branch of the same family.

[Wh. H.]

TOMN FUGUE (Fr. Fugue du Ten; Germ. Rundfuge Fugue de Tonen). A form of Fugue, in which the Answer (Comma), instead of following the Subject (Dux) exactly, Interval for Interval, sacrifices the closeness of its Imitation to a more important necessity—that of exact conformity with the organic constitution of the Mode in which it is written; in other words, to the Tonality of its Scale. [See SUBJECT.]

This definition, however, though sufficient to distinguish a Tonial Fugue from a Real one of the same period and form, gives no idea whatever of the sweeping revolution which followed the substitution of the later for the earlier method. A technical history of this revolution, though giving no more than a sketch of the phases through which it passed, between the death of Palestrina and the maturity of Handel
and Sebastian Bach, would fill a volume. We can here only give the ultimate results of the movement; pausing first to describe the position from which the earliest modern Fuguests took their departure.

The Real Fugue of the Polyphonic Composers, as perfected in the 16th century, was of two kinds—Limited, and Unlimited. With the Limited form—now called Canon—we have, here, no concern. The Unlimited Real Fugue started with a very short Subject, adapted to the opening phrase of the verbal text—for it was always vocal—and this was repeated note for note in the Answer, but only for a very short distance. The Answer always began before the end of the Subject; but, after the exact imitation carried on through the first few notes, the part in which it appeared became ‘free,’ and proceeded whither it would. The Imagination took place generally in the Fifth above or the Fourth below; sometimes in the Fourth above, or Fifth below, or in the Octave; rarely, by sid of the Hybrid Fugue, in any less natural Interval than these. There was no Counter-Subject; and, whenever a new verbal phrase appeared in the text, a new musical phrase was adapted to it, in the guise of a Second Subject. But it was neither necessary that the opening Subject should be heard simultaneously with the later ones; nor, that it should reappear, after a later one had been introduced. Indeed, the cases in which these two conditions—both indispensable, in a modern Fugue—were observed, even in the highest degree, are rare; they may be considered as infringements of a very strict rule.

The form we have here described was brought to absolute perfection in the so-called ‘School of Palestrina,’ in the latter half of the 16th century. The first departure from it—rendered inevitable by the substitution of the modern Scale for the older Tonalities—consisted in the adaptation of the Answer to the newer law, in place of its subjunctive, by sid of the Hexachord, to the Ecclesiastical Modes. [See Hexachord.] The change was crucial. But it was manifest that matters could not rest here. No sooner was the transformation of the Answer recognised as an unavoidable necessity, than the whole conduct of the Fugue was revolutionised. In order to make the modifications through which it passed intelligible, we must first consider the change in the Answer, and then that which took place in the construction of the Fugue founded upon it—the modern Tonal Fugue.

The elements which enter into the composition of this noble Art-form are of two classes; the one, comprising materials essential to its existence; the other consisting of accessories only. The essential elements are (1) The Subject, (2) The Answer, (3) The Counter-Subject, (4) The Coda, (5) The Free Part, (6) The Episde, (7) The Stretto, and (8) The Pedal-Point, or Organ-Point. The accessories are, Inversions of all kinds, in Double, Triple, or Quadruple Counterpoint; Imitations of all kinds, and in all possible Intervals, treated in Direct, Contrary, or Retrograde Motion, in Augmentation, or Diminution; Modulations; Canonc passages; and other devices too numerous to mention.

Among the essential elements, the first place is, of course, accorded to the Subject; which is not merely the Theme upon which the Composition is formed, but is nothing less than an epitome of the entire Fugue, which must contain absolutely nothing that is not either directly derived from, or at least more or less naturally suggested by it.

The qualities necessary for a good Subject are both numerous and important. Cherubini has been laughed at for informing his readers that ‘the Subject of a Fugue ought neither to be too long; nor too short;’ but, the apparent Hibernianism veils a valuable piece of advice. The great point is, that the Subject should be complete enough to serve as the text of the discourse, without becoming wearisome by repetition. For this purpose, it is sometimes made to consist of two members, strongly contrasted together, and adapted for separate treatment; as in the following Subject, by Telemann, in which the first member keeps up the dignity of the Fugue, while the second provides perpetual animation.

[Diagram of musical notation]

Sometimes the construction of the Subject is homogeneous, as in the following by Kirnberger; and the contrast is then produced by means of varied Counterpoint.

[Diagram of musical notation]

Many very fine Subjects—perhaps, the finest of all—combine both qualities; affording sufficient variety of figure when they appear in complete form; and, when separated into fragments, serving all necessary purposes, for Episdes, Stretti, etc., as in the following examples—

[Diagram of musical notation]

‘Preserve him for the glory of Thy name.’ HANDEL.

From the Sonata in A. PADRE MARTINI.
Sometimes, the introduction of a Sequence, or the figure called Rosaalia, affords opportunities for very effective treatment.

Sebastian Bach constantly made use of this device in his Pedal Fugues, the Subjects of which are among the longest on record. There are few Subjects in which this peculiarity is carried to greater excess than that of his Pedal-Fugue in E Major.

Very different from these are the Subjects designed by learned Contrapuntists for the express purpose of complicated devices. These are short, massive, characterised by extremely concordant Intervals, and built upon a very simple rhythmic foundation. Two fine examples are to be found in Bach’s ‘Art of Fugue’; and the ‘Et vitam’ of Cherubini’s ‘Credo’ in G for 8 voices.

Next in importance to the Subject is the Answer; which, indeed, is neither more nor less than the Subject itself, presented from a different point of view. We have already said that the Tonal Answer must accommodate itself, not to the Intervals of the Subject, but, to the organic constitution of the Scale. The essence of this accommodation consists in answering the Tonic by the Dominant, and the Dominant by the Tonic: not in every unimportant member of the Subject—but in its more prominent divisions. The first thing is to ascertain the exact place at which the change from Real to Tonal Imitation must be introduced. For this process there are certain laws. The most important are—

(1) When the Tonic appears in a prominent position in the Subject, it must be answered by the Dominant; all prominent exhibitions of the Dominant being answered in like manner by the Tonic. The most prominent positions possible are those in which the Tonic passes directly to the Dominant, or the Dominant to the Tonic, without the interpolation of any other note between the two; and, in these cases, the rule is absolute.

(2) When the Tonic and Dominant appear in less prominent positions, the extent to which Rule 1 can be observed must be decided by the Composer’s musical instinct. Beginners, who have not yet acquired this faculty, must carefully observe the places in which the Tonic and Dominant occur; and, in approaching or quitting those notes, must treat them as fixed points to which it is indispensable that the general contour of the passage should accommodate itself.

(3) The observance of Rules 1 and 2 will ensure compliance with the next, which ordains that all passages formed on a Tonic Harmony, in the Subject, shall be formed upon a Dominant Harmony in the Answer, and vice versa.

(4) The Third, Fourth, and Sixth of the Scale should be answered by the Third, Fourth, and Sixth of the Dominant, respectively.

(5) The Interval of the Diminished Seventh, whether ascending or descending, should be answered by a Diminished Seventh.

(6) As a general rule, all Sevenths should be answered by Sevenths; but a Minor Seventh, ascending from the Dominant, is frequently answered by an ascending Octave; in which case, its subsequent descent will ensure conformity with Rule 4, by making the Third of the Dominant answer the Third of the Tonic.
(7) The most difficult note of the Scale to answer is the Supertonic. It is frequently necessary to reply to this by the Dominant; and when the Tonic is immediately followed by the Supertonic, in the Subject, it is often expedient to reiterate, in the Answer, a note, which, in the original idea, was represented by two distinct Intervals; or, on the other hand, to answer, by two different Intervals, a note which, in the Subject, was struck twice. The best safeguard is careful attention to Rule 3, neglect of which will always throw the whole Fugue out of gear.

Subject.  Answer.

Simple as are the foregoing Rules, great judgment is necessary in applying them. Of all the qualities needed in a good Tonal Subject, that of suggesting a natural and logical Tonal Answer is the most indispensable. But some Subjects are so difficult to manage that nothing but the insight of genius can make the connection between the two sufficiently obvious to ensure its recognition. The Answer is nothing more than the pure Subject, presented under another aspect: and, unless its effect shall exactly correspond with that produced by the Subject itself, it is a bad answer, and the Fugue in which it appears a bad Fugue. A painter may introduce into his picture two horses, one crossing the foreground, exactly in front of the spectator, and the other in such a position that its figure can only be truly represented by much shortening. An ignorant observer might believe that the proportions of the two animals were entirely different; but they are not. True, their actual measurements differ; yet, if they be correctly drawn, we shall recognize them as a well-matched pair. The Subject and its Answer offer a parallel case. Their measurement (by Intervals) is different, because they are placed in a different aspect; yet, they must be so arranged as to produce an exactly similar effect.

We have shown the principle upon which the arrangement is based to be simply that of answering the Tonic by the Dominant, and the Dominant by the Tonic, whenever these two notes follow each other in direct succession; with the further proviso, that all passages of Melody formed upon the Tonic Harmony shall be represented by passages formed upon the Dominant Harmony; and vice versa. Still, great difficulties arise, when the two characteristic notes do not succeed each other directly, or, when the Harmonies are not indicated with inevitable clearness. The Subject of Handel’s Chorus, ‘Tremble, guilt,’ shows how the whole swing of the Answer sometimes depends on the change of a single note. In this case, a perfectly natural reply is produced, by making the Answer proceed to its second note by the ascent of a Minor Third, instead of a Minor Second, as in the Subject—i.e. by observing Rule 4, with regard to the Sixth of the Tonic.

Subject.  Answer.

The Great Masters frequently answered their Subjects in Contrary Motion, giving rise to an apparently new Theme, described as the Inverted Subject (Inversio; Rivolta, Rivoluzionamento; Umkehrung). This device is usually employed to keep up the interest of the Composition, after the Subject has been discussed in its original form: but some Masters bring in the Inverted Answer at once. This was a favourite device with Handel, whose Inverted Answers are so natural, as to be easily mistaken for regular ones. The following example is from Cherubini’s ‘Credo’ already mentioned.

Subject.

Inversion; or Answer in Contrary Motion.

Another method of answering is by Diminution, in which each note in the Answer is made half the length of that in the Subject. This, when cleverly done, produces the effect of a new Subject, and adds immensely to the spirit of the Fugue; as in Bach’s Fugue in E, No. 33 of the XLVIII, bars 26–30; in the Fugue in C minor, No. 27 of the same set; and, most especially, in Handel’s Chorus, ‘Let all the Angels.’

Subject.  Answer, by 1st diminution.

Allied to this, though in the opposite direction, is a highly effective form of treatment by Augmentation, in which each note in the Answer is twice the length of that in the Subject, or in Double Augmentation, four times its length. The object of this is, to give weight to massive passages, in which the lengthened notes produce the effect of a Canto fermo. See Bach’s Fugue.

1 The ‘Answer’ here might with equal propriety be considered as the ‘Subject’; in which case the answer would be by Augmentation.
TONAL FUGUE.

in D♭ minor, no. 8, in the XLVIII, and many other celebrated instances.

Subject.  
\[ \text{Example} \]

Answer, by Augmentation.  
\[ \text{Example} \]

By those and similar expediens, the one Subject is made to produce the effect of several new ones; though the new Motive is simply a modified form of the original.

But a good Subject must not only suggest a good Answer: it must also suggest one or more subsidiary Themes so constructed, as to move against it, in Double Counterpoint, as often as it may appear. These secondary Themes are called Counter-Subjects (Contra-Subjectum; Contra-Tema; Contra-subject; Contre-sujet). The Counter-Subject or Counter-Subjects, however numerous they may be, must not only move in Double Counterpoint with the Subject, but all must be capable of moving together, in Triple, Quadruple, or Quintuple Counterpoint, as the case may be. Moreover, after the Subject has once been proposed, it must nevermore be heard, except in company with at least one of its Counter-Subjects. The Counter-Subjects usually appear, one by one, as the Fugue develops; and in Bach’s Fugue in C♭ Minor—No. 4 of the XLVIII. Less frequently, one, two, or even three Counter-Subjects appear with the Subject, when first proposed, the Composition leading off, in two, three, or four Parts, at once. It was an old custom, in these cases, to describe the Fugue as written upon two, three, or four Subjects. These names have sometimes been erroneously applied even to Fugues in which the Counter-Subjects do not appear until the middle of the Composition, or even later. For instance, in Wesley and Horn’s edition of Bach’s XLVIII, the Fugue in C♭ minor is called a ‘Fugue on 3 Subjects,’ although the real Subject starts quite alone, the entrance of the first Counter-Subject taking place at bar 25, and that of the second at bar 49. Cherubini very justly condemns this nomenclature, even when the Subject and Counter-Subjects begin together. ‘A Fugue,’ he says, ‘neither can nor ought to have more than one principal Subject for its exposition. All that accompanies this Subject is but accessory, and neither can nor ought to bear any other name than that of Counter-Subject. A Fugue which is called a Fugue on two Subjects, ought to be called a Fugue on one Subject, with one Counter-Subject, etc. etc. It is highly desirable that the nomenclature thus recommended should be adopted; but there is no objection to the terms Single and Double Fugue, as applied respectively to Fugues in which the principal Counter-Subject appears after or simultaneously with the Subject; for, when the two Motivi begin together, the term ‘Double’ is surely not out of place. When two Counter-Subjects

begin together with the Subject, the Fugue may fairly be called Triple; when three begin with it, it may be called Quadruple; the number of possible Counter-Subjects being only limited by that of the Parts, with, of course, the necessary reservation of one Part for the Subject. A Septuple Fugue, therefore, is a Fugue in seven Parts, written upon a Subject, and six Counter-Subjects, all beginning together.

The Old Masters never introduced a Counter-Subject into their Real Fugues. Each Part, after it had replied to the Subject, was free to move wherever it pleased, on the appearance of the Subject in another Part. But this is not the case in the modern Tonal Fugue. Wherever the Subject appears, one Part, at least, must accompany it with a Counter-Subject; and those Parts only which have already performed this duty become free—that is to say, are permitted, for the moment, to fill up the Harmony by un fettered Counterpoint.

When the Subject and Counter-Subject start together, the Theme is called a Double-Subject; as in the last Chorus of Handel’s ‘Triumph of Time and Truth,’ based on the Subjects of an Organ Concerto of which it originally formed the concluding Movement; in the ‘Christe’ of Mozart’s Requiem; and in the following from Haydn’s ‘Creation.’

\[ \text{Example} \]

It is very important that the Subject and Counter-Subject should move in different figures. A Subject in long-sustained notes will frequently stand out in quite a new aspect, when contrasted with a Counter-Subject in Quavers or Semiquavers. In Choral Fugues the character of the Counter-Subject is usually suggested by a change in the feeling of the words. For instance, the words of the Chorus, ‘Let old Timotheus,’ in ‘Alexander’s Feast,’ consist of four lines of Poetry each sung to a separate Motive.

In order that the Subject may be more naturally connected with its first Counter-Subject, it is common to join the two by a Codetta (Fr. Queue; Germ. Nachsatz), which facilitates the entrance of the Answer, by carrying the leading Part to a note in harmonious continuity with it. The following Codetta is from the celebrated Fugue called ‘The Cat’s Fugue,’ by D. Scarlatti.

\[ \text{Example} \]

\[ \text{Example} \]

The alternation of the Subject with the Answer, called its Recurrence (Lat. Recursus; Ital. Ripercorsa; Germ. Wiederkehr)—is governed by necessary, though somewhat elastic laws. Albrechtsberger gives twenty-four different schemes for a Fugue in four Parts only, showing the various order in which the Voices may consistently enter, one after the other. The great desideratum is, that the Answer should follow the Subject, directly; and be followed, in its turn, by an immediate repetition of the Subject, in some other Part; the process being continued, until all the Parts have in the, in natio, of Subject and Counter-Subject, alternately, and thus become entitled to continue, for a time, as Free Parts. But the regularity of this alternation is not always possible, in Choral Fugues, the management of which must necessarily conform to the compass of the Voices employed. For instance, in Brahms's 'Deutsche Requiem,' there are two Subjects, each embracing a range of no less than eleven notes—a fatal hindrance to orthodox fugal management.

When the Subject has been thus clearly set forth, so as to form what is called the Exposition of the Fugue, the order of its Recurrence may be reversed; the Answer being assigned to the Parts which began with the Subject, and vice versa: after which the Fugue may modulate at pleasure. But, in common language, the term Subject is always applied, whether accurately or not, to the transposed Theme, even though it may appear in the aspect proper to the Answer. As the Fugue progresses, the Subject and Answer is frequently interrupted by Episodes (Ital. Andamenti; Fr. Divertissements), founded on fragments of the Subject, or its Counter-Subjects, broken up, in the manner explained on page 135; on fragments of contrapuntal passages, already presented, or on passages naturally suggested by these. Great freedom is permitted in these accessory sections of the Fugue, during the continuance of which almost all the Parts may be considered as Free, to a certain extent. Nevertheless, the great Fugues are always most careful to introduce no irrelevant idea into their Compositions; and every idea not naturally suggested by the Subject, or by the contrapuntal matter with which it is treated, must necessarily be irrelevant. It is indeed neither possible nor desirable, that every Part should be continuously occupied by the Subject. When it has proposed this, or the Answer, or one of the Counter-Subjects deduced from them, it may proceed in Single or Double Counterpoint with some other Part. But, after a long rest, it must always re-enter with the Subject, or a Counter-Subject; or, at least, with a contrapuntal fragment with which one or the other of them has been previously accompanied, and which may, therefore, be fairly said to have been suggested by the Subject, in the first instance. And thus it is, that even the Episodes introduced into a really good Fugue form consistent elements of the argument it sets forth. In no Fugue of the highest order is a Part ever permitted to enter, without having something important to say.

After the Exposition has been fully carried out, either without, or with glimpses of Episodes, the subsequent conduct of the Fugue depends more on the imagination of the Composer than on any very stringent rule of construction; though the great Fugues have always arranged their plans in accordance with certain well-recognised devices, which are universally regarded as common property, even when traceable to known Masters. And here it is that the ingenious Devices (Fr. Artifices; Germ. Kunsthieiten) described at page 135 become necessary elements of the Fugue, are first seriously called into play. The Composer may modulate at will, though only to the Attendant Keys of the Scale in which his Subject stands. He may present his Subject, or Counter-Subject, upside-down—i.e. inverted by Contrary Motion; or backwards, in 'Imitatio canticizans'; or, 'Per recee et retro'—half running one way, and half the other; or, by single or double Augmentation, in notes twice, or four times, as long as those in the original; or by Diminution, in notes half the length. Or, he may introduce a new Counter-Subject, or even a Canto fermo. In short, he may exercise his ingenuity in any way most congenial to his taste, provided only that he never forgets his Subject. The only thing to be desired is, that the Artifices should be well chosen: not only suggested by the Subject, but in close accordance with its character and meaning. It is quite possible to introduce too many Devices; and the Fugue then becomes a mere dry exhibition of learning and ingenuity. But the Great Masters never fall into this error. Being themselves intensely interested in the progress of their work, they never fail to interest the listener. Among the most elaborate Fugues on record are those in Sebastian Bach's 'Art of Fugue,' in which the Subject given on page 136 is treated with truly marvellous ingenuity and erudition. Yet, even these are in some respects surpassed by the 'Et vitam venturi,' which forms the conclusion of Chausson's Credo, Allega Cappella, for eight Voices, in Double Choir, with a Thorough-Bass. The Subject (quoted on page 136) is developed by the aid of five distinct Counter-Subjects, three of which enter simultaneously with the Subject itself; the First after a Minim-rest; the Second after three Minims; the Third after two bars: the Subject itself occupying three bars and one note of Alla Breve Time. It may therefore justly be called a Quadruple Fugue. The two remaining Counter-Subjects enter at the fifth and sixth bars, respectively; and, because the first proposal of the Subject comes to an end before their appearance, Chausson, though giving them the title of Counter-Subjects, does not number them, as he did the
first three, but calls one l'autre, and the other le
douveau contre-sujet. The Artifices begin at the
fourth bar, with an Imitation of the Third
Counter-Subject in the Unison, and continue
therein to the end of the Fugue, which em-
body 243 bars of the finest contrapuntal writing
to be found in the entire range of modern
Music.

When the capabilities of the Subject have
been demonstrated, and its various Counter-Sub-
jects discussed, it is time to bind the various
members of the Fugue more closely together, in
the form of a Stretto 1 (Lat. Restrictio; Ital.
Stretto, Restretto; Germ. Engfuhrtung; Fr. Rap-
prochement), or passage in which the Subject,
Answer, and Counter-Subjects, are woven to-
gether, as closely as possible, so as to bind the
whole into a knot. Aptitude for the formation of
an artful Stretto is one of the most desir-
able qualities in a good Fugal Subject. Some
Subjects will weave together, with marvellous
ductility, at several different distances. Others
will meet with difficulty to torture it into any kind of
L stretto at all. Sebastian Bach's power of inter-
weaving his Subject and Counter-Subjects seems
little short of miraculous. The first Fugue of
the XLI, in C major, contains seven distinct
Stretti, all differently treated, and all remark-
able for the closeness of their involutions. Yet
there is nothing in the Subject which would
lead us to suppose it capable of any very extra-
ordinary treatment. The secret lies rather in
Bach's power over it. He just chose a few simple
Intervals, which would work well together; and,
this done, his Subject became his slave. Almost
all other Fugues contain a certain number of
Episodes; but here there is no Episode at all:
not one single bar in which the Subject, or some
portion of it, does not appear. Yet, one never
 tires of it, though it is the only Subject. Yet
in Real Fugue, it presents no change at all,
except that of Key, at any of its numerous re-
cessions. Some wonderfully close Stretti will
also be found in Bach's 'Art of Fugue'; in
Handel's 'Amen Chorus'; in Cherubin's 'Et
vitam,' already described; in the 'Et vitam' of
Sarti's 'Credo,' for eight Voices, in D; and in
many other great Choral Fugues by Masters of
the 18th century, and the first half of the 19th,
including Mendelssohn and Spehr. Some of
these Stretti are found on a Dominant, and
some on a Tonic Pedal. In all, the Subject is
made the principal feature in the contrapuntal
labyrinth. The following example, from the
'Gloria' of Purcell's English 'Jubilate,' composed
for St. Cecilia's Day, 1694, is exceptionally in-
teresting. In the first place, it introduces a
new Subject—a not uncommon custom with the
earlier Fuguists, when new words were to be
written and, without pausing to develop its powers by the usual process of Perpen-
sion, present it in Stretto at once. Secondly,
when it gives the Answer, by Inversion, with such
easy grace, that one forgets all about its inge-
nuity, though it really blends the learning of

1 From strictare, to strict.
is the real Subject; but attention to the Exposition will generally decide the point. Should the Canto fermo pass through a regular Exposition, in the alternate aspects of Dux and Comez, it may be fairly considered as the true Subject, and the ostensible Subject must be accepted as the principal Counter-Subject. Should any other Theme than the Canto fermo pass through a more or less regular Exposition, that Theme is the true Subject, and the Canto fermo merely an adjunct. Examples of the first method are comparatively rare in Music later than the 17th century. Instances of the second will be found in Handel’s ‘Utrecht Te Deum & Jubilate,’ ‘Hallelujah Chorus,’ ‘The horse and his rider,’ Funeral, and Foundling Anthems; and in J. S. Bach’s ‘Choral Vorlespiele.’

Other exceptional forms are found in the ‘Fugue of Imitation,’ in which the Answer is neither an exact reproduction of the Subject, nor necessarily confined to Imitation in any particular Interval; the Fuguetta, or Little Fugue, which terminates at the close of the Exposition; and the Fugato, or Fugaciously, which is not really a Fugue, but only a piece written in the style of one. But these forms are not of sufficient importance to need a detailed description. [W.S.R.]

TONALITY is the element of key, which in modern music is of the very greatest importance. Upon the clearness of its definition the existence of instrumental music in harmonic forms of the Sonata order depends. It is defined by the consistent maintenance for appreciable periods of harmonies, or passages of melody, which are characteristic of individual keys. Unless the tonality is made intelligible, a work which has no words becomes obscure. Thus in the binary or duplex form of movement the earlier portion must have the tonality of the principal key well defined; in the portion which follows and supplies the contrast of a new and complementary key, the tonality of that key, whether dominant or mediant or other relative, must be equally clear. In the development portion of the movement various keys succeed each other more freely, but it is still important that each change shall be tonally comprehensible, and that chords belonging to distinct keys shall not be so recklessly mixed up together as to be undecipherable by any process of analysis—while in the latter portion of the movement the principal key again requires to be clearly insisted on, especially at the conclusion, in such a way as to give the clearest and most unmistakable impression of the tonality; and this is commonly done at most important points by the use of the simplest and clearest successions of harmonies, the Chords which are derived from such roots as dominant, subdominant, and tonic, define the tonality most obviously and certainly; and popular dance tunes, of all times, have been generally based upon successions of such harmonies. In works which are developed upon a larger scale a much greater variety of chords is used, and even chords belonging to closely related keys are commonly interlaced without producing obscurity, or weak-ening the structural outlines of the work; but if chords are closely mixed up together without system, whose roots are only retrievable to keys which are remote from one another, the result is to make the abstract form of the passage unintelligible. In dramatic music, or such music as depends for its coherence upon words, the laws which apply to pure instrumental music are frequently violated without ill effects, inasmuch as the form of art then depends upon different conditions, and the text may often successfully supply the solution for a passage which in pure instrumental music would be unintelligible. [C.H.H.P.]

TOKE, in the sense of Quality, the French timbre, is distinguished as harsh, thin, full, hollow, round, nasal, metallic or woody; and most persons agree in assigning these epithets to varieties of tone as usually heard. No valid reason was forthcoming for the cause of these varieties until Helmholtz, in ‘Die Lehre der Tonempfindungen,’ settled its physical basis, demonstrating and explaining it by his theory of tone sensations. Since the publication of that great work the why and wherefore of differences of quality must be learned by all enquirers, without any preliminary knowledge of mathematics; and as there are admirable translations of Helmholtz’s great work, in French by M. Guérout, and in English by Mr. A. J. Ellis, those who wish to pursue the study of the subject will find no insurmountable hindrance to doing so.

If, as Helmholtz points out, the same note is sounded successively on a piano forte, a violin, clarinet, oboe or trumpet, or by the human voice, though the pitch be the same and the force equal, the musical tone of each is different and may be at once recognised without seeing the instrument or singer. These varieties of quality are infinitely numerous, and we can easily distinguish one voice from another in singing or speaking even by memory, at distances of time and space; and by the delicate shades of quality in vowel tone we perceive that each individual is furnished with a distinct vocal instrument. This infinite gradation of tone is due to the fact that simple tones are very rarely heard, but that in nearly every musical sound, though accepted by the ear as one note, several notes are really heard in combination, and it is the different relative numbers and intensities of the notes combined that cause the sensation of different quality. In the analysis of the combination the lowest tone is called the ‘Prime’ or ‘Fundamental,’ and the higher ones, the ‘Upper Partial.’ The running off into upper partial tones is to be attributed, as Mr. Hermann Smith discovered, to the energy with which the sounding medium, whatever it may be, is agitated. The Aeolian Harp is a beautiful instance of the influence of varying energy. In it several strings are tuned to one pitch, but they are not equally sub-

1 We obtain from reference to the much-debated combination or differential tones which the ear can perceive lower in pitch than the fundamental.
mitted to the force of the wind, and in consequence we hear lower or higher notes in combinations of concord or dissonance, as the strings vibrate in longer or shorter sections due to the less or greater power of the wind, and its point of impact on the string.\footnote{The peculiar, touching, character of the Median harp harmony is determined by the frequent presence of the Harmonic Seventh, an interval referred to in our music and replaced by sharper dissonant sevenths of an entirely different tone character.} The pulsations known as Beats, which may be heard by touching and holding down almost any key of a pianoforte not recently tuned, affect the ear by their frequency. If unapparent or nearly so, Helmholtz characterises the sound as "continuous," if perceptibly apparent as "discontinuous," and while continuity is harmonious and gratifies the ear, discontinuity is discordant and more or less pains the ear according to the frequency of the disconnection. Now the primary and upper partials which in strings, narrow tubes, reeds and the human voice form a musical note, proceed in a regular succession, the Arithmetical Progression of $1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,$ etc. This succession may also be expressed in ratios which show by fractions the vibrating divisions of the string. We express the same succession by Unison, Octave, Twelfth, Double Octave, etc. Up to 8, is the Third Octave from the Prime or Fundamental, the successive combination of these increasing divisions of the string (or of the air column) is sufficiently continuous or free from prominent beats to satisfy the ear as harmonious, but that point passed, the greater frequency of beats caused by the increasing nearness of the successive partials causes a disagreeable sensation which is extreme when a string vibrating in 12 sections and another vibrating in 13, are sounding together. The reader must take for granted that for simple tones the particles vibrate like the bob of a pendulum. For compound tones the form of the vibration is very different. The particular form in any case depends upon the number and intensity of the partials or simple tones of which it is compounded, and produces the effect called quality of tone. There is another circumstance called "phase," depending upon the points of their vibrations in which two partials coincide, when compounded; this alters the form of vibration in the compound tone, but has no perceptible effect on its quality.

We have so far touched upon the voice, and those instruments of strings, reeds, and narrow pipes which may have a regular series of harmonic proper tones; there are however irregular causes of musical or partially musical sound with inharmonic proper tones, not following an arithmetical order of succession: among these are wide pipes, stretched membranes (as drums), plates (as gongs), elastic rods (as tuning-forks), and the various metallic and wooden harmonics. The use of nearly all these varieties is in consequence much restricted in our modern European music. As to Resonance, any elastic body fastened so as to be permitted to vibrate will have its own proper tones, and will respond sympathetically to the influence of other periodic vibrations, as may be commonly observed with violins, pianofortes, harps, and other stringed instruments, where the comparatively faint sound of the strings is materially reinforced by the responsive sound-board.

In many wind instruments the phenomena of Harmonics become of the first importance. In these they are caused by increase of pressure or force of blowing; and, in point of fact, as each higher note is gained by the rejection of a lower factor of sound, the quality of each note changes and gains in brilliance as it ascends in pitch. In stringed instruments it is sufficient to touch the vibrating string gently with the finger, to damp all those simple vibrations which have segmental curves or loops at the point touched; while at the apparent resting-places from vibration which are called nodes, the simple vibrations meeting there continue to sound with undiminished loudness. The quality is changed from the full sounding note; the vibrating complex being simpler, sounds sweeter and purer, until in the very highest harmonics the difference to the ear between string and wind seems almost lost. The greater consistency of metal assists the maintenance of a state of vibrating motion once assumed, and from this what we characterise as metallic tone is the comparatively steady lasting of the high upper partials, but with the possible fault of becoming tinkling. In the less elastic mass of wood, the upper partials rapidly die away. Unless this decrease be too rapid the ear delights in the greater prominence gained for the prime and its nearer upper partials. If too rapid we characterise the tone as "woody." In the Pianofortes we meet with the readiest application of the terms "metallic" and "woody." Modern pianos, where the framing which holds the strings and bears their draught is of iron, frequently have a "metallic" tone from the higher elasticity of the framing, which being metal does not allow the high upper partials of the string to die away so soon as they did in the older pianos of iron and wood or of wood alone, its inferior elasticity of which permitted them to become extinct sooner and the string to pass more quickly into longer segments of vibration. The extreme influence of metal may be to maintain a "ringing" or even a "tinkling" tone; from the wood we get a "dull" or "woody" quality. There are however other conditions to be presently referred to. To show the strength of the octave harmonic in a good pianoforte you will rarely find the tuner adjust the pitch note $C (a)$ to its corresponding tuning-fork. He prefers the middle $C (b)$ an octave lower, because its first upper partial $e (c)$ beats, for a certain space of time, more distinctly with the fork than the fundamental with which it is in unison. The scheme of strengthening the octave harmonic by an additional octave string is certainly a work of supererogation. But one
very important factor in pianoforte tone is the hammer, both in its covering and in its striking place against the string. Helmholz shows that a soft hammer causes softer or rounder tone because the greater continuity of contact of the soft material dampes the very high upper partials, while the less continuity of contact of a hard-surfaced hammer allows small sections of the string to sound on. Strength of blow causes loudness by increasing the amplitude or greater vibrating excursion of the string, while it also expends more energy and increases the number of upper partials in the tone. Weakness of blow is, of course, of reverse influence. The striking impulse of contact of hammer and string, affects the tone variously. Experience teaches that it should be upon a nodal point, although many pianoforte makers neglect an accurate adjustment of the striking line, to the detriment of purity of tone. If the string could be struck exactly at the half of its length between the bridges, a kind of clarinet tone of great beauty would be obtained. On the other hand, by striking very near the middle of the string and thus favoring the very high partials at the expense of the lower ones, an approximation to the oboe tone would be gained. The so-called 'Lute' stop, in the harpsichord, is a practical illustration of this change of quality. The best fundamental tone in combination with the best sounding partials is obtained at the eighth of the string; at the ninth the tone hardens by diminution of the power of the prime, which is proved by the hammer requiring more 'toning' or softening. The higher partials continue to come into greater prominence as we ascend to the tenth and higher, for which reason, to get brighter trebles, pianoforte makers have adopted the device of bringing the striking-place inwards as they ascend, with a loss of equality of tone. In the old keyboard instruments which preceded the pianoforte, and indeed in the early pianoforte, no attention was paid to accuracy of striking-place. In Harpsichords and spinets the strings were usually touched somewhere between the half and the tenth of the length; but the small diameter of the strings favoured the due formation of agreeable upper partials. The framing and weight of stringing have much to do with the bars attached to the under side of the belly or soundboard of a pianoforte. These bars cross the direction of the grain of the Spruce Fir of which the belly is made, and promote the elasticity of this most important tone re-inforcer. Without the Resonance table the strings would offer so very little sound, and without the elasticity gained by the bars their high upper partials would be imperfectly reflected, or immediately lost. The hard wood bridge carries the complete pulsations of the strings to the soundboard by alternating greater and less pressures. On the whole no other musical instru-

ment is capable of the infinite variety of the tone qualities of the pianoforte, as various as the wonderfully nervous touch of the ends of the fingers of the player, which differs in every individual so that no two persons produce quite the same tone from the pianoforte unless they may be said to agree in the bad tone obtained by inelastic thumping.

We can compare, although remotely, the violin with the pianoforte in some of the fundamental principles of tone-production, but in many respects these instruments are very different. For instance, in the tone-production, the stringings to the bow, until it is doubled by the bow when it rebounds and is caught by the bow again. Thus a peculiar vibrational form ensues, in which, according to Helmholz, the prime or fundamental tone is stronger than in the pianoforte, while the first upper partials are comparatively weak. The sixth to the tenth are much stronger, which gives the bowed instruments their cutting character—the 'scooping violins,' as old Thomas Mace called them when they were beginning to supersede the viol and lutes. The scratching of the bow is immediately shown by sudden jumps or dislocations of the compound figure of vibration. The form of this figure is however tolerably independent of the place of bowing, usually at about one-tenth of the length of the string. The quality becomes somewhat duller as we approach the fingerboard, and brighter as we approach the bridge, at least for forte passages. We have resemblances to the pianoforte in the pressure of stopping in the violin by the finger, in the pianoforte by a firm touch on the bowing; by the power, the production and continuity of the upper partials is assisted and maintained. The 'base bar' in the violin answers to the more complex barring of the piano, by screwing the belly up to the required pitch of elasticity for the reinforcement of the upper partials. Lastly, the bowing has some analogy to the touch of the pianoforte player; in that quality of individuality which distinguishes or subordinates the mechanical in performance.

Recent researches have proved that the orchestral division of wood and brass in wind instruments is nominal, or nearly nominal, only. The material affects the tone of those instruments by the rigidity or elasticity which it offers for enclosing columns of air. The cause of the difference of the quality of tone is the shape of the air column as it approximates to a cylindrical or conical form, and is wide or narrow for the production of the proper tone on the upper partials as determining the quality, and in combinations as harmonics. The production of the tone—whether by double reed (as in the oboe), by single reed (as in the clarinet), or by embouchure (as in the flute); the hypothetical air reed in flue organ pipes, and the action of the lips as vibrating membranes in the cupped mouthpieces of horns, trumpets, trombones, etc.—has its place in the determination of quality; so much so, that to preserve the colour of tone in the orchestra, clarinets and oboes have not been improved, as the flute
has been, lost their distinctive qualities of tone should be destroyed. But orchestral qualities, considered as a whole, do slowly change. It would not now be possible to restore the orchestral colouring of Handel or Bach.

The most strident reed-tone is heard in the harmonium. In that variety called the American organ, the force of the high upper partials engendered by the action of the reed, is qualified by altering its position and form. It is impossible in a dictionary article to carry out the discussion of various qualities of tone, even as far as the subject is already known: the writer can only refer the inquirer to the best existing sources of our knowledge: to the great work of Helmholtz already referred to—especially in Mr. Ellis’s translation, which contains appendices of great importance; to the writings of Dr. Stone and M. Mahillon on wind instruments; to Mr. Walter Broadwood’s translation of an essay by Theobald Boehm, on the flute, and to some interesting articles in the Organ and in the Orchestra, written by Mr. Hermann Smith, and published in ‘Musical Opinion.’ The writer can only lay claim to independent investigation as regards the piano-forte and its congeners. [See Timbre.] [A.J.H.]

TONES or TUNES, GREGORIAN. The most typical examples of the Church Modes, which are described at p. 340 of vol. ii. [See also GREGORIAN Tones, in Appendix.] [G.]

TONIC SOL-FA is the name of a method of teaching singing which has become popular in England during the last thirty years. It is the method now most generally used in primary schools, and is adopted widely for the training of popular choirs. Its leading principle is that of ‘key relationship’ (expressed in the word ‘Tonic’), and it endorses this principle by the use of the ancient sound-names, do, re, mi, etc., as visible, as well as oral, symbols. These names are first put before a class of beginners in the form of a printed picture of the scale, called a ‘Modulator.’ For simplicity’s sake they are spell English-wise, and si is called re to avoid having two names with the same initial letter. In the first lessons the teacher practises the class in the singing of the sounds as he points to the name of each, first taking the do, me, sol, of the common chord, making his pupils feel the special character of each sound, its distinguishing melodic effect, and afterwards training them to recognise the intermediate sounds in the same way. It is on this ‘feeling’ of the different character of each sound, the difference due to its place in the scale, that the greatest stress is laid. When the pupil has caught the perception of these differences, and has learnt to associate the difference of the feeling with the difference of the name, he has grasped, in its essential principle, the secret of singing at sight. The central column only of the modulator is used at first. The lateral columns are for teaching and extending, and are for teaching and extending. The fe, re, etc. represent the occasionally used ‘chromatic sounds, i.e. ‘flats’ and ‘sharps’ not involving modulation into a new key. The names of the sounds are so placed on the modulator as to show, accurately, the true positions of the sounds in the natural (untempered) scale. When the class can, with some readiness, sing the sounds as the teacher points to them on the modulator, they are introduced to exercises printed in a notation formed out of the initials of the scale-names; d standing for doh, r for roy, etc. The duration of each sound is indicated by the linear space it occupies, each line of print being spaced out into divisions by bars and dots. A rest is shown by a blank space, the prolongation of a sound by a line (—) occupying the space. Sounds in upper and lower octaves are distinguished by small figures: thus, d₁, r₁, etc., signify an upper octave; d, r, etc. a lower. The following is an example of a vocal score:—

Key D. M. 60. THOMAS FORD.

TREBLE. | d | d | r | m | f
ALT. | d | d | d | d | d
TENOR. | m | f | s | l
BASS. | d | d | d | d

Since first I saw your face I resol’d to hox our and re
m | f | r | I | m | f
face, I resol’d To b ox our and re
r | r | r | f | m | d | t | d
The method is, it will be seen, identical in principle with the old system known by the name of the 'Moveable Do,' and the notation is only so far new in that symbols are written down which have been used, orally, for some eight centuries. The syllables attributed to Guido, circa 1024 [see Hexachord], were a notation, not of absolute pitch, but of tonic relation; his ut, re, mi, etc., meaning sometimes

\[ \text{\textit{movable do}} \]

and so on, according as the tonic changed its pitch; and this ancient use of the syllables to represent, not fixed sounds, but the sounds of the scale, has been always of the greatest service in helping the singer, by association of name with melodic effect, to imagine the sound. The modern innovation of a 'fixed Do' is one of the many symptoms (and effects) of the domination of instruments over voices in the world of modern music.

The Tonic Sol-fa method, indeed, though spoken of as a novelty, is really a reversion to ancient practice, to a principle many centuries old. Its novelty of aspect, which is undeniable, results from its making this principle more prominent, by giving it visual, as well as oral, expression; that is, by using the old sound-names as written symbols. Those who follow the old Italian and old English practice of the

1 Mr John Herschel said in 1855 (Quarterly Journal of Science, art. "Musical Scales")—'I adhere throughout to the good old system of representing by Do, Re, Mi, Fa, etc., the scale of natural notes in any key whatsoever, taking Do for the keynote, whatever that may be, in opposition to the practice lately introduced (and soon I hope to be exploded), of taking Do to represent one fixed tone C, the greatest retrograde step, in my opinion, ever taken in teaching music, or any other branch of knowledge.'
To make the beginner feel these effects for himself is the teacher's first object. As a help to such perception a set of descriptive names are used in the earliest lessons. The pupil is told he may think of the do as the 'strong' tone, of the me as the 'steady' or 'calm' tone, of the lah as the 'sad' tone, and so on; these epithets giving, in a rough way of course, some indication of the 'mental effect.' When in this way the pupil has learnt to associate the names with the several sounds, he refers the letters on the printed page to a mental picture of the modulator, and though the music does not 'move up and down,' as in the Staff notation, the syllable-initials suggest to him the names; he sees these names, mentally, in their places on the scale, and with the remembrance of the name comes the remembrance of the sound.

This constant insistence on the scale and

\[ \text{Key Eb.} \]
\[ \text{Key Bb.} \]
\[ \text{t. Key Eb.} \]
\[ \text{key} \]
\[ \text{old notation hampers both teacher and learner with difficulties which keep the principle out of view; that the notes of the staff give only a fictitious view of interval. To the eye, for instance, a major third (a) looks the same as a minor third (b); which of the two is meant can only be determined by a process of reasoning on the 'signature.' A like process is needed before the reader can settle which sound of the scale any note represents. In the above chant, for example, before the singer can sing the opening phrase he must know that the first sound is the \text{doh} of the key. The staff notation gives him a mark on a particular line, but it is only after he has made certain inferences from the three 'flats' on the left that he can tell where the sound is in the scale. How much better, the Sol-faists say, to let him know this at once, by simply printing the sound as \text{sob}. Why impede the singer by troubling him with a set of signs which add nothing to his knowledge of the facts of music, and which are only wanted when it is desired to indicate absolute pitch, a thing which the sight-reader is not directly concerned with? \]

The question of the utility of a new notation is thus narrowed to a practical issue: one which may be well left to be determined by teachers themselves. It is of course chimerical to suppose that the ancient written language of music could be now 'disestablished,' but musicians need not object to, they will rather welcome, any means of removing difficulties out of the learner's way. The universal language of music—and we are apt to forget how much we owe to the fact that it is universal—may well be said to be almost a miracle of adaptation to its varied uses; but it is...
worth observing that there is an essential difference between the sight-reader's and the player's use of any system of musical signs. The player has not to think of the sounds he makes before he makes them. When he sees, say, the symbol its meaning to him is not, in practice, 'imagine such and such a sound,' but 'do something on your instrument which will make the sound.' To the pianist it means 'touch a certain white key lying between two black keys'; to the violoncellist, 'put the middle finger down on the first string,' and so on. The player's mental judgment of the sound only comes in after it has been produced. By this he 'checks' the accuracy of the result. The singer, on the contrary, knows nothing of the mechanical action of his own throat: it would be useless to say to him, 'make your vocal chords perform 256 vibrations in a second.' He has to think of the sound first; when he has thought of it, he utters it spontaneously. The imagination of the sound is all in all. An indication of absolute pitch only is useless to him, because the melodic effect, the only effect the memory can recall, depends not on absolute but on relative pitch. Hence a 'tonic' notation, or a notation which can be used tonically, can alone serve his purpose.

An exposition of the details of the method would be here out of place, but one or two points of special interest may be noticed.1 One is the treatment of the minor scale—a crux of all Sol-fa systems, if not of musical theory generally. Tonic Sol-faists are taught to regard a minor scale as a variant of the relative major, not of the tonic major, and to sol-fa the sounds accordingly. The learner is made to feel that the special 'minor' character results from the dominance of the la, which he already knows as the plentiful sound of the scale. The 'sharpened sixth' (reckoning from the la), when it occurs, is called ba (the only wholly new sound-name used (see the modulator, above), and the 'leading' tone is called se, by analogy with te (Italian si) of the major mode. Thus the air is written and sung as follows:—

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Key Bb. Lah is C.} \\
&\text{If God be for us, who can be a-} \\
&\text{gainst us? who can be a-} \\
&\text{gainst us? who can be a-gainst us?}
\end{align*}
\]

Experience appears to show that, for sight-reading purposes, this is the simplest way of treating the minor mode. Some musicians object to it on the ground that, as in a minor scale the lowest (and highest) sound is essentially a tonic, in the sense that it plays a part analogous to that of the do in a major scale, calling it la seems an inconsistency. But this seems a shadowy objection. The only important question is, what sign, for oral and ocular use, will best help the singer to recognize, by association with mental effect, one sound as distinguished from another? Experience shows that the Tonic Sol-fa plan does this effectually. The method is also theoretically sound. It proceeds on the principle that similarity of name should accord with similarity of musical effect. Now as a fact the scale of a minor is far more closely allied to the scale of C major than it is to the scale of A major. The identity of 'signature' itself shows that the substantial identity of the two first-named scales has always been recognised. But a proof more effective than any inference from signs and names is that given by the practice of composers in the matter of modulation. The scales most nearly related must evidently be those between which modulation is most frequent; and changes between tonic major and relative minor (type, C major to and from C minor). In Handel's music, for instance, the proportion is some nine or ten to one.2 If therefore the Tonic Sol-faist, in passing from C major to A minor, changed his doh, he would be adopting a new set of names for what is, as near as may be, the same set of sounds.

The examples above given show the notation as applied to simple passages; the following will show how peculiar or difficult modulations may be rendered in it:—

1 The best summary account of this system for the musician is given in 'Tonic Sol-Fa,' one of the 'Music Primers' edited by Dr. Stainer (Novello).

2 In 'Judas,' the transitions from major to relative minor, and from minor to relative major, are, as reckoned by the writer, 7 in number; the transitions from major to tonic minor, and from minor to tonic major, being only 7. The practice of omits or in points of technical nomenclature cannot, of course, be reversed, but it is plain that the phrase 'relative' minor is deceptive. The scale called 'A minor' would be more reasonably called (as its signature in effect calls it) C minor. It has not been sufficiently noticed that the different kinds of change from minor to major are used by composers to produce strikingly different effects. The change to relative major (e.g. A minor to C major) is the ordinary means of passing, say, from the dim to the bright—pathetic to cheerful. But the change to tonic major (A minor to A major) is a change to the intensively bright—to jubilation or triumph. A good instance is the beginning of the great fugue in 'Judas.'—'We worship God'—a point of extraordinary force. Another is the well-known chorale in cantata 'Most in Elysian Fields.'—Dal tuo sguardo, a punto of strong effect, the great burst of triumph in the last verse, is given by the change from G minor to G major. Other instances are the passage in 'Elijah.'—'His morn on thousands fell'—and the prepared change to the tonic major which begins the Scale of Beethoven's G minor Symphony.
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They stand before God’s throne, and serve him day and night. And the Lamb shall lead them to fountains of living waters.

As bright as red hell’s spirits black in throats.

Down they sink in the deep abyss to end less night.

In the teaching of Harmony the Tonic Sol-fa method puts forward no new theory, but it uses a chord-nomenclature which makes the expression of the facts of harmony very simple. Each chord is represented by the initial letter, printed in capitals, of the sol-fa name of its essential root, thus—

the various positions of the same chord being distinguished by small letters appended to the capital, thus—

Harmony being wholly a matter of relative, not absolute pitch, a notation based on key-relationship has obvious advantages as a means of indicating chord-movements. The learner has from the first been used to think and speak of every sound by its place in a scale, and the familiar symbols m. f. etc. convey to him at once all that is expressed by the generalising terms ‘mediant,’ ‘subdominant,’ etc. Another point in the method, as applied to Harmony teaching, is the prominence given to training the ear, as well as the eye, to recognise chords. Pupils are taught, in class, to observe for themselves how the various consonances and dissonances sound; and they are practised at naming chords when sung to them.

The Tonic Sol-fa method began to attract public notice about the year 1850. Its great success has been mainly due to the energy and enthusiasm of Mr. John Curwen, who died in June 1880, after devoting the best part of his life to the work of spreading knowledge of music among the people. Mr. Curwen [see Curwen, Appendix], born in 1816, was a Nonconformist minister, and it was from his interest in school and congregational singing that he was led to take up the subject of teaching to sing at sight.

Hiss system grew out of his adoption of a plan of Sol-faing from a modulator with a letter notation, which was being used with success for teaching children some forty years ago, by a benevolent lady living at Norwich. He always spoke of this lady, Miss Elizabeth Glover (d. 1867), as the originator of the method. Her rough idea developed under his hand into a complete method of teaching. He had a remarkable gift for explaining principles in a simple way, and his books strike the reader throughout by their strong flavour of common sense and incessant appeal to the intelligence of the pupil. They abound with acute and suggestive hints on the art of teaching: and nothing, perhaps, has more contributed to the great success of the method than the power which it has shown of making teachers easily. A wide system of examinations and graduated certificates, a college for training teachers, and the direction of a large organisation were Mr. Curwen’s special work. [See Tonic Sol-fa College.] For some time the system was looked on with suspicion and disfavour by musicians, chiefly on account of the novel look of the printed music, but the growing importance of its practical results secured the adhesion of musicians of authority. Helmholtz, viewing it from the scientific as well as the practical side, remarked in his great work on Sound (1865) on the value of the notation as ‘giving prominence to what is of the greatest importance to the singer, the relation of each tone to the tonic,’ and described how he had been astonished—‘mich in Erstaunen setzten’—by the ‘certainty’ with which ‘a class of 40 children, between 8 and 12 in a British and Foreign school, read the notes, and by the accuracy of their intonation.’ The critical objection which the Tonic Sol-faists have to meet is, that the pupil on turning to the use of the Staff notation has to learn a fresh set of signs. Their reply to this is, that as a fact two-thirds of those who become sight-singers from the letter notation, spontaneously learn to read from the staff. They have learnt, it is said, ‘the thing music,’ something which is independent of any system of marks on paper; and the transition to a set of new symbols is a matter which costs hardly any trouble. With their habitual de-

1 Tones and Tones, App. XVIII. (Ellis p. 26). Professor Helmholtz confirmed this experience in conversation with the writer in 1881.
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dependence on the scale they have only to be told that such a line of the staff is doh, and hence that the next two lines above are me and sol, and they are at home on the staff as they were on the modulator. The testimony of musicians and choirmasters confirms this. Dr. Stainer, for instance, says (in advocating the use of the method in schools): "I find that those who have a talent for music soon master the Staff notation after they have learnt the Tonic Sol-fa, and become in time good musicians. It is therefore quite a mistake to suppose that by teaching the Tonic Sol-fa system you are discouraging the acquisition (the future acquisition) of Staff music, and so doing a damage to high art. It may be said, if the systems so complement one another, Why do you not teach both? But from the time that can be devoted to musical instruction in schools it is absurd to think of trying to teach two systems at once. That being so, then you must choose one, and your choice should be governed by the consideration of which is the simpler for young persons, and there cannot be a doubt which is the simpler. This testimony is supported by a general consensus of practical teachers. The London School Board find that "all the teachers prefer to teach by the Tonic Sol-fa method," and have accordingly adopted it throughout their schools; and it now appears that of the children in English primary schools who are taught to sing by note at all, a very large proportion (some 80 per cent) learn on this plan. In far too many schools still, the children only learn tunes by memory, but the practicability of a real teaching of music has been proved, and there is now fair hope that ere long the mass of the population may learn to sing. The following figures, from a parliamentary return of the "Number of Departments" in primary schools in which singing is taught (1880–1), is interesting. They tell a tale of lamentable deficiency, but show in what direction progress may be hoped for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Board Schools (England and Wales)</th>
<th>By Note</th>
<th>English System</th>
<th>Tonic Sol-fa</th>
<th>Old Method</th>
<th>More than One System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4681</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Schools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(England and Wales)</td>
<td>17470</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools in Scotland</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Writing down a tune sung by a teacher has now become a familiar school exercise for English children, a thing once thought only possible to advanced musicians; and it has become common to see a choir two or three thousand strong singing in public, at first sight, an anthem or part-song fresh from the printer's hands. Such things were unknown not many years back. In the great spread of musical knowledge among the people this method has played a foremost part, and the teaching of the elements is far from being all that is done. Some of the best choral singing now to be heard in England is that of Tonic Sol-fa choirs. The music so printed includes not only an immense quantity of part-songs, madrigals, and class-pieces, but all or nearly all the music of the highest class fit for choral use—the oratorios of Handel, masses by Haydn and Mozart, cantatas of Bach, etc. One firm alone has printed, it is stated, more than 16,000 pages of music. Leading English music-publishers find it desirable to issue Tonic Sol-fa editions of choral works, as do the publishers of the most popular hymn-books. Of a Tonic Sol-fa edition of the 'Messiah,' in vocal score, 39,000 copies have been sold.

To the pushing forward of this great and beneficent work of spreading the love and knowledge of music, Mr. Curwen devoted his whole life, and seldom has a life been spent more nobly for the general good. He was a man of singularly generous nature, and in controversy, of which he naturally had much, he was remarkable for the perfect candour and good temper with which he met attack. If the worth of a man is to be measured by the amount of delight he is the means of giving to the world, few would be ranked higher than Mr. Curwen. His was a far-reaching work. Not only has it been, in England, the great moving force in helping on the revival of music as a popular enjoyment, but it has had a like effect in other great communities. We read of the forming of choral classes, in numbers unknown before, in New Zealand, Canada, Australia, India, the United States. Even from savage and semi-savage regions—Zululand or Madagascar—come accounts of choral concerts. When one thinks of what all this means, of the many hard-working people all over the world who have thus been taught, in a simple way, to enter into the enjoyment of the music of Handel or Mendelssohn, of the thousands of lives brightened by the possession of a new delight, one might write on the monument of this modest and selfless worker the words of the Greek poet: 'The joys that he hath given to others—who shall declare the tale thereof.'

Of the 'Galpin-Chevé' method of teaching sight-reading, which is based, broadly speaking, on the same principle as the Tonic Sol-fa method, a notice is given under Chevé in the Appendix.

[R.B.L.]

Tonic Sol-fa College, THE, is one of the few public institutions in England wholly devoted to promoting the knowledge of music. It was founded by Mr. Curwen (see preceding article) in 1869, in order to give stability and permanence to the Tonic Sol-fa system of teaching, and was definitely established in its present form in 1875 by incorporation under the Companies Act 1862. The College is chiefly an

1 It is stated that of 2025 people who took the 'Intermediate Certificate' in a particular year, 1257 'did so with the optional requirement of singing a hymn-tune at sight from the Staff notation.'

2 η σοφή το Ιησοῦ Χριστού παρέμεχεν
καί παντελῶς τον λόγο τὸν ἀναθέτος.
τις ἐν φροσί χύνετο; ΠΙΤΑΛΙ.
examining body, but it also carries on the teaching of music (mainly directed to the training of teachers) by means of lectures and correspondence classes. The buildings, lecture-rooms, offices, etc., are at Forest Gate, E., an eastern suburb of London, and a twenty minutes' railway journey from the City.

The examinations are based on a system of graded certificates, arranged so as to test the progress of pupils from the earliest stage. From the elementary certificate upwards the power to sing at sight is demanded. The higher certificates are granted upon a paper examination combined with vocal tests, on the rendering of which the local examiner has to report to the College. The official report gives the number of certificates granted in the year 1879-80 at 13,755, which was 964 more than in the previous year. The number of persons entered in correspondence classes was 4792. The subjects of these were Harmony, Analysis, Musical Composition (four stages), Staff Notation, Musical Form, and Musical and Verbal Expression, Counterpoint, English Composition, Organ-fingering and Chord-naming. Students from all parts of the world enter these correspondence classes. The College further organizes a summer term of study, lasting for six weeks in vacation time, which is attended by young teachers and students from Great Britain, the Colonies, etc. A great point is made of the art of presenting facts to the learner, and of cultivating the intelligence as well as the ear and voice. The students give model lessons, which their teachers criticise. The total number of certificates issued by the College up to the present time (September 1884) is stated to be as follows:—Junior, 51,800; Intermediate, 162,580; intermediate, 44,073; matriculation, 3,357; advanced, 525. The receipts for the year 1883-84 were £1398, the payments £904. The total payments for the new buildings were £3635. Altogether the published reports of the College give an impression of a vast amount of useful work carried on with thoroughness and spirit.

The College has 1465 shareholders, and is governed by a council, in the election of which every holder of a 'Matriculation' certificate has a vote. The constitution of the council is somewhat curious. It is composed of 48 members elected in eight classes of six members each, and drawn from the following classes of society:—(a) handworkers, (b) clerks and employees, (c) masters in commercial or professional occupations, (d) schoolmasters, (e) professional musicians, (f) clergymen and ministers, (g) persons of literary and other qualifications, and (h) honorary members. The object of this arrangement is to prevent the College getting into the hands of any one interest or party. The present president is Mr. J. Spencer Curwen, A.R.A.M., who succeeded his father, the founder, in 1880. [R.B.L.]

TONKÜNSTLERVEREIN. A society founded in Dresden in 1854 for the popularisation of good chamber-music. It took its rise from Richard Pohl's evenings for the practice of chamber-music, and its first and present president is Herr Fürstenau. The following musicians are, or have been, honorary members:—Von Bülow, Chrysander, Hauptmann, Otto Jahn, Joschim, Lauterbach, Julius Rietz, Clara Schumann, and Ferdinand David. By degrees orchestral works were introduced into the practices and performances. Out of 992 works played between 1854 and 1879, 116 were in MS., 95 being by members and 21 by non-members. These figures show the liberality of the society in producing the work of modern artists. Furthermore, it possesses a considerable library, which has provided lectures on the science of music by such men as Fürstenau, F. Heine, Rühlmann, and Schneider (author of 'History of the Lied'), and in all respects amply fulfilled its professed object, the promotion of the art of music. After an existence of 25 years, it musters 195 ordinary members (practical musicians) and 16 extra-ordinary ones. For further details see the Festival prospectus of 1879. [F.G.J.]

TONE. [See TONERRE, GROSSE CAISSE EN, i.e. bass drum as thunder. This direction occurs in Hérold's overture to 'Zampa,' and a few other works, and means a roll. But as the bass drum is played with one stick only, the roll is best executed with a two-headed stick (Tampon or Mattoche double), as made in Paris, by Tournier, Boulevard St. Martin. It is held in the middle, where it is 1 5/8 inch in diameter, so that the roll is easily made by an alternate motion of the wrist. The stick, ending in a round knob at each end, is turned out of a piece of ash; the knobs are thickly covered with tow and a cap of chamois leather, and are both of the same size. When finished the heads are about 2 3/4 inches in diameter, and the same in length. The length of the whole stick is 12 1/4 inches. [V. de F.]

TONE. [See TONERRE, GROSSE CAISSE EN, i.e. bass drum as thunder. This direction occurs in Hérold's overture to 'Zampa,' and a few other works, and means a roll. But as the bass drum is played with one stick only, the roll is best executed with a two-headed stick (Tampon or Mattoche double), as made in Paris, by Tournier, Boulevard St. Martin. It is held in the middle, where it is 1 5/8 inch in diameter, so that the roll is easily made by an alternate motion of the wrist. The stick, ending in a round knob at each end, is turned out of a piece of ash; the knobs are thickly covered with tow and a cap of chamois leather, and are both of the same size. When finished the heads are about 2 3/4 inches in diameter, and the same in length. The length of the whole stick is 12 1/4 inches. [V. de F.]

TONOMETER. [See SCHRIBER, vol. iii, p. 243f. Also TUNING-PORE.] TOUCANUS, or OPHALICUS. A Neume, indicating a group of three notes, of which the second was the highest; as C, D, C. [See vol. ii, pp. 467 b, 468 a.] [W.S.R.]

TORELLI, GIUSEPPE, violinist and composer, was born about the middle of the 17th century. He lived for many years in Bologna as leader of a church orchestra, but in 1701 accepted the post of leader of the band of the Markgraf of Brandenburg-Anspach at Anspach in Germany, where he died in 1708. To him is generally ascribed the invention of the 'Concerto'—or, more correctly speaking, the application of the sonata-form to concerted music. His most important work, the Concerti grossi, op. 8, were published at Bologna in 1709, three years earlier than Corelli's Concerti grossi. They are written for 2 obligato violins and stringed orchestra, and are said clearly to present the main features of the concerto-form, as used by Corelli, Handel, and others. According to Fétis, eight works of his have been published—all in concerted style, for 2, 3, or 4 stringed instruments. [P.D.]
TORQUATO TASSO.

TORQUATO TASSO. Lyric drama in 4 acts; libretto by Ferretti, music by Donizetti. Produced at the Teatro Valle, Rome, in the autumn of 1833; at H. M. Theatre, London, Mar. 3, 1840. [G.]

TORRANCE, REV. GEORGE WILLIAM, M.A., Mus.D. University of Dublin, born at Rathmines, Dublin, in 1835. Educated as a chorister in Christ Church Cathedral, he afterwards became successively organist of Blackrock, Dublin, and of the city churches of St. Andrew and St. Anne. Among his earlier compositions was a 'Te Deum' and 'Jubilate,' sung in Christ Church Cathedral. At 19 he composed his first oratorio, 'Abraham,' which was performed in 1855 at the Ancient Concert Rooms, Dublin, by all the leading musicians of the city, Sir Robert Stewart presiding at the organ and the composer conducting. 'Abraham' was performed four times in two years. It was rightly deemed a wonderful work for a mere lad to produce; the airs were written after the manner of Beethoven, the choruses followed that of Handel: of plagiarism there was none, and if the work was lacking in experience, it was yet a bold and successful effort for a boy in his teens. In 1856 Mr. Torrance visited Leipzig, and during his stay in that city became acquainted with Moscheles and other eminent musicians. Upon his return he produced an opera 'William of Normandy,' and several minor works, some of which have since been published. In 1859 Mr. Torrance entered the University of Dublin, with a view to studying for the ministry of the Church of England; here he graduated in Arts in 1864, and produced the same year a second oratorio, 'The Captivity,' to Goldsmith's words. He took the degree of Mus.D. at the University in 1867, was ordained deacon in 1865, and priest in 1866.

In 1869 he emigrated to Melbourne, Victoria. In 1870 he obtained the degrees of Mus. B. and Mus. D. from Dublin University, on the recommendation of Sir Robert Stewart, Professor of Music in the University, the 'Acts' publicly performed for the degree being, for Mus.B. a 'Te Deum and Jubilate' (composed 1878), for Mus.D. a selection from his oratorio 'The Captivity.' He received an honorary degree of Mus.D. ad eundem from the Melbourne University, the first and only degree yet conferred in Music by that University.

In 1882 Dr. Torrance produced a third oratorio, 'The Revelation'; this was performed with great success in Melbourne, the composer conducting. He was elected president of the Fine Arts section of the 'Social Science Congress' held in Melbourne in 1880, when he delivered the opening address on Music, since published. In 1883 he was appointed by the Governor of Victoria to be one of the Examiners for the 'Clarke Scholarship' in the Royal College of Music.

He is also the author of a paper on 'Cathedrals, their constitution and functions,' and is at present Incumbent of Holy Trinity Church, Balaklava, near Melbourne, a handsome new church recently built, with a fine 3-manual organ constructed specially to be played by himself during service.

We believe Dr. Torrance to be the only Doctor of Music in the southern hemisphere—although many able musicians are settled in the principal cities. [H.F.S.]

TORVALD E DORLISKA. Opera in 2 acts; libretto by Sternini, music by Rossini. Produced at the Teatro Valle, Rome, Dec. 36, 1815; and reproduced at Paris, Nov. 21, 1820. The piece was a failure. [G.]

TOSSI, PIER FRANCESCO, the son of a musician of Bologna, must have been born about 1650, since we learn from the translator of his book that he died soon after the beginning of George II's reign (1730) above eighty years old. In the early part of his life he travelled a great deal, but in 1693 we find him in London, giving regular concerts, and from that time forward he resided there almost entirely till his death, in great consideration as a singing-master and composer. A volume in the Harleian Collection of the British Museum (no. 1727) contains seven songs or cantatas for voice and harpsichord, with his name to them. Galliard praises his music for its exquisite taste, and especially mentions the pathos and expression of the recitatives. When more than seventy Tosi published the work by which his name is still known, under the modest title of 'Opinioni de' cantori antichi e moderni, o sieno osservazioni sopra il canto figurato...' (Bologna 1723), which was translated after his death into English by Galliard—'Observations on the Florid Song, or sentiments of the ancient and modern singers,' London, 1742—second edition, 1743; and into German by Agricola—'Anleitung zur Singkunst,' Berlin, 1757. It is a practical treatise on singing, in which the aged teacher embodies his own experience and that of his contemporaries, at a time when the art was probably more thoroughly taught than it has ever been since. Many of his remarks would still be highly useful. [G.M.]

TOSSI, FRANCESCO PAOLO, an Italian composer, born April 7, 1847, at Ortona sul mare, in the Abruzzi. In 1858 his parents sent him to the Royal College of St. Pietro a Majella at Naples, where he studied the violin under Pinto, and composition under Conti and the venerable Mercadante. The young pupil made wonderful progress, and was by Mercadante appointed maestro di cappella or pupil teacher, with the not too liberal salary of 60 francs a month. He remained in Naples until the end of 1869, when, feeling that his health had been much impaired by overwork, he went back to Ortona with the hope of regaining strength. However, as soon as he got home he was taken seriously ill with bronchitis, and only after seven months recovered sufficiently to go to Rome and resume work. During his illness he wrote 'Non mi'ama pit' and 'Lamento d'amore'; but it was with difficulty that the young composer could induce a publisher to print these songs, which have since become so popular, and it was not till a considerable time after they...
sold well that he disposed of the copyright for the insignificant sum of £20 each. Signor Sgambati, the well-known composer, and leader of the new musical school in Rome, was among the first to recognise Tosti’s talent, and in order to give his friend a fair start in the fashionable and artistic world, he assisted him to give a concert at the ‘Sala Dante,’ the St. James’s Hall of Rome, where he achieved a great success, singing several of his own compositions, and a ballad purposely written for him by Sgambati, ‘Eravi un vecchio sene.’ The Queen of Italy, then Princess Margherita di Savoja, honoured the concert and was impressed with the strength and beauty of his voice and her appreciation by immediately appointing him as her teacher of singing. Shortly afterwards he was entrusted with the care of the Musical Archives of the Italian Court. It was in 1875 that M. Tosti first visited London, where he was well received in the best circles, both as an artist and as a man. Since then he has paid a yearly visit to the English capital, and in 1880 was called in as teacher of singing to the Royal Family of England.

Mr. Tosti has written Italian, French, and English songs: and though the Italian outnumber by far both the English and French, his popularity rests mainly on his English ballads. The wind and tide of fashion are fully in his favour, yet it would be unsafe to determine what place he will ultimately hold amongst song composers. What can even now be said of him is that he has an elegant, simple and facile inspiration, a style of his own, a genuine Italian flow of melody, and great skill in finding the most appropriate and never-failing effects for drawing-room songs. He is still in the full strength of intellectual power and life, and each new composition shows a higher artistic aim and a nobler and more vigorous expression of thought than the last. There is therefore good ground to hope that his future works may win for him from critics of all nations the high estimation which he is now held by English and Italian amateurs.

He has published up to the end of 1883, 35 songs, in addition to 4 Vocal Albums, and 15 duets, ‘Canti Popolari Abruzzesi.’ Of his songs the most popular in London are ‘For ever,’ ‘Good-bye,’ ‘Mother,’ ‘At Vespers,’ ‘Amore,’ ‘Aprile,’ ‘Vorrei morire,’ and ‘That Day.’

TOSTO. Più tosto (plutôt) is an expression occasionally used by Beethoven, as in the second of the Sonatas for PF. and cello (op. 5)—‘Allegro molto, piu tosto presto’; or the second of the three Sonatas for PF. and violin (op. 12)—‘Andante, piu tosto Allegretto.’ The meaning in these cases is ‘Allegro molto, or rather presto,’ and ‘Andante, or rather Allegretto.’ The same force with ‘quasi’—‘Andante quasi Allegretto’ (op. 9, no. 2) i.e. ‘Andante, as if Allegretto.’

TOUCH (Ger. Anschlag). This term is used to express the manner in which the keys of the pianoforte or organ are struck or pressed by the fingers. It is a subject of the greatest importance, since it is only by means of a good touch that a satisfactory musical effect can be produced. Touch on a keyed instrument is therefore analogous to a good production of the voice on the part of a singer, or to good bowing on that of a violinist.

I. Pianoforte. To the student of the pianoforte, cultivation of touch is not less necessary than the acquirement of rapidity of finger, since the manner in which the keys are struck exercises a very considerable influence on the quality of the sounds produced, and therefore on the effect of the whole passage. A really good touch implies absolute equality of the fingers and a perfect control over all possible gradations of tone, together with the power of producing different qualities of sound at the same time, as in the playing of fugues, and polyphonic music generally. In fact all the higher qualities of pianoforte technique, such as crispness, delicacy, expression, sonority, etc., depend entirely upon touch.

Generally speaking, pianoforte music demands two distinct kinds of touch, one adapted for the performance of brilliant passages, the other for sustained melodies. These two kinds are in many respects opposed to each other, the first requiring the fingers to be considerably raised above the keys, which are then struck with firmness and rapidity, while in the other the keys are closely pressed, not struck, with more or less of weight according to the amount of tone desired. This quality of percussion in brilliant passages is to some extent a characteristic of modern pianoforte-playing, the great players of former times having certainly used it far more sparingly than at present. Thus Hummel (Pianoforte School) says that the fingers must not be lifted too high from the keys; and going back to the time of Bach, we read that he moved only the end joint of theingers, drawing them gently inwards ‘as if taking up coin from a table.’ [See vol. ii. p. 736 b.]

But the action of the clavichords, and after them of the Viennese pianos, was extremely light, the slightest pressure producing a sound, and there is no doubt that the increase of percussion has become necessary in order to overcome the greater resistance offered by the modern keyboard, a resistance caused by the greater size of the instruments, and consequent weight of the hammers, which had increased in the lowest octave of Broadwood pianos from 2½ oz. in 1817 to 4 oz. in 1874, and which, although now somewhat less, being in 1884, 3 oz., is still considerably in excess of the key-weights of the earliest pianos.

It seems possible that the great improvement manifested by modern pianofortes in the direction of sonority and sustaining power may have given rise to a certain danger that the cultivation of the second kind of touch, that which has for its object the production of beautiful tone in cantabile, may be neglected. This, if it were so, would be very much to be regretted. The very fact that the pianoforte is at its best unable to sustain tone equally, renders the acquirement of a singing touch at once the more arduous and the more
necessary, and this was recognised and insisted upon by Emanuel Bach. For an expressive melody to be hammered out with unsympathetic fingers of steel is far worse than for a passage to lose somewhat of its sparkle through lack of percussion. Beethoven is reported to have said that in adagio the fingers should feel 'as if glued to the keys,' and Thalberg, who himself possessed an extraordinarily rich and full tone, writes 1 that a melody should be played 'without forcibly striking the keys, but attacking them closely, and nervously, and pressing them with energy and vigour.' When,' he adds, 'the melody is of a tender and pensive character the action should be kneeded, the keys being pressed as though with a boneless hand (main décousse) and fingers of velvet; the keys should be felt rather than struck.' In an interesting paper on 'Beauty of touch and tone,' communicated to the Musical Association by Mr. Orlando Steed, the opinion is maintained that it is impossible to produce any difference of quality, apart from greater or less intensity of sound, in a single note, no matter how the blow may be struck (though the author admits that the excessive blow produces a disagreeable sound). But it is shown by Helmholtz 2 that the timbre or sound-quality of pianoforte strings, variation in which is caused by greater or less intensity of the upper partial tones, depends upon two conditions among others, namely, upon the length of time the hammer remains in contact with the string, and upon the hardness of the hammer itself, and it is a question whether the nature of the blow may not be slightly affected in both these aspects by differences of touch. It would seem possible that the greater rebound of the hammer which would be the consequence of a sharp blow upon the key might render the actual contact with the string shorter, while the greater force of the blow might compress and so slightly harden the soft surface of the felt with which the hammer is covered; and the natural result of both these supposed changes would be to increase the intensity of the partial tones and render the sound thinner and harder. Moreover when the key is struck from any considerable distance a certain amount of noise is always occasioned by the impact of the finger upon the surface of the key, and this gives a certain attack to the commencement of the sound, like a hard consonant before a vowel, which conduces to brilliancy of effect rather than smoothness. The fact is, that Touch depends on so many and such various conditions, that though its diversities can be felt and recognised by any ordinarily attentive listener, they are by no means easy to analyse satisfactorily.

In relation to phrasing, touch is of two kinds, legato and staccato: in the first kind each finger is kept upon its key until the moment of striking the next; in the second the notes are made short and detached, the hand being rapidly raised from the wrist, or the fingers snapped inwards from the keys. Both kinds of touch are fully described in the articles on Legato, Staccato, Dash, and Phrasing.

Sometimes two different kinds of touch are required at the same time from one hand. Ex. 1, from Thalberg's Don Giovanni Fantasia, op. 42, is an instance of the combination of legato and staccato touch, and Ex. 2, is an exercise recommended by Thalberg for the cultivation of different degrees of cantabile tone, in which the large notes have to be played with full tone, the others piano, without in the least spreading the chords.

Ex. 1.

Ex. 2.

An excellent study on the same subject has been published by Saint-Saëns, op. 52, no. 2. [F.T.]

II. Organ. Until recent times Touch was an impossibility upon large organs. Burney, in his Tour, in 1772, speaks of a touch so heavy that 'each key requires a foot instead of a finger to press it down; again of a performance by a M. Binder, at Dresden, who at the conclusion was in as violent a heat with fatigue and exertion as if he had run eight or ten miles full speed over ploughed fields in the dog days! Of an organ in Amsterdam he reports that each key required almost a two pound weight to put it down! The mechanism of English organs was probably never so bad as this, but it is said that Mendelssohn, after playing at Christ Church, Newgate Street, was covered with perspiration. The pneumatic action has solved this difficulty. Still the question of organ touch is complicated by the peculiarities of the instrument and the varieties of mechanism. Many organs exist with four keyboards (even five may be met with), and the necessarily different levels of these make it almost impossible to keep the hand in a uniform position for all of them. It is rare to find any two of these manuals with a similar touch, and the amount of force required to press down the key varies within wide limits. Even on the same keyboard the touch is appreciably heavier in the bass, and inequalities occur between adjacent notes. A recently regulated mechanism is sometime in a state of adjustment so nice, that the slightest pressure upon the key produces a squeak or wall. This same mechanism after a time will be so changed by use and variations of temperature as to allow of the key being pressed almost to its limit without producing any sound.

These considerations will show that the delicate differences which are characteristic of the pianoforte touch are impossible with the organ. Fortunately they are not needed, but it must

1 L'art du chant appliqué au piano.
2 The Sensations of Tone, translated by A. J. Ellis, p. 181.
not be supposed that touch on the organ is of no importance. The keys must be pressed rather than struck, but still with such decision that their inequalities may be neutralized, otherwise the player will find that some notes do not speak at all. Perhaps the most important part of organ touch is the release of the key, which can hardly be too decided. The organ punishes laxity in this direction more severely than any instrument. Shakes on the organ should not be too quick; with the pneumatic action they are sometimes almost impossible. Care should be taken in playing staccato passages on slow-speaking stops of the Gamba kind, especially in the lower part of the keyboard. The crispness should be not in the stroke but in the release of the key. It is generally said that the hand should be held rather higher above the keys than in the case of the piano, but as has been before pointed out, it is difficult to keep the same position towards keys so differently placed in relation to the performer as the upper and lower of four or even three manuals.

Modern key makers have invented a new danger by lessening the space between the black keys, so that in a chord where the white keys must be played between the black, it is impossible for some fingers to avoid depressing the adjacent notes.

Pedal touch has within recent times become a possibility, and passages for the feet are now as carefully phrased as those for the fingers. Mendelssohn’s organ sonatas afford the earliest instances. Freedom of the ankle joint is the chief condition of success in this. The player must be warned that large pipes will not speak quickly, and that a staccato must be produced by allowing the pedal key to rise quickly rather than by a sharp stroke.

TOUCH in bell-ringing denotes any number of changes less than a peal, the latter term being properly used only for ‘the performance of the full number of changes which may be rung on a given number of bells.’ By old writers the word touch is used as equivalent to sound, in which sense it occurs in Massinger’s ‘Guardian’ (Act ii. Sc. 4.), where Severino says ‘I’ll touch my horn’—(blows his horn). An earlier example will be found in the Romance of Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (c. 1320) line 120, p. 4 of the edition of 1864. The word appears also to have been used in English music during two centuries for a Toccata. ‘A touche by Mr. Byrd’ is found in the MS. of a virginal piece in the British Museum; and ‘Mr. Kelway’s touches,’ as a heading to several passages of a florid character, appears in a MS., probably in the handwriting of Dr. B. Cooke, in the Library of the Royal College of Music.

TOURJÉ, or TORDION. ‘A turning, or winding about; also, a trice, or pranke; also, the daunce termerd a Round.’ (Cotgrave.) The early French dances were divided into two classes, ‘Dances Basses’ or ‘Dances Nobles,’ and ‘Dances par haut.’ The former of these included all regular dances, the latter were more improviséd romps or baladinaigs.’ The regular Basse Dance consisted of two parts, the first was twice repeated, and the last, or ‘Tourdion,’ was probably something like our modern round dances. The Tourdion was therefore the French equivalent for the German Nachtanz, Proportio, or Hoppeitanz, and the Italian Saltarello. [See vol. iii. p. 221 b.] Tabourot says that the Tourdion was nearly the same as the Galliard, but the former was more rapid and smooth than the latter. [See vol. i. p. 578 a.] Hence he defines it as a ‘Gailiard par terre,’ i.e. a galliard deprived of its characteristic jumps and springs. Both dances were in 3-tunes. The following is the tune of the Tourdion given in the ‘Orcheographie’:

Further particulars as to these dances may be found in the ‘Provinciales’ of Antonio de Arena (1537). [See TRIBORIS.] [W.B.S.]

TOURJÉE, Eben, Mus. Doc., father of the Conservatory or class system of musical instruction in America, was born at Warwick, Rhode Island, June 1, 1834. His family being in humble circumstances it became necessary to put him to work at the early age of eight; but his thirst for knowledge was so great, that he soon became a laborious student at the East Greenwich seminary. Having a good alto voice he sang in the choir of the Methodist Church, learning his part by rote. But it chanced that the organist was about to withdraw, and young Tourjée was invited to fill her place. He was at that time but thirteen, and knew absolutely nothing of the instrument; but he managed to pick out the tunes required for the following Sunday, and played them with such success that he was appointed to the position. He at once began to study with a teacher in Providence, often walking thirteen miles each way. At the age of fifteen he became clerk in a music store in Providence, and thus had opportunities for study which he did not fail to improve. At the age of seventeen he opened a music store in Fall River, where he also taught music in the public schools and formed classes in piano, voice, and organ, charging the moderate sum of one dollar to each pupil for twenty lessons. This store in 1851, was really the beginning of the class system, which he has since so largely developed. He also edited and published a musical paper with much ability. He afterwards removed to Newport, and continued his work as organist and choirmaster of Old Trinity Church there, and as Director of the local Choral Society. In 1859 he founded a Musical Institute at East Greenwich, where
TOURJEÉ.

he had an opportunity of carrying out his ideas regarding class-teaching under more favourable auspices than before. In 1863 he visited Europe, in order to gain information regarding the methods employed in France, Germany, and Italy in conservatory teaching. He took this opportunity of studying with many eminent masters, amongst others August Haupt, of Berlin. On his return to America he removed to Providence, and established the 'Providence Conservatory of Music,' which had great success. In 1867 he extended his work by founding 'The New England Conservatory of Music,' in Boston, and continued for a time to keep both schools in operation. He drew round him the teachers in Boston a good musical education within the reach of the poorest students. In 1869 his executive and organising abilities were made use of by the projectors of the great 'Peace Jubilee,' and there is no doubt that the success of that enterprise was largely due to his efforts. During the same year the degree of Doctor of Music was conferred upon him by Middletown University. Since the foundation of Boston University he has been the highly honoured Dean of the College of Music attached thereto. But his greatest work has been the establishment of the great Conservatory just mentioned, from which have graduated thousands of pupils, filling honourable positions as teachers, pianists, organists, and vocalists, and proving themselves able musicians.

Dr. Tourjée has not accumulated wealth, for the needs of others have always been more prominent with him than his own. Many are the charitable enterprises in which he has been active, and the persons who have been aided by his bounty. Among the positions which he has filled may be named that of President of the 'Boston Young Men's Christian Association,' 'City Missionary Society,' and 'National Music Teachers' Association.' He is ever genial in manner, and untiring in work. He is at present in robust health, and it is to be hoped that his useful life may be spared for long.

TOURS, BERTHOLD, born Dec. 17, 1838, at Rotterdam. His early instruction was derived from his father, who was organist of the St. Laurence church, and from Verhulst. He afterwards studied at the Conservatoires of Brussels and Leipzig, and then accompanied Prince George Galitzin to Russia, and remained there for two years. Since 1861 he has resided in London, writing, teaching, and playing in the band of the Royal Italian Opera, and other good orchestras. In 1878 he became musical adviser and editor to Messrs. Novello, Ewer, & Co., and in that capacity has arranged several important works from the orchestral scores, such as Beethoven's Mass in C, four of Schubert's Masses, Elgar's 'Enigma,' 'The Dream of Gerontius,' 'The Spell,' etc., besides writing the 'Primer of the Violin' in the series of that firm. Mr. Tour's compositions are numerous. He has written for the piano and other instruments, and a large number of songs, some of which have been very popular.

But his best work is to be found in his Hymntunes, Anthems, and Services, for the Anglican Church, particularly a Service in F and an Easter Anthem, 'God hath appointed a day,' which are greatly in demand.

TOURTE, FRANÇOIS, the most famous of violin-bow-makers, born in Paris 1747, died there 1835. His father and elder brother were bow-makers also; and the reputation which attaches to the family name is not due to François alone. Xavier Tourte, the elder brother, known in France as 'Tourte l'aîné,' was also an excellent workman; tradition says that the brothers commenced business in partnership, François making the sticks, and Xavier the nuts and fittings. They quarrelled and dissolved partnership, and each then set up for himself, Xavier reproducing as well as he could the improvements in the stick which had been introduced by François. The latter has been denominated the Stradivari of the bow; and there is some truth in this; for as Stradivari finally settled the model and fittings of the violin, so Tourte finally settled the model and fittings of the bow. But he had more to do for the bow than Stradivari for the fiddle. The Cremona makers before Stradivari had nearly perfected the model of the violin; it only remained for him to give it certain finishing touches. But Tourte, properly speaking, had no predecessors. He found bow-making in a state of chaos, and he reduced it to a science; and he may be said to have invented the modern bow. Perhaps the best idea of the bows which were in use in Tourte's youth may be gained from the accompanying illustration, which is copied from the first edition of Leopold Mozart's 'Violin School,' 1756. (Fig. 1.) For this fearful imple-

FIG. 1.

FIG. 2.

ment Tourte substituted the bow now in use. (Fig. 2.) The service which he thus rendered to music appears greater the more we think of it; for the Tourte bow greatly facilitated the new development of violin music which began with Viotti, Rode, and Kreutzer. Before his time
all the modern forms of staccato must have been impossible, and the nuances of piano and forte extremely limited; a rawness, especially on the treble strings, and a monotony which to our ears would be intolerable, must have deformed the performances of the best of violinists. The violin, under Tourte’s bow, became a different instrument: and subsequent bow-makers have exclusively copied him, the value of their productions depending on the success with which they have applied his principles.

Setting aside for the moment the actual modelling of the Tourte stick, an examination of Tourte’s own bows proves that his first care was to select wood of fine but strong texture, and perfectly straight grain, and his second to give it a permanent and regular bend. This was effected by subjecting it in a state of flexion to a moderate heat for a considerable time. To apply a sufficient degree of heat to the very narrow of the stick without rendering the exterior brittle, is the most difficult part of the bow-maker’s art: cheap and bad bows have never been thoroughly heated, and their curvature is therefore not permanent. Experiments are said to have been made on the staves of old sugar hogheads from Brazil. This is not unlikely: probably the best slabs of Brazil wood employed for this purpose had acquired a certain additional elasticity from the combined effect of exposure to tropical heat and the absorption of the saccharine juices: and in connection with the latter it has been suggested that the dark colour of the Tourte sticks is not wholly attributable to age, but partly to some preparation applied to them in the process of heating. The writer cannot agree with this suggestion, especially as some of Tourte’s finest bows are extremely pale in colour. Be this as it may, it is certain that the greater elasticity which he secured in the stick by the choice and preparation of the wood enabled him to carry out to the fullest extent the method of bending the stick of the bow the reverse way, that is, inwards, and thus to realise what had long been the desideratum of violinists, a bow which should be strong and elastic without being heavy. By thus increasing and economising the resistance of the stick he liberated the player’s thumb and fingers from much useless weight. By a series, no doubt, of patient experiments, he determined the right curvature for the stick, and the rule for tapering it gradually towards the point, so as to have the centre of gravity in the right place, or in other words to ‘balance’ properly over the string in the hand of the player. He determined the true length of the stick, and the height of the point and the nut, in all which particulars the bow-makers of his time seem to have erred on the side of excess. Lastly, he invented the method of spreading the hairs and fixing them on the face of the nut by means of a moveable band of metal fitting on a slide of mother-of-pearl. The bow, as we have it, is therefore the creation of the genius of Tourte.

Tourte’s improvements in the bow were effected after 1775. Tradition says that he was materially assisted in his work by the advice of Viotti, who arrived in Paris in 1782. Nothing is more likely; for only an accomplished violinist could have formulated the demands which the Tourte bow was constructed to satisfy. Viotti no doubt contributed to bring the Tourte bow into general use, and it is certain that it quickly drove the old barbarous bows completely from the field, and that in Paris there at once arose a school of bow-makers which has never been excelled.

For the excellent bows which thus became for the first time obtainable, violinists were willing to pay considerable sums. Tourte charged 12 louis d’or for his best bows mounted in gold. As the makers increased in number the prices fell: but the extreme rarity of fine Pernambuco wood perfectly straight in grain has always contributed to keep up the price of the very best bows. Tourte, of whom during his long life he made an immense number, are common enough; but owing to the great number of almost equally good ones which were made by his successors, only extraordinary specimens fetch very high prices. A very fine Tourte has been recently sold for £30: common ones vary in price from £5 to £10. It is a singular fact that there is no difference of opinion among violinists as to Tourte’s merits. His bows are universally preferred to all others: and they show no signs of wearing out. Tourte never stumped his bows. Genuine ones are sometimes found stamped with the name, but this is the work of some other hand. His original nuts are usually of tortoise shell, finely mounted in gold, but wanting the metallic slide on the stick, which was introduced by Lupot.

Like Stradivari and Nicholas Amati, Tourte continued to work to within a very few years of his death, at an advanced age. His atelier was on the fourth floor of No. 10, Quai de l’Ecole: after making bows all day he would descend in the evening, and recreate himself by angling for gudgeon in the Seine. His peaceful career came to an end in April 1835, in his 88th year—nearly the same age as that attained by the two famous violin-makers of Cremona above mentioned. [E.J.P.]

TOWER DRUMS, THE. Handel frequently borrowed a pair of kettledrums from the Master-General of the Ordnance for his own performances of his oratorios; and as they were kept in the Tower of London, they were usually called ‘the Tower Drums.’ They were in frequent request after his death, including the Commemoration Festival in Westminster Abbey in 1784. Dr. Burney, in his account of this Festival, says they were taken by Marlborough at the battle of Malplaquet in 1709.

A much larger pair, 39 and 35 inches in diameter, were made expressly for that Festival.
from the design of a Mr. Ashbridge, of Drury Lane orchestra, and have since obtained the name of ‘Tower Drums,’ from a notion that the head of one of them was made from the skin of a lion in the Tower menagerie. These drums came into the possession of the late T. P. Chipp, the well-known kettledrummer, and on the sale of his instruments were bought by H. Potter & Co., military musical instrument makers. They added a brass T-shaped key to each tuning-screw, and patented them (1854) to the Crystal Palace Company, who have placed them in their large orchestra.

Larger drums were made for the Sacred Harmonic Society (47 and 43 inches in diameter), but no tone can be got from such overgrown instruments. [V. de P.]

TOWERS, John, born at Salford Feb. 15, 1836, was for six years choir-boy in Manchester Cathedral, in 1856 entered the Royal Academy of Music, London, and in the following year became pupil of A. B. Marx in Berlin, where he remained for more than two years, at the same time with J. K. Paine and A. W. Thayer. He then returned to England, and after a residence of two years in Brighton, settled at Manchester, where he has since remained as choirmaster, conductor, and organist. He conducts the Alderley Edge, Fallowfield, and Rochdale Orpheus Glee Societies, the last-named being one of the most successful choirs in Lancashire, and is now organist to St. Stephen’s Connell, Manchester. Besides a few musical trifles, Mr. Towers has published a chronological list of Beethoven’s works (Musical Directory, 1871), an interesting pamphlet on the ‘Mortality of Musicians,’ a ‘List of Eminent Musicians,’ etc., etc. He is also a more or less regular contributor to the press. [G.]

TRACKER. A thin flat strip of wood used in the mechanism of an organ for the purpose of conveying leverage from one portion of the instrument to another. A tracker differs from a stickler in the fact that a tracker pulls, while a stickler pushes; while therefore a tracker can be flat and thin, a stickler is round and rigid. For example, if, when one end of a key is pressed down it raises a stickler at its other end, it is clear that the stickler will push up a lever at a higher level; but the other end of the lever at the higher level will of course descend, and to this therefore must be attached a tracker. It will be evident also that a stickler, having only to remain in an upright position, can be kept in its place simply by means of a bit of wire inserted at each end and passing loosely through holes in the ends of the levers. But a tracker having to pull and be pulled is provided at each end with a tap-wire (or wire like a screw) which when passed through the hole in the lever is secured by a leather button. In all cases noisy action is prevented by the insertion of a layer of cloth or some other soft material. Trackers are generally made of pine-wood about one eighth of an inch in thickness and from one third to a half of an inch in width. The length of trackers varies of course according to circumstances; in long ‘actions’ or extended ‘movements’ (as for example, when mechanism is taken under a floor or up a wall) they are sometimes twelve or more feet in length; in such cases they are formed of two or more parts joined together by wire. In order to prevent long trackers from swinging about laterally when in use they are often made to pass through a register or thin board containing holes of suitable size lined with cloth. A tracker may convey leverage from any part of an instrument to another, but its final function is to lower the pull-down and let air pass through the pallet into the pipe. [J.S.]

TRAETTA, Tommaso Michele Francesco Savario, an Italian composer of the 18th century. Until recently it was believed that his name was Trajetta, and the date of his birth May 19, 1727; but the certificate of birth published by the ‘Gazzetta Musicale di Milano’ of 1879, No. 30, settles beyond question that he was the legitimate son of Filippo Traetta and Anna Teresa Piasanti, and was born in the year 1727, on March 20, ‘ad bice’ in the morning, at Bitonto (Terra di Bari). At eleven years of age he became pupil of Durante at the ‘Conservatorio di Santa Maria di Loreto’ at Naples, to which institution he belonged until the autumn of 1748, when we find him teaching singing, and occasionally writing some sacred music for several churches of Naples. Two years afterwards he tried his hand at the stage, and his first opera, ‘Farnace,’ produced at the San Carlo at Naples in 1750, met with such success that he was forthwith commissioned to compose six more operas for the same house. Of these nothing is known, except the title of one, ‘I pastori felici,’ 1753; yet they were probably not less successful than ‘Farnace,’ since his name spread rapidly, and he received engagements at Florence, Venice, Rome, Turin, Verona, Parma, etc. Goldoni and Metastasio did not disdain to write libretti for him; Goldoni a comic opera ‘Buovo d’Antona’ (Florence, 1756); and Metastasio ‘L’Olimpia’ (Verona, 1758). Towards the end of 1759 Traetta accepted the appointment of Maestro di Cappella and teacher of singing to the Princesses, offered to him by Don Filippo, Infanta of Spain, and Duke of Parma. The first opera he composed for the Ducal Theatre of Parma was ‘Sollimano’ (Carnival, 1759), followed in the spring by ‘Ippolito ed Aricia.’ This appears to have been a masterpiece, as both the Duke and the audience were exceedingly pleased with it; and on its reproduction six years later for the wedding of the Princess Maria Luisa with Charles III. King of Spain, a life pension was granted to the composer. In 1759 and 1760 Traetta went twice to Vienna to witness the performance of two operas purposely written for the Austrian capital, ‘Ifigenia in Aulide’ (1759), and ‘Armida’ (1762).

In 1765, after the death of the Duke, Traetta left Parma and settled in Venice, as principal of the ‘Conservatorio dell’opera’. He held
the appointment for nearly three years, and resigned it on the invitation of Catherine II. of Russia, to succeed Filippo at the 'Conservatorio di Corte.' The severe climate of Russia however did not agree with the Italian maestro; in 1775 he gave up his position, and in 1776 accepted an engagement in London, where however he was not very successful, owing chiefly to the firm hold which Pacchini had taken of the English public. He accordingly returned to Naples, but the climate of Russia and the anxieties of London had impaired both his health and his genius, and the few operas he wrote before his death show that the spring of his imagination was dried up. He died in Venice on April 6, 1779, and was buried in the church of Santa Maria Assunta, where the following epitaph is engraved on his tomb:

THOMAE TRAJETTA
BITUNI NATO
SUBLIMIORIS MUSICAE PERITISSIMO
HUIUS CHORI
AD AMPLITUODINEM ARTIS SVAE
INSTAURATORI MODERATORI
OPTEME MERITO
ANNO SALUTIS MDCCCLXIX
AETATIS SVAE LII
VITA FUNCTO
MONUMENTUM POSITUM.

Though Traetta was gifted with great intelligence, and his music is full of vigour and not wanting in a certain dramatic power, yet his works are now entirely forgotten. Butney, Galvani, Grossi, Florimo, and Clément all praise him, and Florimo even finds in him a tendency towards the same dramatic expression and dignity in the musical treatment of the libretto that a few years afterwards made the name of Gluck immortal. However this may be, nobody can deny that Traetta had, as a man, a very peculiar character, an extraordinary estimation of his own talent, and an unusual readiness in making it clear to everybody: 'Traetta,' says Florimo, 'at the first performance of his operas, while presiding at the clavicembalo, as was customary at that time, convinced of the worth of his works, and persuaded of the special importance of some pieces,—was in the habit of turning towards the audience and saying: Ladies and gentlemen, look sharp, and pay attention to this piece.'

Subjoined is a catalogue of his works:

**OPERA.**
Farmaco. Napoli, 1751.
I paesieri. Do. 1753.
Etto. Rome, 1753.
La nozza controrotata. Do. 1754.
L'Incendio. Napoli, 1756.
La sante furia. Do. 1756.
Boccas d'Ascia. Fivizzano, 1757.
Ritetti. Baggio, 1757.
Didone abbandonata. Venetia, 1757.
Olimpide. Verona, 1756.
Sullamino. Firma, Milano, 1758.
Ippolito ad Aricia. Do. 1759.
Eugenia in Aulis. Verona, 1759.

Meroco. Milano, 1778.
La disfatta di Dario. Venetia, 1778.
Il cavaliere errante. Do. 1778.
Archembe. Siena.
Giro del Campli Vital. Do. 1779.
Written on the composer's sheet music, and published by Gennaro Altisanta.
Le feste di Venere, a prologue and trilogy. Il trionfo d'Amore, Trieste, Salci, and Egio, for the wedding of the Duke of Modena with the Infanta Dora Isabella of Bourbon, at Parma, several instruments. Sept. 1781.
Il Tributo Campestre, a composition pastoral, on the occasion of Marie Carolina of Austria, wife to Ferdinand IV. King of Naples, for two violins, viola, and basso.
A Caen: Sogno, ma te ne farai, with prieuforte accompaniment.

**TRAINING SCHOOL, NATIONAL.**

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR MUSIC, THE NATIONAL, was founded by the Society of Arts. The subject had been in the air since the year 1866, a Musical Committee had been appointed, and in 1873 a meeting was held at Clarence House, the Duke of Edinburgh in the chair, at which it was resolved that it is desirable to erect a building at a cost not exceeding £20,000 for the purposes of a Training School for Music at Kensington, in connexion with the Society of Arts. A site on the immediate west side of the Albert Hall was granted by the Commissioners of 1851, the construction, of the building, the design of Captain F. Cole, R.E., was undertaken by Mr. (now Sir) Charles J. Freake, at his own cost: the first stone was laid on Dec. 18, 1873, and the School was opened at Easter 1876, with 83 free scholarships, of which 4 were founded by the Society of Arts, 2 by members of the Society, 5 by Mr. Freake, 10 by the Corporation of London, 14 by City Guild, 33 by provincial towns, and the remainder by private donors. The scholarships were of the value of £40 a year each, and were founded for five years, by subscription renewable at the end of that term; they carried free instruction for the same period, and were obtainable 'by competitive examination alone.' The Duke of Edinburgh was chairman of the Council, Mr. (now Sir Arthur) Sullivan was appointed Principal, with a staff of Teachers; in 1881 he was succeeded by Dr. Stainer as Principal, and the School continued to flourish till Easter 1882, when it came to an end owing to the determination arrived at to establish the Royal College of Music on a wider and more permanent basis. The College, on its formation, took over the building, furniture and fittings, organ and music, and a balance at the banker's of £1100. The instruction in the Training School was systematic and thorough, and in proof of its efficiency during the short period of its existence it is sufficient to name Eugene D'Albert, Frederic Cliffe, Annie Marriott, and Frederic King, as having received their education there.

1 His name does not occur once in the programmes of the Philharmonic Society, and only once in all the three indexes of the Allg. Musikalische Zeitung.
2 This composition is only mentioned in a letter bearing the date 25–12 Dec. 1770, written by Catherine II. of Russia to Voltaire.
TRAINING SCHOOL, NATIONAL.

THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC, which thus became the successor of the Training School, was founded by the Prince of Wales at a meeting held at St. James's Palace Feb. 28, 1882, and was opened by H.R.H. on May 7 of the following year. Negotiations took place with the ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC with the object of a union with the two bodies; but these have hitherto unfortunately come to nothing. Like its predecessor, the College rests on the basis of endowed scholarships lasting not less than three years; but the funds for these are in this case provided by the interest of money subscribed throughout the country and permanently invested. The College opened with 50 Scholars elected by competition, of whom 15 receive maintenance in addition, and 42 Paying Students. It was incorporated by Royal Charter on May 23, 1883, and is governed by a Council, presided over by the Prince of Wales, and divided into a Finance Committee, and an Executive Committee. The staff are as follows:—

Director, Sir George Grove, D.C.L.; Principal Teachers, forming the Board of Professors. J. F. Bridge, Mus.D.; H. C. Duson; Henry Holmes; Mad. Lind-Goldschmidt; Walter Parratt; C. Hubert H. Parry, Mus.D.; Ernst Pauer; C. V. Stanford, Mus.D.; Franklin Taylor; A. Visetti.


The College possesses the extensive, rare, and valuable library of the late Sacred Harmonic Society, presented through the exertions of Sir P. Cunliffe Owen, and that of the Concerts of Antient Music, given by the Queen. The Examiners at the end of the first year were Dr. Joachim, Manuel Garcia, Otto Goldschmidt, Joseph Barnby, and Dr. Stainer.

[\[G.\]]

TRAMIDAMENÜTE. This strange direction, with angeleglich below it as its German equivalent, is found at the Recapitulative with the Trumpets in the 'Agnes of Beethoven's Mass in D, in the old score (Schott). In the new edition of Breitkopf & Härtel it appears as 'timidamente,' which is correct Italian, and is the translation of 'ängstlich'—with distress.

[\[G.\]]

TRANQUILLO, an Italian term, meaning 'calmly,' 'quietly.' The notturno in Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's Dream music is marked 'Con moto tranquillo.'

[\[G.\]]

TRANSITION is a word which has several different senses. It is most commonly used in a vague way as synonymous with modulation. Some writers, wishing to limit it more strictly, reserve it for the actual moment of passage from one key to another; and again it is sometimes used to distinguish those short subordinate flights out of one key into another, which are so often met with in modern music, from the more prominent and deliberate changes of key which form an important feature in the structure of a movement. The following example from Beethoven's Sonata in B♭, op. 106, is an illustration of the process defined by this latter meaning of the term; the transition being from F♭ minor to G major and back:

[See MODULATION. [C.H.H.P.]

TRANPOSING INSTRUMENTS. Before pianoforte accompaniments were set in full notation, the practice of which, as Mr. W. H. Cummings has shown, was first due, about 1780–90, to Domenico Corri of Edinburgh, the entire accompaniment, at that time the most important study in keyboard playing, was based on the figured bass stave, known as 'Figured,' 'Thorough' or 'Thorough' bass. From the varying natural pitch of voices, transposition was a necessary and much cultivated resource, and if the chromatic keyboard had been originally contrived to restore the chromatic genus of the Greeks, it was certainly very soon after permanently adopted to facilitate the practice of transposition. But the difficulties of the process seem to have been very early promoted the alternative of a shifting keyboard, applied in the first instance to the diatonic arrangement of the keys, which in the 16th century was still to be met with in old organs: in other words, whatever the key might be, to play apparently in C. The oldest authority on the organ extant is the blind organist of Heidelberg, Arnold Schlick, who in 1511 published the 'Spiegel der Orgelmacher und Organisten,' of which only one copy is now known to exist. Schlick is quoted by Sebastian Virdung, who also published his book in 1511, and (2nd ed. p. 19, Berlin reprint p. 87) has an interesting passage on transposing organs, which we will freely translate.

When an organ in itself tuned to the right pitch can be shifted a tone higher or lower, it is a great advantage to both organist and singers. I have heard years ago of a Positive so made, but I only know of one complete organ, and that one I use daily, which together with its positive, two back manuals, pedal, and all its many and rare registers, may be shifted higher and back again as often as necessity requires. For some chapels and singers of Cantate Missarum such a contrivance is specially useful. Two masses or Magnificats may be in the same tone, and set in the same notation of line and space, and yet it may be desirable to sing the one a note higher than the other. Say both masses are in the Sixth Tone, with Clef C; the counter bass going an octave lower—in the other the counter bass goes a note or more lower, to B or A♭, which are too low for bass singers, and the voices heard against others would be

2 Reprinted in the Monatshefte für Musikgeschichte, Berlin 1882; edited with explanatory notes by Herr Robert Ettinger.
3 To the D, second space of the bass clef, but evidently, as will be obvious, sounding the F lower.
4 In our pitch the double E and D.

too weak if it were not possible to sing the part a note higher. Now in the first mass the counter bass in C can be played on an organ as set, but the other demands transposition to D, with the semitones F♯ and C♯ which to those who have not practiced it, is hard and impossible. So therefore, with an organ, as described, the composer decided to make the transposition on the keyboard, although the pipes are in D (D-la-sol-re).

We may assume that in course of time the increasing skill of organists rendered mechanical transpositions unnecessary, since for the organ we hear no more about them; but for the harpsichord they were to be met with in the 16th and following centuries. Pretorius (A.D. 1619) speaks of transposing clavicymbals (harpsichords) which by shifting the keyboard could be set two notes higher or lower, and describes a 'Universal-Clavicymbal' capable of gradual transposition by semitones to the extent of a fifth. Burney in his musical tour met with two transposing harpsichords; one a German one, made under the direction of Frederick the Great, at Venice; the other (a Spanish one, also with moveable keys) at Bologna, belonging to Farinelli.

Considering the musical knowledge and skill required to transpose with facility beyond a supposed limit, the appearance of signature and corresponding alteration in reading the accidentals, as from C to C♯ or C♭; it might appear strange that mechanical contrivances for transposition have not been permanently adopted, but it finds its explanation in the disturbance of the co-ordination of hand and ear. Those who have the gift of absolute pitch are at once upset by it, while those who have not that gift and are the more numerous, find a latent cause of irritation which, somehow or other, is a stumbling-block to the player. In the present day it is not a question of Temperament, equal or unequal, so much as of position in the scale of pitch, of which, if the ear is not absolutely conscious, it is yet conscious to a certain extent.

The transposing harpsichord mentioned by Burney, as belonging to Count Torre Taxis of Venice, had also a Pianoforte stop, a combination in vogue at the time it was made, 1760. A German pianoforte with moveable keyboard was made for the Prince of Prussia in 1786, and about the same period Sebastien Erard constructed an organised pianoforte, another favoured combination of the latter half of the 18th century, which transposed a semitone, whole tone, or minor third each way, to suit the limited voice of Marie Antoinette. Roller of Paris is also said to have made transposing pianos.

The most prominent instances of transposing pianofortes made in England in the present century are the following:—(1) The square piano of Edward Ryley, patented in 1801, and acting by a false keyboard, which was placed above the true one, and could be shifted to any semitone in the octave. Ryley's idea as stated in his specification went back to the original one of playing everything in the so-called natural scale of C. The patent for this complete trans-

[This very difficult passage in the original text has been removed from an excusable footnote by the Editor, Herr Eitner.]
TRANSPOSITION.

that it may occupy the same position in the new scale that it held at first in the original one. Thus Exs. 2 and 3 are transpositions of Ex. 1, one being a major second higher, and the other a major second lower; and the notes of the original phrase being numbered, to show their position as degrees of the scale, it will be seen that this position remains unchanged in the transpositions.

1. Original Key C.

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\hline
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{array} \]

2. Transposed into D.

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\hline
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{array} \]

3. Transposed into G#.

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\hline
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{array} \]

It is, however, not necessary that a transposition should be fully written out, as above. By sufficient knowledge and practice a performer is enabled to transpose a piece of music into any required key, while still reading from the original notation. To the singer such a proceeding offers no particular difficulty, since the relation of the various notes to the key-note being understood, the absolute pitch of the latter, which is all that has to be kept in mind, does not matter. But to the instrumental performer the task is by no means an easy one, since the transposition frequently requires a totally different position of the fingers. This arises from the fact that in transposition it often happens that a natural has to be represented by a sharp or flat, and vice versa, as may be seen in the above examples, where the Bb of Ex. 1, bar 2, being the 7th degree of the scale, becomes G#, which is the 7th degree of the scale of D, in Ex. 2; and again in bar 3, where F#, the 4th degree, becomes Eb in Ex. 3. The change of a flat to a sharp, though possible, is scarcely practical. It could only occur in an extreme key, and even then could always be avoided by making an enharmonic change, so that the transposed key should be more nearly related to the original, for example—

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\hline
& 1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{array} \]

Hence it will not suffice to read each note of a phrase so many degrees higher or lower on the stave; in addition to this, the relation which every note bears to the scale must be thoroughly understood, and reproduced in the transposition by means of the necessary sharps, flats, or naturals; while the pianist or organist, who has to deal with many sounds at once, must be able also instantly to recognise the various harmonies and modulations, and to construct the same in the new key.

The faculty of transposition is extremely valuable to the practical musician. To the conductor, or to any one desiring to play from orchestral score, it is essential, as the parts for the so-called 'transposing instruments'—horns, trumpets, clarinet, drums—being written in a different key from that in which they are to sound, have to be transposed back into the key of the work to agree with the strings and other non-transposing instruments. [See Score, Playing From, vol. iii. p. 436.] Orchestral players and accompanists are frequently called upon to transpose, in order to accommodate the singer, for whose voice the written pitch of the song may be too high or too low, but it is probably extremely seldom that transposition takes place on so grand a scale as when Beethoven, having to play his Concerto in C major, and finding the piano half a tone too flat, transposed the whole into G major.

Transposed editions of songs are frequently published, that the same compositions may be made available for voices of different compass, but transpositions of instrumental music more rarely. In Kroll's edition of Bach's Preludes and Fugues, however, the Fugue in C# major in vol. 1 appears transposed into Bb. This is merely an enharmonic change, of questionable practical value, the sounds remaining the same though the notation is altered, and is only made to facilitate reading, but the change into G of Schubert's Impromptu, op. 90, no. 3, which was written in Gb, and altered by the publisher, was doubtless designed to render it easier of execution. [F.T.]

TRANSPOSITION OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL MODES. Composers of the Polyphonic School permitted the transposition of the Ecclesiastical Modes to the Fourth above or Fifth below their true pitch; effecting the process by means of a Bb placed at the Signature, and thereby substituting for the absolute pitch of a Plagal Mode that of its Authentic original. Transposition to other Intervals than these was utterly forbidden, in writing; but Singers were permitted to change the pitch, at the moment of performance, to any extent convenient to themselves. During the transitional period—but very rarely earlier than that—a double Transposition was effected, in a few exceptional cases, by means of two Flats; Bb raising the pitch a Fourth, and Eb lowering it, from hence, by a Fifth—thus really depressing the original pitch by a Tone. As usual in all cases of progressive innovation, this practice was well known in England long before it found favour on the continent. A beautiful example will be found in Wilbye's 'Flora gave me fairest flowers,' composed in 1598; yet Morley, writing in 1597, severely condemns the practice. It will be seen, from these remarks, that, in Compositions of the Polyphonic era, the absence of a Bb at the Signature proves the Mode to stand at its true pitch; while the presence of a Bb proves the Composer to be quite certainly written in a Transposed Mode. In modern reprints, the presence at the Signature of one or more Sharps, or of more than two Flats, shows that the pitch of the piece has been changed, or its Mode reduced to a modern Scale, by an editor of the present century. [W.S.R.]
TRASUNUTINO. Viro, a Venetian harpsichord-maker, who made an enharmonic (quarter-tone) archiembalo or large harpsichord for Camillo Gonzaga, Conte di Novellara, in 1606, now preserved in the Museum of the Liceo Communale at Bologna. It was made after the invention of Don Nicola Vicentino, an enthusiast who tried to restore Greek music according to its three genera, the diatonic, chromatic and enharmonic, and published the results of his attempt at Rome in 1555, under the title of 'L'Antica Musica ridotta alla Moderna Pratika. From engravings in this work illustrating a keyboard invented to include the three systems, Trasuntino contrived his instrument. A photograph of it is in the South Kensington Museum. It had one keyboard of four octaves C—C, with white naturals; the upper or usual sharps and flats being divided into four alternately black and white, each division being an independent key. There are short upper keys also between the natural semitones, once divided, which makes thirty-two keys in the octave; 125 in all. Trasuntino made two archiembalos, one preserved at Bologna, with intervals marked off to tune the archiembalo by—an old pitch-measurer or quadruple monochord. When Fétis noticed Trasuntino (Biographie Universelle, 1865, p. 250), the archiembalo was in the possession of Baini. It was not the first keyboard instrument with enharmonic intervals; Vicentino had an organ built, about 1567, by Messer Vicenzo Colombo of Venice. There is a broadsheet describing it quoted by Fétis as obtained by him from Signor Gaspari of Bologna: 'Descrizione dell’ arciembalo... nel quale si possono eseguire i tre generi della musica, diatonica, cromatica, ed enarmonica, in Venetia, appresso Niccolo Bevil acqua, 1501, a di 25 ottobre.'

A harpsichord dated 1599, made by a Trasuntino, is cited by Giordano Riccati (‘Delle corde avero fibre elastiche’), and was probably by Vito’s father, perhaps the Messer Giulio Trasuntino referred to by Thomas Gaszoni (‘Piazza universale di tutte le professioni del mondo,’ Discorso 136) as excellent in all ‘strumenti da penna’—quilled instruments, such as harpsichords, manichords, clavicembalos and others. Of Vito, Fioravanti says (Specchio di Scienze Universale, fol. 273), ‘Guido [or Vito] Trasuntino was a man of much and learned experience in the art of making harpsichords, clavicembalos, organs and regales, so that his instruments were admired by every one before all others, and other instruments he improved, as might be seen in many places in Venice.’ These citations are rendered from Fétis, ‘Maniero,’ as in the original, is the clavicord. It is doubtful whether ‘arpicordi’ and ‘clavicembali’ here distinguish upright and horizontal harpsichords, or harpsichords and spinets. [A.J.H.]

TRAUER-WALTZER, i.e. Mourning-walts, a composition of Schubert’s (op. 9, no. 2), dating from the year 1816.

which would not be noticed here but for the fact that it is often attributed to Beethoven, under whose name a ‘Sehnsuchts-waltz’ (or Longing walts), best known as ‘Le Désir’ (first of a set of 10 all with romantic titles), compounded from Schubert’s ‘waltz and Himmel’s ‘Favorit-waltz,’ was published by Schotts in 1836. Schubert’s op. 9 was issued by Cappi and Diabelli, Nov. 29, 1821, so that there is no doubt to whom it belongs. The waltz was much played before publication, and got its title independently of Schubert. In fact, on one occasion, hearing it so spoken of, he said, ‘Who could be such an ass as to write a mourning-waltz?’ (Spaun’s Memoir, MS.) Except for its extraordinary beauty Schubert’s Waltz is a perfect type of a German ‘Deutsch.’ [See TUERCH.] [G.]

TRAVENOL, Louis, a violin-player, born in Paris in 1693, might be allowed to go down to oblivion in his native obscurity but for his accidental connection with Voltaire. He entered the opera band in April 1739, and remained there till 1759, when he retired on a pension of 300 francs a year. In 1783 he died. The title of one of his numerous pamphlets (all more or less of the same querulous ill-natured bilious tone), ‘Complainte d’un musicien opprimé par ses camarades’—complaint of an ill-used musician—throws much light on his temper, and justifies Voltaire in suspecting him of having had a hand in circulating some of the lampoons in which his election to the Académie Française (May 9, 1746) was attacked. Voltaire, however, seems to have made the double mistake of having Travenol arrested without being able to prove anything against him, and of causing his father, an old man of 80, to be imprisoned with him. The affair was brought before the Parliament, and after a year’s delay, Voltaire was fined 500 francs. A shower of bitter pamphlets against him followed this result. (See Fétis; and Carlyle’s ‘Friedrich,’ Bk. xvi. chap. 2.) [G.]

TRIVERS, John, commenced his musical education as a chorister of St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, where he attracted the attention of Dr. Godolphin, Dean of St. Paul’s Cathedral and Provost of Eton College, by whom he was placed with Maurice Greene as an articled pupil. He soon afterwards made the acquaintance of Dr. Pepusch, who assisted him in his studies to his
great advantage. About 1725 he was appointed organist of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, and subsequently organist of Fulham Church. On May 10, 1737, he was sworn in organist of the Chapel Royal in the room of Jonathan Martin, deceased, upon which he relinquished his place at Fulham. He composed much church music: his well-known Service in F, a Te Deum in D, and two anthems were printed by Arnold, and another anthem by Page; others are in MS. in the books of the Chapel Royal. He published 'The Whole Book of Psalms for one, two, three, four and five voices, with a thorough bass for the harpsichord,' 2 vols. fol. But the work by which he is best known is his 'Eighteen Canonetcha for two and three voices, the words chiefly by Matthew Prior,' which enjoyed a long career of popularity, and two of which—'Haste, my Nanette,' and 'I, my dear, was born to-day'—are still occasionally heard. An autograph MS. by him, containing 4 melodies in some of the ancient Greek modes, for 4 voices with instrumental accompaniments, the fruit, doubtless, of his association with Pepusch, is amongst Dr. Cooke's MS. collections now in the library of the Royal College of Music. Upon the death of Dr. Pepusch he became the possessor, by bequest, of one half of the Doctor's valuable library. He died 1758. [W.H.E.]

TRAVERSO (Ger. Querflöte), the present form of flute, held square or across (à travers), the performer, in distinction to the flute à bec, or flagolet with a beak or mouthpiece, which was held straight out, as the clarinet and oboe are. It came in early in the 18th century, and was called the 'German flute' by Handel and others in this country. In Bach's scores it is called Flauto traverso, Traverso, and Traversiere. [See FLUTE.]

TRAVIATA, LA ('The misguided one'). Opera in 3 acts; libretto by Piave, music by Verdi. Produced at Teatro Fenice, Venice, March 6, 1853; at the Théâtre Italien, Paris, Dec. 6, 1856; at Her Majesty's Theatre, London (debut of Mrs. Proctor), May 24, 1856; in English at Surrey Theatre, June 5, 1857. The opera was written in a single month, as is proved by the autograph in possession of Ricordi. [G.]

TREATMENT OF THE ORGAN. The organ, as the most powerful, complicated, and artificial instrument, is naturally the most difficult to manage. The pleasure of producing large volumes of sound is a snare to almost all players; the ability to use the pedals with freedom tempts many to their excessive employment; the bitter brilliancy of the compound stops has a surprising fascination for some. Draw all the stops of a large organ and play the three notes in the bass stave: at least one pipe speaks each note of the bunch of sounds placed over the chord. If this cacophony is the result of the simplest chord, some idea, though faint, may be formed of the effect produced by the complex combinations of modern music. Of course no sound-producing instrument is free from these overtones, but their intensity does not approach that of their artificial imitations. We have all grown up with these noises in our ears, and it would be impossible to catch a first-rate musician and make him listen for the first time to an elaborate fugue played through upon a full organ; if we could, his opinions would probably surprise us.

The reserve with which great musicians speak of the organ, and the unwillingness to write music for it (the latter, no doubt, to be accounted for partly on other grounds) are noticeable; but we meet occasionally with expressions of opinion which probably represent the unspoken judgment of many and the half-conscious feeling of more.

The mechanical soulless material of the organ (Spitta, Life of Bach, vol. i. p. 293). Another day he (Mendelssohn) played on the organ at St. Catherine's Church, but I confess that even Mendelssohn's famous talent, like that of many other eminent organists, left me quite cold, though I am far from attributing this to any want in their playing. I find it immensely interesting to stand by the hands and watch the motions of his hands and feet whilst I follow on the music, but the excessive resonance in churches makes it more pain than pleasure to me to listen from below to any of those wonderful creations with their manifold intricacies and brilliant passages. (F. Hiller, 'Mendelssohn,' Transl. p. 182.)

With reference to compound stops, Berlioz says (Traité d'Instrumentation, p. 168):—

Les facteurs d'orgue et les organistes s'accordent à trouver excellent l'effet produit par cette résonance multiple.... En tout cas ce singulier procédé tendrait toujours à donner à l'orgue la ressonance harmonique qu'on cherche inutilement à éviter sur les grands pianos à queue.

In the same connexion Helmholtz (Sensations of Tone, Ellis's translation) writes:—

The latter (compound stops) are artificial imitations of the natural composition of all musical tones, each key bringing a series of pipes into action which correspond to the first three or six partial tones of the corresponding note. They can be used only for congregational singing. When employed alone they produce insupportable noise and horrible confusion. But when the singing voice has the proper weight force to the prime tones in the notes of the melody, the proper relation of quality of tone is restored, and the result is a powerful well-proportioned mass of sound.

It may be well then, without writing an organ tutor, which is beyond the scope of such a work as this, to give a few hints on the management of the organ.

The selection and combination of stops is a matter of considerable difficulty, partly because stops of the same name do not produce the same effect. Undoubtedly much larger use should be made of single stops. The most important stop of all—the open Diapason—is very seldom heard alone, being nearly always muffled by a stopped Diapason, and yet when used by itself it has a clear distinctive tone very pleasant to listen to. Reeds too, when good, are much brighter when unclouded by Diapason tone, and this is especially the case with a Clarinet or Cremona, though both are coupled almost always with a stopped Diapason. Organ-builders seem to have a craze on this point. The writer has often noticed that they ask for the two to be drawn together.
employment of single stops has this further advantage in an instrument of such sustained sound, and which it is almost impossible to keep quite in tune, that the unison beats are then not heard. Families of stops should be often heard alone. These are chiefly (1) stops with open pipes, such as the stopped Diapason, Flute and Piccolo; (2) Harmonic stops; (4) Reeds. Stops of the Gamba type nearly always spoil Diapason tone. 16-foot stops on the manuals should be used sparingly, and never when giving out the subject of a fugue, unless the bass begins. The proper place for the mixture work has already been included in the extract from Helmholz. It would be well if organs possessed composition pedals, drawing classes of stops, rather than, or in addition to, those which pile up the tone from soft to loud.

Couplers are kept drawn much more than they ought to be, with the effect of half depriving the player of the contrast between the different manuals. The writer knew a cathedral organist who commenced his service by coupling Swell to Great, and Swell to Choir, often leaving them to the end in this condition. Another evil result of much coupling is that the pipes of different manuals are scarcely ever affected equally by variations of temperature, and the Swell of course being enclosed in a box is often scarcely moved, so that at the end of an evening the heat of gas and of a crowd will cause a difference of almost a quarter of a tone between the pitch of the Great and Swell Organs. On this account every important instrument ought to have a balanced Great Organ which does not need supplementing by the Swell Reeds for full effect.

The Pedal Organ is now used far too frequently. The boom of a pedal Open, or the indistinct murmur of the Bourdon, become very irritating when heard for long. There is no finer effect than the entrance of a weighty pedal at important points in an organ-piece, but there are players who scarcely take their feet from the pedal-board, and so discount the impression. Care should be taken to keep the pedal part fairly near the hands. The upper part of the pedal-board is still too much neglected, and it is common to hear a player extemporising with a humming Bourdon some two octaves away from the hand parts.

The old habit of pumping the Swell Pedal with the right foot, and hopping on the pedals with the left, has now probably retired to remote country churches, but the Swell Pedal is still treated too convulsively, and it should be remembered in putting it down that the first inch makes more difference than all the rest put together.

In changing stops it is important to choose the moment between the phrases, or when few keys are down. One finds still a lingering belief that repeated notes should never be struck on the organ. Nothing can be further from the truth. These repercussions are a great relief from the otherwise constant grind of sound.

Again, the great aim of the old organist was to put down as many notes as possible, not merely those belonging to the chord, but as many semitones as could conveniently be held below each. This at present does not happen in the modern organ, and now one occasionally detects with pleasure even an incomplete chord. Few organists have the courage to leave in its thin state the chord which is to be found on the last page of J. S. Bach's 'Passacaglia' (a), and yet the effect is obviously intentional. In Wesley's Anthem 'All go to one place,' at the end of the phrase 'eternal in the heavens,' we find a beautiful chord which would be ruined by filling up, or by a pedal (b).

Here, as in management of stops, contrast and variety are the things to be aimed at. Thus trio-playing, such as we see in the 6 Sonatas of J. S. Bach, gives some of the keenest enjoyment the instrument can afford. The article Finales should be read by the student. [Vol. II, p. 706.] Much of it applies with almost greater force to the organ than to the piano. Extemporising on the organ will frequently become an aimless, barless, rhythmless wandering among the keys to which no change of stops can give any interest.

So much oratorio music is now sung in churches and in other places, where on account of the expense or from other reasons, an orchestra is unattainable, that the organ is often called upon to supply the place of a full band. It cannot be said that the artistic outcome of this treatment of the instrument is good. The string tone, in spite of stops named Violin-Diapason, Gamba-Violoncello, and others, has no equivalent in the organ. The wind is susceptible of closer imitation, but the attempt to produce with two hands and feet the independent life and movement of so many instruments is obviously absurd. The organist does his best by giving the background of the picture, so to speak, upon one manual and picking out the important features upon another. Doubtless clever fests may be performed with a thumb upon a third keyboard, but in this case phrasing is usually sacrificed. The string tone is best given by stops of the Gamba type, but of these no organ possesses enough to furnish the proper amount, and Diapasons coupled even to Swell Reeds have to be called into requisition. Some stops of the small open kind fairly give the horn-tone. Flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, and trumpets have all been copied by the organ builder, with more or less success, but their hard unvarying tone contrasts unfavourably with that of their orchestral prototypes. Moreover the instrument itself varies the quality with the intensity; the Swell-box, though regulating the intensity, leaves the quality untouched.
On this point an almost complete analogy may be found in the case of painting, engraving, and chromo-lithographs. The piano may be said to give the engraving of an orchestral work, the organ the chromo-lithograph with all its defects of hard outline and want of delicate shading. There can be no doubt that this treatment of the organ has had a mischievous effect upon organ building, organ music, and organ playing.

The employment of the organ with the orchestra is not without its dangers, but the main principles are clear. Never use imitation stops or mixtures and hardly ever 4-ft. or 2-ft. work. The Diapasons and the pedal stops are the only effects which can be used without clash and harshness. A pedal alone has often a wonderfully fine effect. Instances in Mendelssohn's organ parts (which are models) will readily occur. There is a long D at the end of the first chorus of Sullivan's 'Martyr of Antioch,' again another in Brahms's Requiem, at the end of No. 3, where the pedal may be introduced with the happiest results. [See REGISTRATION, vol. iii. p. 94.]

TREBBELI, ZELLA, an operatic singer who took the public by storm, and stepped into the high position which she maintains to the present day. Zelia Gilbert was born in Paris in 1838. So early was her talent recognized that she was taught the piano at the age of six. Guided by her German teacher, she learnt to reverence and enjoy the works of Bach and Beethoven. After ten years her wish for instruction in singing was encouraged by her parents, who only thought thereby to add one other graceful accomplishment to those which were to render their daughter useful and acceptable in society. The services of Herr Wartel were secured, and so delighted was he with his clever pupil that he never rested until he had persuaded her parents to allow of his training her for the lyric stage. Five years of close study prepared for her début, which was made at Madrid as Mlle. Trebelli, under the most favourable circumstances and with complete success, Mario playing Almaviva to her Rosina, in 'Il Barbiere.'

Trebelli's appearances in the opera-houses of Germany were a series of brilliant triumphs. Public and critics were alike carried away by enthusiasm when they heard her rendering of the parts of Rosina, Aracce, Orsini, Urbano, Axucena and others. No member of Merelli's Italian troupe was gifted with so brilliant a voice and so much executive power. Nor could the audiences fail to be impressed by the actress's varied powers so rarely at the command of one individual. Trebelli expressing at one time the exultation of an unjustly manly vigour, and at another the charm of womanly tenderness and delicacy. The German criticisms which declared the voice a contralto, comparing it with Alboni's in quality and with Schechner's in power, were not supported by English opinion. As a mezzo-soprano, its brilliancy, power and flexibility were appreciatively noticed; the artist's control over voice and action enthusiastically praised. Trebelli appeared first in London at her Majesty's Theatre, May 5th, 1863, as Orsini in 'Lucrèce.' 'A more encouraging reception has seldom been awarded to a débütante.' Since then, she has been a recognised favourite with our opera and concert audiences. Those who have long been familiar with her appearances in frequent co-operation with Mdlle. Titiens in the chief Italian operas, will not easily forget the performances of Oberon, where Trebelli's impersonation of the captive, Fatima, was invested with peculiar charm. More recent and more widely known is her rendering of the very opposite character of the heroine in 'Carmen.'

At the present time (1884) Madame Trebelli is making a tour through the United States with Mr. Abbey's troupe.

Madame Trebelli's marriage to Signor Bettoni, about 1863, was, in a few years, followed by a separation.

[\text{L.M.M.}]\nn\n
TREBLE. [\text{Canto; Dinkant; Dessus}]. A general term applied to the highest voices in a chorus or other concerted vocal piece, and to the upper parts in concerted instrumental music; also to soprano voices generally. The treble clef is the G clef on the second line of the upper (our treble) staff; the eighth line of the great staff of eleven lines (\text{Chiave di sol}, \text{chiave di violino}; \text{Clef de Sol}).

Its etymology does not refer to any special class of voice. It has been said to be a corruption of Triplum, a third part superadded to the Altus and Bassus (high and low). In this case it will have been sung by boys, who till then will have joined instinctively in congregational singing in unison with, or an octave above, the tenor. Another derivation is Thurlibe, the vessel in which incense is burnt in the services of the Roman Catholic Church, from the Latin Thuribus. The portable thurlibe or censer was carried and swung by boys. But there is very strong doubt whether the thurlive boys ever had any share in the vocal part of the church services; and if they did not, this theory is overthrown. The thurlive-bearers would surely be called, in describing a religious procession, 'the thurlivers.' The derivation from Triplum seems therefore the more probable. At what time 'treble' may have found its way into English it is difficult to say. 'Childish treble,' as the voice of old age, appears in Shakespeare, and 'faint treble' used to be applied to what is commonly known as falsetto. English amateur pianists frequently call the right hand the treble hand. The word Triplum as a third part was of course introduced at a very early date, and marks a most important step in the progress of part-music.

The treble clef is a modification of the letter \text{G}. [\text{Clef}]. It is used for the violin, flute, hautboy, clarinet, horn, and trumpet; also in very high passages on the viola, violoncello, and bassoon. The double G clef has been used for tenor parts in choruses, the music being sung an octave lower than written; also for the horn in low keys. [\text{Tenor}.] [\text{H.C.D.}]
TREITSCHKE, author and entomologist, deserves a place in a Dictionary of Music, as the adapter of Joseph Sonnleithner's libretto for Beethoven's 'Fidelio,' for its revival in 1814. He was born at Leipzig, Aug. 29, 1776, died at Vienna, June 4, 1842. In 1793 his father sent him for further education to Switzerland, and there he became acquainted with Gessner of Zurich, who inspired him with a love of literature. In 1802 he went to Vienna, and fall in with Baron Braun who made him manager and librettist of the Court theatre, of which he himself was director. In 1809 he became vice-director of the theatre an der Wien, but in 1814 returned to his former post. In 1812 the whole of the financial arrangements of the Court theatre were placed in his hands, and remained there till his death. He adapted a host of French libretti (Cherubini's 'Deux Journées,' 'Médée,' 'Aline,' etc.) for the German stage, not always, it must be owned, with the skill shown in 'Fidelio.' His connexion with Beethoven was considerable. Besides the revision of 'Fidelio' in 1813-14, a letter of Beethoven to him, dated June 6, 1811, seems to speak of a 'proposed opera book; another, of July 3, of a melodrama. Beethoven supplied music to a chorus of his, 'Germania,'1 propos to the Fall of Paris (March 31, 1814), and to another chorus, 'Es ist vollbracht,' celebrating the entry of the Allies into Paris, July 15, 1815. Treitschke made a collection of 2,583 species of butterflies, now in the National Museum in Pesth, and was the author of several books on entomology. His first wife, Magdalene, née de Caro, a celebrated dancer—born at Civita Veschi, April 25, 1788, died at Vienna, Aug. 24, 1816—was brought up in London and Dublin, and became thoroughly English. Introduced on the stage by Noverre, her grace and charm created a perfect furor. She afterwards studied under Dupont, made several tours, and on her return to London appeared with Vestris in the 'Caliph of Bagdad.' There in 1815 she closed her artistic career, went back to her husband in Vienna, died, and was buried near Haydn's grave. [F.G.]

TREMOLO. A figure consisting, in the case of bowed instruments, of reiterated notes played as rapidly as possible with up and down bow, expressed thus with the word tremolo or tremolando added (without which the passage would be played according to the rhythmical value of the notes), producing a very fine effect, if judiciously used, both in fortissimo and pianissimo passages. On the pianoforte it is a rapid alternation of the parts of divided chords, reproducing to a great extent the above-mentioned effect. Good examples of tremolo are to be found in various branches of music—for the Piano in the Introduction to Schubert's 'Sonata in Ab, and in the Finale to Schubert's 'Rhapsodie Hongroise,' where it gives the effect of the cymbalum or sifter in the Hungarian bands; for the Piano and Violin, in the Introduction to Schubert's 'Phantasie in C' (op. 159); for the Orchestra, in Weber's 'Overtures, and Schubert's 'Overture to Fierabras.' For the PF. and Voice a good example is Schubert's song 'Am Meer.' Beethoven uses it in the Funeral March of the Solo Sonata, op. 26; in the Sonata Appassionata, and in C minor, op. 111. The strictly classical PF. writers evidently did not consider tremolo without rhythm legitimate in original piano words—another example (if such were needed) of the purity with which they wrote. The tremolo on the PF. is therefore a reproduction of the effect of other instruments, as in Beethoven's Funeral March just mentioned. This, though written rhythmically, is, by common consent, played as a real tremolo, being clearly a representation of the roll of muffled drums. Some of the best of the Romantic school, as Weber and Schumann, have used the real Tremolo. Beethoven ends a droll note to Steiner2 on the dedication of the Sonata, op. 106, as follows:—

2. In vocal music the term is applied to the abuse of a means of expression or effect, legitimate if used only at the right time and place, and in the right way. It assumed the character of a vocal vice about forty years ago, and is supposed to have had its origin in the vibrato of Rubini, first assuming formidable proportions in France, and thence quickly spreading throughout the musical world.

The Vibrato and the Tremolo are almost equally reprehensible as mannerisms. Mannerisms express nothing but carelessness or self-sufficiency, and the constant tremolo and vibrato are therefore nauseous in the extreme. Their constant use as a means of expression is simply false, for if they are to represent a moral or physical state, it is that of extreme weakness or of a nervous agitation which must soon wear out the unfortunate victim of its influence. The tremolo is said to be frequently the result of forcing the voice. It may be so in some cases, but it is almost exclusively an acquired habit in this age of 'intensity.' It is a great mistake to say that it is never to be used, but it must only be so when the dramatic situation actually warrants or requires it. If its use is to be banished entirely from vocal music, then it should equally disappear from instrumental music, though, by the way, the instrumental tremolo is more nearly allied to the vocal vibrato. Indeed, what is called 'vibrato' on bowed instruments is what would be 'tremolo' in vocal music. [Vibrato.] What is it that produces its fine effect in instrumental music? In loud passages it expresses sometimes joy and exultation; in others, agitation or terror; in all cases, tension or emotion of some

1 Unless this refers to Fidelio.

2 See Thayer, Ill. 601.
TREMOLO.

kind. In soft passages it has a beautifully weird and ethereal effect of half-light when not spun out. In vocal music it is to be used in the first-named situation. The human voice loses its steadiness in every-day life under the influence of joy, sorrow, eagerness, fear, rage, or despair, and as subjects for vocal treatment usually have their fair share of these emotions, we must expect to hear both the tremolo and the trill in their places, and are very much disappointed if we do not. Reason, judgment, and taste must be brought to bear with the same kind of philosophical and critical study by means of which an actor arrives at the full significance of his part, and it will be found that a big vocal piece like ‘Ah perfido,’ ‘Infelice,’ or ‘Non piu di fiori,’ requires more psychological research than is generally supposed. Singers, and those of this country especially, are very little (in too many cases not at all) alive to the fact, that the moment singing is touched, we enter upon the region of the dramatic. In speaking generally of dramatic singing, the operatic or theatrical is understood. But the smallest ballad has its share of the dramatic, and if this were more widely felt, we should have better singing and a better use of the tremolo and trill, which can hardly fail to place themselves rightly if the import of the piece to be sung be rightly felt and understood. By tremolo is usually understood an undulation of the notes, that is to say, more or less quickly reiterated departure from true intonation. In some cases this has been cultivated (evidently) to such an extent as to be utterly ludicrous. Ferri, a baritone, who flourished about thirty-five years ago, gave four or five beats in the second, of a good quarter-tone, and this incessantly, and yet he possessed a strong voice and sustaining power to carry him well through his operas. But there is a thrill heard at times upon the voice which amounts to neither tremolo nor vibrato. If it is the result of pure emotion, occurring consequently only in the right place, its effect is very great.

The vibrato is an alternate partial extinction and re-enforcement of the note. This seems to have been a legitimate figure, used rhythmically, of the façade of the Farinelli and Caffarelli period, and it was introduced in modern times with wonderful effect by Jenny Lind in ‘La Figlia del Reggimento.’ In the midst of a flood of vocalisation these groups of notes occurred—

executed with the same brilliancy and precision as they would be on the pianoforte, thus—

[See Singing, iii. 496; also Vibrato.] [H.C.D.]

TREMULANT. A contrivance in an organ producing the same effect as tremolando in singing. Its action practically amounts to this—the air before reaching the pipes is admitted into a box containing a pallet to the end of which is attached a thin arm of metal with a weight on the end of it; when the air on its admission raises the pallet the metal arm begins to swing up and down, thus producing alternately an increase and diminution of wind-pressure. Its use is generally limited to such stops as the Vox humana and a few other stops chiefly of the reed family. The tremulant is happily much less in vogue in this country than on the continent, where its abuse is simply offensive. It is difficult to conceive how good taste can tolerate these rhythmical pulsations of a purely mechanical pathos. [J.S.]

TRENCHMORE, an old English country dance, frequently mentioned by writers of the 16th and 17th century. According to Mr. Chapple (‘Popular Music’) the earliest mention of it is in a Morality by William Bulleyn, published in 1564. The character of the dance may be gathered from the following amusing quotation from Selden’s ‘Table Talk’ (1692): ‘The Court of England is much altered. At a solemn Dancing, first you had the grave Measures, then the Corantoes and the Galliards, and this is kept up with Ceremony; at length to Trenchmore, and the Cushion-Dance, and then all the Company dance, Lord and Groom, Lady and Kitchen-Maid, no distinction. So in our Court, in Queen Elizabeth’s time, Gravity and State were kept up. In King James’s time things were pretty well. But in King Charles’s time, there has been nothing but Trenchmore, and the Cushion Dance, omnium gatherum tolly-polly, hoite come toite.’ Trenchmore appears first in the Dancing Master in the fifth edition (1675), where it is directed to be danced ‘longways for as many as will.’ The tune there given (which we reprint) occurs in ‘Deuteromelia’ (1650), where it is called ‘Tomorrow the fox will come to town.’

[See Singing, iii. 496; also Vibrato.] [H.C.D.]

TRENTO, VITTARIO, composer, born in Venice, 1761 (or 1765), date of death unknown, pupil of Bertoni, and composer of ballets. His first, ‘Mastino della Scala’ (1785), was successful enough to procure him commissions from various towns. He was induced by Dragonetti to come to London, and there he composed the immensely popular ‘Triumph of Love’ (Drury Lane, 1797). His first opera buffa, ‘Teresa Vedova,’ succeeded, and was followed by many others. In 1804 he composed ‘Fiesima in Aulide.’ In 1806 he became impresario in Amsterdam, and there produced with great success an oratorio ‘The Deluge’ (1808). Soon afterwards he went to Lisbon, also as impresario. In 1824 he returned to Venice, and after that his name disappears. He composed about 10 ballets, 20 operas, and a
few oratorios, one being the 'Macabees.' His scores are in the collection of Messrs. Ricordi of Milan.

TRESOR DES PIANISTES, I.E. A remarkable collection of ancient and modern pianoforte music, made and edited by Madame Farrene, and published part by part by Leduc de Paris, from June 1850 to 1873. M. Farrene contributed some of the biographical notices to the work, but his death in 1865 prevented his having any large share in it; the rest of the biographies were written by Féjus Jun. The collection has been since superseded by separate publications and more thorough editing, but it will always remain a remarkable work. Its contents are as follows. The reduction that has taken place in the price of music during the last twenty years may be realised when we recollect that this edition, which consists of being the cheapest then published, was issued at 25 francs or 2½ per part.

PART I.
History of the Piano: and treatise on Ornament.
C. F. E. Bach. 4 sonatas. Do. 6 do.
J. J. Bachmann. 1st Book of Pieces. Do. 2nd do.
Duranube. 6 sonatas. Popper. 6 fugues.

PART II.
C. F. E. Bach. 6 sonatas. Kuhnau. 7 sonatas.

PART III.

PART IV.
C. F. E. Bach. 6 sonatas. Do. 6 do.

PART V.
Chambonnieres. 1st Book of Pieces. Do. 2nd do.

PART VI.

PART VII.

PART VIII.

PART IX.

PART X.

PART XI.

PART XII.

PART XIII.

PART XIV.

PART XV.

PART XVI.

PART XVII.

TRENO.
J. P. Kirnberger. 2 fugues. Haydn. 5 sonatas.

TRIAL.
Clementi. 2 sonatas. Op. 2. 4 sonatas and 1 toccata.

PART XIX.
H. d'Anglebert. Pieces for clavecin.

TRIAL is a chord of three notes standing in the relation to one another of bottom note, third, and fifth. It is of no consequence what the quality of the combination is, whether consonant or dissonant, major or minor. The following are specimens:

[Ch.H.P.]
TRIAL.

A vengles,' and 'Le Siège de Lille' (1792); 'La Cause et les Effets, ou le Réveil du Peuple en 1789' (1793), besides taking part in the celebrated revolutionary piece 'Le Congrès des Rois.' A first-rate accommodist, Armand Trial might have made both name and money, but though he married Jeanne Moun, a charming artist at the Théâtre Favart, he plunged into dissipation, and died in Paris, from its effects, Sept. 9, 1853. [G.C.]

TRIAL BY JURY. A very extravagant extravaganza; words by W. S. Gilbert, music by Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the Royalty Theatre, London, March 25, 1875. It owes its great success to the remarkable drollery of words and music, the English character of the institution caricatured, and the great humour thrown into the part of the Judge by the composer's brother, Frederick, who died with a great colour before finishing the piece. [G.]

TRIANGLE. This is a steel rod bent in a triangular form, but open at one angle. The hoister is of the same metal, and should be somewhat of a spindlet shape, so as to give a heavier or lighter stroke at the performer's discretion. It is hung by a string at the upper angle, held in the performer's hand, or more frequently attached to his desk or to one of his drums, as it is seldom that a man has nothing else to play besides this little instrument, except in military bands. It suits all keys, as besides the fundamental tone there are many subordinate ones, not harmonics. The woodcut is from an instrument of the pattern used at the Grand Opéra in Paris. It is an isosceles triangle, the longest side 7½ inches, and the short side or base 7 inches. Thickness ⅚ of an inch. Rossini and his followers make frequent use of it, and Brahms has introduced it in the Finale of his Variations on a Theme of Haydn's. Beethoven has a few strokes of it in his 9th Symphony. [V. de P.]

TRIBUT DE ZAMORA, L.E. A grand operas in 4 acts; words by M.M. d'Ennery and Beeli, music by Gounod. Produced at the Grand Opéra, Paris, April 1, 1881. The story is a Moorish one, the scene is laid in Spain, and the action includes a ballet on the largest scale. The principal parts were taken by Mad. Krauss and M. Lassalle. [G.]

TRIBÉBERT, CHARLES LOUIS, French oboist, son of a wind-instrument maker, born in Paris Oct. 31, 1810. He was well educated at the Conservatoire, and took the first oboe prize in Vogt's class in 1839. He had an excellent tone, great execution, and good style, and is still remembered at the Théâtre des Italiens, and the Société des Concerts. Although much occupied with instrument-making, he carried on his artistic cultivation with earnestness, and composed much for the oboe—original pieces, arrangements of operatic airs, and (in conjunction with M. Jan-cour) fantasies-concertantes for oboe and bassoon. At the Paris Exhibition of 1855 Trïebert obtained a medal for his adaptation of Boehm's contriv-

ances to the oboe, and for improved bassoons. This skilled manufacturer and eminent artist succeeded Verroust as professor of the oboe at the Conservatoire in April 1853, and retained the post till his death, July 18, 1867. His brother Frédéric (died in Paris March 1878, aged 65) was his partner, and showed considerable inventive genius. He constructed bassoons after Boehm's system, a specimen of which may be seen in the Museum of the Conservatoire. Frédéric Triebert was devoted to his art, and conversed on it with much learning and intelligence. He left a son, also named Frédéric, who is one of the best oboists of the French school. [G.C.]

TRIHORIS, TRIORI, TRIHORY, TRIORY, an old Breton dance, long obsolete. Cotgrave describes it as 'a kind of British and pleasantly dance, consisting of three steps, and performed, by three hoblings youths, commonly in a round.' It is mentioned by Rabelais ('Pantagruel,' bk. iv. ch. xxxviii.) and by his imitator, Noël du Fail, Seigneur de la Herriyaye, in chapter xix. of his 'Contes et Discours d'Eurêapel' (1585). From this passage it would seem that it was a 'Basse Danse,' and was followed by a 'Carole'—a low Breton name for a dance in a round, or according to Cotgrave 'a kind of danse wherein many dances together.' [See TOURDION.] (Compare the Italian 'Carole,' described in Symonds 'Renaissance in Italy,' vol. iv. p. 261, note.) Du Fail says the dance was 'trois fois plus magistrale et gaillarde que nulle autre.' It was the special dance of Basse Bretagne, as the Passepied (vol. ii. p. 665) was of Haute Bretagne. Jehan Tabouriot, in his 'Orchégraphie' [see vol. ii. p. 560], says the Trihoris was a kind of Brandle, and that he learnt it at Pultiers from one of his scholars. He gives the following as the air to which it was danced:

According to Littré, the name is allied to the Burgundian 'Trigori,' a joyful tumult. [W.B.S.]

TRILL (Ital. Trillo; Fr. Trille; Germ. Triller). An ornament consisting of the rapid alternation of a note with its major or minor second, generally known in English by the name of SHAKE, under which head it is fully described. [See vol. iii. p. 479.] The ornament itself dates from about the end of the 16th century, but it received the name of Trill at a somewhat later date, not to be exactly ascertained. It is described in the 'Nuove Musiche' of Caccini, published in Florence in 1601, under the name of GRUPPO, a name which is now used to express a turn-like group of four notes, also called Groppus, thus:—

Caccini also makes use of the term trillo, but as indicating a pulsation or rapid repetition of a single sound sung upon a single vowel. An effect expressed in modern terminology by vibrato. [VIBRATO.][F.T.]
TRILLO DEL DIAVOLO, IL. A famous sonata by Tartini, for violin solo with bass accompaniment, which is so called from its being an attempt to recollect the playing of the devil in a dream. [See Tartini; vol. iv. p. 62.]

The Sonata consists of Langhettto affettuoso, Allegro, and Finale—Andante and Allegro intermixed. All the movements are in G minor. It is in the Allegro of the Finale that the Trill occurs, a long shake with a second syncopated part going on at the same time.

TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN. An University was founded in Dublin by Alexander de Bicknor, Archbishop of Dublin, in 1320, but died out in the early part of the 16th century. After a lapse of 60 or 70 years the present University of Dublin was founded in 1591 by Queen Elizabeth, and with it the "College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity, near Dublin." The College alone was incorporated by charter, and its governing body or Board was entrusted with the management of the University. On this account, as well as from a mistaken interpretation of the original charter, an idea obtained currency that the University of Dublin did not acquire an independent existence, and that Trinity was a College endowed with the powers of an University. This is, however, quite erroneous. The University and the College were both founded at the same time, but as the former possessed no distinct property, and had no share in directing the education of the students, its sole function consisted in conferring degrees. (See the Rev. Dr. Todd's Preface to the Catalogue of Graduates of the University of Dublin, 1869, and Sir Joseph Napier's "Opinion," prefixed to vol. ii. of the same work, 1854, where the whole question is fully elucidated.) Any possible doubt was removed by the revised charter granted in 1857, by which the Senate of the University was formally incorporated.

In the 17th century two or three minor Colleges or Halls were founded, but without success, and Trinity still remains the single College in the University of Dublin.

To obtain a regular degree at the University of Dublin, the candidate must matriculate at Trinity College, and complete the prescribed course of study, when a Grace is passed by the Board of the College and submitted for ratification to the Senate of the University.

The degree may be withheld either by the veto of any member of the University, or, subsequently, by a majority of the Senate.

The cases in which degrees in Music have been conferred in the 17th century, and Thomas Bateson and Randolph, or Randall, or Hewitt are said to have received the degree of Mus.B. [See vol. i. p. 155.]

In the latter part of the 18th century several musical degrees were given, and we find the names of Garret Wesley, Earl of Mornington, Mus.D. (1764); the Rt. Hon. Charles Gardiner, Mus.D. (1764); Richard Woodhouse, Organist of Christ Church, 1765-1777, Mus.B. (1768), Mus.D. (1771); Sampson Carter (elder brother of Thomas Carter), Mus.D.; Samuel Murphy (organist of St. Patrick's, 1773, and Christ Church, 1777), Mus.D.; Langrishe Doyle (organist of Armagh 1776, and then of Christ Church, Dublin, 1780), Mus.D.; Philip Cogan (organist of St. Patrick's, 1780), Mus.D.; Sir John Stevenson, Mus.D. (1791, per diploma); and John Clarke (afterwards Clarke-Whitefield), Mus.D. (1795). From 1800 to 1861 the degree of Doctor was conferred on John Grant; William Warren (organist of Christ Church, 1814, and of St. Patrick's, 1827), 1827; John Smith, 1827; Sir Robert P. Stewart (organist of Christ Church, 1844, and of St. Patrick's, 1852-1861), 1851, and Francis Robinson, honoris causa, 1853. The degree of Bachelor was also taken by Nicholas H. Stack, 1845, and William Murphy.

The names marked with an asterisk appear in the Catalogue of Graduates, and in these cases the degrees were taken regularly; but most of the other musical degrees seem to have been merely honorary, and, conferring no University privileges, are not found in the University registers.

The Professorship of Music was founded in 1764, when Lord Mornington was appointed the first professor; but on his retirement in 1774 the chair remained vacant until 1847, when it was filled by Dr. John Smith, and on his death in 1851, Dr. John Clarke. Sir Robert Stewart was appointed to the office, which he still holds.

Since his appointment, and, as it is understood, mainly through his exertions, the conditions on
TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN.

which a degree in music is conferred by the University of Dublin have been considerably remodelled, by the addition of an examination in Arts to that in Music only. The existing regulations require the candidate for the degree of Bachelor to pass the ordinary examination for entrance into Trinity College, except that any modern foreign language may be substituted for Greek. He must have studied or practised music for seven years, and must pass such examination and perform such exercises as may be prescribed. A Doctor in Music must have taken the Degree of Bachelor and have studied music for twelve years. He must also pass such further examinations and perform such acts as may be prescribed.

Trinity College was opened for the reception of students on the 9th January, 1593. On the centenary of that day a solemn commemoration was held within the College, for which an Ode, 'Great Parent, hail!' was written by Tate, then poet laureate, and set to music by Henry Purcell. [See vol. iii. p. 49.]

The edition of this Ode, published by Goodison, states that it was performed in Christ Church Cathedral on the 9th Jan. 1693, but this is certainly an error, and the registers of Christ Church make no reference to the subject. The General Register of Trinity College, however, does contain a full account of the proceedings within the College walls. After morning prayers in the Chapel came 'Musici instrumentorum concentus.' Then followed sundry orations, after which we read 'Ode Eucharistica vocum et instrumentorum Symphonia decantatur,' which no doubt is 'Great Parent, hail!' The College Register states that the several exercises were laid up in the manuscript library, but a recent search for these papers has proved fruitless.

In 1837 the 'University Choral Society' was founded for the cultivation of vocal music in Trinity College. Membership is restricted to students of the College and Graduates of the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin. The Society meets weekly for practice from November to June, and usually gives three concerts during the season. At these concerts many important works have been performed for the first time in Dublin. Mr. Joseph Robinson, held the office of Conductor from the foundation of the Society until 1847, when he resigned, and was succeeded by the present Conductor, Sir Robert Stewart.

To encourage the study and practice of sacred music in Trinity College, musical exhibitions have been lately founded. The exhibition holders are elected by examination held annually, and retain their places for two years with a power of re-election. They assist in the Choral Service of the College Chapel. [G.A.C.]

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON. This institution is the development of a Musical Society founded in 1872, under the title of the Church Choral Society, with the object of promoting the improvement of church music and church singing. In the following year examinations of a practical and theoretical character were established for admission to the position of Fellow of the Society, and in 1874 to that of Associate, diplomas or certificates being granted to the successful candidates, who were subsequently classed as 'Licentiates,' 'Associates,' and 'Students.'

In 1875 the Society was incorporated under the Companies' Act, and in 1881 re-incorporated on a wider basis, under the name of Trinity College, London; lectures and classes were organised for musical and general instruction; examinations for diplomas and prizes were held; and a library was opened. In 1876 women were admitted to the classes then instituted, and soon afterwards the local examinations throughout the United Kingdom, which had been for some years held by the Society of Arts, but had lately been discontinued, were resumed and carried on by Trinity College.

As at present constituted the College is under the direction of a Council, an Academical Board, and a Senate, and the studies, musical and literary, are conducted by a Warden and a staff of professors.

The first Warden of the College was the Rev. H. G. Bonavia Hunt, who still holds the office, and to whose exertions the present position of the College is due. Among the professors and lecturers are Sir Julius Benedict; Mr. Carrodus; Mr. Dubruuc; Mr. James Higgs, Mus.B.; Mr. W. S. Hoyte; Mr. Lazarus; Mr. George Mount; Dr. W. H. Stone; Mr. E. H. Turpin; Mr. Bradbury Turner, Mus.B.; Mr. A. Visetti; and Mr. C. E. Willing.

The College has about 300 students at present on its books, and holds examinations at nearly 200 local centres. A scholarship and two exhibitions, open to all comers, have been instituted, and prizes are awarded amongst the students of the College. A class for the practice of orchestral music meets weekly during Term, and instruction is given in French, German, and Italian.

The College publishes a Calendar annually, from which, or from the Secretary at the College, 13 Mandeville Place, Manchester Square, London, all information respecting examinations, courses of study, and fees, can be obtained. [G.A.C.]

TRIO. A composition for three voices or instruments. [See Tertetto.] The term is also applied to the secondary movement of a march, minuet, and many other kinds of dance music.

I. The Trio proper was originally called Sonata a tre, being in fact a sonata for three instruments, such as Bach affords us specimens of in a sonata for flute, violin and figured bass, and another for 2 violins and dito (Bachgessellschaft, vol. ix. 1859). Handel also left several trios for strings, besides one for oboe, violin, and viola. These compositions are all for two more or less florid parts in contrapuntal style upon a ground bass, and gradually paved the way for the string quartet. When the pianoforte
came to form a part of the combination, Pianoforte trios, as they are called, caused all others to retire into the background, instances of modern string trios being rare. Trios for three stringed instruments are felt to labour under the disadvantage of producing an insufficient body of tone, and a free use of double stops is necessary if complete chords are desired. The string trio therefore demands music of a florid, polyphonic, Bachian character (if we may use such an expression), rather than matter built on a harmonic basis, and Beethoven has turned his appreciation of this fact to the best account in the three trios op. 9, while on the other hand the greater number of Haydn's string trios are very thin and poor. Mozart's only composition of this kind is the interesting Divertimento in Eb, which is in six movements. Beethoven also composed a little-known Trio for 2 oboes and cor anglais, which he afterwards rewrote for 2 violins and viola (op. 87). Other unusual combinations of instruments are shown in the trios of Reichs for 3 cellos and for 3 horns, of Haydn for 2 flutes and cello, of Kuhliaus and Quanta for 3 flutes. One unusual kind of trio demands mention here, the Organ trio, a composition in which the three parts are furnished by the two hands on separate manuals and the pedals. Such are the 6 well-known Organ sonatas of J. S. Bach, and in more modern times those of J. G. Schneider, Henry Smart, and Rheinberger.

As regards the large and important class of trios into which the pianoforte enters, it should be noticed that that instrument takes sometimes too prominent a place sometimes too unworthy a part. Some of the early Haydn trios, for instance, are entitled Sonatas for Piano with accompaniments of Violin and Cello, and that in C, which stands first in the collections (probably a very early work) is purely a solo sonata, the two stringed instruments scarcely ever doing more than double the melody or bass. The cello indeed constantly performs this ignoble office in the Haydn trios, which are therefore scarcely more worthy of the name than the mass of sonatas and divertissements for piano "with ad libitum accompaniment for flute or violin and cello" which continued to be written up to the end of the first half of the present century. Mozart, whose genius inclined more towards polyphony than Haydn's, naturally succeeded better. His Trio in Eb for piano, clarinet, and viola is the best, those with violin being unpromising. Of Beethoven's six well-known pianoforte trios that in Bb (op. 97), being the latest in date (1810), is also the finest. Here we see the most perfect union of the three instruments possible. There is also a trio of his for piano, clarinet, and cello, not over effective combination, for which he also arranged his Septet. Schubert characteristically6 contended himself with the ordinary means at hand, and his two great works in Eb and Eb (both 1827) are well known. The modern trio, which begins with Mendelssohn's two in D minor and C minor, is scarcely a legitimate development of the old. The resources and technique of the pianoforte have greatly increased with the improvement of the instrument, but the violin remains where it was. Thus the balance is destroyed, the piano becomes almost equal to an orchestra, and the strings are its humble servants. To compensate them for their want of power it becomes necessary to confine them to the principal melodies, while the piano adds an ever-increasing exuberance in the way of arpeggio accompagniements. In spite of the great beauty of Mendelssohn's two primal types the precedent was one, as the too-brilliant trios of Rubinstein, Raff, and others amply demonstrate. On the other hand, Schumann, in his two fine trios in D minor and F major (op. 63 and 80), in steering clear of this bravura style for the piano—as indeed he always did—has sometimes given the string parts rather the air of orchestral accompagniements; but against this slight defect must be set a wealth of new treatment and many beauties, as in the slow movement of the D minor, where a melody treated in canon, with an indescribably original effect. There is also a set of four pieces (Märchenerzählungen, op. 132) for pianoforte, clarinet, and viola; a late work, and less striking than the trios. It would be unfair to omit mention of Spohr as a trio writer, though in this department, as in most others, he left the art as he found it: and of his five trios the melodious op. 119, in E minor, is the only one now played. Mention should also be made of Stern's celebrated trio in A major, where it is only for the original 'Serenade,' in which a melody on the piano is accompanied pizzicato by the strings. Of Raff's four trios, the second (op. 114), in G, is most attractive from the melodious character of its subjects, otherwise it is open to the objection hinted above. Brahms has written three FF. trios, of which the latest (op. 87 in C) one of his most recent works, has been highly admired; the second also, for horn or cello, op. 45, is one of his finest and most individual works. He at least cannot be accused of treating either of the instruments with undue favouritism.

II. In the Minuet the short extent of the piece and the necessity of its constant repetition, besides perhaps an unconscious feeling of formal requirements, gave rise to the custom of writing a second minuet to be played alternately with the first. This was usually of a broader, quieter character, for the sake of contrast, and though it was at first in the same key, in accordance with the custom of the Suite, there is an example in one of Bach's Clavier Suites where the second minuet is in the tonic minor, and in at least two other cases is in the relative minor, both practices which afterwards, under Haydn and Mozart, became established rules. How the second minuet acquired the name of Trio is not quite clear. Bach only calls it so in the few instances in which it is written in the parts—as opposed to the minuet in two such as that in the third French Suite. This parti-

---

1 See for example the list of Dussek's works in the article on his name, vol. ii. p. 647.
2 See vol. iii. p. 362c.
cicular case, by the way, is perhaps the earliest instance of the occurrence of the always misunderstood direction, ‘Minuetto Da Capo.’ By the time of Haydn the term Trio is firmly established, and even in his earliest works (such as the first quartets) there are two minuets, each with a trio. Haydn also experimented in using keys for the trio a little more remote from the tonic than those already mentioned, even anticipating Beethoven’s favourite use of the major key a third below. These innovations become far more necessary in the modern, striving for new forms of contrast. Beethoven affords perhaps the only instances (in Symphonies Nos. 4 and 7) of a scherzo and trio twice repeated, but Schumann was fond of writing two trios to his, having adopted the device in three of his symphonies, besides his Pianoforte Quintet and Quartet. Not that he was the first to write a second trio—a plan which has since found many followers; there is at least one instance in Bach (Concerto in E major for strings with harpsichord), but the minuet has three trios, and another in Mozart (Divertimento in D for ditto) of two minuets, one with three trios and another with two. Schumann was so given to dividing his pieces up and enclosing the sections in double bars, that it seems occasionally in the pianoforte works to lose himself in a chain of trios, as for instance, in the ‘Blumenstück,’ ‘Humoreske,’ and ‘Novellen.’ In his six Intermezzi (op. 4), he adopted the more rational term ‘Alternates’ for subordinating section to section, while in the F minor Sonata the middle part of the Scherzo is itself called an Intermezzo, this title signifying its entire want of relationship to the rest of the movement, which is no small part of its charm. A trio, as well as a subordinate section in a rondo, etc., which presents a change from tonic major to minor or the reverse, is sometimes simply headed ‘Minore’ or ‘Maggiore’ as the case may be. This is common in Haydn and not infrequent in Beethoven (P. F. Sonata in Eb, op. 7; in E major, op. 15, etc.). Schumann, Raff, and other modern composers, have also occasionally given this heading. In modern music, though the trio exists, it is often taken as an understood thing and not specially so entitled. (Chopin, Sonata in B minor, Grieg in E minor, etc., and see Beethoven, 4th Symphony.)

Speaking generally we may say that the most obvious key for the trio of a minuet, scherzo, march, etc., written in a major key, is the subdominant, as it stands in place of a third subject, the main movement having appropriated the tonic and dominant keys. But where, as in modern marches, there are more trios than one, and still another key has to be sought, the relationship of the key a third above or below—distant but still real—is turned to account. Military marches and most dances intended to be danced to are written with a separate trio, or trios, so that they can be repeated as often as necessary, but in concert pieces (such as Weber’s Invitation à la Valse, the marches by Mendelssohn and others) the sections answering to trio are not often so designated, the piece being written out in extenso.

TRIPLET.

TRIPLET (Fr. Triolé; Ital. Termina; Ger. Triole). In modern notation each note is equal to two of the next lower denomination, and the division of a note into three is not provided for, although in the ancient ‘measured music’ it was the rule. [See Dot, vol. I. p. 455.] On this account notes worth one third of the next longer kind have to be written as halves, and are then grouped in threes by means of curved lines, with the figure 3 usually placed over the middle note as an additional distinction. Such a group is called a Triplet, and is executed at a slightly increased speed, so that the three triplet-notes are equal to two ordinary notes of the same species: for example—

**Beethoven. Sonata, op. 2, no. 1.**

![Triplet Example](image)

Triplets may be formed of notes of any kind, and also of rests, or of notes and rests together.

**Beethoven. Sonata, op. 22.**

![Triplet Example](image)

So also a group of two notes, one twice the length of the other, is read as the equivalent of a triplet, provided it is marked with the distinctive figure 3.

**Schumann. Trio, op. 63.**

![Triplet Example](image)

In instrumental music, when the fingering is marked, there is some risk of the figure 3 of a triplet being confounded with the indication for the third finger. To obviate this, the two figures are always printed in different type, or, better still, the triplet figure is enclosed in brackets, thus (3). This plan, which has recently been rather extensively adopted, appears to have been first introduced by Mozcheles, in his edition of Beethoven, published by Cramer & Co.

Groups of a similar nature to triplets, but consisting of an arbitrary number of notes, are also frequently met with in instrumental music. These groups, which are sometimes called quina-
tolets, sextolets, etc., according to the number of notes they contain, always have their number written above them, as an indication that they are played at a different (usually a quicker) rate from ordinary notes of the same form. Their proper speed is found by referring them to ordinary groups of the same kind of notes; thus,
if the general rhythm of the bar indicates four semiquavers to a beat, as in common time, a group of 5, 6, or 7 semiquavers would be made equal to 4 semiquavers, while a group of 8 notes of the value of one beat would of course be written as demisemiquavers; if however the natural grouping of the bar were in threes, as in 9-16 time, a group of 4 or 5 (or sometimes 2) semiquavers would be equal to 3, while a group of 6 would require to be written as demisemiquavers.

[F.T.]

TRIPLE TIME (Fr. Miseure à trois temps; Ger. Tripelakt). The rhythm of three beats in a bar, the accent falling on the first beat. In quick tempo this single accent is sufficient, but in slow and expressive movements a second weaker accent is generally required to avoid monotony. This second accent is variously placed by different writers. Some assigning it to the second beat (see Hauptmann ‘Harmonik und Metrik,’ p. 226) whereas others put it on the third. [Accent, vol. I, p. 12.] The truth appears to be that it may occupy either position according to the requirements of the phrasing. A comparison of the following examples will serve as a proof of this.

BEETHOVEN. Trio, op. 70, no. 2.

BEETHOVEN. Quartet, op. 130 (Alta danno cedescas).

When a bar of triple time consists of two notes only the accent is always on the longer note. Compare the first and last bars of the following example:

SCHUMANN. Estrella (Carnival, op. 9).

The kinds of triple time in general use are marked with the figures 3-8, 3-4, and 3-2, indicating respectively three quavers, crotchetts, or minimis in a bar. A time of three semiquavers, marked 3-16, is also occasionally met with (Schumann, ‘Versteckens,’ op. 85); and in old music a time of three semibreves, called tripla major, and indicated by a large figure 3. [For an example of this see vol. iii, p. 766.] When three bars of triple time are united in one, as in 9-8, etc., the time is called ‘compound triple.’ [See Compound Time.] [F.T.]

TRISTAN UND ISOLDE. An opera; words and music by R. Wagner; completed in 1859, &c. after the completion of the ‘Rheingold’ and ‘Walküre’, but more that of the other two pieces of the Nibelungen Ring. It was produced at Munich, June 10, 1865; in London, at Drury Lane (Franke & Pollini’s German Opera), June 20, 1881. Wagner’s title for it is ‘Tristan und Isolde. Eine Handlung’—an action. [G.]

TROCHEE (Lat. Trocheus Choris). A metrical foot, consisting of a long syllable followed by a short one—the exact opposite of the Iambus:

‘Trochee trips from long to short.’

Trochaic Metres are very common, both in Hymnody and Lyric Poetry; and, in both, a pleasing variety is sometimes produced by the occasional substitution of a Trochee for a Spondee, an Iambus, or even a Pyrrhic foot. A charming instance of the employment of Trochaic Rhythm both in Music and Poetry, will be found in the Melody and Verses of Bower’s air, ‘Now, oh, now, I needs must part,’ the rhythmical Ictus of the Poetry being, of course, dependent upon Accent, and not upon Quantity.

----

TROMBA. The Italian word for Trumpet, by which the instrument is usually designated in orchestral scores—Trombe in F, Trombe in D, etc. The part is usually written in C, and transposed accordingly by the player. In the scores of Bach, the term Tromba da tirarsi, &c. ‘Slide Trumpets,’ is found. [See TIRABIS.] [G.]

TROMBA MARINA (TRUMMSCHEIDT, BRUMMSCHROEDT, TYPHANISCHUZ, NONNEN-ORIGE, MARINE TRUMPET). A portable monochord played with the bow, probably the oldest bowed instrument known, and the archetype of all others. [See VIOLIN.] The country of its origin is uncertain, but is probably Germany. Once extensively employed in Germany, in France as a popular instrument, and even used in the service of the church, it was almost disused early in the last century: but it figured in the ‘Musique des Ecuries’ of the French monarchs, down to the year 1767: and L. Mozart, in his Violin-school (1756), describes it as then in use. It was in use later still in German nunneries, and is still played in at least two, those of Marienstern, near Cames, and Marienthal near Osiris, both in Ober Lausitz (kingdom of Saxony).\(^1\)

Most existing specimens date from the latter half of the 17th century. In its latest form the instrument has a fiddle head fitted with an iron screw. Some heads have rack-wheels to facilitate tuning: others have iron screw button tops, a double iron ring working on the screw, into the outer ring of which the string is knotted. It has a round neck or handle about the size of a broomstick, dove-tailed into a top block or shoulder which forms the end of the body. The latter is a resonant box or drum (whence the name Trummscheidt) broadening towards the bottom, where it rests on the ground, and having a thin pine belly, quite flat. The back or shell of the drum is polygonal, being built up of very thin straight staves of maple.

\(^1\) Köhle, Geschichte der Bogenschnurtromben, pp. 30, 31.
The number of staves in the shell is usually either five or seven: the joints are fortified internally, and sometimes externally also, with slips of cartridge paper or vellum. Three pine bars are glued transversely across the belly before it is glued to the outer edges of the shell. The belly is sometimes pierced with a rose. In some specimens the drum is constructed in two separate portions. In others, of later date, the bottom of the drum spreads out at the edges like the bell of a trumpet. The total length is usually somewhat less than six feet; some specimens are a few inches over that length.

The string is a very thick violoncello string, stretched over the peculiar bridge. This is of hard and close-grained wood, and rests firmly on the belly with the right foot only, upon which side the string bears with its whole weight. Properly, the bridge should be shaped something like a shoe, the heel being the right foot, the toe, the left. The left foot touches the belly lightly and when the string is put in vibration this foot rattles rapidly on the belly, like an organ reed. To increase the tone, a thin metallic plate is sometimes attached to the foot, and some bridges have a mechanical apparatus for adjusting its tension.

The marine trumpet is played with a heavy violoncello bow, plentifully rosin'd. The open string is ordinarily tuned to CC: and when sounded with the bow, it yields a powerful note, of harsh and nasal character, something like an 8 ft. wooden organ reed-pipe. Played by stopping in the ordinary way, the marine trumpet produces tones far less melodious than the bray of an ass. But this is not its legitimate use. It is properly played wholly in natural harmonics, and by reference to the article Harmonics, it will be seen how the following scale arises.

Rühlmann omits the three last notes from the scale: but the writer has seen them marked on several specimens. The facility with which the marine trumpet yields the natural harmonics is due to its single string and its lopsided bridge. Paganini's extraordinary effects in harmonics on a single string, were in fact produced by temporarily converting his violin into a small marine trumpet. As is well known, that clever player placed his single fourth string on the treble side of the bridge, screwing it up to a very high pitch, and leaving the bass foot of the bridge comparatively loose. He thus produced a powerful reedy tone, and obtained unlimited command over the harmonics. According to information procured by Rühlmann from Marienthal, the Trummscheidt will bear lowering to Bb and raising to Eb, but no more. According to him, it can also be made to yield the notes D and F in the lower octaves, though less distinctly. The nuns use the instrument in their choral singing in the festivals of the church, and sometimes as a special compliment to a new-comer on her matriculation they jubilate upon four marine trumpets accompanied by drums; one takes a principal part, the others are seconds.

An inspection of the scale will explain how the marine trumpet became par excellence the Nounen-geige: its scale corresponds with the female voice, with which its tone, resembling that of a clarinet, but more sustained, has something in common. Added to this it is extremely easy to play: the neck being rested on the breast or shoulder, and the string lightly touched with the thumb where the letters are marked on the neck, it yields its few notes with absolute accuracy. It was anciently used as a street instrument by mendicant musicians: and those who have heard it will agree with an ancient author that it sounds best at a distance. M. Jourdain, in a well-known passage in the comedy of the 'Bourgeois Gentilhomme' (1670), expresses a preference for it, thereby proclaiming his uncultivated taste. About the end of the 17th century the acoustical peculiarities of the Trummscheidt were the object of much investigation by the learned societies of England and France: the reader who desires to pursue the subject will find the necessary clues in Vidal and Hawkins. The name 'marine trumpet' (tromba marina) was probably given to the Trummscheidt on its introduction into Italy, on account of its external resemblance to the

1 In Horaeus's time, and doubtless in the original instrument, the drum was merely a shallow triangular wooden box, tapering like a sword-blade, and open at the lower end; hence the name scheldi (schobed).
large speaking-trumpet used on board Italian vessels, which is of the same length and tapering shape. Little doubt on this point can remain in the mind of any one who compares the figures of the two objects in old pictures and engravings, or the objects themselves as they stand side by side in the Munich museum. The name was perhaps confirmed by the character of the tone, and by the circumstance that both instruments have the same harmonic scale.

Specimens are not uncommon: several will be found in the museums of Bologna, Munich, Salzburg, Nuremberg, etc., and there are two good ones in the collection of the Conservatoire in Paris, one of which has sympathetic strings attached to the bell internally. The South Kensington Museum possesses a handsome but rather undersized French specimen (oddly described in the Catalogue as "probably Dutch") also having sympathetic strings inside. A specimen was some years since exposed for sale in the window of Cramer's music shop in Regent Street, but the writer cannot learn what has become of it.

The Trombone, in the middle ages, was sometimes fitted with two, three, and even four strings, one or more of which were Bourdons or drones. In this form it undoubtedly became the parent of the German "Geige," whence the violin and violoncello are derived. [See Violin.] [E.J.F.]

TROMBONCINO, BAROLOMANA, a fertile composer of Frothole—the popular songs of that day—belonged to Verona, and was probably born in the latter half of the 15th century, since his works are contained in publications dating from 1504 to 1510. The lists given in Eitner's "Bibliographie," pp. 879-882, contain 107 of these compositions to secular, and 2 to sacred words, all for 4 voices, as well as 9 Lamentations and one Benedictus for 3 voices. [G.]

TROMBONE (Eng., Fr., Ital.; Germ. Posauen.) The name, originally Italian, given to the graver forms of the Tromba or Trumpet, exactly corresponding with that of Violine as the bass Trombone. Its other name, Sackbut or Sackbut, though English in sound, seems really to come from a Spanish or Moorish root Sackbuche, which is the name of a pump. In the Spanish dictionary of Velaesquez de la Cadena this word has three meanings assigned to it; two as above, and the third a term of reproach for a contemptible person. The Itali-ans also name this instrument the Tromba Spezzata or Broken Trumpet, under which title it is figured in Neumann. The Trombone in its many forms is one of the oldest of existing instruments; certainly the least changed, as will be shown under that heading. But the special individuality of the two instruments, and the peculiar character of the Trombone in particular, is derived from the method by which a complete chromatic scale has been evolved from the open notes of a simple tube; namely, by means of what is termed the slide. There is much reason to believe that this contrivance is also very ancient, having far greater antiquity than crooks, stoppers, or valves. In the preface to Neumann's Tutor for the Trombone its invention is claimed for Tyrtaeus, 685 B.C. Others award the merit of its discovery to Oisiris. In paintings and sculptures it is difficult to identify the distinguishing slide. But the writer has from several sources a circumstantial account of the finding of one or even two such instruments at Pompeii in the year 1738. Neumann states that the mouthpieces were of gold, and the other parts of bronze. "The King of Naples," he continues,'gave this instrument to King George III. of England," who was present at the digging. Mr. William Chappell, in a note made by him more than fifty years ago, confirms this statement, and adds that the instrument so found is in the collection at Windsor. The present librarian, however, denies all knowledge of it. Nor is it in the British Museum. Dr. C. T. Newton has, however, furnished the writer with an unexpected reference, which is singularly to the point. It occurs in a work on Greek Accents, by a writer named Arcadius, who, according to Dr. Scott, may be attributed to about A.D. 300, when the familiar use of spoken Greek was dying out, and prosodical rules, like the accents, became necessary. It is as a prosodical simile that the reference occurs: "Just as those who on flutes (αὐλοί) feeling for the holes, to stop and open them when they may wish, have contrived subsidiary projections and bombymes (σπόνδεως λόγον ἀναλογίαν), moving them up and down (ἀνα κατά σάρκα), so well as back and forth (ανά κατά σάρκα), it is difficult to refuse a belief that the framers of this figure, which is meant to explain the use of accents as aids to modulation, had not seen some sort of Trombone in use.

Mersenne gives a passage, which he attributes to Apuleius, to the effect that "dexter ex tendente vel retrahente tubo canales, musicales soni ab eis edsabantur." It is certain that in A.D. 1530 there was a well-known Posauenmacher named Hans Men,-
schel, who was also a Trombone as good as, or perhaps better, than those of the present time. More than 200 years later, Dr. Burney says of the Sackbut that neither instruments nor players of it could be found for the Handel commemoration! There is an excellent representation of an angel playing a slide Trombone in a ceiling-picture given in the appendix to Lacroix (Arts de la Renaissance), and in one replica of Paol Veronese's great Marriage of Cana in Galleries (not in the Salon Carré in the Louvre) a negro is performing on the same instrument. Michael Pretorius, in the 'Theatrum seu Sciaigraphia instrumentorum,' dated 1620, gives excellent figures of the Octav-Posauen, the Quart-Posauen, the Rechtgemeine Posauen, and the Alt-Posauen.

It is not therefore surprising to find the instrument freely used in Bach's cantatas; though it is probably less known that the familiar air of the Messiah, 'The Trumpet shall sound,' was formerly played on a small Alto Trombone, and that its German title was Sie totst die Posauen.
The Trombone is a very simple but perfect instrument. It consists of a tube bent twice upon itself, ending in a bell, and in the middle section double, so that the two outer portions can slide upon the inner ones.

The mouthpiece is held steadily to the player’s lips by the left hand, while the right controls the lower segment by more or less extension of the arm. As the usual length of a man’s arm is not sufficient for the intervals required by the larger base instruments, it is, in their case, increased by means of a jointed handle. The same result has also been obtained by doubling the slides, but at a great loss of simplicity in construction. It is therefore obvious that the Trombone alone of all the wind-family has the accuracy and modulating power of stringed instruments. Its notes are not fixed, but made by ear and judgment. It is competent to produce at will a major or minor tone, or any one of the three different semitones. The three Trombones, therefore, with the Trumpet, their natural treble, form the only complete enharmonic wind quartet in the orchestra. And yet no instrument has been so misused and neglected by modern composers and conductors.

The parallel between the Trombone and the Violin family may be carried even farther without loss of correctness; for whereas they have seven ‘shifts,’ the Trombone has seven ‘positions.’ These may be easily described as successive elongations of the sounding tube, each of which produces its own harmonic series. The seven positions may be said in a general way to be each a semitone lower than the last. The first is with the slide entirely undrawn. But in the hands of a good player, the length of slide used for each successive position is not the same.

By means of a proportional scale, the writer has found that the 2nd, 4th, and 6th shifts are represented by twice 26, or 52; the 3rd and 7th by twice 15, or 30; and the 4th shift by twice 20, or 40. The reason for thus doubling the indications of the scale is the duplicity of the sliding tube, and the doubled length of vibration. The reasons for the variable length of the positions lie too deep in the theory of the scale for our present purpose. They are also, to a certain extent, due to unavoidable imperfections of manufacture, which cause it, for constructive reasons, to vary considerably from a true mathematical figure. But a judicious player, with a sensitive ear, has the remedy in his own power; and the mechanism as well as the mental sensa-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Alto</th>
<th>Tenor</th>
<th>G Bass</th>
<th>F Bass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>Eb</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Db</td>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td>Eb</td>
<td>D#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>Eb</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C#</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is here seen that the player has in use the equivalent of seven different instruments, either of which can be converted into any other by a simple movement of the right arm; though some sequences involve more change, and are consequently of greater difficulty than others.

The harmonic series is the same as that of the Horn and other copped instruments. The lowest tones or fundamentals are somewhat difficult to produce, and, owing to the long distance of an octave which separates them from the first upper partial tone, are usually termed pedal notes. The available scale therefore commences with the first upper partial, runs without break to the sixth, omits the dissonant seventh harmonic, and may be considered to end with the eighth, though some higher notes are possible, especially on the longer positions.

There is one case, however, where even the harmonic seventh may be employed with wonderful effect, and that is in an unaccompanied quartet of Trombones (reinforced if necessary in the bass or in the octave below by an instrument of fixed pitch such as a Bass Tuba or Bombardon). This combination, however, is so rare that the writer knows of no
instance of it, although it is the only way in which
wind instruments can produce perfect harmony
free from the errors of temperament. It is
obvious from theory that the planting of a fixed
or pedal bass, and the building up on it flexible
chords, is far more consistent with the harmonic
law than the ordinary method. The writer of
this article was requested to lead the singing of
hymns and chants in the open air some years
ago, at the laying of the foundation-stone of a
new church; he used a quartet consisting of
Solo Trombones, Alto and Tenor Trombones, with
Euphonium and Contrabassoon in octaves for the
positive bass. With good players the result was
striking, and is perhaps deserving of imitation.
In the older music the Trombones were often
tus used ; and indeed did much of the work
more recently assigned to the French Horn.
The effect survives in Mozart’s Requiem, and
the solemn, peculiar tone-colour of that great
work is usually spoiled by transposing the Corni
di brasso parts, and by employing Tenor
Trombones to the exclusion of the Alto and Bass.
Even the fine and characteristic Trombone Solo
of the ‘Tuba Mirum’ is often handed over to
the Bassoon. Of the three Trombones, the Tenor,
though the most noisy and self-assertive, is de-
cidedly the least musical, and its present pre-
dominance is much to be regretted.

It is to be noted that the Trombone is not
usually played from transposed parts, as the
Clarinet, Horn, and other instruments are, the
right notes being written. The Alto clef is
generally used for the Trombone of that name,
and the Tenor clef for the corresponding instru-
ment : but the practice of different writers
varies somewhat in this respect.

A band composed exclusively of Trombones
has indeed been formed, and is stated to have
been extremely fine. It was attached to the
elder Wombwell’s show of wild beasts.

As regards the musical use of this instrument,
there is little more to be added. It flowered un-
der Bach and Handel—whose trombone parts to
‘Israel in Egypt,’ not contained in the autograph
score at Buckingham Palace, escaped Mendels-
sohn’s attention and were first printed by Chrys-
sander in the German Händel-Gesellschaft edition.
It then became forgotten, as Dr. Burney records.
Perhaps it was pushed aside by the improved
French Horn. Gluck however uses it in ‘Al-
cestre,’ and Mozart, who seems to have known
the capabilities of every instrument better than
any musician that ever lived, fully appreciated
it, as the great chords which occur in the over-
ture and the opera (between the Priests’ March
and Sarastro’s solo) and form the only direct
link between the two, amply show. In ‘Don
Giovanni’ he reserved them for the statue scene;
but so little is this reticence understood that a
favourite modern conductor introduced them even
into the overture. In the Requiem he has em-
ployed it to represent the Triumph of Doom (in
‘Tuba Mirum’), and it is a proof of the decline
of the Trombone just mentioned that until re-
cently the passage was given to the Bassoon. The

passionate and dramatic genius of Weber did full
justice to the instrument.

Beethoven has employed Trombones to per-
fection. When at Linz in 1812, he wrote three
Equali for four Trombones, two of which were
adapted to words from the Miserere by Seyfried,
and performed at Beethoven’s funeral. The
third (still in MS.) was replaced by a com-
position of Seyfried’s own. As a later instance
we may quote the Benedictus in the Mass in
D, where the effect of the trombone chords
pleniissimo is astonishingly beautiful, and one
that the eminent modern conductor just
mentioned, in the performances by the Sacred
Harmonic Society, is said to have indignantly
erased them from the score. Another instance
of its use by Beethoven is the high D given by
the Bass Trombone ḳ, at the beginning of the
Trio in the 9th Symphony. In an interesting
letter signed 2, in the ‘Harmonicon’ for Jan.
1824, Beethoven is described as having seized
on a Trombone-player who visited him, and eagerly
enquired as to the upward compass of the instru-
ment. The day in question was Sept. 23, 1823.
At that time he was finishing the 9th Symphony,
in the Finale of which Trombones are much used.
In vol. ii, p. 331 b of this Dictionairy we have
quoted a droll note for Trombones from a letter
of the great composer’s.

Schubert was attached to the instrument at a
very early period. In his Juvenile overture to the
‘Teufels Lustschlöss’ (May 1814) the three Trom-
bones are used in a very remarkable way. His
early Symphonies all afford interesting examples
of their use, and in his great Symphony in C
(No. 10) there is not a movement which does not
contain some immortal passage for them. His
Masses are full of instances of their masterly
use. 3 But on the other hand, in the Fugues,
they accompany the three lower voices in union
with an effect which is often very monotonous.

Mendelssohn gives the instrument one of the
grandest phrases he ever wrote, the opening and
closing sentences of the ‘Hebriden Overture’ (See
QUERIERS, vol. iii. p. 60 b). Its effect in the over-
ture to ‘Ruy Blas,’ contrasted with the delicate
tracery of the strings, lingers in every musician’s
memory. He had very distinct ideas as to its
use. It is too solemn an instrument, he said
once, to be used except on very special occasions;
and in a letter written 2 during the composition
of ‘St. Paul’ he says, if I proceed slowly it is at
least without Trombones.’

Schumann produces a noble effect with the
three Trombones in the Finale to his first
Symphony, probably suggested by the Intro-
duction to Schubert’s Symphony in C, and an-
other, entirely different, in the overture to
‘Manfred.’

[WH.5]

TROMPETTE: LA. A musical institution in Paris, for the performance of chamber music,

1 By the late Edward Schutz.
2 We gladly refer our readers for these to Mr. Prout’s admirable
analysis of the Masses in the ‘Monthly Musical Record’ for 1876. The
wind parts are shamefully inaccurate in the score of the Mass
in Ab.
3 To Mr. Horace, ‘Gotthea and Mendelssohn,’ Letter 6.
founded by M. Emile Lemoine in Jan. 1861, and now (1884) holding its meetings at 84 Rue de Grenelle-St. Germain. In some respects it differs from all other institutions of similar object. Having sprung from the strictly private meetings of its founder and a handful of friends, then students of the École Polytechnique, it retains the traces of its original domestic character. M. Lemoine is careful to announce that he is not a manager or director, but a host; by a pleasant but transparent fiction the audience are not subscribers (though the amount they pay is fixed, and they are constantly reminded of it); they are the friends of the host, and are invited to réunions at his house. The communications between M. Lemoine and his friends, in the programmes, are all couched in the tone, often almost a burlesque one, of personal intimacy.—As Mr. Ellis adopted for the motto of the late ‘Musical Union’ the words ‘Il n’est grand caractère, il n’est musique, si neul silence,’ so M. Lemoine’s most frequent and earnest injunctions are directed towards silence during the performances. The name of ‘Trompete’ arose from a phrase of the École Polytechnique, and the flavour of that famous school is maintained in the ‘heure militaire’—military time—which is observed in the hour of commencement.

The meetings began, as already said, in a room at the École. As the number of invitations increased, the locale was changed, until it arrived at its present one, where the audience often reaches 1000. The number of concerts appears to vary from fifteen to twenty, on alternate Fridays and Saturdays, from the beginning of the year onwards. The hour of meeting is 3.30 p.m. The amount of annual contribution invited from each guest is 35 francs. The ‘Quatuor de la Trompette’ consists of M.M. Marié, Rémy, Van Waefghelm, and Delaist, with solo singers and players. We give one of the programmes of 1882 as a specimen:

**Quartet, No. 5 (A major)***
Chopin.
Brahms.
Schumann.
J. B. Mozart.

**Quintet for Cello***
Beethoven.

**Polonaise in B***
Handel.

**Gavotte in G minor***
Schumann.

**Trio, No. 2, in F***
Beethoven.

**A la bien aimes, op. 98***
Beethoven.

PIANO, M. Raoul Pugno. VOCALITY, M. Lauwers.

But they are not always so severely classical, and extra concerts are given for the works of living composers.

**TROPPO,** i.e. ‘too much’; a term of the same force as **TANTO;** as in the finale of Beethoven’s Symphony no. 4, or the first movement of his Violin Concerto—‘Allegro ma non troppo’—‘Allegro; but not too much.’ In the second movement of Mendelssohn’s Scotch Symphony the direction at the head of the movement in the printed score is ‘Vivace non troppo,’ which looks like a caution inserted after trying the speed named in the preface on the opening fly-leaf of the same score—‘Vivace assai.’ It is as if he were saying ‘Quick; but mind you don’t go too quick, as you will inevitably be tempted to do.’

**TROUPENAS,** Eugène, French music publisher, born in Paris, 1799. Died there April 11, 1850. As a child he showed decided taste for music, but his family intended him for an engineer, and put him to study mathematics with Wronsky, a Polish professor, who however dissuaded him from entering the École Polytechnique and indoctrinated him with his own misty transcendentalism. The results of this early training came out when, led by easy success, guided by the death of his parents, he became a music publisher, for to the last it was the metaphysical side of the art which interested him. He never gave his ideas in full to the world, but a couple of letters which originally came out in the ‘Revue Musicale,’ were published in pamphlet form with the title ‘Essai sur la théorie de la Musique, déduite du principe Métaphysique sur lequel se fonde la réalité de cette science’ (1832). Troupe nas took up the brothers Esouiller when they came to seek their fortunes in Paris, and it was with his assistance that they founded their journal ‘La France Musicale.’ A man of the world, a good musician, and a fascinating talker, his friendship was sought by many artists of eminence. Rossini, Auber, and de Beriot were sincerely attached to him, and found him always devoted to their interests. He also published Halévy’s operas, Donizetti’s ‘La Favorita,’ and all Henri Herr’s pianoforte pieces at the time of his greatest popularity, indeed it is not too much to say that from 1825 to 1850 his stock was one of the largest and best selected of all the publishing houses in Paris. At his death it was purchased entire by M.M. Brandus, and the larger part still remains in their hands.

**TROUBETZKOE,** the Rev. John, a well-known translator of libretti into English, was born Nov. 12, 1832, at Blencowe, Cumberland, and educated at Rugby and Oxford, where he graduated B.A. 1856, and M.A. 1858. He took orders in 1855, and has risen through various dignities to be Precentor of Manchester 1875-9, and minor canon of Westminster 1869. He has translated the following for Novello, Ewer & Co.’s 8vo series:

**Beeth. St. John Passion: Christ-**

**mas Oratorio.**

**Beethoven. Mount of Olives.**

**Brahms. Song of Destiny.**

**David. Le Deux.**

**Gade. Crusaders; Comala; Psyche.**

**Gluck. Iphigénie en Aulis; Iphigénie in Tauris; Orphée.**

**Gounod. Taming of the Shrew.**

**Gounod. Redemption.**

**Gounod. Der Tod Jesu.**

**Hiller. Song of Victory.**

**Jenem. Feast of Adonis.**

**Mozart. Seraglio.**

**Relesch. Little Snowdrop.**

**Romberg. Lay of the Bell.**

**Schumann. Advent Song; the**

**King’s Son.**

**Wagner. Flying Dutchman.**

**Weber. Jubilee Cantata.**

besides many minor works. Mr. Troubeck has also published ‘A Music Primer for Schools,’ and ‘A Primer for Church Choir Training,’ and has compiled the ‘Hymnbook in use at Westminster Abbey.’

**TROVATORE, IL (the Troubadour).** Opera in 4 acts; libretto by Cammarano, music by Verdi. Produced at the Teatro Apollo, Rome, Jan. 19, 1853; at the Théâtre des Italiens, Paris, Dec. 25, 1854; at the Grand Opera, Paris, as ‘Le Trouvère,’ Jan. 12, 1857; at Covent Garden, London,
TROVATORE, I. L.

May 17, 1855; in English, 'The Gipsy's Vengeance,' Drury Lane, March 24, 1856. [G.]

TROYENS, LES. A 'lyric poem,' words and music by Berlioz; originally forming one long opera, but afterwards divided into two—
(1) 'La prise de Troie'; (2) 'Les Troyens à Carthage.' No. 1 was never performed, and is still in MS. No. 2 was produced at the Théâtre Lyrique, Nov. 4, 1853, and published in P. score by Ochouda. See Berlioz's 'Memories,' Postface (Tranl. vol. ii. Supplement). [G.]

TROYERS, FERDINAND, Count von, Imperial councillor, and chief officer of the household to the Cardinal Archduke Rudolph (Beethoven's pupil), was an amateur clarinet player, and distinguished pupil of Friedlowsky (Professor at the Conservatorium from 1821 to 47). He is mentioned as one of the executants at a Gesellschaft concert in 1816. Troyes is stated, on the authority of Doppler (manager for Diabelli & Co.) to have given Schubert the commission for his well-known Octet, op. 166, composed in 1824. [See vol. III. p. 359.][C.F.P.]

TROYE, ANTHONY HENRY DK, second son of Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Bart., of Killerton, Devon, born May 3, 1811, graduated at Christchurch, Oxford, 1832, assumed the name of Troye in 1852, and died June 19, 1857; was the author of two favourite Chants, known as Troye No. 1 and Troye No. 2, much used as hymn tunes. The latter however is a mere modification of a chant by Dr. W. Hayes. [G.]

TRUHN, FRIEDRICH H. Born at Elbing, Oct. 14, 1811, became scholar of Klein and Dehn, and also had a few lessons from Mendelssohn. Has lived chiefly in Berlin and Dantzig, but with many intervals of travelling. One of his tours was made with Bülow. His opera ‘Trilby’ was produced in Berlin, 1835; but he is chiefly known by his songs—amongst them ‘The Three Chafers.’ He also contributes to the ‘Märchen Zeitschrift der Musik,’ and is the ‘Neue Berliner Musikzeitung.’ [G.]

TRUMPET (Fr. Trompette; Ger. Trompete, Trumpet, Tarantara; Ital. Tromba, Tr. doppià, Clarino.) It is unnecessary to seek for the origin of an instrument which was already familiar when the Mosaic books were written; at Jericho performed one of the earliest miracles; figured in the Hebrew ritual; prelude to the battles around Troy; is carved on the stone chronicles of Nineveh and Egypt; and for which China claims, in the form of the ‘Golden Horn’ a far greater antiquity than these.

If, instead of following the vertical orbitate history we follow the horizontal line of ethnology, we find its gradual development from the shell, the cow, buffalo or ram’s horn through the root hollowed by fire, to the wooden Alpenhorn bound with birch bark; thence to the Zinkeis and Cornets of ancient Germany, up to the Tuba and Lituus of Rome. Both of these, which were real Trumpets, Rome borrowed, inherited, or stole; the former from Etruscan, the latter from Osca, originals. One of the Etruscan Tubas in the British Museum has a mouthpiece perfectly characteristic, and capable of being played on; two spare mouthpieces standing beside it as perfect as though just turned.

In the typical shapes above named we have evidence of an early subdivision into two forms of the sounding tube which has now become fruitful of musical results. For whereas the large-bored conical Tuba still keeps its name, and is the mother of Bbutes, Serpents, Horns, Cornets à piston, Euphonions, Bombardons and the like; the Lituus, which Forcellini derives from the Greek ἄρχος, tēmēs, is the small-bored cylindrical Trumpet, and the father of all Trombones. It was early seen that two distinct varieties of tone quality could thus be obtained; the large cone and bell favouring the production of the fundamental note and the lower partial tones; whereas the long contracted pipe broke easily into harmonics, and spoke freely in its upper octaves. Hence the Orchestral Trumpet, as now used, is really an 8-foot pipe overblown, like a Harmonic stop on the Organ; to this it owes its keenness, pungency, power of travelling, and its marvellous superiority in timbre over the 4-foot Cornet.

That the distinction between the Roman Tuba and Lituus is real, needs for proof no more scholarship than is contained in Horace’s First Ode to Muses:

Multos castra juven, et lituo tuba
Pernixius sonitus.

On this passage Forcellini comments, ‘Sunt qui lituum a tuba distinguunt, ex eo quod ille equitum sit, hic vero peditum.’ The distinction is good to-day. The Tuba was the ‘Infantry Bugle’; the Lituus the ‘Cavalry Trumpet.’

The derivation of lituus may indeed be originally Greek; certainly it is proximately from the hooked augur’s staff of the Oscans, which had been Mercury’s wand, and has become the bishop’s crozier. Cicero sets the etymology hind-side foremost. ‘Bacillum.’ he says of the staff, ‘quod ab ejus litui quo caniuri similitudine nomen inventit.’ It might as well be said that the horse was made with four legs and a round body to fit the forked shafts of the cart.

Both Tuba and Lituus figure on Trajan’s column, in the triumphal procession. Vegetius defines the former: ‘Tuba—que directa est, appellatur.’ This straight form reappears even in more recent times, as in a fine picture by Batzzarini; by comparing it with the average height of the players, it may be estimated at about seven feet long. The Lituus is figured by Bartolini from a marble Roman tombstone with the inscription

M. JULIVS VICTOR
ex collegi
Liticeium Cornicium.
TRUMPET.

which is perhaps the first mention of a society of professional musicians.

A farther development of the two types above named involved the means of bridging over the harmonic gaps. For this purpose the slide was obviously the first in date. [See Trombones.] Its application to the Trumpet itself came later, from the reason named above, that in its upper part the harmonic series closes in upon itself so that at a certain point the open notes become all but consecutive and form a natural scale. This can be accomplished by a good lip, unassisted by mechanism, and is probably one of the reasons why Bach, Handel, and the older musicians write such extremely high parts for the instrument. 1 The Bugle type, on the other hand, developed early into hand-held side holes, as in the Serpent, followed by the same, key-stopped in the Key-Bugle, keyed Serpent, and the identical instrument with the morganç Greek appellation of Ophicleide. Considerably later are the perpendicular keys, or Valve or 'Ventii' contrivances allied itself to the Bugles with fair success. On the Trumpet 2 and Trombones they are a complete failure, as they obscure the upper harmonics, the main source of the characteristic tone.

In the following description of the modern Trumpet the writer has been materially assisted by an excellent monograph published by Breitkopf & Härtel of Leipzig in 1881, and named 'Die Trumpete in Alter und neuer Zeit, von Hermann Eichborn,' in acknowledging his obligations to the work he can heartily advise its study by those who wish for more detail than can be given in a dictionary.

The old or Field Trumpet is merely a tube twice bent on itself, ending in a bell. Hence its Italian name Tromba doppia. The modern orchestral or slide Trumpet, according to the description of our greatest living player, 3 is made of brass, mixed metal, or silver, the two latter materials being generally preferred. It consists of a tube sixty-six inches and three quarters in length, and three eights of an inch in diameter. It is twice turned or curved, thus forming three lengths; the first and third lying close together, and the second about two inches apart. The last fifteen inches form a bell. The slide is connected with the second curve. It is a double tube five inches in length on each side, by which the length of the whole instrument can be extended. It is worked from the centre by the second and third fingers of the right hand, and after being pulled back is drawn forward to its original position by a spring fixed in a small tube occupying the centre of the instrument. There are five additional pieces called crooks, a tuning bit, and the mouthpiece.

The first crook and mouthpiece increase the length of the whole tube to 72 inches, and give the key of F. The second gives E, the third, Eb, the fourth, D. The fifth or largest crook in general use is 25½ inches long, making the total length of the instrument 96 inches, and giving the key of C. A Db, Bb, and Bb crook may be used, but are not often required. The mouthpiece is turned from solid brass or silver, and its exact shape is of greater importance than is generally supposed. The cup is hemispherical, the rim not less than an eighth of an inch in breadth, level in surface, with slightly rounded edges. The diameter of the cup differs with the individual player and the pitch of the notes required. It should be somewhat less for the high parts of the older scores.

The natural notes begin with 8-foot C, which is not used, and follow the harmonic series, up to the C above the soprano clef. Pedal notes seem to be unknown on the Trumpet. 4 Practically the useful compass begins with the Clarinet E and ends with the G in alt.

The natural notes of the Trumpet.

The slide is used—(1) To bring the F and A of the fourth octave into tune. (2) To produce a semitone below the natural note. (3) To lower the pitch a whole tone. (4) To correct the seventh or natural harmonic, at all times too flat for tempered harmony. For the first purpose it is drawn back about an inch and a half. For the second about halfway, or 2½ inches in keys above D; and two-thirds, or rather over 3 inches, in keys lower than D. For

---

1 A Trumpet capable of producing the high notes in Bach's Trumpet parts has been made in Berlin, and was used in the performance of the B minor Mass under Munch at the unveiling of the statue at Eisenach in Sept. 1884.

2 In the Monatsblätte für Musik-Gesch., for 1882, No. III, is a long and interesting article by Kittner, investigating the facts as to the inventor of the 'Ventili trumpete,' which is said to date from 1659, 1660. The writer seems, however, to confuse entirely the key-system or 'Klappen Trompea' with the ventili or valve. Valves render the harmonic system of the trumpet entirely false, besides destroying its tone. Kittner's error is exposed in the preface to Eichborn's 'Die Trumpete.'


4 Eichborn names 'Das hohe Register' or 'Positivregister,' but says 'es spricht sehr schwer an.'
the third it is drawn to its full extent or 5 inches. In the upper part of the scale above treble C all the natural harmonics are consecutive, and the slide is not required for producing intervals of a whole tone. It is in constant use in this part of the register for the production of chromatic intervals involving the notes

The semitones do not become consecutive as open notes until above C in alto; but with a compass is practically unattainable. It will be seen from the table that this consecutive series really begins a tone lower, with B♭. But as this is the well-known harmonic seventh not used in music, it is commonly replaced by the C depressed a tone with the whole length of the slide drawn out.

A number of alternative notes are given in good instruction books, such as that already quoted, by which, on the same principle, other notes may be tempered to suit the harmony, and Mr. Harper very judiciously sums up his directions by saying: ‘It will therefore be seen that the required length of slide for certain notes varies with each change of crook, consequently when it is necessary to extend the slide, the ear must assist the fingers.’ This fact has already been noted in regard to the Trombone, and exists to a certain extent in the Bassoon and Ophicleide. It is quite impossible on the Valve Trumpet.

The medieval use of the Trumpet is well given in Eichborn’s book already named; but somewhat exceeds our present limits. He states however that Henry VIII of England had 14 Trumpeters, one ‘Dudelsack’ (or bagpipe), and 10 Trombones in his band, and Elizabeth, in 1587, 10 Trumpets and 6 Trombones. Indeed, it is in the 16th century, according to him, that the ‘building up of the art of sound’ made a great advance. He divides the band of that day, the day of Palestrina and of Giovanni Gabrieli, into seven groups, of which group 3, Zinken or Cornets, Quart-Zinken, Krumm-horns, Quint-Zinken, Bass-Zinken and Serpents of the Bugle type, group 6, Trumpets, ‘Klarinen,’ and ‘Principal or Field-Trumpets,’ with group 7, the Trombones, from soprano to bass, most concern us.

At this period falls in Baltazarini’s picture, namely, before, of the marriage of Margaret of Lorraine with the Duke of Joyeuse, of which we have the music as well as the pictorial representation. Claudio Monteverde, about 1610, has 1 Clarino, 3 Trombe and 4 Tromboni, in his orchestra; and Benevoli in a mass at Salzburg Cathedral in 1628 has ‘Klarinen, Trumpeten, Posaunen;’ Pretorius in 1630, already quoted under TRUMPET (p. 176) waxes enthusiastic, and says ‘Trumpet ist ein herrlich Instrument, wenn ein guter Meister, der es wohl und künstlich zwängen kann, darüber könnt.’

About this time began the curious distinction into Clarini and Principale which is found in Handel’s scores, and especially in the Dettingen Te Deum. The Principale was obviously a large-bored, bold-toned instrument, resembling our modern Trumpet. It was apparently of 8-foot tone as now used. To the Clarino I and II of the score were allotted florid, but less fundamental passages, chiefly in the octave above those of the Principale. They were probably of smaller bore, and entirely subordinate to the ‘herrlich’ Principale, both in subject and in dominance of tone. A like arrangement for three Trumpets occurs in J. Bach’s Choräle gegen ‘Lobe den Herrn,’ though the Principale is not definitely named. The mode of scoring is an exact parallel to that for the three Trombones.

A good example of it also occurs in Haydn’s Imperial Mass, where, besides the 1st and 2nd Trumpets, there is a completely independent 3rd part of Principale character.

Beethoven’s use of the Trumpet is in strong contrast to his use of the Horn. The Horn he delights to honour (and so he calls it) during his own time sounds, he says, like a trumpet of ancient times, and begins to suit the powerful, majestic, solemn, to the heroic; and it is also very striking. But the Trumpet is a very different instrument. It is for smaller parts, delicate, and in the very first place, it is for fortissimo playing, the fortissimo of the orchestra. It is not only an instrument to be heard, but an instrument that is heard and understood. It is not only a part, but a part that is heard and understood. It is not only a part, but a part that is heard and understood. It is not only a part, but a part that is heard and understood.

Schubert uses it beautifully in the slow movement of the Missa in C as an accompaniment to the principal theme, not in the same manner, but as a part of the ensemble, and it is well played. And Mendelssohn, in the 6th symphony, writes a part for it. But there is a great difference between the two. The Trumpet has a very strong, clear sound, and it is well played. But the Trumpet has a very strong, clear sound, and it is well played. But the Trumpet has a very strong, clear sound, and it is well played.
are false or entirely wanting in the ordinary Slide Trumpet (including even the low Ab and Eb when playing on the higher crooks), but greatly facilitates transposition and rapid passages, while comparatively little practice is required to become familiar with its use. [W.H.B.]

TschaiKowsky, Peter IljiTch, one of the most remarkable Russian composers of the day, was born April 25, 1840, at Wiatkinsk in the government of Wiatka (Ural District), where his father was engineer to the Imperial mines. In 1850 the father was appointed Director of the Technological Institute at St. Petersburg, and there the boy entered the School of Jurisprudence, into which only the sons of high-class government officials are admitted. Having completed the prescribed course in 1859, he was appointed to a post in the ministry of Justice. In 1862, however, when the Conservatoire of Music was founded at St. Petersburg, he left the service of the state, and entered the new school as a student of music. He remained there till 1865, studying harmony and counterpoint under Prof. Zaremba, and composition under Anton Rubinstein. In 1865 he took his diploma as a musician, together with a prize medal for the composition of a cantata on Schiller's ode, 'An die Freude.' In 1866 Nicholas Rubinstein invited him to take the post of Professor of Harmony, Composition, and the History of Music at the new Conservatoire of Moscow; he held this post, doing good service as a teacher, for twelve years. Since 1878 he has devoted himself entirely to composition, and has been living in St. Petersburg, Italy, Switzerland, and Kiew. M. TschaiKowsky makes frequent use of the rhythm and tunes of Russian People's songs and dances, occasionally also of certain quaint harmonic sequences peculiar to Russian church music. His compositions, more or less, bear the impress of the Slavonic temper, oftentimes, in an attempt to enlighten on a basis of Jaspersian melancholy. He is fond of huge and fantastic outlines, of bold modulations and strongly marked rhythms, of subtle melodic turns and exuberant figurations, and he delights in gorgeous effects of orchestration. His music everywhere makes the impression of genuine spontaneous originality. [E.D.]

The following is a list¹ of his works:

1. Marche Russe for Orchestra.
3. Variations of the Theme for Violoncello and Orchestra.
4. Scherzo, Violin and Orchestra.
5. Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D.
6. Symphony for Orchestra, No. 4. in F major.
7. Sonata for Flute in G.
8. 6 Lieder.
9. Album d'Enfant, 36 little pieces for Flute solo.
10. 6 Sticks, Fl Flute.
11. Russian Liturgy for four voices.
12. 3 Pieces for Violin, with Flute accompaniment.
14. Concerto for Flute and Orchestra, No. 2, in G.
15. Caprices for Flute for Orchestra.
16. 6 Vocal Duets.
17. 7 Lieder.
19. '923; Ouverture Concertante for Violoncello, flute, and orchestra.
20. Trio for Flute, Violin, and Violoncello, transcribed, trio sonata.
21. 6 Morceaux, Fl Flute solo.
22. 6 Vesper service, 4 voices.
23. Suite for Orchestra, No. 2.
24. Suite for Orchestra, No. 3.
25. Suite for Orchestra, No. 4.
26. Suite for Orchestra, No. 5.
27. Suite for Orchestra, No. 6.
28. Fantasia, Flute, and Orchestra.
29. Serenade for Strings.
30. Russian Liturgy for four voices.
31. Works without open number.
32. Overture to Romeo and Juliet.
33. Romanovs Volkmelodien, arranged for Flute and Harp.
34. Yearning for the Ocean.
35. The Maid of Orleans, 1851.
36. Mazupas, 1856.

Works without open number:

37. Overture to Romeo and Juliet.
38. Russian Volkmelodien, arranged for Flute and Harp.
39. Weber's 'Perpetuum mobile,' for left hand only.
40. Coronation March for Orchestra.
41. Coronation Cantata, solo, chorus and Orch.

Literary works:

42. Harmonio-Lehrs, No. 9, for Schools.
43. Gavet's 'Instrumentation-Lehrs,' No. 10.
44. Lob's 'Catechism,' etc., translated into Russian.

J.R.M.

Tschudi, Burkhardt, founder of the house of Broadwood. [See Shudi.]

Tua, Maria Felicita, known as Teresa, was born May 22, 1867, at Turin. She completed her musical education at the Paris Conservatoire, where she received instruction on the violin from M. Massart, and obtained in 1880 a 'premium' or first prize. She afterwards played with brilliant success in concert tours over the greater part of the continent. On May 5, 1889, she made her first appearance in England at the Crystal Palace, and played with so much success that she was re-engaged for the concert of the following week. She played at the Philharmonic on May 9 and 30; at the Floral Hall Concerts June 9; at Mr. Cusina's concert, with whom she was heard in Beethoven's 'Kreutzer' Sonata; and at other concerts. She returned to the Continent, and did not re-appear for the season of 1884 as was expected. Apropos to her first appearance in London, May 9, the critic of the 'Daily Telegraph' mentioned that 'she was heard under more favourable circumstances. Yet even St. James's Hall is too large for an artist whose delicacy of style and small volume of tone suit the narrow limits of a "chamber." Her playing was marked by very high qualities, such as exquisite phrasing, refinement, with power of expression and executive skill to almost every call upon it.' It was also marked by an obvious tendency to caricature the style of a fast living artist, which is quite amusing, hardly added to the artistic qualities of Signora Tua's performances.

A.C.

Tuba. A generic and somewhat vague title given to the Brass instruments of the Saxhorn Family, also termed Bombardons. All of them are furnished with valves, and are liable to the usual defects inherent in this mode of construction.

1 The recent Eco. are reserved for the Opera.
But as they have a large mouthpiece, and require a very loose embouchure, more can be done towards correcting harmonic imperfections of the scale by the player than in acuter instruments of the same character. Tubas are made in many keys, in F in Germany, in Eb and Bb in this country: as however they usually read from the real notes, their parts require no special transposition. Their introduction into the stringed orchestra is entirely due to later composers, and pre-eminently to Wagner, who often obtains fine effects through their instrumentality.

[W.H.S.]

TUBA, TUBA MIRABILIS, or TUBA MAJOR, TROMBA, OPHICLEIDE, are names given to a high-pressure reed-stop of 8 ft. pitch on an organ. In some instruments, especially if there are only three manuals, such high-pressure reeds are connected with the Great Organ manual; but inasmuch as the pipes are of necessity placed on a separate soundboard supplied by a different bellows to that which supplies the ordinary flute-work, high-pressure reeds are more often found on the fourth or Solo Organ. The pipes of the Tuba are sometimes arranged in a horizontal position, but whether arranged horizontally or vertically, they are, as a rule, placed high up in the framework of the instrument. The wind-pressure of a Tuba, as measured by an ordinary wind-gauge, varies considerably; in some cases it does not exceed 7 inches, but in St. Paul's Cathedral the pressure reaches 17½ inches, and in the Albert Hall 23 inches or more. The pipes are of 'large scale,' and the tongues of the reeds are, of course, thicker than in the common Trumpet-stop. The Tuba is not solely used as a Solo stop; on large instruments, when coupled to the full Great Organ, it produces a most brilliant effect.

[J.S.]

TUBBS, JAMES, a violin-bow maker, residing in Wardour Street, London. His father and grandfather followed the same occupation, their style being founded on that of Dodd, whose work that of the present Mr. Tubbs also resembles. The Tubbs bows, though not equal to those of the best French makers, are esteemed by many players for their lightness and handy-

[E.J.P.]

TUCKER, REV. WILLIAM, was admitted priest and gentleman of the Chapel Royal and minor canon and precentor of Westminster Abbey in 1660. He composed some excellent church music, some of which is still extant. An anthem, 'O give thanks,' is printed in Page's 'Harmonia Sacra,' and is also included (with another) in the Tudway Collection (Harr. MS. 7339). A 'Benedicite' is in MS. in the library of the Royal College of Music, and a service and 6 anthems at Ely Cathedral. He appears also to have been copyist at the Chapel Royal. He died Feb. 28, 1678-9, and was buried March 1, in Westminster Abbey cloisters.

[W.H.H.]

TUCKERMAN, SAMUEL PARKE:] MUS. D., born at Boston, Mass., U.S., Feb. 17, 1819. At an early age he received instruction in church music and organ-playing from Charles Zeuner. From 1840, and for some years after, he was organist and director of the choir in St. Paul's Church, Boston, and during that time published two collections of Hymn Tunes and Anthems, 'The Episcopal Harp' (chiefly original compositions) and 'The National Lyre,' the latter with S. A. Bancroft, and Henry K. Oliver. In 1849 he went to England, to make himself thoroughly acquainted with the English cathedral school of church music, both ancient and modern. For the first two years he pursued his studies in London, and afterwards resided in Canterbury, York, Durham, Winchester and Salisbury, in each of them devoting himself to his favourite study. For about two years Dr. Tuckerman lived at Windsor, and enjoyed the advantage of daily attendance at the services in St. George's Chapel. In 1853 he took the Lambeth degree of Doctor of Music, and then returned to the United States, and resumed his connection with St. Paul's Church in his native city. He lectured upon 'Church Music in the Old World and the New,' and gave several public performances of cathedral and church music from the 4th to the 19th century. In 1856 he returned to England, and remained four years. During this interval he made large additions to his musical library, which at present contains about 2000 volumes, many of them rare and valuable works. It includes many full scores and a large and valuable collection of motets, anthems, and services, both ancient and modern, of the Italian and English schools.

Dr. Tuckerman's compositions will be found in Novello's catalogues. They comprise several services, a festival anthem, 'I was glad,' six short anthems, and the anthem (or cantata) 'I looked and beheld a door was opened in heaven,' the latter written (though not required) as an exercise for his Doctor's degree. He also compiled and edited 'Cathedral Chants' for use in the choirs of the Episcopal Church, in the United States. This work, published in 1855, has had a large circulation. In 1864 he edited the 'Trinity Collection of Church Music,' consisting of hymn tunes, selected, arranged, and composed for the choir of Trinity Church, New York, by Edward Hodges, Mus. Doc., formerly of Bristol, adding to it many of his own compositions. His MS. works contain a Burial Service, two anthems, 'Hear my prayer,' and 'Blow ye the trumpet in Zion,' carols, choruses and part-songs. In 1852 he received a diploma from The Academy of St. Cecilia, Rome.

[G.]

TUCKET, TUCK. Tucket is the name of a trumpet sound, of frequent occurrence in the works of the Elizabethan dramatists Shakespeare (Henry V, Act iv, Sc. 2) has, 'Then let the trumpets sound The tucket-sonance, and the note to mount'; and in 'The Devil's Law Case' (1623) is a stage direction, 'Two tucketts by several trumpets.' The word is clearly derived from the

1 Johnson says 'a musical instrument,' but this is inaccurate.
Italian Toccata, which Florio ('A World of Words,' 1598) translates 'a touch, a touching.'

Like most early musical signals, the tucket came to England from Italy, and though it is always mentioned by English writers as a trumpet sound, the derivation of the word shows that in all probability it was originally applied to a drum signal. [See vol. iii. p. 642, etc.] Francis Markham ('Five Decades of Epistles of Warre,' 1632) says that a 'Tucquet' was a signal for marching used by cavalry troops. The word still survives in the French 'Doquet' or 'Toquet,' which Larousse explains as 'nom que l'on donne à la quatrième partie de Trompette d'une fanfare de cavallerie.' There are no musical examples extant of the notes which were played.

Closely allied with the word Tucket is the Scotch term 'Tuck' or 'Touk,' usually applied to the beating of a drum, but by early writers used as the equivalent of a stroke or blow. Thus Gawin Douglas's 'Virgil' has (line 249) 'Hercules it smitis with ane mychtty touk.' The word is also occasionally used as a verb, both active and neuter. In Spalding's 'History of the Troubles in Scotland' (vol. ii. p. 166) is the following: 'Aberdeen caused tuck drums through the town,' and in Battle Harlax, Evergreen (i. 85) the word is used thus: 'The dandring drums alound did touk.' 'Tuck of Drum' is of frequent occurrence in Scotch writers of the present century (see Scott's 'Rokeby,' cant. iii. stanza 17); Carlyle's Life of Schiller; Stevenson's 'Inland Voyage,' etc.; also Jameson's Dictionary of the Scottish Language, e. 'Tuck' and 'Took'). [Tucson.] [W.B.S.]

TUCZEK, a Bohemian family of artists—the same name as Dussek or Dussek. The compilers of dictionaries have fallen into much confusion between the different members, of whom the first,

(1) FRANZ, was choirmaster of S. Peter's at Prague in 1771, and died about 1780. His son and pupil,

(2) VINCENT FRANZ, a singer in Count Sweet's theatre, became companion to the theatre at Prague in 1796, Capellmeister at Sagan to the Duke of Courland in 1798, conductor of the theatre at Breslau in 1802, of the Leopoldstadt theatre in Vienna in 1801, and died about 1820 at Pesth. He was a versatile composer, writing masses, cantatas (one was performed at Sagan in 1798, on the recovery of the King of Prussia), oratorios ('Moses in Egypt,' and 'Samson'), operettas (second-rate), in German and Czech, and music for a tragedy, 'Lamant,' his best work. His only printed work is the PF. score of 'Damon,' a fairy opera in 3 acts. Another,

(3) FRANZ, born at Königgrätz, Jan. 29, 1788, died at Charlottenburg, near Berlin, Aug. 4, 1850, a musician first in Vienna, and afterwards in Berlin, had two daughters, of whom one married Bött, the well-known actor, and the other,

(4) LEOPOLDINE, a pupil of Fräulein Fröhlich's at the Vienna Conservatorium from 1829-34, played little parts at the Court theatre with Unger, Gersd. and Moriani, from the time she was 13, and thus formed herself as an actress.

She was also thoroughly trained as a singer by Mozatti, Gentiliuomo, and Curri, and made her first appearance in Weigl's 'Nachtwall und Rabi.' In 1841, on the recommendation of Franz Wild, Count Redern offered her a star-engagement in Berlin, as successor to Sophie Lorenz in 'Ingénue parts. Her Susanna, Zerlina, Sonnambula, Madeleine, etc., pleased so much as to lead to an offer of engagement on liberal terms, which she accepted on her release from the Court theatre at Vienna. She sang at the unveiling of the Beethoven memorial in Bonn (1845). She made her farewell appearance in Berlin, Dec. 6, 1851, when the king himself threw her a laurel wreath, and sent her a miniature laurel-tree in silver, bearing 65 leaves, on which were written the names of her parts, including Mrs. Ford in 'The Merry Wives of Windsor.' Her voice had a compass of 2½ octaves, and her refined and piquant acting made her a model soubrette. She married an official of some position at Herrnhu. She was afflicted with partial paralysis during her later years, and frequently resorted to Baden near Vienna, where she died Sept. 1853. [F.G.]

TUDWAY, THOMAS, Mus. Doc., was admitted a chorister of the Chapel Royal in or soon after 1650. On April 32, 1664, he was elected a lay vicar (tenor) of St. George's Chapel, Windsor. About Michaelmas, 1670, he became organist of King's College, Cambridge, in succession to Henry Loosemore (whose name disappears from the College accounts after Midsummer, 1670), and received the quarter's pay at Christmas, and an allowance for seven weeks' common. He obtained the post of instructor of the choristers at King's College at Christmas, 1679, and retained it until Midsummer, 1680. He was also organist at Pembroke College. In 1681 he graduated as Mus. Bac. at Cambridge. On Jan. 30, 1704-5, he was chosen as Professor of Music in the University on the death of Dr. Staggins. Shortly afterwards he proceeded Mus. Doc., his exercise for which—an anthem, 'Thou, O God, hast heard our desire'—was performed in King's College Chapel on April 16, in the presence of Queen Anne, who bestowed upon the composer the honorary title of Composer and Organist extraordinary to her. On July 23, 1706, he was suspended from his offices for, it is said, in the exercise of his inveterate habit of punning, having given utterance to a pun which was considered to be a libel on the University authorities.1 His suspension continued until March 10, 1707. He resigned his organistship at King's College at Christmas, 1726, when he was paid £10 in addition to his stipend. He then repaired to London, where he passed the remainder of his life. He was employed by Edward, Lord Harley, afterwards Earl of Oxford,

1 Burney, Hist. of Music, iii. 408 sqq., relates the following anecdote, which may possibly include the obvious pun. 'In the time of the Duke of hardware he was one of the shareholders in the bank, and held the conatus of several members of the University at the rigour of his government and paucity of his patronage, Tudway, himself a man of conceit, and joking in the manner, said, 'The Chancellor rides us all, without a bit of our money.'
TUDWAY.

to collect musical compositions for him, and, amongst others, transcribed, between 1715 and 1720, an important collection of Cathedral Music in 6 thick 4to. vols., now in the British Museum (Harl. MSS. 7337–7343), an Evening Service, 18 anthems, and a Latin motet by Tudway himself being included in it. Another Service by him is in a MS. at Ely Cathedral, and some songs and catches were printed in the collections of the period. He died in 1720. His portrait is in the Music School at Oxford. For his Collection see p.196 of this volume. [W.H.H.]

TÜRK, DANIEL THEOPHIL, writer on theory, born at Clausswitz near Chemnitz in Saxony, son of a musician in the service of Count Schönburg, learned first from his father, and afterwards from Homilius at the Kreuzschule in Dresden. In 1772 he went to the University of Leipzig, where he became the pupil and friend of J. A. Hiller, who procured his admission to the opera, and the "Grosses Concert." About this period he produced two symphonies and a cantata. In 1776, owing to Hiller's influence, he became Cantor of S. Ulrich at Halle, and Musicdirector of the University. In 1779 he was made organist of the Frauenkirche. Türk was the author of several books on the theory of music which have become recognised text-books: 'The chief duties of an Organist' (1787); 'Clavier schule' (1789), and a Method for beginners compiled from it (1792); and 'Short Instructions for playing from figured basses' (1791); all of which passed through several editions. In 1808 he was made Doctor and Professor of Musical Theory by the University. He died after a long illness, Aug. 26, 1813. His compositions—PF. sonatas and pieces, and a cantata 'The Shepherds of Bethlehem,'—once popular, have wholly disappeared. [F.G.]

TULOU, JEAN LOUIS, eminent French flutist and composer, born in Paris, Sept. 12, 1786, son of a good bassoon-player named Jean Paul, also of Paris (1749, died 1799); entered the Conservatoire very young, studied the flute with Wunderlich, and took the first prize in 1801. He first made his mark at the Théâtre Italien, and in 1813 succeeded his master at the Opéra. In 1816 the production of 'Le Rossignol,' an insignificant opera by Lebrun, gave him an opportunity of showing his powers in a series of passages à deux with the singer Mme. Albert, and proving himself the first flute-player in the world. Drouet himself acknowledged the superiority of a rival whose style was so pure, whose intonation was so perfect, and who drew so excellent a tone from his 4-keyed wooden flute. Very popular in society, both on account of his talent, and for his inexhaustible spirits, Tulou was prompt at repartee, and had a fund of sarcastic humour which he uttered freely on anything he disliked. His droll comments on the régime of the Restoration were resented by the Ministry in a practical form, for he was passed over in the appointment of flute-player to the Chapelle du Roi, and also in the professorship at the Conservatoire on Wunderlich's death. In consequence of this slight he left the Opéra in 1822, but returned in 1836 with the title of first flute solo. On Jan. 1, 1829, he became professor at the Conservatoire, where his class was well attended. Among his pupils may be mentioned V. Coche, Bémusat, Forestier, Donjon, Brunot, Altès, and Demesseman. Tulou frequently played at the Société des Concerts, and was much in demand for his instruction, especially during the time he was teaching. His works include innumerable airs with variations, fantasias on operatic airs, concertos, and grand solos with orchestra, a few duets for two flutes, a grand trio for three flutes, solos for the Conservatoire examinations, etc. This music is all well-written for the instrument, and the accompaniments show the conscientious artist. Several pieces are still standard works. In 1856 Tulou retired from the Conservatoire and the flute-making business. His trade-mark was a nightingale, doubtless in allusion to the opera in which he made his first success. Both as performer and manufacturer he opposed Boehm's system, and would neither make nor play on any other flute than the wooden one with 5 keys. Nevertheless he took medals at the Exhibitions of 1834, 35, 44, and 49, was honourably mentioned at that of 1851 in London, and gained a medal of the first class at the Paris Exhibition of 1855. After his retirement he lived at Nantes, where he died July 23, 1855. [G.C.]

TUMA, FRANK, distinguished church-composer, and player on the viol da gamba, born Oct. 2, 1704, at Kostelna in Bohemia, was a pupil of Czernohorsky (Regenschor at Prague, with whom he also fulfilled an engagement as tenor-singer), and of J. F. Fux in Vienna. In 1741 he became Capellmeister to the Dowager Empress Elisabeth, on whose death in 1750 he devoted himself entirely to his muse. In 1750 he retired to the monastery of Geras, but after some years returned to Vienna, where he died, Feb. 4, 1774, in the convent of the Barmherzigen Brüder. Tuma was greatly respected by connoisseurs of music amongst the court and nobility, and received many proofs of esteem from Maria Theresa. His numerous church-compositions, still, unfortunately, in MS., are distinguished by a complete mastery of construction, and a singular appropriateness between the harmony and the words, besides striking the hearer as the emanations of a sincerely devout mind. Especially celebrated are his grand masses in D minor and E minor, which are masterpiece in the line of Bach. As a chorister in the cathedral of Vienna, Haydn had the opportunity of becoming practically acquainted with the works of this solid master. [C.F.P.]
be fairly defined as formalised melody: for whereas melody is a general term which is applicable to any fragment of music consisting of single notes which has a contour—whether it is found in inner parts or outer, in a motet of Palestrina or a fugue of Bach—tune is more specially restricted to a strongly outlined part which predominates over its accompaniment or other parts sounding with it, and has a certain completeness of its own. Tune is most familiarly illustrated in settings of short and simple verses of poetry, or in dances, where the outlines of structure are always exceptionally obvious. In modern music of higher artistic value it is less frequently met with than a freer kind of melody, as the improvement in quickness of musical perception which results from the great cultivation of the art in the past century or so, frequently makes the old and familiar methods of defining ideas and subjects superfluous. For fuller discussion of the subject see MELODY.

[CHHFP]

TUNE. ACT-TUNE (Fr. Entr'acte, Germ. Zwischenzettel), sometimes also called CURTAIN TUNE. A piece of instrumental music performed while the curtain or act-drop is down between the acts of a play. In the latter half of the 17th century and first quarter of the 18th century act-tunes were composed specially for every play. The compositions so called comprised, besides the act-tunes proper, the ‘first and second music,’ tunes played at intervals to beguile the tedium of waiting for the commencement of the play,—for it must be remembered that the doors of the theatre were then opened an hour and a half, or two hours before the play commenced,—and the overture. The act-tunes and previous music were principally in dance measures. Examples may be seen in Matthew Locke’s ‘Instrumental Music used in The Tempest,’ appended to his ‘Psyche,’ 1675; in Henry Purcell’s ‘Dioclesian,’ 1691; and his ‘Collection of Ayres composed for the Theatre,’ 1697; and in two collections of ‘Theatre Music,’ published early in the 18th century; as well as in several MS. collections. During the greater part of the last century movements from the sonatas of Corelli, Handel, Boyce, and others were used as act-tunes, and at present the popular dance music of the day is so employed. But act-tunes, now styled ‘Entr’actes,’ have been occasionally composed in modern times; the finest specimens are those composed by Beethoven for Goethe’s ‘Egmont,’ by Schubert for ‘Rosamunde,’ by Weber for ‘Pecchio,’ by Schumann for ‘Manfred,’ and by Mendelssohn for Shakspere’s ‘Midsummer Night’s Dream,’ including the Scherzo, the Allegro appassionato, the Andante tranquillo and the world-renowned Wedding March, which serves the double purpose of act-tune and accompaniment to the wedding procession of Theseus and Hippolita, the act-drop rising during its progress. Sir A. Sullivan has also written Entr’actes for ‘The Tempest,’ ‘The Merchant of Venice,’ and ‘Henry VIII’—some of which will be remembered when his operettas have necessarily yielded to the changes of fashion.

[W.H.E.]

TUNING (To tune; Fr. accorder; Ital. accordare; Germ. stimmen). The adjustment to a recognised scale of any musical instrument capable of alteration in the pitch of the notes composing it. The violin family, the harp, piano, organ, and harmonium, are examples of instruments capable of being tuned. The accordance of the violin, viola, and violoncello, as is well known, is in fifths which are tuned by the player. The harpist also tunes his harp. But the tuning of the piano, organ, and harmonium, is effected by tuners who acquire their art, in the piano especially, by long practice, and adopt tuning, particularly in this country, as an independent calling, having little to do with the mechanical processes of making the instrument. At Antwerp, as early as the first half of the 17th century, there were harpsichord-tuners who were employed in that vocation only; for instance, in De Liggeren der Antwerpse Sint Lucagilde, p. 24, edited by Rombouts and Van Lerius (the Hague) we find named as a master Michiel Colyns, Claviersingeldeker Wymmesster, i.e. harpsichord-tuner and son of a master (in modern Flemish Clavecindeker-stiller). In all keyboard instruments the chief difficulty has been found in what is known as ‘laying the scale, bearings, or groundwork,’ of the tuning; an adjustment of a portion of the compass, at most equal in extent to the stave with the Alto clef , from which the remainder can be tuned by means of simple octaves and unisons. We have records of these groundworks by which we are enabled to trace the progress of tuning for nearly four hundred years. The earliest are by Schlick (1511), Ammerbach (1571), and Mersenne (1636). It is not however by the first of these in order of time that we discover the earliest method of laying the scale or groundwork, but the second. Ammerbach published at Leipzig in 1571 an ‘Orgel oder Instrument Tabulatur,’ in which he gives the following directions for the groundwork. We will render this and the examples which follow into modern notation, each pair of notes being tuned together.

For the Naturals (das ganze Clavier).

\[\text{\textbf{For the Sharp}} (\text{Obertasten}).\]

\[\text{\textbf{For the} Sharp,} \text{\textbf{are Minor Thirds (nieger erklingen).}}\]

There is not a word about temperament!

1 The accordance of the guitar, lute, theorbo, and similar instruments tuned by fifths, fourths, and thirds will be found in the descriptions of them.
By the stave for the naturals we may restore the tuning of the Guido scale of the earliest organs and clavichords which had only the B♭ as an upper key in two octaves. These would be provided for either by tuning up from the G (a minor third) of the F (a fifth), all the intervals employed being approximately just.

We may also suppose that from the introduction of the full chromatic scale in organs before 1426, to the date of Schlick's publication 1511, and indeed afterwards, such a groundwork as Ammerbach's may have sufficed. There was a difference in clavichords arising from the fretting, to which we will refer later. Now, in 1511, Arnold Schlick, a blind organist alluded to by Virdung, in his 'Spiegel der Orgelmacher' (Mirror of Organbuilders)—a work which the present writer, aided by its republication in Berlin in 1869, has brought under the notice of writers on music—came out as a reformer of tuning.

He had combated the utter subordination of the sharp or upper keys to the natural notes, and by the invention of a system of tuning of fifths and octaves had introduced a groundwork which afforded a kind of rough and ready unequal temperament and gave the sharp a quasiperfect independence. This is his scale which he gives out for organs, clavicymbals, clavichords, lutes, harps, intending it for wherever it could be applied.

He gives directions that ascending fifths should be made flat to accommodate the major thirds, particularly F—A, G—B♭, and C—E—excepting G♯, which should be tuned to Eb, as to get a tolerable cadence or dominant chord, the common chord of E, to A. The G♯ to the Eb, he calls the 'wolf,' and says it is not used as a dominant chord to cadence C♯. Indeed, from the dissonance attending the use of G♯ and Ab, they being also out of tune with each other, he recommends the player to avoid using them as keynotes, by the artifice of transposition.

The fact of Ammerbach's publication of the older groundwork 60 years later proves that Schlick's was slow to command itself to practice. However, we find Schlick's principle adopted and published by Mersenne (Harmonie Universelle, Paris, 1636) and it was doubtless by that time established to the exclusion of the earlier system. With this groundwork Mersenne adopted, at least in theory, Equal Temperament [see TEMPERAMENT], of which in Liv. 2, Prop. xi, p. 132, of the before-mentioned work, he gives the correct figures, and in the next volume, Prop. xii, goes on to say that equal temperament is the most used and the most convenient, and that all practical musicians allow that the division of the octave into twelve half-tones is the easiest for performance. Mr. Ellis, in his exhaustive Lecture on the History of Musical Pitch (Journal of the Society of Arts, Appendix of April 2, 1860), considers corroboration of this statement necessary. We certainly do not find it in Mersenne's notation of the tuning scale which we here transpose from the baritone clef.

For the tuner's guidance the ascending fifths are marked as flat, the descending as sharp, but the last fifth, G♯—Eb, is excepted as being the 'defect of the accord.' With this recognition of the 'wolf' it is clear that Mersenne was not thinking of equal temperament. But Schlick's principle of fifths and octaves had become paramount.

We will now go back to the interesting 'gebunden' or fretted clavichord. [See CLAVICHORD and TANGENT]. The octave open scale of this instrument is F G A B♭ C D E♭ F, or C D E♭ F G A B♭ C, according to the note which may be accepted as the starting-point. Both of these are analogous to church modes, but may be taken as favourite popular scales, before harmony had fixed the present major and minor, and the feeling had arisen for the leading note. We derive the fretted clavichord tuning from Ammerbach thus:

Later on, no doubt, four fifths up, F C G D A and two fifths down F B♭ E♭, would be used with octaves inserted to keep the tuning for the groundwork, in the best part of the keyboard for hearing. We have found the fretted or stopped semitones which included the natural B and E, adjusted by a kind of rough temperament, intended to give equal semi mean-tones and resembling the lute and guitar semitones.

When J. Sebastian Bach had under his hands the 'bundfrei' or fret-free clavichord, each key having its own strings, he could adopt the tuning by which he might compose in all the twenty-four keys, from which we have the 48 Preludes and Fugues.1

Emanuel Bach ('Versuch,' etc., Berlin 1753), gives, p. 10, very clear testimony as to his own preference for equal temperament tuning. He says, we can go farther with this new kind of tuning

---

1 He did not get this tuning on the organ, it would appear, although his preference for it is shown in Mr. Ellis' 'History of Musical Pitch,' already referred to. (See the 'Journal of the Society of Arts,' March 9, 1860.)
although the old kind had chords better than could be found in musical instruments generally. He does not allude to his father, but brings in a hitherto unused interval in keyboard instrument tuning—the Fourth. Not, it is true, in place of the Fifth; but as one of the trials to test the accuracy of the tuning. At the present time beginners in tuning find the Fourth a difficult interval when struck simultaneously with the note to which it makes the interval: there is a feeling of dissonance not at all perceptible in the Fifth. It is therefore not strange that for centuries we do not find it used for instruments capable of more or less sustained harmony. The introduction of a short groundwork for the piano, confined to the simple chromatic scale between $\text{C} \rightarrow \text{G}$ is traditionally attributed to Robert Womum, early in the present century. In this new universally adopted system for the piano, the Fourth is regarded and treated as the inversion of the Fifth; and for the intentional ‘Mean-tone’ system [see Temperament] employed almost universally up to about 1840-50, the following groundwork came into use:—

$$
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{D} \\
\text{E} \\
\text{F} \\
\text{G} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{B} \\
\text{C} \\
\end{array}
$$

—and is also the groundwork for tuning the harmonium.

The organ no longer remains with the groundwork of fifths and octaves; the modern tuners use fourths and fifths in the treble C—C, of the Principal; entirely disregarding the thirds. Like the harmonium the organ is tuned entirely by beats. Organ pipes are tuned by cutting them down shorter, or piecing them out longer, when much alteration has to be made. When they are nearly of the right pitch, (1) metal pipes are ‘coned in’ by putting on and pressing down the ‘tuning horn,’ to turn the edges in for flattening, or ‘coned out’ by inserting and pressing down the tuning horn to turn the edges out for sharpening; (2) stopped pipes, wooden or metal, are sharpened by screwing or pushing the stopper down, or flattened by pulling it up; (3) reed pipes by a tuning wire which lengthens or shortens the vibrating portion of the tongue. Harmoniums are tuned by scraping the metal tongue of the reed near the free end to sharpen the tone, and near the attached end to flatten it.

The old way of tuning pianos by the Tuning Hammer (or a Tuning Lever) remains in vogue, notwithstanding the ever-recurring attempts to introduce mechanical contrivances of screws etc., which profess to make tuning easy and to bring it more or less within the immediate control of the player. Feasible as such an improvement appears to be, it has not yet come into the domain of the practical. The co-ordination of hand and ear, possessed by a skilled tuner, still prevails, and the difficulty of getting the wire to pass over the bridge, continuously and equally without the governed strain of the tuner’s hand, is still to be overcome before a mechanical system can rival a tuner’s dexterity.

In considering practical tuning we must at once dismiss the idea that the ear of a musician is capable of distinguishing small fractions of a complete vibration in a second. Professor Preyer of Jena limits the power of perception of the difference of pitch of two notes heard in succession by the best ears to about one third of a double vibration in a second in any part of the scale. By the ph-nomena of beats between two notes heard at the same time we can make much finer distinctions, which are of great use in tuning the organ and harmonium; but with the piano we may not entirely depend upon them, and a good musical ear for melodic succession has the advantage. In fact the rapid beats of the upper partial tones frequent y prevent the recognition of the slower beats of the fundamental tones of the notes themselves until they become too
faint to count by. The tuner also finds difficulty in tuning the treble of a piano by beats only.

Still, to tune the groundwork of a piano to a carefully measured set of chromatic tuning-forks, such as Scheibler formerly provided, would ensure a nearer approach to a perfect equal temperament than the existing system of fourths and fifths, with the slight flattening upwards of fifths and downwards of fourths, to bring all within the perfect octave. But to achieve this, a normal pitch admitting of no variation is a sine quod non, because no tuner would or could give the time to work by a set of forks making beats with the pitch wanted.

The wind and fretted stringed instruments, although seemingly of fixed tones, are yet capable of modification by the player, and their exact scale relation cannot be defined without him. In Asiatic countries, as India, Persia, and Arabia, and sometimes in European, this play of interval is used as a melodic grace, and from the ancient Greeks to the present day, the quarter-tone has been a recognised means of expression. Georges Sand, writing in her delightful novel 'La Mare au Diable' about the Musette (a kind of Bagpipe) of her country people, says—'La note finale de chaque phrase, tenue et tremblée avec une longuer et une puissance d’halènes incroyable, monte d’un quart de ton en faisant systématiquement.' Whitley Stokes (Life of Dr. Petrie, p. 339) has noticed such a licence in his native Irish music. But we are led away here from Harmonic Scales.

TUNING-FORK (Fr. Dispasson; Ita. Corista; Germ. Stimmgabel). This familiar and valuable pitch-carrier was invented by John Shore, Handel’s famous Trumpeter. From a musical instrument it has become a philosophical one, chiefly from its great permanence in retaining a pitch; since it is flattened by heat and sharpened by cold to an amount which is determinable for any particular observations. A fork is tuned by filing the ends of the prongs to sharpen, and between them at the base, to flatten; and after this it should stand for some weeks and be tested again, owing to the fact that filing disturbs the molecular structure. Rust affects a fork but very little: the effect being to slightly flatten it. Tuning-forks have been used to construct a keyboard instrument, but the purity of harmonic upper partial tones causes a monotonous quality of tone. An account of the combination of tuning-forks into a Tonometer for the accurate measurement of pitch will be found under Scheibler, the inventor.

TURANDOT is a 5-act play of Schiller’s, founded on a Chinese subject, orchestral music to which was composed by Weber in 1809. His music consists of an Overture and 6 numbers, 3 of them marches, all more or less founded on a Chinese melody, which Weber took from Rousseau’s Dictionary of Music (vol. ii. plate N), and which opens the overture exactly as Rousseau gives it.

The Overture was originally composed as an ‘Overture Chinoise’ in 1806, and afterwards revised. The first performance of the Overture in its present shape was at Strasburg, Dec. 31, 1814. It is doubtful if the rest has ever been performed. The play has been also treated by Blumenroeder, Reissiger, and Hoven. It has been ‘freely translated’ into English by Sabilla Novello (1872).

TURCA, ALLA, a. e. In Turkish style; the accepted meaning of which is a spirited simple melody, with a lively accentuated accompaniment. The two best examples of this are the finale to Mozart’s P.F. Sonata in A (Köchel, 331), which is inscribed by the composer ‘Ala Turca,’ and the theme of Beethoven’s variations in D (op. 76), which he afterwards took for the ‘Marzia alla Turca,’ which follows the Dervish chorus in the ‘Ruins of Athens.’

TURCO IN ITALIA, IL. Opera by Rossini. Produced at the Scala at Milan, Aug. 14, 1814; in London at His Majesty’s, May 19, 1820.

TURINI, FRANCESCO, learned contrapuntist, born at Prague, 1590, died at Brescia, 1656, son of Gregorio Turini, cornet player to the Emperor Rudolph II, and author of ‘Teutsche Lieder’ a 4., in imitation of the Italian Villanelli (Frankfort, 1610). His father dying early, the Emperor took up the young Francesco, had him trained in Venice and Rome, and made him his chamber-organist. Later he became organist of the cathedral at Brescia. He published ‘Missa a 4 e 5 vocì a Capella,’ op. 1 (Garlindo); ‘Motetti a voce sola,’ for all four kinds of voices; ‘Madrigali a 1, 2, e 3, con sonate a 2 e 3;’ and ‘Motetti commodi,’ A canon of his is quoted by Burney, the theme of which—

was a favourite with Handel, who employs it in his Organ Fugues in Bb, and in his Oboe Concerto, No. 2, in the same key. It had been previously borrowed by Thomas Morley, who begins his canzonet, ‘Cruel, you pull away too soon your dainty lips,’ with the same theme. It is probably founded on the old ecclesiastical phrase with which Palestrina begins his ‘Tu es Petrus,’ and which was employed by Bach in his well-known Pedal Fugue in Eb, and by Dr. Croft in his Psalm-tune, ‘St. Anne’s.’

TURK, a dog, who by his connexion with a great singer and a still greater composer, has attained nearly the rank of a person. He be-
longed to Signor Rauzini, and after his death his master put up a memorial to him in his garden at Bath, in which he was spoken of as his master’s ‘best friend.’ Haydn and Burney visited Rauzini at Bath in 1794, and Haydn was so much struck by the memorial as to set a part of the inscription—apparently the concluding words—as a canon or round for 4 voices.

\[\text{Canon a quattro.}\]

The house was then known as ‘Perryman’ (not ‘The Pyramids,’ as Pohl gives it, but now as ‘Warner’s,’ and is situated in the south-east part of Bath. All trace of the memorial seems to have disappeared.\[\text{[G.]}\]

TURKISH MUSIC (Türkische, or *Jahnscharen musik; Ital. Banda turco). The accepted term for the noisy percussion instruments—big-drum, cymbals, triangle—in the orchestra. The most classical instance of its use is in the brilliant second number of the Finale to the Choral Symphony, alla marcia. There, and in the last chorus of all, Beethoven has added ‘Triangolo,’ ‘Cinelli,’ and ‘Gran Tamburo,’ to the score; and these noisy additions were evidently part of his original conception, since they are mentioned in an early memorandum, long before the vocal part of the symphony had assumed at all its present shape. In the autograph of the Dervish Chorus in the Ruins of Athens, which is scored for horns, trumpets, and alto and bass trombone, in addition to the usual strings, he has made a memorandum that ‘all possible noisy instruments, such as castanets, bells, etc.,’ should be added.\[\text{[G.]}\]

TURLE, JAMES, born at Taunton, March 5, 1804, was a chorister at Wells Cathedral, under Dodd Perkins, from July 1810 to Dec. 1813. He was organist of Christ Church, Surrey, from 1819 to 1829, and from the latter date to 1831 organist of St. James, Bermondsey. From 1819 to 1831 he was assistant to Thomas Greatorex as organist and master of the choristers of Westminster Abbey, and upon Greatorex’s death in 1831 was appointed his successor. In 1875 he was released from active duty by the appointment of Dr. J. F. Bridge as his assistant. From 1829 to 1856 he was music master at the School for the Indigent Blind. He composed and edited many services, anthems, and chants, and edited, with Professor E. Taylor, ‘The People’s Music Book.’ He also composed many glee, which yet remain in MS. His remarkable skill and ability as a teacher were strikingly manifested by the number of those who received their early training from him, and rose to eminence in their profession. He died June 26, 1882.

ROBERT TURLE, his brother, born March 19, 1804, was a chorister at Westminster Abbey from 1814 to Aug. 1821, was organist of Armagh Cathedral from 1823 to 1872, and died March 26, 1877.

WILLIAM TURLE, first cousin of the preceding two, born at Taunton in 1795, a chorister at Wells Cathedral from 1804 to 1810. After quitting the choir he paid a short visit to America, and on his return to England in 1812 became organist of St. James’s, Taunton, which he quitted upon being appointed organist of St. Mary Magdalene’s in the same town. [W.H.H.]

TURN (Fr. Brieze; Germ. Doppelechlag; Ital. Grupetto). An ornament much used in both ancient and modern music, instrumental as well as vocal. Its sign is a curve ~ placed above or below the note, and it is rendered by four notes—namely, the note next above the written note, the written note itself, the note below, and the written note again (Ex. 1). It is thus identical with a figure frequently employed in composition, and known as the half-circle (Halbsirkel. Circolo mezzo). The written note is called the principal note of the turn, and the others are termed respectively the upper and lower auxiliary notes.


On account of its gracefulness, and also no doubt in consequence of its presenting little difficulty of execution, the turn has always been a very favourite ornament, so much so that Emanuel Bach says of it, ‘This beautiful grace is
as it were too complaisant, it suits well everywhere, and on this account is often abused, for many players imagine that the whole grace and beauty of pianoforte-playing consist in making a turn every moment. Properly introduced, however, it is of the greatest value, both in slow movements, in which it serves to connect and fill up long notes in a melody, and also in rapid tempo and on short notes, where it lends brightness and accent to the phrase.

When the sign stands directly above a note, the four notes of the turn are played rapidly, and, if the written note is a long one, the last of the four is sustained until its duration is completed (Ex. 2); if, however, the written note is too short to admit of this difference, the four notes are made equal (Ex. 3).

2. **Mozart, Violin Sonata in G minor.**

When the sign is placed a little to the right of the note, the written note is played first, and the four notes of the turn follow it, all four being of equal length. The exact moment for the commencement of the turn is not fixed; it may be soon after the written note, the four turn-notes being then rather slow (Ex. 4), or later, in which case the turn will be more rapid (Ex. 5). The former rendering is best suited to a slow movement, the latter to one of a livelier character.

**Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 20, No. 1.**

Both the turn upon the written note and that which follows it may be expressed in small grace-notes, instead of by the sign. For this purpose the turn upon the note will require three small notes, which are placed before the principal note though played within its value, and the turn after the note will require four (Ex. 6). This method of writing the turn is usually employed in modern music in preference to the sign.

**Mozart, Sonata in F. Turn on the note.**

The upper auxiliary note of a turn is always the next degree of the scale above the principal note, and is therefore either a tone or a semitone distant from it, according to the position in the scale held by the written note. Thus, in a turn on the first degree, the upper note is a tone above (Ex. 7), while a turn on the third degree is made with the semitone (Ex. 8). The lower auxiliary note may likewise follow the scale, and may therefore be also either a tone or a semitone from its principal note; but the effect of the smaller distance is as a rule the more agreeable, and it is therefore customary to raise the lower note chromatically, in those cases in which it would naturally be a tone distant from its principal note (Ex. 9).

**Mozart, Theme in Variation.**

This alteration of the lower note is in accordance with a rule which governs the use of auxiliary notes in general, but in the construction of both the ordinary turn and the turn of the shake [Shake, vol. iii. p. 483. Ex. 40] the rule is not invariably followed. The case in which it is most strictly observed is when the principal note of the turn is the fifth degree of the scale, yet even here, when it is accompanied by the tonic harmony, an exception is occasionally met with, as in Ex. 10. That Bach did not object to the use of a lower auxiliary note a tone below the principal note is proved by the four semiquavers in the subject of the C major fugue in the Well-tempered Clavier, and by other similar instances. Another and more frequent exception occurs when the upper note is only a semitone above the principal note, in which case the lower note is generally made a tone below (Ex. 11). In the case of a turn on the fifth degree of the minor scale the rule is always observed, and both notes are a semitone distant (Ex. 12). A turn of this kind is termed a chromatic turn, because its notes form part of a chromatic scale.

**Mozart, Sonata in A.**
All chromatic alterations in a turn can be indicated by means of accidentals placed above or below the sign, although they frequently have to be made without any such indication. An accidental above the sign refers to the upper auxiliary note, and one underneath it to the lower, as in the following examples from Haydn:

When the note which bears a turn is dotted, and is followed by a note of half its own length, the last note of the turn falls in the place of the dot, the other three notes being either quick or slow, according to the character of the movement (Ex. 14). When however the dotted note is followed by two short notes (Ex. 15), or when it represents a full bar of 3⁄4 or a half-bar of 6⁄8 or 6⁄4 time (Ex. 16), the rule does not apply, and the note is treated simply as a long note. A turn on a note followed by two dots is played so that the last note falls in the place of the first dot (Ex. 17).

An apparent exception to the rule that a turn is played during some portion of the value of its written note occurs when the sign is placed over the second of two notes of the same name, whether connected by a tie or not (Ex. 19).

In this case the turn is played before the note over which the sign stands, so that the written note forms the last note of the turn. This apparently exceptional rendering may be explained by the assumption that the second of the two notes stands in the place of a dot to the first, and this is supported by the fact that any such example might be written without the second note, but with a dot in its stead, as in Ex. 20, when the rendering would be precisely the same. If, however, the first of two notes of the same name is already dotted, the second cannot be said to bear to it the relation of a dot, and accordingly a turn in such a case would be treated simply as a turn over the note (Ex. 21).
When the order of the notes of a turn is reversed, so as to begin with the lower note instead of the upper, the turn is said to be inverted, and its sign is either placed on end thus, \( \sim \), or drawn down in the contrary direction to the ordinary sign, thus, \( \sim \) (Ex. 22). The earlier writers generally employed the latter form, but Hummel and others prefer the vertical sign. The inverted turn is however more frequently written in small notes than indicated by a sign (Ex. 23).

A similar turn of five notes (instead of four), also frequently met with, is indicated by the compound sign \( \sim \sim \), and called the *Prallende Doppelschlag*. The difference of name is unimportant, since it merely means the same ornament introduced under different circumstances; but the sign has remained longer in use than the older mode of writing shown in Ex. 24, and is still occasionally met with. (Ex. 28.)

When a note bearing a turn of either four or five notes is preceded by an appoggiatura (Ex. 29), or by a slurred note one degree higher than itself (Ex. 30), the entrance of the turn is slightly delayed, the preceding note being prolonged, precisely as the commencement of the 'bound trill' is delayed. [See *Shake*, vol. iii. p. 481, Ex. 11.]

C. P. E. Bach, Sonata.
Like the shake, the turn can occur in two parts at once, and Hummel indicates this by a double sign. This is however rarely if ever met with in the works of other composers, the usual method being to write out the ornament in full, in ordinary notes. A strikingly effective instance of the employment of the double turn occurs in the first movement of Beethoven’s Concerto in Eb, and Schumann, in No. 4 of the Kreisleriana, has a three-part turn, written in small notes. [F.T.]

TURNER, AUSTIN T., born at Bristol, 1823, was a chorister at the Cathedral there, and at the age of 20 was appointed vice-choral at Lincoln. He went to Australia in 1854, and was selected as singing master to the Government School at Ballarat, where he now resides. He was the pioneer of music in that place, being the first conductor of the Philharmonic Society, which among other oratorios has performed Mendelssohn’s 'St. Paul' and Spohr’s 'Last Judgment,' and, for the first time in Australia, Sullivan’s 'Prodigal Son.' His sacred cantata 'Adoration,' for solo, chorus, and full orchestra, was produced by the Melbourne Philharmonic Society on Nov. 24, 1874. He is also the author of a choral song; two masses, sung with full orchestral accompaniments at St. Francis’ Church, Melbourne; several glees, madrigals, and minor works. He has been organist of Christ Church, Ballarat, for many years. [G.]

TURNER, WILLIAM, MUS. DOG., born 1651, son of Charles Turner, cook of Pembroke College, Oxford, commenced his musical education as a chorister of Christ Church, Oxford, under Edward Lowe, and was afterwards admitted a chorister of the Chapel Royal under Captain Henry Cooke. Whilst in the latter capacity he joined his fellow choristers, John Blow and Pellham Humfrey in the composition of the 'Club Anthem.' After quitting the choir his voice settled into a fine countertenor, and he became a member of the choir of Lincoln Cathedral. On Oct. 11, 1669, he was sworn in as a gentleman of the Chapel Royal, and soon afterwards became a vicar choral of St. Paul’s, and a lay vicar of Westminster Abbey. He graduated as Mus. Dog. at Cambridge in 1669. He composed much church music; 2 services and 6 anthems (including 'The king shall rejoice,' composed for St. Cecilia’s Day, 1697, and 'The queen shall rejoice,' for the coronation of Queen Anne) are contained in the Tudway collection (Harl. MSS. 7339 and 7341). Eight more anthems are at Ely Cathedral, and others in the choir books of the Chapel Royal and Westminster Abbey. Boyce printed the anthem 'Lord, Thou hast been our refuge' in his Cathedral Music. Many of Turner’s songs were printed in the collections of the period. He died at his house in Duke Street, Westminster, Jan. 13, 1739-40, aged 88, having survived his wife, with whom he had lived nearly 70 years, only 4 days, she dying on Jan. 9, aged 85. They were buried Jan. 16, in one grave in the west cloister of Westminster Abbey. Their youngest daughter, Anne, was the wife of John Robinson, organist of Westminster Abbey. [See ROBINSON, JOHN.] [W.H.H.]

TURPIN, EDMUND HART, distinguished organist, was born at Nottingham May 4, 1835; was local organist at the age of thirteen; also studied composition and piano, and became practically acquainted with the instruments of the orchestra and military band. In 1857 he came to London, and since 1859 has been assistant at St. George’s, Bloomsbury, and is one of the most prominent of the London organists. In 1877 he became Hon. Secretary of the College of Organists, to which excellent institution he has devoted much attention, especially in developing the examinations. Mr. Turpin has been for long connected with the musical press of London, and since 1880 has edited the Musical Standard. He conducts various societies, and in 1893 was conductor of the London orchestra at the Cardiff Eisteddfod. His published works embrace 'A Song of Faith,' produced in London, 1867; 'Jerusalemm,' a cantata; anthems and services; pianoforte pieces; songs, hymn-tunes, and much organ music. He has also edited the Student’s Edition of classical pianoforte music (Weekes and Co.), with marginal analyses and directions. In MS. he has several masses, a Stabat Mater, etc., etc. [G.]

TUSCH, probably a form of TUCHE, that is, Tuccco, and that again related to Tuck, Tucket. The German term for a flourish or ensemble-piece for trumpets, on state or convivial occasions. Weber has left one of 4 bars long for 20 trumpets, given in Jähne's Verzeichniss, 47 A. [See FANFARE.]

In Germany the term is also used for a thing unknown in this country, namely, for the sort of impromptu, spontaneous, acclamations of the wind instruments in the orchestra after some very great or successful performance. After the audience and the players have gone on for some time with ordinary applause, cries of 'Tusch, Tusch,' are gradually heard through the hall, and then the Trumpets, Horns, and Trombones begin a wild kind of greeting as if they could not help it, and were doing it independent of the players. To an Englishman on a special occasion, such as the Beethovenfest or Schumannfest at Bonn in 1870 and 1873, it is a very new and interesting experience. [G.]
TUTTI. (Ital.), all. This word is used to designate those parts of a vocal or instrumental composition which are performed by the whole of the forces at once, and more frequently in the chorus parts of masses, cantatas, etc., the parts for the solo quartet (where such is employed) are often written on the same set of staves as the chorus parts, in which case the words Solo and Tutti are used to distinguish the one from the other. The same thing is done in the solo part of a pianoforte concerto, and also in the band parts of concertos generally, so that the orchestra may know where to avoid overpowering the solo instrument. It is a frequent custom in large orchestras to allow only a portion of the strings (three desks or so) to accompany solos, though if the conductor understands how to keep the players well down this is not necessary. The term Ripieno was formerly applied to those violins which only play in the tutti. For this end in some modern scores (Hiller's cantata 'Die Nacht,' Liszt's 'Graner Messe,' etc.), the string parts are marked S and T or S and R where required.

The term Tutti has thence been applied to those portions of a concerto in which the orchestra—not necessarily the whole orchestra—plays while the solo instrument is silent. In the Mozartian form of the concerto the first movement has in particular two long tuttis, one at the beginning, to present the whole of the subject-matter, and the second (rather shorter) in the middle to work it out. This arrangement is still in use, though the modern tendency is to bring the solo instrument and the orchestra into close rapport and consequently to shorten the pure solos and tutti. Beethoven introduced (PF. Concerto in G, No. 4) the innovation of allowing the soloist to open the proceedings, but though the doing so with a flourish, as in his E♭ Violin Concerto, has been frequently imitated since, no one has followed the extremely original and simple precedent afforded by the former work. Examples of unusually long tuttis may be noticed in Bach's three Violin Concertos, Liszt's 'Dutch' Concerto-symphonie, and Tschaikowsky's immense work in B♭ minor. Mendelssohn, in his G minor, set the fashion of short tuttis, which is followed by Hiller, Grieg, and others. Schumann's A minor Concerto has one of 32 short bars, another of 20, and none besides of more than 8. Brahms in D minor and Dvorák in B♭, however, return to the old fashion of a lengthy exordium.

In pure orchestral music, especially up to Beethoven's time, we speak of the forte passages as 'the tutti,' from the fact of their being the places where the full orchestra is used in a mass, but in modern music the tendency is to use nearly the whole orchestra everywhere, in soft or loud places, a custom which tends to render the general tone-colour dull and monotonous.

In military bands, where little difference of tone colour is attainable, and volume of sound the prime consideration, the music is nearly all Tutti. [F.C.]

TYLMAN SUSATO.

TYE, CHRISTOPHER, Mus. Doc., born in Westminster in the early part of the 16th century, was a chorister and afterwards a gentleman of the Chapel Royal. He graduated Mus. Bacc. at Cambridge in 1536. From 1541 to 1552 he was organist of Ely Cathedral. In 1545 he proceeded Mus. Doc. at Cambridge, and in 1548 was admitted ad eundem at Oxford. He translated the first 14 chapters of the Acts of the Apostles into metre, set them to music, and published them in 1553, with the curious title of 'The Actes of the Apostles, translated into Englyshe metre, and dedicated to the kynges moste excellent Majeste, by Christofer Tye, Doctor in musyke, and one of the gentylmen of his grace most honourable Chappell, wyth notes to eche Chapter, to synge and also to play upon the Lute, very necessarie for students after theyr studye to fyle thys wytte, and also for all Christians that cannot synge to reade the good and Godlye stories of the lyes of Christ hys Apostles.' Tye's verses are of the Sternhold and Hopkins order: his music for them most excellent. There is printed as music for the beginning of the 84th chapter (a motet canon), in his History, chap. xxv, the first stanza of which is a fair sample of Tye's versification:—

It chanced in ICONium
As they oft times dyd use,
Together they into dyd use
The Sinagogu of Iesus.

Some of the music of the Acts of the Apostles has been adapted by Oliphant and others to passages from the Psalms. Three anthems by Tye were printed in Barnard's Church Music, one of which was also printed in Boyce's Cathedral Music; another anthem was printed in Page's Harmonia Sacra, and his Evening Service in G minor in Rimbaud's Cathedral Music. An anthem is in the Tudway collection (Hasl. MS. 7341), and motets and anthems by him exist in MS. in the Music School and at Christ Church, Oxford. The Gloria of his mass 'Euge bone' is printed by Burney (Hist. ii. 580) and reprinted in Hullah's 'Vocal Scores.' It was sung by Hullah's Upper Schools at St. Martin's Hall, and proved both melodious and interesting. Tye taught Edward VI. music. He died about 1580. He was introduced as one of the characters of Samuel Bowley's play, 'When you see me you know me, or, The Famous Chronicle Historie of King Henry VIII. with the Birth and Virtuous Life of Edward, Prince of Wales.' 1605. In this play occurs the following curious anticipation of a phrase well known in reference to Farinelli:—

England one God, one truth, one doctor hath
For Musick's art, and that he knowes
Admired for skill in musick's harmony.

Antony Wood attributes to him the recovery of English church music after it had been almost ruined by the dissolution of the monasteries. [See Schools of Composition, ii. 727.] [W.H.H.]

TYLMAN SUSATO, printer and composer of music, was born at or near Cologne probably towards the end of the fifteenth century. His name is regularly written by himself in the
TYLMAN SUSATO.

full form given above, although the spelling of the first part of it is extremely irregular.¹ A document referred to by Fétis² describes Susato as 'son of Tylman.' It is therefore only through an inexplicable forgetfulness of diplomatic usage that Fétis and others³ have taken Tylman for a surname.⁴ These writers have also accepted a compromise claim of Dutch origin by attributing to Susato a place of the composer's birth, namely the town of Soest (Suaustus); in one of his books, however, he expressly describes himself as 'Agrippinensis,'⁵ which can only refer to Cologne.⁶ Consequently we have to consider 'Susaeto' (or 'de Susato')—as it once occurs, in a document⁷ of 1543—as a family-name, 'van (or 'von') Soest,' doubtless originally derived from the Westphalian town. By the year 1529 Tylman is found settled at Antwerp, where he maintained himself by trade, and seems to have been a frequent visitor of the Virgin in the cathedral; in 1531 he is mentioned as taking part, as trumpeter, in the performance of certain masses there. He was also one of the five musicians supported by the city ('stads-speliedien'), and as such possessed, according to a list of 1532, two trumpets, a 'velt-trumpet,' and a 'teneur-pipe.' Losing his post on the arrival of Philip II in 1549, he appears, for some unexplained reason, never to have been again employed by the city. Before this date however he had found another occupation as a printer of music. For a short time⁸ he worked in company with some friends; but from 1543 onwards he published on his own account, bringing out between that year and 1561 more than fifty volumes of music, nearly every one of which contains some compositions of his own. He died before 1564.⁹

Susato's first publication is entitled 'Premier Livre de Chansons a quatre Parties, au quel sont contennes trente et une nouvelles Chansons convenables tant a la Voix comme aux Instruments.' Eight of these pieces are by himself. The rest of his publications, so far as they are now extant, include (1) in French, sixteen books of 'Chansons' in 3-8 parts; (2) Madrigali e Canzoni francesi a 5 voci' (1558); (3) in Latin 3 books of 'Carmina,' 3 of Masses, one of 'Evangelia Dominicalum,' 15 of 'Ecclesiasticæ Cantiones' or motets (1555-1560), 'Motecta quinque vocibus, autore Clemente non Papa.' (1546), and 5 books of 'Cantiones sacras quae vulgo Moteta vocant' [sic] (1546). Finally (4) in Dutch there are his three books of songs, etc., entitled 'Mysyck boecksen,' and one book (1561), apparently the second of a series of 'Sauter-Liedekens' (Paaletter-ditties), which are of peculiar interest. The third of the Mysyck boecksen contains such names as Susato himself, which are described as 'full of character' and excellently written. The sauterliedekens, which Ambros further⁴ states to be found in four more Mysyck-boecksen, are pieces from the Psalms according to the rhymed Flemish version, set without change to the popular song-tunes of the day ('gemeyne bekende liedekens').¹⁰ The charm however of these compositions lies less in the airs adapted in them than in the independence and originality of the part-writing, an art in which Susato was a precursor that some of his three-part songs are composed in such a manner as to be suitable, he states, equally for three and for two voices with omission of the bass. Susato appears also to have cooperated with Clemens non Papa in some of his work, and not to have been merely his publisher. Still it is as a publisher¹¹ that Susato has hitherto been almost exclusively known, the masters whose works he printed being very numerous, and including such names as Crequillon, Gombert, Goudimel, O. de Leusse, P. de Manchicourt, J. Mouton, C. de Bore, A. Willaert, etc. [R.L.F.]

TYNDALL, Jorn, LL.D., F.R.S. It is unnecessary in this Dictionary to say more about this eminent natural philosopher and lecturer than that he was born about 1820 at Leighlin Bridge, near Carlow, Ireland, that to a very varied education and experience in his native country and in England he added a course of study under Bunsen at Marburg and Magnus at Berlin; that he succeeded Faraday as Superintendent of the Royal Institution, London, and was President of the British Academy at Belfast in 1874. His investigations into subjects connected with music are contained in a book entitled 'Sound,' published in 1867, and now in its 4th edition (1884). (See Times, Oct. 23, 1884; p. 10 c.)

TYROLIENNE, a modified form of Ländler. [See vol. ii. p. 83.] The 'Tyrolienne' never had any distinctive existence as a dance; the name was first applied to Ballet music, supposed more or less accurately to represent the naïve dances of the Austrian or Bavarian peasants. In a similar manner it was adopted by the compilers of trivial school-room pieces, with whom it is as much a rule to print their title-pages in French as their marks of time and expression in Italian. The fashion for Tyrolean music in England was first set by the visit of the Rainer family, in

¹ Vanden Straten, v. XI, who says that these dances have been reprinted by Elsner in the Monatsblätter für Musikgeschichte, Jahrg. vii. No. 5.
² Geschichte der Musik, III. 325 (Breslau, 1888). These however are not mentioned by M. Goovaerts, whose general accuracy may lead one to suspect a mistake on Ambros' part.
³ Ambros, III. 268.
⁴ His publications are rarely found in England, the British Museum only possessing one or two of masses.
⁵ Edmond vander Straten, La Musique aux Pays-bas avant le xixe siècle, v. 296; Brussels, 1880.
⁷ Idem, p. 31.
May 1821, since when several similar performances have been heard from time to time. Most of these companies of peasant musicians come from the Ziller Thal, where the peculiar forms of Tyrolean music or voice may be heard better than anywhere else. The best-known example of an artificial 'Tyrolienne' is the well-known 'Chœur Tyrolien' in Act iii. of Rossini's 'Guillaume Tell,' the first strain of which is given below. For examples of the genuine Ländler we must refer the reader to Ritter v. Spaun's 'Österreichischen Volkswesen' (Vienna, 1845), M. V. Sluss's 'Salzburger Volkslieder' (Salzburg, 1865), or Von Kobell's 'Sohnabahufeln' (Munich, 1845).

A characteristic feature of the original form of Ländler as sung in Austrian and Bavarian Tyrol is the Jodel. This term is applied to the abrupt but not inharmonious changes from the chest voice to the falsetto, which are such a well-known feature in the performances of Tyrolean singers. The practice is not easy to acquire, unless the vocalist has been accustomed from early youth: it also requires a powerful organ and considerable compass. Jodels form an impromptu adornment to the simple country melodies sung by the peasants; they are also used as ritornels or refrains at the end of each verse of the song. They are not sung to words, but merely vocalised, although passages resembling them in form are of frequent occurrence in Tyrolean melodies. Examples of these will be found below in a dance song from von Spaun's collection. Moscheles (Tyrolean Melodies, 1827) tried to note down some of the Jodels sung by the Rainer family, but the result was neither accurate nor successful.

THOMASSCHULE. Since the notice under Leipzig, vol. ii. p. 144 a, was compiled, the following changes are to be mentioned. In 1877 the school was removed from its old building in the Thomaskirchhof to a new one near the Plagwitzerstrasse in the western suburb of Leipzig. In 1879 Wilhelm Rust succeeded to the post of Cantor, which he still holds. A minute account of the history of the school and of its condition in the time of Kühner and Bach will be found in Spitta's 'Bach,' vol. ii., especially pp. 11-35 and 483-494: compare the documents printed in Anhang B, i-xiv and XI. [R.L.P.]

TUDWAY. [See ante, p. 186 a.] 'A collection' of the most celebrated Services and Anthems used in the Church of England from the Reformation to the Restoration of K. Charles II., composed by the best masters and collected by Thomas Tudway, D.M., Musick Professor in the University of Cambridge.' In 6 volumes 4to (1717-1720). Copied for Lord Harley. (British Museum, Harleian MSS. 7337-7342.)
UBERTI, GIULIO, poet, patriot, and teacher of declamation, born 1805. Together with his friends, Modena and Mazzini, by the power of the pen he succeeded in raising the youth of Italy to action against the tyranny of a foreign domination, and to the establishment of the national independence. His poems are noticed at length by Cesare Canti in his History of Italian Literature. Born at Milan, he lived there the greater portion of his life engaged as a teacher of declamation. He numbered Malibran and Gria amongst his pupils, and was the last of the masters of declamation who still preserved the old traditions of classical tragic acting. He died by his own hand in 1876, a patriot, but a republican to the end. [J.C.G.]

U. C. (Ital. una corda; Fr. petite pedale; Germ. mit Verziehung). An indication of the use of the left pedal of the pianoforte, by means of which the action is shifted a little to the right, and the hammer-mas to strike a single string (in modern instruments generally two strings), instead of the three which are ordinarily struck. The return to the use of three strings is indicated by the letters t. c. tre corde, tutte le corde, or sometimes tutto il cembalo. The shifting pedal, the invention of which dates from about the end of the 18th century, is an improvement on the earlier Céleste pedal (also called Sourdine) in which the sound was deadened by the interposition of a strip of leather, or other material, between the hammers and the strings. This arrangement, which is now used only in upright pianos, where from lack of space or from the oblique direction of the strings the shifting action would not be available, gives a dull, muffled sound, which in small instruments is often so weak as to be practically useless; the shifting pedal, on the contrary, produces a beautiful and delicate quality of tone, arising from the sympathetic vibrations of the unused strings, which is by no means the same thing as the ordinary pianissimo, but is of the greatest service in producing certain special effects. Beethoven uses it frequently, in the later Sonatas (from op. 101), and in the Andante of the G major Concerto, op. 58, the whole of which movement is to be played una corda, except the long shake in the middle, in which Beethoven requires the gradual addition of the other strings, and afterwards the gradual return from three strings to one. His directions are 'due, e poi tre corde,' and afterwards 'due, poi una corda,' but it is not possible to carry them out strictly on the modern pianoforte, as the shifting action now only reduces to two strings instead of one.

In music for string instruments, the direction una corda is occasionally given, to denote that the passage is to be played upon a single string, instead of passing from one string to the next, in order to avoid any break in the quality of tone produced. [See also PEDALS, SORDINI, VERSCHIEBUNG.] (F.T.)

UGALDE, DELPHINE, née Beaucé, was born on Dec. 3, 1829, at Paris or at Lorraine. She received instruction in singing from Madame Moreau-Sainti, and in 1848 made her début as Angel in 'Le Domino Noir' at the Opéra Comique where she became a great favourite. Her repertoire included Hensstie in Auber's 'L'Amour aux Amouchards,' and characters in many new operas by A. Thomas, Halévy, Massé, etc. On June 12, 1851, she made her début at Her Majesty's Theatre, London, as Neffe on the production, in England, of Auber's 'L'Enfant Prodigue,' and during the season also played Corilla in Gnecco's 'La Prova,' but though favourably received, did not appear to her usual advantage. According to the 'Musical World,' June 14, 1851, she could 'execute passages with a facility rarely ever heard equalled or surpassed—she sings like a musician and a thorough artist, and in her acting betokens singular caprice and fine comic powers.' Chorley considered that 'with all her vocal cleverness and audacity, and a dash of true dramatic instinct here and there, she was always an unattractive singer. A want of refinement as distinct from accuracy or finish ran through all her performances; she was too conscious, too emphatic and too audacious; she came with great ambitions to make her first appearance as Semiramis with not one solitary requisite, save command over any given number of notes in a roulade.' In 1853 she retired for a time from the Opéra Comique, through loss of voice, and played at the Variétés, but returned Jan. 26, 1857, as Eras on the production of Psyche (Thomas). In 1859–60 she sang at the Lyrique as Suzanne ('Le Nozze'), and in 'La Fée Carabosse' (Massé) and 'Gil Blas' (Senet) on their production. She afterwards sang in opera bouffe, and, with her second husband Varcollier, for a short time undertook the management of the Bouffes Parisiens. She is now living in retirement. She also devoted herself to teaching, among her pupils being Madame Marie Saa; also her daughter.

MARQUETZ, who made a successful début in 1880 at the Opéra Comique, in ' Le Fille du Régiment,' and played Nicklausse on the production of 'Contes d'Hoffman' (Offenbach), and was recently singing at the Nouveau Théâtre. [A.C.]

ULIBISCHEW, The German mode of spelling the name which the author himself spells OULIBISCH. [Vol. ii. p. 616.]

ULRICH, HUGO, a composer of great ability, whose life was wasted owing to adverse circumstances, and probably also to want of strength of character. He was born Nov. 26, 1827, at Oppeln in Silesia, where his father was schoolmaster. By twelve he had lost both his parents, and was thrown helpless on the world. He then got into the Gymnasium or Convict at Breslau; in 1846 went to Glogau, and lastly to Berlin. From Mosewius, the excellent director of the University of Breslau, he had an introduc-
ULRICH.

tion to A. B. Marx; but poor Ulrich had no money to pay the fees. With Meyerbeer's help, however, he became a pupil of Dehn's for two years, and then produced his op. 1, a PF. trio, followed by two symphonies, all of which excited much attention. The B minor Symphony (1852) went the round of Germany, and the Sinfonie Triomphale obtained the prize of 1500 francs from the Royal Academy of Brussels in 1853, and was very much performed and applauded. In 1855 he went off to Italy and lived for long in the various great towns, but was driven back by want of means to Berlin. He brought with him an opera, 'Bertrand de Bora' (still in MS). He taught for a short time in the Conservatoire, but teaching was distasteful to him; he had not the strength to struggle against fate, and after attempting a third symphony (in G), he appears to have broken down, or at least to have relinquished his old high standard, and to have betaken himself to the composition of various kinds. Amongst these his arrangements of symphonies and other orchestral works are prominent, and of first-rate merit. His wretched life brought on a most painful nervous illness, which carried him off on March 23, 1872, and thus ended a life which in happier circumstances might have produced great results. He left a quartet, two overtures, a cello sonata, and various PF. works. [G.]

ULMUAUF, IGNAZ, popular dramatic composer in his day, born 1758, in Vienna, where he died June 14, 1775. In 1776 he entered the orchestra of the Court Theatre as violin-player, in 1778 became Capellmeister of the German Singspiel, in 1789 deputy Capellmeister (with Salieri as chief) at the Court Theatre, and later was associated with Weigt in a similar manner at the Opera. His first opera, 'I Rovinati,' was composed to Italian words by Boccherini (Court Theatre, 1777). When the Emperor Joseph instituted the national Singspiel (for which Mozart himself the 'Entführung') he pitched upon Umlauf to start it, and his 'Bergknappen' was the first German Singspiel produced at the Burgtheater (Feb. 17, 1778). This was succeeded by 'Die Apotheke,' 'Die pucefarbenen Schuhe,' or 'Die schöne Schusterin' (long a favourite with the charming singer Mme. Weiss in the principal part) (1779); 'Das Irrlicht,' comic opera in 3 acts, with Mme. Lange; and 'Der Oberamtmann und die Soldaten' (after Calderon), a 5-act play with airs and serenade (1783); 'Die glücklichen Jäger,' and 'Der Ring der Liebe,' both Singspiele (1786). These operas are all distinguished by a pleasing style, a fine flow of melody, and plenty of striking tunes. Umlauf never left Vienna but once, and that was in 1790, when he went with Salieri and a part of the Court band to the Coronation of the Emperor Leopold II. at Frankfort. A set of variations on the favourite air from 'Das Irrlicht,' 'Zu Steffen's Spruch in Traume,' composed for the celebrated bass-singer Fischer, was long attributed to Mozart, but they were really written by Eberl (see Köchel's 'Mozart Catalogue,' Appendix V. No. 288). Piano forte scores appeared of 'Die schöne Schusterin' and 'Das Irrlicht,' while several of the airs from the other Singspiele were published singly or in arrangements. Umlauf's son Michael, born 1781 in Vienna, died June 20, 1842, at Baden, near Vienna, was violonist at the opera, in 1804 began to compose ballets, was Kapellmeister of the two Court Theatres from 1810 to 1825, and engaged again in 1840. He is said to have been a clever musician, published PF. sonatas, etc., and composed a Singspiel, 'Der Grenadier' (Kärntnerthor Theatre, 1812). His chief interest however is the important part he took in the performance of Beethoven's works. On these occasions they both acted as conductors, Umlauf standing by the side of, or behind, Beethoven; but it was his habit only when the orchestra followed, as Beethoven, either carried away by his impetuosity or the performance of Fidelio in 1814, or, owing to his deafness, lost the time altogether, as at concerts in 1814, 1819, and 1824. At the first two performances of the 9th Symphony in May 1824, Beethoven merely gave the tempo at the commencement of each movement, an arrangement which the programme announced in the following diplomatic terms, 'Herr Schuppanzigh will lead the orchestra, and Herr Kapellmeister Umlauf conducts the whole performance. Herr L. v. Beethoven will take part in conducting the whole performance.' [C.F.P.]

UN ANNO ED UN GIORNO ('i.e. A year and a day'). An opera buffa in one act, by Sir Julius Benedict. Produced at the Teatro Fondo, Naples, in 1836, for the début of F. Lablache and Mlle. Bordogni. It was repeated at Stuttgart in 1837. [G.]

UNA MARIS ('The sea-wave'), a name for the undulating organ stop more generally known as VOIX CÉLÈSTE. [G.]

UNDINE. A cantata for solos, chorus, and orchestra; words by John Oxenford, music by Sir Julius Benedict, composed for and produced at the Norwich Festival, Sept. 1866. [G.]

UNEQUAL. 'Equal voices' is the term used to denote that the voices in a composition are of one class—female voices, as sopranos and contraltos; or male voices, as altos, tenors, and basses. When the two classes are combined, as in an ordinary chorus, the term 'Unequal Voices' is used. [G.]

UNGER, CAROLINE, a great singer of the last generation, was born Oct. 28, 1805, at Stuhlweissenburg, near Pesth, where her father was master of the household (Wirthschafterath) to Baron Hakelberg. Unger was one of Schubert's friends, and recommended him to Count Johann Esterhazy in 1816, so that his daughter must have been brought up in the midst of music. She was trained by no lesser singers than Aloisia Lange, Mozart's sister-in-law, and Vogl, Schubert's friend and best interpreter, and is

1 Mozart was there too, but in a private capacity, and at his own expense; he gave a concert, at which he played himself.

2 Her own statement, in Nohl's 'Beethoven,' iii. 408.
said to have made her début at Vienna, Feb. 24, 1811, in 'Coel fan tutte.' Early in 1824 Sonntag and she came into contact with Beethoven in studying the soprano and contralto parts of his Mass in D and Choral Symphony. No offerings or representations could induce the master to alter the extreme range of their parts. 'I remember once saying to him,' writes Unger, 'that he did not know how to write for voices, since my part in the Symphony had one note too high for my voice.' His answer was, 'Learn away, and the note will soon come.' On the day of performance, May 7, the note did come; the excitement of the audience was enormous, and it was then, at the close of the Symphony, that the happy idea occurred to Unger of turning the deaf Beethoven round to the room, in order that he might see the applause which he could not hear, and of which he was therefore unaware. After this she took an engagement from Barbaja in Italy, and sung there for many years, during which Donizetti wrote for her 'Parisina,' 'Bellezza,' and 'Maria di Rudenz'; Bellini, 'La Straniera'; Mercadante, 'Le due illustri Rivali'; Pacini, 'Nobe,' etc., etc. In October 1833 she sang in Paris at the Théâtre Italien for one season only. It was perhaps on this occasion that Rossini is said to have spoken of her as possessing 'the ardour of the South, the energy of the North, brazen lungs, a silver voice, and a golden talent.' She then returned to Italy, but in 1840 married M. Sabatier, a Florentine gentleman, and retired from the stage. In 1869 she was in London, and at one of the Saturday Concerts at the Crystal Palace confirmed to the writer of this article the anecdote above related of her turning Beethoven round. Her dramatic ability and intelligence, says Fétra, were great; she was large, good-looking, and attractive; the lower and middle parts of her voice were broad and fine, but in her upper notes there was much harshness, especially when they were at all forced. She died at her villa of 'La Concesione,' near Florence, March 23, 1877. Mad. Regina Schimon was one of her principal pupils. [G.]

UNISON. Simultaneous occurrence of two sounds of the same pitch. Passages in octaves are sometimes marked Unis, but this is not strictly correct. [C.H.P.]

UNITED STATES. The means and opportunities presented in the United States for musical study and improvement have been, within the past two decades, largely amplified and greatly strengthened. It is now possible for students to find institutions where nothing necessary for a thorough musical education is omitted from the curriculum. It is the purpose of this article to indicate the extent and importance of these means, without, however, attempting to name all of the establishments in the Union where the instruction is in the hands of competent professors, or which have been recognised as worthy of patronage by the public.

1 At Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, music is an 'elective' study. The instruction, which is purely theoretical, embraces a course of three years. The degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy are conferred on worthy graduates. John H. Fisk [vol. ii. p. 593] has been in charge of this department since 1872—at first instructor, raised to a full professorship in 1876. The Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, includes a College of Music, established 1872, with a faculty of thirteen professors and instructors, Eben Tourjé, dean [see p. 154]. Instruction is both theoretical and practical, and is carried to the point that admits of the bestowal of the degree of Bachelor of Music, after a three years' course. Both sexes are admitted to the College. At Boston are several private schools, liberally patronized, with pupils from all parts of the Union. The largest, the New England Conservatory of Music, established in 1867, is under the direction of Eben Tourjé. This school has a staff of instructors in every branch, numbering 50, and had in the year 1883-4, 771 pupils, with a valuable library and other resources in full. The establishment also includes dormitories and dining-rooms for 400 girl pupils. Over 400 pupil-boys have been registered here since the opening of the institution. The Boston Conservatory of Music, also established in 1867, is under the care of Julius Eichberg. It has for several years enjoyed a high reputation for the thoroughness of its violin school. At each establishment the class system is rigidly adhered to, and instruction, beginning at the rudiments, is carried to a high point in both theory and practice.

In the public schools of the city of Boston instruction in music forms a part of each day's exercises. The schools are divided into three grades, Primary, Grammar, and High. In the lowest grade the pupils, five to eight years of age, are taught the major scales as far as four sharps and four flats, to fill measures in rhythm, and the signs and characters in common use; the vocal exercises consist of songs in unison, taught by rote. This work is reviewed in the lower classes of the next grade, which include children from eight to eleven years, and instruction is continued by written exercises in transposition and vocal exercises in three- and four-part harmony. In the higher classes of the grammar schools—pupils of from eleven to fourteen years—the triads and their inversions are learned; the written exercises include transpositions of themes; and the vocal exercises consist of songs and chorales in four-part harmony, all of greater difficulty than those set before the lower classes. With very few exceptions the sexes are separated. When, as has sometimes happened, there have been found boys with tenor and bass voices, a wider range in the selection of exercises for practice and songs has been possible. Diplomas are awarded, on graduation, to all who reach a given standard at a written examination. Still greater advance is made in the High Schools, the graduates being from eighteen to nineteen years old. The exercises are increased in difficulty, and the lessons include some of the principles of
harmony. All of the instruction in the primary and grammar schools is given by the regular teachers, who visit the schools in rotation, under the supervision of the special instructor in music. The lessons are mostly oral, with the aid of blackboard and charts. Four grades of text-books, especially prepared for the schools, are used, named first, second, third and fourth readers, respectively; the first being used in the primary schools, and so on. There is also an advanced reader—a collection of three-part songs—used in the girls' high school. The system is the outgrowth of seventeen years' study and experience. The department is (1880) in the charge of a musical director, Julius Eichberg, who has also the special care of the high schools; and three special instructors, Joseph B. Shand, Henry E. Holt and J. Munroe Mason, who divide the care of the grammar and primary schools. Director and Instructors are under the control of a committee on music, consisting of five members of the school committee, appointed annually. The entire school committee serve without pay. There is an annual election to fill vacancies occurring by the expiration of the three years' term of a third of the number. Since 1879 women have been allowed to vote at this election, and women have served on the school committee since 1875. Both of these privileges have been secured to women throughout the state, by general statutes. From the official returns for 1884, it appears that the number of public schools in the city of Boston was 171; of teachers, male and female, nearly 1,400; of pupils, 58,788; and that the annual cost of musical instruction was about $11,000 dollars for the special instructors employed. The system herein set forth has been adopted, with modifications according to governing circumstances, in many of the cities and large towns throughout the Union.

II. The Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Maryland, was founded in 1857, by George Peabody. In pursuance of the design of the founder 'to furnish that sort of instruction, under able teachers, in the theory and higher branches of music, for which there has heretofore been no provision, and which students have been obliged to seek abroad,' a Conservatory of Music was organised, in 1868, substantially on the plan of the European conservatories. Mr. Lucian H. Southard, an American musician, was its first principal. In 1871, Mr. Asger Hamerik, a young Danish composer, was invited to become its head, a position still retained by him (1884). The Conservatory has had an average of 120 students, both sexes being represented. The requisites for admission are a knowledge of the rudiments of musical theory, to which must be allied, in the case of singers, a voice, susceptible of cultivation; and the ability to play certain studies of Haydn and Mozart, in the case of piano-students. The course of instruction is adapted to a high degree of musical culture, both theoretical and practical. Diplomas are granted to students who, after a three years' course, pass a satisfactory examination before the government of the Conservatory. The staff of instructors numbers six, including the director. The library of the Institute contains 65,000 volumes, about 1000 of which are scores belonging to the musical department. About 50 lectures, on literary, scientific and art topics, by the best lecturers whose services can be procured, are given yearly. The Institute is situated in a fine marble building, occupying an entire square in the centre of the city. The Peabody Concerts are given under the auspices of the Institute.

III. The College of Music, Cincinnati, Ohio, was incorporated in 1878. The business affairs of the college are administered by a directory, composed as follows in 1880:—George Ward Nichols, president; P. R. Neff, treasurer; J. Burnet, jun., secretary; J. Shillito and R. B. Springer. It is to Mr. Springer's munificent generosity that the city is largely indebted for the great Music Hall in which the college is held. Thirty-four professors of music and modern languages made up the faculty, and at their head was Theodore Thomas. The terms for instruction are very low, and students enjoy many advantages. Class instruction is pursued in theory, vocalisation, chorus-singing, and ensemble-playing, but not, as a rule, in the orchestral branches. There is a college choir of 300 voices and an orchestra of 65 musicians. During its first season the college gave, under Mr. Thomas's direction, twelve Symphony concerts and twelve Chamber concerts, the programmes being invariably of the highest order. The Music Hall contains one of the largest organs in the world (96 registers, 6,237 pipes; built by Hook & Hastings, Boston), and on this there were given two recitals in each week. The college doors were first opened for pupils Oct. 14, 1878. The enterprise has met with a success far beyond the anticipations of its projectors. During the first season (1878-79) over 500 pupils were enrolled, both sexes and nearly every portion of North America being represented. Mr. Thomas resigned his position in 1879.

IV. At Farmington, Connecticut, is found Miss Sarah Porter's school for girls, established about thirty years ago, which for a quarter of a century has been noted for the good training of its musical students. These, numbers 50 to 70, have been in the charge of Karl Klausser, who has edited over a thousand classical piano compositions in a manner which has won for him a high reputation among teachers for the critical care displayed by him. Pupils here are permitted frequent opportunities of hearing the best musicians in classical chamber-concerts.

V. Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York, for girls, was established in 1865. There are generally from 125 to 150 pupils enrolled. The musical department has been, since 1867, under the charge of Frederic Louis Ritter. Eight to ten concerts of classic music are given yearly. Wells College, Aurora, New York, for girls, was incorporated in 1858. During the academic
year 1878-79, the classes in music included 45 pupils, under the charge of Max Plitt. The Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, for both sexes, was established in 1871; the musical department was formed in 1877. William Schultz was in charge of this department. The pupils numbered 127 in 1879, about five-sixths of whom were girls. The degree of Bachelor of Music is conferred on deserving graduates. Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, has a Conservatory of Music. The College was established in 1834, the Conservatory was opened in 1865. Fenelon B. Rice is its musical director. The Conservatory is modelled, as nearly as practicable, on that at Leipzig. The average number of students at the College during the decade 1871-78, has been 120, some two-thirds of whom have entered the Conservatory, about 30 per cent of the latter being boys.

VI. As already intimated, it is not possible to name all of the reputable institutions, public or private, in the United States, where music is taught by trained and competent instructors. Neither has it been possible to do more than suggest the fullness of the means which, in each instance cited, are at the command of students, such as libraries, lectures and concerts. In addition to the collections of treatises and scores which are found at each of the institutions named, there exist several large and carefully made up libraries, which, being generally of a public or quasi-public character, present another means of education. At Boston there is the Public Library, open to every inhabitant of the city, without distinction, in which is a collection of rare text-books and scores. The library of the Harvard Musical Association is also of great value. At the library of Harvard University, and at the Astor Library, New York, collections of musical literature and works have been begun. The private library of Joseph W. Drexel, of New York, noted as the richest in the Union in old and rare musical works, will eventually form a part of the Lenox Library of that city.

A feature peculiar to the United States should also be noted—"Normal Musical Institutes," held in the summer, at some seaside or mountain watering-place, by leading professors, for the purpose of giving advanced instruction to students who intend to fit themselves for teaching. Once a year, also in the summer, there is held at a place previously agreed upon, a meeting of music teachers from all parts of the Union, under the name "The National Music Teachers' Association," whereas matters of interest to the profession are discussed, and lectures delivered. From this has sprung (1884) an institution, The American College of Musicians, the purpose of which is to examine musicians who desire to become teachers, and to grant graded certificates of ability. The hope of the projectors is that by this means the standard of capacity among music teachers will be raised and maintained. [F.H.J.]

UNIVERSITY MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Of these there are four in the British Isles requiring notice.

I. CAMBRIDGE. The Cambridge University Musical Society (C.U.M.S.) was founded as the 'Peterhouse Musical Society,' in Peterhouse (now modernised into 'St. Peter's College') by a little body of amateurs in Michaelmas Term 1843. The earliest record which it possesses is the programme of a concert given at the Red Lion in Petty Curly on Friday, Dec. 8:

PART I.

Glee. 'Ye breaste softly blowing.' Mozart.
Song. 'In native worth' (Creation). Haydn.
Overture. 'Masaniello.' Auber.

PART II.

Overture. 'Semiramide.' Rossini.
Ballad. 'As down in the sunless retreats.' Dike.
Walzer. 'Elisabethen.' Strauss.
Sonatina. 'Dornus.' Jullien.
Quadrille. 'Royal Irish.' Jullien.

In its early days the Society was mainly devoted to the practice of instrumental music, the few glees and songs introduced being of secondary interest. The Peterhouse Society had been in existence for about eighteen months, and had held eleven 'Public Performance Meetings,' when the name was changed to that of the Cambridge University Musical Society. The first concert given by the newly-named Society was on May 1, 1844; it included Haydn's 'Surprise Symphony,' and 'Mr. Dykes of St. Catharine's College' sang John Parry's 'Nice young man' and (for an encore) the same composer's 'Berlin wool.' The Mr. Dykes who thus distinguished himself was afterwards well known as the Rev. J. B. Dykes, the composer of some of the best of modern hymn-tunes. There is not much variation in the programmes during the early years of the Society's existence. Two or three overtures, an occasional symphony or P.F. trio, with songs and glees, formed the staple, but very little attention was given to choral works. The conductors were usually the Presidents of the Society. In 1846 Dr. Walmisley's name frequently appears, as in his charming trio for three trebles, 'The Mermaids,' and a duet concertante for piano and oboe. In 1850 the Dublin University Musical Society, having passed a resolution admitting the members of the C.U.M.S. as honorary members, the compliment was returned in a similar way, and the Cambridge Society subsequently entered into negotiations with the Oxford and Edinburgh University Musical Societies, by which the members of the different bodies received mutual recognition. In Dec. 1852 professional conductors began to be engaged. One of the earliest of these (Mr. Amps) turned his attention to the practice of choral works. The result was shown in the performance of a short selection from Mendelssohn's 'Elisabeth' (on March 15, 1853) 'Antagions' music (May 28, 1855), and 'Edipus' (May 26, 1857), when Dr. Donaldson read his translation of the play. On the election of Sterndale Bennett to the professorial chair of Music, he undertook whenever time would allow to conduct one concert a year. In fulfilment of this promise, on Nov. 17, 1856, he conducted a concert and played his own Quinet for piano.
and wind, the quartet being all professionals.
In the next few years the Society made steady progress, the most notable performances being Haydn’s Requiem; Bach’s Concerto for 3 P.F.s; Beethoven’s Ruins of Athens; the ‘Antigone’ again; a selection from Gluck’s Iphigenia in Aulis; Beethoven’s Mass in C and Choral Fantasia; and a concert in memory of Spohr (Dec. 7, 1859).
In 1860 the Society gave its first chamber concert (Feb. 21). In the following year the Society gave a performance of the ‘Edipus’ in the Hall of King’s College, the dialogue being read by the Public Orator, the Rev. W. G. Clark. At a subsequent performance of the ‘Antigone’ in the Hall of Calais College (May 20, 1861) the verses were read by the Rev. Charles Kingsley. On March 9, 1862, the name of Schumann occurs for the first time to the beautiful Andante and Variations for two pianofortes (op. 46). In the following year the Society produced for the first time in England the same composer’s Pianoforte Concerto (op. 54), played by Mr. J. R. Lunn. On another memorable occasion the performance in 1863 of the Finale to Act 1, of ‘Tannhäuser,’ of Schumann’s Adagio and Allegro (op. 70) for PF. and horn, his Fest-overture (op. 123, first time in England), and of the march and chorus from ‘Tannhäuser.’

The concerts of the next nine years continued to keep up the previous reputation of the Society, and many standard works were produced during this period added to the repertory.

In 1870 Mr. Charles Villiers Stanford (then an undergraduate at Queen’s) made his first appearance at a concert on Nov. 30, when he played a Nachstück of Schumann’s, and a Waltz of Heller’s. In 1873 he succeeded Dr. Hopkins as conductor, and one of his first steps was to admit ladies to the chorus as associates. This was effected by amalgamating the C.U.M.S. with the Fitzwilliam Muscal Society, a body which had existed since 1838. The first concert in which this newly formed chorus took part was given on May 27, 1873, when Sterndale Bennett conducted ‘The May Queen,’ and the ‘Tannhäuser’ march and chorus was repeated. In the following year the Society performed Schumann’s ‘Paradise and the Peri’ (June 3, 1874), and on May 2, 1875, his music to ‘Faust’ (Part III) for the first time in England. The custom of engaging an orchestra, consisting mainly of London professionals, now began, and enabled the C.U.M.S. to perform larger works than before.
The number of concerts had gradually been diminished, and the whole efforts of the chorus were devoted to the practice of important compositions. By this means the Society has acquired a reputation as a pioneer amongst English musical societies, and within the last few years has produced many new and important compositions, besides reviving works which, like Handel’s Samson and Hercules, or Purcell’s Yorkshire Festival Song, had fallen into disuse.

A glance at the summary of compositions performed, at the end of this article, will show the good work which it is doing for music in England.

In 1876 a series of Wednesday Popular Concerts was started, and has been continued without intermission in every Michaelmas and Lent Term to the present time. They are performed in the small room of the Guildhall, and generally consist of one or two instrumental quartets or trios, one instrumental solo, and two or three songs. The performers consist of both amateur and professional instrumentalists. Important chamber concerts are also given in the Lent and Easter Terms; and to these, Professor Joachim—an honorary member of the Society—has often given his services. The Society, as at present (Nov. 1884) constituted, consists of a patron (the Duke of Devonshire), 16 vice-patrons, a president (the Rev. A. Austen Leigh), three vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer, librarian, committee of eight members, ladies’ committee of six associates, conductor (Dr. C. V. Stanford), 280 performing, 130 non-performing members and associates, and 20 honorary members. The subscription is £12 a year, or 10s. a term. Besides the popular concerts once a week in Michaelmas and Lent Terms, there is usually a choral concert also, and in Lent and Easter Terms a chamber concert of importance, and choral and instrumental practice once a week.

The following is a list of the most important works produced and performed by the C.U.M.S. Numerous overtures and symphonies and much chamber music, by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, Bennett, etc., have been omitted for want of space. The works marked with an asterisk were performed by the Society for the first time in England.

Antony. Stabat Mater.
Bach, C. P. E. Symphony, No. 1.
Bach, J. S. Concerto for 2 Pianos; Suite for Orchestra, B minor: ‘My spirit was in heaviness.’ Violin Concerto; ‘Now shall the Graces shine forth in Pentheus’.
Beethoven. Ruins of Athens; Mass in C; Choral Fantasia; Mercevia und Achaz; Faálh; Choral Symphony.
Benett, Exhibitions of the May Queen; The Woman of Samaria.
Cherubini. Marche Religieuse.
Garrett. ‘The Triumph of Love’; ‘The Rhenish Marionette.’
Gluck. Selection from Iphigenia in Aulis.
Goetz. Sonatas for Piano (4 hands); ‘Mélodie’; ‘From the Parnassus’.
Handel. Selection from Messiah; Ode on St. Cecilia’s Day; Dettington De Trommell; Selection from Samson; Funeral Anthem; Coronation Do; Selection from Alexander’s Feast; Actus and Galas; Senegal; Israel in Egypt; Hercules; Choral Symphony.
Joachim. ‘English Overture; Themes and Variations for Violin and Orchestra.
Kiel. ‘Requiem.
Lec. ‘Dict Dominus.’
Mendelssohn. Selection from Elijah; Music to Antigone.
Mozart. Requiem; Psalm XLI; Psalm CXV; ‘To the Shore of Art’; Lauda Sion; Violin Concerto; Wallpurgis Night; St. Paul.
Monk. Jupiter Symphony; Requiem; Mass, No. I; Mass, No. XII; ‘Minuet for 2 Violins in Violin, Violoncello.
Palmanv. Nodie Christus; Requiem.
Parry. ‘H. H. Scenes from Methuen’s Unbound; Symphony in F; PF. Trio in G; FF. Romance; PF. Trio in A minor.
Purcell. Yorkshire Feast Song.
Romberg. Lay of the Bell.
Schumann. Andante and Variations, op. 48; ‘(F) Concerto, op. 61; Adagio and Allegro, op. 70; First Overture, op. 125; Turandot and the Peri; ‘Faust (Part I): El Fifingre of the Rose.
Spohr. Selection from the Last Judgment; Selection from Calvary; ‘God Thou art great.’
Stanford. ‘Pianoforte Concerto; ‘Tragic, Piano and Strings; Resurrection Hymn; Sonata, Op. 6; In the Realm of the Night; ‘Regal’. Elit; ‘English Symphony; ‘Awake my soul.’
Regal. The Festival Anthem.
Stewart. ‘Echo of the Lovers.
Steffens. ‘Eternamente for Strings, op. 63.
Wagner. Finale: Act I of Tannhäuser; March; Overture; Do; Kaiser; Marcher; Prelude to Tannhäuser; Siegfried Idyll.
Walmsley. ‘The Mermaid; ‘The Joint Concertante; Oboes and Flute.

[W.B.S.]
II. OXFORD.—At the close of the last and the beginning of the present century, Oxford concerts were probably superior to any in England outside London. A performance was given once a week in Term-time, and the programmes in the Bodleian show that at least one symphony or concerto was played at each. But the old Oxford Musical Society disappeared, and the societies now existing are of comparatively recent date. There has been no Choral Society on a large scale confined to members of the University since the disappearance of the 'Männersangesverein' some seven years ago; but there are two important Colleges largely attended by members of the University, the Oxford Choral Society and the Oxford Philharmonic Society. The former was founded in 1819, but in its present shape may be said to date from 1869, when the late Mr. Allchin, Mus. B., St. John's, became conductor, a post which he held till the end of 1881. Under his direction the Society became exceedingly prosperous, and the following works, besides the usual répertoire of Choral music, were performed: Schubert's 'Reformation Symphony,' Schumann's 'Pilgrimage of the Rose,' and Wagner's 'Siegfried-Idyll.' The following English compositions were performed by it in Oxford almost as soon as they were brought out:—Barnett's 'Ancient Mariner,' Macfarren's 'St. John the Baptist' and 'Joseph,' Stainer's 'Daughter of Jairus,' and Sullivan's 'Martyr of Antioch.' Mr. Allchin was succeeded as conductor by Mr. Walter Perratt, Mus. B., organist of Magdalen, and on his departure for Jerusalem in 1882, Mr. C. H. Lloyd, M.A., Mus. B., organist of Christ Church, assumed the bâton. Amongst the most notable works given under their direction may be mentioned Schubert's B major Symphony, Gounod's 'Redemption,' and Parry's 'Prometheus Unbound.' The president of the Society is Dr. Stainer, who was also the founder of the Philharmonic Society in 1865. He, however, conducted only the concert, and in October 1866 Mr. W. T. Marshall, then of Queen's College in Mus. B. (1873), and organist of the University (1872), accepted the post of conductor, which he has held ever since. The compositions performed under his direction include the following:—Bach's 'God's time is the best,' Beethoven's Eb Concerto and Choral Fantasia, Cherubini's Requiem in C minor, Schubert's 'Song of Miriam,' Spohr's 'Fall of Babylon,' Schumann's 'Paradise and the Peri,' Bennett's 'Woman of Samaria,' Benédicte's 'St. Peter' and Ouseley's 'Bagar.'

The attempt to establish Symphony Concerts in Oxford has so far proved a failure, but the Orchestral Association, which meets weekly under Mr. C. H. Lloyd's direction, boasts about fifty members, many of them belonging to the University. Chamber music owns two strictly academic associations. The older of these, the University Musical Club, originated in the gatherings of some musical friends in the rooms of the present Chorungus of the University, Dr. Hubert Parry, during his undergraduate days. After him, Mr. C. H. Lloyd, then a Scholar of what is now Hertford College, took up the meetings, and in 1871 they developed into a public institution. The number of members rose rapidly, reaching as high as 138 in 1880. In the following year the Club, then under the presidency of Mr. Franklin Harvey, M.A., of Magdalen, celebrated its tenth year by a great réunion of past and present members. During the last few years the tendency of the Club has been to give good performances of chamber music by professional players, and it occurred to some, including the writer of this notice, that it would be desirable to establish an association for the development of amateur playing. The scheme was floated in the summer of 1884, and the 'University Musical Union' met with a success far exceeding its promoters' hopes. Over a hundred members were speedily enrolled, and regular professional instruction in quartet-playing, etc., has been provided every week, so that any amateur player who will work may, during residence, make himself conversant with a large amount of chamber music.

No account of Oxford University music in Oxford can be considered complete without some notice of the College concerts. The first college that ventured on the experiment of replacing a miscellaneous programme of part-songs, etc., with a complete cantata was Queen's. In 1873 Bennett's 'May Queen' was given in the College Hall, with a band, and since then the following works have been performed with orchestras:—Barnett's 'Ancient Mariner,' Bennett's 'Ajax' music; Macfarren's 'May Day;' and 'Outward Bound,' Gade's 'Crusader,' and Meissonnier's 'Walpurgis Nacht,' Handel's 'Acis and Galatea,' Gadeby's 'Lord of the Isles,' Schumann's 'Luck of Edenhall,' Alice Mary Smith's 'Ode to the North-East Wind,' and 'Song of the Little Bunting,' Haydn's Surprise Symphony, Mozart's Gb Symphony, and Bennett's F minor Concerto. For its 1885 concert the Society has commissioned its conductor, Dr. Iliffe, organist of St. John's, to compose a new work, which will be called 'Lara.'

For some years Queen's College stood alone in the high standard of its programmes, but of late its example has been extensively followed, and the following complete works were given in the Summer Term of 1884. Gade's 'Comalia' at Worcester, and his 'Psiche' (with small band) at Keble; Barnett's 'Ancient Mariner' at New, and his 'Paradise and the Peri' (with band) at Merton; and Macfarren's 'May Day' at Exeter.

To sum up, we have in Oxford every year four concerts of the highest class, two given by the Philharmonic, and two by the Choral; we have two concerts of chamber music every week in each term; any instrumental player has a weekly chance of practising both orchestral and chamber music, and at least six colleges may be depended on to perform a cantata of considerable dimensions every year. The following works will be heard in Oxford with orchestras during the early part of 1885:—Beethoven's 'Mount of Olives,' Stainer's 'St. Mary Magdalen,' Mozart's 'Twelfth Mass' (so called), Mendelssohn's 11th Psalm and Reformation Symphony, Spohr's 'Christian's Prayer,
Lloyd's 'Hero and Leander,' Handel's 'Alexander's Feast' and 'Acis and Galatea,' Goring Thomas's 'Sun Worshippers,' Mackenzie's 'Bride,' Gade's 'Erl King's Daughter,' and Iliffe's 'Lara.' There will also be performances of three other works, but the details are not yet (Nov. 1884) settled.

J.H.M.

III. EDINBURGH.—The germ of the first students' musical society established in Scotland is traceable to a 'University Amateur Concert' of February 1867, 'given by the Committee of Edinburgh University Athletic Club, the performers consisting of members of the University, asstted by the Professor of Music, by amateurs of the Senatus Academicus, and by members of St. Cecilia Instrumental Society.' The following winter the Association was organised, and in 1868, 1869, and 1870 concerts were held. An arrangement having been made for elementary instruction to members deficient in previous training, the society was recognised as a University institution by an annual grant of £10 from the Senate. But its numerical strength was weak, and at a committee meeting in Nov. 1870 it was resolved 'to let the society, so far as active work was concerned, fall into abeyance for the session of 1870-71, in consideration of the difficulty in carrying on the work from want of encouragement from the students.' In the winter of 1871 the present Professor of Music, warmly supported by some of his colleagues, was able to get the matter more under his control, and he was elected president and honorary conductor. Amongst reforms introduced were the use of his classroom and of a pianoforte for the practicings, and the drawing up and printing of a code of rules and list of office-bearers. The latter consists of a president, vice-presidents, including the principal, and three half dozen professors, honorary vice-presidents, a committee of some ten students, with honorary secretary and treasurer, and with choirmaster. Subsequently the Duke of Edinburgh complied with the request of the president that His Royal Highness should become patron.—The main object of the Society, as stated in the rules, is 'the encouragement and promotion amongst students of the practical study of choral music.' After the reorganisation of 1871 considerable impetus was given to the matter, and the annual concert of 1872 evinced marked advance and higher aim. Besides a stronger chorus, a very fair orchestra of professors and amateurs, with A. C. Mackenzie as leader, played Mozart's G minor Symphony, some overtures, and the accompaniments; and the president and conductor was presented by his society with a silver-mounted book. Recent years have brought increased success, both as to annual concerts and as to numbers, which, in five years rose from 64 to 236, the average number being some 200. The twelve concerts annually given since 1872 have been very popular, and on the whole well supported. Although the annual subscription is only 5s., and expenses are considerable, in 1883 the balance in hand was about £200, enabling the society not only to present to the Senate a portrait of the president, but also to subscribe £30 towards the expenses of an extra concert during the tercentenary of the University in 1884, and a large collection of music for men's voices, with orchestral accompaniment, especially scored, for much of it has been acquired out of the yearly balances in hand. A gratifying outcome of this new feature in Scottish student-life is that each of the other Universities of Scotland have followed the example of Edinburgh—Aberdeen, St. Andrew's, and Glasgow, each possessing a musical society giving a very creditable annual concert. The formation of such a student-chorus, East and West, North and South, cannot fail to raise choral taste amongst the most educated portion of the male population of Scotland, and to afford, as in the days of Queen Elizabeth, opportunity of taking part in most enjoyable artistic recreation. And by no means the least part of the value of University musical societies is that their associations tend through life to foster and cement students' regard for their 'Alma Mater.' [H.S.O.]

IV. DUBLIN.—The University of Dublin Choral Society, like many other similar Societies, originated with a few lovers of music among the students of the College, who met weekly in the chambers of one of their number for the practice of part-singing. They then obtained permission to meet in the evening in the College Dining Hall, where an audience of their friends was occasionally assembled. These proceedings excited considerable interest, and in November 1837 the Society was formally founded as the 'University Choral Society,' a title to which the words 'of Dublin' were afterwards added, when the rights of membership were extended to graduates of Oxford and Cambridge. [See Trinity College, Dublin.]

In 1837 the amount of printed music available for the use of a vocal association was small. The cheap editions of Oratorios, Masses, and Cantatas were not commenced until nine years later, and it was not until 1842 that the publication of Mr. Hullah's Part Music supplied choral societies with compositions by the best masters. The Society therefore for some time confined its studies to some of Handel's best-known works, such as 'Messiah,' 'Israel in Egypt,' 'Judas Maccabaeus,' 'Jephthah,' 'Samson,' 'Acis and Galatea,' and 'Alexander's Feast,' Haydn's 'Creation' and 'Seasons,' Romberg's 'Lay of the Bell,' and the music to 'Macbeth' and the 'Tempest.' In 1845, however, an important advance was made by the performance, on May 23, of Mendelssohn's music to 'Antigone,' which had been produced at Covent Garden Theatre in the preceding January, and from that time forward the Society has been remarkable for bringing before its members and friends every work of merit within its powers of performance.

The following list shows the larger works (many of them frequently repeated) which, in addition to those mentioned above, have been performed at the Society's concerts:

1 Mr. Hercules H. G. Mac Donnell.
Several large selections from operas containing a choral element have been given, as Mozart's 'Idomeneo,' 'Zauberflöte,' and 'Don Giovanni'; Weber's 'Der Freischütz' and 'Oberon,' etc.

For many years the old-fashioned regulations compelled the Society to employ only the choristers of the Cathedral for the treble parts in the chorus, and occasions where boys' voices were inadequate, to give its concerts outside the college walls; but in 1870 permission was granted to admit ladies as associates, and since that time they have taken part in the concerts of the Society.

About the year 1839 the Church Music Society, of which Mr. J. Rambaut was conductor, was founded in Trinity College. It appears to have restricted itself to the practice of psalmody, and to have had but a brief existence.

UPHAM, J. BAXTER, M.D., a citizen of Boston, U.S.A., where he has for long occupied a prominent position in the musical life of the city. He was for nearly thirty consecutive years (1855-1884) president of the Music Hall Association, and it was largely through his personal exertions that the great organ, built by Walcker of Ludwigsburg, was procured for the hall. Before concluding the contract for the organ, Dr. Upham consulted the most notable builders in Europe, as well as with organists and soloists, and selected the most famous organs in the Old World, with the view of securing an instrument that should be in all respects a masterpiece. For 10 years (1860 to 1870) Dr. Upham was president of the Handel and Haydn Society, and it fell to him to prepare and deliver the historical sketch of the society at its bicentenary festival in May, 1885. For 15 years (1857-1872) he officiated as chairman of the Committee on Music in the public schools of the city, and through his active supervision the system of music-training in Boston acquired much of its thoroughness.

UPRIGHT GRAND PIANO. A transposition of the ordinary long grand piano to a vertical position, so that it might stand against a wall. The upright piano was derived from the upright harpsichord, and like it, its introduction was nearly contemporaneous with the horizontal instrument. The upright harpsichord (Fr. Clavecin Vertical) is figured in Virdung's 'Musica getuecht,' etc., a.D. 1511, as the 'Claviertier,' but, like all Virdung's woodcuts of keyboard instruments, is reversed, the treble being at the wrong end. He does not figure or describe the Arpichordum, but we know that the long horizontal instrument was in use at that time, and constructive features are in favour of its priority. Upright harpsichords are now rarely to be met with. One decorated with paintings was shown in the special Loan Exhibition of ancient Musical Instruments at South Kensington in 1872, contributed by M. Lasci of Paris. Another, in a fine Renaissance outer case, was seen in 1883 at Christie's, on the occasion of the Duke of Hamilton's sale. The museums of the Conservatoire at Brussels, and of Signor Kraus, Florence, contain specimens. There is also an upright grand piano at Brussels, the oldest yet met with. It was made by Frederici of Gera, in Saxony, in 1745. This was the very time when Silbermann was successfully reproducing the Florentine Cristofori's pianoforte at Dresden, which was the prototype of horizontal grand pianos. [See PIANOFORTE; CRISTOFORI; and SILBERMANN.] Frederici, however, made no use of Cristofori's action. Neither did he avail himself of a model of Schroeter's, said to be at that time known in Saxony. M. Victor Mahillon, who discovered the Frederici instrument and transferred it to the Museum he so ably directs, derives the action from the German striking clocks, and with good reasons. Frederici is also credited with the invention of the square piano, an adaptation of the clavicord.

The earliest mention of an upright grand piano in Messrs. Broadwoods' books occurs in 1789, when one in a cabinet case was sold. It was, however, by another maker. The first upright grand piano made and sent out by this firm was to the same customer, in 1799. Some years before, in 1795, William Stodart had patented an upright grand pianoforte with new mechanism, in the form of a bookcase. He gained a considerable reputation by, and sale for, this instrument. Hawkins's invention in 1800 of the modern upright piano descending to the floor, carried on, modified, and improved by Southwell, Wornum, the Broadwoods and others, in a few years superseded the cumbersome vertical grand piano.
URIO.


M. Arthur Pougin, in his Supplement to Fétis's Biographie, states that Urio wrote a Cantata di camera (1696), and two oratorios, 'Sansone' (1701) and 'Maddalena convertita' (1706) for Ferdinand de' Medici, Prince of Tuscany; but neither the authority for the statement nor the place where the works are to be found can now be ascertained. A 'Tantum ergo' for soprano solo and figured bass is in the library of the Royal College of Music, London, No. 1744-

Uriu's most important known work, however, is a Te Deum for voices and orchestra, which owes its interest to us, not only for its own merits, which are considerable, but because Handel used it largely,\(^{2}\) taking, as its customary, themes and passages from it, principally for his Dettingen Te Deum (10 numbers), and also for 'Saul' (6 numbers), 'Israel in Egypt' (1 ditto), and 'L'Allegro' (1 ditto).

Of this work three MSS. are known to be in existence. (1) In the Library of the Royal College of Music, which is inscribed 'John Stafford Smith, A.D. 1760. Te Deum by Urio—a Jesuit of Bologna. April 1682.' Over the Score: 'Te Deum. Urius. Con due Trombe, due Oboe, Violini & due Viole obligati & Fagotto a 5 Voci,' (2) In the British Museum (Add. MSS. 31,478). 'Te Deum Laudamus con due Trombe, due Oboe et Violini, et due Viole obligati. Del Padre Francesco Uria (sio) Bolognese.' This title is followed by a note in ink, apparently in the handwriting of Dr. Thomas Bever, Fellow of All Souls, Oxford, and a collector of music in the last century:

This curious score was transcribed from an Italian Copy in the Collections of Dr. Samuel Howard, Mus. D., Organist of St. Bride's and St. Clement's, Danes. It formerly belonged to Mr. Handel, who has borrowed from it, however, several Variations in the Te Deum, as some other passages in the Oratorio of Saul. T.B.

This copy was written by John Anderson, a chorister of St. Paul's 1781. P. II. 6a. 6d.

This above in pencil, in another hand:

In the copy purchased by J. W. Calcott at the sale of Warren Horne, the date is put at 1661.\(^{3}\)

(3) The copy just mentioned as having been sold at Warren Horne's sale came into the possession of M. Schoelecher (as stated in a note by Joseph Warren on the fly-leaf of No. 2), and is now in the Library of the Conservatoire at Paris. It is an oblong quarto, with no title-page, but bearing above the top line of the score on page 2, 'Te Deum, Uriu, 1660.' The following notes are written on the fly-leaves of the volume.\(^{4}\)

---

\(^{1}\) I am indebted for this fact, unknown to Fétis, to the kindness of the Cavaliere Castellanii, Chief Librarian to the Biblioteca della R. Universita, a Bologna.

\(^{2}\) First publicly mentioned by Crochet in his Lectures (see the list, p. 229), note, and then by V. Nozole (Pratice di Musica, p. 89).

\(^{3}\) In the score itself these are given as 'Violletta' (in alto clef) and 'Violletta tenor' (in tenor clef).

\(^{4}\) More accurately as 1660.

I owe these notes to the kindness of my friend M. G. Chocquet, Keeper of the Books of the Conservatoire.
N.R.—Mr. Handel was much indebted to this author, as plainly appears by his Dettingen Te Deum, likewise a Duet in Julius Cesar, and a movement in Saul for Carillons, etc., etc., etc.

J. W. Calcott, May 16, 1797.
Vincent Novello, May day, 1839.
69 Dean Street, Soho Square.

There was another copy of this extremely rare and curious Composition in the Collection of the Rev. Mr. Bartleman, at whose death it was purchased by Mr. Greatorex. At the sale of the musical Library of Mr. Greatorex the MS. was bought by Charles Hatchett, Esq., 9 Belle Vue House, Chelsea, in whose possession it still remains.

V. Novello, 1832.

This copy was kindly given to me by Mr. Stokes on the death of my beloved friend Charles Stokes in April 1831. V. N.

(Page 2.) Handel has borrowed these from Uri's Te Deum as they arise:

Welcome, mighty King
The Youth inspir'd do.
The Lord is a man of war
All the Earth
To Thee Cherubim do.
Also the Holy Ghost
do.
To Thee all angels do.
Our fainting courage Saul.
Battle Symphony do.
Thou didst open
Thou sittest at the right hand
O fatal consequence of rage Saul.
O Lord, in Thee do.
We praise Thee do.
And we worship Saul.
Day by Day do.
Sweet bird Allegro.
Retrieve the Hebrew name Saul.

I believe that this curious list is in the handwriting of Bartleman.

The 'Italian copy,' which was first Handel's and then Dr. Howard's, if not that in the Royal College of Music (which is certainly in an Italian hand), has vanished for the present.

The Te Deum has been published by Dr. Chrysander (from what original the writer does not know), as No. 5 of his 'Denkmäler' of Handel (Bergedorf, 1871). It has been examined chiefly in its connexion with the Dettingen Te Deum by Mr. E. Prout, in the Monthly Musical Record for Nov. 1871, and we recommend every student to read the very interesting analysis there given.

URQUHART, THOMAS, an early London violin-maker, who worked in the reign of Charles II. The dates on his violins are chiefly in the seventies and eighties. The model superficially resembles Gaspar di Salo; it is high, straight, and flat in the middle of the belly, and has a rigid and antique appearance. The corners have but little prominence. The soundholes are 'set straight,' and terminate boldly in circles, the inner members being so far carried on and intertwined that the straight cut in each is parallel to the axis of the fiddle. This is Urquhart's distinctive characteristic. The purfling is narrow, coarse, and placed very near the edge. The violins are found of two sizes; those of the larger size would be very useful chamber instruments but for the height of the model, which renders them somewhat unmanageable. The varnish, of excellent quality ('equal to that on many Italian instruments,' says Mr. Hart), is sometimes yellowish brown, sometimes red. [E.J.P.]

USE. A term traditionally applied to the usage of particular Dioceses, with regard to variations of detail in certain Plain Chant Melodies sung in the Service of the Roman Catholic Church, more especially in those of the Psalm-Tones. 'Heretofore,' says the Preface to the Book of Common Prayer, 'there hath been great diversity in saying and singing in Churches within this Realm, some following Salisbury Use, some Hereford Use, and some the Use of Bangor, some of York, some of Lincoln.' The Roman Use is the only one which has received the sanction of direct ecclesiastical authority. In France, the most important varieties of Use are those observed in the Dioceses of Paris, Rouen, Reims, and Dijon; all of which exhibit peculiarities, which, more or less directly traceable to the prevalence of MACHTOUGER [vol. ii. p. 186 b] in the Middle Ages, can only be regarded as fascinating forms of corruption. The chief Use, in Flanders, is that of Mechlin; in Germany, that of Aschen. In England, notwithstanding the number of those already mentioned, the only Use of any great historical importance is that of Salisbury, or as it is usually styled, Sarum, which exhibits some remarkable points of coincidence with the Dominican Use, as practised in the present day; as, for instance, in the splendid Mixolydian Melody to the Hymn 'Sanctorum merits'—printed in the Rev. T. Beilmore's 'Hymnal Noted'—which differs from the Dominican version of the Hymn for Matins on the feast of Corpus Christi only just enough to render the collation of the two readings extremely interesting. The Sarum Use is, on the whole, an exceptionally pure one: but, unhappily, it excludes many very fine Melodies well-known on the Continent, notably the beautiful Hypomixolydian 'Tune to 'Iste Confessor.' [W.E.R.]

UTRECHT. The Collegium Musicum Utrechtianum, or Stads-Concert, is the second oldest musical society in the Netherlands, if not in Europe. It was founded on Jan. 1, 1631, forty years after the St. Cecilia Concert of Arnheim, a society which is still in existence. The Utrecht Collegium originally consisted of eleven amateurs belonging to the best families of the town, who met together every Saturday evening for the practice of vocal and instrumental music. In course of time professional musicians were engaged to perform, and in 1731 friends of the members and pupils of the professionals were admitted. In 1766 the society first gave public concerts; since 1850 these have been under the leadership of a conductor paid by the town. At the present day the orchestra consists of over forty members, mostly musicians resident in Utrecht, but including a few artists from Amsterdam and amateurs. Ten concerts are given by the society every winter, each programme being repeated at two performances, to the first of which only gentlemen are admitted; the corresponding 'Dames-Concert' takes place a week

---

1 This note appears to be in error, as Bartleman's copy is spoken of just before as being a distinct one from this.
I have used the Melody which follows, for teaching children, from first to last.\(^3\)

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & D & F & D & E & D \\
\text{DE} & \text{DE} & \text{DE} & \text{DE} & \text{DE} & \text{DE} \\
\text{RE} & \text{so} & \text{ra} & \text{re} & \text{fi} & \text{bris} \\
\text{EFG} & \text{E} & \text{DE} & \text{C} & \text{D} & \text{E} \\
\text{Mi} & \text{es} & \text{ges} & \text{to} & \text{rum} & \\
\text{FGA} & \text{GFE} & \text{D} & \\
\text{FA} & \text{mu} & \text{li} & \text{tu} & \text{o} & \text{rum} & \\
\text{GA} & \text{FGE} & \text{FG} & \text{D} \\
\text{SOL} & \text{ve} & \text{pol} & \text{lu} & \text{ti} \\
\text{GA} & \text{FGA} & \text{a} \\
\text{LA} & \text{bi} & \text{re} & \text{a} & \text{tum} \\
\text{GF ED} & \text{CE D} \\
\text{Sanc} & \text{e} & \text{to} & \text{Io} & \text{an} & \text{nes} \\
\end{array}
\]

'You see, therefore,' continues Guido, 'that this Melody begins, as to its six divisions, with six different sounds. He then, who, through practice, can attain the power of leading off, with certainty, the beginning of each division, whichever he may desire, will be in a position to strike these six sounds easily, wherever he may meet with them.\(^4\)

The directions here given, by Guido himself, clearly indicate the Solisation of a typical Hexachord—the Hexachordon naturale—by aid of the six initial syllables of the Hymn. Did he carry out the development of his original idea? Tradition asserts, that, he extended its application to the seven Hexachords, in succession, and even to their Mutations, illustrating his method by the help of the Harmonic Hand. And the tradition is supported by the testimony of Sigebertus Gemblacensis, who, writing in 1113, says, in his 'Chronicon,' under the year 1028, that 'Guido indicated these six sounds by means of the finger-joints of the left hand, following out the rising and falling of the sounds with eye and ear, throughout a full Octave.' Guido himself, it is true, never recurs to the subject. But he does tell Brother Michael, in another part of his letter, that 'these things, though difficult to write about, are easily explained by word of mouth'; and surely, with Sigebert's testimony before us, we can scarcely escape the conclusion that he really did afterwards explain the fuller details of his system to his friend, eide roce, and teach them in his school. But, whether he did this or not, he has at least said enough to

\(^3\) See SOLMATION.
\(^4\) See HEXACHORD.

---

1. UTRECHT.

Later. By a mutual arrangement with the similar societies at Amsterdam, the Hague, Rotterdam and Arnheim, no concerts take place on the same evenings in any of these towns, so that the soloists—generally one vocalist and one instrumentalist—appear alternately at concerts in the different places. The concerts are given in the Goudse Room Kunsten en Wezenhappen; the average attendance is from 600 to 800. In 1881, the members of the society numbered over 200, so that the subscriptions afford a tolerably certain income. The present director is Mr. Richard Hol, who has filled the place since 1862. On the occasion of the 250th anniversary of the foundation of the society its history was written by Mr. van Reimsdijk. His work is entitled 'Het Stads-Muziekcollege te Utrecht (Collegium Musicum Ulterjectum) 1631-1881. Eene bijdrage tot de geschiedenis des Toonkunst in Nederland' (Utrecht 1881). [W.B.S.]

UT, RE, MI (Modern Ital. Do, re, mi). The three first syllables of the 'Guidonian system of Solmisation.'\(^1\)

Whether Guido d'Arezzo did, or did not, invent the system which, for more than eight centuries, has borne his name, is a question which has given rise to much discussion. A critical examination of the great Benedictine's own writings proves that many of the discoveries with which he has been credited were well known to Musicians, long before his birth; while others were certainly not given to the world until long after his death. We know, for instance, that he neither invented the Monochord, nor the Clavier, though tradition honours him as the discoverer of both. Still, it is difficult to agree with those who regard him as 'a mythical abstract.' Though he writes with perfect clearness, where technical questions are concerned, he speaks in a riddle, and his method of teaching, in terms so novel and familiar, that we cannot afford to despise any additional light that tradition may throw upon them. We know that he first used the six famous syllables. Tradition asserts, that, from this small beginning, he developed the whole method of Solmisation in seven Hexachords,\(^2\) and the Harmonic (or Guidonian) Hand. Let us see how far the tradition is supported by known facts.

In a letter, addressed to his friend Brother Michael, about the year 1025, Guido speaks of the value, as an aid to memory, of the first six hemistichs of the Hymn for the festival of St. John the Baptist, 'Ut quaeant laxis.' 'If, therefore,' he says, 'you would commit any sound, or Neuma, to memory, to the end that, whosoever you may wish, in whatsoever Melody, whether known to you or unknown, it may quickly present itself, so that you may at once enumerate it, without any doubt, you must note that sound, or Neuma, in the beginning of some well-known Tune. And because, for the purpose of retaining every sound in the memory, after this manner, it is necessary to have ready a Melody which begins with that same sound,'

\(^1\) See SOLMATION.
\(^2\) See HEXACHORD.

P 2
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---
VAISSEAU-FANTÔME.

VACCAS, Nicola, a prolific composer of Italian operas, born at Tarento March 15, 1790. He passed the first 10 or 12 years of his life at Pesaro, a few more at Rome with the view to the law, and it was not till his 17th or 18th year that he threw off this, and took lessons of Jannacori in counterpoint. In 1811 he went to Naples and put himself under Pasiello for dramatic composition, and there wrote a couple of cantatas and some church music. In 1814 he brought out his first opera, 'I solitari di Scizia,' at Naples. The next seven years were passed at Venice, each one with its opera. None, however, were sufficiently successful, and he therefore took up the teaching of singing, and practised it in Trieste and in Vienna. In 1824 he resumed opera composition, and in 1825 wrote amongst several others his most favourite work, 'Giulietta e Romeo,' for Naples. In 1839 he visited Paris, and stayed there two years as a singing master in great popularity. He then passed a short time in London, and in 1831 we again find him writing operas in Italy, amongst others 'Marco Visconti' and 'Giovanna Grey'—the latter for Malibran. In 1838 he succeeded Basioli as head and principal professor of composition of the Conservatori of Milan. In 1844 he left his active duties, returned to Naples, and wrote a fresh opera, 'Virginia,' for the Argentino Theatre, Rome. It was his last work, and he died at Pesaro Aug. 5, 1848. His works contain 15 operas besides those mentioned above, 12 Ariette per Camera (Cramer, London), and a Method (Ricordi). 'Giulietta e Romeo' was performed at the King's Theatre, Haymarket, London, April 10, 1832. [G.]

VAET, Jacques (or Jacob), Flemish composer of the 16th century, attached to the Imperial Kapelle at Vienna in the capacity of chanter and apparently also of court-composer, as early as 1550-1562, when he wrote a motet 'in laudem serenisimis principis Ferdinandi archiducis Austriae.' After a long life of this

1 The name is also written Vasi and Vast. Owing to the latter spelling the composer was often confused with an entirely different person, Jacques (or Glauche) de Wert, a mistake which appeared in the first edition of Fétis' Dictionary. Compare the remarks of M. Vander Streeten, La Musique aux Pays-bas iii. 197 ff.; 1975.
2 Vaet's birthplace is unknown, but one Jean Vaet, who may be of his family, has been discovered as living at Ypres in 1499. Vander Streeten, i. 120; 1887.
3 Vander Streeten, v. 79, 102; 1900.
4 Compare Fétis viii. 391 a (2nd ed.); Ambros, Geschichte der Musik, ii. 354.
5 Vol. i. 319 f.
6 Klinker, Bibliographie der Musik-Sammelwerke, pp. 298-308; cp. Fétis viii. 391 b.
7 See for instance the extract in Vander Streeten iv. 64; 1878.
8 Vol. viii. 529 a.
9 Vol. iii. 253.
German of Richard Wagner, music by Dietrich.1
Produced at the Grand Opera, Paris, Nov. 9,
1842. [G.]

VALENTINI, PIETRO FRANCESCO, a great
contrapuntist, scholar of G. M. Nanini; died
at Rome 1654. Various books of canons, mu-
drigals, canzonets, etc., by him, were published
before and after his death, of which a list is given
by Félicia. His canons were his greatest achieve-
ment, and two of them are likely to be referred to
for many years to come. The first, on a line
from the Salve Regina, is given by Kircher
(Musurgia, i. 402), and was selected by Mar-
purg, more than a century later (1763), as the
theme of seven of his Critical Letters on music, oc-
ccupying 50 quarto pages (li. 89). He speaks of
the subject of the canon with enthusiasm, as one
of the most remarkable he had ever known for
containing in itself all the possible modifications
necessary for its almost infinite treatment—for
the same qualities in fact which distinguish the
subject of Bach’s ‘Art of Fugue’ and the ‘Et
vitam venturi’ of Cherubini’s great ‘Credo.’

The first subject is:

```
li - los tu - os mi - se - ri - cor - des o -
- los ad nos con - ver - te.
```

which gives direct rise to three others; viz.—

Second subject, the first in retrograde motion.

Third subject, the first inverted.

Fourth subject, the second in retrograde.

Each of these fits to each or all of the others in
plain counterpoint, and each may be treated in
imitation in every interval above and below, and
at all distances, and may be augmented or
diminished, and this for 3, 3, 4, 5 or 6 voices.
Kircher computes that it may be sung more than
300 different ways.

The second canon—‘Nel nodo di Salomo
(like a Solomon’s knot) a 96 voci’—consists of
the common chord of G,

```
\[ G, \]
```

and may be varied almost ad infinitum, with in-
sufferable monotony it must be allowed. (See
also Burney, Hist. iii. 522.) [G.]

VALENTINI, VALENTINO URBANI, usually
called; a celebrated eristo, who came to London,
Dec. 6, 1707, very early in the history of Italian
opera in England. Nothing is known of his
birth or early career; but he seems to have ar-
ived here, possessed of a lavishly voice of small
power, which fell afterwards to a high tenor, and
with an opera, ‘Il Trionfo d’Amore,’ in his
pocket. The translation of this piece he en-
trusted to Motteux; and he subsequently sold to
Vanbrugh, for a considerable sum, the right of
representation. The Baronesse, Margherita de
l’Epine, Mrs. Tofts, and Leveridge, sang with him
in this opera (‘Love’s Triumph’), and, if the
printed score may be trusted, they all, including
Valentini, sang English words. The piece was
produced at the end of February, 1708, and he
took a benefit in it on March 17. Meanwhile,
he had already sung (Dec. 1707) as Orontes, a
‘contra-tenor,’ in ‘Thymoiris,’ Hughes under-
standing the part. Valentini’s dress in this
piece cost £25 17s. 3d., a very large sum in
those days; his turban and feathers cost £3 10s.,
and his ‘baskin’ 12 shillings. We find him
(Dec. 31, 1707) joining with the ‘Seignora
Margareta [de l’Epine], Mrs. Tofts, Heidegger,
and the chief members of the orchestra, in a
complaint against the dishonesty and tyranny of
Rich. They claimed various amounts, due for
salaries, ‘cloaths,’ etc. Valentini’s pay was fixed
at £7 10s. a night, as large a sum as any singer
then received; but he seems to have had diffi-
culty in extracting payment of it from Van-
brugh.

There is extant a curious letter, in which M.
de l’Epine appeals to the Vice-Chamberlain
(Coke) for ‘juste revoie’ for the ‘impertinance’
of which ‘cette creature’ [Valentini] had been
guilty, in preventing her from singing one of her
songs, a few days before; and declares that she
would never suffer ‘ce monstre, ennemi des houes
des femmes et de Dieu’ to sing one of her songs
without her singing one of his! The letter is
simply endorsed by the Vice-Chamberlain, ‘Mrs.
Margaretta about Mr. Valentini.’

Valentini sang, with Nicolini, in ‘Pyrrhus and
Demetrius,’ a part which he resumed in 1709.
Nicolini and he sang their music to the Italian
words, while the rest of the company sang in
English, as was not unusual in the gallimas-
frries3 of the time. Valentini reappeared (1710)
in ‘Almahide,’ and (1711) in the original cast of
‘Rinaldo,’ as Eustacio, a tenor. In 1712
he sang another tenor part, that of Silvio in
‘Pastor Fido’; and in the following year another,
Egeo in ‘Teseo,’ as well as that of
Ricciardi in ‘Erneminda.’ In that season (1713)
he again joined in a petition, with Pepusch and
his wife, la Galeratti, and other artists, for
the better regulation of their benefits. Then, as in
modern times, operatic affairs were too frequently

1 Pierre Louis Philippe Dietrich, a French composer and
conductor. He was connected with the Paris Conservatoire,
was Maitre de Chapelle at St. Em-
taches, and in 1868 became chief conductor of the Grand Opera.

2 The Coke papers, in the writer’s possession.
3 Ibid.
4 Busby.
5 The Coke papers.
enlivened with petitions, squabbles, and litigation; impresarios were tyrants, and singers were hard to manage. Valentino sang again in ‘Creso,’ 1714, after which his name appears no more in the bills.

Galliard says of him that, ‘though less powerful in voice and action than Nicolini, he was more chaste in his singing.’

[J.M.]

VALENTINO, HENRI JUSTIN ARMAND
JOSEPH, eminent French conductor, born at Lilie, Oct. 14, 1787. His father, of Italian origin, was an army-chemist, and intended him for a soldier, but his talent for music was so decided that he was allowed to follow his own bent. At 13 he was playing the violin at the theatre, at 14 was suddenly called upon to supply the place of the conductor, and henceforth made conducting his special business. In 1813 he married a niece of Persuis, the composer, on whose recommendation he became in 1818 deputy-conductor of the Opéra under R. Kreutzer, and in 1820 was rewarded with the reversion of the title of first conductor conjointly with Violabenock. The degree did not take effect till Kreutzer’s resignation in 1824, when the two deputies had long been exercising the function of conductor in turn. Amongst the works produced under Valentino’s direction between 1827 and 1830, may be mentioned ‘Moisè,’ ‘La Muste de Portici,’ ‘Guillaume Tell,’ and ‘Le Dieu et la Bayadère.’ He also held from April 10, 1824, the reversion after Plantade of the post of Maître de chapelle honoraire to the King; but this he lost by the Revolution of 1830, which also brought about changes at the Opéra. Dr. Véron, the new director, inaugurated his reign by cutting down salaries, and Valentino, determined not to sacrifice the musicians who served under his own interests, resigned. He soon after succeeded Crémont as chief conductor of the Opéra Comique, an enviable post which he occupied from April 1831 to April 1836. Here he produced ‘Zampa,’ ‘Le Pré aux Clercs’ (‘Son Londres d’Edimbourg’), ‘Le Châlet,’ ‘Robin des Bois’ (‘Der Freischütz’), ‘Le Cheval de Bronze,’ ‘Action’, and ‘L’Éclair.’

On the direction of all these popular works he bestowed a care, zeal, and attention to nuances beyond all praise.

On resigning the Opéra Comique, Valentino settled at Chantilly, but was soon offered the direction of the popular Concerts of classical music. Fascinated by the idea of rivaling the Concerts of the Conservatoire, and spreading the taste for high-class instrumental music, he courageously put himself at the head of the enterprise. The spot selected was the hall at 231 Rue St. Honoré, where Musard had given masked balls and concerts of dance-music, and which was now destined to hear the classical masterpieces interpreted by a first-rate orchestra of 85 players—and all for 2 francs! But the public was not ripe for classical music, and preferred the 1 franc nights and dance-music, under a less eminent conductor. The ‘Concerts Valentino,’ started in Oct. 1837, came to an end in April 1841, but the name of their founder remained attached to the hall where so many schemes of amusement have failed since then.

Valentino then retired to Versailles, and lived in obscurity for 24 years. He was indeed asked in 1846 to return to the Opéra, but declined. He had married again, and the last few years of his life were passed in the midst of his family and a few intimate friends. He died at Versailles Jan. 28, 1865, in his 78th year.

[G.C.]

VALLERIANO, CAVALIERE VALENTINO PELLEGRINI, commonly called; a very distinguished music attached to the Court of the Elector Palantine, about 1712. In that year he visited London, replacing Nicolini, who left in June. Valleriano, who had a counter-tenor voice of great beauty, ‘created’ the principal parts in ‘Pastor Fido,’ produced Nov. 21, and in ‘Teseo,’ first performed Jan. 10, 1713. He sang also the chief rôle in ‘Erneminda,’ and drew the highest salary of the season (about £650). His engagement terminated, Valleriano left England, and did not return here again.

[J.M.]

VALLACE, GUGLIELMO. A new libretto to Rossini’s ‘Guillaume Tell,’ written for the production of that opera in Milan, at the Scala Theatre, Dec. 26, 1836.

[G.]

VALLERIA, ALWINA. Miss Alwina Valle- ria Lohmann was born Oct. 12, 1848, at Baltimore, U.S.A., studied at the Royal Academy of Music, London, the piano, with Mr. W. H. Holmes, and singing, as second study, with Mr. Wallworth, and in 1869 gained the Westmorland Scholarship; received further instruction in singing from Arditi, and on June 2, 1871, made her first appearance in public, after which she was promptly engaged for Italian opera at St. Petersburg, where she made her first appearance on the stage Oct. 23 of the same year, as Linda di Chamouni. Her next engagements were in Germany and at La Scala, Milan. She was afterwards engaged at Her Majesty’s Opera, Drury Lane, for two seasons, and made her first appearance May 3, 1873, as Marta. From 1877-78 she was engaged in Italian opera at the same house, and in 1879-82 at Covent Garden, undertaking with readiness and capacity a large number of parts, whether principal or subordinate—viz. Inez (‘L’Afri- cane’), Leonora (‘Trovatore’), Adalgisa, Donna Elvira, Susanna, Blonde (‘Il Seraglio’), and Michela in the production in England of ‘Carmen’ (June 22, 1878). For the seasons 1882 and 1883 she sang in English opera under Carl Rosa in the ‘Flying Dutchman’ and ‘Tannhäuser’; and on April 9, 1883, was much praised for her spirited performance of Colomba, on the production of Mackenzie’s opera. She sang in oratorio for the first time on Dec. 26, 1882, at Manchester, in the ‘Messiah,’ and has since been very successful both in the Handel and Leeds Festivals of 1883. Mme. Valleria has also sung success- fully in opera and concerts in America and elsewhere. Her voice extends from Bb below the line to D in alt, is of considerable flexibility, fair power and volume, and pleasant quality. She
VALLERIA.

is moreover an admirable actress. On Aug. 23, 1877, she married Mr. R. H. P. Hutchinson, of Husband's Bosworth, near Rugby. [A.C.]

VALVE (Fr. Piston; Germ. Ventil). A contrivance applied to brass instruments with cupped mouthpieces for increasing their powers of performance. It may be described as a second tube or bypass on one side of the main bore, into which the column of air may be diverted at will by a movement of the fingers; the original path being automatically restored on their removal. The side channels are obviously always longer than the simple passage, and therefore act by lengthening the tube, and lowering the note produced by a definite quantity. This quantity is approximately a tone for the first valve; a semitone for the second; a tone and a half for the third. Here the mechanism usually ends; but a fourth valve is often added, especially in baritone, bass, and contrabass instruments, which lowers the pitch about two tones and a half. Cornets have indeed been made with as many as six valves, but they have not received general acceptance.

It is difficult to identify the original inventor of this ingenious contrivance. A rude form of valve may occasionally be seen on old Trombones, in which four parallel sliding tubes are actuated by a lever for each set, giving the instrument the appearance of a rank of organ pipes or of a Paneclet reed. The earliest definite facts are two patents of John Shaw; the first taken out in 1824; the second, which he calls a 'rotary' or 'swivel' action, in 1838. The mechanism was much improved and simplified by Sax of Paris.

The two principal models now in use are the Piston and the Rotatory valve. The former is most used in this country and in France; the latter in Germany. The Rotatory valve is simply a 'fourway stopcock turning in a cylindrical case in the plane of the instrument, two of its four ways forming part of the main channel, the other two on its rotating through a quadrant of the circle, admitting the air to the bypass.' This gives great freedom of execution, but is far more expensive and liable to derangement than the Piston valve. This, as its name implies, is a brass cylindrical piston moving airtight, vertically, in a long cylindrical case. It is pressed down by means of a short rod ending in a button for the finger at its upper end, and flies back to its original place under the influence of a helical spring acting on its lower extremity. On the sides of the case four passages abut; two from the main tube, two from the bypass. The valve itself is perforated obliquely by corresponding holes, which give the open note when it is at the top, the depressed note when it is at the bottom of its stroke. In the Rotatory valve these holes describe an arc of the circle; in the Piston they have a rectilinear vertical traverse.

Whichever form be used, it is intended to serve at least three purposes:

1. To complete the scale.
2. To transpose the key.
3. To remedy false notes or imperfect intonation.

In four-valve instruments the first two of these requirements are combined, in order to bridge over the long gap of an octave which exists between the fundamental note and its first upper partial; for example, the depression of pitch by 2½ tones places a B♭ 'inset' practically in the F below, and thus founds the whole scale on a new key-note, in which the three other valves produce fresh changes of interval.

The third requirement has been applied practically by Mr. Bassett to the trumpet, and his very valuable improvement is described under that heading. [Trumpet.]

The depressions and changes of pitch produced by each valve have been above named as approximate only. This fact constitutes the great objection to the system. For an instrument like the French Horn, which varies in length according to key from twelve to twenty-six feet, it is clear that a corresponding change must be made in the valve-slides, by which they remain aliquot parts of the main tube. This adjustment can be effected at the beginning of a composition by the player, but in a band of instruments, either of crook, key, or of enharmonic nature, it is quite impracticable. In instruments, moreover, of large compass, like the Euphonium, the valve length is totally different according as the passage played lies in the lower or the higher register; still more so if the fourth valve has lowered the whole pitch of the instrument as above described.

In the French Horn, indeed, from the close-ness of the harmonics to one another in the part of its scale chiefly used, two valves are sufficient, depressing the note a semitone and a tone respectively. A far better device for this instrument was, however, patented by the late Mr. Ford, and may be seen in the Patent Museum; but nowhere else, having been relegated, like so many other improvements, to the limbo of disuse. In this the piston arrangement, though working on the Rotatory method named above, actuates two short Trombone valves inserted into the main tube, and entirely does away with fixed bypasses. The player therefore has the power, as in the Trombone, of producing any note by ear, in correct intonation.

An equally ingenious if not quite so perfect a correction of the error inherent in this construction has been devised by Mr. Blakley, of Messrs. Boosey's, under the name of Compensating Pistons, and is best given nearly in his own words.

In the ordinary arrangement the first valve lowers the pitch one tone; the second half a tone; and the third a tone and a half; but as the length of the instrument should be, speaking roughly, in inverse proportion to the number of vibrations of the required notes, the desired result is not exactly obtained when two or three valves are used in combination. Thus, in an instrument in the key of C, the first valve lowers the pitch to E♭, the third valve lowers it to A♭. For the low G the first valve is used in combination with the third, but its tubing is taken to give the interval from C to G; and the instrument when the third valve is down is virtually in A♭, the tubing of the first valve is not sufficiently long to render the pitch a true tone from A to G. This defect is intensified when all three valves are used together to produce D♭ and G. A numerical illustration may make this more clear: Let the first
the Elector's service before Beethoven's grandfather. [See vol. i. p. 162.] In 1780 we find him as teacher to the little Ludwig: when the teaching began or of what it consisted beyond the organ is not known; but it is known that he taught the length only one-eighth of unity, and not one-eighth (of 14-7). G will therefore be somewhat sharp.

Thus far with reference to instruments with three valves, but the defect is aggravated in those with four. Any actual lengthening of the valve slides by mechanism connected with the valve is practically insensible, as the lightness and rapidity of action of the valve would be thereby interfered with, but in the compensating pistons a lengthening of the valve slides is brought about as follows. The tubing connected with the third valve is passed through the first and second in such a way that when the second is pressed down, the vibrating column of air passes through passages in the first and second, in addition to the two passages in the third, in the common arrangement; and for the purposes of bringing additional tubing into action in connection with the first and second valves, as required for correct intonation (when they are either or both used in combination with the third), two air passages are added to each of these valves, and in connection with each pair of passages a loop or circuit of tube of the required length, which is added to the effective length of the instrument only when the third valve is used in connection with the others. Such additional tubing compensates for the shortening of the passages due to pressing down the third valve. No extra moving parts are introduced, and the established fingering is preserved.

The writer has examined the system, and finds it to work with ease, and to add only a few ounces to the weight of the instrument. [W.H.S.]


VAN BREE, JOHANN BERNHARD, son of a musician, born at Amsterdam, Jan. 29, 1801. He was taught chiefly by his father, and first came before the public as a player of the violin, on which he was much renowned in Holland. In 1839 he was appointed conductor of the Felix Meritis Society of Amsterdam, and held the post with great distinction till his death Feb. 14, 1857. Van Bree was an industrious composer, and left behind him a mass of works in all the regular departments of music. In England he is known to Choral Societies by three masses for men's voices, and a cantata for St. Cecilia's Day, all published by Novello. Van Bree was the founder (1840) of the Cecilian-Vereen of Amsterdam, which he conducted till his death, and was also head of the music school of the Society for the encouragement of music (Maaatschappij tot bevordering der Toonkunst). [G.]

VAN DEN EEDEN, GILLES, Beethoven's first instructor in music. Of his birth and death nothing seems to be known, but he was doubtless son or nephew of Heinrich van den Eede, who in 1695 was Hoforganist to the then Elector of Cologne. In 1723 the name occurs again as a vocalist, but the first certain mention of Gilles is in 1726, when he represents to the Elector that he has been employed as organist for a year and a half without pay, on which 100 gulden is allotted him, increased, on his further petition (July 5, 1729), to 200 gulden. 1 He thus entered

1 Thayer, r. i. 10, 17, 26. The name is spelt Vandemest, and Van den Eede.

VANDER STRAETEN. Edmond, distinguished Belgian musician, and writer on music, and author of 'La Musique aux Pays-Bas,' a work still in progress and destined to be a monument of erudition and research—was born at Oudenarde in Flanders, Dec. 3, 1826. He was educated for the law, first at Alost, and afterwards in the University of Ghent. On his return to Oudenarde, he continued the cultivation of his taste for music, in combination with numismatics and archaeology, the last-named pursuit powerfully influencing the determination of his career. While in his native town he organised and directed performances of excerpts from operatic works, and in 1849 himself set to music a three-act drama, entitled 'Le Proscrit.' At this early age he began that research in the rich musical archives of his native country which he has since given to the public in his literary works. M. Vander Straeten next became secretary to Féts, who was then Director of the Brussels Conservatoire, at the same time continuing his studies in harmony and counterpoint, the latter under Féts, with whom he entered into active collaboration, in cataloguing the historical section of the Royal Library and contributing numerous articles to Féts's biographical dictionary. He thus spent fourteen years in preparation for his own historical productions. During this time he acted as musical critic to 'Le Nord,' 'L'Echo du Parlement,' and 'L'Étoile Belge,' and wrote, as well, in various reviews. Although adorning the southern genius of Rossini, he never ceased to advocate the claims of Weber, and also of Wagner, whose operas came out.

The first volume of 'La Musique aux Pays-Bas' appeared in 1867, and marks the period of his entire devotion to the publication of his archæological discoveries. He had formed an important library of materials for the musical history of the Low Countries, and had also collected musical instruments bearing upon his studies, including his beautiful Jean Ruckers clavecin of 1627, figured in his third volume.

The Belgian Government now charged M. Vander Straeten with artistic and scientific missions which involved his visiting Germany, Italy, France, and Spain. He visited Weimar in 1870, for the model representations of Wagner's operas, and his reports are alike distinguished by aesthetic sentiment and clearness of analytical vision. He has been appointed quite recently by his government, in concert with the Académie Royale, on the committee for the publication of ancient
Belgian compositions, and it is confided to him to collect the materials for this noble undertaking. The question of the birthplace of the 15th-century composer Timotius, which had been claimed for Nivelles in Brabant, aroused a violent controversy. M. Vander Straeten is, however, admitted to be victorious, having adduced proofs that place the locality in West Flanders, and form an important chapter of his fourth volume.

He is an honorary or corresponding member of twelve musical or archæological societies. His most important published works (to 1885) are—'
La Musique aux Pays-Bas avant le XIXe siècle,' 7 vols. (1867–1885); 'Le Théâtre Villageois en Flandre,' 2 vols. (1874 and 1880); 'Les Musiciens néerlandais en Italie' (1884); 'Les Musiciens Néerlandais en Espagne' (first part, 1885). A complete bibliography of his works to 1877 is appended to an interesting biographical notice, written by M. Charles Meereus, and published at Rome. [A.J.H.]

VANINI. [See Boschi.]

VARIANTE is the usual expression in Germany for varying versions or readings of a piece of music. Thus in the principal editions of Bach's instrumental works, besides the adopted text of a piece, other copies containing various changes are printed in an appendix, and entitled Varianten. [G.]

VARIATIONS. In the days when modern music was struggling in the earliest stages of its development, when most of the forms of art which are familiar in the present day were either unknown or in their crudest state of infancy, composers who aimed at making works of any size laboured under great disadvantages. They were as fully conscious as composers are now of the necessity of some system of structure or principle of art to unify the whole of each work, and to carry on the interest from moment to moment; but as they had not discovered any form which could extend for more than a few phrases or periods, their only means of making the music last any length of time was to repeat, and to disguise the repetition and give it fresh interest by artistic devices.

In choral music they took some old familiar piece of plainsong, or a good secular tune, put it into very long notes, and gave it to one of the voices to sing; and then made something ostensibly new upon this basis by winding round it ingenuous and elaborate counterpoint for all the other voices. The movement lasted as long as the tune served, and for other movements—if the work happened to be a mass, or work necessarily divided into separate pieces—they either took a new tune and treated it in the same way, or repeated the former one, and sometimes sang it backwards for variety, with new turns of counterpoint each time.

Similarly, in instrumental music, as soon as their art was enough advanced to produce good, clear, and complete dance-tunes and songs, they extended the musical performance by repeating the tunes, with such other touches of fresh interest as could be obtained by grace-notes and ornamental passages, and runs inserted in the bass or other parts. In this way the attention of composers came to be very much drawn to the art of varying a given theme, and presenting it in new lights; and they carried it to a remarkably advanced stage when scarcely any of the other modern forms of art had passed the period of incubation.

In choral music the art was limited to the practice of using a given tune as the central thread to hold the whole work together; and it almost died out when maturer principles of structure were discovered; but in instrumental music it has held its own ever since, and not only plays a part of great importance in the most modern sonatas and symphonies, but has given rise to a special form which has been a great favourite with all the greatest masters, and is known by the name of Variations.

The early masters had different ways of applying the device. One which appears to have been a favourite, was to write only one variation at a time, and to extend the piece by joining a fresh theme to the end of each variation, so that a series of themes and single variations alternated throughout. In order to make the members of the series hang together, the variations to the different themes were often made in similar style; while the successive themes supplied some little contrast by bringing different successions of harmony into prominence. There are several pieces constructed in this fashion by Byrd and Bull and Orlando Gibbons, who were among the earliest composers of instrumental music in modern Europe; and they consist chiefly of sets of Pavans, or Galliards, or neat little tunes like Bull's 'Jewel.' Many are interesting for ingenuity and originality of character, but the form in this shape never rose to any high pitch of artistic excellence. Another form, which will be noticed more fully later on, was to repeat incessantly a short clause of bass progression, with new figures and new turns of counterpoint over it each time; and another, more closely allied to the modern order of Variations, was a piece constructed upon a theme like Sellenger's 'Chord, which did not come to a complete end, but stopped on the Dominant harmony and so returned upon itself; by which means a continuous flow of successive versions of the theme was obtained, ending with a Coda.

These early masters also produced examples of a far more mature form of regular theme and variations, not unlike thoroughly modern works of the kind; in which they showed at once a very wide comprehension of the various principles upon which variations can be constructed, and an excellent perception of the more difficult art of varying the styles of the respective members of the series so as to make them set off one another, as well as serve towards the balance and proportion of the whole set.

Two of the works which illustrate best the different sides of the question at this early date are Byrd's variations to the secular tune known
as 'The Carman's Whistle' and Bull's set called 'Les Buffons.' These two represent respectively two of the most important principles upon which variations are made, since the first series is almost entirely melodic, and the second structural; that is, each variation in the first series is connected with the theme mainly through the melody, whereas in the second the succession of the harmonies is the chief bond of connection; both themes are well adapted to illustrate these principles, the tune of the first having plenty of definite character, and the harmonies of the second being planned on such broad and simple lines as are most likely to remain in the memory.

Byrd's series consists of eight variations, in all of which, except the last, the melody is brought very prominently forward; a different character being given to each variation by the figures introduced to accompany it. The way in which the various styles succeed one another is very happy. The first is smooth and full, and the second rugged and forcible; the third quiet and plaintive, and the fourth lively and rhythmic; and so on in similar alternation to the last, which is appropriately made massive and full, and is the only one which is based exclusively on the harmonies, and ignores the tune. The two following examples give the opening bars of the fourth and sixth variations, and illustrate the style and way of applying the characteristic figures very happily. The upper part is the tune of the theme.

Ex. 4.

Upon this fourteen variations are constructed, which are varied and contrasted with one another throughout, upon the same general principles of succession as in Byrd's series. Many of them are merely made of scale passages, or rather commonplace figures; but some are well devised, and the two following are interesting as examples of the freedom with which composers had learnt to treat structural variations even in such early days. Ex. 4 is the beginning of the second variation, and Ex. 5 is the thirteenth, which flows out of the one preceding it.

Ex. 4.

Ex. 5.
VARIATIONS.

In the time which followed Byrd and Bull the best energies of composers were chiefly directed to the development of such instrumental forms as the Suite and the Canzona, and the earlier kinds of Sonata; and Sets of Variations were not so common. There are a few examples among Frescobaldi's compositions; as the 'Aria detta Balletto' in the second book of Toccatas, Canzonas, etc., which is curious on account of the way the variations are put into different times; but his works of the kind are on the whole neither so interesting nor so satisfactory as Byrd's. It is also common to meet with an occasional variation on one or more of the regular dance-movements in the Suites; and in that position they were commonly called Doubles.

There is a curious and unusual experiment in a Suite of Kuhnau's in E minor, in which the Courante in 6-4 time is a complete variation of the Allemande in common time that precedes it. But the art of varying a theme of some sort was cultivated to a greater extent about this time under other guises. In Germany composers were fond of harmonising their Chorales in all sorts of ingenious ways, such as are found later in perfection in Bach's Cantatas and Passions; they also used the Chorales as a kind of Canto fermo upon which they based elaborate movements for the organ, full of ingenious and effective figures and various devices of counterpoint; and not a little of the great development of organ-playing, which culminated in J. S. Bach, was carried on by the cultivation of this form of art. Another form which was more obviously allied to the sets of variations, and indeed can in some cases hardly be distinguished from them, was the ground-bass or basso ostinato, which was a very favourite form of art all over Europe during the greater part of the 17th century. The principle of following the bass of the theme is indeed constantly made use of in variations, and in theory the only difference between the two forms is that in a ground-bass the base passage, which is repeated over and over again, is the whole bond of connection which joins the series together; while in variations the bass may change entirely so long as the theme is recognisable either by means of the melody or the succession of the harmonies. But in practice, though there are many examples in which a good clear bass figure is made to persist with obstinate regularity in this form, it often goes to place to the succession of the harmonies, or was itself so varied as to become scarcely recognisable. For instance, a so-called Ground by Blow in E minor, with twenty-eight divisions, begins with a section that is much more like a theme for variations; and though the base moves in good steps, it has no very decided figures whatever. A comparison of the first half of the so-called ground with the corresponding part of the bass of the twentieth division will show that the view musicians took of the repetitions was at least a liberal one:

Ex. 8.

In this case the outline of the bass as defined by the successive steps downwards is pretty well maintained, but in a few other divisions which are more elaborately constructed, not only is the bass altered, but even harmonies which do not strictly correspond to the originals are introduced. Such treatment clearly destroys the individuality of the form of art, and makes the work to all intents a theme with variations, under limitations. The real type of movement constructed on a ground-bass has a decided character of its own, as the obstinate reiteration of a good figure is necessarily a striking bond of connection throughout the piece; and if the figures built upon it are well varied it can be made very amusing. In Purcell's use of this form, which he was evidently fond of, the type is kept much purer, and the divisions on the ground are really what they pretend to be. A quotation of the bass of a ground in one of his Suites will illustrate better than any description the difference between the real thing and a hybrid like Blow's:

Ex. 8.

But even so genuine a specimen as Purcell's is closely allied to a theme with variations; and at a time when the form was so popular that it was not only a favourite with composers, but the constant resource of performers with any talent for extemporising to show off their skill in two directions at once, it seems very likely that the more elastic but less pure form adopted by Blow and others should have been easily allowed to pass in the crowd of experiments; and thus composers were constantly developing the form of 'Theme and Variations' under another name.

A celebrated example which bears upon this question is the twelfth and last Sonata of Corelli's Opera Quinta, which is called 'La Follia.' This is sometimes described as a Theme and twenty-two variations, and sometimes as Divisions on a ground. The bass of the theme was well known in these days as Farinelli's Ground, from the inventor, and was commonly used by musicians and composers, as for instance by Vivaldi. Hawkins speaks of it as 'the favourite air known in England as Farinelli's Ground,'
showing a confusion in his mind even as to the difference between a 'ground' and a tune. In Corelli's work the bass is not repeated at all regularly, so it is to all intents and purposes a series of free variations. These are most of them very simple, being different forms of arpeggios on the harmonies of the theme, but they are well devised so as to contrast and set off one another, and are effective in their way for the violin. The tempos vary from Allegro and Andante to Allegro and Vivace, and the timesignatures also, as 3-4, 4-4, and 3-8. Corelli evidently took an easy view of variations, for both in this set and in the Chaconne in the twelfth Sonata of op. 2, the harmonies are not at all strictly followed, and occasionally have next to nothing to do with the theme for several bars together; and this appears to have been rather a characteristic of the Italian style of writing such things. The treatment of the form in this instance, and in many others of nearly the same period (as those by Blow, and many by Locatelli and others a little later), together with the lax way in which Hawkins speaks of the subject, tend to the conclusion that this popular form of Ground-bass Movement was gradually becoming mixed up with the form of Theme and Variations, and trenching on its province.

Even the length of the bass in the Follia and other examples is in favour of this view, because the effect of the ground-bass is lost when it extends beyond very moderate limits. The best examples are after such a concise fashion as the bass quoted from Purcell, and such superb specimens as the 'Crucifixus' in Bach's Mass, his Passacaglia in C minor, and similar works by Buxtehude for the organ. If the ground-bass has several clauses, as in Corelli's Follia or Blow's piece (Ex. 6), it loses its effect and has to be treated after the manner of a theme; and the adoption of long periods led composers to that treatment, at the same time that the habit of looking at their subject in the direction of the bass rather than the upper part, influenced their manner of dealing with variations.

This condition of things throws an interesting light upon J. S. Bach's thirty Variations on an Aria in G major for a harpsichord with two rows of keys, which is the first very important work of its kind, and still among the most remarkable in existence, though it is never played in public in consequence of the difficulty of giving due effect on one row of keys to the rapid crossing passages which are written for two. The Aria which serves for theme is not after the manner of a modern aria, but is a dance movement like those in the Suites. It is in fact a Sarabande of the expressive and elaborate kind familiar among Bach's works; it has plenty of fine melody but no catching tune, and nothing to invite melodic variations of the modern kind. On the other hand, it is constructed of very broad and simple successions of harmony, with the bass moving a step of some sort in almost every bar; and upon this motion of bass or harmonies the whole series of variations is really constructed. It is therefore actually almost as much of a ground-bass movement as Corelli's Follia, or Blow's example. The actual bass figure is not repeated, but either the steps by which it moves or the regular changes of the harmony are represented in some way under the elaborate texture of the figures. In fact, what Bach does is to take out the harmonic framework upon which the Aria is built, and use it to build thirty other little movements upon. The way in which these are developed from the original will be best understood by a comparison of the opening bars of some of the variations with the corresponding portion of the bass of the theme.

The following is the bass of the first eight bars of the Aria, with figures to represent the principal harmonies:

Ex. 9.

\[ \text{Diagram} \]

In a good many variations, such as the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 12th, and 22nd, these steps are very clearly maintained. The bass figure of the 2nd variation will serve to illustrate this:

Ex. 10.

\[ \text{Diagram} \]

It is very rare however that the same positions of the chords are rigidly adhered to throughout. All positions are held to be interchangeable. This would be less possible in dealing with a modern theme with weak or irregular motions of harmony; but where the changes are so strict and clear, the successions are traceable even through a looser treatment of the original. An example which will illustrate Bach's method of interchanging positions of the same chords, and the ingenuity with which he builds one form upon another, is the opening of the tenth variation, which is a complete little four-part Puggetta:

Ex. 11.

\[ \text{Diagram} \]
VARIATIONS.

In bar (b) the first position of the chord of the Dominant is implied instead of its first inversion; in bar (c) there is a similar interchange, and in bars (d) and (g) the principal emphasis of the bar falls upon a first inversion instead of a first position of the same chord.

In other variations he goes much further still. In the ninth strict succession of chords is frequently altered, but in such a way that the character and general contour of the harmonic succession is still to be felt in the background. For instance, in the passage corresponding to bars (e) and (f) the harmonies of E minor and G are forced in in the place of those of G and A.

Then the harmony of C and A, which really represents bar (f), is driven into the bar corresponding with (g); and in order to make the final chord of the cadence answer in position with the original, all that appears of the chord corresponding to bar (g) is the last quaver.

The following example will show the nature of the change, beginning at the half-bar corresponding with (d) where the first half close falls, up to the first close in the principal key in bar (h):

Ex. 12.

This appears to be rather an extreme instance, but in reality the change is caused by nothing more than the happy idea of turning the passing note in bar (d) in an opposite direction, and so leading to the intrusion of the chord of E; thus causing the chords of G and C, which follow in their proper order, to come one step too late, and forcing the penultimate chord of the cadence into very close quarters. But the form of the cadence is preserved all the same, and so the change turns out to be more in superficial appearance than reality; while the regularity of the succession is still sufficiently obvious to identify the theme.

The manner in which all the variations are written is contrapuntal, and in many cases they are cast in some one or other of the old contrapuntal forms. Every third variation throughout, except the last, is a Canon of some sort, with a free bass which generally follows the outlines of the bass of the theme. These take all the intervals in regular order—a Canon at the unison in the 3rd variation, a Canon at the second in the 6th, and so on up to a Canon at the ninth in the 37th variation, the Canons at the fourth and fifth being complicated by making them in contrary motion. Variation 10 is a complete Fughetta, and Variation 16 an Overture after the French model, managed by making the part which represents the first half of the theme into the Maestoso movement, and the latter part into the fugal one. The last variation is a 'Quodlibet'; that is, a movement in which several bits of familiar tunes are worked in together. The tunes are 'Volklieder' of a very bright and happy type. It begins with one to the words 'Ich bin so lang nicht bei dir g'west,' on the top of which another, 'Kraut und Rüben haben mich vertrieben,' is introduced; and the fragments of the two, and probably bits of others which are not identified, are mixed up together in amusing but amusing confusion throughout, always following the harmonic succession of the original aria. After the Quodlibet the theme is directed to be played again, so as to make the cycle complete—a plan followed by Beethoven more than once, most notably in the last movement of his Sonata in E, op. 109. Every variation in the series has a perfectly distinct character of its own, and is knitted together closely and compactly by the figures used; which vary from the most pointed vivacity to the noblest dignity and calm; and are so distributed as to keep the action always going, and the interest alive at every step; the result of this many-sided technical workmanship being a perfectly mature art-form. In this respect, as in many others, Bach seems to sum up in his own lifetime the labours of several generations, and to arrive at a point of artistic development which the next generation fell far behind; for a height equal to that of his work was not again reached till Beethoven's time. But the aspect of Bach's work is peculiar to himself and his time. The technical side is brought into extreme prominence. This is shown most obviously in the canons and fugues, but it is also shown in the texture of the other variations. Some few are extremely expressive and beautiful, but it was not with the paramount object of making them all so that Bach attacked his problem, for his variations are rather developments of ideas embodied in vigorous and regular rhythms; firmer than romantic or dramatic types. Both the ideas and the way of treating them belong to the old contrapuntal school, and that style of variation-writing which is most richly and comprehensively shown in this series of variations, comes to an end with Bach.

He produced several other sets in the same manner, notably the famous Chaconne in the Suite in D for violin solo; but it is not necessary to analyse that work, since the same principles are observed throughout, even to the repetition of the theme at the end to clinch it all together. As in the previous case, the basis of the variation is the harmonic framework of the theme; and the melody hardly ever makes its reappearance till its resumption at the end. The bass steps are just as freely dealt with as in the previous case, from which it may be gathered that Bach considered the harmonic structure the chief thing in a Chaconne (which has the reputation of being a movement on a ground-bass) as much as in a regular Theme and variations. He also produced an example of a different kind, in a little set of eight variations on a very beautiful and melodious theme in A minor. In this the harmonic framework is not nearly so noticeable, and the variations are not made to depend upon it so much as in the other cases. Some few of them
are constructed on the same principles as the great set of thirty, but more often the melody of the theme plays an unmistakable part. This may be seen from a comparison of the melody of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th bars of the theme, with the same portion of the third variation.

Ex. 13.

The influence of the tune is similarly apparent in several other variations, putting a new complexion upon variation-making, in the direction cultivated by the next generation; but the result is neither so vigorous nor so intrinsically valuable as in other works more after Bach's usual manner, though historically interesting as an experiment in a line which Bach generally thought fit to let alone.

Handel's way of treating variations was very different from Bach's, and more like the methods of the Italian school, as illustrated by Corelli. In most cases, indeed, he regarded the matter from the same point of view as Bach, since he looked upon the harmonic framework as the principal thing to follow; but he reduced the interest of his representation of that framework in new figures to a minimum. Where Bach used ingenious and rhythmical figures, and worked them with fascinating clearness and consistency, Handel was content to use more empty arpeggios in different forms. In many of his sets of Variations, and other works of the same kind, he makes the effect depend chiefly upon the way in which the quickness of the notes varies, getting faster and faster up to the brilliant but empty conclusion. The set which has most musical interest is the 'Harmonious Blacksmith' in the Suite in E; and in this the usual characteristic is shown, since the variations begin with semiquavers, go on to triplet semiquavers, and end with scale passages of demisemiquavers. The extraordinary popularity of the work is probably owing chiefly to the beauty of the theme, partly also to the happy way in which the style of the variations hits the mean between the elaborate artistic interest of such works as Bach's and the emptiness of simple arpeggios, and partly to the fact that their very simplicity shows to advantage the principles upon which a succession of variations can be knit together into an effective piece, by giving all the members of the series some relative bearing upon each other. In this set the connection and function of each is so thoroughly obvious that the most ordinary musical intelligence can grasp it, and it is to such grounds of effect that Handel trusted in making all his sets, whether in such an example as the Passacaglia in the G minor Suite or the Clavichord with sixty variations. Only in very few cases does he even appear to attempt to make the separate numbers of the series interesting or musically characteristic, and yet the series as a whole is almost always effective. He is more inclined to allow the tune of his theme to serve as a basis of effect than Bach was. In the variations in the Suite in D it is very prominent, and in the earlier variations of the 'Harmonious Blacksmith' is clearly suggested; and in this way he illustrates the earlier stage of the tendency which came to predominate in the next generation. The following are types of the figures used by Handel in more than one set:

Ex. 14.

Ex. 15.

Ex. 16.

Another composer showed this tendency to follow the tune even more markedly. This was Rameau, who was born two years before Handel and Bach, but was brought more strongly under the rising influences of the early Sonata period, through his connection with the French operatic school, and the French instrumental school, of which Couperin was the happiest representative. These French composers were almost the first of any ability in Europe to give their attention unrestrainedly to tunes, and to make tune, and character of a tuneful kind, the object of their ambition. Rameau produced a number of charming tuneful pieces of a harmonic cast, and naturally treated variations also from the point of view of tune, studying to bring the tune forward, and to make it, rather than the harmonic successions, the basis of his variations. When operatic influences came into play and influenced the instrumental music of German composers, and when the traditions of the Protestant school gave place to those of the southern and Catholic Germans, the same result followed.

Other circumstances also affected the form unfavourably. The cause of the falling off in vigour, depth of feeling, and technical resource from the standard of Handel and Bach, is obvious enough in other departments; since men were thrown back as they had been after Palestrina's time, through having to cope with new forms of art. In the case of variations—by this time an old and established form—the cause of such falling off is not easy to see; but in reality variations were just as amenable to unfavourable influences as the rest of instrumental music,
VARIATIONS.

since composers began to try to treat them in
the same style as their sonata movements. They dropped the contrapuntal methods, with
the opportunities afforded by them, and as they
had not yet developed the art of expressing
effective musical ideas in the modern style
apart from the regular sonata form, their works
of the kind seem, by the side of Bach's, to be
sadly lacking in interest. Moreover, the object
of writing them was changing. Bach wrote up
to the level of his own ideas of art, without
thinking what would please the ordinary public;
but the composers of the middle of the 18th
century wrote their clavier music chiefly for the
use or pleasure of average amateurs, on whom
first-rate art would be thrown away; and aimed
at nothing more than respectable workmanship
and easy agreeable tunefulness. The public
were losing their interest in the rich counter-
point and massive nobility of style of the older
school, and were setting their affections more
and more on tune and simply intelligible form;
and composers were easily led in the same
direction. The consequences were happy enough
in the end, but in the earlier stages of the new
style variation-making appears to have suffered;
and it only regained its position in rare cases,
when composers of exceptional genius returned,
in spite of the tendency of their time, to the
method of building a fair proportion of their
variations on the old principles, and found in
the harmonic framework equal opportunities
to those afforded by the tunes.

How strongly Haydn and Mozart were drawn
in the prevailing direction is shown by the
number of cases in which they took simple and
popular tunes as themes, and by the preponder-
ance of the melodic element in their variations.
This is even more noticeable in Mozart than in
Haydn, who took on the whole a more serious
and original view of the form. True, he did not
write nearly so many sets as his younger con-
temporary, and several that he did write are of
the very slightest and most elementary kind—
with themes that form the last movement of the
Clavier Sonata in G#, that on a tune in 'Tempo di Minuetto' in a sonata in A, and
that in a sonata for clavier and violin in C. In
these cases he is obviously not exerting himself
at all, but merely treating the matter lightly
and easily. But when he set about his work
seriously, it has far more variety, interest, and
many-sided ingenuity than Mozart's. This is
the case with several of the sets in the string
quartets, and with the remarkable one for clavier
alone in F minor, and the beautiful slow move-
ment in the Sonata for Clavier and Violin in F.
The things most noticeable in these are the re-
markable freedom with which he treats his theme,
and the original means adopted to combine the
sets into complete and coherent wholes. Prob-
ably no one except Beethoven, Schumann, and
Brahms took a freer view of the limits of fair
variation; the less essential choruses and root
harmonies of the theme are frequently changed,
even without the melody being preserved to

make up for the deviation, and in certain cases
whole passages appear to be entirely altered, and
to have little if any connection with the theme
beyond observance of the length of its prominent
periods, and the fact that the final cadences come
in the right forms and places. This occurs most
naturally in a minor variation of a major
theme, or vice versa, where a passage in the
relative major is made to correspond to a passage
in the dominant key, and the succession of
chords is necessarily altered to a different course
to make the passage flow back to the principal
key at the same place, both in variation and
theme. There is an extremely interesting ex-
ample of such changes in the slow move-
ment of the Quartet in E#, No. 22 Trautwein.
The theme is in Bb, and the first variation in
Bb minor. The second half of the theme begins
in F, and has a whole period of eight bars,
closing in that key, before going back to Bb.
The corresponding part of the first variation
begins with the same notes transferred from first
violin to cello, and has the same kind of motion,
and similar free contrapuntal imitation; but it
proceeds by a chain of closely interlaced modula-
tions through Eb minor and Ab, and closes in
Db. And not only that, but the portion which
corresponds to the resumption of the principal
idea begins in the original key in Db, and only
gets home to the principal key for the last phrase
of four bars, in which the subject again appears.
So that for eleven bars the variation is only con-
ected with the theme by the fact that the
successive progressions are analogous in major
and minor modes, and by a slight similarity in the
character of the music. This was a very im-
portant position to take up in variation-writing,
and by such action Haydn fully established
a much broader and freer principle of repre-
senting the theme than had been done before.
The following examples are respectively the first
eight bars of the second half of the theme, and
the corresponding portion of the 1st variation:

Ex. 17.

Theme.

Ex. 18.

Var. 1.
The other noticeable feature of Haydn's treatment of the variation-form is illustrated very happily by the 'Andante con Variazioni' in F minor for clavier solo, and by the movement in the F major sonata for clavier and violin; both showing how strongly he regarded the form as one to be unified in some way or other beyond the mere connection based on identity of structure or tune which is common to all the members of the series. The first of these is really a set of variations on two themes; since the principal theme in the minor is followed by a slighter one contrasting with it, in the major. The variations on these two themes alternate throughout, and end with a repetition of the principal theme in its original form, passing into an elaborate coda full of allusions to its principal figures. Thus there is a double alternation of modes and of styles throughout binding the members together; and the free development of the features of the theme in the coda gives all the weight and interest necessary to clenched the work at the end. The slow movement for clavier and violin is somewhat different in system, but aims at the same object. After the theme comes an episode, springing out of a figure in the cadence of the theme, and modulating to the dominant and back; then comes the first variation in full, followed by another episode modulating to B♭, with plenty of development of characteristic figures of the theme, coming back (after the last the same length as the first episode) to a pause on the dominant chord of the principal key, and followed by another variation with demisemiquaver ornamental passages for the pianoforte. This variation deviates a little at the end, and pauses on the dominant chord again; and then the beautiful and serene theme is given out once more in its original form. This is therefore an ingenious kind of Rondo in the form of variations. The short contrasting episodes are quite in Rondo-form, the only difference being that the two middle repetitions of the theme are made unusually interesting by appearing in a fresh guise. One more point worth noting about Haydn's works of this kind, is that some of his themes are so rich and complex. In a few of the sets in the quartets the theme is not so much a tune as a network of figures combined in a regular harmonic scheme—see Ex. 17; and the same holds true of the 'Andante con Variazioni' mentioned above, which is long, and full of the most various and remarkable figures. It may be said finally that there is no branch of composition in which Haydn was richer and more truly polyphonic than in his best sets of variations.

Mozart, on the other hand, represents the extreme of the melodic form of variations. If in many of Haydn's slighter examples this tendency was perceptible, in Mozart it comes to a head. The variations which he makes purely out of ornamental versions of the tune of the theme, are at least four times as many as his harmonic and more seriously conceived ones. As has been said before, Mozart wrote far more sets than Haydn, and many of them were probably pièces d'occasion—trifles upon which there was neither time nor need to spend much thought. It is scarcely too much to say moreover that variation-writing was not Mozart's best province. Two of his greatest gifts, the power of moulding his form with the most refined and perfect accuracy, and spontaneous melody, have here no full opportunity. The themes which necessarily decide the form are in many cases rather meagre, and, except in rare instances, it does not seem to have entered into his head to try to make new and beautiful melodies on the foundation of their harmonic framework. He seems rather to have aimed at making variations which would be easily recognisable by moderately-gifted amateurs; and it must be allowed that it takes a good deal of musical intelligence to see the connection between a theme and a variation which is well enough conceived to bear frequent bearing. It is also certain that the finest variations have been produced by scarcely any but composers of a very deep and intellectual organisation, like Beethoven, Bach, and Brahms. Mozart was gifted with the most perfect and refined musical organisation ever known; but he was not naturally a man of deep feeling or intellectuality, and the result is that his variation-building is neither impressive nor genuinely interesting. Its chief merits are delicate manipulation, illustrating the latest chord-playing as applied to the Viennese type of pianoforte with shallow keys, and he obtains the good balance in each set as a whole without any of Haydn's interesting devices. A certain similarity in the general plan of several of the independent sets suggests that he had a regular scheme for laying out the succession of variations. The earlier ones generally have the tune of the theme very prominent; then come one or two based rather more upon the harmonic framework, so as to prevent the recurrence becoming wearisome; about two-thirds of the way through, if the theme be in the major, there will be a minor variation, and vice versa; then, in order to give weight to the conclusion and throw it into relief, the last variation but one has a codetta of some sort or an unbarred cadenza, or else there is an unbarred cadenza dividing the last variation from the final coda, which usually takes up clearly the features of the theme. These unbarred cadenzas are a characteristic feature of Mozart's sets of variations, and indicate that he regarded them as show pieces for concerts and such occasions, since they are nothing but pure finger-
flourishes to show off the dexterity and neatness of the performer. There are two—one of them a very long one—in the set on Paisiello’s ‘Salve tu Donine,’ another long one in that on Sarti’s ‘Come un angello,’ a long one in that on ‘Lison dormait,’ and others of more moderate dimensions in the sets in Gluck’s ‘Unser dummer Pöbel mein,’ Mr. Dupont’s minuet, ‘Je suis Lindor,’ and others. In his treatment of the harmonic framework, Mozart is generally more strict than Haydn, but he is by no means tied by any sense of obligation in that respect, and even makes excellent point out of harmonic digression. A most effective example, which contains a principle in a nutshell, is his treatment of the most characteristic phrase of ‘Unser dummer Pöbel’ in the fourth variation. The phrase is as follows:

Ex. 19.

To this he gives a most amusing turn by, as it were, missing the mark by a semitone:

Ex. 20.

then he goes on to the end of the half of the variation which contains the passage, and begins it again as if for repeat; and then again overshoots the mark by a semitone:

Ex. 21.

There is probably no simpler example of an harmonic inconsistency serving a definite purpose in variations. In a less obvious way there are some in which very happy effect is obtained by going an unexpected way round between one essential point of harmony and another, and in such refinements Mozart is most successful.

When he introduces sets of variations into sonatas and such works as his Clarinet Quintet, he seems to have taken more pains with them; there are proportionately more free and harmonic variations among them; and the element of show illustrated by the unbarred cadenza is not so prominent. There are good examples of variety of treatment and success in balancing the various members of the series in the variations in the fine Sonata in F for violin and pianoforte. True, the basis of the variations is for the most part melodic, but the principle is treated with more solid effect than usual. The same remark applies to the last movement of the PF. Sonata in D, written in 1777. This contains some extremely happy examples of the exclusive use of the harmonic principle, as in the 9th variation, in which the vigour and individuality of the figure give the variation all the appearance of an independent piece. Similarly in the 11th, Adagio cantabile, and in the last, in which the time is changed from 4-4 to 3-4, the melody is so devised as to appear really new, and not merely the theme in an ornamental dress.

An excellent use to which Mozart frequently puts variations is that of presenting the subjects of sonata-movements in new lights, or adding to their interest by new turns and ornaments when they reappear a second or third time in the course of the movement. One example is the recurrence of the theme in the ‘Rondo en Polonaise’ which forms the middle movement in the Sonata in D just referred to. Another is the slow movement of the well-known Sonata in C minor, connected with the Fantasia in the same key.

The cases in which Mozart ventured to give a variation a thoroughly independent character are rare. He seems to have thought it better to keep always in sight of his theme, and though he invented some charming and effective devices which have been used by later composers, as a rule the variations wait upon the theme too subserviently, and the figures are often too simple and familiar to be interesting. The following (‘Je suis Lindor’) is a fair sample of his way of ornamenting a tune:

Ex. 22. Theme.

Variation.

Beethoven’s work forms an era in the history of variation-making. It was a branch of art eminently congenial to him; for not only did his instinct for close thematic development make him quick to see various ways of treating details, but his mind was always inclined to present the innermost core of his idea in different forms. This is evinced plainly enough in the way in which he perfects his subjects. His sketch-books show how ideas often came to him in the rough; and how, sometimes by slow degrees, he brought them to that refined and effective form which alone satisfied him. The substratum of the idea is the same from first to last, but it has to undergo many alterations of detail before he finds the best way to say it. Even in this his practice differed extremely from Mozart’s, but in the treatment of the actual form of ‘Theme and variations’ it differed still more. In principle Beethoven did not leave the line
taken up by the composers of the Sonata period, but he brought the old and new principles more to an equality than before, and was also very much more daring in presenting his model in entirely new lights. The proportion of purely ornamental variations in his works is small; and examples in which the variations follow the theme very closely are more conspicuous in the early part of his life than later; but even among such comparatively early examples as the first movement of the Sonata in Ab (op. 25), or the still earlier ones in the Sonata in G (op. 14, no. 3), and the set on Righini's air, there is a fertility of resource and imagination, and in the last case a daring independence of style which far outstrips anything previously done in the same line.

In some sets the old structural principle is once more predominant, as in the well-known 32 in C minor (1806), a set which is as much of a Chaconne as any by Corelli, Bach, or Handel. The theme is in chaconne time, and the strong steps of the bass have the old ground-bass character. It is true he uses the melody of the theme in one or two instances—it would be almost impossible to avoid it at a time when melody counted for so much; but in the large majority the variation turns upon the structural system of the harmonies. Among other points this set is remarkable as a model of coherence; almost every variation makes a perfect complement to the one that precedes it, and sets it off in the same way. In several cases the variations are grouped together, externally as well as in spirit, by treating the same figures in different ways; as happens with the 1st, 2nd and 3rd, with the 7th and 8th, and with the 26th and 27th and others. The 12th marks a new departure in the series, being the first in the major, and the four that follow it are closely connected by being variations upon that variation; while at the same time they form the single block in the major mode in the whole series. Every variation hangs together as closely as those in Bach's great set of thirty by the definite character of the figures used, while the whole resembles that set in the vigour of the style.

In most of the other remarkable sets the principles of treatment are more mixed. For instance, in that on the Ballet Air from the 'Men of Prometheus,' some have a technical interest like Bach's, and some have an advanced ornamental character after the fashion of Mozart's. Among ingenious devices which may fairly be taken as types, the sixth variation is worth noting. The tune is given intact at most available points in its original pitch and original form, but the harmonies are in a different key. A marked feature in the series is that it has an introduction consisting merely of the bass of the theme, and three variations on that are given before the real theme makes its appearance; as happens also in the last movement of the Eroica Symphony, which has the same subject, and some of the same variations, but is not a set of variations in the ordinary sense of the word, since it has various episodes, fugal and otherwise, as in the movement from Haydn's violin and piano forte sonata described on p. 233.

Others of Beethoven's sets have original external traits; such as the set in F (op. 34), in which all the numbers are in different keys except the theme and the two last variations, the others going in successive steps of minor thirds downwards. The variations themselves are for the most part based on the melody, but a most ingenious variety of character is kept up throughout, partly by changing the time in each successively.

The set so far alluded to belongs to the early or middle period of Beethoven's life, but the finest examples of his work of this kind belong to the last period, such as those in the Quartet in Eb, and the variations 'In modo lido' in the Quartet in A (op. 132), those in the Trio in Bb, in the Sonatas in E (op. 109), and C minor (op. 111), the two in the 9th Symphony, and the thirty-three on the valse by Diabelli. These last five are the finest and most interesting in existence, and illustrate all manner of ways of using the form. In most cases the treatment of the theme is very free, and is sometimes complicated by the structure of the movement. In the slow movement of the 9th Symphony for instance the theme and variations are interspersed with episodes formed on a different subject and by passages of development based on the principal theme itself. In the choral part the variations are simply based upon the idea, each division corresponding to a variation being really a movement made out of a varied version of the theme adapted in style to the sentiment of the words, and developed without regard to the structure of the periods or plan of the tune.

The sets in the two Sonatas are more strict, and the harmonic and structural variations are in about equal proportions. Their coherence is quite as strong as that of the thirty-two in C minor, or even stronger; while there is infinitely more musical interest in them. In fact, there is a romantic element which colours each set and gives it a special unity. The individual character given to each variation is as strong as possible, and such as to give it an interest of its own beyond its connection with the theme; while it is so managed that whenever the freedom of style has a tendency to obliterate the sense of the theme, a variation soon follows in which the theme is brought forward clearly enough to re-establish the sense of its presence as the idea from which the whole series springs. The set in op. 109 is an excellent model of the most artistic way of doing this, without the device being so obvious as it is in the works of the earlier masters. The first variation has such a marked melody of its own that it necessarily leads the mind away from the theme. But the balance is re-established by the next variation, which is a double one, the repeat of the theme being given with different forms of variations, severally like and unlike the original. The next
variation is also double, but in a different sense, the repeats being given in full with different treatment of the same figures. Moreover the balance is still kept up, since the first half is chiefly structural, and the second resumes the melody of the theme, more clearly. The next two are more obscure, and therefore serve all the better to enhance the effect of the very clear reappearance of the theme in the final variation. This plan of making double variations was a favourite one with Beethoven, and he uses it again in the fourth variation in op. 111, and in the Diabelli set. In op. 111 it is worth noticing that there is an emotional phase also. The first two variations gradually work up to a vehement climax, culminating in the third. After this outburst there comes a wonderful stillness in the fourth (9-16), like the reaction from a crisis of passion, and this stillness is maintained throughout, notwithstanding the two very different manners of the double variation. Then there is a codetta and a passage wandering through mazes of curious short transitions, constantly hinting at figures of the theme; out of which the theme itself emerges at last, sailing with wind and tide in perfect fruition of its freedom; the last variation will seem to float away into the air as the tune sings through the haze of shadows and rapid light passages that spin round it, and the whole ends in quiet repose. In such a sense Beethoven gave to his variations a dramatic or emotional texture, which may be, by those who understand it, felt to be true of the innermost workings of their emotions, but can hardly be explained in words.

Technically the most remarkable set of all is that of thirty-three on the Diabelli value. In this appear many traits recalling those in Bach's set of thirty. For instance, there is a fugetta, cast in the structural mould of the theme; there are imitative variations, of thoroughly modern type; and there are also examples of the imitations being treated by inversion in the second half, as was the manner of Bach. But in style there is little to recall the methods of the older master, and it is useless to try and lay down hard and fast technical rules to explain the detailed connection of theme and variation. In all these last sets, and in the Diabelli set especially, Beethoven is making transformations rather than variations. He takes the theme in all its phases—harmonic, melodic, or rhythmically—and having the idea well in his mind, reproduces it with unlimited variety in different aspects. At one moment a variation may follow the melody of the theme, at another the harmonic structure, at another it will be enough that some special trait is the persistence of an inner portion of the harmony in thirds or otherwise is reproduced, as in the second phrase of Variation No. 8. At other times he will scarcely do more than indicate clearly the places where the cadences and signs of the periods fall, as in Variation 13, with the long pauses; while at other times he works by nothing more than analogy, as in the relations of the end of the first half and

beginning of the second half of Variation 5, and the beginnings of the second halves of Nos. 9, 13, and 22. In other cases there are even more complicated reasons for the connection. An example occurs as early as the first variation. The strong type of figure, moving by diatonic steps, adopted at the beginning, is worked out in longer reaches in the second half, until it forces the harmony away from the lines of the theme into short transitional digressions. These occur in two successive periods, which are brought round again and rendered externally as well as ideally intelligible by the way in which the periods are made to match. In a few other cases nothing but the strong points of the periods are indicated, and the hearer is left in doubt till he hears the strong cadence of the period, and then he feels himself at home again directly, but only to be immediately bewildered by a fresh stroke of genius in a direction where he does not expect it. The happiest example of this is Variation 13, already alluded to, which is principally rhythmic, just indicating by a sort of suggestion here and there a humorous version of the theme, and making all the progressions seem absurdly wrong at first sight, though they come perfectly right in the end. The two following examples are the first halves of the theme and of Variation 13:—

\[ \text{Ex. 21. (Theme.)} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Variation 13:} & \quad \text{Ex. 21 (Theme)} \\
\text{Variation 13 (Continued):} & \quad \text{Ex. 21 (Theme)}
\end{align*}
\]
In almost all the variations except the fugue (no. 32) the periods are kept quite clear, and match the original faithfully; and this is the strongest point in helping the hearer or reader to follow the connection. The free fugue, which comes last but one, is exactly in the very best place to break any sense of monotony in the recurrence of these exact periods, while the last variation sets the balance even again in a very distinct and weighty way, in favour of the plan and melody of the theme.

In connection with the point illustrated by the fugue in this set, it is noticeable that Beethoven from the first seems to have aimed at relieving in some striking and decisive way the monotony which is liable to result from the constant recurrence of short sections, and the persistence of one key. His codas are frequently very long and free, and often contain extra variations mixed up with telling passages of modulation. The early set of variations on a theme by Righini (1790) affords one remarkable illustration of this, and the twelve on 'Das Waldmädchen' (1797), another. In the last movement of op. 111 the same end is gained by the string of transitions in the body of the movement before the last two variations; a similar passage occurs in the slow movement of the Gth Symphony; and in a few instances he gained the same end by putting some of the variations in a different key, as in those of the Eb Quartet, which also contain a modulating episode near the end.

The history of variations seems to be summed up in the set we have just been considering. In the earlier stages of the art the plan of the bass and the harmonies indicated by it was generally the paramount consideration with composers, and great technical ingenuity was expended. In characteristic sets of the earlier sonata-period the melody became paramount, and technical ingenuity was scarcely attempted. In Beethoven's latest productions structural and melodic elements are brought to a balance, and made to minister in all the ways that artistic experience and musical feeling could suggest to the development of the ideas which lie in the kernel of the theme, and to the presentation of them in new lights.
No composer had ever before attempted to produce variations on such principles as Beethoven did, and the art has hardly progressed in detail or in plan since his time; but several composers have produced isolated examples, which are really musical and interesting. Schubert is particularly happy in the variations on the 'Tod und Mäinnen' theme in the D minor Quartet, in which there is great beauty of sound, charm of idea, and contrast of style, without anything strikingly original or ingenious in principle. Weber produced numbers of very effective and characteristic sets for pianoforte. Mendelssohn left one or two artistic works of the kind, of which the 'Variations sérieuses' is the best. In this set there are happy instrumental effects, and the whole makes an effective pianoforte piece; but Mendelssohn's view of this branch of art was only at the level of the simple standard of Mozart, and not even so free and spontaneous as Haydn's; and the application of melodio and structural principles he is extremely strict. Far more interesting is Schumann's treatment of the form in such examples as the Andante and Variations for two pianos, and the well-known 'Etudes Symphoniques.' His view of the art tended to independence as much as Mendelssohn's did to rigidity, and at times he was even superfluously free in his rendering of the structural aspect of the theme. His devices are less noticeable for ingenuity than for the boldness with which he gives a thoroughly warm, free, and romantic version of the theme, or works up some of its characteristic figures into a movement of nearly equal proportions with it.

By far the finest variations since Beethoven are the numerous sets by Brahms, who is akin to Beethoven more especially in those characteristics of intellect and strong emphatic character, which seem to make variations one of the most natural modes of expressing ideas. In the Variations and Fugue on a theme of Handel's (op. 24), the superb set for orchestra on a theme of Haydn (op. 56 a), those for four hands on a theme of Schumann’s (op. 23), the two Paganini sets, and the fine set on an original theme in D (op. 21, no. 1), he has not only shown complete mastery and perception of all aspects of the form, but a very unusual power of presenting his theme in different lights, and giving a most powerful individuality both of rhythm and figure to the several members of each series. His principles are in the main those of Beethoven, while he applies such devices as condensation of groups of chords, anticipations, inversions, analogues, sophistication by means of chromatic passing notes, etc., with an elaborate but fluent ingenuity which sometimes makes the tracing of the theme in a variation quite a difficult intellectual exercise. But analysis almost always proves his treatment to be logical, and the general impression is sufficiently true to the theme in broad outline for the principle of the form to be intelligible. He uses double variations with the happiest effect, as in those on the theme by Haydn, where the characteristic repetition of halves is sometimes made specially interesting by building one variation upon another, and making the repetition a more elaborate version of the first form of each half of the variation. Where the variations are strongly divided from one another, and form a string of separate little pieces, the contrasts and balances are admirably devised. In some cases again the sets are specially noticeable for their continuity, and for the way in which one variation seems to glide into another; while they are sometimes connected by different treatment of similar figures, so that the whole presents a happy impression of unity and completeness. Brahms is also, like Beethoven, most successful in his cadences. Two very large ones are the fugue in the Handel set, and the fine, massive coda on a ground-bass derived from the first phrase of the theme, in the Haydn variations. Another on a large scale, but in different style, is that which concludes the Hungarian set (op. 21, no. 2.)

In the following examples—which show the first four bars of the theme, and the corresponding portion of the third variation in the first Paganini set, the nature of several very characteristic devices, such as anticipation, insertion of new chords between essential points of the harmonic succession, doubling the variation by giving the repetition of each half in full, with new touches of effect, etc.—is illustrated.
VARIATIONS.

A peculiar adaptation of the Variation-principle to the details of other forms of art remains to be noticed. In this also Beethoven led the way. A very fine example is the conclusion of the Marcia Funèbre of the Croix d’Or symphony, where the subject is made to express a terrible depth of grief by the constant breaks of the melody, which seem to represent sobs. A similar device—in that case amounting to a complete variation—is the repetition of the short ‘Adagio dolente’ in A♭ minor in the middle of the final fugue in the Sonata in A♭ (op. 110). Here again the object is obviously to intensify the sadness of the movement by constant breaks and irregularities of rhythm. Another passage of the same kind is the end of the overture to ‘Coriolan.’

With a similar view Berlioz has given varied forms of his ‘idée fixe’ in the ‘Épisode de la vie d’un artiste;’ adapting it each time to the changed conditions implied by the movement in which it appears. Its original form is as follows:

Ex. 29.

In the ball scene it takes a form appropriate to the dance motion:

Ex. 29a.

Another form occurs in the ‘Scène aux Champs,’ and in the final ‘Nuit de Sabbat’ it is purposely brutalised into the following:

Ex. 30.

Wagner, carrying out the same method on a grander scale, has made great use of it in adapting his ‘leitmotiven’ to the changed circumstances of the individuals or ideas to which they belong. One of the most remarkable instances is the change from one of Siegfried’s tunes as given by his own hand in his early days, representing his light-hearted boyish stage of life—

Ex. 31.

to the tune which represents him as the full-grown hero bidding adieu to Brünnhilde, which is given with the whole force of the orchestra.

Ex. 32.

Liszt has frequently made characteristic variations of his prominent figures for the same purposes, as in the ‘Faust’ symphony, and ‘Les Preludes.’

Among the devices known as ‘esthetic,’ variations again play a most prominent part; movements of symphonies and sonatas, etc., being often linked together by different forms of the same idea. Interesting examples of this are to be met with in Schumann’s Symphonies in D minor and C, and again in Brahms’s Symphony in D. [See Symphony, pp. 35 and 43.]

In such a manner the principle of variation has pervaded all musical art from its earliest days to its latest, and appears to be one of its most characteristic and interesting features. In its early stages it was chiefly a mechanical device, but as the true position of ideas in music has come more and more to be felt and understood, the more obvious has it become that they can be represented in different phases. Thus the interest of the development of instrumental movements in modern symphonies and sonatas is frequently enhanced by the way in which the subjects are varied when they are reintroduced according to the usual principles of structure; in operas and similar works ever since Mozart’s time characteristic features are made all the more appropriate by adapting them to different situations; and it is even possible that after all its long history the Variation still affords one of the most favourable opportunities for the exercise of their genius by composers of the future.

[C.H.H.P.]

VARSOVIANA. A dance very similar in character to the Polka, Mazurka, and Redowa. It is probably of French origin, and seems to have been introduced by a dancing-master named Désiré in 1853. Somewhat later it was much danced at the Tuileries balls, and is said to have been a favourite with the Empress Eugénie. The music is characterised by strong accents on the first notes of the second and fourth bars, corresponding to marked pauses in the dance. The tempo is rather slow. The following is the tune to which the Varsoviana was generally danced:

VASCHELLO-FÁNTASMA, II. An Italian version of Wagner’s ‘Flying Dutchman.’ Produced at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden, Jun. 16, 1877.

[O.G.]

Vaucorbeil, Auguste Emmanuel, whose real name was Vaucorbeille, born at Rouen, Dec. 15, 1831, son of an actor long a favourite at the Gymnase under the name of Fervelle. He entered the Paris Conservatoire in 1835, where he was patronised by Queen Marie Amélie, who made him an allowance. Here he studied seven years, Dourlen being his master for harmony, while Cherubini gave him some advice on composition. He took the second solofigio prize in
VAUCORBEIL.

1839. He first tried to earn his living by singing-leasons. As a skilled musician, and man of polished manners, he made friends, and became the pet composer of certain amateur circles. His first publication was 22 songs, of which a "Simple Chanson" has well-earned success. His chamber music—two string-quartets, some sonatas for PF. and violin, and one for viola, and two suites for PF.—is well constructed, with ideas at once ingenious and refined, qualities which also form the leading features of a 3-act Opéra-Comique 'La Bataille d'Amour' (April 13, 1861), and a scene with chorus, 'La Mort de Diane,' sung by Mme. Krauss at a Conservatory concert (1870). Of an unpublished opera, 'Malomet,' we know only some fragments played in 1877, but as far as we can judge, the fire, energy, knowledge of effect, and passion, required for success on the stage were not qualities possessed by M. Vaucorbeil. Finding that composition offered no prospect, he resolved to try a different branch, and in 1872 accepted the post of government commissioner of the subsidised theatres. In 1878 he obtained the title of Inspecteur des Beaux Arts, and soon after was made director of the Opéra for seven years, entering on his functions by agreement with M. Halan,ier, July 16, 1879.

A new era seemed to have opened for the first opera-house in Paris; but instead of securing the services of such artists as Faure, Gavarré, Mme. Fides-Dervis, etc., he chose his singers from among the young prize-winners at the Conservatoire—a system of 'reducing expenses' which has not been to the advantage of French composers. M. Vaucorbeil himself was a victim of his endeavours to manage this unmanageable theatre. He died after a short illness Nov. 2, 1884.

[GC]

VAUDEVILLE, a French word, which has had successively four meanings: (1) a popular song, generally satirical; (2) a couplet inserted in a play; (3) the play itself; and lastly (4) a theatre for plays of this kind, with songs. Most etymologists derive the word from Vaux de Vire, the name given to songs sung in the valleys (eax) near Vire by a certain fuller and song-writer named Olivier Bassetin, who died at Vire in the 15th century. His songs were collected and published in 1616 by an acquaintance named Jean le Houc, who may virtually be considered their author.1 They contain such lines as these:

Faisant l'amour, je ne saurais rien dire
Ni rien chanter, sinon un seu de vire.

Others2 maintain that vaudeville comes from voice de ville, quoting as their authority the 'Recueil des plus belles et excellentes chansons en forme de voice de villes' (Paris, 1575) by Jean Chardavoine, a musician of Anjou, but we, with Ménage, prefer the former derivation. It is at any rate certain that the word 'vaudeville' was employed by writers in the 16th century to denote a song sung about the town, with a catching tune. Many lampoons, such as the "Mazarinades," are vaudevilles. The word was used in this sense, for some time as is evident from a passage from Rousseau's "Confessions": 'A complete collection of the vaudevilles of the court and of Paris for over 50 years, contains a host of anecdotes which might be sought in vain elsewhere, and supplies materials for a history of France, such as no other nation could produce.'

It was about 1700 that the mere street-song passed into "topical" verses in a dramatic piece. The plays at the fairs of St. Germain and St. Laurent contained vaudevilles, generally adapted to well-known tunes, so as to ensure their immediate popularity. Occasionally fresh music was written for them, and the vaudevilles composed by Joseph Mouret (a Provençal, called by his contemporaries 'le musicien des Graces'), Gillier, Quinsault the elder, and Blavet, had great success in their day.

The next step was to conclude the play with a vaudeville final, in which each character sung a verse in turn. Of this Beaumarchais' 'Mariage de Figaro' (1784) gives a well-known example. The rage for vaudevilles gave rise to pieces entirely in verse, and parodies of operas, and largely contributed to the creation of the opéra-comique. To distinguish between these different classes of pieces the name comédies à ariettes was given to what are now called opéras-comiques, and the others became successively pièces en vaudevilles, 'comédies mêlées de vaudevilles,' then 'comédies-vaudevilles,' and finally 'vaudevilles.'

II. It is thus evident that the word would afford material for a book embracing some most curious chapters in the history of French dramatic literature; for the vaudeville includes all the styles, the comedy of intrigue, scenes of domestic life, village pieces, tableaux of passing events, parodies, and so forth. It was therefore natural that from having found a home wherever it could, it should at last have a special house erected for it. The Théâtre du Vaudeville was built in 1792, on the site of a dancing-saloon called 'Vauxhall d'hiver,' or the 'Petit Panthéon,' between the Rue de Chartres and the Rue St. Thomas du Louvre, on the site of the Hotel Rambouillet, and on ground now occupied by the Galerie Septentrionale, and by a part of the new court of the Louvre. This theatre was burnt down in 1838, when the company removed to the Théâtre des Nouveautés, in the Place de la Bourse. This new Théâtre du Vaudeville having disappeared in its turn, was replaced by the present pretty house in the Boulevard des Capucines, at the corner of the Rue de la Chaussée d'Antin. We cannot enumerate here the authors who have contributed to its success; suffice it to say that vaudeville, born so to speak simultaneously with the French Revolution, crystallised into one of the most characteristic forms of the old French 'esprit'; that later, as has been justly remarked, it launched boldly into all the speculations of modern thought, from the historic plays of Aurore and Rosier, and

1 The 'Vaux de Vire de Jean Le Houc de Vire,' have been recently published in English by J. F. Mathew (London, 1875).
2 See Félix, Biographie, under 'Leroy,' p. 286.
the Aristophanesque satires of 1848, down to the works—so remarkable for variety as for intense realism—of Emile Augier, Dumas fils, Théodore Barrière, Octave Feuillet, George Sand, and Victorien Sardou.

This last period, so interesting from a literary and philosophical point of view, is, musically, wellnigh barren, while the early days of Vaudeville were enlivened by the flowing and charming inspirations of Chardin (or Chardiny) and Weont, Doche (father and son), Henri Blanchard, and others less known. Most of the vaudevilles composed by these musicians are to be found in 'Le Clé du Caveau' (1st ed. 1807, 4th and most complete, 1872). The airs are in notation without accompaniment. In the library of the Paris Conservatoire is a MS. collection of vaudevilles in 18 vols., with 1 vol. index, made by Henri Blanchard. These have an accompaniment for four strings.

The Comédie-vaudeville, or vaudeville proper, has now been abandoned for the Comédie de genre, but it is not improbable that it may be revived. At any rate, the couplet is not likely to die in a land where, as Beaumarchais said, everything ends with a song. Since his day manners in France have, it is true, greatly changed, but the taste for light, amusing, satirical verses, with a catching refrain, remains, and is likely to remain. Unfortunately the vaudeville, in the old sense of the word, has taken refuge in the Café-concerts, where the music is generally indifferent, and the words poor, if not objectionable. Occasionally in the Revues at the small Paris theatres a smart and witty vaudeville may still be heard. [G.C.]

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE, 424 Strand, London, was designed by Mr. C. J. Phipps, and opened April 16, 1870. Messrs. H. J. Montague, David James, and Thomas Thorne, lessees.

It may be useful here to give a list of the Theatres opened in London since the year 1866.

ALEXANDRA Theatre, Park Street, Camden Town, J. T. Robinson, architect. Opened May 31, 1873; proprietor, Madame St. Claire. Afterwards called THE PARK; burned down Sept. 11, 1881.


AQUARIUM Theatre, adjoining Westminster Aquarium, Tothill Street, S.W. Mr. A. Bedborough, architect. Opened April 15, 1876; first lessee, Mr. Edgar Bruce. Is now known as THE IMPERIAL.

AVENUE, Northumberland Avenue, on site of house or gardens of Northumberland House. F. H. Fowler, architect. Opened March 11, 1883; proprietor, Mr. Sefton Parry.

CHARING CROSS, King William Street, Strand. Mr. Arthur Evers, architect. Opened June 19, 1869; first lessees, Messrs. Bradwell and Field. From Oct. 16, 1882, known as THE FOLLY, and now as TOOLIE'S. Built on the site of the Lowther Rooms, where Blake's Masquerades were once held. It afterwards became the oratory of St. Philip Neri, and there Cardinal (then Dr.) Newman preached his famous sermons to Anglicans in Difficulties. It next became a Working Man's Club and Institute under the presidency of Lord Shaftesbury, and in 1855 was opened by Woodin as the Polygraphic Hall, for his monologue entertainments, after which it became the theatre as named above.


COURT, Sloane Square. Mr. Walter Emden, architect. Opened Jan. 25, 1871; first lessee, Miss Marie Litton. The site was formerly occupied by a Methodist chapel; on April 16, 1879, was first known as THE NEW CHELSEA THEATRE, and afterwards as THE BELGRAVIA.


EMPIRE, Leicester Square. Mr. Thos. Verity, architect. Opened April 17, 1884; proprietors, The Empire Co. Limited. Built on the site of Saville House, which was occupied from Feb. 14, 1806, to April 23, 1846, by Miss Linwood for her Gallery of Needle-work. Saville House afterwards became the Eldorado Music Hall and Café Chantant, and was burned down March 1, 1865.

GAIETY, Strand. C. J. Phipps, architect. Opened Dec. 21, 1869; lessees, Mr. John Hollingshead. Built on the site of the Strand Music Hall.

GLOBE. Mr. S. Simpson, builder. Opened Nov. 28, 1868; proprietor, Mr. Sefton Parry. Built on the site of Lyons Inn, an Old Chancery Inn of Court.


HOLBORN, High Holborn, W.C. Messrs. Finch Hill & Parsiville, architects. Opened Oct. 6, 1866; proprietor, Mr. Sefton Parry. Afterwards known as THE MINOR and DUKE'S; burned down July 5, 1880.

NEW ROYAL AMPHITHEATRE, High Holborn, W.C. Thomas Smith, architect. Opened May 25, 1867; proprietors, Messrs. McCollum and Charman. Opened as a circus, but having at the same time a dramatic licence. Subsequently called THE NATIONAL Theatre, the CONNAUGHT, the ALCAZAR; now THE HOLBORN Theatre.

NOVELTY, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn. Mr. Thomas Verity, architect. Opened Dec. 9, 1882; proprietors, The Novelty Co. Limited.


Prince's Theatre, Coventry Street, Haymarket. Mr. C. J. Phipps, architect. Opened Jan. 18, 1884; proprietor, Mr. Edgar Bruce.
VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.


VARIETY, Fitzfield Street, Hoxton. C. J. Phipps, architect. Opened March 14, 1870; proprietor, Verrell Nunn.

VAUGHAN, Thomas, born in Norwich in 1782, was a chorister of the cathedral there under Dr. Beckwith. In June 1799 he was elected a lay-clerk of St. George's Chapel, Windsor. On May 28, 1803, he was admitted a gentleman of the Chapel Royal, and about the same time he obtained the appointments of vicar-choral of St. Paul's and lay-vicar of Westminster Abbey. In March 1806 he resigned his place at Windsor and in the same year married Miss Tennant, who had appeared as a soprano singer about 1797, and from 1800 had sung at the Concert of Ancient Music and the provincial festivals, and for some years occupied a good position. Becoming estranged from her husband she appeared on the stage at Drury Lane (as Mrs. Tennant) in secondary parts, and eventually subsided into a chorus at the minor theatres. In 1813 Vaughan was chosen to succeed Samuel Harrison as principal tenor at the Concert of Ancient Music and the provincial festivals, which position he occupied for more than a quarter of a century. His voice was a genuine tenor, the deficiency of natural power in which was concealed by purity of tone, great distinctness of pronunciation, and faultlessness of intonation. Harrison's style was chaste, refined, and unaffectedly sublime. He sang the tenor part in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony on its production by the Philharmonic Society, London, March 21, 1826. He died at Birmingham, Jan. 9, 1843, and was buried Jan. 17, in the west cloister of Westminster Abbey.
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VAUXHALL GARDENS.

Inchedon, Dignum, Charles Taylor, Collyer, Ma- 
hon, etc., etc. Parke, the oboist, was for many 
years the principal solo instrumentalist. On May 
29, 1786, the Gardens were opened for the sea- 
son, for the first time under the name of 'Vaux- 
hall Gardens' (the old name of 'Spring Garden' 
having been continued up to that time), with a 
jubilee performance in commemoration of their 
first nightly opening by Tyers 50 years before. 
In 1798 fireworks were occasionally introduced, 
and afterwards became one of the permanent 
attractions of the place. The favour shown by 
the Prince of Wales (afterwards George IV.), 
made the Gardens the resort of the fashionable 
world, and the galas given during the Regency, 
on the occasions and the anniversaries of the 
several victories over Napoleon, attracted im-

mense numbers of persons. During that period 
the prosperity of the establishment culminated. 
In 1815 the celebrated performer on the tight 
rope, Madame Saqui, appeared, and excited uni-

versal astonishment by her ascent on the rope to 
the summit of the firework tower (60 feet high), 
during the pyrotechnic display. She continued 
one of the principal attractions of the Gardens 
for many years. In 1818, the Gardens having 
become the property of the Rev. Dr. Jon. Tyers 
Barrett, who deemed the derivation of an income 
from them inconsistent with his sacred calling, 
they were submitted to auction (on April 12), 
but bought in. In 1822 however they passed into 
the hands of Messrs. Bish, Gye, and Hughes. 
Great changes then took place in the character 
of the entertainments; and a theatre was erected, 
in which at first ballets, and afterwards vaude-

ville, were performed. The concert however was 
retained as a leading feature, and in 1833 
the singers were Miss Tunstall, Miss Noell, Miss 
Melville, Goulden, Collyer, Clark, and Master 
Longhurst. In 1826 Miss Stephens, Mr. 
Vestris, Braham, Sinclair, De Begnis, etc. were 
engaged. In 1827 horsemanship was introduced 
and a mimic representation of the Battle of 
Waterloo (which proved attractive for several 
seasons), given on the firework ground. Miss 
Graddon, T. Phillips, Horn, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Fitzwilliam were the singers, and Blewitt, 
Cooke, and Horn the composers. In 1828 
Blewitt, T. Cooke and R. Hughes were the com-
posers, and Misses Helme, Knight and Coweney, 
Benson, Williams and Tinney the singers. In 
1829 Rosmini's 'Il Barbiere di Siviglia' was per-
formed in the theatre by Miss Fanny Ayton, 
Meadames Castelli and De Angioli, and Signori 
Torri, Giubilei, De Angioli and Pellegrini; the 
orchestral concert being supported by Misses 
Helme and P. Horton (now Mrs. German Reed), 
George Robinson, W. H. Williams, and George 
Smith; Blewitt and T. Cooke continuing as 
composers. In 1830 Bishop was placed at the 
head of the musical department, and continued 
so for 3 years. He produced during that pe-
riod the vaudevilles of 'Under the Oak,' and 
'Adelaide, or the Royal William,' 1830; 'The 
Magic Fan,' 'The Sedan Chair,' and 'The 
Battle of Champagne,' 1832, and many single 

songs, amongst which was the still popular bal-
lad,' My pretty Jane,' written for the sweet-
toned alto voice of George Robinson. His 
singers included Miss Hughes and Mrs. Way-
lett. Balloon ascents formed a main feature of 
the attractions a few years later. As far back 
as 1802 Garmerin had made an ascent from the 
Gardens, but that was an isolated case. In 1835 
Charles Green ascended and remained in the air 
all night. On Nov. 7, 1836, Green, Monck 
Mason, and Holland ascended in the large bal-
loon, afterwards known as the 'Naaman,' and 
descended next morning near Cobents, having 
travelled nearly 500 miles in 18 hours. In July, 
July 37, Green and Bell ascended with a 
parachute beneath the balloon, when the latter 
was killed in his descent by the failure of his 
machinery. The Gardens now rapidly declined. 
In 1840 an attempt was made to sell them, but 
they were bought in at £21,000. In 1843 they 
were under the management of Wardell; mas-
queraades, frequented by the most disreputable 
classes of the community were given; matters 
grew worse and worse, until in 1855 they came 
into the hands of Edward Tyrrell Smith, and 
reached their lowest depth of degradation. The 
musical arrangements were beneath contempt; 
a platform for promiscuous dancing was laid 
down; and everything lowered in quality. They 
were not afterwards regularly opened, but specu-
lators were forthcoming who ventured to give 
entertainments for a few nights in each year, 
'for positively the last nights,' until 1859, when 
the theatre, orchestra, and all the fittings were 
sold by auction. On July 25 in that year the 
trees were felled and the building torn down by 
buidlers. Vauxhall Gardens had a longer exist-
ence than any public gardens in England, and 
assisted in maintaining a taste for music as a 
source of rational enjoyment, although they did 
little or nothing towards promoting its advance-
menc. [W.H.H.]

VECCHI. or VECCHI, Orazio, 2 was born, it 
seems at Modena, in or about the year 1551. He 
became the pupil of a monk named Salvatore 
Essenga, who was himself not unknown as a 
composer, and who published a volume of ' Mad-
griglia,' containing a piece (doubtless his first 
essay) by Vecchi, in 1566. The latter entered 
the order of the carthusians, and was made 
first, in 1588, canon, and then, five years later, archdeacon, of Correg- 
gio. Soon afterwards however he seems to have 
deserted his order in order to live at his native 
town; and by April 1595 he was punished for 
his non-residence by being deprived of his ca-
nony. Possibly the real reason of his absence 
or of his deprivation, or both, was the singular 
excitability and quarrelsomeess of his disposi-
tion, of which several stories are told. Be this 
as it may, in October 1596 he was made chapel-

1 Vecchi — old, and this may possibly mean that Oratio was the 
elder of two brothers or of the elder branch of his family. 
2 Orazio's separate compositions are indexed in Kuhn's ' Biblioth-
eces de salut. vall. , Jahrhunderts.' pp. 340-350: they consist of 
Italian and Latin numbers; besides 600 a composition (with 
German words, many of which are presumably identical with 
compositions differently entitled in Italian or Latin.)
VEICHI

master of Modena cathedral; and two years later received the same post in the court, in which capacity he had not only to act as music-master to the ducal family, but also to furnish all sorts of music for solemn and festival occasions, grand masquerades, etc. Through this connexion his reputation extended widely. He was summoned at one time to the court of the Emperor Rudolph II.; at another he was requested to compose some particular music for the King of Poland. In 1604 he was suppressed in his office by the intrigue of a pupil, Geminiano Capilupi; and within a year, Sept. 19, 1605, he died, it is said, of mortification at his ill-treatment.

Among Orazio’s writings the work which calls for special notice, and which gives him an important place in the history of music, is his ‘Amfiparnasso, commedia harmonica,’ which was produced at Modena in 1594 and published at Venice three years later. The ‘Amfiparnasso’ he was the first example of a real opera, but on insufficient grounds. It marks, it is true, a distinct step towards the creation of the idea; but it is not itself an opera. It is a simple series of five-part madrigals sung by a choir, while the dramatis personæ appear in masks on the stage and act in dumb show, or at most sing but co-ordinate parts in the madrigal. At the same time, the character of the work is highly original and dramatic. The composer, in spite of his clerical standing, is entirely secular in his general treatment of the comedy. He has a strong sense of humour and of dramatic effect; and if he uses his powers in a somewhat perverse and eccentric manner, there is always imagination present in his work, and he lets us see that the madrigal style is breaking down under the weight of the declamatory and dramatic impression which it is now called upon to bear.

Orazio’s other works belong to the older Venetian school, which in the ‘Amfiparnasso’ he was setting the example of forsaking. They fall under the following heads:—(1) Canzonette a 4 voci (four books, 1580–1599, afterwards collected with some additions by Phaleusi, 1611), a 6 voci (1587), and a 3 voci (1597, 1599); the former volume in part by Capilupi; (2) Madrigali a 5 e 6 voci (1589–1591, altogether five parts); (3) Lamentations (1597); (4) Motets, and Sacre Cantiones (1590, 1597, and 1604); (5) Hymns and Canticles; (6) Masses (published in 1607); (7) Dialogues; (8) ‘Convito musicale’; (9) ‘La Veglie de Siena, ovvero I varj humori della musica moderna, a 3–6 voci’ (1604). [R.L.P.]

VEILED VOICE (Voces velatae). A voice is said to be veiled when it is not clear, but sounding as if it passed through some interposed medium. The definition found in some dictionaries, namely ‘a husky voice,’ is incorrect. Huskiness is produced by an obstruction somewhere along the line of the vocal cords, a small quantity of thick mucus which obstinately adheres to them, or an abrasion of the delicate membrane which lines them, from over-exertion. But the veil is due to a special condition, temporary or permanent, of the entire surface of the vocal cords, which affects the tone itself without producing a separate accompanying sound. There are two distinct kinds of veil—that which is natural, proceeding from the special aforesaid condition of the vocal cords in a healthy state, and that which proceeds from a defective position of the vocal organs (bad production), over-work, or disease. Almost every fine dramatic voice has a very slight or partial, unnoticeable veil to it, as such, but imparting to it a certain richness and pathos often wanting in voices of crystal-line clearness. It is in idea like atmosphere in a picture. The veil is therefore not a defect in every degree. Some great singers have had it to a considerable extent. Amongst these, Pasta, one of the first who united classic acting to fine singing, could never overcome a veil that was sufficient at times to be very much in the way, counterbalanced, however, by her other great qualities; and Dorus-Gras, a French soprano who flourished about forty-five years ago, was a remarkable instance of the possession of large powers with a veil upon the voice, that would in most cases have been a serious impediment to vocal display. She, however, made the most brilliant singing pierce the impediment, like the sun shining through a mist. The slight veil on the voice of Jenny Lind (Madame Goldschmidt) gave it volume and consistence, and the same may be said of Salvini the actor, who has, perhaps, the finest speaking voice that ever was heard.

Let no student of singing endeavour to cultivate a veil because some great singers have had it naturally. A superinduced veil means a ruined voice.

VELLUTI, Giovanni Battista, born at Monterone (Ancona) in 1781, was the last of the great male sopranis of Italy. At the age of fourteen he was taken up by the Abbate Calpi, who received him into his house and instructed him in music. After the traditional six years of solitary work, he made his début, in the autumn of 1800, at Forli; and for the next two or three years continued to sing at the little theatres of the Romagna. In 1805, appearing at Rome, he earned a great success in Niccolini’s ‘Selvaggia’; and two years later, in the same city, he sang the ‘Trajano’ of the same composer, by which he established his position as the first singer of the day. With no less éclat he appeared in 1807 at the San Carlo in Naples, and at the Scala in Milan, during the Carnival of 1809, in ‘Coriolano,’ by Nicolini, and ‘Ifigenia in Aulide,’ by Federici. After singing at Turin,
and again at Milan, he appeared in 1812 at Vienna, where he was crowned, medallised, and celebrated in verse. On his return to Italy, he continued to reap golden honours at Milan and other places until 1825, when he came to London. Here he was the first sopranoist whom that generation of operatic glories had ever heard, the last (Rosselli) having ceased to sing in 1800, at the King's Theatre; and a strong prejudice was rather naturally felt against the new singer.

His first reception at concerts was far from favourable, the sordid abuse lavished upon him before he was heard, cruel and illiberal; and such was the popular prejudice and general cry that unusual precautions were deemed necessary to secure a somewhat partial audience, and prevent his being driven from the stage on his very first entry upon it. The very first note he uttered gave a shock of surprise, almost of disgust, to inexperienced ears, but his performance was listened to with attention and great applause throughout, with but few audible expressions of disapprobation, speedily suppressed. The opera he had chosen was ‘Il Crociato in Egitto,’ by a German composer, named Mayerbeer (sic), till then totally unknown in this country.

It must be remembered that Velluti at this time was no longer young, and doubtless had lost much of the vigour and freshness of his splendid voice, which had formerly been one of large compass. When he first sang in England, the middle notes had begun to fail, and many of them were harsh and grating to the ear, though the upper register was still exquisitely sweet, and he had retained the power of holding, swelling, and diminishing his tone with delightful effect. The lower notes were full and mellow, and he showed great ingenuity in passing from one register to the other, and avoiding the defective portions of his scale. His manner was florid, but not extravagant; his embellishments, tasteful and neatly executed, and not commonplace. His usual style was suave, but rather wanting in variety; he never rose to bravura. In appearance he had been remarkably handsome, and was still good-looking. Velluti received £600 for his services during that (part) season, but was engaged for the next at a salary of £2,300, as director of the music as well as singer. He then appeared in Morlacchi’s ‘Tebaldo ed Isolina,’ which he considered his best opera. He was much less admired, however, in this than in the former work; and his favour sensibly declined. For his benefit, he sang in Rossini’s ‘Aureliano in Palmira,’ but in connexion with this got into a dispute about extra pay to the chorus, and the case was decided against him in the Sheriff’s Court.

In 1825 Velluti came to London once more and sang on a few occasions. On one of these he was heard by Mendelssohn, with an effect only of intense loathing. His voice, indeed, had completely lost its beauty, and he was not engaged. He returned to Italy, and died in the early part of February, 1861, at the age of eighty.

Velluti was a man of kind and benevolent disposition, and equally gentlemanly feeling and deportment: his private habits were of the most simple and inoffensive kind. In society, his apparent melancholy gave way to a lively and almost playful exuberance of good humour, and he never failed to interest. His chief amusements were billiards and whist, of which, though no gambler, he was very fond. It is strange that no fine portrait should exist of so great a singer and so handsome a man: the only ones known are an oval by Jügel, after Mouron, representing him as Trajano, and a woodcut, in which he appears as Tebaldo.

[JM]

VELOCE, CON VELOCITÀ, VELOCISIMO—‘Swiftly; with the utmost rapidity.’

A term invented by the ‘Romanticists,’ generally used of an ad libitum passage in a quick movement, and in some cases of a slow passage of similar figure, in a cadenza. It indicates an increased rate of speed—not, like accelerando, a gradual quickening of the time, but an immediate access of celerity, lasting evenly until the end of the passage or figure to which it is applied. The original time is then resumed without the words a tempo being required. In the large majority of cases, the term is only applied to loud passages, as frequently in the works of Chopin, and in the finale of Schumann’s Sonata in F sharp minor, op. 11; but in one instance at least, the slow movement of his second concerto, the former composer applies it to a soft passage, coupling velocissimo with delicatissimo. No instance of its occurrence is to be found in the works of the ‘classical’ masters strictly so called; its earliest use would seem to be in that of Chopin’s which Schumann’s criticism immortalised, the ‘La ci darem’ Variations, where, however, it is applied to an entire variation. Under such conditions it must be regarded as equivalent to Presto con fuoco. It is worthy of notice that in Cerrny’s ‘Études de la Vélocité’ the direction occurs only once, and then in the superlative, applying moreover to an entire study.

[J.A.F.M.]

VENETIAN SWELL.

The first Swell Organ produced its effect by placing the front of the box containing the pipes under the control of the player, who by means of a pedal could raise or lower the panel at will, so releasing or muffling the sound. This plan was first adopted in the organ at St. Magnus, London Bridge, built in 1712. [See Organ.] The first Harpsichord Swell made its crescendo by the raising of the lid. These clumsy contrivances were superseded by the Venetian Swell, an invention patented by Shudi in 1761 [See Swell, Harpsichord], and so called from its resemblance to the laths of a Venetian blind. This ingenious device was first applied to the Harpsichord, but was soon adopted by organ builders. The louveres are generally in horizontal rows and are so hung as to close by their own weight; but in very large Swell Organs

1 The wife of the day called him ‘non viv. et veluti.’
2 This statement is contradicted by Ebers (‘Seven Years’).
3 Lord Mount Edgcumbe.
4 Letter of May 10, 1829 to Devrient.
5 Ebers.
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the size and number of these shutters made them too heavy for control by the foot, and they are now often placed vertically and closed by a spring. The old form of Swell could only be reached by approaching it, but in recent years a balanced Swell has been introduced which allows the shutters to be left at any angle. In almost all cases the control is given to the foot of the player—generally the right foot. This arrangement has had disastrous effects upon the pedalling of many players. Several ingenious attempts have been made to enable the organist to open and close the box by other means. In the large organ built by Mr. Willis for the 1862 Exhibition, a crescendo could be made by blowing into a small pipe. This however was liable to inconvenient sudden afor-
sandos.

Mr. R. H. M. Bosanquet uses a move-
able back attached to the seat by a hinge. A strap fastened to this is passed over one shoulder and under the other arm of the player. When the player leans forward he pulls on the back of the seat, and this opens the Swell. The action of the back Swell and Swell Pedal are distinct, so that acting on the former may not depress the latter.

[W.P.]

VENI CREATOR SPIRITUS. The Hymn appointed, in the Roman Breviary, to be used at Vespers on the Feast of Pentecost, when the first verse is sung kneeling:—

Veni creator Spiritus
Mentes tuorum visita
Impulse sanae gratiae
Quae tu creasti pectora.

It is also sung at Ordinations, and on all other occasions introducing a solemn invocation to the Holy Ghost. The Latin text is supposed to have been written about 500, and is often ascribed to Charlemagne. The English version, by Bishop Cosyn, in the Book of Common Prayer,—Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire—is in Long Measure, answering, so far, to the eight syllables of the original hymn, and suspension of adaptation to the melody (see ‘Hymns Ancient and Modern,’ no. 157). The second version—Come, Holy Ghost, Eternal God—being in Common Measure, is, of course, less manageable.

The Plain Chant Melody will be found in the Antiphonarium, the Vesperal, and the Directorium Chori. Among polyphonic settings, the finest is by Palestrina, in the ‘Hymni totius anni’ (Rome, 1589). A beautiful movement from a ‘Magnificat’ by Palestrina, was adapted, many years ago, to the English version, and published by Messrs. Burns & Lambert; but is now out of print. Tallis has also written a little setting, in the form of a very simple Hymn Tune, adaptable to the English Common Measure version.

[W.S.R.]

VENITE. The name familiarly given to the 95th Psalm—in the Vulgate ‘Venite exulte-
mus Domino’—which in the Anglican Service is sung immediately before the Psalms of the day at Matins. For some time after the introduction of the English service the Venite was set to music in the same manner as the Te Deum or Jubilate. Instances of this are found in the services by Tallis, Stroger, Bevin, Byrd, Gibbons,2 Mundy, Parsons, and Morley, in Barnard’s Church Music. The custom was, however, discontinued, and Dr. Giles, who died 1633, was probably the last composer to do it.2 Since then the Venite has been chanted like an ordinary psalm, thus returning to the practice of the Roman church; a practice which indeed must have been partly followed from the first, since in Tallis’s service a chant is given for it in addition to the other setting.

[V.]

VENOSA, CARLO CESUALDO, PRINCE OF, nephew of Alfonso Cesualdo, archbishop of Naples, was born about the middle of the 16th century. He became the pupil of Pomponio Nenna of Bari, and excelled both as a composer and performer on the organ, clavicord, and lute: on the last he is said to have had no equal in his day. Of his history nothing is recorded; we only know that he was living in 1613. His compositions are contained in a single volume of madrigals published at Genoa in 1585, and in score, 1613. The latter bears the following title: ‘Partitura dei seii libri de madrigali a cinque voci dell’ illustissimo et eccellentissimo principe di Venosa, D. Carlo Cesualdo.’

The prince of Venosa is mentioned by Pietro della Valle in company with Peri and Monteverde, as one of those who followed a new path in musical composition and as perhaps that one to whom mainly the world was indebted for the art of effective singing, ‘del cantare affectuoso.’ This judgment is sustained by modern examination of the prince’s works. Burney indeed found them almost repulsive in their irregularity of form and rhythm, and their want of conformity with the strict canons of part-writing. But it is this very irregularity which attracts more recent critics. By swift transitions of keys and bold modulation, Cesualdo produced a singularly rich effect, full of surprises and highly individual. His style is peculiarly distinguished by its pathetic vein. But it is the change of method in his productions that calls for special notice. Cesualdo, in fact, as a skilful instrumental player, was able to use his voices in a freer manner than had commonly been allowed; and, though a brilliant contrapuntist when he chose, he preferred to work consciously on lines which brought him near to the discovery of a genuine harmonic treatment.

[R.L.P.]

VENTADOUR, THÉÂTRE. Ventadour, which has given its name to a street and a lyric theatre in Paris, is a village in the Limousin, created a duchy in 1168 in behalf of Gilbert de Levis, whose descendants have since borne the name of Levis de Ventadour. The Rue Ventad-
dour, opened in 1640 as the Rue St. Victor, took the name it still bears in 1672. The Théâtre was built to replace the Salle Feydeau, and a new street being planned to run from the Rue des Petits Champs to the Rue Neuve St. Augustine, and to be called the Rue Neuve Ventadour, it was decided to place the theatre in the middle of the street and call it by the same name. The street in which the principal façade stands is now called Rue Méhul, and that at the back Rue Monsigny. The building was exclaimed by the architect performed for the M. de Guercy, and cost, including site, 4,620,000 francs (£184,800) which was paid out for the Civil List, and it was sold to a company of speculators for 2,000,000 francs (£800,000); a disastrous transaction, in keeping with much of the financial history of the Théâtre Ventadour.

The company of the Opéra Comique left the old Salle Feydeau for its new quarters on Easter Monday, April 20, 1829. The audience, a very distinguished one, expressed great satisfaction with the luxury and comfort which pervaded the new Theatre Royal. The programme on the opening night included ‘Les deux Mousquetaires,’ by Berton; Méhul’s overture to ‘Le jeune Henri,’ and ‘La Fiancée,’ a three-act opera by Scribe and Auber. In spite of this happy commencement the theatre was destined to frequent collapses, and after two years of vicissitudes the company were obliged to move to the Théâtre des Nouveautés in the Place de la Concorde, which was performed for the first time Sept. 21, 1832. During the two years they played a considerable number of new works, such as Boieldieu’s last opera, ‘Les deux Nuits’ (May 20, 1829); ‘Fra Diavolo,’ first given as ‘L’Hôtellerie de Terracine’ (Jan. 28, 1830), and ‘Zampa’ (May 3, 1831). The theatre reopened June 10, 1834, as the Théâtre Nautique, with ‘real water’ on the stage. The Théâtre Nautique came to an end early in 1835, and the Théâtre Ventadour was resuscitated (Jan. 19, 1838) for an Italian company cast adrift by the burning of the Salle Favart, and comprising Rubini and Zamboni, Lablache, Tamburini, Morelli, Grisi, Perrini and Albertazzi; but only one opera new to the French, ‘Parisina,’ was given before the season closed (March 31).

With the autumn of 1838 the theatre again changed its name, and entered on a new but still struggling existence as the Théâtre de la Renaissance. Anton Joly, the new director, aimed at maintaining a third French lyric theatre in Paris, and produced during two years, besides plays by Victor Hugo, Alexandre Dumas, and Casimir Delavigne, ‘Lady Melvil’ (Nov. 15, 1838), Albert Grisar’s first opera; Donizetti’s ‘Lucre de Lammermoor’ (Aug. 6, 1839), translated into French by A. Royer and G. Vaez; and ‘La chaste Susanne’ (Dec. 27, 1839), the best work of Mouphou. The charming Anna Thillon, who had a brilliant career in France before returning to her native England, appeared in all three operas with striking success. [See TILLION.]

From Oct. 2, 1841, to the ‘année terrible,’ 1870-71, the Théâtre Ventadour became the rendezvous of the Paris plutocracy, as well as of the amateurs of Italian music. The building, rearranged by Charpentier, was perfect and most commodious, the pit was converted into orchestral stalls, and open to ladies as well as gentlemen. Many an impresario looked to making a fortune by this Italian theatre, and among those who made the success were Wagner, Donizetti, Lumley, Calzado, Baguer, and Strakosch. The list of distinguished singers heard here during twenty years of more or less continuous prosperity embraces the great artists of that time almost without exception. Besides the old répertoire, these artists introduced to the Paris world all Verdi’s operas, the favourite works of Mercadante, Donizetti, and other modern masters, and a few complete novelties. Among the latter, written or translated expressly for the Théâtre Ventadour, we will only specify Rossini’s ‘Stabat Mater’ (Jan. 7, 1843); ‘Don Pasquale’ (Jan. 4, 1843); Flotow’s ‘Marta’ (Feb. 11, 1858), and ‘Stradella’ (Feb. 19, 1863). Here, too, Vieuxtemps, Sivori, Liszt, Mme. Pleyel, Emil Prudent, and other celebrated artists gave their best concerts; Berlioz produced his ‘Harold en Italie,’ the ‘Frances Juges,’ and ‘Carnaval Romain’ overtures (May 3, 1844); Felicien David conducted the ‘Désert’ (Dec. 26, 1844) with enormous success; and Wagner presented first fragments from ‘Tannhüse,’ ‘Tristan und Isolde,’ and ‘Lohengrin’ (Jan. 25 and 31, 1860).

From the war of 1870-71 till its final close on Jan. 11, 1879, the Théâtre Ventadour had a hard struggle against the indifference of the public. Several fruitless attempts were made to restigate the taste for Italian music. The most interesting events of this last period were the rival performances by the French Opéra (beginning Jan. 4, 1874) and the Italian artists after the burning of the Salle Le Peletier; the first performance of ‘Aida’ (April 22, 1876); and of Verdi’s ‘Requiem’ (May 30, 1876); the transformation of the Italian theatre into the French Théâtre Lyrique, and the representation of the Marquis d’Ivyrou’s opera ‘Les Amants de Véronne’ (Oct. 12, 1878). On Jan. 20, 1879, the Théâtre Ventadour was sold to a financial company, and its pediment, still decorated with statues of the Muses, now bears the words ‘Banque d’Escompte de Paris,’ a truly exasperating sight.

There is an excellent ‘Histoire du Théâtre Ventadour’ (large 8vo, 162 pp., 1881), by the lamented Octave Fouque (born 1844), who died in 1883, just as he had attained the first rank among French musical critics. [G.C.]

VENTIL is the German term for the valve in brass instruments. ‘Ventilhorn’ and ‘Ventiltrompet’ are therefore equivalent to Valve-horn and Valve-trumpet. [See VALVE; p. 215.] [G.]

VÉPRES SICILIENNES, LES. Opera in 5 acts; libretto by Scribe and Duveyrier, music by Verdi. Produced June 13, 1855, at the
VERDI.

He published two sets of 12 sonatas each (Dresden and Amsterdam, 1721; London and Florence, 1744). For London he composed the operas 'Adriano,' 1735; 'Roselinda,' 1744; 'L’Errore di Salomone,' 1744. A number of concertos, sonatas, and symphonies for 2 violins, viola, violoncello and basso have remained in manuscript, and some of them are in the public libraries of Florence and Bologna. Some of his sonatas have been edited by Ford, David (Breitkopf & Härtel) and von Waiselwaski (Senff, Simrock), and have been played by Joachim and others.

VERDELOT, Philippe, a Flemish composer of the early part of the 16th century, appears to have settled in Italy when young, since his first work—a motet—was printed in the 'Fior de Motetti e Canzoni' published, as is believed, at Rome in 1526, and since he is found to have resided at Florence at some time between 1530 and 1540. It is certain however that he was, to other works of an earlier date, attached to the singing staff of the church of S. Mark at Venice, and we have the authority of Guicciardini for the statement that he was already dead by the year 1567. His last publication is dated 1549.

Verdelot is commemorated by Cosmo Bartoli, and by Vincenzo Galilei, who printed two lute-pieces by him in 'Fronimo.' His works had reached France and were printed in French collections as early as 1550. The great Willaert thought so highly of him as to arrange some compositions of his in tablature for lute and a solo voice. The two Venetian masters indeed, together with Arcadelt, may be taken as the representative madrigalists of their time, and ranked among the earliest writers and chief promoters of that style of composition. Verdelot's remarkable skill in the science of music is well shown in the fifth part which he added to Jannenqui's 'Batalis.' But his distinction is not simply that of a learned writer: his productions also display a certain feeling for beauty and appropriateness of expression which is his highest characteristic. His works consist exclusively of madrigals, motets, psalms, and masses, and are enumerated by Fétis and Eitner. [R.L.P.]

VERDI, GIUSEPPE, one of the greatest and most popular operatic composers of the 19th century, born at Roncole, Oct. 9, 1813. Though very often called 'il maestro Parmigiano,' and 'il cigno di Busseto,' in point of fact neither Parma nor her smaller sister town Busseto can boast of having Verdi's name in the rolls of their inhabitants; and the good luck of having been his birthplace fell to a cluster of labourers' houses, called 'Le Roncole,' some three miles from Busseto, and, before the unification of Italy, in the Duchy of Parma. The following certificate

1 Two notices cited by M. vander Straeten, La Musique aux Pays-bas vi. 322, suggest that the name 'Verdelot' is an appellative; if so, we are ignorant of the composer's real name. One of the cases referred to is connected with the town of Bruges.

2 Quoted by Vandyke-Streeter.

3 Quoted by Vandyke-Streeter.


VERDI.

will settle once for all the questions so often raised concerning the place and the date of Verdi's birth.


In the long run of Verdi's life—which happily bids fair still to be preserved for an indefinite number of healthy and vigorous years—we do not meet with any startling and romantic incidents: everything seems to have gone with him, though not smoothly, yet with the common sequence of good and bad turns to which all mortals are liable, their calling and station in life be what they will. Verdi's biography exhibits nothing heroic or startling, as some would have us believe it does. The connection-link between his life and his works is insoluble: the man and the artist proceed abreast, hand in hand toward the same goal, impelled and guided by the same sentiments and emotions. 'Homo sum et nihil humanum a me alienum puto' is the proper motto for the gate of his villa at S. Agata, and the title-page of each of his works. This 'humanity' of his is the reason and explanation of his life, as well as the key to the perfect understanding of his works, and to their popularity wherever there are ears to hear and hearts to feel.

M. Pougin, who, together with other difficult achievements, has successfully continued Félix's 'Dictionnaire des Musiciens,' has written a biographical sketch of Verdi in the right spirit, confining himself within the strict limits of the plain facts. Of this sketch an Italian translation was made by a well-known Paris correspondent of the Italian papers, under the nom de plume of 'Folchettu,' with notes and additions, forming altogether a volume of more than 150 pages, full of accurate and valuable information. Through the combined shrewdness and skill of 'Folchettu,' and M. Giulio Ricordi we are enabled to present to our readers the most important period of Verdi's career, in words that are almost the great composer's own. A conversation that he had with Giulio Ricordi was by the latter faithfulness put on paper the very night following the interview, and sent to ' Folchettu' for publication. Such is the basis of the following article.

Unlike many musicians that have passed their infancy and childhood amongst artistic surroundings, Verdi's musical genius had to fight for its development against many difficulties. Nothing that he could hear or see was fit to give him the slightest hint of anything grand and ideal: the two hundred inhabitants of Le Roncole were poor and ignorant labourers, and the very nature of the country—an immense, flat, monotonous expanse—however gratifying to a landowner, could hardly kindle a spark in the imagination of a poet. Carlo Verdi and his wife Luigia Verdi Utini kept a small inn at Le Roncole, and in addition a little shop, where sugar, coffee, matches, tobacco, spirits, and clay pipes were sold at retail. Once a week the good Carlo walked up to Busseto with two empty baskets, and returned with them full of articles of his trade, carrying on them his strong shoulders for all the three miles of the dusty and sunny way. His purchases were chiefly made from M. E. Rezzi, dealer in spirits, drugs, and spices, a prosperous and hearty man who was destined to serve as a bridge to Giuseppe Verdi over many a chasm in his glorious way.

Giuseppe, though good and obedient, was rather of a melancholy character, never joining his playmates in their noisy amusements; one thing only, we are told, could rouse him from his habitual indifference, and that was the occasional passing through the village of a grinding organ: to the child who in after years was to afford an inexhaustible répertoire to those instruments for half-a-century all over the world, this was an irresistible attraction—he could not be kept indoors, and would follow the itinerant player as far as his little legs could carry him. This slight hint of his musical aptitude must have been accompanied by others which the traditions of Le Roncole have not transmitted, since we know that even in early childhood the boy was possessed of a spinet. For an innkeeper of Le Roncole, in 1820, to buy a spinet for his child to play on, is an extravagance which we could hardly credit if the author of 'Aida' had not preserved to this day the faithful companion of his childhood. M. Ghislanzeno, who saw it at S. Agata, thus speaks of it:—

At the villa of S. Agata, I saw the first instrument on which his little fingers had first practised. The spinet, emeritus, has no strings left, its lid is lost, and its keyboard is like a jaw with long and worn-out teeth. And yet what a precious monument! And how many recollections it brings back to the mind of the artist who during his unhappy childhood has so often wept it with bitter tears! How many sublime emotions are caused by the sight of it! I have seen it and have questioned it. I took out one of its jacks, on which I thought something had been written, and indeed I found some words as simple as they are sublime, written while revealing the keen attention of a good-hearted workman, contain something of a prophecy. My readers will be grateful to me for setting before them the inscription in its original simplicity. It would be a profanation to correct the mistakes in its orthography.

Da me Stefano Cavaletti fu fatto di nuovo questi Saltarelli e impenat i Corame, e vi adattâ le pedali, e la voce a me è do' regolare: come anche gratuitamente ci ho fatto di nuovù il detto Saltarrelli, venendo la buona disposizione che ha il giovanetto Giuseppe Verdi d'imparare a suonare questo istromento, che questo mi basta per essere del tutto sodisfatto.—Anno domini 1821—

A quaint inscription which cannot be translated literally:—

1. Stephen Cavaletti, made these jacks anew, and covered them with leather, and fitted the 'pedal,' and these together with the jacks I give gratis, seeing the good disposition of the boy Giuseppe Verdi for learning to play the instrument, which is of itself reward enough to me for my trouble.

How the spinet happened to be in such a condition as to require the workmanship of M. Cavaletti to set it right, is thus explained by 'Fol-
cheto,' who had it from an old friend of Verdi's father:

Nobody can imagine with what earnestness the boy practised on the spinet. At first he was satisfied with being able to play the first five notes of the scale; next he most anxiously endeavoured to find out chords. Once he was in a perfect rapture at having sounded the major third and fifth of C. The following day, however, he could not find the chord again, whereupon he began to fret and fume, and then got into such a temper, that he took up a hammer he had begun to break the spinet to pieces. The noise soon brought his father into the room, who, on seeing his son wasปลaded and taking a heavy blow on Giuseppe's ear, as once for all cleared his mind of any thought of again punishing the spinet for his inability to strike common chords.

Another evidence of Giuseppe's musical aptitude is given by the following fact, which occurred when he was only seven years old. He was then assisting the priest at the Mass in the little church of Le Roncole. At the very moment of the elevation of the Host, the harmonies that flowed from the organ struck the child as so sweet, that he stood motionless in ecstasy. 'Water,' said the priest to the acolyte; and the latter evidently not heeding him, the demand was repeated. Still no reply. 'Water,' a third time said the priest, knocking the child so brutally that he fell headlong down the steps of the altar, knocked his head against the floor, and was brought unconscious into the sacristy. After this event Giuseppe's father engaged M. Baisi-trochi, the local organist, to give him music lessons. At the end of a year M. Baisi-trochi made a declaration to the effect that the pupil had learned all that the teacher could impart, and thereupon resigned his position as Verdi's teacher.

Two years after, having completed this first stage in his musical education, Verdi—then but ten years old—was appointed as organist in the room of old Baisi-trochi. The dream of his parents was thus for the time realised: yet before long the mind of the elder Verdi began to be haunted with the thought that some knowledge of the three R's could bring good to his son in after life; and after debating his scheme with his wife, he resolved on sending Giuseppe to a school in Busset. This would have been beyond the small means of the good Verdi, but for the fact that at Busseto lived a countryman and friend—a cobbler known by the name of Pugnatta. This Pugnatta took upon himself to give Giuseppe board and lodging, and send him to the principal school of the town, all at the very moderate price of threepence a day. And to Pugnatta's Giuseppe went: and while attending the school most assiduously, kept his situation as organist of Le Roncole, walking there every Sunday morning, and back to Busseto after the evening service.

It may not be devoid of interest to the reader to cast a glance at Verdi's financial condition at that period of his life. Except clothing, which did not represent an important item, and pocket-money, which he had none, his expenditure amounted to 195 francs 50 centimes a-year—that is, £1 2s. 7d. His salary as the organist of Le Roncole was £1 12s., which, after one year's service and many urgent appeals, was increased to £1 12s. To this add a profit of £2 or £2 10s. from weddings, christenings, and funerals; and a few shillings more, the product of a collection which was then customary for organists to make at harvest time—collected in kind, be it remembered, by the artist himself, with a sack on his shoulders, at each door of the village. Life, under these unfavourable conditions, was not only devoid of comforts, but full of danger. One night, while the poor lad was walking towards Le Roncole, worn down by fatigue and want of sleep or food, he did not notice that he was in the wrong track, and of a sudden, missing his ground, he fell into a deep canal. It was dark, it was bitter cold, and his limbs were absolutely paralysed; and but for an old woman who was passing by the spot and heard his cries for help, the exhausted and chilled boy would have been carried off by the current.

The following story of another very narrow escape from death we give on the entire responsibility of M. Pougé. In 1814 Russian and Austrian troops had been passing through Italy, leaving destruction and ruin everywhere. A detachment having stopped for a few hours at Le Roncole, all the women took refuge in the church; but not even that holy place was respected by these savages. The doors were unhinged, and the poor helpless women and children ruthlessly wounded and killed. Verdi's mother, with the little Giuseppe in her arms, was among those who took refuge in the church; but when the door was burst open she did not lose her spirits, but ascending the narrow staircase of the belfry, hid herself and her baby among some timber that was there, and did not leave her hiding-place until the drunken troops were far beyond the village.

Giuseppe Verdi, after two years schooling at Busseto, had learned to write, read, and cipher: whereupon the above-mentioned M. Bareszi began to take much interest in the talented Roncolésse, gave him employment in his business, and opened a way to the development of his musical faculty. Busseto must have been the Weimar of the Duchy of Parma. Music was uppermost in the minds of the Bussetesi, and no name of any inhabitant is ever mentioned without the addition of his being a singer, composer, or violinist. M. Bareszi himself was first flutist in the cathedral orchestra; he could produce some notes on all kinds of wind instruments, and was particularly skilful on the clarinet, French horn, and ophicleide. His house was the residence of the Philharmonic Society, of which he was the president and patron, and it was there that all rehearsals were made, and all Philharmonic concerts given, under the conductorship of M. Ferdinando Provesi, maestro di cappella and organist of the cathedral.

This was the fittest residence for a lad of Verdi's turn of mind, and he immediately felt it. Without neglecting his chief occupation, he regularly attended the rehearsals, and undertook the task of copying out the parts from the score;
and all this in such earnest that old Provesi began to notice Giuseppe with approval, and give him the foundation of a sound musical knowledge. Provesi may be considered the man who led the first steps of Verdi into the right track, and lucky it was for the pupil to have come across such a man. He was an excellent contrapuntist, a composer of several comic operas, of which he had written both words and music, and a man well read in general literature. He was the first man in Busseto to understand Verdi's real vocation, and to advise him to devote himself to music. Don Pietro Seletti, the boy's Latin teacher, and a fair violinist, bore a grudge to Provesi for a certain poem the latter had written against the clergy. The fact that Provesi encouraged Verdi to study music was therefore enough for Don Pietro to dissuade him as strongly from it. 'What do you want to study music for! You have a gift for Latin, and it will be much better for you to become a priest. What do you expect from your music? Do you fancy that some day you may become organist of Busseto!'... Stuff and nonsense... That can never be!'

But a short time after this admonition there was to be a mass at a chapel in Busseto where Don Pietro Seletti was the officiating priest. The organist was unable to attend, and Don Pietro was induced to let Verdi preside at the organ. The mass over, Don Pietro sent for him. 'Whose music did you play?' said he; 'it was a most beautiful thing.' 'Why,' timidly answered the boy, 'I had no music, and I was playing extempore, just as I felt.' 'Ah! Indeed,' rejoined Don Pietro; 'well, I am a fool, and you cannot do better than study music, take my word for it.'

Under the intelligent guidance of Provesi, Verdi studied till he was 16. During this period he often came to the help of his old master both as organist and as conductor of the Philharmonic Society. The archives of the society still contain several works written by Verdi at that time, and composed, copied, taught, rehearsed, and conducted by himself. None of these compositions have been published, though it would be a matter of interest to examine the first attempts of his musical genius. [See p. 245.]

It became evident that Busseto was too narrow a field for the aspirations of the young composer, and efforts were made to afford him the means of going to Milan, the most important Italian town, musically speaking. The financial question came again to the front, and, thanks to the good-will of the Bussetesi, it had a happy solution. The Monte di Pieta, an institution granting four premiums of 300 francs a year, each given for four years to promising young men wanting means for undertaking the study of science or art, was induced by Barezzi to award one of the four premiums to Verdi, with the important modification of allowing him 500 francs a-year for two years, instead of 300 for four years. M. Barezzi himself advanced the money necessary for music lessons, board and lodging in Milan; and Seletti gave him an introduction to his nephew, a professor there, who most heartily welcomed him, and would not hear of his finding lodgings for himself.

We come now to an incident of Verdi's artistic life, to which a very undue importance has been often attached; we mean his being refused a scholarship at the Conservatorio di Musica of Milan, on the ground of his showing no special aptitude for music. If a board of professors were now to be found to declare that the author of 'Rigoletto,' 'Batista, and 'Aida,' had no musical disposition, such declaration would undoubtedly reflect very little credit on the institution to which the board belonged, or on the honesty and impartiality of the professors; but things were not so bad at that time as we are made to believe they were—nay, it is probable that in the best conducted musical schools of the world, some Verdi, Beethoven, or Bach is every year sent back to his home and his country organ, as was the case with Verdi. Without for an instant giving up his studies, in his study of the preposterous fact, we think that a true idea may be formed of it by looking at the way in which matters of this kind proceed now-a-days, and will proceed so long as there are candidates, scholarships, and examiners.

To a vacant scholarship—for pianoforte, singing or composition—there is always a number of candidates, occasionally amounting to as many as a hundred. A committee of professors, under the presidency of the Principal, is appointed to examine all the competitors, and choose the best. The candidates, male and female, have each a different degree of instruction, ranging from mere children with no musical education, to such as have already gone through a regular course of study. To determine whether there is more hope of future excellence in a girl who plays sixteen bars of an easy arrangement of a popular tune, or a boy who can perhaps sing something by heart just to show that he has a certain feeling and a right perception of rhythm and tonality, or in an advanced pupil who submits the score of a grand opera in five acts (not impossibility written by some friend or forefather)—to be able to determine this is a thing beyond the power of the human intellect. The committee can only select one amongst those that have the least disqualifications, but nobody can accuse them of ignorance or ill-will if the choosen candidate, after five years' tuition, turns out to be a mere one-two-three-and-four conductor of operettas, while one of the ninety-nine dismissed, after ten years' hard study elsewhere, writes a masterpiece of operatic or sacred music. Not to get a scholarship does not imply that a candidate is unable to pursue a musical career; it means only that there being but one place vacant, and twenty who passed as good an examination as he, he shares with nineteen others the ill luck of not being the happy one chosen. Moreover there are no settled rules as to the time when musical genius breaks out in unmistakeable light. We are ready
to believe that Mozart, when only three years old, gave unmistakable hints of what he was afterwards to become; yet we can say, as an eye-witness, that M. Bolto, the author of "Mephistopheles," a man of undeniable musical genius, did not reveal any decided aptitude for musical composition till nineteen; while several amongst his schoolfellows who promised to be the rightful heirs of Rossini and Bellini are now teachers and conductors of provincial schools or second-rate theatres. Let us then bear no grudge to Basily, the then principal of the Conservatoire of Milan, nor let us depreciate him for not having been so gifted as to recognise in the young and unprepossessing organist of Le Roncole the man who was destined to write "Il Rigoletto" twenty years afterwards. But though failing to be admitted to the Conservatoire, Verdi stuck to the career which he had undertaken, and, on the advice of Alessandro Rolla, then conductor of "La Scala," he asked M. Lavigna to give him lessons in composition and orchestration. Lavigna was a distinguished musician and a composer of no ordinary merit; his operas, "La Mutta per amore," "L'Idolo di se stesso," "L'Impostore svvillo," "Coriolano," "Zaira," and several others, having been performed several times with favourable success. He consented to give the lessons, and to him actually belongs the honour of being the teacher of Verdi.

This was in 1831, when Verdi was eighteen. The two years from 1831 to 1833 passed in an uninterrupted succession of exercises in harmony, counterpoint, and fugue, and a daily study of Mozart's "Don Giovanni." In 1833 the death of Provesi brought an entire change to Verdi. He went back to Busseto for five years, and after this lapse of time returned to Milan to take his start as a composer. We give, in the words of M. Ercole Cavalli—for this particular period the best-informed of the biographers—the lively description of Verdi's residence at Busseto.

"In 1833 M. Ferdinando Provesi died. The trustees of the Monte di Pietà, of Busseto, and the other contributors towards Verdi's musical training, had acted with the intention that, after Provesi's death, Verdi should be his successor both as Maestro di Cappella and Organist of the Cathedral, and also Conductor of the Philharmonic Society. Verdi felt very sorry for the death of Provesi; with him he had lost the man who first taught him the elements of his art, and showed him the way to excellence; and though Verdi felt a call to something nobler in life, yet he kept his word to his countrymen and went to Busseto to fill the place left vacant by his deceased professor. The appointment rested with the churchwardens of the Cathedral, men who either belonged to the clergy or were fanatic bigots, and therefore had but little liking for Verdi, whom they called "the fashionable maestro," as being versed only in profane and operatic music; they preferred somebody cut a little more after their own pattern, and were anxious for a maestro well grounded in the Gregorian chant. Verdi's competitor, one M. Giovanni Ferrari, played indifferently on the organ, but had the strong support of two bishops; he gathered all the votes of the churchwardens, and the pupil of Provesi and Lavigna, for whom so many sacrifices had been made by the town, was black-balled. Upon hearing this decision, the Philharmonic Society, which for many years had made it a rule to enhance the solemnity of all the services in the cathedral by co-operating with their orchestra, lost all patience, and bursting tumultuously into the church, rummaged the archives and took away from them every sheet of music paper belonging to the Society; thereby beginning a civil war that lasted several years, in a town that was formerly an example of tranquillity and peace.

"On this followed satires, insults, affrays, riots, imprisonments, persecutions, banishments and the like; ending in decrees whereby the Philharmonic Society was prohibited to meet under any pretence whatever."

Verdi next fell in love with Margherita, Barezzini's eldest daughter, whose father, unlike most fathers, did not oppose Margherita's union to a talented though very poor young man. "In 1836 they were married. The whole Philharmonic Society attended the weddings; it was a happy and glorious day, and all were deeply moved by the prospect already opening before the young man: who, though born in the poorest condition, was at twenty-three already a composer, with the daughter of a rich and much respected man for his wife." In 1838 Verdi, with his wife and two children left Busseto and settled in Milan, with the hope of performing his opera "Oberto Conte di S. Bonifacio." We are now to witness the vicissitudes of a talentd but nearly unknown young man, who comes to a large town, one of the most important musical centres of those days, with no fortune but the manuscript of a melodrama, and nothing to help him on but the golden opinions which his genius and honesty have previously won for him from a few friends; and we shall see this young man transformed in a short time into the favourite composer of all opera-goers. And we are glad to be able to give the relation of this most important period of an artist's career, in words that may be said to be Verdi's own.

The first part of the narrative refers to the time when he was in Milan, studying with Lavigna. On his return there his kind old master was gone—died while his pupil was at Busseto. And here is Verdi's narrative: "About the year 1833 or 34 there was in Milan a Philharmonic Society composed of first-rate vocalists, under the direction of one M. Masini. The Society was then in the bustle and hurry of arranging a performance of Haydn's Creation, at the Teatro Filodrammatico. M. Lavigna, my teacher of composition, asked me..."
whether I should like to attend the rehearsals, in order to improve my mind, to which I willingly answered in the affirmative. Nobody would notice the young man that was quietly sitting in the darkest corner of the hall. Three maestri shared the conducting between them—Messrs. Perelli, Bonaldi, and Almasio; but one day it happened that neither of the three was present at the time appointed for rehearsal. The ladies and gentlemen were growing fidgety, when M. Masini, who did not feel himself equal to sitting at the piano and accompanying from the full orchestral score, walked up to me and desired me to be the accompanist for the evening; and as perhaps he believed in my skill as little as he did in his own, he added, "It will be quite enough to play the bass only." I was fresh from my studies, and certainly not puzzled by a full orchestral score; I therefore answered "All right," and took my place at the piano. I can well remember the ironical smiles that fitted over the faces of the Signori dilettanti: it seems that the quaint look of my young, slender and rather shabbily dressed person was not calculated to inspire them with much confidence.

However, the rehearsal began, and in the course of it I gradually warmed up and got excited, so that at last, instead of confining myself to the mere piano part, I played the accompaniment with my left hand, while conducting most emphatically with my right. It was a tremendous success, all the more because quite unexpected. The rehearsal over, everybody congratulated me upon it, and amongst my most enthusiastic admirers were Count Pompeo Belgioioso and Count Renato Borromeo. In short, whether the three maestri were too busy to attend the rehearsals, or whether there was some other reason, I was appointed to conduct the performance, which performance was so much welcomed by the audience that by general request it had to be repeated in the large and beautiful hall of the Casino dei Nobili, in presence of the Archduke and Archduchess Ranieri, and all the high life of those days.

A short time afterwards, I was engaged by Count Renato Borromeo to write the music for a cantata for chorus and orchestra, on the occasion of the marriage of some member of the Count's family—if I remember right. I must say, however, that I never got so much as a penny out of all that, because the whole work was a gratuitous one.

M. Masini next urged me to write an opera for the Teatro Fldrammatico, where he was conductor, and handed me a libretto, which after having been touched up by M. Solaro became Oberto, Conte di San Bonifacio.

I closed immediately with the proposition, and went to Busseto, where I was appointed organist. I was obliged to remain there nearly three years, and during that time I wrote out the whole opera. The three years over, I took my way back to Milan, carrying with me the score in perfect order, and all the solo parts copied out by myself.

But here difficulties began. Masini being no longer conductor, my chance of seeing my opera produced was at an end. However, whether Masini had confidence in my talents, or wished to show me some kindness for the many occasions on which I had been useful to him, rehearsing and conducting for nothing, he did not give up the business, and assured me he would not leave a stone unturned until my opera was brought out at the Scala, when the turn came for the benefit of the Pio Instituto. Both Count Borromeo and Dr. Fasetti promised me their influence on Masini, but, as far as I am aware, their support did not go beyond some scanty words of recommendation. Masini, however, did his best, and so did Merighi, a cellist who had played under my direction, and had a certain opinion of the young maestro.

The result was that the opera was put down for the spring of 1839, to be performed at La Scala for the benefit of the Pio Instituto; and among the interpreters were the four excellent artists Mme. Strepponi, Moriani, Giorgio Ronconi, and Marini.

A few rehearsals Moriani falls seriously ill, everything is brought to nothing, and all hope of a performance gone! I broke down utterly, and was thinking of going back to Busseto, when one fine morning one of the theatre attendants knocked at my door and said sulkily, "Are you the maestro from Parma who was to give an opera for the Pio Instituto? Come with me to the theatre, the impresario wants to speak to you."

Is it possible! said I, but... and the fellow began again—I was told to call the maestro from Parma, who was to give an opera; if it is you, let us go. And away we went.

The impresario was M. Bartolomeo Merelli. One evening crossing the stage he had overheard a talk between Strepponi and Ronconi, wherein the first said something very favourable to Oberto, and the second endorsed the praise.

On my entering his room, he abruptly told me that having heard my "Oberto" spoken of very favourably by reliable and intelligent persons, he was willing to produce it during the next season, provided I would make some slight alterations in the compass of the solo parts, as the artists engaged were not the same who were to perform it before. This was a fair proposition. Young and unknown, I had the good luck to meet with an impresario willing to run the risk of mounting a new opera, without asking me to share in the expenditure, which I could not have afforded! His only condition was that he should have with me the sale of the copyright. This was not asking much, for the work of a beginner. And in fact, even after its favourable reception, Ricordi would give no more than 2000 Austrian livres (257) for it.

Though Oberto was not extraordinarily successful, yet it was well received by the public, and was performed several times; and M. Merelli even found it convenient to extend the season and give some additional performances of it. The principal interpreters were Mme.
Marini, M. Salvi and M. Marini. I had been obliged to make some cuts, and had written an entirely new number, the quartet, on a situation suggested by Merelli himself; which proved to be one of the most successful pieces in the whole work.

Merelli next made me an offer which, considering the time at which it was made, may be called a splendid one. He proposed to engage me to write three operas, one every eight months, to be performed either at Milan or Vienna, where he was the impresario of both the principal theatrical houses: he to give me 4000 livres (£134) for each opera, and the profits of the copyright to be divided between us. I agreed to everything, and shortly afterwards Merelli went to Vienna, leaving instructions to Rossi to write a libretto for me, which he did, and it was the Proserpina. It was not quite to my liking, and I had not yet brought myself to begin to set it to music, when Merelli, coming hurriedly to Milan during the spring of 1840, told me that he was in dreadful want of a comic opera for the next autumn, that he would send me a libretto, and that I was to write it first, before the Proserpina. I could not well say no, and Merelli gave me several librettos of Roman comedy to choose from, all of which had already been set to music, though owing to failure or other reasons, they could safely be set again. I read them over and over and did not like any; but there was no time to lose, so I picked out one that seemed to me not so bad as the others, Ilinto Stanislao, a title which I changed into Un Giorno di Regno.

At that period of my life I was living in an unpretentious little house near the Porta Ticinese, and my small family was with me—that is, my young wife and my two sons. As soon as I set to work I had a severe attack of angina, that confined me to my bed for several days, and just when I began to get better I remembered that the third day forward was quarter-day, and that I had to pay fifty crowns. Though in my financial position this was not a small sum, yet it was not a very big one either, but my illness putting it out of my mind, had prevented me from taking the necessary steps; and the means of communication with Busseto—the mail left only twice a week—did not allow me time enough to write to my excellent father-in-law Baretti, and get the money from him. I was determined to pay the rent on the very day it fell due, so, though it vexed me very much to trouble people, I desired Dr. Pasetti to induce M. Merelli to give me fifty crowns, either as an advance on the money due to me under the agreement, or as a loan for ten days, till I could write to Baretti and receive the money wanted. It is not necessary to say why Merelli could not at that moment give me the fifty crowns, but it vexed me so much to let the quarter-day pass by without paying the rent, that my wife, seeing my anxiety, took the few valuable trinkets she had, went out, and after a little while after came back with the necessary amount. I was deeply touched by this tender affection, and promised myself to buy everything back again, which I could have done in a very short time, thanks to my agreement with Merelli.

But now terrible misfortunes crowded upon me. At the beginning of April my child fell ill, the doctors cannot understand what is the matter, and the dear little creature goes off quickly in his desperate mother's arms. Moreover, a few days after the other child is taken ill too, and she too dies, and in June my young wife is taken from me by a most violent inflammation of the brain, so that on the 15th June I saw the third coffin carried out of my house. In a very little over two months, three persons so very dear to me had disappeared for ever. I was alone, alone! My family had been destroyed; and in the very midst of these trials I had to fulfill my engagement and write a comic opera! Un Giorno di Regno proved a dead failure; the music was, of course, to blame, but the interpretation had a considerable share in the failure. In a sudden moment of despondency, embittered by the failure of my opera, I despairs of finding any comfort in my art, and resolved to give up composition. To that effect I wrote to Dr. Pasetti (whom I had not once met since the failure of the opera) asking him to persuade Merelli to tear up the agreement.

Merelli thereupon sent me for and scolded me like a naughty child. He would not even hear of my being so much disappointed by the cold reception of my work: but I stuck to my determination, and in the end he gave me back the agreement saying, "Now listen to me, my good fellow; I can't compel you to write if you don't want to do it; but my confidence in your talent is greater than ever; nobody knows but some day you may return on your decision and write again: at all events if you let me know two months in advance, take my word for it your opera shall be performed."

I thanked him very heartily indeed; but his kindness did not shake my resolution, and away I went. I took up a new residence in Milan near the Corso de' Servi. I was utterly disheartened, and the thought of writing never once flashed through my mind. One evening, just at the corner of the Galleria De Cristofori, I stumbled upon M. Merelli, who was hurrying towards the theatre. It was snowing beautifully, and he, without stopping, thrust his arm under mine and made me keep pace with him. On the way he never left off talking, telling me that he did not know where to turn for a new opera; Niccolò was engaged by him, but had not begun to work because he was dissatisfied with the libretto.

"Only think," says Merelli, a libretto by Solera, marvellous... wonderful... extraordinary... impressive dramatic situation... grand... splendidly worded... but that stubborn creature does not understand it, and says it is a foolish poem. I don't know for my life where to find another poem."
VERDI.

'Well, I'll give you a lift out of your trouble. Did you not engage Rossi to do Il Proscritto for me? I have not yet written one blessed note of it, and I will give it back to you.

'The very thing! clever fellow! good idea!

'Thus we arrived at the theatre; M. Merelli forthwith sends for M. Bassi, poet, stage-manager, buttafuori and librario, and lan him find a copy of Il Proscritto. The copy was found, but together with it M. Merelli takes up another manuscript and lays it before me—

'Look, says he, here is Solera's libretto that we were speaking of such a beautiful subject; and to refuse it! Take it, just take it, and read it over.

'What on earth shall I do with it?... No, no, I am in no humour to read libretti.

'My gracious!... It won't kill you; read it, and then bring it back to me again. And he gives me the manuscript. It was written on large sheets in big letters, as was the custom in those days. I rolled it up, and went away.

'While walking home I felt rather queer; there was something that I could not well explain about me. I was burdened with a sense of sadness, and felt a great inclination to cry. I got into my room, and pulling the manuscript out of my pocket and throwing it angrily on the writing-table, I stood for a moment motionless before it. The book as I threw it down, opened, my eyes fell on the page, and I read the line

Ve, pentiero, sull' ali dorate.

I read on, and was touched by the stanzas, inasmuch as they were almost a paraphrase of the Bible, the reading of which was the comfort of my solitary life.

'I read one page, then another; then, decided as I was to keep my promise not to write any more, I did violence to my feelings, shut up the book, went to bed, and put out the candle. I tried to sleep, but Nabucco was running a mad career through my brain, and sleep would not come. I got up, and read the libretto again—not once, but two or three times, so that in the morning I could have said it off by heart. Yet my resolution was not shaken, and in the afternoon I went to the theatre to return the manuscript to Merelli.'

'Isn't it beautiful! says he.

'More than beautiful, wonderful.

'Well, set it to music.

'Not in the least; I won't.

'Set it to music, set it to music.

'And so saying he gets off his chair, thrusts the libretto into my coat pocket, takes me by the shoulders, shoves me out of his room, slams the door in my face, and locks himself in. I looked rather blank, but not knowing what to do went home with Nabucco in my pocket. One day a line, the next day another line, a note, a bar, a melody... at last I found that by imperceptible degrees the opera was done!

'It was then the autumn of 1831, and calling to mind Merelli's promise, I went straight to him to announce that Nabucco was ready for performance, and that he might bring it out in the coming season of Carnevale Quaresima (Carnival before Lent).

'Merelli emphatically declared that he would stick to his word; but at the same time he called my attention to the fact that it was impossible to bring out the opera during the Quar- esima, because the repertoire was all settled, and no less than three new operas by known composers already on the list; to give, together with them, a fourth, by a man who was almost a debutant was a dangerous business for everybody, especially for me; it would therefore be safer to put off my opera till Easter, when he had no engagements whatever, and was willing to give me the best artists that could be found for love or money. This, however, I peremptorily refused—either during the Carne-

val or never; and with good reason; for I knew very well that during the spring it was utterly impossible to have two such good artists as Strepponi and Ronconi, on whom, knowing they were engaged for the Carneval season, I had mainly built my hopes of success.

'Merelli, though anxious to please me, was not on the wrong side of the question; to run four new operas in one season was, to say the least, rather risky; but I also had good artistic reasons to set against his. The issue was, that after a long succession of Yes, No, Perhaps, and Very likely, one fine morning I saw the posters on the walls and Nabucco not there.

'I was young and easily roused, and I wrote a nasty letter to M. Merelli, wherein I freely expressed my feelings. No sooner was the letter gone than I felt something like remorse, and besides, a certain fear lest my rashness had spoiled the whole business.

'Merelli sent for me, and on my entering his office he says in an angry tone: Is this the way you write to your friends... Yet you are right: I'll give Nabucco; but you must remem-

ber, that because of the outlay on the other operas, I absolutely cannot afford new scenes or new costumes for you, and we must be content to make a shift with what we have in stock.

'I was determined to see the opera performed, and therefore agreed to what he said, and new posters were printed, on which Nabucco appeared with the rest.

'I remember a droll thing happening about that time: in the third act Solera had written a love-duet between Fenena and Ismaele. I did not like it, as it seemed to me not only ineffective, but a blur on the religious grandiosity that was the main feature of the drama. One morning Solera came to see me, and I took occasion to make the remark. He stoutly dis-puted my view, not so much perhaps because he thought I was wrong, as because he did not care to do the thing again. We talked the matter over and over and used many arguments. Neither of us would give way. He asked me what I thought could be put in place of the duet, and I suggested a prophecy for Zaccaria: he thought the idea not so bad, and after several buts and ifs said he would think over it and
write it out. This was not exactly what I wanted; because I knew that days and weeks would pass before Solera would bring himself to write a single line. I therefore locked the door, put the key in my pocket, and half in jest and half in earnest said to him: I will not let you out before you have finished the prophecy: here is a Bible, and so more than half of your work is done. Solera, being of a quick temper, did not quite see the joke, he got angry upon his legs and... Well, just for a moment or two I wished myself somewhere else, as the poet was a powerful man, and might have got the better of me; but happily he changed his mind, sat down, and in ten minutes the prophecy was written.

At the end of February 1842 we had the first rehearsal, and twelve days later, on March 9, the first performance. The principal interpreters were Mmes. Strepponi and Bollinzaghi, and Messrs. Ronconi, Miraglia and Deriva.

"With this opera my career as a composer may rightly be said to have begun; and though it is true that I had to fight against a great many difficulties, it is no less true that Nabucco was born under a very good star: for even the things which might reasonably have been expected to damage its success, turned out to have increased it. Thus, I wrote a nasty letter to Merelli; and it was more than probable that Merelli would send the young maestro and his opera to the devil. Nothing of the kind. Then the costumes, though made in a hurry, were splendid. Old scenes, touched up by M. Feroni, had a magical effect: the first one especially—the Temple—elicited an applause that lasted nearly ten minutes. At the very last rehearsal nobody knew how and when the military band was to appear on the stage; its conductor, Herr Tusch, was entirely at a loss; but I pointed out to him a bar, and at the first performance the band appeared just at the climax of the crescendo, provoking a perfect thunder of applause.

"But it is not always safe to trust to the influence of good stars: it is a truth which I discovered by myself in after years, that to have confidence is a good thing, but to have none is better still."

So far the maestro's own narrative.

Eleven months later (Feb. 11, 1843), Verdi achieved a still more indiscutable success with 'I Lombardi alla prima Crociata,' interpreted by Mme. Frescoli-Poggi, and M.M. Guasco, Severi, and Deriva. Solera had taken the plot from the poem of Tommaso Grossi, the author of 'Marco Visconti.' This opera gave Verdi his first experience in the difficulty of finding libretti unobjectionable to the Italian governments. Though five years had still to elapse before the breaking out of the Milan revolt, yet something was brewing throughout Italy, and no occasion was missed by the patriots in giving vent to their feelings. As soon as the Archbishop of Milan got wind of the subject of the new opera, he sent a letter to the chief of the police, M. Torrasani, saying that he knew the libretto to be a profane and irreverent one, and that if Torrasani did not veto the performance, he himself would write straight to the Austrian Emperor.

Merrilli, Solera, and Verdi were forthwith summoned to appear before Torrasani and hear from him what alterations should be made in the opera. Verdi, in his usual blunt manner, took no notice of the peremptory summons. 'I am satisfied with the opera as it is,' said he, 'and will not change a word or a note of it. It shall be given as it is, or not given at all.' Thereupon Merrilli and Solera went to see Torrasani—who, to his honour be it said, besides being the most inflexible agent of the government, was an enthusiastic admirer of art and artists—and so impressed him with the responsibility he would assume by preventing the performance of a masterpiece of all masterpieces, like the 'Lombardi,' that at the end Torrasani got up and said, 'I am not the man to prevent genius from getting on in this world. Go on; I take the whole thing upon myself; only put Sade's Maria instead of Ave Maria, just to show the Archbishop that we are inclined to please him; and as for the rest, it is all right.' The opera had an enthusiastic reception, and the chorus, O Signore, dal tetto natio, had to be repeated three times. The Milanese, the pioneers of the Italian revolution, always on the look-out, knew very well that the Austrian Governor could not miss the meaning of the applause to that suggestively-worded chorus.

Of Verdi's first three operas 'I Lombardi' has stood its ground the best. In Italy it is still very often played, and late as 1879 had the honour of twenty-six performances in one season at Brussels. On Nov. 26, 1847, it was performed with considerable alterations in the music, and a libretto adapted by Vaez and Roger, but with little success, under the title of 'Jerusalem,' at the French Opéra. The experiment of retranslating the work into Italian was not a happy one, and 'Jerusalemme' in Italy was little better welcomed than 'Jerusalem' had been in Paris.

Verdi's works were soon eagerly sought after by all the impresarios, and the composer gave the preference to Venice, and wrote 'Ernani' (March 9, 1844) for the Fenice theatre there. The success was enormous, and during the following nine months it was produced on fifteen different stages. The libretto, borrowed from Victor Hugo's 'Hernani,' was the work of F. M. Piave, of Venice, of whom we shall have occasion to speak again. The police interfered before the performance, and absolutely would not allow a conspiracy on the stage. This time many expressions in the poem, and many notes in the music had to be changed; and besides the annoyance of the police, Verdi had some trouble with a Count Mocenigo, whose aristocratical susceptibility treated the blowing of the horn by Sylva in the last act as a disgrace to the theatre. In the end, after much grumbling, the horn was allowed admittance. The chorus 'Si ridesti il
Leon di Castiglia' gave the Venetians an opportunity for a political manifestation in the same spirit as that at the production of 'I Lombardi' at Milan.

'I due Foscari' (Nov. 3, 1844) followed close on 'Ernani.' It was brought out in Rome at the Argentina, but notwithstanding several beauties, the opera is not revered amongst the maestro's best. Three months after 'I due Foscari,' Giacovazzi d'Arco was given at the Scala in Milan (Feb. 15, 1845). The overture alone survives. 'Alzira' (Aug. 12, 1845), performed at the San Carlo at Naples, neither added to nor detracted from its author's popularity; while 'Attila' (March 17, 1846), produced at the Fenice, was the most successful after 'Ernani.' In this opera a cue to political demonstration was given by the aria,

Cara Patria già madre e Regina,

by the no less popular line,

Avrai tu l'Universo, resti l'Italia a me.

The habits of Covent Garden have little idea what 'enthusiastic applause' means in Italy, and in Venice especially, and in what acts of sheer frenzy the audiences of 1846 would indulge to give the Austrian Government an unmistakable sign of their feelings. The overcrowded house was in a perfect roar: clapping of hands, shouts, cries, screams, stamps, thumps with sticks and umbrellas, were heard from every corner, while hate, bonnets, flowers, fans, books of words, newspapers, flew from the galleries and boxes to the stalls, and from the stalls back to the boxes or to the stage—the noise often entirely covering the sound of both orchestra and chorus, and lasting till the police could restore order, or till there was no breath left in the audience.

'Attila' was followed by 'Macbeth' (March 17, 1847), at the Pergola of Florence. The book was again the work of M. Pioven, though to please the poet and the composer, Andrea Maffei, the renowned translator of Byron, Moore, Schiller and Goethe, did not disdain to write some portions of it. This opera, owing chiefly to the lack of a tenor part, received scant justice in Italy, and still less abroad.

Verdi's fame was now firmly established, and England, following out her programme of attracting everything and everybody with real artistic worth, made a step towards him. Mr. Lumley, the manager of Her Majesty's Theatre, proposed to him to write a new opera, an offer which the composer gladly accepted. 'King Lear' was first named as a fit subject for an English audience, but as love—the steam-power of all operatic engines—had no share in the plot, it was feared that the work would want the first requisite for success. It was therefore settled to take the plot from Schiller's 'Robbers.' Maffei himself was engaged to write the poem, and no less artists than Jenny Lind, Lablache, and Gardoni to interpret it. On this occasion the Muse did not smile on her devotee, and the first performance in London (July 22, 1847), proved no more than what in theatrical jargon is called a succès d'estime; a judgment afterwards endorsed by many audiences. 'I Masnadieri' was not only Verdi's first work for the English stage, but was the last opera conducted by Costa at Her Majesty's previous to his joining the rival house at Covent Garden. This coincidence all but shunted Verdi's intellectual activity into a new track. Lumley, deserted by the fashionable conductor, made a liberal offer to Verdi, if he would act for three years as conductor. Verdi had a strong inclination to accept the offer, but there was a drawback in the fact that he had agreed with Luca, the publisher, of Milan, to write two operas for him. Negotiations were set on foot with the view of breaking off the agreement, but Luca would not hear of it, and Verdi had therefore to leave London, take a house at Passy, and write the 'Corsaro' and the 'Battaglia di Legnano.' Had he handled the bâton for three years he would probably not have put it down again, and his greatest works might never have appeared; for a man brought face to face with the practical side of musical business cannot take the flights which are found in 'Rigoletto,' the 'Trovatore,' and the 'Traviata.'

'Il Corsaro' (Oct. 26, 1848, Trieste) was a failure. 'La Battaglia di Legnano' (Jan. 27, 1849, Rome), though welcomed on the first night, was virtually another failure. Those who can remember the then political condition of Italy, and the great though unsuccessful struggle for its independence, will very easily see how the composer may be justified for not having answered to the call of the Muse. While so stirring a drama was being played in his native country, the dramatis persona of the Corsaro and the Battaglia di Legnano were too shadowy to interest him. During the summer of 1849, when the cholera was making ravages in France, Verdi, at his father's request, left Paris and went home, and he then bought the villa of S. Agata, his favourite residence, of which we shall give a description further on.

It was in the solitude of the country near Busseto that 'Luisa Miller' was composed for the San Carlo of Naples, where it was produced with great and deserved success on Dec. 8, 1849. The poem, one of the best ever accepted by an Italian composer, was the work of M. Cammarano, who took the plot from Schiller's drama, and adapted it most effectively to the operatic stage. In connection with Luisa Miller we shall relate an authentic incident illustrating the way in which the superstitious blood of the south can be stirred. The word 'jettatore' is familiar to everybody acquainted with Naples. It means somebody still more to be dreaded than an evil angel, a man who comes to you with the best intentions, and who yet, by a charm attached to his person, unwittingly brings all kinds of accidents and misfortunes upon you. There was, at this time, one M. Cappecillaro, a non-professional composer, and a frantic admirer of all musicians, and, welcome or not welcome, an unavoidable friend to them. He was looked upon as a 'jettatore,' and it was an accepted fact in all Nea-
Verdi.

The cold reception of Alfredo at San Carlo four years before was entirely due to his shaking hands with Verdi, and predicting a great triumph. To prevent the repetition of such a calamity, it was evident that M. Capeselatro must not be allowed to see, speak, or write to Verdi under any pretense whatever before the first performance of Eugene Miller was over. Therefore a body of volunteers was levied amongst the composer's many friends, whose duty was to keep M. Capeselatro at a distance. Upon setting his foot on Neapolitan ground, Verdi himself was surrounded by this legion of friends; they never left him alone for a minute: they stood at the door of his hotel; they accompanied him to the theatre and in the street; and had more than once to contend fiercely against the persistent and unreasonable M. Capeselatro. All went smoothly with the rehearsal, and the first performance was wonderfully good. During the interval before the last act—which, by the bye, is one of Verdi's most impressive and powerful creations—a great excitement pervaded the house, and everyone was anxious to see the previous success crowned by a still warmer reception of the final terzetto. Verdi was standing on the stage in the centre of his guards, receiving congratulations from all, when suddenly a man rushes frantically forwards, and crying out, 'At last!' throws his arms fondly round Verdi's neck. At the same moment a sidescene fell heavily on the stage, and had it not been for Verdi's presence of mind, throwing himself back with his admirer hanging on him, both would have been smashed. We need not say that the admirer was Capeselatro, and that the last act of Luisa Miller had, compared to the others, a very cold reception.

'Sostello' (Nov. 16, 1850, Trieste) was a failure; and even after being re-written and reproduced under the title of 'Aroldo' (Aug. 16, 1857, Rimini), it did not become popular, though the score contains some remarkable passages, amongst others a great pezzo concertato and a duet for soprano and bass, which would be almost sufficient of themselves, now-a-days, to ensure the success of an Italian opera.

We are now going to deal with the period of the artist's career in which he wrote the masterpiece that has given him his world-wide fame—'Rigoletto,' 'Trovatore,' and 'La Traviata.' Wanting a new libretto for La Fenice, Verdi requested Piave to adapt the 'Le Roi s'amuse,' of Victor Hugo, and one was soon prepared, with the suggestive French title changed into 'La Maledizioni.' Widely open to criticism as is Victor Hugo's drama, the situations and plot are yet admirably fit for opera-goers who do not trouble themselves about the why and the wherefore, but are satisfied with what is presented to them, provided it rouses their interest. Verdi saw the advantages offered by the libretto, and with this assurance went to Venice for approval. But after the political events of 1848-49 the police kept a keener eye than before on all performances, and an opera in which a king is made to appear under such a light as François I. in
to appreciate the tragic action of the last act. Yet the failure at Venice did not prevent the opera from being received enthusiastically elsewhere. In connection with the Traviata we may add that at its first performance in French, at Paris, Oct. 27, 1854, the heroine was Miss Christine Nilsson,—her first appearance before the public.

Next to the Traviata Verdi wrote 'I Vespri Siciliani,' which appeared in Paris on June 13, 1855. It is strange that writing for the French stage an Italian composer should have chosen for his subject a massacre of the French by the Sicilians. Messrs. Scribe and Duveuriel may be complimented upon their poetry, but not upon their common sense in offering such a drama to an Italian composer, who writing for the first time for the Grand Opéra, could hardly refuse a libretto imposed on him by the then omnipotent Scribe. However, the music was appreciated to its value by the French public, who overlooking the inopportunity of the argument, welcomed heartily the work of the Italian maestro. In Italy,—where the opera was reproduced with a different libretto, and under the title of Giovanna di Guzman,—the Austrian police not allowing a poem glorifying the revolt of Sicily against oppressors—it did not actually fail, but its many beauties have never been fully appreciated.

Simon Boccanegra,—by Piave, expressly composed by Verdi for Le Fenice and produced March 12, 1857,—was a total failure, though the prologue and last act may be ranked amongst his most powerful inspirations. The failure was owing to the dull and confused libretto, and to a very bad interpretation. Both book and music were afterwards altered,—the former by Arrigo Boito,—and the opera was revived with success in Milan on April 12, 1881.

Un ballo in Maschera,—though written for the San Carlo of Naples, was produced at the Teatro Apollo of Rome. Its original title was 'Gustavo III'; but during the rehearsals occurred the attempt of Orsini against Napoleon III (Jan. 13, 1859), and the performance of an opera with so suggestive a title was interdicted. Verdi received a peremptory order from the police to adapt his music to different words, and upon his refusal the manager of San Carlo brought an action against him for 200,000 francs damages. When this was known, together with the fact that he had refused to ask permission to produce his work as it was, there was very nearly a revolution in Naples. Crowds assembled under his window, and accompanied him through the streets, shouting 'Viva Verdi,' i.e. 'Viva Vittorio Emanuele Re Di Italia.'

In this crisis M. Jascovacci, the enterprising impresario of Rome, called on Verdi, and taking the responsibility of arranging everything with the Roman police, entered into a contract to produce the work at Rome. Richard, Governor of Boston, was substituted for Gustavo III; the opera was re-christened 'Il ballo in Maschera,' was brought out (Feb. 17, 1859), and Verdi achieved one of his greatest successes.

This was his last opera for the Italian stage. The next three were written for St. Peters burg, Paris, and Cairo.

La Forza del Destino,—the plot borrowed by Piave from 'Don Alvar,' a Spanish drama by the Duke of Rivas,—was performed with moderate success on Nov. 10, 1862, at St. Petersburg. Seven years later Verdi had the libretto modified by Ghislanzoni, and after various alterations in the music, the opera was again brought before the public.

'Don Carlos,' the words by Mery and Du Locle, was enthusiastically received at the Opéra in Paris, March 11, 1867. Verdi has since (1883) introduced some changes in the score, materially shortening the opera.

His latest operatic work is 'Aida,' which was produced at Cairo Dec. 27, 1871. During the last thirteen years Verdi has given nothing but his Requiem, produced at Milan on the occasion of the anniversary of the death of Manus, May 22, 1874; in 1880 a 'Pater Noster' for 5 voices, and an 'Ave Maria' for soprano solo. Artists and amateurs are anxiously waiting for 'Othello,' to a libretto by Arrigo Boito; but it would appear that the composer is not satisfied with his work, since there are as yet no intimations of its production.

Amongst Verdi's minor works are the 'Inno delle Nazioni,' performed at Her Majesty's Theatre in 1862, and a string quartet in E minor, written at Naples in 1873, and performed at the Monday Popular Concerts, London, Jan. 21, 1878. A complete list of all his compositions will be found at the end of this article.

Of Verdi as a man, as we have already hinted, little or nothing can be said.

From the earliest moment of his career, his dislike of the turmoil of the world has never varied. Decorations, orders, titles have been heaped upon him at home and abroad, but he is still annoyed if addressed otherwise than 'Signor Verdi.' In 1860 he was returned as member of the Italian parliament for Busseto, and at the personal wish of Count Cavour took the oath, but very soon sent in his resignation. In 1875 the king elected him a senator, and Verdi went to Rome to take the oath, but never attended a single sitting. Some years after the loss of his wife and children he married Mme. Streponi, but from this second marriage there is no family. He lives with his wife all the year round at his villa of S. Agata, near Busseto, excepting only the winter months which he spends in Genoa.

Passing by the villa every one may see that our representation of his turn of mind is quite true. It stands in full view from the high road, concealed almost entirely by large trees. Adjoining it is a large and beautiful garden, and this again is surrounded by the farm. Verdi himself looks after the farming operations, and an Englishman will find there all the best agricultural implements and machines of modern invention.

Verdi's life at S. Agata is not dissimilar from that of other landed proprietors in the district. He gets up at five o'clock, and takes, according
to the Italian custom, a cup of hot black coffee. He then goes into his garden to look after the flowers, give instructions to his gardener, and see that his previous orders have been carried out. The next visit is to the horses, as the maestro takes much interest in them, and his stud is well known as the 'Razza Verdi.' As a rule this visit is interrupted at eight o'clock by the breakfast bell—a simple breakfast of coffee and milk. At half-past ten the bell again summons the maestro and his wife to a more substantial déjeuner, after which he takes another walk in the garden.

At two o'clock comes the post, and by this Verdi is for a while put in communication with the world, and has for a few hours to remember—with regret—that he is not only a quiet country-gentleman, but a great man with public duties. At five in summer, and six in winter, dinner is served: before or after this he drives for an hour, and after a game at cards or billiards, goes to bed at ten. Friends sometimes pay him a visit: they are always welcome, provided they are not interviewers, or too fond of talking about music. In a letter addressed to Filipetti—the leading musical critic of Italy—the maestro discloses his views of critics and biographers:

'If you will do me the honour of a visit, your capacity as a biographer will find very little room for displaying itself at S. Agata. Four walls and a roof, just enough for protection against the sun and the bad weather; some dozens of trees, mostly planted by me; a pond which I shall call by the big name of lake, when I have water enough to fill it, etc. All this without any definite plan or architectural pretence: not because I do not love architecture, but because I detest every breach in the rules of harmony, and it would have been a great crime to do anything artistic in a spot where there is nothing poetical. You see it is all settled: and while you are here you must forget that you are a biographer. I know very well that you are also a most distinguished musician and devoted to your art... but Piave and Mariani must have told you that at S. Agata we neither make, nor talk about music, and you will run the risk of finding a piano not only out of tune, but very likely without strings.'

Shunning everything like praise, as an artist, he shuns even more the reputation of being a benevolent man, though the kindness of his heart is as great as his genius. Money is sent by him, often anonymously, to those in want, and the greater part of the works done at his villa are done with the view of affording his workmen the means of getting their living during the winter. Of the strength of his friendship and gratitude, he gave an undeniable proof in what he did for his humble associate, the poet or—as he would call himself—the liberatore—P. M. Piave. As soon as Verdi heard that the old man had had an attack of paralysis, he took upon himself all the expenses of the illness, during the many remaining years of Piave's life gave him a yearly allowance, which enabled the old poet to surround himself with all requisite comfort, and after his death paid for the funeral, and made a large provision for the little daughter of his poet and friend.

Whether M. Verdi will ever give the last touches to 'Othello,' and whether it will prove a success or a failure, are facts of interest to the author and the opera-goers only. For the musical critic, 'Othello,' whatever it may be, can neither add to nor detract from the merits of its author. From 'Oberto Conte di S. Bonifacio' to the 'Messa di Requiem' we can watch the progressive and full development of Verdi's genius, and though we have a right to expect from him a new masterpiece, still nothing leads us to believe that the new work may be the product of a nuova maniera.

If popularity were a sure test of merit, Verdi would indisputably be the greatest operatic composer of the second half of this century. In 1850 the great Italian composers had become: Bellini and Donizetti were gone; Rossini, though still living in Paris, was practically dead to music. Of the old school there were in Italy only Mercadante, Petrella, and Parisini: out of Italy there were Meyerbeer, Auber, Gounod, and Wagner, though Meyerbeer and Auber are to be reckoned amongst the operatic composers of the first half of this century. Since 1850 Italy has produced Boito, Ponchielli, and Marchetti; France, Massenet and Bizet; Germany, Geszts and Goldmark. Among these, fame designates Verdi, Wagner, and Gounod as the three greatest composers of their respective nations. The three, however, enjoy different degrees, and even different kinds of popularity. Gounod's fame is almost solely based on 'Faust.' Wagner's operas, or rather his early operas, may be said to be familiar to everybody in Germany, and German-speaking nations: but outside of Germany only large towns, like London, St. Petersburg, and Brussels, are really acquainted with his works. Verdi has not shut his ears to him; and New York appears as yet not to have heard one of his operas. As for the Latin races—Italy, Spain, France—nobody has been yet brought to a right understanding, not to mention the 'Niebelungen,' even of 'Rienzi.' Of Verdi, on the other hand, we may safely affirm that there is not an opera-house in the world, the Bayreuth Theatre excepted, where most of his operas have not been performed, and a season seldom passes without at least a performance of the 'Traviata,' the 'Trovatore,' or 'Rigoletto.' Amongst Italians, no matter what their opinion of the composer is, there is a general belief that Verdi enjoys the greatest popularity of all living musicians: and we do not hesitate to endorse this opinion. Music is a universal language, and operatic music is, of all branches of that art, the one which most forcibly impales itself upon the attention of the public, as the indefinite musical expression is rendered definite by the meaning of the words, and by the dramatic action on the stage. Moreover, music is of all arts the one that can be most easily and cheaply brought home to everybody. This is the reason
why we think that Verdi is more known to the million than any other man in the world.

In comparison to what Verdi has done in the opera and the church, we can hardly reckon him amongst composers of instrumental music. A Quartet for strings, the Overtures to "Na-bucco," "Giovanna d'Arco," "Vespri Scilianii," "Aroldo," "Forza del Destino," and other less important compositions, constitute all his repertoi re in this branch of art. Leaving out his one Quartet, to which he attaches no importance, and only reluctantly allowed to be played out of his own drawing-room, the Overtures, though some of them effective and full of inspiration, can hardly be taken as specimens of instrumental music. They are almost entirely constructed on the melodies of the opera; and the choice is made (excepting in the case of the Prelude to "Aida" and a few bars of that to "Il Ballo in Maschera") rather with a view to presenting the audience at the outset with the best themes of the work, than on account of the fitness of the melody for instrumental development. Italians have an instinctive tendency toward vocal music. Distinct rhythm, simply harmonised and well-balanced musical periods, are to them the highest musical expression: fugues, canons, double-counterpoint, have no charm for them: they appreciate variations on a theme, but fall to catch in full the meaning of development. Now, without development proper there can be no absolute instrumental music, and for this reason we say that Verdi has done nothing in the way of adding to the small repertory of Italian instrumental music; and in fact none of his Overtures can bear comparison with those of the German school, nor even with those of his countrymen and contemporaries, Foroni, Bazzini, Sgambati, and Smaeriglio or Catalani.

It is certainly not on his Overtures that Verdi will rest his fame. He is by nature, inclination, and education an operatic composer, and whatever he has done in other directions must be considered only as accessory. In this light we will consider his 'Requiem,' though by that work one can fairly guess at his power in religious composition. It was chance that led the composer to try his hand at sacred music, and a few words spent on the origin of the 'Messa' will not be here out of place, inasmuch as not even M. Pougin is well informed on this particular fact.

Shortly after Rossini's death (Nov. 13, 1868), Verdi suggested that the Italian composers should combine to write a Requiem as a tribute to the memory of the great deceased; the Requiem to be performed at the cathedral of Bologna every hundredth year, on the centenary of Rossini's death, and nowhere else and on no other occasion whatever. The project was immediately accepted, and the thirteen numbers of the work, the form and tonality of each of which had been previously determined, were distributed as follows:—

1. Requiem aeternam (G minor), Bussola.
2. Dies irae (G minor), Bazzini.
3. Tuba in aeternum (C minor), Crosti.
4. Quia sum miser (A flat major), Cagnoni.
5. Recordare (F major), Ricci.
6. Ingentis (A minor), Mini.
7. Confutatis (D major), Boucheloon.
8. Lacrymosa (G major, C minor), Cordella.
9. Domine Jesu (C major), Zuppari.
10. Libera me (D flat major), Pariani.
11. Agnus Dei (F major), Pettrella.
12. Lux aeterna (A flat major), Napolitani.
13. Libera me (G minor), Verdi.

The several numbers were duly set to music and sent in, but, as might have been expected, when performed in an uninterrupted succession, they were found to want the unity and uniformity of style that is the sine qua non of a work of art: and, though every one had done his best, there were too many different degrees of merit in the several parts; so that, without assigning any positive reason, the matter was dropped, and after a while each number was sent back to its author. But M. Massacculo, of Milan, who had first seen the complete work, was so much struck by Verdi's 'Libera me,' as to write him a letter stating the impression he had received from that single number, and entreating him to compose the whole Requiem. Shortly after this, Alessandro Manzoni died at Milan; whereupon Verdi offered to write a Requiem for the anniversary of Manzoni's death; and this is the work, the last movement of which was originally composed for the Requiem of Rosmini.

The piece has been enthusiastically praised and bitterly gainsaid. The question can only be decided by time, which, so far, seems inclined to side with Verdi's admirers. In Italy, unbiased criticism on the subject has been rendered impossible by a letter written to a German paper by Dr. Hans von Bülow, declaring the work to be a monstrousty, unworthy of an ordinary pupil of any musical school in Germany. This language could not but create a strong reaction, not only among Verdi's countrymen, but among all persons to whom his name was associated with enjoyment—and from that moment even those who might have reasonably objected to the Requiem understood that it was not the time to do so.

'We leave to technical musicians the task of finding out whether there are, as an anonymous writer asserts, more than a hundred mistakes in the progression of the parts, or not. Even were this the case it is doubtful whether the mistakes rest with the composer or with those who pretend to establish certain rules for his inspiration. Be this as it may, it is certainly not by looking at Verdi's Requiem in that way that we shall discover what place he is likely to hold among writers of sacred music. Not to mention Palestrina, whose music can now-a-days only be heard and fully understood in the Cappella Sistina, if ever there, but looking at the sacred music of Handel and Bach, and setting up the oratorios, cantatas, and masses of these two great artists against Verdi's Requiem, we cannot but urge that no comparison is possible. Widely different as Bach's mind was from Handel's, there is in both the expression of a similar feeling. In Verdi's work we may easily recognize the presence of another kind of feeling, requiring quite another mode of musical manifestation.
is mysticism in Bach and Handel, while there is drama in Verdi, and the dramatic character of the work is the chief fault that has been found with it, and apparently on good ground. Still, though commonly believed, and blindly—we would almost say instinctively—accepted that the Messiah and the 'Matthew-Passion' are the patterns and *diapason* for all religious music, it remains to be proved whether this is an axiom or not: and whether the musical forms adopted by Bach and Handel were chosen because of their being abstractedly the fittest for the expression of the subject, or simply because at that time the purely melodic development was nearly unknown.

No doubt Bach and Handel are up to this day unsurpassed by any religious composer. Neither Marcello nor Lotti, Mozart, Beethoven, Cherubini, Mendelssohn nor Berlioz, have in their sacred music on the whole come up to the mark of the two great Germans: this, however, means that the genius of the latter was greater than that of the former, but does not at all show that they were in the right and others in the wrong track of composition. I find this conveyed to the mind of an audience the full and deep meaning of a religious passage by a mere melody with a simple accompaniment, or even without any at all: while a learned musician may make the same passage meaningless and even tedious by setting it as a double fugue. Of this fact we might quote many instances: but it will be enough to hint at Schubert's Ave Maria, and even that of Gounod, though founded on another work—noble and simple melodies, and certainly fuller of pathos and religious feeling than many of the elaborate works in which for centuries the church composers have exercised their skill and their proficiency in the architectural and ornamental branch of their art.

It is equally safe to assert that no special form can be declared to be the only one suitable for sacred music, and that even Bach and Handel wrote their masterpieces as they did, because they had the universally accepted style of composition. The last is expressed in the *stilo fugato* nobler and sterner than in a purely melodic composition; still, we repeat that even simple melodies rouse high and noble feelings, and we see no objection to the praises of God being sung in melodies, instead of *chorales*, or *fugates*, or Gregorian themes.

Verdi's *Requiem*, it has been said, puts the hearer too often in mind of the stage; its melodies would do as well for an opera; its airs, duets, and concerted pieces would be wonderfully effective in *Rigoletto*, *Trovatore*, and *Aida*, and are therefore too vulgar to be admitted in a sacred composition, in which everything that has any connection with earth must be carefully avoided. But this is our judgment and not the composer's. Did Palestrina choose for his sacred music a different style from the one in which he wrote his madrigals? Did not Handel in the *Messiah* himself adapt the words of the sacred text to music that he had previously written with other intentions? And why should not Verdi be allowed to do as they did, and give vent to his feelings in the way that is most familiar to him? Of all branches of art theod is one that must necessarily be in accordance with the feelings of the multitude, and that is religious art; and on that ground we think that Verdi has been right in setting the *Requiem* to music in a style that is almost entirely popular. Whether it was possible for him, or will be possible for others to do better while following the same track, we willingly leave the musical critics to decide.

As an operatic composer, we have already said that Verdi is the most popular artist of the second half of the present century—we might say of the whole century, because, not in quality, but in number, his operas that still enjoy the honour of pleasing the public, surpass those extant of Bellini, Rossini, and Donizetti. How he won his popularity in Italy can be easily explained; how his name came to be almost a household word amongst all music-loving nations, is more difficult to understand when we think that no less men than Wagner, Meyerbeer, and Gounod were, at the same time, in the full bloom of their glory—the last two, of their activity; for this widespread popularity there are however very good reasons, arising entirely from Verdi's intellectual endowments and not from fashion, or mere good fortune.

Though Italian operatic composers may be reckoned by scores, yet after Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti, only one man has had power enough to fight his way up. After Donizetti's death Verdi remained the only composer to uphold the glory of Italian opera, and from 1845 to this day nobody in 'the land of music' has shown any symptom of rivalling him, with the exception of Arrigo Boito, and he, notwithstanding the promise of his Mefistofele, has as yet brought out no other work.

As regards Italy, the attention of foreign audiences was naturally enough concentrated on Verdi. But on the other side of the Alps there were men who could not comprehend him; with him on the one hand, *Gemide*, *Iris*, *Don Giovanni*, *Mefistofele*, and *L'Égérie* to run the race of popularity with these men, and win the prize, would seem to require even a greater power than that of Verdi; still, by looking carefully at the peculiar qualities of each composer we may be able to discover why the Italian maestro, with endowments and acquirements perhaps inferior to those of the German and French artists, has left them behind as far as public favour is concerned.

The opera or musical drama considered from a philosophical point of view, is undoubtedly the highest artistic manifestation of which men are capable. All the most refined forms of art are called in to contribute to the expression of the idea. The author of a musical drama is no more a musician, or a poet, or a painter: he is the supreme artist, not fettered by the limits of one art, but able to step over the boundaries of all the different branches of aesthetic expression, and find the proper means for the rendering of his thought wherever he wants it. This was
Wagner's aim, and the 'Niebelungen Ring,' or still better 'Tristian and Isolda,' are the actuation of this theory, or at least are works showing which is the way towards the aim. Unhappily the grand scheme has not been carried out by the great artist, nor is it probable that it will ever be so; because if a man has the power to conceive the type of ideal beauty, it is very doubtful whether he will find the practical means for expressing it; and as the opera or musical drama is at present, we must reckon it to be the most impressive and most entertaining branch of art, but the least ideal, and the farthest from the ideal type of perfection. Let musical critics and philosophers say what they will, audiences in every quarter of the world will unanimously declare that the best opera is the one that amuses them best, and requires the least intellectual exertion to be understood. Taking this as the standard it is undeniable that Verdi's operas answer perfectly to the requirement. To deliver a lecture on Astronomy before a select number of scientific men is quite a different thing from holding a course of lectures on Astronomy for the entertainment and instruction of a large and popular audience: if one means to give something to another, one must give what that other is able to receive, and give it in the bestest way. And this is what Verdi did during all his musical career; and his manner of thinking, feeling and living made it quite natural to him. Verdi felt much more than he learnt, that rhythm, the human voice and brevity, were the three elements apt to stir, to please and not to engender fatigue in his audiences, and on them he built his masterpieces. In the choice of his libretto he always preferred plots in which the majority of the public could take an interest. Wotan protecting Hunding against Siegmund's sword, with the spear on which the laws of the universe are cut in eternal runes, is certainly one of the highest dramatic situations that can be brought on the stage; but unhappily it is not a thing whose real meaning can be caught by everybody; while in the poems of 'Traviata,' 'Rigoletto,' 'Trovatore,' etc., even the most unlearned men will have no trouble in bringing home to themselves the feelings of the dramatis personae.

Three different styles have been distinguished in Verdi's operas—the first from 'Oberto Conte di S. Bonifacio' to 'Luise Miller'; the second from 'Luise Miller' to 'Don Carlos'; while the third comprises only 'Don Carlos' and 'Aida.' [See too the able remarks in vol. iii. p. 301 of this Dictionary.] We fail to recognise these three different styles. No doubt there is a great difference between 'Attila,' 'Ernani,' 'Rigoletto,' and 'Aida': but we submit that the difference is to be attributed to the age and development of the composer's mind, and not to a radical change in his way of rendering the subject musically, or to a different conception of the musical drama. The more refined expression of 'Aida' compared to 'Il Trovatore,' and of 'Il Trovatore' compared to 'Nabucco' or 'I Lombardi,' answers to the refinement of musical feeling which audiences gradually underwent during the forty years of the artistic career of the great composer; he spoke a higher language, because that higher language had become intelligible to the public; but what he said the first day is what he always said, and what he will say again, if he should ever break his long silence. Amongst living composers Verdi is undoubtedly the most universally popular: what posterity will think of this judgment passed by Verdi's contemporaries we do not know, but certainly he will always rank among the greatest composers of operatic music of all ages and amongst all nations, because seldom, if ever, is to be found such truth and power of feeling expressed in a clearer or simpler way.

We subjoin a complete catalogue of Signor Verdi's works.

**OPERE.**

Oberto Conte di S. Bonifacio, Nov. 14, 1839. Trieste.
Il Trovatore, Mar. 11, 1853. Venice.
La Traviata, Feb. 5, 1853. La Scala of Milan.
I Lombardi, Feb. 11, 1843. Milan.
I due Foscari, Nov. 5, 1844. Venice.
I Miserabili, July 25, 1847. London.
Rigoletto, Oct. 25, 1851. Trieste.
Luise Miller, Dec. 8, 1868. Naples.

**DRAWEING-BOOK MUSIC.**

Guarda che il sole, con suono russo.
Alma di sel renato. Il Trovatore.
La zingara. Ad una stella. Milano.
La vedova. Uno zoccolo.

**INNO DELLE NAZIONI.**

Composer on the occasion of the London Exhibition, and performed at Her Majesty's Theatre on May 24, 1862.

**QUARZETTO.**

For two violins, viola and violoncelle; written at Naples, and performed in the author's own drawing-room on April 1, 1873.

**SACRED MUSIC.**

Ave Maria, soprano and strings. Both performed for the first time at La Scala of Milan, on April 17, 1860.

Verdi wrote a great many compositions between the ages of thirteen and eighteen, that is, before coming to Milan. Amongst them are Marches for brass band, short Symphonies, six Concertos and Variations for pianoforte, which he used to play himself: many Serenate, Cantate, Arie, and a great many Duetti, Terzetti, and Church compositions; amongst them a 'Stabat Mater.' During the three years he remained...
at Milan he wrote amongst other things two Symphonies which were performed there, and a Cantata. Upon his return to Busseto, he wrote a 'Messa,' and a 'Vesper.' He then left the Teatro Ergos, and other sacred compositions, as well as choruses to Alessandro Manzoni's tragedies, and 'Il cinque Maggio.' Everything is lost with the exception of a few symphonies that are still performed at Busseto, and the music to Manzoni's poems, which is now in the writer's possession.

[GEORGE M.]

VEREENIGING VOOR NOORD-NEDERLANDS MUZIEKGESCHIEDENIS (Association for the History of Dutch Music) is the literary branch of the national Society for the Advancement of Music (Maatschappij tot bevordering der Toonkunst). It was separated in 1865–6 for the purpose of collecting and publishing materials for the musical history of the Dutch Netherlands, especially during the period extending from Obricht (1450) to Swelink (1621).

Its publications are as follow—

1. Antwerp's Regina Coeli (ed. R. Eitner, 1871."
2. Old Dutch Songs, from the inter-
   book of Adriaen Velius
   (ed. A. D. Loman, 1871."
3. Organ compositions, by Swel-
   link and Schelte (ed. R. 
   Eitner, 1871."
4. Twelve Geuzeljesjes, songs of the 
   Geuzes during the Spau-
   sen oppression (ed. A. D. 
   Loman, 1871."
5. Thirteen madrigals by Schelt, 
   and two canzonas by 
   Swelink (ed. R. Eitner, 1873."
6. Klav Emmanuel by Swelink 
   (ed. R. Eitner, 1873."
7. Chansons by Swelink (ed. R. 
   Eitner, 1871."
8. Selections from Johannes 
   Wannin's 'Lii Sentinentia' 
   (ed. R. Eitner, 1873."
9. Missa 'Fortuna Deserta,' by 
   Jacob (Oseki, 1873."
10. Sixteen Dances arranged 
   for piano (4 hands), by J. C. 
   M. van Hennep (1873."

The Vereeniging has also published a volume entitled 'Musique et Musiciens an XVIIe Siècle.' Correspondance et Œuvre musicales de Constantin

Yugens publiées par W. J. A. Jonckbloet et J. P. N. Land' (1882). Besides these works, three volumes of transactions have appeared, under the title of 'Bouwsteen' (issued for members only, 1869–72, 1872–4, and 1874–8). To each is prefixed a short 'chronicle' of the proceedings of the association. The contents are principally (1) materials for a dictionary of Dutch musicians, most valuable for local statistics and bibliography, (2) catalogues of little-known musical collections, (3) particulars respecting the organs, carillons, etc. of Holland, (4) miscellaneous contributions to the antiquities of Dutch music. The 'Bouwsteen' are now superseded by a regular journal ('Tijdschrift'), of which two numbers have appeared (1882, 1883). The secretary is Dr. H. C. Boggs, university librarian at Amsterdam.

R-L-P.

VERHULST, JOHANNES JOSEPHUS HERMAN, was born March 19, 1816, at the Hague, and was one of the earliest students at the Royal School of Music there, where he learned violin and theory. He afterwards played in the orchestra of the French Opera under Charles Hansen, and wrote many pieces, amongst others an Overture in B minor which was published by the Society tot Bevorordering der Toonkunst. An allowance from the King enabled him to go first to Cologne, where he studied with Joseph Klein, and then to Leipzig, where he arrived Jan. 12, 1838, and was well received by Mendelssohn, and soon after made Director of the important 'Euterpe' Concerts. There and in Germany he remained till 1845. He returned to the Hague and was at once decorated by the King with the order of the Lion and made Director of the Music at Court. Since then he has resided at Rotterdam and the Hague, and at Amsterdam, where for many years he has conducted the Felix Meritis Society, and the Cecilia Concerts, as well as the Diligentia Society at the Hague. As a conductor he is very famous in his own country. His compositions comprise symphonies, overtures, quartets, much church music (amongst other pieces a Requiem for men's voices is much spoken of), songs and part-songs, to Dutch words. Verhulst's music is little known out of his own country. In England the writer only remembers to have heard one piece, an intermezzo for orchestra called 'Gruss aus der Ferne,' performed occasionally at the Crystal Palace. Verhulst's friendship with Schumann was one of the great events of his life. How close and affectionate it was may be judged from the many letters given in Janzsen's 'Die Davidsbündler,' and especially the following note written at the end of one of Schumann's visits to Holland:

Dear Verhulst,—Good-bye. It delighted me to find you in your old spirit. Unfortunately you cannot say the same of me. Perhaps my good genius may yet bring me back to my former condition. It delighted me too to find that you have got so dear a wife: in that matter we are both equally fortunate. Give her a nice message from me, and take a hearty greeting and embrace for yourself from your old.

ROBERT SCH.

Schevenings, Sept. 8, 1832.

Schumann's 'Overture, Scherzo, and Finale' (op. 52) is dedicated to Verhulst, who possesses the autograph, with the following inscription:

J. J. Verhulst
ubergibt die Partitur des alten Opus
mit alten Sympathien.

Rotterdam d. 18 Dec. 1853.

R. Schumann.

[GEORGE M.]

VERLORENE PARADIES, DAS (Paradise Lost). Russian sacred opera in 3 parts; words from Milton, music by Rubinstein (1864). Produced at St. Petersburg Dec. 17, 1876.

VERNON, JOSEPH, originally appeared at Drury Lane as a soprano singer in 1751. On Feb. 23 he sang in 'Alfred' (music by Arne and others), and on Nov. 19 performed the part of Thrysis in Dr. Boyce's 'Shepherd's Lottery.' In 1754 he became a tenor singer. In the early part of 1755 he married, at the Savoy Chapel, Miss Poitier, a singer at Drury Lane. There was some irregularity in the performance of the ceremony which infringed the law for the prevention of clandestine marriages, and Wilkins, the chaplain of the Savoy, and Grierson, his curate, the actual celebrant, were tried, convicted and transported. Vernon had been compelled to appear as a witness against Grierson upon his trial, and the public, unjustly suspecting him of having instigated the prosecution, refused to

1 See Janzsen's 'Die Davidsbündler.'
allow him to appear upon the stage. His enforced retirement lasted until the end of 1756, when he was permitted to return, and became an established favourite. He had an indifferently voice, but sang with such excellent taste and judgment as to render his organic defect almost imperceptible. He was moreover an admirable actor, and was constantly allotted parts in which no singing was required. This rare union of the qualities of singer and actor peculiarly fitted him for such parts as the Clown in 'Thwait's Night,' and Autolycus in 'The Winter's Tale,' in both of which he excelled. He was the original Cymon in Michael Arne's opera of that name. Linley composed for him the well-known song in 'The School for Scandal.' He was for many years a favourite singer at Vauxhall. He composed, and about 1762 published a volume, The New Songs in the Pantomime of The Witches; the celebrated Epilogue in the Comedy of Twelfth Night; a Sonnet in 'The Two Gentlemen of Verona,' and two Ballads sung by Mr. Vernon at Vauxhall.' He died at South Lambeth, March 19, 1782. [W.H.] VÉRON, LOUIS DÉSIRÉ, born in Paris, April 5, 1798, died there Sept. 27, 1867; the son of a stationer, studied medicine on leaving school, and took his doctor's degree in 1823. He had been intimate with the chemist Regnaud, and on his death bought the patent of his 'Fête Regnaud,' and made a fortune. In 1838 he gave up doctoring, and took to writing for the press. In 1830 he founded the 'Revue de Paris,' and became a personage of importance. In spite of this, however, he gave up journalism, and became (March 2, 1831) director of the Opéra for five years, with a subsidy of 810,000 francs for the first year, 750,000 francs for the second, and 710,000 francs (respectively £32,500, £20,500, and £28,500) for the last three. Thus at his ease in money matters, with an excellent body of artists, and an able conductor, G. Edmond Lortzing (bom 1795; died 1868), who looked after the mise-en-scène, his usual luck did not fail him, for the first work he produced was 'Robert le Diable' (Nov. 21, 1831). The success of Meyerbeer's first masterpiece is well known, but it is not so well-known that the manager of the Opéra exacted from the composer a large sum in consideration of the expenses of mounting the opera. With much energy and tact, Véron at once set to work to vary and renew the répertoire, as the following list of the works produced for the first time under his administration will show:—In 1832 'La Sylphide,' with Taglioni; the opera-ballet 'La Tentation,' with a very original march-past of demons; Auber's opera 'Le Serment,' of which all that remains is the lively overture, and a coquetish air sung to perfection by Mme. Damoreau; 'Nathalie,' a ballet for Taglioni. In 1833 'Gustave III,' with its masked ball; Cherubini's last opera 'Ali Baba'; and 'La Révolte au Sérail,' a smart and witty ballet. In 1834 'Don Juan'; and 'La Temête,' in which Fanny Elsler made her début. And finally, Feb. 23, 1835, 'La Juive,' with Falcon, Nourrit and Lavasseur—his greatest success after 'Robert,' and a greater aid to his reputation than any other work. Content with his enormous gains, and unwilling to risk losing them, Dr. Véron relinquished his licence to Duponchel, and took to politics. Failing to secure his election as a Deputy in 1838 he returned to journalism, and became in turn manager, editor, and sole proprietor (1844) of the 'Constitutionnel.' This is not the place in which to dilate on the important part played by this paper till Dr. Véron gave it up in 1862, but it admirably served the interests of its proprietor, who was twice elected a member of the Corps Législatif. While attending the Chamber he found time to write his own life under the title of 'Mémoires d'un Bourgeois de Paris' (Paris 1854, 6 vols. 8vo.), which obtained a succès de curiosité, and encouraged its author to further works. 'Cinq cent mille francs de rente' (1855, 2 vols. 8vo.) is a novel of manners; a sequel to the 'Mémoires' (1866); a political treatise, 'Quatre ans de règne. Oh allons-nous!' (1857); and, finally, one coming more within the scope of this Dictionary, 'Les Théâtres de Paris, from 1806 to 1860' (1860, 8vo.). These books are all forgotten, but 'Mimi Véron' (his nickname at the Opéra balls), the man of business and purveyor of pleasures under Louis Philippe, was a characteristic personage in his day, and a typical 'Bourgeois de Paris,' both in his industry and his vanity. [G.C.]

VERSCHWEBUNG (Ger. literally showing aside). The mechanism acted upon by the left pedal of the pianoforte, by means of which the hammers are shifted slightly to the right, so as to strike one or two strings instead of three, thus producing a weaker tone of a peculiarly delicate quality. The word is employed in pianoforte music to indicate the use of this pedal; thus the directions mit Verschwebung, ohne Verschwebung, are synonymous with the Italian ad una corda, a tre corde. [See PEDALS; SORDIN; U.C.] A charming effect is obtained by Schumann in the slow movement of his Sonata for piano and violin in D minor, op. 121, where he makes the piano play mit Verschwebung, accompanied by the violin am Steig, that is, close to the bridge, thus producing a veiled quality of sound which suits admirably with the refined tone of the pianoforte. [F.T.]

VERSCHWORENEN, DIE (i.e. The Conspirators)—a one-act play, with dialogue, adapted by Castelli from the French, and composed by Schubert. The MS. in the British Museum has the date April 1823 at the end. The title was changed by the licensers to the less suggestive one of 'Der häuflliche Krieg' (i.e. The Domestic Struggle), but the piece was not adopted by the management, and remained unperformed till March 1, 1867, when Herbeck produced it as a Musikverein concert. It was brought out on the stage at Frankfort Aug. 29, 1861; in Paris, as 'La Croisade des Dames,' Feb. 3, 1868; and at a Crystal Palace Concert ('The Conspirators') Mar. 2, 74. [G.]
VERSE. A term used in church music to signify that an anthem or service contains portions for voices soli—duets, trios, etc. The origin of the term is obscure; but it is possible that it arose from a colloquial expression that certain services or anthems contained verses (i.e. portions of canticles or of Scripture) to be sung by soloists. A verse-service or verse-anthem sometimes includes portions set for a voice solo.

When one voice maintains the chief part of an anthem it is described as a ‘Solo-anthem’; but the expression solo-service is rarely used. Some writers only employ the term verse-anthem when an anthem commences with voices soli. An anthem which commences with a chorus followed by parts for soli voices is termed ‘full with verse.’

VERSICLE (Lat. Versiculum). A short sentence, in the Offices of the Church, followed by an appropriate Response; as—‘V. Domine, in adjutorium meum intende.’ ‘R. Domine, ad adjutandum me festina.’ ‘V. O God, make speed to save us. R. O Lord, make haste to help us.’

The Versicles—or, rather, the Responses which follow them—from the Office of Vespers, and other Roman Catholic Services, have been harmonised by Vittoria, G. B. Rossi, and other Composers; but none of them will bear any comparison with the matchless English Responses, in all probability set originally to the old Latin words, by our own Tallis, whose solemn harmonies have never been approached, in this particular form of music. Some very fine Responses by Byrd, and other English Composers, will be found, in company with old versions of those of Tallis, in Jebb’s Choral Responses. [W.S.R.]

VERT-VERT. Comic opera in 3 acts; words by Melibac and Nuttter, music by Offenbach. Produced at the Opéra Comique, March 10, 1869. [G.]

VERSE, a French word adopted as the equivalent of spirit or inspiration in performance. [G.]

VESPERALE—The Vesperal. That portion of the Antiphonarium Romanum which contains the Plain-Chant Melodies sung at Vespers. It contains the words and music of all the Psalms, Canticles, Antiphons, Hymns, and Versicles, used throughout the ecclesiastical year; the music being printed in the old Gregorian Notation. The most correct Vespers now in print are those published at Mechlin in 1870, and at Ratisbon in 1875; the latter formally authorised by the Congregation of Rites. [W.S.R.]

VESPERS (Lat. Officium Vesperarum, Vesperæ, Oratio vespertina, Ad Vesperas). The last but one, and most important, of the ‘Horae Diurnae,’ or ‘Day hours,’ in the Antiphonarium. The Office begins with the Versicle and Response, ‘Deus in adjutorium,’ followed by five Psalms. On Sundays, these are usually Ps. cix, ox, cx, cxii, and cxii (corresponding to Ps. cx–cxiv in the English Manual in Book version); on other days, they vary. Each Psalm is sung with a proper Antiphon, which, on certain Festivals, is doubled—i.e. sung entire, both before and after the Psalms. On Ferial days, the first two or three words only of the Antiphon are sung before the Psalm, and the entire Antiphon after it. The Psalms are followed by the Capitulum; and this by a Hymn, which varies according to the Festival or the day of the week. After this, ‘Magnificat’ is sung with a special setting. Then follows the Prayer (or Collect) for the day; succeeded by the proper Commemorations. Should Compline follow, the Office of Vespers ends here. If not, the Commemorations are followed by one of the ‘Antiphons of Our Lady,’ with which the Office concludes.

The music sung at Vespers is more solemn and elaborate than that used at any of the other Hours. The proper Plain-Chant Melodies are found in the Vesperal. [See VESPERAL.] The Melodies of the Antiphons are of extreme antiquity. The Psalms are sung to their proper Gregorian Tones; for the most part, either entirely in Unison, or in alternate verses of Unison and Faux Bourdon. Many Faux Bourdon, by the great Composers, are still extant. Proke has included some by B. Nanini, F. Anerio, and others, in vol. iii. of his ‘Musiche Divina;’ and a copy of a MS. collection, entitled ‘Studi di Palestrina,’ will be found among the Burney MSS. in the British Museum. Proke has also printed a very fine setting of the opening Versicle and Response, by Vittoria; and Ambrosi another, by G. B. Rossi, first printed in 1618. Polyphonic Maginficats are necessarily very elaborate; for during the Canticale the High Altar is incensed, and sometimes the Altar in the Lady Chapel also—a ceremony which often occupies a considerable time. [See MAGNIFICAT.]

The Hymns for the various Seasons have also been frequently set, in very elaborate form, by the Polyphonic Composers; Palestrina’s ‘Hymnus totius anni’ is a complete collection, of unapproachable beauty. Some fine isolated specimens will also be found among the works of Tallis, Byrd, and other Composers of the English School; and Proke has published many interesting examples, collected from various sources. The four ‘Antiphons of Our Lady’—Alma Redemptoris, Ave Regina, Regina Caeli, and Salve Regina—have been treated by many good writers, including Palestina, Anerio, and O. Lasso, in the form of highly developed Motets.

With so large a répertoire of Compositions of the highest order, the Office of Vespers may be made a very impressive one; and, indeed, with little more than Plain-Chant, treated in Unison, and very simple Faux-Bourdon, it is sung at Notre Dame de Paris, S. Sulphice, and other large French churches, with a solemnity well worthy of imitation. [W.S.R.]

VESPRI SICILIANI. [See VESPIRI SICILIANI, L. p. 238b.]

VESTALE, LA. Lyric tragedy in 3 acts; words by Jouy, music by Spontini. Produced at the Grand Opéra, Paris, Dec. 16, 1807. [G.]

VESTRIS, LUCIA ELIZABETH, 1 or ELIZA LUCY, 2 born either Jan. 3 or March 2, 1797, in

1 Register of deaths. 2 Signature at second marriage.
London, daughter of Gaetano Bartolozzi, artist, and grand-daughter of Francesco Bartolozzi, the celebrated engraver. On Jan. 28, 1813, she married Armand Vestris, dancer and ballet-master at the King’s Theatre, and grand-son of the celebrated Vestris. [See BALLET, i. p. 132.] It was on the occasion of his benefit at that theatre (July 20, 1815) that his wife, having received instruction in singing from Corri, made her first appearance in public as Proserpine in Winter’s ‘Il Ratto di Proserpina.’ Her success that season was great, in spite of her then limited ideas of acting and want of vocal cultivation. She reappeared in 1816 in Winter’s ‘Proserpina’ and ‘Zaira,’ Martini’s ‘Costa Rara,’ and Mozart’s ‘Così fan Tutte’ and ‘Nozze’ (Susanna), but with less success, her faults becoming more manifest with familiarity. In the winter she appeared at the Italian Opera, Paris, and at various theatres there, including the Francia, where she played Camille in ‘Les Horaces,’ with Talma as Horace. About this time Vestris deserted her. (He died in 1825.) On Feb. 19, 1820, she made her début at Drury Lane as Lilla in ‘The Siege of Belgrade,’ made an immediate success in that and in Adela (‘The Haunted Tower’), Artaxerxes, Macheath, and ‘Giovanni in London,’ and remained for many years a favourite at the patent theatres, not only in opera, but in musical farces and comedies. In certain of these she introduced well-known songs—‘Cherry ripe,’ ‘I’ve been roaming,’ ‘Meet me by moonlight alone,’ and others, which gained their popularity at the outset through her very popular ballad-singing. On April 12, 1826, she played Fatima on the production of ‘Oberon.’ With her subsequent career as manager of the Olympic, Covent Garden, and Lyceum, we cannot deal, save to mention that during her tenancy of Covent Garden, in conjunction with Charles Mathews the younger (whom she married July 18, 1838), opera was occasionally performed, viz. ‘Artaxerxes,’ ‘Comus,’ etc., English versions of ‘Norma,’ ‘Eliza di Feltre’ (in which Miss Kemble, Miss Rainforth, etc., and with Benedict as conductor. In Figaro she played Cherubino, but resigned ‘Voilà le sapeté’ to Miss Kemble. She died at Fulham Aug. 8, 1856.

‘As a girl she was extremely bewitching, if not faultlessly beautiful—endowed with one of the most musical, easy, rich contralto voices ever bestowed on singers, and retaining its charm to the last—full of taste and fancy for all that was luxurious, but neither wishing, or not able to learn, beyond a certain degree. (Athensium, Aug. 17, 1856.) At the Italian Opera, says Chorley (Musical Recollections), ‘if she had possessed musical patience and energy, she might haveQueened it, because she possessed (half Italian by birth) one of the most luxurious of low voices, great personal beauty, an almost faultless figure, which she adorned with consummate art, and no common stage address. But a less arduous career pleased her better; so she could not—or perhaps would not—remain on the Italian stage.’ [A.C.]

VIEUVE DU MALABAR, L.A. A French novel, by Lemière, from which Spohr took the plot of his ‘Jesourna.’ It has been burlesqued in ‘Le Veuf du Malabar’ by Siraudin and Busset, music by Doche (Opéra Comique, May 27, 1849); and under its own title by Delacour and Cremieux, music by Harvé (Variétés, April 26, 1873).

VIADANA, Ludovico, was born at Lodi about 1565. Of his education we know nothing that he adopted the monastic profession. In or before 1597 he was in Rome, to which city his musical style is properly affiliated. He was chapel-master in the cathedral of Fano in Urbino, and at Concordia in the states of Venice; but the order of his preferments is doubtful. All that is certain is that he occupied the same office ultimately at Mantua, where he is known to have been living as late as 1614. He composed and published a number of volumes of canzoniets, madrigals, psalms, canticles, and masses, but the work upon which his historical significance rests is a collection of ‘Cento concerti ecclesiastici’ a 1, a 2, a 3, e a 4, voci, con il basso continuo per sonar nell’organo. Nova invenzione comoda per ogni sorte di cantori e per gli organisti, Venice 1603 (or, in some copies, 1602) in five volumes. In consequence of this publication Viadana has been commonly regarded as the inventor of the (unfigured) basso continuo to accompany the voice on an instrument—a judgment expressed, but, as Ambros thinks, unfairly, in the remark of a contemporary, Prestorius. As a matter of fact, basso continuo has been employed in the accompaniment of recitatives some years earlier by Caccini and Peri and others before them. Viadana however was the first thus to accompany solemn church-compositions, and therefore the first to use the organ for the purpose. He is also the inventor of the name basso continuo. Nor had any one previously thought of writing pieces for a solo voice, or for two or three voices, expressly with the object of their being accompanied by a thorough-bass. The way thus opened by Viadana enabled him to employ a freer and lighter style than his contemporaries of the Roman school. Building up his compositions (in his ‘Cento concerti’) from the bass instead of from a cantus firmus, he succeeded in creating real self-contained melodies; and if he cannot be justly regarded as the inventor of the notion of basso continuo, he at least was led by it to a not-far-off view of the modern principle of melodic, as opposed to contrapuntal, composition. [R.L.P.]

VIAGGIO A REIMS, IL, OSSIA L’ALBERGO DEL GIGLIO D’OBA. Opera in one act; words by Balocchi, music by Rossini. Produced, with a wonderful cast, at the Théâtre Italian at Paris, June 19, 1825, as part of the festivities at the
coronation of Charles X. The music was afterwards adapted to the new libretto 'Le Comte Ory,' and produced at the Grand Opera, Aug. 20, 1828. [See vol. i. p. 383; iii. 171 a.] [G.]

VIARD-LOUIS, JENNY. [See p. 342.]

VIARDOT-GARCIA, MICHÈLE FERDINAND PAULINE, a great lyric actress and singer, younger sister of Maria Malibran, is the daughter of the famous Spanish tenor and teacher, Manuel del Popolo Garcia, and of his wife, Joaquina Sitches, an accomplished actress. She was born in Paris July 18, 1821, and received her names from her sponsors, Ferdinand Paer, the composer, and the Princess Pauline Falitzer. Genius was Pauline Garcia's birthright, and she grew up from her cradle in an atmosphere of art, and among stirring scenes of adventure. She was only three years old when her father took his family to England, where his daughter Maria, thirteen years older than Pauline, made her first appearance on the stage. His children were with him during the journeys and adventures already described, and Pauline has never forgotten her father being made to sing by the brigands. [See GARCIA, vol. i. p. 581.]

The child showed extraordinary intelligence, with a marvellous aptitude for learning and retaining everything. At that time it would have been hard to determine where her special genius lay. Her was that innate force which can be applied at will in any direction. She learned languages as if in play. Her facility for painting, especially portrait-painting, was equally great. Her earliest pianoforte lessons were given her by Marcus Vega, at New York, when she was not four years old. At eight, after her return from Mexico, she played the accompaniments for her father at his singing lessons. 'And I think,' she wrote afterwards, 'I profited by the lessons more than the pupils did.' She thus acquired a knowledge of Garcia's method, although she never was his pupil in the usual sense, and assures us that her mother was her 'only singing-master.' Her father worked her hard, however, as he did every one. In his drawing-room operettas, composed for his pupils, there were parts for her, 'containing,' she says, 'things more difficult than any I have sung since. I still preserve them as precious treasures.'

The piano she studied for many years with Meye-

senberg, and afterwards with Liszt; counterpoint and composition with Reicha. Her industry was ceaseless. After the death of her father and sister she lived with her mother at Brussels, where, in 1837, she made her first appearance as a singer, under the auspices of De Beriot. She afterwards sang for him on a concert tour, and in 1838 at the Théâtre de la Renaissance in Paris, at a concert, where her powers of execution were brilliantly displayed in a 'Cadence du Diable' framed on the 'Trillo del Diavolo' of Tartini. On May 9, 1839, she appeared at Her Majesty's Theatre as Desdemona in 'Otello,' and with genuine success, which increased at each performance. A certain resemblance to her sister Malibran in voice and style won the favour of her audience, while critics were not wanting who discerned in her, even at that early age, an originality and an intellectual force all her own. Her powers of execution were astonishing, and with the general public she was even more successful, at that time, in the concert-room than on the stage. In the autumn of the same year she was engaged for the Théâtre Lyrique by the impresario M. Louis Viardot, a distinguished writer and critic, founder of the Revue Indépendante. Here, chiefly in the operas of Rossini, she shared in the triumphs of Gress, Persiani, Rubini, Tamburini, and Lablache. With these great artists she held her own, and though in many ways less gifted by nature than they, her talent seemed enhanced rather than dimmed by juxtaposition with theirs. Her face lacked regularity of feature; her voice, a mezzo-soprano, but so extended by art as to compass more than three octaves, from the bass C to E flat, was neither equal nor always beautiful in tone. It had probably been overworked in youth: although expressive it was thin and sometimes even harsh, but she could turn her very deficiencies to account. Her first admirers were among the intellectual and the cultivated. The public took longer to become accustomed to her peculiarities, but always ended by giving in its allegiance. For men and women of letters, artists, etc., she had a strong fascination. Her picturesque weirdness and statuesque grace, her inventive power and consummate mastery over all the resources of her art, nay, her very voice and face, irregular, but full of contrast and expression—all these appealed to the imagination, and formed an ensemble irresistible in its piquancy and originality. 'The pale, still,—one might at the first glance say lustreless countenance,—the suave and unconstrained movements, the astonishing freedom from every sort of affectation,—how transfigured and illumined all this appears when she is carried away by her genius on the current of song!' writes George Sand; and Liszt, 'In all that concerns method and execution, feeling and expression, it would be hard to find a name worthy to be mentioned with that of Malibran's sister. In her, virtuosity serves only as a means of expressing the idea, the thought, the character of a work or a rôle.'

In 1840 she married M. Viardot, who resigned the Opera management, and accompanied her to Italy, Spain, Germany, Russia, and England. At Berlin, after her performance of Rahel, in 'La Juive,' one of her greatest parts, she was serenaded by the whole orchestra. Here too she astounded both connoisseurs and public by volunteering as a moment's notice to sing the part of Isabelle in 'Robert le Diable' for Friulein Tuczek, in addition to her own part of Alicé—a bold attempt, vindicated by its brilliant success. She returned to Paris in 1849 for the production of Meyerbeer's 'Prophètes.' She had been specially chosen by the composer for Fidès, and to her help and suggestions he was more
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indebted than is generally known. She was indeed, as Moscheles wrote, ‘the life and soul of the opera, which owed to her at least half of its great success.’ She played Fidès more than 200 times in all the chief opera-houses in Europe, and has so identified herself with the part that her successors can do no more than copy her.

From 1846 to 1858 she appeared every year in London. In 1859 M. Carvalho, director of the Théâtre Lyrique, revived the ‘Orphée’ of Gluck, which had not been heard for thirty years. The part of Orphée, restored (by Berlioz) from a high tenor to the contralto for which it was written, was taken by Mme. Viardot, who achieved in it a triumph perhaps unique. This revival was followed in 1861 by that of Gluck’s ‘Alceste’ at the Opéra. The music of this—as Berlioz calls it—‘wellnigh inaccessible part,’ was less suited than that of Orphée to Mme. Viardot’s voice, but it was perhaps the greatest of all her achievements, and a worthy crown to a répertoire which had included Desdemona, Cenerentola, Rosina, Norma, Aroçoe, Camilla (‘Orazii’), Amina, Heroe, Lucia, Maria di Rohan, Ninette, Leonora (‘Favorita’), Azucena, Donna Anna, Zerlina, Rahel, Iphigénie (Gluck), Alice, Isabelle, Valentine, Fidès, and Orphée.

In 1863 Mme. Viardot fixed her abode at Baden, and has sung no more at the Opéra, though she has appeared at concerts, and was heard in London as lately as 1870. She has composed a great deal, and several operettas, the books of which were written for her by Turgenieff, were represented in her little private theatre by her pupils and her children. One of these, translated into German by Richard Pohl, as ‘Der letzte Zauberer,’ was performed in public at Weimar, Carlsruhe, and Riga. In 1870 she was obliged, as the wife of a Frenchman, to leave Germany, and since then has lived in Paris. She has devoted much time to teaching, and for some years was professor of singing at the Conservatoire. Among her pupils may be named Miles, Destrée Artôt, Orgeni, Marianne Brandt, and Antoinette Sterling. Mme. Viardot has published several collections of original songs, and vocal transcriptions of some of Chopin’s Mazurkas, made famous by her own singing of them and by that of Jenny Lind. Her three daughters are all clever musicians. Her son, Paul Viardot, a pupil of Léonard, born at Courtauvet, July 20, 1857, has appeared with success in London and elsewhere as a violinist. Mme. Viardot is still the centre of a distinguished circle of friends, by whom she is as much beloved for her virtues as admired for her genius and her accomplishments. Not one of her least distinctions is that to her Schumann dedicated his beautiful Liederkreis, op. 24.

We cannot close this brief account of a great artist without an allusion to her well-known collection of autographs, which among other treasures contains the original score of ‘Don Giovanni,’ a cantata, ‘Schmücke dich,’ by J. S. Bach, Mendelssohn’s 42nd Psalm, a scherzo by Beethoven, etc. [F.A.M.]

VIBRATO, an Italian term (past participle of, or verb adjective derived from, vibrare, to vibrate), denoting an effect, something akin to Tremolo (which see), yet differing essentially from it, in musical performance. In vocal music its mechanism is an alternate partial extinction and re-inforcement of a note, producing almost its apparent re-iteration. In music for bowed instruments it is identical with the vocal ‘tremolo,’ consisting of a rapid change of pitch brought about by a quick oscillation of the hand while the finger is stopping a note, and producing a trembling sound or thrill. It is strange that vibrato on the bowed instrument is the tremolo on the voice, while the tremolo in instrumental music (the rapid reiteration of the same note by up and down bow) more nearly resembles the vocal vibrato. It is sometimes heard on the flute and cornet. When the vibrato is really an emotional thrill it can be highly effective, as also the tremolo in extreme cases, but when, as is too often the case, it degenerates into a mannerism, its effect is either painful, ridiculous, or nauseous, entirely opposed to good taste and common sense, and to be severely reprehended in all students whether of vocal or instrumental music. Hard and fast lines in matters of expression in art are difficult, if not almost impossible, to draw. Cultivation of taste, observance of good models, and especially the true and unbiased analysis of the human feelings, must be the guides as to how far these two means of expression are to be used. [H.C.D.]

VICARS CHORAL. ‘The assistants or deputies of the Canons or Prebendaries of (English) collegiate churches, in the discharge of their duties, especially, though not always, performed in the choir or chancel, as distinguished from those belonging to the altar and pulpit.’ (Hook.) The Vicars Choral answer to the sacristan general of the early church. Originally each member of the capitular body had a vicar choral or minor canon attached to his dignity, whose appointment only lasted during his own life; but in process of time the numbers of these inferior ecclesiastical corporations became diminished. The difference between Minor Canons and Vicars Choral appears to be that whereas for the former, only clergy are eligible, the latter post can be held by either laymen or clerics. The former term is generally found in cathedrals of the new foundation, where the lay members are termed lay clerks; the name ‘vicars choral’ being chiefly confined to cathedrals of the old foundation. St. Patrick’s (Dublin) and Hereford have both Minor Canons and Vicars Choral; in the former the two bodies form distinct corporations, in the latter they are united. In all cathedrals of the old foundation in England, in St. David’s, and in twelve Irish cathedrals the Vicars Choral form a distinct corporation, the members of which vary in number from twelve to three: these corporations...
VICARS CHORAL.

VIDE.

VIDAL, a name borne in the past and present by several French musicians and writers on music. The earliest, B. Vidal, whose initial only is known, died in Paris in 1800. He was a talented guitar-player and teacher during the last quarter of the 18th century, and published sonatas, short pieces, and a method for his instrument.

JEAN-JOSEPH, born at Sceaux, 1790, a clever violinist formed in Kreutzer's school, took the second Grand Prix for composition in 1809, was for 20 years in Baillot's quartet-party, conducted the orchestra of the Théâtre Italien from 1829 to 1832, played first violin in Louis Philippe's band, and was a valued teacher. He died in Paris, June 4, 1867.

LOUIS ANTOINE, born at Rouen July 10, 1820, an amateur cello-player, a friend of Vuillaume, the musical instrument maker, and an accomplished linguist, has lately made some mark as a writer on music by his beautiful works, bowed instruments, 'Les Instruments à archet,' in three 4to volumes, with etchings by Hille-macher. Vol. i. (1876) treats of musical instrument making and makers; vol. ii. (1877) of players, especially the virtuosi of the bow; and vol. iii. (1878) of music-printing, with biographies of chamber-musicians, and a catalogue of works for instruments played with the bow. M. Vidal has been for the last few years occupied with preparations for a similar history of pianoforte-making.

FRANÇOIS, Provencal poet, born at Aix, July 14, 1832, is the author of "Lou Tambourin," an interesting work on the Tambourine of Provence, and the Galoubet, or pipe. It is in the Provençal dialect, with a French translation.

PAUL ANTONIN, born at Toulouse, June 16, 1863, passed brilliantly through the Paris Conservatoire, and took successively the first Harmony prize in 1879, the first prize for Fugue in 1881, and the Grand Prix de Rome in 1883. A talented pianist, an excellent reader and accompanist, Paul Vidal's technical knowledge seems already complete, and his cantata 'Le Gladiateur' is instrumented in masterly style. We hope great things from this young composer. [G.C.]

VIELLÉ, originally the name of the large primitive violin used by the French Troubadours in the 13th century. [See VIOLIN, p. 274.] It was next applied to the Hurdy-gurdy, an instrument which is contemporaneous with the Troubadour's siddle, being in fact in its original form simply the latter instrument adapted for playing with a wheel and handle, the intonation being regulated by a clavier on the fingerboard. Early in the last century the modern vielle or hurdy-gurdy was cultivated as a musical instrument of high class, ranking nearly with the lute and bass viol, and many of the French Violles of that period are beautiful artistic productions. The instrument is not altogether extinct in our own time; the writer remembers a performer on who visited Vichy in 1870, describing himself as 'Violleto de sa Majesté l'Empereur,' who executed some difficult music, chiefly operatic airs and fantasias, on his singular instrument, with
considerable effect. The staccato with the wheel is surprisingly brilliant; the defect of the instrument for the listener is its monotonous force and intonation, and for the player the extreme fatigue which the rotary motion induces in the muscles of the right arm. Even in England a clever performer may sometimes (though rarely) be heard about the streets.

E.J.P.

VIERLING, GEORG. One of those solid, cultivated musicians, who are characteristic of Germany. He was born Sept. 15, 1820, at Frankenthal in the Bavarian Palatinate, where his father was schoolmaster and organist. His education was thoroughly well grounded with a view to a scientific career, and it was not till 1835, at the Gymnasium at Frankfort, that his musical tendencies asserted themselves. Without neglecting his general studies he worked hard at the piano, and afterwards at the organ under J. C. H. Röck of Darmstadt for two years. 1843 to 1846 were passed in systematic study under A. B. Marx at Berlin, and in 1847 he became organist of the Oberkirch at Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, conducted the Singakademie there, and was musically active in other ways. After passing a short time at Mayence he took up his permanent residence in Berlin, and founded the Bach-Verein, which did much to advance the study of the great master. For some time past Vierling has withdrawn from active life, and his Bach Society is now conducted by Bargiel.

His works are all in the classical style, and embrace every department—a Symphony, op. 33; Overtures to ‘The Tempest,’ ‘Maria Stuart,’ ‘Im Frühling,’ ‘Hermannsleicht,’ and ‘Die Hexe’; a F.F. trio, op. 51; ‘Hero and Leander’ and ‘The Rape of the Sabines,’ for Chorus and Orchestra; in addition to Solo and Part-songs, Pianofo pieces, etc. His last work is a Roman Pilgrimage of the 5th century, ‘O Rome Nobilis,’ for 6-part chorus a capella (op. 63). [G.]

VIEUXTEMPS, HENRI, a celebrated violin-player of our own day, born at Yverviers, Belgium, Feb. 17, 1820. His father was connected with music, and thus the child grew up in a favourable atmosphere. Through the kindness of a Herr Genin he had instruction from Lecloux, a competent local musician, and by the time he was six played Rode’s 5th Concerto in public in the orchestra. In the winter of 1827 he and his father made a tour with Lecloux, in the course of which the boy was heard by De Beriot, who at once adopted him as his pupil, devoted himself to his thorough musical education, and in 1828 took him to Paris and produced him in public. On De Beriot’s departure to Italy in 1831, the boy returned to Brussels, where he remained for some time, studying and practising hard, but without any guidance but his own. In 1833 his father took him on a lengthened tour through Germany—the first of an enormous series—in the course of which he met Guhr, Spohr, Molique, and other hearers, and heard much music, amongst the rest ‘Fidelio.’ The journey extended as far as Munich and Vienna, where he excited surprise, not only for his fullness of tone, purity of intonation, and excellence of style, but also for the ready way in which he played off a MS. piece of Mayesder’s at sight (A. M. Z. 1834, p. 160). He remained in Vienna during the winter, and while there took lessons in counterpoint from Sechter. There too he made the acquaintance of Mayesder, Czerny, and others. He also played Beethoven’s Violin Concerto (at that time a novelty) at one of the Concerts Spirituelles. The party then returned northwards by Prague, Dresden, Leipzig (where Schumann welcomed him with a genial article in his ‘Neue Zeitschrift’), Berlin, and Hamburg. In the spring of 1834 he was in London at the same time with De Beriot, and played for the first time at the Philharmonic on June 2. Here too he met Paganini. The winter of 1835 was spent in Paris, where he made a long stay, studying composition under Reicha. After this he began to write. In 1837 he and his father made a second visit to Vienna, and in 1838 they took a journey to Russia, by Warsaw, travelling for part of the way with Henselt. The success was so great as to induce another visit in the following year, when he made the journey by Riga, this time with Servais. On the road he made the acquaintance of Richard Wagner. But a little later, at Narva, he was taken with a serious illness which delayed his arrival for some months, and lost him the winter season of 1838. The summer was spent in the country, mostly in composition—Concerto in E, Fantaisie Caprice, etc.—both of which he produced in the following winter amid the most prodigious enthusiasm; which was repeated in his native country when he returned, especially at the Rubens Fêtes in Antwerp (Aug. 1840), where he was decorated with the Order of Leopold, and in Paris, where he played the Concerto at the concert of the Conservatoire, Jan. 12, 1841. He then made a second visit to London, and performed at the Philharmonic Concert of April 19, and at two others of the same series—a rare proof of the strong impression he made. The next few years were taken up in another enormous Continental tour, and in a voyage to America in 1844. A large number of compositions (ops. 6 to 19) were published after regaining Brussels; but the strain of the incessant occupation of the tour necessitated a long Kur at Stuttgart. During this he composed his A major Concerto (op. 25), and played it at Brussels in Jan. 1845. In the following autumn he married Miss Josephine Eder, an eminent pianist of Vienna. Shortly after this he accepted an invitation to settle in St. Petersburg as Solo Violin to the Emperor, and Professor in the Conservatorium, and in Sept. 1846 quitted Western Europe for Russia. In 1851, however, he threw up this strange contract and returned to his old arena and his incessant wanderings. 1853 saw

1 The materials for this sketch are supplied by Vieuxtemps’ autobiography, the 19th edition of the Onar Musical World. Juno 30, 1901, and following nos. by Philharmonic Programme, the Allg. Musikhochschule Leipzig, and other sources.

2 Moscheles’ Life, 1. 344; and Philh. Programme.
the composition of his Concerto in D minor (op. 31). 1855 was spent in Belgium, and at a property which he had acquired near Frankfort. In 1857 he again visited the United States in company with Thalberg, and in the winter of 1858 was once more in Paris occupied in finishing his 5th Concerto in A minor (op. 37). The next ten years were occupied in constant touring all over Central Europe, and, somewhat later, Italy. Serious affliction now overtook his hitherto prosperous course. First his father, and then—June 29, 1868—his beloved wife, were taken from him by death. To divert his mind from the shock of these losses he engaged in another enormous tour over Europe, and that again was followed, in August 1870, by a third expedition to the United States, from which he returned in the spring of 1871 to find Paris in ruins. This was the last of his huge tours. From 1871 to 1873, on the invitation of M. Gauvarts, who had some of his compositions in rehearsal at the Brussels Conservatoire, he acted as teacher to the violin class there, and as director of the Popular Concerts; but this sphere of activity was suddenly ended by a paralytic attack which disabled the whole of his left side, and by consequence made playing impossible. True, he was able in time to resume the direction of his pupils, but his career as a player was at an end. His passion for traveling, however, remained to the last, and it was at Montparnasse, Alger, in Algiers, that he died June 6, 1884. His 6th Concerto, in G, dedicated to Mme. Normann-Neruda, by whom it was first played. In 1872 Vieuxtemps was elected member of the Académie Royale of Belgium, on which occasion he read a memoir of Étienne Jean Soubre.

Vieuxtemps was one of the greatest violinists of modern times, and with De Bériot heads the modern French school. He had all the great qualities of technique so characteristic of that school. His intonation was perfect, his command of the bow unsurpassed. An astonishing staccato—up and down bow—was a speciality of his; and in addition he had a tone of such breadth and power as is not generally found with French violinists. His style of playing (Vortrag) was characteristically French. He was fond of strong dramatic accents and contrasts, and, generally speaking, his style was better adapted to his own compositions and those of other French composers than to the works of the great classical masters. At the same time it should be said that he gained some of his greatest successes in the Concertos of Beethoven and Mendelssohn, and was by no means unsuccessful as a quartet-player, even in Germany.

As a composer for the violin he has had a wider success than almost any one since Spohr; and the fact that not a few of his works, though written more than forty years ago, are still stockpieces of the repertoires of all French and not a few German violinists, shows such vitality as to lift him out of the rank of composers of merely ephemeral productions of the virtuoso genre. It must be granted that their value is very unequal. While some of his Concertos contain really fine ideas worked out with great skill, he has also published many showpieces which are not free from vulgarity.

While De Bériot, with his somewhat simian workmanship but undeniable charm of sentimental melody, has often been compared to Bellini and Donizetti, Vieuxtemps might not improperly be called the Meyerbeer among composers for the violin. He appears to share the good and the bad qualities of that great opera-writer. On the one hand, no lack of invention, beauty of melody, extremely clever calculation of effect; and on the other, a somewhat bombastic and theatrical pathos, and occasional lapses into triviality. Vieuxtemps shares also with Meyerbeer the fate of being generally underrated in Germany and overrated in France, where Meyerbeer is not unfrequently placed on the same level with Beethoven, and where Vieuxtemps, after playing his E major Concerto in Paris for the first time was said to have been invited to write a Grand Opera—an offer which he wisely declined.

The best-known of his works are the Concertos, no. 1, in E (op. 10); no. 2, in F# minor (op. 19); no. 3, in A (op. 25); no. 4, in D minor (op. 31); no. 5, in A minor (op. 37); no. 6, in G (op. 47), the Fantaisie Caprice, and Ballade et Polonaise.

He also published a Sonata for piano and violin, 3 Cadenzas for Beethoven’s Violin Concerto, and a large number of concert-pieces, many of which are long since obsolete. [P.D.]

VIGANÒ, SALVATORE. A famous dancer, and composer both of the action and the music of ballets, who will have a longer reputation than is otherwise his due, owing to his connection with Beethoven. He was born at Naples March 29, 1769, and died at Milan (the native town of his father) Aug. 10, 1821. He began his career at Rome in female parts, women being then forbidden the stage there. We next find him at Madrid—where he married Maria Medina, a famous dancer—Bordeaux, London, and Venice. At Venice he brought out his opera, “Racinet, sire de Crequi,” both words and music of his own. Thence he came to Vienna, where he and his wife made their début, May 13, 1793. He then travelled in Germany, and returned to Vienna in 1799. Here he attracted the notice of the Empress, and the result was his ballet of The Men of Prometheus, “Gli Uomini di Prometeo,” or “Die Geschöpfe des Prometheus” (music by Beethoven), the subject of which is said to have been suggested by Haydn’s “Creation” (Schöpfung), then in its first fashion. The piece is called an heroic allegorical ballet, in two acts. It was produced at the Court Theatre, March 28, 1801, and the two “creations” were danced by Vigano and Mile, Cassentini, his wife being then passee. It had a remarkable run, being performed sixteen times in 1801, and thirteen times in 1802. Vigano was evidently a man of great ability, and made a real reputation for his abandonment of the old artificial Italian style of ballet in favour of a ‘closer imitation of nature.’ Ten ballets of his are mentioned in the ‘Alge-
meine musikalische Zeitung,' and no doubt these are not all that he composed. How solid was his success may be judged from a passage in one of the letters of Henric Beyle (Stendhal): 'Viganò has been immensely prosperous; 4,000 francs are the usual income of a ballet composer, but he has had 44,000 for the year 1819 alone.'

Viganò seems to have given his name to a kind of Minuet in 4-4 time; at least, if we may so interpret the title of a set of 12 Variations on a Minuet 'à la Viganò,' which Beethoven published in Feb. 1796.

The minuet was certainly danced, for the names of the dancers are given, and is certainly in Common time:—

\[ \text{Allegretto} \]

\[ \text{etc.} \]

It is worth noting that Beethoven has put the concluding variation and coda into triple time:

\[ \text{Allegro} \]

\[ \text{etc.} \]

The new form does not appear to have taken root. Beethoven wrote a Scherzo in triple time in his Sonata, op. 31, no. 3, and a Trio in the same in the 9th Symphony; and Mendelssohn a Scherzo in 2-4 in his Scotch Symphony; but a Minuet proper would seem to be essentially in triple time.

There is a life of Viganò—'Commentari della vita,' etc., by Carlo Ristori, 8vo, Milan, 1838; and much information on him and on the Ballet of Promeuethes (from which the above is chiefly compiled) is given by Thayer in his 'Beethoven,' vol. ii. 124-136 and 380-384.

VILLANELLA.

Ital., a country girl. An unaccompanied Part-Song, of light rustic character, sharing, in about equal proportions, the characteristics of the Canzonetta, and the Ballett. The looseness of the style is forcibly described by Morley, who, in Part III. of his 'Introduction to Practical Music,' speaks of it thus:—'The last degree of gravity (if they have any at all) is given to the villanelle, or country songs, which are made only for the ditties sake: for, so they be aptly set to express the nature of the ditty, the composer, (though he were never so excellent) will not stick to take many perfect cords of one kind altogether, for, in this kind, they think it no fault (as being a kind of keeping decorum) to make a clownish music to a clownish matter: and though many times the ditty be fine enough, yet because it carrieth that name Villanelle, they take those disallowances as being good enough for a plow and cart.'

This severe criticism of the old master is, however, applicable only to Villanelle of the very lowest order. The productions of Kappesperger—whose attempts in this direction were very numerous—and of other Composers wanting the delicate touch necessary for the successful manipulation of a style so light and airy, are certainly not free from reproach. But the Villanelle of Ponponio Nenna, Stefano Felis, and other Masters of the Neapolitan School, differ but little from the charming Canzonetti, the Canzon alla Napo-litana, and the Balletti, for which they are so justly celebrated, and may be fairly classed among the most delightful productions of the lighter kind that the earlier half of the 17th century has bequeathed to us. Among the lighter Madrigals of Lucas Manzioni—such as 'Vezzo's augelli,' quoted in vol. ii. p. 190—there are many which
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exhibit almost all the more prominent characteristics of the Villanella, in their most refined form: and the greater number of the Canzone of Giovanni Fetti, and the Balletti of Gastoldi—to which Morley is generally believed to have been indebted for the first suggestion of his own still more charming Ballets—differ from true Villanelle only in name. The same may be said of more than one of the best known and best beloved of Morley's own compositions in the same style. The best example of a modern Villanella is Sir Julius Benedict's well-known 'Blest be the home.'

VILLABOSO, IL Marchese DI. The author of a Dictionary of Neapolitan musicians, entitled 'Memorie dei compostori di musica del Regno di Napoli, raccolte dal Marchese di Villabosa. Napoli 1840'—indispensable to all students of Italian musical history. He was also the author of a work on Pergolesi (2nd ed., Naples, 1843), and to him is due the first certain knowledge of the place and date of the birth of that great composer, so prematurely removed. [See vol. ii. 698.]

VILLOTEAU, Guillaume André, well-known French teacher on music, born Sept. 6, 1759, at Bellême (Dept. de l'Orne). After the death of his father, he was put, at four years of age, into the maistrise of the Cathedral of Le Mans, and afterwards into the town school, under the Fathers of the Oratory. He declined, however, to enter a seminary, and roamed about from town to town seeking engagements as a church-chorister. In despair for a living, he at length (like Coleridge) enlisted as a dragoon, but was totally unfit for a military life, and returned to the maistrise of Le Mans, which he shortly exchanged for that of the Cathedral of La Rochelle. He ultimately went up for three years to the Sorbonne, and obtained a place in the choir of Notre Dame, but the outbreak of the Revolution brought this employment to an end, and in 1792 he entered the chorus of the Opéra, and remained there till offered a place as musician among the scholars who accompanied Napoleon on his expedition to Egypt. This musical mission opened to him a congenial sphere for his very considerable abilities. Having studied on the spot ancient music, both Egyptian and Oriental, he returned to Paris, and continued his researches in the public libraries. As a member of the Institut de l'Egypte, he was anxious, before taking part in the great work which that body was commissioned by Government to draw up, to publish a 'Mémoire sur la possibilité et l'utilité d'une théorie exacte des principes naturels de la musique' (Paris, 1800, 88 pp. 8vo), which he had read before the Société libre des Sciences et des Arts. This was followed by 'Recherches sur l'analogie de la Musique avec les Arts qui ont pour objet l'imitation du langage' (Ibid. 1807, 2 vols. 8vo), in which he developed some of his favourite ideas. It is in four parts: (1) The relations of the art of music to language and morals; (2) The part played by music in ancient times, and the causes which led to the loss of its former power over civilised and uncivilised peoples; (3) The condition of music in Europe since the days of Guido d'Arezzo, the necessary acquisitions for a complete musician, and new and original observations on the nature, origin, and object of music; (4) A continuation of the former, and an attempt to prove that music is an imitative and not an arbitrary art, that it has always been essentially traditional, and that by it were preserved intact for many centuries all human attainments—law, science, and the arts. This huge book, with all its tediousness, purposeless digressions, and false philosophy, is crammed full of learning, and contains ideas which at that date were new and original.

Villoteau's fame rests not on this book, but on his share in 'La Description de l'Egypte,' the magnificent work in 20 vols. folio (11 being plates), which took 17 years to publish (1809-1826), and which reflected so much credit on Comte and Jomard the distinguished secretaries of the commission. The musical portions are: (1) On the present condition of music in Egypt; researches and observations historical and descriptive made in the country (240 pp., October, 1812); (2) A description, historical, technical, and literary of musical instruments in use in the Orientals (170 pp., 1813, with three plates engraved by Dechambe); (3) A dissertation on the different kinds of musical instruments to be seen on the antique monuments of Egypt, and on the names given them in their own language by the first inhabitants of the country (26 pp.); (4) The music of ancient Egypt (70 pp., 1816).

Now that Egypt and the East are familiar ground, it is easy to refute some of Villoteau's hypotheses, or to prove his error on minor points; but recollecting how little was known before him of the subjects he treated with so much learning and care, we may realise how much we owe to his patience and penetration. As a student, and universal in matters of business, Villoteau made no profit either out of his position or his labours. Three-parts ruined by a notary, whom he had commissioned to buy him a property in Tournire, he had to leave Paris for Tours, where he owned a small house. Here he lived on his own slender resources, and on certain small sums allowed him by government for a French translation of Melbom's 'Antique musique auteurs VII' (1652), which however was never published. The MS., now in the library of the Conservatoire, is in three columns, the original Greek, and translations into Latin and French, all in Villoteau's hand. The Greek seems correct, but is difficult to read from its having neither stops nor accents.

1 In the article on SCWERS IN JOURNAL IX, we promised to give any further information which might reach us, under the head of VILLANELLA. We regret to say that no discovery likely to throw any new light upon the subject has as yet been made.

9 According to Pépin, its success was so small that the publisher exported or destroyed all the unsold copies, a fact which would account for its present scarcity, but as the copyright was Villoteau's own property, and it had been entered at Calmann, it is difficult to believe a story so much to the discredit of a respectable bookseller like Remond.
VILLOTEAU.

During his last years, Villoteau wrote a 'Traité de Phonétique,' now lost, which was not approved by the Institut de France, and consequently not published. He died at Tours, April 27, 1839, aged nearly 80. [G.C.]

VINCI, LEONARDO, born 1690 at Strongoli in Calabria, and educated with Pergolesi and Porpora, in the Conservatorio de' Poveri di Gesù Cristo at Naples, under Gasparo Pavesco. Of his life little is known. He appears to have begun his career in 1719 with two comic pieces in Neapolitan dialect, which were followed by 26 operas of various characters and dimensions. Of these, 'Ifigenia en Tauride' (Venice, 1725), 'Astianatte' (Naples, 1725), 'Didone abbandonata' (Rome, 1726), and 'Alessandro nell'Indie' (Rome, 1729), had the greatest success. 'Didone' established his fame. His last was 'Artaserse' (Naples, 1732). In 1738 he was received into the congregation of the Rosario at Forniello, for whom he composed two Oratorios, a Kyrie, two Masses a 5, and some Motets. He was poisoned by the relative of a Roman lady with whom he had a liaison, and died in 1732. His operas, says Burney (iv. 400-537, etc.), form an era in dramatic music by the direct simplicity and emotion which he threw into the natural clear and dramatic strains of his airs, and by the expressive character of the accompaniments, especially those of the obligato recitatives. He left a great number of cantatas for 1 and 2 voices, with bass or strings. These are quoted by Florimo ('Cenno Storico' p. 230-234), from whom the above facts are chiefly derived. A collection of his airs was published by Walsh of London, and highly prized. 'Vo solcando,' from 'Artaserse,' was sung everywhere by musicians and amateurs alike. [G.]

VINGT-QUATRE VIOLONs. No reader of French Mémoires of the 17th century can be ignorant of the part played by the courts of Henri IV., Louis XIII., and Louis XIV. The ballet combined the pleasures of music, dancing, and the play, gave great opportunities for magnificent display, and was for nearly a century the favourite diversion of princes and grands seigneurs, thus preparing the way for opera. The passion for ballets de couer and dancing led to the formation of a special band of violinists, who, under Louis XIII., bore the name of the 'band of 24 violins of the King's chamber.' Its members, no longer mere ménestriers [see ROI DES VIOLONs, iii. 145], became musiciens en charge, with a prospect of being eventually admitted to the Chapelle du ROI. Their functions were to play for the dancing at all the court-balls, as well as to perform airs, minuets, and rigadons, in the King's antichamber, during his levee and public dinner, on New Year's Day, May 1, the King's fête-day, and on his return from the war, or from Fontainebleau.

No complete list of the 24 violins who enlivened the court of the melancholy Louis XIII. has yet been made, but some of their airs may be seen in the MS. collection of Philidor dîné—one of the precious possessions of the Con-
servatoire library. [See vol. ii. p. 703.] The composers names are Michel Henri, Constantin, Dumanoir, Robert Verdel, Mazuel, Le Page, Verpré, de La Pierre, de La Vallee, and Lascarin, all, we conjecture, among the 24. The violinists occasionally acted in the ballets, as in the Ballet des doubles Femmes (1625), when they walked in black regards, painted women with masks at the back of their heads, so as to look as if they were playing behind their backs. This had a great success, and was revived by Tagioni (the father) in the masked ball in Auber's 'Gustave III.,' in 1833.

In Louis XIV.'s reign the band of 24 violins was called the 'grande bande,' and on Duma-
noir's appointment as ROI des Violons, the King made him conductor, with the title of '25me vi-
lon de la Chambre.' The post however was sup-
pressed at the same time with that of the ROI des ménestriers (May 22, 1607). The 'grande bande,' again called 'the 24 violins,' continued to exist till 1761, when Louis XV. dissolved it by decree (Aug. 22). During the rage for French fashions in music which obtained in Charles II.'s reign, the '24 violins' were imitated here, in the 'King's music,' and became the 'four-and-twenty fiddlers all of a row' of the nursery rhyme. Meantime a dangerous rival had sprung up in its own home. In 1655 Lully obtained the direction of a party of 16 violins, called the 'petite bande.' As violinist, leader, and composer he soon eclipsed his rival, and his brilliant career is well known. The modest position of conductor of a few musicians, whose duty was simply, like that of the 'grande bande,' to play at the King's levees, dinners, and balls, satisfied him at first, but only because it brought him in contact with the nobility, and furthered his chance of becoming 'Surintendant de la Musique' to Louis XIV. This point once gained, nothing further was heard of the 'petite bande,' and by the beginning of the next reign it had wholly disappeared.

The 24 violins remained, but as time went on they became old-fashioned and distasteful to the courtiers. Accordingly, as fast as their places fell vacant they were filled by musicians from the Chapelle du ROI, and thus the band became independent of the community of St. Julian. After 1761 the only persons privileged to play sym-
phonies in the King's apartments were the musicians of his 'chamber' and 'chapel.' [G.C.]

VINNING, LOUISA, born probably at Newton Abbot, Devon. She appeared in public when a child, from 1840 to 42, under the title of the 'Infant Sappho,' as a singer and harpist at the Ade-
laida Gallery, Polytechnic, and elsewhere. She afterwards received instruction in singing from Frank Mori, and on Dec. 12, 1856, was brought prominently into notice by taking the soprano part in the 2nd and 3rd parts of the 'Messiah' at the Sacred Harmonic Society's Concert, at a mo-
ment's notice, and with credit to herself, in place of the singer engaged, who became suddenly indis-
pensed during the performance. Miss Vinning afterwards sang at the Crystal Palace, the Wor-
cester Festival, 1857, the Monday Popular Con-

...
certs (1861), and elsewhere, until her marriage with Mr. J. S. C. Heywood, in or about 1865. At her concert, on July 5, 1860, Mme. Montigny-Rémarry made her first appearance in England. [A.C.]

VIOL. (Ital. Viola; Fr. Viole). The generic name of the family of bowed instruments which succeeded the medieval Fiddle and preceded the Violin. The Viol was invented in the 15th century, and passed out of general use in the 18th. It differs from the violin in having deeper ribs, and a flat back, which is sloped off at the top, and was strengthened internally by cross-bars and a broad centre-piece, on which the sound-post rests. The shoulders curve upwards, joining the neck at a tangent, instead of at right angles, as in the violin. The neck is broad and thin, the number of strings being five, six, or seven; the peg-box is usually surmounted by a carved head. The sound-holes are usually of the C pattern. [See SOUNDBOLES.] The Viol was made in four principal sizes—Treble or Discant, Tenor (Viola da Braccio), Bass (Viola da Gamba), and Double Bass (Violone): the last is still in use, the double bass of the violin pattern never having found general favour. The Viols are tuned by fourths and thirds, instead of fifths. Their tone is rather penetrating than powerful, and decidedly inferior in quality and flexibility to that of the violin, which accounts for their disappearance before the latter instrument. [See VIOLIN.] [E.J.P.]

VIOL. (1) The Italian name of the Viol. (2) The usual name for the Tenor Violin. (The accent is on the second syllable.) [E.J.P.]

VIOLA BASTARDA. The Bass Viol, or Viola da Gamba, mounted with sympathetic strings like the Viola d'Amore. It afterwards developed into the Baritone. [See BARITONE.] [E.J.P.]

VIOLA D'AMORE. A Tenor Viol with sympathetic strings. It usually has seven stopped strings. The sympathetic strings, of fine steel or brass, pass through small holes drilled in the lower part of the bridge, and under the fingerboard: their number varies from seven to fourteen. They are tuned to a diatonic or chromatic scale. We give the ordinary tuning of the gut strings. The sympathetic strings, tuned to the scale of D, diatonic or chromatic, are sometimes screwed up by pegs similar to those of the gut strings: but the better plan is to attach them to wrest-pins driven into the sides of the peg-box. [See VIOLIN.] [E.J.P.]

VIOLA DA BRACCIO. The Tenor Viol. It had originally 6 strings, tuned as follows:—

Ths sixth string was generally dropped in the last century, and the instrument thus approximated in compass to the common Viola or Tenor Violin, which has now superseded it. It was sometimes called Viola da Spalla. [See VIOLIN.] [E.J.P.]

VIOLA DA GAMB. The Bass Viol. [See VIOL, VIOLIN.] (2) Under the incorrect title of Viol di Gamba it designates an organ stop of 8 ft. pitch, with open pipes, in the choir organ. Considering its imitative aims, it is troubled with a most inappropriate slowness of speech, and in the lower octaves can hardly be used alone. [W.P.A.]

VIOLA DA SPALLA (i.e. Shoulder Viol). [See VIOLA DA BRACCIO.] [E.J.P.]

VIOLA DI BORDONE. [See BARITONE.]

VIOLA DI FAGOTTO (Bassoon Viol). A name sometimes given to the Viola Bastarda. [E.J.P.]

VIOLA POMPOSA. A small Violoncello with an additional treble string, tuned thus:—

It was invented by Sebastian Bach, and is probably identical with the Violoncello piccolo of his scores. The sixth of his solos for the Violoncello was written for this instrument. [See p. 281.] [E.J.P.]

VIOLET. A name sometimes given to the Viola d'Amore. L. Mozart calls the Viola d'Amore with chromatic sympathetic apparatus the 'English Violet': a singular denomination, for, as in the case of the Corno Inglese, the instrument appears never to have been made, and seldom used, in this country. [E.J.P.]

VIOLETTA. The French version of 'La Traviata,' by M. E. Duprez; produced at the Théâtre Lyrique, Oct. 27, 1864. [G.]

VIOLETTA MARINA. A name found occasionally in the scores of Handel and his contemporaries, probably to designate the Viola d'Amore. [See VIOLA D'AMORE, VIOLIN.] [E.J.P.]

VIOLIN (Fiddle). VIOL, VIOLA, VIOLON, VIOLONCELLO. Portable instruments of different sizes, constructed on the common principle of a resonant wooden box, pierced with two sound-holes and fitted with a bridge, over which several gut strings attached to a tailpiece are stretched by means of pegs. The strings are stopped with the left hand on a fingerboard, and set in vibration with a bow held in the right. Being the only instruments with strings in common orchestral use, they are usually called 'stringed instruments,' and collectively 'the strings': but the German name 'bowed instruments' is more accurate.1 They have been developed by the application of the bow to the Greek lyre and monochord; and their common name (Viol, Violin, Fiddle) is derived from the Latin name by which a small sort of lyre appears to have been known throughout the Roman empire. The Latin name for any kind of string is 'fides,' of which the diminutive is 'fidulce': and by a grammatical figure which substitutes the part for the whole,

1 A German authority insists that the true name is 'Bow-string instruments.'
The Violin is the most popular and useful of all portable instruments, and indeed of all instruments except the pianoforte, and it has considerable importance as being the principal instrument in the orchestra, the main body of which is composed of violins, in their three sizes of trebles, altos or tenors, and basses. It is nearer to the human voice in quality, compass, and facility of execution than any other instrument; few are simpler in construction, and none is so cheap or so easily mastered, provided the learner sets rightly about it. In addition to the popularity which it enjoys on these accounts, the fiddle exercises an unique charm over the mind from the continuance of its existence and usefulness. Most people are aware that ‘an old fiddle is better than a new one.’ This, as will appear further on, is not absolutely true; although probably the majority of the fiddles in use are not new, very many being one, two, and even three hundred years old. A violin, if it be only well-made to begin with, can by timely and judicious rehabilitation, be made to last practically for ever, or at least to outlast the lifetime of any particular possessor: and few things are more fascinating than putting an old disused violin through this process, and reawakening its musical capacities. The Violin thus enjoys a sort of mysterious immortality, the effect of which is often enhanced by the groundless idea that no good fiddles have been made since the golden age of the Cremona makers, which terminated 120 years ago, and that the secrets of violin-making are lost. In connexion with this, a good deal of enthusiasm has been lavished by connoisseurs on the beauty of design and varnish of the old Cremona Violins, and even in some useful and reputable works on this subject this enthusiasm has been carried to a point where it can only be described as silly and grotesque. A fiddle, after all, even a Stradivari, is not a work of pure art, like a piece of painting or sculpture: it is as merely a machine as a watch, a gun, or a plough. Its main excellence are purely mechanical, and though most good fiddles are also well-designed and handsome, not a few are decidedly ugly. Leopold Mozart, in his Violin-School, has some pertinent remarks on this fallacy. To choose a fiddle for its outward symmetry and varnish, he says, is like choosing a singing bird for its fine feathers.

Instruments more or less corresponding to our fiddle have been in use from very early times, and their origin has been the subject of much speculation. Bowed instruments have long been in use among various Oriental peoples: and this fact, interpreted by the fallacy that all inventions have their ultimate origin in the East, has led many to ascribe an Oriental origin to our bowed instruments. Strict examination compels us to reject this view. The harp and lyre were borrowed by the Greeks from Egypt, probably, like the alphabet, through Phenicia: but here the debt of Europe to the stringed instrument makers of the East begins and ends. The Arabic and Hindoo instruments from which Fétis and others deduce the Violin, evidently belong to a totally distinct family. Their resonant box consists of a small drum, perforated by a stick, the top of which serves as a finger-board, while the lower end is rested on the ground during per-
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formance. Now it can be shown that until the 15th century no European bowed instrument, except the Marine Trumpet, which is a direct descendant of the Greek monochord, was rested on the ground during performance. [See Tromba Marina.] All were played overhead, and were rested on or against the upper part of the performer's body. This alone, independently of all inconsistencies of construction, distinguishes them from the Rebob and the Ravanstram, and strengthens our conviction of their affinity with the Lyre. Most Eastern bowed instruments appear to be rude imitations of those of Europe; and the development of the latter is so clearly traceable that it is superfluous to seek their origin elsewhere. The fiddle has developed out of the lyre and monochord, just as our music has developed out of the diatonic scale which the Greeks deduced from the use of those instruments.

Though the plurality of strings of our bowed instruments, and even their common name 4 are borrowed from the lyre, their principal parts, the elongated resonant box with its soundholes, the fingerboard, and the movable bridge, come from the monochord. As early as the legendary age of Pythagoras the Greeks obtained the intervals of the scale by cutting off the aliquot parts of the monochord by means of a moveable bridge. For this the pressure of the finger was an obvious substitute; and practical use of the monochord in training the voice must have early suggested the discovery that its tones could be prolonged by rubbing, instead of plucking them with the plectrum or finger. 2 The lyre suggested plurality of strings, and furnished a model of manageable size. Given the lyre and the monochord, the fiddle must evidently have been developed sooner or later: and we now know that as early as the 3rd century B.C. an instrument something between the two, and curiously reminding us of the stringed instruments of the middle ages, was used in the Greek colonies in Sicily. Fig. 1 represents a specimen carved on a Greek sarcophagus now used as a font in the Cathedral of Girgenti. A bas-relief in the Louvre shows another specimen of the same instrument. 4

The resemblance between this antique instrument and the rebec and lute is noteworthy; and it possibly represents that particular form of lyre which was denominated 7 Fidicula.

The following genealogical table may assist the reader's memory:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lyre</th>
<th>Monochord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crow</td>
<td>Rebob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurdygurdy</td>
<td>Marine Trumpet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. L

The Cawth [see that article], which appears to be a survival of the normal pattern of the small Roman Lyre in a remote part of the Empire, is an obvious link between the musical instruments of antiquity and those of modern Europe. 5 When and by whom the bow was applied to these instruments we cannot tell. But certainly long before the 15th century, various modifications of them, some plucked with the fingers or plectrum, others sounded with a bow, were in use throughout Europe under the names of Fiddle, Crow, Rotte, Geige (Gigue, Jig), and Rebec (Ribeb, Ribible). About the 13th century an improved instrument appeared in the south of Europe concurrently with that remarkable musical and literary movement which is associated with the Troubadours. This instrument was called 'Viole' or 'Vielle'; but it is convenient to assign it the name of Guitar-Fiddle, reserving the term Viol for the later instrument with cornerblocks which is permanently associated with the name. The Guitar-Fiddle, which was intended to accompany the voice, was larger than its predecessors, increased size being made possible by giving it a waist, so as to permit the bow to reach the strings. It may be described as a rude Guitar, Hurdygurdy, and Viol in one; for we find the same instrument, in different instances sometimes plucked, sometimes bowed, and sometimes played with the wheel. When modified and developed for plucking it became the Spanish guitar, for playing with the wheel, the Vielle or Hurdygurdy, and for bowing, the Viol. The Viol was employed, as the Guitar-Fiddle had been, to support the voice; and the development of choral singing led to the construction of viols of various pitches. In the fifteenth century we first meet with experiments in constructing bowed instruments of different sizes, corresponding to the various human voices. Cornerblocks, which mark the transition from the Guitar-Fiddle to the Viol, were probably invented to facilitate the construction of the larger fiddles. Their use prepared a great advance in the

---

1 Fidicula, i.e. fidicula = lyra.
2 The similarity between some ancient Welsh airs and the Greek modes suggests that these airs may be remnants of the popular music of Greek origin, which spread with the sway of Rome over Western Europe.

3 If the finger be slightly rounded a continuous tone can be produced. The Glass Harmonium is an example in which the finger performs the functions of a bow.

4 Carl Engel, 'The Early History of the Violin Family', p. 112.
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art of fiddle-making: for they increased both the tension of the resonant box, and the transmission of the vibration of the strings. The construction of instruments with cornerblocks, in various sizes, was contemporary with the great development of polyphonic choral music in Germany and the Netherlands in the 15th century; and by the beginning of the next century, the Treble or Discant Viol, Tenor, Bass Viol, and Double Bass or Violone, were well established both in those countries and in North Italy.

The 'Violin' model, which differs from the Viol in having shallower sides, with an arched instead of a flat back, and square shoulders, and in being composed in all its parts of curved or arched pieces of wood, glued together in a state of tension on the blocks, first appears in Italy towards the middle of the 16th century. It completely revolutionised the fiddle-maker's art, driving out of use first the Discant Viol, then the Tenor, and last of all the Bass Viol. The Double Bass, alone, which remains a Viol pure and simple, has resisted the inroads of the Violin model in all save the sound-holes. The substitution of the Violin for the Viol in all its sizes except the largest, is due to the louder tone of the former instrument, and it accords with a general principle underlying the whole history of musical instruments, which may be stated as the 'survival of the loudest.' The vibrations of the Viol were insufficient to meet the growing demand for power. As a means to this end, Viols were constructed double-strung in fifths and octaves [see LYRE], and also with sympathetic strings of metal, constituting the family of the Viola d'amore and BARYTONE. [See vol. i. p. 146.]

But in the last quarter the Violin effected a complete rout of all its competitors, and its model was finally adopted for the Tenor and Bass, and sometimes even for the Double Bass. The Viol was still in use, but the Violin model is still generally used in this country. The Viol Double Bass has survived partly because it is much easier to make, partly because from this particular instrument a penetrating, rather than powerful, tone is required. The Violin extinguished the Discant Viol in Italy and Germany in the 17th century, in France and England in the 18th. England held out longest for the Bass Viol or Viola da Gamba, for this instrument continued to be manufactured and played in this country to nearly the end of the last century, when it had everywhere else become practically extinct. The models now in use for our bowed instruments have scarcely changed at all since the time of Stradivari (1668–1730): and his models varied only in the design of certain details from those in use a century earlier.

The Violin, as we have it, is therefore about three centuries old. Of all musical instruments it is the only one that has survived unchanged throughout modern musical history. The lutes, the universal companions of bowed instruments until a century and a half ago, have disappeared as completely as the spinet and the harpsichord. Wind instruments of all kinds have been completely revolutionised, but the Violin has remained for three hundred years the same: and it is probably destined to remain so while music exists, for though numberless attempts have been made to improve it they have been all abandoned.

The model of the Violin, which the experience of centuries and the ingenuity of many generations of mechanics thus wrought out, appears at first sight eccentric and capricious. It might be thought that any sort of resonant box, and any sort of frame strong enough to hold the strings, would equally answer the purpose. The fact however is, that every minute detail has its use and meaning. Suppose, for instance, the fiddle were made with straight sides. In this case, unless either the resonant box is so much narrowed as to spoil the tone, or the bridge is considerably heightened, with the same result, the bow could not reach the strings. Suppose, again, it were made of the same general outline, but without corner-blocks, like a guitar. In this case the vibrations would be more numerous, and their force would be consequently less; the tone would be thin, as may be proved with one of the many guitar-shaped fiddles which have been occasionally made in all periods. Suppose it made with a flat back like the Viol: in this case, though the tone might be improved in the high treble, it would be deficient in depth in the middle and bass, unless indeed it were made considerably larger and deeper. If the curves of the various parts or the shape and position of the bridge and sound-holes are materially altered, the capacity for vibration is injured, and the tone deteriorates in consequence. If the body of the instrument is lengthened at the expense of the finger-board, the player's left hand is cramped: if the whole length is increased the instrument becomes too large to be conveniently played. Probably every structural alteration that could be suggested has been at some time tried and dismissed. The whole design of the fiddle has been settled gradually in strict accordance with the requirements of tone and execution.

The total normal length of the violin has been determined by the length of the average human arm bent at a convenient angle. The length of the handle or neck has been determined by the space necessary for the average human hand to manipulate the finger-board; and since 'shifting' on all the strings has become general this length has increased. The length of the resonant box is the first of these measurements least the second. Its central or smallest breadth is determined by the requirements of bowing, as applied to a bridge of sufficient breadth and height to set the instrument properly in vibration. The other breadths and lengths are determined by the necessity of allowing a sufficient vibrating length for the strings, while keeping the bridge in the centre, i.e. on a line dividing the superficial area of the belly into two equal parts, or nearly so. The tongue, so to speak, of the violin, that which corresponds to the reed of a wind instrument, is
the bridge; and the action of the bridge depends upon the soundpost. The soundpost is a slender cylindrical block, fixed at both ends, performing the double function of transmitting certain vibrations from the belly to the back and of making a firm base for one foot of the bridge. The bridge is a true reed; its treble foot is rigid, and rests on that part of the bridge which is made rigid by the soundpost. Its bass foot rests on that part of the belly which has a free vibration, augmented and regulated by the bass bar: and it is through this foot that the vibration of the strings is communicated to the bridge. The soundpost, which is the axis of the mass of air in the fiddle. The treble foot of the bridge is therefore the centre of vibration: the vibrational impulse is communicated by the base foot alone, and undulates round the treble foot in circles, its intensity being modified by the thickness and curves of the belly and by the incisions called the soundholes.

The steps by which this instrument, at once so simple and so complex, has been produced, are exactly traceable; its intermediate forms can be studied in artistic monuments, and some of them even still exist. Old strunged instruments have generally died hard; and very primitive ones have maintained their place side by side with the improved ones founded upon them. Thus the Marine Trumpet, which is the oldest bowed instrument, and represents the earliest development of the Monochord, long continued in use concurrently with instruments of a more advanced kind, and is not yet quite obsolete. [See THOMA MARINA.] A Guitar was used and still is, in the classical style, on which the mass of sound was derived from the Fidel of the Troubadours, and has been made and used in all ages. Similarly the Rebec long continued in use side by side with the violin. The Viol de Gamba has never been completely effaced by the Violoncello. But perhaps the most singular survival of all is the Welsh Crwth, which is simply the small lyre, as introduced by the Romans into Celtic Britain, adapted by some slight modifications for use as a bowed instrument. In tracing the history of strunged instruments, we are welcome to assume that the same name always designates the same instrument. 'Violine' and 'Violon,' for instance, were at first commonly employed to denote the Tenor. [See TENOR VIOLIN.] 'Violoncello' is literally the 'little violon' or bass viol. The Violone itself, as its augmentative termination implies, was a big Viol, and originally designated the Bass Viol. When the Double Bass-Viol became common, the name was transferred to this larger instrument. It then became necessary to find a new name for the small Bass, and hence the diminutive name 'Violoncello.' When our modern Violoncello, which is the proper 'Bass Violin,' came into use, the original name and the functions of this small Violone were transferred together to the new instrument, which still retains them. 'Vielle,' now appropriated to the hurdy-gurdy, denoted in the 15th century the instrument which we have called the Guitar-Fiddle. 'Fiddle,' 'Crewh,' 'Geige,' and 'Ribeca,' all now frequently employed in various languages to designate the modern violin, are properly the names of distinct instruments, all now obsolete. 'Lyre' has been employed at different times to designate all sorts of bowed instruments. 'Viola,' which seems to have been the original Provencal name of the guitar-fiddle, and afterwards designated Viols of all sorts, is not the appopriate term for the Tenor Violin. But it is needless to multiply instances. No rational account of the development of instruments can be obtained from the use of names. For this purpose we must examine the instruments themselves when they exist: when they have perished we must have recourse to artistic representations, which, however imperfect, are all we have to rely on before about 1550, a century later than the earliest development of bowed instruments as a class by themselves. For, although the instruments of the two classes differed, it was not until the 15th century that any constructive difference was effectuated between plucked and bowed instruments. In that century the discovery seems to have been made that an arched back and a flat belly were the best for the plucked class, and a flat back and arched belly with inwardly curving bouts for the bowed class; and hence the lute and the viol. A higher bridge, supported by a soundpost, in the bowed class, was simply and clearly shown by them. But however, were strung alike; and down to the time of Bach the same music often served for both, and was played with identical stringing and fingering.

It is curious that both the pianoforte and the violin owe their origin to the monochord. Familiarity with the monochord might have early suggested that by stopping the strings of the lyre upon a fingerboard the number of strings necessary to the larger instrument could be diminished by two-thirds, the tuning facilitated, and the compass extended. But before any improvement in this direction was ever made, the monochord itself had been developed into other instruments by the application of the bow and the wheel. The monochord consisted of an oblong box, at each end of which was fixed a triangular nut. A peg at the tail end of the box served to attach the string: at the other end the string was strained tight, at first by weights, by changing the tension and pitch of the string were altered at pleasure forwards by a screw. Beneath the string were marked those combinations of the aliquot parts of the string which yielded the diatonic scale. The belly was pierced with soundholes near the tail; a movable block or bridge somewhat higher than the nuts served to cut off so much of the string as was necessary to produce the desired note. This movable bridge has survived in all bowed instruments, though its position is never changed; and it will serve to the end of time to connect them with their original.

1 See the article MUSIC. In that article the author erroneously states that no specimen of the Rebec known to exist, an error shared by M. Vitali (Instruments à Archet, vol. 1, p. 18) and by M. Chocquet—"Catalogue Raisonné des Instruments du Conservatoire."
This now-forgotten instrument was the main foundation on which mediæval music rested. By its aid the organ was tuned, and the voice of the singer was trained to the ecclesiastical scales, the principal of which, with their Authentic and Plagal tones, were graduated upon it in parallel lines. The oldest representations of the monochord show it horizontally placed on a table and plucked with the finger: but as the most primitive of bowed instruments is simply a bowed monochord, it may fairly be assumed that the bow was not only employed to render its tones continuous. Probably a common military bow was originally used. Nothing could be more natural. The monochord was used, as already said, to tune the organ and to train the voice: and its efficiency in both respects would be greatly increased by thus prolonging its sounds. The wheel was probably used at an early period as a substitute for the bow; and the monochord was thus ready for further development.

Adapted so as to be handled vertically, i.e. with one end on the ground, it became the Trummscheidt or Marine Trumpet. [See THOMBA MARINA.] In its primitive form, the Trummscheidt must have been very unlike the mature instrument as described in that article. As we find it in old pictures, it was a monochord about 6 feet long, the lower part consisting of a large wooden sheath, 4 feet long and about 10 inches wide at the bottom, and diminishing to 5 inches in width where it joins the handle. The handle and head together were about 2 feet long. It had a common bridge, and was played, not in harmonics, but by stopping and bowing in the ordinary way. We know from Mercenae that it was occasionally strung with two or more strings, thus forming, if the expression is permissible, a double or triple monochord.

Whether the second modification of the monochord, in which it retains its horizontal position, and the string is set in vibration by a wheel and handle, and which is represented by the Organistrum or Hurdy-gurdy, proceeded or followed the Trummscheidt in point of time cannot be determined. Structurally the Organistrum departs less from the monochord than the Trummscheidt does, because the horizontal position is retained: on the other hand, the invention of the wheel and handle cannot have preceded that of the bow, for which it is a substitute. Originally the Organistrum was an ecclesiastical instrument, and it may be said to be a combination of the monochord and the organ. It was made of large size, and was played, like the organ, by divided labour, the performer being solely concerned with the clavier, while an assistant supplied the rotary or grinding motion which produced the tone. The large Organistrum is found in the sculpture over the celebrated door of Santiago at Compostella, which proves its position among ecclesiastical instruments. But we have also actual specimens which appear to have been used in the church. Two are preserved in the Germanic Museum at Nuremberg, in both of which the size and ornamentation leave no doubt as to their ecclesiastical character.

Meanwhile, the Roman Lyre or Fidicula, in various modified forms, had never gone out of use. Introduced into Celtic Britain by the Romans, the Fidicula was called by the Britons 'Crwth,' a word which signifies 'a bulging box.' Latinised as 'Crottis,' this became by phonoetic decay 'Hrotta' and 'Robb.' The meaning of the word, taken together with existing pictures, gives us a clue to its shape. The upper part consisted of two uprights and a crosspiece or transillium, the lower part of a box bulging at the back, and flat at the front where the strings were extended. From the illustrations in old manuscripts it appears that sometimes the resonant box was omitted and the type of the primitive harp was approached. In either form the primitive fidicula must have been of small size. It apparently had neither bridge nor fingerboard, and was plucked with the fingers. But in a celebrated ancient 'Harmony of the Gospel' in the Frankish dialect, attributed to Ottfried von Weißenburg (840—870), we find the Lyre, the Fiddle, the Harp, and the Crwth, all enumerated in the Celestial Concert. Were any of these instruments played with the bow? In other words, does this passage indicate that the art of fiddling is a thousand years old? The writer is inclined to think that it does. It is hard to see how so many sorts of stringed instruments could have been differentiated, except by the circumstance that some of them were played with the bow; and in an English manuscript of not much later date belonging to either the 10th or 11th century, we have a positive representation of an English fiddler with fiddle and bow, the former being, in fact, the instrument called by Chaucer the Rible, and afterwards generally known by the name in its French form 'Rebec.'

Certainly in the 11th or 10th, probably in the 9th century, the bow, the bridge, and the fingerboard, all derived from the monochord, had evi

1 One very large and heavy one has a crucifix carved near the handle, and the lid ornamented with carvings: the other has the sacred monogram and sacred heart.

2 'Sir thar oth xil ruart' Thes organs xuart
Lrns job Fidula
Job manafaln Swequa
Harpha job Botta
Job that job Quota dohto.

(Schiller, Thesaurus Antiq. Text. vol. 1, p. 37.)
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The accompanying woodcut is taken from Cologne Cathedral, and shows the Geige of the 15th century.

![Fig. 4.](image-url)

The next, from the Kreuz-Capelle in Burg Carlstein in Bohemia, shows the improved one of the 14th century. The name 'Geige' probably contains the root 'jog' or 'jig,' the connection lying in the jogging or jiggling motion of the fiddler's right arm.

A writer of the 13th century gives instructions both for this small fiddle, which he calls 'Rubeba,' and for the larger Fidel, then just coming into use, which he calls 'Viella.' The Rubeba or Rebec, according to him, had two strings only, which were tuned by the interval of a fifth, the lower being C, the upper G. 'Hold it close to the head,' he writes, 'between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand.' He then minutely describes the fingering, which is as follows:

![Fig. 5.](image-url)

It will at once strike the reader that we practically have here the second and third strings of the violin. A third string was soon added: and we know from Agricola that the highest string of the three-stringed Rebec was tuned a fifth higher, thus:

![Image](image-url)

We have here practically the three highest strings of the violin; and it is thus clear that the violin, in everything except the ultimate shape of the resonant box and the fourth string, is at least as old as the 13th century, and probably very

\* Jerome of Moravia (a Dominican monk of Prague), 'Speculum Musicum,' printed in Conceptus, Scriptores de Music Medii Aevi, Tom. I. The original MS. is in the Bibliotheca Nationale; Fonds de la Sorbonne, No. 1577. A French translation, with notes by H. Purée, appeared in Fétis's Histoire Musicale for 1827.
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much older. Another striking illustration of the identity of fiddling and the fiddler now and six hundred years ago is afforded by the bow-hands of the medieval players, whose grasp of the bow is generally marked by perfect freedom and correctness.

These early medieval fiddles were small instruments of simple construction and slight musical capacity, chiefly used in merrymakings to accompany song or dance. Companies of professional players were maintained by noblemen for their amusement: witness the four-and-twenty fiddlers of Etzel in the Nibelungenlied. The reader will remember that Etzel's private retinue of fiddlers, richly dressed, and headed by their leader, Schwennel and Werbel, are chosen as his messengers into Burgundy: and among the noble Burgundian guests whom they bring back is the redoubtable amateur fiddler Volker, who lays about him like a wild boar with his 'Videlbogen starken, michel, unde lanc,' doing as much execution, says the rhyming, as an ordinary man with a broadsword. Volker 'der videlar,' or 'der spieman,' as he is often called, is not a mere figment of the poet. Everything proves the medieval fiddles to have been popular instruments, and their use seems to have been familiar to all classes. Wandering professional musicians, 'fahrende Leute,' carried them from place to place, playing and singing to them for subsistence. Among the amateurs who played them were parsons and parish clerks: witness the parish clerk Absolon of Chaucer, who could 'play tunes on a small ribble,' and the unfortunate parson of Osemer, near Stendal, who, according to the Brunswick Chronicle (quoted by Forkel), was killed by a stroke of lightning as he was fiddling for his parishioners to dance on Wednesday in Whitson-week in 1203.1

These primitive fiddles apparently sufficed the musical world of Europe until the 13th century. Their compass seems to have been an octave and a half, from C to G, including the mean notes of the female or boy's voice. The extension of the compass downwards is probably the clue to the improvement which followed. It may be observed that the development of musical instruments has always been from small to large and from high to low: the ear, it would seem, seeks ever more and more resonance, and musical requirements demand a larger compass: but the development of the Song in the hands of the Troubadours affords an adequate explanation of the fact that the fiddle-maker of this time strove to make his resonant box larger. But there is an obvious limit: if the belly is greatly widened the bow cannot be made to touch the strings without making the bridge of inordinate height. Some ingenious person, about the 13th century, devised an alternative: this consisted in constructing the sides of the resonant box with a contrary flexure, giving the contour of the instru-

1 "In diesem Jore geschah ein Wanderwitzchen bey Stendal in dem Dorpe gehehen Osemer, der zu der Parner des Mittwoches in den Plotten und wadeltte eynen Burin zu dem Dancce, da quam ein Dierserschach, und schloh dem Parner eynen Arm eif und dem Veddlbogen und XXIV Lede tod an dem Tra."
and probably others were in use, each being adapted to the music intended to be performed.

The Guitar-fiddle was larger than the Geige and Rebec, and approximated in size to the Tenor. [See opposite, Fig. 6.] This instrument is probably the Fidel of Chaucer. It has place in English life as an instrument of luxury.

For him [i.e. the Oxford Clerk] had lever han at his bedde hed
A bane yokes, clothed in black and red,
Of Aristotles and his philosophy,
Than robes rich, or Fidel or Sautrie.
(Canterbury Tales, Prologue)

Existing representations of the Fidel appear to indicate that the increased length of the instrument was not at first accompanied by a corresponding increase in the length of the strings, and that it was fitted with a tailpiece and loop of unusual length. It had no corner-blocks. A good idea of the medieval Fidel may be gained from the modern Spanish or common guitar, which appears to be simply the improved Fidel of the Troubadours minus its bridge, tailpiece, soundpost and soundholes. It has precisely the same arrangement for the pegs, which are screwed vertically into a flat head, which is often, but not always, bent back at an angle with the neck.

The guitar, however, requires no bridge, and no soundpost: its tailpiece is glued to the belly, and it retains the primitive central soundhole, which in the bowed instrument gives place to a double soundhole on either side of the bridge. [See SOUNDBOLES.]

We now reach a step of the greatest importance in the construction of bowed instruments, the invention of ‘corner-blocks.’ This improvement followed naturally from the invention of the waist. A modern violin has two projecting points on each of its sides, one at either extremity of the bouts or bow-holes which form the waist of the instrument. In the classical pattern, which has prevailed up to the present, these projections form a sharp angle; in the older ones, including the viol, the angle is less acute, and the corner therefore less prominent. These corners mark the position of triangular ‘blocks’ inside, to which the ribs of the instrument are glued, and which are themselves glued to the back and belly, forming, so to speak, the corner-stones of the construction. They contribute enormously to the strength and resonance of the fiddle. Corner-blocks, as well as bowed instruments of the larger sizes, first appear in the 15th century: and as large fiddles can only be conveniently constructed by means of corner-blocks we may fairly conclude that the two inventions are correlative.

The writer inclines to ascribe the origin of corner-blocks to Germany, because it was in that land of mechanical inventions that the manufacture of the violin in its many varieties was chiefly carried on by the lute-makers from 1450 to 1600, because the earliest known instrument-makers, even in France and Italy, were Germans, and because it is in the German musical handbooks of the first part of the 16th century—Virdung, Luscinus, Juden-king, Agricola, and Gerle—that we find the violin family for the first time specifically described. This invention was the turning-point in the development of bowed instruments. It not only separated them definitely from their cognates of the lute and guitar class, but it gave them immense variety in design, and rendered them easier to make, as well as stronger and more resonant. Whether double or single corner-blocks were first employed, is uncertain. Possibly the first step was the introduction of single corner-blocks, by which the ribs were increased from two to four, the upper ones having an inward curvature where the bow crosses the strings. The illustration is from a drawing by Raffaello, in whose paintings the viol with single corner-blocks occurs several times. [For another specimen, see SOUNDBOLES, Fig. 3.] Single corner-blocks were occasionally used long after the introduction of double ones. The writer has seen very good old Italian tenors and double-basses with single corners. A well-known specimen in painting is the fine Viola da gamba in Domenichino’s St. Cecilia. The vibration is more rapid and free than that of the instrument with double corners, but the tone is consequently less intense.

But the foundation on which fiddle-making was finally to rest was the viol with double corners. Double corners produced a new constructive feature, viz. the ‘middle bouts,’ or simply the ‘bouts,’ the ribs which curve inwards between the two corner-blocks. While the corner-blocks enormously increased the resonance of the fiddle, the bouts liberated the right hand of the player. In early times the hand must have been kept in a stiff and cramped position. The bouts for the first time rendered it possible for the fiddler to get at his strings: and great stimulus to playing must have been the consequence. It was long before the proper proportions of the bouts were settled. They were made small and deep, or long and shallow, at the maker’s caprice. At one period, probably an early one, their enormous size rendered them the most conspicuous feature in the outline. It would seem that the fiddles were designed for the newly-won freedom of hand to the uttermost: and the illustrations in Agricola prove that this preposterous model prevailed for instruments of all four sizes.

The fantastic outlines which were produced...
by this extravagant cutting of the bouts were sometimes further complicated by adding more blocks at the top, or bottom, or both, and by cutting some of the ribs in two pieces, and turning the ends in at right angles. The former of these devices was early abandoned, and few specimens of it exist; but the latter was sometimes used for the viola d’amore in the last century. Its tendency is to diminish the vibrational capacity, and the intensity of the tone. Its adoption was partly due to artistic considerations, and it is capable of great variety in design. But it naturally went out of practical use, and the viol settled down to its normal model about the beginning of the 16th century, by the final adoption of the simple outline, with double corners and moderately long and shallow bouts.

Concurrently with these experiments on the outline, we trace a series of experiments on the place and shape of the soundholes and bridge. For a sketch of the development of the former, the reader is referred to the article Soundholes. Their true place, partly in the waist, and partly in the lower part of the instrument, was not defined until after the invention of the violin. In the stringed-fiddles the soundholes had naturally fallen into something nearly approaching their true position. But the invention of the bouts displaced them, and for nearly a century we find them shifting about on the surface of the instrument. Sometimes, indeed, it occurs to the early viol-makers to leave them in the waist between the bouts. But at first we frequently find them in the upper part of the instrument, and this is found even in instances where their shape is of an advanced type.

Later, we usually find the soundholes and bridge crowded into the lower part of the instrument, near the tailpiece, the instrument-maker evidently aiming at leaving as much as possible of the belly intact, for the sake of constructive strength. The illustration is from Joe Antman’s ‘Büchlein aller Stände,’ and represents a minstrel of the 16th century performing on a three-stringed Double Bass.

Afterwards the soundholes are placed between the bouts, the extremities of both approximately corresponding, the bridge standing beyond them. This arrangement prevailed during the early half of the 16th century. It was not until the violin model had been some time in use that the soundholes were lowered in the model, extending from the middle of the waist to a short distance below the bouts, and the bridge fixed in its true place in the middle of the soundholes.

The bridge, the most important part of the voicing apparatus, and in reality the tongue of the fiddle, was perfected last. [See Stradivari.] The plan of cutting a small arch in the movable block of the monochord, so as to check the vibration as little as possible, is probably of Greek origin, and in the Marine Trumpet the bridge, which has only one string to support, can be made proportionately small, and its vibrating function more perfect. [See Tromba Marina.] The polychord instruments of the Middle Ages required a more massive support; but the bridge-like character was always maintained, the pattern being from time to time modified so as to produce the maximum of vibration without loss of strength. The soundpost beneath the treble foot of the bridge is of uncertain antiquity. At first, it would seem, the expedient was tried of lengthening one foot of the bridge, and passing it through the soundhole, so as to rest on the centre block of the back: this primitive bridge and soundpost in one have been found in existing specimens of the Crwth. The superior effect of a separate soundpost, supporting the bridge and augmenting the vibration, must soon have been discovered: and many early pictures of fiddles with bridges leave no doubt that it was extensively in use. [See Soundpost.]

The scale of the larger medieval viola makes it probable that the vibration of the belly under the bass strings was regulated by a Bass-bar. Cross-bars were early employed to strengthen the back of the viol and the belly of the lute; and observations of their effect on the vibration possibly suggested the use of a longitudinal bar for the viol. The Bass-bar is at least as old as the invention of corner blocks, and probably older. Concurrently with the development of the Viol in its larger sizes, we find a characteristic change in the head or peg-box, which completely transformed the physiognomy of the instrument. The medieval peg-box was invariably flat, like that of the Guitar, the pegs being inserted at right angles to the face of the instrument; see figures 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, from the last of which the reader will at once understand how this form of peg-box facilitated the addition of bourdons, though it afforded but a weak and imperfect means of straining the strings to their due tension and keeping them in their proper place. When the invention of the larger viol superseded Bourdons, the flat peg-box gave place to the modern one, which bends back so that the strings form an obtuse angle in crossing the nut; the pegs are transverse instead of perpendicular, and have a support in each side of the box; the tension force is applied directly instead of obliquely, in the direction of the fiddle’s length. The top of the improved peg-box was often surmounted by a human or animal’s head. This, however, obliged the fiddle-maker to have recourse to the artist for the completion of his work. A volute was therefore substituted, the well-known ‘scroll’ of the fiddle, on the curves of which accomplished fiddle-makers employed the same taste and skill which they displayed in the curved lines and surface of the body.
VIOLIN.

About the end of the 15th century we find the viol with the distinctive features above indicated fully developed, in its three principal sizes, Dis- cant, Tenor, and Bass, in general use. They had at first sometimes four, sometimes five, and sometimes six strings, which were tuned by fourths, a single major third being interpolated in the five and six stringed instruments, in order to preserve the same tonality in the open notes. This device was borrowed from the Lute. The fixed number of six strings, and the settled tuning by fourths with a major third in the middle, is proved to be at least as old as 1542 by a method published in that year at Venice. The tuning is as follows:

Dis- cant | Tenor | Bass
---|---|---
\[\text{\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet}\] | \[\text{\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet}\] | \[\text{\textbullet\textbullet}\]

The relative tuning of the Viols is evidently derived from the parts of contemporary vocal music: and the early concerted music written for the Viols is always within the compass of the relative voices. It seems, in fact, to have been entirely based upon vocal music. As early as 1529 we have vocal compositions professedly adapted to be either played or sung (buone da cantare et sonare).

This parallelism between the parts of vocal and stringed music explains why in early theoretical works we hear little or nothing about the Double Bass. We may however assume that it was employed as a sub-bass in octaves to the voice and Bass Viol. Strung with three, four, five, and even six strings, the lowest would by analogy be tuned a fourth lower than those of the Bass Viol, as at (a); and this is in fact the tuning of the modern Double Bass. The tuning for completely string instruments was probably as at (b), but the highest strings would be ineffective, and liable to break, and they could have been of little use in playing a sub-bass: and as the pressure of useless strings impairs the resonance of the instrument, it may be assumed that the upper strings came to be gradually abandoned. The trio of viols, tuned as prescribed by the 'Regola Rubertina' of 1542, continued in use unaltered for a century and a half as the basis of chamber-music: for Playford's 'Introduction to the Skill of Musick' gives the same tuning without alteration. We may therefore take the duration of the school of pure six-stringed viol music as about a hundred and fifty years (1550-1700). During the latter part of this period the Violin and Tenor Violin came steadily into use for orchestral purposes in substitution for the Treble and Tenor Viols, and the invention of the Violoncello or Bass Violin completed the substitution of the new model for the old. The trio of viols was in fact rather a theoretical than a practical musical apparatus: and its two highest members had but little significance apart from the rest. The Treble or Dis- cant Viol, feeble and delicate in tone, though employed in concerted music, never took the place of the more powerful Rebec and Gelege, which continued in popular use until they were ultimately driven from the field by the Violin. The Tenor Viol laboured under a great disadvantage. Being too large and too clumsy to be played fiddlewise, it became the practice to rest the lower part of the instrument on the knee, and its shoulder upon the arm, the left hand being elevated at the height of the head. It was then bowed underhand, the bow passing obliquely over the strings. This difficulty must have tended to check its musical usefulness: and as the lowest string of both the Dis- cant and Tenor Viol was little used, it was at length omitted, and makers were thus enabled to construct Tenor Viols of more manageable size. The German and French Treble and Tenor Viols of late manufacture have only five strings, the lowest in each, as in the Violin and Tenor, being G and C respectively. The Treble and Tenor Viols thus gradually approximated in size and tuning to the Violin and Tenor, by which they were ultimately effaced. The five-stringed Treble Viol survived longest in France, where it was called 'Quinton' or 'Par-dessus de Viol'; and from the very numerous specimens which were sent forth in the last century from the workshops of Guersan and other Parisian makers, there can be no doubt that it was a fashionable instrument, in fact probably a musical toy for ladies of quality. The stop being an inch shorter than that of the Violin, and the tuning by fourths and a third entirely obviating the necessity of employing the fourth finger, it is easily played by small and comparatively unpractised hands. The back and ribs of Guersan's Quintons are usually built up of parallel staves of sycamore and cedar, a method which not only makes the tone extremely soft and resonant, but combined with fine finish and elegantly carved scrollwork gives them a most picturesque appearance. The illustration is from a specimen in the writer's possession.

The development of the Viola d'Amore, which is briefly described below, probably prevented the use of the common Tenor Viol, without sympathetic strings, as a solo instrument. Built large.
enough to give a resonant note on the lowest open string, C, the five-stringed Tenor Viol is undoubtedly a difficult instrument to manage: but after some practice it may be commanded by a player with an arm of sufficient length. The best have thick whole backs, cut slantwise or on the flat, instead of on the cross, and the flaming-sword soundhole, which the German makers preferred, seems to favour the development of tone. The tone is rich and penetrating: and the writer has heard the five-stringed Tenor Viol played in concerted music with good effect. The illustration represents one made in 1746 by Elle of Mainz. [See TENOR VIOLIN.]

The Bass Viol alone, of the original Viol family, developed into an instrument having important musical qualities of its own, and secured a noticeable place in musical history under its Italian name of Viola da Gamba. This is no doubt due to its long-continued use as an orchestral bass, and to its similarity in tuning to the Theorbo Lute. In the latter quarter of the 16th century, and throughout the 17th, while the Violin and the Tenor were taking the place of the higher Viola, the Bass Viol maintained its place, and afforded a wide field to a considerable school of players and composers, principally in England, France, and the Low Countries. It was the first bowed instrument to receive treatment commensurate to its capacities, a circumstance which is accounted for by the fact that its tuning is practically identical with that of the lute, and that both instruments were practised by the same players. Throughout the 17th century, the Viola da Gamba closely followed in the wake of the lute, and the two reached their highest development at the hands of French composers in the early part of the 18th century. The command of the six-stringed finger-board which the lutenists had attained through two centuries of incessant practice was in fact communicated by them to bowed instruments through the medium of the Bass Viol. By the middle of the 17th century, before anything having any pretensions to musical value had been written for the Violin, and still less for the Violoncello, many species of composition had been brought to a considerable degree of perfection on the Lute, and this development of the Lute was directly communicated to the Viola da Gamba. The great mass of Viola da Gamba chamber-music of the 17th century which still exists in manuscript, is evidently adapted from lute music. The Corrente, Chaconne, Pavane, Gig, Galliard, and Almanna, were favourite measures for both: the Prelude, in which the capacity of the instrument for modulation was displayed, was also much the same; but the Viol was especially employed in the 'Division on a Ground,' which was the delight of English musicians in the 17th century. So completely was this the case that in Symson's well-known Method for the Viola da Gamba the instrument is named the 'Division Viol.' It was made in three sizes, that used for division being of medium size: the largest size was used for the 'Concert Bass,' played in combination with other Viols: a size smaller than the Division Viol was used for Lyra or Tablature playing, in which the composer varied the tuning of the Viol, and employed tablature instead of staff notation for the convenience of the player. Occasionally the tuning of the Division Viol itself was varied: the two favourite 'scordature' of the English players, usually called the 'Harp-way' tunings, from the facilities they afforded for arpeggios, were as follows:

![Harp-way sharp](image)
![Harp-way flat](image)

The following 'harp-way' tunings have been noticed by the writer in old German compositions for the instrument:

1. Sharp. 2. Flat. 3. Sharp.

The use of these tunings greatly increases the resonance of the Viola da Gamba, and facilitates execution in thirds on the upper strings: but the writer is unacquainted with any instance of their use, or of the use of any other scordature, by the classical writers for the instrument. The great writer for the Viola da Gamba was De Caix D'Hervelois, who flourished early in the last century: but there were many others of less note. The writings of De Caix, like those of Bach, occasionally require the seventh string, tuned to Double Bass A, a fourth below the sixth string. This was added towards the end of the 17th century, by a French violinist named Marais. [See SCORDATURA.]

The latest development of the Viol was the construction of instruments with sympathetic strings of metal. These date from the 16th century: their properties are scientifically discussed in the 2nd Book of Bacon's 'Natural History' (1620–1622). The fanciful name 'd'Amore,' given to these instruments, relates not to any special aptitude for expressing amorous accents, but to the sympathetic vibration of the open metallic strings, stretched over the belly, to the tones of those which pass over the fingerboard. They were made in several sizes. Even Kites are found made with sympathetic strings (Sordino
d'Amore): the next largest size was called the Violino d'Amore, and in its later type was a Violin rather than a Viol. It usually has pegholes for five sympathetic strings: there exists a very curious one by Stradivari, guitar-shaped. The Tenor size became more generally known as the Viola d'Amore, an instrument in very general use in Italy and Germany in the 17th and 18th centuries. The instrument is invariably made with 'flaming-sword' soundholes, and often has a 'rose' under the fingerboard. The sympathetic strings, of fine brass or steel wire, are attached by loops at the bottom to small ivory pegs fixed in the bottom block above the tail-pin; they are then carried through small holes drilled in the lower part of the bridge, under the fingerboard, which is hollowed for the purpose, and over an ivory nut immediately below the upper nut, into the peg-box. In the earlier instruments the sympathetic strings are worked by pegs similar to those of the gut-strings; but the later plan was to attach them to small wrestplugs driven vertically into the sides of the peg-box, and tune them with a key, a preferable method in all respects. The sympathetic apparatus was of two species, the diatonic and the chromatic, the former consisting of six or seven, the latter of twelve or more strings. In the former species the strings are tuned to the diatonic scale, the lowest note being usually D, and the intervals being adapted by flattening or sharpening to the key of the piece in performance. In the chromatic description this is unnecessary, there being twelve strings, one for each semitone in the scale, so that every note played on the instrument has its sympathetic augmentation. Sometimes a double set (24) of sympathetic strings was employed. In the classical age of this instrument, the time of Bach and Vivaldi, it was tuned by fourths and a third like the tenor viol. Following the example of the Viola da Gamba, a seventh string was added about the beginning of the last century, and ultimately the so-called 'harp-way' tuning of the Lute and Viola da Gamba came to be generally adopted, which was ultimately modified thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Flat} & : & \quad \text{Sharp} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The latter tuning was most employed, and is used in the well-known obligato part in Meyerbeer's 'Huguenots.' The Viola d'Amore is a singularly beautiful and attractive instrument, but the inherent difficulties of execution are not easily surmounted, and as every forte note produces a perfect shower of harmonics, all notes which will not bear a major third require to be very lightly touched. The illustration represents a diatonic Viola d'Amore dated 1757, by Rauch of Mannheim.

The 'English Violin' mentioned by Mozart and Albrechtsberger is identical with the Viola d'Amore: the former applies the name to the chromatic Viola d'Amore, to which he assigns fourteen sympathetic strings, the latter to a common Viola d'Amore having six instead of seven strings. Why the Germans called it 'English' is a mystery, for the writer has never met with nor heard of a true Viola d'Amore of English make. The 'Vio- letta Marina,' employed by Handel in the air 'Gia l'ebro mio ciglio' (Orlando), and having a compass as low as tenor E, appears also to be simply the Viola d'Amore.

The Viola da Gamba with sympathetic strings was at first known as the Viola Bastarda, but after undergoing considerable mechanical improvements in the sympathetic apparatus, it became the well-known Barytone, the favourite instrument of the musical epicures of the last century. [See BARYTONE.] The seventh string added to the Viola da Gamba by Marais was usually employed in the Barytone. The sympathetic apparatus of the Barytone is set in a separate metal frame, and has an independent bridge.

The disuse of instruments with sympathetic strings is easily explained. They added little or nothing to the existing means of producing masses of musical sound. They were essentially solo instruments, and were seldom employed in the orchestra. Nothing but continuous use in professional hands in the orchestra will keep a musical instrument from going out of fashion: and it invariably happens that the disuse of instruments in the orchestra only shortly precedes their disuse in chamber music. The practical extinction of these instruments is to be regretted. Originally invented as a means of augmenting the tone of the Viol, they acquired a character entirely unique, and are undoubtedly capable of further development.

The early employment of the Violin and Tenor Violin in the orchestra left the Treble and Tenor Viols exclusively in the hands of amateurs, who only slowly relinquit them. The pure school of concerted viol-playing seems to have held its ground longest in England: the 'Fantasies' of Gibbons, and those of many other composers, which repose in manuscript in the libraries,

---

1 Now in the possession of F. Johns, Esq. The instrument was probably tuned like the ordinary violin, and the five sympathetic strings tuned to c, d, e, f, and g, the sympathetic tuning being however varied to suit the key.

2 Edited by Rimbaud for the Musical Antiquarian Society. The Preface is full of interesting information as to viol music.
sufficiently indicate the extent to which the art was cultivated. In performance, the parts were usually doubled, i.e., there were six players, two to each part, who all played in the fortissimo, the piano passages were played by three only. To accompany voices, theorboes were added in the bass, and violins in the treble; but the English violists of the 17th century long regarded the violin as an unwelcome intruder. Its comparatively harsh tone offended their ear by destroying the delicate balance of the viol concert: Mace denounces it 'the scolding violin,' and complains that it out-tops everything. When the 'sharp violin,' as Dryden calls it, was making its way to musick in England, it had already been nearly a century in use on the continent. The model had been developed in Italy: the treble violin had first come into general use in France.

Of the viol family the most important seems originally to have been the Tenor. This agrees with the general plan of medieval music, in which the tenor sustains the cantus or melody, the trebles and basses being merely accompaniments. The violin apparently originated in the desire to produce a more manageable and powerful instrument for the leading part. The Geige and Rebec were yet in use: perhaps the contrast between their harsher tone and the softness of the discant viol may have suggested the construction of a viol with a convex back modelled like the belly. But the extreme un-handiness of the tenor viol is probably the true key to the change. It was impossible to play artistically when supported on the knee, and too large to be held under the chin. At first, it would appear that violin-makers made it handier in the latter respect by cutting away the bottom, exactly as the top was sloped away to the neck: and violas thus sloped at the bottom are still extant. The more effective expedient of assimilating the back to the belly, not only reduced the depth at the edges but rendered it easier to retain in position. The first instrument to which we find the name Violino applied was the tenor, and the common violin, as a diminutive of this, was the 'Violino piccolo.' [See Tenor Violin.]

However the idea of assimilating the model of the back to that of the belly may have originated, it must have been quickly discovered that its effect was to double the tone. The result of making the instrument with a back correlative to the belly, and connected with the latter by the sides and soundpost, was to produce a repetition of the vibrations in the back, partly by transmission through the ribs, blocks, and soundpost, but probably in a greater degree by the concussion of the air enclosed in the instrument. The force which on the viol produced the higher and dissonant harmonics expanded itself in the violin in reproducing the lower and consonant harmonics by means of the back. [See Harmonics.]

The invention of the Violin is commonly assigned to Gaspar Duifopurgarc, of Bologna, and placed early in the 16th century; and it has been stated there still exist three genuine violins of Duifopurgarc's work, dated before 1520. The name is obviously a corruption. There existed in the 16th century in Italy several lute-makers of the Tyrolean name Tieffenbrucker; and as some of them lived in the following century it is possible that they may have made violins. But the authenticity of any date in a violin before 1520 is questionable. No instrument of the violin period that can be fairly assigned to a date earlier than the middle of the 16th century is in existence, and it is scarcely credible that the violin could have been so common between 1512 and 1519, seeing that we find no mention of it in contemporary musical handbooks which minutely describe the stringed instruments of the period. In default of any better evidence, the writer agrees with Mr. Charles Reade (quoted in Mr. Hart's book, 'The Violin,' p. 68) that no true violin was made anterior to 1520, at least at half of the 16th century. The period of Gaspar di Salo and Andrea Amati. The earliest date in any instrument of the violin pattern which the writer has seen, is in a tenor by Peregrino Zanetto (the younger) of Brescia, 1580. It is, however, certain that tenors and violins were common about this time, and they were chiefly made in the large towns of Lombardy, Bologna, Brescia, and Cremona. The trade had early centred in the last-named city, which for two centuries continued to be the metropolis of violin-making; and the name of the Cremona violin quickly penetrated into other lands. In 1572 the accounts of Charles IX. of France show a payment of 50 livres to one of the king's musicians to buy him a Cremona violin. [See Tenor Violin.]

The difficulty of ascertaining the precise antiquity of the Violin is complicated by the fact that the two essential points in which it differs from the Viol, (1) the four strings tuned by fifths, and (2) the modelled back, apparently came into use at different times. We know from early musical treatises that the three-stringed Rebec and some four-stringed Viols were tuned by fifths; and the fact that the modelled back was in use anterior to the production of the true violin is revealed to us by a very early five-stringed Viol with two Bourdons, now in the HistoricalLoan Collection at the Inventions Exhibition. This unique instrument, while it has the primitive peg-box with seven vertical pegs, has a modelled back and violin sound-holes: and it only needs the four strings tuned by fifths, and a violin scroll, to convert it into a Tenor of the early type.

Another very important member of the Violin family is the Violoncello, which, though its name (little Violone) would seem to derive it from the Double Bass, is really a bass Violin, 2 Waaslewski, Die Violone im xvith Jahrhundert, p. 3. The dates are stated as 1521, 1527, and 1531.
3 Besides Gaspar von haren of Magenza, Wendelin, Leobard, Leopold and Ullrich Tieffenbrucker, Magnis was a lute-maker at Venice, 1407. Waaslewski, Geschichten, etc., p. 31.
formed on a different model from the Violone. It is traceable in Italy early in the 17th century, was at first used exclusively as a fundamental bass in the concerted music of the church, and it is not until a century later that it appears to have taken its place as a secular and solo instrument. Elsewhere during the 17th century and a considerable part of the 18th, the Viol Bass (Viol da gamba) was almost exclusively in use as a bass instrument. The first English violoncellos date from about the Restoration. The oldest one known to the writer is undoubtedly the work of Edward Pamphilon. It is of a very primitive pattern, being extremely broad in the back and belly, the arching starting straight from the purfling, which is double. The writer has also seen a Violoncello by Rayman, another of the Restoration fiddlemakers. Barak Norman's Violoncellos are not uncommon, though far fewer than his innumerable Bass Viola. The earlier Violoncellos in England therefore date not long after those of Italy; the French and German ones somewhat later. The Violoncello must have been kept out of general use by its irrational fingering; for being tuned by fifths, and the fingers of the performer being only able to stretch a major third, the hand had great difficulty in commanding the scales; and it was not until the middle of the last century that its difficulties were sufficiently overcome to enable it to practically supplant the Viola da Gamba in the orchestra. [See GAMBA, vol. i. p. 579.]

The adoption of four strings, tuned by fifths, for the Violin in its three sizes, really marks the emancipation of bowed instruments from the domination of the Lute. Such impediments to progress, as complicated, and various tunings, frets, and tablature music were thus removed. In most respects this change facilitated musical progress. The diminished number of strings favoured resonance; for in six-stringed instruments there is an excessive pressure on the bridge which checks vibration and increases resistance to the bow. By the change the fingering was simplified, though in the larger instruments it was rendered more laborious to the executant. Composers, though still obliged to regard the limited capacities of stringed instruments, were able to employ them with less reserve. Music, however, cannot be said to have lost nothing by the abandonment of the Viol.1

The Violin affords fewer facilities for harmonic combinations and suspensions, in the form of chords and arpeggios. Bowed instruments tended more and more to become merely melodic, like wind instruments. Effect soon came to be sought by increasing the length of the scales, and employing the higher and less agreeable notes, the frequent use of which, as in modern music, would have shocked the ears of our forefathers. It is often supposed that early violinists were not sufficiently masters of their instrument to command the higher positions. Nothing can be

1 Schubert's Sonata for the Pianoforte and Arpeggione (a revived form of the Viola da gamba) is in fact a tribute to the musical capabilities of the Viol. [See ARPEGGIONE.]

2 In Austrian dialect 'Basel' became 'Basel', and even 'Paßel.' See Nohl's Beethoven, Ill. note 46. To too 'Bratsche' was corrupted into Pratschel. (Engel, 'Musical Myths,' p. 193.)

The strings indicated by solid notes are 'spun' or 'covered' strings—that is, they are closely enveloped in fine copper or silver wire. The others are of plain gut, usually called 'cat-gut,' and perhaps at one time derived from the cat, but now manufactured out of the entrails of the sheep. The Violin and Viola, it will be observed, are octaves to each other. A smaller Bass, intermediate between the Tenor and the Violoncello, and in compass an octave below the Violin, whence the name 'Octave Fiddle,' sometimes applied to it, was in use in the last century, but has long been abandoned. A Violoncello of smaller dimensions, but of identical pitch with the ordinary Violoncello, and chiefly used for solo playing, appears to be the same instrument which L. Mozart, in his Violin School, calls the 'Hand-bassel,' and Boccherini the 'Alto Violoncello.' Boccherini intimates on the title-page of his Quintets that the first Violoncello part, which extends over the whole compass of the ordinary instrument, may be played on the Alto Violoncello. The 'Violino piccolo' of Bach, which Leopold Mozart (1756) describes as obsolete in his time, was a three-quarter Violin (Quartgeige), tuned a minor third above the Violin.

The invention of a smaller Violoncello with five strings, tuned as at (a), and thus combining the scales of the Violoncello and the Octave Fiddle, is ascribed to J. S. Bach. It was called Viola Pompessa, but never came into general use. It appears, in fact, to have been merely a reproduction of an old form of the Violoncello, which is mentioned by L. Mozart as obsolete. [See p. 267.]

The musical development which followed closely on the general employment of the Violin family throughout Europe is treated in other articles. [See VIOLIN-FLEYING.] Extraordinary as this development has been, it has produced
no constructive changes in the instrument, and
only the slightest modifications. The increased
use of the upper shifts has indeed necessitated a
 trifling increase in the length of the handle,
while the sound-post, bridge and bass-bar are
larger and more substantial than those formerly
in use. It might probably be further shown that
the strings were smaller and less tense, and
lay closer to the finger-board, and that the tone
of the fiddle was consequently somewhat feebler,
thinner, and more easily yielded. In other re-

cpects the fiddle family remain very much as
they came from the hands of their first makers
three centuries ago.

The reason of the concentration of fiddle-
making at Cremona is not at first sight apparent.
The explanation is that Cremona was in the
16th century a famous musical centre. This
is partly due to the fact that the Cremonese
is the richest agricultural district of Lombardy,
and was mainly in the hands of the monasteries
of the city and neighbourhood. These wealthy
foundations vied with each other in the splendour
of their churches and daily services, and fur-
nished constant employment to painters, com-
posers, and instrument-makers. The celebrity of
Cremona as a school of music and painting was
shared with Bologna; but its principal rival in
fiddle-making was Brescia, where Gaspar di Salo,
the two Zanettos, Gioviota Rodiani, and Maggini,
made instruments from about 1560 to 1640. The
characteristics of these makers, who compose
what is sometimes called the Brescian School,
are in fact shared by Andrea Amati, the earliest
known maker of Cremona. To speak of a 'Bres-
cian School' is misleading: it would be more
correct to class their fiddles generally as early
Italian. The model of these early Italian violins
is generally high, though the pattern is attenu-
ated: the middle bouts are shallow; the
f-holes are narrow and set high, and terminate
abruptly in a circle like that of the cremona
soundhole. (See Fig. 6, vol. iii. p. 641.) The
scroll is long, straight, and ungraceful. The
violins are generally too small; the tenors are
always too large, though their tone is deep and
powerful. Violoncellos of this school are not
met with. The substantial excellence of the
makers of Brescia is proved by the fact that
the larger violins of Maggini, and the Double
Basses of Gaspar di Salo are still valued for
practical use. De Beriot played on a Maggini
Violin: and Vuillaume's copies of this maker
once enjoyed a high reputation among French
orchestra players for their rich and powerful
tone.

The reputation of the Cremona violins is
mainly due to the brothers Antonio and Guila-
mo Amati (Antonius et Hieronymus), who were
sons of Andrew Amati, and contemporaries of
Maggini. [See AMATI.] The idea of treating the
violins as a machine existed before their time: but so far the

1 Amato is originally a Christian name, identical with Aimé,
which in the feminine form survives in French and English (Almée,
Amy). The correct family name is 'de Amati' (De Amatii).
world was by this time amply provided with instruments of the best class, and that the demand for them declined in consequence. Good instruments, however, were made by some of the second-rate makers of the latter part of the century. One of the best of the Italian makers, Presenda, worked at Turin in the present century.

The violin-makers of South Germany form a distinct school, of which some account will be found under Klotz and Stainer. Munich, Vienna, Salzburg, and Nuremberg, produced many fiddle-makers. The makers of France and the Low Countries more or less followed Italian models, and during the past century there have been many excellent French copyists of Stradivari and Guarnieri; two of the best are noticed under Lupot and Villanuva; besides these there have been Aldric, G. Chanot the elder, Silvestre, Maucotel, Mennegand, Henry, and Rambaux. The numerous English makers are reviewed under the head London Violin Makers. The oldest English school, represented by such makers as Urquhart and Pamphilon, had much quaintness and beauty of style; but the fame of the Stainer and Cremona patterns soon effaced it. The only English makers of any note now living in London, are Furtle and the Hills.

The trade of making viol and violins was engrained on the profession of the lute-maker, and to this day the Italian and French languages express 'viol-maker' by Lutheri and Liutaro, though lute-making has long been obsolete. In Cremona and some other Italian towns, principally Venice and Milan, the demand for the violin produced women who devoted themselves primarily to making bowed instruments, and to whom the lute tribe formed a secondary employment: but the earlier violins of Germany, France and England were produced by men whose primary employment was lute-making. Hence the uncertainty and inferiority of their models, though their workmanship is often praiseworthy and always interesting. But as the Cremona violin spread all over Europe, the lute-makers of other countries at first unconsciously, afterwards of set purpose, made it an object of imitation. The original violin models of England, Germany, and France, were thus gradually extinguished; and since about the middle of the last century scarcely any other models have been followed than those of the Cremona makers. It was about this time that a change, from an artistic point of view disastrous, swept over the art of violin-making. This change seems to have been the result of a demand for more and cheaper fiddles, and it originated in Italy itself.

We know from Bagatella's singular brochure on the Amati model, that 'trade fiddles' (violini dozzinali), cheap instruments of coarse construction, probably made by German workmen, were sold by the dozen in Italy in the last century. Such fiddles were soon produced in far greater numbers in Germany and France. In Germany the manufacture of 'trade fiddles' was first carried on at Mittenwald, in Bavaria, where it originated with the family of Klotz; it afterwards extended to Griesitz: early in the last century Mirecourt in French Lorraine became a seat of the trade; and in recent times Markneukirchen in the kingdom of Saxony has risen to importance. These towns still supply nine-tenths of the violins that are now made. 'Trade' or common violins can be bought for fabulously low sums. The following is the estimate of M. Thibouville-Lamy, of Mirecourt, Paris, and London, the principal fiddle-maker of our time, of the cost of one of his cheapest violins:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost (Fr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wood for back</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; neck</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workmanship in neck</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackened fingerboard</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workmanship of back and belly</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting out by saw</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaping back and belly by machinery</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varnish</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting-up, strings, bridge and tail-piece</td>
<td>3 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 per cent for general expenses</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 per cent profit</td>
<td>3 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ludicrously low as this estimate is, it is certain that one of these fiddles, if carefully set up, can be made to discourse very tolerable music. Vast numbers of instruments of better quality, but still far below the best, costing from £1 to £2 10s., are now sold all over the world. Mirecourt and Markneukirchen mainly produce them: of late years the latter place has taken the lead in quantity, the German commercial travellers being apparently more pushing than the French; but the Mirecourt fiddles have decidedly the advantage in quality, having regard to the price.

But violins of a superior class to the trade fiddle, of good workmanship throughout, and in every way excellent musical instruments, though inferior to the best productions of the classical age, have been and still are made, not only at Mirecourt, but in the principal musical centres of Europe. London, Paris, Vienna, and Munich, have had a constant succession of violin-makers for the past two centuries. The English violin manufacture suffered a severe blow by the abolition of duties on foreign instruments, and it can hardly be said that the musical stimulus of the last few years has caused it to revive. Those makers who carry on their trade in England are chiefly employed in rehabilitating and selling old instruments, and their own productions, too few in number, are usually bespoke long beforehand. At present, therefore, an intending purchaser will not find a stock of new instruments by the best English makers: but it is to be hoped that, as the demand increases, they will find means to increase the supply. Messrs.
VIOLIN.

Hill & Sons charge £15, Mr. Duncan of Glasgow £12, for their violins.

Those who wish to purchase a new violin of the best quality, ready made, cannot do better than resort to the French makers. Vuillaume, now deceased, was a few years ago at the head of the list, and sold his violins for £14: they are now worth considerably more. The sale prices of instruments by some living French makers are as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violinist</th>
<th>Tenor</th>
<th>Violoncello</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gand &amp; Bernardel, Paris</td>
<td>8 8 0</td>
<td>14 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miremont, Paris</td>
<td>13 8 8</td>
<td>16 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chappuis, Paris</td>
<td>10 13 4</td>
<td>13 8 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thibouville-Lamy, Paris and London</td>
<td>8 0 0</td>
<td>3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geminio Grandini, sen. Mirecourt</td>
<td>4 6 8</td>
<td>4 6 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M. Thibouville-Lamy has all these on sale; his own instruments are highly recommended.

Instruments of good quality are made in this country by W. E. Hill & Sons, 72 Wardour Street; Charles Boullanger, 16 Frith Street; G. Chanot, 157 Wardour Street; Szepessy Bols, 10 Gerrard Street; Furber, Euston Road, all in London: G. A. Chanot, of Manchester, and George Duncan, of Glasgow, are also excellent makers. Among foreign makers, the following may be mentioned—in Vienna, Zach, 1 Kärntner Strasse; Bütter, 1 Kärntner Strasse; Lemböck, Canova Strasse; Voigt, Spiegel Gaase; Gutenmarck, Maria-Hilf Strasse; Rampfler, Burggasse, Munich; Sprengier, 34 Gartenstrasse, Stuttgart; Hammig, Leipzig; Lenk, Promenade Platz, Frankfort-on-the-Main; Liebich, Breslau; Mougenot, Brussels; Hel, Lille; Marchetti, Milan; Guadagnini Brothers, Turin; and Ceruti, Cremona.

Old instruments, however, are generally preferred by purchasers, especially those by the old Italian makers. Among these, the best instruments of Stradivari and Guarneri del Gesù are of a distinct first class; their prices range from £200 to £500. Inferior instruments by these makers can be bought at from £100 to £200. The very best instruments of second-class makers often realise over £100: but ordinary instruments by second and third-rate makers can generally be bought at prices ranging from £20 to £50; while old Italian fidèles of the commonest description are considered to be worth from £10 to £20. Fair instruments by old French, German, and English makers can be bought at still lower prices, ranging from £3 to £10. Red instruments, other things being equal, will generally fetch somewhat more than yellow or brown ones. The principal English dealers in old violins are Hill & Sons, G. Hart, G. Chanot, and Withers.

Violins may be divided into two classes, those made on the 'high' and the 'flat' model respectively. The latter, which is characteristic of Stradivari and his school, including all the best modern makers, is undoubtedly the best. The 'high' model, of which Stainer is the best-known type, was chiefly in use with the German and English makers before the Cremona pattern came to be generally followed in other countries. It is, in fact, a survival of the Viol, for which instrument the high model is the best: even Stradivari used the high model for the Double Bass and the Viola da Gamba. But a high-modelled violin, however handsome and perfect, is practically of little use. The tone, though easily yielded and agreeable to the player's ear, is deficient in light and shade, and will not 'travel.' The flatness of the model, however, must not go beyond a certain point. Occasionally a violin is met with, in which the belly is so flat as to have almost no curvature at all. The tone of such violins is invariably harsh and metallic.

The question is often asked, are old Italian violins really worth the high prices which are paid for them, and are not the best modern instruments equally good? In the writer's opinion the prices now paid for old Italian violins, always excepting the very best, are high beyond all proportion to their intrinsic excellence. The superiority of the very best class indeed is proved by the fact that eminent professional players will generally possess themselves of a full-sized Stradivari or Giuseppe Guarneri, and will play on nothing else. There can be no doubt that these fine instruments are more responsive to the player, and more effective in the musical result, than any others; and as their number, though considerable, is not unlimited, the purchaser must always expect to pay, over and above their intrinsic value, a variable sum in the nature of a bonus or bribe to the vendor for parting with a rare article, and this necessarily converts the total amount paid into a 'fancy price.' But when we come to inferior instruments by the great makers, and the productions of makers of the second and third class, the case is widely different. Such instruments are seldom in request by the best professional players, who, in default of old instruments of the highest class, use the best class of comparatively modern violins; and the prices they command are usually paid by amateurs, under a mistaken idea of their intrinsic value. No one with any real idea of the use of a violin would pay £100 for instruments by Montagnana, Seragni, or Peter Guarnerius, when he could buy a good Vuillaume, Pescenda, or Lupot for from £20 to £50: yet the writer has constantly known the first-named price realised for Italian instruments of decidedly inferior merit.

Though Tenors and Violoncellos of the highest class are as valuable as Violins, Tenor and Violoncello players can usually procure moderately good instruments more cheaply than Violinists. Not only are the larger instruments less in demand, but while old English Violins are useless for modern purposes, the Tenors and Violoncellos which exist in large numbers, are generally of very good quality, and many players use Banks and Forster Tenors and Bases of these makers by preference. Double Basses by the great makers are rare and not effective in the or-
Local shakes and knots render the wood useless. Curves in the grain derange the vibration, and are therefore usually avoided: but the writer has seen violins in which a slightly curving grain has produced an exceptional power of tone.

The belly and back are often made each out of a single block of wood. This, however, is wasteful, and they are usually made each in two pieces. A square block of maple of suitable grain for the back, having been selected somewhat in length and in half-breadth the dimensions of the intended fiddle, and about an inch and a half thick, the saw is passed obliquely through it from end to end, dividing it into two similar pieces, each having a thick and a thin edge. The thick edges are planed perfectly true and glued together. The figure of the grain, when the fiddle is made, will thus match in the halves.

The first thing to be done is to settle the design of the instrument. The modern maker invariably adopts this from a Stradivari or a Giuseppe Guarneri (del Gesù) fiddle, sometimes mixing the two designs. The old makers generally worked by rule of thumb, using the moulds of their predecessors, and if they made new patterns only slightly varied the old ones as experience suggested. It was by a succession of such minute experimental changes that the classical patterns were reached, and though attempts have been made to reduce their designs to mechanical principles, and to frame directions for constructing them by the rule and compasses, no practical violin-maker would think of doing so. There is no reason why he should slavishly copy any model: but his design should be based on study and comparison of classical patterns, not upon any theoretical rules of proportion.

Having settled the design, whether a tracing from an old instrument, or an entirely new one, the first thing is to trace the outline on a plate of hard wood about as thick as a piece of cardboard, and to cut this carefully out with the pen-knife. This is called the Pattern, and it serves both for back and belly.

The next thing is to make the Mould, which is made out of a block of hard wood about three quarters of an inch thick. Its outline stands three eighths of an inch all round inside that of the Pattern. Having cut out the mould to the requisite size and shape, the workman cuts rectangular spaces for the six blocks, large ones at the top and bottom and small ones at the four corners. The next thing, and one of great importance, is to trim the edges of the mould so that it shall be everywhere perfectly at right angles to the faces. Eight finger-holes are now pierced, to enable you to manipulate it without touching the edges. The making of the mould requires the greatest care and nicety: and fiddlemakers will keep and use a good one.

---

1 The most noticeable of these is the 'calcolo' of Antonio Bergonzi an amateur of Padua, published in 1718, by which he pretends to reveal the secret of the proportions used by the master Amati. It is reprinted in Folignetti's 'I violino esposto geometricamente nella sua costruzioni' (Bologna, 1746). Bergonzi seems to have ruined many a good violin by adapting it to the Franciscan bed of his 'calcolo.'
all their lives. In addition to the pattern and the mould the fiddlemaker requires four templates of varying size, cut to curves which are the reverse of the principal curves of the surface. The largest is the curve lengthwise in the middle of the fiddle (1), the other three are transverse, being (2) the curve of the surface at the greatest width in the upper part, (3) that at the narrowest part of the waist, (4) at the greatest width at the lower part.

The first part of the fiddle actually made is the back. The block out of which it is made is first reduced to the exact shape of the pattern; its upper surface is then cut away and brought to the right curves by the aid of the four templates. The maker then hollows out the inside, gauging the proper thicknesses by means of a pair of callipers. Precisely the same method is used for the belly, but its thicknesses are everywhere somewhat less than those of the back.

The top and bottom blocks are next prepared and shaped, temporarily fixed in the mould by means of a single drop of glue, brought to the exact height of the mould by the knife and file, and out to the right shape by the aid of the pattern. The next task is to prepare a long strip of maple planed to the right thickness for the ribs. The proper length of each rib is ascertained on the mould by means of a strip of cartridge paper, and each rib is then cut off to its length and the edges prepared for joining. The ribs are now dipped two or three times in water, and bent to the curves of the mould by means of a hot iron. They are then placed in position on the mould and glued to the blocks; eight moveable blocks of wood, trimmed as counterparts to the ribs, one in each bout, one in the outer curve of each corner block, and two at the top and bottom, are applied outside them, and the whole mass is tightly screwed up in a frame and left to dry. When the frame and moveable blocks are removed, the ribs and blocks form a structure which now requires the addition of the back and belly to be complete. The back is first glued on, and the inside joint is filled up with linings of pine passing from block to block and dovetailed at each end into the blocks, similar linings are now glued to the upper edge of the ribs and brought to a flat surface. Lastly, the belly, on which the bass bar has already been fitted, is glued on, and the resonant box is complete.

The design and cutting of the head, the carving of the volute, and the double grooving of its back, are among the most difficult branches of the violin-maker's art. When the handle is ready it is accurately fitted and glued to the top block and to the semicircular button at the top of the back, which hold it firmly in the angle they form. The fiddle is now ready for varnishing. After being sized, three or more coats of varnish are successively applied. This is of two kinds, one made with oil and the other with spirits of wine. Oil varnish is long in drying; hence in this country, except in hot weather, the process is tedious, and the old English makers usually preferred spirit varnish, which dries very quickly.

The best makers in all countries have used oil varnish, the soft texture of which penetrates and solidifies the wood without hardening the tone.

When the varnishing and polishing are completed the finger-board is glued on, and the violin is then ready for its moveable fittings. The peg-holes are now pierced, the pegs inserted, and the button prepared for the bottom block. The sound-post is made so as to fit the slopes of the back and belly and inserted in a perfectly vertical position: this is ensured by observation through the bottom block and sound-holes. The bridge is then prepared and fitted, the tail-piece looped on, and the violin is ready for strunging.

Many of the best fiddle-makers, however, seldom make new instruments, which can be produced more cheaply and expeditiously by inferior workmen. Their principal and most profitable occupation is the purchase, restoration, and sale of old ones, which are preferred by modern purchasers, the best, because they really surpass in workmanship and appearance any of modern times, the inferior ones, because age has rendered them more picturesque to the eye, and easier to play. An old violin has generally to undergo many alterations before it is fit for use. If any part is worn-out, it must be renewed. If the blocks and linings are out of repair, or badly fitted, they must be properly arranged. Cracks must be united; if the belly or ribs have been pressed out of shape, they must be restored to shape by pressure on the mould; the damage to the belly, above the sound-post, which is sure to have occurred, must be repaired; if the old bass-bar remains, a larger and stiffer one must be provided, to enable the belly to bear the increased tension of a higher bridge. In almost every case the neck must be 'thrown back,' i.e. so re-arranged as to raise the lower end of the finger-board farther above the belly, and thus admit of a bridge of the modern height: the new handle, carefully grafted into the head, must be made of somewhat greater length than the old one. The peg-holes, enlarged by use, must be plugged and re-pierced: a new bridge and sound-post must be adjusted with all the accuracy which these important details demand. Great labour and attention are demanded by an old violin, and it will be thrown away unless every detail of it is considered with strict reference to the particular type of instrument which is in hand. Hence the restoration of old instruments demands a knowledge of the fiddle which is wider and deeper than that required for the mere fiddlemaker.

For further information on the subject of the Violin the reader is referred to Rühlmann's 'Geschichte der Bogen-Instrumente' (Brunswick, 1882), a collection of valuable materials, with an excellent Atlas of Illustrations; Dubourg on the Violin (R. Cocks & Co.); Mr. Hart's excellent work, 'The Violin' (Dulau & Co.); M. Vital's 'Les Instruments à Archet,' 3 vols. 4to. Paris, 1876-8, and Mr. E. H. Allen's recent publication 'Violin-making as it was and is' (Ward & Lock).
VIOLIN DIAPASON. An organ stop of 8 ft. pitch, in scale between the Open Diapason and the Dulciana. The pipes are open, and have a slot near the top. It is usually in the Swell organ. [W.P.]

VIOLIN-PLAYING. Some account of the musical employment of the medieval fiddle, from which the violin and the viol were developed, will be found in the preceding article (p. 273). From this it appears that all the elements of violin-playing were already in existence in the 13th century. But it was not till the middle of the 16th that players on bowed instruments began to shake off the domination of the lute, with its tunings by fourths and thirds, and its excessive number of strings; and it appears that concurrently with this change, the modelled back, which gives the characteristic violin tone, came into use, and the fiddle finally took its present form. It seems to have spread quickly both in France and Italy. At Rouen, in 1550, a considerable number are said to have been employed in public performances, and Montaigne, in 1580, heard at Verona a Mass with violins. Too much importance, however, must not be attached to such statements, since the terms 'violin' and 'viola' were then often applied to bowed instruments of all kinds.

In order to gain an idea of the way the violin was played at this early period, we naturally look to the scores of contemporaneous composers. But here we meet with a difficulty. Down to the end of the 16th century we do not find the instruments specified by which the different parts are to be played. On the titles of the earlier works of A. and G. Gabrieli (1557-1612) we read: 'Sacra Cantiones, tum vivas voce tum omnibus generibus Instrumentis cantatì compositis' (most consonant for the voice, as for all kinds of instruments), or 'Sacra Symphoniae tam vocibus quam instrumentis' (for voices as well as instruments); or 'Psalmi tum omnibus gentibus instrumentorum tum vocis modulationem accomodati' (Psalm for all kinds of instruments and the voice); or 'Buone da cantare e suonare,' or other similar directions. No doubt settled usages prevailed in this respect, and it is of course to be assumed that whenever violins were employed, they took the upper parts of the harmony. It is obvious that, as long as the violins had merely to support and to double the soprano-voice, the violin-parts were of extreme simplicity. Soon, however, we meet with indications of an independent use of the violin. As early as 1543 Silvestro Ganassi, in the first part of his 'Regula Rumbertina' (Venice), speaks of three varieties of violins as Viola di Soprano, di Tenore, e di Basso; and Castiglione, in his 'Cortigiano,' mentions a composition written for 'quattro viole da arco,' which almost seems to indicate a stringed quartet. Towards the end of the century we meet with the Balletti of Gastoldi and Thomas Morley, some of which were printed without words, and appear, therefore, to have been intended for independent instrumental performance. Nevertheless, they are entirely vocal in character, and do not exceed the compass of the human voice. Among the earliest settings which are not purely vocal in character are the 'Canzoni da sonare' by Masche, two being employed antiphonally; the setting is contrapuntal throughout, and the effect not unlike that of a motet for double-choir. The violin-part does not materially differ from that for the cornetto. To the second class belong the Sonatas and Canzoni for 2 or 3 violins with bass. Here the setting is much more complicated, mostly in fugato-form (not regular fugues), reminding us to a certain extent of organ-style, and certainly not vocal in character, but purely instrumental. The scores of Gabrieli contain the first beginnings of the modern art of instrumentation, and mark an epoch in the history of music. Not content with writing, in addition to the voices, obligato instrumental parts, he takes into consideration the quality (timbre) of the various instruments. That this should have been brought about at the very period in which the violin came into general use, can certainly not be considered a mere accident, although it may be impossible to show which of the two was cause and which effect. Once the violin was generally accepted as the leading instrument of the orchestra, its technique appears soon to have made considerable progress. While Gabrieli never exceeds the 3rd position, we find but a few years later, in a score of Claudio Monteverdi (1610), passages going up to the 5th position; after an obligato passage for 2 cornetti, enter the violins (1st and 2nd):

1 These expressions are exactly equivalent to the words so often found on the title-pages of English madrigals of the 17th century — 'Apt for voci (viola) et voices.'
importance, and showing a great advance in execution, are the compositions of Carlo Farina, who has justly been termed the founder of the race of violin-virtuosi. He published in 1627, at Dresden, a collection of Violin-pieces, Dances, French airs, Quodlibets, etc., among which a 'Capriccio stravagante' is of the utmost interest, both musically and technically. Musically it represents one of the first attempts at tone-picturing (Klangmalerei), and, however crude and even childish, the composer evidently was well aware of the powers of expression and character pertaining to his instrument. He employs a considerable variety of bowing, double-stopping, and chords. The 3rd position, however, is not exceeded, and the fourth string not yet used. Tarquino Merula (about 1640) shows a technical advance in frequent change of position, and especially in introducing octave-passages. Paolo Uccellini, in his canzoni (1649), goes up to the 6th position, and has a great variety of bowing. Hitherto (the middle of the 17th century) the violin plays but an unimportant part as a solo instrument, and it is only with the development of the Sonata-form (in the old sense of the term) that it assumes a position of importance in the history of music. The terms 'Sonata,' 'Canzone,' and 'Sinfonia' were originally used in a general way for instrumental settings of all kinds, without designating any special form. Towards the year 1650, we find the first compositions containing rudimentally the form of the classical Violin Sonata. Its fundamental principle consisted in alternation of slow and quick movements. Among the earliest specimens of this rudimentary sonata-form may be counted the Sonate di Giov. Battista Fontana (published about 1650), a Sinfonia by Mont' Albano (1649), Canzoni by Tarquinio Merula (1639), Canzoni and a Sonata by Massimiliano Neri (1644 and 51). From about 1650, the name Canzone falls out of use, and Sonata is the universally accepted term for violin-compositions. M. Neri appears to have been the first to have made the distinction between 'Sonata da chiesa' (church-sonata) and 'Sonata da camera' (chamber-sonata). The Sonata da chiesa generally consisted of 3 or 4 movements: a prelude, in slow measured time and of pathetic character, followed by an allegro in fugato-form; again a slow movement and a finale of more lively and brilliant character. The Sonata da camera, at this early period, was in reality a Suite of Dances—the slow and solemn Sarabandes and Allemandes alternating with the lively Gavottes, Gigue, etc. The artistic capabilities of the violin, and its powers for musical expression, once discovered, the Roman Catholic clergy, who have ever been anxious to avail themselves of the elevating and refining power of the fine arts, were not slow to introduce it in the services of the Church. We have seen already the extended use which Gabrieli, in his church-music, made of orchestral accompaniments, and how, from merely supporting and doubling the voices, he proceeded to obligato instrumental settings. From about 1650, instrumental performances—unconnected with vocal music—began to form a regular part

The manner in which, in this example, the violins are used 'divisi' is worthy of notice. In another work of Monteverde's, 'Combattimento di Tancred e Clorinda, di Claudio Monteverde, Venice, 1654,' we find modern violin-effects introduced in an still more remarkable way. Here we have recitative accompanied by tremolos for violins and bass, pisticato marked thus, 'Qui si lascia l'arco, e si strappano le corde con duei diti;' and afterwards, 'Qui si ripiglia l'arco.' That violinists were even at that time expected to produce gradations of tone with the bow is proved by the direction given respecting the final pause of the same work: 'Questa ultima nota va in arca morendo.'

The earliest known solo composition for the violin is contained in a work of Bragiio Marin, published in 1620. It is a 'Romanesca per Violino Solo o Basso se piaci' (ad lib.) and some dances. The Romanesca is musically poor and clumsy, and, except that in it we meet with the shake for the first time, uninteresting. The demands it makes on the executant are very small. The same may be said of another very early composition for violin solo, 'La sfera armoniosa da Paolo Quagliati' (Roma 1652), of far greater
### TABLE SHOWING THE CONNEXIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL SCHOOLS OF VIOLIN-PLAYING, AND THE RELATION OF MASTER AND PUPIL.

The date given is of birth, except where marked otherwise. The lines '→' indicate direct pupilship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Pupil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Gemalin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Locastell</td>
<td>Pons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dusburg</td>
<td>Léopold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Giardini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Chabreau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Fisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Vachon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Janisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Voss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>De Marot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>T. Milon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Ed. Riets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Boboishka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Isac-Jean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Chabreau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Mort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Durand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Balloet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Habeneck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Aler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Leonard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Prusso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Cuartín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Lasara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Hairick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>De Roesay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>T. Milon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>W. F. Pinto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Wasser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Müller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Mauver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Zimmerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>J. C. Stamitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>J. C. Stamitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Ch. Cannabich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>A. Stamitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>C. Stamitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Kreutzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>D'Artois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Novelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Massart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Lefort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Wenzlau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Laub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Hubert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>St. Lobis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Boll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Blasevo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Kerby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Wilhemina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Wilhelm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the services of the Church. This was probably nothing new as regards the organ, but the violin was now introduced into the Church as a solo-instrument, and the Violin Sonata—then almost the only form of violin-composition—thereby received the serious and dignified character which exercised a decisive influence upon the future development, not only of violin-playing, but of instrumental music generally. The influence of this connexion with the Church afterwards extended to secular violin-music. The Dances pure and simple soon made room for more extended pieces of a Dance character, and afterwards almost entirely disappear from the Chamber Sonata, which begins more and more to partake of the severer style of the Church Sonata, so that at last a difference of name alone remains, the Church-Sonata-form dominating in the Chamber as much as it did in the Church. The first great master of the Violin Sonata is Giovanni Battista Vitali (1644-1692). He cultivated chiefly the Chamber-Sonata, and his publications bear the title of 'Balletti, Balli, Corenti, etc. da Camera,' but in some of his works the transition from the Suite-form to the later Sonata da camera, so closely allied to the Church-Sonata, is already clearly marked. In musical interest, Vitali's compositions are greatly superior to those of his predecessors and contemporaries. His dances are concise in form, vigorous in character, and in some instances—especially in a Ciaccona with variations—he shows high powers as a composer. [See Vitali.] His demands on execution are in some instances not inconsiderable, but on the whole he does not represent in this respect any material progress.

The first beginnings of violin-playing in an artistic sense in Germany were doubtless owing to Italian influence. As early as 1626 Carlo Farina was attached to the Court of Dresden. About the middle of the century a certain Johann Wilhelm Fuchsheim is mentioned in the list of members of the Dresden orchestra, under the title of 'Deutscher Concertmeister,' implying the absence of a better leader by his successor, Gerber, in his Dictionary, mentions two publications of his for the violin: (1) 'Violin-Exercitium aus verschiedenen Sonaten, nebst ihren Arien, Balladen, Almendren, Couranten, Sarabenden und Gigue, von 5 Partien bestehend, Dresden, 1687'; and (2) 'Musikalische Tafelbedienung (Dinner-Service), Dresden, 1674.'

Thomas Baltzar was, according to Burney and Hawkins, the first violinist who came to England. He appears to have greatly astonished his audience, especially by his then unknown efficiency in the shift, in which however he did not exceed the 3rd position. It is amusing to read, that a certain D. Wilson, who was then considered the best connoisseur of music at Oxford, confessed that, when he first heard Baltzar play, he had looked at his feet to see whether he had a hoof, as his powers seemed to him diabolic. Baltzar's compositions consist of Chamber Sonatas in the sense of Suites of Preludes, Dances and Variations. Burney, in the fourth volume of his History, gives an Allemande of his. Two sets of 'The Division Violin' were published in London in 1688 and 1693. [See vol. i. p. 457 a]. Of far greater importance than Baltzar are two German violinists, Johann Jacob Walther (born 1650), and Franz Heinrich Biber (died 1698). Walther [see that article] appears to have been a sort of German Farina, with a technique much further developed; he ascends to the 6th position and writes difficult double-stops, arpeggios and chords. His compositions are, however, clumsy and poor in the extreme, and if we consider that he was a contemporary of Corelli, we cannot fail to notice the much lower level of German and Austrian compositions with that of Italy. Biber was no doubt an artist of great talent and achievement. [See vol. i. p. 240.] His technique was in some respects in advance of that of the best Italian violinists of the period, and from the character of his compositions we are justified in assuming that his style of playing combined with the pathos and nobility of the Italian style that warmth of feeling which has ever been one of the main characteristics of the great musical art of Germany.

In tracing the further progress of violin-playing we must return to Italy. After Vitali it is Corelli (1657-1716) who chiefly deserves our attention, as having added to the Sonata a new and important kind of violin-composition, the Concerto. In his Concerti da Camera and Concerti grossi we find the form of the Sonata da Chiesa preserved, but the solo-violins (one or two) are accompanied not only by a bass, as in the Sonata, but by a stringed band (2 orchestral or 1 solo violin, viola and bass) with which a lute or organ part is sometimes added, an arrangement which on the whole was followed by Vivaldi, Corelli, and Handel. If no remarkable progress in the technique of the instrument was effected by the introduction of the Concerto, it is all the more striking to notice how henceforth the best composers for the Church contributed to the literature of the violin. We have, in fact, arrived at a period in which the most talented musician, whether his special study were violins—just as in modern times, with one or two exceptions, all great composers have been pianists. The most eminent representative of this type of composer-violinist is Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713). His works, though in the main laid out in the forms of his predecessors and, as far as technique goes, keeping within modest limits, yet mark an era both in musical composition and in violin-playing. He was one of those men who seem to sum up in themselves the achievements of their best predecessors. Corelli's place in the history of instrumental music is fully discussed elsewhere. [See Corelli, vol. i. p. 400; Sonata, vol. iii. p. 556.] Here it remains only to state that in both main branches of violin-composition, in the Sonata and the Concerto, his works have served as models to the best of his successors. They are distinguished chiefly by conciseness of form and logical structure. There is nothing tentative, vague or experimental in them; the various parts seem balanced to a
nicety, the whole finished up and rounded off with unerring mastery. His harmonies and modulations, though not free from monotony, are sound and natural; simplicity and dignified pathos on the one hand, and elegant vivacity on the other, are the main characteristics of his style. The technical difficulties contained in his works are not great, and in this respect Corelli’s merit does not lie in the charge of innovation, but rather of limitation and reform. We have seen how the violin at the beginning of its career simply adopted the style of the vocal music of the period, how later it took in the orchestra the place of the cornetto, and how, though very gradually, a special violin style began to be formed. Now followed a period of experiments—all more or less tending towards the same end—a style which should correspond to the nature, ideal and mechanical, of the instrument. Of these aspects, as we have seen, remarkable progress was made; although exaggeration was not always avoided. The virtuoso par excellence made his appearance even at this early period. Corelli, by talent and character had gained a position of authority with his contemporaries, which has but few parallels in the history of music. This authority he used to give an example of artistic purity and simplicity, to found a norm and model of violin-playing which forms the basis of all succeeding legitimate development of this important branch of music.

Before mentioning the most important of Corelli’s pupils we have to consider the influence exercised on violin-playing by the Venetian Vivaldi (died 1743). Though by no means an artist of the exalted type of Corelli, his extraordinary fertility as a composer for the violin, his ingenuity in making new combinations and devising new effects, and especially his undoubted influence on the further development of the Concerto-form, give him an important position in the history of violin-playing. While in the Concerti grossi of Torelli and Corelli the solo-violins are treated very much in the same manner as the orchestral violins—the solo-passages being usually accompanied by the bass alone—Vivaldi not only gives to the solo-violins entirely distinct passages of a much more brilliant character, but he also adds to his orchestra oboes and horns, which not merely double other parts, but have independent phrases and passages to perform—thereby giving the earliest instance of orchestration as applied to the Concerto.

As an executant the Florentine Veracini exercised a greater influence than Vivaldi. Owing in great measure to its connexion with the Church, the Italian school of violin-playing had formed a pure and dignified style, which was brought to perfection by Corelli. As far as it went, nothing could be more legitimate and satisfactory in an artistic sense; yet there was something wanting, if this severe style was not to lapse into conventionality; the element of human individuality, strong feeling and passion. Some German masters—especially Biber—were certainly not devoid of these qualities; but their efforts were more or less crude, and lacking in the fine sense for beauty of form and sound which alone can produce works of art of a higher rank. Veracini, a man of passionate temperament, threw into his performances and compositions an amount of personal feeling and life, which in his own day brought on him the charge of being over-refined. He appears as one of the earliest manifestations of a style which has made the violin, next to the human voice, the most powerful exponent of musical feeling. His Violin Sonatas are remarkable for boldness of harmonic and melodic treatment, and of masterly construction. The demands he makes on execution, especially in the matter of double stops and variety of bowing, are considerable. His influence on Tartini—after Corelli the greatest representative of the Italian school—we know to have been paramount. [See Tartini, vol. iv. p. 58.] Tartini (1692–1770) by a rare combination of artistic qualities of the highest order, reigned for more than half a century an undisputed authority in all matters of violin-playing, not only in Italy, but in Germany and France also. He was equally eminent as a performer, teacher, and composer for the violin. Standing, as it were, on the threshold of the modern world of music, he combines with the best characteristics of the old school some of the fundamental elements of modern music. Himself endowed with a powerful individuality, he was one of the first to assert the right of individualism in music. At the same time we must not look in his works for any material change of the traditional forms. His Concertos are laid out on the plan of those of Corelli and Vivaldi, while his Sonatas, whether he calls them da chiesa or da camera, are invariably in the accepted form of the Sonata da camera. The Sonata da camera in the proper sense, with its dance forms, he almost entirely abandons. The difference between Tartini’s style and Corelli’s is not so much one of form as of substance. Many of Tartini’s works bear a highly poetical and even dramatic character, qualities which, on the whole, are alien to the beautiful but colder and more formal style of Corelli. His melodies often have a peculiar charm of dreaminess and melancholy, but a vigorous and manly tone is equally at his command. His subjects, though not inferior to Corelli’s in conciseness and clear logical structure, have on the whole more breadth and development. His quick passages are freer from the somewhat exercise-like, dry character of the older school; they appear to be organically connected with the musical context, and to grow out of it. As an executant Tartini marks a great advance in the use of the bow. While no material change has been made in the construction of the violin since the beginning of the 18th century, the bow has undergone a series of modifications, and only toward the end of the 18th century attained its present form, which combines in such a remarkable degree elasticity with firmness. [See Bow, vol. i. p. 264; Tourte, vol. iv. p. 155.]
Whether Tartini himself did anything to perfect the bow, we are not aware, but the fact that old writers on musical matters frequently speak of “Tartini’s bow,” seems to point that way. At any rate, we know that in his time the bow gained considerably in elasticity, and in some letters and other writings of Tartini we have direct evidence that he made a more systematic study of bowing than any one before him. The task of the violinist’s left hand is a purely mechanical one: all power of expression rests with the bow. If we consider the character of Tartini’s compositions, we cannot but see what great and new claims on expression, and consequently on bowing, are made in them. That these claims were fulfilled by Tartini in an extraordinary degree, is the unanimous opinion of his contemporaries: in the production of a fine tone in all its gradations, as well as in perfect management of a great variety of bowing, he had no rival. As regards the technique of the left hand he excelled particularly in the execution of shakes and double-shakes, than which there is no better test for those fundamental conditions of all execution, firmness and lightness of finger-movement. At the same time, to judge from his compositions, his technique was limited even in comparison to that of some of his contemporaries—he does not exceed the 3rd position, his double-stops are on the whole simple and easy. He appears to have adhered to the holding of the violin on the right side of the string-holder, a method which was a barrier to further development of the technique of the left hand. With him the exclusive classical Italian school of violin-playing reached its culmination point, and the pupils of Corelli and Tartini form the connecting links between that school and the schools of France and Germany. In this respect the Piedmontese Somis (about 1700-1763) must be considered the most important of Corelli’s pupils. We do not know much of him as a player or composer, but as the teacher of Giar- dini (1716-1756), and of Pugnani (1727-1803), the teacher of Viotti (1755-1824), his influence reaches down to Spohr and our own days. The most brilliant representatives of Italian violin-playing after Tartini were Geminiani and Nardi- nini. [See vol. i. p. 587; vol. ii. p. 446.] The former was a pupil of Corelli, the latter of Tartini. Their style is decidedly more modern and more brilliant than that of their great master’s. Nardinii’s influence in Germany—where he passed many years— contributed much towards the progress of violin-playing in that country. Geminiani (1680-1761), who for a long time resided in London, was the first to publish a Violin-School of any importance. Compared with that of Leopold Mozart (see vol. ii. p. 379), which appeared a few years later, and on the whole is a work of much higher merit, Geminiani’s “school” shows an advance in some important points of technique. Here for the first time the holding of the violin on the left side of the string-holder is recommended—an innovation of the greatest importance, by which alone the high development of modern technique was made possible. He goes up to the 7th position. As affording the only direct evidence of Corelli’s method and principles (which in all main respects have remained ever since the basis of all legitimate and correct treatment of the instrument), Geminiani’s book is still of the greatest interest. In Locatelli (1653-1764), another pupil of Tartini, a curious instance is afforded, how, in spite of the strongest school-influence, a powerful individuality will now and then, for better or worse, strike out a path for itself. While some of Locatelli’s compositions afford clear evidence of his sound musicianship and genuine musical feeling, he shows himself in others, especially in a set of Caprices, to have been, to say the least, an experimentalist of the boldest type. In overstepping to an astonishing degree the natural resources and limits of the instrument, these caprices afford one of the earliest instances of charlatanism in violin-playing. [See Locatelli, vol. ii. p. 145.]

The beginnings of violin-playing in France date from a very early period. We have already seen that the very first known maker of violins, Duiflourgoz, was called to France by Francis I., and that the court even then had all the evidences of the violin having very quickly gained considerable popularity there. Musical guilds spread throughout the country as early as the 14th century. The most important was the “Confrérie de St. Julien,” headed by “Le Roy des Musiciens du Roy de France.” [See Roi des Violons, vol. iii. p. 145.] Whatever historical or antiquarian interest may attach to these guilds, they did little to further musical art in general or the art of violin-playing in particular. We have no means of forming an estimate of the proficiency as violinists of these musiciens, but, to judge from the extreme simplicity of the violin-parts in the scores of Lulli, who in 1652 was appointed Director of the Royal Chapel (Les vingt-quatre violons du Roy), it cannot have been great. [See vol. iv. p. 266.] As late as 1753 a certain Paris musician, Corrette, writes that when Corelli’s Violin Sonatas came to Paris, no violinist was to be found who could have played them. The violin compositions Frenchmen of the same period, among which is the Suites of Récél (about 1700), a pupil of Lulli, were counted the best, are in every respect inferior to the average of Italian and even of German productions of the same period: the setting is as poor and even incorrect as the treatment of the instrument is primitive. François François, in his Sonatas (1715), shows decided progress in both respects. (As a curiosity it may be noticed that François, in order to produce certain chords, adopted the strange expedient of placing the thumb on the strings.) As was the case in Germany, it was owing to the influence of the Italian school, that violin-playing in France was raised to real excellence. The first French violinist of note who made his studies in Italy under Corelli was Baptista Ante (about 1700). Of much greater importance however was Jean Marie Somis (1697-1764), a pupil of Somis, who again was a direct pupil of Corelli’s.
As a composer for the violin Léclair has among Frenchmen down to Rode hardly a rival. If most of his works are characterised by the essentially French qualities of vivacity, piquancy, and grace, he also shows in some instances a remarkable depth of feeling, and a pathos which one would feel inclined to ascribe to Italian influence, if at the same time it did not contain an element of the most characteristic of all French art of the period. His technique shows itself, within certain limits—he does not go beyond the third position—to be quite as developed as that of his Italian contemporaries.

By the frequent employment of double-stops a remarkable richness of sound is produced, and the bow is used in a manner requiring that agility and lightness of management for which at a later period the French school gained a special reputation.

Among other French violinists, directly or indirectly formed by the Italian school, may be mentioned Pasin (born 1721), Touchemoulin (1727–1801), Laroche (1745–1818), Bartsch-Lemon (died 1808), and Berthaum (1752–1838). Meanwhile an independent French school began to be formed of which Pierre Gaviniés (1728–1800) was the most eminent representative. Of his numerous compositions, *Les vingt quatro matinées*—a set of studies of unusual difficulty—have alone survived. Without partaking of the eccentricity of Locatelli’s Caprices, these studies show a tendency towards exaggeration in technique. Beauty of sound is frequently sacrificed—difficulty is heaped on difficulty for its own sake, and not with the intention of producing new effects. At the same time, so competent a judge as Félix ascribes to Gaviniés a style of playing both imposing and graceful.

Not directly connected with any school, but in the main self-taught was Alexandre Jean Boucher (1770–1801). He was no doubt a player of extraordinary talent and exceptional technical proficiency, but devoid of all artistic earnestness, and was one of the race of charlatan-violinists, which has had representatives from the days of Farina down to our own time. If they have done harm by their example, and by the success they have gained from the masses, it must not be overlooked that, in not a few respects, they have advanced the technique of the violin.

The advent of Viotti (1755–1824) marks a new era in French violin-playing. His enormous success, both as player and composer, gave him an influence over his contemporaries which has no parallel, except in the cases of Corelli and Tartini before him, and in that of Spohr at a later period.

In Germany the art of Corelli and Tartini was spread by numerous pupils of their school, who entered the service of German princes. In Berlin we find J. G. Graun (1700–1771), a direct pupil of Tartini, and F. Benda (1799–1786), both excellent players, and eminent musicians. In the south, the school of Mannheim numbered among its representatives Johann Carl Stamitz (1719–1761), and his two sons Carl and Anton—(the latter settled in Paris, and was the teacher of H. Kreutzer); Chr. Cannabich (1731–1798), well known as the intimate friend of Mozart; Wilmann (1745–1799), member of a very distinguished musical family, and for many years the leading violinist in London; Ignaz Pfanel (born 1736) and his son Ferdinand (1770–1833). The Mannheim masters, however, did nothing to further the literature of the violin. On the whole, the Sonata, as cultivated by Tartini, remained the favourite form of violin compositions. At the same time, the Concerto (in the modern sense) came more and more into prominence. The fact that W. A. Mozart, who from early childhood practised almost every form of composition then in use, wrote no sonatas for violin solo, but a number of concertos for violin and orchestra, is the clearest indication of the growing popularity of the new form. Mozart in his younger years was hardly less great as a violinist than a piano-player, and his Violin Concertos, some of which have been successfully revived of late, are the most valuable compositions in that form anterior to Beethoven and Spohr. While they certainly do not rank with his Piano forte Concertos, which date from a much later period, they stand very much in the same relation to the violin-playing of the period, as his Piano forte Concertos stand to contemporary piano forte playing. Here, as there, the composer does not disdain to give due prominence to the solo instrument, but the musical interest stands in the first rank. The scoring, although of great simplicity—the orchestra generally consisting of the stringed quartet, two oboes, and two horns only—gives full of interest and delicate touches. On the other hand, the Concertos of Tartini and his immediate successors are decidedly inferior to their Solo Sonatas. The Concerto was then in a state of transition: it had lost the character of the Concerto grosso, and its new form had not yet been found, although the germ of it was contained in Vivaldi’s Concertos. On the other hand, the Solo Sonata had for a long time already obtained its full proportions, and the capabilities of the form seemed well-nigh exhausted. Meanwhile the Sonata-form, in the modern sense of the word, had been fully developed by composers for the piano forte, had been applied with the greatest success to orchestral composition, and now took hold of the Concerto. Mozart and Viotti produced the first Violin Concertos, in the modern sense, which have lasted to our day. Mozart, however, in his later years gave up violin-playing altogether, and although, like Haydn, he has shown in his chamber music how thoroughly in sympathy he was with the nature of the violin, he did not contribute to the literature of the instrument any works wherein he availed himself of the technical proficiency attained by the best violinists of his time. In this respect it is significant that Spohr, whose unbounded admiration for Mozart is well known,

1 That is, for violin without accompaniment.

2 His latest Violin Concerto dates from 1774. (See Köchel, No. 288.)
seems never to have played his Violin Concertos in public. Viotti and Rode were Spohr’s models for his earlier Concertos.1

Towards the end of the 17th century Paris became the undisputed centre of violin-playing; and the Paris school, represented by Viotti, as depository of the traditions of the classical Italian school; by Kreutzer (1766-1831), who, though born at Versailles, was of German parentage, and a pupil of Anton Stamitz; and by Rode (1774-1850), and Bailleot (1771-1842), both Frenchmen, assumed a truly international character. The single circumstance that four violinists of such eminence lived and worked together at the same place, and nearly the same time, would be sufficient to account for their essential influence on the taste and style of this period. Differing much in artistic temperament, they all took the same serious view of their art, and shared that musical earnestness which is inverse to mere technical display for its own sake, and looks on execution as the means of interpreting musical ideas and emotions. As teachers at the newly founded Conservatoire, Rode, Kreutzer, and Bailleot formally laid down the principles of violin-playing as they prevail to this day. If it is to Germany that we have to look for their true successors, apparently because their style, founded on a broad and truly musical basis, irrespective of national peculiarities, found its most congenial soil in the country of the great composers, who in their works are truly international, as all art of the very first rank must be; while the strongly pronounced national character of French violinists was bound sooner or later to assert itself, and to return to a characteristically French style of playing. Bailleot, in his ‘L’Art du Violon,’ points out as the chief distinction between the old and the modern style of violin-playing, the absence of the dramatic element in the former, and its predominance in the latter. In so far as this means that the modern style better enables the player to bring out those powerful contrasts, and to do justice to the enlarged horizon of ideas and emotions in modern musical compositions, it merely states that executive art has followed the progress, and shared in the characteristic qualities of the creative art of the period. A comparison of Mozart’s String Quartets with those of Beethoven, illustrates to a certain extent this difference. The style of playing which was admirably adapted for the rendering of the works not only of Corelli and Tartini, but also of Handel, and even Mozart, could not cope with Haydn, and still less with Beethoven. The great merit of the masters of the Paris School was, that they recognised this call for a freer and bolder treatment of the instrument, and approached their task in a truly musical and artistic spirit.

The manner and style of the Paris school were brought to Germany by Viotti and Rode, who both travelled a great deal, and by their performances effected a considerable modification in the somewhat antiquated style then prevailing in that country. The Mannheim school, as already mentioned, was the most important centre of violin-playing in Germany during the second half of the 18th century. It produced a number of excellent players, such as the three Stamitzes, Chr. Cannabich, Ferd. Fränzl, and others. They had adhered more closely than the French players to Tartini’s method and manner, and not only Spohr, but before him Mozart, speaks of their style as old-fashioned, when compared with that of their French contemporaries. The fact that the last and final improvements in the bow as made by Tourte of Paris, were probably unknown to them, would account for this. [See p. 155.] Another remarkable player belonging to this school, was J. F. Eck (born 1766), whose brother and pupil Franz Eck (1774-1809), was the teacher of Spohr. Both the Ecks appear to some extent to have been under the influence of the French school. Spohr in his Autobiography speaks of Franz Eck as a French violinist. Spohr therefore can hardly be reckoned as of the Mannheim school, and we know that later on he was greatly impressed by Rode, and for a considerable time studied to imitate him. His earlier Concertos are evidently worked after the model of Rode’s Concertos. Thus—granting the enormous difference of artistic temperament—Spohr must be considered as the direct heir of the art of Viotti and Rode. At the same time, his individuality was so peculiar, that he very soon formed a style of his own as a player no less than as a composer. As a composer he probably influenced the style of modern violin-playing even more than as a player. His Concertos were, with the single exception of Beethoven’s Concerto, by far the most valuable contributions to the literature of the violin, as a solo instrument, hitherto made. Compared even with the best of Viotti’s, Rode’s, or Kreutzer’s Concertos they are not merely improvements, but in them the Violin Concerto itself is lifted into a higher sphere, and from being more or less a show-piece, rises to the dignity of a work of art, to be judged as much on its own merits as a musical composition, as by its effectiveness as a solo-piece. Without detracting from the merits of the works of the older masters, it is not too much to say that there is hardly enough musical stuff in them to have resisted the stream of superficial virtuoso-music which more than ever before flooded the concert-rooms during the first half of the 19th century. We believe that it was mainly owing to the sterling musical worth of Spohr’s violin compositions that the great qualities of the Classical Italian and the Paris schools have been preserved to the present day, and have prevented the degeneration of violin-playing. Spohr had great powers of execution, but he used them in a manner not wholly free from one-sidedness, and it cannot be said that he made any addition to the technique of the instrument. He set a great example of

1 Mozart’s Solo Violin Concertos, with two exceptions, remain in MS., and indeed seem to have undergone an almost total eclipse till our own days, when one or two of them have been resuscitated by David, Joachim, and others.
purity of style and legitimate treatment of the instrument—an example which has lost none of its force in the lapse of more than half a century.

Next to Spohr no one has had a greater influence on the style of modern violin-playing than Paganini. The fame of Corelli and Tartini had spread far beyond their own country; the fiddlers of Italy, like the singers, travelled during the 18th century all over Europe in search of gold and laurels. Some of them returned to enjoy a quiet old age under their native sky; others, like Viotti, never came back. A great many either settled abroad, in Paris or London, or were attached to some of the many courts of Germany. Thus we find Geminiani and Giardinini in London, Viotti alternately in Paris and London, Locatelli at Amsterdam, Nardini at Stuttgart, as soloists, leaders, and teachers. In this way the school of Italy was virtually transferred to France and Germany by the pupils of Tartini; and at the beginning of the century it was practically extinct in Italy, where violin-playing, with few exceptions, had sunk to a very low level. But Italy afterwards produced a few violinists of great eminence, who, more or less self-taught, achieved enormous successes as virtuosi, and no doubt have largely influenced modern violin-playing. Lollì (about 1730-1802) was one of these; an extraordinary fiddler, but a poor musician. Of much greater importance was Paganini (1784-1840). The sensation he created wherever he appeared was unprecedented. By his marvellous execution, and his thoroughly original, though eccentric personality and style, he for a time held the public and the musicians of Europe spell-bound. His influence on the younger violinists of the period could not fail to be considerable—more so in France than in Germany, where the more serious spirit prevailing among musicians and the presence of such a master as Spohr, were powerful enough to keep the influence within bounds. The growing importance and popularity of chamber-music for the violin, especially of the String Quartet, since Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, were another barrier against the predominance of an exclusive virtuoso style of violin-playing in Germany. French violinists, especially Baillot, were certainly anxious enough to attack these highest tasks of the violinist, but there can be no doubt that in their hands the works of the German classics assumed an aspect which was too frequently more in accordance with the French character of the performers than with the intentions of the composers. In this respect the minute directions which Baillot gives for the performance of a great number of passages extracted from the works of most eminent composers, is extremely curious and instructive. It was but natural that Paganini should have a number of imitators, who copied with more or less success his harmonics and double-harmonics, his long and quick staccatos, pizzicatos with the left hand—in fact, all those technical feats which, though not invented by him, he brought to the highest pitch of perfection. The style of the man, which had its source in his genius and originality, was inimitable. He could not, and did not start a school. Sivori (born 1817) claimed to be his only actual pupil. But, pupils or no pupils, Paganini caused nothing short of a revolution in the technique of the French school. The striking change which the general style of violin-playing underwent in France during the third decade of this century has, however, other and deeper causes, and finds its explanation in the complete revolution in musical taste which took place at that period. The Classical Paris school was in reality the school of Italy, which for the time being had made Paris, as it were, its headquarters. Founded by Viotti, the Italian, at a time when German instrumental music, in the persons of Haydn and Mozart, was occupying the attention of the whole musical world, this School hardly reflected the salient points of the French national character, although it harmonised well with the classical tendencies of the sister arts in that country. In Baillot's 'L'Art du Violon,' we cannot fail to recognise already a leaning towards a style which was more in harmony with the genius of the French nation—a style, brilliant, showy, full of shrewdly calculated effects, elegant, and graceful, aiming chiefly at a highly polished execution, and distinguished by what they themselves untranslatably call das. At the same time, the French school gained, in what might be termed its classical period, a basis and a systematic method for the technical training of violinists, the advantages of which are still so apparent in the highly finished technique of a large number of French violin-players of the present day.

It is only within the last fifty years that instrumental composition, apart from the stage, has gained any great importance in France. As in Italy, so there, the operatic style of the period determined the general musical style. Thus we find the chaste and graceful style of Méhul and Boieldieu reflected in Rode and the best of his contemporaries. The success of Rossini threw everything else for a time into the shade, and brought about a complete revolution of musical taste in France; but if Rossini's sparkling and graceful style appealed to one prominent feature of the national character, it was Meyerbeer, with his supreme command of theatrical effect, who took hold of another. The most eminent native opera composers, Adam, Auber, Herold, and Halévy, while no doubt strongly French in character, did not escape the powerful influence of these two masters; and it is but natural that in common with all other branches of musical art, violin-playing and composition for the violin had to submit to it. While in Germany the spirit of instrumental music was almost as dominant on the stage as in the concert-room, and delayed the formation of a truly dramatic style of music, in France the operatic style was as supreme in the concert-room as on the stage; and in that sense
Ballot's characterisation of the modern style of violin-playing as the dramatic style is quite correct.

The two most eminent representatives of the modern French school, De Bériot (1802–1870) and H. Vieuxtemps (1820–1881), were of Belgian nationality. The Belgian school of violin-playing is, however, in reality but a branch, though a most important one, of the Paris school. De Bériot's style as a composer for the violin seems to have been formed under the influence of the modern Italian opera composers, especially of Rossini, Donizetti, and Bellini; and his Concertos and Various Works, which have attained an immense popularity all over the world, share the strong and weak points of modern Italian music. They have plenty of melody, though of a somewhat sentimental kind, and their general style, without affording much difficulty to the player, is most brilliant and effective. If De Bériot's ideas are on the whole superficial and often not free from triviality, they are also unpretentious and unaffected. The same can hardly be said of Vieuxtemps. He certainly was a great violinist and as a musician decidedly superior to Bériot. His compositions contain ideas of great beauty and are often cleverly worked out, but at the same time there is in them too frequently an element of theatrical bombast and pretension which is analogous to Meyerbeer's grand-opera style, just as De Bériot's is to the spontaneous melody of Italian opera. De Bériot's treatment of the instrument, though often commonplace, does not go against its nature, while Vieuxtemps not unfrequently seems to do violence to it, and in some of his tours de force oversteps the boundaries of the beautiful. Both these great artists travelled much, and gained by the great excellence of their performances universal success in almost every European country. Vieuxtemps was also the first violinist of the highest rank, who visited America. De Bériot, as leader at the Brussels Conservatoire, formed a great number of excellent violinists, the best known of whom are the Spaniard Montreraud (born 1826), Sain- ret (born 1852), Schradebeck (born 1846), and Heereman (born 1844). Jean Becker (born 1836), and Lauterbach (born 1832) also studied for some time under him.

Among Ballot's pupils F. A. Hassheek (1781–1849) attained a great reputation as conductor and as teacher. He counts among his pupils Sainton (born 1813), Prunié (1816–1849), Alard (born 1815) and Léonard (born 1819). The two last, with Massart (born 1811), a pupil of Kreutzer, have for thirty years past, as teachers at the Paris Conservatoire, headed the Franco-Belgian school. Alard's most eminent pupil is Sabatine (born 1844). Mariack and M. Degrémont (born 1866) studied under Léonard.

Wieniecky, Lotto, and Teresa Tua, are pupils of Massart. Wieniecky (1835–1880) was indeed a wonderful player. He possessed a beautiful tone, an astonishing technique of the left hand and of the bow, and threw into his performances an amount of life and warmth which, if it now and then led to some exaggeration, was irresistible. The marvellous perfection of Sarasate's playing, and the gracefulness of his style, are too well known to require further comment. The character of his répertoire deserves, however, special attention. It is a very extended one, and illustrates a remarkable general change in the répertoire, if not in the style, of the younger generation of French violinists. Formerly the French violinist, no less than the German one, as a matter of course, wrote his own Concertos—or if that was beyond his power, his own Fantaisies or the like. French violinists, with few exceptions, have not been highly trained musicians. We know that Rode and De Bériot had even to seek assistance in the scoring of their Concertos. The descent from the compositions of Rode and Kreutzer to those of De Bériot, Alard, and Léonard, is only too apparent. The operatic Fantaisies of the last two mark, we may say, the lowest point to which composition for the violin had hitherto descended. At the end of the last century there was a world-wide demand for virtuoso instrumental music that had grown more and more universal in France, and a reaction has set in. Not that the public has left off its delight in brilliant technical display. The fabulous successes of some modern virtuosi prove the contrary. But these triumphs have been won as much by their performance of the best Concertos by the best composers as of brilliant show-pieces.

In Germany we find the schools of Casell, Leipzig, and Vienna taking the lead. Spohr at Cassel had the greatest number of pupils, but his manner and style were too exclusively individual to form a school. His most eminent pupil was Ferdinand David (1810–1873) who as founder of the Leipzig School exercised great influence on violin-playing in Germany. It can hardly be said that he perpetuated in his pupils Spohr's method and style. Entirely differing from his great master in musical temperament, enjoying from his early youth close intercourse with Mendelssohn, and from 1839 on, combined with the spirit of modern music as manifested in Beethoven, he represents a more modern phase in German violin-playing and an eclecticism which has avoided one-sidedness not less in matters of technique than of musical taste and judgment generally. He was the first who played Bach's Violin Solos, and all the last Quartets of Beethoven (not even excepting the Fugue) in public. Schubert's Quartets and Quintet were on the programme of his chamber-concerts at the time when they had, except perhaps at Vienna, nowhere yet been heard in public. [See vol. iii. p. 356.] As a teacher his chief aim was to give to his pupils a thorough command of the technique of the violin, and to arouse and develop their musical intelligence. There as elsewhere the classical works of violin literature naturally formed the main stock of teaching-material. At the same time David laid great stress on the study of the modern French masters, maintaining that, irrespective of musical value, their works,
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being as a rule written with the aim of bringing out the capabilities of the violin, contain a large amount of useful material for technical training, which in the end must benefit and improve the execution of music of any style. The correctness of this theory is strikingly proved by Joachim, who as Boehm's pupil at Vienna, was made thoroughly familiar with the technique of the modern French school, while he studied most of his classical repertoire at Leipzig under David's guidance, and in what we may term Mendelssohn's musical atmosphere. Joachim's unlimited command over technical difficulties in music of any style, which enables him to do equal justice to Paganini and Bach, is undoubtedly largely owing to the fact that his early training was free from one-sidedness, and that he gained through the study of brilliant modern music the highest finish as well as the complete mastery. David trained a large number of good violinists: —Japha (Cologne), Röntgen (Leipzig), Jacobsohn (Bremen), Schradieck (who succeeded him at Leipzig), F. Hegar (Zürich), and many more. By far the most eminent of his pupils is Wilhelm (born 1843), a virtuoso of the very first rank, who combines a fine broad tone with a technique of the left hand unrivalled by any other living violinist. A most powerful influence on the style of the German violinists of the present day has been exercised by the Vienna school, more especially by the pupils of BOEHM (1798-1875). Although it is difficult to trace any direct connexion between the Viennese violin-players of the last century and the school of Italy, Italian violinists came very early to Vienna, and the local players adopted their method and style. We know that Tartini was for three years in the service of Count Kinsky, a Bohemian noble, and also that Transi, Ferrari, and other Italian virtuosi came to Vienna. It is remarkable that the leading Viennese composers of the last century, down to Haydn, were almost without exception violinists. Some of them, like Anton Wranitzky and Dittersdorf, were virtuosi of high rank, but most of them were in the first place composers and leaders, and in the second place only violinists. Naturally they excelled less as solo-players than in the performance of chamber-music, which at that period hardly enjoyed anywhere so much popularity as at Vienna. It was the time of preparation for the great classical period which opened with Haydn, and the circumstance that the violin was even then cultivated in Vienna far more in connexion with good and serious music than merely as a solo-instrument, has undoubtedly contributed much towards giving to the later representatives of that school their thoroughly musical character, and towards making Vienna the earliest home of quartet-playing. As a quartet-player SCHRAPPENSTEIN (1776-1830), a pupil of Wranitzky, attained great reputation, and may be regarded as standing first on the roll of great quartet-players. For many years in close intercourse with Haydn and Beethoven, enjoying the advice and guid-

It is however through the pupils of JOSEPH BOEHM (1798-1875) that the Vienna school attained general renown and importance. ERNST (1814-1865), G. HELMISBERGER sen., DONT sen., JOACHIM, LUDWIG STRAUSS, RAFFOLDI, and GNÜB, all studied under Boehm. Boehm himself can hardly be reckoned as belonging to the old Vienna school, since he made his studies under Rode, and no doubt was also influenced by Spohr, who resided at Vienna in 1813, 14, and 15. The modern Vienna school therefore, though certainly not uninfluenced by the musical traditions of Vienna, appears in reference to technique and specific violin-style to be based on the principles of the classical French school. Counting among its representatives players of a great diversity of talent and artistic temperament, who afterwards formed more or less a style of their own, the Vienna school, or, strictly speaking, Boehm's school, can hardly be said to have been directly continued at Vienna. Boehm, although a thoroughly competent violinist, was not a player of great genius, but he was possessed of an eminently sound and correct taste and judgment in musical and technical matters, and had a rare talent for teaching. Ernst, next to Joachim the most famous of his pupils, came largely under the influence of Paganini, whose style he for some time closely imitated. Undoubtedly a violinist of the first rank, and by no means exclusively a bravura-player, he did not to any extent affect the prevailing style of violin-playing, nor did he train pupils. An enormous influence on modern violin-playing, and on the general musical life of Germany and England, is exercised by JOACHIM. He combines in a unique degree the highest executive powers with the most excellent musicianhip; and while through his brilliant example he may truly be said to have given to modern German violin-playing a peculiar character, it has not been without effect even on the style of the French school. Unsurpassed as a master of the instrument, he uses his powers of execution exclusively in the service of art. First musician, then violinist, seems the motto of his life and the gist of his teaching. His performances undoubtedly derive their charm and supreme merit from the strength of his talent and of his artistic character, and are stamped with a striking originality of conception; at the same time fidelity to the text, and careful endeavour to enter into the spirit and feeling of the composer, are the principles of executive art which Joachim through his long career has invariably practised. In the
rendering of Bach's Solos, of Beethoven's Concerto and Quartets, he has absolutely no rival, and it seems impossible he should ever be surpassed in these highest tasks of the violinist, in which both his conception and execution appear to fulfill the ideal of the composer. With Mozart, and still more with Joachim, an element derived from the national Hungarian, and the Hungarian gipsy music has come into prominence. Haydn, and still more Schubert, made frequent use of its peculiar melodic progressions and characteristic rhythms. [See vol. ii. p. 157.]

It is fiddle-music par excellence, and if introduced into serious music with such judgment and discretion as in Joachim's Hungarian Concerto and transcriptions of Brahms's Hungarian Dances, it is not only artistically legitimate and musically interesting, but opens a field for telling and beautiful violin-effects. It evinces the same desire to make the resources of popular national music available for artistic purposes, which showed itself in Chopin's idealisations of the Polish element, and of late in Sarasate's adaptations of Spanish melodies and dances. Joachim has trained a large number of excellent violinists. Among the best of his pupils are: J. Ludwig, well-known as a teacher and quartet-player in London; Hanflein (Hanover), Waldemar Meyer, Holländer (Cologne), Kruse (Berlin), Kotek (Berlin), Schnitzler (Rotterdam), Hess (Frankfort), Petri (Leipzig), Halir (Mannheim), Schiefer (Liverpool), Gompertz (London), T. Nachez, and many more.

In addition to Boehm's pupils, the Vienna school produced a number of eminent violinists, such as Joseph Helmberger, a pupil of his father, who for a great many years has been the leading violinist at Vienna, and enjoys a special reputation for quartet-playing; LEOPOLD AUER (born 1845), pupil of Dohn, juri, and performer of the first rank, and others. LEOPOLD JANSA (1796-1875) deserves to be specially mentioned as the teacher of the most eminent lady-violinist of the present day, WILMA NORMANN-NEUDA (born 1840). Madame Neruda, possessing a highly-finished technique, is not merely a brilliant soloist, but a thorough musician, versed in the whole range of musical literature, and an admirable quartet-player. It is, no doubt, largely owing to her immense success and popularity that of late years violin-playing has been much taken up by ladies, but, if we except Teresa Tas, with but transient success. Lady amateur violinists in London, as in Boston and New York, at the present time are counted by hundreds.

The school of Prague—started by F. W. Pixis (1795-1842), a pupil of František Mannheim, and of Viotti—has produced several violinists of note: J. W. KALLIWOUDA (1801-1866), M. MILDNER (1812-1865), who succeeded Pixis as Professor of the Violin at the Prague Conservatoire, and FERDINAND LAUB (1832-1874), a violinist of the very first rank.

It remains to mention a few violinists of eminence who do not stand in any direct connexion with the established schools of violin-playing. FRANZ CLEMENT (1780-1842), who was a musician and player of remarkable genius, deserves specially to be remembered as the first who played in public, and for whom, in fact, was written, the Concerto of Concertos, the original MS. of which bears this inscription: 'Concerto par Clementz pour Clement, primo Violino e Direttore al teatro di vienna, Dal L. v. Bthvn. 1806.' C. J. LIPINSKI (1790-1861) was mainly self-taught, an excellent, solid, and brilliant player; though not exercising, either as composer or teacher, much influence on violin-playing generally. BERNHARD MOULÈ (1803-1869), although a pupil of Rovelli's at Munich, must be called a follower of Spohr. His concertos take a high rank in violin-literature, and although they cannot rival Spohr's in spontaneity of ideas, they show, as it were, a further development of that master's violin-style and technique. During his long residence in England, Molique formed a number of pupils, the best known of whom is CARRODUS. OLE BULL1 (1810-1880), a player of great originality, not free from charlatanism, was entirely self-taught, and has not inappropriately been described as a Northern Paganini. He belongs to no school, and has exercised no influence on the style of violin-playing of the period.

England has produced but few violin-players of eminence, and violin-playing has, as a rule, been represented in this country by foreigners. Thus we find Geminiari, Giardini, Wilhelm Cramer, Salomon, Viotti, Mori, Sainton, Strua, Normann Neruda, as the leading resident violinists in London, while there is hardly an eminent player during the last hundred years who has not visited this country. The earliest English violin-player of note was DAVIS MELL, whom Hawkins calls the great rival of the German Baltzar. [See vol. i. p. 132.] JOHN BANISTER (about 1640-1700) was leader of the band of Charles II., in succession to Baltzar. MATTHEW DUBOUC (1703-1767) was a pupil of Geminiari, and appears to have been a clever player. His pupil, JOHN CLAY (died about 1742), was a brilliant virtuoso. J. ABRAHAM Fish e r (born 1744) was a player of much talent, who travelled a great deal on the continent, but appears to have been much of a charlatan. THOMAS LINLEY (1756-1778) studied under Nardini at Florence, but died young. GEORGE A. P. BRIDG E TOWER (1779-1845), though not born in England, made his studies in London, and must have been a player of considerable powers, to judge from the fact that Beethoven played with him the Kreutzer Sonata for the first time in public. THOMAS PINTO (died about 1780) and GEORGE F. PINTO (1786-1806) were born in London of Portuguese parents. Both were clever violinists. Among modern players, the most eminent are HENRY BLA GROVE (1811-1872), a pupil of Spohr, and the brothers ALFRED (1837-1875) and HENRY HOLMES (born 1839). The last-named, now

1 See BULL, OLE, in Appendix.
chief Professor of the Violin at the Royal College of Music in London, is a thoroughly artistic player, who more especially excels in quartet-playing.

There can be no doubt that the number of good violin-players is very much greater at the present time than it ever was before. Striking originality and genius are probably as rare as ever, but the development which has taken place in the rank and file during the last forty years is truly astonishing. While formerly even the most famous orchestras contained but a few who could make any claim to be soloists, nowadays the great majority are thoroughly trained artistic players. One of the best-known teachers of modern times used to declare that the same concertos which during the first half of this century were considered the ne plus ultra of difficulty, and were attempted in public by perhaps a very few of the most famous virtuosos—he used specially to adduce Lipinski's 'Concerto Militaire'—are now as a matter of course studied and fairly mastered by the average student at any Conservatoire. It is obvious how much orchestral performances must have gained by this general spread of executive skill, and we can safely assume that at no period of musical history has orchestral music been so generally well executed as at the present day.

At the same time we cannot speak of a modern violin-technique and a modern development of such technique as we speak of it in reference to piano-playing. The development of the technique in any instrument, as a matter of course goes along with the perfecting of its mechanical structure. Now in the case of the pianoforte this gradual perfecting of the mechanism has continued up to the present time. Thus the technique of Mozart probably stands in the same relation to the technique of Liszt as an old Vienna clavicembalo to a modern Broadwood. In the case of the violin it is not so. For more than three hundred years the violin has undergone no structural alteration whatever, and no important change in the principles of execution has taken place since the days of Corelli. The advance made in mastering difficulties since the early days of violin-playing is more apparent than real. There are but few points of modern technique which one or another of the old masters had not already attempted (Locatelli, Lolli, Bach, etc.), and it is owing only to the more complicated nature of modern music (not to speak of the morbid tendency towards exaggeration in every respect) that the execution of great difficulties is more often demanded. It is only in reference to 'bowing' that we can speak of a modern development, and that for the very good reason that the modern flexible bow attains its present form but very gradually at the end of last century. In the art of bowing we do find, as in piano-playing, a modern development which follows the gradual perfecting of the instrument. Tourte, of Paris, made the modern bow what it is, and the violonists of his time were not slow to avail themselves of its immense advantages. Hence resulted a rapid progress in the art of bowing, which culminated in Paganini, and there reached a point of perfection which is not likely to be surpassed. [P.D.]

VIOLENCCELLO—i.e. the little Violone—commonly Cello. For the place of this instrument in the Violin family see vol. i. 580; iv. 268, 269, 281. II. The name is given to an organ stop of 8 ft. pitch, usually to be found in the Pedal organ, but occasionally in the Great also. It may be found both with open and closed pipes. There is always, as its name implies, some attempt to give the string quality. [W.Fa.]

VIOLENCCELLO-PLAYING. Though the manufacture of the Bass Violin or Violoncello followed closely on the invention of the Tenor and Treble Violas, nearly a century elapsed before the Violoncello took its proper rank in the family of stringed instruments. This is due to the fact that the six-stringed Viola da gamba, the established chamber and orchestral bass of the 17th century, was a very popular instrument, and more easily handled than the Violoncello, though inferior to it in power and quality of tone. [See GAMBA.] The growth and more thickly strung Violoncello was at first employed to strengthen the bass part in vocal music, particularly in the music of the church. It was in Italy that the instrument first took a higher position. The stepping-stone appears to have been the continuous basses which formed the usual accompaniment to solos for the Violin. The ringing tones of the Violin demanded a more powerful accompaniment than the Viola da gamba could give; and with many Violin solos of the latter part of the century we find bass parts of some difficulty, which were played on the Violoncello by accompanists who made this department of music a special study. Corelli is said to have had a Violoncello accompaniment to his solo performances, though his basso continuo is obviously written in the first instance for the Viola da gamba: but it is not until after the death of Corelli that we hear of the first solo violoncello player. This was one Francisicello (1713-1749), of whom little is known except that he played solos in the principal European capitals. The name of Vandi has also come down to us as the violoncello accompanist of the solos of Tartini. These two players rank as the fathers of the Violoncello, and it may be assumed that it was from its association with the Violin as a bass that the Violoncello itself became a model instrument, and that the methods of violin playing came to be applied to it.

Among the earliest compositions for the Violoncello may be mentioned the sonatas of Antonio of Milan, an Amsterdam edition of which is dated 1736, and of Lanzetti, violoncellist to the King of Sardinia (1730-1750). According to M. Vidal we trace in these masters the first decided recognition of the capacities of the

1 Les Instruments & Archet, tom. i. p. 287.
VIOLONCELLO-PLAYING.

Instrument. The left hand stops an octave and a half (upper F) on the first string, necessitating the use of the thumb, which is the special characteristic of the higher positions of the Violoncello. Canaveso and Ferrari, two other Italian Cello players, appeared in Paris between 1750 and 1755, and in Paris a player whose name stands by tradition at the head of the French school. This was the famous Berteau, who died in 1756. None of Berteau's compositions are known to exist, except a well-known study printed in Duport's 'Essai,' and a sonata in Brevai's 'Méthode'; but he is universally recognized as the first of the French school of violoncello-players. Cipri, Tillière, the two Jansons, and the elder Duport were among his pupils. Among the classical composers, Handel and Bach first employed the instrument in its wider range; it is only necessary to mention the famous six solos of the latter, while well-known instances of its use by the former are the obligato parts to 'O Liberty!' (Judas), 'What passion cannot music raise' (St. Cecilia's Day), and 'But O! sad virgin' (L'Allegro). Pupeseus 'Alexis' was for long a favourite. With the creation of the stringed quartet the Violoncello gained the greatest prominence, which is exemplified in the chamber music of Haydn and Boccherini. The latter master was himself a solo cellist of considerable ability; he played at the Concert Spirituel in Paris in 1768. Gluck is said to have been a cellist, but no predilection for the instrument appears in his works.

The true method of violoncello-playing was first worked out by the younger Duport, and laid down in his famous 'Essai sur le Doigté du Violoncello, et sur la Conduite de l'Arche.' Duport, who was born in 1749, made his début at the Concert Spirituel in the same year in which Boccherini performed (1768); the 'Essai' was published some years later. Before Duport much confusion had existed in fingering and bowing the instrument; many players, it appears, endeavoured to get over the difficulties of the scales by fingering the Violoncello like the Violin, i.e. stopping whole tones with successive fingers, thus throwing the hand into a false position, and losing that embellishment which is indispensable alike to certainty of fingering and solidity of tone. Duport, recurring to the practice of the old Viola da gamba players, laid down the principle that the true fingering was by semitones, only the first and second fingers being as a rule allowed to stretch a whole tone where necessary; and he overcame the inherent difficulties of the scales by dividing the positions into four so-called 'Fractions,' and by adopting a methodical system of shifting, the Violoncello fingering being only retained in the higher 'thumb' positions, where the fingering is similar to the first position of the Violin, the thumb acting as a moveable nut. The 'Essai' of Duport formed an epoch in violoncello-playing. Among his pupils was Frederick William, King of Prussia, to whom Mozart dedicated the three famous quartets in F major, Bb major, and D major, in which the Violoncello occupies so prominent a place; while Beethoven's two first Violoncello sonatas (op. 5) were dedicated to Duport himself. The compliment of Voltaire to Duport, who visited him when at Geneva on a musical tour, aptly illustrates the change which was taking place in the treatment of this instrument. 'Monsieur,' he is reported to have said, 'vous me faites croire aux miracles; vous savez faire d'un bœuf un rossignol!' In Germany Bernhard Romberg and Stiastny, contemporaries of Duport, worked upon his method, while Levasseur, Lamare, Norblin, Platel, Baudoit and others represented the school in France. The Italians were slower in the cultivation of the Violoncello, and Burney in his Tour remarks that the Italian players retained the underhand grasp of the bow, while elsewhere the overhand grasp, founded on that of the violin, was generally adopted. Since the time of Duport, the tendency of players and composers has been to make the Violoncello more and more a Bass Violin, i.e. to assimilate its treatment more and more closely to that of the treble instrument. The most accomplished players even perform (an octave lower in pitch) on it solo violin pieces of great difficulty, the 'Trillo del diavolo' and 'Carnaval de Venise' not excepted. Mork, Franckhonne, Kummer, and Dotzauer ranked among the best bravura players of their times, but the greatest master of all the effects producible on the Violoncello was undoubtedly the late M. Servais (died 1866), under whose large and vigorous hand, says a critic, the Violoncello vibrated with the facility of a kit: the staccato in single notes, in thirds, in octaves, all over the fingerboard, even to the most acute tones, came out with irreproachable purity; there was never a hesitation or a doubtful note. He was an innovator in every sense of the word: never, before him, had the Violoncello yielded such effects. His compositions will remain as one of the most marvellous monuments of the instrumental art of our time. Servais may well be called the Paganini of the Violoncello. The English players who have left the greatest name are Cradidell and Lindley. Among living players the name of Signor Pigni should be mentioned as a master in all styles, equally admirable in the severest classical music and in the brilliant technical effects which are embodied in some of his own compositions. Grützmacher, Davidoff, the Hausmann, and our own Edward Howell, must also be named.

At present players use thinner strings than formerly: and the use of the thumb positions is more restricted, the rule being to employ ordinary stopping wherever practicable. The objection to the thumb positions is that the quasi-open notes, being stopped sideways, are necessarily weak and unequal. For solo performance the tenor register of the Violoncello, i.e. the first and second strings, each employed in its lowest octave, is the best portion of the instrument: the ponderous notes of the lowest string are ex-

1 Vidal, Instruments & Archet, tom. ii. p. 571.
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The Cello affords less scope than the Violin for displaying skill in bowing, the bow being shorter than that of the Violin, though the instrument itself is very much larger: while the bowing is to some extent reversed, because in the Violin the bow points in the downward direction of the scales, &c. towards the lowest string, while in the Cello, which is held in a reversed position, the bow points in the upward direction, towards the highest string. The rule of the old Viola da gamba players, however—to bow strictly the reverse way to the Violin, i.e. to commence the bar with an up-bow—is not applicable to the Cello.

The principal methods for the Violoncello are those by B. Romberg, Kummer, Dotzauer, Lee, and Piatti. The Studies of Stiastny, Gritzmacher, and Lee, are usually recommended. Perhaps the best known among special writers for the instrument is Goltermann, who wrote many sonatas, and concertos with alternative orchestral or pianoforte accompaniment, as well as a very large number of lighter solos. Many of his works possess considerable musical as well as technical interest. Besides Goltermann, there may be mentioned Popper, a living violoncellist of good repute, Dunkler, and Signor Piatti, who, besides being the author of several original compositions, has rendered good service to the musical world by his admirable editions, with pianoforte arrangements, of the Sonatas of Marcello and Boccherini. The principal classical compositions for the Violoncello and Piano are Beethoven's Four Sonatas, Hummel's Sonata, Sternsdale Bennett's Sonata, Schumann's Concerto and 3 Stücke im Volkston, Molique's Concerto in D, op. 45, Mendelssohn's predilection for the Cello is well known. His orchestral works abound in melodious and effective solos for the instrument (Allegros of Italian and Scotch Symphonies, Meeresstille Overture, etc.), and in addition his Sonatas in B flat and D, and his Air with Variations in D, all for Cello and Piano, are among the finest works in the repertoire of the cellist. The obligato part to the air 'Be thou faithful unto death' (St. Paul), is a masterpiece in its kind which will probably never be surpassed. It is a pity that his intention of writing a Concerto for Cello and Orchestra was frustrated by his death, as it would undoubtedly have been a fine and effective composition, which, with all its merits, Schumann's Concerto fails to be. [See vol. ii. p. 285 a.]. Onslow's Sonatas are esteemed by some amateurs of the instrument. Some effective duets for two Violoncellos have been written by Dotzauer, Gros, Kummer, Lee, Viotti, and Offenbach. The Violin and Violoncello concertante duets of the Bohers, the Rombergs, and Léonard and Servais, are brilliant works, suitable for advanced performers: the less ambitious duets for Violin and Violoncello by Hoffmeister, Hoffmann, and Reicha should also be mentioned. [E.J.P.]

VIOLONE (i.e. Double-bass). An organ stop of 16 ft. pitch, with open pipes of smaller scale than those of the Open Diapason. Generally in the Pedal organ. [W.Pa.]

VIOLONS DU ROY. [See VINGT-QUATRE VIOLON , p. 266.]

VIOTTI, GIOVANNI BATTISTA, celebrated violin-player and composer for the violin, was born March 23, 1752, at Fontanetto, a village in Piedmont. His first musical instruction he got from his father, a blacksmith, and from an itinerant musician of the name of Giovanniini. In 1766 a bishop, who had been struck by the cleverness of the boy's performance, sent him to Turin, where Prince Pozzo de la Cisterna placed him under Pugnani. He soon developed into a fine player and entered the Royal band. In 1780 he left Turin, and travelled with Pugnani through Germany to Poland and Russia, meeting with great success, especially at St. Petersburg, and winning the favour of the Empress Catherine, who endeavoured to attach him to her court. But Viotti did not remain long in Russia, and proceeded with Pugnani to London, where his success was so great as completely to throw every other violinist into the shade. From London he went to Paris, and there parted from Pugnani, who returned to Italy. He made his first appearance at the Concert Spirituel in 1782, and was at once acknowledged to be the greatest living violinist. He happened to be less successful on one occasion, while in the next concert a very inferior player earned a great success. This is said to have disgusted him so much that he altogether ceased to play in public. In 1783 he visited his native town and bought some property for his father. Returned to Paris, he occupied himself with teaching and composing, giving at his residence regular private performances, and playing his concertos as he finished them with the accompaniment of his pupils. After some time he accepted the leadership of the orchestra at private concerts which had been established by the Princes Conti, Soubise, and other members of the aristocracy. He also frequently played at the Royal Court, but kept to his resolve not to appear in public. In 1788 he was induced to undertake the artistic management of the Italian Opera, a licence for which had been granted to the Queen's hairdresser Léonard. He succeeded in bringing together a brilliant company of singers, and also secured Cherubini's services as composer. From 1789 to 1793 the Italian Opera gave performances in the Tuileries, but on the return of the Court from Versailles to Paris, had to be transferred to the Theatre Feydeau. On the outbreak of the revolution however the enterprise quickly collapsed, and Viotti, having lost almost everything he possessed, went to London. Here he renewed his former successes—appearing frequently at Salomon's concerts in Hanover Square Rooms and in the drawing-rooms of the aristocracy. London soon filled with refugees French noblemen. Owing probably to the circumstance that he had had some personal dealings with the Duc d’Orléans (Philippe Égalité) Viotti fell under
VIOTTI.

suspicion, and was advised to leave England. He went to Hamburg, and for some time lived in complete retirement in the neighbourhood of that town. It was there that he composed a number of his famous violin duets. Fétis and Wasielski are both mistaken in stating that he remained in Germany until 1795, as we find his name on the London concert programmes early in 1794, and in the winter of 1794 he was acting manager of the Italian Opera at the King’s Theatre. At the same time he played frequently in Salomon’s concerts, and acted as leader in Haydn’s Benefit Concerts in 1794 and 1795. He was also director of the great Opera Concerts in 1795, for which he brought together a band containing the most eminent players in London, and declared to be unprecedented in brilliancy of effect. Financially however these and similar enterprises proved to be anything but successes, and as his old aversion to playing in public grew more and more upon him, he retired entirely from public life, and with the remnants of his fortune embarked in trade, entering as a partner in a wine merchant’s firm. In 1803 he once more visited Paris. Although firmly resolved not to play in public, he could not resist the persuasion of his numerous old admirers, and after a lapse of twenty years appeared once more at the Conservatoire, showing, by the masterly perfection of one of his later concertos, that his execution had lost none of its former perfection, while as a composer he had greatly advanced in maturity of ideas, style, and workmanship. After a few months he returned to his business in London. Viotti went to Paris once more in 1819, and undertook the post of director of the Opéra, at that period in a state of utter decadence. His administration did not restore prosperity, and in 1822 he was pensioned off. He returned to London, and died there March 10, 1824.

Viotti was one of the greatest violinists of all ages, and the last great representative of the classical Italian school. He retained in his style of playing and composition the simplicity and noble pathos of the great masters of that school, treating his instrument above all as a singing voice, and keeping strictly within its natural resources. As a composer he was among the first to apply the extended modern sonata-form to the violin concerto, and to avail himself of the resources of the modern orchestra in his orchestral accompaniments. In both respects he was no doubt much influenced by Haydn, whose symphonies were played in Paris and London as early as 1765, and with whom, as we have already noticed, he came into frequent personal contact. His ideas, though neither of striking originality nor great force, are invariably refined and dignified. The Allegros are as a rule of pathetic character, and even in their quicker passages broad and reposeful. Some of his Adagios have great sentimental charm—they are however frequently mere outlines, which, according to the fashion of the time, the performer filled out and adorned by cadenzas, shakes and other ornamental passages. The FINALES, with a few exceptions, strike the modern ear as somewhat antiquated. Of his 20 published Concertos, the 22nd (in A minor) is still played in public, being remarkable for its fine subjects and the symphonic treatment of the orchestra. The Adagio in E especially is a perfect gem. The exceptionally interesting and effective instrumentation of this concerto has been ascribed to Cherubini, but there is no valid evidence for this assumption. It is evident enough from Viotti’s earlier works that his musical education, apart from violin-playing, was anything but complete— the form is clumsy, the harmonies poor; it is also true that it was by no means an unusual thing for a virtuoso to get assistance for the scoring of his concertos; but the steady progress to complete mastery of form observable in Viotti’s later works, coupled with his long experience as leader and conductor, make it incredible that a man of his talent and musical instinct should not have acquired the necessary proficiency for writing effective concertos.

His violin duets deserve special mention. They have not the richness of effect of Spohr’s duets, but next to them they are the most valuable contributions to this branch of violin literature. His quartets, sonatas, trios, etc., are antiquated and entirely forgotten. He published (according to Fétis) 29 Violin Concertos, 2 Concertantes for 2 violins, 21 Quartets for stringed instruments, 21 Trios for 2 violas and a viola, 51 Violin-duets, 18 Sonatas for solo violin with bass, and a Sonata for piano and violin. Some of the duets he also arranged for piano and violin. Cherubini published an arrangement of some of the trios for piano and violin. The study of some of his concertos still forms part of the regular course of all schools of violin-playing.

The most eminent of Viotti’s direct pupils were Rode and Baillot. The influence which he exercised on the style of violin-playing generally by his brilliant example was not less strong in Germany than in France.

Baillot published a memoir of Viotti (Paris, 1825).

VIRDUNG, SEBASTIAN, author of the oldest work describing the precursors of modern musical instruments. It is entitled ‘Musicae getutetacht und auszugezogen durch Sebastianum Virdung Priesters von Amberg und alles gesagt aus den noten in die tabulaturen disen benanten dryer Instrumenten der Orgeln ; der Lauten : und den Flöten transferieren zu lernen. Kurzlich gemacht zu eren dem hochwirdigen hoch geborenen fürsten unnd herren : herr Wilhelmem Bischove zum Strauburg seynem gnedigen herren.’

We read in the dedication that the Bishop in 1510 had required of Virdung that he should send to him the ‘Gedicht der Deutschen Musica.’ Virdung replied that on account of the great cost he had decided to postpone printing the great work, but to pacify the Bishop and his own friend Andreas Sylvanus, he sends this present extract, in which the latter appears as the

1 See Fétis, ‘Mozart and Haydn in London.’
interlocutor. The place of publication is Basel; the date 1511. The work, which is written in dialogue, begins with a description of the keyboard instruments; then follow the others in use at the time. He describes the keyboard, the organ and clavichord, concluding with the tablature of those instruments and of the lute and flute. The woodcuts, taken in their order, will best briefly indicate the nature of the book. The clavicordium is the clavichord ‘gebunden,’ or fretted, as is obvious from the twisted keys, and he explains this peculiarity in the text. It shows its monocord origin by the strings being all of the same length. The soundboard is very narrow. The virginal is an instrument of the same oblong form, but has a triangular scale of stringing, by an error of the engraver turned the wrong way. The soundboard, pastrily-wire, covers the interior. The compass of keyboard of both these instruments is three octaves and a note from the base clef-note f to g", the lowest f⁵ being omitted; but Virdung goes on to say that the compass had already, in 1511, been extended by repeating the lowest octave, that is, descending to F below the base clef. The clavicordium that, like the virginal, but with different compass (the organ short octave), apparently from B♭ in the bass clef to d"; but the B, we believe, sounded B. [See SPINET and VIRGINAL.] This is the ‘clavicimbanum’ of Saguino, on which he tells us little Mary Tudor played;—the Italian spinetta; French cепinette. The claviciterium is figured as an upright virginal, with the same keyboard; but the keyboards of all these instruments and the organs also are inverted in the printing. Virdung says it has jacks (‘federkile’) like a virginal, but cat-gut strings. It was, he says, newly invented; he had only seen one. This is the only early reference we have anywhere met with to the claviciterium. Rimbault’s early date for it in his History of Music and the chronologival order of keyboard instruments, are alike without foundation and misleading; and further to confuse matters, he has been deceived by a blunder in Luscinus, the Latin translator (1536) of Virdung, by which the horizontal clavicembalo appears as the claviciterium, and vice versa. Count Correr’s interesting upright virginal, or spinetta, to be ascribed to the last years of the 15th century, and shown in the Loan Collection of the International Inventions Exhibition, 1885, has Virdung’s compass, but adds the bass E and F♯, which we assume to represent G and D short octave. Virdung appears to know nothing about the harpsichord or later clavicembalo, yet there is a fine and authentic specimen of this two-unisons instrument, dated 1521, of Roman make, in South Kensington Museum. Virdung’s lyra is the hurdy-gurdy. His lute has 11 strings, 5 pairs and chanterelle, 6 notes; his quirem, or treble lute, 10 strings, or 5 notes. The Gross Geigen is a bass viol with the bridge omitted by the draughtsman. The Harfen is the regular medieval David’s harp, such as Patrick Egan was still making in Dublin as a revival or fancy instrument some 50 or 60 years since. The Psalterium is a triangular small harp strung across. The Hackbrett shows the common dulcimer. The ‘Geine’ Geigen is a small viol; the Trumscheit, or Tromba Marina, a kind of bowed monochord. The last-named instruments, being without frets, Virdung regards as useless. The wind instruments follow:—
Schalmei, Bombarde (oboe), Schwebel, Zwergschiff, Flöten (set of flaut dolci or recorders), Rauspfeif, Krumhorn, Hemsen horn, Zinken (ancient corneta), Flaterspil, Krumhöner (set of Cromornes, the origin of the ‘Cremona’ in the modern organ), Sasskpeif (bag-pipes), Busan (trombone), Felttrumet (cavalry trumpet), Claretta (clarion), Thurner horn (a kind of French horn). The organs are Orgel (with 3 divisions of pipes), Positiv (a chamber organ), Regale (a reed organ), and Portative (pipe regal), with, as we have said, short-octave compass like the clavicembalo, the keyboards being reversed in the printing. The organ and portative end at g" instead of d". Lastly are Ampes, Zymeln und Glocken (several and various bells, Virdung appearing to believe in no awvil myth). He has trusted to his own or another’s imagination in reproducing St. Jerome’s instruments, only the drums and perhaps psalteries being feasible. His keyboards come next, and are evidently trustworthy. His diagram of the diatonic keyboard, with two B♭s only, agreeing with Guido’s hand, is the only evidence we are acquainted with for this disposition of the clavichord with twenty natural and two raised keys, which Virdung says lasted long. The latter part of the book is occupied with the Tablatures. His lute rules meet with objections from Arnold Schlick the younger, ‘Tabulatur etlicher Lobgesänge’ (Menz, 1512). Mendel’s Lexicon says that copies of Virdung’s book are only to be found in the Berlin and Vienna Libraries. However, Mr. Alfred Littleton, of Sydenham, owns an original copy. A facsimile reproduction of 300 copies was brought out in 1882 at Berlin, edited by Robert Kitten, being published for the Gesellschaft für Musikforschung, who had previously published Arnold Schlick’s ‘Spiegel der Orgelmacher,’ also of 1511, and referred to by Virdung. Mendel further says there are at Munich four 4-part German songs in Virdung in the rare collection of Peter Schoeffer (Menz, 1513). They are numbered 48, 49, 52 and 54.

[VIRGINAL or VIRGINALS (Fr. Clavecins rectangulaire). Virdung (Musica getuscht und ausgezeugen; Basel, 1511) is the oldest authority we can cite who described this keyboard instrument. His woodcut of it shows a rectangular or oblong spinetta, which agrees in form with what we are told of the spinetta of 1503, said by Banchieri (Conclusione nel suono dell’organo; Bologna, 1608) to have been the invention of the Venetian Spinett. Banchieri derives the name ‘spinetta’ from this maker; in later Italian the oblong spinet, which is the same as Virdung’s virginal, is called ‘spinetta tavola.’ Virdung’s
virginal is, in fact, of the same shape as his clavichord, and has the same arrangement of keyboard (from the base clef note F), but the soundboard of the clavichord is narrow; the jack-action of the virginal is derived from the psaltery plectrum, while the tangent of the clavichord comes from the monochord bridge. Virdung confesses he knows nothing of the invention of either, by whom or where. If the ‘proverb’ quoted by Rimbaud, as formerly inscribed on a wall of the Manor House of Leckington, Yorkshire, be as old as the time of Henry the Seventh (1485–1509), it contains a reference earlier than Virdung. Rimbaud’s ‘History of the Pianoforte’ is a storehouse of citations, and we borrow from them with due acknowledgment of the source and their great value. This proverb reads, A slie strynge in a Virginal sounidith os not aright, It doth abide no wrestinge it is so loose and light; The sound-borde coercade, forthwith the instruments, Through misgovernance, to make notes which was not his intents.

The house is destroyed, but the inscriptions are preserved in a MS. at the British Museum. According to Praetorius, who wrote early in the 17th century, Virginal was then the name of the quadrangular spinet in England and in the Netherlands. In John Minshew’s ‘Ductor in Lingua,’ 1617, against ‘Virginals’ we read, ‘Instrumentum Musicum proprium Virginiun... so called because virgins and maidens play on them. Latin, Claviorginales, Cymbalumvirginale.’ Other lexicographers follow. Most to the purpose is Blount, Glossographia, 1656: ‘Virginal (virginails), maidenly, virginlike, hence the name of that musical instrument called Virginals, because maids and virgins do most commonly play on them.’ But another reason may be given for the name; that keyed stringed instruments were used to accompany the hymn ‘Angelus ad Virginem,’ as similar instruments without keys, the psaltery, for instance, had been before them. (See Chaucer’s ‘Miller’s Tale.’) From Henry the Seventh’s time to nearly the close of the 17th century, ‘Virginal’ in England included all quilled keyboard instruments, the harpsichord and trapeze-shaped spinet, as well as the rectangular virginal of Virdung and Praetorius. For instance, in the ‘Privy Purse Expenses of Henry the Eighth (Sir N. H. Nicholas editor; London, 1827) there is an entry: ‘1530 (April) Item the vj daye paid to William Lewes for ij payar of Virginals in one coffer with iii stops, brought to Grenwiche iii li... and for a little payar of Virginals brought to the More, &c.’ This two pair of Virginals in one case with four stops looks very like a double harpsichord. Again, in the inventory of the same king’s musical instruments, compiled by Philip Van Wilder, a Dutch lute-player in the royal service,—the manuscript is in the British Museum,—a paysir of new long virginals made harp fashion of Clopes, with keys of Ivory, etc.’ Still later, in 1638, from ‘Original unpublished papers, illustrative of the life of Sir Peter Rubens’ (London, 1859), we find a correspondence be-

between Sir F. Windsorbank, private secretary to Charles the First, and the painter Gerriers, relating to a Ruckers ‘virginal’ the latter had undertaken to procure: ‘Cest une double queue ainsi nommée [i.e., ‘virginal’] ayant quatre registres et le clavier placé au bout.’ There can be no doubt about either of these, although called virginals, they were at the same time double harpsichords. Huigens (Correspondence, Jonkboet et Land; Leyden, 168a) shows how invariably the clavichord or spinet was ‘virginal’ in England. Henry the Eighth played well, according to contemporary authority, on the virginal, and he had a virginal player attached to the Court, one John Heywood, who died at Mechlin about 1565. The same Heywood was one of Edward the Sixth’s three virginal players. Mary, Elizabeth and James the First retained as many. Queen Mary is said to have equalled, if not surpassed, Queen Elizabeth in music, playing the regals and lute, as well as the virginals. One Cotive used to repair her virginals (Privy Purse expenses of the Princess Mary, Sir F. Madd. ed.; London, 1831). Queen Elizabeth’s Virginal Book was in MS., and the first engraved music for this tribe of instruments, including harpsichords, was the ‘Parthenia, the first musicke that ever was printed for the Virginals’; London, 1611. After the restoration of the Stuarts, we find in different publications for the harpsichord and virginal, the instruments clearly separated.

John Playford, in ‘Musick’s Handmaid,’ distinguishes them, and in 1672, ‘Introduction to the skill of Musick,’ names Mr. Stephen Keen as a maker of ‘Harpsycoms and Virginalia.’ John Loosemore, Adam Leversidge, and Thomas White appear to have been at that time foremost English makers; they adopted the Italian coffe’shaped instrument, combining with it Flemish fashions in painting. Pepys, describing (Sept. 2, 1660) the flight of the citizens at the time of the Great Fire, says, ‘I observed that hardly one lighter or boat in three that had the goods of a house in, but there was a pair of virginals in it.’ The plural, or rather dual, in organs, regals, virginals, with the following ‘pair,’ signifies a graduation or sequence, as now-a-days ‘a pair of stairs.’ In spite of the interesting statement of Pepys the destruction of virginals by this terrible catastrophe must have been very great, for very few musical instruments are found in this country anterior in date to the Great Fire. In Queen Anne’s reign we hear no more of the virginal; the ‘spinnet’ is the favourite domestic instrument. Queen Elizabeth’s Virginal, which bears her royal arms and is the property of the Gresley family, a familiar object in the Tudor room of the Historic Loan Collection of the Inventions Exhibition, 1885, is really a pentagonal spinet, evidently of Italian make. With reference to Stephen Keen, a beautiful spinet of his make (spinettata transversa), belonging to Sir George

1 Mr. W. H. J. Weale owns a model struck for Michael Mercator of Venio in 1638. Mercator was maker of Virginals to Floris d’Agmont, Cardinal Wolsey, and Henry VIII. He was born 1611, died 1681.
Grove, has been examined with respect to the soundboard barring; we reproduce the diagram showing the barring, exhibited with the instrument in the same collection. Mersenne (Harmonic Universelle, 1636) mentions the skill of the contemporary French spinet-makers in thus preparing their soundboards. But that the Italians were their models is conclusively shown by the Antoni Patavini Spinet of 1550, belonging to Brussels, which we have now been able to examine, and the date of which there is no reason to dispute.

Notwithstanding the statement of Pretorius, we have not found the name Virginal common in the Netherlands. The ‘Clavecin Rectangulaire’ is ‘Vierkante Clavisimbal.’ The Ruckers, as well as other Antwerp makers, made these oblong instruments and so called them. Although not bearing upon Virginals, except in the general Old English sense, we take this opportunity to describe the Ruckers instruments that have come to light since the last addition (vol. iii, p. 652) in the catalogue of them given, pp. 197–9 in the same volume.

**HANS RUCKERS DE OODE (THE ELDER).**

(Continuation of Tables in vol. iii. pp. 197, 652.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Form.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>General Description</th>
<th>Present Owner</th>
<th>Source of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Bent side.</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>7 6 by 2 11</td>
<td>2 keyboards (put in by Messrs. Broadwood, 1890). Rose No. 1. Case and compass as No. 47. Inscribed ‘JOANNES RUCKERS ME FECIT ANTWER-PIAN.’ Found at Windsor Castle, 1892. This may have been the large Harpsichord left by Ruckers to Smith, and given by the latter to King George III.</td>
<td>H. M. The Queen</td>
<td>A. J. Hipkins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Trappes.</td>
<td>1591</td>
<td>7 6 by 1 11</td>
<td>... ... ... ... ... ...</td>
<td>T. J. Cannell, Director of the Académie Royale Ghent. Lord Powerscourt.</td>
<td>T. J. Cannell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Bent side.</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>7 6 by 3 0</td>
<td>2 keyboards; black naturals. Rose No. 1. No name of original maker, but inscribed ‘Mus en ravellement par Pascal Taskin, 1774,’ meaning that the compass of keys was extended. This beautiful instrument, painted inside and out with Louis XIV, subjects by Vander Meulen, is said to have belonged to Marie Antoinette. It will be remembered as having adorned the Louis Seize Room of the Historic Collection, Inventions Exhibition, London, 1853.</td>
<td>Lord Powerscourt</td>
<td>A. J. Hipkins.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANDRIE RUCKERS DE OODE (THE ELDER).**


Lastly, to complete the short-octave theories put forth in Spinet, which we are enabled to do by nearer examination of instruments contributed to the present Historic Loan Collection (1885), the natural keys of the Patavini Spinet mentioned above are marked with their names. The lowest E key is clearly inscribed Do–C; on the next, the F, is written F. This writing is not so early as 1550, because Do was not then used for Ut. The probable date is about one hundred years later, when the solmisation was finally giving way before the simple alphabetic notation. There are other instances. Then as to the cut sharps: 1 the small Maidstone clavi-chord, said to have been Handel’s, has the two nearer or front divisions intended for fourths below the next higher naturals, the two further or back divisions being the usual semitones. The first explanation, as offered in vol. iii, p. 654 b, may be therefore assumed to be true, and this, as well as the preceding hypothesis, established as facts.

[A J H]

**VIRGINAL MUSIC, COLLECTIONS OF.**

1. The most remarkable, and in many respects the most valuable collection of English 17th century instrumental music is that contained in the volume known for the last century by the misleading name of Queen Elizabeth’s Virginal Book. This book, which is now preserved in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, is a small folio volume containing 220 folios of paper

ruled by hand for music in 6-line staves, 209 of which are filled with music written in a small but distinct handwriting. The volume measures 33 1/2 centimetres in height by 22 centimetres in breadth, and the binding (a fine specimen of English 17th-century workmanship) is of crimson morocco, enriched with beautiful gold tooling, the sides being sprinkled with fleurs-de-lis. The water-mark on the paper is a crozier-case, measuring 4 1/4 inches in height and 2 1/4 inches in its widest part. It is possible that this mark indicates that the paper was manufactured at Basel, as the arms of that town are similar to it. The manuscript has in places been cut by the binder, but the binding is probably not of later date than the bulk of the book. Nothing is known of the history of the volume before the early part of the 18th century, when it was first noticed as being in the possession of Dr. Pepusch, but there is sufficient evidence to prove that it can never have belonged, as is generally supposed, to Queen Elizabeth. As has been already stated, the whole of the manuscript is in one handwriting; in many cases the compositions it contains bear the dates at which they were composed, and three dates (as will be seen from the list printed below) are in no sort of chronological order. The latest dated composition contained in the collection is an ‘Ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, a 4 voci,’ by the Amsterdam organist Jehan Peterson Swellinck (1577-81-1621), which occurs on page 216, and bears the date 1612, nine years after the death of Queen Elizabeth, to whom the book is said to have belonged. But there is another piece in the volume which proves that the collection must have been written even later than this. At page 255 is a short composition by Dr. John Bull, entitled ‘D. Bull’s Juel’ (i.e. ‘Dr. Bull’s Jewel’). Another copy of this occurs on folio 49b of a manuscript collection of Bull’s instrumental music preserved in the British Museum (Add. MSS. 23,623), which is particularly valuable as containing the dates at which most of the compositions were written, and this copy bears the inscription ‘Het Juel van Doctor Jan Bull quod fecit anno 1611. December.’ The volume must therefore have been written later than this, and in all probability it dates from the third decade of the 17th century, the character of the handwriting, as well as the absence of compositions by musicians of a later date precluding the possibility of its being of more recent origin.

Mr. Chappell, at the beginning of his work on the ‘Popular Music of the Old Time’ 1 (p. xv.) surmises that this collection may have been made for, or by, an English resident in the Netherlands, and that Dr. Swellinck, who visited it in that country. This conjecture he founds upon the fact that the only name which occurs in an abbreviated form throughout the book is that of Tregian, and that a sonnet signed ‘F. Tregian’ is prefixed to Verstegan’s ‘Restitution of Decayed Intelligence,’ which was published at Antwerp in 1605. The abbreviated name occurs as follows: at p. 111 is a composition of William Byrd’s headed ‘Treg. Ground;’ at p. 152 is a ‘Pavana Dolorosa. Treg.’ set by Peter Philips and dated 1593; at p. 156 is a short piece entitled ‘Heaven and Earth,’ to which no composer’s name is given besides the syllable ‘Fre’ (probably a contraction of F. Tregian); and at p. 297 in the margin, the initials ‘F. Tr.’ are written against the first line of a jig by William Byrd; on p. 315 ‘Mrs. Katherine Tregian’s Pavan’ is written on the margin, a Pavana Chromatics by William Tisdall. These few clues certainly point to some connection of the volume with the Tregian family, and it so happens that the history of at least two individuals of the name of F. Tregian is known with a considerable degree of certainty. The Tregians were a very rich and powerful Catholic family, whose seat was at Golden or Volveine in Cornwall, in which county their estates were said to have been worth £2000 per annum. Towards the close of the 16th century the head of the family was named Francis Tregian; his mother was named Katherine, and was the daughter of Sir John and Lady Elizabeth Arundell of Lanherne. 2 In the year 1577 the Tregian family seem to have become suspected, probably as much on account of their wealth as of their religion, and (according to one account) a conspiracy was planned for their ruin. On June 8 the house at Golden was entered and searched, and one Cuthbert Mayne, a priest of Douay, a Pavana Chromatics by William Tisdall. The following assizes, Mayne was convicted of high treason, and was hanged, drawn, and quartered at Launceston on Nov. 29 of the same year. Tregian himself, who had been bound over to appear at the assizes, was committed a close prisoner to the Marshalsea, where he remained for ten months. He was then suddenly arraigned at the King’s Bench and sent into Cornwall to be tried. For some time the jury would deliver no verdict, but after they had been repeatedly threatened by the judges, a conviction was obtained, and Tregian was sentenced to suffer the penalty of praemunire and to perpetual banishment. On hearing his sentence he exclaimed, ‘Fereant bona, quae si non perissent, fortassis dominum suum perdidisset!’ Immediately judgment was given, and Tregian was laden with irons and thrown into the foul common gaol of the county; his goods were seized, his wife and children were expelled, and his mother was deprived of her jointure, so that ‘she remained oppressed with calamity until her death.’ After being moved from prison to prison, and
suffering indignities without number, which he
enured with the utmost fortitude, Tregian was
finally removed to the Fleet, where his wife
joined him. He remained in prison for twenty-
four (or, according to some accounts, twenty-
eight) years, during which time he suffered
much from illness, but occupied himself by writ-
ing poetry, and about the end of Elizabeth's
reign he was released on the petition of his
friends, though his estates still remained for-
faited. In 1622 he left England, on account of
his ill-health, and went to Madrid. On his way
he visited Douay (July 1606), and at Madrid he
was kindly received by Philip III., who granted
him a pension. He retired to Lisbon, and died
there Sept. 25, 1608, aged 60. He was buried
in the church of St. Roch, and soon came to be
regarded as a saint. His body was said to have
been found uncorrupted twenty years after his
death, and it was alleged that miracles had been
worked at his grave. Francis Tregian had no
less than nine children, of whom eleven were
born in prison. The eldest son, who bore his
father's name of Francis, on June 29, 1608,
bought back the family estates for £2,500, but
in the following year he was convicted of recu-
sancy, and part of the lands were again seized.
In 1611 he is said to have compounded with the
Crown, to have sold the rest of his property and
gone to Spain, where he was made a grandee,
and became the ancestor of the St. Angelo
family. He was living in 1626, and probably
did not die until 1630, when an inquisition was
held of his lands. Another son of Francis Tre-
giatan the elder's, Charles by name, was educated
at Rheims, and entered the household of Cardi-
nal Allen. After the Cardinal's death (1594),
Charles Tregian wrote a ' Planctus de Morte
Cardinalis Alani.' He is said later to have served
with the Spanish army in the Netherlands, and
was living in 1611.

It will thus be seen that the connection of the
Tregian family with the Netherlands was even
closer than Mr. Chappell suspected, but it was
impossible that the Virginal book could have
been written by the elder Francis Tregian, who
(according to Oliver) was the author of the son-
net prefixed to Verstegan's work. If the account
of the younger Francis Tregian's settling in
Spain is accurate, it is hardly probable that he was
the transcriber of the MS. But whoever the
actual scribe was, the series of dated pieces
by Peter Philips (pp. 134-165), who was an
English Catholic ecclesiastic settled in the
Netherlands, and possibly a connexion of Morgan
Philips, one of the first Professors of the Douay
College, the note (p. 284) to the Pavan of Byrd's
(who was all his life a Catholic), the heading of
the jig (p. 305), 'Doctor Bull's myselfe' (Bull
went to Holland in 1613), all point to the con-
clusion that the collection was formed by some

1 Further information as to the Tregian family may be found in
the following works:—Oliver's 'Catholic Religion in Cornwall';
Polwhele's 'History of Cornwall', volumes iv. and v.; Catholic Mis-
cellany for June, 1823; also in Add. MSS. 2020, and in the State
Papers, particularly Domestic Series, James I., 1603, volume 61, and
1606, volume 116.

This page contains a list of compositions by various composers, categorized by page number and section. The text is arranged in a tabular format, with columns for Page, Description, Section, and Composer. Each entry includes a code number, with a unique set of numbers for each composer's work. The page also mentions a mention of 'Felix Namque' by Tullis, which is associated with the name 'Felix Namque' in Benjamin Corney's Book (p. 150) and the 'Nelson' setting occurs instead of the first line of the air. The text concludes with a note from Chappell relating to the 'Nelson' setting of the air at p. 72.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Erotes.</th>
<th>Composer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>A Gig. Dr. Bull's</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dr. Bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>St John Gray's Galliard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dr. Bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>Freidudum</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W. B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>A Toy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dr. Bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby's Dream</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>His Best. Galliard</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>G. Humour</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>Fawns I would</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>A Maske</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>A Masque</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>An Almain</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>Almain</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>Alman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>Alman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>Daunces</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>Worser Brans</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>Fantasia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>A Maske</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>Freidudum</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>R. 8.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>Martin in his Maske</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Almond</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>Pausa Chromatica</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>Vi a. a. a. sol. la</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>Gipsey Round</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>Fantasia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>Alman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>Alman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>Fantasia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>Loth to depart. 51</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>51. Fantasia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>L. Zothes Maske</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>A Grounds. 31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>Coranto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>Vp Twixl. All 32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>Thomson's Medley</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>Neweford's Galliard</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>Tower Hill</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>Freidudum</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>The King's March</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>A Duo</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>Alman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>A Galliard ground</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>The Leuns bee Greene. 6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Fas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>Pausa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>Pausa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>Pausa Fantasia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>The Earle of Oxford's March</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>Fantasia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>W. Byrd</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Giles Farnaby</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 In Ward's List. 2 Ibid. 3 In the margin are some words which Mr. Chappell reads 'Byrd's alias.' 4 In Ward's List. 5 In the margin is an error. 6 Ibid. 7 In the margin is a word written 'Mrs. Katherine Trevor's Faneu.' 8 The text in this line is written 'Vpd. F. Philippi scrips. in medesma fugas, pag. 196.' The subject is the same as that of Philip's Fantasia [No. 84]. 9 Against the 1st line is written ' . . . . (ilegible) is fugas a long ra.'

The music ends on p. 418. At the end of the volume is an index of the contents signed 'Henry Smith Richmond, scrivis, from a MS. Index in the Possession of Mr. Bartleman. 24 March, 1816.' In this pieces, copies of which occur in Lady Nevell's book, are marked with an asterisk.

2. My Ladye Nellere Book. This valuable collection of Byrd's Virginal music belongs to the Marquess of Abergavenny, in whose family it has remained since it was written. It is an oblong folio volume, beautifully bound in morocco enriched with gold, green, and red, and lined with blue watered silk. On the title-page is an illuminated coat of arms and the monogram 'H. N.' The music is written on a 6-line stave in square-headed notes, and was copied by John Baldwin of Windsor, a fine volume of whose transcription is preserved in the Queen's Library at Buckingham Palace. Hawkins, who alludes to this MS. in vol. iii. (p. 285) and vol. iv. (p. 386) of his History of Music, states that the book was given by Byrd to his scholar, Lady Nevill, but there is no evidence in support of this assertion. The MS. was examined by Mr. Chappell when

1 In Ward's List. 2 A copy is in Cosyn's Book. p. 198. 3 Chappell, p. 198. Same size as No. 36 (p. 108). See Lady Nevill's Chappell, col. 44.

2 In Ward's List. 4 Chappell, p. 198. 5 Ibid. pp. 177, 789. 6 &c. 7 Rosseti published a volume of "Concert Lessons" in 1869. 8 In the margin is written 'Vedi Mor. 267.' This refers to a curious piece of plagiarism, section 3 of Morley's Psalter, on p. 267, being nearly identical with section 3 of Farnaby's on p. 287. 9 At p. 28 of Cosyn's Book is a setting of this air signed 'B. C.' and at fol. 8 of Add. Misc. 30, 685 is another by Bull. 10 Vid. supra, p. 222. 11 The air of the same is the same as No. 12. 12 Chappell, p. 32.
writing his work on English Music, in which volume it is frequently referred to. The following is a list of its contents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Figur</th>
<th>Composer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds Gentleman of Her Majesty's Chapel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds organist of Her Majesty's Chapel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds. Lads sit Dec.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the end of the volume is 'The Table for this book,' after which is the following colophon: 'Finished and ended the leventh of September in the year of our Lord God 1591 and in the 33 years of the reign of our sovraigne ladie Elizabeth by the grace of God quene of Englane.' By me Jo. Baillwine of Windsors. Laudes Deo.'

3. **Will Forster's Virginal Book.**

This volume, which belongs to Her Majesty the Queen, is preserved at Buckingham Palace, and consists of 238 octavo folios ruled in 6-line staves. The water-marks are shield surrounded by a coronet, bearing a fleur-de-lis on the escutcheon, and a pot with the initials 'E. O. R.' The book probably belonged to Sir John Hawkins, and has been modern in times half red morocco and paper boards. At the beginning is a 'Table of the Lessons,' written in the same hand as the rest of the book, and signed '31 January 1624. Will Forster.' The following is a list of the contents of the volume:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Papas</th>
<th>Composer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds Gentleman of Her Majesty's Chapel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds organist of Her Majesty's Chapel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds. Lads sit Dec.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Mr. W. Birds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. A copy of numbers 3, 4, and 5 is in the Christ Church Library, Oxford. This curious piece was known as 'Mr. Byrd's Battle.' At vol. 36 we refer the reader to the 'Battles' of 'Tabl.' 232 a and 367 a. Hawkins, vol. iv. 368. See vol. ii. pp. 422 a. vol. iii. pp. 30 a and 364 a. Hawkins, vol. iv. 368.


3. Queen Elizabeth's Book, no. 67.

4. A copy of this is in Add. MSS. 37, 303.


6. On fol. 148 a written: 'Here is a false, a points left out on ye shall find prickles, after the end of the next songs, upon the 1st leads.' Queen Elizabeth's Book, p. 194.


12. This composition is attributed in Queen Elizabeth's Book to Tallis, and dated 1584: the name should be 'Felix Manique.'

13. The first note only has been written in. In the Table of Lessons, this composition is attributed to Byrd.

14. In the Table is called 'Walsingham's only.'

15. A mistake is made in the pagination here. Pages 118 and 12 are the same.

16. In the Table this is called 'Ground.' It is the well-known 'German's Whistle.'

17. 'The 9th and last of the 105 Psalms.'

18. 'The 1 of the 51 Psalms.'
4. Benjamin Cosyn’s Virginal Book. This fine folio volume, like the last-mentioned collection, is the property of Her Majesty, and is preserved at Buckingham Palace. The binding is of English workmanship, and contemporary with the MS. It consists of calf with gold tooling. The letters ‘B.C.’ are stamped both on the front and the back, and part of the tooling has been stamped above the letters ‘M. O.’—probably the initials of an earlier owner. The book has been shut by brass clasps, but these are now broken off. At the beginning is an index, divided into ‘A Table of these Lessons followings made and sett forth by Ben Cosy,’ ‘A Table of these Lessons followings made by Mr. Doctor Bull,’ ‘A Table of these Lessons followings made by Mr. Or. Gibbons,’ ‘These lessons followings are made by Tallis and Byrd,’ after which comes a list of six services contained in this same volume, at the end of which is written ‘These are y’ six services for the Kings Royall Chappell.’ The same page also contains ‘A Catch of 9 parts in one,’ ‘Let

us goe pray for John Cook’s soul,’ and ‘A Table of all these lessons generally contained in this Booke are in Number: 96.’ By me Benjamin Cosyn Right owner of this Booke.’ Hawkins (History, vol. iii. p. 421) says that Benjamin Cosyn was ‘a famous composer of lessons for the harpsichord, and probably an excellent performer on that instrument,’ that he flourished about the year 1600, and that ‘there are many of his lessons extant that seem in no respect inferior to those of Bull.’ The last statement looks as if Hawkins had been acquainted with the Virginal Book, for many of the lessons in it against which Cosyn’s name appears, are undoubtedly the compositions of Bull and of other authors: indeed it is probable that further research would show that Cosyn had very little to do with any of the compositions in the book. His name is found in no other collection, and who he was is not known. A John Cosyn is mentioned by Anthony A Wood (Bodleian Library, Wood, 19 D. (4) 106) as organist of Charterhouse.

The following is a complete list of the contents of the volume: as the old pagination is in places irregular, the pages have been numbered freshly. The titles in the index are sometimes different from those in the body of the book: when these variations occur, they have been noted in the last column:
### VIRGINAL MUSIC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Forks</th>
<th>Composer</th>
<th>Title in Italian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Brunswich's Toy</td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Duke of Brunswick.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Pavana</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Trumpet Pavon.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Galliard to it.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Pavana</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Lo. L'umilie Pavin.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>The Galliard</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Galliard to it.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>The Galliard</td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
<td>'Waker's galliard.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Doctor Bull</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Lo. Humeden's Galliard.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>A Galliard</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td>In E, &amp;c. ut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>A Prelude</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Galliard to Pavon no. 70.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Fantasia</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td>'A Fancy.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Pavana</td>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Malincholy Pavin.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>The Gallard to it</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>As It went to Walling-</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>ham.</td>
<td>Thos. Tallits</td>
<td>466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>In Majesty's Windows</td>
<td>Orl. Gibbons</td>
<td>'Alles' of Musick.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>L. Galliard</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The Hunt's sq.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>A. Vakke</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
<td>'The La. Hatten's Galliard.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>A. Vakke</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>8.</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>A. Fancy</td>
<td>171</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>A. Vakke</td>
<td>166</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>A. Vakke</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>L. Almaine</td>
<td>181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>L. Almaine</td>
<td>181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>A. Vakke</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>L. Almaine</td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>'A. Vakke</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>A. Vakke for a Double</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Almaine</td>
<td>211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>A. Vakke</td>
<td>214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>A. Vakke</td>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Dr. Dreress</td>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Galliard</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Dr. Beren's Morning</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td>'A Fancy in Gamut fatti.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td>'Mr. Voss his Almaine.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Morning and Evening</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Morning and Evening</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Morning and Evening</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Her Majesty the Queen has graciously allowed the writer to examine and describe the two collections of Virginal Music at Buckingham Palace; his thanks are also due to the Marquess of Abergavenny, for permission to examine and describe Lady Nevell's Virginal Book, preserved at Ernagle Castle; to Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, Dr. Charles Waldstein, Mr. W. G. Cusins, and particularly to Mr. Bertram Pollock and Mr. Birkett, who have respectively been of great assistance in different points which have arisen with respect to this article. [W.B.S.]

**VIRTUOSO.** A term of Italian origin, applied, more abroad than in England, to a player who excels in the technical part of his art. Such players being naturally open to a temptation to indulging their ability unduly at the expense of the meaning of the composer, the word has acquired a somewhat depreciatory meaning, as of display for its own sake. Virtuosity—or virtuosity, if the word may be allowed—is the condition of playing like a virtuoso. Mendelssohn never did, Mme. Schumann and Joachim never do, play in the style alluded to. It would be invidious to mention those who do.

**VITALI, TOMASO.** An eminent violinist and composer, was born at Bologna about the middle of the 17th century. He appears to have held appointments as leader of orchestras at Bologna and Modena successively, and, according to Fétis, published 5 sets of Sonatas for 1 and 2 Violins with Bass. His name has in our days again been made known to the public generally by a Chaconne with variations, which was edited by F. David ('Hohe Schule') and has been frequently played in public by Mme. Neruda and others. This work, which has rightly been described as a worthy precursor of Bach's famous Chaconne, proves Vitali to have been a musician of great skill and remarkable talent. [P.D.]

**VITTORIA, TOMMASO LUDOVICO DA—OR, to give the name in its Latin form, VITTORIA, THOMAS LUDOVICUS DE—is, next to Palestre, the greatest musician of the Roman school of the 16th century. Though Vittoria is assigned to the Roman school, that must not be understood as if he ever became a mere follower or imitator of Palestre, as he is sometimes considered. He was Spanish by birth, and always remained Spanish in feeling; but, like Escobedo, Morales, Soto, ete., he made Rome the principal sphere of his activity. It is perhaps on this account that it is not usual to reckon a distinct Spanish school of music, as well as on account of the general affinity of style of these Spanish composers to their Roman contemporaries. We should not however forget that the Roman school itself was partly formed and largely influenced by these Spanish musicians. Palestre, in whom the Roman school is practically summed up, must have learnt as much from his Spanish predecessors who held office in the Papal chapel, Escobedo and Morales, as from his immediate master Goudimel. If from Goudimel and other Netherlanders Palestre learned his science, his familiarity with all the technicalities of his art,
and if from Arcadelt he caught the gift of sweet and natural expressiveness, from the Spanish masters he acquired something of that depth of feeling which is their special characteristic. Pröcke, speaking of the Spaniard Morales, says "the reform of the pure church style, which was afterwards perfected by Palestrina, is happily anticipated in many parts of the works of Morales, for his style is noble and dignified, and often penetrated with such depth of feeling as is hardly to be found in any other master" (Musica Divina, III. iv.). Ambros too acknowledges that already in Morales "there is developed out of the vigorous stem of Netherland art, that stillborn germ of the higher ideal style, which we are accustomed to call Roman" (Bd. iii. 588). If it were not that Palestrina has so much overshadowed his predecessors and contemporaries, it would perhaps be more correct, especially when we take Vittoria into account, to speak of the Hispanic-Roman school. We shall not be far wrong in attributing to Spanish influence that particular cast of the religious spirit which breathes out of Palestrina's music, and in considering generally that to the happy combination of Spanish seriousness and gravity with Italian grace, softness and sweetness, is due that peculiar impression of heaviness and angelic purity which has so often been noted as characteristic of the Palestrina style in its perfection. In connexion with this, we may also note the fact that it was the Spanish bishops, at the Council of Trent, who by their resistance to the exclusion of polyphonic music from the services, obtained the appointment of that celebrated commission which gave occasion to the composition of Palestrina's Missa Papae Marcelli.

It might almost be considered as a symbol of the close connexion of the Spanish music of the 16th century with Spanish religion that Avila, the birthplace of Saint Teresa, the most striking embodiment of the Spanish religious spirit, was also the birthplace of Vittoria, the noblest representative of Spanish music. The mystic ascetical spirit peculiar to Spain is common to both. It is the expression of this spirit in Vittoria's music that vindicates his claim to an independent position of his own beside Palestrina, and redeems him from being considered a servile follower or imitator. In the preface to his edition of Vittoria's Missa pro Defunctis a 6 Haberl casts doubt on the usually received opinion that Vittoria was born at Avila. Though Abulensis (i.e. of Avila) is found after Vittoria's name on the title-pages of all his published works, Haberl concludes this to indicate that Vittoria was a priest of the diocese of Avila—Presbyter Abulensis—and that his real birthplace is Vittoria, whence he took his name, as Palestrina took his from Prænestes. But the cases are not parallel, for Palestrina's name in all Latin titles and dedications always appears as Prænestinus, whereas Vittoria's name never appears as Victoriensis, but always T. L. de Victoria Abulensis. The cases are only parallel

If we interpret Abulensis as we interpret Prænestinus, as signifying the place of birth; everything rather points to the conjecture that he was ordained priest in Rome. It is better therefore to adhere to the received opinion that he was born at Avila. The precise date of Vittoria's birth has not been ascertained, but the known facts of his life lead us to place it about 1540. The first authentic information we have regarding him is his appointment in 1573 as Maestro di Cappella to the Collegium Germanicum, on its reorganisation under Gregory XIII. It is evident however that he must have been in Rome for some years previously. There can be little doubt that his whole musical training, as a composer at least, was received there. There is no trace of his having had to work himself free from the trammels of Netherland scholasticism, the stiffness of the earlier style, and what Baini calls the 'fiammingo squarole,' as Morales and even Palestrina had to do. He appears at once to have entered into the heritage of the new style, indicated by Morales, but first completely won by Palestrina in his Improperia and Marcello's Mass. A pregnant remark by Ambros (iv. 71), implying that Palestrina owed his very superiority to the fact of his having had to struggle out of the Netherland fetters, suggests that it would perhaps have benefited Vittoria also to have passed through this experience. It gave Palestrina so thorough a command over all the resources of counterpoint, canon and imitation, as enabled him to move with the most sovereign ease and boldeness, and to give full rein to his imagination, in the midst of the most elaborate complexities of parts. Palestrina, starting from science, learned to make all science subservient to the expression of the religious feeling; Vittoria, starting from the religious feeling, and from the vantage-ground won by Palestrina, only used that amount of science which was necessary to give expression to his own religious earnestness. In comparison with Palestrina there is thus a certain limitation in his talent; he has not the same intense variety, boldness, and originality as Palestrina, though there is often a greater depth of individual expression. We do not know who was Vittoria's immediate master in composition; he was no pupil of Palestrina in the ordinary sense, but Palestrina was his only real master, and we know that he was bound to him in ties of close friendship and the greatest admiration. By this he must have largely profited. The artistic relation of the two might in some respects be considered parallel to that of Schubert and Beethoven. Vittoria is a sort of feminine counterpart of Palestrina, just as Schubert is of Beethoven. But the parallel does not hold good in other respects. There is nothing in Vittoria's case to correspond with the immense productivity of Schubert, unless MS. works of his should

1 There is however the case of one prominent musician which would lend some support to Haberl's conjecture if there were any other evidence in support of it. It has been recently ascertained that the real name of Ludovico Vildana was Ludovico Grasso, and that he was born at Vildana, and not at Udine as hitherto assumed.
still be lying hid. \textit{Vittoria}’s first publication was (according to Haberl) in the year 1572, and consisted of a book of motets for 4 to 8 voices (Venice, Ant. Gardane). This is not often referred to, because its contents were afterwards reprinted with additions in 1583. Fétics does not mention it, but mentions instead a publication of 1576 to which I can find no other reference. The title as given by him is ‘Liber primus, qui Missas, Psalms, Magnificat, ad Virginitem Dei Salutationes, aliqua compactitv 4, 5, 6, 8 voc. Venetiis, apud Angelum Gardanum 1576.’ One would be inclined to think there is some confusion here, as two other books of Masses which appeared later, are entitled Liber Primus and Liber Secundus. It is possible that this publication may contain works afterwards republished in separate collections. Albert von Thimus, in making a score of \textit{Vittoria}’s 8-part motet ‘Ave Regina,’ for Schlesinger’s ‘\textit{Musica Sacra},’ states that he could not find a copy of this publication in any German or French library.

To keep to chronological order, we should mention that in 1575 \textit{Vittoria} was appointed choir-master of St. Agnes, Vienna. According to Haberl however this was no new appointment (as represented in Proiske and Ambros); the church being given for the use of the Collégium Germanicum. This post \textit{Vittoria} appears to have held till 1589, during which time he published the following works: (1) A set of Magnificats with Antiphons B. V. M., Rome 1581; original title, ‘\textit{Cantica B. V. vulgo Magnificat} 4 voc. cum 4 Antiphones B. V. per annum 5 and 8 voc.’ (2) A book of hymns for 4 voices to which is appended four Psalms for 8 voices, Rome 1581; original title, ‘Hymni totius anni secundum S. Rom. Ecc. consuetudinem qui quatuor concinnatur vocibus, una cum quatuor Psalms pro praeclapis festivitatibus, qui octo vocibus modulantur.’ This was dedicated to Gregory XIII, and would appear to have been the first comprehensive work of the kind, preceding by several years \textit{Palestrina}’s book of Hymns, which was published in 1580. Proiske gives five of these Hymns in the third volume of \textit{Musica Divina}. If anything distinguishes \textit{Vittoria}’s Hymns from \textit{Palestrina}’s, it is a peculiar tenderness of expression with less elaboration. Perhaps \textit{Palestrina} was stimulated to the composition of his Hymns by the example of \textit{Vittoria}; the task must have been congenial to \textit{Vittoria}, requiring strict subordination to the liturgical melody, with sufficient opportunity for free subjective expression. (3) A book of Motets for 4, 5, 6, 8 and 12 voices, Rome 1583. The original title would seem to show that this book contains all that was in the early publication of 1572 with much else, (‘quae quidem nuno vero melius excusa, et alia quamplurima adjuncta noviter sunt impressa’). This book was reprinted several times. (4) Another book of Motets for all the feasts of the year was published at Rome in 1588. Editions of both appeared later as ‘\textit{Cantiones Sacrae}’ at Dillinger and Frankfort. The second volume of Proiske’s \textit{Musica Divina} contains fourteen of these Motets, with the addition of one which had remained in MS. Ambros remarks on the striking similarity (‘doppelgängerische Ähnlichkeit’) of many of \textit{Vittoria}’s Motets to those of \textit{Palestrina} on the same text, and yet with an essential difference. He notes in them, as Proiske does, a certain passionateness of feeling, kept in check by devotion and humility. This passion is not always marked, as in the instance referred to by Ambros, by the almost immediate entrance of a counter-subject at the beginning of the piece, but its influence may be traced generally in the less strict adherence to exact imitation of parts, and a looser texture generally of part-writing. On the other hand there are none of those semi-dramatic traits and outward illustrations of words or ideas which are to be found in \textit{Palestrina}. \textit{Vittoria} is too much concerned with the expression of inward feeling, to care about the outward illustration of words or ideas. It may be said generally that in \textit{Vittoria} there is a more complete subordination to purely liturgical considerations, while \textit{Palestrina} has in view more general religious and artistic considerations, and hence in \textit{Vittoria} there is nothing corresponding to \textit{Palestrina}’s Motets from the Song of Songs, or to that more animated style (‘genus alarior’) which \textit{Palestrina} professed to employ in these and other works.

To return to the enumeration of \textit{Vittoria}’s works: we have, (5) A First Book of Masses, published at Rome, 1583, dedicated to Philip II. of Spain, and containing nine masses—five 4, two 5, and two 6. Of these, two four-part masses have been published by Proiske, viz., ‘O quam gloriosum’ and ‘Simile est regnum;’ and one by Eelava, ‘Ave Maria stella.’ (6) ‘\textit{Officium Hebdomadis Sanctarum},’ Rome 1585, containing settings of the Improperia, the Lamentations, and the ‘Turba’ of the Passion. From this book are taken the eighteen \textit{Selectissimse Modulationes} published in vol. 4 of the ‘\textit{Musica Divina}.’ The works above mentioned were published during \textit{Vittoria}’s stay in Rome. Until recently it was not known for certain that he had ever left Rome or given up his appointment there. Fétics indeed conjectured, on the ground of his last work being published in Madrid, that he had actually returned there. But it has since been ascertained from the Archives of the Royal Chapel at Madrid that in 1589 \textit{Vittoria} was appointed Vice-Master of the Chapel (just established by Philip II.), under the Fleming Philip Rogier. Perhaps before leaving Italy, \textit{Vittoria} had prepared for publication his second book of Masses, which appeared in 1592. It was dedicated to Cardinal Albert, son of the Empress Maria, and in the dedication the composer expresses his gratitude for the post of Chaplain to the Imperial Court. This book contains two masses 4 with a 4-part ‘Asperges’ and ‘\textit{Vidi Aquam},’ two Masses 5, one 6, one 8, and one Requiem Mass 4. Of these, the
which called forth a similar change of style in the two composers. Ambros says this sublime funeral music vindicates for Vittoria the nearest place to Palestrina, but the effect of this judgment is somewhat neutralised by his afterwards bracketing him with Anerio and Soriano, as all much on the same level below Palestrina. It is a mistake perhaps to arrange composers simply up and down, in a straight line as it were, of merit. Some composers, who come short of the universality of spirit of the very greatest composers, may yet have some conspicuous points of superiority of their own, may contribute some new elements to the spiritual side of art, if not to the technical, which warrant their being classed with the greatest. If Palestrina is superior to Vittoria, as Beethoven is to Schubert, yet as Schubert has many points of excellence which form a fitting complement to those of Beethoven, so Vittoria has certain points of excellence more characteristic and more valuable than those of Anerio and Soriano, which mark him out as the fitting complement to Palestrina. If Vittoria has not the science, the variety, the boldness, the perfect originality of Palestrina, yet in him depth of feeling comes to more direct and immediate expression. In Palestrina there may be said to be the perfect equilibrium of art and religious feeling—an equilibrium outwardly manifested in the natural flow of his melody, the pure diatonic character of his harmony, and the consummate art of his part-writing—all conveying the impression of passionless purity. In Vittoria this equilibrium is slightly disturbed in favour of religious feeling; as if in the Spaniard, feeling must manifest itself, even when it sacrifices itself to art and to religion. The result is an impression of tender earnestness, so that if, as Ambros says, the strains of Palestrina are messengers from a higher and eternal world, the like strains of Vittoria are rather the responsive utterances of saintly souls on earth.

[V.R.M.]

VIVACE (VIVO, VIVACISSIMO), ‘Lively, in the liveliest manner possible.’ A direction used either alone, and indicating a rate of speed between Allegro and Presto, or as some other direction, as Allegro or Allegretto. Allegro vivace will be taken quicker than Allegro by itself, but not so quick as Allegro assai. [See Allegro.] It occurs constantly in Beethoven’s works in every class, and the same composer uses the least common ‘Allegretto vivace’ in the scherzo of the Sonata in E♭, op. 31, no. 3. The word applies not only to speed, but to the manner of interpreting the music. The metronome marks over two movements, one labelled ‘Allegro spedito,’ and the other, ‘Allegro vivace,’ might be exactly of the same value; the difference between the two would be entirely one of style. The Vivace in the latter case would imply an absence of passion or excitement, an even rate of speed, and a bright and cheerful character. The direction used by itself at the beginning of a movement is time-honoured; it occurs frequently in Bach and the composers of his time.

In the ‘Confectio’ of Bach’s Mass in B minor
he uses the expression 'Vivace e (sic) Allegro' at the wonderful point beginning with the words 'Et expecto resurrectionem mortuorum.' In this passage there is a slight discrepancy in the MS. authorities, which leads to considerable differences of rendering. After the first delivery of the words 'Adagio,' the quick movement starts with three repeated notes in the first soprano part, beginning at the half-bar. In one of the two chief MSS. the direction Vivace occurs at the beginning of the bar in the middle of which this phrase begins, and in the other it appears over the beginning of the next bar. This latter reading has been accepted by the editors of the Peters edition, but the Bach-Gesellschaft editors are doubtless right in placing the direction on the bar line, so that the alteration of time takes place simultaneously with the soprano lead. This reading has been followed in the performances of the Bach Choir.

Schumann used the terms Vivo and Vivace interchangeably, as is shown in his 6th and 8th Novelettes, at the head of which the two words stand, both being translated by 'Sehr lebhaft.' Other instances of his use of the two words are found in the 'Études symphoniques,' where also there occurs an example of Schumann's peculiar use of the direction, viz., as applied not to an entire movement, indicating its speed, but to a passage in a movement, referring to the manner of its execution. In the fourth variation the bass alone of the third bar is labelled 'sempre vivissimo,' and no doubt the composer's intention was that the part for the left hand should be much embellished and its animated character brought out. The same direction, applied in much the same way, occurs more than once in the Sonatas in F; minor, and in the Scherzo of that work a staccato passage for the left hand is marked 'Bassi vivi.' In the Overture, Scherzo, and Finale, the same composer inscribes the second movement 'Vivo.'

Beethoven uses the word 'Vivacissinamente' for the finale of the Sonata in Eb, 'Les Adieux, L'Absence, et le Retour,' op. 81 a. [J.A.F.M.]

VIVALDI, ANTONIO, surnamed 'il prete rosso,' was the son of Giovanni Battista Vivaldi, a violinist in the ducal cappella of St. Mark's at Venice, and born some time in the latter half of the 17th century. Like Steffani and Lotti he first sought his fortune in Germany. He entered the service of the Elector of Hesse-Darmstadt, doubtless in the capacity of violinist. On his return to his native city in 1713 Vivaldi was appointed maestro de' concerti at the Ospitale della Pietà, a post which he held until his death in 1743. The institution, which was a foundling-hospital for girls, possessed a choir and a good orchestra composed entirely of females. Vivaldi's own instrument was the violin, for which he wrote very largely; he is stated also to have contributed something to the development of its technical manipulation. [See p. 291 a.]. The publications on which his fame rests are all works in which the violin takes the principal part. Fétis* enumerates the following:

Op. 2. Sonatas for the same.
Op. 3. 'Estro amoroso, oda de 12 concerti a 4 violini, 2 viola, violoncello, e basso continuo per l'organo.'
Op. 4. '12 concerti a violino solo. 2 violini ripieni, viola, e basso continuo per l'organo.'
Op. 4. 7. Each consisting of 6 concerti for different instruments.

Besides these 2 works, 28 operas by Vivaldi are known, and a few cantates and even motets will be found scattered in various manuscript collections.

As a writer for the violin Vivaldi held apart from the classical Roman school lately founded by Corelli. He sought and won the popularity of a virtuoso; and a good part of his writings is vitiated by an excessive striving after display, and effects which are striking simply in so far as they are novel. His 'stravaganze' for the violin solo, which were much played in England during the last century, are, according to Dr. Burney, nothing better than show-pieces.

'Cimento' (op. 8) illustrates another fault of the composer: 'The first four concertos,' says Sir John Hawkins, * are a pretended paraphrase in musical notes of so many sonnets on the four seasons, wherein the author endeavours, by the force of harmony and particular modifications of air and measure, to excite ideas correspondent with the sentiments of the several poems.' Vivaldi in fact mistook the facility of an expert performer (and as such he had few rivals among contemporaries) for the creative faculty, which he possessed but in a limited degree. His real distinction lies in his mastery of form, and in his application of this mastery to the development of the concerto. It is thus that we find his violin concertos constantly studied in Germany, for instance by Benda and *Quants; and the best proof of their sterling merit is given by the attraction which they exercised upon Sebastian Bach, who arranged sixteen of them for the clavier and four for the *organ, and developed one into a colossal concerto for four claviers and a quartet of strings. *

Bach however used his originals, it should seem, principally as a basis of study; as subjects to which to apply his ingenuity and resource, rather than as models for his own art to follow.

---

* A concerto and a sinfonia in 8-5-5 parts for viola d'amore and tute also exists in manuscript. A transcript is in the British Museum, Add. MS. 31, 326 f. 10.
* History III. 351; 1780.
* History, etc., II. 827; ed. 1775.
* Burney, Present State of Music in Germany, II. 124, 148; 2nd ed. 1778.
* One of these, No. 4, is an arrangement of the same work as the clavier concerto No. 13.

* This has commonly been mistaken for an original work of Bach's; see Forkel, 'Life of Bach,' p. 70. English translation, 1805. Fétis says that he possesses the manuscripts of two other arrangements by Bach, namely, of two concerti in 'Enfe amores,' for organ, 3 violins, etc., and 3. These do not appear in the catalogue of the Fétis Library.
VIVALDI.

His arrangements belong to his educational apparatus; although, by the process to which he subjected them, he transformed works of a comparatively limited interest into pieces which may almost deserve a place among his own productions. The means by which he succeeded in infusing a new vitality into his arrangements vary according to the instruments for which he adapted them. In the clavier concertos he restricted himself for the most part to internal change. He strengthened and enlarged the structure of the bass, and modified the upper accompaniments with much freedom and often with the licence of an original composer. The melody in slow movements he ornamented by trills, mordents, etc.; and above all he gave solidity and sometimes an entirely new character to a movement by writing a complete melodic middle part of his own. Of this last method no more perfect example can be found than that presented by the treatment of the largo in the second concerto, in G major. The organ concertos display a different sort of versatility. Here Bach has not limited himself to merely internal development: he expands and lengthens his originals, maturing forms which Vivaldi had only suggested, and giving a 'roundness and symmetry'1 to the whole. Lastly, in the concerto for four clavers, which was written perhaps mainly as an exercise in the composition of obbligato parts on a large scale, Bach has not only added episodes, as in the organ concertos, but also considerably augmented the contrapuntal work of the original.2

VIVE HENRI QUATRE. [See Henri Quatre, vol. i. p. 728.]

VIVIER, EUGÈNE LÉON, remarkable horn-player, born at Ajaccio, 1831. His father was a tax-collector, and intended him for a similar career, but his passion for music made him throw aside all restraints and go to Paris. He knew enough of the horn to gain admittance to the orchestra of the Italian opera and then of the Opéra, and after some instruction from Gallay appeared at concerts as a solo-player. His extraordinary humour and imagination soon showed themselves, and endeared him to society, in the best circles of which he mixed largely. He was also master of a curious discovery or trick upon the horn, the secret of which he has never divulged, by which he can produce three, and even four, notes at once, so as to play pieces for three horns, with full, sonorous triads, and chords of the 6- and 6-4 from the one instrument. Vivier soon made his entrance at Court, and his horn in E, with which he used to play before Louis Philippe at the Château d’Éu, is still preserved at the Conservatoire. From this time forward his fame steadily increased at home and abroad. Among other artistic tournées he came several times to England after 1844, and was a great favourite in London for his drollery as much as his music. As a practical joker he had no equal, and good stories might be told of him enough to fill a volume. His powers of mimicry, especially mimicry of sound, were extraordinary. He would make an English or German speech without saying a word of either English or German, yet so correct as to accent that his hearers were puzzled to know why they could not follow his argument. His published songs with pianoforte accompaniment, lead one to believe that if he had cultivated composition he might have reached a high rank. His pieces for the horn are still unprinted, and he seems to have given up the career of a virtuoso. It is now more than 15 years since we heard him play; he then had still a fine tone, made his instrument sing charmingly, and fascinated his audience, though keeping to a very restricted scale and avoiding difficulties.

As one of the favourites of Napoleon III, Vivier’s position since 1870—71 has been rather isolated, but he retained many friends, including the late Victor Massé and M. Philippe Gille. The latter wrote the preface for Vivier’s pamphlet, ‘Un peu de ce qui se dit tous les jours’ (Mottet), printed in green and black, and now extremely scarce. It was a collection of the ready-made phrases which it is so difficult to avoid, and which are the bane of ordinary conversation. Man being, according to Diderot, a mass of contradictions, Vivier, who thoroughly appreciates family life, and is an excellent son, lives alone with no companion but a pigeon! His friends, however, have still attractions for him, and this cause has induced him during the last few years to spend the winter at Nice. [G.C.]

VIVO. [See Vivace.]

VOCAL ASSOCIATION. Established in 1856 at a meeting at Store Street Music Hall, attended by about 300 amateurs, with the view of founding in England an association answering to the German Gesang-verein. Many of the original members had sung at the concerts given shortly before by Mme. Goldschmidt at Exeter Hall, under the direction of Sir Julius (then Mr.) Benedict, and he was unanimously elected conductor of the new association, Mr. William Lockyer being elected secretary, and Mr. J. Rix treasurer. Mr. Chas. E. Horsley subsequently shared the duties of conductor. In 1857 the society gave a series of concerts at the Crystal Palace, including Mendelssohn’s ‘First Walpurgis Night,’ and it subsequently gave performances at St. James’s Hall, at one of which the conductor’s opera, ‘The Lily of Killarney,’ was sung. The concerts included vocal and instrumental solos, and occasionally there was an orchestra, the choir usually numbering 200 voices. Among the works given by the Association for the first time were Spohr’s ‘Ode to St. Cecilia,’ and Challenger’s ‘Master of OPERA,’ ‘The Rose of Salency.’ The Association has ceased to exist for some years.

(C.M.)

VOCAL CONCERTS. These concerts, the first of which was given on Feb. 11, 1792, ori-
VOCAL CONCERTS.

originated in the secession of Mr. Harrison from the Ancient Concerts in 1789, after having been a member of the chorus from their commencement fourteen years before. Harrison was joined by Miss Cantelo, whom he subsequently married, and in 1791 by Bartleman, and at the close of that year they circulated proposals for the new concerts, which were commenced at Willis's Rooms under the management of Messrs. Harrison and Knypett senior. The performances at first were on a humble scale, the accompaniments being furnished by the pianoforte, at which the elder Knypett presided as conductor, and a quartet of two violins, viola, and cello, led by François Cramer. Mr. and Mrs. Harrison and Bartleman were the principal singers, and were assisted in the glösses, which formed the principal feature of the concerts, by Mr. Knypett, jun., Master W. Knypett, and others. The programme of the opening concert, which may be accepted as a fair sample of the schemes of the first three seasons, included Atterbury's glee, 'Come, let us all a maying go'; Arne's glee, 'Where the bee sucks'; Callcott's 'Peace to the souls of the heroes'; Steane's glee, 'To be gain'd on three changes,' and some songs, duets, catches, and rounds. The chief vocal writers of the day—including Callcott, Crotch, Spofforth, Dr. Clarke, and Stevenson—contributed new works to the programme, and Italian music was added. In 1793 Mme. Dussek and Miss Poole (afterwards Mrs. Dickson) joined the vocalists, and the brothers Leander, then the most celebrated horn-players in Europe, were added to the little band. The concerts, ten of which were given each season, were abandoned at the end of 1794, the subscription having fallen off, and Harrison and his wife and Bartleman returned to the Ancient Concerts, the cause of their failure being the competition of Salmon's concerts (with Haydn's music, and Mme. Mara among the singers), the Professional Concerts (with Pleyel and Billington), and the Ancient Concerts, rather than any lack of excellence either in the programmes or their execution. In 1801, when the Ancient Concerts alone remained in the field, the Vocal Concerts were revived with the additional attractions of a complete orchestra and chorus. The band was led by Cramer; Greutex was organist and general conductor; and among the principal singers, beside the two directors, Harrison and Bartleman, were Mrs. Harrison, Mrs. Bianchi, Miss Parke, Miss Tennant, and Mr. W. Knypett. The programmes provided a wider variety of excellent music than has ever been given in a single series of concerts, the best specimens of ancient work, English and foreign, being interspersed with the compositions of the best contemporary writers. In 1802 Mrs. Harrison retired from public engagements, and the Knypetts withdrew from the management, although they still assisted in the concerts, and in 1803 Mrs. Billington was engaged, the attraction of her voice bringing a large increase of support. On her retirement Mrs. Vaughan, Miss Stephens, and Mrs. Salmon succeeded as principal English singers, whilst Catalani, Bellochi, Fodor, and Camporese were heard on the foreign side. Graham sang for one if not two seasons after Harrison's death in 1812, and Tramezzani, Naldi, Fischer, and Ambrogetti played in the orchestra. The death of Bartleman and the decreasing popularity of the vocal part-music of the English school, added to the increasing attractions of the Philharmonic Society's Concerts, gradually reduced the subscription to the Vocal Concerts, and after trying the effect of reducing the number of concerts and the amount of the subscription, they were finally abandoned in 1821. As an episode in their history it may be mentioned that an opposition series, under the name of 'Messrs. Knypett and Vaughan's Vocal Subscription Concerts,' was begun in 1811 with six or seven hundred subscribers, including the Dukes of Kent, Sussex, and Cambridge; the programmes of 1812 included the first acts of 'Don Juan' and 'Figaro,' the finale to the second act of 'Don Juan' and other pieces from Mozart's operas; but in 1812 the death of Harrison led to a union of the two schemes, which was accomplished in 1813.

[Cat. M.J.]

VOCAL SCORES. One of the admirable collections of the late Mr. John Halliah. It is printed in type in ordinary music size, and was published by John W. Parker in monthly numbers, one sacred and one secular, beginning on Jan. 1, 1846. Its contents are as follow:-

I. SACRED.


Welkes. Anthem. All people. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

McMurtrie. Canon. Quis exaltet 2. 4 in 3.


Palistrana. Gloria in excelsis. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Kiene. Anthem. Like is the hart. 2 choirs.

Leister. Hymn, Redeemer! now. 2 choirs.

O. Gibbons. Anthem. Hymn, Benedictus. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.


J. C. Bach. Gloria, O Sing unto God. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Anon. Anthem. O Lord grant the King. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Palistrana. Sacred Madrigal, Why art thou so sad? 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Green. Motet. Lift up thy heads. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

McCallott. Canon. Thou Lord hast been. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Palistrana. Collect, O Savioite of the world. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Lott. Crede. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Aldrich. Anthem. O give thanks. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Francois. Motet, All thy works. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Rolle. Motet. The Lord is king. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Byrd. Anthem, Sing unto God. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Croce. Motet, O that I had wings! 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

T. A. Walmisley. Canon, Praise the Lord. 2 choirs.

Curtisi. Motet. O be joyful in God. 2 choirs.

T. A. Walmisley. Hymn, Hail blushing Light. 2 choirs.

Palistrana. Hymn, I will call. 2 choirs. 4 in 3.

Marcello. Psalm. We have heard. 2 choirs.


Byrd. Anthem. Sing joyfully. 2 choirs.
VOCALION.

An 'organ' or instrument of the free-reed kind, exhibited by James Baille Hamilton, Esq., in the International Exhibitions, London, 1885. The first patent was taken out Nov. 13, 1872, by John Farmer (of Harrow), for a combination of reed with string or wire—either as a continuation of the reed or as a coil fastened to the back thereof—and was succeeded by many more, taken out in the names of Mr. Hamilton and others. The first attempts gave a beautiful and very peculiar quality of sound, but by degrees the combination of reed and string from which this proceeded has had to be given up, for practical and commercial reasons, and the instrument as now exhibited is virtually a Harmonium with broad reeds, giving great rigidity of action and therefore purity of tone, and large channels, and acted on by high pressure of wind—not suction. A main peculiarity of the Vocalion is that the reeds are placed above the pallets and below the slides, and that though the sliding 'plug' of three reeds is only of the width of the groove, the cavities are more than twice as wide. This is expressed in Mr. Hamilton's latest patent (U.S.A., March 25, 1884) as 'the combination of pallets, soundboard, and reeds with cavity-boards, one above the other, the lower one containing the nostrils and the upper one the mouths, and an intermediate controlling slide.'

The result of this is a charming variety and purity of tone, especially where the music is not in too many parts; and also great force and richness of sound. This is well expressed by Sir Arthur Sullivan in a letter dated New York, July 3, 1885, as follows:—You have achieved an instrument which shall possess all the power and dignity of an organ, without the cumberstones and expensive aid of pipes. And in doing this,
VOCALION.

you have obtained a totally different tone from that of Harmoniums and other reed organs. I was particularly struck with the nobility and purity of the sound, and also with the great variety in the timbre which the instrument displayed.

The Vocalion exhibited is 6 ft. square, and stands on a somewhat larger pedestal, containing the bellows, wind-chest, etc. It has three Manuels, denominated Choir, Great and Swell; two stops in the pedals and three in each manual, as well as three extra ones of lighter quality, called 'complementary.' In the successive steps of the invention since 1874, it is understood that Mr. Baillie Hamilton has been much assisted by the practical knowledge and skill of Mr. Hermann Smith.

[Goodman]

VOCALISE and VOCALIZZO are the French and Italian terms for an exercise or piece of music to be vocalised.

VOCALISE, TO; VOCALISATION. To vocalise is, as its name implies, to sing upon a vowel, whether one note or a series of notes, in contradistinction to singing to separate syllables. Vocalisation is therefore one part of the operation of pronunciation, the other being articulation. Perfect vocalisation involves purity of whatever vowel-sound is at the moment being sung, and this purity of course requires that only those parts of the organs of speech be called into action that are absolutely necessary to bring about the position of the resonance chambers proper to its formation.

This sounds like a truism too obvious to require statement, but it must be remembered that it is quite possible to bring into play or convulse parts of the mechanism that are not necessary, without altering the vowel-sound, though the quality of the voice, the production, suffers, and will be tongue-y, throaty, palatal, or veiled, according to the part thus unnecessarily brought into play. In such cases, if the resonance-pitch of the vowel-sound could be ascertained, it might be found to be precisely the same under these different conditions, while the tone of voice, pure in the one case, might be very bad in the other. No special organ or mechanism should present itself to the mind of the hearer. So far as to the production of a single note. In a succession of notes, whether slow or quick, the passage from note to note should take place without the smallest change either of vowel-sound or of tone-quality, and without the slightest escape of useless breath, and consequent contamination of vocal sound between the notes, or evidence of mechanical effort. The passage must in fact be a portamento or carrying of the voice, but so quickly executed that the notes shall be perfectly distinct and the portamento unrecognisable, except where in slow passages it is required for special expression. Passages of agility (fortiss. coloratura) executed in the manner above indicated give that gorgeous flood of musical sound which was one of the many gifts of the great soprano Jenny Lind. [C. C. D.]

VOCE DI PETTO, Chest voice (Ger. Bruststimme); VOCE DI TESTA, Head voice (Kopfstimme). Terms applied in some cases to certain registers or series of notes produced by a special mechanism or state of the voice organs; in others to a different mode of producing the same notes. Nearly the whole question of registers, and in great part of quality or timbre, is involved in uncertainty—indeed, it is scarcely too much to say, mystery. All voice is produced in the larynx. The sound thus given forth can be modified both in pitch and quality by numerous pairs of intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscles, muscles acting upon the trachea or windpipe, on the pharynx, on the soft palate, on the throat, tongue, and nostrils, front and back, on the lips and cheeks. All these parts are concerned in the formation of the resonance chambers. The bare fact that the voice is produced in the larynx is ascertainable by anybody through the medium of the laryngoscope, but to arrive only thus far the throat has to be forced into a position directly antagonistic to the production of those very qualities of tone that form the subject of desired investigation. Open chest voice, there is every reason to believe, is in great part produced by the drawing down of the larynx by means of the sternothyroid muscles, so that it becomes part of a compact mass of bone, tissue, and cartilage, all vibrating together. This arrangement of parts is aided by the elasticity and compressibility of the windpipe; and since the lowering of the larynx (carrying down with it, as it does, a considerable portion of the root of the tongue), brings about a corresponding lengthening and enlargement of the throat, the vibration of the chest, and the sonority imparted to the sound by the resonance chambers above the larynx, go to make up together what we call the open chest register. The second, or close chest register, next comes into play. This is a register common to all voices, male and female, and is called by Manuel Garcia, Falsetto. The third register, Head-voice, is, in the male, generally known by this term falsetto, the third register of the female voice being called Head-voice, and it is difficult to understand on what ground Garcia (the pioneer of close investigation of the physiology of the voice-organs) applies the term to the middle register. It is perhaps somewhat bold to combat the opinion of this eminent man, but falsetto (a word in general use in Italy as well as in England) seems very appropriate to that register which in the male seems to be scarcely natural, but to belong to another individual, and even to another sex.

The above-mentioned middle register corresponds to Ranleggier's 'upper series of chest notes,' and the 'cissing' for the formation of this series of notes is a point of the highest importance with Viesti and all foremost Italian and other teachers.

Unfortunately it is not possible to point out exactly how the operation is performed. It can only be arrived at by numerous ideal explanations, and by imitation. In using this middle register, the chest is still felt to vibrate, thus justifying the use of the term close chest notes, but not quite in the same degree as in the
open register. This is possibly due to the fact that the vibrations are quicker, on account of higher pitch, and therefore less easily felt. But the important difference between the two is chiefly brought about by changes in and about the larynx itself, as well as by the modification of the pharynx. It is most important to observe that there is no hard and fast line to be drawn as to the exact part of the scale upon which the change (the closing, it. *chiusura*) is to take place. It is upon much the same part in all voices, male and female, but not the same under all circumstances. It is possible to produce many notes in both ways, and this is the basis of the all-important operation of blending the registers, an operation requiring in some cases an almost incredible amount of patience on the part of both instructor and instructed; and very frequently voices are ruined, either by their being in the hands of those who have not the necessary knowledge or patience, or far more frequently by the singer himself or herself working along in the dark. It is a much greater fault to carry a lower register too high than to bring a higher register too low. The term *high voice* in the male is very frequently applied to a mixed voice (it. *voce mista*); that is to say, a voice in which close chest and falsetto are blended; and if the blending is perfect (the result of much work, and much exercise of the reflective powers), it is not only a legitimate use of the voice, but very beautiful in its effect, being chiefly brought into play in piano passages upon high notes. The mixed voice, as its name implies, is, as we have said, not a register, but the union of two other registers, and the power of using it well shows vigilant training. In the mixed voice the larynx is low; in the falsetto, high. There are some few heaven-born artists who instinctively blend all the registers, so that the whole voice becomes one homogeneous wave of sound.

A new nomenclature for the various registers is proposed by an earnest investigator, Herr Bebnke, but this does not help matters. There is indeed frequently much difficulty amongst experts in deciding between mixed voice and falsetto (in its ordinarily accepted sense). At a meeting which took place between an eminent throat physician and some professors of singing of good repute, for the express purpose of arriving at conclusions, the want of unanimity of opinion on this head formed the great obstacle to the satisfactory settlement of the questions at issue.

But besides the close union of sternum and larynx in the formation of open chest voice, there is of course a certain condition of the vocal cords themselves, this condition changing in each successive register. In producing open chest notes it is probable that the whole volume of the vocal cords or bands will be found to vibrate. In this state they are susceptible of a certain amount of tension, and will give therefore a certain number of notes. When the maximum of tension is reached, the vocal cords or bands, acted upon by muscles within the larynx, are reduced in volume. The same tension as before will produce a higher series of notes, the principle being to a great extent that of adopting strings of different thickness upon stringed instruments—that is to say, bowed instruments, on which different notes have to be made upon the same string. Then in the male head-voice, or falsetto, the thin edges only of the vocal cords are set in vibration. The theory would quite well explain difference of pitch, and to some extent modifications of quality; but then how is the blending of the registers, that most important, and in many cases most difficult part of the art of managing the voice, to be explained? We know that the notes about the changes of register have to partake of both qualities.

Can the vocal cords be in two conditions at the same time? We may conclude, however, that it will be only a question of time to discover what is at present so difficult to fathom. Is it to be wondered at that a set of small complex organs, in great part out of sight, which give to man one of the chief powers (if not the chief of all powers) that distinguish him from the mere animal, and which is capable of producing the infinite number of shades of sound in the numerous languages of the world, and the marvellous faculty of giving expression to the feelings in song, should for a long time baffled the researches even of the most earnest and scientific investigators? The theory formerly advanced, that the female voice is only a reproduction of the male voice an octave higher in pitch, is at once set aside by the clearly observable fact of the middle register being common to all voices, male and female. The peculiarity of the female voice is the possession of a large range of fine head-notes in the place of the male falsetto; and of the male voice the possession of a large range of open chest notes.

**[H.C.D.]**

**VOCES ARETINÆ.** A name given to the syllables, Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La; first used by Guido d'Arezzo for the purpose of Solmization, in the early part of the 11th century. [See Solmization.]

**[W.S.R.]**

**VOCES BELGICAÆ.** A name given to the syllables Bo, Ce, Di, Ga, Lo, Ma, Ni, proposed by the Flemish Composer, Huberto Waezirant, about the middle of the 16th century, as a substitute for the syllables used for the purpose of Solmization by Guido d'Arezzo. As the word 'Solmisation' was incompatible with the use of the newly-invented formula, it was replaced by the terms 'Bocedisation,' or 'Bobisation'; but the system was not destined to survive the century which gave it birth. [See Solmization.]

A similar attempt was made, at Stuttgart, by Daniel Hitzler, who, early in the 17th century, used the syllables La, Be, Ce, De, Mi, Fe, Ge, under the name of Bobisation.

A century later, Graun, under the name of 'Damenisation,' used Da, Me, Ni, Po, Tu, La, Be. [W.S.R.]

**VOCES HAMMERIANÆ.** A term applied to the syllables Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si—the
modern amplification of the series used, in the 11th century, by Guido d'Arezzo. The name is of German origin; and was invented in honour of Kilian Hammer, Organist of Vohenstrauss, who first introduced the amplified system to German Musicians, about the middle of the 17th century. [See Solmisation.] [W.S.R.] 

VOGL, HEINRICH, born Jan. 15, 1845, at An near Munich, received instruction in singing from Franz Lechler, and in acting from Jenck, stage manager of the Royal Theatre, Munich, where he made his début on Nov. 5, 1865, as Max, in 'Der Freischütz.' His success was immediate, and since then he has been constantly engaged at the above theatre, where he is the favourite tenor, making the usual tours in Germany and Austria in company with his wife, whom he married in 1868 (see below). He excels pre-eminently in the operas of Wagner, and played Loge and Siegmund on the production respectively of 'Rheingold' (Sept. 22, 1869) and 'Walkyrie' (June 26, 1870) at Munich. On the production of the 'Trilogy' at Bayreuth in 1876 he again played the part of Loge, and made a great hit by his fine delineation and admirable acting. On May 5, 1883, he made his first appearance in England at Her Majesty's in the same part, and subsequently in Siegfried. He was unanimously praised for his admirable presentation of these characters, and on May 18 was heard with pleasure in songs by Franz, etc., at a 'Symphony Concert' at St. James's Hall. In 1871 he was tenor singer at the Beethoven Centenary Festival. His wife, Therese Vogl, whose maiden name was Thomas, was born Nov. 12, 1846, at Tutzing, Lake Starnberg, Bavaria, learnt singing from Hausser at the Munich Conservatorium, and in 1865 first appeared in opera at Carlsruhe. In Dec. 1866 she made her début at Munich as Casilda (Auber's 'Part du Diable'), and has been permanently engaged there ever since, where she is very popular as a dramatic soprano. She was the original Sieglinde at Munich. On May 6, 1882, she made her first appearance in England, at Her Majesty's, as Brunhilde, and played the part throughout the trilogy with great success. In the second 'cycle' of performances she played with equal success her old part of Sieglinde, having resigned Brunhilde to Mme. Reicher-Kindermann (since deceased), who had been the Fricka in the first cycle. [A.C.]

VOGL, JOHANN MICHAEL, distinguished opera-singer, and, with Baron von Schönstein, one of the principal interpreters of Schubert's songs, born Aug. 10, 1768, at Steyer in Upper Austria. A chorister in his native town at seven, he was systematically grounded in singing, theoretically and practically, and thus early acquired flexibility of voice and purity of intonation. He had his general education in the monastery of Kremsmunster, and took part there in little Singspfeile by Stüssmayr, giving considerable promise both as singer and actor. He next went to the University of Vienna, and was about taking a permanent post in the magistracy of the City when Stüssmayr engaged him for the Court-opera. He played with the German Opera Company formed by Stüssmayr in 1794, and made his début as a regular member of the Court Opera in the following May. From that period till his retirement in 1821 his last appearance was in Grétry's 'Barbe-blanche,' 1811, he was a great favourite, and held an important position as a singer and an actor in both German and Italian opera. Gifted with a baritone voice of sympathetic quality, his method was excellent, and his phrasing marked by breadth, intelligence, and great dramatic expression. Such parts as Oreste (Iphigénie on Tauride), Jakob (Schweizerheimat), Count Almaviva (Le Nozze di Figaro), Micheli (Deux Journées), Rezzon (Médiocre), and Jacob (Mühl's Jemen), show the range of his powers. He became acquainted with Schubert somewhere about 1816, through the latter's friend Sonner, and the two quickly learned to appreciate and esteem each other. Vogl recognised Schubert's genius, urged him to produce, and did his best to make him known by singing his songs both in public and privately. The ' Erl-König' was first introduced by him to the general public as a musical entertainment at the Kärnthnerthor Theatre (March 7, 1821), though it had been sung before at a soiree of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde (Jan. 25) by Herr von Gymnich, an excellent amateur. Vogl in his diary calls Schubert's compositions 'truly divine inspirations, utterances of a musical clairvoyance, and Schubert, writing to his brother Ferdinand, says, 'when Vogl sings and I accompany him we seem for the moment to be one, which strikes the good people here as something quite unheard of.' In the summer of 1824 the two friends met at Steyer, and made a walking tour through Upper Austria and Styria, singing Schubert's songs like a couple of wandering minstrels at all their resting-places, whether monasteries or private houses. Schubert publicly testified his esteem by dedicating to Vogl 3 Lieder (op. 6), published in 1821.

Vogl's early conventual education left its traces in his fondness for serious study, to which all his spare time was devoted, his favourite authors being Goethe and the Greek classics. In 1823 he went to Italy, and on his return in the following spring astonished his friends by announcing his marriage with the daughter of the former director of the Belvedere, whom he had long treated as a sort of pupil. One of his last appearances in public was at a soirée of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in 1833, when he sang the 'Wanderer.' His last years were passed in great bodily suffering, cheered only by intellectual occupation. He died in 1840, Nov. 19, on the same day on which his friend Schubert had departed 12 years before, and was buried in the churchyard of Matzeldorf, where rest Gluck and his wife (1787), Salieri (1825), and the eminent singer Fatti (1829), Staudigl (1861).
and Ander (1864). The inscription on his tombstone runs—

Here lies Joh. Michael Vogler, the German ministrual, born 10 Aug. 1708, died 12 Nov. 1840. To the revered and tenderly loved. Husband and Father. [C.F.P.]

VOGLER, GEORGE JOSEPH, the Abbé, is one of the most curious and striking figures in the annals of music. He was born at Würzburg on June 15, 1749, and evinced from an early age a religious cast of mind and an aptitude for music. His attachment to the organ dated from his tenth year. Both his father and his stepfather, one Wenceslaus Stautinger, were violin-makers. While learning the Organ, his stepfather let him have a pedale attached to his harpsichord, and Vogler practised with such determination all night that no one would live on the floor below.

At the same time his independent turn of mind exhibited itself. He elaborated a new system of fingering, and contrived to learn the violin and other instruments without a teacher; and even while a pupil at the Jesuit's College he played much in the churches, and made a name for himself in the contrapuntal preludes which were regarded as the test of an organist's skill. How long this sort of life lasted is not very clear, but Vogler himself declares that he was at Würzburg as late as 1769.

His departure must have taken place very shortly after this. He proceeded in the first place to Bamberg to study law. In 1771 he went from Bamberg to Mannheim, then one of the chief musical centres of Germany, and obtained permission to compose a ballet for the Court Theatre, which produced such an impression that the Elector, Karl Theodor, was led to provide him with funds to go to Bologna and study counterpoint under Padre Martini. Starting about the beginning of 1773 Vogler travelled by way of Venice. He there met Haas, and also a pupil of Padre Valotti, from whom he first heard of the system of harmony that he subsequently advocated with such vehemence. The original object of his journey was not achieved, for, though kindly received by Martini, they speedily conceived a repugnance for each other. Vogler could not tolerate a slow and graduated course of counterpoint; and Martini complained that his pupil had neither perseverance nor aptitude. Vogler soon abandoned the trial, and repaired to Padua with a view of studying for orders, and learning composition from Valotti, who had been for nearly fifty years musical director of San Antonio. But the old organist's method of teaching was wholly distasteful to his disciple, and in five months Vogler went on to Rome, where he was ordained priest at the end of 1773. In the Papal city he was made Apostolic Protonotary and Chamberlain to the Pope, knight of the Order of the Golden Spur, and member of the Academy of the Arpadians. He also found time to gain some instruction from the Bohemian musician Mysliwecz, and armed with these ecclesiastical credentials and musical experience he returned in 1775 to Mannheim. The Elector at once appointed him Court Chaplain, and he proceeded forthwith to compose a 'Misereere' with orchestral accompaniments, and was made second Kapellmeister, a result perhaps owing to the most irresistible insistence of the court, if Mozart may be trusted. The Mannheim orchestra was then the finest in Europe, and it was there that Vogler obtained his knowledge of orchestral effect. It was there also that he first put himself forward as a teacher, and established the first of his three schools. He maintained that most previous teachers had pursued erroneous methods, and promised to make his pupils composers by a more expeditious system. Into this task he threw all the energy, publishing expositions of his theory (see list of works), and editing a monthly magazine which recorded the proceedings of the school. All this naturally provoked much opposition, but, to judge by its fruits, his school must have had some merits, for amongst those who were actually students or came directly under its influence were Winter, Ritter, Kraus, Danzi, and Knecht—an ardent disciple. At Mannheim Vogler made enemies as well as friends, and it is probable that when Mozart was there he, with the Elector himself, became the greatest energy, publishing expositions of his theory (see list of works), and editing a monthly magazine which recorded the proceedings of the school. All this naturally provoked much opposition, but, to judge by its fruits, his school must have had some merits, for amongst those who were actually students or came directly under its influence were Winter, Ritter, Kraus, Danzi, and Knecht—an ardent disciple. At Mannheim Vogler made enemies as well as friends, and it is probable that when Mozart was there he, with the Elector himself, became...
VOGLE.

The next twenty years of Vogler's life present great difficulties to his biographer. Although nominally settled at Stockholm from 1786 or 87 to 1799, he was really constantly travelling, and the records of his journeys are so fragmentary and contradictory, that it is impossible to construct a complete narrative. Thus, though he undoubtedly extended his travels to Spain, Portugal, Greece, and Africa, nay even to Armenia and Greenland, the authorities are by no means agreed as to when he went. One writer gives it in 1783-1786, another in 1792, while the dates at which he appears in other distant spots make it difficult to understand how such an extensive tour could have been managed at all. We shall therefore only give some idea of his wanderings and proceedings by noting detached occurrences.

About 1780 Vogler followed the Electoral Court to Munich. He there employed himself in perfecting the education of the celebrated singer Madame Lange, in teaching composition to Castor and Pollux, produced in Paris in the year following our acquaintance with his opera, but was not much impressed. He complains that the chorus was too loud, that the performers were too numerous for any music but Handel's, and that no light and shade could be obtained. But he admits that the effect was sometimes great, and he did homage to the memory of Handel in a characteristic manner, by composing a fugal piece for the organ on the themes of the Hallelujah chorus. The Festival ended on June 3, and he next appears at Warsaw, writing to invite the organ-builder Ruckwitz of St. Petersburg to join him. Ruckwitz complied, and the two proceeded to Rotterdam to place some free-reeds in an organ there. In the early part of September he was giving concerts at Coblenz, Mayence, and Frankfurt. From thence he journeyed on, through Worms, Carlsruhe, Durach, and Pforzheim, to Esslingen, where the enthusiastic inhabitants presented him with the 'wine of honour,' usually reserved for sovereigns. But Vogler remained at Frankfurt, making a free-reed stop for the Carmelite church, but Vogler probably rejoined him in time for the coronation of Leopold II. on Oct. 9. The Abbé now began to be held in honour in his own country. At Frankfurt his 'Hallelujah' fugue fairly astonished both friends and enemies. It was at this time he projected a return to London with the view of establishing a manufactory of free-reeds. This intention was not carried out: he returned to Stockholm, and was followed by B. A. Weber, who gave up his position as conductor at Hanover to obtain further instruction from his old master. The early part of 1791 was employed in the composition of

2 Vott.
4 Choral System pp. 1-5. The records of the Royal Society afford no trace of a communication from Vogler or anything else bearing on the question. The Journal des Sciences for 1780 has an anonymous article comparing the Timometers of Pythagoras, the Greeks, and the Abbé Vogler, which states that his instrument had been presented to the Académie Royale des Sciences together with the inventor's manuscript. It was published in 1780 (see Journal des Sciences, xi. p. 144), and was not reprinted until 1790, by which time the work had been forgotten.
5 So far at least we may infer from the date of his 'Essai de diriger la guit,' etc. published in Paris.
6 Choral System. p. 3.
7 Félix assumes that 'Castor et Pollux' was produced at Mannheim in 1784, and elsewhere (see note on the Muses, Krahmer). For the date here given see A. M. Z. vol. viii. p. 236.
8 Félix speaks as if Vogler resigned his Bavarian appointments in

1789. This is in accordance with the title-page of Knoecht's 'Portrait Musical' (for which see Programme Musici, vol. iii. p. 62 a), published in 1790 (see Knoecht, vol. ii. p. 62 a). Moreover Winter, who succeeded Vogler as Kapellmeister, obtained the post in 1789. (A. M. Z. vol. xvi. p. 306.)
10 See p. 311.
11 See p. 311.
12 See p. 311.
13 See p. 311.
14 See p. 311.
15 See p. 311. The text is by the author of the 'Portrait Musical.'
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' Athalii' and ' Gustav Adolf,' and in September he was giving organ recitals in Hamburg. The assassination of Gustavus Adolphus III., whom he liked and respected, on March 16, 1792, only a few days after the production of his opera, started him off with Weber on another long tour through Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and the Netherlands. In the next year he undertook a course of lectures on Harmony, and in 1794 betook himself to Paris to hear the oratorios performed there and to study with wind-instruments with which the new-born Republic solemnised its fête, and add the result of his observations to his ' Polyphelos or characteristic music of divers nations.' At St. Sulpice he gave an organ performance for the poor, the receipts of which were 15,000 livres. On his return he gave a second course of lectures in 1795, and in 1796 erected his orchestra at Stockholm. About this time his ten years' engagement as Royal Music-director came to an end, and he proceeded to assemble round him school was considered so successful that the Regent prevailed on him to prolong his stay till the spring of 1799. In that year he received from the Swedish Court an annual pension of 500 dollars, departed for Denmark, and made an unusually protracted stay in the Danish capital, during which he brought out an important work for the church, and another for the stage. The former was his 'Choral-System,' in which he reviewed Fux, Kimberger, and Rameau, and professed to demonstrate that all the Protestant chorale-melodies were written in the Greek modes. Of this work the Danish government ordered 100 copies for distribution gratis to organists. The latter was the music to 'Hermann von Unna.' This, though originally written to a Swedish libretto by Spoldebrand, had not been performed in Sweden. It now proved a great success. Though the ticket office did not open till 4 in the afternoon, people began to leave Stockholm at 6 a.m. After these achievements Vogler proceeded, in the summer of 1800, to Berlin. There he gave 'Hermann' several times in German by way of attracting the general public, appealed to the sensates by his 'Data zur Akustik,' and to the religious world by his proposals to reduce the cost of organ-building. He was entrusted with the reconstruction of the organ in St. Mary's, and gave a performance on it on Nov. 25, 1800. The King of Prussia commissioned him to build an organ at Neu-Ruppin. But this did not keep him in Prussia. He set off to Leipzig, gave three organ recitals in the spring of 1801, and then went on about June to Prague. At Prague he was received with great honour, and made governor of a musical school. His introductory lecture treated the question 'What is an Academy of Music?' and the interest he excited was shown in the crowded audiences that attended his course on the theory of music. The orchestra was again erected, and after eight months' delay, and two disappointments, was heard on Easter Sunday, 1802. The Bohemians do not seem to have thought much of it, and it may have been in consequence of this failure that he left Prague for Vienna, arriving about the end of 1802. He was reported to be invited to Vienna to write an opera, and rumours of the forthcoming work were current throughout 1803. 'Samori,' however, did not actually appear till May 17, 1804, at the Theatre an-der-Wien, after more than fifty rehearsals. It enjoyed a moderate success, but on the course of Austrian history at Vienna it exercised no influence at all. Two other of Vogler's works were given there, 'Castor and Pollux' (with additions and alterations), in a concert-room on Dec. 22 and 23, 1803, and 'Athalie' at the Redoutensaal in Nov. 1804. Neither made much impression. While at Vienna, Vogler celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of his ordination. An interesting circumstance connected with his stay there is his meeting with Beethoven and their extemporing in turn on the piano. [See vol. i. 183 a.] Another is that here Gänabacher and, through him, C. M. von Weber, became his pupils. Weber made the PF. arrangement of 'Samori.' Vogler had now been more than two years in Vienna, and his wandering instincts revived. He spent the summer of 1805 at Salzburg, en route to Munich. There he gave organ recitals, and at Christmas had his Pastoral Mass performed in the Court Chapel. When Napoleon, on his retreat from Austria, returned to Munich to celebrate the marriage of Eugène Beauharnais with the Princess Augusta of Bavaria, the Abbé was the musical hero of the hour, and 'Castor and Pollux' was performed on the wedding day, Jan. 14, 1806. He made some little stay in Munich, occupying himself as usual in simplifying organs and publishing theoretical works. In September 1807 he turns up at Frankfort, and shortly afterwards received an invitation from the Grand Duke of Darmstadt, Louis I., for whom he had written 'Lampedo' nearly thirty years before, to settle in that town. The Duke gave him a salary of 3000 florins, a house, with dinner and supper every day from his own kitchen, four wax candles a day and firewood at libitum, the titles of Kapellmeister, and Privy Councillor for Ecclesiastical Affairs, and the order of Merit.

1 Christmann. To this date some assign his travels in the East.
2 His date is 1795.
3 This is explicitly stated by himself. See 'Intelligenz Blatt' attached to A. M. E. of June 20, 1800.
5 R. A. Weber is the only musician of note who studied under Vogler at Stockholm. The school in 1796 consisted of 17 pupils, while the orchestra, the Academy consisted of twenty-eight Swedes. Four of these Swedes, whose total ages did not exceed 28 years, executed one of Vogler's quartets in public, while many children of the singing school performed several entire operas! Perhaps Vogler did more real service to Swedish music by giving excellent performances of Gluck's music.
6 A. E. Nov. r. p. 367.
7 He was at Stockholm April 30, 1790 (A. M. E. l. l. p. 35). In July he was travelling between Copenhagen and Hamburg (see his attack on the critic Pedersen, A. M. E. of Aug. 29, 1790, and his letter to the Prussian Minister of Nov. 1, 1790), and was in Copenhagen on Nov. 1, 1790 (A. M. E. vol. ii. Intell. Blatt. vi.)
8 The date of this organ may be inferred from the Intelligenz-Blatt attached to the A. M. E. for Feb. 1, 1801.
9 This date is taken from A. M. E. vol. v. p. 374. The Biographie Gänabacher states that Vogler came to Vienna about the end of 1803.
10 Life of C. M. von Weber, by his son. Gänabacher (Biographie) says that he first made acquaintance with Weber at Vogler's house.
11 Felix's statement that Vogler left Vienna in consequence of the war is refuted by dates.
12 One of the pieces in 'Polyphelos' is written in commemoration of this marriage.
13 Vogler is found in Darmstadt in 1806. (A. M. E. vol. xxii. p. 125.)
of the first class. In return for these honours and emoluments he was not expected to perform any duties, or to take part in the opera unless at the performance of one of his own works. The Duke thought himself well repaid by the mere presence of such a celebrity.

Here then, at last, this musical Odysseus found a resting-place. Here he opened his last and most successful Tonschule; and in the training six and a half years of his life became very fond of the dull old town. It contained, in fact, everything necessary to make it a haven of rest. The accusations of charlatanism that he had so often combated down to 1802, at any rate did not penetrate to Darmstadt. The musicians of the place held him in honour; he was surrounded by admiring and brilliant pupils, and his vanity rejoiced in the sunshine of Court favour. When the old love of change returned on May 6th he could vary his routine of teaching and composing by short trips in the neighbourhood. Munich and its organs were a favourite haunt, especially in autumn. In 1810 he visited Frankfort, Mayence, Hanau, and Offenbach, with Weber, and made another visit to Frankfort for the production of his pupil's opera 'Sylvana' on Sept. 17. Two years later he journeyed through Munich to Vienna, where it was noticed that he 'preserved his long accustomed dignity of the organ.' He employed himself in composing for stage, concert-room, and church, and his best work, the Requiem, was the occupation of his last days. On May 4, 1814, his friend Gottfried Weber visited him on passing through Darmstadt and remained till midday on the 5th. The Abbé was as lively and genial as ever. The two friends analysed music together, and talked of the principles of art and especially of music. Vogler expressed his hopes of being permitted to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of his ordinatio. The following day (May 6), at half past four in the morning, the old musician died of apoplexy. He was buried on the evening of the 7th, quietly, amid tokens of respect and grief from those to whom he was dear from his old scholar, the Grand Duchess, downwards. Wherever one of his numerous pupils was to be found, the intelligence came like a heavy blow, for it announced the loss of a musician zealous for his art and of a man devoted to his friends.

Vogler was short in stature, and latterly became corpulent. His arms were of great length, his hands enormous, and his general aspect has been described as that of a large fat ape. His singular character was strongly tinged with vanity, and not without a touch of arrogance. He delighted to array himself in his purple stockings and gold buckles, with his black silk ecclesiastical mantle and the grand cross of the Order of Merit given him by the Grand Duke of Hesse. He would take his prayer-book with him into society, and often kept his visitors waiting while he finished his devotions. Beneath his quaint exterior lay remarkable mental gifts, a great insight into character, and a powerful memory. Nor were his egotism and ascendency without counterbalancing excellences. He was always anxious to avoid a quarrel, ready to acknowledge the merits of brother artists, and to defend them, even if they had opposed him, provided their music was good. The civility which he showed to Mozart is in marked contrast to Mozart's behaviour towards him. Moreover, his vanity did not blind him to his own defects. He was well aware that harmony, not melody, was the department in which he excelled. 'Had I your flow of melody,' he said to Sterkel, 'and you my science, we should be both great men.'

An enthusiastic contemporary calls him 'an epoch-making man.' The expression is too strong, but as a musical iconoclast Vogler certainly did excel in service. His incessant attacks on the pedantic methods of musical instruction and systems of harmony in vogue, and on the old methods of organ-building, were often extravagant and untrue, as, for example, the statement that Bach did not know what a chorale was. But all reformers are betrayed into exaggeration, and such utterances must not make us overlook the benefits that flowed from his demolition of musical fetishes. His attacks on rooted prej udices stimulated not only his pupils Weber and Mayerbeer, but acted indirectly on a wide circle.

As a composer it was his aim to retain the simple and severe beauty of the old church music and yet enrich it with the wealth of harmony at the command of modern music. He was thus most happy in his treatment of a canto fermo. He brought to this task a facility in vocal counterpoint gained in the ecclesiastical schools of Italy,

From a portrait in the Hope Collection, Oxford.
and an intimate acquaintance with the resources and effects of an orchestra acquired as Kapellmeister at Mannheim. As a composer for the theatre he did not attain any great good fortune. Against the success of 'Caster and Pollux,' and 'Hermann von Unna,' must be set very many failures. 'Samori,' on which he spent the greatest pains, pleased for a while, in spite of its weak libretto and often laboured music; but Vogler's influence on opera at Vienna was in reality nil. The overture to 'Hamlet,' on the other hand, was the forerunner of the programme overture now almost too common. We are told that in composing this work Vogler had an idea, then new, viz. he first studied the tragedy and then arranged his composition so as to express the principal scenes in music. His clavier music, though perhaps useful as exercises, is unimportant, and his organ music has not borne the test of time. [Programme Music, vol. iii., p. 39.] His Symphonic in C and his Requiem are his best works, and contain original and striking unisons. The former was played at the Gewandhaus under Mendelssohn in 1838 and 1839, and by the Euterpe in the season 1844-5. The overture to 'Samori,' whose insignificant themes and fine development make it a type of its composer, was performed later still, in 1847, and the characteristic Pastoral Mass was both popular and impressive. A striking success was achieved by the Psalm 'Ecce quam bonum' at Choron's first Sacred Concert at Paris in 1827, and though the programme included works by Scarlatti, Marcello, Handel, Haydn, and Mozart, we are told that the honours were with Vogler.

But it was as an organist and theorist that Vogler made most stir. It would be difficult to find an important town in Central Europe in which he had not performed on the organ. He could stretch two octaves with ease, and practice had turned this natural advantage to so good an end that he was indisputably the first organist of his age. His quaint eccentricity shows itself here as elsewhere. He would travel about playing in the most ad copertandum style such things as 'Chou-Tew, a Chinese song,' 'A Hottentot melody in three notes,' 'The Fall of the walls of Jericho,' 'Thunderstorms,' and the like, as if with the design of concealing his complete command of the highest ranges of organ-playing. His extemore playing never failed to create an impression, and in the elevated fugal style he easily distanced all rivals. 'One was amazed at his performance in the severe style,' says Rink; and his study of the construction of the organ gave him an unerring instinct in the selection of stops. The illusoried criticism of Mozart in his letter to his father on Jan. 17, 1778, is by no means generally endorsed by other contemporaneous writers. They declare that in transposing and accompanying Vogler had remarkable readiness and skill, and that as a reader at sight he was perhaps unsurpassed and unique.

In organ building, his first practical efforts were made in 1784. Five years later he completed an instrument which he called the Orchestration, and gave performances on it at various dates at Amsterdam, London, Stockholm, and Prague. It is described as being 9 feet square, 6 feet high on each side, and 9 in the centre. This box contained about 900 pipes, and had shutters for crescendos and diminuendos. The reed-stops were Free Reeds, and variety of power in their case was gained by three canvas screens in the windtrunk. As to the effect produced, opinions were much divided. At Amsterdam it was asserted to be the non plus ultra of organbuilding, at Prague it was declared a failure. Vogler was also prepared to 'simplify' old organs. He claimed to work such a metamorphosis in an instrument in three weeks that its effect would be largely enhanced though many of the old pipes were removed. The cost of an organ on his system was alleged to be a third of that of one built in the old way. Such pretensions were sure to provoke keen opposition. At Berlin he was charged with stealing the pipes removed in 'simplifying' the organ in St. Mary's Church. The falsity of the charge was demonstrated, but it shows the feeling against him.

His proposals were four-fold: viz. (1) To avoid the use of expensive large pipes; (2) To introduce Free Reeds; (3) To arrange the pipes in a different order on the windchest; and (4) To remove Mutation Stops.

(1) The means by which the cost of organs was diminished without depriving them of their resources lay in Tartini's theory that just as a note gives certain harmonics, so the harmonics of a note if combined give the fundamental note. The first harmonics of a pipe of 32 feet would represent by pipes of 16 feet and of 10\frac{2}{3} feet. It was therefore possible by employing a pipe of 16 feet and a pipe of 10\frac{2}{3} feet together to obtain a 32-feet sound without having to use a 33-feet pipe. Time appears, on the whole, to have decided in favour of Tartini and Vogler on this point. It is true that some organ-builders and organists still hold that the 'third sound' is but a poor apology for the real pipe-produced sound, and that every organ of any pretensions still contains large pipes. On the other hand, a Quint on the Pedal Organ is undoubtedly coming into great favour as an adjunct to or substitute for the 32-feet stop. The reader will find instances of the 'Tria Harmonica' either with or without a 33-feet stop at St. Michael's, Tenbury, Cutler's Hall, Sheffield (Cavallé-Coll), Sheffield church (Brindley & Foster),

1 Christmann mentions that in an orchestra arranged on Vogler's principle, two double basses were used and tuned in four different ways, by which ingenious device an open string was obtained for every note. In 'Die Scala,' two pairs of kettledrums are used to play a sonata passage in a way resembling the emondimiento of double drums. [Op. Dux, vol. i., p. 468 a; Timbrel, vol. iii., p. 116.]

2 Bachen, Aesthetik.

3 A. M. Z., vol. xii., p. 166.

4 Christmann mentions a performance intended to represent 'The Last Judgment according to Homer.' Pictorial Music has perhaps never been pushed beyond this.

5 One, at least, Vogler met Boedtoren, viz. at Bonn's house in the winter of 1780-1. [See Beetoven, vol. i., p. 185 a.] Bach in his day was known to have used organs in one of his first, almost last works, which Klopstock recommended to the Elector of Roythen, but was perfectly enchanted with the Adagio and Fugue thrown off by Vogler. So excited was he that he could not go to bed after it, and knocked up his friends at unseasonable hours to quire his excitement by describing what he had heard. [Biographie.]

6 Das zur Aulsektn.
the Bow and Bromley Institute, the Temple Church (Schulze), the Free Trade Hall, Manchester (Kirktland & Jardine), and York Minster.

(2) The free-reed was derived from a Chinese organ, and was applied about 1750 to organ reed-stops by a Copenhagen organ-builder named Kirktland. Kirktland settled at St. Petersburg. Vogler was so impressed with Kirktland’s experiment that he induced Rackwitz, Kirktland’s assistant, to follow him to Stockholm, and make several stops on this principle. When Vogler returned to Germany in 1799 he carried the invention with him wherever he went, and it was through his advocacy that people first realised its capabilities. To this initiative must be attributed not only the free-reed stops in organs, but also the Harmonium and its varieties.

(3) Vogler arranged the pipes of an organ in semitoral order—the large pipes at the left end of the soundboard, and the small pipes at the right end. Most organ-builders adhere to the old system; but Vogler’s arrangement has found adherents, amongst whom may be noted the celebrated Schulze of Paulinzelle (who built his organ for the Exhibition of 1851 on this principle), Walcker of Ludwigsburg, and Messrs. Kirktland & Jardine and Forster & Brindley in England.

(4) On the fourth point Vogler has achieved an undoubted success. The Mixtures still found in organs, are not the overwhelming ones that he assailed, and further modifications in this respect are possibly still to come. Outside the particular questions raised by Vogler, his influence on organ-building was considerable, and much of the improvement therein in the last seventy years may be ascribed to his attacks.

As a theorist Vogler developed the tenets of Valotti. His system of harmony was founded on acoustics, and its fundamental principle was that not only the triad (common chord), but also the discords of the seventh, ninth, and eleventh could be introduced on any degree of the scale without involving modulation. He went even beyond this, and allowed chromatically altered forms of these chords and inversions of them. But his system never took much root. According to Knecht, his most ardent advocate, it was full of practical advantages, placed in a clear light the formation of the scales, simplified figuring and thorough-bass, and got rid of all sorts of meaningless and confusing terms, ‘dominants that do not dominate, Vorschläges, Nachschläge, etc.’ Two other writers have founded their systems on that of Vogler, F. J. C. Schneider and Jelenberger; but it has passed into oblivion.

It is as a teacher that Vogler has most claims on posterity, for no musician has ever had so many remarkable pupils. As a teacher of singing he was in great request, and the celebrated Madame Lange (Aleya Weber) owed almost everything that was admirable in her singing to his instruction. It was, however, to the teaching of composition that he directed his greatest efforts; and from his Schools at Mannheim, Stockholm, and Darmstadt came forth

Winter, Ritter, Kraus, Danzi, Kornacher, B. A. Weber, Baron von Poisel, Gänssbacber, C. M. von Weber, and Meyerbeer. Sterkel also received lessons from Vogler, and Knecht the organist and Gottfried Weber were very directly influenced by him. His pupils conceived the deepest regard for him. Mers’ association with him, says Gännsbacher, was a kind of school. Vogler was not only a most judicious and sagacious teacher, he was also the kindlest and most generous of friends, and he reaped the reward of his kindness by finding that his old pupils after passing into the world were ever ready to return to his side. Few scenes of artistic life are more charming than the picture of the details of Vogler’s last Tonschule at Darmstadt. After the Abbé had said Mass, at which one of his scholars played the organ, all met for a lesson in counterpart. Then subjects for composition were given out, and finally each pupil brought up his piece to receive the criticism of his master and fellow-pupils.

Every day a work of some great composer was analysed. Sometimes the Abbé would propose a theme for improvisation. Not unfrequently he would play himself, as he never played except when alone with his ‘three dear boys,’ in the empty church. From the mind of one of these ‘boys,’ the impression of these performances was never effaced, for Weber always described them as a thing not to be forgotten. Anon we get glimpses of Weber at work on ‘Abu Hassan’ or on ‘Papa’s’ biography, while the ‘old gentleman’ looks on, and advises or composes, consuming enormous quantities of snuff.

By way of varying the regular routine the master would take his scholars with him to organ recitals in neighbouring towns. The pupils, in their turn, would diversify the common round by writing an ode to celebrate ‘Papa’s’ birthday. A happier household can hardly be imagined. When the master died, his pupils felt as if they had lost a father. ‘Refiner . . . announced to me yesterday,’ wrote Weber to Gänssbacber (May 13, 1814), ‘that on the 6th our beloved master Vogler was suddenly snatched from us by death . . . He will ever live in our hearts.

A list of Vogler’s works in various departments is appended.

OPERATIC WORKS, arranged as far as possible in chronological order, with the places where they were first performed.

Ino. cantata by Händl. Darmstadt, 1637.
Lampeduro or Lampedusa. Darmstadt, about 1779.
Hamlet. opera in 3 acts. At Mannheim, 1779.
Der Kaufmann von Sírma. opera. At Mannheim, 1779.
Lamberto. opera in 3 acts. At Munich, 1760.
La Kermesse, opera. At the Comédie Italienne in Paris, Nov. 15, 1783.

1 Winter afterwards objected to be called a pupil of Vogler, apparently without good reason. Compositions of his appear in the 'Mannheimer Tonschule.'
2 For instance when he made C. M. v. Weber go back to the study of the great old masters in 1803.
4 Gänssbacher tells us that Moses Mendelssohn’s Translation of the Psalms was a favourite text-book for the daily exercise at Darmstadt. ‘At first,’ he adds, ‘we took the exercises in the afternoons, but the Abbé found them almost daily duties. He used to go to sleep, pen in hand. “We therefore agreed to take our exercises to him in the morning.”’
5 In 1790. Weber wrote the words, Gänssbacher two solos, Meyerbeer a terzet and chorus.
**Vogler.**

Le Partituras, opera. Verdi, ecc. on occasion of Siege of Gibral-

er at 1. 1536.

Concert and Polonius, opera in 8 acts. At the Italian Opera in Mus-

nern, conducted by Cherubini. 1816. Ed. French opera. At Stoc-

kholm, 1877.

Le Partituras, opera. Written for the Paris Academie in 1786, but never per-

formed. "...very striking composition. Besides the ordinary constituents of a requiem...

it contains two Agnus, a 'Libera me, Domine,' 4 movements, and a 4 vocibus secta instruments, possibly identical with the texts in the last.

**Instrumental Music.**


**Musical Notes.**

1. Mass. No. 1. Missa solennis in D minor, for 4 Voices, Orchestra, and Organ. No. 2. Missa pastoralis in E, for 4 Voices, Orchestra, and Organ. Missa de Quadragesima in F, for 4 Voices and Organ or ad lib. Missa de Angelis in B, for 4 Voices, Orchestra, and Organ. Missa Agnus Dei in E, for 4 Voices, Orchestra, and Organ (about 1777). German Mass for 4 Voices and Orchestra.

2. Psalm and Motets.


3. HYMNS, etc.

Te Deum in D for 4 Voices and Orchestra.

Kylie, with Orch. (Oct. 1786). Magnificat, with Orch. (1777). Stabat Mater, with Orch. acc. Eternitas, with approximate dates (1777).

Are Maria Stella, and Coelestis Horses for Choir with Org. or PF. "To Sancta Spiritus, Graduale in Be for 4 Voices, Orchestra, and Organ. Adiutus, for Popiano solo, chorus, Organ obligato and Orchestra. Posthumous music for 4 Voices, Orchestra, and Organ. A mass for 4 Voices and Organ (about 1777). German Mass for 4 Voices and Orchestra.

4. HYMNS, etc.

This was one of Vogler's most successful works. The chorus of Putres was sufficiently popular in 1821 to lead an unscrupulous manager at Munich to introduce it into the finale of the second act of "Don Giovanni".

The composition of this Requiem for himself occupied most of Vogler's time, and was esteemed his finest work. It is a very striking composition. Besides the ordinary constituents of a requiem, it contains two Agnus, a 'Libera me, Domine,' 4 movements, and a 4 vocibus secta instruments, possibly identical with the texts in the last.

In the library at Dartmouth is a 'Crudelley Harpens,' with orch. Aved Jan. 1776, and also a 'Hymnas Ave Maria stella,' a 4 vocibus secta instruments, possibly identical with the texts in the last.
Amongst Vogler's contributions to current musical literature may he noticed, besides those which were reprinted separately, and have been already mentioned:—


Lichtenthal also ascribes to Vogler the article 'Über den Choralgesang der Böhmischem Kirche zu Johann Hussens Zeiten,' in the A.M.Z. for April 5, 1803.

—

MUSICAL NOTE WORKS.


As much of what is stated in this article is novel, it may be well to specify the sources from which it has been derived. Besides the ordinary biographical notices in various Dictionaries, which in this case seem to have been written with unusual independence, use has been made of the monograph on Vogler by Th. Nisard (the Abbé Normand), and of the Life of C. M. v. Weber by his son. The vast mass of information relating to Vogler and his views contained in the 'Musikalische Zeitung' has been carefully sifted. Much has been gained from the articles in Nos. 15 and 16 of the 'Musikalische Correspondens' for 1790 by Christmann and Schubart. By the kindness of Dr. Gänabacher of Vienna the writer has been able to consult the MS. 'Biographie Gänabacher' in his possession, from which, and from the letters of Vogler belonging to him, many interesting details have been gained. In one of Weber's letters to Gänabacher he states that he at Voices working hard on Vogler's biography, but the result of his work seems to have completely disappeared. Special thanks are due to Herr Becker, Librarian of the Ducal Library at Darmstadt; to Baron von Weber; to Herr Max Friedländer; to Prof. Schaabüel of Munich; to Mr. Walter White, of the Royal Society, and, on the matter of the 'simplification-system' to the Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, Bart., to Messrs. Thorold & Smith (successors of Kirkland & Jardine), and to Messrs. Brindley & Foster; also to the organist of All Saints', Northampton, for a careful minute on the Schulze organ in that town.

Amongst the curiosities of Vogler literature must be placed Browning's poem on 'Abt Vogler,' and its Greek version in 'Translations into Greek and Latin Verse, by R. C. Jebb, M.A.' [J.H.M.]

VOGT, GUSTAVE, French oboe-player, born at Strassburg, March 12, 1781, studied at the Paris Conservatoire under Sallantin, and took the first oboe prize in 1799. While in Rey's class, he began to play in public, and was appointed oboe-solo at the Opéra Italian in 1802, and co-professor at the Conservatoire in 1803. In 1805 he entered the band of the Imperial Guard, was present at Austerlitz, and during the occupation of Vienna made the acquaintance of Haydn and Beethoven. After the peace of Tilsit he returned to Paris, and never left it again for any distance. After some time at the Théâtre Feydeau, he succeeded his friend and master Sallantin as first oboe at the Opéra (1814), and professor at the Conservatoire, where he taught with marked success from Apr. 1, 1815, until Nov. 1, 1833. His fame spread, and in 1825 the Philharmonic Society invited him to London, and he played in their concerts. His tone was thought to be thin, harsh, and forced, but his execution was astonishing, and he was engaged again in 1828. He was an original member of the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire, and played there regularly till his resignation in 1844, often producing with success compositions of his own. As first oboe in the Chapelle du Roi from 1815 to 1830 he received the Legion of Honour in 1829. He formed many talented

1 'Harmonieon,' 1853.
pupils, including Brod,’ Vinit, Verroust, Barré, Lavigne, Delabarre, Cras, Colin, Berthélemy, and Bruyant, some of whom still speak of him with respect and gratitude. He lived to be 98, and died in Paris May 30, 1879. Vogt left a considerable number of pieces for the oboe. His best works are his concertos, soloos (written for the examinations at the Conservatoires), ‘Mélodies Anglaises’ (‘Home, sweet home’), and his duet for two oboes, all with orchestra. The library of the Conservatoire has the MS. of his ‘Method for the Oboe,’ and the Museum contains his oboe, cor anglais, and baryton.

[O.C.]

VOICE—i.e. SINGING VOICE (Voce; Singstimme; La Voix). Sound produced by the passage of air through the glottis, or chink formed by the apposition, without contact, of the vocal cords, bands, or ligaments, the air impelled by the lungs causing them to vibrate. The precise amount of approximation of the vocal cords is only to be secured after considerable patient practice, as much mental as physical, as indeed all true practice must be; in other words, patient study. With too close a chink the tone will be harsh and thin; if too wide, it will be flaccid and woolly. With a well-adjusted glottis all the other parts of the voice-organs must be so placed as to favour the utmost amount of reverberation. The respiration has a great deal to do, immediately, with this important part of voice-production, as the tones of a well-inflated chest vibrate in sympathy with the vocal cords; and the various resonance chambers, the pharynx, soft palate, hard palate, cheeks and lips, head, even the nasal passages (closed, however, by the internal muscles, except during the formation of nasal consonants), all lending their aid and forming a series of complicated sounding-boards.

Birds, and nearly all animals, with the exception perhaps of fish, have their voice-registers, not all so musical as the human voice, but subject to the same laws. When a bull bellows, the ,breath,’ or change from chest-voice to falseto, is distinctly heard. In the neighing of a horse the change is usually from false to chest. In the crowing of a cock the two registers are plainly perceivable, as also in the barking of dogs. With close attention even the notes in the musical scale which are touched can be recognised, whilst among birds there are some whose notes are quite distinct. Of course to produce a note the voice must remain stationary long enough for the ear to appreciate its place in the scale. [See SINGING.] To find a hard and fast line where voice ceases and noise (howling or shrieking, grunting or growling) begins, is scarcely necessary. The distinction will be more or less clear according to the sensitiveness of the ear and mind. But almost every one will have a sufficiently clear idea, without technicalities, of the difference between the one and the other.

The known extent of the human singing voice—that is, of all the different classes of voice put together—is very great. From the lowest note of a Russian Cathedral bass-singer (a) to the highest note of a soprano Agujari (b) [see vol. i. p. 458], there is a range of five octaves and three notes. The average, however, of the larger number of great singers put together is about four octaves. Many individuals are able to sound three octaves, but a compass of two really good octaves is a very bountiful gift of Providence.

It is usual to divide the voice into six classes—three female, Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, and Contralto; and three male, Tenor, Baritone, and Bass. [See the articles under these heads.] There are, however, distinctly two classes of Mezzo-Soprano, the one tending to soprano, and singing moderately high soprano music at times, and the other decidedly tending to contralto both in quality and compass, and able to sing moderate contralto music very creditably. It would be but reasonable to call the latter Mezzo-Contralto.

There is also considerable difference between Tenore leggero and Tenore robusto, but this exists less in actual character and compass than in volume and force. There are various characters of tenor voice besides those named. [See TENOR.] The French term, Base-taille, or low-tenor, applied to baritone is not correct, as the baritone is undoubtedly a high bass.

In the interests of the voice the apparent decline of the Italian Opera is much to be deplored. The modern instrumentalist, and unfortunately in many cases the modern composer, adorns his contempt for singing. But as surely as singing—that is, the Italian School of singing—is allowed to die out, its decease will react upon instrumental music. Instrumental music gets its legato and the more subtle parts of its art of phrasing from the singer; while the singer owes his precision and more musicianly qualities to the instrumentalist. The two branches help one another, and while the vocalist acknowledges his obligation to the instrumentalist it is rank ingratitude on the part of the instrumentalist not to be equally candid. If persisted in, his ingratitude will be suicidal. The conductor of an opera or a choral class is too often unaware of the danger of an arduous rehearsal of two, three, or four hours’ duration to so delicate an instrument as the human throat. By such an amount of practice the voice becomes utterly fatigued. If the muscles of the larynx are strong, the fatigue shows itself in hoarseness, or a difficulty in making the voice speak readily, the delicate white membrane which lines the vocal cords becoming slightly abraded. Then the voice must be forced to make it sound. If this membrane is capable of supporting a good deal of ‘leathering,’ then the muscles will first show the fatigue, and the voice will not be

1 Henry Brod, a great French oboe player, born 1778, died 1829.
2 ‘Maitre, Brod est mort,’ said a pupil to Cherubini. ‘Ah,’ replied the stern old Italian, ‘petit son, petit son.’
VOICES.

able to keep in tune. If both muscles and membrane are strong, the chest will feel the fatigue, even the ribs getting tired, and headaches will set in. If these local signs of distress are absent, general fatigue of the whole physique will come on. Every organism has its allotted amount of energy, and no more. If the abrasion of the white membrane is frequently renewed, cicatrization will be the consequence, and then good-bye to all sweetness. We may get loudness, much more than we want—that is, if extinction of the voice has not taken place—but no management, no control; and we shall have a tone that nobody wishes to hear a second time. This statement is not in the least degree overdrawn.

The difficult question of the mode of forming the different registers is occupying investigators, and will continue to occupy them for some time to come. For the essential differences between the speaking and singing voice, as also for details of registers and other important matters, see Singing, Alto, Mezzo-Soprano, Soprano, Counter-Tenor, Tenor, Baritone, Bass Voice, and Voce di Fatto. [H.C.D.]

VOICES. Though the human voice, in so far as its tone and capabilities are concerned, is naturally independent of changes like those through which the harpsichord or organ instrument must necessarily pass before it arrives at its perfect condition, it has none the less witnessed changes of treatment at least as noticeable as those of the Instrumental Orchestra itself.

The Madrigalists and Ecclesiastical Composers of the 16th century wrote for a far greater variety of voices than those now generally recognised; and distributed them on principles which experience has proved to be incompatible with the essential characteristics of modern Music. Their system was based upon the division of all Voices into two great classes—the Acute, and the Grave. The Acute class comprised the Voices of Boys, in their unbroken condition—that is to say, before the change of timbre and compass which has already been described in the article Mutation; the rare high natural Voices of adult male singers, which are still occasionally heard in Italy and Spain; and the almost innumerable varieties of Soprano and Contralto Voices producible by artificial means. The Grave class represented the adult male Voice, in all its natural varieties:—Tenors, of every species, Basses, and even Contra-Bassi, of immense profundity, like those still cultivated in Russia, and some other European countries. Female Voices were not admitted into the Church Choir, and therefore found no place in the system adopted by Ecclesiastical Composers.

For Voices of the Acute class, five Clefs were used: the G Clef, on the first, second, and third, and the C Clef, on the first, second, and third. For Grave Voices, the C Clef on the third, fourth, and fifth lines, and F Clef, in the same three positions; the F Clef on the fifth line

being appropriated to the Contra-Basso, and the C Clef on the fifth line, to the Contra-Tenors—a very low Tenor Voice bearing no resemblance whatever to the 'Counter-Tenor' of our English Composers.

This formidable array of Clefs was, however, accompanied by a very simple form of nomenclature; the terms Cantus, Altus, Tenor, and Bassus, being used to designate Voices of every possible variety. When Acute Voices only were employed, they were described as Cantus I and II, and Altus I and II; and the Composition was then said to be written for Acute Equal Voices. In this case the lowest considerable was an Alto, sung by a Boy, or by an adult singer, or an artificial Voice. In Compositions for Grave Equal Voices, the highest part was sung by the natural Voice of an adult Alto—an organ now very rarely heard—or by a high Tenor; the lower parts by ordinary Tenors and Basses. When Acute and Grave Voices were employed together, the Composition was said to be for Mixed Voices. In Compositions of this kind, the lowest part was described as the Bassus, even when written in the Tenor Clef. In like manner, a middle part was frequently labelled Tenor, though written in the Alto, or even in the Mezzo-Soprano Clef; while Baritone parts, written with the F Clef on the third line, were invariably labelled Bassus. Parts written with the G Clef on the first line were labelled Cantus, or Altus, according to their position with regard to the other Voices; the term Cantus being usually applied to them when they occupied the best position in the Alto and Bassus, and the term Altus, when the G Clef was used for a still higher part, written above them. Parts written with the C Clef on the second line—the Mezzo-Soprano of modern Music—were almost always labelled Altus.

The selection of Clefs was governed, partly by the compass of the Voices, and partly by the nature of the Mode in which the Composition was written. The number of Clefs employed arose from the repugnance of Composers to ledger-lines, with which they were not altogether unacquainted, though they avoided them, as much as possible, by selecting Clefs which enabled them to write the whole of a vocal part within the limits of the Stave—an easy matter, with Polyphonic Composers of the best period, who frequently confined whole parts within the range of an Octave, as in the 'Missa Papae Marcelli,' in which, by writing the Cantus part in the Treble (G) Clef, the Altus in the Mezzo-Soprano, the two Tenors in the Alto, and the two Basses in the Tenor, Palestrina has avoided the use of a single ledger-line, from beginning to end.

The connection of the Clefs with the Mode was a more complicated matter. Certain combinations were used for the Modes, at their natural pitch (the Chiasri naturali); and certain others for the transposed Modes (Chiasri trasportate, or Chiavette). These however were

1 For a description of the peculiarities of each individual Voice, the reader will consult the articles Soprano, Alto, Contralto, Tenor, Baritone, and Bass.

2 Examples of some of these combinations may be seen in vol. iii, p. 470 a.
chiefly used for Mixed Voices. In Compositions for Equal Voices, whether Acute, or Grave, the arrangement of the Clefs was more frequently dictated by the compass of the Voices, than by the transposition, or nontransposition of the Modes.

The terms Cantus, Altus, Tenor, and Bassus, sufficed for Compositions written for a number of Voices. In the 'Missa Papae Marcelli,' and innumerable like Compositions, we find parts for Tenor I and II, and Bassus I and II. In these cases, the second Voice is always of exactly the same compass as the first; and, instead of singing constantly below it—so it certainly would now—sustains an equally important part, continually repeating the same passages, and crossing above, or below, its fellow-part, without reserve.

Another common arrangement, in Compositions for more than four Voices, was to label the fifth Voice, Quintus, or Pars Quinta, and the sixth, Sextus, or Pars Sexta; and this, without reference to the nature of the Voice: consequently, in old Part-Books, we constantly find, in the volume labelled Quintus, parts for Cantus, Altus, Tenor, and Bassus, all indiscriminately mingled together. But here, again, the arrangement was governed by a law as strict as that which regulated the conduct of Tenor or Bassus I and II. The Quintus and Sextus were exact duplicates of two other parts, with which they were corresponded, throughout, both in compass and importance; so that, in fact, it was a matter of absolute indifference whether parts then associated were labelled Altus and Quintus, or, Altus I and Altus II. And the constant crossing of the parts, to which this arrangement gave rise, was used as a means of producing the most varied and beautiful effects. They used the device with unlimited freedom; frequently making one Voice cross over two—as in Palestrina's 'Missa brevis,' where the Altus crosses below the Tenor and Bassus, and sings the lowest part of the harmony.

The following example will show the immense advantage derivable from the distribution of certain passages between two Voices of strongly contrasted timbre.

\[\text{Cantus.}\]
\[\text{Altus.}\]
\[\text{Tenor.}\]
\[\text{Bassus.}\]

Crossing their Voices thus, the Polyphonic Composers frequently wrote passages, which, had the parts been arranged in the ordinary manner, would have exhibited glaring cases of

Consecutive Fifths and Octaves, but which, thanks to this device, enriched their harmonies with indescribable beauty. The practice however died out with the School of Palestrina; and in modern Music the parts rarely cross, to any serious extent.

The opening of the 17th century witnessed a radical change in the distribution of Voices, as well as in all other matters connected with the Art of Composition. Except in Italy, artificial Soprani and Contralti were heard only at the Theatre. The beauty of the female Voice was universally recognised, both in its Soprano and Contralto registers; and cultivated with assiduity. In Germany, Boys were taught, as now, to sing both Soprano and Contralto parts, with equal success. In England, a different plan was adopted. After the Great Rebellion, the difficulty of obtaining Choir-Boys was so great, that Treble parts were either summarily dispensed with, or, played, as a pis aller, upon Cornets. Adult Voices were, however, more easily attainable; and adult singers learned to execute Alto, and even low Treble parts, in Paleetto. And thus arose the cultivation of the peculiar form of Voice now called the Counter-Tenor; an unnatural register which still holds its ground in English Cathedrals, with a pertinacity which leads to the lamentable neglect, if not the absolute exclusion, of one of the most beautiful Voices in existence—the true Boy Contralto. This sweeping change in the constitution of our Cathedral Choirs naturally led to a change of corresponding magnitude in the character of the Music written for them. In the Verse-Anthems of Humfrey, Wise, Blow, Purcell, and other Masters of the School of the Restoration, the Falsoetto part, under its title of Counter-Tenor, holds a very important position indeed; and still more prominent is the rôle accorded to it by Croft, Boyce, and other writers of a later generation. In truth, the new Voice, at first an unavoidable necessity, soon became the prevailing fashion; and Music was written for it, even at the time when the Chapel Royal at Whitehall was patronised with the most talented and accomplished staff of Choir-Boys on record. So general was the custom of confiding the Alto part to Counter-Tenor singers, that it was adopted, even at the 'Oratorio Concerts' of the 18th century. The Alto parts in Handel's Choruses were sung chiefly, if not wholly, in Falsoetto. It was not until 1773 that Dr. Arne first had the hardihood to employ female Voices in the Choruses of his Oratorio, 'Judith'; and it is doubtful whether, even then, they were entrusted with the Alto parts. Happily for Art, the value of the female Contralto is now no less freely recognised in England than in other countries; and it is only in Cathedral Chorals, and Choral Societies connected with them, that the Falsoetto Counter-Tenor safely holds its ground.

In Germany, the Falsoetto Voice has always been held in very low estimation indeed; while the true Boy Contralto has been almost extensively cultivated as the rich low tones of the deeper female register. 1

1 Spohr, on his first visit to this country, expressed the greatest
most excellent effect produced, at the Thomas-
Schule, in Leipzig, and at the Cathedrals of
Cologne, Mayence, and Regensburg by unac-
companied Choirs, in which the Alto parts
were entrusted entirely to the fresh young Voices
of a well-trained body of Boy-Choristers, whose
lower registers were cultivated, with success,
for some considerable time after they were pre-
vented, by the approach of the inevitable mu-
tation, from singing Treble.¹ Such Voices cannot
be effectively used in combination with the Fal-
settto Counter-Tenor; but they combine perfectly
with rich sweet Composers, with which they
might be profitably associated, in Choral Music of
all kinds.

This extensive modification in materials was
followed by a corresponding modification of treat-
ment. Acute Equal Voices are now understood
mean the Voices of Women and Children;
and Grave Equal Voices, those of Men.
When the two classes are employed together, each main-
tains its own accustomed level, in the distribution of
the general harmony, more especially, by far the
most, when under the older system. The con-
trast between the timbre of a Tenor, and that
of a Contralto, is too great to allow the two to
work together in the intimate association which
formed so marked a feature in the Polyphonic
Schools; and even when two Voices of the same
class are employed, they seldom correspond
exactly in compass. The Second Soprano really
sings a second part, and only rises above the
first in very exceptional cases; while the Second
Bass is almost understood to be responsible for
the lowest sounds in the harmony. This dispo-
sition of the parts accords perfectly with the
timbre of the Voices employed; and has been
proved, by long experience, to be more perfectly
adapted than any other to the requirements of
modern Music, which, during its progress towards
perfection, has demanded, from time to time,
changes in the arrangement of the Vocal Orches-
stra little less revolutionary than those effected in the
instrumental band.

[W.S.R.]

VOICING. A term used in organ-building
to express the method of obtaining a particular
quality of tone, in an organ pipe, and of regu-
larizing a series of pipes so that their tone shall be
uniform throughout. The quality of the tone of
Flue-pipes is mainly dependent on (1) their
general shape, (2) their scale; but, after the pipe-
maker has turned out a set of pipes of true propor-
tion, the ‘voice’ can produce a great variety of
qualities by regulating (1) the quantity of wind
admitted to the pipe, (2) the thickness of the
‘sheet of wind,’ (3) the angle at which it im-
pinges on the upper lip, (4) by imparting a
special surface to the edge of the lip itself or
by cutting it higher; and in other ways. The
voicing of Reed pipes is dependent chiefly on
(1) the quantity of air admitted, (2) the shape

¹ Much of the Lisztian, as a boy, with an exquisitely beautiful

1 See his letter of 1839, given by Schumann, N. Z. M. x. 198.
2 Adolphe Brandt and Frédéric Chopin, Leipzig, 1826. Trans-
muted by M. E. von G. in Macmillan’s Magazine, No. 16.
3 Letters to Hasler, No. 62.

and thickness of the tongue, (3) its position,
(4) the relation between the length of tube and
the pitch of the note produced.

Voicing thus requires both a delicate ear and
skilful hand; it is, in fact, the most artistic part
of an organ-builder’s work. But few are equally
good voicers both of reed and flue-pipes, and
better voicing is obtained from a specialist than
from a ‘general’ hand. In testing the voicing of
an organ-stop, an opinion should first be formed as
to the merit of the particular quality selected by
the voicer; next, the pipes should be consecu-
tively sounded in order to trace whether the quality of tone is uniform. This applies both to
due and reedpipes.

[J.S.]

VOIGT (pronounced Vogt), HENRIETTE, née'
Kunze, born in 1809, a distinguished German
amateur musician, and prominent figure in the
musical life of Leipzig.

She was the pupil of L. Berger, and became a
remarkable performer, and the warm friend of
her teacher.¹ Schumann was introduced to her by Ludwig Schunke, who almost lived in the
Voigt’s house before his early death, and
their intimacy became very close. A char-
acteristic story illustrating this is told in the
article on Schumann in this Dictionary, vol. iii.
p. 389 and we may here quote Schumann’s own
expression—‘Ich dachte, wenn ich an Sie denke,’
which may be rendered ‘The thought of you
inspires me.’ He alludes to her occasionally in his ‘Davidsbündler’ articles under the name of
‘Elmore’; and his entry in her album was
ever characteristic, consisting only of a huge
 crescendo mark—‘reaching across the whole page, with his name below it. This, on
enquiry, he explained to predict the continual
increase of his friendship. Mendelssohn’s con-
tribution to her album was the first sketch of the
Gondellied in F minor (op. 30, no. 6); and
though there is no mention of her either in his
collected Letters or in the ‘Familie Mendels-
sohn,’ there is ample testimony to his esteem for
her talents and her person in his ‘Eight Lettres’
to her, published in 1871.² Hauptmann and
C. Löwe have also left the most appreciative
reverences to her ability and taste; indeed she was,
with Madame Fregé, at the head of the amateurs
of Leipzig in that most brilliant time.

Her husband, Carl Voigt, to whom she was mar-
rried in Nov. 1830, was a Leipzig merchant, and as
great an enthusiast for music as herself. He died
June 15, 1881, in his 76th year, leaving 300. to
the Gewandhaus Concerts for a performance of
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony every year, or at
the least every four years. A few words about
Symphony, attributed to him, will be found in
Schumann’s ‘Ges. Schriften,’ 1st ed. i. 27.

Madame Voigt died on Oct. 15, 1839, in her
31st year. Schumann gave a sketch of her in the ‘Neue Zeitschrift für Musik’ for the 15th of
the following November, under the title of

1 See his letter of 1839, given by Schumann, N. Z. M. x. 198.
2 Adolphe Brandt and Frédéric Chopin, Leipzig, 1826. Trans-
muted by M. E. von G. in Macmillan’s Magazine, No. 16.
3 Letters to Hasler, No. 62.

and thickness of the tongue, (3) its position,
(4) the relation between the length of tube and
the pitch of the note produced.

Voicing thus requires both a delicate ear and
skilful hand; it is, in fact, the most artistic part
of an organ-builder’s work. But few are equally
good voicers both of reed and flue-pipes, and
better voicing is obtained from a specialist than
from a ‘general’ hand. In testing the voicing of
an organ-stop, an opinion should first be formed as
to the merit of the particular quality selected by
the voicer; next, the pipes should be consecu-
tively sounded in order to trace whether the quality of tone is uniform. This applies both to
due and reedpipes.

[J.S.]
VOIGT.

'Erinnerung an eine Freundin,' which is reprinted in his 'Ges. Schriften,' and contains some charming extracts from her journal, giving a high idea of the range of her knowledge and the depth of her sensibility.

See Jansen's 'Davidsbündler' - a very interesting book (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1883). [G.]

VOIX CÉLESTES, VOX CELESTIS, VOX ANGELICA, UNDA MARIS. An organ stop with two ranks of pipes, one tuned about three beats a second sharper than the other. The pipes are sometimes of the Dulciana type; sometimes (generally in the case of French organ-builders) two small Gambas, and occasionally the ranks are dissimilar, one a Keraulophon, and one a Dulciana. The custom is to tune one rank with the organ and one sharper, but this has the effect of making the organ sound disagreeably flat after using the stop, and the plan advocated by Mr. Sedley Taylor of tuning one rank slightly above and one below the general pitch of the organ is doubt less preferable, though it precludes the use of either alone, or in combination with the other stops. The Voix Célestes has its proper place in the swell organ, and in large buildings its wavy floating effect is not unpleasant. Like other 'fancy' stops it should be used with reserve. The name Vox Angelica is ambiguous, some builders make it a synonym for Voix Célestes, and others for the rank of pipes which is tuned to the rest of the organ. [W.Fa.]

VOLKMAN, Friedrich Robert, born April 6, 1811, at Lommatsch in Saxony. His father, cantor and schoolmaster of the town, taught the boy music, with such effect that by the time he was twelve he took the services in church. He then had instruction from Friebel, the 'Town musician,' in violin and cello, and from Anacker, music-director of the Seminary at Freyberg. In 1836 he went to Leipzig, to study systematically, and made the acquaintance of C. F. Becker, and also of Schumann, who exerted great influence on him; in 1838 he published his first work, 'Phantasieschüler in Leipzig.' His next step was to visit Prague and enter on the career of teacher and composer. From 1854 to 1858 he resided at Vienna, but ended by taking up his permanent quarters in Pesth, where his principal works have been composed. These comprise 2 Symphonies, in D minor (op. 44), and Bb (op. 52); a Festival overture in F (op. 50), 2 Serenades for Strings, op. 62, 63; Concerto for Cello in A minor (op. 33), and Pf. in C (op. 42); 2 Pf. trios in F (op. 3), and Eb minor (op. 5); String Quartets in A minor and G minor (op. 9), in G major (op. 14), in E minor (op. 34), in C minor (op. 35), and in Eb (op. 37), and many works for piano, both 4 hands and solo. His vocal compositions are also numerous: - 2 Masses for male voices (op. 28, 29); 3 sacred songs for mixed choir (op. 38); old German hymn for a choir of male voices (op. 64); 'Sappho,' dramatic scene for soprano solo

and orchestra (op. 49); 'An die Nacht,' for alto solo and orchestra; songs for solo voice and piano, etc. The overture to his 'Music to Shakespeare's Richard the Third' (op. 73), was performed at the Crystal Palace Oct. 30, 1875— the Scotch air 'The Campbells are coming' being introduced as 'an old English war-song.' A later composition is a 'Schlummerlied' for harp, clarinet and horn, which is mentioned as op. 76 in Hofmeister's List for 1883.

As a pianoforte composer Volkmann belongs to the romantic school. His compositions often bear fanciful titles, but they are poetical, and moreover so strongly marked with Hungarian characteristics that he may truly be said to have borrowed colour, rhythm, and embellishments from his adopted home. His two Symphonies, his Quartet in G minor and A minor, his Pf. Trio in Eb minor, have been acknowledged in high terms by critics in Germany. His Cello Concerto is also a favourite and excellent work. In England he is little known, though his G minor Quartet has been given at the Monday Popular Concerts, and his two Overtures at the Crystal Palace, and sundry of his Pf. pieces by different artists in their recitals. [G.]

VOLKSLIED, or the early Song of the German people, has already been treated, with regard both to its development and its influence on the history of music, under the head of Song. [See vol. iii. p. 617.] It remains, however, to mention the principal existing collections of Volklieder, whether in manuscript or print, in public or private libraries; and a list of them is here appended. Some collections of Minnesingers' and Meistersingers' melodies, and likewise some collections of chorales must be included in the list; because, as the article referred to shows, these different forms of the Song are borrowed from one another and have melodies in common. Collections bearing the names of particular composers must also be mentioned, because many apparently original melodies of composers of the 16th and 17th centuries are in reality well-known Volklieder, merely harmonised or treated with contrapuntal devices. The list cannot therefore be limited to collections of Volklieder proper, but care has been taken to enumerate only such as offer examples of the pure Volklieder, melody or verse.

For convenience of reference, the best works on the subject will be included in the last section of the list, viz. Modern Collections of Volklieder.

COLLECTIONS OF VOLKSLIEDER.

A. MSS. FROM THE 10TH TO THE 17TH CENTURY.

1. The Wolfenbüttel MSS. (10th century); preserved in the Ducal Library of Wolfenbüttel, and containing some of the oldest secular songs in Germany.

2. The S. Gall Cod. Lat., No. 233 (11th century).

3. Nithart's Song-MSS. with melodies (15th century); in the possession of Prof. von der Hagen, and printed by him in his work on the Minnesingers.

4. The Limburg Chronicle (1347 to 1390); preserved in the Limburg Library. This MS. (which has been reprinted in 1617, 1751, 1850, and 1889) contains few real Volklieder, but many knights' and monks' songs.
VOLKSLIED.

5. The Jena Minnesinger Codex, with melodies (14th century); preserved in the University Library at Jena.

6. Spohr’s part of 15th and beginning of 16th cent.; Imperial Library, Vienna.

7. The Prague MS. (early in the 15th century); in the University Library, Prague; entitled 'Ein musikalischer Lehrsatz und Beschreibung der P. de Zeelandia.' Contains many fine Volkslieder of the 14th cent.

8. The Locheim Song-book (1452-80); in the Ducal Library, Würzburg. Has been edited by Arnold and Bellerman, with a most interesting preface.

9. The Dresden Minnesinger MS. (14th century); in the Public Library at Dresden. A miscellaneous volume, of which the more interesting portions are some mystical hymns to the Virgin by Michael Behaim.

10. The Vienna Song-book (1533); in the Imperial Library, Vienna. Consists of five part-books, with both sacred and secular words and music.

11. Berlin’s SONG-BOOK of 1646; Royal State Library, Berlin. Contains many thousands of melodies to sacred and secular words; some are genuine Volkslieder of 16th and 17th cent., others later and more artificial.

II. Printed Collections.

1. Secular Song-books of the 16th and 17th centuries.
   1. Johann Ott, 121 Songs, in 5 parts; Nuremberg, 1554. A perfect copy of this valuable song-book in the Library at Zwickau.
   2. Histrich Finck’s Songs, in 4 parts; Nuremberg, 1536. Contains 55 sacred and secular songs, not all composed by Finck, but printed in Zwickau Libraries; an imperfect copy in British Museum.
   3. Forster’s Song-books; Nuremberg, 1559 and 1568. Five numbers, containing altogether about 280 songs in several parts. Many scattered copies in the Munich, Zwickau, Berlin, Leipzig, and Göttinngen Libraries. In the M. H. collection in the Imperial Library, Munich.
   4. G. Hahn’s Sertart Song Collection; Wittenberg, 1542. A copy at Göttingen.
   6. Joh. Ott, 115 Songs, in 4, 5, and 6 parts; Nuremberg, 1554. Of this valuable collection only two copies known, one in the Berlin Library, and one in the B. M. in the Library at Zwickau.
   7. Orlando Lasso. Several collections of songs (dating respectively 1567, 1572, 1583, and 1590), in 4, 5, and 6 parts, in the B. M. Library, Munich.
   8. Jac Reynart’s Villanelle; Nuremberg, 1574. 67 songs for three voices in Sonnet form, which were very popular and widely sung during Reynart’s lifetime. Copies in Berlin and Munich Libraries.
   9. Joh. Eckard. Two collections in 4 and 5 parts; Mährusen and Königsepp, 1578 and 1589; an imperfect copy of the latter in the M. H. Library.
   10. Hans Leo Hassler. Two collections of songs in 4, 5, 6, and 8 parts after Italian models, Nuremberg 1600, and 1601. Copies in the B. M.
   11. Melchior Franck’s Song-collections. 16 in number, printed either at Nuremberg or Coburg between 1552 and 1578. Contains a large number of songs for 4 or more voices. A copy in the Berlin Library. Another (Coburg, 1623) in the B. M.

II. Sacred Song-books of the 16th and 17th centuries.

(1) Lutheran.


3. Lasc. Laski. Melodien, Wittenberg, 1562. Several later editions of this work have appeared, and a copy of the 1589 edition is in the Library at Wernigerode. It contains 429 German and Latin hymns in 4 and 5 parts. Copies of 1553, 1561, 1569, and 1571 in B. M.
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C. Modern Collections of Volkslieder and Chorales, and Works relating to them, alphabetically arranged.

1. W. Arnold: "Deutsche Volkslieder." Elberfeld. (In ten numbers with a well-arranged PF. part.)

2. C. F. Becker: Lieder und Weisen vergangener Jahrhunderte. Leipzig, 1843-58. (A small collection of early Volkslieder; words and melodies taken from the original, but the melodies in modern notation.)


6. E. de Consegnekker: Chants populaires de Flammens de France. Ghent, 1836. (Many N. German and Flemish Volkslieder being identical, this collection is named.)

7. F. W. Diffruth: Volks- und Gesellschaftslieder des 16ten und 17ten Jahrhunderts. Stuttgart, 1874. (Many songs in this collection contain no music.)


11. L. Erk: "Deutschen Volksgesangbuch." Berlin, 1865. (Erk’s collections are not always genuine.)

12. G. W. Fink: "Musikalisches Hausarchiv der Deutschen." Leipzig, 1843, 1862, and 1878. (Contains more Volkslieder than real Volkslieder.)

13. Prof. von der Hagen: Die Minnesinger. In 4 volumes, the last containing the melodies in old and modern notation. A standard work.


16. "Leipziger Commerz-Buch." Leipzig, 1800. (This volume contains a large number of Student’s songs.)


18. R. von Lilienron: Die historischen Volkslieder der Deutschen vom 13ten bis 18ten Jahrhunderts, gesammelt und erläutert. Leipzig, 1866-91. (An admirable work. The melodies are given in an appendix.)


20. F. L. Mittler: 'Deutsche Volkslieder.' Frankfurt-on-the-Main, 1865.


22. Geschichte der deutschen Lieder. Berlin, 1874. (See especially the early chapters in both works.)


24. K. Schneebeck: "Das katholische deutsche Kirchenlied in geschichtlicher Entwicklung." Leipzig, 1853. (See especially vol. 1 and 2.)

VOLKSLIED.

sicher Volkslieder mit Gliederbegleitung. Leipzig, 1855-67. (A very large but untrustworthy collection.)
22. Philipp Wackernagel m. 'Die deutsche Volkslieder.' Tubingen 1827-40. (Many of these Schiller composed himself; but they are now considered regular Volkslieder.)
23. A. Vieler: 'Die Liebesleben der Freunde des deutschen Volkslieders.' Marburg, 1867-68. (Useful.)
25. Philipp Wackernagel: 'Das deutsche Kirchenlied von ältester Zeit bis zu Anfang des 17ten Jahrhunderts.' Leipzig, 1839-78. (An important work.)

VOLKSTÜMlicher Lied. For the explanation of this term see Song, pp. 621-5. To the examples there cited another very good one may be added, taken from a sketch-book of Beethoven's of 1814 and 1815, and remarkable for freshness, melody, and aptness to the words.

(Was frag ich mir nach Gott und Gut, wenn ich zu frieden bin? Giebt Gott mir nur ge-

und es Blut, so hab ich frohes Men.

sing aus dankbarem Gemuth mein Morgen und mein Abendlied."

The words of the song are by J. M. Miller. It is entitled 'Die Zufriedenheit,' and has been set also by Mozart and C. G. Neefe.

The term 'Volkslied,' applied by Schumann as a title to his five pieces for Violoncello and Piano, op. 102, signifies that these pieces are of a popular or volkstümlicher cast. [A.H.W.]

VOLLWEILER, G. J., born 1770, an esteemed professor of music in Frankfort, where he died Nov. 17, 1847. He was the author of two instruction-books, one in PF-playing, and one in singing for schools; both published by Schotta. Vollweiler was the teacher of two renowned musicians, Aloys Schmitt and Ferdinand Hiller. His son Carl was born 1813, and died at Heidelberg, Jan. 27, 1848, after a long and varied musical career in Germany, Austria, and Russia. [G.]

VOLTA, PRIMA, SECONDA — First, or second time; more commonly seen in the abbreviated forms, 'rima,' '2da,' or with the numerals alone—an indication that the portion of an instrumental movement which is to be repeated, is to undergo certain modifications at the close of its second repetition, instead of being repeated exactly. In the earlier development of the sonata-form it was soon found that when the first part of the movement closed on the dominant,

VOLTI, VOLTI SUBITO — 'Turn over,' 'Turn over quickly.' This direction, or the initials V.S.—an exact musical equivalent to 'P.T.O.'—is used in manuscript and old printed music, at the bottom of a page where, without it, it might be supposed, for one cause or another, that the piece had come to an end. For instance, where a double bar closes the bottom line,
and the music is continued overleaf, the direction serves to remind the performer that it is not the end. It was not an uncommon practice, in writing out instrumental music, if a convenient pause, in which the player could turn over, happened to come not far from the end of a page, to leave the rest of the page blank and put the direction or the initials after the pause. This practice is still retained in orchestral parts, where the copyists always take advantage of a few bars' rest to give the player the opportunity of turning over for himself. In more recently printed music for pianoforte the direction is hardly ever found, as it is supposed that if the player cannot manage to turn over, help will be found. In such things as string parts of chamber music, the engraver generally manages that the end of a movement, or else a few bars' rest, shall come at the end of a page. In the appendix to vol. i. of O. H. Bitter's Life of J. S. Bach, part of a letter, 'Dant du beirisch,' from the music-book of Anna Magdalenia, Bach's second wife, is given in facsimile of the composer's writing. A double bar closes the page, but evidently the song does not end there; the composer, to prevent any mistake, has added the words 'Volti cito,' the meaning of which is precisely the same as the more usual version of the direction. [J.A.F.M.]

VOLUME, when applied to the sound of an instrument or voice, is the quantity, amount, or fullness thereof. The word has acquired this meaning since the time of Johnson. In Rousseau's Dictionary, Volume is explained to mean Compass—the extent or interval between the highest and lowest sounds. [G.]

VOLUMIER,* JEAN BAPTISTE, a Belgian musician, chiefly remembered for his accidental connexion with John Sebastian Bach, said to have been born in 1677, in Spain, and brought up at the French Court.† He entered the Electoral Chapel of Prussia Nov. 22, 1692, and soon became Maître de Concert and Director of the dance music at the Berlin Court, and was renowned for his Ballets. On June 28, 1709, he was appointed Concertmeister to the Court of Dresden. Here he kept up his former reputation for dance music and divertissements, but was also celebrated as a violin-player, especially of French compositions, and a performer on an instrument of the Hackbrett kind, of his own invention. He was on friendly terms with Bach and an enthusiastic admirer of his genius, and it was during his residence at Dresden, and also at his instigation, that the famous match was arranged between Bach and Marchand the French player, which resulted in the flight of the latter. Volumier died at Dresden Oct. 7, 1728. (See Fürstenau, 'Zur Geschichte Musik . . . am Hofe Dresden'; Matheson, 'Ehrenpfote'; Forkel, 'J. S. Bach'.) [G.]

VOLUNTARY. The name given to the pieces of organ-music played before, during, and after Divine Service; and possibly derived from the fact that from their not forming a part of the regular service, it was optional with the organist to play them or not. These took the form of highly embellished versions of Hymn-tunes, Diapason piece, Trumpet voluntary, Introduction and fugue, Cornet voluntary, with half-comic 'echoes' on the 'Swelling Organ.' The voluntary proper flourished chiefly between 1720 and 1830. Croft, Greene, Boyce, Keeble, Battishill, Keiway, Beckwith, Bennet, S. Wesley, Russell, and T. Adams were all writers of voluntaries. Many of their compositions have a tranquil grace which is not displeasing, but they are too small in plan and too artless in execution to make themselves heard against 19th century bustle. Those by Russell ought not so to die. They are almost in suite form and generally contain a melodious fugue with clever modulation and climax. Handel's airs and choruses (not always sacred by the way,—'Wretched Lovers' being a great favourite), scraps of symphonies and quartets, even songs without words, gradually crowded out this gentle music, not always to the advantage of art. Now again better taste seems to have brought in real organ works. Not to mention the greatest composers, Wesley, Smart, Hopkins, Best, and a large number of good German writers, have been encouraged to write suitable music. Some day we may hope to hear the best of all— John Sebastian Bach's wonderful settings of the Chorale. [W.Pa.]

VORSCHLAG (Ger.), an ornament made at the commencement of a note, and therefore the opposite of the NACHSCHLAG, which is placed at the end. It usually consists of a note one degree above or below the principal note, as the note which it embellishes is called (Ex. 1), though it may be more distant from it (Ex. 2), and it may also consist of more than one note (Ex. 3), in which case it has a special name. [SLIDE, DOUBLE AFOGGIATURA].

The Vorschlag is written as a small note or notes, and is not accounted for in the time of the bar. In order to make room for it, the principal note is slightly curtailed and its entrance delayed, as is shown in the above examples. This

---

1 The name is said to have been originally Woomley.
2 Handel.
is in accordance with a rule which is insisted upon by all the best authorities, at least as far as regards the works of great masters, namely, that all graces must fall within the value of their principal note. Türk (Clavierschule) mentions with disapproval the custom of playing it before the best, and therefore within the time of the preceding note, which method of rendering he describes as 'in the French style,' though it does not appear to have been universal among French musicians, for Boyvin, an eminent French organist, in his 'Premier Livre d’Orgue' (1700), explicitly directs that the Vorschlag shall be struck exactly with the bass.

The Vorschlag in its ordinary form, consisting of a single note one degree above or below the principal note, is of two kinds, long and short. The long Vorschlag, generally known by its Italian name of Appoggiatura, has a definite proportional value, which varies with the length of the principal note, being one-half of a simple note (Ex. 4), two-thirds of a dotted note (Ex. 5), or the whole value of the principal note whenever the latter is tied to another of the same name (Ex. 6). The written length of the Vorschlag, as may be seen from the examples, bears no exact relation to its actual length in performance, though it is customary in the case of the Vorschlag to a simple note to write it of its precise value, as in Ex. 4.

4. Written.

![Written example]

5. Played.

![Played example]

The short Vorschlag, also called unveränderlich (unchangeable) because its value does not vary with that of the principal note, is made as short as possible, and the accent is thrown on the principal note. Like the Appoggiatura, it is written as a small note, usually a quaver (a difference which produces no corresponding diversity in the rendering), and in order to distinguish it from the long Vorschlag it became customary about the middle of the last century to draw a small stroke obliquely across the hook of the note, thus \( \text{\textasciitilde} \). This sign, though highly practical and valuable, has unfortunately been so irregularly and unsystematically employed by composers, and so frequently abused by engravers and printers, that it is at present unsafe to trust to the appearance of the Vorschlag as a guide to its length, which has rather to be governed by considerations of musical effect. This is especially the case with modern editions of classical compositions, both instrumental and vocal, in which it is quite usual to meet with the cross stroke in cases where the long Appoggiatura is imperatively demanded by good taste. For a fuller description of both long and short Vorschlag see Appoggiatura.

F.T.

VORSPIEL. (Germ.), a Prelude—a piece played before something else, as a piece played after is called a Nachspiel or Postlude. In the sense of an introduction or first movement to a fugue the terms FUGUE and Vorspiel have been already examined. [See vol. iii. p. 26.] Bach’s Choral-Vorspiele have not however been touched upon. There are organ pieces apparently intended as an introduction to the singing of the hymn—in which the choraule is taken as the basis of the piece, the treatment being either by florid and imitative accompaniments to the air in the treble, or in some inner part, in canon or otherwise, or in the bass, or as a fughetta, or in any other way which occurred to the genius and knowledge of this mighty composer. For instance, the Harmonische Canonische von der Guten Nachtriemen of Bach’s works contains 126 of such Vorspiele, besides 32 ‘Choral-variationen’ on 4 Chorales.

G.

VOX HUMANA, VOIX HUMAINE. An organ stop of 8-foot tone and of the reed family, but with very short capped pipes, which therefore reinforce only the overtones of the fundamental. The pipe for the CC note, which would in the case of an ordinary reed-stop be nearly 8 feet in length, is here only 13 inches. The pipes vary little in length, and there are perceptible breaks in the timber. As its name implies, the stop is supposed to resemble the human voice. Burney (Tour through Germany, vol. ii. p. 393), speaking of the specimen in the Haarlem organ, says, 'it does not at all resemble a human voice, though a very good stop of the kind: but the world is very apt to be imposed upon by names; the instant a common hearer is told that an organist is playing upon a stop which resembles the human voice, he supposes it to be very fine, and never enquires into the propriety of the name or the exactness of the imitation. However, I must confess, that of all the stops I have yet heard which have been honoured by the appellation of Vox humana, no one, in the treble part, has ever yet reminded me of anything human, so much as of the cracked voice of an old woman of ninety, or, in the lower parts, of Punch singing through a comb.' This more than century-old description is by no means out of date. In acoustically favourable buildings, and when only just audible, the stop has sometimes a weird effect which is not unimpressive, but distinctness is quite fatal. The Vox humana should be placed in a box of its own inside the swell box. It is nearly always used with the tremulant. Opinions differ as to its capacity for combining pleasantly with other registers, and this depends upon the kind of stop. There are instances where it gives a piquant quality to other light stops. Its voicing is very delicate and soon gets out of order.

W.Fa.
VROYE, Théodore Joseph de, Belgian writer on music, born Aug. 19, 1804, at Villers-la-Ville, between Ottignies and Fleurus (Belgium), was ordained priest in 1826, and has devoted all his spare time to the study of plainsong and the liturgical singing of the church. In 1835 he was appointed Canon and Precentor of the Cathedral of Liège, and conducted the services with a care and taste which produced remarkable results. He published a 'Vespéral' (1829), a 'Graduel' (1831), and a 'Processionale' (1849), which have passed through many editions in Belgium; also, a 'Traité du Plain-Chant' (1839), and a 'Manuale Cantorum' (1849). His last work, 'De la Musique Religieuse' (1866), written in conjunction with the Chevalier Van Elewyck, is a collection of documents and observations relating to the Congresses of Paris (1860) and Mechlin (1863–64) on service music. De Vroye died at Liège, July 29, 1873. He must not be confounded with A. De Vroye, a clever flute-player, who has played in Paris every winter for the last dozen years, but of whose history nothing can be discovered. [G.C.]

VUILLAUME, a family of French musical instrument makers, originally from Mirecourt. As far back as the first half of last century there was a Jean Vuillaume established in this small town among the Vosges mountains, but it is doubtful whether he was any relation of Claude Vuillaume. Born 1717, died 1834, maker of cheap violins, and head of the family afterwards so well known. Claude had four sons, who all followed in the same line of business. The eldest, Jean Baptiste, was born at Mirecourt, Oct. 7, 1798, and apprenticed to his father, but finding nothing further to learn in his native town, went to Paris in 1818. His first master was his fellow-townman François Chanot, who with his guitar-shaped violin expected to revolutionise the art of violin-making. [Chanut, vol. i. p. 355 a.] In this he was mistaken, but he was of great service to Vuillaume by leading him to more scientific methods of working than the old-fashioned rule of thumb. In 1821 he left Chanot for Lété, an organ-builder at Payonne. Lété was son-in-law to Pique, an excellent workman, who saw at once the value of the new partner, who for his part learnt much from Pique, and retained all his life a grateful recollection of him, and of the experiments they made together. In 1825 Lété set up with Vuillaume at No. 30, Rue Croix des Petits Champs. Vuillaume's marriage in 1826 brought him into the society of several influential people, including, amongst others, Félix Savart, the professor of acoustics, intercourse with whom gave a fresh turn to his studies. Henceforth his chief aim was to discover the secret of the old Italian masters, and the cause of the superiority of their violins. Becoming his own master in 1827, he removed to 46, Rue Croix des Petits Champs, where he lived till 1860, and turned out many instruments of great value. The style of his workmanship was speedily recognised, and he gained silver medals at the Paris Exhibitions of 1827 and 1834, and gold medals at those of 1839 and 1844. He sent his 'Octobasse,' and his splendid imitations of old Italian instruments to the Paris Exhibition of 1849, but his name does not appear in the report of the jury. At the London Exhibition of 1851 he had a glass case containing two quartets of stringed instruments, and his perfected 'Octobasse,' for which he was awarded the Grand Council medal, a distinction acknowledged at home by the Legion of Honour. At Paris in 1855 he obtained the Médaille d'Honneur, and since then has been considered entirely above competition. To reach this high position he spared neither pains nor expenditure, making long journeys after special qualities of wood, and going frequently to Italy, where he discovered documents relating to Stradivari hitherto unknown. In January, 1855, he spent 80,000 francs (£2,200) on the purchase of 250 instruments, collected by Tarisio, including the splendid Strad violin, called 'Le Messiah,' because it was never allowed to be seen, though always talked about. Having made his fortune, Vuillaume might have retired to his fine house at Les Ternes, and his family, but work was to him a prime necessity, and the successes of his son-in-law, Delphin Alard, only stimulated him to further exertions. Several specimens of his inventions may be seen in the Museum of the Paris Conservatoire, one being a violin of a new and shortened form made for Jullien, a rebec of his own design, an alto, an octobasse, a bow with fixed head, others in hollow steel, etc., all showing considerable ingenuity and great manipulative skill. He was an ardent devotee of Antonio Stradivari, and virtually dictated Félix's biography of him. For the last ten years of his life he occupied himself especially with studying effects of sonority, and means of acquiring perfection of tone. He invented a new mute, which he called the sourdine instantante, and fancied he had discovered a way of making strings perfectly cylindrical, so that they were never out of tune. He died in his Paris house, No. 3, Rue Demousty, Feb. 19, 1875. He left nearly 3,000 instruments, a certain number of which he had made entirely with his own hands. His price was 300 francs (£12) for a violin, and 500 francs (£16) for a cello. Each is now worth double, but his instruments vary considerably and care is necessary in distinguishing between the different kinds. He was fond of trying different ways of drying wood, and imparting to it the qualities of age, experiments which often failed, and impaired the durability of his instruments. He cannot be said to have turned out nothing but chefs-d'œuvre, but nevertheless he stands with Lupot at the head of French musical instrument makers of the 19th century. The second son of his brother, Claude Vuillaume, Nicolas born 1800, died 1871, passed his life at Mirecourt, excepting the period between

1. Altered in 1858 to 42.
2. Vital, Togino, and others, give the date March 19, but this is wrong.
1832 and 1834, when he was working with Jean Baptiste. He made cheap violins only, and took a bronze medal at the Paris Exhibition of 1835 for a pattern which he called the 'Stentor.' The next brother,

NICOLAS FRANCOIS, born at Mirecourt May 13, 1813, apprenticed to his father, and afterwards a pupil of Jean Baptiste, settled at Brussels in 1838. The instruments he sent to the Exhibitions at Brussels in 1835 and 1841 received silver medals. Having been appointed maker to the Conservatoire, and become intimate with Fétis, he exhibited at London, Paris, and Dublin, and was awarded medals of the first class. Maintaining a constant intercourse with his brother, the writer met him frequently, and found him to have a special knowledge of the old Italian instruments, which he repaired with great skill. In 1873 he showed at the Vienna Exhibition a double quartet which gained a medal of the first class, a success rewarded by the King of the Belgians with the Order of Leopold. He died at Brussels of apoplexy Jan. 14, 1876. Another brother,

CLAUDINE FRANCOIS, born 1807, and also apprenticed to his father, took to organ-building, and ended a chequered existence as a maker of violin cases. His son,

SÉBASTIAN, born 1835, died 1875, a pupil of his uncle Jean Baptiste, turned out some good work, and took a bronze medal at Paris in 1867, and a silver one at the Havre Exhibition of 1868. He is however best known as a maker of bows.

Thus the family of Viulaine is now extinct. Its principal member too died without having carried into effect his favourite project of founding with his brothers a museum at Mirecourt, wherein should be deposited the best types produced by all native artificers of this cradle of French musical instrument makers. [G.C.]

VIARD-LOUIS, JENNY, née MARTIN, born September 29, 1831, at Carcassonne. She learned the piano first at the Conservatoire, Paris, where she obtained the first prize, and afterwards from Madame Pleyel. In 1853 she married Nicolas Louis, composer, and after his death in 1857 devoted herself to a complete study of the great masters. In 1859 she married M. Viard, a merchant of Paris, and in 1864-65 undertook a tour through Austria and Germany, where her performance of Beethoven's works obtained the approval of various good judges, contemporaries of the great composer. On returning to Paris she gave concerts, at which the chamber music of Brahms and Raff was first introduced to French audiences. In 1874 a reverse of fortune obliged her to come to London for the purpose of teaching, and on March 4, 1876, she made her first appearance, at the Alexandra Palace, in Beethoven's Choral Fantasia. In the spring of 1876 she gave orchestral concerts at St. James's Hall, in which she played various pieces, classical and modern, including for the first time in public a MS. Fantasia of Cherubini's. She was compelled to abandon this enterprise, and devote herself solely to teaching; but since 1875 she has given various concerts devoted to the chamber music of Beethoven for piano solo, or piano and other instruments. These are still in progress. Mme. Viard-Louis has recently published a work entitled 'Music and the Piano' (London, Griffith and Farran, 1884). [A.C.]

WACHT AM RHEIN.

WACHT AM RHEIN, DIE (The guard of the Rhine.) A modern German Volkslied, which during the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71 was so popular as to become a national song.

Allegro marcato.

Es breitet ein Ruhm wie Donnerhall, wie

Schwertge-klirr und Wo- gen- rade; sum

Rhine, zum Rhein, zum deut- schen Rhein! Wer

will dem Strom das Ha-her sein? Lieb'

Wacht am Rhein! Fast steht und trau die Wacht die

Wacht am Rhein!

The poem is by Max Schneckenburger, a manufacturer, born Feb. 17, 1819, at Thalheim in Württemberg, and died May 3, 1849, at Burgdorf near Bern. It had its birth in 1840, when
the left bank of the Rhine was threatened by France, and was soon seised on by composers:—

F. Mendel of Berne (1840); Leopold Schröter of Würz, F. W. Sering of Strassburg, and lastly by Carl Wilhelm, the author of the melody given above. Wilhelm, at Schuhalzelden in 1815, pupil of Aloys Schmidt, Anton André, and Spohr, and from 1840 to 1865 conductor of the Liedertafel in Crefeld. The song was composed by him as a part-song for men's voices, March 14, 1854, was first sung on the 11th of the following June, and quickly found its way into print. In 1871 Wilhelm received a pension of £150 a-year from the Emperor, but did not long survive his good fortune, as he died Aug. 16, 1873, in his native town, where a monument has been erected to him.

The 'Wacht am Rhein' is the subject of the famous 'National Denkmä' near Bingen, by Johannes Schilling, the sculptor, which was unveiled by the Emperor in 1883. It must not be confounded with another Rheine-song (poem by N. Becker) of equal popularity in its time.

Sie sollen ihn nicht haben,
Den freien deutschen Rhein,

which was set to music by Kreutzer and many more, and sung everywhere in 1840 and 41. The song is sharply criticised by Mendelsohn in his letters of Nov. 18 and 20, 1840, and Feb. 27, 1841, and was answered by Alfred de Musset in the well-known 'Nous l'avons eu, votre Rhin allemand.'

M.F.

WACHTEL, Theodor, born March 10, 1823 or 1824, at Hamburg, the son of a stable-keeper, began life by driving his father's cabs. He learnt to sing from Mme. Grandjean, and obtained operatic engagements at Schwerin, Dresden, Hanover (1854), Berlin, Darmstadt, Vienna, etc. On June 7, 1862, he made his début in England at the Royal Italian Opera as Edgardo in 'Lucia,' and failed completely. He sang there again in the seasons of 1864 and 1865 with better results; and indeed obtained a certain popularity, more on account of his fine and powerful voice than from any artistic use he made of it. His principal attraction was the way he produced a C in alt direct from the chest instead of by the customary falsetto; he brought out the note with Stentorian vigour and great success, especially when he played Manrico or Arnold. Of his other parts may be named Stradella on the production of Fétton's opera of that name at the Royal Italian Opera, June 4, 1864, and Vasco de Gama on the production of 'L'Africaine' in England, July 22, 1865. He re-appeared in 1870 and again in 1877 at Her Majesty's. In 1869 and in Paris with very indifferent results, but has been successful in America both in German and Italian opera. Two of his most popular characters in Germany are George Brown ('Dame Blanche') and Chapelon ('Postillon'), especially the latter, in which he affords great delight to his audiences by the dexterous manner in which he cracks a coachman's whip in the Postillon's song. His son, Theodor, began life as a clockmaker; and at one period of his life was a tenor singer of the same calibre as his father. He died of consumption in Jan. 1871, aged 30. [A.C.]

WADE, Joseph Augustine, born in Dublin at the close of the last or beginning of the present century. Not only is the date of Wade's birth doubtful, but his parentage also. According to surviving members of his own family, he was of gentle blood, but Dr. Richard R. Madden (his schoolfellow), the generally trustworthy biographer of the 'United Irishmen,' tells us that his origin was humble, his father being a dairyman near Thomas Street, Dublin. A similar uncertainty surrounds the place of his matured education. The tales of his presenting himself at the gate of the University of Dublin, and addressing the porter in Latin are wild fictions, for the books of the University (called Trinity College, Dublin) reveal the fact that Wade was never a member of the place. He is said to have entered the 'Irish Recell Office' as a junior clerk, when little more than 16, but no record remains of the fact in the books of the office. Wade soon quitied Dublin, and married a lady of fortune, Miss Kelly of Garnavilla, near Athlone. The first recorded of his muse is the words and music of a song, 'Lovely Kate of Garnavilla.' His bliss was however but short-lived, for he grew weary of the young lady, returned to the Irish metropolis, and is said to have acquired considerable skill as an anatomist and surgeon, but the books of the Irish College of Surgeons contain no mention of his name. About this time he published, through Thomas Cooke & Co. in Dublin, a ballad, of which both words and music were his own, 'I have cull'd every floweret that blowes;' and made the acquaintance of Sir J. Stevenson, who finding in him literary and melodical gifts, and—what was then extremely rare amongst amateurs—an extended knowledge of harmony and the theory of music, strongly advised Wade to apply for the University chair of music, dormant since 1774, when the Earl of Mornington, appointed in 1764, had resigned the office. It was necessary however to matriculate and become a member of the University, and the matter fell to the ground. After this, surgery was abandoned, and Wade became a poet-musician. At this time he was of mild and gentlemanly manners, and appeared about 25 years of age: it is possible that it was now, and not during his boyhood, that he and William Roomes found employment in the Record Office in Dublin. However, his restless disposition induced him to migrate to London, where his talents soon brought him into notice. From this interval, with occasional performers, he acquired sufficient confidence to undertake to conduct the opera during Mr. Monck Mason's régime, a position he did not long retain. In fact, he made but a poor professor, the poverty of his orchestration being not more remarkable than the antiquated style of his melody. He had been engaged by the firm of Chappell to make himself generally useful;
but he made to use of his gifts as poet, musician, and scholar, and the house reaped little advantage from him. He frequented taverns, drank to excess, and has been known to drink all his companions under the table and finish the night with the landlord. His Irish wife having died childless, he seems to have formed some fresh matrimonial connexion, judging by an appeal made after his death for aid to his wife and destitute children. His downward progress was rapid, and for the last few years of his life he was unknown. He only once returned to his native city—in Dec. 1840, travelling with Lavenu's touring party. It included Liszt, Richardson the flautist, the Misses Steele and Bassano, John Parry, and J. P. Knight; two or three of Wade's concerted pieces were included in the concerts, at which however he did not appear, even as a companion. He wandered about for some weeks, visited one or two relatives, and returned to London, where he died, July 15, 1845, at his lodgings in the Strand.

There is little doubt that Wade was a man of remarkable gifts and acquirements. His personal appearance was much in his favour; he was witty and quick in perception, and had acquired some knowledge of the Latin classics, as well as of one or two modern languages, and also had a mattering of anatomy. His memory was retentive in the extreme. Above all, he possessed a gift for creating melody: add to this fair skill as a violinist, and a trifle of orchestral knowledge, and what might not Wade have accomplished but for incredible indolence and folly? It remains but to add a list of his works, with their approximate dates:—

The Prophecy, an oratorio (Drury Lane 1824); The two Houses of Granada (ib. 1826); The pupil of Da Vinci (operetta by Mark Lemon); Polish Melodies (words and music 1831); Convent Bell (with Earl) 1833; A Moor's Life (polonaise interpolated in Der Freischütz) and sung by Brahman; Meet me by moonlight alone (sung by Vestris); the duet I've wandered in dreams, and other vocal pieces. This last obtained a popularity equaling the preceding ballad, which had the good fortune to be further immortalised in the pages of Fraser's Magazine for October 1834, by the witty Father Prout, in French attire.

It should be said that Wade was associated with Mr. G. A. Macfarren as pianoforte arranger of the earlier issues of Mr. Wm. Chappell's National English Airs. [R.P.S.]

WAERLANT, HUBERT, one of the most distinguished of the second generation of the great Flemish masters, was born about 1518 at Tongerloo, in the district of Kempenland (North Brabant). An old tradition relates that he went in his youth to Venice, and there studied under the guidance of his great fellow-countryman, Adrian Willaert; but this lacks confirmation, and may very possibly be as apocryphal as the similar story usually told with reference to Sweelinck's sojourn at Venice, and the lessons he had from Zarlino later on in the century. [See SWEELINCK.] Be this as it may, Waerlant is found in the year 1544 established in Antwerp, as a singer in the choir of the chapel of the Virgin at Notre Dame. Three years later he had a school of music there, where he introduced a new method of solmisation, that known as bocellisation or the voces belgicae. [See SOLMIZATION; VOCES BELGICAE.] He is said now to have entered partnership with J. de Laste as a publisher of music; but this was more probably not until 1554. The association lasted until 1567, when de Laste retired or died. Waerlant was twice married, first in 1547 and again before 1568; by his first wife he had six children. He died at Antwerp in his seventy-eighth year, Nov. 19, 1595.

Among contemporaries Waerlant was held in very high repute, not only as a teacher of music, but more especially as a composer, chiefly of madrigals and motets. Guliccardini, in his Descrizione di tutti i Paesi bassi includes him in a list of the greatest living musicians of his time. His first musical works were Chansons published by Phalesius at Louvain, 1553-1554, and Il primo libro de Madrigali e Cantoni francesi a cinque voci; Anvera, Huberto Waerlant e J. Latio, 1558. It is remarkable however that of the numerous volumes of music which he published—Psalms, Cantiones Sacrae, Jardin musical, etc.—only two (of the Jardin ) include compositions by himself. He seems in fact to have preferred to publish either by Tylman Susato or Palestrina. Seven of the collections of the latter contain works by Waerlant. One of these was also edited by him under the following title, Symphonia angelica di diversi eccellentissimi Musici, a quatro, cinque, e sei voci: Nuovamente raccolta per Hurberto Waerlant, 1565. [R.L.P.]

WAERT, DE. [See WERT, DE.]

WAGENSEIL, GEORG CHRISTOPH, born Jan. 15, 1715, in Vienna, where he died March 1, 1777. He studied the clavier and organ with Wöger, and the science of composition with Fux and Salotta, the former of whom recommended him for a Court scholarship in 1736, and
WAGENSEIL.

as Court composer in 1739, a post which he retained till his death. He was also organist to the Dowager Empress Elizabeth Christine from 1741 to her death in 1750, and music-master to the Empress Maria Theresa and the Imperial Princes, with a salary of 300 florins. Among his pupils were Steffan, then Court Capellmeister, and Leopold Hoffmann, afterwards Capellmeister of the Cathedral. When Mozart, a little boy of 6, was playing before the Court in 1762, he enquired 'Is not Herr Wagenseil here? he knows all about it,' and when the latter came forward, he said, 'I am playing a concerto of yours; you must turn over for me.' In old age Wagenseil suffered from sciatica, which confined him to his room, and nearly lost the use of his left hand from gout. Nevertheless when Burney visited him he managed to play several of his compositions 'in a masterly manner, and with great fire.' In his day he was a favourite composer for the clavier with both amateurs and artists. He modelled his church music after Hasse and Scarlatti, his dramatic music after Leo, and his instrumental after Rameau. Of the latter many pieces were engraved in Paris, London, Amsterdam, and Vienna. There are several MS. works of his in the Court Library, and in the Archives of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna, both vocal (cantatas, Italian arias, etc.) and instrumental (trios, quartets, divertimenti, symphonies, etc.). Operas by him are also mentioned. Of permanent value are 'Susius artificiosus elaboratus, etc.' in 6 parts (Bamberg, 1740); 'L'episodio peri Cambalo' (Vienna, 1761); 'Divertisment musical,' 6 sonatas for clavecin, op. 1 (Nuremberg, Haffner); and 4 nos., each containing 'VI Divertimenti da Camera,' dedicated to his pupils the Archduchess Maria Amalia, Marie Cristina, Elizabeth, and Amalia (all 1750), finely engraved on copper by Giorgio Nicolai for Agostino Bernardi the Viennese publisher. The theme of Handel's 'Harmonious Blacksmith' is often said to be taken from one of Wagenseil's pieces, but it has not yet been identified.

[C.F.P.]

WAGNER, JOHANNA, niece of Richard Wagner, was born at Hanover, October 13, 1818, daughter of Albert Wagner, a dramatic tenor. He married Elise Gollmann, with a voice of the abnormal compass of three octaves and two notes, who in her very short career is said to have sung the parts of Tancrède and of the Queen of Night, with equal fulness of tone. Richard Wagner and his brother Albert lived together in Würzburg during the whole of 1833. Johanna, then only five, sang everything she heard; and her uncle, in after years, would often quote her childish version of the words of opera. She appeared at six as Salome in the 'Donaumühlchen.' In 1843 her uncle heard her sing the part of Myrrha in Winter's 'Unterbrochene Opernfest,' and in May 1844 obtained a temporary engagement for her at the Royal Opera at Dresden, where he was preparing the first performance of his 'Rienzi.' Though but sixteen she had such success as Irma in 'Maurer und Schlosser,' and Agathe in the 'Freischütz,' that she was not only engaged for three years, but the management paid the fine necessary to release her from her contract at the Dresdner Theatre at Bernburg. She spent the summer with her uncle near Dresden, studying his Tannhäuser, scene by scene, as he composed it, and had the honour of creating the part of Elizabeth when only seventeen. Her uncle had intended the first performance to take place on her seventeenth birthday, but the illness of a singer postponed it until Oct. 21, 1845. However, when his friends assembled at his house for supper that night, Johanna found, hidden under her napkin, a little gold bracelet engraved with her name and the date, a proof of his satisfaction with her performance which will always be her greatest treasure. Such hopes were founded upon the talents of the young singer that the King of Saxony sent her to Paris to study under Garcia. She left Dresden Feb. 1, 1847, accompanied by her father, who until then had been her instructor. Returning in six months she appeared as Norma, singing in Italian, her uncle conducting. She now added to her répertoire Fidelio, Valentine, Adriano, Susanna, Rezia, Favorita, Donna Anna, Rocha, Euryanthe, Ernani, Sextus, Weisse Dame, etc. Her uncle's part in the revolutionary troubles of 1849, and consequent exile, making it unpleasant for her to remain in Dresden, she accepted an engagement at Hamburg; there she created the first German Fides in the 'Prophète,' and sang it fifty times in succession. In 1850 she was permanently engaged at the Royal Opera House in Berlin, with an exceptional contract giving her six months leave each year. King Frederick William IV, and his Queen thoroughly appreciated her talent, and she frequently sang for them in private, accompanied by Meyerbeer, whose faithful friendship she enjoyed from the day he first heard her sing.

In 1852 she came to England, but owing to a lawsuit concerning her contract, she was precluded from singing at either of the opera-houses. In 1856 she appeared at Her Majesty's Theatre, as Tancrède, Lucrezia Borgia, and Romeo. Of the latter, Mr. Lumley, in his 'Reminiscences,' writes:—'Was it possible to listen and not feel every hostile feeling crushed? Gifted with a voice combining the resources of soprano and contralto in one—or rather with two voices (wrote one able critic); a well-accentuated style of declamation; endowed with a grace which made every attitude a pictorial study, no wonder that Mlle. Johanna Wagner took the house by storm.'

In 1859 she married Herr Landrath Jachmann, and two years later had the misfortune to lose her voice suddenly and completely. She then bravely entered upon a second artistic career, as an actress, her very exceptional gifts enabling her to do so with brilliant success. This lasted for eleven years, at the same Theatre at Berlin. Her new répertoire included Marie Stuart, Queen Elizabeth, Lady Macbeth, Antigone,
Phaedra, Isabella (Hrike of Messina), Maid of Orleans, Hermione, Medea, Sappho, etc. In 1870–71, at the request of Gräfin von Room, wife of the Minister for War, she joined the Red Cross Society, and spent nine months in tending the wounded in the State Hospitals at Berlin. In 1872 she took leave of the stage at Iphigenia, amidst many honours; the Emperor in person presenting her with the Gold Medal for Arts and Sciences. Mean time her voice had returned to a great extent, and on May 22, 1872, at her uncle’s request, she went to Bayreuth, to take part in the performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, which he gave to celebrate the laying of the first stone to his theatre there. She sang the solo alto part, as she had done on Palm Sunday twenty-six years before, at his performance of the same Symphony at Dresden. In 1876, at the opening at the Wagner Theatre at Bayreuth, she took the minor parts of Walküre and Norn, only regretting she was not able to serve her uncle in a greater part.

However, in 1883 a new sphere of artistic usefulness was opened to her. Baron von Perfal, Intendant of the Royal Opera at Munich, offered her the Professorship of Dramatic Singing, in the Royal School of Music there. This appointment she accepted (to quote her own words) ‘in the hope of training young artists in the spirit and traditions of her uncle, to be worthy interpreters of his works.’

WAGNER, WILHELM RICHARD, born May 22, 1813, at Leipzig; died Feb. 13, 1883, at Venice; interred Feb. 18, 1883, at Bayreuth.

The materials of the following article have been thus arranged: I. Biographical, personal. II. Literary. III. Musical. IV. Chronological Lists.

1. Wagner’s ancestors were natives of Saxony, fairly well educated and fairly well to do. The grandfather, Gottlob Friedrich Wagner, who died in 1795, was Aequus assistant, and later on Kurfürstlich Sächsischer Generalassessor der Städte (clerk at the town-gates of Leipzig); he married in 1790 Johanna Sophia Eichel, daughter of Gottlob Friedrich Eichel, Schulleiter (keeper of a school). Of their children, two sons and a daughter, the eldest son, Carl Friedrich Wilhelm Wagner, born 1770 at Leipzig, was the father of the poet-composer. He is described as Actarius bei den Stadtrichtern (clerk to the city police-court); a ready linguist, whose command of French stood him in good stead during the occupation of Leipzig, when Davoust made him chief of police; fond of poetry, and of theatricals, in which he occasion-ally took an active part—as, for instance, in the private performance of Goethe’s ‘Die Mittel-2digen,’ given by Leipzig dilettanti in Thomé’s house, near the famous Auerbach’s Keller, facing the Marktplatz. He married in 1798 Johanna Rosina Berta (born at Weißenfels, died Feb. 1848), by whom between 1799 and 1811 he had nine children.

2. Carl Gustav Wagner, 1801, died early.
3. Johanna Rosalie Wagner, distinguished actress (Frau Dr. Gotthard Oswald Marbach), 1833–1837.
4. Carl Julius Wagner, 1804, became a goldsmith, died at Dresden.
5. Leise Constanze Wagner (Frau Friedrich Brockhaus), 1835–1870.
6. Clara Wilhelmine Wagner (Frau Wolfram), a singer, 1807–1876.
7. Maria Theresa Wagner 1809, died 1814.
8. Wilhelmine Otilie Wagner (Frau Professor Hermann Brockhaus 

The last of these dates 8 is inscribed on a white marble slab between the first and second stories of a quaint old house, Der weisse und rothe Lesez, in the Brühls at Leipzig, now No. 88, where the poet-composer was born. After the battle of Leipzig, October 16, 18, and 19, 1813, an epidemic fever, attributed to the carnage, fell upon the town, and just five months after Richard’s birth, on November 22, the ‘Herr Actarius’ died of it. His widow was left in sad straits. The eldest son was but 14; she had no private means, and her pension was small. In 1815 she became the wife of Ludwig Geyer (born January 21, 1780, at Eisleben), actor, playwright, and amateur portrait-painter. He had formerly been a member of ‘Seconda’s troupe,’ which used to give theatrical performances alternately at Dresden and Leipzig. At the time of the marriage he was a member of the Königl.-Sächs.-Hoftheater, and accordingly the family removed to Dresden. Richard Wagner frequently spoke of him with affectionate reverence, treasured his portrait by the side of that of his mother, and was delighted at the surprise performance of one of Geyer’s little plays, ‘Der Bethlehmische Kindermord,’ which was privately got up at Bayreuth in celebration of his 60th birthday, 1873. ‘My schoolbooks at the Dresden Kreuzschule,’ Wagner said to the writer, ‘were marked Richard Geyer, and I was entered under that name.’

Geyer wanted to make a painter of me, but I was very unhandy at drawing; I had learnt to play ‘Zimmer Treu und Redlichkeit’ and the ‘Jungfernkranz’ (Freyenschütz) which was then quite new. The day before his death (30th Sept., 1821) I had to play these to him in an adjoining room; and I heard him faintly saying to my mother, ‘Do you think he might have a gift for music?’

In Dec. 1823 (at 9) Richard had begun to attend the Kreuzschule, a ‘classical school.’ He did well there, and became the favourite of Herr Silig, the professor of Greek, to whose delight (at 13) he translated the first twelve books of the Odyssey out of school hours. His progress in Latin

1 Hermann Brockhaus, the well-known orientalist and translator of Soma-dvesa, etc.
2 At Wagner’s birth Bismarck was 58 years old, Schiller 27, Marcellus 17, Spontini 26, Rossini 21, Auber 29, Meyerbeer 25, Bellini 11, Bellamy 10, Mendelssohn 10, Schiller 10.
3 There was also a child of the second marriage, Caroline Geyer, who appeared as Frau Avenarius in Wagner’s correspondence.
4 Autobiographische Skizzen, 1868.
seems to have been comparatively slow, still his gifts attracted attention. 'I was considered good in litteris.' At German verse he was unusually quick. The boys were asked to write commemorative verses on the death of a schoolfellow, and after the removal of much bombast Richard's were printed (et. 11). I was now bent upon becoming a poet; I sketched tragedies in Greek form in imitation of Apel's 'Polyeidos,' 'Die Aetolier,' etc. I attempted a metrical translation of Romeo's monologue, by way of learning English, etc. German versions of Shakespeare were then, as now, much read. The boy's fancy was excited, and he secretly began a grand tragedy (et. 14).

It was made up of Hamlet and Lear, forty-two men died in the course of it, and some of them had to return as ghosts so as to keep the fifth act going. Weber's music also took hold of him. He knew the airs from Der Freyschütz by heart, and played the overture 'with atrocious fingerling.'—'When Weber passed our house on his way to the theatre, I used to watch him with something akin to religious awe.'

It appears that Weber now and then stepped in to have a chat with the delicate-featured and intelligent Frau Geyer. 'Her sweet ways and lively disposition had a special charm for artists.' But the pleasant life at Dresden was not to last long. Geyer's salary had been a small one, and soon after his deacon pecuniary troubles arose. Three of the grown-up children took to the theatre, and when the elder sister Rosalie got a good engagement as 'erste Liebhaberin' at Leipzig, the mother followed with the younger members of the family. Richard attended the Kreuzschule till the autumn of 1827, and entered the Nicolaiaische at Leipzig early in the following year (et. 15). The change proved unfortunate. He had 'Senn's' at Dresden, and was now put back to 'Tertia'; his feelings were hurt, and he came to dislike the school and the masters. 'I grew negligent, and scamped the work; nothing interested me except my big tragedy.' At the Gewandhaus Concerts he first heard Beethoven's symphonies, and the impression upon him 'was overwhelming.' Music such as that to Egmont appeared to be the very thing needful for the tragedy. He found a copy of Logier's 'Thorougbass' at a circulating library, and studied it assiduously; but somehow the 'System' could not be turned to account. At length a master was engaged, Gottlieb Müller, subsequently organist at Altenburg; Richard composed a quartet, a sonata, and an aria, under his guidance; but it does not appear how far Müller was really responsible for these pieces. The lessons did not last long. Müller thought his pupil wilful and eccentric, and in return was accounted a stupid pedant. The ferment in Richard's mind now took a literary direction. The writings of E. T. A. Hoffmann engrossed his attention, and it is curious to note that so early as in his 16th year he became acquainted with some of the subjects which he treated later on. Thus, Hoffmann's 'Serapions Brüder,' in vol. ii., contains a story about the legendary contest of 'Meisteringer' (Hoffman's misnomer for 'Minnesinger') at Wartburg (2nd Act of Tannhäuser); and sundry germs of Wagner's 'Meistersinger' are to be found in Hoffmann's 'Meister Martin der Küfer von Nürnberg.'—Ludwig Tieck's narrative poem 'Tannhäuser' was read at the same time.—A performance of Beethoven's symphony led to an attempt at a musical pastoral, the dramatic aspect of which was suggested by Goethe's 'Laune des Verliebten.'—In 1830–30 Richard attended the 'Thomaschule' with results little more satisfactory than at the 'Nicolai.' Practically his philological studies went no further; 'I chose to write overtures for grand orchestras, and to bluster about politics with young litterati like Heinrich Laube.' An overture (in Bb, 6–8) was performed under H. Dorn at the theatre between the acts of a play (1830, et. 17). 'This was the culminating point of my absurdities. The public was fairly puzzled by the persistence of the drum-player, who had to give a tap fortissimo every four bars from beginning to end; people grew impatient, and finally thought the thing a joke.'

When he matriculated at the University of Leipzig (1830), Wagner had the good luck to find a professor, master, thinker andschüler, Professor Weingärtner, at the Thomaschule, an admirable musician and a kindly intelligent man, who at once gained his pupil's confidence and led him in the right direction. Wagner felt deeply indebted to Weingärtner, and held his memory in great esteem. In 1837 he spoke at length about the lessons:—

Weingärtner had no special method, but he was clear-headed and practical. Indeed you cannot teach composition, you may show how music gradually came to be what it is, and thus guide a young man's judgment, but this is historical criticism, and cannot directly result in practice. All you can do is to point out a working example, some particular piece, set a task in that direction, and correct the pupil's work. This is what Weingärtner did with me. He could not set me practically anything, generally something of Mozart's, drew attention to its construction, relative length and balance of sections, principal modulation of number and quality, and the general character of the movement. Then he set the task:—you shall write about so many bars, divide into so many sections with modulations to correspond so and so, the themes shall be so many, and of such and such a character. Similarly he would set contrapuntal exercises, canons, fugues—he analysed an example minutely and then gave simple directions how I was to go to work. But the true lesson consisted in his patient and careful inspection of what had been written. With infinite kindness he would put his finger on some defective bit and explain the why and wherefore of the alterations he thought desirable. I was able to see what he was aiming at, and soon managed to please him. He dismissed me, saying, you have learnt to stand on your own legs. My experience of young musicians these forty years has led me to think that music should be taught all round on such a simple plan. With singing, playing, composing, take it at whatever stage you like, there is nothing so good as a proper example, and careful correction of the pupil's attempts to follow that example. I thought desirable. I thought desirable. I thought desirable.

The course with Weingärtner lasted barely six

---

1 Autobiographische Skizzen.
2 These and other words of Wagner's, printed in small type, and not otherwise authenticated, were uttered in conversation with the writer in the spring and summer of 1877, and are here first made public.
months. A Sonata in 4 movements Bb, op. 1, and a Polonaise for 4 hands in D, op. 2, were printed at Breitkopf & Härtel’s—straightforward music, solid schoolwork, without a trace of Wagner. A Fantasia in F# minor, where Weingäubig’s controlling hand is less visible, remains in MS.

Whilst this musical work was going on, philology and aesthetics, for which his name was set down at the University, were neglected. He plunged into the gulf of German students’ dissipation (curious details are given in the privately printed ‘Lebenstimerinnerungen’), but soon felt disgusted, and worked all the more steadily at music. In the course of 1830 he made a pianoforte transcription of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, which was offered to Messrs. Schott in a letter dated Oct. 6. In 1831, feeling sure of his competency to do such work, he addressed a letter in very modest terms to the Bureau de Musique (Peters) offering his services as ‘cor-rector for the press and arranger.’ Dorn (in a contribution to Schumann’s ‘Neue Zeitschrift,’ 1838, No. 7) gives a pleasant account of his enthusiasm for Beethoven in those early days. I doubt whether there ever was a young musician who knew Beethoven’s works more thoroughly than Wagner in his 18th year. The master’s overtures and larger instrumental compositions he had copied for himself in score. He went to sleep with the quartets, he sang the songs and whistled the concertos (for his pianoforte-playing was never of the best); in short he was possessed with a furor teutonicus, which, added to a good education and a rare mental activity, promised to bring forth rich fruit. A ‘Concert-overture mit Fuge’ in C (MS.) was written in 1831; and another MS. Overture in D minor (Sept. 26, amended Nov. 4) was performed Dec. 25, 1831.

In 1832 (set. 19) he wrote a Symphony in 4 movements (C major). ‘Beethoven,’ he says of it, ‘and particular sections of Mozart’s C major Symphony were my models, and in spite of sun-dry aberrations, I strove for clarity and power.’ In the summer of this year, he took the scores of the Symphony and the Overture in C to the ‘Music-town,’ Vienna—probably with a view to some small post. He found Herold’s ‘Zampa’ and Straus’s ‘Potpourri’ from ‘Zampa’ rampant there, and beat a hasty retreat. On the way home he stopped at Prague, and made the acquaintance of Dionys Weber, director of the Conservatorium, whose pupils rehearsed the Symphony. The score was then submitted to the Directors of the Gewandhaus Concerts at Leipzig. The managing director, Hofrath Rochlitz, editor of the ‘Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung,’ an authority in musical matters, invited the composer to call. ‘When I presented myself to him, the stately old gentleman raised his spectacles, saying, “You are a young man indeed! I expected an older and experienced composer.”’ He proposed a trial performance at the meetings of a junior institution, the ‘Euterpe,’ and a fortnight after-
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wards (Jan. 10, 1833) my Symphony figured in the programme of a Gewandhaus Concert. The sequel of the story of the work is as follows. In 1834–35, Wagner being on a visit to Leipzig, presented the score to Mendelssohn, who was then conducting the Gewandhaus Concerts; or rather, he forced it upon him in the hope of getting a critical opinion, and perhaps another performance. Mendelssohn, though repeatedly meeting Wagner later on, never mentioned the score, and Wagner did not care to ask him about it. After Mendelssohn’s decease the MS. appears to have been lost, and inquiries proved fruitless.

In 1872 an old trunk was discovered at Dresden which had been left by Wagner during the disturbances of 1849. It contained musical odds and ends, together with a set of orchestral parts almost complete, which proved to be those of the missing Symphony in the handwriting of a Prague copyist of 1832. A new score was compiled from these parts, and after nearly half a century a private performance of the work was given by the orchestra of the Liceo Marcello at Venice on Christmas Eve 1882. Wagner conducting. Apart from its biographical interest the symphony has few claims to attention. In 1883, ‘for the benefit of the curious,’ Wagner quoted a fragment of the Andante, and then dismissed the whole as ‘an old-fashioned ouvrage de jeunesse.’

Whilst at Prague (summer of 1832) he wrote his first libretto for an opera, ‘Die Hochzeit.’ ‘It was of tragic import. An infuriated lover climbs to the window of the bedroom of his beloved, who is his friend’s bride. She is awaiting the arrival of the bridegroom. The bride wrestles with the madman, and precipitates him into the courtyard below. At the funeral rites the bride, with a wild cry, falls dead over the corpse.’ On his return to Leipzig he began writing the music. There was a grand septet, which pleased Weingäubig; but Wagner’s sister Rosalie disapproved of the story, and the verses were destroyed. An autograph presentation copy to the ‘Würzburger Musikverein’ consisting of the introduction, chorus and septet (not sextet), 36 pages, is extant.

With the year 1833 (set. 20) begins Wagner’s career as a professional musician. The elder brother Albert, who had a high tenor voice, was engaged at the theatre of Würzburg as actor, singer, and stage-manager. Richard paid him a visit in the summer, and was glad to take the place of chorus-master with a pittance of ten florins per month. Albert’s experience of theatrical matters proved useful; the Musikverein performed several of Richard’s compositions; his duties at the theatre were light, and he had ample leisure to write the words and music to an opera in 3 acts, ‘Die Feen.’ The plot of this opera is constructed on the lines of Gozzi’s ‘La donna

1 Herr Tappert, in his admirable brochure ‘Richard Wagner, sein Leben und seine Werke,’ gives the entire letter (Aug. 6, 1832).
serpente, Fiabe teatrali in tre atti,' with a characteristic change in the denouement. In Giove's play a fairy is ready to forgo her immortality for a mortal lover, but she can do so only under certain conditions. The lover shall not disdain her, no matter how unworthy she may happen to appear. The fairy is turned into a snake, which the lover courageously kisses. Wagner alters this: the fairy is not changed into a snake, but into a stone, and she is disinherited by the power of music. 'Beethoven, Weber, and Marschner were my models. The ensemble pieces contained a good deal that seemed satisfactory, and the finale of the second act especially promised to be effective.' Excerpts were tried at Würzburg in 1834. On his return to Leipzig Wagner offered the opera to Ringelhardt, the director of the theatre, who accepted but never performed it. The autograph score is now in the possession of the King of Bavaria.

In the spring of 1834 Wilhelmine Schroeder-Dievrient appeared at Leipzig. Her performances both as actress and as singer gave a powerful impulse to Wagner's talents. Her rare gifts appear to have suggested to him that intimate union of music with the drama which he afterwards achieved. During six important years (1832-48 and 49), when she was engaged as principal singer and he as Kapellmeister at Dresden, he was in almost daily communication with her. As late as 1872 he stated that her example had constantly been before him: 'whenever I conceived a character I saw her.' In 1834 she sang the part of Romeo in Bellini's 'Montecchi e Capuletti.' The young enthusiast for Beethoven perceived the weakness of Bellini's music clearly enough, yet the impression Mme. Dievrient made upon him was powerful and artistic. The Leipzig theatre next brought out Aubert's 'La Muette de Portici' (Massaniello). To his astonishment Wagner found that the striking scenes and rapid action of this opera proved effective and entertaining from beginning to end, even without the aid of a great artist like Mme. Dievrient. This set him thinking. He was ambitious, and longed for an immediate and palpable success;—could he not take hints from Bellini and Aubert, and endeavour to combine the merits of their work? Heroic music in Beethoven's manner was the true ideal; but it seemed doubtful whether anything approaching it could be attained in connection with the stage. —The case before him showed that effective music can certainly be produced on different lines and on a lower level; the desiderata, as far as he then saw them, were, to contrive a play with rapid and animated action; to compose music that would not be difficult to sing and would be likely to catch the ear of the public. His sole attempt in such a direction—'Das Liebesverbot,' an opera in two acts after Shakespeare's 'Measure for Measure' (the part of Isabella intended for Mme. Dievrient)—has not had a fair chance before the footlights. He sketched the libretto during the summer holidays, and worked at the score in 1835 and 36.

Details of the plot and the rather licentious tendency of the whole are described in his Ges. Schriften, vol. 1. The music is curiously unlike his former models; and it is easy to trace the influence of 'La Muette,' and even of 'Il Pirata' and 'Norma.'

In the autumn of 1834 Wagner undertook the duties of Musicdirector at the Magdeburg theatre. The troupe of actors and singers, mostly young people, was not a bad one; they liked him, and the curious life behind and before the scenes afforded interest and amusement. At concerts under his direction the overture to 'Die Feen' and a new overture to Ape's 'Colombus' (1835) were performed; he wrote music for the celebration of New Year's Day 1835, songs to a fantastic farce 'Der Berggeist,' etc., and came to be liked by the public as well as the artist. In the summer of 1835 he went on a tour to find new singers, and was promised 'a benefit performance' as a set-off against expenses. During this tour he again met Mme. Schroeder-Dievrient when she appeared at Nürnberg as Fidelio, and as Emmeline in Weigt's 'Schweizerfamilie.' The theatre at Magdeburg was supported by a small subvention from the Court of Saxony, and managed by a committee. But in spite of such assistance and supervision the worthy Director, Herr Bethmann, was ever on the brink of bankruptcy. He had a habit of disappearing when pay-day came round, and the troupe was in a bad plight during the spring season of 1836. 'We meant to close,' writes Wagner, 'towards the end of April with my opera, and I worked hard to get score and parts finished in good time. But as early as March the leading members threatened to leave; for my sake they agreed to remain till the end of the month and to study my work. This, however, was not an easy task. No Singspiel, but music after the manner of La Muette! Herr Bethmann represented that he would be put to sundry expenses for stage properties, etc., and claimed the first night for his benefit. I was to profit by the second.' There were twelve days left, and the preparations went on incessantly; rehearsals at the theatre, rehearsals at every private lodging; all Magdeburg excited; yet no man knew his part, and the ensembles were hopeless. At the general rehearsal Wagner's conducting, gesticulating and prompting, kept things together somehow. Not so at the performance (March 29, 1836)—a crowded house, and utter chaos. The repetition for the composer's benefit was duly announced, but collapsed ere the curtain could rise—few people in the auditorium, and a free fight behind the scenes. 3

Wagner had many debts and no means to pay. He repaired to Leipzig, hoping that the long connection of members of his family with the theatre there would smooth the way for 'Das Liebesverbot.' He was advised to offer the part of Marianne to the daughter of the director; but

---

2 For a droll account of the performance, see 'Bericht über eine erster Opernaufführung,' Ges. Schriften, vol. 1.
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Herr Ringelhardt, after perusing the libretto, stated that his paternal conscience would not permit him to sanction the appearance of his daughter 'in a piece of such frivolous tendency.' Wagner next applied to the Königskinder Theater at Berlin—equally in vain. Penniless, he left Berlin for the Prussian town of Königsberg, where colleagues from Magdeburg—Frau Pollert the prima donna, and his special friend Wilhelmina or 'Mina' Planer, the actress (erste Liebhaberin)—had found engagements. With a view to the conductorship he arranged concerts at the Schauspielhaus, at one of which an encore of his, presumably 'Columbus,' was performed. At length the appointment as conductor was promised; and he forthwith married Fraulein Planer (Nov. 24, 1836)—the third daughter of the 'Mechanics' Gothis planer of Dresden. 'I wasted a year at Königsberg amid petty cares, worrying myself and others. An overture 'Rule Britannia' is the only thing I wrote.' How to get out of this groove of mediocrity? He longed for Paris. In those days success in the operatic world began in France. Had not Meyerbeer recently cleared 300,000 francs by 'Les Huguenots'? Wagner sent sketches for an opera in four acts—'Die hobe Braut,' after a novel of Heinrich König's—to Scribe the librettist, hoping thus to approach the Parisian Opéra. Of course Scribe took no notice.—About Michaelmas the Director at Königsberg followed Herr Bethmann's example, and declared himself bankrupt.

Wagner eagerly grasped at a chance which presented itself from the Russian side of the Baltic. A theatre was about to be started under Karl v. Holtei at Riga. On the recommendation of Dorn, who had gone thither some years before, Wagner was chosen 'First Musikdirektor,' and his wife, and her sister, Therese Planer, were engaged for the 'Schauspiel.' As compared with Magdeburg or Königsberg, Riga was a wealthy place, and the salaries were liberal. Wagner found all that was needful to attain good performances, and act to work energetically. During the winter, he conducted choral concerts; his overtures 'Columbus' and 'Rule Britannia' were played; he wrote various arias for the vocalists; and the text to a comic opera in two acts, 'Die glückliche Bärenfamilie.' Dec. 11th is the date of a 'Benefizvorstellung von Bellini's Norma, für Herrn Musikdirektor Wagner.' During the summer of 1838 he rehearsed Mähl's 'Joseph' with great love and enthusiasm for the work—and completed the book of 'Rienzi.'

When in the autumn I began the music to Rienzi, my sole care was to do justice to the subject. I had so laid it out that a first performance would be impossible at a second-rate theatre. I had Paris in view.—The thought of conscious triviality, even for a single bar, was intolerable. The character of Rienzi, ardent, aspiring, amid barbarous surroundings, interested me. I approached it by way of the grand operas; still my first care was to depict it in accordance with my feelings.

In the spring of 1839, at the termination of his contract, the first two acts were finished. He returned to Königsberg (July 1839), paid his debts, and retired to the part of Pillan, and took berths, on board a sailing vessel bound for London, for himself, his little wife, and a huge Newfoundland dog, en route for Paris. 'I shall never forget the voyage: it lasted three weeks and a half, and was rich in disasters. Three times we suffered from the effects of heavy storms. The passage through the Narrows made a wonderful impression on my fancy. The legend of the 'Flying Dutchman' (he had read it in Heine's Salons) 'was confirmed by the sailors, and the circumstances gave it a distinct and characteristic colour in my mind. We stopped eight days in London to recover from the trying effects of the voyage. I was interested above all things in the aspect of the town and the Houses of Parliament; of the theatres I saw nothing.'

At Boulogne he made the acquaintance of Meyerbeer, and remained four weeks to cultivate it. How far the music to 'Rienzi' pleased Meyerbeer does not appear, and the saying attributed to him that 'Rienzi' is the best opera-book extant is not sufficiently authenticated. Meyerbeer provided Wagner with letters of introduction to the Directors of the Opéra and the Théâtre de la Renaissance, to Schlesinger the music publisher and proprietor of the 'Revue et Gazette Musicale,' and to M. Guin his agent, 'Vater ego du grand maître.' Assertions in German journals that Wagner was then or at a later period under pecuniary obligations to Meyerbeer are groundless, and have been publicly contradicted. The true relations of the two men will be described further on.

PARIS. Wagner arrived in Paris in September 1839, and remained till April 7, 1842 (Set. 26–29). His hopes and plans were not realised; yet, for the growth of his power as an artist this was an important and eventful time.

Except for the sake of my poor wife, whose patience was sorely tried, I have no reason to regret the adventure. At two distinct periods we felt the pinch of poverty severally—actually suffered from cold and hunger. I did a good deal of work, mere drudgery for the most part, but I also studied and wrote assiduously, and the performances of Beethoven at the Conservatoire were invaluable to me.

They found lodgings in an out-of-the-way quarter, Rue de la Tonnellerie, 'au fond d'un appartement garni d'assez triste apparence,' in an old house which claims to have been the birthplace of Molère. Patronised and introduced by Meyerbeer, Wagner was received

1 In 1838 these sketches were carried out in light verse to oblige Kapellmeister Heissler, Wagner's colleague at Dresden. In 1848 the opera, entitled 'Rienzi,' was given in Dresden at the Dreikönigskloster. In 4 acts, and with sudden alterations enforced by the Austrian censorship, music by Kapellmeister J. F. Kütli, was performed at Prague. In 1851 it was given in London, with Goerz as Rienzi. In 4 acts, and with sundry alterations enforced by the Austrian censorship, music by Kapellmeister J. F. Kütli, was performed at Prague. In 1851 it was given in London, with Goerz as Rienzi.

2 L. Noël found the MS. at Riga in 1872, together with sketches for this of the music in 'Adam.' These are quoted in Neue Zeitschrift (1864, p. 943).

3 See 'Eine Mitteilung an meine Freunde.'

4 They lodged for a night at the Hope and Harrowman, 10 Queen Street, Tower Hill, still existing, then stayed at the King's Arms boarding house, Great Compton Street, Soho, from which place the dog disappeared, and turned up again after a couple of days, to have a quiet, sanative fraticoljo. Wagner's accurate memory for localities was puzzled when he wanted to put the house with greater in which he lived and failed to find the old house. Mr. J. Cryer, who has carefully traced every step of Wagner's in London, 1839, 68, and 77, states that the premises have been pulled down.
with marked politeness. 'Léo Pillet, Director of the Opéra, at that time called "Académie royale de musique" [see vol. i. p. 6] luir tend les bras. Schlesinger lui fait mille offices de service, Habeneck (Conductor at the Opéra and the Conservatoire) le traite d'égal à égal.' But he soon found that fine speeches meant anything rather than help or goodwill. In fact, Meyerbeer's intervention seems to have told against, rather than for him. 'Do you know what makes me suspicious of this young man?' said Heine; 'it is that Meyerbeer recommends him.' When told of Wagner's antecedents and his sanguine hopes of success, Heine devoutly folded his hands in admiration of a German's faith. There was no chance whatever for 'Rienzi' at the Opéra. 'Quand il lui détailla les merveilles de son Rienzi, le directeur de l'académie enveloppe sa phrase laudative d'épitaphes plus réservées: quand il insiste et demande une audition à jour fixe, son interlocuteur resecu visiblement, si redoublé d'aménités oratoires pour éviter un engagement formel. A waardeur de ce spectacle fut un tableau, la traduction of the libretto of 'Das Liebesverbot' for the Théâtre de la Renaissance. Three numbers were tried, and found acceptable. 'Wagner quitta à la hâte la rue de la Tonnellerie, trop éloignée de ce monde d'artistes avec lequel il va se trouver journellement en contact. C'est l'état de mes belles et s'établit triomphalement rue du Helder.' On the very day of his removal M. Joli the Director failed, and the doors of the theatre were closed. Wagner attempted to gain a footing at one of the Boulevard theatres. There was a talk of his setting a vaudeville of Dumas's, 'La Descente de la Courtille,' and a beginning was made. 'Malheureusement, les choristes du théâtre ne s'étaient pas quittés encore à cette époque avec la musique de La Belle Hélène, et, après quelques répétitions dérisoires, on déclara du feuille du journal qui sort son heure de célébrité.' Wagner fitted himself as a choriste at a still smaller Boulevard theatre. 'I came off worse than Berlioz when he was in a similar predicament. The conductor who tested my capabilities discovered that I could not sing at all, and pronounced me a hopeless case all round.'

He tried song-writing with a view to the Salons. A French version of Heine's 'Die beiden Grenadiere' was made for him, and he set it, introducing the 'Marseillaise' at the close (1839)—a rather difficult and not altogether satisfactory composition, refused by professional singers with sufficient reason. It appears strange, however, that neither singers nor publishers would have anything to do with three other simple and lovely songs to French words: the
delicious little, Berceuse, 'Dors, mon enfant,' Bonsard's 'Mignonne,' and Victor Hugo's 'Atente.' These were, literally, too good for the market. For 'Mignonne' Wagner in the end got a few francs when the song was printed in the music pages of a French periodical. Subsequently (1841-42) it appeared together with 'Atente' and 'Dors, mon enfant,' in the 'Beilagen' to Lewald's 'Europa.' April 1, 1841, is the date of a touching letter to the editor of 'Europa,' to whom Wagner submits the three songs, requesting speedy payment of the 'maximum' fee paid for such contributions, since prices are known to vary from 5 to 9 florins (about 15-18d.). 'Ein Schelm, wer sich besser giebt, als er ist: mich hat man hier so zugerichtigt!' On Feb. 4, 1840, the score of a superb orchestral piece, published 15 years later as 'Eine Faust Ouvertüre,' was finished. This is the first work that has the true stamp of Wagner. It was conceived after a rehearsal of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony at the Conservatoire in the winter of 1839 (oct. 26), and is in some sense a piece of autonomous music, a translation of the libretto of 'Das Liebesverbot' for the Théâtre de la Renaissance. Three numbers were tried, and found acceptable. 'Wagner quitta à la hâte la rue de la Tonnellerie, trop éloignée de ce monde d'artistes avec lequel il va se trouver journellement en contact. C'est l'état de mes belles et s'établit triomphalement rue du Helder.' On the very day of his removal M. Joli the Director failed, and the doors of the theatre were closed. Wagner attempted to gain a footing at one of the Boulevard theatres. There was a talk of his setting a vaudeville of Dumas's, 'La Descente de la Courtille,' and a beginning was made. 'Malheureusement, les choristes du théâtre ne s'étaient pas quittés encore à cette époque avec la musique de La Belle Hélène, et, après quelques répétitions dérisoires, on déclara du feuille du journal qui sort son heure de célébrité.' Wagner fitted himself as a choriste at a still smaller Boulevard theatre. 'I came off worse than Berlioz when he was in a similar predicament. The conductor who tested my capabilities discovered that I could not sing at all, and pronounced me a hopeless case all round.'

It is a masterpiece of construction and instrumentation. The influence of Beethoven is felt in the concise power of the themes, and the plain direct manner in which they are set forth, yet the work is Wagner's own from beginning to end. Performances in Paris were not so good as he had anticipated. 'The Académie savours of mediocrity; the mise en scène and decorations are better than the singing.—At the Opéra Comique the representations have a completeness and a physiognomy of their own such as we know nothing of in Germany; but the music is not of the same order. The theatre is perhaps the worst that has yet been produced in these days of decadence. The miserable quadrille rhythms which now (1842) rattle across the stage have banished the grace of Münch, Issouard, Boieldieu, and young Aubert. For a musician there is but one thing worth attention—the orchestral concerts at the Conservatoire; but these stand alone, and nothing springs from them.' His remarks about the stars at the Opéra—Dupuis, Dorus-Gras, Rubini 'with his sempiternal shake'—are rarely without a sting.—The facile success of virtuosos annoyed him.—Liszt, with whom he was to be so closely connected in after days, and who was then at the height of his fame as a virtuoso, appeared quite unapproachable. Wagner called once only at Liszt's lodgings, and left them in a state of irritation. 'Take Liszt to a better world and he will treat the assembly of angels to a Fantaisie sur le Diable.'—Paris at the time harboured many Germans—artists, savants, literati—in needly
circumstances for the most part, but warm-hearted and impulsive. In such circles Wagner found congenial associates. 'I met with many proofs of true friendship in Paris'—and the words may be taken to explain how it was that he and his 'bildhübsche kleine Frau' did not actually starve during that first winter. The dog was stolen before they left the Rue de la Tonnellerie.

Having no immediate prospects, he set to work to complete the music to 'Rienzi,' and for its ultimate performance cast his eye on Dresden, where his name might be supposed to have some little weight. On Nov. 10 the score was completed, and on Dec. 4 he dispatched it to Herr v. Lütichau, the Intendant. In the meantime, to keep the wolf from the door, he did all manner of odd work for Schlesinger, reading proofs, arranging rubbish for various instruments—the cornet—piston among the number—making partition de piano of operas, etc. In 1841 he began to write for the 'Gazette Musicale,' 'A cleaver novelette, 'Une visite à Beethoven,' 'Fut très remarqué par Berlioz, qui en parla avec éloge dans le Journal des Débats.' Such things improved his position in the estimation of musicians, and preserved his self-respect. But the pay was small and partly absorbed by the expenses of translation; for Wagner, like most Germans, knew enough French for everyday purposes, but could not write the language effectively. His contributions to the Gazette were—to give their German titles:—'Der Virtuos und der Künstler,' 'Der Künstler und die Öffentlichkeit,' 'Ein glücklicher Abend,' 'Der Freischütz,' 'Eine Pilgerfahrt zu Beethoven,' 'Das Ende eines deutschen Musikers in Paris.' The original German of the two latter has been preserved in the 'Dresdener Abendzeitung' of Theodor Heil (Hofrath Winkler) for 1841; the other articles have been translated by him into German by Frau Cosima Wagner. Further articles written in Paris which the author thought worth reprinting are:—Rossini's 'Stabat Mater,' dated Dec. 15, 1841, and signed H. Valentino (Schumann's 'Neue Zeitschrift für Musik'), 'Le Freischütz,' 'Bericht nach Deutschland' (Ges. Schrift. vol. i.), 'Über die Ouvertüre' (ditto, do.). A series of gossiping articles in Lewald's 'Europa,' signed V. Freudentheuer, and styled 'Pariser Amusements' and 'Pariser Fasilläßen für Deutsche,' also the correspondence written for the Dresden Abendzeitung—'Nachrichten aus dem Gebiete der Künste und Wissenschaften,' have been cancelled—with the one exception of an article on Halévy's 'Reine de Chypre,' Dec. 31, 1841 (Ges. Schrift. vol. i.).

On Feb. 4, 1841, Wagner's overture 'Columbus' was performed at the annual concert to which the publisher Schlesinger used to invite the subscribers to the Gazette musicale. This, by the way, was the only performance of one of Wagner's works at Paris during his first residence there. Score and parts disappeared at that time, and have not yet been found.

When Meyerbeer returned in the summer of 1840, Wagner was in great distress. Meyerbeer again introduced him to the Director of the Opéra, M. Pillet. This time it was a personal introduction, and the reception accordingly was still more polite and encouraging. On Meyerbeer's advice Wagner submitted detailed sketches for the libretto to an opera, 'Der fliegende Holländer,' with the proposal that a French text-book should be prepared for him to set to music. Wagner had come to an understanding about the treatment of the story with Heine, who had a claim to be consulted, inasmuch as it was Heine who had recently related it and had suggested a new and touching dénouement which Wagner wished to adopt. In Heine's 'Memoires des Herrn von Schobnabelewopaki,' the imaginary hero witnesses the beginning and end of a play about the 'Haauserus of the ocean' at some theatre at Amsterdam, and reports that in the act of that the salvation of the doomed captain was brought about by the devotion of a woman 'faithful unto death.' Matters at the Opéra apparently progressed just as Wagner desired. His sketches were accepted, and the names of various arrangeurs were mentioned. Meyerbeer again left Paris, and soon after his departure M. Pitot astonished Wagner by telling him that he had taken a liking to 'Le Vaisseau-Fantôme,' and was therefore anxious to dispose of it in favour of a composer to whom he had long ago promised a good libretto. Wagner refused to listen to any such proposition, and demurred his manuscript back. But this again did not suit M. Pitot, and so the matter remained in abeyance, Wagner consoling himself with the hope that Meyerbeer would ultimately set it straight. In the spring of 1841 Wagner, pressed by creditors, sub-let his rooms in the Rue du Helder, and took lodgings in the suburb of Meudon. Accidentally he heard that the plans for the 'Holländer' had been handed to M. Paul Foucher for versification, and that if he did not choose to give his consent, to what was going on, he might be left in the cold altogether. Protests proved useless, and in the end M. Pitot paid £20 by way of compensation.

Wagner lost no time in completing his own poem and setting it to music. In seven weeks the score of the entire opera, except the overture, was finished. But £20, even at Meudon, cannot last for ever. Before Wagner could find leisure to write the overture he had to do two months more of journeymen work (Partitions de piano of Halévy's 'Guitarrero,' 'La Reine de Chypre,' etc.). 'I did it all cheerfully enough, corresponded with the artists at Dresden, and looked forward to my deliverance. I offered the book 1

2 It was however not a Dutch play at Amsterdam, but, as Dr. Francis Huer has shown, an English play of Pitlochly at the Adelphi in London which Heine witnessed in 1847, and which furnished him with the outlines of the story. Still the ingenious dénouement is Heine's own.

3 'Le Vaisseau-Fantôme,' libretto by Foucher and Revillon, on Wagner's plan, but with many interpolations of the conventional sort. music by Pierre Louis Philippe Duclot (chorusmaster and subsequently conductor at the Opéra, born 1808 at Dijon, died 1853 at Paris), was performed Nov. 9, 1842.

4 Be described by Friedrich Pecht, the painter.

5 According to Kaisenh, this was a contribution to the 'Augsburger Abendzeitung'; on Wolzogen's authority it should be Dresden Abendzeitung, 1841.
of the Holländer to the managers at Munich and Leipzig; they refused it as unfit for Germany. I had fondly hoped it would touch chords that respond quickest with Germans! At Berlin a word from Meyerbeer sufficed to get it ‘accepted,’ but without prospect of immediate performance.

After the composition of the Holländer he cast about for other subjects. During a course of historical reading he met with the story of the conquest of Apulia and Sicily by Manfred, son of the Emperor Friedrich II. The picturesque semi-oriental circumstances of the story attracted him, and he sketched a libretto, ‘Die Sarazenen,’ in which a prophetess, Manfred’s half-sister by an Arabian mother, kindles the enthusiasm of the Saracens and leads to victory and to Manfred’s coronation. Mme. Devrient, to whom some years later he submitted the fully developed plan, objected to the dénouement, and it was dropped altogether.

By a lucky chance, the popular version (Volksbuch) of the story of Tannhäuser now came into his hands and took possession of his fancy. It has already been said that he was familiar with the subject; in early youth he had read Tieck’s rhapsody ‘Vom Tannhäuser und Hoffmann’s novel ‘Der Sängerkrieg’; he was also aware that Weber had planned an opera on the legend of Tannhäuser. ‘When I re-read Tieck’s altogether modern poem, I saw clearly why its mystical coquetry and frivolous Catholicism had formerly repelled me. The Volksbuch and the plain Tannhäuser-Lied present the figure of Tannhäuser in far clearer and simpler outlines.’ He was especially struck by the connection of Tannhäuser with the contest of Minnesingers at Wartburg, which the Volksbuch establishes in a loose sort of way. Thereupon, he endeavoured to trace the story of the ‘Sängerkrieg’ to its source. A German philologist of his acquaintance happened to possess a copy of the mediaeval German poem. It interested him greatly, and he was tempted to pursue the subject further. — One of the MS. copies of the ‘Wartburgkrieg’ introduces the poem of ‘Loherangrin.’ Wagner was thus led to the study of Wolfram von Eschenbach’s ‘Parzival’ and ‘Titurel’; ‘and thus an entirely new world of poetical matter suddenly opened before me.’

Dresden (1842–49, vol. 29–36). Before the ensemble rehearsals for ‘Rienzi’ began in July, Wagner made an excursion to the Bohemian hills, and at Teplitz completed the sketches for the book of the Tannhäuser. ‘Rienzi’ had found friends in the person of Herr Fischer the choromaster, and of Joseph Tichatschek the tenor, who felt sure that his ‘trumpet tones’ would tell in the title rôle. Mme. Schroeder-Devrient, in spite of her contours tant soit peu maternelles, would make the most of Adriano. There was ample opportunity for novel scenic effects, dumb show, and the display of choral masses. The chorus-master and the stage-manager were ready to make special efforts; Reisiger, the conductor, was well disposed, and had a good orchestra; in short, the night of Oct. 26, 1842, proved a memorable one. The performance began at 6, and came to an end just before midnight, amid immense applause. ‘We ought all to have gone to bed,’ relates a witness, ‘but we did nothing of the kind.’ Early next morning Wagner appeared in the band-room to make excisions. In the afternoon he re-appeared to see whether they had been properly indicated in the parts; the copyist excused himself on the plea that the singers objected! ‘Ich lasse mir nichts streichen,’ said Tichatschek, ‘es war so himmlisch!’ During the next ten days two repetitions were given to crowded houses at increased prices. When Reisiger, after the third performance, offered Wagner the baton, the enthusiasm redoubled. Wagner was the hero of the day. By and by Rienzi came to occupy two evenings: acts 1 and 2 — and 3, 4, 5. The attraction at Dresden has continued more or less ever since. But it was five years before the work was performed at Berlin. Oct. 26, 1847; it was produced at Hamburg, 1844; at Königsberg, 1845; at Munich and Cassel, 1870; at Vienna, 1871.

Nov. 26, 1842, a soirée given at the Gewandhaus, Leipzig, by Sophio Schroeder, the tragedian (Mme. Devrient’s mother), at which Tichatschek sang Rienzi’s prayer and Mme. Devrient the air of Adriano. Wagner’s literary friend Laube (‘Der sich gar nichts daraus machte wie etwas klang’) mistook a duet from Marschner’s ‘Templer und Jüdin’ for another extract from ‘Rienzi,’ and reported that the three pieces ‘were rather dry and poor in thought.’ Laube was about to assume the editorship of the ‘Zeitung für die elegante Welt,’ and asked Wagner for materials towards a biographical article. This was the origin of the ‘Auto-biographische Skizze,’ repeatedly quoted above, and reprinted in vol. i. of Wagner’s collected writings. It was printed verbatim in the 4th and 6th numbers of that journal, Feb. 1 and 8, 1843, and was accompanied by a portrait after Kietz.’

The managers of the Dresden theatre were now eager to bring out ‘Der fliegende Holländer.’ The opera was hastily prepared, and Wagner conducted the first performance on Jan. 2, 1843 (Senta, Madame Schroeder-Devrient). ‘I had timed at presenting the action in its simplest traits, and at avoiding needless details and everything that might flavour of intrigue; the incidents of the story were to tell their own tale,’ The public had expected a second ‘Rienzi,’ and were disappointed. It was by no means a failure, nor was it a succès d’estime: some
were deeply touched, others simply astonished. Schumann’s Zeitchrift reported that Mme. Devrient’s Senta was the most original representation she has perhaps ever given." Wagner’s own words tend to show that she made too much of her part; the rest, especially the representative of the Holländer, Mitterwurzer, too little, and that in spite of applause and recall the performance was unsatisfactory. The work was repeated in due course, and never quite disappeared from the repertory. ¹ The poem was submitted to Spohr, who pronounced it a little masterpiece, and asked for the music, which he conducted at Cassel June 5, 1843. Wagner wrote a warm letter of thanks, and a pleasant correspondence ensued. Altogether Spohr appears to have been the only eminent musician of an earlier generation who cordially held out his hand to young Wagner. Spohr’s Selbstbiographie (ii. 272) contains extracts from a letter to his friend Lüder, written whilst the rehearsals were going on: ‘Der fliegende Holländer interests me in the highest degree. The opera is imaginative, of noble invention, well written for the voices, immensely difficult, rather overdone as regards instrumentation, but full of novel effects; at the theatre it is sure to prove clear and intelligible. . . . I have come to the conclusion that among composers for the stage Pro tem Wagner is the most gifted.’

The ‘Holländer’ was originally meant to be performed in one Act, as a ‘Dramatic Ballade.’ A reference to the score will show that the division into three Acts is made by means of crude cuts, and new starts equally crude. The first reading should be restored.

When ‘Rienzi’ was produced, the death of Capellmeister Morlacchi (1841) and of Musikdirector Rastrelli (1842) had left two vacancies at Dresden. The names of Schindelmeissner, Glaser, and Wagner were put forward as candidates. Wagner appears at first to have tried for the lesser post of Musikdirector, with a salary of 1200 thalers (260 fl.); but Herr von Lütichau, the ‘Intendant’ supported him, and in the end he was appointed Hofkapellmeister with a salary of 1500 thalers (2225). ² Jan. 10, 1843, he gave the customary ‘trial performance’ by rehearsing and conducting Weber’s ‘Euryanthe’; and, whilst the rival candidate, Schindelmeissner, was busy with Spontini’s ‘La Vestale’, he repaired to Berlin to press forward ‘Rienzi’ and the ‘Holländer.’ But it appeared that the managers of the Royal Prussian Opera did not care to risk a performance of either work just then, their acceptance of Wagner’s libretti having been a mere act of politeness towards Meyerbeer. Before the end of January Wagner’s appointment at Dresden was ratified by the authorities. The ceremony of installation took place on Feb. 2—the day after Berlioz’s arrival—and it was the first of Wagner’s official acts to assist Berlioz at the rehearsals for his concerts.³

Wagner had scruples as to whether he would prove the right man for the place. With every appearance of reason his wife and friends urged that no one in his circumstances could afford to slight a permanent appointment with a fixed salary. No doubt he would have been the right man if the ‘Königliche sächsische Hof-Operntheater’ had in reality been what it professed to be—an institution subsidised for the sake of art. But the words ‘Operatic Theatre, Royal and subsidised’ or otherwise, and ‘Art for Art’s sake,’ convey widely divergent notions. Wagner had experience enough to know as much. He held his peace, however, and accepted—‘früh und freudig ward ich königlicher Kapellmeister.’ The duties were heavy: performances every evening all the year round—at least three plays, and generally three, sometimes four operas per week—besides the music at the Hofkirche and occasional concerts at Court. The Musikdirector led at the plays, and looked after the church-music on week-days; the two Kapellmeisters conducted at church on Sundays and festivals, and each was responsible for certain operas. During his seven years’ service Wagner rehearsed and conducted Euryanthe, Frevschätz, Don Juan, Zauberflöte, Clemenza di Tito, Fidelio; Spontini’s La Vestale, Spohr’s Jossotta, Marschner’s Hans Heiling and Adolf von Ivanov, Winter’s Unterbrochenes Opferfest, Mendelssohn’s Sommernachtstraum and Antigone, Gluck’s Armida, etc. He made a special arrangement of Iphigenie in Aulis, performed Feb. 23, 1847, in which he revised the text, retouched the instrumentation, condensed certain bits, added sundry connecting links, and changed the close. The arrangement has been published, and is now generally accepted. At the ‘Pensionsconcerte’ given by the ‘Hofcapelle’ his reading of Beethoven’s Symphonies, Eroica, C minor, A major, and F major, and particularly of the Choral Symphony, attracted much attention. ‘It was worth while to make the journey from Leipzig merely to hear the recitative of the contrabass,’ said Nisal Gade, concerning the last.

Wagner had not much to do with the music at the Hofkirche, but he detested the routine work there. The Catholic Court chose to have none but Catholics in the choir, women’s voices were excluded, and the soprano and alto parts were taken by boys. All told, the choir consisted of 24 or 26—14 men and 10 or 12 boys. The accompaniments were played by a full orchestra, on festive occasions as many as 50 performers, including trumpets and trombones! ‘The echoes and reverberations in the building were deafening. I wanted to relieve the hard-worked members of the orchestra, add female voices, and introduce true Catholic church-music a capella. As a specimen I prepared Palestrina’s Stabat Mater, and suggested other pieces, but my efforts failed.’ ⁴

¹ On May 22, 1842, it was given at Riga; in 1846 at Berlin.
² In court theatre in Germany the title Hofkapellmeister usually implies an appointment for life, with a retiring pension in proportion to salary and duration of service.
³ See Berlioz’s letter to D’Orléans Feb. 28, 1848 (Correspondences et Mémoires), Lettre 8 Ernst.
⁴ In conversation with the writer.
There was an odd relic of bygone days there, a mauveo, a great fat scar. I used to delight in his extreme conceit and silliness. On holidays and festivals I was fused to sing unless some aria was especially set apart for him. It was quite wonderful to hear the ancient colossal trill that could stuff his voice, and heard with a voice like a cracked cornet à piston. But he had a virtue from which we may well envy him; he could sing as much in one breath as any singer I ever met with in two.

Wagner became leader of the 'Liedertafel' (a choir of male voices established 1839) and was chosen conductor of the 'Männergesangsfeet' which took place in July 1843, and for which he wrote 'Das Liebesmahl der Apostel'—a biblische Scene. This work requires three separate choirs of male voices, which begin a copelit and are ultimately supported by the full orchestra. It is dedicated to Frau Charlotte Weinig, 'der Witwe seines unvergesslichen Lehrers.'

In 1844 the remains of C. M. v. Weber were exhumed and brought from London to Dresden. Wagner had taken an active part in the movement; and the musical arrangements for the solemn reception of the body and the interment, Dec. 14, were carried out under his direction.

Meantime Tannhäuser was completed (April 13, 1844; first revision, Dec. 23; further revision of close, Sept. 4, 1846). He had worked at it arduously, and finished it with the greatest care; so much so that he ventured to have the full score lithographed from his manuscript. In July 1845 he forwarded a copy to Carl Galliard at Berlin with a long and interesting letter:—'Pianoforte arrangement, etc., has already been prepared, so that on the day after the first performance I shall be quite free. I mean to be lazy for a year or so, to make use of my library and produce nothing . . . if a dramatic work is to be significant and original it must result from a step in advance in the life and culture of the artist; but such a step cannot be made every few months! I desired to rest and read; but he returned from Teplitz after the summer holidays with sketches for the Meistersingers and 'Lohengrin.' The first performance of 'Tannhäuser' took place at Dresden Oct. 19, 1845. It was not an unqualified success—even the executants confessed themselves bewildered. Tichatschek sang the part of Tannhäuser, Mme. Devrient that of Venus, Johanna Wagner (Richard Wagner's niece) that of Elizabeth, Mitterwurzer that of Wolfram. The scene in the Venustaerg fall flat.

'You are a man of genius,' said Mme. Devrient, 'but you write such eccentric stuff, it is hardly possible to sing it.' The second act, with the march, fared best; the third act, with the 'pointless and empty recitation of Tannhäuser' (i.e. the story of the pilgrimage to Rome which now holds people spellbound) was pronounced a bore. Critics discovered that Wagner had no melody, no form; 'this sort of music acts on the nerves.' 'A distressing, harrowing subject.'

1 Inquiries at Dresden show that this Suppeno, Mons Taquinino, was a member of the Kapellmeister's orchestra in 1811. 2 Inquiries at Dresden show that this Suppeno, Mons Taquinino, was a member of the Kapellmeister's orchestra in 1811. 3 Bellettriegabische, Vol. 226. 4 Letter to Hauptmann, 1854. 5 Letter to Spohr, April 28, 1845. 6 It is curious to compare with these just and generous words the following extracts from a letter of Schumann's written some years later (1853) and quoted by Herr Kastner (Richard Wagner Katalog).
added to these. The conditions of the contract have not been made public; the results, however, proved disastrous. Issued at high prices, and by publishers whose business relations were not very extensive, the editions did not sell well, and Wagner became liable for a considerable sum. His professional duties, too, began to grow irksome. Like a small boat, usually drifted into the position of an agitator and a party leader. The more gifted among his musical colleagues admired and liked him, but to the majority his excitable temperament was antipathetic; and his restless activity was found inconvenient. No one disputed his personal ascendency, yet he was made to feel the effects of jealousy and ill-will. The press did its best to confuse matters, and to spread damaging gossip. The accredited critic at Dresden, Reissiger’s friend J. Schaldebach, was the champion of existing usages, which he chose to call classical traditions. A person of some education and an experienced writer, Schaldebach cannot be accused of having treated Wagner unfairly, as journalism goes. At first he was inclined to be rather patronizing; in course of time he took care to minimize whatever might tell in Wagner’s favour and to accustom everything that looked like a departure from the beaten tracks. Unfortunately he was the principal Dresden correspondent of the musical and literary journals of Leipzig, Berlin, etc. Thus the effect of his reports was more detrimental to Wagner’s prospects than perhaps he intended it to be. Managers of theatres and German musicians generally took their cue from the journals, and in the end Wagner came to be regarded as an eccentric and unruly personage difficult to deal with. The libretti and scores he submitted were hardly glanced at; in sundry cases indeed the parcels were returned unopened.

Except the performance of Gluck’s Iphigenia in Aulis, arranged by Wagner, and of Beethoven’s Choral Symphony, which was repeated at the Pensionsconcert, there was nothing remarkable in the musical doings of 1847. Wagner led a more retired life than heretofore, and worked steadily at Lohengrin. On the 26th August the introduction was written, and the instrumentation of the entire work completed during the winter and early spring. He knew that he had made a considerable step in advance since Tannhäuser, but he was also conscious of having moved still further away from the standards of contemporary taste. It is enough to state that whilst he was writing Lohengrin, the repertoire at Dresden consisted in a large measure of Donizetti. A letter written early in 1847 exhibits an almost apologetic tone: ‘I am inclined rather to doubt my powers than to overrate them, and I must look upon my present undertakings as experiments towards determining whether or not the opera is possible.’

The management at Dresden did not care for such experiments, and definitely put off the production of Lohengrin; so that the finale to the first act, which was performed on the 300th anniversary of the Kapelle, Sept. 22, 1848, was all he heard of the work.

At Berlin Tannhäuser had been refused as ‘too epic,’ whatever that may mean. After six years’ delay preparations were begun there for Rienzi, and on the King of Saxony’s birthday, May 5, 1847, was fixed for the first performance. When Wagner arrived to superintend rehearsals he was received in a singularly lukewarm manner; personal attacks and injurious insinuations appeared in the local journals, and it soon became evident that Rienzi was foredoomed. The management discovered that political catchwords, ‘liberty,’ ‘fraternity,’ and the like, could be called from the libretto; another opera was chosen for the royal fête, and Rienzi postponed till October 26, when the court did not attend, and ‘General-Musikdirektor Meyerbeer thought fit to leave town.’ A large miscellaneous audience applauded vigorously, but the success proved ephemeral and Wagner’s hopes of bettering his picaresque position were disappointed. In 1848 the universal distress and political discontent told upon musical matters at Dresden as it did elsewhere. The repertoire showed signs of rapid deterioration. Fétis’s ‘Martha’ attracted the public. With the exception of three subscription concerts given by the orchestra, at the first of which, in January, Wagner conducted Bach’s 8-part motet ‘Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied,’ nothing of interest was performed. Towards the end of March, when the instrumentation of Lohengrin was finished, his restless mind had already begun to brood upon new subjects. Sketches for ‘Jesus von Nazareth’—a tentative effort in the direction of Parsifal—were laid aside, as he failed to find a satisfactory mode of treating the subject. For the last time the conflicting claims of History and of Legend presented themselves—Friedrich der Rothbart on the one side, and Siegfried on the other. The former subject would have been particularly opportune at a time when the name of the great emperor was in everybody’s mouth; but Wagner’s historical studies regarding Barbraess had no other result than a curious essay treating of that vague borderland which separates historical fact from mythical tradition, entitled Die Wibelungen, Weltgeschichte aus der Sage. It was written in 1848, and printed in 1850. To students for whom the growth of a great man’s mind is almost as interesting as the ultimate result, this essay presents many points of interest; to others it cannot be attractive, except as evidence of Wagner’s peculiar earnestness of purpose and his delight in hard work.

He decided to dramatise the myths of the Nibelungen, and made his first grip at the subject in a prose version (1848) ‘Der Nibelungen-Mythus als Entwurf zu einem Drama.’ This was immediately followed by ‘Siegfried’s Tod,’ in three acts and a prologue (autumn, 1848), written in alliterative verse, and subsequently

\footnote{For details concerning Wagner’s reading of the overtures, and for a description of his arrangement of the entire opera, see Ges. Schrift. v. 140, and Ussinghapp, p. 226.}

\footnote{Ges. Schrift. ii.}

\footnote{Ibid.}

\footnote{Ibid.}
incorporated with many additions and emendations in 'Götterdämmerung.' Sundry germs of the music, too, were conceived at this early period.

Wagner entertained hopes that the general desire for political reform might lead to a better state of things in musical and theatrical matters. Accordingly he wrote out an elaborate plan for the regeneration of the Dresden theatre. His objects were:—thorough reform of the theatre at Dresden; amalgamation of the existing art institutions of Saxony, with head-quarters at Dresden; increase of efficiency and reduction of expenditure. Supported throughout by detailed statements of facts and figures, his proposals appear eminently practical, and might have been carried out entire or in part with obvious advantage. The new liberal Minister of the Interior, Herr Goethals, sympathised with Wagner, but had little hope of surmounting the initiatory difficulty, viz. to detach the finances of the theatre from those of the court, and get an annual grant of public money in place of the subsidies from the king's privy purse. Derisory pencil notes on the margin of the manuscript showed that it had been read by certain people at court, but no action was taken by the Ministry; and the political catastrophe in May 1849 cut long the end to all projects of reform, social or artistic.

Wagner was less concerned with politics proper than is generally supposed. The speech—one of two—which he delivered in the Vaterlandsverein, a political club, June 14, 1848, and which was then reported in full in the Dresden Anzeiger, has been unearthed and reprinted by Herr Tappert (R. W. p. 33-43). Its tone is moderate enough; and it had no further consequences than a reprimand from the police authorities, who feared it undesirable that a künstlerischer Kapellmeister should speak in such a place. In May 1849, when the court of Saxony fled, and Prussian troops were despatched to coerce the rioters at Dresden, Wagner was much excited; but the tale of his having carried a red flag, and fought on the barricades, is not corroborated by the acts of accusation preserved in the Saxon police records. Alarming rumours, however, reached him that a warrant for his arrest was being prepared, and he thought it prudent to get out of the way and await the turn of events. He went quietly to Weimar, where Liszt was busy with Tannhäuser. On the 19th May, in course of a rehearsal, news came from Dresden that orders for Wagner's arrest as a politically dangerous individual had been issued. There was no time to lose; Liszt procured a passport, and escorted Wagner as far as Eisenach on the way to Paris.

Exile (1849-61, chs. 36-48). 'It is impossible to describe my delight, after I had got over the immediate painful impressions, when I felt free at last—free from the world of torturing and unsatisfied wishes, free from the annoying surroundings that had called forth such wishes.' The hopes which Liszt indulged, that Wagner might now be able to gain a footing in Paris, proved futile. Wagner's desire to publish a series of articles in a French periodical 'on the prospects of art under the revolution' met with no response. Paris, said the editor of the Journal des Débats, would laugh at any attempt to discuss the notions of a German musician about the relation of art to politics.—Music altogether was at a low ebb in France, and no one cared to risk the production of a tragic opera.

In June, 1849, Wagner went to Zurich, where several of his Dresden friends had found refuge, and where his wife joined him. In Oct. 1849, he became a citizen of Zurich. The first years of his residence there are marked by a long spell of literary work: 'Die Kunst und die Revolution,' 1849; 'Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft,' 'Kunst und Klima,' 'Das Judenthum in der Musik,' 1850; 'Ueber die Goethe Stiftung,' 'Ein Theater in Zurich,' 'Erinnerungen an Spontini,' 1851; 'Ueber die Aufführung des Tannhäuser,' 'Bemerkungen zur Aufführung der Oper Der fliegende Holländer,' 'Oper und Drama,' 1852. 'My mental state,' writes Wagner, looking back upon these books and essays, 'resembled a struggle.' I tried to express, theoretically, that which under the incongruity of my artistic aims as contrasted with the tendencies of public art, especially of the opera, I could not properly put forward by means of direct artistic production.—An account of the main contents of these writings belongs to Part II of this article, and it will suffice here to touch upon a few minor points which are of biographical interest.

Too many side issues have been raised with regard to 'Das Judenthum in der Musik,' an article which first appeared in the Neue Zeitschrift under the pseudonym K. Freigedank. It is a far less intertemperate and injudicious production than might be supposed from the succès de scandale it met with when Wagner signed and republished it with additions nineteen years later. In spite of his belief to the contrary, it did not at first attract much attention; the Zeitschrift, then edited by Franz Brendel, had only a few hundred subscribers, and no other German journal, as far as the writer is aware, reproduced it. The only immediate effect was a vindictive feeling in musical circles against Brendel. Eleven masters at the Leipzig Conservatorium, where Brendel was engaged as lecturer on the History of Music, signed a letter requesting him either to give up his post or to divulge the name of the writer. Brendel refused to accept either alternative. Wagner's authorship, however, was suspected, and the attitude of many professional journalists towards him grew bitterly hostile. When he issued the augmented edition in 1869 dozens of articles and pamphlets appeared in reply; yet none of these attempted to deal with the artistic questions.

1 Extracts, 'Stilliche Stellung der Musik zum Staat,' 'Zahl der Theaterveranstaltungen,' 'Die katholische Kirchenmusik,' were comm. Theodor Uhlig to the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik, vol. xxi, and the entire document is given in Ges. Schriften, vol. ii.

2 'The Music of the Future,' p. 22.

3 Written by Julius Rietz and printed in Moscheles' Leben. ii. 317.
he had raised. The actual contents of the article were ignored; but Wagner was persistently reproached with having attempted a disgraceful defamation of rival composers 'because of their Hebrew origin.' It remains significant that amongst his staunchest and most intelligent friends there were then, and there are still, many of Jewish race. Le Prophète, for instance, is a music drama not for Dresden an opera by Meyerbeer to Herr v. Lütichau, dated March 18, 1841, turned the scales in favour of Rienzi, and both Rienzi and the Holländer were accepted (but not performed) on his recommendation at Berlin. After the surprising success of Rienzi, open hostility was shown by certain sections of the press. As time went on, Wagner traced some queer attacks to their source, and came upon members of Meyerbeer's 'bureau.' No one who is aware of the large and complicated interests at stake with regard to the success or failure of a grand opera, will be surprised at the existence of press scandals, and it is of course impossible to say at present whether or not Meyerbeer was personally concerned. Wagner certainly thought he was, but chose to remain silent. It was not until 1850-52 that Meyerbeer's people came to know in their turn whom they were dealing with. By this time when Le Prophète was pitted in Germany against Lohengrin, the words 'friendship' or 'personal obligation' cannot have conveyed the usual meaning to Wagner's mind; yet there is little that savours of revenge or recrimination in 'Oper und Drama' and 'Das Judenthum.' Serious questions of art are treated, and Meyerbeer's works are quoted as glaring examples of operatic good and evil.

Besides the vast mass of theoretical and critical writing, Wagner got through much other work during the first two years at Zurich. He completed the prose version of a drama in three acts 'Wieland der Schmied' (meant to be carried out in French verse with a view to performance in Paris), conducted orchestral concerts, superintended the performances at the Stadthäuser (where his young disciples, Carl Ritter and H. von Bitow acted as conductors), lectured on the musical drama (reading the poem of Slogfried's Tod by way of illustration), and kept up a lively correspondence with German friends. The first performance of Lohengrin took place under Litzl at Weimar, Aug. 28, 1850. The date chosen was that of Goethe's birth and of the inauguration of the statue to Herder; Litzl had invited musical and literary friends from all parts of Europe, and the work, performed (for once) without cuts, made a powerful impression. From that memorable night dates the success of the Wagner movement in Germany. The reception of Lohengrin by the musical profession, the press, and the general public, resembled that of Tannhäuser described above. It is not worth while to give details here. The following words

1 Concerning the 'bureau' see H. Laube's 'Erinnerungen.'
of Wagner's are strictly applicable, not only to Lohengrin, but to the first performances of every subsequent work of his: 'Musicians had no objection to my dabling in poetry, poets admitted my musical attainments; I have frequently been able to rouse the public; professional critics have always disregarded me.' Lohengrin was given at Wiesbaden, 1853: at Leipzig, Schwerin, Frankfort, Darmstadt, Breslau, Stuttgart, 1854; at Cologne, Hamburg, Riga, Prague, 1855; Munich, Vienna, 1858; Berlin, Dresden, 1859. The full score, and the Clavierauszug (by Th. Uhlig) were sold for a few hundred thalers to Breitkopf & Härtel, and published in 1853.

Wagner fittingly closed the literary work of this period with the publication of a letter to the editor of the Neue Zeitschrift 'Über musikalische Kritik,' and of 'Eine Mittheilung an meine Freunde' (1852). Written simultaneously with 'Oper und Drama,' the latter production forms the preface to three operatic poems ('Holländer,' 'Tannhäuser,' and 'Lohengrin'); it is a fascinating piece of psychological autobiography, indispensable for a right knowledge of his character.

His magnum opus, 'Der Ring des Nibelungen,' now occupied him entirely.

When I tried to dramatise the most important moment of the myths of the Nibelungen in Siegfried's Tod, I found it necessary to indicate a vast number of antecedent facts so as to put the main incidents in the proper light. But I could only narrate these subordinate matters—whereas I felt it imperative that they should be embodied in the action. Thus I came to write Siegfried. But here again the same difficulty troubled me. Finally I wrote Die Walküre and Das Rheingold, and thus contrived to incorporate all that was needful to make the action tell its own tale.

The poem was privately printed early in 1853. 'During a sleepless night at an inn at Spezzia the music to 'Das Rheingold' occurred to me; straightway I turned homeward and set to work.' He advanced with astonishing rapidity. In May 1854 the 'Siegfried' was finished. In June he began 'Die Walküre,' and completed the composition all but the instrumentation during the winter 1854-55. The full score was finished in 1856. The first sketches of the music to 'Siegfried' belong to the autumn of 1854. In the spring of 1857 the full score of Act I of Siegfried, and of the larger part of Act II, was finished.

Up to this point there has been but few interruptions to the work, viz. rehearsals and performances of Tannhäuser at Zurich, Feb. 1855; an attack of erysipelas, May 1856; a prolonged visit from Liszt (at St. Gallen, Nov. 3, 1856), Wagner conducted the Eroica, and Liszt his Poèmes symphoniques, Orphée, and Les Préludes; and the eight concerts of the Philharmonic Society in London, March to June 1855.

In Jan. 1855, Mr. Anderson, one of the directors of the London Philharmonic Society, arrived at Munich. Anderson is said more explicitly in 'Eine Mittheilung an meine Freunde.'

Zurich to invite Wagner to conduct the coming seasons' concerts. The society, it appeared, was at its wits' end for a conductor of reputation—Sporh could not come, Berlioz was re-engaged by the New Philharmonic, and it had occurred to the directors that Wagner might possibly be the man they were in want of. Mr. Davison, of the 'Times' and the 'Musical World,' and Mr. Chorley, of the 'Athenaeum,' thought otherwise. Wagner arrived in London towards the end of February. The dates of the concerts he conducted are:—March 12 and 26, April 16 and 30, May 14 and 28, June 11 and 25, 1855.

A magnificent orchestra as far as the principal members go. Superb tone—the leaders had the finest instruments I ever heard—a strong assist de corps—but no distinct style. The fact is the Philharmonic people—orchestra and audience—consumed more music than they could possibly digest. As a rule an hour's music takes several hours' rehearsal—how can any conductor with a few morning hours at his disposal do justice to monster programmes such as the Directors put before me? two symphonies, two overtures, a concerto, and two or three vocal pieces at some time. The conductors continuously referred me to what they chose to call the Mendelssohn traditions. But I suspect Mendelssohn had simply accommodated the new ideas to the old society. One morning when we began to rehearse the Leonora overture I was surprised everything appeared dull, slowly, inaccurate, as though all the players were weary and had not slept for a week. Was this to be tolerated from the famous Philharmonic Orchestra? I stopped and addressed them in French, saying I knew what they could do and I expected them to do it. Some understood and took alarm; others were taken aback; they knew I was right and took it good-humouredly. We began again and the rehearsal passed off well. I have every reason to believe that the majority of the artists really got to like me before I left London.

Among the pieces he conducted were Beethoven's 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th Symphonies; Overture Leonora, no. 3, the 2nd P. F. Concerto in Eb and the Violin Concerto; Mozart's Symphonies in Eb and C, and Overture Zauberflöte; Weber's Overture Oberon, Freyschütz, Euryanthe, Ruler of the Spirits, and Preciosa; Mendelssohn's 'Italian' and 'Scottish' Symphonies, the Overtures 'Ines of Fingal,' and 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,' and the Violin Concerto; Spohr's Symphony in C minor, Potter's in G minor; the Overture to Tannhäuser (twice), and a selection from Lohengrin (Introduction, Bridal procession, Wedding music, and Epithalamium). He occupied rooms at 31 Milton Street, Dorset Square, and at 22 Portland Terrace, Regent's Park, at which latter address a large portion of the instrumentation to 'Die Walküre' was completed. Karl Klindworth, who had settled in London the previous year, and with whom Wagner became intimate, now began his pianoforte scores of the Nibelungen.

While at work upon Die Walküre (1854) the stories of 'Tristan und Isolde' and of 'Pariser' had already taken possession of Wagner's mind, and the plan for Tristan was sketched. In the summer of 1857 he resolved to put aside Die Nibelungen and to proceed with Tristan. Various causes contributed to this resolution. He was tired of 'heaping one silent score upon the other,' tired of the monotony of the task too—if he lived to finish it, how should his colossal

4 [CBA. Lessnic conducted his own symphony at the fourth concert.
5 [CBA. Lessnic conducted his own symphony at the fourth concert.
6 [See KLINDWORTH, vol. ii. p. 64.]
work ever be performed? He longed to hear something of his own, he had moreover pecuniary needs, which made it desirable that he should again write something that stood a chance of performance. Finally a curious incident concluded the matter. A son of the agent of the Emperor of Brazil called: would Wagner compose an opera for an Italian troupe at Rio Janeiro? would he state his own terms, and promise to conduct the work himself? Much astonished, Wagner hesitated to give a decisive answer; but he forthwith began the poem to Tristan: ¹

Wagner looked upon ‘Tristan’ as an accessory to the Nibelungen, inasmuch as it presents certain aspects of the mythical matter for which in the main work there was no room. He was proud of the poem, proud of the music:

I readily submit this work to the severest test based on my theoretical principles. Not that I constructed it after a system—for I entirely forgot all theory—but because I here moved with entire freedom, independent of theoretical misgivings, so that even whilst I was writing I became conscious how far I had gone beyond my previous stage. The work can be no greater pleasure than that of the artist’s perfect abandonment whilst composing— I have admitted no repetition of words in the music of Tristan—only modulations of the main theme were prescribed in the music of Parsifal, or the theme itself was transformed in the verse—that is to say the melody (i.e. the vocal melody) is already contained in the poem, of which again the symphonic music forms the substratum.²

The poem was finished early in 1857; in the winter of the same year the full score of the first act was forwarded to Breitkopf & Härtel to be engraved. The second act was written at Venice, where Wagner, with the permission of the Austrian authorities, had taken up his residence, and is dated Venice, March 2, 1859; the third, Lyons, August 1859. In connection with Tristan, attention must be called to the strong and lasting impression made upon Wagner’s mind by the philosophical writings of Schopenhauer. Tristan represents the emotional kernel of Schopenhauer’s view of life as reflected in the mind of a poet and a musician. Even in Die Meistersinger (von Thoma’s monologue, Act III) there are traces of Schopenhauer, and the spirit of his Buddhist quietism pervades Parsifal. The publication of Schopenhauer’s ‘Parerga und Paralipomena’ in 1851 took the intellectual public of Germany by surprise, and roused a spirit of indignation against the official representatives of Philosophy at the Universities and their journals, who had secreted Schopenhauer’s ‘Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung’ (1818 and 1844). The little colony of refugees at Zürich was among the first to hail Schopenhauer’s genius as a moralist. Wagner accepted his metaphysical doctrine, and in 1854 forwarded to Schopenhauer at Frankfurt a copy of Der Ring des Nibelungen as a token of thanks and veneration. Wagner adhered to Schopenhauer’s teaching to the end, and has even further developed some of its most characteristic and perhaps questionable phases.³ It will be seen in the sequel that Wagner had more trouble in connection with the performance of Tristan than with any other of his works. At first the difficulty was to get permission to return to Germany; even the solicitations of the Grand Dukes of Weimar and of Baden, in his favour had no effect upon the court at Dresden. Projects for producing Tristan at Strassburg and Karlsruhe came to nothing.

PARIS, In September 1859 (act. 46) Wagner again went to Paris, with a faint hope of producing his new work there with the help of German artists, or perhaps getting Tannhäuser or Lohengrin performed in French. M. Carvalho, director of the Théâtre-Ilyseum, seemed inclined to risk Tannhäuser. ‘Il avait témoigné à Wagner le désir de connaître sa partition.’ Un soir, en arrivant chez lui Rue Matignon j’entends un vacarme insuivi. Wagner était au piano; il se débattait avec le formidable finale du second acte; il chantait, il criait, il se démenait, il jouait des mains, des poignets, du coude. M. Carvalho restait impassible, attendant avec une patience digne de l’antique que le sabbat fût fini. La partition s’acheva. M. Carvalho balbutia quelques paroles de politesse, tourna les talons et disparut. Determined to bring some of his music forward, Wagner made arrangements for three orchestral and choral concerts at the Théâtre Impérial Italien,⁴ Jan. 25, Feb. 1 and 8, 1860. The programme, consisting of the overture to Der Holländer, 4 pieces from Tannhäuser, the prelude to Tristan, and 3 numbers from Lohengrin, was thrice repeated. ‘De nombreuses répétitions furent faites à la salle Herz, à la salle Beethoven, oh de Bélow conduisait les chœurs.’ Un parti très-ardent, très-actif, s’était formé autour de Wagner; les ennemis ne s’endormaient pas davantage, et il était évident que la bataille serait acharnée. The performances conducted by Wagner made a great sensation—‘Wagner avait réussi à passionner Paris, à déchaîner la presse’—but the expenses had been inordinate, and there was a deficit of something like £400, which he had to meet was part of the honorarium paid by M Expand's for the contract for Der Ring des Nibelungen. Two similar programmes were conducted by him at the Brussels Opera house in March 1860, also, it would seem, with unsatisfactory results. Unexpected events, however, sprang from the exertions at Paris. ‘Sur les instances prises de Mme. de Metternich, l’empereur avait ordonné la mise à l’étude de Tannhäuser à l’opéra.’ A substantial success seemed at last within Wagner’s reach. Preparations on a vast scale were begun. Edmond Roche and Ch. Nuitter translated the text; the management met every wish of Wagner’s; sumptuous scenery and stage properties were prepared; Wagner was invited to choose his own singers, and to have as many rehearsals as he might think fit. He chose Niemann for Tannhäuser, Mlle.

⁴ Gaspard, p. 63. ⁵ Ibid. ⁶ This was at the Salle Ventadour, at which, as at the Théâtre de la Renaissance, ‘Das Liebesverbot’ was to have been given twenty years previously. It is now a bureau d’escompte. (See Ventadour.)
Saxe for Elisabeth, Mlle. Tedesco for Venus, Mlle. Reboux for the shepherd, Cazaux for the 'Landgraf,' and Morelli for Wolfram. The number of rehearsals, according to the official record, was 164—73 at the pianoforte, 45 choral, 27 with the vocalists on the stage but without orchestras, 4 for scenic changes, and 14 full, with orchestra.1 The total costs appear to have amounted to something like 26,000 francs.

Wagner entirely rewrote the opening scene in the Venetian, and made a number of minor changes. On the advice of M. Villot (curateur des musées impériaux), he also published 'Quatre poèmes d'opéras traduits en prose française, précédé d'une lettre sur la musique,' giving a résumé of his aims and opinions.2 After numerous interruptions, misunderstandings and quarrels, including a complete rupture with the conductor Dietrich—the quarrel between master and composer of 'Le Vaisseau fantôme,' who proved incompetent, and whom Wagner could not get rid of—the performances began March 13, 1861.

'Une cabale très-active, très-puissante, très-déterminée, s'était organisée de bonne heure.' Un certain nombre d'abonnés de l'opéra, qui savaient que la pièce n'avait pas de ballet,' etc.—The scandal need not be repeated here.—After the third performance Wagner withdrew his work. The less said the better as to the complicated cause of the disaster. But it was a blow to me: everybody concerned had been paid per month; my share was to consist in the usual honorarium for each performance, and this was now cut short.3 So I left Paris with a load of debt, not knowing where to turn.—Apart from such things, however, my recollections of this distressing year are by no means unpleasant.

On Wednesday evenings the little house he inhabited with his wife in the rue Newton, near the Arc-de-Triomphe, welcomed many remarkable Parisians,—'c'est ainsi,' report Gasperini, 'que j'ai vu M. Villot (to whom Wagner dedicated his opera) with Emilie Chambry, Madame Ollivier (Liszt's daughter), Jules Ferry, Léon Leroy; et Berchier, et Chausseury, et Lorbac, et Baudelaire, etc.'4

Princesse Metternich's enthusiasm had a further result: whilst at work upon the additions to Tannhäuser, permission arrived for Wagner 'to re-enter German states other than Saxony.' It was not till March 1861 (i.e. after thirteen years) that the ban was completely lifted; and he left, in truly paternal phrase, 'to return to the kingdom of Saxony without fear of punishment.'

RETURN TO GERMANY, 1861 (sct. 48).—The performance in Paris produced a strong reaction. Wagner was received with enthusiasm wherever he appeared. Yet the three years to come until 1864, when he was suddenly called to Munich, must be counted among the most distressing of his entire career. His hopes and prospects lay in a successful performance of Tristan, and all his efforts to bring about such a performance failed. At Vienna, after 57 rehearsals, Tristan was definitely shelved, owing to the incompetence, physical or otherwise, of the tenor Ander; at Karlsruhe, Prague and Weimar, the negotiations did not even lead to rehearsals. He found it impossible to make both ends meet, and had to seek a precarious subsistence by giving concerts. A few words will explain this strange state of things at a time when his works were so unmistakably popular. The customary honorarium on the first performance of an opera in Germany varied from 10 to 50 or 60 Louis d'or (24 to 248) according to the rank and size of the theatre. On every subsequent repetition the author's share consisted either of some little sum agreed upon or of a small percentage on the receipts—generally five per cent, occasionally seven—never more than ten per cent. As most German towns possess a theatre, a successful opera on its first round may produce a considerable amount; but afterwards the yield is small. It is impossible to run the same piece night after night at a court or town theatre, the prices of admission are always low, and the system of subscription per head or per annum tends to reduce the number of performances allowed to any single work.

My operas were to be heard right and left; but I could not live on the proceeds. At Dresden Tannhäuser and the Holländer had grown into favour; yet I was told that I had no claim with regard to them, since they were produced during my Capellmeistership, and a Hofcapellmeister in Saxony is bound to furnish an opera once a year! When the Dresden people wanted Tristan I refused to let them have it unless they agreed to pay for Tannhäuser. Accordingly they thought they could dispense with Tristan. Afterwards, when the public insisted upon Die Meistersinger, I got the better of them.

On May 15, 1861, Wagner heard Lobengrin for the first time at Vienna. Liszt and a large circle of musicians welcomed him at the Tonkünstler Versammlung at Weimar in August. His long-held-up plan of writing a comic opera was now taken up. He elaborated the sketch for 'Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg,' which dates from 1845, and was intended to be a comic pendant to the contest of Minnesingers in Tannhäuser. The poem was finished during a temporary stay at Paris in the winter of 1861–62. Mosera, Schott of Mayence secured the copyright of the new work, and the poem was printed in 1852 for private circulation.5 Wagner settled opposite Mayence at Biebrich-am-Rhein to proceed with the music. On the 1st November of the same year (1862) he appeared at a concert given by Wendelin Weissheimer in the Gewandhaus at Leipzig, to conduct the overture to Die Meistersinger. The whole house, who was present, distinctly remembers the half-empty room, the almost complete absence of professional musicians, the wonderful performance, and the enthusiastic demand for a repetition, in which many members of the orchestra took part as much as the audience.6

1 Les 104 répétitions et les 3 représentations du Tannhäuser à Paris,' par Ch. Nütter. (See Fugue d'Art-Historique for 1865.)
2 See the English translation: 'The Music of the Future.'
3 The main events of the commission of a new opera at Paris was 600 francs, so that 1500 francs would have been Wagner's share for the three evenings: but it had been arranged that for the first 20 performances half of the remuneration was to be paid to the translators of the libretto: thus 750 francs was the sum Wagner received for something like a year's work.
4 Now demolished.
5 Ch. Baudelaire's article in the 'Revues Européennes,' augmented and repeated as a pamphlet, April 1861. 'Richard Wagner et Tannhäuser;' is a masterpiece.

6 The final version differs considerably from this.
That curious concert at Leipzig was the first of a long series of abortive undertakings to which my untrained means led me. At other towns the public at least appeared so tame, and I could record an artistic success; but it was not till I went to Russia that the pecuniary results were worth mentioning.

Dates of such concerts, as at which he conducted Beethoven Symphonies, fragments of the Nibelungen and Die Meistersinger, etc., are Dec. 26, 1862, and first weeks in Jan. 1863, Vienna; Feb. 8, Prague; Feb. 19, March 6, 8, St. Petersburgh; March, Moscow; July 23, 28, Pesth; Nov. 14, 19, Karlsruhe, and a few days later Löwenberg; Dec. 7, Breslau. At the end of Dec. 1863, at a concert of Carl Tausig's, he astonished the Viennese public with the true traditional reading of the overture to 'Der Freyschütz.'

In his 50th year (whilst living at Penzing near Vienna at work upon Die Meistersinger) Wagner published the poem to Der Ring des Nibelungen, 'as a literary product.' I can hardly expect to find leisure to complete the music, and I have dismissed all hope that I may live to see it performed.' His private affairs went from bad to worse. In the spring of 1865 his power of resistance was almost broken; he determined to give up his public career, and accepted an invitation to a country home in Switzerland.

Munich and Lucerne, 1864-1872 (ed. 51-56).

The poem of Der Ring des Nibelungen, with its preface, must have got into the hands of the young King Ludwig II. of Bavaria. The King was acquainted with Beethoven's Symphonies, and in his 16th year had heard Lohengrin. One of the first acts of his reign was to despatch a private secretary to find Wagner, with the message, 'Come here and finish your work.' Wagner had already left Vienna in despair—had passed through Munich on his way to Zurich—and for some reason had turned about to Stuttgart. The secretary tracked and there found him. In May the Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung brought the news that King Ludwig had allowed to the composer Richard Wagner a 'Sustentationsgehalt von 1200 Gulden aus der Kabinettksasse' (a sum of £1000, or £1000, from the privy purse). Here was relief at last. Wagner's hopes revived, his enthusiasm returned and redoubled.

My creditors were quieted, I could go on with my work, and this noble young man's trust made me happy. There have been many troubles since—not of my making nor of his—but in spite of them I am free to this day—and by his grace. (1877.)

Cabals without end were speedily formed against Wagner—some indeed of a singularly disgraceful character; and he found it impossible to reside at Munich, although the King's favour and protection remained unaltered. There can be no doubt that the Nibelungen Ring would not have been completed, and that the idea of Bayreuth would not have come to any practical result (the exertions of the Wagner Societies notwithstanding) if it had not been for the steady support of the royal good wishes and the royal purse. It must suffice here to indicate the dates and events which are biographically interesting.

Wagner was naturalised as a Bavarian subject in 1864. He settled in Munich, and composed the 'Huldigungsmarsch' for a military band; at the King's request he wrote an essay, 'Über Staat und Religion,' and the report concerning a German music school to be established at Munich (March 31, 1865). In the autumn of 1864 he was formally commissioned to complete the Nibelungen; and, further, to ease his pecuniary affairs, the stipend was increased, and a little house in the outskirts of Munich, 'bevor den Propyläen' was placed at his disposal. Dec. 4, 1864, the Holländer was given for the first time at Munich; Dec. 11, Jan. 1, and Feb. 1, 1865. Wagner conducted concerts there. In Jan. 1865 his friend Semper the architect was consulted by the King about a theatre to be erected for the Nibelungen. With a view to the performance of Tristan, von Bülow was called to Munich, and under his direction, Wagner supervising, the work was performed, exactly as Wagner wrote it, on June 10, 1865, and repeated June 13 and 19 and July 1—Tristan, Ludwig Schorr v. Carola, Isolda, Frau Schorr. In July 1865 he had the old Conservatory by the King's orders, and a commission began to deliberate as to the means of carrying out Wagner's proposals for a new 'music school.' But nothing tangible came of this; owing, it would seem, to ill-will on the part of Franz Lachner and other Munich musicians, and also, as was alleged, to the insufficiency of the available funds. In December 1865 Wagner left Munich and settled, after a short stay at Vevey and Geneva, at Triebenach near Lucerne, where he remained with little change until he removed to Bayreuth in April 1872. At Triebenach, the Meistersinger was completed (full score finished Oct. 20, 1867), twenty-two years after the first sketches (see ante). Hans Richter arrived there in Oct. 1866 to copy the score, and the sheets were at once sent off to Mayence to be engraved.

The 'Meistersinger' was performed at Munich, under von Bülow (H. Richter chorusmaster), Wagner personally supervising everything, on June 21, 1868—Eva, FrL Mallingcr; Magdelena, Frau Dietz; Hans Sachs, Bets; Walther, Nachbauer; David, Schlosser; Beckmesser, Hölzel—a perfect performance; the best that has hitherto been given of any work of the master's, Parzival at Bayreuth not excepted.

Before Wagner had quite done with the Meistersinger he published a series of articles in the 'Süddeutsche Presse' (one of the chief editors of which was his former Dresden colleague Musikdirektor August Hoeckel) entitled 'Deutsche Kunst und Deutsche Politik.'

During the quiet residence at Triebenach, the unfinished portion of The Ring progressed

---

1 See 'Über das Dirigiren,' and Gliseenapp, ii. p. 118.
2 See Gliseenapp, ii. chap. 8, for true details regarding the extraordinary means employed to court Wagner.
3 Not published in that form.
4 The exact amount has not been made public.
5 It was returned to the K. Kabinettksasse in 1864.
6 Schorr died suddenly at Dresden on July 21, 1865, and Tristan was again 'impossible' until Herr and Frau Schorr came.
steadily. Early in 1869 the instrumentation of the third Act of Siegfried was completed, and the composition of the Vorspiel and first Act of Götterdämmerung finished, June 1870.

Aug. 25, 1870, is the date of Wagner's marriage to Cosima von Bülow née Liszt; his first wife, Minna Wagner, having died Jan. 25, 1866; after close upon 25 years of married life she had retired to Dresden in 1861.

1869 he published ‘Über das Dirigiren’ in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik. ‘Beethoven’ appeared in September 1870, during the Franco-Prussian War. The King's plan to build a special theatre for the Nibelungen Ring at Munich being abandoned, Wagner fixed upon Bayreuth.

BAYREUTH (1872). The municipality of this little Franconian town did its best to further Wagner's objects; he left Triebchen and settled there in April, and on his 60th birthday May 22, 1872, he was able to celebrate the foundation of his theatre with a magnificent performance of Beethoven's Choral Symphony and his own Kaisermarsch. A large portion of the funds was got together by private subscription. The sum originally estimated, 300,000 thalers (£45,000), was to be raised in accordance with Carl Tausig's plan upon 1000 'Patronatsheine,' i.e. 1000 certificates of 100 thalers each, promising the holder to seat him at the three complete performances contemplated. [See Tausig, vol. iv. p. 64.] A considerable number of these were taken up before Tausig's death; then Emil Heckel of Mannheim suggested 'Wagner Societies,' and started one himself. It appeared at once that all over Germany there were numbers of people who were ready to contribute their share of work and money, but to whom individually the 300 thalers asked for by Tausig would have been impossible. Societies sprang up on all sides—not only in German towns, but in the most unexpected quarters—St. Petersburg, Warsaw, New York, Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris, Stockholm, Cairo, Milan, London, etc.

In connection with the efforts of the societies, Wagner conducted concerts at Mannheim, Vienna, Hamburg, Schwerin, Berlin, Cologne, etc. In Nov. 1874 the instrumentation of Götterdämmerung was completed; and preliminary rehearsals with the vocalists had already produced satisfactory results. The ensemble rehearsals, with full orchestra, in the summer of 1875 under Hans Richter (Wagner always present) left no doubt as to the possibility of a performance in exact accordance with the master's intentions. The scenery and stage-machinery promised well, and the effects of sonority in the auditorium proved excellent.

It had at first been a matter of some doubt whether the invisible orchestra would answer for the more subtle effects of orchestration; but it turned out eventually that all details were perfectly audible; and, moreover, that certain shortcomings of our customary orchestra-arrangements had been removed. Flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons were heard more distinctly, and the explosive blare which ordinarily seems inseparable from a sudden forte of trumpets and trombones, was less apparent. It may be well here to record the disposition of the Nibelungen orchestra—condomnée (quite invisible from the auditorium) facing the orchestra and the stage; to left of him, 1st violins; to right, 2nd violins; violas near violins; violoncellos and basses flanking to left and right; in the middle of the orchestra, somewhat nearer the stage, the wood-winds; behind these again, partially under the stage, the brass and percussion instruments. Total, exclusive of conductor, 114.

A notion of the auditorium may be gained by fancying a wedge, the thin end of which is supposed to touch the back of the stage, the thick end the back of the auditorium; the seats arranged in a slight curve, each row further from the stage raised a little above the one in front of it, and the several seats so placed that every person seated can look at the stage between the heads of two persons before him; all seats directly facing the stage; no side boxes or side galleries, no prompter's box. Total number of seats 1,500; a little over 1,000 for the patrons, the rest, about 500, for distribution gratis to young musicians, etc.

In November and December 1875 Wagner superintended rehearsals of Tannhäuser and Lobengrin at Vienna, which were performed, 'without cuts,' on Nov. 22 and Dec. 15. Tristan, also under his supervision, was given at Berlin on March 20, 1876.

At last, 28 years after its first conception—on Aug. 13, 14, 16, 17, again from 20–23, and from 27–30, 1876—Der Ring des Nibelungen was performed entire at Bayreuth. Wetan, Betz; Loge, Vogel; Alberich, Hill; Mime, Schlosser; Fricka, Frau Grün; Donner and Gunther, Gurs; Erda and Waltraute, Frau Jaide; Siegmund, Niemann; Sieglinde, Frl. Schefzky; Brünnhilde, Frau Materna; Siegfried, Ungar; Hagen, Siehr; Gutrun, Frl. Weckerlin; Rheintöchter, Frl. Lili and Marie Lehman and Frl. Lammert. Leader of strings, Wilhelmj; Conductor, Hans Richter. From a musical point of view the performances were correct throughout—in many instances of surpassing excellence; sundry shortcomings on the stage were owing more to want of money than to anything else. In spite of the sacrifices readily made by each and all of the artists concerned, there was a heavy deficit, £7500, the responsibility for which pressed upon Wagner. He had hoped to be able to repeat the performances in the following summer; this proved impossible, and his efforts to discharge the debts of the theatre failed for the most part. The largest of these efforts, the so-called Wagner Festival at the Albert Hall in London, 1877, came near to involving him in further difficulties.

LONDON, May 1877. Herr Wilhelmy believed that a series of concerts on a large scale under Wagner's personal supervision would pay; but the sequel proved too clearly that
his acquaintance with the insignia and outs of musical matters in London was superficial.\(^1\) Messrs. Hodge and Essex of Argyll Street acted as "entrepreneurs." The Albert Hall was chosen, and six prodigious programmes were advertised for the 7th, 9th, 12th, 14th, 16th and 19th May. Copious extracts, of his own making, from all his works were to be represented and illustrate Wagner as poet and composer: selections from Rienzi, the Holländer, Tannhäuser, Lohengrin, Meistersinger, Tristan, in the first part of the programmes; and from Der Ring des Nibelungen in the second part. An orchestra of 170 (wood-woods double) and several of the singers who had taken leading parts at Bayreuth (Frau Matern, Frau Grün, Herren Hill, Schlosser, Unger), besides sundry subordinates, were engaged; Wagner himself was to conduct the first half of each programme, and Hans Richter the second. The expenditure for advertisements and salaries to vocalists was lavish; the attendance, though always large, nothing like what had been anticipated; the result of the six concerts, a difficulty in making both ends meet. Thereupon the "undertakers" were persuaded to try again: that is, to give two further concerts (May 28 and 29) with a minimum of expenditure all round, reduced prices, and programmes made up of the most telling pieces. This saved the venture, and enabled Wagner to forward a little over £200 to Bayreuth. After his departure, and without his knowledge, an attempt was made to get up a testimonial. A considerable sum was speedily subscribed, but before it reached him "another way out of the difficulty had been found"—viz. that the honourarium and "testimoni" to come from performances of The Ring at Munich should be set aside to cover the debt of the Bayreuth theatre—and the promoters of the testimonial had the satisfaction of returning the contributions with a warm letter of thanks from Wagner "to his English friends.\(^2\) During this third residence in London (April 30 to June 4) Wagner resided at 12 Orme Square, Battersea.

"Erinnerungen," he wrote from Ems on June 29, "so weit sie sich nicht auf die Ausübung meiner klein Kunstfertigkeiten beziehen, herrlich." The expression "kleine Kunstfertigkeiten" (little artistic attainments) was a hint at his conducting at the Albert Hall, which had been a good deal commented upon. Was Wagner really a great conductor? There can be no doubt that he was; particularly with regard to the works of Weber and Beethoven. His perfect sympathy with these led him to find the true tempi as it were by intuition.\(^3\) He was thoroughly at home in the orchestra, though he had never learnt to play upon any orchestral instrument. He had an exquisite sense for beauty of tone, nuances of tempo, precision and proportion of rhythm. His beat was distinct, and his extraordinary power of communicating his enthusiasm to the executants never failed.

The writer was present at one of the great occasions when he appeared as conductor—the rehearsals and performance of the Ninth Symphony at Bayreuth, May 22, 1872—and felt that for spirit, and perfection of phrasing, it was the finest musical performance within the whole range of his experience.\(^4\) But at the Albert Hall Wagner did not do himself justice. His strength was already on the wane. The rehearsals fatigued him, and he was frequently faint in the evening. His memory played him tricks, and his beat was nervous. Still there were moments when his great gifts appeared as of old. Those who witnessed his conducting of the "Kaisermarsch" at the first rehearsal he attended (May 5) will never forget the superb effect.

Wagner brought the manuscript of the poem of "Parsifal" with him to London, and read it for the first time entire to a circle of friends at Orme Square (May 17). It was published in Dec. 1877. A plan for a sort of school for the performance of classical orchestral music, together with classical operas, and ultimately of his own works at Bayreuth, came to nothing. Greatly against his wish he was obliged to permit Der Ring des Nibelungen to take its chance at the German theatres. The first number of "Bayreuther Blätter," a monthly periodical edited by Herr von Wolzogen and published by and for the Wagner Verein, appeared in January 1878. Wagner, whilst at work upon Parsifal, found time to contribute a delightful series of essays: "Was ist Deutsch?" "Modern"; "Publikum und Popularität"; "Das Publikum in Zeit und Raum" 1878; "Wollen wir hoffen?" "Ueber das Dichten und Komponiren"; "Ueber das Opern-Dichten und Komponiren im Besonderen"; "Ueber die Anwendung der Musik auf das Drama," 1879.

A more elaborate work, a sort of comment upon the ethical and religious doctrine of Parsifal, "Religion und Kunst," with its sequel, "Was nützt die Erkenntnis?" "Erkenne dich selbst," and "Heldentum und Christentum" (1886–81), he did not live to finish—a fragment only of the concluding part was written in 1883. It is given under the heading "Ueber das Weibliche im Menschlichen," in a posthumous publication, "Entwürfe, Gedanken, Fragmente, aus nachkaiserlichen Papieren zusammengestellt." (Leipzig, Sept. 1885), pp. 125–129.

Wagner began the music to Parsifal in his sixty-fifth year. The sketch of the first act was completed early in the spring of 1878, and the greater part of the second act by the middle of June (completed on Oct. 11); the third act was begun after Christmas, and completed

\(^1\) The writer, whose name has been mentioned in Glaesemann's Biography elsewhere in connection with this "London episode," desires to state that he had nothing whatever to do with the plans of the "festival," nor in the arrangements. All that was done was to attend to the completion of the orchestra with regard to the "extra" wind instruments, and at Wagner's request to conduct the preliminary rehearsals.

\(^2\) (Aug. 22, 1877.) "Strange things happen in the realms of music. Werther is a surprised rehearse."\(^3\) See the striking testimony of the veteran violoncellist Dotzauer and of Weber's widow as to Der Freischütz, in "Ueber das Dirigiren."

\(^4\) For interesting particulars concerning it see H. Forger's "Ueber die Aufführung der neuesten Symphonie unter R. Wagner in Bayreuth."
April 1879. Towards the end of the year his old enemy erysipelas re-appeared in a severe form, and he sought refuge in Southern Italy. The instrumental portion to ` Parsifal' was continued (the Vorspiel had already been performed privately, by the Meiningen orchestra under Wagner, at Bayreuth, Christmas, 1878), and was finished during the next winter's sojourn in the south, at Palermo, Jan. 13, 1882.

In July and August, 1883—six years after Der Ring des Nibelungen—16 performances of `Parsifal,' everything under Wagner's supervision, were given; the artists alternating—Parsifal, Winkelmann, Gudenus, jäger; Kun- dry, Frau Materna, Fr. Brandt, Fr. Malien; Gurnemanz, Scaria, Siehr; Amfortas, Reich- man, Fuchs; Klingsohr, Hill, Degele, Plank. Conductors, H. Levi and Franz Fischer. The work was repeated in 1883 and 1884, and is announced to be given again in the summer of 1886.

During the residence at Venice (Palazzo Vendramini on the Grand Canal) in the autumn and winter of 1882-83, the state of Wagner's health was not satisfactory, though no unusual symptoms appeared. He wrote for the Bayreuth Blätter; and was strong enough to rehearse and conduct a private performance of his Symphony in C (mentioned above, p. 348) at the Liceo Marcello on Christmas Eve.—Late in the afternoon of Feb. 13, 1883, the grand heart suddenly ceased to beat.—On Feb. 18 the body was laid in the little ivy-covered vault he had built long ago at Bayreuth in a retired spot of the garden at the rear of his house `Wahnfried.'

Apart from a host of letters, and the `Lebenserinnerungen,' an autobiography covering fully two-thirds of his life, there are no M's. literary remains of importance. Reports of his having read or recited scenes from the poem to a Buddhistic drama `Die Sieger,' or `Die Büsper,' intended to follow Parsifal, rest upon vague hearsay. The fact is simply that in 1856-57 he came across a story in Burmoul's `Introduction a l'histoire du Buddhism' which interested him, and that, with his usual originality, he fitted it into a view of dramatic treatment; but the plan was never matured, and what little of it had taken shape in his mind was incorporated in Parsifal. For a short sketch of `Die Sieger,' dated `Zürich, 16 Mai, 1886,' see Richard Wagner—Entwürfe, Gedanken, Fragmente (Leipzig 1885), pp. 97, 98. Cancelled articles, and unpublished musical works of early date will be found enumerated in the chronological lists, p. 373 a.

Wagner disliked sitting for his portrait, so that of the numerous likenesses current, few are at first hand. Two excellent paintings exist: one, by Prof. Lenbach (with the old German cap), is now at Bayreuth; the other, by Mr. Hubert Herkomer (1877), is at the German Athenæum, London (replica at Bayreuth). A bust (est. 28) by Kietz, of Dresden (a pupil of Delaroche's whom Wagner met in Paris in 1840-41), is also of interest (at Bayreuth); the portrait sketch for it was reproduced in the `Zeitung für die elegante Welt,' 1842, where it accompanied the `Autobiographische Skizze,' (See ante, p. 353.) The best photographs are (1) a large half-length published in the revised edition of the `Claviger' (1879) for Tannhäuser (Berlin, Fürstner); (2) full-length profile (rare), seated at a table reading, a dog at his feet (Munich, Hanfstängl); (3) carte and cabinet sizes (est. 64), (Elliot & Fry, London, 1877). Like Beethoven, Wagner was slightly under middle height, well built, quick in movement, speech, and gesture. His carriage was usually erect, his aspect commanding, and he made the impression of being somewhat taller than he actually was. After the political disturbances of 1849, when he was `wanted' by the Saxon police, the following `Signalement' was issued. `Wagner is 34 to 38 years old, of middle height, has brown hair, wears glasses; open forehead; eyebrows brown; eyes grey-blue; nose and mouth well proportioned; chin round. Particulars: in moving and speaking he is hasty. Clothing: surtout of dark green buckskin, trousers black cloth, velvet waistcoat, silk neckchief, the usual felt hat and boots.' Like Beethoven, too, he at once made the impression of an original and powerful individuality. The fascination of his talk and his ways increased on acquaintance. When roused to speak of something that interested him he looked what he meant, and his rich voice gave a musical effect to his words. His presence in any circle apparently dwarfed his surroundings. His instinctive irrepressible energy, self-assertion, and incessant productivity went hand in hand with simple kindness, sympathy, and extreme sensitiveness. Children liked to be near him. He had no pronounced manners, in the sense of anything that can be taught or acquired by imitation. Always unconventional, his demeanour showed great refinement. His habits in private life are best described as those of a gentleman. He liked domestic comforts, had an artist's fondness for rich colour, harmonious decoration, out-of-the-way furniture, well-bound books and music, etc. The good things of this world he wanted with a view to dramatic treatment; but the plan was never matured, and what little of it had taken shape in his mind was incorporated in Parsifal. For a short sketch of `Die Sieger,' dated `Zürich, 16 Mai, 1886,' see Richard Wagner—Entwürfe, Gedanken, Fragmente (Leipzig 1885), pp. 97, 98. Cancelled articles, and unpublished musical works of early date will be found enumerated in the chronological lists, p. 373 a.

Wagner disliked sitting for his portrait, so that of the numerous likenesses current, few are at first hand. Two excellent paintings exist: one, by Prof. Lenbach (with the old German cap), is now at Bayreuth; the other, by Mr. Hubert Herkomer (1877), is at the German Athenæum, London (replica at Bayreuth). A bust (est. 28) by Kietz, of Dresden (a pupil of Delaroche's whom Wagner met in Paris in 1840-41), is also of interest (at Bayreuth); the portrait sketch for it was reproduced in the `Zeitung für die elegante Welt,' 1842, where it accompanied the `Autobiographische Skizze,' (See ante, p. 353.) The best photographs are (1) a large half-length published in the revised edition of the `Claviger' (1879) for Tannhäuser (Berlin, Fürstner); (2) full-length profile (rare), seated at a table reading, a dog at his feet (Munich, Hanfstängl); (3) carte and cabinet sizes (est. 64), (Elliot & Fry, London, 1877). Like Beethoven, Wagner was slightly under middle height, well built, quick in movement, speech, and gesture. His carriage was usually erect, his aspect commanding, and he made the impression of being somewhat taller than he actually was. After the political disturbances of 1849, when he was 'wanted' by the Saxon police, the following 'Signalement' was issued. 'Wagner is 34 to 38 years old, of middle height, has brown hair, wears glasses; open forehead; eyebrows brown; eyes grey-blue; nose and mouth well proportioned; chin round. Particulars: in moving and speaking he is hasty. Clothing: surtout of dark green buckskin, trousers black cloth, velvet waistcoat, silk neckchief, the usual felt hat and boots.' Like Beethoven, too, he at once made the impression of an original and powerful individuality. The fascination of his talk and his ways increased on acquaintance. When roused to speak of something that interested him he looked what he meant, and his rich voice gave a musical effect to his words. His presence in any circle apparently dwarfed his surroundings. His instinctive irrepressible energy, self-assertion, and incessant productivity went hand in hand with simple kindness, sympathy, and extreme sensitiveness. Children liked to be near him. He had no pronounced manners, in the sense of anything that can be taught or acquired by imitation. Always unconventional, his demeanour showed great refinement. His habits in private life are best described as those of a gentleman. He liked domestic comforts, had an artist's fondness for rich colour, harmonious decoration, out-of-the-way furniture, well-bound books and music, etc. The good things of this world he wanted with a view to dramatic treatment; but the plan was never matured, and what little of it had taken shape in his mind was incorporated in Parsifal. For a short sketch of 'Die Sieger,' dated 'Zürich, 16 Mai, 1886,' see Richard Wagner—Entwürfe, Gedanken, Fragmente (Leipzig 1885), pp. 97, 98. Cancelled articles, and unpublished musical works of early date will be found enumerated in the chronological lists, p. 373 a.
remain unsolved. Regarding the state of music and the theatre in Germany, those who had access to the facts can account for a large part of his excitement and irritation. One has but to remember that from his eighteenth year onwards his life was mixed up with that most equivoval institution the German Operntheater. As a professional conductor, and subsequently as the recipient of tantiemes (percentage on the receipts)—for a long time his sole source of income—he could not afford to break the connection. Here the idealist, the passionate poet, there the opera and the operetta. How could the most disastrous misunderstandings fail to arise? The composer of Tristan confronted by the Intendant of some Hoftheater, fresh from a performance of Herr v. Flotow's Martha! A comic picture, but unfortunately a typical one, implying untold suffering on Wagner's part. Moreover, he, the most irritable of men, impatient and fretting in his false position, was for years the object of personal attacks in the press, the best abused man in particular, good spirits, the object of wilful misrepresentation and calumny—"it was like having to walk against the wind with sand and grit and foul odours blowing in one's face."

All his life long Wagner was a great reader. 'Whatever is worth reading is worth re-reading,' he said. Thus, though never a systematic student, or even a good linguist (which as regards Greek he greatly regretted), he nevertheless became thoroughly familiar with all he cared for, and his range was a very wide one. He retained whatever touched him sympathetically, and could always depend upon his memory. The classics he habitually read in translations. With Shakespeare (in German of course) he was as familiar as with Beethoven. To hear him read an act or a scene was a delight never to be forgotten. The effect, to use his own words about Shakespeare, was that of an improvisation of the highest poetical value. When inspired, he was in particular good spirits; he would take up a comic scene and render it with the exuberant merriment of a child. A list of the principal books in the extensive and very choice library at Bayreuth would give a fair idea of his literary ta-ta-taes, for he kept nothing by him that was not in some way connected with his intellectual existence. The handiest shelves held Senecan, Greek, and Roman classics; Italian writers, from Dante to Leopardi; Spanish, English, French dramatists; philosophers from Plato to Kant and Schopenhauer. A remarkably complete collection of French and German medieval poems and stories, Norse Sagas, etc., together with the labours of German and French philologists in those departments, occupied a conspicuous position; history and fiction old and new were well represented; translations of Scott, Carlyle, etc., etc.

In a Dictionary of Music it would be out of place to speak of Wagner's power as a poet or as a writer on matters foreign to music. All that can be done is to point out the leading features of his practice and theory as a musical dramatist. We may begin with his theoretical productions, premising merely that in his case, as in that of other men who have had new things to say, and found new ways of saying them, Practice goes before Theory; artistic instincts lead the way, and criticism acts in support and defence.

II. Broadly stated, Wagner's aim is Reform of the Opera from the standpoint of Beethoven's music. Can the modern spirit produce a theatre that shall stand in relation to modern culture as the theatre of Athens stood to the culture of Greece? This is the central question, the multifaceted problem he set himself to solve.—Whether he touches upon minor points connected with it; speaks of the mode of performance of a play or an opera; proposes measures of reform in the organisation of existing theatres; discusses the growth of operatic music up to Mozart and Weber, or of instrumental music up to Beethoven; treats of the efforts of Schiller and Goethe to discover an ideal form for their dramatic poems: whether he sweeps round the problem in wide circles, comparing modern, social, and religious institutions with ancient, and seeking free breathing space for his artistic ideals, he arrives at results tending in the same direction—his final answer is in the affirmative. Starting from the vantage of symphonic music, he asserts that we may hope to rise to the level of Greek tragedy: our theatre can be made to embody our ideal of life. From the Opera at its best a Drama can be evolved that shall express the vast issues and complex relations of modern life and thought, as the Greek stage expressed the life and thought of Greece.

The theatre is the centre of popular culture. For good or for evil it exerts the chief influence—from the arts, as far as they affect the people, take their chief inspiration. Fugitive power is unlimited. But who wields this power for what ends, and for whom is it wielded! Wagner's experience in Germany and in Paris furnished an answer. He had found corruption in every direction. In front of the scenes, the stolid German Philistine, or the bored Parisian roue clamouring for novelty, athirst for excitement; behind the scenes, confusion and anarchy, sham enthusiasm, labour without aim or faith—the pretence, art; the true end, money. Looking from the German stage to the German public, from the public to the nation, the case appeared hopeless, unless some violent change should upset the social fabric.—A hasty, and as it proved, mistaken diagnosis of the political situation in Germany in 1849 led Wagner to become a revolutionnaire for art's sake. Leaving the politics of the day to take care of themselves, he endeavoured to set forth his artistic ideals. In 'Die Kunst und die Revolution' (Art and Revolution) he points to the theatre of Æschylus and Sophocles, searches for the causes of its decline, and finds them identical with the causes that led to the decline.
of the ancient state itself. An attempt is then made to discover the principles of a new social organisation that might bring about a condition of things in which proper relations between art and public life might be expected to revive.

This pamphlet was followed by an elaborate treatise, 'Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft' (The Artwork of the Future), which occupied him for several months. The first edition (1850) begins with a dedicatory letter to Ludwig Feuerbach (since cancelled), in which the author returns enthusiastic thanks for the instruction afforded by that philosopher's works. Unfortunately Wagner was tempted to adopt Feuerbach's terminology, and to use it in a sense of his own. The result is bewildering, and the book, though rich in matter, warm in style, and well worth reading, is in every respect difficult. The main argument, as far as art is concerned, might be sketched as follows:—Poetry, mimetics, and music were united in the drama of the Greeks; the drama disappeared with the downfall of the Athenian State; the union of the arts was dissolved, each had an existence of its own, and times sank to the level of mere pastimes. Attempts made during the renaissance, and since, to reunite the arts, were more or less abortive, though the technique and the width of range of most of the arts increased. In our day each 'separate branch of art' has reached its limits of growth, and cannot overstep them without incurring the risk of becoming incomprehensible, fantastic, absurd. At this point each art demands to be joined to a sister art—poetry to music, mimetics to both; each will be ready to forgo egotistical pretensions for the sake of an 'artistic whole,' and the musical drama may become for future generations what the drama of Greece was to the Greeks.

Wagner's next work, 'Opera and Drama' (his principal critical and theoretical production) contains little of the revolutionary and pseudo-philosophical ferment. It was originally issued in three parts: 1. containing a quasi-historical criticism of the opera; 2. a survey of the spoken drama; 3. an attempt to unite the results obtained, and to construct the theory of the musical drama. To us who have witnessed the Nibelungen and Tristan, the entire book is easy reading; even the third and concluding part is readily intelligible and of very great interest. A generation ago, however, the case was different; especially with regard to the third, and in the author's eyes the most important part, which consists, in the main, of abstract statements about the new departure in art, the relation of verse to music, the function of the orchestra, etc. — Wagner could not illustrate and support his assertions by concrete examples; he thus laid himself open to misunderstanding, and was misunderstood indeed! Part the Second abounds in acute observations on the elements of the dramatist's art, with copious references to Shakespeare, Schiller, and Goethe. It seems to have attracted the attention of students of literature here and there, but on the whole it fell flat. The First part, however, caused a disturbance in the musical world such as had not occurred since the paper war between the Gluckists and Puccinists. It is sufficiently evident now that it was not the propositions seriously put forward, nor the brilliant literary powers displayed, that attracted attention. People were, or pretended to be, scandalised by the references to living composers, the biting satire, the fierce attack on Meyerbeer, etc. But Wagner's name was henceforth in everybody's mouth.

The course of musical history has already in so large a measure confirmed and endorsed Wagner's opinions regarding the opera, that a short résumé will answer the present purpose. The thesis of 'Oper und Drama' is as follows:—In the opera the means of expression (music) have been taken for the sole aim and end,—while the true aim (the drama) has been neglected for the sake of particular musical forms.—The dramatic cantata of Italy is the root of the opera. The scenic arrangements and the action formed the pretext for the singing of arias, i.e. people's songs artistically arranged. The composer's task consisted in writing arias of the accepted type to suit his subject or to suit this or that vocalist. When the ballet was added to the conglomerate of airs, it was the composer's business to reproduce the popular dance-forms. The airs were strung together by means of recitatives, mostly conventional. The ballet tunes were simply placed side by side. Gluck's reform in the main consisted in his energetic efforts to place his music in more direct rapport with the action. He modified the melody in accordance with the inflections and accents of the language employed. He put a stop to the exhibition of mere vocal dexterity, and forced his singers to become the spokesmen of his dramatic intentions. But as regards the form of his musical pieces (and this is the cardinal point) he left the opera as he found it. The entire work remains a congeries of recitatives, arias, dance-tunes, just as before. Gluck's librettists furnished words for airs, etc., in which the action was not lost sight of; but it was considered to be of secondary importance. Gluck's great successors, Méhul, Cherubini, Spontini, cultivated the dramatic musical ensemble, and thus got rid of the incessant monologue which the arias of the elder opera had necessitated. This was an important step forward, and in essential matters the development of the opera is therewith at an end. For, although Mozart produced richer and more beautiful music than Gluck, there can be no doubt that the factors of Mozart's opera are essentially those of Gluck's. Subsequently, in the hands of Weber and Spohr, Rossini, Bellini, Auber, Meyerbeer, etc., the history of the opera is the history of the transformation of 'operatic melody.'

Subject and form in the spoken drama are investigated in the Second Part. With regard to subject Wagner traces two distinct factors;
first the medieval romance and its offspring the modern novel; secondly the Greek drama, or rather the formal essence thereof as given by Aristotle in his Poetics. He points to the plays of Shakespeare as being for the most part dramatised stories, and to those of Racine as constructed on the lines of Aristotle. In the course of the argument, the works of Schiller and Goethe are examined, and the conclusion is arrived at that historical subjects present special difficulties to the dramatist. "The modern stage appeals to our sensuous perceptions rather than to the imagination." Thus, Schiller was overburdened with the mass of historical facts in his Wallenstein; whereas Shakespeare, appealing to the spectator's imagination, would have represented the entire thirty years war in the time occupied by Schiller's trilogy. An interesting parallel is drawn between the rhetorical art of Racine and Gluck's operas. Racine puts forward the motives of action, and the effects of it, without the action proper. Gluck's instincts prompted him to translate Racine's tirade into the aria. In view of the difficulties experienced by Goethe and Schiller in their efforts to fuse dramatic matter and poetic form, Wagner asserts that mythical subjects are best for an ideal drama, and that music is the ideal language in which such subjects are best presented. In the third part he shows that it is only the, wonderfully rich development of music in our time, totally unknown to earlier centuries, which could have brought about the possibility of a musical drama such as he has in view. The conclusions arrived at in 'Oper und Drama' are again discussed in his lecture 'On the destiny of the Opera,' where particular stress is laid on the fact that music is the informing element of the new drama. Further statements regarding the main heads of the argument of the concluding part of 'Oper und Drama,' and of the lecture 'Ueber die Bestimmung der Oper,' will be found incorporated later on in this article, where details as to Wagner's method and practice as playwright and musician are given.

Nineteen years after his 'Oper und Drama,' Wagner published 'Beethoven' (1870). This work contains his contributions towards the metaphysics of music, if indeed such can be said to exist. It is based on Schopenhauer's view of music;¹ which that philosopher candidly admitted to be incapable of proof, though it satisfied him. Wagner accepts it and supplements it with quotations from Schopenhauer's 'Essay on Visions and matters connected therewith,'² which contains equally problematic matter. Apart, however, from metaphysics, the work is an 'exposition of the author's thoughts on the significance of Beethoven's music.' It should be read attentively.

One of the finest of his minor publications, and to a professional musician perhaps the most instructive, is 'Ueber das Dirigiren.' (On Con-duction), a treatise on style; giving his views as to the true way of rendering classical music, with minute directions how to do it and how not to do it, together with many examples in musical type from the instrumental works of Beethoven, Weber, Mozart, etc.³

"Zum Vortrag der oden Symphonie," is of great interest to students of instrumentation. The general reader will be interested in Wagner's smaller essays and articles: 'Zukunftsmusik,' 'Ueber die Bestimmung der Oper,' 'Ueber das Dichten und Komponiren,' 'Ueber das Oden-Dichten und Komponiren im Besonderen,'—and especially in his graphic 'Erinnerungen,' recollections of contemporaries, Spohr, Spontini, Rossini, Auber. Three of the latter are excerpts from his 'Lebenseinungen'—apparently improvisations, showing the master-hand in every touch, valuable for their width of range and exquisite fidelity. Intending readers had better begin with these and 'Ueber das Dirigiren.'

III. Regarding Wagner's weight and value as a musician it is enough to state that his technical powers, in every direction in which a dramatic composer can have occasion to show them, were phenomenal. He does not make use of Bach's forms, nor of Beethoven's; but this has little if anything to do with the matter. Surely Bach would salute the composer of 'Die Meistersinger' as a contrapuntist, and the poet-composer of the 'Eroica' and the 'Pastoral' would greet the author of 'Siegfried' and of 'Siegfried's Tod.' Wagner is best compared with Beethoven. Take Schumann's saying, 'you must produce bold, original and beautiful melodies,' as a starting-point, and supplement it with 'you must also produce bold and beautiful harmonies, modulations, contrapuntal combinations, effects of instrumentation.' Let excerpts be made under these heads from Beethoven's mature works, and a similar number of examples be culled from 'Die Meistersinger,' 'Tristan,' and the 'Nibelungen'—could it be doubtful that the aspect of such lists would be that of a series of equivalents? and as for originality, who can study the score of 'Tristan' and find it other than original from the first bar to the last?

Wagner's musical predilections may, perhaps, be best shown by a reference to the works that were his constant companions, and by a record of a few of his private sayings. Everyday friends, household words with him, were Beethoven's Quartets, Sonatas, and Symphonies; Bach's 'Wohltemperirtes Clavier'; Mozart's 'Zauberköpfe,' 'Entführung'; 'Figaro.' and 'Don Juan'; Weber's 'Freyenschütz,' and 'Euryanthe'; and Mozart's Symphonies in Eb, G minor, and C. He was always ready to point out the beauties of these works, and inexhaustible in supporting his assertions with quotations from them.

Give me Beethoven's quartets and sonatas for intimate communion, his overtures and symphonies for public performance. I look for homogeneity of materials, and equipoise of means and ends. Mozart's music and Mozart's orchestras are a perfect match; ¹ See the English translation of 'Beethoven.' ¹ See the English translation 'On Conducting.' London, 1855.
an equally perfect balance exists between Palæstrina's choir and Palæstrina's counterpart; and I find a similar correspondence between Chopin's piano and some of Mendelssohn's. First of all, Mephisto from the 'Ladies' Choral,' there is too much of the Parisian salon in that; but he has given us many things which are the reverse of that.

Schumann's peculiar treatment of the pianoforte grates on my ear: there is too much blur; you cannot produce his pieces unless it be absolutely free. What a relief to hear a sonata of Beethoven's in early days I thought more would come of Schumann. His Zeitschrift was brilliant, and his pianoforte work—such as the opening theme of the scene d'amour in the garden scene and the 'Capulet's' enormously clever, Endymion, was biblically closer (verflicht pfeding). I made a minute study of his instrumentation, as early as 1840, at Paris, and have often taken up his scores since. I profited greatly, both as regards what to do and what to leave undone.

'My笋友好er composer of instrumental music loses touch of tonality he is lost.' To illustrate this (Bayreuther Blätter, 1879), Wagner quotes a dozen bars of Lobengrin, Scene 2, bars 9 to 12, and then eight bars, 'mit zöchtem Gehäyren' to 'Er soll mein Streiter sein,' as an example of very far-fetched modulation, which in conjunction with the dramatic situation is readily intelligible, whereas as a composition of pure instrumental music it might appear as a bllash.

When occasion offered I could venture to depict strange, original, even unorthodox things in music, because the action rendered such things comprehensible: but music apart from the drama cannot risk this, for fear of becoming grotesque. I am afraid my scores will be of little use to composers of instrumental music; they cannot bear condensation, still less dilution; they are likely to prove misleading, and had better be left alone. I would say to young people, who wish to write for the stage, Do not, as long as you are young, attempt dramas—write 'Singspiele.'

It has already been said that Wagner looks at the drama from the standpoint of Beethoven's music. Bearing this in mind it is easy to see where and how he would apply his lever to lift and upset the opera, and what his ideal of a musical drama would be. In early days the choice of subject troubled him much. Eventually he decided that mythical and legendary matter was better for music than historical; because the emotional element was always of a simple nature and could be readily detached from any side issue; and because it is only the heart of a story, its emotional essence, that is suggestive to a musician. The mythical subject chosen (say the story of Volungus and Nibungs, or Tristan and Isolde), the first and hardest thing to do is to condense the story, disentangle its threads and weave them up anew. None but those who are familiar with the sources of Wagner's dramas can have any idea of the amount of work and wisdom that goes to the fusing and welding of the materials. When this formidable preliminary task is finished, the dramatic personae stand forth clearly, and the playwright's task begins. In planning acts and scenes, Wagner never for a moment loses sight of the stage; the actual performance is always present to his mind. No walking gentlemen shall explain matters in general, nothing shall be done in the background, and subsequently accounted for across the footlights. Whatever happens during the progress of the play shall be intelligible then and there.

1 G. F. Helms, Wie sich Wagner (as Richard Wagner) gives a capital résumé of his opinions on such occasions.
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The dialogue in each scene shall exhibit the inner motives of the characters. Scene by scene the progress of the story shall be shown to be the result of these motives; and a decisive event, a turning-point in the story, shall mark the close of each act. — The playing is sketched, the leading motives of the dialogue fixed, Wagner turns to the verse. Here the full extent of the divergence of his drama from the paths of the opera becomes apparent. He takes no account of musical forms as the opera has them — recitative, aria, duet, ensemble, etc. If only the verse be emotional and strongly rhythmical, music can be trusted to absorb and glorify it. With Wagner as with Æschylus the verse is conceived and executed in the orgiastic spirit of musical sound. There is no need of, indeed there is no room for, subtleties of diction, intricate correspondence of rhyme and metre; music can supply all that, and much more. Whilst working on The Ring he found that alliterative verse as it exists in the old German lays, Imitation in Beethoven, etc. was best suited to his subject, and that such verse could be written in German without offering violence to the language. In Tristan and Parsifal he makes use of a combination of alliteration, assonance, and rhyme. Firm and concise, abounding in strong accents, the lines seem to demand music; indeed musical emphasis and prolongation of sound render them more readily intelligible and more impressive.

The poem finished, Wagner begins the music, or rather begins to write the music, for it is obvious that whereas in his case playwright and musician are one, the musical conception will go hand in hand with the poetic, will perhaps even precede it. Together with the first conception of the characters and situations at a very early stage in the growth of the work, certain musical phrases suggest themselves. These phrases, themes, "Leitmotiv," are the musician’s equivalents for the dominant ideas, emotions or characteristics of the dramatic persons. Together with other musical germ of kindred origin they are the subjects — in a technical sense the themes — which the dramatic symphonist manipulates, using the full resources of Beethoven’s orchestra, and adding thereto whatever the dramatic action may suggest. The pictures and actions on the stage are as visions induced by the symphonic music. The orchestra prepares for and foreshadows the action, enforces details, recalls byways, as it were, the artistic conscience of the whole performance.

Wagner’s treatment of the voice, his vocal melody, has undergone many a change. First he tried to find melodies effective from a vocalist’s point of view; then, in the Holländisches und magische Harmonie der melodic ebb and flow is regulated by the action; in Lohengrin the emotions expressed, as much as any peculiarity of melody, attract attention, whilst characteristic harmony and instrumentation enforce the melodic outlines. In the later works the vocal melody often springs direct from the words; it is frequently independent of the orchestra, in some cases indeed it is but an intensified version of the actual sounds of the German language.

From the blatant and at times almost vulgar style of Rienzi there is a steady and truly astonishing increase in power and concentration, subtlety and delicacy. The Nibelungen, Tristan, and subsequent works abound in harmonic, melodic, and rhythmical combinations of great beauty and striking originality. The innovations in harmony and melody peculiar to Wagner are mainly due to the free use of chromatics. Besides bold chromatic and enharmonic progressions, he constantly employs chromatic anticipatory, changing, and passing notes, which have a melodic significance only. For purposes of analysis such chromatic notes should be eliminated — the harmonic framework will then stand forth clearly, and prove perfectly consistent. To take a couple of examples already quoted: the opening bars of the prelude to Tristan — given under Harmonies, vol. ii. p. 117 — if the G $ at bars 2 and the A $ in bars 3 be eliminated from the treble part, the progression appears thus:

In the two bars from Act ii. of Tristan — given under Harmonies, vol. i. p. 684 — the two chromatic notes of the upper parts are sustained as suspensions into the next chord, similar examples might be cited by the dozen. In the article Harmonies attention is drawn to the complicated use of suspensions and passing notes which follow from the principles of Bach in polyphony as applied to Harmonies; and the opening bars of the Vorspiel to the Meistersinger are cited as an example of the manner in which suspensions are taken ‘in any form or position which can in the first place be possibly prepared by passing notes, or in the second place be possibly resolved even by causing a fresh discord, so long as ultimate resolution into concord is feasible in an intelligible manner.’ [See vol. i. p. 682–83.] The greater part of Wagner’s chromatic or enharmonic progressions will be found to be based upon correct diatonic progressions in minor or major. Exceptionally, the chromatic progression of parts upwards or downwards, or in contrary motion (Tristan, P. and A. at p. 25, lines 1, 2, etc.), forms a sufficient link between apparently contradictory chords. The exigencies and suggestions of the dramatic action fully account for sudden and far-fetched modulations, enharmonic changes, rhythmical elisions (as when a beat or a
chord is dropped, the phrase being intelligible though not logically complete, Tristan, p. 150, bar 3 to 4 et seq.), interrupted cadences,\(^1\) expansion or condensation of time (Tristan, P.F., artt., pp. 210-12, and 226-28), sequences of chromatically altered chords and other peculiarities (Siegfried, P.F., art. p. 65 et seq.). In pure instrumental music such eccentricities are always an extravagance; these things would not have sufficient raison d’être; but in their right place they require no apology, nor do they present special difficulties from the point of view of musical grammar. Indeed Wagner as he advanced grew more and more careful with regard to diction, and it is not too much to say that among the hundreds of unusual and complex combinations in Tristan, Siegfried, the Götterdämmerung and Parsifal, it would be difficult to point to a single crude one.

Wagner is a supreme master of instrumentation, of orchestral colour. His orchestra differs from Beethoven’s in the quality of tone emitted; over and above effects of richness obtained by the more elaborate treatment of the inner part of the string quartet, the frequent subdivision of violins, violas, violoncellos, the use of chromatics in horn and trumpet parts, etc., there is a peculiar charm in the very sound of Wagner’s wood-woods and brass. It is fuller than Beethoven’s, yet singularly pure. And the reason for this is not far to seek. Wagner rarely employs instruments unknown to Beethoven, but he completes each group or family of wind instruments with a view to getting full chords from each group. Thus the two clarinets of Beethoven’s orchestra are supplemented by a third clarinet and a bass-clarinet if need be; the two oboes by a third oboe or a corso-ingleso (also oboe); the two bassoons by a third bassoon and a contra-fagotto; the two trumpets by a third trumpet and a bass trumpet, etc. The results got by the use of these additional instruments are of greater significance than at first appears, since each set of instruments can thus produce complete chords, and can be employed in full harmony without mixture of timbre unless the composer so chooses.

To account for the exceptional array of extra instruments in the scores of the Nibelungen it is enough to say that they are used as special means for special ends. Thus at the opening of the Ringgold the question is what sound will best prepare for and accord with dim twilight and waves of moving water? The soft notes of horns might be a musician’s answer; but to produce the full smooth wavelike motion upon the notes of a single chord, the usual two or four horns are not sufficient. Wagner takes eight, and the unique and beautiful effect is secured. Again, in the next scene, the waves change to clouds; from misty mountain heights the gods behold Walhall in the glow of the morning sun. Here subdued solemn sound is required. How to get it? Use brass instruments piano. But the trumpets, trombones, and tubas of Wag-

\(^1\) See the remarks on the quotation from Tristan, ‘Mir fehlt das Abenteuer,’ under INTERRUPTED CADENCE, vol. II, p. 11.)

\(^2\) Many a disastrous paid pro can be avoided if this simple method of noting the relation of one tone to another were adopted. (See the article TIPPO, vol. III, p. 76.)
set to rights without much real difficulty—a glaring evil remains, an evil so great that it seems to threaten the very life of Wagner's art. Among innumerable performances, not one in a hundred is free from the most barbarous and senseless cuts; in many instances mere shams and shabby make-shifts are offered to the public! If an aria be omitted in an opera of Mozart's (take the first act of 'Noma di Figaro' for instance), the audience will lose so many bars of beautiful music, and one of the characters will in so far appear at a disadvantage. Cut an equivalent number of bars in the Finale of the same opera, and the case is already different—the balance of an entire section appears marred, the action disturbed, the sequence of musical effects crude. But in a musical drama constructed on Wagner's lines the damage done by such a cut will be still greater, because the scenic arrangements, the words, action, music, are inextricably interwoven; mutilate any portion of the music and the continuity is lost, the psychological thread connecting scene with scene torn asunder, the equilibrium of the entire structure destroyed. How can the result be other than a sense of incongruity, vagueness, eccentricity, and what is worse, of weariness on the part of the audience? All manner of lame excuses, 'preposterous demands on the public time,' 'strain on the singers' voices,' etc., have been put forward; but there is no valid excuse for irritating and perpetuating the mistakes of slovenliness and incompetency. It is easy to discover the origin of any particular cut—the true cause will invariably be found to lie in the caprice of this or that conductor or singer at some leading theatre whose example is blindly followed. Then the text-books are printed with the cuts, and before long something like an authoritative tradition comes to be established. Latterly things have been carried so far that if leading conductors of all parts of Europe were brought together and asked to perform any one of the master's works in its integrity they could not do it. They would have to study the cuts, the orchestrations and chorus parts would have to be filled in, and rehearsals begun afresh.

"If I had a chance," said Wagner in 1877, "to get up the Meistersinger with an intelligent company of young people, I would first ask them to read and act the play; then only would I proceed with the music in the usual way. I am certain we should thus arrive at a satisfactory performance in a very short time." The desiderata are simple enough. Keep the work apart from the ordinary répertoire, clear the stage for at least a week, and during that time let everyone concerned give his attention to the task in hand and to nothing else; give the work entire, and aim at reproducing the score exactly as it stands.—Individual conductors and singers who see the existing evils and suffer from them protest now and then; but they are powerless, and Wagner's own appeals to the artistic or intellectual conscience of the operatic world appear to have been addressed to an unknown quantity. It would seem that there is no hope unless the pressure of public opinion can be brought to bear upon all those concerned.

IV. CHRONOLOGICAL LISTS.
FOR THE STAGE.
Die Hochzeit; fragment of an opera; introduction, chorus, and septet, Unpublished; autobiography, 1872, published; autograph score, date (March 1, 1832), was presented by Wagner to the Mantuanists of Würzburg.
The F juvenil; romanische Ope, in three acts; 1825. Never performed; the overture only was played at Magdeburg 1824. Unpublished; original score in possession of the King of Bavaria. Das Liebesruf; music composed 1828 and 30. Performed once only, at Magdeburg, March 29, 1828. Original score in the possession of the King of Bavaria. A song from the opera, 'Carnevalized,' was printed in Lewald's 'Europa,' 1827, p. 380, and printed at Braunschweig and Hammer.
Tannhäuser, or der Sängerkrieg auf Wartburg; romanische Ope, in 6 acts. Poem written at Dresden, 1842; score completed, 1843–45. First performed at Dresden, Oct. 19, 1842.
Lohengrin; romanische Ope, in 3 acts. Poem written at Dresden, 1843; music begun Sept. 9, 1844. Introduction written Aug. 26, 1844. 'Mahnung' or invocation of the spirit completed during the ensuing winter and spring. First performed Aug. 10, 1850, at Weimar.
The Rheingold; 1st Part of 'Der Ring des Nibelungen.' Poem of 'Der Ring' begun at Dresden, 1844, executed in reverse order ('Siegfried Tod,' 'Siegfried, Walküren, Rhinegold'); finished at Zürich 1851–52. Music to Das Rheingold begun in the autumn of 1849 at Spezia; score finished in May 1851. First performed at Munich, June 29, 1869, F.P. score published 1871; full score published 1875.
The Walküre. Part II. of 'Der Ring des Nibelungen.' In 3 acts. Score finished and a first draft of the libretto written 1856. First performed at Munich, P. F. score published 1865; full score published 1873.
Tritan und Isolde; in 3 acts. Poem written at Zürich, 1857; music begun 1858 in Munich. Score of Act 1 finished, finished in autumn of 1857 at Zürich; Act 2, March 26 at Venedig; Act 3 August 1858 at Lucca. First performed June 18, 1859, at Munich. F. P. and full score published 1860.
Siegfried. Part III. of 'Der Ring des Nibelungen.' In 3 acts. Music begun at Zürich, before Tristram. Act 1 finished April 1857; parts of Act 2 up to the 'Walhallaversen' written in 1857; Act 3 completed at Munich, June 21, 1859; Act 6 written first in 1859. First performed August 14, 1876, at Bayreuth. F. P. score published 1877; full score published 1878.
The Meistersinger von Nürnberg: In 3 acts. Sketch 1843; poem begun winter 1852–53 at Paris, printed as MS. 1853; music begun 1854; score completed Oct. 29, 1857. First performed June 18, 1863, at Munich. F. P. score published 1867; full score published 1868.
Parzifal: Ein Bühnenweihfestspiel, in 3 acts (the first sketches of Charlemagnekrausen, belonging to the year 1852). Unpublished, written at Bayreuth 1876–77; sketch of music begun at Bayreuth 1877; completed April 26, 1879. Instrumentation finished Jan. 12, 1882 at Palermo. First performed July 26, 1882, at Bayreuth. F. P. score published 1883; full score published 1884.

ORCHESTRAL AND CHORAL WORKS.
Overture to C. ('Konzert-ouvertüre—diestlich lugert'). Unpublished. Written 1831 and performed April 26, 1832, at Leipzig; and May 29, 1873, at Bayreuth.
Symphony in C. Unpublished. Written 1822 at Leipzig and performed at Prague, summer 1822; Dec. 26 at the Empere, and Jan. 5, 1823, at the Gewandhaus, Leipzig; Dec. 26, 1822 at Venice.
Overture to the Siegfried's Tod. Unpublished. Written and twice performed at Magdeburg 1835; repeated at Riga 1839, and at Paris, Feb. 4, 1841 (after the last performance score and parts disappeared and have not been heard of since).
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ate Church, Manchester. He composed services and anthems, and an oratorio, 'The Fall of Egypt,' performed at Liverpool in 1780 and 1801. He died July 15, 1782.

Another son, Richard, born 1758, was organist of St. Anne's, Manchester. In Sept. 1782 he was chosen to succeed his brother, Robert, as organist of St. Peter's, Liverpool, which he afterwards quitted for the organistship of St. James, Toxteth Park, Liverpool, but in 1813 resumed his place at St. Peter's. He published a collection of hymn-tunes of his composition. His glee, 'Life's a bump,' was very popular. He died Aug. 20, 1825. His execution was remarkable—more remarkable perhaps than his taste. It was of him that Schneitzler the organ-builder exclaimed, 'He run about the keys like one cat; he will not gif my pipes time to aleep.'

A third son, William, was a singing man at the Collegiate Church, Manchester, and also a performer on the double bass, besides carrying on the business of music-selling in Manchester, in partnership with Sudlow. He died July 2, 1797. [W.H.H.]

WAITS, THE. A name given, from time immemorial, to the little bands of rustic Musicians who sing and play Carols, by night, in country places, at Christmas-time; and still very commonly applied to their less unsophisticated representatives, in larger towns, and even in London. The word is a very old one, and Bailey (Etym. Dict., 1796) defines it thus—A sort of Musick, or Musicians (either of waiting, because they attend on Magistrates, Officers, etc., in Poms, and Processions; or, of guett, a Watch, or gutter, to watch, Fr., because they keep a Sort of Watch at Night.) Mr. Skeat (Etym. Dict.) says that 'Wait' is identical with 'watch' and 'wake,' and that 'a wait' is one who is awa'take for the purpose of playing at night.'

The title of 'The Waits' has also been given, for reasons which no one has hitherto been able to ascertain, to a little Fa-la, for four voices, by Jeremy Savile, a Composer who appears to have been popular about the time of the Restoration, but is now known only by some Songs printed in Playford's 'Select Musical Ayres and Dialogues,' in 1653, and the piece in question, which first appeared in 1667, in Playford's 'Musical Companion'—a new edition, with extensive additions, and a subsidiary title, of Hilton's 'Catch that catch can.'

The Madrigal Society concludes all its meetings with Savile's Fa-la; and the custom has been adopted by the Bristol Madrigal Society, and many other provincial associations of like character. The oldest mode of performance on record was that of singing the Music four times through; first f, then p, then pp, and lastly ff, always, of course, without accompaniment. Mr. T. Oliphant wrote some words to it, to avoid the monotony of the continuous Fa-la,—

Let us all sing, merrily sing,
Till echo around us responsive shall ring.

These words are now adopted by most Madrigal Societies; and, by advice of Mr. Oliphant, the piece is usually sung three times, instead of four.

[ W.S.R.]

WALDHORN (that is, Forest horn), CORNO DI CACCIA. The old 'French horn,' without valves, for which Beethoven wrote. The valve horn, necessary for the passages of modern writers, beginning with Schumann, is fast superseding it, and the French horn will soon be as much a thing of the past as a harpsichord; but its tones, and the contrast of its open and closed notes (adding another to the many human characteristics of the instrument)—as in the Allegretto of the Seventh Symphony or the Adagio of the Ninth—can never be replaced, and the want of them will always be a distinct and cruel loss to orchestral music.

[W.]

WALDMÄDCHEN, DAS (DAS STUMME W. O. DER MÄDCHEN IM SPEZIALORDEN). An opera in 2 acts; words by Ritter von Steinburg, music by Weber. His second dramatic work; composed in 1800; produced at Freiberg, Nov. 24, 1800—not at Chemnitz in October. It was used up in Silvana das Waldmädchen, his sixth opera, 1810, and only three fragments are known. Silvana was produced in English (as 'Sylvana'), at the Surrey Theatre, under Elliston's management, Sept. 2, 1828. It has been again revived, with a revised libretto by Herr Pasqué, and with 'musical amplifications,' at Hamburg and Lübeck in the spring of 1885.

[G.]

WALDSTEIN, COUNT. One of Beethoven's earliest friends, immortalized by the dedication of the PF. Sonata in C, op. 53, now usually known as the 'Waldstein Sonata.' Ferdinand Ernst Gabriel, was the youngest of the four sons of Emmauel Philipp, Graf Waldstein und Wartemberg von Dux. He was born Mar. 24, 1762, just eight years before Beethoven, and his father died in 1775, leaving the property to the eldest son Joseph Carl Emmanuel. Ferdinand when of age (24) according to the German law) entered the 'German order' (Deutscher Orden) as a career; in 1812 however he obtained a dispensation from his vows and married, but, like all his brothers, died childless—Aug. 29, 1823—and thus with this generation the house of Waldstein von Dux became extinct. Count Ferdinand spent the year of his novitiate (1787–8) at the Court of the Elector at Bonn, and it was then that he became acquainted with Beethoven. The nature of their connexion has been already stated. [See Beethoven, vol. i. 164, 165.] In 1791 or 92 Beethoven composed 12 variations for 4 hands on the P.F. on an air of the Count's, and in 1804 or 5 he wrote the Sonata which has made the name of Waldstein so familiar. In this splendid work (published May 1806) the well-known 'Andante Favorit' in F was originally the slow movement; but Beethoven took it out, as too long, and substituted the present Adagio for it. The Adagio is in a different coloured ink from the rest of the autograph. [See an anecdote about it, vol. i. p. 167b.]
WALDEUFEL, *c. e. wood-demon. A toy, mentioned by Felix Mendelssohn in his childish letters to Goethe's boys (1821). It is a small cardboard drum, open at one end, with a catgut from the head to a neck at the end of a short stick. When the stick is whirled round, the catgut grates round the neck, and being reverberated by the wooden box, makes the sound of this in a room, says Felix, 'is excruciating; out of doors, where they are going in hundreds at once, the noise is more bearable.' ('Goethe and Mendelssohn,' ed. 2, p. 38.) [G.] WALTDEUFEL, EMIL, a composer of dance music, who since the year 1878 has composed the prodigious number of more than 200 waltzes, polkas, and other dance tunes. His most favourite pieces are: Waltzes, La Source, La Manola, Au revoir; Polka, Les Folies; P. Mazurkas, Dans les Bois, Marches, Marche du Trône; Galop, Prestissimo. Messrs. Boosey publish a Waldteufel Album, containing his best pieces. [G.]

WALEY, SIMON WALEY, composer and pianist, was born in London in 1827. He began music with his sister, herself a pupil of Herz and Thalberg, and became a pupil successively of Moscheles, Bennett, and G. A. Osbourne for the piano, and of W. Howley and Milgué for theory and composition. He began composing very early, and wrote several elaborate PF pieces before he was 12. His first published work, 'L'Arpeggio,' a PF study, appeared in 1848. It was speedily followed by a number of songs and pianoforte pieces, including a concerto with orchestral accompaniment, and two pianoforte trios, Op. 15 in Bb, and Op. 30 in G minor (published by Schott & Co.), both deserving to be better known. Simon Waley was an accomplished pianist, and frequently performed at the concerts of the Amateur Musical Society, conducted by Mr. H. Leslie. His compositions abound in the plaintive melody characteristic of Mendelssohn; they exhibit great finish, and a richness of detail and harmony not unworthy of the best disciples of the Leipzig school.

Besides being an artist, he was a practical and exceptionally shrewd man of business. At the age of 17 he wrote an able series of letters to the 'Times' advocating Boulogne as the postal route between England and the Continent, and a little later he contributed some sprightly letters on a tour in the Auvergne to the 'Daily News.' He was a prominent member of the London Stock Exchange, and for many years took an active part on the committee. He died in 1875 at the early age of 48. Mr. Waley belonged to the Jewish faith, and was a leading member of that community during the critical period of its emancipation from civil disabilities. One of his finest works is a choral setting of the 117th and 118th Psalms for the Synagogue service. There was a singular charm about his person and manner. To know him was to love him; and those who had the pleasure of his acquaintance will never forget the mingled modesty and sweetness of his disposition.

His published works, besides those already mentioned, contain a large number of pieces for piano, solo and duet; 2 duets for violin and piano; songs and duets, etc., etc. The choruses for the Synagogue mentioned above are published in vol. 1. of the Musical Services of the West London Synagogue. Besides the printed works some orchestral pieces remain in MS. [G.]

WALKLEY, ANTONY, born 1672, was chorister and afterwards a vicar choral of Wells Cathedral. In 1700 he was appointed organist of Salisbury Cathedral as successor to Daniel Bossingrave. His Morning Service in Eb is preserved in the Tewday Collection (Hari. MS. 7342), and anthems by him are in MS. at Ely Cathedral and in the library of the Royal College of Music. He died Jan. 16, 1717-18. [W.H.H.]

WALKER, EBERHARDT FRIEDRICH, an organ-builder at Cannstatt, Stuttgart, in the middle of the 19th century, and his son, of the same name, is one of the best builders in Germany. In 1820 he removed to Ludwigshurg. His European reputation is due to the fine organ which he built in 1833 for the church of St. Paul at Frankfort-on-the-Main. In 1856 he completed a large organ for Ulm Cathedral of 100 stops on 4 manuals and two pedals, and a new movement for drawing out all the stops in succession to produce a crescendo. This can be reversed for a diminuendo. In 1863 he carried his fame to the New World by erecting a large organ in the Music Hall, Boston, U.S. [V. de P.]

WALKER, JOSEPH, & Sons, organ-builders in Francis Street, Tottenham Court Road, London. This business was established by Joseph Walker about the year 1819. He died in 1870, and the factory is still carried on by his sons. Amongst some hundreds of instruments we may name those at Exeter Hall (London), the Concert Room of the Crystal Palace (not that in the Handel Orchestra), in Romsey Abbey, St. Martin's, Leicester, and the Town Hall, Hobart Town, Australia Cathedral, Ely Church, in England, Sandringham Church, etc. [V. de P.]

WALKÜRE, DIE, the Valkyrie; the second piece in the Tetralogy of Wagner's "Ring des Nibelungen." The entire poem was completed in 1853; the music of the Walküre in 1856, and the first performance took place at Munich June 25, 1870. Of SIEGFRIED, which follows the Walkür in the Tetralogy, the composition was completed early in 1869, and the first performance took place at Bayreuth Aug. 16, 1876. [G.]

WALLACE (GRACE) LADY, daughter of John Stein, Esq., of Edinburgh, married in 1836 Sir James Maxwell Wallace, who died 1867, and herself died 1878. She translated the following musical works:— Two vols. of Mendelssohn's Letters: From Italy and Switzerland (1862); From 1833 to 1847 (1863); Letters of Mozart, 2 vols. (1865); Reminiscences of Mendelssohn, by Elise Polko (1865); Letters of Beethoven, 2 vols. (1866); 'Letters of distinguished Musicians,' from a collection by Ludwig Nohl (1867); Nohl's Life
WALLACE.


WALLACE, WILLIAM VINCENT, of Scottish descent, but born at Waterford, in Ireland, about 1812 or 1814. His father, a bandmaster and skilful bassoon player, migrated to Dublin, and was engaged in the band of the Theatre Royal there, where his son Wellington played second flute. Vincent had displayed considerable talent as organist before quitting Waterford, and his skill and steadiness as a violinist were so appreciated in the Dublin theatre, that we find him leading the band dressed in a boy's jacket, whenever the regular chef was belated. Although the name of young Wallace's violin teacher has not transpired, there was a school for the instrument in Dublin, at the head of which was Alday, a scholar of Viotti. In June 1829 Wallace sustained the violin part in Hersh and Font's duo on Russian airs at a public concert in Dublin, and continued to appear at concerts there, and at the festival held in 1831, when Paganini was engaged. The extraordinary and novel effects produced by the gifted Italian inspired young Wallace, who sat up night after night trying to approach the then unapproachable virtuoso. He played a violin concerto of his own at a Dublin concert in May 1834; but Dublin offered little field for an aspiring artist, and so, wearying of such mechanical labours as adding symphonies and accompaniments to songs for the Dublin publishers, he married the daughter of Mr. Kelly, of Frescati, Blackrock, near Dublin, and accompanied by his wife and her sister, quitted Ireland in August 1835. During the voyage, however, he was more attentive to his sister-in-law than Mrs. Wallace approved, and when it ended the newly wedded pair parted, to meet no more. Wallace now wended his way to Australia and took up his abode far in the bush to the west of Sydney. During one of his visits to Sydney, some friends accidentally hearing him play, were amazed to discover in a simple emigrant a violinist of the first rank, and Wallace, by the solicitation of Sir John Burke, the Governor, was induced to give a concert, which had enormous success. The Governor's payment was a characteristic one, it consisted of 100 sheep. Wallace then wandered to Tasmania and New Zealand, narrowly escaped being killed by the savages, and was once saved in the most romantic way by a chief's daughter. He went a whaling voyage, when the native crew mutinied, and only Wallace and three more escaped. He then went to the East Indies, and played before the Queen of Oude, who made him magnificent presents; visited Nepal and Cashmere, sailed next to Valparaiso, and after some curious adventures there crossed the Andes on a mule, and arrived at Buenos Aires. He returned to Santiago and had additional experience of Colonial currency, for admission to his concerts the natives offering their favourite gamecocks at the doors, while Wallace netted £600 by these proceedings. A concert in Lima is said to have produced him £1000. He visited Havana, Tampico, Vera Cruz, and Mexico, where his mass was written and performed with success. At New Orleans the very musicians laid down their instruments to applaud him. In 1845 we find him in London, in a costume somewhat singular for the private box of a theatre. 'It consisted,' says Mr. Heyward St. Leger, 'of a white hat with a very broad brim, a complete suit of planter's nankeen, and a black one in his hand.' Wallace recognized St. Leger immediately. They at once renewed their intimacy, dating from the days when Wallace had led the Dublin orchestra. Enquiring of his friend whether he thought him capable of composing an opera, 'Certainly,' replied the other, 'twenty. 'Then what about a libretto? 'Come over now to Fitzwall, I'll see, and I will introduce you.' Accordingly they called on the poet at his house in the Portland Road; he opened the door in person, and St. Leger vouches for the fact that the pen in his hand was still moist from finishing the libretto of 'Maritana.' 'Here Fitz,' said St. Leger, 'is another Irishman, a compatriot of Balfie's: he wants a libretto!' The old poet invited them in, Wallace played to him, and Fitzwall at once gave him the book of 'Maritana' (Drury Lane, Nov. 15, 1845), which proved a great success, and still keeps the stage. In 1847 he produced 'Matilda of Hungary,' of which the libretto was, even for Alfred Bunn, outrageously bad; the verse turgid, and even ungrammatical. Wallace now went to Germany, where he remained 14 years. To this period belongs most of his pianoforte music, partaking of the dreamy style of Chopin, the ornate cantoabile of Thalberg, and his own charming manner. Part of the opera 'Lurline' too was now written, in the romantic district it describes. An unpublished opera, 'The Maid of Zurich,' dates also from this period. The Irish composer now received a high compliment—a commission from the Grand Opéra of Paris. He began to write, but his eyesight failing he abandoned his pen, and once more went abroad, visiting both North and South America, and giving concerts with great success. He was nearly blown up in a steamboat in 1850, and lost all his savings by the failure of a pianoforte factory in New York. His concerts there, however, proved very lucrative. He returned to London in 1853, his pianoforte music being in high repute and eagerly sought for by the publishers. In 1860 he brought forward his 'Lurline' (Covent Garden, Feb. 23); it met with even greater success than 'Maritana,' equally overflowing with melody, and being in addition a really fine piece of art-work. In 1861 appeared 'The Amber Witch' (Her Majesty's, Feb. 28); in 1862 'Love's Triumph' (Covent Garden, Nov. 16); and in 1863 'The Desert Flower' (Covent Garden, Oct. 12). This was his last completed work, but of an unfinished opera, called 'Estrella,' some fragments remain. His health had been breaking for some time, and he was ordered to the Pyrenees, where he died at the Chateau de Bagen, Oct. 12, 1865. He left a widow, who, as Miss. Heilene Stoepel, had some repute as a pianist; also two boys, students of the Conservatoire at Paris. His
WALLACE.

remained were brought to England and interred in Kensal Green Cemetery, where Benedict, Bennett, Smart, Sullivan, Macfarren and others, stood around the grave, which adjoins those of St. Leger and Bale. As the service closed, a thin-redbranch from a neighbouring branch poured forth a strain of music: it was Wallace's Requiem!

[Foreign]

WALLERSTEIN, Aston, born of poor parents at Dresden, Sept. 28, 1813, began life early as a violinist, and in 1817 was much noticed during a visit to Berlin. In 1819 he entered the Court Band at Dresden, and in 1832 that at Hanover, but various wanderings to Hamburg, Copenhagen, and other places led to the resignation of his post in 1841. His playing was extremely popular for its expression and animation. But it is as a composer that he has had most popularity. He began to write in 1830, and from that time till 1877 poured forth a constant flood of dance music, chiefly published by Schott & Co., of Mainz. His 257th opus is entitled 'Souvenir du Pensionnat.' Cinq petites pieces faciles en forme de Danse pour piano. Leipzig, Kahnt.' With this piece his name disappears from the publishing list. His dances had a prodigious vogue during their day in Germany, France, and England, in all classes of society. Among the best-known are 'La Coquette,' 'Rodeva Parisienne,' 'Stundentengalopp,' 'Erste und letzte Liebe,' etc. His songs also were popular, especially 'Das Traurhaus' and 'Sehnsucht in die Ferne.'

[Foreign]

WALMSLEY, Thomas Forbes, son of William Walmsley, Esq., Clerk of the Papers to the House of Lords, was born 1783. At an early age he was sent to Westminster School. At 14 he began his musical education and studied the organ, piano, and counterpoint under Attwood. Walmsley achieved success as a musical teacher and glee-writer. Although the Part-song, made so popular by Mendelssohn, has to a great extent superseded the English Glee, some few good specimens of Walmsley's glees are still remembered. The 'Spectator' for Aug. 1830 thus characterises a volume of glees published by Walmsley at that time: 'These compositions, though dispiriting their attainments of a skilful musician, are not the dull effusions of a pedant. Though formed upon the best models, they are not servile copies, but the effusions of good taste matured and nurtured by study.' In 1810 Walmsley became organist at St. Martin-in-the-Fields, an appointment he held for a great number of years. His name appears on the list of musicians assembled at Wesley's funeral in 1826. He died July 23, 1865.

The following printed works appear in the Catalogue of the British Museum, with dates of publication:
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His eldest son, THOMAS ATTWOOD, was born in London Jan. 21, 1814. He showed at an unusually early age such a rare aptitude for music that his father secured for him the advantage of studying composition under his godfather, Thomas Attwood. The lad rapidly attained proficiency as a player, his early mastery of technical difficulties giving promise of that distinction which in after years was ungrudgingly conceded to so capable an exponent of Bach Fugues observed to a slavish. In 1830 he became organist of Croydon Church, and attracted the notice of Mr. Thomas Miller, who encouraged his literary tastes, and persuaded him to combine mathematical with musical studies. At this time an attempt was made by Monck Mason to secure him for English opera, but Walmsley decided to try his fortune at Cambridge. In 1833 he was elected organist of Trinity and St. John's Colleges, and composed an exercise, 'Let God arise,' with full orchestra, for the degree of Mus. Bac. He then entered Corpus Christi College, where he distinguished himself in the Mathematical Examinations. He subsequently migrated to Jesus College, and though unsuccessful as a competitor for the University Prize Poem, fully justified the wisdom of Mr. Miller's advice that his love of literature should not be entirely sacrificed to professional duties. The then system concentrated the duties of several persons in one, and the young organist submitted to a slavery which it is now difficult to realise. He took without any remuneration Mr. Pratt's duties as organist in King's College Chapel and St. Mary's, and his Sunday work deserves to be recorded:—St. John's at 7.15 a.m.; Trinity, 8; King's, 9.30; St. Mary's, 10.30 and 2; King's, 3.15; St. John's, 5; Trinity, 6.15. In 1835 he composed the Ode, written by the late Bishop of Lincoln, for the Installation of Lord Camden as Chancellor—a serious interruption to his mathematical studies. His election to the professorial chair of Music, vacated by the death of Dr. Clarke Whitfield, took place in 1836; in 1838, he took his B.A. degree, and in 1841 his M.A. It twice fell to his lot to compose music for Odes written for the Installation of Chancellors of the University. In 1842, the words, in honour of the Duke of Northumberland, were written by the Rev. T. Whytehead; in 1847, for the Installation of the late Prince Consort, they were by Wordsworth, then Laureate. Poetry and music written for such occasions are seldom longlived, but a quartet from the Ode of 1842, 'Fair is the warrior's mural crown,' would certainly be an effective concert-piece at any time. In 1848 he took the degree of Mus. Doc., and continued working at Cambridge until within a short period of his death, which took place at Hastings Jan. 27, 1856.

His intimacy with Mendelssohn was a source
WALMISLEY.

of great pride to him, though some advice offered to Walmisley on his asking Mendelssohn to look at a symphony written for the Philharmonic Society weighed unduly on his mind. Before he would look at the symphony, Mendelssohn asked how many he had written already. On hearing that it was a first attempt, "No. 1!" exclaimed Mr. Beecham, "let us see what No. 12 will be first!" The apparent discouragement contained in these words was far more humiliating than the feeling of disappointment at the refusal even to look at the music, and he abandoned orchestral writing.

Walmisley was one of the first English organists of his day, and in a period of church music made memorable by the compositions of Wesley and Goss, his best anthems and services are little, if at all, inferior to the compositions of these eminent men. As instances of fine writing we may cite the Service in Bb, the Dublin Prize Anthem, his anthem 'If the Lord himself,' and the madrigal 'Sweet flowers,' a work which Mr. Henry Leslie's choir has done much to popularise. His position at Cambridge no doubt acted prejudicially. A larger professional area, a closer neighbourhood with possible rivals, would have ensured a deeper cultivation of powers which bore fruit, but promised a still richer harvest. In general cultivation and knowledge of musical history he was far in advance of most English musicians. He was one of the first to inaugurate the useful system of musical lectures, illustrated by practical examples. In a series of lectures on the 'Rise and Progress of the Pianoforte,' he spoke incidentally of Sebastian Bach's Mass in B minor as 'the greatest composition in the world,' and prophesied that the publication of the Cantatas (then in MS.) would show that his assertion of Bach's supremacy was no paradox. It may be said confidently that the number of English musicians, who five-and-thirty years ago were acquainted with any of Bach's music beyond the 48 Preludes and Fugues, might be counted on the fingers, and Walmisley fearlessly preached to Cambridge men the same musical doctrine that Mendelssohn and Schumann enforced in Germany.

The volume of anthems and services published by his father after the son's death are a first-class class of sound musicianship. Amongst his unpublished manuscripts are some charming duets for pianoforte and oboe, written for Alfred Pollock, a Cambridge undergraduate, whose remarkable oboe-playing Walmisley much admired. To this day Walmisley's reputation as an artist is a tradition royally upheld in Trinity College; and none that heard him accompany the services in chapel can wonder at the belief of Cambridge men that as a cathedral organist he has been excelled by none.

1 To understand the force of this we should remember that Mendelssohn's Symphony in C minor, with which he made his début at the Philharmonic in 1829, though known as 'No. 1,' is really his 13th, and described on the 5th May, 1828. Had Walmisley been aware that Mendelssohn was merely giving his friend the service which he had severely followed himself, the momentary disappointment might have been succeeded by a new turn given to his studies.

His published works in the Catalogue of the British Museum are as follows:—

Song, When nightly my wild harp I bring, 1833 (?). Ode at the Installation of the Duke of Northumberland as Chancellor, 1832.


[A.D.C.]

WALOND, WILLIAM, Mus. Bac., was admitted to the privileges of the University of Oxford June 25, 1757, being described as 'organorum pulsator' (whence we may suppose him to have been organist or assistant organist of one of the churches or colleges at Oxford), and on July 5 following took his degree as of Christ Church. About 1759 he published his setting of Pope's Ode on St. Cecilia's Day, believed to be the only setting of that poem in its original form. [See Greens, Maurice.] William Walond, possibly a son of his, about 1775 became organist of Chichester Cathedral, which post he resigned in 1801. After his resignation he resided in Chichester in extreme poverty and seclusion (subsisting upon an annuity raised by the sale of some houses, and being rarely seen abroad) until his death, Feb. 9, 1836. Some fragments of church compositions by him remain in MS. In the choir-books of Chichester Cathedral, Richard, son of William Walond of Oxford, born 1754, matriculated from Christ Church, Oxford, July 14, 1770. He was a clerk of Magdalen College, Oxford, from March 24, 1775 until 1776. On March 14, 1776, he took the degree of B.A. as of New College, and was subsequently a vicar chorale of Hereford Cathedral. George, another son of W. Walond of Oxford, was a chorister of Magdalen Coll., Oxford, from April 13, 1768 until 1778. [W.H.H.]

WALPURGISNIGHT, the night (between April 30 and May 1) of S. Walpurga or Werburga, a British saint, sister of St. Boniface, on which a Witches' Sabbath is supposed to be held in the Harz Mountains. 'The First Walpurgisnight, Ballad for Chorus and Orchestra, the words by Goethe, music by Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, is a setting of a poem of Goethe's, which describes the first occurrence of the event in an encounter between old heathens and Christians.

The intention to compose the poem probably came to Mendelssohn during his visit to Goethe in 1830, and he announces it as a Choral Symphony.2 He began to write it in April 1831, and by the end of the month speaks of it as practically complete. On July 14, at Milan, however, he is still tormented by it, and the MS. of the vocal portion is dated '15th July, 1831.' The Overture—'Saxon Overture' as he calls it—followed '13th Feb. 1832,' and the work was produced at Berlin, Jan. 1833. Ten years later he resumed it, re-scored the whole, published it, and

2 Letter to Klengelmann, Nov. 1836. The idea of a choral symphony was carried out in the Lobenglanz.
performed it, first in Germany, and then in England (Philharmonic, July 8, 1844), to English words by Mr. Bartholomew. [See vol. ii. pp. 366 3, 369 3, 384 4.] [G.]

WALSEGG, FRANZ, GRAPF VON, known for the mystification he practised in regard to Mozart's Requiem, was a musical amateur living at Steinbach, a village belonging to the Liechtenstein family, near Gloggnitz, at the foot of the Semmering. He played the flute and cello, had quartet parties twice a week at his house, and on Sundays acted para, in which he took part himself with his family, clerks, and servants. He had moreover the ambition to figure as a composer, and to this end commissioned various composers to write him unsigned works, which he copied, had performed, and asked the audience to guess who the composer was. The audience being complaisant enough to suggest his own name he would smilingly accept the imputation. On the death of his wife, Anna, Edle von Flammberg, on Feb. 14, 1791, he sent his steward Leutgeb to Mozart to bespeak a Requiem, which he had fetched by the same hand after Mozart's death. He copied the score, headed it 'Requiem composto dal Conte Walsegg,' and conducted a solemn performance of it in memory of his wife on Dec. 14, 1793. On his death the score, completed by Simmayer, went to his heiress Countess Sternberg, and passing through various hands, finally reached the Court Library of Vienna (1838). [For further particulars of the autograph score, see vol. ii. p. 401.] [C.F.P.]

WALSH, JOHN, one of the most eminent music-publishers of his day, commenced business probably about 1690 at the sign of 'The Golden Harp and Hautboy' in Catherine Street in the Strand. In 1698 the epitaph 'Golden' was discontinued. He held the appointment of 'Musical Instrument Maker in Ordinary to His Majesty.' Walsh published many works in connection with 'J. Hare, Musical Instrument Maker, at the Golden Viol in St. Paul's Church Yard in Southwark,' 'J. Lavers, Viol and Flute near the Royal Exchange,' or 'at ye Viol & Flute in Cornhill, near the Royal Exchange.' His earlier publications were engraved, but about 1710 he commenced the practice of stamping upon pewter plates. His work of both kinds is mostly rough and unfinished. In 1700, copies of some of Corelli's Sonatas having been imported from Rome, Walsh announced 'Ten New Sonatas in Two Parts; The First Part Solo's for a Violin, a Bass-Violin, Viol and Harpsichord; The Second, Preludes, Almonds, Corants, Sarabands, and Jigs, with the Spanish Folly.' Dedicated to the Electress of Brandenburgh by Archangelo Corelli, being his Fifth and Last Opera. Engraved in a curious Character, being much fatter and more correct in the Musick than that of Amsterdam. His principal publications include Handel's overtures and songs in 'Rinaldo,' 'Esther,' 'Deborah,' and 'Atalanta;' the Unison Te Deum and Jubilate and four Coronation Anthems, all in full score; Dr. Croft's thirty Anthems and Burial Service; Eccles's Collection of Songs and 'Judgment of Paris,' and Daniel Purcell's 'Judgment of Paris.' He died March 13, 1736, having, it is said, amassed a fortune of £20,000. He had, some time before his death, resigned his appointment of Musical Instrument Maker to the King in favour of his son, JOHN, who succeeded to his father's business and conducted it with great energy and success for nearly thirty years. He published the overtures and songs in many of Handel's operas and in most of his oratorios; his 'Alexander's Feast' (for the Altar) and 'Arias and Galas,' and his Funeral Anthems; also the second volume of his 'Suites de Pieces pour le Clavecin,' and his 'Six Concertos for the Harpsichord or Organ' (Oct. 1738), of the copyright in which latter Handel made him a present; Dr. Greene's forty Select Anthems, his 'Spenser's Amoretti,' Songs, Sonatas, etc.; Dr. Boyce's 'Solomon,' 'Chapel's, 'Shepherd's Lottery,' and 'Lyras Britanniques'; Dr. Arne's 'Vocal Melody, Fergoletti's 'Stabat Mater,' etc. He died Jan. 16, 1766, and was buried, with much funeral pomp, at St. Mary's, Strand.

After his death his business passed into the hands of WILLIAM RANDALL, who commenced the publication of Handel's works, in score, in a complete form. He used Walsh's plates, when applicable, for the songs, and had new ones stamped for the recitatives and choruses, the contrast of style between the two being often very striking. One of his publications ('Messiah') bears the imprint of 'Randall & Abell.' He was succeeded by HENRY WRIGHT, who continued the publication of Handel's works in a complete form, and published several of the oratorios, etc. of the great master. Some of his imprints have the names of 'Wright & Co.' and one (No. 10 of the Chandos anthems) those of 'Wright & Wilkinson.' After his death or retirement the business was divided between ROBERT BIRCHALL who had been assistant to Randall, and Longman & Wilkinson. [See BIRCHALL.] [W.H.H.]

WALSINGHAM, an old English song relating to the famous Priory of Walsingham in Norfolk, and probably dating before 1538, when the Priory was suppressed. The following is the tune in modern notation from Mr. Chappell's book:

\[\begin{align*}
&\text{As I went to Wal-sin-ham To the Shrine with speed,} \\
&\text{Met I with a jol-ly pain-er In a pil-grim's weed.} \\
&\text{The air was a favourite among the early English composers, and many sets of variations on it will be found in the lists of Virginal Music. [See page 308 a, b; 311 a, b; 313 a.] The title is once given 'Have you to Wal-sin-ham' whether a different song or not is uncertain.} \\
\end{align*}\]
WALTER.

WALTER, Gustav, born 1835, at Bilin, Bohemia, learned singing at the Prague Conservatorium from Franz Vogl, and made his first appearance in opera as Edgar at a private representation of Lucia. He played at Brunn for a short time, and in July 1856 appeared at Vienna in Kreutzer's Nachtlager. He has been permanently engaged there, and has attained great popularity, both on the stage as a 'lyric' tenor, and in the concert-room as an interpreter of the songs of Schubert. He came to London in 1872, and made his first appearance on May 13, at the Philarmonic, where he was favourably received in 'Dies Bildnis' (Mozart), and songs of Riedel and Rubinstein. He also sang at the Crystal Palace, etc. His daughter Minna, a pupil of Madame Marchesi, has played in Vienna and elsewhere, and is now engaged as a principal soprano at Frankfort.

[A.C.]

WALTER, John, organist of Eton College at the commencement of the 18th century, composed some church music; but his chief claim to distinction is having been the first music-master of John Weldon.

[W.W.H.]

WALTER, William Henry, born at Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A., July 1, 1825. When quite a lad he played the organ at the first Presbyterian Church, and was afterwards appointed organist at Grace Episcopal Church, Newark. At 17 he came to New York, and in 1842 became organist of Epiphany Church; then of Annunciation; and in 1847 of St. John's Chapel, Trinity parish. In 1848 he was promoted to the organ at St. Paul's Chapel, where he remained until 1856, when he was transferred to Trinity Chapel, Twenty-fifth Street, where he remained until 1869. He was appointed organist at Columbia College, New York, in 1856, and in 1864 received the honorary degree of Doctor in Music from that institution, with which he is still connected (1885). His principal works are 'Common Prayer with Ritual Song,' 'Manual of Church Music,' 'Chorals and Hymns,' 'Hymnal with Tunes, Old and New,' 'Psalm with Chants,' 'Missa in C,' and 'Missa in F,' besides a number of Anthems and Services for use in the Episcopal Church. His son,

George William, was born at New York Dec. 16, 1851; began to make melodies at the age of 3 years; played the organ at Trinity Chapel, New York, when 5; completed his musical studies under John K. Paine of Boston, and Samuel F. Warren of New York; has resided in Washington, D.C., since 1860, and in 1885 was created Doctor in Music by the Columbia University of that city. His compositions have been written more for the virtue of his profession than for performance or publication. As an organist he is chiefly known for his facility in extemporaneous performance and for his skill in registration. His musical library numbers over 5000 works.

[A.F.A.]

WALTHER, Johann, Luther's friend, and one of the earliest of the composers in the Reformed Church, was born 1496—according to his tombstone, at Gotha, near Cobt, in Thuringia; in 1524 was singer in the choir at Torgau, and in the following year Capellmeister, or 'Sängemeister,' to the Elector of Saxony. In 1548 he was sent to Dresden to organise and lead a choir of singers for Moritz of Saxony, and remained till 1555, when he returned with a pension to Torgau, and there lived till his death in 1570.

In 1524 he was called to Wittenberg by Luther to assist him in framing the German Mass. The result of this was his 'Gey-tlich Gesangk Buchleyen' for voices (1524), the earliest Protestant Hymnbook. His other works are 'Cantio Septem Vocum,' etc. (1544); 'Magnificat octo tonorum' (1557); 'Ein newes christlicher Lied' (1561); 'Ein gar schwarzer geistlicher und christlicher Bergkreyen' (1561); 'Das christlich Kinderlied Dr. Martin Luthers, Erhalt uns Herr, bei Deinem Wort ... mit etlichen lateinischen und deutschen Sängen gemehret' (1566). Other pieces are included in the collections of the Rhein and Forster, 'Monteneubers Psalmenwerk' 1538, and 'Motetten-sammlung' 1540.

[G.]

WALTHER, Johann Gottfried, a very skilful contrapuntist and famous musical lexicographer, born at Erfurt, Sept. 18, 1684; died at Weimar, March 23, 1748; was pupil of Jacob Aduing and J. Bernhard Bach in 1702; became organist of the Thomaskirche at Erfurt, and on July 29, 1707, town organist of Weimar (in succession to Heintze) and teacher of the son and daughter of the Grand Duke; and in 1720 'Hofmusician' (Court musician). Walther was a relative of J. S. Bach, and during Bach's residence in Weimar (1708-14) they became very intimate, and Bach was godfather to his eldest son. The meagre notice of Bach in Walther's Lexicon seems to show that the intimacy did not last. Mattheson's judgment of Weiber, in his Ehrenpoerte, is a very high one; he regards him as 'a second Pachelbel, if not in art the first.' In the arrangement and variation of Chorales on the organ, he certainly stands next to Bach himself. An anecdot preserved by one of Bach's sons shows that he was once able to puzzle even that great player. He printed the following pieces:—Clavier concerto without accompaniment (1741); Prelude and Fugue (1741), 4 Chorales with variations; and a mass of compositions remains in MS. in the Berlin Library and elsewhere. But Walther's most lasting work is his Dictionary—Muskalsches Lexicon oder musikalisiche Bibliothek' (Leipzig, 1733), the first to combine biography and musical subjects, a work of great accuracy and merit, and the groundwork to many a subsequent one. This work was the production of his leisure hours only. He published a first sketch of 68 pages, in 1725, under the title of 'Alte und neue musikalische Bibliothek oder musikalisches Lexikon' (Ancient and Modern Musical Library or Musical Lexicon). Walther had prepared elaborate corrections and additions for a second

1 See the instances given by Spitta, 'Bach' (Nebenheft, ii. 384.
2 Ibid. ii. 385.
edition of his great work, and after his death they were used by Gluck in the preparation of his Lexicon. They ultimately came into the possession of the 'Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde' at Vienna.

WALTZ, and WALTZ À DEUX TEMPS.
[See p. 385.]

WALTZ, GUSTAVUS, a German, who seems to have acted as Handel’s cook, and after some time to have come out as a singer. He made his first attempt on the boards as Polyphemus in Handel’s ‘Acis and Galatea,’ when it was performed as an ‘English Pastoral Opera’ under Arne, at the ‘new English theatre in the Haymarket,’ May 17, 1733, showing that his voice was a large bass. Seven years later (1739) he and Reinhold sang ‘The Lord is a man of war’ at the performance of ‘Israel in Egypt,’ their names being pencilled by Handel over the duet. He also sang Abinom in ‘Deborah,’ Abner in ‘Athaliah,’ and Saul, on the production of those oratorios. His portrait was painted by Hauck, and engraved by Muller. He is seated with a cello, a pipe, and a pot of beer on the table beside him. It now belongs to Mr. J. W. Taphouse, of Oxford, and is exhibited in the Loan Collection of the Inventions Exhibition, 1885.

Handel on one occasion, speaking to Mrs. Cibber, said of Gluck, ‘He knows no more of contrapunto than my cook Waltz.’ This very impolite speech is often ‘misquoted, and given as if Handel had said ‘no more session’; but its force as uttered is very much altered when we recall that Gluck was no contrapuntist, and that Waltz must have been a considerable musician to take such parts as he did at Handel’s own choice. [G.]

WANDA, QUEEN OF THE SAMARITANS. A romantic tragedy with songs, in 5 acts, by Zacharias Werner, with music by Rottte. Produced at the Theatre an der Wien, Vienna, March 16, 1812, and repeated five times between that and April 20. On one of these nights Beethoven was in the house. He excuses himself to the Archduke Rodolphi for not attending a summons from His Highness, on the ground that contrary to his usual custom he had not come home after noon, the lovely weather having induced him to walk the whole afternoon, and Wanda having taken him to the theatre in the evening (Thayer, III. 195.)

WANHAL—in English publications VANHALL—Johann Baptist, a contemporary of Haydn’s (1732–1809), was of Dutch extraction, but born at Neuchâtel in Bohemia May 12, 1739. His instructors were two local worthies, Kožák and Ebran, and his first instruments the organ and violin. His early years were passed in little Bohemian towns near the place of his birth. At one of these he met a good musician, who advised him to stick to the violin, and also to write for it; both which he did with great assiduity. In 1760, he went to Vienna, by the Countess Schaffgotsch, and here his real progress began; he studied (under Dittersdorf), read all the works he could get at, played incessantly, composed with great enthusiasm, and what was then thought extravaganza, and was soon taken up by many of the nobility. One of these, the Freiherr Riesch, sent him to Italy for a long journey, of which he took full advantage. On his return to Vienna he fell into a state of mental depression, which for some time affected him greatly. It was thus that Burney found him in 1772 (‘Present State,’ etc., p. 358). Life in Vienna then was very much what it was 50 years later, viz., masses and 2 requiem, 30 Salve Regina’s and 35 oratories, 1 Stabat Mater, 1 oratorio, 2 operas, and many other works. His sonatas were often met with in our grandmothers’ bound volumes, and Crotch has given two pieces in his Specimens of Music. Many of the symphonies and sonatas were produced a dozen at a time, a practice to which Beethoven gave the deathblow. They must not therefore be judged of from too serious a point of view. [G.]

WANLESS, THOMAS, Mus. Bac., was appointed organist of York Cathedral April 18, 1697, and described in the Chapter book as ‘in musicus expertus.’ He graduated at Cambridge in 1698. In 1703 he published his Ode in collection of the words of anthems sung in the Cathedral. He composed a Litany, known as ‘The York Litany,’ no two copies of which exactly agree. Dr. Jebb has printed three different versions in his ‘Choral Responses and Litany’s.’ An anthem by Wanless, ‘Awake up, my glory,’ is in the Tudway Collection (Harl. MS. 7347). He died in 1721. [W.H.W.]

WARD, JOHN, published, in 1613, ‘The First Set of English Madrigals to 3, 4, 5, and 6 parts, apt both for Viols and Voyces.’ With a Mourning Song in memory of Prince Henry; ‘Dedicated to the Honourable Gentleman and my very good Master, Sir Henry Fanshawe, Knight; one madrigal in which, ‘Die not, fond man, is still well known to members of madrigal societies. He was one of the contributors to Leighton’s ‘Tears or Lamentations,’ 1614. An
Evening Service and two anthems by him were printed in Barnard's Church Music, 1641, and an incomplete score of the Service and three anthems, including the two printed, are contained in Barnard's MS. collections. Nothing is known of his biography beyond the fact that he died before 1641.  

WARING, WILLIAM, translator of Rousseau's Dictionnaire de Musique—a Complete Dictionary of Music, consisting of a copious explanation of all the words necessary to a true knowledge and understanding of Music. London, 1770. 8vo.

In the 2nd edition (without date) Waring's name as translator was added to the title.

WARNOTs, HENRY, born July 11, 1832, at Brussels, was taught music first by his father, and in 1849 became a pupil at the Brussels Conservatoire, in harmony, pianoforte-playing, and singing. In 1856 he appeared in opera at Liége as a light tenor, and was engaged for a short period at the Opéra Comique, Paris. His next sang at Strassburg, and on Jan. 24, 1865, an operetta of his composition, 'Une Heure du Mariage,' was performed there. In 1867 he was engaged at the National Theatre, Brussels, and in October sang in Flemish the hero's part in De Miry's 'Frantz Ackermann.' In December of the same year he obtained a professorship at the Conservatoire, and retired from the stage. In 1869 he was appointed Director of the orchestra of the Brussels City Musical Society, and in 1870 he founded a school of music at St. Josse-ten-Noode-Schaerbeek, a suburb of Brussels, and of which he is still Director. In addition to the operetta, M. Warnot has composed a patriotic cantata performed in 1867 at Ghent. His daughter and pupil, 

ELLY WARNOT, born 1857, at Liége, made her début in 1873, at the Théâtre de la Monnaie, Brussels. In 1874 she was engaged at the Opéra at Pergola, Florence, and on May 17 of the same year made her first appearance in England at the Royal Italian Opera, as Marguerite de Valois, in the Huguenots. During the season she also played the part of the same Queen in Hérod's Pré aux Cleres, and was favourably received. Since then Miss Warnot has been frequently heard at the Philharmonic Concerts, at the Crystal Palace, and elsewhere.  

WARREN, JOSEPH, born in London March 20, 1804, in early life commenced the study of the violin, which he gave up for the pianoforte and organ. In 1833 he became organist of St. Mary's (Roman Catholic) Chapel, Chelsea, and composed some masses for its service. He was author of 'Hints to Young Composers,' 'Hints to Young Organists,' 'Guide to Singers,' and other similar works, and editor of Hilton's 'Ayres, or Fs las,' for three voices (for the Musical Antiquarian Society), an English version of Beethoven's 'Christus am Oelberge,' Boyce's 'Cathedral Music,' for which he wrote new biographies of the composers, including, in most cases, exhaustive lists of their compositions, and many other works. He died at Beulay, Kent, March 8, 1881. He was an able musical antiquary, and the possessor of an extensive musical library, the greater portion of which he disposed of, piecemeal, during his latter years.  

WARTEL, PIERRE FRANÇOIS, born April 4, 1806, at Versailles. From 1823 to 1828 he was a pupil in Choron's School of Music, and afterwards at the Conservatoire under Baudelair and Nourrit, where he obtained a first prize for singing. From 1831 to 1846 he played small tenor parts at the Grand Opéra. He afterwards sang with success in Germany, but on his return to Paris devoted himself entirely to teaching. He was considered one of the best teachers of the day, and among his pupils must be named Christine Nilsson, Trebelli, Mile. Hisson (Grand Opéra), etc. M. Wartel has another claim for distinction, as having introduced into France and popularised Schubert's songs. Indeed it was he who drew the attention of the Viennese to them in 1842, at a time when Schubert was completely eclipsed by Proch, Hackel, etc., and an occasional performance of the Wanderer was the only sign of his existence (Hanslick, Concert-wesen, 346). Wartel's wife, 

ATALA-THERESE-ANNETTE, née Adrien, was born July 3, 1814. Her father was violinist at the Grand Opéra, and leader of the Conservatoire band. She received instruction in music at the Conservatoire, was appointed companionist there, and in 1831 obtained a professorship, which she resigned in 1838. She was the first female instrumentalist ever engaged at the Société des Concerts. In 1859 she visited England with her husband, and gave a concert at the house of Mr. Grote, where she played Mendelssohn's Pianoforte Trio in D minor with Joachim and Patti. She composed Studies and other works, including her Lessons on the Pianoforte Sonatas of Beethoven and Mendelssohn. Their son Émile, was engaged for many years at the Théâtre Lyrique, but has since then established a vocal school of his own.  

WARWICK, THOMAS, of the family of Warwick, or Warthwyke, of Warwicke, Cumberland, was, in 1625, a musician for the lute to Charles I. On July 1 in the same year he was sworn organist of the Chapel Royal in the place of Orlando Gibbons. On March 29, 1630, he was mulcted of a month's salary 'because he presumed to play verses one the organ at service tyme, beinge formerly inhibited by the Deane from doinge the same, by reason of his insufficieny for that solennye service.' Anthony Wood says he was organist of Westminster Abbey, but there is no evidence to support the assertion. He is said to have composed a song in 40 parts performed before Charles I. about 1635. He was a commissioner for granting dispensations to convert arable land into pasture. His name last occurs in 1641 in a warrant for exempting the king's musicians from payment of subsidies. His son, Sir Philip Warwick, was Secretary to the Treasury. temp. Car. II.  

[CH.]
WASIELEWSKY, Joseph W. von, author, violin-player and conductor, born June 17, 1822, at Gross Lessen, near Danzig. His parents were both capable musicians, and his father taught him the violin at an early age, and urged the study of it upon him and his two elder brothers. Joseph repeatedly endeavoured to be allowed to take music as his profession; but it was not till April 3, 1843, that his wish was gratified by entering the Conservatorium at Leipzig under Mendelssohn's personal teaching. Other branches he learned under David and Hauptmann, and remained in the Conservatorium till Easter, 1845. He then played in the orchestras of the theatre, the Gewandhaus, and the Euterpe concerts, till 1850, when he left for Düsseldorf at the invitation of Schumann, and remained there for two years. In May, 1852, he removed to Bonn, and became conductor of the 'Concordia,' the Gesangverein, and the 'Beethoven-Verein.' After three years he exchanged this for Dresden. In 1869 he was recalled to Bonn by the death of the director, and in 1858 he published his biography of Schumann (2nd and 3rd edn., 1869 and 1880); in 1869 his excellent book on the Violin and its Masters (Breitkopf & Hartel); in 1874 'Die Violine im 17 Jahrhundert,' etc. (Bonn); and 'History of Instrumental Music in the 16th Century' (Berlin). He has a decoration from the Duke of Meiningen (1871), and is a royal music-director (1873), and a member of the 'Accademia filarmonica' at Bologna. [G.]

WATER CARRIER, THE, the English version of Cherubini's 'Les deux Journées.' It was produced in a very mutilated state in London in 1867 as 'The Escapes, or the Water Carrier,' and again at Covent Garden, Nov. 12, 1874, 'with the overture and all the music.' On Oct. 27, 1875, it was again produced, by Carl Rosa, at the Princess's Theatre, London, complete, with Mr. Santley as Michel. [G.]

WATER MUSIC, THE. A series of Instrumental Movements composed by Handel.

On his return from Italy, in 1710, Handel was presented to the Elector of Hanover by Steffani, through whom he obtained the appointment of Kapellmeister at the Electoral Court, with leave of absence for a visit to England. He returned in June, 1712; and, in 1713 obtained permission to make a second visit 'on condition that he engaged to return within a reasonable time.' This he interpreted so liberally, that he was still busy in London when the Elector arrived there, under the title of King George I., Sept. 20, 1714. It was impossible for him to present himself at Court after such a dereliction of duty; but his friends, Baron Kielmansegge and the Earl of Burlington, procured his restoration to favour. By their advice, he wrote a Suite of Movements for two Solo Violins, Flute, Flacello, two Harps, a Bassoon, two Horns, two Trumpets, and Stringed Orchestra; and had them played, under his own direction, on Aug. 22, 1715, upon a boat, in which he followed the Royal Barque on its return from Limehouse to Whitehall. The King was delighted with the music and enquired the name of the composer. Baron Kielmansegge made good use of the opportunity, and so far appeased the King's resentment, that he not only restored Handel to favour, but accorded him a pension of £200 a year, in addition to one of equal amount previously granted to him by Queen Anne. We owe this account to Mainwaring. Hawkins asserts that the pension was not granted till Handel's appearance at Court with Geminiani. The date rests on the authority of Malcolm, who also tells us that a similar excursion took place, July 17, 1717, when the Royal Family proceeded by water to a supper-party, given by Lady Catharine Jones, at the house of the late Lord Ranelagh, at Chelsea; and that Handel directed the orchestra with such success that the King commanded the whole of the music to be thrice repeated. As no second collection of 'Water Music' is known to be in existence, we are driven to the supposition that the compositions of 1715 were repeated in 1717. Dr. Chrysander is of opinion that the first performance took place in 1717; but the earlier date has always been accepted, and it is certain that Handel was reconciled to the King long before 1717.

The Water Music consists of twenty-one Movements, disposed in the following order:

1. Overture (Introduction and Fugue in F).
2. Adagio.
4. Andante.
5. A Movement ( Allegro ) in Triple Time.
6. Air, in G.
8. Bourre (etc.).
9. Hornpipe in 3-2 Time.
10. A Movement ( Allegro ) in D Minor.
11. A Movement ( Allegro ) in D Major.
12. A Movement ( Allegro ) in 3-2 Time.
14. Aria, in G.
15. Lament.
17. Menuet.
18. Menuet.
19. A Movement ( Allegro ) in C Minor.

The original autograph has disappeared; but two Movements, undated, and differing considerably from the printed copies, will be found in Add. MSS. 30, 310, Brit. Mus. The earliest printed edition is that of Walsh, published in 1740.

The Water Music arranged for the piano was once a favourite piece with amateurs, and many still living must recall hearing its spirited and rhythmical strains in their childhood. [W.F.S.K.]
WALTZ. The origin of the Waltz is wrapped in even more obscurity than is usually the case with the best-known dances. The immense popularity which it has achieved in the 19th century—a popularity which has had the effect of almost banishing every other dance—has given rise to a dispute as to the historical genesis of the Waltz, into which national antipathies have to a certain extent entered. It would have been thought that French writers could not ignore the evidence of a German origin given by the name Waltz, derived from Waltze, to turn; but in the face of the etymology of the word an ingenious theory has been invented by which it is sought to prove that the dance and the name were originally borrowed by Germany from France, and then reintroduced, as a foreign invention, from the former to the latter country.

This theory apparently was first propounded by Castel Blaze, and has been adopted by Fétis, Litré, and Larousse. The French account of the origin of the Waltz is that the dance is a descendant of the Volta—known to the Elizabethans as Volta—a dance described by Thoinot Arbeau in his Orchesographie, and said to have been a native of Provence, whence it was introduced into Paris under Louis VII. It remained in fashion up to the 16th century, at which period it was (according to Larousse) introduced into Germany, the name Volta being changed into Walzer. The obvious Italian origin of the word ‘volta’ has been overlooked by the French writers. The German authorities, on the other hand, trace the Waltz back to the Drehtanz, or turning dance, a modification of the old form of dances which (like the English country dances) were danced by couples standing face to face, or holding one another by one hand only.

Great confusion exists in the German accounts of these early dances. The Volta, the Langaus, and the Allemande are all mentioned as being the ancestors of the Waltz, but none of these seems to be satisfactorily connected with the modern dance. That the Volta and the Spring-tanz were identical seems pretty certain: in both the indecency of the performance seems to have been a characteristic feature, as a comparison of the descriptions in Thoinot Arbeau's Orchesographie and Johann von Münster's 'Traktat vom ungotteslichen Tanz' (1594) clearly shows; but this feature is different from that which was held up to reprobation in the Waltz in later days by Lord Byron and other English writers on its introduction into England. The German dances, like the French, in the 15th and 16th centuries, were either of a solemn or slow character, or consisted in unceasing leaps and jumping; as Chapman in his 'Alphonsus Emperour of Germany' makes one of his characters say:—

We Germans have no changes in our dances.
An Almain and an upspring that is all.

In course of time the latter became so objectionable that it was not only preached and written against, but was made the subject of local edicts, notably in the towns of Nürnberg, Amberg, and Meissen. The Almain or Allemande was intro-

duced into France after the conquest of Alsace by Louis XIV., but the dance had nothing in common with the modern Waltz, and the Spring-tanz, which, as has been mentioned, was identical with the Volta, no longer occurs in the 17th and 18th centuries. This break in the imaginary genealogy of the Waltz has not been made clear by the writers who have treated the subject. It is generally admitted that the modern dance first made its appearance about the year 1780, and the only attempt at connecting the old and the new dances is the suggestion that because the song 'Ach du lieber Augustin' (which was one of the first tunes to which Waltzes were danced) was addressed to a wandering musician who lived in 1670, therefore the modern dance was contemporary with the tune. The attempts at tracing the Waltz from such a widely spread dance as the Volta or Spring-tanz have led to further confusion with regard to the humble Ländler or Schleifer, which is its real ancestor. That it springs from a class of country dances, and not from the ancient stock of the Volta, must be obvious upon many grounds. The dance itself is first heard of in Bohemia, Austria, and Bavaria in the latter part of the 18th century: in Bohemia it seems first to have become fashionable, since on March 18, 1785, it was forbidden by an Imperial edict as 'sowohl der Gesundheit schädlich, als auch der Stände halber sehr gefährlich,' in spite of which it found its way to Vienna, and was danced in the finale to Act ii. of Vicente Martín y Solara's 'Una Cosa rara' by four of the principal characters (Lubino, Tita, Chitz, and Lilla). On its first appearance in Vienna the music of the Waltz was played quite slowly: the tempo in Martin's opera is marked Andante con moto, but in Vienna the character of the dance was changed, and a Geschwindwalzer was introduced which finally led to a Galoppwalzer in 2-4 time. But in spite of the changes that the dance underwent, what it was originally like can still be seen at any Austrian or Bavarian village festival at the present day, where it will be found, perhaps called a Ländler or Schleifer, or some other local name, but still danced to the old slow rhythms which were imitated by Mozart, Beethoven, and (to a less degree) Schubert, in their Waltzes written for the Viennese in the early days of the dance's fashionable career. Crabb Robinson's account of the manner in which he saw it danced at Frankfort in 1806 is interesting. 'The man places the palms of his hands gently against the sides of his partner, not far from the arm-pits. His partner does the same, and instantly with as much velocity as possible they turn round, and at the same time gradually glide round the room.'

In England the name and the tune of the dance made their first appearance about the year 1797. The collection of Preston's Country Dances published at that date contains 'the new German Waltz' and 'the Princess of Wales's Waltz,' both of which are real Waltz tunes, though how different the dances were may be gathered from

1 Diary, 570.
the directions for dancing the former: 'Set and hands across and back again, lead down the middle up again to the top, turn your partner with the right hand quite round, then with the left, hands round at bottom right and left.' The same collection also contains a dance called 'Miss Simpson's Waltz,' the tune of which is written in common time. It was not until 1812 that the dance in its modern form made its appearance in England, when it was greeted with a storm of abuse as 'a fiend of German birth,' 'despicable of grace, delicacy, and propriety,' a 'disgusting practice,' and called forth a savage attack from Lord Byron. In spite of this reception it seems to have won a speedy victory, and is at the present day certainly more in favour than ever. In France the waltz made its appearance during the war with Germany (1792-1801) which ended with the Peace of Lunéville, after which it was said that the Germans had ceded even their national dance to the French. It was first danced at the opera in Gardel's ball 'Le Dansemanie' (1800), for which Mme. Meher wrote the music. Beyond the changes introduced in Vienna by Schubert, Strauss, etc., and adopted all over Europe, the form of the dance has not undergone any material alteration in France, though it was probably there that the so-called 'Valse à deux temps' (i.e. a faster form of the dance, containing six steps to every two of the waltz 'à trois temps') was first introduced towards the middle of the century.

The music of the waltz originally consisted of two sections, each consisting of 8 bars in 3-4 or 3-8 time. Good examples of these primitive forms will be found in Beethoven's and Mozart's Deutsche Tanze. The next development of the music was the stringing together of several of these 16-bar waltzes, and the addition of trion, and a coda. This was first effected by Hummel in a waltz in 9 numbers, which he wrote in 1808 for the opening of the Apollo Saal in Vienna, but this isolated example had much influence upon the development of the waltz, since it is not until the time of Schubert that it possesses any intrinsic musical value. The dances of this composer form really the basis of modern waltz music. Though in the main they adhere to the old 16-bar form, yet the beginnings of development are apparent in them, not only in their immense musical superiority to any of their predecessors, but also in the numerous extensions and improvements of the original form which are to be found in them, and which have since become the commonplaces of every writer of dance music. For instance, in op. 56, Waltz No. 15, instead of having an 8-bar phrase repeated in each section, has two sections of 16 bars each. The next number (16) has two introductory bars of bass solo before the 16-bar melody begins—a device which is nowadays too familiar to be noticed, though when Schubert wrote it was probably absolutely novel. A careful analysis of these beautiful compositions would probably reveal many such points of departure; indeed, in comparing them with the works of his contemporaries, such as Lanner and the elder Strauss, it is extraordinary to find how Schubert anticipated their effects. But if Schubert had so great an influence on the Viennese school of dance composers, it is to Weber that the waltz owes what, musically speaking, is its most important development. The composition of the 'Auforderung zum Tanz' marks the adoption of the waltz-form into the sphere of absolute music, and prepared the way for the creation of piano-forte and vocal waltzes, not intended as accompaniments to dancing, the best examples of which are the waltzes of Chopin and Rubinstein, though this form of composition has been adopted by many writers of 'brilliant' music. Of late years a tendency has shown itself to revert to what may be called the Schubert type of waltz. To this class belong the waltzes of Brahms, Kieli, and other modern German composers. Brahms indeed may be said to have introduced a new class in his 'Liebeslieder' for piano-forte and vocal quartet; but the original type of these is the same as Schubert's dances.

In the early part of the present century the composition of waltzes for dancing was almost entirely in the hands of the Viennese composers. Johann Strauss the elder introduced the habit of giving names to waltzes, and it was at Vienna, under the Strauss family, Lanner, Labitzky, and Gungl, that the waltz became fixed in the form in which we now know it, i.e. an introduction generally in a slow tempo, foreshadowing the principal motive of the composition, and followed by five or six separate waltzes ending with a coda recapitulating the best numbers. Vienna has, moreover, always preserved the tradition of playing what a modern writer aptly describes as 'those irresistible waltzes that first catch the ear, and then curl round the heart, till on a sudden they invade and will have the legs.' France has produced a few good waltzes, but more for opera or vocal purposes than for dancing, while England is very far below either country in compositions of this kind. The waltzes which achieve ephemeral popularity in England are generally beneath contempt as music, and as accompaniments to dancing are a long way behind the productions of Vienna.

With regard to the tempo of a waltz no strict rule can be given. In England the time at which waltzes are played and danced differs almost from year to year according to what is supposed to be 'the fashion.' The Viennese tradition of introducing rallentandos and accelerandos into waltzes, charming though it is to a musician, has never been caught by any English conductor of dance music, and probably would be found impracticable in England, where dancers may be seen exhibiting their lack of the sense of time and rhythm by waltzing to the music of a polka. Cellarius gives the proper tempo of a waltz 'à trois temps' as $\frac{3}{4}$, and 'à deux temps' as $\frac{2}{3}$.  

1 'The Waltz: an apocryphal hymn'; published 1828.
WATSON.

WATSON, THOMAS, put forth in 1592. 'The first sett of Italian Madrigalls Englished, not to the sense of the original ditty, but after the manner of the Nones.' By Thomas Watson. There are also here inserted two excellent Madrigalls of Master William Byrd's composed after the Italian vaine at the request of the sayd Thomas Watson.' It is dedicated in a Latin metrical epistle to Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, and there is a similar epistle addressed to Luca Marenzio, the celebrated Italian madrigal composer, from whose works 23 of the 28 madrigals included in the publication were taken. Many of these madrigals are still well known. Watson is conjectured to have been identical with Thomas Watson, a native of London, who after studying poetry for some time at Oxford, returned to London to study law, and died about 1592. A collection of sonnets by him entitled 'Hecatopathsia, or Passionate Centuries of Love,' was licensed in 1581, and some poems by him were inserted in the collection called 'England's Helicon,' 1614. [W.H.H.]

WEBBE, SAMUEL, born in 1740 in Minories, was the son of a Government officer, who died suddenly, leaving his family in straitened circumstances. He was therefore, at 11 years of age, apprenticed to a cabinet-maker, but upon the expiration of his time quitted that calling and commenced the study of music under Barband, organist of the Bavarian ambassador's chapel. He also studied the Latin, French, and Italian languages. He first appeared as a composer about 1763, devoting himself chiefly to the production of unaccompanied vocal music. In 1766 the Catch Club awarded him a prize medal for his 'O that I had wings,' and in subsequent years 26 other medals for the following compositions:—'The man and the woman, catch, 1767; 'From everlasting,' canon, and 'A generous friendship,' glee, 1768; 'Alzate O porto,' canon, 1770; 'Iddio i quel che mi cinga,' canon, 1771; 'Discord, dire sister,' glee, 1772; 'To the old, long life,' catch, and 'Who can express,' canon, 1774; 'Now I'm prepared,' glee, 1775; 'You gave me your heart,' and 'Tis beauty calls,' glee, 1775; 'Glory be to the Father,' canon, and 'Rise, my joy,' glee, 1777; 'Great Bacchus,' and 'Hail, me hic,' glee, 1778; 'Neighbours, come,' catch, and 'O all ye works,' canon, 1781; 'My Lady Rantum,' catch, 1782; 'To Thee all angels,' canon, 1783; 'When youthful Harriet,' catch, and 'The fragrant painting,' glee, 1784; 'O Lord, shew Thy mercy,' canon, and 'Swiftly from the mountain's brow,' glee, 1785; 'Juliet is pretty,' catch, and 'Non fidi al mar,' glee, 1790; and 'Tell me,' catch, 1794. More than half of these compositions are of catchs and canons that have now nearly passed into oblivion, and but three of these glee can be ranked among Webbe's best. His finest works,—his glee 'When winds breathe soft,' 'The mighty conqueror,' 'Come live with me,' 'Thy voice, O Harmony,' 'To me the wanton girls,' and 'Hence, all ye vain delights,' and his catchs, 'Dear father, the girl you desire me in marriage,' and 'Would you know my Celia's charms,'—are not to be found in the list of his prize compositions. On the death of Thomas Warren Horne in 1784 he became secretary to the Catch Club, and held the office until his death. On the establishment of the Glee Club in 1787 he became its librarian, and wrote and composed for it his glee 'Glorious Apollo,' which during the whole existence of the club enjoyed the distinction of being the first glee performed at every meeting. He was also organist of the chapel of the Sardinian embassy. He published in 1793 'A Collection of Motetts or Antiphons,' and 'A Collection of Masses for small choirs,' principally composed by himself. He published at various periods, commencing 1764, nine books of glee, etc., which were subsequently republished with additions in 3 vols. folio. 25 glee, 26 catches, and 9 canons by him are included in Warren's collections. He also composed several excellent songs, of which 'The Mansion of Peace' enjoyed a long-continued popularity. He died at his chambers in Gray's Inn, May 25, 1816, and was buried in Old St. Pancras churchyard. William Linley wrote an ode upon his death for the best setting of which a prize was offered. Seven competitors entered the lists, viz. William Beale, Lord Burghersh, James (?) Elliott, C. S. Evans, William Hawes, William Knuyt, and William Linley; the prize being won by Evans. Webbe stands in the foremost rank of glee-writers, and his works will maintain their position as long as a taste for that style of composition shall endure. As a man he was much beloved and respected for his social virtues.

SAMUEL WEBBE, jun., his eldest son, was born in London about 1770. He studied principally under his father and became a good pianist and organist. Like his father he early devoted himself to the practice of vocal composition, and in 1794 obtained from the Catch Club prizes for a catch, 'Ah Friendship,' and a canon, 'Resonate Jovem,' and in 1795 for a canon, 'Come follow me.' About 1798 he settled in Liverpool and became organist of the Unitarian Chapel, Paradise Street. About 1817 he returned to London and joined Logier in teaching on the latter's system, and became organist of the Spanish ambassador's chapel. Some years afterwards he again settled in Liverpool, where he became successively organist of St. Nicholas Church and of St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Chapel, Toxteth Park. He composed many glee possessing great merit (among which 'Come away, Death,' is conspicuous), songs, motets, etc. He edited the collection of glee, etc., entitled 'Convito Armonico.' He died Nov. 25, 1843. [W.H.H.]

WEBER, CARL MARIA FRIEDRICH ERNST, FREIHERR VON, was one of those musicians in whose family music was long an hereditary gift. As far as we know, there is but one German musician with a musical pedigree longer and more widely spread than Weber's—Sebastian Bach. Like Bach too, Weber touched the highest point in the special branch cultivated
by previous generations on both sides. With Bach this was Protestant church music in its noblest form, with Weber, national opera in its most brilliant if not its most perfect development. The earliest known member of the family, Johann Baptist, a man of property in Lower Austria during the latter half of the 16th century, was made Freiherr by the Emperor Ferdinand II in 1632. The family was, and still is, Roman Catholic. We know nothing of Johann Baptist's musical tastes or faculties, but his younger brother, Joseph Franz Xavier, apparently living in Upper Swabia, is said to have been a great amateur of music and the drama. The title of the elder brother was not transmitted till 1738, and of the younger one's descendants, one, Fridolin, is in the service of Freiherr von Schönau-Zella, near Freiburg im Breisgau, in the 18th century, and died in 1754. He was passionately devoted to music—sang, and played the violin and organ. Of his two sons, the elder, also a Fridolin (and also a singer and violin player) became the father of Mozart's wife, who is as hardly known, she and in a still greater degree her sisters, Josephina, Aloysia, and Sophie, were excellent, and almost distinguished singers. Constance's father succeeded his father as manager of the Schönau-Zella estates, and apparently dropped the 1720, which was not borne by Mozart's wife.

His younger brother, Franz Anton von Weber, born 1734, became the father of Carl Maria, who was thus connected by marriage with Mozart. Franz Anton must have been a violinist of more than common ability, as we find him included, by those qualified to speak, amongst the most distinguished viola players of the time. He was also a virtuoso on the double-bass. He took military service with the Elector Palatine, Carl Theodore, at Mannheim, on the understanding that he was to assist in the celebrated court band. He fought against Frederick the Great at Rossbach (1756) and was slightly wounded, after which he left the army, and entered the service of the Elector of Trier, and Augustus of Cologne. In 1758 he became Steward to the Prince-Bishop, and Court-Counsellor at Steuerwald, near Hildesheim. His devotion to music, which was such that he would even play the violin while walking in the fields with his family, caused him to neglect the duties of his office, and he was deprived of it. From 1758 to 1773 he lived at Hildesheim as an ordinary citizen, and there decided, despite his age and numerous family, on becoming a practical musician. He appears to have started on a tour as a viola-player, and then settled in Lübeck, where he published 'Lieder mit Melodien fürs Clavier' (1774), compositions apparently without talent, as they were noticed nine years after. In 1778 he was musical director of the theatre at Lübeck, and from 1779 to 83 Capellmeister to the Prince-Bishop of Eutin. In 1784 he went to Vienna, made acquaintance with Joseph Haydn, and entrusted to him his two eldest sons, Frize and Edmund, both of whom showed talent for music [see vol. i. p. 208 &.] In 1785 he married again in Vienna, returned to Eutin, and undertook the post of director of the town-band.

At Eutin was born in 1786 the first child of his second marriage, Carl Maria von Weber. His birthday was most likely Dec. 15, but there is no absolute certainty of the fact. The father had always longed to have a child that should turn out a prodigy, such as Mozart had been. All his children, daughters as well as sons, showed talent for music and the stage, and his two eldest sons became really good musicians. Haydn was specially attached to Edmund, and wrote in his album:

'Pears God, love thy neighbour, and thy Master Joseph Haydn who loves thee heartily.'

Estates Day, May 22, 1788.

But Franz Anton could not disguise from himself that so far none of his children surpassed mediocrity, and he was all the more anxious to discern in Carl Maria talent of a higher order. Inconstant by nature, his character was an odd mixture of vanity and a pretentious vein of comedy with the most brilliant and versatile gifts, forming a most unsatisfactory whole. Such a disposition was little adapted to the training of a gifted child. Carl Maria was early set to learn music, principally under his father, who after all was but an amateur. The talent, so ardently longed for, however, would not appear in the delicate, nervous child. There is a tradition that after taking great pains with him in vain, his elder brother Fritz exclaimed on one occasion, 'Carl, you may become anything else you like, but a musician you never will be.' The father now tried him with the plastic arts, and put him to drawing, painting in oil, pastel, and encaustic. Weber, in his autobiography, says that he followed this endeavor without much success, but the specimens preserved in the family show nothing beyond a certain manual dexterity, with no sign of real talent.

His father had left Eutin in 1787, and was leading a restless life as director of a dramatic troupe mainly consisting of his own grown-up children. During the next few years he is to be found in Vienna, Cassel, Meiningen, Nuremberg, Erlangen, and Augsburg. Bad as the influence of this roving life must have been on the whole, it had its advantages for Carl Maria in the special line to which he was to devote himself, for he may be said to have grown up behind the scenes. From his childhood he was at home in the stage-world as none of cantata 'Das Lob Gottes in der Natur,' and pieces for the violin, both in MS.

* O. F. Pohl's Joseph Haydn, ii. 204. The general opinion of Edmund von Weber is somewhat opposed to Spohr's judgment on making his acquaintance in Bern in 1788. He says 'he is said to be a good theoretical musician; as a violinist and conductor he is weak,' Spohr's Selbstbiographie, i. 293.

* Weber's Litterarische Arbeiten, 178. (Leipzig, 1880.)
the great opera-composers have been—not even Mozart. That instinct for the stage, so obvious in all his dramatic conceptions, and so unfortunately absent in most of our German opera-composers, no doubt sprang from these early impressions. In 1794, the father being at Weimar with his family, Carl Maria's mother, Gertrud, there heard a singer at the theatre under Goethe's direction, and appeared, on June 16, as Constanze in Mozart's 'Entführung.' The engagement was however cancelled in September, and Franz Anton left Weimar, to his subsequent regret.1 He went, it appears, to Erlangen, and in 1796 to Hildburghausen. There the boy of nine found his first scientific and competent teacher in Heuschkel, an eminent oboist, a solid pianist and organist, and a composer who thoroughly understood his art. A pianoforte piece by him on the chorale 'Vom Himmel hoch,' a copy of which is in the writer's possession, shows little fancy, but a complete mastery of the technique of composition. It is impossible to state with certainty the method on which Heuschkel had formed himself as a pianist, but it was probably Emanuel Bach's. He had a gift for teaching, and being still young (born 1773), took a personal interest in his pupil. Carl Maria did not at first like the hard, dry, studies to which his teacher inexorably bound him, but he soon found that he was making progress, and the father at last beheld with astonishment the dawn of that genuine musical talent which he had himself tried in vain to evoke. Weber never forgot what he owed to Heuschkel. In his autobiographical sketch, written in 1818, he says that from him he had received the best possible, indeed the only true, foundation for a style of pianoforte playing, at once powerful, expressive, and full of character, especially the equal cultivation of the two hands. Heuschkel on his part followed with justifiable pride the subsequent triumphs of his pupil, and one of his published compositions is a piece for wind-instruments on themes from Rossini's 'Semiramide,' and Weber's 'Euryanthe' (Schott).

Unfortunately this instruction lasted but a short time, as Franz Anton moved on in the autumn with his company to Salzburg. Here there was a training-school for chorister-boys, similar to St. Stephen's Cantorei in Vienna, in which the brothers, Joseph and Michael Haydn, were educated. Michael Haydn had been in the service of the Archbishop of Salzburg since 1763, first as Concertmeister, and afterwards Cathedral organist also. One of his duties was to teach singing to the choristers, among whom the young Weber soon found a place, specially exciting the attention of Haydn. He asked him to his house, and set him to play a concerto of Kozeluch's, which he had studied with Heuschkel, and other pieces, including a recitative from Graun's 'Tod Jesu.' The upshot was that after repeated requests from the father he consented to give the gratuitous instruction in composition.

Michael Haydn has been somewhat hardly dealt with as a composer. His talent was considerable, and had been thoroughly cultivated, although he had not the genius of his elder brother. As a teacher he met a fact of his age, sixty, put him at too great a distance from his eleven-year-old pupil for anything like the same results as had been obtained with Heuschkel. Still he seems to have been satisfied with six fuguetas, composed apparently under his own eye, and the proud father had them printed in score. The dedication, showing evident traces of the father's hand, runs, 'To Herr Edmund von Weber, my beloved brother in Hessen-Cassel. To you as connoisseur, as musician, as teacher, and more than all as my father, these firstfruits of his musical labours are dedicated, in the eleventh year of his age, by your tenderly loving brother, Karl Maria von Weber, Salzburg, Sept. 1, 1798.'2 Carl Maria's mother had died on March 13, of consumption, and her death perhaps occasioned a trip to Vienna in April, on which Carl Maria accompanied his father. Here they heard the 'Creation' (April 29 or 30), and probably entered into personal relations with Haydn. Immediately after his return, in the beginning of July at the latest, the father began to talk of leaving Salzburg, for, 'one cannot exist under this hierarchy,' and in the autumn they all moved to Munich. As the lessons in composition from Michael Haydn only began in January 1798, they cannot have lasted more than six months. Franz Anton had gradually tired of his stage-managing. 'I have bid good-bye to the good old theatre' he writes,3 and have returned, though without pay, to my old military life.' This consisted in his adoption of the title of Major, to which he had no sort of right. In Munich Carl Maria had two new teachers, the singer Wallfuss (Italianised into Valesi) and Johann Nepomuck Kalcher, afterwards court-organist. With the latter he made more progress in composition than with Michael Haydn, and always retained a grateful recollection of him. He soon began to play at concerts with success. Under Kalcher's eye he wrote his first opera, 'Die Macht der Liebe und des Weins,' a mass, PF. sonatas, and variations, violin trios, and songs; but the MSS. have all disappeared; apparently he burnt them himself.4 One work of this time has survived, a set of variations for PF. (op. 2), dedicated to Kalcher, and specially interesting as lithographed by himself. He had been led to this kind of work by


2 M. M. von Weber, i, 41, and elsewhere, thinks his father made him out intentionally a year younger than he was, but of this piece of dishonesty he may be acquitted. The careless mistake of speaking of a person as of the age of the current year instead of that of the year last completed is very frequent in German. The expression 'in the eleventh year of his age,' may well have meant the same as eleven years old.

3 January 10, 1799, to Hoffmannsreth Kirn bei Salzm. 4 M. von Weber, i, 49, etc., says that they were accidentally destroyed in Kalcher's house, and Konwitschny (Bieder, 'Ana. Konwitschny,' ii, 134: Leipzig, Weigel, 1866) and M. Marx in the 'Neue Berliner Musikzeitung' (v. 1875, No. 1, etc.)
by his acquaintance with Aloys Senefelder, the inventor of lithography, in whose shop he frequently occupied himself, even imagining that he had discovered some improvements in the method of mechanical reproduction. Indeed, his interest in lithography became so keen, that for a time he neglected composition. The father, always restless and whimsical, thought of carrying out the new discovery on a large scale, and it was decided to move to Freiberg in Saxony, where the necessary materials were more easily procurable. The plan was carried into effect in 1800, Carl Maria giving concerts on the way with success at Leipzic and other towns in Central Germany. Arrived in Freiberg he speedily lost his interest in lithography, partly owing to an opening which occurred for producing a dramatic work. The large and well-selected company of Ritter von Steinsberg, whom the Webers had met before, had been playing there since the summer. Steinsberg had written an opera-book, 'Das Waldmädchen,' which he handed over to Carl Maria, then just thirteen, and the first performance took place on Nov. 24. Public expectation had been roused to a high pitch by Franz Anton's manoeuvres, and seems to have been barely satisfied by the result. Two Freiberg musicians entered into a newspaper correspondence with the composer, whose pen was obviously guided by his father, for the intemperate, impertinent, tone of the letters is wholly unlike anything in Carl Maria's character. The opera succeeded better at Chemnitz (Dec. 5, 1800), and was evidently appreciated in Vienna (Leopoldstadt Theatre, 1802), where it was given eight times during the month of December. It was also performed at Prague, and even in St. Petersburg, but negotiations with Weimar fell through. Carl Maria was quite aware afterwards of the small value of this youthful work. In his autobiographical sketches, he calls it 'a very immature production, not perhaps without occasional marks of invention, the second act of which I wrote in ten days,' adding, 'this was one of the many unhappy consequences of the marvellous tales of the great masters, which made so great an impression on my juvenile mind, and which I tried to imitate.' Freiberg in its turn was abandoned, possibly towards the end of 1802, certainly by the beginning of 1801. The last we hear of him there is that he wrote on Dec. 9 to Artaria of Vienna offering him his lithographic invention, the advantages of which were, in his own words, '1. I can engrave music on stone in a manner quite equal to the finest English copper-plate engraving, as the enclosed specimens will show. 2. One workman can complete from two to three plates a day in winter, and from three to four in summer when the days are longer. 3. A plate can be used again, by which I mean entirely erased, over thirty times. 4. Two men can take as many thousand impressions a week as in common printing. 5. One hundred thalers will cover the whole outfit for machinery.' He also offered the Viennese publishers several compositions for strings and for piano. Artaria took no notice of the letter. After this the father and son seem to have made some stay in Chemnitz, as we have letters from the former there dated April 24, and May 17, 1801. By November they were again in Salzburg, where Carl Maria composed the opera 'Peter Schollm und seine Nachbarn,' produced in Augsburg (probably in 1803) without any special success. In a letter of Nov. 25, 1801, Carl Maria calls himself a pupil of Michael Haydn, 'and of several other great masters in Munich, Dresden, Prague, and Vienna,' but who these masters were has not been ascertained. As far as Vienna, Prague, and Dresden are concerned, it can refer only to short temporary relations with musicians, as up to this time no stay had been made in any of these places. The passage however is fresh evidence of the continual restlessness in which Weber's youth was passed. In the summer of 1802 he went with his father to North Germany, and in October paid a fortnight's visit to his birthplace. Here he saw much of Johann Heinrich Voss, a fact worthy of note, because of the admirable songs he afterwards composed to some of Voss's poems. On the return journey he composed at Hamburg, also in October, his two first Lieder—'Die Kerze,' by Matthiessen, and 'Uweon,' of which the latter only has been printed. At Coburg, where the court was very musical, he tried to procure a hearing for his two operas, but whether successfully or not cannot be ascertained. More important than the actual musical results of this tour were the theoretical studies on which he embarked during its progress. He collected books on theory, and soon his letters are full of Emmanuel Bach's 'Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen,' of Agricola (apparently his revision of Teal's 'Introduction to Singing'), of Kirnberger, and others. Thus he began to cultivate independence of thought on matters of art. His newly acquired knowledge of theory was indeed rudely shaken in Augsburg, where he arrived November 20, 1803, and after three weeks left. Here he formed a close friendship with a certain Dr. Munding, who in all their conversations on art had a disturbing habit of demanding the reason for every rule propounded, which Weber was not at that time competent to give. This however stimulated him to clear up his own views on the fundamental laws of art. The most striking fact about him at this time was the extraordinary activity of his mind in every direction. He took great interest in musical criticism, and in December 1803 was busy with preparations for a musical dictionary. A Salzburg friend, Ignaz Susan, wrote to encourage him in a plan for a musical periodical, and was soon afterwards employed in procuring him materials for a history of music in Vienna, whether he betook himself early in 1803. The most important acquaintance he made on this visit was that of the Abbé Vogler, who was then composing his opera 'Samori.' This gifted, many-sided man, however he may have fallen 

1 Kuhl's 'Musiker-Beitraege,' 2nd ed., vii.
short of the highest excellence in art, exercised a more stimulating effect than any other artist on Weber, who attached himself to him with all the enthusiasm of youth. 'By Vogler's advice,' he says, 'I gave up—and a great privation it was, working at great subjects, and for nearly two years devoted myself to diligent study of the various works of the great masters, whose method of construction, treatment of ideas, and use of means, we dissected together, while I separately made studies after them, to clear up the different points in my own mind.' Vogler himself put great confidence in his pupil. After Weber's arrival one evening in October 1823, Vogler suddenly ran into the inner room, closed the doors, shut the shutters, and set to work at something with great secrecy. At length he brought out a bundle of music, and after Weber had promised absolute silence, played him the overture, and some other pieces from his new opera. Finally he commissioned him to prepare the PF. score. 'I am now sitting down to it, studying, and enjoying myself like the devil,' Weber writes to Susan. The relations with Joseph Haydn were also renewed. 'He is always cheerful and lively, likes to talk of his experiences, and particularly enjoys having rising young artists about him. He is the very model of a great man.' These words of Weber's perhaps explain the fact that neither in his letters, which often go into great detail on the state of music in Vienna, nor in his biographical sketch, does he mention Beethoven. That he was personally acquainted with him there is no manner of doubt. But Beethoven was difficult of access, and his rough ways may have repelled the delicate, refined and graceful youth. That Vogler used underhand means to keep them asunder is probably an unfounded assumption, but a certain irritation against Beethoven clung to Weber for many a year, till it gave way in manhood to an unreserved admiration and hearty veneration. Among other musicians of note in Vienna Weber mentions Hummel, just made Capellmeister to Prince Esterhazy, whom he calls the 'most elegant pianoforte-player in Vienna.' This opinion he modified on hearing him again in Prague in 1816. His precision and his pearly runs he still admired, but thought 'Hummel had not studied the intrinsic nature of the instrument.' Of Weber's own works during this time in Vienna but few exist, and of these few most are connected with Vogler, e.g. the PF. score of 'Samori'; PF. variations on themes from 'Samori,' and 'Castor and Pollux,' another opera of Vogler's. That he was studying harmony, but this was not incompatible with a youthful enjoyment both of life and natural beauty. He became acquainted with a young officer, Johann Baptist Gänsbacher, a musical amateur, also a pupil of Vogler's, and the acquaintance soon ripened into an intimate and life-long friendship. Weber's son and biographer also has something to say of a 'tender connection with a lady of position' in Vienna. Possibly a song, 'Jüngst sass ich am Grab der Träumen allein,' composed immediately after his departure from Vienna, had something to do with this affair. Vogler had recommended him for the post of Capellmeister of the theatre at Breslau, and by May 8, 1804, before he was quite seventeen and a half, the arrangements were concluded. He went first to Salzburg to fetch his old father, and there, in the rooms of his friend Susan, composed the song just mentioned. On June 5 he was in Augsburg, and travelled on the 14th by Karlsbad to Breslau. If his biographer is correct in stating that Weber did not enter upon his post at Breslau before November 1804, he must either have been living there for more than three months without occupation, or have been touring about as an artist from June to October. But there is no indication of his having taken either of these courses. The Breslau theatre was kept up by a company chiefly consisting of better-class citizens. The head manager in 1804 was J. G. Rhode, Professor at the Kriegsschule. Previous to Weber's appointment, Carl Ebell had acted as director of music, but he, originally a lawyer, had returned to an official career. The orchestra and chorus were sufficient for ordinary demands. Weber, on this his first entrance on practical life, showed great talent for direction and organization, though from over-seal and inexperience he made many mistakes. He had from the first to contend with the prejudices of the managing committee, and with strong opposition in the chief musical circles of the town. The leader of this opposition was Joseph Schnabel, formerly first violinist, and deputy-conductor of the theatre, and appointed Cathedral-organist in 1805. Schnabel left the theatre on Weber's arrival, probably from vexation at not being Capellmeister himself, and, as a man of 37, declining to serve under a lad of 18. The two continued on awkward terms, and some rudenesses of which Weber was guilty towards Schnabel, a respectable and much respected man, did not raise him in the estimation of the better part of the public. Among the managing company he had roused opponents, by insisting on several expensive alterations. Rhode, indeed, was well-disposed towards him, and wrote a libretto, 'Rübezahl,' on which Weber set to work at Breslau.

In spite of Rhode, however, a regular breach ensued in the spring of 1806, and Weber's resignation was accepted. With the best intentions he had done little to raise the state of music in Breslau; but the years spent there were of great importance to his own development. Not only was his great gift for conducting first made apparent to himself and others, but it was chiefly at Breslau that the original and gifted pianist and composer,
whom his contemporaries admired, and posterity revered, was formed. Although somewhat isolated socially, his gifts and his amiable disposition attracted round him a small circle of musical people. Carl Ebell was one of the number, but his closest friends were F. W. Berner and J. W. Klingoer, both little older than himself, and both admired pianists, Berner being also chief organist of the church of St. Elizabeth, a talented composer, and in a certain sense, a pupil of Vogler's. The three young men formed a close bond, and endeavored to make their intimacy mutually profitable. Klingoer's strong points were sweetness, correctness, and grace; Berner's, power, and depth of thought; Weber excelled in brilliancy, fascination, and unexpectedness. In genius he far surpassed the others, but Berner had had the solid training which he lacked. All three exercised themselves diligently in extemore playing, then justly considered the highest qualification for a good pianoforte-player and organist. In this branch also Weber proved the most gifted; in spite of risky harmonies, and even awkward counterpoint, detected by critical hearers, he carried all before him by the charm of his melodies, and the originality of his whole musical nature. He had also acquired considerable skill on the guitar, on which he would accompany his own mellow voice in songs, mostly of a humorous character, with inimitable effect. This talent was often of great use to him in society, and he composed many Lieder with guitar accompaniment. His fine voice, however, he nearly lost in Breslau. One day, in the early part of 1806, he had invited Berner to spend the evening with him, and play over the newly-completed overture to 'Rübenzahl,' but on Berner's arrival he found his friend insensible on the floor. Wanting a glass of wine he had taken by mistake some nitric acid, used by his father for experiments in etching. He was with difficulty restored to consciousness, when it was found that the vocal organs were impaired, and the inside of the mouth and air-passages seriously injured. He recovered after a long illness, but his singing-voice remained weak, and even his speaking-voice never regained its full power. Beyond a few numbers of 'Rübenzahl,' Weber composed little in Breslau. An 'Overture Chines,' lost in its original form, was re-modelled in 1809 as the overture to 'Turandot.'

After his withdrawal from the theatre he remained at Breslau without any regular employment, living on the hard-earned proceeds of music-lessons. Having his father to provide for, and encumbered with debts accumulated while he was endeavouring to live a somewhat fast life on a salary of 600 thalers a year (about £90), he found himself hard pressed, and determined to try a concert-tour. One of his pupils, Fräulein von Belonе, was lady-in-waiting to the wife of Duke Eugene of Wirtemberg, then living at Schloss Carlsruhe in Silna, where he kept up a great deal of music. The lady's influence procured for Weber the title of Musik-Intendant, which would, it was hoped, be a help to him on his tour, but that prospect having been destroyed by the war, the Duke invited Weber to Schloss Carlsruhe. Here he found not only a refuge for himself, his father, and an aunt, but a most desirable atmosphere for the cultivation of his art. He took up his abode there about midsummer, and though the Duke was summoned to the army in September, the war was expected to be so soon that at first no change was made in the peaceful life at the Castle. In these few months Weber wrote a considerable number of instrumental pieces, chiefly for the excellent artist who composed the small chapel of the Duke. To January 1807 belong two orchestral symphonies (his only ones, both in C major), and these had been preceded by some variations for viola and orchestra (Dec. 19), and a small concerto for horn and orchestra (Nov. 6, 1806). Possibly, too, the well-known variations on Bianchi's 'Vien qua, Dorina bella' belong to the last few weeks at Carlsruhe. This happy time came to an end on February 1807, after Napoleon's decisive victory over the Prussians, when the state of universal insecurity made it necessary to disband the band. But the Duke, with true nobility of mind, showed himself anxious to provide for his musicians, and through his intervention Weber was installed as private secretary at Stuttgart to Duke Ludwig, brother to Duke Eugene, and to the king (Frederic) of Wirtemberg. As things were, he could not hesitate to accept a post which promised him even at the cost of a temporary exile from his art, a certain income, doubly necessary now that he had his father to provide for. As he was not required at Stuttgart till September 1, he made use of the interval after his departure from Carlsruhe on February 23, for a concert-tour. The war made concerts a matter of great difficulty, but, after several vain attempts, he succeeded at Ampach, Nuremberg, Bayreuth, and Erlangen. He then turned in the direction of Stuttgart where he arrived July 17, and entered on his new post August 1.

Duke Ludwig was a frivolous man of pleasure, who habitually spent more than his income, and did not scruple to resort to underhand and desperate expedients to extricate himself from his embarrassments. The corruption of morals at the dissipated court of Stuttgart was terrible, and Weber's position was a dangerous one from many points of view. His duties were to manage the Duke's private correspondence, keep his accounts, furnish him, sometimes by most unpleasant means, with money to satisfy or put off his numerous creditors—all things for which Weber was too ignorant and inexperienced.

1 See Jahn, Nos. 30 and 31.
2 Weber states in his autobiographical sketch that he composed at Schloss Carlsruhe 2 symphonies, several Concertos, and 'Harmonie-stücke' (pieces for wind without strings). If we include the viola variations, much in the form of a concerto, we get 3 concertos, but the Harmonie-stücke are missing. A 'Tuezl' (Bourrée of trumpets) of 4 bars, for 30 trumpets, printed by Jahn No. 47 A, p. 61, probably counted as one of them.
and which formed a ruinous exhibition of dissolute life for so young a man. His natural tendency to dissipation and gaiety was fostered by this immoral life, all the more because his title of Freiherr at once gained him admittance to the circles of the corrupt young nobility. Thus involved he lost sight of his own proper life-object—music, or like a mere dilettante, treated his art as an amusement. He had besides, great social gifts, and was always a welcome guest. He ran great risk of giving up all serious effort, and yet it was indispensable to him, on account of his irregular and defective training. It is not to be wondered at that a sterling artist like Spohr, who knew him in Stuttgart, should have formed a low, or wholly unfavourable, impression of his artistic powers. It was only genius of a high order, and a conscientious nature such as his was at bottom, that enabled him to raise himself at last to his present lofty position.

Stuttgart abounded in opportunities for improving his general cultivation, and procuring from it encouragement for his active and resourceful mind. He made acquaintance with the principal authors, artists, and scientific men of the place: Haym and Reinbeck, Dannecker and Hötch, J. C. Schwab, Spittel, and Lehr, all enjoyed intercourse with so agreeable a youth. Lehr, the court-librarian, opened to him the treasures of the royal collection of books, among which Weber's preference was for philosophical works. He read Wolf, Kant, and Schelling, with attention and profit, and formed on them his own modes of thinking and expressing himself.

His great gift for music naturally became known, and Duke Ludwig made him music-master to his children. The Capellmeister of the opera (from 1807) was Franz Danzi, a melodious composer, an excellent cellist, and sociable, though of regular life. Though twenty-three years older than Weber, he speedily formed an intimacy with him, and tried to exercise a calming and restraining influence over him, while both by subtly and example he was of great service to him in his art. His friendship with Danzi brought Weber into connection with the company of the Stuttgart court-theatre, a circumstance which, while it stimulated him to fresh dramatic production, involved him in the loose life of a Bohemian set. A violent reciprocal attachment for the singer Margarethe Lang, led him into all sorts of follies, causing him to neglect cultivated and intellectual society, and ruining him financially. Another personage of importance in his artistic career was Franz Carl Hieker, the dramatic author. Both he and Weber belonged to a society of lively young men, who called themselves Faust's Höllenfahrt. Each member assumed a special name; the president, a Dr. Kellin, was Dr. Faust, Hieker 'Reimwol,' Weber 'Kraut-

salat,' and Danzi, who had been persuaded to join, 'Rapunzel.' Among Weber's papers was found a comic musical epistle, 'from Krautsalat to Rapunzel,' which gives a striking picture of his irrepressible spirit in such society. Hieker had some previous successes as a librettist, and undertook to write a romantic-comic opera for him. 'Das Waldmädchen' was the subject chosen, and Hieker seems to have adhered pretty closely to Steinsberg's book, which Weber had set in Freiberg. The new work, 'Silvana,' by name, seems to have made slow progress amid the distractions of Weber's life. It was begun, as far as the "Variazioni," on July 18, 1808, and finished Feb. 23, 1810."

Through Danzi's intervention the opera was accepted for the court-theatre, and was about to be put into rehearsal, when an incident, to be related shortly, ruined all. Whilst busy with his opera, Weber composed, what under the circumstances must be considered a large number of other works—a strong proof of the increasing force of his productive power. The most important was 'Der Freischütz,' set to a libretto by Rochlitz, for declamation, with orchestra and concluding chorus. He remodelled the overture to 'Peter Schmoll,' and published it as a separate work, also the 'Overture Chines,' which was made to serve as the introduction to 'Turandot,' a play by Gozi and Schiller, for which he also wrote six short incidental pieces. Of P. F. music, by far the most important piece is the Polonaise in Eb, op. 21, completed June 4, 1808, at Ludwigsburg, and dedicated to Margarethe Lang. With her too are connected the "Variazioni" on an original theme, op. 9; the clever "Momento capriccioso," op. 13, and the charming "Six pièces pour le pianoforte à quatre mains" (Nov. 27, 1809). His solitary P. F. quartet (in Bb) was also of this period, as well as the 'Variations for P. F. and violin on a Norwegian theme,' an 'Andante and Rondo Ungarese' for viola and orchestra, not published in this form, a Potpourri for cello and orchestra, and thirteen Lieder with accompaniment, several of which are of personal interest.

King Frederic lived on bad terms with his brother, Duke Ludwig, whose frivolity and extravagance were specially irritating, as the king had several times had to extricate him from his embarrassments for the sake of the family honour. His displeasure also descended on the Duke's secretary, who generally had the unpleasant task of informing the king of his brother's difficulties. On these occasions the King would load the unfortunate Weber with most unkindly abuse. This renewed Weber's bold and haughty spirit, and led him to revenge himself by various little spiteful tricks. On leaving the Cabinet in a great rage after one of these violent scenes, he met an old woman in the corridor who asked him for the laundress' room; 'There,' said Weber, pointing to the door of the king's apartments, 'the royal laundress lives in there,' and went off. The woman went...
in, and, being angrily received by the king, stammered out that a young gentleman who had just left the room had directed her there. Enraged at this affront, the king ordered him into arrest, but he was begged off by the Duke, and nothing more was done at the time. That the king did not forget his audacity he learnt afterwards to his cost.

As Duke Ludwigs's financial position became worse, he was driven to still more questionable expedients. The king having made a decree by which the only persons exempt from military service were the members of the royal household, these appointments were much sought after, and many parents were willing to pay a considerable sum for the reversion of one. It was observed that about this time there was a sudden accession to the Duke's household of young noblemen who bore official titles without any corresponding duties. Just then Weber had been endeavouring to obtain a loan from one of his acquaintances, in order to discharge a debt of his father's which had been incurred with him since 1808. On the gentleman's refusal a former servant of his offered Weber to procure it for a consideration, and then assured his late employer that the Secretary, if obliged in the matter of the loan, would secure his son an appointment in the Duke's household. On this understanding the loan was effected; but when no appointment ensued, and the son was drawn for a soldier, the father in his indignation made the affair known. The king had long been dissatisfied with the state of his brother's household, and believing Weber to be the real culprit, determined to make an example of him. The preparations for 'Silvana' were in progress, and Weber was at the theatre, when, on the evening of Feb. 9, 1810, he was arrested and thrown into prison. An enquiry ensued, and Weber's innocence, of which indeed all Stuttgart had been convinced, was completely established; but the king, on Feb. 26, sentenced his son to the eternal banishment from Württemberg. This hard stroke of fate might be looked upon as a punishment for so many frivolous years, and for sins committed against the guiding genius of his art; and it was in this light that Weber took it. Henceforth his youthful follies were laid aside, and he settled down conscientiously and perseveringly to the life of an artist in earnest pursuit after his ideal. 'From this time forward,' he said, eight years afterwards, 'I can count pretty tolerably on having settled matters with myself; and all that time has since done or can do for me, is to rub off corners, and add clearness and comprehensibility to the principles then firmly established.'

Danzl, a real friend in need, gave him introductions to Mannheim, where Peter Ritter was Capellmeister, and Gottfried Weber, afterwards so well-known as a musical theorician, Conductor of the society called the 'Museen.' Received in a kindly spirit by all, in Gottfried Weber he found a friend for life. Under his auspices concerts were at once arranged for March 9 and April 2, and at these the 'Erster Ton' was produced for the first time, the words being declaimed by the actor Esamir. His first symphony too was a great success, as well as his pianoforte-playing. On a trip to Heidelberg he made the acquaintance of Alexander von Dusch, a brother-in-law of Gottfried Weber, and a cello-player of great taste, who after finishing his studies at Easter, 1810, came to settle in Mannheim. The three friends spent a few happy weeks in lively intellectual intercourse, and in April Weber moved to Hamburg, where a young Vogler had been living since 1807. Here he met his friends Gänsebocher and Meyerbeer from Berlin. Weber did not return to the old relations of master and pupil with Vogler, but sought to profit by intercourse with him. His respect for him was undiminished, though he could no longer agree with all that he practised and taught, and was quite aware of the weaknesses of his character. 'May I succeed in placing before the world a clear idea of his rare psychological development, to his honour, and the instruction of young artists!' Weber had the intention of writing a life of Vogler as far back as 1810, and the words just quoted show that he still retained the idea in 1818, though it was never carried out. This was a pity, for his representation of Vogler might perhaps have altered the universally unfavourable verdict of later times. [See Vogler; vol. iv. p. 334, etc.]

On June 21, 1810, Weber undertook a small literary work, 'Vogler's Wunder,' which Vogler had remodelled some of the Chorales in Breitkopf's second edition (1784 to 86) of J. S. Bach's Chorales, published under Emmanuel Bach's supervision, honestly thinking that Bach was open to great improvement on the score of beauty and correctness. He now begged his former pupil to write a commentary on his revisions, and publish them for the benefit of students. That Weber embarked on the work with any amount of eagerness there is no evidence to show; probably not, his mind being entirely practical and by no means pedagogic. As a matter of fact the analyses were done very perfunctorily, nor were they all his own, for Chorale VII. was done by Gottfried Weber, and part of Chorale I. X. and all Chorale X. by Vogler himself. Weber felt his unfitness for the task, and so expressed himself in the introduction. If any part of it interested him it was the comparison of Vogler's supposed systematic and philosophical methods with Bach's mode of proceeding by instinct. He had been long seeking for something on which to ground a system; a fact for which there is a very simple explanation in the uncertainty of his musical instincts, particularly as regards the sequence of harmonies, an uncertainty arising from his desultory early training, and never wholly overcome. That he

1 Published in the same year by Peters of Leipzig. 2 Zweischorlein von Sebastian Bach, umgearbeitet von Vogler, zugleicht von Carl Maria von Weber, end. 3 Jahrb., p. 194.
considered Vogler's alterations Improvements is not surprising; for his acquaintance with Bach, like his knowledge of history in general, was small; and he knew as little as Vogler did of the original intention of the Chorales in question.

Weber's attraction towards literary work, of which traces may be seen as far back as 1802, was very marked about this time. He came forward frequently as an author between 1809 and 1818, after that at longer intervals, and not at all after 1821. In Stuttgart he began a musical novel, 'Tomkinstiners Leben,' which had been accepted by Cotta of Tübingen, and was to have been ready by Easter 1811; but the time went by, and it was never finished. A fragment published in the 'Morgenblatt' for Dec. 1809, contains some severe remarks on Beethoven's 3rd and 4th Symphonies. Mozart was Weber's ideal musician, and at that time he was quite impervious to Beethoven's music. Nägeli of Zurich having pointed out a subtle resemblance between Weber and Beethoven (which really is observable, in the Momento Capriccioso for instance, and still more in his later works), Weber wrote to him from Mannheim, 'Flattering as this might appear to many, it is not agreeable to me. In the first place, I detect everything in the shape of imitation; and in the second, my ideas are so opposite to Beethoven's that I cannot imagine it possible we should ever meet. His servile, almost incredible, inventive powers, are accompanied by so much confusion in the arrangement of his ideas, that his early works alone interest me; the later ones are too bewilderingly obscure changing after novelty, lit up it is true by divine flashes of genius, which only serve to show how great he might be if he would but curb his riotous imagination. I, of course, cannot lay claim to the genius of Beethoven; all I hope is . . . that each separate stroke of mine tells.' This passage, which well bears printing, shows that Weber by no means over- appreciated himself, but was anxious to guard his own individuality. His opinions in a straightforward manner. He began now to appear more frequently as a critic. All criticism on himself he paid great attention to, and was fully convinced of the value of good musical censure, so he set to work with his friends to elevate the art in general. Towards the close of 1810, he, Gottfried Weber, Alexander von Dusch, and Meyerbeer, founded the so-called 'Harmonischer Verein,' with the general object of furthering the cause of art, and the particular one of extending thorough and impartial criticism. The regularly constituted members were required to be both composers and literary men, but writers were admitted, if possessed of sufficient musical knowledge. The motto of the society was the 'elevation of musical criticism by musicians themselves,' a sound principle, which, then promulgated for the first time in musical Germany, has shown itself full of vitality down to the present day. In this branch Weber was the direct precursor of Schumann. He and Gottfried Weber also considered the foundation of a musical journal, and though the plan was never carried out, it was long before Weber gave it up. He was still occupied with it even during the Dresden period of his life. Other members of the society were Gänsebacher, Berger the singer, Danzi, and Berner. The existence of the society was a secret, and each member adopted a nom de plume. Weber signed himself Melos; Gottfried Weber, Giusto; Gänsebacher, Triole, etc. Here, again, we are reminded of Schumann and the 'Davidsbündler.' The two Webers worked in their excursions, and their efforts were undeniably successful.

Vogler was proud of his disciples, especially of Weber and Meyerbeer. 'Oh,' he is said to have exclaimed, 'how sorry I should have been, if I had had to leave the world before I formed those two. There is within me a something which I have never been able to call forth, but those two will do it.' Weber however found existence at Darmstadt hard after the pleasant never-to-be-forgettable days at Mannheim. He got away as often as he could, gave concerts at Aschaffenburg, Mannheim, Carlruhe, and Frankfort, and found time also to compose. Ideas flowed in upon him, many to be used only in much later works. For instance, the ideas of the first chorus of fairies, and of the ballet-music in the third act of 'Oberon,' and the chief subject of the 'Invitation à la Valse' were in his mind at this period. While on the look-out for a subject for an opera he and Dusch hit upon 'Der Fledermaus,' a story by Apel, then just published, and Dusch set to work to turn it into a libretto. For the present however it did not get beyond the beginning; not till seven years later did Weber begin the work which made his reputation. He succeeded in bringing out 'Silvana' at Frankfurt on Sept. 16, 1810, when, in spite of unpropitious circumstances, it produced a very favourable impression. The part of Silvana was taken by Caroline Brandt, Weber's future wife; and her sister, Margaretha Lang was the first soprano. Having completed by Oct. 17 six easy sonatas for piano and violin, for which André had given him a commission, Weber soon after set out for Offenbach, but had the mortification of having them refused, on the ground that they were too good for André's purpose. At André's he saw for the first time an autograph of Mozart's, and his behaviour on the occasion touchingly expressed his unbounded veneration for Mozart's genius. He laid it carefully on the table, and on bending knees pressed his forehead and lips to it, gazed at it with tears in his eyes, and then handed it back with the words, 'Happy the paper on which his hand has rested!'

For a short time there seemed a prospect of Weber's securing a permanent appointment in his beloved Mannheim. At a concert there on Nov. 19, he produced his remodelled overture

---

1 Wohlfh's 'Musikberichte,' 3rd ed. 179.
3 Published later by Simrock of Bonn.
to 'Peter Schollm,' and played for the first time his PF. Concerto in C, completed on Oct. 4. Among the audience was Princess Stephanie of Baden, whose father, the Crown-Prince Ludwig of Bavaria, Weber had met a few months before at Baden-Baden. The Prince had been delighted with him, and had walked about with him all night, while he sang serenades to his guitar. The Princess also was anxious to hear him in this capacity, and after the concert he sang her a number of his best songs to the guitar, making so great an impression that she promised to procure him the post of Kapellmeister in Mannheim, or make him an allowance of 1000 gulden from her privy purse. All this however ended in nothing, for a few weeks later he received a message from the Princess to say that she found her promise had been made too hastily.

The cause of Weber's so soon giving up the 'Freischütz,' which Dusch was to prepare for him, was that he had been busy for some time with a new opera, or rather comic Sing-pie, in one act, called 'Abu Hasan,' the libretto of which Franz Hiemer sent him, March 29, 1810, from Mannheim. He composed it number one number of the Creditor's chorus, at Mannheim, Aug. 11, left it untouched till Nov. 1, and completed it at Darmstadt, Jan. 12, 1811. By Vogler's advice the work was dedicated to the Grand Duke Ludwig, who, although an enthusiastic devotee and connoisseur of music (he used to conduct the rehearsals at the opera himself) had hitherto declined to have much to do with Weber, possibly because the latter had not shown sufficient deference to his authority on matters of art. Now he seemed much more kindly disposed, sent a handsome fee for the score, and gave permission for a concert at the Schloss (Feb. 6, 1811), himself taking 120 tickets. For it Weber composed an Italian duet for two altos (Meadams Mangold and Schönberger) and small orchestra, with clarinet obligato, played by Heinrich Bärmann of Munich. The duet pleased greatly, and was encored, but all this success did not end in a permanent appointment, as Weber had at one time hoped would be the case. Meyerbeer had left on Feb. 13 for a tour; outside the court the inhabitants had little feeling for music; Weber did not care to be left wholly to Vogler; and on Feb. 14 he finally left a place where he had never felt thoroughly at home, and started on a grand concert-tour.

At this period he often felt sorely the restless, uncertain conditions of his life, the inconstant nature of all human relations, and the loneliness to which he seemed doomed by the sudden snatching away of friends as soon as he became attached to them. During his last visit but one to Mannheim, he composed a song called 'Weber's Abseheid' (Dec. 8, 1810) to words by Dusch. Some of the verses may be thus paraphrased:

1 Published later by Schlesinger of Berlin as 'Des Künstlers Abschied.'

him warm adherents, not only among the general public, but also in the Munich orchestra, celebrated for its haughty reserve. One of the band having spoken slightly of the F minor Concerto at rehearsal as an ‘amateur work,’ the rest fell upon him, and would have turned him bodily out of the orchestra if Weber had not interposed. There was also a successful performance of ‘Abu Hassan’ on June 4, and during the preparations Weber learned that it was to be given before the court at Ludwigsburg in the beginning of May, but not under his name. ‘Is not that miserable!’ he writes to Gottfried Weber, ‘and how stupid! all the papers will announce it as mine. Item, God’s will be done.’ On August 9 he started for a tour in Switzerland, during which he gave himself up to the enjoyment of nature rather than of music. By the beginning of November he was again in Munich, and gave a brilliantly successful concert on the 11th. For it he had composed a new concerto-rondo, which he afterwards used for the finale to the Clarinet-concerto in E♭, and remodelled the overture to ‘Rübesaalk,’ a piece of work which he declared to be the clearest and most powerful of anything he had yet done. In Bavaria these he composed some vocal pieces, chiefly for his patroness Queen Caroline, and a complete Bassoon-concerto (op. 75) for Brandt, the court-painter. On Dec. 1 he started again, this time in company with Bärmann, for Central and North Germany.

In Prague he met Gänbacher, then living there, formed some ties which became of importance when he settled there later, composed variations for F.F. and clarinet on a theme from ‘Silvana’ (op. 35), and gave with Bärmann a largely attended concert on Dec. 21. Passing through Dresden they arrived, Dec. 27, at Leipzig, where Weber met Rochlitz and other musical authors, and fostered his own inclination for literary work. Indeed, so strong was this that he seriously thought of staying in Leipzig and devoting himself exclusively to literature. His ideas, however, soon took a different turn. The Crown Prince Ludwig of Bavaria, on whom he had evidently made a deep impression, had written about him to Duke Emil Leopold August of Saxe Gotha, and the result was an invitation for himself and Bärmann to Gotha, where they arrived Jan. 17, 1802. The Duke was devoted to the arts, a poet and composer, but whimsical and given to extremes—in fact a Jean-Paul kind of man, and a great admirer of Jean-Paul’s works. Intercourse with him was exciting but very wearing, as Weber discovered, although just now it was only for a short time that he enjoyed the privilege of almost uninterrupted access to him. The Duke took great pleasure in his society, but, having at the time many claims on his time, invited Weber to return in the autumn and make a longer stay. In Gotha Weber met Spohr, who since 1805 had been Concertmeister—the court had then no opera—and had married in 1806 Dorette Scheidler, a harpist, and daughter of Madame Scheidler, the court-singer. Spohr had not retained a very favourable impression of Weber’s music at Stuttgart, but received him in true brotherly fashion. On Jan. 30 they passed some pleasant hours together at Spohr’s house, and on the 24th played before the court Weber’s variations on a Norwegian theme (op. 22), on which Weber remarks in his diary ‘Spohr played gloriously.’ From Gotha the two musicians went to Weimar, were kindly received at court, and gave a concert. If Weber had been hoping for inspiration from Weimar’s great poets, his only chance was with Wieland, for Goethe behaved coldly, or rather took no notice at all of him. His diary contains an entry ‘Jan. 30. Early to the Princess. [Maria Paulowna.] Goethe there and spoke. I did not like him.’ Spohr indeed had met with scarcely better treatment some little time before, but this may have arisen from Goethe’s lack of interest in music. Weber he was personally prejudiced against, possibly because of former circumstances about his father and his family, and the feeling was fostered by Zelter. In deed Weber never succeeded in approaching Goethe.

By the beginning of February Weber and Bärmann were in Dresden, but left it with no very favourable impression; indeed, they are reported to have said, ‘Dresden shall not catch us again’—very contrary to the fact, as far as Weber was concerned. On Feb. 20 they arrived in Berlin, where Weber had hopes of producing ‘Silvana.’ It had been tried through some months before by Righini, but ‘went so confusedly that all pronounced it perfect rubbish.’ He had thus to meet a prejudice against his work, and, still worse, a personal one of the Kapellmeister against himself. Bernhard Anselm Weber especially, an able and cultivated man, and himself a pupil of Vogler’s, was by no means kindly disposed to his young comrade; but difficulties were gradually overcome, two arias were added, and the performance took place on July 10. Weber conducted in person, and succeeded in inspiring both band and singers, and the public gave the work a warm reception. In spite of its startling novelty, Weber had been much depressed by some sharp criticism of Herr von Driberg’s, and had rigidly tested his work, so he was much encouraged by its success. He writes in his diary, ‘While duly acknowledging my faults, I will not in future lose confidence in myself, but bravely, prudently, and watchfully march onwards on my art-career.’ Even before this he had made many friends in Berlin, and the two concerts given by himself and Bärmann, though not well-attended, had roused great interest. He was introduced to the ‘Singakademie’ and the ‘Liedertafel,’ and wrote for the latter a composition which even gained the approval of Zelter. Meyerbeer’s parents from the first treated him

2 Weber to Gänbacher.
3 ‘Das Turnierbankett.’ Jahrb. No. 132.
as a son, and he stayed in their house the whole time he was in Berlin. His most valuable acquaintance was Lichtenstein, Professor of Zoology, who was the first to recognize his genius in Berlin. As one of the foremost members of the Singakademie he had no difficulty in introducing Weber to cultivated and musical families, where he soon became a favorite for his pleasant manners, his admirable pianoforte-playing and extemporizing, his inspiring way of leading concerted music, and above all his charming songs and his guitar. For these private circles he composed five charming part-songs. He used often to play to his newer friends, on an almost inexhaustible variety of occasions, his Sonata in C, composed in Berlin. He himself taught (on Aug. 26) the soldiers at the barracks near the Oranienburg gate, to sing his 'Kriegers Eid,' a chorus for men's voices with wind instruments in unison, which he dedicated to the Brandenburg Brigade. While he was in Berlin his old father died at Mannheim (April 16, 1813), an event which brought back in full force his homelessness and loneliness, and made him touchingly grateful for any proof of friendship. Bärmann had left him on March 28 for Munich, and on Aug. 31 he himself also left Berlin, stayed some few days in Leipzig, where he found a publisher for some of his compositions, and had a talk with Rochlitz, and then, passing through Weimar, arrived on Sept. 6 at Gotha.

The Duke's treatment was politeness itself, but instead of having, as he hoped, a quiet time for composition, Weber found the constant attendance on the Duke's inspired moments exciting and exhausting. In the midst of this he received an invitation from the Princess Maria Paulowna, to come to Weimar, and teach her some of his works, including the Sonata in C, which he had dedicated to her. On this subject he writes to Lichtenstein (Nov. 1), 'The Princess often says that she does not believe she will ever play the sonata properly as long as she has a teacher. She adds that I should be at liberty to tell her that I fully agree with her.' He had to give her a lesson each morning for a week, and the rest of his time he spent with the company at the theatre, among whom P. A. Wolf specially attracted him, and with Wieland, who was a sympathetic listener to his playing. One of the effects which Weber carried to a pitch of excellence never heard before, was a long crescendo, beginning with an almost inaudible pianissimo, and passing through every gradation of loudness up to a thundering fortissimo. The effect of this was irresistible, and Wieland, having asked for it, found himself gradually drawn off his chair as by some demonsical agency. In Gotha he had much stimulating intercourse with Spohr, and also with Albert Methfessel, then passing through. His diary contains some interesting remarks on Spohr's compositions. Thus the evening of Sept. 16 was passed in going with Spohr through the latter's 'Last Judgment' (produced at Erfurt, Aug. 15). Weber did not much like the work, and calls it 'laboured, tedious, full of unnecessary modulations, and modelled entirely after Mozart.' On Sept. 27, however, he writes, 'Spohr played his new Quartet in G minor very finely; it is well-composed; much flow and unity. Afterwards a fine Sonata with his wife.' At Spohr's he also met Hermstadt, the clarinet-player from Sonderhausen, who played a Concerto of Spohr's in masterly style, but seems to have been inferior to Bärmann in purity of tone and expression. As a rule, the quick-witted, far-seeing Webster was juster towards Spohr's compositions than the more ponderous and shoe-sighted Spohr was to his. But personal dislikes never lasted with Spohr. He could distinguish between a man and his work, and was always a loyal friend to Weber.

The Duke's younger brother, Prince Friedrich, an admirer of Italian music, had brought a singing-master back with him from Italy, and often had Weber to go through Italian opera with him. He had a good tenor voice, and for him Weber composed an Italian scene act, with chorus, from the last two acts of Berenice, performed as a court-concert on Dec. 17. Other works written at Gotha were the celebrated PF. Variations on a theme from Mélusin's 'Joseph,' the first two movements of the PF, Concerto in Eb, and a hymn, 'In seiner Ordnung schafft der Herr,' to Rochlitz's words. Spohr having recently started on a concert-tour, Weber left Gotha, on Dec. 19, for Leipzig, where he produced this hymn at a Gewandhaus Concert (Jan. 1, 1814), and played the Eb Concerto, 'with a sweetness and grace that Spohr was to his. But personal dislikes never lasted with Spohr. He could distinguish between a man and his work, and was always a loyal friend to Weber.'

This year, 1813, was the greatest turning-point in Weber's short career. Hitherto his life had been that of a wandering minstrel or troubadour, not a Prince's, but now he was in a position, winning all hearts by his sweet, insinuating, lively melodies, his eccentricities making him an imposing figure to the young of both sexes, and an annoyance to the old, exciting the attention of everybody, and then suddenly disappearing, his person uniting in the most seductive manner aristocratic bearing and tone with indolent dissipation, his moods alternating between uproarious spirits and deep depression—in all ways he resembled a figure from some romantic poem, wholly unlike anything seen before in the history of German art. In talking of Weber, people have in their minds, as a rule, only the last period of his life, beginning with 'Der Freischütz,' and ending with 'Oberon,' but from that point of view the work becomes too prominent, and the man of too little importance. As a man his versatile gifts made more effect in the first half of his artistic career than in the second. His artistic wanderings gave the keynote to
the ideal life of Germany at that period, and for the first time rounded it off, so to speak, into a full chord. The love of the antique, whether in history, the life of the people, or national melody, was then newly awakened; and gave its stamp to the period, not only in knowledge and matters of art, but in manners, individual and social. Thus Weber became the embodiment of the ancient troubadour who, in Elchendorff's words, went through the country, singing his melodies from house to house.

In 1813 this roving life came to an end, and was succeeded by a settled existence, with ties of place and circumstance, and definite duties. The wandering impulse was indeed too ingrained in his nature not to have a secret influence on his after life, but henceforth it was sufficiently under control to admit of that collectedness of spirit, without which the creation of great and enduring works of art is impossible. On Jan. 12, 1813, Weber arrived at Prague, intending to go on by Vienna to Venice, Milan, and the rest of Italy, and then back through Switzerland and France. This tour he calculated to take fully two or three months, an annual benefit guaranteed at 1000 gulden, and absolute independence at the Opera. This gave him not only a fixed income, but the prospect of paying off the debts contracted at Breslau and Stuttgart, a decisive consideration to a man of his honourable nature. The grand tour, planned with so much expectation, was given up, and Liebich's offer accepted.

Wenzel Müller, admirably adapted for the lower forms of national opera, was not the man to be at the head of an institution whose main object was to foster dramatic music of a higher order. Under his direction the Opera had deteriorated to such a degree that Liebich determined to disband the company and entirely reorganise it. For this task he selected Weber. Presenting himself fresh to the public of Prague at a brilliantly-attended concert on March 6, he started for Vienna on the 27th, furnished with full powers to engage good musicians and German singers.1 In Vienna he met Meyerbeer, heard Hummel and Moscheles, whose playing he thought 'fine, but too smooth,' and gave a concert of his own on April 25, but was principally occupied with the main object of his journey. The whole company, with the exception of three members, was new, and included Caroline Brandt, Weber's future wife. He entirely reorganised the whole system, and developed a marvellous capacity for that kind of work. It now became evident that it was not in vain that he had passed his childhood behind the scenes, and been an Opera-Capellmeister at 18. His wide experience and energy helped him to conquer the singers and musicians, who were at first amazed by his strictness and the inflexibility of his rules. Among them were a number of Bohemians, and in order to be able to grumble at him with impunity, they talked to each other at rehearsal in Bohemian. This Weber soon perceived, and set to work to learn the language, which in a few months he had mastered sufficiently for his purpose. Not only did he manage, arrange, and direct the music even to the smallest details, but he also superintended the administration, the scene-painting, and the stage-management, and proved to demonstration that all these were really within his province. So completely were all theatrical details at his finger-'ends, that on the prompter's sudden illness, Weber supplied his place. By this means he ensured an accuracy and a unity in all the dramatic representations, such as had never been seen before, and which the public did not fail to recognise. He was perhaps quite as great a conductor as a composer, and was the first of the great German musicians whose talent was conspicuous in this direction. In this matter also he was a virtuoso. The first opera he put on the stage at Prague was Spontini's 'Cortez' (Sept. 10, 1813), then produced for the first time there, Between that date and Dec. 19 followed seven, and between that and March 27, ten, newly-studied operas and singspiele. Of each he made a scenario, including the smallest details.

His aim was to reinstate the Prague opera in the position it occupied between 1780 and 1790, when it could almost have competed with Vienna, and was as anywhere among the best in Germany. He was quite the man to do it, if only the times had been the same; but unfortunately this was not the case. During the war, society ceased to cultivate music, and lost its powers of discrimination, and the only way of keeping up its traditional reputation for taste was to maintain a dignified reserve on all artistic productions. Weber, accustomed to more sympathy, soon discovered this, and it put him out of tune. Besides, he also had not managed to form comfortable relations for himself. Gänsbacher had left, and Weber, to whom a friend was an absolute necessity, felt deserted. With the Prague musicians Kotschulch, Dionys Weber, Tomaschek,2 and others, he did not hit it off. For a time he struggled in vain against an attachment for a ballet-girl, who was quite unworthy of his affection. The real cause of his discomfort, however, was that he could not at once fall into the regular ways of professional life. He was like a bird, which had once flown freely in the open air, but was now caged. Passages in his letters make this clear. 'My incessant occupation, and my life of utter solitude, have made me morose, gloomy, and misanthropical. If Heaven does not soon thrust me

1 The Italian Opera of Prague ceased to exist in 1806.
2 Weber's diary contains a remark on him which is worth reading, 'March 27. To Tomaschek's. He played me 12 Etudes, 1 Sonate, 2 Alc. 1 Concerto, and 1 Symphony; till I was quite exhausted. Are all composers possess'd of the devil when they get to their own works? and is it the same with me? God forbid.'
violently back among my fellow-men, I shall become the most abominable Philistine on the face of the earth’ (Jan. 29, 1814). ‘The few composers and scholars who live here, groan for the most part under a yoke, which has reduced them to slavery, and taken away the spirit which distinguishes the true free-born artist’ (May 5). The outward advantages of his position he fully acknowledged. ‘I reason myself by main force into a sort of contentment, but the naturally cheerful state of mind which steels all one’s nerves, and sends one’s spirits bubbling up of themselves, that one cannot give oneself’ (April 23).

After bringing out seven more operas between April 19 and June 26 (1814), Weber, who had been out of health for some time, went on July 8 to take the baths at Lieberwurda. But the impulse to join the great world was too strong to allow him to stay there, and, pushing on, he arrived in Berlin on Aug. 3, a couple of days before the King of Prussia’s return from the Allied Armies’ victorious expedition to Paris after the battle of Ligny. On the 9th, the King, with a few official ceremonies, formed all the notice taken of the great victory over Napoleon, Berlin was in a tumult of joy, and Weber had before him the spectacle of a great people hailing their reconquered freedom with transport. He was carried away like the rest, and thoroughly enjoyed it. To increase his happiness he met with an enthusiastic reception from his friends, whose circle now included Tieck and Brentano, with whom he had formed an intimacy in Prague in 1813. Brentano began to arrange a libretto on the Tammscriger legend for him, but other things intervened, and the work was laid aside. He gave a concert on Aug. 24, and received permission to invite the King, the Crown-Prince, and other princes and princesses. Several great personages were interested in him, and there was some talk of making him Capellmeister of the Court Opera, in place of Himmel, who had just died. ‘Silvana’ was given again on Sept. 16. On Weber’s leaving Berlin, happy to have given the King of Prussia such a proof of heartfelt sympathy, and loaded with impressions destined to bear fruit later on.

At that period patriotic songs were naturally enough the order of the day, and in this direction Weber could hardly fail to be led. An invitation from the Duke took him to Gotha on Sept. 11, and the next day to Graefentonza, the Duke’s hunting-seat. Here, finding a little repose for the first time for many months, he composed on the 13th two Lieder from Körner’s ‘Leyer und Schwert,’ followed by eight others during the journey home and in the first few months after his return. Six of these are for four men’s voices, and four for a single voice and PF, and in them he has recorded the impressions made on his mind by the surging national movement. It was his first opportunity of showing how great a power he had of absorbing the feelings of the masses and giving them artistic expression. The effect of these songs on the whole people of Germany, and especially on the youth, was extraordinary. Wherever they were sung they roused the most fervid enthusiasm. All the other patriotic compositions, in which he laboured with the time abounded, paled before the brilliancy, swing, and pathos of these Songs of War and Fatherland. Weber’s own cantatas even yield to them in effect. The choruses from ‘Leyer und Schwert’ are still among the most favourite of such works for men’s voices, and are indeed so bound up with the development of the male choral societies in Germany that only with them can they be heard.

Before his trip to Berlin Weber had entered into closer relations with Caroline Brandt, but there were difficulties in the way of marriage. Caroline, a talented soubrette, and a good deal spoiled by the public, was somewhat whimsical, and had imperfect views both as to the dignity of art in itself, and Weber’s importance as an artist. Neither did she like his requiring her to leave the stage before they married. This uncertainty about an object he so ardently desired added to his discomfort. With Caroline, and made him anxiously look out for some opening which should lead to his removal. In the meantime he made use of his summer holiday in 1815 for an expedition to Munich, and it was there that the news of the battle of Waterloo reached him. The outburst of joy and enthusiasm which followed incited him to a great composition in honour of the event. Gottfried Wchbrücker the actor provided him with the words, and in August, before leaving Munich, he wrote the first two numbers of ‘Kampf und Sieg.’ The last two days of his stay were emblazoned by a letter from Caroline, conveying her conviction that they had better part. This seems to justify what Weber had written to Gänsebacher: ‘I see now that her views of high art are not above the usual pitiful standard—namely, that art is but a means of procuring soup, meat, and shirts.’ Her ‘conviction’ however did not last long. When Weber returned to Prague her passion had cooled and he showed her that he had overcome all scruples, and that she was able to look forward with confidence to a time when she should be all his own. ‘Lisa,’ he writes, ‘is behaving extremely well, and honestly trying to become better. If God will only bestow on me some post without cares, and with a salary on which a man can live; and if she is as brave in a year and a day as she is at this moment, she is to leave the stage, and become my faithful Hausfrau. You shake your head! A year is a long time, and a person who can hold out so long is really brave. The cantatas was quickly completed, and performed for the first time at Weber’s benefit concert (Dec. 22). The immediate effect was very great, though, for reasons hereafter to be explained, not so lasting as that of the Körner songs. Beethoven had composed one of his great orchestral pictures in honour of the battle of Vitoria, and this had been performed shortly before in Prague. At the close of ‘Kampf und Sieg,’ General Noitz went up to Weber and said...
WEBER.

With you I hear nations speaking, with Beethoven only big boys playing with rattles.' This criticism, though too severe on Beethoven, has in it elements of justice, for in this pièce d'occasion Weber has in truth outdone his great contemporary.

With the completion of his cantata Weber decided to give up his post at Prague. The main object of his labours, the reorganisation of the opera on a solid basis, was accomplished. To produce first-rate results, and make it one of the chief institutions for promoting German dramatic art, was out of the question under the circumstances in which he was placed, and with the means at his disposal. But he thought that it could be maintained at its then state of efficiency without his aid; and as Prague had nothing to offer for himself and the furtherance of his own artistic life he resigned his post on Sept. 30, 1816. Projects of a grand tour or a summons to some other great art-institution again floated through his mind. He had been again in Berlin during the summer, and had produced his cantata on the anniversary of Waterloo with such success that it was repeated on the 23rd June. Count Dehli, Illand's successor as Intendant of the court theatres, was devoted to both Weber and his music, and tried, though vainly, to procure him the appointment of Capellmeister vice Himmel. The post was occupied provisionally by Bernhard Romberg, and not even a title from the Prussian court could be had for Weber. On his return journey to Prague he made the acquaintance at Carlsbad of Count Vitthum, Marshal to the Saxon Court, and he opened to him a prospect of an invitation to Dresden. After a formal farewell to Prague he accompanied his fiancée to Berlin on a star-engagement, and remained there for the rest of the year busily engaged in composition. The PF. sonatas in Ab and D minor, the grand duo for PF. and clarinet, and several charming songs with PF. accompaniment, belong to this time. On Dec. 21, just before starting on a toure to Hamburg and Copenhagen, he received the news that the King of Saxony had appointed him Capellmeister of the German opera at Dresden.

Weber's work at Dresden, which was to last for nine years and terminate only with his premature death, is of the highest importance. Not only did he there best-w on his countrymen those works which, with Mozart's, form the main basis of German national opera, but he founded an institution for the performance of German opera at one of the most musically distinguished courts of Germany, which did not possess one before. In all the other courts where music was cultivated Germany had long stood on an equal footing with Italian. Vienna, Berlin, Munich, Mannheim, and other places, had had a national opera by the end of the 18th century, and in most cases the rise of the German operas had put an end to the separate existence of its rival. In Dresden alone matters were different. From the beginning of the 18th century, when Italian opera had reached a perfection scarcely to be surpassed even in Italy, it had there reigned supreme, and by 1765 had even ceased to belong exclusively to the court. Towards the end of the century, German Singspiele were occasionally performed in Dresden, but only by second-rate actors, at a small theatre in the so-called Linkesche Bad, the Court Capellmeister being expressly prohibited from taking part in the performance. After King Friedrich August's return from the war in 1815 his Intendant Count Heinrich Vitthum induced him to found a German opera, though only as an addition to the Italian, and it was this institution which Weber was called on to organise. Such a work naturally could not be carried out without violent opposition from the Italians, who had hitherto had it all their own way in Dresden, with the court and nobility almost exclusively on their side. The post of Capellmeister had been filled since 1811 by a born Italian named Francesco Morlacchi, a talented, but imperfectly trained musician, and a clever man with a taste for intrigue. Weber had hardly entered on his new office before he discovered that powerful foes were actively though secretly engaged against him. In accepting the post he had made it a sine qua non that he and his institution should be ranked on terms of perfect equality with Morlacchi and his, and had expressly stipulated for the title of Capellmeister, which was held by the other. These conditions were agreed to, and yet when the appointment was gazetted he found himself styled 'Muskdirektor', a title which, according to general usage, made him subordinate to Morlacchi. Weber at once stated with decision that he must decline the post. He however allowed himself to be persuaded, for the sake of the object, to fill the office provisionally, until either a substitute had been engaged in his place, or he himself had been formally pronounced Capellmeister. By Feb. 10, 1817, he had the satisfaction of learning that the king had given way. His salary (1500 thalers, = about £220) had been from the first on an equality with Morlacchi's, and on Sept. 13 the appointment was confirmed for life. In Dresden he had a first-rate orchestra and a tolerable body of singers at his disposal, and found ample opportunity for turning his knowledge and experience to account.

German opera having generally had spoken dialogue, often forming a large proportion of the work, a custom had arisen of filling the parts with actors who could sing. The style was not a very perfect one, the profession of an actor being so wearing for the voice, and hence small parts alone were fit for these singing actors. Of late materials Weber's company at first exclusively consisted. He was indeed allowed, with special permission, to make use of the members of the Italian opera, but this availed him little, because the Italians could rarely speak German, and were unfamiliar with German music. As for the chorus it was at first non-existent. A few suppers with voices, and two or three subordinate solo-singers, constituted the basses and tenors, while the
sopranos and altos were supplied by schoolboys, as was once the custom at all German theatres. With such materials it needed all Weber's gifts of organisation and direction to produce results which might bear comparison with the far better appointed Italian theatre, and keep alive, or rather kindle, an interest in German opera among cultivated people.

The way in which he set about his task made it clear that musical life in Dresden now possessed a man of power, who would keep steadfastly in view the success of his undertaking, without concerning himself as to whether he was breaking with old traditions, abolishing old and convenient usages, or even giving personal offence. He knew that in order to prosper, German opera must command the sympathy of the German people. The Court, he was also aware, took but a languid interest in it, while the aristocracy considered foreign music more dindustignt, and had as a body no community of feeling with the people. For this reason his first step, a very startling one to Dresden society, was to publish in the 'Abendzeitung,' a literary paper with a large circulation, an article addressed to the 'Amateurs of Dresden,' laying down that he would place the company at his disposal to his undertaking. Modestly bespeaking the indulgence of the public for the first attempts of a new institution, and frankly owning that real excellence would only be attained after many failures, the whole article shows how clearly he perceived the goal at which he was aiming, and how energetically he directed his course towards it from the very first. 'The Italians and the French,' he says, 'have fashioned for themselves a distinct form of opera, with a framework which allows them to move with ease and freedom. Not so the Germans. Eager in the pursuit of knowledge, and constantly yearning after progress, they endeavour to appropriate anything which they see to be good in others. But they take it all so much more seriously. With the rest of the world the gratification of the senses is the main object; the German wants a work of art complete in itself, with each part rounded off and compacted into a perfect whole. For him, therefore, a fine ensemble is the prime necessity.' It had been so much the habit hitherto in Dresden for society to look to the Court, and mould its tastes in accordance with those set in fashion from above, that it was almost an impossibility for a Court official to talk about his work as if he were in any sense personally responsible for it, or wished to be considered the head of his own institution. People were aware that Weber had been leading a restless life, an independent artist; and that his songs of war and liberty had endeared him to the heart of young Germany. Hence he was set down as a revolutionary spirit aiming at dangerous political innovations; though as a fact he was no politician, and never went beyond the general interest natural to a cultivated man in forms of government, social conditions, and the universal rights of man. Another of his actions which excited remark was the giving a very gay dinner and ball to his staff, himself the life and soul of the party. 'How could he expect to keep up the respect of his subordinates, if he began by treating them in this way?' His singers and actors were indeed very much surprised by his strictness and punctuality in all business matters. At first this aroused much dissatisfaction, but when it was found that he could make an opera go in all its parts, that at rehearsal his ears and eyes were everywhere at once, that he was as familiar with the details of acting, dressing, and scenery as he was with the music, and master of all the ins and outs of the opera as a whole, then a high ideal gradually dawned upon the company, and an immense respect for their new director. The first opera he produced was Ménul's 'Joseph' (Jan. 13, 1817). As had been his successful habit in Prague, he published two days beforehand in the 'Abendzeitung,' an article giving some information about the new opera. The performance was excellent; indeed, all that could be desired, as far as the ensemble went, though the solo-singers were but indifferent. The engagement of competent leading artists was his next care. He seems to have acted upon the principle that German opera was not to be confined to native works only, but should also produce Italian and French operas. To this end a numerous, well-trained, and thoroughly cultivated body of artists was requisite, and he felt it necessary to engage at least three leading sopranos, one first-rate tenor, and one first-rate bass. His Intendant sent him in March, 1817, on a mission to Prague, with the view of engaging Frä. Grünbaum, then singing at the theatre there. On the 28th he conducted his 'Silvana,' and was enthusiastically received, the people of Prague taking every means of showing how much they felt his loss. Immediately after his return he went to Leipzig, and played his Concerto in E² at a Gewandhaus concert, his scene from 'Atalia' and his 'Kampf und Sieg' being also in the programme. Grünbaum sang in Dresden, but was not engaged; various other stars were unsuccessful, and the year 1817 came to a close without the real acquisition having been made. However, Weber had secured a regular chorus and chorus-master, the post being filled first by Metzner, and then towards the close of 1819 by Johannes Mickisch. The latter had studied in Italy, and was considered a first-rate teacher of singing; his principal object, however, was not so much expression as the production of a full and even tone, which occasioned some differences of opinion between him and Weber. On the whole, however, he proved an excellent teacher, and was duly appreciated. A third reform undertaken by Weber in the early part of 1818 was the re-arrangement of the orchestra. The band had been hitherto placed in the same manner as at the Italian opera, but this disposition he wished to alter for one more suited to the component parts of a modern orchestra,
and to the greater importance assigned to the instrumental part of an opera. The change was at first strongly opposed, and he was obliged for the time to desist by the King's express command. But by bit, however, he made the changes he wanted, and his new arrangement having proved itself perfect, was permanently maintained.

Weber's Dresden career came to an end in a few months' time, for on June 27, 1817, a Capellmeistership in Berlin fell vacant, and Count Brühl the Intendant at once entered into negotiations with him on the subject. It was an appointment he was strongly inclined to accept. Berlin had many attractions for him, and so far society in Dresden had done little to make his residence there agreeable. The burning of the Berlin theatre on July 31, however, put a stop to the negotiations, and though several times renewed, nothing came of them. One result at any rate was that his appointment at Dresden was made for life, and that he was also admitted to a share in the direction of the musical services at the Catholic Chapel Royal. He conducted for the first time Sept. 24, 1817, the music being a Salve Regina by Schuster and a litany by Naumann, for whose church music Weber had a great admiration. It is an evidence of his devout turn of mind that before this his first official performance in divine service he confessed and received the Communion.

Now that he was often called on to compose for Court festivities, the duties of his post became varied and extensive, and absorbed much time. His colleague Morlacchi had frequent leave of absence, and passed long periods of time in Italy (e.g. from Sept. 1817 to June 1818), and then all his work fell upon Weber. A man loving freedom from restraint as he did, would have found it very hard to carry on his work with the cheerfulness and elasticity of spirit so remarkable in him, if he had not had a constant spring of happiness and refreshment in married life. His union with Caroline Brandt took place at Prague Nov. 4, 1817. On their wedding tour the young couple gave concerts at Darmstadt and Giessen, appeared in Gotha before the Duke, and then went home to Dresden, which they reached Dec. 20.

To the early years of his work in Dresden belong most of Weber's compositions d'occasion. His sincere devotion to the royal family made him hall opportunities of showing his loyalty, so that several of these works were undertaken of his own motion, and did not always meet with proper acknowledgment. The fullest year in this respect was that of 1811, the 50th anniversary of the King's accession. Besides two or three smaller works, Weber composed a grand Mass in Eb for the King's name-day, and for the accession-day (Sept. 20) a grand Jubel-overture, which the King did not allow to be performed, so he added the well-known Jubel-cantata, which the King did not allow to be performed. The Mass in G may also be counted as belonging to this year, since it was finished on Jan. 4, 1819, for the golden wedding of the King and Queen. These official duties were not despatched perfunctorily, or as mere obligations.

Into each he put his full strength, though well aware, as he wrote to Gänsebacher (Aug. 24, 1818), 'that they were but creatures of a day in the world of art, and from their ephemeral nature always disheartening.' Shortly after the performance of the Mass in G he was asked to write a festival opera for the marriage of Prince Friedrich August. He took up the idea with great earnestness, chose for his subject the tale of Alcindor in the Arabian Nights, and had already begun to think out the music, when he found (June 28) that his commission had been withdrawn, and Morlacchi requested to prepare an Italian piece for the ceremony (Oct. 9). Had 'Alcindor' been written, Weber and Spontini might have been directly rivals, for Spontini's opera of that name, composed a few years later at Berlin, is drawn from the same source. Perhaps also the work on which Weber's world-wide fame rests, and which was to give him a triumph over Spontini, might have taken another form, or never have been written at all. He had already been at work on it for two years. Soon after his removal to Dresden he became intimate with Friedrich Kind, who, after throwing up his employment as an advocate in Leipzig, had been living in Dresden solely by literature. Weber having proposed to him to write a libretto, Kind heartily assented, and the two agreed on Apel's novel of 'Der Freischiitz,' which came out in 1810 and had excited Weber's attention. Kind wrote the play in seven days; on Feb. 21, 1817, he and Weber sketched the plan together, and by March 1 the complete libretto was in Weber's hands. The composition did not proceed with equal celerity; on the contrary, Weber took longer over this than over any other of his operas. Bit by bit, and with many interruptions, it was advanced to completion. The sketch of the first number—the duet between Agathe and Aegnorh, with which the second act begins—was written July 2 and 3, 1817. Nothing more was done that year, except the sketch of the terzet and chorus in the 1st Act ('O, diese Sonne') and Agathe's grand air in the 2nd (Aug. 6 to 25). In 1818 he only worked at the opera on three days (April 17, 21, and 22). On March 15, 1819, he wrote the sketch of Caspar's air in D minor, which ends the 1st Act. Then follows another six months' pause, after which he set to work continuously on Sept. 17, and the last number, the overture, was completed on May 13, 1820. The Court compositions of 1818 may have hindered his progress in that year, but in the summer of 1819, without any pressure from without, solely following the bent of his own genius, he wrote several of his finest PF. compositions for 2 and 4 hands, including the Rondo in Eb, op. 62, the 'Aufforderung zum Tanze,' op. 65, and the Polacca brillante in E, op. 72. The PF. Trio also, and many charming Lieder belong to this summer, which Weber passed, like those of 1822, 1823, and 1824, in a little country place, Hostert-witz, near Pillnitz. By the time Der Freischi
Weber's artistic reputation was at last finished, his delight in dramatic production had reached such a pitch that he at once began and completed another dramatic work, and started at any rate on a third. Count Brühl, Intendant of the Berlin theatre, had asked him for some new music to Weber's play "Freischiitz." Eberwein's not being satisfactory, Weber did as he was requested, and wrote the music—"a heavy piece of work and an important one, more than half an opera," as he says himself—between May 25 and July 15, 1820. In the meantime he was working at a comic opera, "Die drei Pinto," the libretto by Theodor Hell, a Dresden poet, whose real name was Karl Winkler. This work was still progressing in the following year.

Count Brühl, who had a great esteem for Weber, informed him in the summer of 1819 that it was his intention to produce 'Der Freischütz' at the opening of the new theatre, then in course of erection by Schinkel. The building was to have been finished in the spring of 1820, but was not ready till a year later. Weber had intended to take the opportunity of his visit to Berlin for making a professional tour, but it did not seem advisable to postpone this for so long. For the last two months he had been out of health, and disquieting symptoms of the malady which brought his life to a premature close had begun to show themselves. Relaxation and refreshment were urgently necessary. He also wished, after this interval of ten years, to appear again in public as a pianist. He started with his wife July 25, 1820, went first to Leipzig, to his intimate friend Rochlitz, then on to Halle. His settings of Körner's 'Leyer und Schwerdt' had made Weber the darling composer of the German student, as he discovered at Halle. The greatest enthusiasm prevailed at the concert he gave there, July 31. Among the students with whom he formed relations was J. G. Löwe, afterwards the greatest of German ballad-composers, who took the whole arrangements for the concert off his hands. Still more enthusiastic was his reception by the students of Göttingen, where he arrived August 11, and gave a concert Aug. 17. After it he was serenaded by the students, who sang his Lied 'Lützow's winter Jagd,' and, on his coming down to talk with them, crowded round him cheering. Thence they went by Hanover to Bremen, Oldenburg, and Hamburg, where he left his wife, going on to Lübeck, Eutin (his birthplace, which he had not visited since 1802), and Kiel, from whence he crossed over to Copenhagen. This was

---

1 Some papers entitled 'Scenes from Dr. Karl Löwe's Life,' have been published by Dr. Max Bunge (from MS. notes by Löwe's daughter) in the "Musikwelt" (Berlin, 1853). No. 11 (Apr. 9. 1863) contains a charming picture of Weber's concert at Halle, and the part Löwe took in it. Unfortunately it is historically inaccurate. Dr. Bunge makes Weber play in July 1820 his Concertstück in F minor, which was not written till 1819, and played in public for the first time, June 30, in Berlin. Here is the scene: Dr. Bunge declares that in this his own composition Weber could not keep time with the orchestra, and says that in the fire of playing he accelerated the tempo, the hand hurled after him, but his eyes and his left hand, and Löwe had to stop Weber and start them again. Dr. Bunge's name would apply to the playing of a bad amateur, not to that of a finished capellmeister like Weber. All this too about the execution of a piece not then in existence!

Morlacioli's absence, found time to give me daily lessons for a considerable period. Benedict goes on to relate how Weber played him Freischütz and Preciosa, works then unknown to the world, and what a fascinating effect both he and his compositions made on him; but what impressed him even more was his 'rendering of Beethoven's sonatas, with a fire and precision and a thorough entering into the spirit of the composer, which would have given the mighty Ludwig the best proof of Weber's reverence and admiration for his genius.'

Benedict was fortunate enough to share the brightest and most triumphant bit of Weber's short life with him. After 'Preciosa' had been played for the first time with Weber's music (March 14, 1821) at the Berlin opera-house, and very well received, the day drew near for the opening of the new theatre, in which 'Der Freischütz' was to be the first opera performed. Weber had been invited to rehearse and conduct the opera himself, and for this purpose arrived in Berlin May 4. Benedict followed two or three weeks later.

Spontini was at that time the ruling spirit in opera, as far as it reached Berlin. The King was a great admirer of his music, and he had many adherents among the court and in society. In the rest of the world, however, opinions were mingled. During the war a strong feeling of nationality had developed in Germany, and there was a prejudice against foreigners, especially against foreigners hailing from Paris. Hence that a Franco-Italian should be installed, on terms of unusual liberality, in the chief musical post in the capital of the state which had done and suffered most in the War of Liberation, gave great umbrage. There is no question that Spontini, apart from his blunders, was made a scape-goat, and that the dislike of the people of Berlin was as much due to political and social as to musical reasons. At first, his merits as a composer received general acknowledgement. His operas, produced with the utmost care, and at a lavish expenditure, were not only performances of dazzling splendour, but of genuine artistic value, as even those prejudiced against him were obliged to admit. Germany had nothing to set against such grandiose works. Since Mosart's 'Zauberflöte' (1791) only one opera of the first rank—Beethoven's 'Fidelio' (1805)—had appeared there. On the other hand, the German stage had appropriated the best that was to be found in Italy and France, and apparently there was no likelihood of any change, or of anybody's coming to the front and eclipsing Spontini.

Weber stepped on the scene with his new opera. We can quite understand how ardently the patriots of Berlin must have longed for a brilliant success, if only as a counterpoise to Spontini. Obviously, too, it was impossible to prevent a certain anxiety lest Weber was not man enough to sustain with honour this conflict with the foreigner. He was known as a gifted composer of songs and instrumental music, but his earlier operas had not been undisputed successes, and for the last ten years he had done nothing at all in that line. On all these grounds the first performance of Der Freischütz was looked forward to with a widespread feeling of suspense and excitement.

Weber thus could not but feel that much was at stake, both for himself and for the cause of German art. As if to point the contrast still more forcibly between himself and Spontini, between native and foreign art, Spontini's 'Olympic,' entirely remodelled by the composer after its production in Paris, had been given for the first time in Berlin (May 14) only a month before Der Freischütz, with a success which, though not enduring, was enormous at the time. Weber's friends were full of dismay, fearing that Freischütz would not have a chance; Weber alone, as if with a true presentation of the event, was always in good spirits. The rehearsals began on May 21, and the performance was fixed for June 18, a day belated by a great public meeting of the citizens 'as of good omen, from its being that of the battle of Waterloo.' So entirely was he free from anxiety, that he employed his scanty leisure in composing one of his finest instrumental works, the Concertstuck in F minor, finishing it on the morning of the day on which Der Freischütz was produced. Benedict relates how he was sitting with Weber's wife when the composer came in and played them the piece just finished, making remarks as he went, and what an indelible impression it made on him. 'He was certainly one of the greatest pianists who ever lived,' he adds.

Weber's presentiment did not fail him. The 18th of June was as great a day of triumph as ever fell to the lot of a musician. The applause of a house filled to the very last seat was such as had never been heard before, in Germany at any rate. That this magnificent homage was no outcome of party-spirit was shown by the enduring nature of the success, and by the fact that it was the same wherever Der Freischütz was heard. In Berlin the 50th performance took place Dec. 28, 1822, the 100th, Dec. 26, 1826, the 300th, March 10, 1858, and the 500th, during the past year (1884). No sooner had it been produced in Berlin, than it was seized upon by nearly all the principal theatres in Germany. In Vienna it was given on Oct. 5, and, though to a certain extent mutilated and curtailed, was received with almost greater enthusiasm than in Berlin. The feeling reached its height when Weber, on a visit to Vienna, conducted the performance in person, March 7, 1822. There is an entry in his diary 'Conducted the Freischütz for Schröder's benefit. Greater enthusiasm there cannot be, and I tremble to think of the future, for it is scarcely possible to rise higher than this.' To God alone the praise!"
Weber thought it desirable to appear in public at a concert before leaving Berlin. The second representation of Der Freischütz took place on the 20th, and the third on the 32nd, of June. On the 25th he held his concert in the hall of the new theatre, and played his Concertstuck, completed that day week, for the first time in public. Others of his compositions heard on the same occasion were the Italian scenes from ‘Atalia,’ and the Variations for PF, and violin on a Norwegian theme. His colleague in the latter piece was the eccentric violinist Alexandre Boucher, who, having admired his performance, introduced a cadence of his own in the finale of the variations, improvised on themes from ‘Der Freischütz,’ but wandered off so far that he could not get back again, seeing which, he put down his violin, and throwing his arms round Weber exclaimed enthusiastically, ‘Ah, grand maître! que je t’aime, que je t’admire!’ The audience joined in with loud cheers for Weber.

Weber returned to Dresden July 1, 1821. In comparison with other places in Germany, Dresden was in no sense a hurry to produce Der Freischütz, though it had not been able altogether to shut its ears to the reports of its colossal success. The composer, in spite of all the pains he took to show his loyalty, was no favourite with the king and court. He was the singer par excellence of Körner’s lyrics, and anything which called up reminiscences of the war that inspired those songs could not but be painful to the King of Saxony. He tried to be just towards Weber, and having asked his permission to introduce a cadence of his own in the finale of the variations, improvised on themes from ‘Der Freischütz,’ but wandered off so far that he could not get back again, seeing which, he put down his violin, and throwing his arms round Weber exclaimed enthusiastically, ‘Ah, grand maître! que je t’aime, que je t’admire!’ The audience joined in with loud cheers for Weber.

Weber returned to Dresden July 1, 1821. In comparison with other places in Germany, Dresden was in no sense a hurry to produce Der Freischütz, though it had not been able altogether to shut its ears to the reports of its colossal success. The composer, in spite of all the pains he took to show his loyalty, was no favourite with the king and court. He was the singer par excellence of Körner’s lyrics, and anything which called up reminiscences of the war that inspired those songs could not but be painful to the King of Saxony. He tried to be just towards Weber, and having asked his permission to introduce a cadence of his own in the finale of the variations, improvised on themes from ‘Der Freischütz,’ but wandered off so far that he could not get back again, seeing which, he put down his violin, and throwing his arms round Weber exclaimed enthusiastically, ‘Ah, grand maître! que je t’aime, que je t’admire!’ The audience joined in with loud cheers for Weber.

Weber returned to Dresden July 1, 1821. In comparison with other places in Germany, Dresden was in no sense a hurry to produce Der Freischütz, though it had not been able altogether to shut its ears to the reports of its colossal success. The composer, in spite of all the pains he took to show his loyalty, was no favourite with the king and court. He was the singer par excellence of Körner’s lyrics, and anything which called up reminiscences of the war that inspired those songs could not but be painful to the King of Saxony. He tried to be just towards Weber, and having asked his permission to introduce a cadence of his own in the finale of the variations, improvised on themes from ‘Der Freischütz,’ but wandered off so far that he could not get back again, seeing which, he put down his violin, and throwing his arms round Weber exclaimed enthusiastically, ‘Ah, grand maître! que je t’aime, que je t’admire!’ The audience joined in with loud cheers for Weber.

Weber returned to Dresden July 1, 1821. In comparison with other places in Germany, Dresden was in no sense a hurry to produce Der Freischütz, though it had not been able altogether to shut its ears to the reports of its colossal success. The composer, in spite of all the pains he took to show his loyalty, was no favourite with the king and court. He was the singer par excellence of Körner’s lyrics, and anything which called up reminiscences of the war that inspired those songs could not but be painful to the King of Saxony. He tried to be just towards Weber, and having asked his permission to introduce a cadence of his own in the finale of the variations, improvised on themes from ‘Der Freischütz,’ but wandered off so far that he could not get back again, seeing which, he put down his violin, and throwing his arms round Weber exclaimed enthusiastically, ‘Ah, grand maître! que je t’aime, que je t’admire!’ The audience joined in with loud cheers for Weber.
the world what he was capable of. When therefore an invitation to write a new opera arrived (Nov. 11, 1821) from Barbaja, of the Kärnthnerthor theatre in Vienna, he seized the opportunity with avidity. The libretto was to be written by Frieda Halina von Chezy, who had been in Dresden since 1817, well-received in literary circles, and not without poetical talent. She offered him several subjects, and he selected 'Euryanthe.' After several attempts, in which Weber gave her active assistance, she succeeded in putting her materials into something like the shape he desired. His idea of an opera was that the music should not be so entirely dominant as in Italian opera, but that the work should be a drama, in which the words should have a real interest of their own, and in which action, scenery, and decorations should all contribute to the vividness and force of the general impression. In short, that the impression made by an opera should be based on a carefully balanced combination of poetry, music, and the descriptive arts. These principles he had endeavoured to carry out in Der Freischütz; in Euryanthe he hoped to realise them fully. The words of the 1st Act were ready by Dec. 15, 1821, and Weber set to work with all his might.

Thinking it well to study the circumstances under which his new work was to appear, he started, Feb. 10, 1822, for Vienna, stopping on the way to conduct Der Freischütz (Feb. 14) at Prague, with unmeasured success. He attended a performance of the same opera in Vienna on the 18th, but found it far from edifying. How he conducted it himself on March 9, and what a reception it had, has been already mentioned. This one work gave him a popularity in Vienna that became almost burdensome. He was urged to settle there altogether, and undertake the direction of the German opera. There also he received an invitation to write a grand opera for Paris. In the midst of all this excitement he fell ill with a violent sore throat. That his disease was making progress was evident. Still he appeared in public on two occasions besides the Freischütz performance, once at a concert given by Böhm the violinist, on March 10,—when he conducted his Jubelouverture, and the men's choruses from the 'Leyer und Schwert,' with enormous success—and once at a concert of his own (March 19), when he played his Concertstuck, which, oddly enough, was not equally appreciated. By March 26 he was again at home.

All the summer he remained at Hosterwitz, and there he composed by far the greatest part of Euryanthe, for he had the opera house the following summer. His most important piece of official work at this time was the production of Fidelio. That opera, though composed in 1805, and reduced to its final shape in 1814, had never been given in Dresden, for the simple reason that till Weber came there was no German opera. Though it was impossible for him to ignore that the music is not through-

out essentially dramatic, he felt it to be a sublime creation, for which his admiration was intense, and he strained every nerve to secure a performance worthy of the work. An animated correspondence ensued between him and Beethoven. Weber's first letter was dated Jan. 28, 1823; Beethoven replied Feb. 16, and Weber rejoined on the 18th. After that there were letters from Beethoven of April 9, June 5 and 9, and Aug. 11, the last enclosing a sonata and variations of his own composition. Weber was a great admirer and a remarkable exponent of Beethoven's P.F. music, especially of his sonatas, a fact which Beethoven seems to have known. The correspondence has been lost, except a fragment of a rough copy of Weber's, conclusively proving his high opinion of Fidelio. The score sent by Beethoven, April 10, is still at the Dresden court-theatre. The first performance took place April 29, with Wilhelmine Schröder as Leonore.

In Sept. 1823 Weber started for Vienna to conduct the first performance of Euryanthe. Benedict accompanied him. Barbaja had assembled a company of first-rate Italian singers, and was giving admirable performances of Italian opera, especially Rossini's. Rossini had been in Vienna, and had rehearsed his opera himself. The public was almost intoxicated with the music, and it was performed so admirably that even Weber, who had previously been almost unjustly severe on Rossini's operas, was obliged, to his vexation, to confess that he liked what he heard there. It was unfortunate that the singers cast for Euryanthe, though as a whole efficient, were stars of the second order. Still, Der Freischütz had possessed the public, and the first performance of the new work was enthusiastically applauded. But the enthusiasm did not last. The plot was not sufficiently intelligible, people found the music long and noisy, and after the second and third representations, which Weber conducted with great success, the audiences gradually became cold and thin. After his departure Conradin Kreutzer compressed the libretto to such an extent as to make the opera a mere unintelligible conglomeration of isolated scenes, and after dragging through twenty performances, it vanished from the boards. After the enormous success of the Freischütz, Euryanthe was virtually a fiasco. Neither had Weber much consolation from his fellow artists. In many instances envy prevented their seeing the grand and beautiful ideas poured forth by Weber in such rich abundance; and there were artists above the influence of any such motive, who yet did not yet appreciate. For among these was Schubert; even if his own attempts at opera had not shown the same thing before, his seeing no merit in Euryanthe would prove to demonstration that a man may be a great composer of songs, and yet know nothing

1 Given by Max von Weber in the 'Biographie,' St. 406. The dates given are not entirely in accordance with those in the biography, but I have followed John's careful opinions of Weber's diary, now in the Royal Library of Berlin.
of dramatic music. The only really satisfactory part of the visit was his intercourse with Beethoven, who welcomed him heartily. At one time Beethoven had not valued Weber's compositions at a high rate, but his opinion of the composer of Der Freischütz had risen enormously. He did not go to Euryanthe; there would have been no object in his doing so, now that his troubles with his hearing had settled down into total deafness.

Weber left Vienna Nov. 5, conducted the 50th representation of Der Freischütz in Prague on the 7th, and arrived in Dresden on the 20th. By his desire Benedict remained in Vienna, to keep him informed of the progress of Euryanthe; but what he heard was so far from pleasant that he did not venture to report it. Weber had put his full strength into the work, intending it as a demonstration of his power and capacity. With the keenest anxiety he followed its progress, marking the impression it produced, not only in Vienna, but in every theatre which performed it on the strength of its being an opera of Weber's. He found that in most places it received only a succès d'estime, and that opinions as to its value were divided, even amongst unbiased connoisseurs, he fell into deep depression. Benedict, on his return from Vienna, thought him looking ten years older, and all the symptoms of his malady had increased. To illness it was undoubtedly to be attributed that all his old energy, nay, even his love of music, for the time abandoned him. His compositions seemed to recede into the distance, and in the summer of 1824 he writes in a bitter mood to his wife from Marienbad, where he was taking the waters, 'I have not an idea, and do not believe I ever composed anything. Those operas were not mine after all.' When asked how he did, he would reply, 'I cough, and am lazy.' During fifteen months he composed absolutely nothing, except one little French romance.

Many disappointments, however, as Euryanthe, did him little harm: he found that in most places it was at once valued as it deserved. In Dresden the first performance took place March 31, 1824, with a success that equalled Weber’s highest expectations. As an instance, Tieck pronounced it to contain passages which Gluck and Mozart might have envied. And as in stage matters the first impression is apt to be the lasting one, even down to a later generation, the people of Dresden to this day understand and love Euryanthe. In Leipzig it was much the same, the opera occupying a place in the repertoire from May 1824. Rochlitz heard it May 24, 1825, and next day wrote Weber almost the best and most discerning criticism of the time. In Berlin there was considerable delay in producing the opera, for which Spontini received more than his share of the blame. The first performance took place on Dec. 23, 1825, and in Berlin too, where Weber's most devoted adherents were to be found, the effect it produced was great and lasting. The composer conducted in person, though suffering as he was from mortal illness, it took all his indomitable energy to make the mind rise superior to the body. It was his last appearance in Berlin.

Weber knew that his days were numbered. A model husband and father, the thought of his wife and children was never absent from his mind; to provide for them to the utmost of his power was not only his most sacred duty, but his highest happiness. No one can fail to be touched by the tender lines he wrote in the letters to his wife, many of which are printed by his sons in the biography. After quitting Stuttgart, he had regulated his affairs in the most exemplary manner. He lived very comfortably in Dresden, and was able even to afford himself small luxuries. His great desire was to leave enough to place his family above fear of poverty. It was his love for them which roused him from the languor and depression into which he had fallen after the completion of Euryanthe. The immediate impulse was a letter from Charles Kemble, then lessee of Covent Garden theatre, inviting him to write an opera in English. Kemble added a request that he would come to London to produce the new opera in person, and conduct Der Freischütz and Preciosa. Weber did not hesitate long, and the two opera houses on 'Oberon' as the subject of the opera, the libretto to be drawn up by Planché. The terms took longer to arrange. Kemble's offer of £1000 was accepted too low, and Kemble thought Weber's demands much too high. At last, however, he agreed to give £2000. Before the affair was concluded Weber consulted his physician, Dr. Hedenus, as to the possibility of the journey in his then state of health. The reply was that if he would give up conducting and composing, and take a year's complete rest in Italy, his life might be prolonged for another five or six years. If, on the other hand, he accepted the English commission, his life would be measured by months, perhaps by weeks. Weber replied by his favourite motto, 'As God will,' and settled to go.

Although he had undertaken to compose this opera from a desire to make money, he would not have been the high-minded artist he was if he had not set to work at it with all his might. So much was he in earnest that, at the age of thirty-seven, and with one foot in the grave, he began to learn English systematically, and was soon able to carry on his own correspondence in English, and when in London satirised everybody by the ease with which he spoke. In reference to this fact it is worth while to notice the behaviour of other composers in like circumstances. When Piccinni came to Paris to

2 See Beethoven, vol. i. p. 184 a.
3 Hänsel (pp. 163) gives the most important part of his letter.
compose his Roland, with which he was to enter the lists against Gluck, he knew so little French that Marmontel had to translate and explain his libretto to him bit by bit. Spontini spent 12 years in the service of the King of Prussia, bound by contract to supply German operas, and yet never took the pains to learn the language methodically. Weber, however, saw clearly the impossibility of giving full and adequate musical expression to the sentiments of a poem unless the composer be familiar with the language in which it is written.

The 1st and 2nd acts reached him Jan. 18, 1825, and the 3rd on Feb. 1. He set to work Jan. 25, the first number he composed being Huon's grand air in the 1st act. He laid the work aside during the summer, but resumed it Sept. 10. The last number, the overture, was completed in London April 29, 1826.

By medical advice he took the waters at Ems, in the summer of 1825, starting from Dresden on July 3. His route lay through Naumburg to Weimar, where he made a last unsuccessful attempt to enter into close relations with Goethe, and was warmly welcomed by Hummel and his family. Thence he went by Gotha to Frankfurt, and then to Hanover to see Gottfried Weber for the last time, and then to Wiesbaden to Ems. This journey must have convinced him of his extraordinary popularity. People of all ranks vied with each other in showing him kindness, respect, and admiration. At Ems he was admitted into the circle of that accomplished man the Crown Prince of Prussia (afterwards Frederic William IV.), and his wife, an unusual distinction. But the musician toiling to his grave was no longer able to enjoy the sunshine which shone so brightly on his last days.

The time for Weber's departure for England drew on. On Feb. 5 he conducted Der Freischütz in Dresden for the last time, and took leave of his band, all except Fürstenau, the well-known flute-player, who was to travel with him. He chose the route through Paris, and made the acquaintance of the principal musicians there, specially enjoying the attentions of Cherubini, for whom he had always had a high respect. A performance of Boieldieu's 'La Dame blanche' enchanted him. 'What grace! what wit!' he writes to Theodor Hell, at Dresden, 'no such comic opera has been written since Figaro.' On March 1 he arrived in London, and was most hospitably received by Sir George Smart, then Organist of the Chapel Royal. On the 6th he went to Covent Garden theatre to view the scene of his future labours; he was received by the spectators with enthusiasm, and the public must have assured him of his popularity in London. On March 8 he conducted a selection from Der Freischütz at one of the 'oratorio concerts,' and here his reception was even more enthusiastic, nearly every piece from the opera being encored. On the 9th the rehearsals for 'Oberon' began, and Weber per-

1 Benedict (p. 113) says March 3, but he is wrong.
ideals. As a natural consequence he was far less perfect in form than Beethoven, nor was he his equal in power, but in originality he has never been surpassed by any musician, ancient or modern. The germs of life he scattered broadcast defy calculation, and the whole German opera, down to Wagner’s latest works, is evolved from Weber’s spirit. Even the concert-music of other masters less connected with opera, such as Mendelssohn and Schumann, profited by his suggestiveness. Without Weber, Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream music, Walpurgis Nacht, Concert overtures, and his Oratorio: Schumann’s Paradise and the Peri, Pilgrimage of the Rose, and concert-ballads; the entire variation-music of the present day, choruses for men’s voices, certain forms of the German Lied, even the modern technique of pianoforte-playing, and, most of all, the present development of orchestration, are inconceivable. And though during the last 30 years the Weber-cultus in Germany has been checked by the revived influence of Bach, though his weakness in form has been hotly condemned by composers of concert and chamber-music (thus—for the most part involuntarily—implies a depreciation of his work in general, which is as foolish and shortsighted as it is ungrateful), his genius can afford to deride all such detraction now and for ever. He is curiously near of kin to his opponents, even to Brahms. For instance, take Brahms’s penchant for the national music of his own and other countries, and trace it to its source, and you come upon Weber. Again he is the father of the modern typical artists who is a cultivated man of the world, as well as a musician. This fact involved a change in the social position of the artist, which change has been erroneously ascribed to Beethoven’s personal qualities, though it might just as well be attributed to Spohr. Both were proved men, conscious of their own worth, and capable of asserting it when necessary; but of what great artists and man of honour might not the former have been robbed if it had not been for the range of their interests outside music was extremely limited. Spohr was cultivated in the same sense that Mozart was; Beethoven, though he absorbed the ideas of the French Revolution while living on the Rhine, could lay no claim to anything like general culture. Weber’s birth gave him at once a status in the best society, and compelled the world to admit that there was nothing derogatory to a man of family in following art as a vocation. His cultivation was indeed of a peculiar nature and most extensive: not acquired from books, but learnt by practical experience, and perfectly homogeneous with his music. To this result both education and natural gifts tended. His literary and poetical talent was considerable, and he took a keen and intelligent interest in all mechanical processes and the plastic arts, in which his taste was excellent.1 Compared to Mendelssohn’s, his education was a very irregular one, but his wandering life from a child had brought before him a host of varied impressions which his intelligent mind absorbed, and his cool head turned to account. At twenty he had more knowledge of life and men than many an artist of the old school had attained at the time of his death. His cleverness and thorough knowledge of the ways of society were partly natural, and partly acquired through intercourse with men of all ranks, from the lowest to the highest. From his time the musician of genius, who was a musician and nothing more, first, Franz Schubert, became impossible in Germany. The characteristics which distinguish Mendelssohn, Schumann, Hiller, Wagner, Liszt, and other great musicians, who are fully developed men, from the older type of musician, are precisely those first found in Weber.

To form a right estimate of Weber’s music it is necessary to look upon him as a dramatic composer. Not that his other compositions are of no importance—quite the contrary; but in one and all may be discerned more or less plainly that dramatic genius which was the essence of his nature, and which determined their form, and gave them that stamp whereby they differ so strikingly from the productions of other artists. Composers gifted with the true dramatic instinct have always been rare in Germany, and it was this that Weber possessed in a high degree, higher perhaps even than Mozart. Being his most prominent characteristic, we will deal with it first.

1. The earliest, ‘Die Macht der Liebe und des Weins,’ was destroyed, apparently by himself. Of the second, ‘Das Waldmädchen,’ composed in Freiberg, there are extant three autograph fragments, containing in all 214 bars, the originals of some and copies of others being now in the Royal Library at Berlin.2 These fragments seem to bear out Weber’s own verdict that the opera was an immature production, not perhaps wholly devoid of merit. It was played several times, no complete score can now be found. We now come to his third opera, and after that almost all that he wrote for the stage made its permanent mark.

2. The libretto of ‘Peter Schmoll und seine Nachbarn’ was adapted by a certain Joseph Türké from a novel of the same name by Carl Gotthob Cramer (3 vols. Rodolstadt, 1758—99). The book was one of the romances of knights and robbers with which the market was flooded after the success of ‘Götzen der Berlichingen’ and ‘Die Räuber.’3 Cramer’s Peter Schmoll has no artistic merit, but it is less crude and sensational than some others of its class. The scene is laid not in the Middle Ages, but in the period of the French Revolution. Türké arranged the plot in two acts, and treated it after the fashion of the

1 It was his interest in wood-engraving which led to his friendship with F. W. Gribits in Berlin. See ‘Gribits’ Erlebnisse,’ II, 15 (Berlin, 1846).

2 The Weber collection, amassed with so much diligence by Prof. Jähn, was purchased some years ago for the Berlin Royal Library.

3 The best-known work of the kind was ‘Rinaldo Rinaldini’ by Goethe’s brother-in-law after 1812.
WEBER.

German Singspiel, with spoken dialogue. All this part however has been lost, the words of the songs alone being preserved in the score. The verses are rarely Türk's own, but were taken from the novel, which was interlarded, in the then fashion, with songs. Such verses as he did write are more than commonplace, especially when intended to be comic; refined comedy being a rarity in German drama long after Peter Schmoll's day. The music evinces great talent, perhaps artificially matured, but naturally so great and so healthy that not even the box-house treatment to which it had been subjected could injure it permanently. Weber was impelled to produce operas before he had fully developed the feeling for logical harmonic progressions, nay, before he had mastered musical orthography itself, to say nothing of the skill necessary to construct musico-dramatic forms on a large scale. Peter Schmoll affords a good opportunity for comparing the unequal, unpropitious development of Weber's powers with those of Mozart, whose youthful operas are now engraved and accessible. In Mozart the mastery of external means advances step by step with the development of mental power. From the first he always had the two. Weber, at the time he composed Peter Schmoll, had much that was original to say, but was without the technical training necessary to enable him to say it. To one capable of piercing through the defective form to the thought beneath, the unmistakable features of his individuality will often be discernible. Real dramatic characterization is not to be expected from a boy of fourteen; so far his music is rather stagey than dramatic, but still he had, even then, unquestionably a brilliant talent for the stage. This is mainly apparent in the treatment of general situations, such as the second scene of the first act, where Schmoll, Minette, and Hans Baas play at blindman's-buff in the dark. The melodies are thoroughly catching, often graceful and charming, always related to the German lied, and never reflecting the Italian style. He puts almost all he has to say into the voice-parts; the accompaniments being unimportant, at least as regards polyphony. There is much originality in the harmony, and the colouring is individual and full of meaning. Now it is precisely with harmony and colouring that Weber produces his most magical effects in his later operas. In his autobiography he relates how an article he read in a musical periodical about a time suggested to him the idea of writing in a novel manner, by making use of old and obsolete instruments. The instrumentation in Peter Schmoll is indeed quite peculiar, No. 14, a tarset (Euphoniaus hir des Vaters Segen), being accompanied by two fausti dolci, two basset-horns, two bassoons, and string-quartet. His motive was not a mere childlike love of doing something different from other people, but he had an idea that these strange varieties of tone helped to characterize the situation. In the passage named the peculiar combination of wind-instruments does produce a peculiarly solemn effect. Again, in certain comic, and also in some mysterious passages, he uses two piccolos with excellent effect, giving almost a forecast of the spirit of Der Freischütz. Minette sings in the first act a mournful song of a love-lorn maiden, and as the voice ceases the last bar is re-echoed softly by a single flute, solo, a perfect stroke of genius to express desolation, loneliness, and silent sorrow, and recalling the celebrated passage in the 3rd act of 'Euryanthe,' where the desolation of the hapless Euryanthe is also depicted by a single flute. Weber adapted the music of this romance to the song 'Wird Philemela trauen' (No. 3), in Abu Hassan, and used some other parts of the opera in his later works, for instance the lacing of the third finale of Oberon. The overture to Peter Schmoll was printed, after Weber's thorough revision of it, in 1807, and also a revised form of the duet 'Dich an dies Herz zu drücken,' in 1809. 1

3. The subject of 'Rübezahl,' a 2-act opera begun by Weber in Breslau, but never finished, was taken from a legend of the Riesengebirge, dramatized by J. G. Rhode. The versification is polished and harmonious, but the action drags sadly. Rübezahl, the spirit of the mountain, having fallen in love with a mortal Princess, lure her into his castle, and keeps her prisoner there, but woe to her in vain. Having managed to secure his magic sceptre, she gets rid of him by bidding him count the turnips in the garden, which at her request he turns into human beings for her companions. As soon as he is gone she summons a griffin, who carries her down again to her own home, and thus outwits Rübezahl. For variety's sake the post has introduced the father, lover, and an old servant of the Princess, who penetrate in disguise to the castle, and are hired by Rübezahl as servants; but they do not influence the plot, and have to be got rid of at the close.

These weaknesses, however, are redeemed by some supernatural situations, excellent for musical treatment. Of this libretto Weber says that he had composed the 'greater part,' though the overture and three vocal numbers alone have been preserved. Even of these the second vocal number is unfinished, while the overture exists complete only in a revised form of later date. Those familiar with Der Freischütz and Oberon know Weber's genius for dealing with the spirit-world; but the Rübezahl fragments show extraordinarily few traces of the new language he invented for the purpose. The music, indeed—always excepting the revised form of the overture—is less Weberian than a great deal in Peter Schmoll, nor is there any marked advance in the technique of composition. In a quintet for four sopranos and bass, the princess bewails her loneliness, and sighs for her girl-companions, when Rübezahl bids her plant three turnips, and call them Clärchen, Kunigunde, and Elisabeth; he then touches them with his wand, and her three friends rise out of the ground and rush to her amid a lively scene of

1 FF. score by Jähns (Berlin, Schlesinger).
2 With FF. accompaniment by Jähns (Schlesinger).
mutual recognition, Rübezahl standing by and making his reflections. The manner in which he has treated this scene indicates very clearly the state of Weber's development at the time. The motifs, the music, the stage picture, in short, are all arranged like mortals, in strains differing in no degree from those of the princes. Twenty years later such a scene would inevitably have produced a series of the most individual tone-pictures, contrasting sharply with everything of mortal interest. As it is, the future dramatist and composer is but in the chrysalis-stage, and the quartet is merely a very lively and effective stage-scene, with some clever passages in it (the middle of the second, and der sterbende Gefühle, particularly fine), but with no traces of Weber's individuality.

4. With the next opera, 'Silvana,' we take leave of boyish compositions, and reach a higher stage of development. Silvana and Abu Hassan form the middle group of Weber's dramatic works, while Freischütz, Procorus, Euryanthe, and Oberon, constitute the third and last. We have stated already that in Silvana he used some material from Das Waldmädchen, the libretto of which has been lost, except the few verses preserved in the score. Himmel's story is as follows:

Two German knights in the Middle Ages have fallen in love with the same noble maiden. Her rejected suitor, Ritter von Reusburg, takes his revenge on her and Abu Hassan, then Count Adelhart, by stealing their baby-daughter. He intends her to be killed, but the old servant who carried her off relents, and brings up the child in secret. Feeling his end to be near, he sets out with the intention of restoring his daughter, long believed to be dead, to the Count, the Countess having died of grief before. Having arrived in the neighbourhood of Adelhart's castle, he hides Silvana in a grotto in the forest, enjoining her not to speak a word to any one, and goes to inform Adelhart. He cannot, however, then speak with him, Adelhart being busy with preparations for the marriage of his other daughter, Mechthilde, to Count Rudolf, who has sent for him. He(B)eltold is in love, not with Rudolf, but with Albert von Reusburg, the son of her father's late enemy, and Rudolf is nothing but a pretender for his destined bride. He goes out hunting with his men from Adelhart's castle, in the forest finds Silvana, who pretends to be dead. He brings her to his castle, and invites her to be his wife. Adelhart gives a tournament in honour of the marriage between Rudolf and Mechthilde, which is carried off by the Albert, fighting with closed visor. Encouraged by the demonstrations he receives, he makes himself known and asks her father for Mechthilde's hand. He(B)eltold is angry, and is going to have him imprisoned and put to death, but Albert and his men fight their way through to the forest. Here he finds the old servant, seeking Silvana, and learns the true state of affairs; but Adelhart's knights fall upon him, and drag him back to the castle, the old servant telling them all. Meanwhile Adelhart has learned that Rudolf is in love, not with Mechthilde, but with Silvana, and is going to put her to death, believing her to be some rival who has used witchcraft. Just as the fatal stab is about to be given, Adelhart enters with the old servant, and informs Adelhart that Silvana is his daughter. A reconciliation takes place between Adelhart and Albert, and the two pairs of lovers are united.

This opera, with its mediæval romanticism, is the precursor of Euryanthe, and therefore of great interest in Weber's development. Independent of this, however, its merit as a work of art is considerable, and I believe the time will come when it will again find a home in the theatres of Germany. To ridicule the piece as hyper-romantic and old-fashioned is a mistake, arising chiefly from our habit of looking down upon the romanticism so much in vogue at the beginning of the century. We forget that an opera-libretto is something very different from the long-drawn-out romance of chivalry, and that the falsity and childishness which repel in a novel need find no place in a libretto, even though it be founded on the same situations. The story of Silvana deals with emotions which are natural, true, and intelligibly expressed, and the situations are not less fitted for musical treatment because they belong to a bygone period—seen through a legendary haze, but still an heroic period of great and lasting interest. Another point in favour of Himmel's poem is that the plot develops itself naturally and intelligibly, the interest is well kept up, and there is the necessary variety of sensation. That Weber transferred to it musical ideas from Das Waldmädchen can be verified in two instances only, one being the overture, the autograph of which is docketed 'renovata 23 Marzo, 1821,' a term which must necessarily apply to the Waldmädchen overture. The 'renovation' cannot have been of a very startling nature, judging by the music, which is neither interesting nor original. The second case is the air assigned to Krip's the Squire, 'Lieht so ein Unthier ausgesrecket' (No. 2), the opening of which is identical with a ritornel in one of the 'Waldmädchen' fragments. It may therefore be assumed that the adaptation of old material was of a very limited description. The fact of there having been any adaptation at all may partly explain the extreme inequality between the separate numbers in Silvana, but we must also take into account the inevitable distractions and interruptions among which it was composed at Stuttgart.

The opera undoubtedly does not give the impression of having been conceived all at once, and this damages the general effect.

The progress in dramatic characterisation made by Weber since Rübezahl and Peter Schmolli is obvious. The knights of the period are more or less typical personages, and do not require much individualising. A composer's chief difficulty would lie in maintaining the particular tone adapted to each character consistently throughout the drama, and in this Weber has succeeded thoroughly. Count Adelhart especially, and Krip the Squire, are drawn with a master hand. The power of indicating a character or situation by two or three broad strokes, afterwards so remarkable in Weber, is clearly seen in Silvana. For instance, the very first bar of the duet between Mechthilde and Adelhart, 'Was ges, mir zu widerstreben' (Act ii. No. 9), seems to put the violent, masterful knight bodily before us. Another crucial point is the winding up of a denouement, by missing the subjects together in a general movement which shall keep the interest of the spectator at a stretch; and of this we have an excellent specimen in the Finale of Act ii.
Speaking of the music simply as music, though by no means perfect in form, the ideas are abundant and original. The melodies partake of the Volkslied character, there is a riotous fancy combined with the drollest comedy, and a great peculiarity Weberian, while the instrumentation is dainty, full of colour, and melodies. Good examples of the first quality are the Huntsman’s Chorus (Act i. No. 3), and the Drinking Chorus in the Finale of the same Act; and of the comedy the whole part of the cowardly bully Kripa. His Arietta in Eb, No. 14, is capital, and also interesting as a specimen of the distinction between Weber’s art and Mozart’s as shown in the Entführung and Zauberflöte. The dances allotted to Silvana (Nos. 1, 3, 12) are most graceful and charming. Another remarkable point in the opera is the musical illustration of pantomime, even in the vocal numbers, a device for connecting the music and the action together, which is well known to have been carried to such an extent by Wagner that he is generally considered the inventor of it. Weber, however, has in Silvana turned it to account most effectively. A striking example is the scene where Rudolf meets Silvana in the forest. He addresses her in gentle tones, to whom she replies only by signs, accompanied by orchestral strains of the most expressive nature, with a great deal of cello-solo. The whole scene is full of genius, and continually suggests a comparison with Wagner, especially where Rudolf sings, “Wenn du mich liebst, o welche ein Glück! O lasse mich deine Augen fragen!” while Silvana, to a melting strain from the cello, ‘looks at him sweetly and tenderly,’ a passage which recalls the first meeting of Siegmunde and Sieglinde in the Walküre. Other passages, in which the music follows the action step by step, are to be found in Weber’s great operas, especially in Euryanthe. Strange to say, they seem to have attracted little attention, even in the latter case, and have certainly never had their merit acknowledged in print.—The composer prepared two PF. editions of Silvana,1 the former of which (1812) is incomplete, and both now very rare. A new one is much wanted, and the full score of this interesting work ought to be published before long.

5. ‘Abu Hassan,’ the second in the middle group of Weber’s operas, was adapted by Hiemer from an Arabian fairy-tale, with occasional reminiscences of Weisse’s Dorfbarbiër. The story of this one-act Singpiel is closely connected with certain experiences of both Weber and Hiemer in Stuttgart. It must have been easy to Weber to find appropriate melodies for a creditor running a light-minded impecunious debtor; and curiously enough, the first number of the opera he set was the Creditors’ Chorus, ‘Geld, Geld, Geld, ich will nicht länger warten!’ (August 11, 1810). The little piece consisted originally of the Overture and eight vocal numbers, the duet ‘Thränen sollst du nicht vergießen’ being added in 1812, and the air ‘Hier liegt, wacht märtervolles Loo.’ in 1823.

The chief reason why this opera is so little known in Germany is that it is so short, barely occupying half an evening; it has, however, been given several times lately. The fun in German comic opera has always been somewhat boisterous; for more refined comedy we must generally go to the French, but Abu Hassan is almost the sole German work which produces a hearty laugh, and at the same time charms by its grace and refinement, and by the distinction of its musical expression. Perhaps the best bit is the scene between Abu Hassan and his creditors, but the duet between Omar and Fatima (No. 6), the final terzetto (No. 7), and Fatima’s ‘Ist es wirklich wahr?’ are all of great merit. The last air, it should be borne in mind, was composed twelve years after the rest, and bears the stamp of the matured composer. Various little instances of want of finish appear in the music, but defects of this kind may well be overlooked for the sake of the invention, so spontaneous and spiritual, and the downright hearty fun of the whole, mingled as it is with rare and touching tenderness.2

6. Between the completion of Abu Hassan and the commencement of Der Freischütz intervenes no less than six years—a long period in so short a life—during which Weber composed no opera. Not that the dramatic impulse had abandoned him. ‘I am anxiously looking out for another good libretto,’ he writes after the production of Abu Hassan at Munich ‘for I cannot get on at all without an opera in hand.' We know he had several projects, and that he had a ‘Tanzenhause’ in his mind in 1814; but his restless life, and the unsatisfactory nature of his position at Prague, prevented his bringing anything to maturity. Nevertheless his dramatic powers did not lie absolutely fallow. Six grand Italian arias with orchestra, some with chorus also, composed during this period, though intended for the concert-room, may be classed with his dramatic works, because they presuppose a scene or situation in which some distinct peron gives expression to his or her feelings. The same is true of the Little Italian arias, which mark an important stage in his development, as it was through them that he gained dexterity in handling the larger forms of vocal music. As we have seen, he was somewhat clumsy at this in Silvana. Several of the six concerto-arias are of high merit, particularly the one com-

---

1 Schlesinger, Berlin.
2 Abu Hassan, a droll favourite of the Caliph of Bagdad, and his wife Fatima, with a greater turn for making verses than for domestic management, is amusingly described by their creditors. They bit upon the expedient of each giving out the other as dead; so Fatima goes to the Sultana, and Hassan to the Sultana, to ask for their customary contribution towards the funeral expenses. The plan succeeds, and each returns with a considerable sum, which is returned to them with open satisfaction. The Sultana and Silvana, however, fall out as to which of the two it is that has died, and to settle the question, proceed with a number of their court ladies. Here after a very dull scene with the supposed dead couple, the true state of affairs comes to light, and Abu Hassan and Fatima are abundantly provided for, while Omar the money-changer, who has pressed his demands in the hope of extorting concessions from Fatima, receives due punishment.
posed for Prince Frederic of Gotha, ‘Signor, se padre sei,’ the scene ed aria for Atalina, ‘Mi serra me,’ and the scene ed aria for Mélusine’s ‘Hélibre,’ ‘Ah, se Edmondo fosse l’Innocenzo.’

The cause of the neglect of Weber’s concert-arias at the present day can only be that the grand style of concert-singing is almost universally superseded by ballads, which are really unsuited to the concert-room. The three duets with PF. accompaniment are also worthy of notice, as showing Weber’s perfect familiarity with the Italian style, while retaining intact his German individuality, a combination which gives them a special interest. One—‘Si il mio ben, cor mio tu sei’—was originally composed for 2 altos, with clarinet obligato, and an accompaniment of string quartet and 2 horns. It was performed at Weber’s concert in Darmstadt in 1811, when he writes to Gottfried Weber, ‘a duet so confoundedly Italian in style that it might be Farinelli’s; however it pleased them infernally.’ This is, however, unjust to himself, for though here and there the Italian cast of melody is obvious, the main body is thoroughly German. ‘Ah, se Edmondo fosse l’Innocenzo.’

Besides his Italian compositions, among which we may include 3 canzonets for single voice and PF., Weber exercised his dramatic vein twice between 1811 and 1817, in the composition of ‘Lieder, and in his cantata ‘Kampf und Sieg’ (1815). These important works are of course only indirectly dramatic. They will be noticed later on.

With Der Freischütz Weber laid the foundation of German romantic opera. To explain this statement we must first define precisely what we mean by the term ‘romantic.’ Originally borrowed from the Spanish and French medieval chronicles of chivalry, the word primarily denoted anything marvellous, surprising, knight-errant-like, enchanted. Operas were often founded on stories of this kind in the 18th century, the first being a libretto called ‘Lisouart und Dariolette,’ adapted by Schiebler from Favart, and set by J. A. Hiller (Hamburg 1766). The French taste for fairy tales and eastern stories penetrated to Germany, and such subjects were used in opera. Thus the story of Zemire and Azor was set in 1775, and that of Oberon’s Magic Horn in 1790. The Zauberflöte, too, as is well known, was founded on an eastern fairy tale, and that chef-d’œuvre made fairy- operas a recognised fashion. All these, from the nature of their subjects, might be called romantic operas, and indeed were so at the time. Weber himself speaks of Mozart, Cherubini, and even Beethoven as romantic composers, but this was not in the sense in which the word has been used since his time in Germany. The fairy and magic operas, of which Vienna was the head-quarters, were popular because their sensational plots and elaborate scenery delighted a people as simple as a set of grown-up children. They were, in fact, pretty fantastic trifles, and Mozart, though he introduced serious tones in them, did not alter their essential character. The romantic opera, in the present restricted sense of the word, differs from these earlier fairy operas in that whatever is introduced of the marvellous, whether narrative, legend, or fairy-tale, is treated seriously, and not as a mere matter of amusement. The ultimate cause of this change of ideas was the entire transformation of the intellectual life of Germany during the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries. A new and changed dependence on foreign countries the mind of Germany awoke to consciousness, began to know something of its own history, its legends and myths, its natural language and customs, and to prize them as precious heirlooms. It again grasped the peculiar—almost pantheistic—relations with nature, which distinguished the Teutonic from the classic and Latin peoples. This change of ideas was greatly accelerated by the gradual transferance of the dress, the manner, the influence in music from the lively light-hearted South Germans, to the more serious and thoughtful inhabitants of North Germany. Lastly individual composers, Weber among them, came under the influence of the poets of the romantic school. As these latter, breaking away from the classicism of Goethe and Schiller, sought their ideals of beauty in national art, history, and myth, primarily German, and afterwards Indian, Italian, Spanish, French, or English, so the composers of the 19th century, after finding an attraction in the same class of subjects partly because of their very unfamiliarity, thus, consciously or unconsciously, they applied to music the dictum of Novalis with regard to romantic poetry—that it was the art of surprising in a pleasing manner.

Subjects for romantic opera require a certain expansiveness of the imagination; a capacity of soaring beyond the commonplace events of daily life. From classicism, a sort of purity, a love of nature, and not over-refined taste, they accommodate themselves with ease to the manners and speech of the people. This is how it happens that other elements of the German popular plays—the comic and amusing—which have no inherent connection with the serious conception of a romantic subject, find a place in romantic opera. Again, in contradistinction to the antique-classical dramas, which revealed to the spectator an ideal world without restrictions of time or space, romantic subjects laid the utmost stress on peculiarities of race or epoch, social relations or distinctions. Thus it followed that there were in romantic opera four principal elements—the imaginative, the national, the comic, and the realistic. The fusing of these elements by means of the imagination into one whole is what constitutes German romanticism. The music destined to correspond with this ideal should be bright, highly-coloured, and varied, full of sharp contrasts, subjective
rather than objective, the artistic forms constantly evolving themselves in obedience to the arbitrary direction of the imagination. Hence arose two alterations of position, both of great importance in opera, the one between the instrumental and vocal parts, the music; the other, and principal one, between the poetry and the music. From this time forward the instrumental music disputes precedence with the singing, and claims equality with it as a means of dramatic characterisation. This led to a predominance of general mood over specific emotion, a subordination of the dramatic individual to the species, and a preponderance of colour over drawing. Formerly, too, the poem merely sketched out the main features of the plot, which the music filled in in accordance with its own laws; now the poet claimed a voice in the construction of the musical forms. These tendencies, if logically carried out, involve the absolute destruction of the present forms of opera, but this the Romanticists did not intend. All they contemplated was such an admixture of these decomposing elements as should impart new life and additional charm to the existing form. There was a certain sense of unrest, a chiaro-scuro, a foreboding kind of feeling about their music which made it admirably adapted for representing the supernatural.

In Silvanus, Weber had already trodden upon the domain of romantic opera, in the sense in which we have just expounded it, but had not yet found adequate musical expression for German romanticism. Next came Spohr’s Faust in 1813, and Zemire und Azor in 1818. In both these the subjects are conceived with earnestness, and a dreamy twilight tone runs through the whole, so that they undoubtedly possess some of the distinguishing marks of the romantic opera; but Spohr’s music is much too rounded off in form, and too polished, and he had a positive aversion to anything popular. Nor had he sufficient versatility and flexibility, boldness, or vie cosmique. Strictly speaking, therefore, he is only half a romanticist. Freischütz was a revelation; from the date of its production there was no question as to what a romantic opera really was.

Kind did not draw on his own invention for the libretto. The history of the subject is still incomplete, but we know that the story can be traced back as far as the 17th century. It was published in the beginning of the 18th, in a book called ‘Unterredungen vom Reich der Geister,’ of which a second edition appeared in Leipzig in 1731. The statement there made, that the occurrence took place in a town of Bohemia in 1710, carries no weight. From the book Johann da Wolkenstock apel took the story, and published it as a narrative called ‘Der Freischütz, a legend of the people’ (1810), handling it so cleverly that it again became popular. In 1819 Gerle took it up and wrote ‘Den brauen Jäger.’ 2 In 1821 it was turned into a tragedy by Count von Reisch, and performed Aug. 17, 1821, at Würzburg, two months after the first performance of the opera in Berlin. Kind mainly followed Apel: his poem, with explanatory notes, ran through two editions in 1823 and a third in 1829 (Güschjen). Twenty years later he prepared the last edition for his ‘Freischütz-book,’ and added to it a mass of cognate matter by no means uninteresting.

Apel’s story has been more read again lately, and finding how much Kind borrowed from it, people have been apt to disparage both him and his libretto. Ambrose’s remarks on this point, for instance, are most unjust. Neither originality of ideas nor literary skill are so important to a librettist as the faculty of arranging his materials in a really dramatic form. This Kind had in a high degree, and it ought to be sufficient. His own alterations and additions, too, are most successful, having the threefold advantage of conducing to the musical development, suiting Weber’s special gift, and hitting the ideal of German national opera. The parts of Caspar, Aennchen, and the Hermit, are entirely his own, while that of Agathe is greatly strengthened, and Samiel is brought forward to assume the requirements of the plot. The motives and action of the plot also diverge considerably from Apel’s romance. Caspar being jealous of Max, tries to engage him in a compact with Satan, but the Evil One is frustrated by the pure-minded and devout Agathe, and in her stead Caspar becomes the victim. Thus Kind contrived a happy termination instead of Apel’s tragic one. The plot, as it now stands, — its main interest centred in a couple of true-hearted lovers, living in an honest forester’s cottage, on a background of German forest, with all its delights and all its weird associations, lit up now by sunbeams glinting on a frolicksome peasantry, now by lurid flashes revealing the forms of the powers of darkness—appeals with irresistible attraction to every German heart. The most important point in the opera, however, and the secret of its success, is the strongly-marked religious element which at once raised it to an altogether higher level than any prior opera, and gave it a kind of sacred character. During the War of Freedom a spirit of religious enthusiasm had taken hold of the people of Germany, and become so far a ruling passion that any one who succeeded in giving expression to it in music was sure of striking home to the national heart. Looked at from this point of view, the part of the hermit, Kind’s own invention, acquires considerable significance. The opening of the opera was originally intended to be quite different from what it is now. The curtain drew up on a forest scene with a hermit’s cell, having close by a turf altar with a cross or image at the back, covered with white roses. The hermit praying before the altar sees in a vision the Prince of Darkness lying in wait to

---

1 Published in Vol. 1 of the 'Gesamtausgabe,' edited by Apel and Lenz (Leipzig, Güschjen, 1829).
2 See his ‘Rune Rätter’ (Leipzig, Leuckart, 1876); also the New Series, 97 (Ined. 1874), and Wuthmann in the ‘Grunzheben,’ i. 1874, p. 416.
entrap Agathe, 'the spotless lamb,' and her Max. At this point Agathe enters, bearing bread, milk, and fruit for the hermit. After warning her that danger is near, he gives her his blessing and two or three of the roses, which have the power of working miracles. A duet between the two concludes the scene. Weber did not compose either the duet or the hermit's monologue; but, by his Rankes's advice, began the opera with the village fête. By this means he certainly secured a more effective introduction, though the appearance of the hermit in the last act now seems somewhat abrupt and out of place.

The religious sentiment of Weber's day was entirely of a romantic kind, made up partly of a sort of medieval fanatical Catholicism, partly of an almost pantheistical nature-worship. What a gift he had for giving expression to this sentiment Weber perhaps scarcely knew before he wrote the Freischütz. It was an advantage to him to be a member, and a conscientious one, of the Roman Catholic Church, and to have also a naturally serious and devout disposition. Hence the character of Agathe has a virgin-sweetness, an inward purity, such as was never put on the stage before. As an interpreter of nature Weber's position in the dramatic world is like that of Beethoven in the Symphony; nay, the infinite variety of nature-pictures contained in Der Freischütz, Preciosa, Euryanthe, and Oberon, each quite new of its kind, and each equally surpass even the manifestations of genius of the Pastoral Symphony. Nobody has ever depicted with the same truth as he a sultry moonlight night, the stillness broken only by the nightingale's trill and the solemn murmur of the trees, as in Agathe's grand scena; or a gruesome night-scene in the gloomy forest ravine, such as that in the finale of the 2nd Act. In the latter kind of scene Marschner may have surpassed him, but in the former he still remains unapproachable. With this descriptive faculty went hand in hand consummate skill in orchestration. There is something original and intoxicating in the sound he brings out of the orchestra, a complete simplicity, combined with perfect novelty. He was able, as it were, to transport himself into the soul of the instruments, and make them talk to us like human beings, each in its own language, each speaking when it alone has power to lay bare the very heart of the action. In this power of using the orchestra dramatically Weber surpasses any composer in the world; Mozart himself knew nothing of such an individualising of the resources of the orchestra. Colourful orchestral handling in this masterly manner naturally served principally to characterise situations, but it was also used for the personages. Nothing distinguishes Weber as a born dramatist more than the way he appropriated to a character from its first entrance upon the stage a certain mode of musical expression, which he maintained as a kind of keynote through all the varying emotions of the opera.

A good example is the opening of the duet between Agathe and Aeschnchen. With the very first phrase each strikes a note which completely exemplifies their different characters, and to which they remain true to the end. The very first musical phrase sung by each gives a tone, perfectly in keeping with their different characters, and held firm to the end of the opera. With all this distinctness of characterisation, however, Weber's creations keep to general lines; he draws types rather than individuals. His figures have not the sharpness of outline that distinguishes Mozart's; they resemble rather the characters in Schiller's dramas, while Mozart's may be compared to Shakespeare's.

Weber had a wonderful talent for inventing popular melodies, as he has shown in many songs. 'In Der Freis with,' says E. T. A. Hoffmann, 'the rays of his genius scattered through innumerable songs, seem to have concentrated themselves in one focus.' Even Spohr, who as a rule found Weber's music by no means sympathetic, conceded this, though he was wrong in calling it 'the gift of writing down to the comprehension of the multitude.' The melodies are like the bow of an archer at once, but have a bewildering charm and depth as well; while within the comprehension of everybody, they fascinate the world down to the present day. These qualities are most prominent in the Lieder and Lied-like forms, in which latter the opera abounds, a point which in itself betrays the German popular element, the Lied being the original foundation of German opera. This Lied-form is introduced four times in the 1st Act, and twice in the last, besides appearing as an element of a larger whole in Agathe's aria ('Leise, leise, fromme Weise') and the finale of the 3rd Act ('Die Zukunft soll mein Herz bewähren'). These are precisely the numbers which have attained the greatest popularity. We need only mention the Bridesmaids' and Huntsmen's choruses, the Waltz in the 1st Act, and the Peasants' march. This latter is taken direct from the people's music, and is an air which Weber must have heard when conducting the opera in Prague. At least, between 1816 and 1824, the musical population of Bohemia were addicted to a march, the first part of which is identical with that in Freischütz.1

Perfect as are these smaller musical forms, it must in justice be conceded that Weber did not always succeed with his larger ones, which often have a sort of piecemeal effect. The construction of a piece of music in grand, full, proportions, was to him a labour, and rarely a successful one. He does not so much develop from within as superimpose from without, and not unfrequently the musical flow stagnates. The finale of the 3rd Act may be cited as an instance of his way of falling short in this respect. For the most part, however, this is only true of

1 This discovery is due to Ambros; see his 'Colur-historische Bilder aus dem Musikleben der Gegenwart,' 47 (Leipzig, Mälhcs, 1890), and 'Rote Blätter,' 22.
his music when considered simply as music, without regard to dramatic fitness, and such defects are therefore much less noticeable in performance, so accurately does he hit the appropriate musical development for each moment of the action. He has also a wonderful power of keeping up one prevailing idea throughout the piece, so that amid all the variety of successive emotions there is unity. A striking example of his ingenuity is the duet between Agathe and Aemchen in the beginning of the 2nd Act, where two wholly different and equally characteristic melodies are given in the most charming manner. For this, however, he had a model in the duet between Verdel and Florestan (à la polonaise) in 'Lodoiska,' by Cherubini, to whom he looked up with great admiration. This, however, he had a model in the duet between Verdel and Florestan (à la polonaise) in 'Lodoiska,' by Cherubini, to whom he looked up with great admiration.

8. The play of 'Preciosa' was adapted from a novel (1613) of Cervantes by an actor named Pius Alexander Wolff, of Weimar, engaged in Berlin in 1816. Before Weber undertook, at Count Brühl's desire, to write music for it, he had several times used his pen in a similar way. I may mention his music for Schiller's 'Turandot,' consisting of an overture and six arias, almost complete. He has also a wonderful 'König Yungur,' ii Nos. (1817); and for Goethe's 'Heinrich IV.,' 9 Nos. (1818), besides many smaller works of the same kind, all bearing witness to his extraordinary talent for illustrating a dramatic situation in the clearest and most distinct manner by music, and therefore of great importance in forming an estimate of his musical organisation. Personally he found this kind of work uncongenial, as affording few opportunities to the independent musician; besides which, a play may be very good as a play, without offering any incitement to a composer. Luckily, however, this was not the case with Preciosa, and with the additional incentive of his wish to please Count Brühl, a work was produced which may truly be said to rank as the finest music written for a play, after Mozart's 'König Thamos,' and Beethoven's 'Egmont.' A predilection for Spanish subjects is observable in Weber about this period, and may be attributed to the influence of Tieck, Columbus, Pizarro, Don Juan of Austria, and the Cid, all passed before him, as subjects for at high points of the 2nd, of 'Die drei Pintos,' two Spanish comic operas. This, however, he laid aside for Euryanthe and Oberon, and died without completing a work full of promise. It was, therefore, in all probability, its Spanish local colouring which attracted him to 'Preciosa.' We know nothing of his natural gift for dramatic composition was his love for strong contrasts, not only between different parts of the same work, but between the different works he took in hand. In the Freischütz the prevailing colour was derived from the life of German foresters and huntsmen; in Preciosa we have the charm of the South in lovely Spain, then the type of all that was romantic, with the picturesque life of the roving gipsy. Euryanthe, again, takes us back to the Middle Ages, and the palmy days of French chivalry, which are a sort of the kind of illustration was most probably connected with the peculiar manner in which his musical faculties were set in motion. This is a point on which we are thoroughly informed by means of his own expressions preserved by his son and biographer. As a rule, it took place through external impressions, presented to his imagination as tone-pictures. As he sat in his travelling carriage, the scenery through which he passed would present itself to his inner ear as a piece of music, melodies welling up with every butterfly fluttering bush, every waving field of corn. While too the forms of visible objects supplied him with melodies, any accidental sound would suggest the accompanying harmonies. These walks and drives remained fixed in his mind as pieces of music, by means of which he was in the habit of recalling the events and experiences of his life. Other composers, as we know, have been occasionally invited to production by external impressions, but while with them it was exceptional, with Weber it appears to have been the rule. With him any external impression at once clothed itself in musical form, and this peculiarity of mental constitution undoubtedly contributed to give his music its individual character. All his musical progressions reflect some external movement; indeed, in this respect his art is plasticity itself. This constant striving after plasticity was what made him lay so much stress on one prevailing, sharply defined, local colour. For what end could it serve but that of bringing out the distinction between scenes, races, and epochs, heightening the contrast between his own and other representations, and giving animation and individuality to the picture as a whole?

The music to Preciosa does, no doubt, reflect the then prevailing idea of Spain, its scenery, its people, and its art. In fact, he hit the keynote of Spanish national character in a marvellous manner. The prevailing impression is heightened by the introduction of gipsy-rhythms and Spanish national airs. Instanccs of the former are the march, appearing first in the overture, and then as No. 1, No. 9a, and No. 10a; of the latter the three dances forming No. 9. This method of characterisation he had made use of several times before, as in
Turandot, which has a Chinese melody running all through, and in the Freischütz overture, and in the Freischütz overture, and in the Freischütz overture. The thrill of the audience is a delight to the German character and the music of the German people, with whom the part-songs, 'Im Wald,' 'Die Sonne erwacht,' 'Es blinken so lustig die Sterne' (the well-known gipsy chorus), and Preciosa's pathetic song, 'Ein sanft bin ich, nicht alleine,' are prime favourites. The instrumental pieces too are popular, as Weber's music only is popular in Germany, and the melodrama 'Löchelnd sinket du, Abend, nieder,' is justly considered one of the finest pieces of the kind that has ever been written. It may be said that the Preciosa music has lately been augmented by a little dance, intended as an alternative to the first of the three contained in No. 9. True, this charming little piece does not exist in Weber's own hand, but its origin is betrayed by the resemblance to it of the first chorus in the 9th act of Marschner's 'Templer und Judin.' When writing his first great opera Marschner was strongly under the influence of Weber's music which he had been hearing in Dresden, and reminiscences from it not unfrequently cropped up in his own works. Moreover, he knew the little value to be Weber's.¹

9. The original source of the libretto of Euryanthe was the 'Roman de la Violette,' by Gilbert de Montreuil (13th century), reprinted textually by Franciscus Michel (Paris, 1834). The subject was used several times by early writers. Boccacio borrowed from it the main incident of the fall of the god Mercurius, the 2nd Act, scene 1, and thence it found its way into Shakespeare's 'Cymbeline.' Count Tessen remade it in 1780 for the 2nd vol. of the 'Bibliothèque universelle des Romains,' and in 1804 it was published at Leipzig, under the title 'Die geschichte der tugendsamen Euryanthe von Savoyen,' in the collection of medieval romantic poems edited by Schlegel. The translator was Helmina von Chorny, who compiled the libretto for Weber. After completing the latter she republished her translation, with many alterations.²

The libretto has been much abused, and when we consider that it was remodelled nine times, and at last brought into shape only by Weber's own vigorous exertions, it is evident that the author was not competent to create a dramatic masterpiece. It does not follow that with the help of Weber's ability and experience she was not able to concoct something tolerable for the purpose. The utter inadequacy of her poem having been reiterated ad nauseam, the time seems to have arrived for setting forth the opposite view, and maintaining that it is on the whole a good, and in some respects an excellent, libretto. It is curious to see the same way in which for the last hundred years German critics have been in the habit of considering the libretto of the 2nd Act, that remains silent, instead of explaining the nature of the two composers and the other extolled, as if a composer had no sort of responsibility with regard to the words he sets. 'Do you suppose that any proper composer will allow a libretto to be put into his hand like an apple?' are Weber's own words. It is moreover obvious that a libretto which satisfied a man of such high culture, and a composer of so eminently dramatic organisation, could not have been utterly bad. Nevertheless, till lately all the world was divided against Euryanthe, all but unanimous. The first who ventured to speak a decided word in its favour is Gustav Engel. He says, 'Euryanthe is an opera full of human interest. Truth and a fine sense of honour, jealousy and envy, mortified love and ambition, above all the most intense womanly devotion—such are its leading motives. There is indeed one cardinal mistake, which is that when Euryanthe is accused of infidelity in the 2nd Act, she remains silent, instead of explaining the nature of her comparatively small offence. This may however arise from the confusion into which so pure and maidenly a nature is thrown by the suddenness of the fate which overweighs her. In the main, however, the story is a good one, though it starts with some rather strong assumptions.' The 'cardinal error,' however, is no error at all, but a trait in perfect keeping with Euryanthe's character. It is more difficult to imagine that a composer does not find the opportunity to enlighten Adolar, when he has dragged her off into the wilderness in the 3rd Act. Other plausible objections are the too great intricacy of the story, and its being partly founded on events which do not come within the range of the plot, viz. the story of Emma and Udo. Weber was aware of this defect, and intended to remedy it by making the curtain rise at the slow movement of the overture, and disclose the following tableau:—'The interior of Emma's tomb; a kneeling statue is beside her coffin, which is surmounted by a 12th-century baldacchino. Euryanthe prays by the coffin, while the spirit of Emma hovers overhead. Eglantine looks on.' This excellent idea has unfortunately been carried out at one or two theatres only. The degrading nature of the act on Euryanthe's fidelity can only be excused on the score of the manners of the period (about 1110). The language is occasionally stilted and affected, but much of the verse is as melodious as a composer.

¹ The first two editions of the score of 'Preciosa' were full of mistakes. A third, which has been prepared with great care by Ernst Becker (Berlin, Schlesinger, 1870), contains this previous unknown dance in an appendix.
could desire, and in this respect merits ought to be allowed to counterbalance defects.

The opera contains four principal characters, Adolphe and Lysia, Euryanthe and Eglantine. Eglantine has most vitality, the others being types rather than individuals; but this would be no defect in Weber’s eyes, being, as we have seen, in accordance with his own mode of treating his personages. The poem abounds in opportunities for the descriptive writing in which he so much delighted and excelled. Now we are in a brilliant court, with victorious troops of cavaliers marching home from the battle-field, and offering their homage to beautiful ladies, and to love. Then, in a lonely castle-garden, in the silent repose of a summer evening, with a love-lorn maiden pining for her absent knight. Then again in a forest glade with shimmering moonlight, murmuring waters, and the forsaken one longing for death. Next we witness a savage brawl breaking out between rival knights, and hear the clash of swords as they rush together. And in and out all the time the spirit-world is weaving its invisible threads. And in these situations Weber could fit his appropriate expression, as no one else had ever been able to do before him, for he was indeed who created the musical language for them. And it is on these situations, so varied, and so well contrasted, but all steeped in glow and fragrance, that the main interest of the opera is concentrated. The characters are not the main attraction, they seem mere condensations of the poetry of the situation, and are carried along by the music rather than work it out for themselves. Euryanthe, like all Weber’s operas, is an epic procession, an enchanted panorama, representing the life of one special period, that of mediaeval chivalry. Looked at from this point of view it can be thoroughly enjoyed.

Euryanthe is Weber’s sole grand opera, both because it is without spoken dialogue, and because it is much the fullest and longest. He meant to put his best into it, and he did. ‘It is his heart’s blood,’ says Robert Schumann, ‘the very best of which he was capable. The opera cost him a piece of his life, but it has made him immortal. From end to end it is one chain of sparkling gems.’ There is no question that Euryanthe is richer, more varied, deeper, grander, than all the rest of Weber’s dramatic works. All that gives distinction to Der Freischütz is found here again; Liedertone runs through the whole opera, sharply distinguishing it from any other of Weber’s.

One point in which the music of Euryanthe is far superior to that of Der Freischütz is in the use of the larger dramatic forms. Here we have grand recitative, full of expression, passion, and movement, such as had come from no German pen since Gluck’s; grand arias, duets, ensemble-pieces, and splendidly constructed finales. The Lied- or cavatina-form is used freely for the parts of Adolphe and Euryanthe; but Lysia and Eglantine never express themselves except in the grand dramatic forms, and the higher the passion rises the more exclusively do these two characters occupy the stage. In this respect the 2nd Act is the climax. Here we have one grand form after another; Lysia’s sceno ed aria, his duet with Eglantine; Adolphe’s air, in such wonderful contrast, and the duet with Euryanthe; lastly the finale, in which a perfect tempest of passions seems let loose. The 3rd Act also has dramatic forms of the first order, especially Euryanthe’s air, ‘Zu ihm, und weilst nicht,’ with the chorus
ending disimissendo (a very striking point) and the duet and chorus with the clashing swords—"Trotz
nicht, Vermesser." Weber's large dramatic pieces are freer as regards form than Mozart's,
because he follows the poet more closely, almost indeed word by word. Nor can it be said that
there are no little roughnesses, or bits of dull
or uniformed work, but any such are com-
pletely submerged in the overwhelming flood of
beauties.

One reason why Euryanthe has never been
as popular as Weber's other operas, or those of
Mozart, is because of its high strain of pathos,
unrelieved from the first note to the last. This
was noticed by Rochlitz, who found the first per-
formance in Leipzig very fatiguing, and after it
remained 'for most of the night in a fever, though
indeed not an unpleasant one.' Another reason
is the extreme difficulty of the work. It requires
four singers, two men and two women, of the
first rank, both in capabilities and endurance;
and in the very first performance, instead of
what the director had expected, only two or three
organists played the four parts. Thus good performances of Euryanthe are rare,
which is to be regretted from all points of view,
for it is the culminating point of romantic opera.
Neither Spohr, Marschner, nor any later com-
poser has produced a work fulfilling all the re-
quirements of romantic opera in so masterly a
manner. It is one of the most prominent land-
marks of sub-classic art, if not the most pro-
minent.

To. Although Weber wrote his last opera at the
request of Kemble, he chose the subject him-
self, and was aware how completely it suited
his own individuality. Since the publication
of Wieland's poem in 1780, two German
operas had been composed on Oberon. The
first, Wranitzky's (1790), was one of those
childish fairy-pieces, whose lively music, harle-
quin-tricks, scene-painting, and machinery, were
long the delight of the simple-minded people of
Vienna. The other, composed for Copenhagen
(1790), with the second title of 'Holger Danske'
by Künsen, Gluck's talented successor, and J. F.
Reichardt's friend, was a far more serious work,
and can be spoken of in connection with Weber's, though the latter put it so completely into the
background as virtually to obliterate it.

Weber's librettist, Planché, likewise worked
on Wieland's Oberon, or rather on Sotheby's
translation. Though satisfied with the poem
in detail, Weber could not reconcile himself
to English opera as such. 'The cut of an
English opera is certainly very different from a
German one; the English is more a drama with
songs,' he writes (in English) to Planché on
Jan. 6, 1825; and again on Feb. 19, 'I must repeat
that the cut of the whole is very foreign
to all my ideas and maxims. The interfering
of so many principal actors who do not sing,
the omission of the music in the most im-
portant moments—all deprive our Oberon
of the title of an opera, and will make him unfit
for all other theatres in Europe.' These words
contain a very just criticism on the libretto.

The continual change of scene, which keeps
the spectator in a state of restlessness, is cer-
tainly a mistake. Weber intended to remodel
the opera for Germany, when he would have
put it into a form more in accordance with his
own ideas, giving the music a larger share in
the course of the plot, but simplifying the plot so
that it should run more smoothly and consecu-
tively. Whether he would also have endeav-
oured to strengthen the dramatic interest is
doubtful. As it stands, it is an epic poem drama-
ised, rather than, and drama.' But no one dealing with fairyland can admit of dramatic
treatment beyond a limited extent, for the
characters, instead of moving independently, and
of their own free will, act under the guidance
of supernatural powers, who visibly interfere
with their destiny on all occasions. Weber
required not so much characters full of dramatic
action, as suggestive situations and picturesque
scenes, and these Planché's libretto supplied to
the full. That he had the German in mind all the time he was writing the English, is
evident from the fact that he had each number,
as fast as he composed it, translated by Theodor
Hell, of Dresden, instructing him to make the
words correspond as closely as possible to the
melody. Hell's workmanship was not of the best,
and Weber was too much occupied to correct
all his blunders. One glaring instance occurs
in Reiza's grand scene ('Ocean, thou mighty
monster'); a beam from the setting sun parts
the storm-clouds, and she exclaims, 'But the
sun bursts forth,' which Hell translates,
'Und nun die Sonn' geht auf' (rise). Thus the
astonished spectator, having been told that
it is morning, shortly beholds the sun set in
the same quarter from which it has just risen.
Nevertheless the passage is always so sung in
Germany, and the absurdity, if noticed at all,
is laid at the door of the English librettist.

Weber got his translator to make a reduction in
the number of the personages introduced. In the
quartet, 'Over der dark blue waters,' Planché
gave the bass to a sea-captain, and in the duet,
"On the banks of sweet Garonne," associated a
Greek fellow-slave with Fatima, in both cases
because the original Sherasmin was a poor singer.
These makeshifts find no place in the German
version, or in the English revival at Her Majesty's in
1860. Then again, the song 'Yes, even love to
fame must yield,' composed in London for Braham
in place of 'From boyhood trained in battle-field,' is
omitted in the German, while another addition,
the prayer in the 2nd Act, 'Ruler of this awful
hour,' is retained. The first was a concession on
the part of the composer, who did not care for
this 'battle-picture'; but he saw that the prayer
was not only a passage of great beauty, but
materially strengthened the part of Hoon.1

1 Hell's translation was published almost simultaneously with the
original libretto, the preface to which is dated 'Brompton Crescent,
April 10, 1829.' The German title runs 'Oberon, King of the Elves,' a
romantic fairy-opera in 3 acts. Translated for the German stage by
Theodor Hell from the English original by J. R. Planché, and set to
music by Casimiro Freyer; 'Oberon. Ein Bilder-Spiel von Weber'
(Arnold, Dresden and Leipzig, 1829). With a long preface by the
translator.
The music to Oberon, though the work of a man dying by inches, bears no traces of mental exhaustion. Indeed it is delightfully fresh and original throughout, and entirely different from all the rest of Weber's compositions. The keynote of the whole is its picture of the mysteries of Elfland, and the life of the spirits of air, earth, and water. True, this note is touched in Der Freischiitz and Euryanthe, but in Oberon it is struck with full force, and vibrates with an almost intoxicating sweetness. What Weber did in this direction was absolutely new, and a valuable addition to his art, and many composers have followed in the same track. His melody, the chords of his harmony, the figures employed, the effects of colour so totally unlooked—at combine to waft us with mysterious power into an unknown land. Anybody acquainted with the Adagio of the overture will see what we mean. Of a charm almost unearthly, is the introduction to the 1st Act, with the elves flitting hither and thither, softly singing as they keep watch over Oberon's slumber. The 2nd Act is specially rich in delicious pictures of nature, now in her tender and dreamy, now in her savage and sublime, moods.1 Puck's invocation of the spirits, the roar of the tempest—the most powerful representation of a storm in music excepting Beethoven's in the Pastorale Symphony—the magnificent picture in Reiza's grand scene of the gradual calming of the waves beneath the rays of the setting sun; lastly, the finale, with the mermaids' bewitching song, and the elves dancing in the moonlight on the strand,—these are musical treasures which have not yet been exhausted. Mendelssohn, Gade, Bennett, drew the inspiration for their romantic scenes of a similar kind from 'Oberon,' but none of them have attained the depth or the individuality of their prototype. Even Schumann trod in his footsteps in isolated passages of 'Faust,' and of the Dallas, 'Vom Pagen und der Königstochter,' and 'Manfred.' Of German opera composers I say nothing; their imitation of him is patent.

Through the hazy atmosphere of this land of sprites and fairies, we discern the outlined features of two contrasting races and countries—Western chivalry and Oriental life. In the finale of the 1st Act, the opening of the 2nd, and the dance of slaves in the 3rd, we have, sketched by a master-hand, the dullness, inertness, and yet imaginativeness of the Oriental disposition. The melody sung by the guard of the harem in the 1st Act is Arabian, that in the 3rd Act at the commencement of the dance of Almaz's slaves, Turkish, both used with great skill to give a local colouring. From the mass of these stupid, indolent, sensual Orientals, Reiza and Fatima stand out with all the greater charm. They seem in a sense the embodiment of all that is beautiful in the East, and their connection with the Frankish knights forms a link between the East and West. The brilliant and energetic knights form the strong-

1 Was not the elves and spirits be intended for personifications of the forces of nature?

The full score has been published in an édition de luxe by Schlesinger of Berlin.

2 Schlesinger of Berlin has published a complete edition in 3 vols. of Weber's songs. Two or three unimportant ones for single voice are omitted, but the 3-part songs, Italian duets, numerous choruses for men's voices (mostly duets), part-songs for various voices with accompaniments, bring up the number to 103.
treatment too of songs in dialect, especially those of a humorous or rollicking character, was excellent; instances are 'Trawiro, der Sommer, der ist do,' 'Mein Schatzel! ist hübsch,' and 'Und mein junges Weib.' The form of these songs is most simple, and generally strophical; the accompaniment frequently for the guitar. This simplicity is their greatest merit, and though the taste of the day is unfavourable to simple songs, and Weber's have been cast into the shade by Schubert's and Schumann's magnificent songs with their almost orchestral treatment, they are not lost to the musical world, but bear the stamp of imperishability.

Besides these Lieder Weber composed other songs of a more ambitious character, with PF. accompaniment, each stanza having a different melody. In this branch of composition he is, next to Beethoven, the earliest great master. There is, however, an essential difference between his songs and those not only of Beethoven, but of Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Schumann, his being all more or less of a dramatic character. His genius spread its wings best when he had a distinct character, or a sharply-defined situation, to portray. It is a significant fact that some of the most charming of his strophical songs were written for interludes in plays, 'Über die Berge mit Ungestüm,' and 'Lass mich schlummern, Herzlein, schweige,' for instance. It is only by keeping steadfastly in view a certain personage, or picturing a certain scene, that one is fully able to realise the intended impression. It is most remarkable to see how much the music assists the imagination in this respect. Take, for instance, Voss's 'Belgen'; in a moment the whole picture of a village fair in full swing rises up before one's mind's eye. The extraordinary flexibility of his musical speech stood Weber in good stead here. Not only did it enable him to adopt his vocal melodies to each rise and fall in the words, but it gave him, to a degree hitherto unknown, the power of choosing the precise notes, or series of notes, vocal and instrumental, fitted to impress on the hearer some mental picture called up by perhaps a single word. A perfect model of composition in this kind is the Lied—one of his finest indeed in all respects—'Das Mädchen an das erste Schneeglückchen.' Not that Weber ever degenerates into mere declamation; his songs are always good in form, with a flowing, well-connected melody. Well aware of this plasticity he ventured on poems of involved construction, by no means easily adaptable to music. For instance, he managed a trioloet ('Keine Lust ohn' trauen Lieben') with great skill, and his are the first completely successful settings of the sonnet ('Du liebest, holdes, himmelüßses Wesen,' and 'Die Wunde brennt, die bleichen Lippen beben'). Among his characteristic pieces for single voice and PF. may be specified 'Die vier Temperamente,' and, above all, the delicious 'Unbefangenheit' ('Frage mich immer, fraget umsonst'), a sketch of a merry, saucy, roguish, but tender-hearted girl, and truly a chef d'œuvre. Thus Weber's vocal compositions contain the two main elements of which German opera is constituted—the Lied and the dramatic song. These too appear in turn in the ten splendid songs from Körner's 'Leyer und Schwert,' four of which are for single voice and PF., and six for male chorus unaccompanied. Of the single songs, 'Vater ich rufe dich' and 'Die Wunde brennt,' are magnificent tone-pictures in Weber's own style. Even in the strophical choruses there are touches of great power. The beginning of 'Du Schwert an meiner Linken' rings like a sword-thrust. 'Lützow's wilde Jagd' contains a complete dramatic scene within a single stanza of 21 bars. The horsemen plunge forward out of the forest gloom, rush by in tearing haste, shout one wild hurrah, and are gone.¹

12. It has often been felt as a difficulty that Weber should pass straight from such operas as Silvana and Abu Hassan to a masterpiece like Der Freischiitz. One explanation of this sudden and startling progress may probably be found in the songs which were his main occupation from 1811 to 1817. Another important landmark is the cantata Kampf und Sieg (1815). This is not a cantata in the modern sense—i.e., an essentially lyric vocal piece—but one representing in essence of the 17th and 18th centuries, when the word signified solo songs representing a specific character in a specific situation. The only difference was that Weber employed the full resources of solo-singers, chorus, and orchestra. The central idea is the battle of Waterloo, with various episodes grouped round it, and a grand chorus, 'Herr Gott dich loben wir,' as finale. The description of the battle forms what we should now call a grand dramatic scene, an opera finale, without action. It is led up to by warlike choruses, animating the battalions as they muster to the fight. Even the armament of the Austrian troops is indicated by the Austrian Grenadiers' March heard in the distance. A wild march announces the approach of Napoleon's army, while the Germans sing Körner's solemn prayer:—

Wie auch die Hülle brannt. Not, desse starkes Faust

Stürzt das Gebilde der Läge. Lead us, Lord God of Hosts.

Führe uns, Herr Zeboath. Lead us, Lord Thou righteous God.

Führe uns, dreifacher Gott. Lead us, Thou triumphant God.

Führe uns zur Schlacht und zum Sieg. Lead us to strife and victory.

Sieg.

The battle, which then commences, is at first left entirely to the orchestra. The day is going against the Allies. The French tune 'Ca ira' is heard shrilling out wildly and triumphantly above the other instruments, while broken ejaculations, such as 'Das Feindes Spott' ('Sport of our foes!') 'O Höllengrauf!' ('O horror!') 'Verhäßt Du Gott, die Dir vertraun!' ('Wilt Thou, O God, forsake those who trust in Thee!') burst from the allies scattered about the field. The tumult is heard to rise away, when lo! the Prussian horses, first faint in the

¹ It is by no means uncommon to hear the last four bars repeated a fact which shows without explanation how entirely Weber's idea has been misunderstood.
distance, then louder and louder; the Chorus listens,

AIR WINDSES FLEGEN
Sprengt von den Flügeln
Die Flügel einst
Die Fahnen wagen
Die Hörner schallen.

On wings of the wind
Down from the hills
It rose in the air!
The banners went.
The trumpets blared.

and then bursts into the air of Weber's Lied, 'Lützows wilde Jagd,' to the words

O Himmelkraut nach Todesangrung.
Das ist Pfauens mutzig Schatschagen!
O heavenly joy from deadly pain.
'Tis Fräulein's roasting roast-soup!

This passage, and the redoubled violence with which the onslaught is renewed, produces a dramatic effect of the strongest kind. From this point the voices are employed continually. The 'Ca ira,' at first so loud and bold, is now, as it were, hustled and put down by the rest of the orchestra; it is at length wholly silenced, the enemy flies with the victors at his heels, till at last 'God save the King!' peals solemnly forth from the orchestra, and the colossal scheme of picture is at an end. The same dramatic treatment may be discerned in all the episodic pieces, especially the orchestral introduction, which is not an abstract piece of music, but is intended as a picture of the state of mind of the nations, who, after a brief foretaste of peace, are again plunged into the horrors of war by Napoleon's return from Elba. 'The introduction is of a rugged, stormy, mournful, angry spirit, broken in its accents; rising in force towards the end, and dying in dry, hard, sullen strokes.' So says Weber in his explanatory notice written for the first performance at Prague. The closing chorus alone is wholly lyric in character; though not absolutely free from technical imperfections, it is full of fire and inspiration, and contains some grand passages. The cantata however as a whole too far exceeds ordinary limits to take its due place in the concert-room. There is in it a certain contradiction of styles. Although at first frequently performed, and never failing to make a great impression, it has gradually slipped out of the musical world, now that the events which gave it birth are less vividly remembered. The 'Leyer und Schwert' choru\hs are still in full life, because they are in all respects true to their species. And yet the enthusiasm for liberty, with all its impetuosity and all its pathos, is expressed quite as forcibly in the cantata. Its popularity may be less great, but it is an even more valuable piece of evidence for the history of Weber's development as a dramatic composer.

13. Between 1810 and 1815 Weber wrote six grand Concert-airs with Italian words, and these also have their share in explaining the extraordinary maturity of 'Der Freischütz.' Several are of high artistic merit, notably the fourth ('Signor, se padre sei'), composed in 1813 for Prince Frederic of Gotha. It is written for tenor and double chorus, and is in fact a grand dramatic scene. None of these Italian airs however come up to a German scene written in 1818 for insertion in Cherubini's 'Lodoiska.' It was intended for Frau Milder-Hauptmann, then in Berlin, and was to be the 1st number in the 2nd act. It is a work of the first rank, and of itself proves that the creator of 'Der Freischütz' had now attained his full stature. How it comes to be now wholly forgotten it is difficult to understand.

14. Among Weber's remaining vocal compositions we have still some Cantatas and the two Masses to consider. 'Der Erste Ton' (1818), words by Rochlitz, must be mentioned among the cantatas, although the term scarcely applies to it. The greater part of the poem is declaimed to an orchestral accompaniment, but a 4-part chorus is introduced near the end. The form is peculiar and new. It cannot be called a melodrama, because the poem is narrative and not dramatic. The nearest approach to it is in some of the descriptive recitatives in Haydn's oratorios. The descriptive part of the music shows already, though indistinctly, that plasticity which he was presently to make use of in such an incomparable way. The closing chorus does not satisfy the requirements of art, and Weber himself spoke of it as 'rough' part-writing. Another hymn of Rochlitz's, 'In seiner Ordnung schafft der Herr,' is a fine work of art. It was composed in 1812, and dedicated to the 'Musik-Gesellschaft' of Zürich, which had elected him an honorary member. At first the composer has evidently had a difficulty in warming to his work, on account of the half-dogmatic, half-descriptive nature of the words; and the hearer, though occasionally interested, is not carried away by the earlier movements. The introduction of the chorale 'Drum lerne still dich fassen' (to the tune of 'O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden') is scarcely to be justified on aesthetic grounds. But then comes the chorus 'Gelobt sei Gott,' and all that has hitherto failed to please is forgotten, and the hearer swept away in the rushing torrent of foamy music. The fugus of this chorus, 'Im Wettersturm, im Wogendrang,' is a character-piece of the first rank. To criticise each detail of this polyphonic movement would be pedantic; it is a work of genius, and its flashing enthusiasm bears comparison, at a distance of course, to certain parts of Beethoven's 6th Symphony.

Of the six occasional cantatas composed for the Court of Saxony, the Jubel-Cantata, written for the 50th anniversary of Friedrich August's accession (1818) is the most important, both in size and matter. The four choral movements, Nos. 1, 4, 7, and 9 are ripe examples of Weber's talent for delineating a specific situation, and make one regret that the work as a whole, from the circumstances of its origin, is unavailing for general use. It is essentially a Saxony, nay, almost a Dresden composition, and no sympathy is now felt for Friedrich August. Wendi's
attempt to turn it into a harvest cantata proved fairly successful in one or two cases, especially Nos. 4 and 7; but the music is, as a rule, too closely wedded to the words to be divorced from them, unless at great sacrifice.1

15. As to Weber’s Masses, those acquainted with the state of Catholic church-music at the beginning of the 19th century will not expect to find them written in a pure church-style. Church music of this description is now almost a thing of the past; in the great centres it is entirely tabooed in favour of the music of the 15th and 16th centuries. Under these circumstances Weber’s masses have little prospect of revival. They are probably never heard except in the Hofkirche of Dresden, and rarely there, and are bound to succumb to the fate which has overtaken those of Haydn, Mozart, and Hummel. Fine music they contain in abundance. As previously mentioned, they were produced within a short time of each other, in 1818 and 1819. After Weber’s fashion they contrast sharply with each other, while each has his prevailing tone running consistently through to the end. 1818 being the 50th year of the king’s reign, he gave to the Eb mass a tone of solemnity and splendour noticeable specially in the Sanctus. That in G, being for a family festival, is quite idyllic in character. ‘I mean to keep before myself,’ he wrote to Kohlitz, ‘the idea of a happy family party kneeling in prayer, and rejoicing to be the Lord’s Children.’ It is worth while to assign the masses, and see how this idea is worked out. The Kyrie, Sanctus (with an exquisite Benedicteus), and Agnus Dei, are delightful music. Occasional suggestions of well-known passages in his operas jar on a modern ear, but a composer is scarcely to be blamed for retaining his identity, even in a mass. His love of contrast, and habit of never remaining long occupied with one musical idea, give these pieces a somewhat restless and pleasurable effect, and for this reason those who were accustomed to Haydn’s and Mozart’s masses felt these too ‘secular.’2

16. When a youth of twenty Weber wrote two Symphonies, clever and to a certain extent interesting, but parti-coloured and without form. The indications they gave of his future position as an orchestral composer were very inadequate, and in later years they by no means satisfied himself. Of wholly different import are his ten overtures, Peter Schmoll (remodelled 1807 as ‘Grande Ouverture à plusieurs instruments’), Rübeszahl (remodelled 1811 as ‘Ouverture zum Beherren der Geister,’ ‘Ruler of the Spirits’), ‘Ouverture Chinesse’ (remodelled 1819 for Turandot), Silvana, Abu Hassan, Jubelouverte, Freischütz, Predicia, Eurynythe, and Oberon. Of these, Peter Schmoll and Silvana are unimportant and immaterial. In Turandot the local colouring furnished by a Chinese air is pushed into an extreme which becomes ugly. The remaining seven are amongst the finest, and excelling perhaps Rübeszahl and Abu Hassan, the most popular pieces in the world. They hold a middle position between simple introductions and abstract orchestral works, sounding equally well in the concert-room and the theatre. This they share with the overtures of Mozart and Cherubini, while much of the effect of Beethoven’s, and the whole of the effect of Schumann’s Genoveva and Manfred is lost when played on the stage. There are, however, important differences of style between these overtures and those of Mozart and Cherubini. This is not so much because Weber constructed them out of the materials of the opera, though some have with great injustice gone so far as to maintain that they are mere elegant potpourris. Each is a complete conception, and — some unimportant passages apart —carved out of one block. That what looks like mosaic may have been constructed organically is shown by Cherubini’s ‘Anacreon’ overture, in which—a little-known fact—there is not a single bar not contained in the opera. Weber’s natural way of working was not to develop continuously, but to proceed from one strong contrast to another. His musical ideas are seldom adapted for thematic treatment, being always full of meaning, but with few capacities of development. The instant one idea is given out decisively it calls up another absolutely opposed to it. Illustrations of this may be found in the opening of the Rübeszahl overture, as well as in the Eb movement of the Allegro in that to ‘Der Freischiitz.’ This method of progression by continual contrast is undoubtedly the signature of Weber’s dramatic genius; and it is his works owe as much of their stimulating effect and fascination, as they do to the variety, tenderness, and brilliancy of the instrumentation.

1. The score, with the two sets of words, and preceded by the Jubel-ouverte, is published by Schlothauer (Berlin). A full analysis with ample quotations is given in the ‘Monthly Musical Record,’ 1873.
2. The score of the Eb mass was published by Michaeli (Paris), that of the one in G by Haslinger (Vienna, ediciones de lexis).
—though Jähns does not agree with me—that this is the air of a real Lied, and suspect it to be a setting of Goethe's 'Da droben auf jerkem Berge,' but whether Weber's or not we have at present no means of determining. Amongst his chamber-music must not be forgotten six sonatas for Pf. and violin, published in 1811. Though of modest dimensions, and occasionally somewhat immature, they contain a host of charming thoughts; the ideal they aim at is not high, but they form the most delightful drawing-room music possible.

18. As the reader will perceive, we do not class Weber's Piano compositions with his chamber-music. Here our verdict must be wholly different. Weber was one of the greatest and most original pianists of his day. After his thorough grounding when a boy he never became the pupil of any of the principal virtuosi, and all the finishing part of his education was his own work. He formed himself neither on Clementi nor Hummel; indeed, his feeling with regard to the latter was one of decided opposition. After hearing him in Vienna in 1813, he wrote in his diary, 'Hummel improvised—dry but correct.' After a concert of Hummel's in 1816, Weber wrote that Hummel seemed to set the most store on plenty of runs executed with great clearness. Drawing out and developing the higher resources of the instrument, he perhaps undervalues too much.¹ In private letters he spoke still more openly, saying plainly that 'Hummel had not made a study of the nature of the pianoforte.' This he himself had done most thoroughly, and in consequence obtained a number of effects at once new and thoroughly in accordance with the nature of the instrument. This was the principal cause of the unexpectedness which was so striking in his playing, besides its brilliancy, fire, and expression. Wide stretches, easy to his long flexible fingers, bold jumps from one part of the keyboard to another, rapid passages of thirds for one hand (the Eb concerto), or of thirds, sixths, and octaves for both, runs with accompanying chords for the same hand (first movement of the sonata in C)—such are some of his technical resources, all of real value because used to express really new ideas. His pianoforte style also shows, within reasonable limits, a leaning to the orchestral. For instance, in the finale of the Sonata in D minor he must certainly have had the oboe and clarinet in mind when he wrote the cadence, and the still more beautiful counter-subject. Again, in the first movement of the Sonata in C his mental ear has evidently been filled with the sound of the orchestra from bar 4. The four Sonatas (in C, Ab, D minor, and E minor), are pronounced by Marx to excel in some respects even the sonatas of Beethoven. This is going too far. In perfection of form Weber is always far behind Beethoven, and though his ideas may be equally original, they are far less solid, and not so varied. His sonatas therefore cannot be considered models of the type, which Beethoven's are in the highest degree. They are rather fantasies in sonata-form, and their very irregularities give them a kind of air of improvisation, which is their chief charm. Ambros says, 'They blossom like an enchanted garden of romance. The paths of such gardens generally lead into a wilderness, where a wealth of gorgeous ideas is crowded together among heterogeneous rou- lades, like delicious fruits among exotic foliage and luxuriant creepers.' The same contrast is discoverable between the sonatas in themselves. Each has its distinctive character, consistently maintained throughout. When we say that no one of Beethoven's sonatas resembles another, we mean something quite different from this. The divergence between his various creations goes far deeper; with Weber certain favourite phrases are frequently repeated, and his sphere of ideas is far less extensive. His sonatas contrast more in form and colour than in essence; in each he gives us his whole self, but from a different point of view.

Next to the sonatas in importance are his ten sets of Variations.² Weber did not attempt—as Bach did in the 'Goldberg' variations, or Beethoven in the 'Eroica' sonata, and those on Diabelli's waltzes—to enlarge the bounds of variation, but clung to the simple old-fashioned form. This makes it all the more wonderful that he could cram so much that was new within such narrow limits. In the invention of new figures and striking harmonies he is inexhaustible, and—a main point—each has its own distinctive and sharply-defined stamp. His dramatic genius never left him. His variations on 'Vieuf qu'a, Dorina bella,' op. 7; on 'A peine au sortir de l'enfance,' op. 26; and on 'Schöne Minka,' op. 40, are among the finest specimens of the kind.

His talent shone most conspicuously whenever he had a poetical idea to interpret musically, and nowhere do we see this more clearly than in his two Polonaises, in Eb and E, and above all in his 'Invitation to the Waltz,' known all over the world. The 'Rondo brillante' op. 62, and the 'Momento espressivo,' op. 12, though not unattractive, scarcely come up to the other three pieces. Of pianoforte music for four hands his own examples are op. 3, 10, and 60, containing 6, 6, and 8 pieces respectively. Beethoven scarcely ever wrote for four hands, and Mozart but seldom. Speaking generally, Schubert ranks as the founder of modern four-hand pianoforte music, but before his day Weber had produced his op. 60, a collection of little pieces which for invention, and fascination of sound, do not yield to Schubert's best work of the kind.

19. Finally Weber takes high rank as a composer of Concertos. As a pianist it was of course an object to him to find scope for his own instrument with an orchestra. Of his three concertos the one in F minor, op. 79 (Concertstuck) is to this

¹ Lebensbild, iii. 127.
² Include the variations for Pf. and violin, op. 32, and for Pf. and clarinet, op. 33.
day a stock-piece with virtuosi, and has left its mark on later composers. Mendelssohn would probably not have written his G minor concerto, but for this predecessor. Not the least of its merits is its form (Larghetto, Allegro, March, Finale), diverging so materially from that of all previous concertos. Then too, though complete in itself as a piece of music, it is prompted by a poetical idea, for a whole dramatic scene was in the composer’s mind when he wrote it. What this was we are told by Benedict, who on the morning of the first performance of ‘Der Freischütz’ sat listening with Weber’s wife, while he played them the Concertstuck then just finished.

The Châteleine sits all alone on her balcony gazing far away into the distance. Her knight has gone to the Holy Land. Years have passed by, battles have been fought. Is he still alive? Will she ever see him again? Her excided imagination calls up a vision of her husband lying wounded and forsaken on the battlefield. Can she not fly to him, and die by his side. She falls back unconscious. But hark! what notes are those in the distance? Over there in the forest something flashes in the sunlight—nearer and nearer. Knights and squires with the Crusaders, banners waving, and exclamations of the people; and there—it is he! She sinks into his arms. Love is triumphant. Happiness has ended. The waltz rolls and weaves in the song of love; an thousand voices proclaim his victory.1

The part which the different movements take in this programme is obvious enough. The music is quite independent of the idea which prompted it, but a knowledge of the programme adds greatly to the pleasure of listening; and the fact of his having composed in this manner is an interesting point in the study of Weber’s idio-synchrony.

The other two concertos, in C and Eb, have been unduly neglected for the Concert-stick. The former, composed in 1810, is indeed not so brilliant, but its delightfully original finale would alone make it a valuable work. The other owes its origin apparently to Beethoven’s Concerto in Eb. This came out in February 1811, and we learn from Weber’s diary that he bought a copy in Leipzig on Jan. 14, 1812. His own concerto in Eb was finished in December of the same year at Gotha. The choice of the key, the remote key of B major for the Adagio, and still closer resemblances between parts of the movements of the two, show how deep an impression Beethoven’s work had made on the younger artist. Still it was only suggestion, and did not affect Weber’s identity. The differences between the two will be found quite as decided as the resemblances.

30. When once Mozart had introduced the clarinet into the higher range of music it rapidly became a favourite solo-instrument. Germany had at the beginning of the century two pre-eminent clarinet-players—Hermstadt of Sonderhausen, and Bärmann of Munich. Spohr composed for the former, Weber for the latter.2

Hermstedt was an excellent player as far as technique went, but a man of limited intellect, while Bärmann, with an equally brilliant technique, was a thorough artist in temperament, and a man of refined taste. Spohr’s clarinet compositions are good work, but, perhaps because he was in the habit of composing for Hermstedt, he never seems to have got at the heart of the instrument. This Weber did, and to such an extent that he is still the classical composer for the clarinet. It is a remarkable instance of his power of penetrating into the nature of instruments, that though not able to play the clarinet himself he should have so far developed its resources that since his day no substantial advance has been made by composers in handling the instrument. His three clarinet-concertos (ops. 73, 74, and 26, the last a concertino) were all written in 1811, when he was living in Munich in constant intercourse with Bärmann. We have also two works for P.F. and clarinet, Variations on a theme from Silvania, and a fine Duo concertante in three movements, op. 48. Wind-instruments are now out of fashion for concert-playing, and one seldom hears anything on such occasions but the piano and violin, instead of the pleasing variety which used to prevail with so much advantage to art, and this has caused a most regrettable neglect of Weber’s clarinet concertos. But seldom as these are heard, those he wrote for other wind-instruments are never played at all. And yet the concertos for horn, bassoon, and flute, testify very remarkably to his wonderful gift for penetrating into the nature of an instrument.

21. Weber’s turn for literary composition, developed most strongly between the years 1809 and 1818, has been already mentioned. A few remarks on the value of his literary compositions will fitly close our review of his productive work. As a rule his pen was naturally employed on musical matters, only one of his newspaper articles being on a general subject—Ueber Baden-Baden, Aug. 1, 1810. His talent for authorship was undoubtedly considerable. His narrative is clear and intelligible, his style correct, elegant, and lively, with a certain freedom not at all unbecoming. Now and then, too, he wrote successful verses. Our great composers from Handel to Beethoven did not meddle with authorship. In this respect, as in so many others, Weber was the first of a new generation of artists. It pleased him to reveal the ideas with which his mind was crowded in words as well as in music. This is evident from his active correspondence. A large part of this would well be publication, for Weber’s letters are more amusing and contain more information than those of any other German musician. As an author he was the precursor of Schumann and Wagner, over whose music, too, his own exercised so great an influence. But unlike them he did not concentrate

1 Benedict’s Weber.

2 Of Weber’s six works for clarinet solo, five are dedicated to his friend, the sixth, op. 68, bears no dedication. It seems probable from Jahn’s (p. 454, No. 87) that this was composed for Hermstedt at his own request, but that Weber would not dedicate it to him out of consideration for Bärmann.
Summary of Weber's Compositions.

I. OPERAS.
1. Das Waldmädchen; 9 fragments only remaining. Unprinted. 1809.
5. Abu Hassan; PF. score. Simrock, Bonn. 1811.
6. Der Freischütz. 1815.
8. Kurzathla. 1823.

II. OTHER DRAMATIC WORKS.
1. Music to Schober's Turned; overture and 8 short instrumental pieces. 1810.
4. Music to Roblack's play 'Liebe um Liebe'; 4 vocal pieces, 1 march, and 2 madrigals. 1819.
5. Music to Mozard's tragedy 'Der Leuchtturm'; 3 madrigals and 2 interludes for harp, all short. 1820.
6. Music to Wolf's 'Pietà'; overture, 6 choruses, 1 song, 3 madrigals, and dances. 1823.
7. Music to a Festspiel by Ludwig Robert; instrumental movement, and 8 choruses. 1822.
8. Rondo alla Polacca for tenor voice, for Haydn's opera 'Frühlings'. 1822.
9. 4 Lieder for single voice and guitar, Uebet die Berge mit Ungestüm; Bass, Strauss' work; bass, with unmeasured bars. Henrici: from Henrici's 'Der arme Maiinger'. 1811.
10. 2 Lieder, Melodie, for voices, and Pianoforte; from A. Fischer's 'Reise der Aeneas'. 1820.
11. 2 Lieder, Wert stets hinein Guten kroh, and Wie wir wolten Gute aus hier zusammensammelten; from Gubitz's 'Liebe und Verheiren'. 1815.
14. Romance for single voice and guitar, Ein König einst gelangt man; from Castelli's 'Diana von Pforter'. 1816.
15. Lied, Held ist der Grenzbrand; from Kind's 'Weinberg an der Riehe'. 1817.
16. Chorus with wind instruments, Hall dir Sappho; from Grillparzer's tragedy 'Sappho'. 1818.
17. Lied for single voice and guitar, Ein Mädechen sing dir von dem; from Kind's 'Der Abend an der Waldbrunnen'. 1818.
18. Chorus with wind instruments, Aegius Del; from Graf von Blankenes's tragedy 'Carlo'. 1820.
19. Lied for 3 women's voices and guitar, sagt weber stammte Lobekletsle (Tell me where is Nancy budy); from Shakespear's 'Merchant of Venice'. 1818.
21. Recitative and Rondo for soprano and orchestra, Il momento trévivand. 1825.
22. Scene ed arto for soprano and orchestra, Misera me; from 'Atalida'. 1811.
23. Scene ed arto for tenor, men's chorus, and orchestra, Qual alto attendi. 1811.
25. Scene ed arto for tenor, 3 choruses, and orchestra, Signor se padra sei; from 'Benvenuto'. 1812.
26. Scene ed arto for soprano and orchestra, Ah, ne Edmondo fosse cattivo; from 'Mefisio'. 1813.
27. Scene ed arto for soprano and orchestra, Non pater, mal vita; from 'Zene di Castro'. 1815.
29. Three duets for soprano and PF, Se il mio ben; Milo volle mio tenore; Va, ti consola. 1817.

III. CANTATAS.
1. Der erste Ton; by Rochlitz: orchestral music for declaration and final chorus. 1807.
2. Hymn, in a strict order of the Smith & Sons. 1807.
5. Natur und Liebe; by Kind; for the same-day of King Friedrich August of Saxony's accession. 2 tenors, 3 solo-voices, chorus, and orchestra. 1818.
6. Jubel-Cantata, Erhebt den Lobgesang; for Kind; for the 50th anniversary of King Friedrich August's oration: solo, chorus, and orchestra. 1818.
7. Du, bekannst unsere Lurken; by Kind, for Duchess Amalia von Schwerin's birthday; solo and chorus, with PF and Flute. 1819.
8. Wo nimmer ich Blumen her; by Heiss, for Princess Therese of Saxony's birthday: 1 solo-voices and PF. 1820.
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1. Marcia vivace, for 10 trumpets; D. Unprinted; used for Ermensele, 1823.
2. March, for wind instruments; C. Subject partly the same as XI. 32. 1828.

X. CONCERTOS AND CONCERTED PIECES WITH ORCHESTRA.

1. First PF. concerto; C. Allegro; Adagio; Finale, presto. 1810.
2. Second PF. concerto; Eb. Allegro maestoso; Adagio; Rondo, presto. 1812.
3. First concerto in G; E minor. Larghetto effettuoso; Allegro moderato; Menuetto; Rondo allegretto. 1812.
4. Allegro ma non troppo; C minor; Adagio; Menuetto; Allegro moderato; Rondo allegretto. 1811.
5. Adagio; Andante; Allegro; Menuetto; Rondo, allegretto. 1811.
6. Quintet for clarinet and string-quartet; Bb. Allegro; Vivace; Adagio; Menuetto; Rondo, allegretto giosesto. Claimed here as being of the nature of a concerto. 1813.
7. Adagio for bassoon; F major. Allegro ma non troppo; Adagio; Allegro; Menuetto; Allegro; Rondo, allegretto. 1811.
8. Adagio e Rondo Ungarese, for bassoon; C minor. Revision of No. 13. 1813.
9. Concertino for horn; E minor. Adagio; Andante con moto with codetta; Allegro vivace; Menuetto; Rondo, allegretto. 1811.
10. Romanza Siciliana for flute; Bb minor. 1806.
12. Andante and Rondo Ungarese for violin; C minor. See No. 9. 1809.
13. Toccata for orchestra; C minor. Andante with variations; Adagio; Finale, allegro. 1808.
14. Andante and variations for cello; D minor. 1806.
15. Adagio and Rondo for the Harmoniemusik; F major. 1811.

XI. PIANOFORTE MUSIC.

A. For two hands.
1. First Sonata; C. Allegro; Menuetto, allegro; Rondo, presto. 1812.
2. Second Sonata; Ab. Allegro moderato con spirito e moto legato; Menuetto; Menuetto capriccioso; Rondo, moderato e molto grazioso. 1813.
3. Third Sonata; D minor. Allegro feroce; Andante con moto; Rondo, presto. 1814.
4. Fourth Sonata; E minor. Moderato; Menuetto; Andante quasi Allegretto; Finale, La Tarantella. 1823.
5. Six and follows on an original theme; C. 1807.
7. Six variations on a theme from Vogler's 'Samori'; Bb. 1804.
8. Seven variations on Blanchi's 'Vie qu'il Dorto bella'; C. 1807.
9. Seven variations on an original theme; F. 1808.
10. Seven variations on a theme from Méhul's 'Joseph'; C. 1813.
12. Seven variations on a Glacip air; C. 1817.
14. Polacca brillante; E major. 1812.
15. Polacca brillante; Eb. 1819.
16. Aufforderung zum Tanz, Rondo brillant; Eb. 1824.
17. Twelve Allemandes (Valens, Nos. 11 and 12 for 4 hands.) 1801.
18. Biz Ecosais. 1801.
19. Eighteen Valzes (Valzes favorites de l'Impératrice de France) 1812.

B. For four hands.
20. Six easy little pieces: (1) Sonata, C; (2) Romanza, F; (3) Menuetto, Eb; (4) Andante con variationi, G; (5) Marcia, maestoso, C; (6) Rondo, Eb.
21. Six pieces: (1) Moderato, Eb; (2) Andante con moto, C minor; (3) Andante con variationi, G; (4) Menuetto, G; (5) Adagio, Ab; (6) Rondo, Eb. 1809.
22. Eight pieces: (1) Moderato, D; (2) Allegro, C; (3) Adagio, F; (4) Allegro, A minor; (5) Allegro, D major; (6) Theme variato (Ich hab' mein Brust erwehnt, see V. 60); B; (7) Marcia, G minor; (8) Rondo, Eb. 1818—1819.

XII. PIANOFORTE MUSIC, WITH ACCOMPANIMENT.

2. Six Sonatas for PF. and violin: (1) F, Allegro, Romanze, Rondo amabile; (2) C, Moderato, Adagio, Rondo allegro; (3) D minor, Allegretto moderato, Rondo presto; (4) E flat, Adagio, Rondo vivace; (5) A, Andante con moto with variations, Finale Siciliana; (6) G, Allegretto, Rondo, Allegro, Polacca. 1808.
3. Seven variations for PF. and clarinet; Eb. 1808.
4. Grand Duo concertant for PF. and clarinet; Eb. Allegro con fuoco; Andante, con moto, Rondo allegro. 1813.
5. Divertimento assai facile for PF. and guitar: (1) Andante, C; (2) Valser, A minor; (3) Andante con Variationi, G; (4) Polacca, A major. 1824.

It is scarcely necessary to mention that the foregoing summary is drawn up from Jahn's 'Carl Maria von Weber in seinen Werken' (Berlin, Schlesinger, 1871), a first-rate book, on which all future writers about Weber must rely. I have altered Jahn's arrangement. [T.S.]

WEBER FAMILY, known for their connection with Mozart, who first knew them in Mannheim, and married the third daughter. The father, Fridolin, born 1733 at Zell (in Breisgau), studied law in Freiburg, and was placed by his father as bailiff of the Schimar estates. He was a clever violinist, and the Elector Karl Theodor invited him and his brother Franz Anton to Mannheim, where however, according to Mozart, he occupied quite a subordinate position as copyist, prompter, and supernumerary violinist in the band. In 1756 he married Marie Cécile Stamm of Mannheim. His brother, and junior by a year, Franz Anton, was the father of Carl Maria von Weber, who was thus Mozart's first cousin by marriage. In a letter writing to his father about Fridolin Weber's four daughters, says, 'I have never met before with such a variety of dispositions in one family.' The eldest, Josepha, was a bravura singer, with a high and flexible voice, but a poor musician. Mozart wrote for her the part of the Queen of Night in the 'Zauberflöte' and a bravura air (Kochel, No. 580). She married in 1759 Hofer, violinist at Schikaneder's theatre, and after his death Meyez, a bass-singer, who sang Florindo in 'Fi- delin.' She died in 1820. The second, Aloisia, born 1750, was Mozart's first love. Her voice was exceptionally high, and extremely pleasant in tone, though perhaps rather weak for the stage. In 1780 she was engaged for the opera in Vienna, and married an actor at the court theatre, named Lange, who died in 1817. Mme. Lange made several professional tours before her final retirement in 1808. She died at Salzburg in 1830. Mozart wrote for her the part of Constanzo in the 'Entführung,' 6 airs (Kochel, Nos. 294, 316, 383, 418, 419, 538), and a rondo (No. 416).1 The third, Constanzo, born 1765 at Zell, became Mozart's wife. When the Archbishop of Salzburg dismissed Mozart from his household in Vienna, the latter took up his abode with Frau Weber (her husband had died of apoplexy), then living with three of her daughters, Aloisia being married, in a house called 'Zum Auge Gottes,' in the Peters-Platz. Here began the love affair which caused Mozart's father so much anxiety. The marriage took place Aug. 4, 1782, and in nine years Constanzo was left a widow. For the support of herself and children she made several professional tours. In 1809 she married a Danish official named Nissen,2 but in 1826 was again left a widow, and died at Salzburg March 6, 1842.3 The youngest of the four, Sophie, born 1764, also a talented singer, married Habib, tenor and composer, attached to Schikaneder's theatre. During widowhood she lived with Constanzo at Salzburg, and died there in 1843. She was present at Mozart's death, and in 1825 wrote, at Nissen's request, a touching account of the last sad moments. [C.F.P.]

---

1 See contra, Vol. II. 287. 2 Th. II. 409. 3 Th II. 608.
WEBER'S LAST WALTZ—Letzter Gedanke, Dernière Pensée. The piece known by these names and beginning thus, and once enormously popular—

\[\text{Music notation}\]

is not Weber's at all, but Reissiger's, and forms no. 5 of his 'Dances brillantes pour le P.F.,' written in 1823, and published by Peters of Leipzig in 1824. The probable cause of its being ascribed to Weber is that a MS. copy of it, given by Reissiger to Weber on the eve of his departure for London, was found among Weber's papers after his death here. It has been also published as a song—in Germany 'Wie ich bin verwischen'; in London as 'Weber's Farewell' (Chappell), 'Song of the dying child' (Cramer), etc. [G.]

WECHSELNOTE, DIE FUX'SCHE—Fux's Changing-note. A term supposed to represent in the Strict or ancient style of Counterpoint a very striking 'licence,' of which Palestrina and his contemporaries sometimes made use. The Third Species of Simple Counterpoint—i.e. Four notes against one—demanded that 'discords by transition' (or, as we should now say, Passing-notes) should be approached and quitted by conjunct degrees. In spite of this rule the composers of that time allowed themselves to proceed by a skip from the second or fourth note in the bar (provided it be a discord) to the third below, ascending afterwards to the note on which the discord should properly have resolved itself. The following examples show that this note can appear in two different places in the bar:

\[\text{Ex. 1.} \quad \text{Ex. 2.}\]

This licence was but rarely used by the old masters, and rather as an interesting exception. It has, however, given rise to much discussion among theorists. Some admired it for its gracefulness, some objected to it. Under the name of Nota Cambiata, Changing-note, and Wechselnote, they have attempted to explain or justify it by saying that the note which the composers had skipped could be supplied by imagination, thus—

\[\text{Ex. 3.}\]

But this explanation attempts to account for the licence by a process contrary to the composers' intentions, and even purposely avoided by them. It may frequently be observed in the history of the development of music, that able and gifted musicians have chosen what is right by instinct, regardless of its contradicting the then existing rules. We, however, have a complete system of harmony at our disposal—which the old masters had not—and can therefore regard the licence as perfectly justifiable. We must now remark that Examples 1 and 2 ought not to come under the same heading, as they have often hitherto done; each demands and admits of a totally different and separate explanation. According to our present musical terminology, in neither case would the note marked * be called a Changing-note. To us, in Ex. 1, this note would appear to be a Passing-note, which proceeds regularly, though not immediately, to the expected interval. B passes to A, interrupted by G. Such interruptions are quite familiar to us. A striking analogy in the music of our time is to be found in the interrupted resolution of another discord (though on a different beat in the bar), namely the Suspension, which is of frequent occurrence nowadays;

\[\text{Ex. 4.}\]

In Example 2, on the contrary, the B * is, from our point of view, nothing more than an Anticipation of the chord of G which immediately follows. In this manner the figure can be well explained, justified, or at least shown to be fully admissible. In the course of time this melodic phrase seems to have lost favour, for we seldom find it used by later generations. By Bach, Handel, and some of their successors, it is only employed in recitatives, and even there it is limited to the skip to the third below; an Anticipation being the result.

\[\text{Ex. 5.}\]

The note in question (which is marked with a * in our examples) is, harmonically regarded, a major or minor seventh, although this does not always appear at first sight. As this note * has been called by the old theorist Nota Cambiata or Changing-note, and Fux in his 'Gradus ad Parnassum' was the first to devote special and careful attention to it, some modern writers thought it advisable to rename it the Fux'sche Wechselnote, Fux's Changing-note, in distinction to our modern 'Changing-note.' [F.L.]

WECKERLIN, JEAN BAPTISTE, born at Guebwiller in Alsace, Nov. 9, 1821, son of a manufacturer. So strong were his musical instincts, that though educated for trade, he ran
away to Paris, and in 1844 entered the Conservatoire, where he learned harmony under Elwart, and composition under Halévy. Not succeeding in the Institut examinations, he left the school, and took to teaching and composition. Eager to produce, and very industrious, he let slip no opportunity of making himself known, and attempted all branches of composition, though soon finding that success at the theatre was out of the question. Musical bibliography was his main resource, and he brought to light many curious old compositions, such as the 'Ballet comique de la Reine,' which was given with others of the same class, at the concerts of the Société de Sainte Cécile, of which he was chorus-master from 1850 to 55. He also made a fine collection of scarce books of poetry, with airs in notation, and song-writers, which he turned to account in his Collections of national airs. In 1863 he was selected to form the library of the newly-founded Société des Compositeurs de Musique, and in 1868 was placed by Auber in the Library of the Conservatoire, of which he became head-musician Sept. 5, 1876—a post which he still (1888) fills with success.

His vocal and operatic works include 6 operas; 2 ode-symphonies; 2 antique dramas; a large number of choruses for female voices and for male det.; 6 Quatuors de Salon; various extensive collections of pieces, and over 300 airs for voice and BF.; a Mass and surny Motets. His instrumental works comprise a Symphony and Suite, both for full orchestra; arrangements.

His bibliographical works are as follows:—

'Chansons populaires des provinces de la France' (1860), with Champfleury; 'Les Echos du Temps passé,' 3 vols.; 'Les Echos d'Angleterre'; 'Album de la Grand'maman,' 20 old melodies; 'Chansons et Rondes pour les enfants' (1885); 'Chansons de France pour les petits Français' (1885); 'Ballet comique de la Reine'; Camber's opera 'Pomone,' and 'Les Peines et les Plaisirs de l'Amour'; 'Le Freres de Coeur et d'Ami,' diversely arranged by Molère and Lully. Various articles in the 'Bulletin de la Société des Compositeurs'; 'Musiciana,' extracts from rare books (Paris, 1877); 'Chansons populaires de l'Alsace,' 2 vols. (1883); and 'La Bibliothèque du Conservatoire de musique,' 1 vol. 8vo (1885), a catalogue raisonné of the books in the Réserve.

He has still in MS. 400 airs and 25 operas, and an 'Essai sur l'Histoire de l'Instrumentation,' commenced by the Institut (1875). [G.C.]

WEDDING OF CAMACHO, THE (Die Hochzeit des Gamacho). A comic opera in 2 acts; words by Klingemann, after Don Quixote; music by Mendelssohn (op. 10); score dated Aug. 10, 1835. Produced in the small theatre, Berlin, April 28, 1837, and not performed second time. The music was published in PF. score by Leue of Berlin. [See vol. ii. p. 259.] [G.]
WEELKES.

the Cathedral Church of Chichester, but as his name is not to be found in the Cheque-book of the Chapel Royal, it is doubtful whether he held any regular appointment there. In 1614 he was a contributor to Leighton’s ‘Tears or Lamentations.’ His five published works contain 94 compositions distinguished by originality and excellent part-writing, as well as by a certain characteristic stiffness; many of them are still popular and have been often reprinted. Amongst them may be named ‘Lo! country sports,’ ‘To shorten winter’s sadness,’ ‘In pride of May,’ ‘Sing we at pleasure,’ and ‘The nightingale.’ An anthem by him, ‘O Lord, grant the king,’ is printed in Barnard’s collection; and two others, ‘All people clap your hands,’ and ‘When David heard that Absalom was slain,’ are in the Collection of Anthems by Madrigal Composers published by the Musical Antiquarian Society. Eleven anthems more are in Barnard’s MS. collections in the Library of the Royal College of Music.

[WHH.]

WEHLL, or WEHLE, KARL, a brilliant pianist known in London some years back, was the son of a merchant in Prague, and born March 17, 1825; learned the P.F. under Moscheles and Kullak, composed very much, and exhibited his talent in Europe, America, Australia, India, etc. Paris was for long his headquarters. The list of his works given by Pougis comprises a Sonata (op. 38), Impromptu (10, 73), Ballades (11, 79), Nocturnes, Waltzes, and Allegro hongroise (81), etc., etc.

WEIGL, JOSEPH, a native of Bavaria, entered Prince Esterhazy’s band at Eisenstadt as first cellist in 1751, left in 1759 for the orchestra of the Imperial Opera at Vienna, was admitted member of the Imperial Chapel 1752, and died Jan. 25, 1830, in his 79th year. He was a great friend of Joseph Haydn, who stood godfather to his eldest son.

Joseph, born at Eisenstadt, March 28, 1766. Joseph’s first teacher was Sebastian Witzig, choirmaster of Korneuburg, and later he studied with Albrechtberger and Salieri. At 16 he wrote his first small opera ‘Die betrogene Abgesperrte,’ which was produced at Gluck’s recommendation, and secured him the favour of the Emperor Joseph, of which he has henceforth repeated proofs, including a present of 100 ducats (about £50) for his first Italian opera ‘Il Pazzo per forza’ (1788). A letter of congratulation written by Haydn on the production of his ‘Principeppa d’Amalfi’ is well known. Weigl was fortunately enough to gain admittance to the performances of classical music under Mozart’s direction, at Baron van Swieten’s house. Salieri took a special interest in him, and employed him up to 1790 as assistant-conductor of the National Court Theatre. In 1792 he became composer to the Opera with a salary of 1,000 florins, then Capellmeister, and finally conductor. This post he resigned in 1823, and in 1827 was appointed Vice-Court-Capellmeister. Before that date he had composed a series of operas, German and Italian, and ballets, many of which became exceedingly popular. Amongst these, special mention must be made of the ‘Schweizer Familie’ (1809), which long kept the boards, and by its pleasing melodies won all hearts. Reichardt 1 gives a pointed description of Weigl: ‘he is a really charming, affectionate, good-hearted Viennese, and his eye and whole expression are thoroughly in keeping with his tender, graceful, pleasing melodies.’ Other favourite operas were ‘Das Waisenhaus,’ ‘Nachtwelt und Rabe,’ ‘Von der Bergsturz,’ ‘L’Amor marzachi,’ and ‘L’Uniforme.’ Beethoven has preserved the air ‘Pria ch’io impegno’ in the ‘Amor Marino’ from oblivion, by taking it as the theme for the Finale of his Clarinet Trio, op. 11. [See vol. i. 1785.] L’Uniforme (libretto by Carpani) was composed at the request of Maria Theresa, produced at Schübrunn, and repeated in concert-form (1807) with the Empress in the principal part (Pauline). Treitschke translated it into German, ‘Die Uniforme’ was given at both court theatres, and in many foreign towns. Weigl was a special favourite of the Empress (to whom Beethoven dedicated his Septet), and had to preside at the piano at all chamber-concerts, besides composing cantatas and small ballets for many court festivities. He had an advantageous offer for Stuttgart, but the Empress, to retain him, made his appointment for life. Soon after her death (1807) he accepted the post of Capellmeister at Dresden, but the negotiations were broken off, and he died in his stead. 2 Weigl was invited to Milan to compose for the Scala—1807, when he produced two operas, ‘Cleopatra,’ and ‘Il rivale di sé stesso,’ and 1815, when he produced ‘L’imboscata,’ and a cantata, ‘Il ritorno d’Astrea,’ all with great success. Of his earlier cantatas, ‘Minerva e Flora’ was given at Prince Auersperg’s in honour of a visit from the King and Queen of Sicily (1791), and ‘Venere ed Adone’ at Esterhazy’s in 1792, when the Archduchess Joseph was staying with Prince Esterhazy at his country seat on the Neusiedlersee. Haydn was at the time in London, so Weigl was called upon to supply his place. This cantata figured several times in the programmes of the Tonkünstler-Societi concerts. Of his two oratorios, ‘La Passione di Gesh Cristo’ (libretto by Carpani), first produced at Court (1804), was performed at Prince Lobkowitz’s, at the Burg Theatre (1811), at an extra concert of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde (1821), and in Prague and Milan. After 1827 he wrote only for the church, composing his last mass in his 71st year. Weigl received many distinctions, amongst others the large gold Ehrenmedaille (1830) and the freedom of the city of Vienna. He was an honorary member of the Conservatoire of Milan, the St. Cecilia Academy of Rome, the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, and other musical societies of Austria. He died Feb. 3, 1846. His works include 13 Italian and 18 German operas.

1 Vertraute Briefe, I. 216.
2 A letter from Grisiinger, dated Dresden, Feb. 11, 1826.
opera, 17 ballets, 2 oratorios, 12 Italian and 7 German cantatas, 9 masses, 6 graduales, 6 offertories; serenate in various languages; airs for insertion in operas; songs, airs, and duets with P.F. accompaniment; and various instrumental pieces. His younger brother, Thaddæus, born 1776, wrote a number of operas and ballets for the Leopoldstadt Theatre and the two Court Theatres, and was at one time Capellmeister and director of the musical archives of the Court Theatre. His name lives, however, not as a musician, but as a music publisher. He set up in business in 1801, and devoted himself chiefly to supporting the 'Kunst und Industrie Compoltor' in its endeavours to establish a home-trade in music, for which Haydn gave him a flattering testimonial (dated Eisenstadt 1801). After the production of his last ballet, 'Bacchus und Ariadne,' (Dec. 1803), he withdrew from the theatre, and occupied himself entirely with his business till 1826, when he resigned it to his second son Peter. Later it passed into Diabelli's hands. Thaddæus Weigl published Schubert's opus. 57, 58, 88, 95, and 130. [C.F.P.]

WEINIG, CHRISTIAN THEODOR, born at Dresden, July 25, 1780, was instructed first by his uncle, CHRISTIAN ERHEGOTT—who as a scholar of HOMILIUS had the Bach traditions—and then by Padre Mattei at Bologna. In 1823 he succeeded SÖNNICH as Cantor of the Thomas-School at Leipzig, and remained there till his death, March 7, 1842, when he was followed by Hauptmann. He published a German Magnificat for solos, chorus, and orchestra, and some singing exercises. But it is as a teacher of theory and as the master of Wagner for six months in 1830, that his name will be remembered. Wagner has left his recollections of Weinig's teaching on record in words which deserve to be pondered by the authors of theory. [See Wagner, vol. iv. p. 247 et seq.] [G.]

WEISS, FRANZ, born in Silesia Jan. 18, 1778, died at Vienna Jan. 25, 1820, a distinguished viola-player, and long a member of the celebrated string-quartet maintained by Prince Rasomouwsky at his palace in Vienna. By these distinguished players most of Beethoven's quartets were studied for the first time, Schuppanzigh, taking the first violin, the Prince himself the second, and Linke the cello. Weiss was also a composer of merit, and published, among other works, 'Variations brillantes' for violin and orchestra, op. 13 (Vienna, Artaria), quartet (Vienna, Hauslinger, and Ostenbach, André), and duets for flutes and for violins, and P.F. sonatas. A symphony of his for flute, bassoon, and trumpet concertante with orchestra, was played with great success by the brothers Alois, Joseph, and Anton Khayll. [C.F.P.]

WEISS, WILLIOUTH HUNTER, born April 2, 1820, at Liverpool, son of Willoughby Gaspard Weiss, professor of the flute and music-publisher. He learnt singing from Sir George Smart and Balfe, and on May 12, 1842, made his first appearance in public at a concert of his own at Liverpool. He next sang in London at the concerts of Balfe, Thalberg, etc., and then joined the farewell tour of Miss Adelaide Kemble, and made a successful début on the stage at Dublin July 2, as Orosseo in 'Norma.' On Dec. 26 he made his first London appearance in opera at the Princess's as the Count in an English version of 'Sonambula.' He established a reputation both as an operatic and concert singer. In the former capacity he sang in the various enterprises of Bunn, Maddox, Jullien, Pyne & Harrison, and the English Opera Company Limited, and in various operas of Auber, Balfe, Benedict, Hatton, Macfarren, etc. But he excelled as an oratorio, in which his rich voice and musicianship is a useful accompaniment to the singer. He made his first appearance in oratorio in 1844 at the Gloucester Festival, and was continually engaged at the London oratorio concerts and provincial festivals until close upon his death, Oct. 24, 1867. Weiss also composed songs and ballads, of which 'The Village Blacksmith' has become very popular. He also arranged a P.F. edition of Weber's Mass in G. His wife, GEORGIA AUBER, whose maiden name was Barrett, was born in 1826 at Gloucester, the daughter of a professor of music of that city. She was a pupil at the Royal Academy of Music (1842-45), and first attracted notice at the Gloucester Festival of 1844. On Sept. 15, 1845, she married Weiss. On Dec. 20, 1847, she made her first appearance on the stage at Drury Lane as Queen Elizabeth in Balfe's 'Maid of Honour,' and was afterwards engaged at the Princess's and Covent Garden (1864-5). She failed to maintain the great promise of her early career, and became a useful seconday singer. She married again, Feb. 13, 1872, Mr. C. Davis of New Malden, Surrey, and died at Brighton Nov. 6, 1880. [A.C.]

WEISSENBACH, ALOYS, born at Telfs, Tyrol, March 1, 1766, died at Salzburg Oct. 26, 1821, entered the Austrian army as assistant-surgeon before he was twenty, and had risen to the highest rank in that service when, in 1804, he was called by Archduke Ferdinand, then Archbishop of Salzburg, to the professorship of surgery in the University there, a position which he held with very great reputation to his death. Weissenbach held an honourable place among the periodical writers of his day; composed dramas, one of which (Die Brautkrank) was acted at Vienna in 1809; and specially distinguished himself, 1812-14, by his patriotic poems. He receives a place here as author of the text to Beethoven's 'Glorreiche Augenblick,' and for his notices of the composer in his account of his visit to Vienna at the time of the Congress of 1814. That Weissenbach was an enthusiastic admirer of Beethoven's (Graefl) is a matter of course. Their natures were akin, even physically; the one was not a hard of hearing as the other, and both were manly, frank, open, upright characters. Just as Weissenbach
WELCH, John Bacon, well-known teacher of singing, born at Patthallish Vicarage, Northampton, Dec. 26, 1839. He began his musical education in London, and in 1861 went to Milan, and studied for three years under Signor Nava. Ultimately he settled in London, where he has a large number of private pupils, and is Professor of Singing at the Guildhall School of Music. Among his most successful pupils may be mentioned Miss Anna Williams, Miss A. Marriott, Miss Santley (now Hon. Mrs. R. Lyttelton), Mr. H. Blower, Mr. Bridson, Mr. Brereton, Mr. H. Piercy.

[MS.]

WELCHER V. GONTHERSHAUSEN.

[Not signed, possibly a signature or identification marker.]

WELCHER VON GONTHERSHAUSEN, Heinrich, Court pianoforte maker to the Grand Duke of Hesse, and a writer on the construction and history of musical instruments, particularly the pianoforte, was born at Gontershausen, a village in the Grand Duchy of Hesse Darmstadt, in the year 1811. He died at Darmstadt, June 15, 1873. His published works include:

2. Der Flügel oder die Beschaffenheit des Pianos in allen Formen. Eine umfassende Darstellung der Forte-Piano-Baustreife vom Entstehen bis zu den neuesten Verbesserungen mit spezieller Hinweisung auf die rationale Praxis für Bearbeitung und Zusammenstellung der Mechanismen, nebst gründlicher Anweisung zur Innung, Stimmung, und Saitebnemessung. Mit 35 Zeichnungen. Frankfurt am Main (neue vermehrte Ausgabe, 1856).

Or in English:

1. Technical drawings of musical instruments, whether string, wind, percussion, or string; with special descriptions of their construction and compass, and an intelligible statement of their treatment and preservation. With 150 illustrations. Frankfurt, 1851.
2. The Grand Piano, or the manufacture of the piano in all forms, and much reputation for himself and his orchestra during the short term of their existence. Among the novelties produced were Sweden's 1st Symphony; Salayre's Stabat Mater, and 'Fandango' Ballet; Cherubini's Ali Baba Ballet; Davenport's 'Twelfth Night' Overture; 'The Rivulet,' by Corder; Danse Macabre by Saint-Saëns; Berlioz's selections and works by Bouyagut-Ducoudray and Gevaert. Massenet also conducted his orchestral suite, called 'Shakespeare,' April 30, 1878, on his first appearance in England, and again on Dec. 17, 1878. Goetz was first introduced to the British public by his only Symphony. — In 1880 Mr. Weist-Hill was appointed Principal of the Guildhall School of Music. This post he still retains, and under his energetic direction the number of pupils has risen to upwards of 2500.

[A.C.]
WELDON. GREGORY, was born at Clapham, May 24, 1837. Her maiden name was Thomas, which was afterwards changed to Treherne. On April 21, 1860, she married Captain Weldon, of the 18th Hussars. For many years she was known in society as the possessor of a lovely voice, but she afterwards devoted music as a profession on charitable grounds, and made her first appearance in public in 1870. She undertook a tour in Wales with her pupil, Miss Gwendoline Jones, and became a member of Leslie’s choir, in which she sang the solo in Mendelssohn’s ‘Hear my prayer,’ on March 9, 1871. She afterwards sang at the Popular Concerts, the Crystal Palace, the Philharmonic, and elsewhere. In 1872 she took the solo soprano part in Gounod’s ‘Gallia’ at Notre Dame, the Opéra Comique and the Conservatoire, Paris. Her romantic friendship with Gounod is well known. She assisted in training his choir in London, and established an orphanage at her residence, in order to give musical instruction to poor children, with objects and on principles which she has fully described in a letter to the ‘Menestrel,’ and with a zeal and energy rarely equalled. She also published songs by Gounod and other composers in aid of her orphanage, among which mention must be made of Clay’s beautiful setting of ‘The Sands of Dee’ She has also composed songs translated from the French by herself, viz. ‘Choses du Soir,’ ‘Le Chant du Passereau,’ ‘Le petit Garçon et le Nid du Rougonge’; also ‘The Brook’ (poetry by Tennyson), etc. In 1879 she sang at Rivière’s Promenade Concerts, with a female choir trained and directed by herself. This transaction gave rise to a protracted law-suit, which was of considerable interest last year. The management was at a popular music hall in 1884, where her selection of songs was of a higher order than its habitués are accustomed to hear. Other points in Mrs. Weldon’s careered, not being connected with music, cannot be touched upon in this Dictionary. [A.C.]

WELDON, JOHN, born at Chichester, was educated at Eton College, and whilst there studied music under John Walter, the college organist. He afterwards became a pupil of Henry Purcell. In 1694 he was appointed organist of New College, Oxford. In 1700 he gained the first of the four prizes offered for the best compositions of Congreve’s masque, ‘The Judgment of Paris,’ the others being awarded to John Eccles, Daniel Purcell, and Godfrey Figgis. [See those names.] Weldon’s music was not printed, and is now unknown, with the exception of Juno’s song, ‘Let ambition fire thy mind,’ the air of which was adapted by Arne to the opening duet of ‘Love in a Village.’ On June 6, 1701, Weldon was sworn in a Gentleman extraordinary of the Chapel Royal. In 1702 he resigned his appointment at New College. Upon the death of Dr. Blow in 1708, Weldon was appointed his successor as organist of the Chapel Royal, and on Aug. 8, 1715, upon the establishment of a second composer’s place there he was sworn into it. He was also organist of St. Bride’s, Fleet Street and in 1726 was appointed to the same office at St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields. He died May 7, 1736, and was buried in the churchyard of St. Paul, Covent Garden. Weldon’s principal compositions are for the Church; he published, under the title of ‘Divine Harmony,’ six solo anthems composed for Richard Elford; other anthems are printed in the collections of Boyce, Arnold, and Page, and many are still in manuscript in the books of the Chapel Royal and some of the cathedrals. The two anthems printed by Boyce—‘In Thee, O Lord,’ and ‘Hear my crying’—are admirable compositions, combining pure melody, fine harmony, and just expression. They have a certain anticipation of the sweet natural melody of Stern-dale Bennett. Weldon published three books of his songs, and many other songs are contained in the collections of the period. A song by him, ‘From grave lessons,’ is printed in Hawkins’s History. [W.W.H.]

WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER. [See Wohltemperirte Klavier.]

WELSH MUSIC. With regard to the source whence the ancient Britons derived their music and musical instruments, the general belief in the Principality is that they were brought from the East, either by the inhabitants in their original migration, or by the Phoenicians, who, as is well known, had commercial intercourse with Britain from the earliest times. Of this however there is no historical proof, nor do the arguments sometimes adduced from an alleged similarity of musical terms in Hebrew and Welsh bear the test of examination.

In ancient Welsh works, ‘to play upon the harp’ is expressed ‘to sing upon the harp’—Casmary Delyn. The same expression is used in regard to the Crwth, an old Welsh instrument, which was so popular in Britain in ancient times as to have been mistaken, by historians of the 6th century, for its national instrument. [Cawtr.]

The harp, of all instruments, is the one which has been held in the most general esteem, and has for ages been the companion of Prophet, King, Bard, and Minstrel. In the 7th century, according to the Venerable Bede, it was so generally played in Britain that it was customary to hand it from one to another at entertainments; and he mentions one who, ashamed that he could not play upon it, sunk away lest he should expose his ignorance. In such honour was it held in Wales that a slave might not practise upon it; while to play upon the instrument was an indispensnable qualification of a gentleman. The ancient laws of Hywel Dda mention three kinds of harps:—the harp of the King; the harp of a Pencerd, or master of music; and the harp of a Nobleman. A professor of this instrument enjoyed many privileges; his lands were free, and his person sacred.

With regard to the antiquity of the Welsh music now extant, it is difficult to form a conjecture, excepting when history and tradition Ff
coincide, as in the case of the plaintive air 'Morva Rhuddlan' (Rhuddlan Marsh). 'At this time,' says Parry in his 'Royal Visit,' 'a general action took place between these parties, upon Rhuddlan Marsh, Flintshire. The Welsh, who were commanded in this memorable conflict by Caradoc, King of North Wales, were defeated with dreadful slaughter, and their leader was killed on the field. All who fell into the hands of the Saxon Prince were ordered to be massacred. According to tradition, the Welsh who escaped the sword of the conqueror, in their precipitous flight across the marsh, perished in the water by the flowing of the tide.' Tradition says that the plaintive melody, 'Morva Rhuddlan,' was composed by Caradoc's Bard immediately after the battle, A.D. 795.

Morva Rhuddlan. (The Plain of Rhuddlan.)

There is no denying that Welsh music is more artistic than either that of the Scotch or the Irish, and on that account it may, to a superficial observer, appear more modern; but to those who are acquainted with the harp, the national instrument of Wales, with its perfect diatonic scale, the apparent inconsistency disappears. This is admitted by the most eminent writers on music, among others, by Dr. Crotch. In the first volume of his Specimens of the various styles of music, referred to in his course of lectures, he writes as follows:

British and Welsh music may be considered as one, since the original British music was, with the inhabitants, driven into Wales. It must be owned that the regular measure and diatonic scale of the Welsh music is more congenial to the English taste in general, and appears at first more natural to experienced musicians, than those of the Irish and Scotch. Welsh music not only solicits an accompaniment, but, being chiefly composed for the harp, is usually found with one; and, indeed, in harp tunes, there are often solo passages for the bass as well as for the treble. It often resembles the scientific music of the 17th and 18th centuries, and there is, I believe, no probability that this degree of refinement has an introduction of later times. The military music of the Welsh seems superior to that of any other nation. In the Welsh marches, 'The March of the men of Harlech,' 'Captain Morgan's March,' and also a tune called 'Come to Battle,' there is not too much noise, nor is there vulgarity nor yet misplaced science. They have a sufficiency of rhythm without its injuring the dignified character of the whole.

We give the melodies of the three marches mentioned.

Rhyfelgwy Garreg Hafod. (March of the Men of Harlech.)

1 See vol. iii. p. 446-750.
2 Many alterations have recently crept into the extraordinary version of this tune; but the above is the form in which it is given by Edward Jones in his 'Relics of the Welsh Bard,' 1794.
WELSH MUSIC.

Rhoslygwr Cadwen Morgan. (Captain Morgan's March.)

Desol i'r Freydr. (Come to Battle.)

The following melody has the peculiarity of each part ending on the fourth of the key.

Codiad yr Hedgpdd. (The Rising of the Lark.)

Hoffa Meddryl Marged. (Aunt Margaret's Favourite.)

Of the Dance Music of the Welsh, the Jig appears to be the favourite. Of these there are many interesting examples, from which the following are selected:—

Bugeddir Gwraith Gogyn. (Watching the Wheat.)

Gyrn o'r Byd o'm Blaen. (Drive the World before us.)

Moderato.

Andante.
The most remarkable feature in connection with Welsh music is that of Penillllos singing,—singing of epigrammatic stanzas, extemporaneous or otherwise, to the accompaniment of one of the old melodies, of which there are many, very marked in character, expressly composed or chosen on account of their adaptability for the purpose, and played upon the harp. This practice is peculiar to the Welsh, and is said to date from the time of the Druids, who imparted their learning orally, through the medium of Penillllos. The word Penill is derived from Pen, a head; and because these stanzas flowed extemporaneously, and were treasured in the head, without being committed to paper, they were called Penillllos. Many of the Welsh have their memories stored with hundreds of them; some of which they have always ready in answer to almost any subject that can be proposed; or, like the Improvisatori of Italy, they sing extemporaneous verses; and a person conversant in this art readily produces a Penillllo opposite to the last that was sung. But in order to be able to do this, he must be conversant with the twenty-four metres of Welsh poetry. The subjects afford a great deal of mirth. Some of these are jocular, others farcical, but most of them amorous. It is not the best vocalist who is considered to excel most in this style of epigrammatic singing; but the one who has the strongest sense of rhythm, and can give most effect and humour to the salient points of the stanza—not unlike the parlante singing of the Italians in comic opera. The singers continue to take up their Penillllos alternately with the harp without intermission, never repeating the same stanza (for that would forfeit the honour of being held first in the contest), and whichever metre the first singer starts with must be strictly adhered to by those who follow. The metres of these stanzas are various; a stanza containing from three to nine verses, and a verse consisting of a certain number of syllables, from two to eight. One of these metres is the Tribon, or triplet; another, the Aedl Gywydd, or Hen Gwlad,—

The ode-measure or the ancient strain; another, what in English poetry would be called anapestic. There are two kinds of Penillllos singing; the most simple being where the singer adapt[s] his words to the melody, in which case words and music are so arranged as to allow of a burden, or response in chorus, at the end of each line of the stanza, as in the following example:—

With spirit. Noa Golau. (New Year's Eve.)
Solo. Chorus.

Hod y Deri Dando. (Away, my herd, to the Oaken Grove.) As sung in North Wales.


Hod y Deri Dando. (Away, my herd, under the Green Oak.)

The same song as sung in South Wales.


The most difficult form of Penillllos singing is where the singer does not follow the melody implicitly, but recites his lines on any note that may be in keeping with the harmony of the melody, which renders him indifferent as to
whether the harper plays the air or any kind of variation upon it, as long as he keeps to the fundamental harmony. In this style of Penillion singing there is no burden or chorus, the singer having the whole of the melody to himself, first and second part repeated. What renders it more difficult, is the rule that he must not begin with the melody, but, according to the length of the metre of his stanza, must join the melody at such a point as will enable him to end with it.

The following examples admit of the introduction of two of the most famous melodies in connection with this style of singing:


Air. 'Serch Hudok.' (Love's Fascination.) Penillion, Moderato.

---

1 Dr. Rhys's Grammar makes mention of a Bard named Gruffydd Ben Rhaw; and probably this tune was composed about the beginning of the 15th century, or at least acquired this title at that time.—Edward Jones' Baliau of the Welsh Barda, p. 159.
Until within the present century, very little Welsh music was known beyond the Principality; and even then, for the most part, through an unfavourable medium. For example, the graceful "Llwyn onn" (The Ash Grove), appeared in mutilated form as "Cease your running," in Gay's "Beggar's Opera," A.D. 1728.

The bold and warlike strain, "Y Gâdlwy" (The Camp), suffered the degradation of being wedded to Tom Durfey's doggerel song "Of noble race was Shenkin," introduced into "The Richmond Heiress," A.D. 1693.

The beautiful little melody, "Ar hyd y nos" (All through the Night), was introduced into a burlesque, under the title of "Ah! hide your nose," "It is often known as "Poor Mary Ann."

Even Handel was not above introducing the spirited air, "Codlad yr Haul" (The Rising of the Sun), into "Acis and Galatea," as a duet and chorus, under the title of "Happy, happy we."

The following is the original air:
According to a Welsh manuscript of the time of Charles I, now in the British Museum—which though itself of the 17th century was doubtless copied or compiled from earlier records—Gruffyd ab Cynan, King of North Wales, held a congress, in the 11th century, for the purpose of reforming the order of the Welsh bards, and invited several of the fraternity from Ireland to assist in carrying out the contemplated reforms; the most important of which appears to have been the separation of the professions of bard and minstrel—in other words, of poetry and music; both of which had before been united in one and the same person. The next was the revision of the rules for the composition and performance of music. The ‘24 musical measures’ were permanently established, as well as a number of keys, scales, etc.; and it was decreed that henceforth all compositions were to be written in accordance with those enactments; and that none but those who were conversant with the rules should be considered thorough musicians, or competent to undertake the instruction of others.

In this manuscript will also be found some of the most ancient pieces of music of the Britons, supposed to have been handed down from the ancient bards. The whole of the music is written for the Crwth, in a system of notation by the letters of the alphabet, with merely one line to divide bass and treble. Dr. Burney, after a life-long research into the musical notation of ancient nations, gives the following as the result:

It does not appear from history that the Egyptians, Phcenicians, Hebrews, or any ancient people who cultivated the arts, except the Greeks and Romans, had musical characters; and these had no other symbols of sound than the letters of the alphabet, which likewise served them for arithmetical numbers and chronological dates.

The system of notation in the manuscript resembles that of Pope Gregory in the 6th century, and may have found its way into this country when he sent Augustine into Britain to reform the abuses which had crept into the services of the western churches.

St. Gregory’s Notation.

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, aa, bb, cc, dd, ee, ff, gg.

Notation in the Ancient Welsh Manuscript.

cc dd ee ff g; a, b, c, d, e, f, g & b d d a f

A close resemblance to the ancient Welsh notation is to be found in a work entitled *Musurgia* by Othmar Luxutius, an early commentary, containing a description of the Musical Instruments in his time, and the other the rudiments of the science. To these are added two commentaries, containing the precepts of polyphonic music.

1 The prose contained in the MS. is to be found in Dr. John David Eyre’s Welsh and Latin Grammar of 1766.
2 Not to be confounded with the ‘Musurgia’ of Kircher. [See vol. ii. p. 438.] Othmar Luxutius was a learned Benedictine monk, and native of Switzerland. His work is in two parts; the first containing a description of the Musical Instruments in his time, and the other the rudiments of the science. To these are added two commentaries, containing the precepts of polyphonic music.
Welsh Music.

The circumstance of Irish names being attached to the 24 musical measures in the British Museum MS. alluded to, has led to the erroneous conclusion that Wales derived the whole of her music from Ireland, at the time of Gryffudd ab Cynan; when, as is alleged, the measures were constructed. Even Welsh chroniclers, such as Gidalus Cambrensis, Caradoc, Powel, and others, have made this statement in their works upon the strength of the circumstance alluded to; it is, therefore, not surprising that Gunn, Walker, Bunting, Sir John Hawkins, and other modern writers, should have been deceived by relying upon such apparently good authority. But, independently of the extreme dissimilarity of the Welsh and Irish music that has been handed down to us, it happens that other parts of the document bear ample testimony to the contrary. The Welsh had their 24 measures (or measures) in poetry, as well as their 24 athletic games; and the following circumstance is in favour of their possessing their musical measures centuries prior to Gryffudd ab Cynan. Among the ancient pieces included in the manuscript, is one bearing the following title, and written in one of the 24 measures—Mac Merw byr—Gosteg yr Hales ('Prelude to the Salt'), and at the end is the following account concerning it: 'Teryn Gosteg yr Hales, yr hon a vydidd yn ei chau o vlaen Marchogion Arthur pan rodd y Saltur ar'halen ar y bwrd.'—Here ends the Prelude to the Salt, which used to be performed before the Knights of King Arthur, when the Salt-cellar was placed on the table—that is, if the tradition can be sustained, the middle of the 6th century, when King Arthur is supposed to have flourished. In the manuscript, the notation is as follows:—

Dechre Gosteg yr Halen.

The above specimen consists merely of the theme, to which there are twelve variations; and although the counterpoint is very primitive, and the whole is written for the Cruth, it is not without interest, as having been handed down from a remote period, and being thus, perhaps, the most ancient specimen of music in existence. Those who wish to look further into the matter will find the theme and variations, with the 24 musical measures, etc., transcribed into modern notation and published in the second edition of the 'Mywyrian Archaeology of Wales.'

It is also asserted that even the keys used in Welsh Music were brought over from Ireland at the same time as the twenty-four measures. Five keys are mentioned in the manuscript:

1. Is-gwyair—the low key, or key of C.
2. Crae-gwyair—the sharp key, or key of G.
3. Lledaf-gwyair—the flat key, or key of F.
4. Go-gwyair—the key with a flat or minor third; the remainder of the Scale, in every other respect, being major.
5. Bragod-gwyair—called the minor or mixed key.

A curious circumstance is related by two Welsh historians, Dr. John David Rhŷs and John Rhydderch, as having occurred in the middle of the 7th century:—'King Cadwaladr sat in an Eisteddfod, assembled for the purpose of regulating the bards, and taking into consideration their productions and performances, and of giving laws to music and poetry. A bard who played upon the harp in presence of this illustrious assembly in a key called Is gwyair, ar y bragod danno (in the low pitch and in the minor or mixed key), which displeased them much, was censured for the inharmonious effect he produced. The key in which he played was that of Pibau Morwydd, i.e. "Caneri Pibau Morwydd sydd ar y bragod gwyair." (The song of Morwydd's Pipes is in the minor or mixed key.) He was then ordered, under great penalties, whenever he came before persons skilled in the art, to adopt that of Mwynnen Gwynedd, "the pleasing melody of North Wales," which the royal associates first gave out, and preferred. They even decreed that none could sing or play with true harmony but with Mwynnen Gwynedd, because that was in a key which consisted of notes that formed perfect concords, whilst the other was of a mixed nature.' This incident possibly arose from a general desire to suppress an attempt to introduce into Wales the pentatonic, or so-called Scotch Scale, where the fourth and leading note
of the key are omitted, a fact which accounts for the peculiar effect produced upon a cultivated ear by the Scotch bagpipe of the present day, where the music passes from minor to relative major, and back, without the least regard for the tonic and dominant drones of the original key, which continue to sound. The story, if true, would show that the Welsh were already in possession of a Scale or Key, which, by their own showing, consisted of notes that formed perfect concords; whereas the other, which they objected to, was of a mixed nature, neither major nor minor, but a mixture of the two—which is not altogether an inapt way of describing the pentatonic or Scotch Scale.

The ‘Caniad Ffbs Morfydd’ (The Song of Morfydd’s Pipes), above alluded to, is also included in the ancient manuscript.

The ‘twenty-four measures’ consisted of a given number of repetitions of the chords of the tonic and dominant, according to the length of each measure, and are represented by the following marks, 1 standing for the tonic chord, and 0 for the dominant:

Long Measure (Mac y Mwn Hir.)

\[ k \times k \\
\]

or in modern notation

\[ k \times k \times k \times k \]

Short Measure (Mac y Mwn Byr.)

\[ k \times k \]

The positions of the chords are arranged so as to admit of their being played on the open strings of the Cwrtw.

These measures do not appear in Welsh music after the date to which the manuscript refers, a circumstance which may be considered most fortunate; for, though well adapted to their purpose at that early period, viz. for the guidance of performers on the Harp and Cwrtw—the latter being used as an accompaniment to the Harp—had such rules remained in force, they would have rendered the national music of Wales intensely monotonous and uninteresting, and thoroughly destroyed all freedom of imagination in musical composition; whereas, it is remarkable for its beauty of melody, richness of harmony and variety of construction.

Printed Collections of Welsh Melodies.
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Welsh Melodies. John Parry (Baridy Alaw). 1829.


Original Welsh Airs, arranged by Haydn and Beethoven. George Thompson, Edinburgh. Vol. i, 1869; vol. ii, 1813; vol. iii, 1814.

British Melodies. John Duvaison, Dublin. Part i, 1817; part ii, 1833.

Welsh Melodies. J. Thompson. 1817.


Welsh National Airs. John Owen (Owain Alaw) of Chester. 1st series, 1860; 2nd series, 1861; 3rd series, 1862; 4th series, 1864.


MS. Collections.

The Welsh manuscript mentioned in the foregoing article as in the British Museum is in Add. MS. 14,939. The writing shows it to be of the date of Charles I. It came to the Museum from the ‘Welsh School.’ The book contains the name of Lewis Morris 1742, and Richard Morris, Esq., 1771, and the following MSS.


30. Copy of an order by Elizabeth as to the bestowal of a Silver Harp on the best harper. 1567.

31. Drawing of the harp (16 strings). Title—‘Musica nova Baroisaeth.’ The following Manuscript is the Copy of the Musick of the Britains, as settled by a Congress, or Meeting of Masters of Music, by order of Gryffudd ap Cwyn, Prince of Wales, about A.D. 1600; with some of the most antient pieces of the Britains, supposed to have been handed down to us from the British Druids; In Two Parts (6. Bass and Treble) for the Cwrtw. This Manuscript was wrote by Robert ap Huw of Bodwigen in Anglesey, in Charies ye 1s. time. Some Parts of it copied then, out of Wm. Penlyon’s Book.”

The MS. up to f. 10 (including the above) is in a later hand, apparently written about 1753, which date occurs in it. At f. 10, the old music begins, the writing is about the early part of the 17th. century. The music is in tablature—the words are Welsh. At fol. 58 is (apparently) a drawinged letter in English. At fol. 63, the later hand begins again, with extracts from Welsh works, and MSS. relating to Welsh Music. The whole MS. containing 364 f.

The portion containing the Ancient Music is printed in vol. iii. of the ‘Myrrynarch Archeology of Wales’ (1807). See Transactions Cymmrodorion Soc. i. 361.

Other collections of Welsh music in the Museum are, Add. MS. 14,939, ‘Collections by R. Morris, 1779.’ Do. 15,031, Account of the Old Welsh Notation. Do. 15,036, Tracts on ancient Welsh Music transcribed by Hugh Maurice for O. Jones, from a MS. by John Jones. [J.T.]

WELSH TRIPLE HARP (Talyn daire-rhe). This instrument has three rows of strings; the two outside rows being tuned in unison, according to the diatonic scale, and the inner row tuned so as to supply the flats and sharps required to complete the chromatic scale.

The Welsh Triple Harp is the only instrument of its kind that has ever been known with the strings on the right side of the comb; thereby
WELSH TRIPLE HARP.

Vincentio Galileo, in his 'Dissertation on Ancient and Modern Music,' published in Florence in 1581, states that a double harp (or harp with two rows of strings) was common in Italy in his day. It consisted of a diatonic scale on the right side from the upper part down to the centre of the instrument, with another row of accidentals on the opposite side, to be played, when required, by putting the finger through; and the diatonic scale continued on the left side from the centre to the lower part of the instrument, with the accidentals on the other row on the opposite side. This shows that it was played on with the right hand in the treble and the left in the bass.

Galileo alleges that Italy derived this instrument from Ireland; but it is difficult to conceive how the Irish could have possessed such a harp, inasmuch as it has left no trace upon their national music, the peculiarity of the scale of which consists in leaving out all the notes and accidentals which indicate the least modulation from key to key, but which notes and accidentals would have been available on the above instrument. The invention of the Welsh Triple Harp, with three rows of strings, naturally followed; for, as music advanced, the inconvenience of being circumscribed within the limited compass of only half the diatonic scale on either side of the instrument would soon be felt; therefore the diatonic scale was extended on each side to the full extent of the instrument, with a centre row of accidentals equally extended and accessible from either side. This invention, so far in advance of any other instrument of its kind hitherto known, must have given a powerful impetus to the progress of music in the Principality, and may go far to account for the beauty, in an artistic point of view, of the national music of Wales.

Nevertheless, the great difficulty of playing accidentals on the inner row of strings in rapid passages, and the impossibility of modulating out of the key in which the instrument was tuned, gave rise to the invention of the Pedal Harp, which is an immense improvement, in a musical sense, upon any former invention, as it admits of the most rapid modulation into every key, and enables the performer to execute passages and combinations that would not have been dreamed of previously. In the double-action harp, as perfected by Erard, each note has its flat, natural, and sharp, which is not the case with any other stringed instrument; and this enables the modern harpist to produce those beautiful enharmonic effects which are peculiar to the instrument. Another remarkable advantage is the reduction in the number of strings to one row, which enables the performer not only to keep the instrument in better tune, but to use a thicker string, and thus attain a quality of tone which, for mellowness and richness, may be advantageously compared with that of any other instrument.

WELSH, THOMAS, born at Wells, Somersetshire, about 1780, became, when six years old, a chorister in the cathedral there. He made such rapid progress that in the course of a few years Wells became the resort of lovers of music attracted by the beauty of his voice and excellence of his singing. His fame at length drew the attention of Sheridan and Linley, and he appeared in 1793 at the Bath concerts, in the concerts given at the King's Theatre during the rebuilding of Drury Lane, and also on the stage in Attwood's 'Prisoner.' He subsequently performed at Drury Lane in Attwood's 'Adopted Child,' Storace's 'Lodoiska,' and other pieces. John Kemble thought highly of his abilities as an actor, and taught him to perform the part of Prince Arthur in Shakapere's 'King John.' After the breaking of his boyish voice Welsh pursued his studies under C. F. Horn, John Craster, and Baumgarten. In 1802, his voice having become a deep and powerful bass, he was admitted a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal. A few years later he essayed dramatic composition, and produced 'Twenty years ago,' a melodramatic entertainment, 1810; 'The Green-eyed Monster,' musical farce, and 'Kamishchak,' musical drama, 1811. But his greatest reputation was gained as a singing master and instructor of pupils for the stage. Foremost among those whom he taught were John Sinclair, C. E. Horn, Miss Stephens, and Miss Wilson. He joined Hawes in carrying on the Royal Harmonic Institution. [See BOWLL Rooms.] He published some glees and piano-forte pieces and a 'Vocal Instructor.' He married Miss Wilson, who had been his pupil, and had issue an only child, who became the wife of Alfred Piatti, the eminent violinist. Welsh died Jan. 24, 1848. [See WILSON, MARY ANN, p. 463.]

WERT, GEORGES (OR JACQUES) DE, a Flemish composer of the second half of the 16th century, has been the subject of much confusion at the hands of biographers. Fétis, in his first edition, regarded him as the same person with Jacques

1 For the spelling of the name, see the inscription of his autograph signature in Van Der Straet, "La Musique aux Pays-Bas," vi. 326, Other forms are Jacquet, Gilliau, etc., de Werdt, or 'Weerdt': cp. Ibid. i. 138.

WERT.
WERT.

Vaet; and the frequent custom of designating musicians by their Christian name alone, has made it difficult to discriminate De Wert's productions from those of other 'Jacques,' 'Jacques,' or 'Jacques' of his time, particularly of Jacques Brumel, Jacques de Buus, and Jacques Berchem. The last-named has been misledly identified with him, and M. Vander Straeten has found himself reduced to distinguishing an elder and a younger De Wert. The biographical materials, however, which this writer has for the first time brought together, appear not incompatible with their reference to a single person. On this supposition, De Wert was born in the Low Countries in the second quarter of the 16th century, and went as a child to Italy, where he was received into the choir of Maria de Cardona, Marchessa della Padula. Afterwards he passed into the service of Count Alfonso of Novellara, not (as has been stated) of the Duke of Ferrara; and published in 1558 a volume of madrigals which appears to have excited so much attention, that a couple of years later he could be reckoned by Guicciardini among the famous musicians of the day. About 1568 he removed to the court of the Duke of Mantua; but his life was soon embittered by the misconduct of his wife. He seems to have turned for help to the Duke of Ferrara, the magnificent Alfonso II., and to have formed a sort of unofficial connection with his court, then at the height of its splendour, which lasted beyond the immediate purpose of his resort thither. His musical attainments rendered him extremely serviceable on state occasions, his special feat in composition being a 'Concerto Maggiore' for 57 singers; and so late as 1586 the epistle dedicatory to his eighth book of madrigals records his intimate attachment to the court of Ferrara, whether in actual service or not is doubtful, since it seems clear that all the while he remained connected with Mantua. His visits to Ferrara involved him in an intrigue, as it turned out, with one of the court ladies, the poetess Tarquenia Molza; her relations refused her marriage, and she was induced to withdraw into privacy. She went to live with her mother at Mantua, where she died in 1617; but it does not appear that she ever resumed her intimacy with the musician. De Wert, however, was still resident in the town, as we learn from the 'Canzonette Villanellle,' which he published at Venice in 1589, and dedicated to Leonora, Duchess of Mantua. The tenth and last volume of his madrigals is dated Venice, Sept. 10, 1591, about which year his death may be presumed to have happened.

The tenth book of madrigals which he published at Venice between 1558 and 1591, and which were several times reprinted by Gardano, contain evidently the best of De Wert's work. They are mostly written for 5 voices, but in the sixth and ninth volumes we meet with pieces for 6 or even 7. His other compositions include only the Canzonette already mentioned, and a number of motets which were principally published by Gerolamo Soto at Venice. Luca Marenzio, it should be added, is said to have been at one time his pupil.

[R.L.P.]

WESLEY, CHARLES, son of the Rev. Charles Wesley and nephew of the celebrated Rev. John Wesley, was born at Bristol, Dec. 11, 1757. His musical instinct displayed itself in early infancy, and at two years and three-quarters old he could play 'a tune on the harpsichord readily and in just time,' and 'always put a true bass to it.' He was taken to London, and Beard offered to get him admitted as a child of the Chapel-Royal, but his father declined it, having then no intention of educating him as a musician. He was also introduced to Stanley and Worgan, who expressed themselves very strongly as to his abilities. After receiving instruction from Kelway and others he embraced music as his profession, and became an excellent performer on both organ and harpsichord. He held at various times the appointment of organist at Surrey Chapel, South Street Chapel, Welbeck Chapel, Chelsea Hospital and St. Mary-lebone Church. Having attained to a certain degree of excellence as a performer he made no further progress. He composed a set of 'Six Concertos for the Organ or Harpsichord, Op. 1.' a set of Eight Songs, 1784, some anthems (one printed in Page's 'Harmonia Sacra'), music for 'Caractacus,' a drama, and other pieces. He died May 23, 1834.

His younger brother, SAMUEL, born Feb. 24, 1756 (the anniversary of the birth of Handel), although also a precocious performer, did not develop his faculties quite so early, for he was three years old before he played a tune, and did not attempt to put a bass to one until he had learned his notes. He proved to be, notwithstanding, the more gifted of the two brothers. From his cradle he had the advantage of hearing his brother's performances upon the organ, to which, perhaps, his superiority might be partly ascribed. Before he was five years old he learned to read words by poring over Handel's oratorio, 'Samson,' and soon afterwards learned, without instruction, to write. When between six and seven years of age he was taught to play by note by Williams, a young organist of Bristol. Before then he had composed some parts of an oratorio, 'Ruth,' which he completed and penned down when about eight years old, and which was highly commended by Dr. Boyce. About the same time he learned to play the violin, of which he became a master, but his chief delight was in the organ. He was now introduced into company as a prodigy, and excited general admiration. In 1777 he published

1 See Vander Straeten, 'La Musique aux Pays-Bas,' 178; vi. 105. 3.
2 Ibid. vol. vii. 293-294.
3 His letter to the duke on the subject (March 22, 1570), which is printed by M. Vander Straeten, vii. 293-294, is full of a characteristic interest.
4 Pétis (2nd ed.) vi. 464 s.
5 The seventh book of De Wert's Madrigals bears date Mantua, April 10, 1601, and is dedicated to Margaret, Duchess of Mantua; Pétis, p. 464 s.
6 See Pétis and Kitzer, r. a.
Eight Lessons for the Harwicch," and about the same time an engraved portrait of him when eight years old appeared. Before he attained his majority he had become a good classical scholar, acquired some knowledge of modern languages, successfully cultivated a taste for literature, and obtained distinction as an extemporaneous performer upon the organ and pianoforte. In 1787 an accident befell him, the consequences of which more or less affected him during the remainder of his life, and from which undoubtedly sprung those erratic and eccentric habits for which he became remarkable. Passing along Snow Hill one evening, he fell into a deep excavation prepared for the foundation of a new building, and severely injured his skull. He refused to undergo the operation of trepanning, and suffered for seven years from drowsiness and nervous irritability which occasioned him to lay aside all his pursuits, even his favourite music. On his recovery he resumed his old associations, and became acquainted with the works of John Sebastian Bach, the study of which he pursued with enthusiasm, and to propagate a knowledge of which among English musicians he laboured assiduously. During 1808 and 1809 he addressed a remarkable series of letters to Benjamin Jacob upon the subject of the works of his favourite author, which was edited by his daughter, and published in 1875. [See Jacob, vol. ii. p. 28 b.] In 1810 he published a collection in conjunction with C. F. Horn, an edition of Bach's 'Wohltemperirte Clavier,' and promoted the publication of an English translation of Forkel's Life of Bach (1820). In 1811 he was engaged as conductor and solo organist at Birmingham Festival. In 1816 he suffered a relapse of his malady, and was compelled to abandon the exercise of his profession until 1823, when he resumed his pursuits until 1830; but a further attack again disabled him, and he was afterwards unable to do more than make occasional appearances. One of his latest public performances was at the concert of the Sacred Harmonic Society on Aug. 7, 1834, when at the organ he accompanied the anthem, 'All go unto one place,' which he had composed upon the death of his brother Charles. His actual last appearance was at Christ Church, Newgate Street, on Sept. 12, 1837. He had gone there to hear Mendelssohn play upon the organ, and was himself prevailed upon to perform. He died within a month afterwards, Oct. 11, and was buried Oct. 17, in the vault in the graveyard of Old St. Marylebone Church, in which the remains of his father, mother, sister, and brother had previously been deposited. Wesley was indisputably the greatest English organist of his day, and both in his extemporaneous playing and in his performance of the fugues of Bach and Handel he was unrivalled. His compositions were numerous and varied, and of the highest excellence. By the kindness of Miss Wesley, his daughter, we are enabled to give a complete list of them.—S. Wesley's religious tenets have been matter of doubt. At a late period of his life he disclaimed having ever been a convert to the Roman Catholic faith, observing that 'although the Gregorian music had seduced him to their chapel, the tenets of the Romanists never obtained any influence over his mind.' But there is extant, in the national archives at Paris, a series of letters addressed by him to a lady, believed to have been connected with a conventual establishment at Bell Tree House, Bath, without year-date, but evidently written in his youth, which points to the conclusion that at that time he must have had at least a strong leaning towards the Roman faith, though he refrained from avowing it out of respect for the feelings of his father. He left several children; his eldest son, Rev. Charles Wesley, D.D. (born 1795, died Sept. 14, 1859), was Sub-dean of the Chapel Royal, and editor of a collection of words of anthems.

List of Samuel Wesley's Compositions.

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are published.

Overture. Ruth (composed at 8 years old). Death of Abel. Paris 3 and 5 complete.

Masses. Missa solemnis (Gregorian) for voices only; Missa, Kyrie eleison; Missa de Trinitate; Missa pro Angeli.

Antiphons. In extus Israel & a; Exultate Deo & b; Dixit Dominus; Omnis Votis; Tu es Sacram; To docto hymno; Hosanna in excelsis; Domine salutare fac (org. obbl.); all a & f; Conductors for solo, chorus, and orchestra; V. I, In Nativitate Dominii; V. I; VII; IX; X. In Exsultatione; XI; XII. In Festo Corporis Christi; XIV. In Epiphania; XVI. Ad Pie incoequitatem; Corporis Christi; XVI; XVIII. In Festo Corporis Christi; Dixit Dominus; Salve Regina; Ad Magnificat; Gloria in excelsis; Agnus Dei. In D (1812); Agnus Dei (1812); Hymno in Festo Ascensionis. Versus 3 de Ps. extavt. Adest Maria Stella (1788); Salve Regina; Magna opera; Omnne gentes.

Services. Morning and Evening Church Service F & 4; also Te Deum, Sanctus, Kyrie, Nunc Dimittis, and Burial Service 4; Jubilate Deo; Sanctus in F.

Anthems. All go unto one place. Funeral Anthem for Charles Wesley. I am well pleased. Behold how good (org. obbl.); Thou, O God, art praised: Who can tell? July 4, 1822; Hos, O Thou Shepherd; Be pleased, O Lord; I will take heed.


Parochial Psalm-tune, with Interludes, 8.8. I. only; Chorales or Psalm-tune, with Interludes; 8.8. I. only.

Odes to S. Cecilia's day, for solo, chorus and orchestra. Words by Rev. B. Wesley.

Odes. For 4 voices—Circle the bowl; 0 sing unto my roundelay (Madr.). No more for me earth; Now the time is come for my short-lived (1822); Father of Light; Here shall the mourn; Join with those; No more to earth; For 8 voices—Thou happy wreath; Those are by fond mama (1779); Harsh and unmanly (1782); Goosy, goosy, gander (1761); Adieu, ye soft; When Orpheus went down; When first thy soft lips (1765); What bliss to life (1872); When Friendship; On the salt wave (1785); Roses their sharp spines (1822); Say can power (1788); The rights of man; Rivulet mio caro; How grand in age?—from Anacreon; Nella cara.

Duettes. Beneath a sleeping infant lies; Belle Gabrielle (1782); Shoes powerful love (1782); Sweet concomitants (1782).

Songs. True Rose; Within a cowper's; England, the spell; Gentle warbling (1789); What shaft of Fate's relentless power; In gentle slumbers; Farewell, ever fondest prayer; Think of me; Behold where Hope and Love; Louise, view; Come all my brave boys; Election aye; The House that Jack built; Love and Folly; The Autophagous; Adieu, ye jovial youths (1785); The world, my dear Mira (1794); Tes, Daphne! in (1771); When we see a lover languish (1783); Too late for redress (1785); Pale mirror of resplendent night; Love's but the frailty; Oh how to bid; Parting to which I will compare (1783); The white-robed hours (1788); Armin's lamentation (1792); Flintling spread (1793).

Symphonies. In D (1785); In Eb (1784); In Bb (1784); In A; In D, unfinished.

Overture. In D (1778); In G (1778); In D; to the 2nd Act, unfinished.

Ouvertures. In E (1778); In D (1783); In G (1783); In Bb (1786); On Bute Britannia; In G; In Bb; In G; In C; In D (choppy).
WESLEY.


P foolscapts. In D, G, C in minor, G, E flat, C minor, G major, D in G (all in 4 notes). Do. in G, D in D, D in A; D in F; 3 Voluntaries ded. to W. Harding: a 3rd set of do.; 8 Voluntaries for young Organists; 3 do. in G minor inc. to W. Linley; Do. in G, inc. to H. J. Gauntlett; One do. inc. to E. J. Bone, inc. to B. Dufay. Do. in D, inc. to B. Dufay. Voluntaries; do. a short and familiar Voluntary in A; D in D, Lady Mary Douglas; Do. Flay not; Orphan Mary; Patty Kannabaw; The young Mary moon; Do. in G minor, Kitty alone and I; Do. in A, I attempt from Love's sickness; Do. Will pity; Bellina's Signs; Fastolpe's Polonaise; Do. in B, the Lass of Richmond Hill; Do. in D, Old Towler; Do. from an Organ Concerto; Do. in Polish Air, in D; Do. in G; Do. in G; Bay of Biscay (Bc); Christmas Carol (E min.); Moll Pattie (in F); Widow Waddle (in A); La Melaia; Secrets with ears; The Trumpeter's Meditations; A favourite Air from Der Freyschaft; Jacky Horner, with Flute; Adagio, March, and Waltz; Divertimento; Airs, Miss Wests; Sings of Badajoz, with March in B; in D. Bonde in A (1778): Wells, the Skylark; Do. the Coburg: Interum, and Air, inc. to Mrs. Stirling; Sweet Hornpipe, with War; Hornpipe and variations with Interum; Do. Variations on a low, Italian air, in F; Grand fugue with March from MS.; Grand overture; Grand Overture; Do. in D; New March as performed on Parade; Preludes throughout the five chief major and minor; fugue, inc. to J. B. Logger.


W.H.H.

WESLEY, SAMUEL SEBASTIAN, Mus. Doc., third son of the above, whose genius he inherited, was born August 14, 1810. Educated at the Bluecoat School; in his 21st year he was elected to the Chair of the Chapel Royal, St. James's; in 1827 organist at St. James's Church, Hampstead Road; two years later organist of St. Giles's, Camberwell, of St. John's, Waterloo Road, and of Hampton-on-Thames, holding these four appointments simultaneously. In 1832 he became organist of Hereford Cathedral, conducting the festival there in 1834, and a year later marrying the sister of Dean Merewether, when he migrated to Exeter, and remained at that cathedral several years, a period during which period he added to his reputation as the first English church composer and organist of his country became established. About 1842 he was induced by a good offer from Dr. Hook to accept the organistship of Leeds Parish Church. In 1844 he was a candidate for the Professorship of Music in the University of Edinburgh, then vacant by the resignation of Sir Henry Bishop. Among Wesley's testimonial on that occasion was the following from Spurgeon:—His works above a week without exception, that he is master of both style and form of the different species of composition, and keeps himself closely to the boundaries which several kinds demand, not only in sacred art, but also in glee, and music for the pianoforte. His sacred music is chiefly distinguished by a noble, often even an antique style, and by rich harmonies as well as by surprisingly beautiful modulations. Before his candidate at Exeter, Wensley was too fond of his degree, by such grace, at Oxford, and wrote, as exercise, his fine anthem in eight parts, 'O Lord, Thou art my God.' In 1849 he was appointed to Winchester Cathedral, where the school offered facilities for the education of his son. After fifteen years in Cathedral and School Chapel, Wensley, being consulted by the Dean and Chapter of Gloucester as to the claims of candidates for that organistship then (1865) vacant, intimated that he would himself accept it, an offer which was naturally taken advantage of. This post brought him more prominently forward in the musical world, as conductor ex officio, once in three years, of the Three-Choir Festivals, and the change seemed for a time to reanimate energies and powers which had not received adequate public recognition. While at Gloucester, he was appointed organist of the Civil List pension of £100 per annum, in consideration of his services to Church music.

But the best years had been spent of a life which, to a less sensitive nature, might have been happier and more eventful; and long deferred hopes for restorations of founder's intentions, and for thorough reforms in cathedral matters generally—reforms which, both with pen and voice, he warmly and constantly advocated—combined with other disappointment and cares, shortened his days, and after some ten years tenure of his Gloucester post, he died there in April 1876, and his last words were 'Let me see the sky'—words appropriate for one whose motto as a composer seemed always 'Excellor.' According to his own wish he was buried at Exeter, by the side of an only daughter, who died in 1840, and some eminent musicians were present at the funeral. A tablet to his memory has been placed on the north wall of the nave of the Cathedral, on which these words are inscribed—This monument has been placed here by friends as an expression of high esteem for his personal worth, and in admiration of his great musical genius.' But a more lasting monument, of his own creation, exists in his works. For as composer for the Church of England, Dr. Wensley was placed in the highest rank of his contemporaries, i.e. 1830—1860. In his elaborate Service in E major, published with an interesting prospectus whilst he was at Leeds, advantage is taken of modern resources of harmony and modulation, without departure, now so often the case, from the lines of that true church school to which the composer had been so long accustomed. And this judicious combination of ancient and modern is characteristic of his music church, in which he gives practical illustration of the reform which he was always urging. His fame will chiefly rest on his volume of twelve anthems, published about the year 1854. Two of these, composed at Hereford, 'Blessed be the God and Father,' and 'The Wilderness,' are now universally recognised as standard works of excellence. Later in life Wensley soared even higher—for instance, in his noble 'O Lord, Thou art my God,' above mentioned, in his 'Ascribe unto the Lord,' composed in the Winchester period, and also in the exquisite
little anthem, 'Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,' wherein knowledge and dignity of true church style is so conspicuous, and which is one of the brightest gems in a collection of choral jewels.

As an organist, Wesley was for a considerable period acknowledged the first in this country. His touch was eminently legato, his style always noble and elevated. At Winchester he was heard to great advantage on Willis's fine organ. His extempore playing after the Psalms, before the Anthem, or after the Service, is a thing to be remembered, and various players of her hearing have changed that he felt deeply, some of them catching a ray of the affatus dirinins which, as organist, may be fairly ascribed to him. His views, formed from early habit, on two important points in the construction of organs were curiously divergent from opinions widely held, for he was an advocate both of unequal temperament and of a 'G,' or 'F' compass—two besbes noires to most organists and organ-builders. But in supporting such exceptional views, he could give not unpractical reasons for the belief that was in him.

Those well-acquainted with Wesley could not fail, notwithstanding a manner at times reserved, retiring, or even eccentric, to appreciate his kindness and sympathy. To those he liked and trusted he could be an agreeable and interesting companion and friend, and these will not forget their pleasant intercourse with him, even on occasions when music formed little or no part of conversation. That he felt deeply and 10ained high is proved in the devotional and masterful works with which, at a period when our ecclesiastical music was at a low ebb, he enriched the choral repertory of the Church of England.

The following is a list of Dr. Wesley's published compositions.

INTRODUCTION AND VENITE, in G minor.

ANTHEM, ETC.

Ant. 1. I am Thine, O save me. Full. 4 voices.

If we arise, and O remember not.

Let us lift up our hearts. 4 voices.

If the Lord be with us, we shall not be overcome.

The Lord is my Shepherd. (Hymn.)

The Wilderness. S.A.T.B. Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace. S.A.T.B.

Three Collects for the three first Sundays in Advent. Two for Treble, and one for Bass.

We wash thou me, S.A.T.B.

One Hundred Psalm, arranged with various harmony for choir.

By the rivers of Babylon. (Soprano solo.

Sax. Alto solo.)

SERVICES, ETC.


In (F). Chant Service. Te Deum and Jubilate. Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis.


In (G). Chant Service. Te Deum, Jubilate, Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis.

In (O). Glory be to God on high. (early work.)

For ORGAN.

Six Pieces for a Chamber Organ (Set 1 and 2).
WESTBROOK.

Cambridge in February 1876, the exercise being a setting of Psalm xxiii.: for chorus, solo voices and orchestra; and his Doctor of Music degree in May 1878, his exercise, 'Jesus, an oratorio; for solo voices, eight-part chorus, and orchestra, having been performed with great success in the chapel of Queen's College, Cambridge. He is Examiner in Music to the College of Preceptors; was sub-organist at the Crystal Palace for some three years, and conductor for thirteen years of the South Norwood Musical Society, with which he has given 73 concerts of high-class music.

Dr. Westbrook has published much in various branches: very many organ-prints, original or arranged; songs, part-songs, madrigals, canons; English text to many songs of Mozart, Schubert, and Pears, etc.; in part or entirely the English text of De Beriot's, Dancla's, and Alard's Violin Schools; Organ Tutors; a large portion of the first 12 volumes of the 'Musical Standard'; very many pieces for the harmonium, etc., etc. He has a large number of pupils in the neighbourhood of his residence.

WESTERN MADRIGAL SOCIETY, THE, was one of the results of that impulse to the study of ancient music which began in England in the latter part of the first half of this century, and which produced the Musical Antiquarian, Handel, and Motet Societies, V. Novello's Purcell, and edition of Boyce's Cathedral Music, Burns's Services and Anthems, the Parish Choir, and other monuments.

It was founded at a meeting held at 27 Soho Square, Feb. 24, 1840; its first president was Mr. Joseph Calkin, and its first conductor Mr. W. Hawes, who was succeeded by Messrs. J. Turle and James Coward, Dr. E. J. Hopkins, and Dr. J. F. Bridge. The practice-meetings are held annually, from October to April, at the house of the Royal Society of Musicians, Lisle Street, Leicester Square. The annual subscription is two guineas, and the number of ordinary members forty. Prizes are occasionally given for the composition of madrigals. The Society has accumulated a fine library.

WESTLAKE, FREDERICK, pianist and composer, born 1840, at Romsey, Hants. From 1855-59 he was a student at the Royal Academy of Music, of which institution in 1860 he was made Sub-professor, then Associate, and in 1863 Professor. Mr. Westlake played in public with success, until the demand made on his time for teaching became too great. He reappeared, Oct. 22, 1873, at Mr. W. H. Holmes's concert, and played, with his pupil Miss Agnes Channel, Chopin's Rondo for Two Pianofortes, probably for the first time in England. Mr. Westlake is a member of the Philharmonic Society and the Society of Musicians. His compositions include a Mass in E-flat; an O Salutaris; a Kyrie and Gloria (with orchestra); hymns included in 'Hymns Ancient and Modern'; a Duo Concertante for Piano and Cello; an Allegro con forza, a set of nine 'Episodes,' and a Fugue in Octaves for Piano Solo;

Songs and Part Songs, 'Lyra Studentum,' etc.
He also completed Sterndale Bennett's edition of Bach's 48 Preludes and Fugues.

[W.C.]

WESTMINSTER. Under this head may be mentioned the CATHOLIC GREGORIAN ASSOCIATION for the study, practice, and use of Plain Chant, founded in 1882 by Mr. W. Marsh, under the patronage of Cardinal Manning and several other Bishops. The Society consists of active, honorary, and corresponding members; the subscription of the active members is 2s. 6d. a year; the affairs are managed by a Council; the Musical Director is the Rev. Charles A. Cox, and the Secretary Mr. W. Marsh, Archbishop's House, Westminster, S.W.

WESTMORELAND, JOHN FANE, eleventh Earl of (of the creation of 1640)—better known in the musical world by the courtesy title of LORD BURGHESH, which he bore before his succession to the earldom—was born Feb. 3, 1784. He entered the army and served in the various campaigns from 1805 to 1815, and was subsequently envoy at Florence, and ambassador successively at Berlin and Vienna. His love of music manifested itself in early youth, and he became a good violinist. Whilst a student at Cambridge he obtained instruction from Dr. Hague, the University professor; he also studied under Zeidler at Berlin and Mayseder at Vienna. He essayed composition, and produced 6 Italian operas, 'Bajazet,' 'Il Torneo,' 'Fedra,' 'L'Erodi di Lancastro,' 'Il Ratto di Proserpina,' and 'Lo Scorpiglio teatrale'; an English opera, 'Catherine,—a re-setting of Cobb's 'Siege of Belgrade'; a Grand Mass, a Service, a Magnificat, and two anthems, besides hymns, madrigals, songs, duets, etc., etc. In 1817 he was one of the unsuccessful competitors for the prize offered for the best setting of William Linley's Ode on the death of Samuel Webbe. His real claim to distinction, however, is not his musicianship, but the energy, perseverance and success with which he advocated, and ultimately succeeded in procuring, the Establishment of a Society for Music in London, and the zeal with which, as its President, he strove at all times to advance its interests. [See ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.]

In 1832 he was appointed a Director of the Concert of Antient Music. He succeeded to the earldom on the death of his father, Dec. 15, 1844, and died Oct. 16, 1859. [W.H.E.]

WESTROP, HENRY JOHN, born July 22, 1812, at Lavenham, Suffolk; made his first appearance at 13, at the Sudbury Theatre as pianist, violinist and singer. He afterwards became organist at St. Stephen's, Norwich; in 1831 at Little Stannmore; 1832, at Fitzroy Chapel, and April 3, 1834, at St. Edmund, Lombard Street, which he held till his death. He at one time played the violin at the Royal Italian Opera and the Philharmonic Society, of which he was a member. Westrop's abilities as a composer were greater than his reception by musicians and the public would imply. His com-

1 Chosen by Sterndale Bennett to introduce to the public his 'Maid of Orleans' concert.

2 See Mr. C. E. Stephens in the 'Musical World,' Oct. 11, 1878, to whom we are indebted for our information.
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positions include Quartets for strings and for piano and strings (Purdy, and Augener); Duo Concertante, op. 6, for piano and flute (Wessell); Sonata for piano and violin (Stanley Lucas); 2 PF. pieces, 'Greeting and Parting' (Cocks): in MS. 2 PF. Quintets in C minor and E♭, produced by the Society of British Musicians; also an opera, 'The Maid of Bremen,' libretto by Fitzball, written for Pyne and Harrison. He died of paralysis, Sept. 23, 1879. His daughter Kate, a pianist, has succeeded to his organ in the City. His younger brother, East, John, and Thomas, were also musicians; Thomas's name is affixed to the translation of Catal's Treatise on Harmony (London, 1876). [A.C.]

WEYRAUCH, AUGUST HEINRICH VON. A composer whose name must be mentioned because he is the author of a song, 'Adieu,' or 'Lebe wohl,' often attributed to Schubert, and at one time very much sung. It was published by the author in 1824, under his own name, with the title of 'Nach Osten,' to words by Wetzel. Its attribution to Schubert is due to Paris, where it was published about 1840 as 'Adieu! Paroles françaises de M. Bélanger,' etc. A transcription of it as Schubert's by Döhler (op. 45, no. 3), appeared in Germany in 1843, and lastly it was published in Schubert's name by Schlesinger of Berlin as a song with German text, in 1845. Weyrauch is not mentioned in any Dictionary, nor even in Whistling's 'Handbuch,' and the above information is taken from Nottebohm's Thematic Catalogue of Schubert, p. 254.

Whistling (1828) mentions a SOPHIE VON WEYRAUCH as the composer of an Overture (op. 3), and two books of Dances for PF.

[156]

WHISTLING AND HOFMEISTER'S HANDBUCH. The origin of this useful work is due to C. F. Whistling, a Leipzig publisher, who in 1817 brought out the first volume, under the title 'Handbuch der musikalischen Literatur, oder allgemeines systematisch geordnetes Verzeichniss gedruckter Musikalien und ihrer musikalischen Schriften und Abbildungen mit Anzeige des Verlegers und Preises,' 8vo. This work was published anonymously by A. Meyssel, and contains a tolerably complete list of the music published in Germany, with some additions from neighbouring countries, between the years 1780 and 1817. In 1819 the publication was bought by the elder Hofmeister (also a Leipzig publisher), but in 1825 it was resold to Whistling. The 1817 volume was followed by ten yearly supplements, carrying the work down to 1825. In 1828 the second volume (or rather a new edition of that of 1817) appeared. This work, to which Whistling's name appears, is an 8vo. volume of 1158 pages; it is divided into three parts, and was followed by a supplement, containing a list of the works published while the work was in the press. In 1829 Whistling sold his whole business to the Hofmeisters, who thus again obtained possession of the work, and brought out two more supplements, carrying it down to 1833 and 1838 respectively. In 1844 a third edition appeared under the following title: 'C. F. Whistling's Handbuch der musikalischen Literatur, oder allgemeines systematisch-geordnetes Verzeichniss der in Deutschland und in den angrenzenden Ländern gedruckten Musikalien auch musikalischen Schriften und Abbildungen, mit Anzeige der Verleger und Preise. Dritte, bis zum Anfang des Jahres 1844 ergänzte Auflage. Bearbeitet und herausgegeben von A. Hofmeister.' This edition (a 4vo, volume) was published by Friedrich Hofmeister. It consists of three parts with separate pagination (Part I., pp. 144; Part II, pp. 336; Part III, pp. 340); the third part is dated 1845, and is preceded by a list of the changes which have taken place in the various firms of music-publishers during the period covered by the volume. In 1851 a series of yearly 8vo. volumes began, containing lists of the music published during the year preceding that of each publication. This series is still continued. In 1859 another volume (362 pp.) of the 140th edition carried the collection on from January 1844 until the end of 1851. In 1860 a second volume (470 pp.) carried it down to the end of 1859, and in 1868 a third (561 pp.) down to the end of 1867. These volumes were all edited by Adolph Hofmeister, and published by Friedrich Hofmeister, but since 1876 the work has been both edited and published by the latter. The last two volumes of the 410 series which have hitherto published (March, 1879) appeared, are those of 1876 (575 pp.) and 1881 (685 pp.). The titles the volumes at present bear, according to which the 1860 issue appears as 'Fünfter Band oder Zweiter Ergänzungsband,' seem a little ambiguous unless it is remembered that the editions of 1817, 1828, 1844, and 1852 are treated as the first four volumes, though the issue of 1853 is at the same time regarded as the first supplement to its predecessors.

WHITAKER, JOHN, born 1776, was organist of St. Clement, East Cheap, and composer of the music of many popular dramatic pieces, amongst which were 'The Outside Passenger,' 1811; 'Orange Boven,' 1813; 'A Chip of the Old Block,' and 'My Sowpuz and I,' 1815; 'The Broken Sword,' 1816; 'A Friend in Need,' 1817; 'Three Miles from Paris,' 1818; 'A Figure of Fun,' 1831; 'The Apprentice's Opera,' 'The Rak's Progress,' 'Sixes and Sevens,' etc. He joined Reeves in composing music for 'Who's to have her,' and contributed some songs to 'Guy Mannering' (1816), amongst them the popular 'Oh, almer, my darling.' He also composed the music for several pantomimes, in one of which (produced at Sadler's Wells on Easter Monday, April 12, 1819) occurred the famous Clown's song, 'Hot Codlin,' written for Grimaldi. His comic songs ('Darby Kelly,' 'Paddy Carey,' and others) were highly popular. He composed some anthems, music for English versions of the Odes of Anacreon and 'Zoro's Fables, The Seraph Collections of Sacred Music,' 1 vol., and 12 Pedal Exercises for the Organ. He died Dec. 4, 1847.

[W.H.H.]
WHITE, REV. MATTHEW, M.sA., D.C., a bass singer in the choir of Wells Cathedral, became organist of Ch. Ch., Cathedral, Oxford, 1611, and was admitted Nov. 2, 1613, gentleman and gospeller of the Chapel Royal. He resigned the appointment Sept. 25, 1614. On June 2, 1619, he and Catharine Joyner, Serjeant of the Vestry of the Chapel Royal, were appointed Surveyors of lands, etc., belonging to rectories, vicarages, and rural prebends in England and Wales. He accumulated the degrees of Mus. Bac. and Mus. Doc. at Oxford, July 18, 1639. Anthems by him are in Barnard's MS. collections, in the Tudway Collection, in Eliy Cathedral Library, and elsewhere. The words of some are given by Clifford. Some catches by him are in 'The Musical Companion,' 1667. [See White, Robert.] [W.H.H.]

WHITE, MAUDE VALENTINE, born of English parents at Dieppe, June 23, 1855. After acquiring the rudiments of harmony and composition from W. S. Rockstro and Oliver May, she entered the Royal Academy of Music in Oct. 1876, and studied composition under Sir G. A. Macfarren. In Feb. 1879 she was elected to the Mendelssohn Scholarship, which she held for two years, studying the while under Macfarren and F. Davenport. In April 1881 ill-health compelled her to give up the scholarship and reside for a time in South America. Previously, however, to her departure, a portion of a Mass of hers was performed at a Royal Academy Students' Orchestral Concert. In the winter of 1883 she completed her musical studies in Vienna, since which she has resided in London.

It is as a song-writer that Miss White is known; her songs are often graceful, melodious, well-written, and well-adapted to the voice. Among the most popular of them are 'Absent Yet Present,' 'The devout lover,' 'Ye Cupids,' and 'When passion's trance.' Her best songs are to words by Herrick and Shelley. For instance, for 'To Blossoms,' 'To Daffodills,' 'To Electra,' 'To Music, to becalm his fever,' she has written pure, quaint, and measured music in thorough accord with Herrick's delicate but somewhat archaic turns of thought and language. But a song of greater scope and merit than any of these is to Shelley's words, 'My soul is an enchanted boat,' from 'Frome-theus Unbound.' Here she has completely caught the spirit of Shelley's beautiful song, and has proved herself to be an adequate interpreter of a most exquisite lyric: and it is not too much to say that the song is one of the best in our language. And worthy of all praise is her thorough appreciation of the importance of the words of songs, an appreciation attested alike by the excellence of the poetry she sets to music, and by her own careful attention to the metre and accents of the verse.

Of Miss White's German and French songs we may mention Heine's 'Wenn ich in deine Augen seh,' and 'Im wunderschonen Monat Mai,' and Victor Hugo's 'Chantez, chantez, jeanne Insirée,' and 'Heureux qui peut aimer,' also a fine setting of Schiller's 'Ich habe gelebt und geliebet,' for soprano and orchestra.

Of her later attempts we may mention some interesting settings of poems from 'In Memoriam.' But it may be doubted whether these noble poems are sufficiently lyrical for the musician's purpose.

[A.H.W.]

WHITE, MEADOWS, ALICE MARY MEADOWS WHITE, s.d. Smith, a distinguished English composer, was born May 19, 1839. She was a pupil of Sir W. Sterndale Bennett and Sir G. A. Macfarren; married Frederick Meadows White, Esq., Q.C., Jan. 23, 1867, was elected President of the Professional Associate of the Philharmonic Society in Nov. 1867, Hon. Member of the Royal Academy of Music in 1884, and died Dec. 4, 1884. She was a prolific composer of works of all dimensions. The list embraces 2 Symphonies, in C minor (1863), and G (18—); Overtures to 'Endymion' (1871), 'Lalla Rookh' (1866), 'Masque of Pandora,' with two Intermezzi (1878), and 'Jason' (1879); a Concerto for clarinet and orchestra (1872); an Introduction and Allegro for P.F. and orchestra (1865); 4 P.F. quartets, in Bb (1861), D (1864), E, and G minor; a P.F. trio in G (1862); 3 String quartets, in D (1862), A (1870), and G; also 5 Cantatas for solo, chorus, and orchestral accompaniment—Rüdesheim or Gisela (1865), Kingsley's 'Ode to the North-East Wind' (Hackett Choral Association, 1880), Collins's 'Ode to the Passions' (Hereford festival, 1882), Kingsley's 'Song of the Little Bunting' (1883), Kingsley's 'Red King' (1884), the four last published by Novello; Part-Song, 'The Dream' (1863); Duet (S. T.) 'Maying'; many solo-songs, duets, etc. 'Her music,' says the 'Athenæum' of Dec. 13, 1884, 'is marked by elegance and grace rather than by any great individuality... that she was not deficient in power and energy is proved by portions of the Ode to the North-East Wind, and The Passions. Her forms were always clear and her ideas free from eccentricity; her sympathies were evidently with the classic rather than with the romantic school.'

[GL.]

WHITE, ROBERT, a great English musician of the 16th cent., of whose life no particulars seem obtainable. In an organ-book at Ely Cathedral there is a list of organists, according to which White was organist there from 1562 to 1567, and died in the last-named year. The official register of the organists commences with John Farrant on Dec. 9, 1567. An old MS. in the possession of the Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley may be understood to say that White was organist of Westminster Abbey 'temp. 1560.' In one of the MSS. in the library of Ch. Ch., Oxford, he is constantly described as of Westminster, and once in full as 'Mr. Bo. Whytt, batchelar of act, batchelar of musick, organist of Westminster, and m't of the children of the same.' More definite still is a MS. note by Mr. John Stafford Smith in the margin of a copy of Burney's History (vol. iii. p. 66) in the Royal College of Music Library, according to which 'Robert
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White commenced org. of West," Abbey anno 1570, and master of the choristers 1574. Died 1575. No corroborating any of these statements is forthcoming. There is no entry of White's burial at Ely, and the Westminster Registers appear to make no mention of him. Nor, again, can White's degrees be found in the Registers of either Oxford or Cambridge, which are unfortunately most defective at the period at which he, in all likelihood, graduated. Several persons of the name graduated at Cambridge during the reign of Henry VIII, but in no case are the christian names given. Anthony & Wood, in his Lives of English Musicians, has very little to say about White, and in the index assigns him to the reign of Charles I., obviously confusing him with Matthew White.

This almost total want of information is the more remarkable as White was certainly a man of very great note in his day. Morley, in his 'Plain and Easy Introduction,' classes him with the glories of the English School. In a MS. written in 1591 by John Baldwin, singing man of Windsor, that worthy says, in recounting the principal composers of his age:

I will begin with White, Sheppard, Ty, and Tallis, Parsons, Gyles, Mundie, th'oude of the Queen's pallis.

The writer of the beautiful set of Part Books in the Ch. Ch. Library, from which so much of interest with regard to the composers of the 16th century is to be gleaned, was an enthusiastic admirer of White. At the end of the Pecatum peccavit in D minor he writes in the alto and tenor parts:

Non ita moesta sonant plangentes verba Prophetae Quam sonat autem musica moesta mei.

[Sad as the mourning Prophet's words fall on the ear, More sad to me the music's tones appear.]

There may have been another couplet, but, if so, the binders have destroyed it. Again, at the end of the Fecundum, we find in all the parts:

Maxima musarum nostrarum gloriae White sunt, sed tue musae is magnan.

[Thou dost, White, chief splendour of our art, But thy art hath wrought shall nevermore depart.]

It is a sad commentary on this that only three of White's pieces have been printed, 'The Lord bless us,' in Barnard; 'Lord, who shall dwell,' in Burney's History, and 'O praise God in His holiness,' by Burnes, in 'Anthem and Services; Second Series' (about 1847). The MS. books of White's time are, however, full of his music, showing that it was highly esteemed. In many cases we find his music attributed to Thomas, William, or Matthew White. The first Christian name seems to be a mere blunder.

Matthew White may have been a relation of Robert. [See p. 451.]

William White appears as the author of a number of Fantasiaes, mostly in five or six parts, in the Libraries of Christ Church and the Music School, Oxford, the style of which leads to the conjecture that he lived in the early part of the 17th century. An anthem, to the words 'Behold now, praise the Lord,' in the part-books at St. Peter's College, Cambridge, is ascribed to him.

The following list of Robert White's compositions shows the family complete. It presents three noteworthy features:

1. The absence of secular compositions, with the possible exception of the Fantasiae for the Lute.
2. The great preponderance of Latin in the words.
3. The fact that apparently none of the Latin motets were adapted to English words. The strangeness of this will be realised by comparing the numerous adaptations made in the case of Tallis. (Is it a sign of White's earlier date?)

COMPOSITIONS TO LATIN WORDS.

Pecatum peccavit (Lam. 1. 8-12. In two parts, the second commencing at Omnis populus, a 6 (A minor)). Ch.Ch. M.S.O., R.M., R.C.M.

Pecatum poecavit, a 5 (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Portions of Psalm cata, vs. 12:

1. Fortis (ves. 42-52), a 6 (A minor). Ch.Ch.
2. Manus tuae (and Veniunt milii. 72-80), a 5 (D minor). Ch.Ch. M.S.O., R.M., R.C.M.
4. Appropponunt depressit (180-218), a 5 (G minor). Ch.Ch.

Portions of Psalm xxxviii, vs. 3-9:

1. Qua solet, a 4 (D minor). Ch.Ch.
2. Et sanctum nomine, a 3 (D minor). Ch.Ch.
4. Sicut erat in principio, a 4 (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Miserer (Psalm 92, in two parts. the second commencing 'Cor mundum tuum'), a 6 (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Exaudiat te (Psalm 130. a 5 (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Domine quis est (Psalm xxvii), a 6 (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Do. Do. M.S.O.

Do. Do. (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Deus miserator (Psalm lviii), a 6 (D minor). Ch.Ch. M.S.O.

Cantate Domino (Psalm cvii), a 5 (A minor) R.C.M.

Ad te levavi (Psalm cxix), a 6 (G) (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Domine non est (Psalm cxvii), a 6 (D minor). Ch.Ch. M.S.O.

Regina caeli, a 5 (F major). Ch.Ch.

Preamunire (Psalm xcvii), a 6 (D minor). Ch.Ch.

Tota pulchra es (Cancticius iv. 7), a 6 (F major). Ch.Ch.

In nomine, a 5 (D minor). Ch.Ch. M.S.O., R.C.M.

S in nomine, a 4 (D minor) M.S.O.

In nomine, a 5 (F major). R.M.

Libera me, a 4 (D minor). R.M.

Christe qui lux. R.M.

Do. 3 in nomine. R.M.

2 All these appear in a book which consists of excerpts, usually for a small number of voices, from larger works. It seems a tolerably certain inference that they are clipped from a Magnificat of considerable dimensions. More than this, there is in the Oxford Music School Library a Contra Tenor Part of a Magnificat a 5, from which, where comparison is possible, it is clear that the excerpts in Ch. Ch. were taken. There is the usual difficulty about 'Christe qui lux.' The Ch. Ch. MS. only assigns the pieces to 'Mr. Whitehurst,' by which in that MS. Robert White is always meant. The Music School MS. attributes the Magnificat to 'Mr. William White, 1570.' As the Ch. Ch. MS. seems much older than the other, and everything else points to William White having lived a good deal later than 1570, it seems most reasonable to consider Robert White the author of this work. Since writing this the author has discovered at Westminster five parts of the whole of this Magnificat.
3 'Cuncta abscita,' which appears as a separate Motet in a MS. at Ch. Ch., is more copious excerpt from this work.
4 Several settings of these words by White are to be found. In Ch. Ch. there is first of all a melody harmonised note against note, much as a received hymn tune, except that in the second of the three verses of the hymn the melody is assigned not to the treble but to the alto. There are also in Ch. Ch. three other pieces to these words, two in D minor, immediately following that described, and subsequently one in D minor, in all of which the melody is used as a C. F. and florid counterpoint is added to it. The second and third of these are also in R.C.M.; the first in M.S.O.; the second, and perhaps the others in R.C.M. also.
5 This piece, which is not called in an in nomine, appears in a volume that bears the date 1578, and is entitled 'A book of In nomines and other settings of 5, 7, and 8 parts for voices or instruments.'
6 Only ascribed to 'Mr. White.'
7 The Ch. Ch. Catalogue refers to an Ecez Mater by White, but this appears to be a mistake of the Cataloguer.
A certain Magister White was employed by Magdalen College, Oxford, in the years 1531, 1532, 1539, 1542, and 1545, to repair the organ in the College Chapel. In the 'Parish Choir' (vol. iii. p. 8) Sir William Cope conjectures, on the strength of the title Magister, that this was none other than Robert White. If so, White would be one of the earliest English organ-builders as well as one of the chief gloryes of the English school of music. Dr. Rimbault declares in his Preface to the Musical Antiquarian Society's edition of Gibbon's Fantasias (p. 7) that Robert White was the first English musician who adopted the title of Fancies for a collection of instrumental compositions, and refers to the Fantasias in the Library of Christ Church, Oxford, in support of this statement. These Fantasias, as already observed, are the work of William White, but the Fantasias in the British Museum seem to make good Dr. Rimbault's statement.

The writer has to tender his sincere thanks to the Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, Bart., the Rev. Sir W. H. Cope, Bart., the Rev. W. E. Barnes, the Rev. W. E. Dickson, Dr. Naylor, Dr. Armas, Dr. Mann, Mr. Barclay Squire, and Mr. Bertram Pollock, for most material assistance rendered by them in drawing up the foregoing particulars.

WHITFIELD, CLARKE. [See Clarke, John, vol. i. p. 365 b.]

WHITING, GEORGE ELBRIDGE, an eminent American musician, born Sept. 14, 1843, at Holliston, near Boston, U.S. His mother had been a fine vocalist during her youth. Two of his brothers adopted music as a profession, and with one of them, Amos, then organist at Springfield, Mass., he began to learn the piano when but 5 years old. At 13 he had attained such skill on the organ as to make his first appearance at a concert in Worcester, Mass. Two years later he succeeded Dudley Buck as organist of the North Congregational Church at Hartford, Conn. There he founded the Beethoven Musical Society for church practice. In 1862 he began his Boston career, playing at Dr. Kirk's church, and afterwards at Tremont Temple, and giving concerts on the Music Hall organ, on many of the large organs, and meanwhile studying with G. W. Morgan, organist in New York. In 1863 he visited England to study with Mr. W. T. Best, and while there often deputised for Mr. Best in church. Returning to America he became organist of St. Joseph's Church, Albany, where Emma La Jeunesse, now known as Madame Al變, was a member of his choir. [See vol. ii. p. 85.] After three years he returned to Boston, enlarged to organist and director of music at King's Chapel for five years, and at the Music Hall for one year. In 1874 he visited Berlin, and studied harmony with Haupt, and orchestration with Radecke. Returning to Boston again, he became principal organ-instructor in the New England Conservatory. He was also organist at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross, and conductor of the Foster Club, Boston. While Mr. Whiting was its director the club sang a number of his compositions, among others a setting of the prologue to Longfellow's 'Golden Legend,' and the first sketch of a cantata, 'The Tale of the Viking.' In 1875 he accepted a call from Theodore Thomas to take charge of the organ department in the College of Music at Cincinnati, of which Thomas was then director. A thousand dollars having been offered by the Musical Festival Association for a cantata, Buck and Whiting competed. Buck offered 'Scenes from Longfellow's Golden Legend,' Mr. Whiting submitted his 'Tale of the Viking,' enlarged to a dramatic cantata for three solo voices, chorus, and grand orchestra. The choice fell on Buck, not without considerable difference of opinion outside. In 1882 Mr. Whiting returned to Boston and the New England Conservatory, where he is now (1886) teacher. He is still young, and it is believed that the world will yet be greatly enriched by his work.

Besides many organ studies and concert pieces, and the large works already mentioned, Mr. Whiting has written a number of songs; a Mass in C minor for voices, orchestra, and organ (performed in 1872); a do. in F minor; a grand Te Deum in C major (written for the opening of the Cathedral in Boston and performed in 1874); 'Dream Pictures,' a cantata (performed in 1876); several sets of Vespers; a number of four-part songs; a piano concerto in D minor; an Allegro brillant for orchestra; suite for cello and piano, op. 39; overture for orchestra to Tennyson's 'Princess'; 'March of the Monks of Bangor,' for male chorus and orchestra, op. 40; 'Free Lances,' for male chorus and military band; 'Midnight,' cantata for four solo voices and piano solo; 'Henry of Navarre,' ballad for male chorus and orchestra. Many of these pieces have been performed in public. Mr. Whiting was last employed on a symphony in C, and suite for orchestra in E. [W.H.D.]
WHITMORE, Charles Shapland, born 1805, at Colchester, educated at Rugby and Cambridge; called to the Bar 1830; Q.C. 1845; County Court Judge 1857. He was an enthusiastic amateur, and composed various songs, viz. 'Oh Sorrow' (Barry Cornwall), 'Oh, the merry days,' 'Farewell, I know thy future days'; and, in 1830, 'Isle of Beauty, fare thee well.' This last, with accompaniments by Ravelings, enjoyed very great popularity, and as recently as 1878 was reprinted with fresh accompaniments, as 'a celebrated English ditty of the olden time.' Mr. Whitmore died in 1877, and on his deathbed composed a Kyrie, which is good enough to be included in the Temple Church Service Collection. His brother, Lt.-Gen. Francis Looker Whitmore, was director of the Military Music School at Kneller Hall, which he left in 1880. [See KNELLER HALL.] [A.C.]

WHYTHORNE, or WHITEHORNE, Thomas, born in 1528, is known only as the composer of a collection of part-songs which issued from the press of John Day in 1571, bearing the quaint title of 'Songs for three, fourer, and five voyces, composed and made by Thomas Whythorne, Gent., the which songs be of sundrie sortes, that is to say, some long, some short, some hard, some easie to be sung, and some between both; also some solemn and some pleasant or merry, so that according to the skill of the singers (not being musicians) and disposition and delite of the hearers, they may here find songs to their contention and liking.' A woodcut portrait of the composer is on the back of the title. The compositions do not rise above mediocrity. A portrait of Whythorne, painted in 1560, is in the possession of Mr. Julian Marshall. [W.H.H.]

WIDERSPÄNSTIGEN ZÄHMUNG, DER —The Taming of the Shrew. An opera in 4 acts, adapted by J. V. Wildmann from Shakespeare, and set to music by H. Goets. It was produced at Mannheim, Oct. 11, 1874. In English (Rev. J. Troubeck), by Carl Rosa, at Her Majesty's Theatre, Jan. 20, 1880. The English version is published by Augener & Co. [G.]

WIDOR, Charles Marie, organist and composer, born Feb. 22, 1845, at Lyons, where his father was organist of St. François. After an early training at home he was sent to Belgium, where he studied the organ with Lemmens, and composition with Félic. He then returned to Lyons, and in Jan. 1870 became organist at St. Sulpice in Paris, a post he still retains. Widor's vivid authority and position in good society did not tempt him to be a mere virtuoso; he soon won himself a place among the composers and writers on music. His duties as critic of the 'Estafette,' under the two signatures of 'Tibicen' and 'Auletès,' leave him ample time for composition. His works include a quantity of PF. pieces; songs with PF. accompaniment; duets for soprano and alto, etc.; 3 orchestral symphonies (in F and A); 'Nuit du Sabbat,' cantico symphonique in 3 parts; 3 concertos for PF. and orchestra, cello and orchestra, and violin and orchestra; PF. quintets in D minor; PF. trio; sonata for PF. and violin; suite for flute, and 6 duets for PF. and organ. He has also published a Mass for 2 choirs and 2 organs; Psalm xxii. for chorus, orchestra, and organ; several motets, and two collections of 'Symphonies' for organ. His Ballet in 2 acts, called 'La Korrigane,' was produced at the Opéra, Dec. 1, 1880, with success, though his 'Maître Ambros,' an opera in 3 acts and 4 tableaux to a libretto by Coppée and Auguste Durecin, produced at the Opéra Comique in May, 1886, was not so fortunate. The work will, however, confirm M. Widor in popular estimation and the respect of connoisseurs; for the pains he bestows on all his compositions, coupled with the grace and distinction of his melody, and his horror of vulgarity, seem to point him out as fitted to please both the public and the select few. His Symphony in A was played at the Crystal Palace, March 19, 1887. [G.C.]

WIECK, Friedrich, a remarkable pianoforte teacher, and father of Madame Schumann, was born Aug. 18, 1785, at Pretsch, near Torgau, in Saxony. His early life as a student of theology at Wittenberg, preacher and private tutor, and was for some time engaged in a piano factory and library at Leipzig. His first wife was named Tromlitz, and was the mother of Clara Josephine, his famous daughter, and of two sons, Alwyn and Gustav. This union, however, was broken off, and the lady married Bargiel, father of Woldemar Bargiel. Wieck married again, July 31, 1826, Clementine Fechner, by whom he had a daughter Marie. About 1844 he removed from Leipzig to Dresden, where he resided till his death, Oct. 6, 1873, spending the summer at Löschwitz, and leading a very musical life, his house a rendezvous for artists. Mendelssohn endeavoured to secure him as Professor of the Piano in the Leipzig Conservatorium, but without success, and Moscheles was appointed instead. Wieck began to teach the piano on Legier's system, but soon abandoned it for a method of his own, if that can be called a method which seems to have consisted of the application of the greatest care, sense, and intelligence possible to the teaching of technique and expression. He has embodied his views on the piano and singing in a pamphlet entitled 'Clavier und Gesang' (2nd ed., Leipzig, 1875), translated by H. Krüger, of Aberdeen, with three portraits. [See vol. iii. p. 423 b.] Among Wieck's pupils may be mentioned Hamilton Billow, who, in a letter quoted in the translation just mentioned, speaks of him with respect and gratitude. But his daughter Clara is his best pupil, and his greatest glory. An institution called the 'Wiek-Stiftung' was founded in Dresden on Aug. 18, 1871, his 86th birthday, partly by funds of his own. He continued to see his friends almost up to the end of his life, and an amusing account of a visit to him in 1872 is given by Miss Amy Fay ('Music Study in Germany,' London, 1886, p. 147).
He published some Studies and Dances for the piano, Exercises in Singing, and a few pamphlets, ‘Verfall der Gesangskunst’ ( Decay of the Art of Singing), etc. He edited a number of classical pianoforte works which are published anonymously, but distinguished by the letters DAS (Der alte Schulmeister). For portrait, see p. 492.

MARIE WIECK, daughter of the foregoing, was born in Leipzig about 1830, and educated by her father. She visited England in 1864, and appears to have been the first to perform the Concerto of Robert Schumann, in London, viz. at the Crystal Palace, on March 5 of that year. She now resides in Dresden, and is much esteemed as a teacher both of the pianoforte and singing. She has edited several of her father’s works.

WIENER, Wilhelm, violin player, born at Prague, Aug. 1838; learnt violin from Mildner, and harmony from Tomaschek, in the Conservatorium there. After playing a great deal in Prague, he left it at sixteen for Brussels, and thence came to London, where he has been established ever since as an excellent teacher and player. He held the second violin at the Musical Union for many of its last years, was joint leader of the Philharmonic band with L. Strauss for several seasons, and is widely known and esteemed.

WIENIAWSKI, Henry, one of the most eminent of modern violinists, was the son of a medical man, and born at Lublin in Poland, July 10, 1835. His great musical talent showed itself so very early that his mother, a sister of the well-known pianist Ed. Wolff, took him at the age of 8 to Paris, where he entered the Conservatoire, and was soon allowed to join Massart’s class. As early as 1846, when only 11, he gained the first prize for violin-playing. He then made a tour through Poland and Russia, but returned to Paris to continue his studies, more especially in composition. In 1850 he began to travel with his brother Joseph, a clever pianist, and appeared with great success in most of the principal towns of the Netherlands, France, England and Germany. In 1860 he was nominated solo-violinist to the Emperor of Russia, and for the next twelve years resided principally at St. Petersburg. In 1872 he started with Anton Rubinstein for a lengthened tour through the United States, and after Rubinstein’s return to Europe, extended his travels as far as California. Returning to Europe (1874), he accepted the post of first professor of the violin at the Conservatoire of Brussels, as Vieudemas’s successor; but after a few years quitted it again, and though his health was failing resumed his old wandering life of travel. An incident connected with this last tour deserves record. During a concert which he gave at Berlin, he was suddenly seized by a spasm and compelled to stop in the middle of a concerto. Joachim, who happened to be among the audience, without much hesitation stepped on to the platform, took up Wieniawski’s fiddle, and finished the programme amid the enthusiastic applause of an audience delighted by so spontaneous an act of good fellowship.

Struggling against his mortal disease, Wieniawski made for Russia, but broke down at Odesen, and was conveyed to Moscow, where he died April 2, 1865.

Wieniawski was one of the most eminent modern violin-players; a great virtuoso, distinguished from the mass of clever players by a striking and peculiar individuality. Technical difficulties did not exist for him—he mastered them in early childhood. Left hand and right arm were trained to the highest pitch of perfection, and while the boldness of his execution astonished and excited his audience, the beauty and fascinating quality of his tone went straight to their hearts, and enlisted their sympathy from the first note. The impetuosity of his Slavish temperament was probably the most prominent and most characteristic quality of his style, in which respect he much resembled his friend Rubinstein; but warm and tender feeling, as well as gracefulness and piquancy, were equally at his command. At the same time he was so thoroughly master as to be an excellent quartet-player, though perhaps more in sympathy with the modern than with the older masters. He was one of the privileged few who, by sheer force of talent, take hold of an audience and make even the cold critic forget his criticism. Impetuous, warm-hearted, witty, an excellent story-teller—such was the man, and such were the qualities which shone through his performances. He has been accused of new and then overstepping the bounds of good musical taste, and indeed a fiery temperament led him sometimes to a certain exaggeration, especially in quick movements, or to such errors as the introduction of an enlarged cadenza in Mendelssohn’s concerto; but who would not readily forgive such peccadilloes to so rare and genuine a talent?

His compositions—two concertos, a number of fantasias, pieces de salon, and some studies—are not of much importance. The best known are the fantasias on Russian airs, that on airs from Faust, and a mass of studies.

WILBYE, John, the chief of English madrigal writers, published in 1598 ‘The First Set of English Madrigals to 3, 4, 5 and 6 voices,’ containing 30 compositions, among them the well-known and popular ‘Flora gave me fairest flowers,’ and ‘Lady, when I behold.’ In 1601 he contributed a madrigal, ‘The Lady Oriana,’ to ‘The Triumphes of Oriana.’ In 1605 he published ‘The Second Set of Madrigals to 3, 4, 5 and 6 parts, apt both for Voyals and Voyces, thirty-four compositions, including the beautiful madrigal ‘Sweet honey-sucking bee, ‘Down in a valley,’ ‘Draw on, sweet night,’ and ‘Stay, Corydon, thou swain.’ In 1614 he contributed two pieces to Leighton’s ‘Teares or Lamentaciones, etc.’ The above, which constitute the whole of Wilbye’s known vocal works, were all printed in score by The Musical Antiquarian Society. He composed some Lessons for the Lute, a volume of which occurred in the sale of
the library of Rev. William Goettling of Canterbury in 1777. He dated the dedication of his first set of madrigals from ‘the Augustine Fryers,’ and this fact, with the probable conjecture that he was a teacher of music and possibly a lutenist, are all that is known of the biography of one who, in his particular walk, had no superior. [W.H.H.]

WILD, FRANK, one of the best-known of German tenors, the son of homely country folk, born Dec. 31, 1791, at Hollabrunn in Lower Austria. At his baptism the cold water made him cry so lustily that Blacho, the schoolmaster, remarked, ‘That child will make a fine singer some day;’ he shows a turn for it already, and I must teach him, let us hope with success—a prophecy destined to be brilliantly fulfilled. In due time the boy, well-trained, entered the choir of the monastery at Klosterneuburg, near Vienna, and thence was promoted to the court chapel. His voice changed with extreme rapidity in his 16th year, the process only lasting two months, after which he became a chorus-singer, first at the Josestadt, and then at the Leopoldstadt theatre. A happy accident brought him into notice. General excitement about the war prevailing at the time, some battle-songs by Collin (of Beethoven’s ‘Coriolan’), set to music by Weigl, were being sung at the theatre, when one night the solo-singer fell ill, and Wild, though unprepared, took his place, and sang so finely that he was received with acclamation. He was at once offered an engagement for the Kärntnerthor theatre, to sing in the chorus and take subordinate parts. His powerful sonorous voice told with so much effect one night in the quartet in ‘Uthal,’ that Hummel recommended him to Prince Esterhazy (whose band at Eisenstadt Hummel was conducting), and he entered on an engagement for six years from Oct. 11, 1810. Soon after, however, Count Ferdinand Paffy endeavoured to secure him for the theatre ‘an der Wien,’ but Prince Esterhazy declined to let him go. Wild pressed his release, which was at last granted in Sept. 1811. In the meantime he had taken the law into his own hands, and was singing Ramiro in Isouard’s ‘Cendrillon’ at the above theatre, first as Gaste (July 9), and then (Aug. 28) with a permanent engagement. His success was great, and when the theatre was united under one management with the Kärntnerthor (1804) he removed thither, and as Jean de Paris (1805) excited universal admiration by the liquid tones of his voice. For two years he was acting there with those excellent singers Fort [vol. i. 556] and Voy [vol. iii. 323], his last appearance being June 4, 1816, after which he started on a tour through Frankfort, Mayence, Leipzig, Berlin, Dresden, Hamburg, and Prague. On Nov. 9, 1816, he appeared for the first time as Sargines at Darmstadt, having been made Kammersänger to the Grand Duke of Hesse. Here he remained till 1825, crowds flocking to see him when he played, and during him almost princely homage. From Darmstadt he went to Paris, principally for the sake of further study with Rossini and Bordogni, and after this accepted an invitation to Cassel as Kammersänger. In July 1829 he went to Vienna, his engagement being made permanent on Nov. 1, 1830, and there he remained till 1845, except for occasional tours. One of these brought him to London in 1840, where he appeared with Staudigl and Sabine Heinefetter at the Princess’s in ‘Das Nachtlager,’ ‘Jesuonda,’ ‘Iphigenie en Tauride,’ and ‘Der Freischütz.’ His last appearance on the stage was at the Kärntnertor Theatre, March 24, 1845, his part being Abayaldos in ‘Dom Sebastian.’ After this he became régisseur. Wild celebrated the 50th anniversary of the commencement of his career by a concert (Nov. 8, 1857), in which all the principal singers of the court opera took part. Even then he was listened to with pleasure from the perfection of his style and the remarkable preservation of his voice. Latterly it had acquired so much the tones of a baritone that he sang as Don Juan, Zampa, and Seve with irresistible power and energy. The parts in which Wild excelled, besides those from classical and lyric operas already mentioned, were Talasso (‘Cortez’), Arnold (‘Telli’), Orestes, Massanilo, Eleazar, Georges Brown, Licinius (‘Vestale’), Arthur Ravenwood (‘Lucia’), and especially Tamino, Florestan, Joseph (Méhul), and Uthalio. High notes he never forced, but preserved the full power and freshness of his middle register, which told most effectively in declamation and recitative. Although short he was well and compactly built, with eyes full of fire, an expressive countenance, and all the qualities fitted to give effect to his acting, which was natural and lifelike without exaggeration. As a concert-singer he was always well received, but perhaps his best singing of all was in church. Those privileged to hear him sing the Lamentations during Holy Week will never forget how the full round tones of his superb voice floated forth in perfect devotional feeling.

One of the happiest events of Wild’s life was his meeting with Beethoven in 1815, at a festival-concert on the birthday of the Empress of Russia. The last number of the programme was the quartet in Fidelio, ‘Mir ist so wunderbar.’ Through some curious chance Beethoven himself appeared, and extemporised for the last time in public, before an audience of monarchs and statesmen. Wild had arranged to exchange an air of Stadler’s for ‘Adelaide’: Beethoven was delighted, and at once offered to accompany it. ‘His pleasure at my performance,’ continues Wild, ‘was so great that he proposed to instrument the song for orchestra. This never came off, but he wrote for me the Cantata 1 ‘An die Hoffnung’ (to Tiedge’s words) which I sang to his accompaniment at a very select mansion.’ On the 20th of April of the next year, Wild gave a little musical party at which he sang the same songs; Beethoven again accompanied him, and this was

1 Op. 94, composed in 1828; not to be confounded with an earlier setting of the same poem, op. 35, composed 1809.
his farewell as an accommodist, as the other had been his farewell as a player.\footnote{Thayer, Beethoven, ill. 397 \textit{et seq.}} Wild died in 1860, at Ober-Dobling near Vienna. [C.F.P.]

WILDER, JéRÔME ALBERT VICTOR VAN, lyric poet and musical critic, born Aug. 21, 1835, at Weltenalp, between Alost and Ghent. While studying for his doctor’s degree in law and philosophy at the University of Ghent, he also frequented the Conservatoire, and thus acquired a thorough knowledge of harmony. Having written for a time for the ‘Journal de Gand,’ he came to the conclusion that there was no field in Belgium for a writer on music, and determined, like his countrymen Vaes and Gevaert, to push his way in Paris. He began by translating songs, and ended with adapting Wagner’s works for the French stage. Being not only a clever versifier, but having a fine musical instinct, his work of this kind is excellent. His printed volumes include ‘40 Mélodies’ by Abt; Schumann’s ‘Myrthen’ and ‘an Album ; ‘Echos d’Allemagne;’ Rubinstein’s ‘Mélodies Francaises’ and duets; Mendelssohn’s ‘Lieder and duets; Chopin’s songs; Weber’s songs; ‘Les Gloire’s d’Italie,’ etc.; French versions of Handel’s ‘Messiah,’ ‘Judia Maccabees,’ and ‘Alexander’s Feast;’ Schumann’s ‘Paradise and the Peri;’ ‘Manfred,’ ‘Mignon,’ ‘Pilgrimage of the Rose;’ ‘Sängers Fluch,’ and ‘Adventured;’ Rubinstein’s ‘Tower of Babel,’ and A. Goldeidt’s ‘Seven Deadly Sins.’ He has adapted for the French stage Abert’s ‘Astorga;’ Mozart’s ‘Oedipus at Cypo;’ Schubert’s ‘Rusalka;’ Liszt’s ‘Barbiere di Siviglia;’ F. Ricci’s ‘Une Folie à Rome,’ and L. Ricci’s ‘Festa di Capri;’ Weber’s ‘Sylva;’ J. Strauss’s ‘La Reine Indigo’ and ‘Taigane;’ Suppé’s ‘Fatinitza;’ and Wagner’s ‘Meistersinger;’ ‘Tristan und Isolde,’ and ‘Walküre.’

His critiques and feuilletons in ‘L’Eveilment, L’Opinion Nationale, Le Parlement,’ and ‘Le Gil Blas’ have not yet been collected. He wrote for the ‘Ménestrel’ from June 1871 to 1884, and has republished ‘Mozart: l’Homme et l’artiste’ (Paris 1880, 3vo. and 1881, 12mo.), and ‘Beethoven: sa vie et son œuvre’ (Paris 1883, 12mo.). To him also we owe the publication of Mozart’s ballet ‘Les petits Riens,’ produced in Paris June 11, 1778, with a success represented by a French epigram of the day as but indifferent, but by Mozart himself in a letter to his father (July 9, 1778) as very great. [G.C.]

WILHELM, CARL, worthy of commemoration only as composer of the ‘Wagner und Räth;’ born at Schmalkalden, Sept. 5, 1815, and died there Aug. 26, 1875. He directed the Liedertafel at Orefeld from 1860-65, composed his famous Song in 1854, and received an annual pension of £150 for it in 1871. [G.]

WILHELM, AUGUSTE EMIL DANIEL FRIEDRICH VICTOR, violinist, born at Uxingen in Nassau Sept. 21, 1845, his mother being a good singer and pianoforte player; was first taught by K. Fischer of Wiesbaden, under whom he made astonishing strides, playing in public as early as 9. By the advice of Liszt he spent from 1861 to 1864 at the Leipzig Conservatorium under F. David, learning composition from Hauptmann, then from Richter, and afterwards at Wiesbaden from Raff. While at the Conservatorium he made an appearance at the Gewandhaus Concerts in 1862, and shortly afterwards began that career of wandering which he has maintained ever since, and always with great success. In 1864 he visited Switzerland; in 1866 Holland and England; in 1867 France and Italy. In 1869, 70, and 71 he was again in England, and made a long tour with Santley; in 1868, Russia, etc.—In 1872 he made his début at Berlin, and in 1873 at Vienna. At the Niebelungen performances at Bayreuth in 1876 Wilhelmi led the violin. The Wagner Concerts at the Albert Hall, London, in 1877, were due to his representations, and here again he led the first violins. [See Wagner, p. 363.] In 1878 he made his first tour in America,—Wilhelmi resides at Biberich on the Rhine in the intervals of his artistic tours. He is second to no living artist in his general command over the resources of his instrument, and excels in the purity and volume of his tone, no less than in the brilliancy of his execution. His répertoire includes the principal works of the great masters; but Bach and Paganini appear to be his favourite authors. [G.]
Willem's system has long ceased to be used in France, and in England it is known only in connection with the name of Mr. Hullab, who adapted Willem's books for English use. [See Hullab, vol. i. p. 755.] Here it is often spoken of as 'Method,' in the sense of a particular mode of presenting the principles of music. But this is a mistake. The specialty of Willem's system turned upon the point of school organisation. The plan of 'Mutual Instruction,' as it was called, was then much in vogue in France as a way of economising teaching power, and the point of the Willem System was the application of this idea to the teaching of singing. A French authority describes it in these words: 'Les élèves, divisés en groupes de différentes forces, étudiaient, sous la direction du plus avancé d'entre eux, le tableau (sheet of exercises, etc.) qui convenait le mieux 'à leur degré d'avancement. Ces différentes groupes s'exerçeraient sous la surveillance générale du Maître.' Willem's principal class-book, the 'Manuel Musical à l'usage des Collèges, des Institutions, des Écoles, et des Coure de chant,' is an explanation of the ordinary written language of music, clefs, staves, signatures, time-symbols, etc., interspersed with a number of solfeggio exercises for class practice; the explanations are of the kind usually found in musical instruction books. His special way of arranging the classes is explained in his 'Guide de la Méthode: Guide complet, ou l'instruction pour l'emploi simultané des tableaux de lecture musicale et de chant élémentaire' (4th edition is dated 1839). In this he gives a number of detailed directions as to class arrangements, the manner in which the various groups are to stand round the school-room, each in a semi-circular line; the way in which 'moniteurs' and 'moniteurs-chefs' are to be selected—the way in which one class may be doing 'dictation' while another is singing, and so on. The method depended wholly on the 'enseignement mutuel,' and when that fashion of school management went out, it ceased to be used.

The real merit of Willem was the energy and self-devotion he gave to the task of getting music brought into the curriculum of primary schools. Before his time part-singing in a popular or general way, was apparently unknown in France, and it is for what he did to popularise it, irrespective of any specialty of method, that his name deserves to be held in honour. His life was entirely given to the cause. It brought him no profit—his 'appointements' were but 6000 francs a year—and though his particular method has gone out of use, the effect of his work has been lasting. The Orphéon testifies to its vitality. He died in 1842.

The Willem system was brought into England by the late Mr. John Hullab, acting under the direction of the then educational authorities of the country in the years 1840, 1841. [See Hullab, vol. i. p. 756.] Mr. Hullab's 'Manual' (in its earlier forms) was framed pretty closely on the model of Willem's, but the principle of the monochoral, or so-called 'Mutual Instruction' was dropped. And in another important detail the aspect of the method here was different from that of its prototype in France. Willem had used the 'Fixed Do' plan of solmisation, the common mode, in that country, of using the ancient sol-fa syllables. [See SOLMISATION, vol. ii. p. 552.] But in England the old primordial 'tonic' use of the syllables had always prevailed—the use known as 'Moveable Do,' from the Do being always kept to signify the tonic of the piece, and therefore having a different place on the staff according to the key in which a piece is written. This use has been traditional in England for centuries, and as the Willem plan of the 'Fixed Do' went out of the teeth of the ancient practice, hot controversy arose on its introduction. This controversy is now chiefly of historical interest, for the matter has settled itself by the nearly total disappearance of the 'Fixed Do,' as a method of class or school teaching. School teachers have found the other plan to be the only one which produces the desired result of training 'sight-readers,' and 'Moveable Do' in its modern and fully developed form of 'Tonic Sol-Fa' has become largely recognized. But it would be unfair to underrate on this account the great public service done by Mr. Hullab in the matter. The decisive step here, as in France, was the introduction of any kind of musical teaching into the schools, and the proof that it was possible to teach singing to large classes. In this sense Mr. Hullab's plans were truly a great step forward, and had for some time a great success.

The errors and deficiencies of the system are easier to perceive now, when the general principles of teaching are better understood, than they were when Willem and Hullab successively attacked the problem of teaching the whole world how to sing. Ill-directed in many ways as their work was (chiefly because it departed from the old lines), it was work for which the people of both countries have good reason to be grateful.

[R.B.L.]


WILLAERT, ADRIAN, the founder of the Venetian school of musicians, was born in Flanders about the year 1480. His birthplace has been generally given as Bruges, a statement which, according to Fétis, rests on the authority of Willaert's own pupil Zarino: but this reference appears to be an error; while on the other hand we have the express assertion of a contemporary, Jacques de Meyere (1551), that he was born at Roulers, or Roeselare, near Courtrai. Willaert was bred for the law and sent to

1 Probably the fact that village schools, and primary schools generally, usually had no schoolroom, gave special importance to these mechanical arrangements.

2 Mr. Hullab died in the year 1846. His adaptation was entitled 'Willem's Method of Teaching Singing, adapted to English use, under the superintendence of the Committee of Council on Education. By John Hullab.'
WILLIAMS.

Paris for the purpose of study; but his energies were soon turned aside into their natural channel, and he became the pupil—either of Jean Monton or of Joquin des Prés—which, it is not certain—in the theory of music. He returned to Flanders for a while, then went to Venice, Rome, and Ferrara. It was during this visit to Rome, when Leo X was Pope, that Willaert heard a motet of his own ("Verbum dulce et suave") performed as the work of Joquin. As soon, it is added, as the choir learned its real authorship, they refused to sing it again. Willaert's name evidently had not yet become that powerful which it was soon to be, under the naturalised form of 'Adriano,' among Italian musicians. From Ferrara he went northward, and became cantor to King Lewis of Bohemia and Hungary; and as on December 13, 1527, he was appointed chapel-master of St. Mark's at Venice by the doge Andrea Gritti, it is presumed that he returned to Italy at the king's death in the previous year. His career at Venice, where he lived until his death, Dec. 7, 1562, is associated principally with the foundation of the singing-school which was soon to produce a whole dynasty of musicians of the highest eminence in their day. Among the first of these may be named Willaert's own pupils, Zarillo and Cyprian de Roe; the latter was Willaert's successor at St. Mark's.

Willaert's compositions are very numerous. Those published at Venice include (1) three collections of motets, 1539-1554; (2) two of madrigals, 1548 and 1561; (3) a volume of 'Missa novae,' 1549, containing both motets and madrigals; (4) several books of psalms and of hymns; (5) Canzone, 1545; (6) Fantasia e Ricercari, 1549. Besides these a variety of his works may be found in different musical collections published during his lifetime at Antwerp, Louvain, Nuremberg, Strassburg, and other places. Willaert holds a remarkable position among those Flemish masters whose supremacy in the musical world made the century from 1450 to 1550 so distinctive in the history of the Netherlands. He did not merely take up the tradition of Joquin des Prés; he extended it in many directions. From the two organs and the two choirs of St. Mark's he was led to invent double choruses; and this form of composition he developed to a perfection which left little even for Palestrina to improve upon. His motets for 4, 5, and 6 voices are of the pure Belgian style, and written with singular clearness in the different parts. In one instance he advanced to the conception of an entire narrative, that of the history of Susannah, set for five voices. It would be absurd to describe such a work as an oratorio, yet the idea of it is not dissimilar. Indeed, in departing to some extent from the university of his predecessors and creating for himself a richer style of his own, Willaert ventured to be more distinctively declamatory than any one before him. The complexion, therefore, of his writing, though it might appear 'dry' to M. FéHà, is markedly more modern than that of his masters. He has also a good claim to be considered the veritable father of the madrigal, and it is his compositions in this field which are probably the best remembered of all he wrote. To contemporaries, however, if we may believe Zarillo, his church-music appealed most strongly; his psalms, and in particular a Magnificat for three choirs, being peculiarly admired. [R.L.P.]

WILLIAMS, ANNA, born in London, daughter of Mr. William Smith Williams, reader to Messrs. Smith Elder & Co., to whose insight the publication of 'Jane Eyre' was due. She was taught singing by Mr. H. C. Deacon and Mr. J. B. Welch, and on June 29, 1872, took the first soprano prize at the National Prize Meeting Festival at the Crystal Palace. She afterwards studied for fifteen months in Naples with Domenico Scafari, and on Jan. 17, 1874, reappeared at the Crystal Palace. Since then she has taken a very high position as an oratorio and concert singer at the Principal Festivals and Musical Societies of the United Kingdom. Her voice is powerful and 24 octaves in compass, and she sings like a thorough musician. She has occasionally played in opera in the provinces, but it is as a versatile, refined and accomplished concert singer that she is best known and appreciated. Her répertoire embraces music of all schools, from the classical composers to Wagner, Liszt, Gbmberti, Parry, etc. [A.C.]

WILLIAMS, GEORGE EMBREE, born 1784, was a chorister of St. Paul's Cathedral under Richard Bellamy. On quitting the choir (about 1799) he became deputy organist for Dr. Arnold at Westminster Abbey. In 1800 he was appointed organist of the Philanthropic Society's chapel, and in 1814 succeeded Robert Cooke as organist of Westminster Abbey. He composed, when a boy, some chants and Sanctuaries, printed in 'Sixty Chants ... composed by the Choristers of St. Paul's Cathedral,' 1795, and was author of 'An Introduction to the Pianoforte,' and 'Exercises for the Pianoforte.' He died April 13, 1819, and was buried April 24, in the south cloister of Westminster Abbey. [W.H.H.] 

WILLIAMS, the Sisters, born at Bitterley, near Ludlow—Anna, in 1818, Martha in 1821. They received instruction in singing from T. S. Cooke ('Tom Cooke') and Signor Negri, and in 1840 first appeared in public in the provinces, speedily established a reputation in oratorio and other concerts, and in 1846 sang subordinate parts on the production of 'Elia' at Birmingham. In concerts, their singing of duets of Mendelssohn, Macfarren, Smart, etc., was greatly admired, and is still remembered with pleasure. The
elder sister retired from public life on her marriage with Mr. Alfred Price of Gloucester, May 16, 1850, and is thus mentioned in the Athenæum of May 18, 'A more modestly valuable or more steadily improving artist was not among the company of native sopranis.'

Martha, the contralto, married Mr. Lockey, May 24, 1853, and continued her career until 1865. She now resides with her husband at Hastings. [See Lockey.]

[Ac.

WILLING. Christopher Edwin, son of Christopher Willing, alto singer and assistant Gentleman of the Chapel Royal (born 1804, died May 12, 1840), was born Feb. 28, 1830. He was admitted chorister of Westminster Abbey under James Turle in 1839, and continued such until 1845, during which time he also sang in the chorus at the Concert of Antient Music, the Sacred Harmonic Society, etc. Upon leaving the choir he was appointed organist of Blackheath Park Church, and assistant organist of Westminster Abbey. In 1847 he was engaged as organist at Her Majesty's Theatre, and held the post until the close of Lumley's management in 1858. In 1848 he was appointed organist to the Foundling Hospital, and shortly afterwards also director of the music. In 1857 he was invited to take the place of organist of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, which he held in conjunction with his appointment at the Foundling, but resigned it in 1860 to accept the post of organist and director of the music at All Saints, Margaret Street, which he held until 1868. In 1872 he was appointed organist, and afterwards also chorus master, to the Sacred Harmonic Society. In the same year he was re-engaged as organist in the company of Her Majesty's Theatre (then performing at Drury Lane), and in 1868 was made, in addition, maestro di piazza. In 1879 he resigned his appointments at the Foundling Hospital. For several years past he has been conductor of the St. Alban's Choral Union, which holds a triennial festival in St. Alban's Abbey —now Cathedral. Mr. Willing is an able and highly esteemed professor. [W.H.H.]

WILLIS, Henry, one of the leading English organ-builders; born April 27, 1821; was articled in 1835 to John Gray; and in 1847 took the first step in his career by re-building the organ at Gloucester Cathedral, with the then unusual compass of 29 notes in the pedals. In the Great Exhibition of 1851 he exhibited a large organ, which was much noticed, and which led to his being selected to build that for St. George's Hall, Liverpool, which under the hands of Mr. Best has become so widely known. The organ which he exhibited in the Exhibition of 1862 also procured him much fame, and became the nucleus of that at the Alexandra Palace, destroyed by fire on June 9, 1873, shortly after its completion. His next feat was the organ for the Royal Albert Hall (opened 1871), which in size, and for the efficiency of its pneumatic, mechanical and acoustic qualities, shares its high reputation with the second Alex-

andra Palace organ, which was constructed for the restoration of that building, and was opened in May 1875.

Mr. Willis has supplied or renewed organs to nearly half the Cathedrals of England, viz. St. Paul's (1872), Canterbury (86), Carlisle (56), Durham (77), Hereford (79), Oxford (84), Salisbury (77), Wells (27), Winchester (53), Truro, St. David's, (81), Edinburgh (79), Glasgow (79), as well as many colleges, churches, halls, etc. The award of the Council Medal to Mr. Willis in 1851 specifies his application of an improved exhausting valve to the Pneumatic lever, the application of pneumatic levers in a compound form, and the invention of a movement for facilitating the drawing of stops singly or in combination. In 1862 the Prize Medal was awarded to him for further improvements. In 1885 the Gold Medal was given for 'excellence of tone, ingenuity of design, and perfection of execution.' His only patent is dated March 9, 1868.

Mr. Willis has always been a scientific organ-builder, and his organs are distinguished for their excellent engineering, clever contrivances, and first-rate workmanship, as much so for their brilliancy, force of tone, and orchestral character. [G.]

WILLMAN, Thomas Lindsay, the most celebrated of English clarinettists, was the son of a German who, in the latter half of the 18th century, came to England and became master of a military band. The time and place of the younger Willmann's birth are unknown. After being a member of a military band and of various orchestras he became, about 1816, principal clarinet in the Opera and other chief orchestras, and also master of the Grenadier Guards' band. His tone and execution were remarkably beautiful, and his concerto-playing admirable. He died Nov. 28, 1840. His age was recorded in the register of deaths as 56, but, by comparison with his own statement made more than 8 years before, when he joined the Royal Society of Musicians, should have been 57. He is believed however to have been much older. [W.H.H.]

WILLMANN, A musical family, interesting partly in themselves, but chiefly from their connection with Bonn and Beethoven. Maximilian, of Forchtenberg, near Würzburg, one of the distinguished violoncellists of his time, removed with his family to Vienna about 1780. There they became known to Max Franz, son of the Empress Maria Theresa, who in 1784 became Elector of Cologne, with Bonn as his capital. When he, in 1788, reorganised the court music, he called Willmann and his family thither, the

1 His name was always spelt in English with one 'n,' but doubtless had two originally.

2 The notice of the various Willmams in the old musical periodicals and calendars are so confused and contradictory, as to render it exceedingly difficult, perhaps impossible, to fully discriminate them. Repeated dates of birth and death, and direct means of identification are largely wanting; and the German musical lexicons, copying each other, only add to the confusion. Most of the last works of Max Willmann and his descendants, a brother, and sisters! Need, their music director in Bonn, written in 1768, 'Hier Willmann with his two demotice daughters.' This is conclusive.
father as solo violoncellist; thus he was a colleague of the young Beethoven. Of the concert tours made by the Willmanns during the succeeding years, some notice is given in the two following sections of the article. On the dispersion of the Bonn musicians (1794) in consequence of the French invasion, Willmann appears to have been for a short time in the service of the Prince of Thurn and Taxis at Ratisbon, but was soon called to the position of solo cellist in the Theater-annder-Wien at Vienna. He died in the autumn of 1812.

WILLMANN, — baptismal name and date of birth unknown, elder daughter of the preceding, studied the pianoforte with Mozart, and became one of his most distinguished pupils. She came to Bonn with her father in 1788, where she played at court and gave lessons. She took part in his private Sunday concerts, and was one of the few musicians selected by the Elector to accompany him to Münster in December 1792. At Bonn she occasionally sang in the opera. In later years, as Madame Hüber-Willmann, she made successful concert tours. Flattering notices of her performances, especially in Leipzig in 1801, 1802 and 1804, appear in the contemporary journals. Of her later life we find no information.

MAGDELENA, born at Forchtenberg, date unknown, younger sister of the preceding, studied singing with Righini at Vienna, and made her first appearance on the stage, Dec. 3, 1786, in Umlauf's 'Ring der Liebe.' She came to Bonn (1788) as prima donna. In the summer of 1790, Madame Todi sang in Bonn. Magdeleña's quick apprehension caught her style, and a few months later she surprised her audience with a grand aria perfectly in the great Italian manner. The ever ready Neefe sent her a poem, the point of which was, that if, like 'Herr Paris,' he had to decide between Maria, Todi, and Magdeleña, he would give the apple to the 'blooming rose.'

In the summer of 1791 she made a concert tour with her father and sister, visiting Mainz, Frankfort, Darmstadt, Mannheim, Munich, etc. At Düsseldorf, the summer residence of Prince Thurn and Taxis, she took the part of Belmont in Mozart's Entführung, other parts being taken by the Princess, the Duchess of Hildburghausen and others of the aristocracy. On the 13th of July, 1793, the Willmann family left Bonn for Italy, and Peter Winter engaged her for the opera which he composed for the carnival at Venice in 1794. Returning thence the next summer, they gave a concert (July 30) at Gratz, on their way to Vienna. Meantime the Electorate of Cologne had disappeared, and its musicians were scattered. In 1795 Magdeleña made a tour through Germany. In Berlin, in Vincent Martin's 'Lilla,' she sang a passage as it was written, which the Berliners had only heard sung an octave higher. Instead of applauding her deep, rich tones, they hissed her.

Returning to Vienna, she was engaged in the imperial opera, both for Italian and German, She married (1799) a certain Galvani, and except a 'star' tour or two she remained in the Vienna opera until her premature death near the end of the year 1801.

She was very beautiful in person, and upon her return to Vienna, Beethoven renewed his acquaintance with her and (on the testimony of her niece) offered her his hand. Her voice was of phenomenal extent, ranging from high soprano to contralto. E. L. Gerber writes, 'She belongs to the most celebrated German singers, renowned for her wonderfully deep and at the same time remarkably pleasing voice, for her execution and fine taste in delivery, and for her exquisite acting; so that nothing remains to be desired.'

WILLMANN, CAROLINE, was a younger brother of the preceding, and of him it is only known that, before the dispersion of the court at Bonn, he was assistant to the violins, that is, played as candidate for a place, when one should become vacant.

WILLMANN, MADAME TRIBOLET, was the daughter of Tribollet, Professor of French in the new University founded by Bonn by Max Franz. She did not belong to the 'Court music,' but sang in the opera, her first recorded appearance being in Nov. 1790. She soon after became the second wife of Max Willmann, and accompanied him and Magdeleña to Venice in 1793. She sang in the concert at Grazt the next year, and in 1795 made her first appearance in Vienna, in Umlauf's 'Schöne Schusterin,' and 'greatly pleased.' How long she remained on that stage does not appear. In Hamburg (Sept. 20 to Oct. 4, 1801) she sang to crowded houses, departing thence, says the correspondent of the Allg. Mus. Zeitung, 'delighted with her extraordinary reception and emotions.' In 1803 she sang at the Theater annder-Wien, at Vienna; in July 1804 at Munich. She was next engaged for the Opera in Cassel. Upon the organisation of Jerome Bonaparte's French Theatre there, she retired for a time, and sang only in concerts, e.g. for Ries, on Jan. 25, 1811. In October and November of that year she was again in Munich, where she was a favourite. On the 24th of March, 1812, she was again in Munich, and gave a concert in which the PF. Fantasia, op. 80, of her old Bonn friend, Beethoven, was performed. It was her last. On her way thence to her dying husband in Vienna, she herself passed away. The Leipzig correspondent sums up her qualities thus: 'A splendid execution, an imposing voice, practised skill and science in singing, distinguishes her most favourably above many celebrities.'

WILLMANN, CAROLINE, daughter of the preceding, was both singer and pianist. The earliest notice of her is her appearance with her mother in Ries's concert in Cassel, Feb. 23, 1811. 'As a pianist,' says the A.M.Z. correspondent, she has several times received well-earned applause. On this occasion she appeared for the first time as a singer in a grand and effective

1 See Thayer's Beethoven, vol. ii. 56.
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John, Mus. Doc., was born at Feverstone, Kent, April 5, 1594. Of his early career nothing certain is known. He has been conjectured to have been a singer at the theatre, and identical with the 'Jacke Wilson' whose name appears in the first folio edition of Shakspeare's plays, in 'Much Ado about Nothing,' instead of that of Balthazar, the character represented. But the grounds for such conjecture are merely that he was a singer, and that, at some period of his life, he composed music for some of Shakspeare's songs, viz. 'Take, O take those lips away,' 'Sigh no more, ladies,' etc. As white as driven snow,' and 'Where the bee sucks.' Besides which, it must be remembered that Mr. Payne Collier has proved, from the registers of St. Giles, Cripplegate, the existence of a contemporary John Wilson, a musician, son of a ministrell, baptised in 1585. Edward Alleyn, in his diary, under date Oct. 22, 1620, mentions 'Mr. Wilson, the singer,' who was, doubtless, the theatrical singer, but there is nothing to identify him with the subject of this notice. Wilson is said to have been a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal to Charles I., but his name is not to be found in the Chapel cheque-book, nor in the list of the Chapel musicians contained in a warrant, dated April 20, 1641, exempting them from payment of subsidies. It occurs, however, in a similar warrant, dated April 17, 1634, affecting others of the king's musicians, as one of the 'Musicians for the Waytes.' In 1644 he obtained the degree of Mus. Doc. at Oxford, and took up his abode in that city. Drowned ever, he quitted in 1646, and went to reside with Sir William Walter, of Saracen, Oxfordshire, who, with his wife, were great lovers of music. Songs by Wilson were published in 'Select Musical Ayres and Dialogues,' 1652, 1653, and 1659. In 1656 he was appointed Professor of Music in the University of Oxford, and again became a resident there. In 1657 he published 'Psalterium Carolinum.' The Devotions of His Sacred Majesties in his sojourn in the City of London, Reudred in Verse [by Thomas Stanley], Set to Music for 3 Voices, and an Organ or Theorbo — a series of 26 passages from the Psalms presumed to be applicable to the position of Charles I. in his latter days. This he described as 'his last of labours.' In some lines prefixed to the work, Henry Lawes, the writer of them, begs him to 'call back thy resolution of not composing more.' In 1660 he published 'Cheerful Ayres or Ballads, first composed for one single voice, and since rived for three voices.' On Oct. 23, 1662, he was sworn in as a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal in the place of Henry Lawes, deceased, upon which he resigned his professorship at Oxford and came to reside in London. Some glees and catches by him are included in Playford's 'Musical Companion,' 1657, and the words of some anthems in Clifford's collection. Many songs by him are extant in MS., and in the Bodleian Library is a MS. volume, pre-
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scena; the execution and fine intonation already acquired, under the instruction of her mother, justify the expectation that, if she so continues, we shall have in her a very fine singer. She deserves all encouragement, and received it in loud applause.' On the reorganisation of the Cassel Opera, in 1811, she was engaged. On Feb. 8, 1812, she sang and played a P.F. concerto by Dussek. After the death of her mother, she sang for a time in Pesth, and in March 1814 sang a few times in the Court Opera, Vienna. Her voice — she was but eighteen years old — was not powerful, but very pure and sweet, except in the middle range, and was remarkable in extent in the upper register. Before the close of the year she was engaged in Breslau as prima donna. There the great beauty of her voice, its excellent cultivation by her mother and Blangini, her fine taste, her charming acting and her beauty, made her a general favourite. In July 1816 she was again in Vienna, and sang in the Theater-an-der-Wien, but from some unknown cause, on her first appearance, subjected herself to criticism of great severity. She remained upon that stage with varying success, astonishing her audiences by magnificent performances of the Queen of Night, and Elvira (Opferfest) until the end of 1818. In 1819 she sang in Munich and Stuttgart, and in 1821 in Dresden, with varied success. (See A.M.Z. xxiv. 497.) In 1823 she returned to Cassel. In 1825 she sang in Berlin, and thenceforward disappears.

A Miss Willmann sang successfully in Breslau in May 1815, a few months after Caroline had left that stage, and was said to be the daughter of J. Willmann, formerly (1804-8) Theatre and Music Director in Cassel. [A.W.T.]

WILLMERS, Heinrich Rudolf. A pianist; pupil of Hummel and Fr. Schneider; born at Berlin, Oct. 21, 1827. He was at one time widely known both as a brilliant player and composer for the P.F., and was teacher at Stern's school in Berlin from 1856-66. He then resided in Vienna, where he died insane, Aug. 24, 1878. [G.]

Willy, John Thomas, violin-player, born in London, July 24, 1812. He was for some time a pupil of Spagnolletti's, and became a member of the King's Theatre band. He played under Costa as a first violin, and later as principal second, during the whole of his career. He led the 'Elijah' at Birmingham in 1846, and was leader at various other festivities; at Jullien's and the London Monday Concerts, the new Philharmonic, the National Choral, the Society of British Musicians (of which he became a member in 1837), etc. etc. In 1849-50, and again in 1856, he gave classical chamber concerts at St. Martin's Hall, very much on the plan of the present 'Popular Concerts.' Among the artists who appeared were Meadmas Goddard, Louisa Pyne, Dolby, Mr. Sims Reeves, Sterndale Bennett, Ernst, Finci, Pauer, etc. He retired from active work in 1880, owing to failing health, and died in London, Aug. 8, 1885. [A.C.]
sented by him to the University, containing settings of some of the Odes of Horace and passages from other Latin poets. He died at his house near the Horse-ferry, Westminster, Feb. 22, 1673, aged 78 years; in March 1673 and buried Feb. 27, in the Little Cloisters of Westminster Abbey. A portrait of him is in the Music School, Oxford. He is said to have been a fine lutenist. We learn from some lines prefixed to the 'Cheerful Ayres' that Charles I. greatly admired his singing, and Herrick, in an epigram addressed to Henry Lawes, mentions him as a great singer, styling him 'curious Wilson.' Henry Lawes, in the lines prefixed to the 'Psalterium Carolinum,' thus speaks of him as a composer:—

Thou taught'st our language, first, to speak in tone;  
Gavst the right accents and proportion;  
And above all (to shew thy excellence)  
Thou understand'st good words, and dost set sense.  
Lawes, when writing these lines, had evidently not forgotten Milton's sonnet addressed to himself. In the same lines he alludes to Wilson's 'known integrity,' 'true and honest heart, even mind,' and 'good nature.'

[Wilson, John, born in Edinburgh, according to some accounts Dec. 25, 1601, and to others Nov. 25, 1605, was apprenticed to a printer, and afterwards became corrector of the press to Ballantyne & Co., in which capacity many of the Waverley novels passed through his hands. In 1616 he applied himself to the study of music. After officiating as precentor in a church, he became in 1624 a pupil of Finlay Dun, and soon afterwards appeared at the Edinburgh concerts. In 1627 he commenced teaching singing. He studied under Creselli, and in March 1630 appeared at the Edinburgh theatre as Henry Bertram in 'Guy Mannering.' His success was so decided that he was straightway engaged for Covent Garden, where he came out Oct. 16, 1630, as Don Carlos in 'The Duenna.' He continued at that theatre until 1635, when he removed to Drury Lane, where he sang in Balfe's 'Siege of Rochelle' and other operas. In 1638, in company with Miss Shirreff and Mr. and Mrs. E. Seguin, he visited America, where he was warmly welcomed. On his return to England he commenced giving those Scottish table entertainments with which his name subsequently became identified, and to which from May 1841 he exclusively devoted himself. He gave them throughout England and Scotland with the greatest success. Their titles were 'A Night wi' Burns,' 'Another Night wi' Burns,' 'Adventures of Prince Charlie,' 'Wandering Willie's Wallet,' 'Mary Queen of Scots,' 'Jacobite Ricals,' 'The Jameses of Scotland,' 'The Wallace and the Bruce,' and 'A Haver wi' Jamie Hogg.' Early in 1849 he revisited America. At Quebec he was attacked by cholera and died there July 8, 1849. Wilson's voice was a pure, sweet-toned tenor, and he sang with great taste.

[Wilson, Mary Ann, born 1802, was taught singing by Thomas Welsh. Her first appearance in public at Drury Lane Theatre, Jan. 18, 1831, as Mandane in 'Artaxerxes,' caused an immediate furor, as much for her youth and looks as for her fresh sweet voice and brilliant singing. She remained there until July 5, 'about 65 nights,' according to Genest, 'wonderfully attractive.' Her other parts were Rosetta (Love in a Village), Clara (Duenna), and Lady Gayland (False Alarms), etc. After an equally successful provincial tour she went the next year to Italy. The premature death of her early exertions, however, soon ruined her health, and then destroyed her voice. But her short career was very lucrative, and in the year of her debut she made the unprecedented sum of £20,000. On June 9, 1837, she married Welsh, and by him had an only daughter, who married Signor Piatti. Mrs. Welsh died at Goudhurst, Kent, Dec. 13, 1867. [A.C.]

WILT, Marie, born about 1835, at Vienna, of poor parents, whom she lost in early life. She afterwards married a civil engineer named Franz Wilt. In 1863 she sang in Schubert's 'Lazarus' under Herbeck with success, received instruction from Dr. Gansbacher and Wolf, made her début in 1865 at Graz as Donna Anna, and in 1866 sang at Vienna and Berlin. For the seasons 1866-7 she was engaged at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden, first appearing May 1, 1866, as Norma, under the name of 'Maria Vilda.' In spite of a voice of extraordinary power and richness, and extending over two octaves, she did not realize the anticipation that she would prove a successor to Garia. For ten years she remained at Vienna, a great favourite both in opera and concerts. In the former she displayed great versatility of style in such varied parts as Norma, Lucrezia, Ada, Valentine, and The Queen (of the Hugenots), Alice, and the Princess ('Robert'), Donna Anna, Constance (Entführung), Reiza, Elisabeth, etc. She returned to Covent Garden for the seasons 1874-5, and was more successful than before in the parts of Donna Anna, Semiramis, Alice, Valentine, Norma, etc., having improved both in singing and acting. Whether from the fact of her figure being unsuited to the 'young' parts she essayed (although this never militated against Titien at the rival theatre), or from having commenced her theatrical career somewhat late in life, she again failed to obtain the highest position. Her best part was Norma. With her fine voice she would probably have done better here at concerts. On leaving Vienna she sang at Leipzig in 1878, as Brünnhilde, etc., and afterwards at Pest. She is now again in Vienna, where, on Oct. 31, 1884, she played Donna Anna in the centenary performance of 'Don Giovanni.' [A.C.]

WIND-BAND. The history of the development of wind-instrument music is so closely interwoven with the political and social state of Central

1 According to the same authority, a 'novel mode of putting was instituted by Ellissan, by printing pure notices on playbills in red ink, called by the way of the day: 'Ellissan's blushing.'

2 Her own statement to Ella, quoted by Fouché in his Supplement to Félib.
Europe in the Middle Ages, that it is almost impossible to sketch the one without touching upon the other. Before the 12th century music of a popular kind was almost entirely in the hands of the wandering or 'roving' musicians, who, associated with actors, acrobats, loose women, etc., led an unsettled life. That their free and lawless existence offered great temptations to those of an unstable character may be inferred from the fact that their numbers increased so much that severe imperial and provincial enactments for their repression were enact themselves as 'shadows,' and such out of the pale of law; they could not inherit landed property, recover debts, nor partake of any Christian sacrament.

Yet by the agency of these wandering vagabonds most of the ancient tunes or songs that we have preserved. If a new melody grew up like a wild-flower, these fiddlers, fiddlers, or minstrels took it up and made it known far and wide. All sorts, it is no breach of etiquette to allow the musician in the houses of high or low degree, and learn from him the last ballad or the newest dance-tune. On all great occasions, fêtes or church festivals, large numbers of them flocked together for the exercise of their merry calling. But their associating together as a 'band' was a matter of mere momentary convenience, and their performances only consisted of playing the melodies of songs, vocal dance tunes, and marches. Bagpipes being the favourite instruments in these bands, we can form an idea of the quality of the 'music.' Trumpets and kettle-drums were strictly forbidden to ordinary minstrels, being reserved for the exclusive use of princes and men of high rank.

These instruments predominated in the bands which officially performed on state occasions, or at royal banquets. It is said that King Henry VIII's band consisted of fourteen trumpets, ten trombones, and four drums, in conjunction with two viols, three rebecs, one bagpipe, and four tambourines. Queen Elizabeth's band consisted (1587), beside a small number of other instruments, of ten trumpets and six trombones. The Elector of Saxony had in 1680 twenty court-trumpeters and three kettle-drums, with apprentices trained for the performance of each instrument. Other courts had their trumpet-corps, and their respective numbers were considered an indication of the importance, wealth, or power of the court. In the German Empire they formed the guild of 'Royal Trumpeters and Army Kettle-drummers,' which enjoyed many privileges and were under the special protection and jurisdiction of the Grand Marshal of the Empire, the Elector of Saxony. No one could be admitted to this corporation without having previously served an apprenticeship of several years. There is no doubt that this corporation exercised a very beneficial effect upon the artistic education of its members.

The following example of a trumpet part, from Bach's Christmas Oratorio, proves what the instruments and players of those times were capable of doing, and we must remember that Bach did not write for artists of a European celebrity, but for simple members of the town-band of Leipzig:

```
Trumpet in D\nAndante.
```

The style of trumpet-music, due in a certain degree to the limits of the instrument, preserved its individuality down to our time; and many a phrase in the great works of Bach, Handel, and others, may have been played as a 'flourish' at a royal banquet.

But with regard to the roving musicians:

As early as the 13th century those 'pipers' who were settled in towns, and who felt the ignominious position of being classed with the wandering vagabonds, combined and formed 'Innungen,' or corporations for their mutual protection, in Germany, France, and England. The first of these, the 'Brotherhood of St. Nicolai,' was instituted at Vienna, 1228, and elected as 'protector' Count Peter von Ebersdorff, a high Imperial official. He organised a 'Court of Musicians,' obtained an Imperial charter for its perpetuation, elaborated a set of laws for the guidance of the members, and presided over it for twenty-two years. In Paris a 'King of Minstrels' was appointed and statutes enacted for the incorporation of the 'Brotherhood of St. Julian,' 1321. [Note: Roi des Violons, vol. ii, pp. 145-7.] In England the appontment of Patron of minstrels owed its origin to a curious circumstance. Randal, Earl of Chester, being suddenly besieged, 1312, in Rhydland Castle by the Welsh at the time of Chester fair, Robert de Lacy, constable of Chester, assembled the pipers and minstrels, who had flocked to the fair in great numbers, and marching at their
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head towards the castle so terrified the Welsh that they instantly fled. In honour of the event the Earl of Chester received the title of ‘patron of the minstrels.’ 1 This dignified title had however no influence whatever upon the progress of music, but merely perpetuated some useless public ceremonies once a year, down to the end of last century. But in Germany it was different. There the first guild at Vienna was imitated during the next two centuries by most of the large Imperial towns, who established regular bands of ‘townpipers,’ or ‘townmusicians,’ under the leadership of the ‘Stadtpeifer,’ who had to provide all ‘musica’ at civic or private festivities. Wandering musicians were strictly prohibited from playing within the boundaries of the corporation. In some towns the number of musicians was regulated according to the importance of the occasion, or the rank of the family requiring a band. The ‘full band’ could only officiate on civic state occasions, or in connection with religious festivals. An alderman could only employ a reduced number; and if at a citizen’s wedding more than from four to six pipers were employed, both the Stadtpeifer and the offending citizen were mulcted in a fine. Kettledrummers and trumpeters dared not perform except at a nobleman’s requisition; the lowest rank of the social scale who could indulge in this luxury being a doctor-at-law. Although the town bands had as yet but poor instrumentation, consisting mostly of fifes, flutes, schalmey, bombard (a sort of tenor or bass oboe), zinken (or cornetti, horns similar in shape to a cow’s horn, with six holes, and played on a mouth-piece like that of a brass instrument), bagpipes, viols and drums,—yet they are the first germs from which modern bands originated.

In the year 1426 the Emperor Sigismund granted as ‘an act of special grace’ to the town of Augsberg the privilege of maintaining a corps of ‘towntrumpeters and kettledrummers,’ a grant extended during the next century to most other free towns; yet it does not seem that the results, in a musical sense, were of such importance as we might expect.

In the pieces written for a band, which date from about three centuries ago and have been preserved to our time, we find a strange habit of keeping different classes of instruments separate. Flutes, reed instruments, trumpets, and hunting-horns, were mostly treated as forming distinct bands. Louis XIV entrusted Lully with the organisation of certain regimental bands, which were to form a part of the regular army. Before that time the great officers commanding in the field engaged music, if they wanted it, at their own expense. These bands consisted at first of oboes (in four parts—treble, alto, tenor and bass, or bassoon) and regimental drums. The following march is one of the many written by Lully, the notation being that given by Kastner. 2

Premier Air de la Marche Françoise pour les Hautbois fait par M. de Lully.

---

2 Georges Kastner, Manuel général de Musique Militaire, etc. (Paris, 1846.)
A more ambitious composition is the next piece, evidently written for town bands. The "corneta" are "Zinnen," mentioned previously. [See ZINNEN.]

Till the 17th century the music played by the bands of trumpeters was learned by ear, and transmitted without notation, as something of a secret nature. When princes took command of their armies in the field they were accompanied by their trumpeters, both for signalling and for enlivening the dreariness of the march or camp.

As they served on horseback, the custom arose of looking upon trumpet-music as being specially appropriate to the cavalry service, and eventually it became regularly attached to it. The music of these bands, consisting only of trumpets and kettledrums, was naturally very simple.

The denomination 'Trompiano' in the above score is somewhat singular. The usual names for the four different parts of trumpet-music were—Clarino primo, Clarino secundo, Principale, and Toccato. In the example above, the fourth part is either for Trumpet (in which case the bars written $\frac{4}{4}$ are to be played in...
'doubletongue,') or for kettledrums, but probably for both combined.

The fact that all trumpet and horn music suffered from the absence of such important intervals as the third and seventh of the dominant chord, gave it a monotonous character. To obviate this the device was adopted of adding to the principal body of trumpets, in the key of the tonic, a few tuned in other keys. In the following example we find two trumpets thus introduced, one in the dominant and one in the second, the principal reason for the use of the latter being the note G, by which a modulation into A minor is effected. Rude as may be these first attempts for enriching the harmonies, they are nevertheless the starting-point of the modern brass band. The adoption and extension of the custom of mixing in both trumpet- and horn-bands a variety of differently-tuned instruments made almost every harmonic progression possible, providing the band was numerous enough.

Although trombones were in frequent requisition they seem not to have been so often combined with either trumpet- or horn-bands as might have been expected. In a collection of Lutheran hymns by Johannes Krüger ('Psalmodia sacra,' publ. 1685) we meet with a fine example of the employment of a choir of five trombones, which weave around the simple four-part chorale a richly figured and most effective accompaniment. The diversity of duties imposed upon town-bands—having not only to provide the music for all sorts of civic fétes, but also on high church-festivals to take part in the musical portion of the sacred rites—necessarily led to an enlargement of the limits of ancient instrumentation. Trombones came into general use, and being combined with flutes, oboes, pommers, zinken (cornetti), and sometimes a couple of trumpets and kettledrums, some very decent band-music emerged by slow degrees from the barbarous noise of former times. Instrumental music now began to be noted down, and we are enabled to trace its progress as we come nearer the 18th century. Bands separated more distinctly into three classes, each striving to perfect its own special mission—the full orchestra addressing itself to the cultivated musical intellect, whilst the military and brass bands appealed to the masses at large.

A new era begins with the invention and rapid improvement of the clarinet, which for wind-bands is as important as the violin is for the orchestra. Its brilliant tone, capable of every shade, from the softest to the loudest; its large compass, extended by the introduction of the smaller clarinets as well as by tenor and bass clarinets, at once placed it in the rank of the leading instrument, and the oboe was pushed into the second place. Two more instruments were so perfected in their construction as to become important additions to wind-bands, namely the bassoon and the French horn.

From 1763 military music assumed a definite form, and although still very rudimentary, we can trace in the instrumentation, as fixed by order of King Frederick II. of Prussia (Frederick the Great), the foundation upon which further development, in the shape of additions of other instruments, soon manifested itself. This first organisation comprised two oboes, two clarinets, two horns, and two bassoons, to which after a short time were added a flute, one or two trumpets, and a contrabassoon. The French bands of the Republic (1795) consisted of one flute, six clarinets, three bassoons, two horns, one trumpet and one serpent, besides a number of side-drums. In the time

---

1 Seez Anfänge, etc. Mus. Mus. 8184, Königliche Hof- und Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
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of Napoleon military bands made rapid strides, both with regard to the augmentation of their numbers and to their executive capacity, and were admitted to be the best then in existence. It seems that between the years 1805 and 1808 the addition of bass-drum, cymbals and triangle was made; and also into the Prussian bands that most useless of the crescent, found its way. England having in no way contributed to improve or even influence the progress of wind instrumental music, we have of necessity to pursue its course on the continent, from whence any important advance was simply adopted.

It is difficult to trace the introduction of military bands into the English service. In 1783 the Coldstream Guards had a band of eight musicians—two oboes, two clarinets, two horns and two bassoons. The Duke of York, wishing to improve the musical service, imported from Germany what probably was the first ‘full band’ of twenty-four men, who, besides the above-named instruments, brought flute, trumpets, trombones and serpent. To these were added three negroes with tambourines and crescent. 1 A fuller description of the circumstances attending this introduction of a foreign band may be found in Parke’s ‘Musical Memoirs,’ vol. ii. p. 236 (London, 1850).

In the beginning of the present century various inventions were introduced to improve the imperfect state of trumpets and French horns and render them capable of producing a complete scale. A similar slide to that of the trombone was added both to trumpets and horns, but its manipulation was so difficult that it did not gain ground. A more important addition was that of keys to the bugle. Although the tone was thereby rendered unequal, yet this defect was compensated for by the gain of a complete chromatic scale, and the key-bugle became a much-used favourite instrument in most military and brass-bands of the time. [See BUGLE, vol. i. p. 280.] The greatest event however for the invention of the VALVE. [See vol. iv. p. 215.] Emanating from two obscure musicians in Prussia, it at first did not meet with the approval of the musical profession, who thought that the ‘good old’ character of the brass instruments was thereby deteriorated.

Valve-trumpets were introduced here and there, but without creating a favourable impression. Thus it went on till two men came to the front—one as a reformer of military music, the other as the inventor of scientifically-constructed brass instruments—Wiedepricht and Sax. The former had an anomalous position, for being a civilian his propositions for reforming a purely military establishment were received but coolly by the military authorities. However, persevering in his endeavours, he at last succeeded so far as to be allowed (at the expense of the commanding officer) to introduce his instrumentation in a cavalry brass-band. It consisted of two high trumpets in B♭ (cornettinos), two key-bugles in B♭, two alto-trumpets in E♭ (cornetços), eight trumpets in E♭, two tenor-horns in B♭, one bass-horn in B♭, and three trombones in B♭, the former all having two or three valves, the latter being slide-trumpons. The great advantage of this innovation was so apparent that Wiedepricht was requested to introduce it into the bands of the Prussian Life Guards, and he went so far as to give the members of these bands personal lessons, to be assured of a proper perception of his ideas. In 1838 he was appointed director of all the Guards’ bands, and in this influential position he successfully dealt with the formation and style of playing of the military bands throughout Germany. The first grand effort of combining many bands for a monster performance, at which he officiated, was at a fête given at Berlin on May 12, 1838, to the Emperor Nicolaus of Russia, who was on a visit to the King of Prussia, when Wiedepricht conducted a performance of sixteen infantry and sixteen cavalry bands, consisting of 1000 wind-instruments, besides 200 side-drummers. He directed this great mass of musicians, all dressed in brilliant uniforms, in plain civilian garb, and it is said that the Emperor was so struck with the incongruity of the thing that Wiedepricht was hurriedly put into uniform to conduct a second performance before the crowned heads four days after. 2 Without following in detail the many results of his well-directed efforts, we will only give the instrumentation of the first military (reed) band, as reformed by him.

2 Flutes. 2 Soprano Cornetts in E♭.
2 Oboes. 2 Alto-cornets in B♭.
1 A♭ (high) Clarinet. 2 Tenor Horns in B♭.
2 E♭ Clarinetas. 1 Bariton Tubas (Euphonium).
2 B♭ Clarinetas. 2 Bassoons.
4 B♭ Contrabassoons. 4 Flats Tubes (Bombar
dones).
2 Tenor Trombones. 4 Trumpets.
2 Bass Trombones. 2 French Horns.
2 Side Drums, Bass Drum, Cymbals and Crescend. (47 men in all.)

For the cavalry he organised the bands thus (trumpet-bands):—

Cavalry.

1 Cornetto in B♭. 3 Cornettinos in B♭.
2 Cornetos in E♭. 3 Cornetos in E♭.
4 Cornetas in B♭. 6 Cornets in B♭.
2 Tenor Hornas. 6 Tenor Hornas.
8 Trumpetas. 3 Euphoniums.
1 Euphonium. 32 Trumpets.
3 Bombardones. 6 Tubas (Bombardones).
(31 men in all.) (29 men in all.)

And for the light infantry (Jäger) the instrumentation was called ‘horn-music,’ consisting of,

1 Cornetto in B♭. 4 French Hornas.
2 Cornetos in E♭. 3 Trumpetas.
4 Cornetas in B♭. 2 Euphoniums.
2 Tenor Horna. 3 Bombardones.

The regulation instrumentation of the Aus
trian bands at the same period differed from the above in so far that it regarded less the artistic completeness than the production of greater

---

1 G. P. Pohl, Mozart und Haydn in London. (Wien, 1857.)

2 For a description of a similar performance see Berlioz, ‘Voyage Musical,’ Letter IX. Berlioz wrongly calls him Wibrecht.
WIND-BAND.

power, or loudness. We find therefore no flute, oboes, or bassoons. It consisted of—

**Austrian Infantry Band. 1810.**

1 Piccolo. 1 Flute in Eb.
1 Flute in A. 1 Flute in Bb.
1 E♭ Clarinet. 1 B♭ Clarinet.
3 B♭ Clarinets. 2 Cornets (Bb).
2 Cornets (B♭). 1 Tenor Horn.
8 B♭ Cornets (in 4 parts). 1 Horn.
9 Trumpets. 2 ditto, B♭ Bass (or Tenor Horns).
2 E♭ Cornets. 2 E♭ Horns.
2 Trumpets. 2 E♭ Trumpets (B♭).
2 French Horns. 3 Trombones.
2 Tenor Trombones. 2 Tubes in Eb. G, or Crotale B♭.
3 B♭ Cornets. 2 Side and 1 Bass Drum and CYMBALS.
3 (38 men in all). (47 men in all). 3 (38 men in all).

This regulation number has however on nearly all occasions been overstepped, and there are frequently bands of from seventy to ninety performers. The natural aptitude of some of the nationalities, notably Bohemia, Hungary and Austria proper, for instrumental music, has made the strengthening of the number of performers a comparatively easy matter to the bandleader. Spontini recommended to the special commission for the reorganization of the French military bands, at Paris, 1845, the following as the best instrumentation for bands of infantry regiments:—

1 Piccolo. 2.2 Flutes.
2 Concert Flutes. 2.2 Oboes.
2 E♭ Clarinets. 2.2 Saxophones soprano.
2 or 3 First B♭ Clarinets. 2.2 B♭ Clarinets.
2 or 3 Second Dittos. 2.2 B♭ Bass Clarinet.
2 Alto Clarinets. 2.2 Saxophone basso.
2 Bass Clarinet. 2.2 B♭ Cornets and Pistons.
3 E♭ Cornets. 2.2 Trumpets (cylinder).
2 Tenor Trombones. 2.2 Fagottini.
4 E♭ Flugelhorns in B♭ (Cornets). 1.2 Baritone Trombones.
6 Saxhorns in B♭ (Cornets). 1.2 Tubes in B♭.
4 Dittos (Althorns). 1.2 Tubes in E♭. 1.2 E♭ Cornets.
4 Bass Saxhorns in B♭ (Euphoniums). 1.2 E♭ Cornets.
4 Contrabass Saxhorns. 1.2 B♭ Cornets.
(Bombardons). 1.2 B♭ Clarinet.
2 Horns without valves. 2.2 Baritones.
2 Ditto with 3 valves. 1.2 Baritone Trombones.
3 Trombones (slide — alt., tenor, and bass). 1.2 Trombones.
3 Dittos, with valves (dito). 1.2 E♭ Contrabass Trombones.
7 Serpent (Opilhalsche). 1.2 E♭ Contrabass Trombones.
1 or 2 Contrabass Trombones.

But it was not adopted.

Like Wпечrecht in Germany, Sax in France created a revolution in the instrumentation of the Military bands; but whereas the former was prompted by purely artistic motives, the latter acted from scientific knowledge and for mercantile purposes. [See Sax, vol. iii. p. 232.] He adapted the German invention of the valve to all classes of brass instruments, and gave them the generic name of Saxhorns, Saxtromba, Saxtuba, etc., ignoring the fact that valve-trumpets, valve-horns and various other forms of valve-brass-instruments were known, although in general use, long before he adopted them for his 'inventions.' The bombardons (by him called Saxtubes) were designed by Wпечrecht, and introduced into the Prussian army before 'Saxtubes' were heard of. However, by a unity of design and a great number of ingenious improvements in the details of manufacture, he deservedly gained a great name as an instrument-maker. This, combined with influence at the court of Napoleon the Third, and the enthusiastic support of Berlioz, enabled him to bring about a complete reorganization of the French military bands, he obtaining almost the monopoly of supplying the instruments. He designed a peculiar and most of metal, very wide, in diameter and conical in shape, formidable—looking on account of a great number of keys, and called the Saxophone. The tone of this instrument is quite distinct from that of any other, and imparts to all French infantry bands, who have from four to six of them (soprano, B♭ alto, B♭ tenor, B♭ and baritone E♭), a peculiar reedy tone. It is a difficult instrument, requiring careful manipulation. The following list of French military bands show that the instrumentation, as fixed by the government of the time, has already been considerably departed from:

In 1850.

1. Flute in E♭.
2. Flute in D (concert).
3. Oboe.
4. B♭ Clarinet.
5. Saxophone soprano.
7. Saxophone tenor.
10. E♭ Trumpets (cylinder).
15. E♭ Drums and Cymbals.

The bands of two more armies may be mentioned: the first on account of a rather peculiar instrumentation, and the second as a curious illustration of the influence of European ideas upon a very distant people.

Spain.

1. Piccolo in E♭ (D♭).
2. Flute in E♭.
3. E♭ Clarinet.
4. B♭ Clarinet.
5. E♭ Clarinet.
8. Fagottini.
13. Trombones.
15. B♭ Cornets.
17. B♭ Drums.
18. Cymbals.

Japan.

1. Piccolo in E♭ (D♭).
2. Flute in E♭.
3. Oboe.
4. B♭ Clarinet.
5. B♭ Clarinet.
6. E♭ Clarinet.
7. B♭ Clarinet.
8. B♭ Clarinet.
15. B♭ Clarinet.
16. B♭ Clarinet.
17. B♭ Clarinet.
18. B♭ Clarinet.
20. B♭ Clarinet.
22. B♭ Clarinet.
23. B♭ Clarinet.
24. B♭ Clarinet.
25. B♭ Clarinet.
27. B♭ Clarinet.
28. B♭ Clarinet.
29. B♭ Clarinet.
30. B♭ Clarinet.

(To which are added for various instruments, 10 pupils under training.)

1 A. Kalbrenner, 'Wilhelm Wпечrecht, sein Leben und Wirken,' etc. (Berlin, 1865.)
2 Wiepröche's Schriften. Published letter. (Berlin, 1867.)
3 Albert Ferron, Military Bands, etc. (London, 1883.)
4 A. Kalbrenner, 'Die Organisation der Militärmusikschulen,' etc. (Hanover, 1864.)
5 1864.
Military bands are now constructed upon the same system throughout the civilised world. Varying from twenty to sixty-five members, the instrumentation differs only in minor details from that of the bands named above.

An event of interest in the annals of military music took place in the year of the French Exhibition, 1867, as in connection with it a grand contest for military bands was organised, and every sovereign of Europe invited to allow one of his military bands to compete. The following bands responded, England making no appearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Bands</th>
<th>Conductor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Band of the 73rd Regiment</td>
<td>Zimmermann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prussia</td>
<td>Band combined of two Regiments of the Guards</td>
<td>Wieprecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria</td>
<td>Band of 1st Infantry Regiment</td>
<td>Siebenkla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden</td>
<td>Band of Grenadier Regiment</td>
<td>Burg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Combined bands of the Guides and Grenadier Regiment</td>
<td>Bender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>Combined bands of Chasseurs and Grenadiers</td>
<td>Dunkler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| France      | (a) Band of Mounted Guides  
(b) Gardes de Paris  
Band of 1st Engineer Corps | Cressoneda      |
| Spain       |                                           | Paulus          |
| Russia      | Band of Mounted Guards                     | Malino          |

The jury consisted of twenty members, under the presidency of General Mellinet, and included George Kastner, A. Thomas, Hans von Bülow, Felicien David, Leo Delibes, Grisar, Professor Handlick; etc., etc.

The contest took place in the Exhibition before 30,000 spectators. The result was:

First prize: (a) Prussian band; (b) Paris Guards; (c) Austria.

Second prize: (a) Bavaria; (b) Russia; (c) French Guides.

Third prize: (a) Holland; (b) Baden.

Fourth prize: (a) Belgium; (b) Spain.

About the same time Mr. Gilmore brought the band of the 22nd Regiment of New York to Europe, giving concerts at Liverpool, Dublin, the Crystal Palace, Paris, etc. Although the band had a great reputation, its performances surpassed the expectation of even the most fastidious critics. Placed under exceptionally favourable circumstances at New York, Mr. Gilmore was able to organise a band of unusually good performers, capable of rendering the most difficult passages in concerted pieces with a precision and refinement deserving the highest praise, and containing a number of solo-players of great skill and taste. Their intonation was correct, the attack vigorous and precise, while the gradations of tone from the greatest fortissimo to an almost vanishing point of pianissimo proved not only a most careful training of the band, but also the artistic merit of the conductor.

Their programmes (although, like those of other military bands, consisting mostly of arrangements of orchestral works) were carefully chosen and interesting. A noteworthy number was an adaptation of Liszt's 'Rhapsodie Hongroise,' the technical difficulties of which were rather increased by its transference from the piano to a wind-band, but the rendering of which created among the audience a genuine enthusiasm. The daily papers of May 1873, as well as the musical periodicals, were unanimous in their praise of 'Gilmore's Band.'

Their instrumentation was as follows:—2 piccolos, 2 flutes, 3 oboes, 1 A B piccolo clarinet, 3 Eb clarinets, 8 first, 4 second, and 3 third Bb clarinets, 1 alto and 1 bass clarinet, 1 soprano, 1 alto, 1 tenor and 1 bass saxophone, 2 bassoons, 1 contrafagotto, 1 Eb cornet, 2 first and 2 second Bb cornets, 2 trumpets, 2 flageolets, 4 French horns, 2 Eb alto horns, 3 Bb tenor horns, 4 euphoniums, 3 trombones, 5 bombardons, 3 drums and cymbals—66 in all.

A few words are necessary with reference to horn-bands. Like trumpets, horns enjoyed the distinction of being reserved for the upper classes. They were used for signalling during the progress of the chase, and for playing merry fanfares and other pieces when the huntsmen took their meal in the forest or returned home. They developed a distinct characteristic strain, which with its lively rhythm, mostly in 6-8 time, suited its purpose admirably. [See Horn, vol. i. p. 754.] The number of fine compositions in which phrases for the horns 'à la chasse' occur give proof of the enduring impression they made, and they lost nothing of their effect by being transferred from the forest to the stage or concert-room. The most noted of these compositions is the overture to the opera 'Le jeune Henri,' by Meflin, which soon after its appearance made itself known over Europe under the name of 'Hunting Overture,' or 'Jagd Symphonie.' It is almost entirely constructed on old French hunting fanfares, and even yet is a favourite.
WIND-BAND.

Having already recorded the reformation of the Prussian cavalry brass-bands by Wieprecht, a reformation which very soon extended into nearly every other European state, and the improvements of Sax, we may now proceed to the brass-bands of the present time.

No statistical record of the number of private brass-bands in Great Britain has yet been compiled, but their number is very large. A considerable number of these bands have reached a high state of excellence. Of course, looked upon from the point of 'high art culture,' brass bands are of no account. But viewed as a popular agent for the improvement of the musical taste of the people, they are of great importance. The comparative ease with which a brass instrument may be learned, the similarity of execution upon all of them, which promotes a feeling of equality, and gives no technical ad-

vantage to any player, and the imposing effect which a well-managed brass-band is capable of producing—these circumstances offer attractions to the toiling multitude which no other form of music can equal.

Originally introduced by some of the large employers of labour in Lancashire as an innocent and desirable recreation among their workpeople, brass-bands soon multiplied. As they improved in executive capability, an honourable spirit of emulation arose among the better ones for a public recognition of their respective claims to superiority. This led to the organisation of public contests, coupled with the award of prizes for superior merit. It is really marvellous that these contests have survived the tests of half a century, and flourish now more than ever.

The task of employing part of the scanty leisure in the study of an uninteresting 'part,' the severe rehearsals necessary to ensure pre-eminence, and the fine results achieved by many of the existing bands, furnish a sufficient proof of the love of music among those whose life is passed in useful activity. These contests are watched annually by hundreds of thousands of spectators, and the award of prizes is a source of ever-increasing interest to the multitude, while it gives a distinguished position to the winning band. Mr. Enderby Jackson of Hull deserves to be mentioned as having been the active promoter of many of these contests in the midland and northern counties. The highest success which he achieved was the organisation of the 'Grand National Brass-band Contest' at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, on the 10th and 11th of July, 1860. A hundred and sixty-nine bands were entered as competitors, the actual number appearing at the Palace being about seventy less. On six platforms the competition proceeded from 10 a.m. till late in the afternoon of each day. Three judges officiated at each platform and selected the two best bands of those which had played before them. The twelve bands thus selected had a final struggle for the honour of the first prize before the combined eighteen judges, whose award on the first day gave the following prizes:

First prize.—The Blackdyke Mills band; conductor, Mr. Longbottom.
Second prize.—The Saltaire band; conductor, Mr. R. Smith.
Third prize.—The Cyfarthfa band; conductor, Mr. R. Livesey.
Fourth prize.—The Darlington Saxhorn band; conductor, Mr. H. Hoggett.
Fifth prize.—The Dewsbury band; conductor, Mr. John Peel.

The bands obtaining the first and second prizes on the first day were not allowed to enter into the competition of the second day, when the following bands respectively succeeded:

First prize.—The Cyfarthfa band; conductor, Mr. R. Livesey.
Second prize.—The Dewsbury band; conductor, Mr. J. Peel.
Third prize.—The Goldhill Saxhorn band; conductor, Mr. J. Blandford.

Fourth prize.—The Chesterfield band; conductor, Mr. H. Black.

Fifth prize.—The Meltham Mills band; conductor, Mr. H. Hartley.

The united bands, comprising over 1000 brass instruments, performed the following programme each day:—Rule Britannia,' chorus—'Hallelujah, Mendelssohn's 'Wedding March,' chorus—'The Heavens are telling,' and 'God, save the Queen.' The Times report of the proceedings said:—'The effect of the combined legions of 'blowers' (upwards of 1000 strong) was tremendous. The organ which accompanied them, and which on less exceptional occasions is apt to drown everything, was scarcely heard. . . . The whole performance was conducted with wonderful vigour and precision by Mr. Enderby Jackson of Hull, a sort of 'Delaporte' in his way'; etc.

Since then the movement has gone on in the Northern Counties and in Scotland, with fluctuations. There are periodical contests at many towns in Lancashire, Yorkshire, and elsewhere, and there has even a monthly organ for the movement, The Brass Band News (Wright & Round, Liverpool). It is, however, extremely difficult to obtain accurate information so independent and fluctuating a matter. [See Brass Bands, in Appendix.]

In America similar circumstances produced similar results to those in England. A small army with a small number of bands leaves the musical field open to private enterprise, and the music-loving masses of large areas have themselves to provide the bands for their open-air recreation. It has been stated that in America there are 200,000 men connected with brass bands. Although we cannot go the whole length of this estimate, yet we may safely assume that the number of private bands is very large.

In all Continental countries the enormous armies absorb most of the average wind instrumentalists for military band purposes. Being permanent appointments, and carefully cultivated by the states as bands, the members of which have the privilege of following their professional pursuits undisturbed when not actually required on duty, it follows that there is no need for a development of private brass or other bands. This fact has to be considered when comparing the number of private bands on the Continent with those of England and America.

Brass bands are confined by the narrow capacity of brass instruments to a limited range of executive possibility; but good work done, in whatsoever shape, is worthy of praise. Let us point out some mistakes frequently made. Some conductors wish to widen the legitimate range of brass bands by adding brass clarinets to them. This is a most absurd proceeding, by which the very character of the instrumentation is destroyed. A squealing Eb clarinet, the notes of which float over the brass tone of the band like a drop of vinegar in a basin of oil, is to a cultivated ear an abomination. So is the vigorous drumming. For marching purposes the addition of percussion instruments for the stronger accentuation of the rhythm is allowable, but out of that limit, if an addition is made, it should consist of kettledrums (timpani), which heighten the effect and are in character with the instruments. Another regrettable point is the absence of trumpets (with shallow mouthpieces) and the gradual conversion of brass bands into 'horn-bands.' [See Horn, vol. I. p. 748.] By the universal use of the cornet, which absorbs the functions of trumpets and fagel horns, a variety of tone-colour is lost, namely the contrast between a combination of trumpets and trombones, and one of fagel horns, althorns, euphoniums, and bombardons, each combination quite distinct in quality. Let us hope that if the monotony of the brass bands suggests the introduction of some variety, it will be made, not in the addition of reed or such-like instruments, but in the legitimate restoration of those mentioned above.

Finally, we may once more refer to the military bands with reference to an estimate of their strength. On a necessarily incomplete calculation, made from reports of bandmasters throughout the country, excluding all bands of the Indian and Colonial forces, and not counting the many smaller bands of the German battalions not authorised by the state, we find in Europe 10,43 regimental infantry bands (reed-bands) and 35 cavalry brass-bands, containing at the lowest estimation over 51,000 military musicians.

If we examine the musical results achieved by this small army it must be confessed that the rapid strides which have been made in the perfection of all classes of wind-instruments have not been accompanied by a proportionate advance in the artistic capability of these bands. It is outside our present scope here to analyse the causes of this stagnation. The connection of the bands with the military service, by which simple utility is placed in the 'front rank,' whilst that of art is relegated to the 'rear column,' lies at the root of the evil. To the same cause may also be ascribed the state of the literature of wind-instruments, consisting mainly of dance music of the trashiest kind, or operatic arrangements of more or less merit. The few examples we have of pieces for wind-bands by the great masters are not generally of a high order, and lack the necessary characteristic of bold outline. Between the aims and effects of writing for the orchestra and writing for military bands there is the same difference as between a carefully executed painting, where the smallest details are rendered with minute fidelity, and a large fresco, painted with bold strokes and bright colours. We may however indulge the hope that wind-bands (combining all classes of wind- and percussion-instruments) will at no distant period rise outside the military atmosphere. The variety of tone-colour, the broad contrast possible in a really artistic instrumentation, and the brilliant effects obtainable by a full-sized band of artist-performers, are too palatable to remain neglected for ever. When this great material is placed on a
better basis, and the attention of ever-varying fashion brings it before the cultivated world as something new, then perhaps the composer will also arise who with broad brush will lay on the colours of tone-pictures of a new order, which at present are still hidden in the future.

Most of the following pieces were written for special occasions, to which the instrumentation had to be adapted. A high-class literature for military bands does not exist, and a fixed instrumentation applicable to most European countries has only recently been attempted.

Mozart wrote.—Ten pieces for 2 flutes, 3 trumpets in C, 2 trumpets in D, and four kettle-drums—C, G, D and A; two Divertimenti for similar instruments; six Divertimentos for 2 oboes, 2 French horns, and 2 bassoons; three Serenades for 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 French horns, and 2 bassoons; two Serenades for 2 clarinets, two alto-clarinets in F (basset-horn), 2 French horns, 2 bassoons, and a contrebas (or contra-bassoon); and two Divertimentos for 2 clarinets, 2 oboes, 2 English horns (alto-oboé), 2 French horns, and 2 bassoons. (See Köchel’s Verzeichnis Tonwerke Mozarts; Leipzig, 1862.)

F. J. Gossec deserves especial mention in connection with wind-bands. [See vol. i. p. 611]. During the French Revolution he was appointed bandmaster of the Paris National Guard, in which capacity he had to write all the music for the grand national fêtes. As most of these were held in large open spaces, he organised a full orchestra consisting entirely of wind-instruments, which accompanied his patriotic hymns and funeral cantatas. Among these, the hymn to the Goddess of Reason, to the Deity, etc., were so high an order and produced so deep an impression, that the Directorate of the Republic decreed him to be a composer of the first rank. On the collapse of the Republic, the new reign did not encourage popular fêtes, and Gossec’s work came to an end. Although his compositions in this line bore the stamp of genius, they are now almost forgotten.

Beethoven has left:—(1) March für Militär musik (for the Grand Parade, June 4, 1816) in D. (2) March in F for the same. (3) Sextet for 2 clarinets, 2 horns, and 2 bassoons in Eb (op. 71). (4) Trio for 2 oboes and English horn in C (op. 87). (5) Octet for clarinets, oboes, horns, and bassoons in Eb (op. 103). (6) Rondino for 2 clarinets, 2 oboes, 2 horns, and 2 bassoons in Eb. (7) Two Étuques for 4 trombones. (8) Three Duos for clarinet and bassoon.


SPONTINI wrote several Marches for the Prussian Guards’ band.

Kühner wrote a number of Fantasias and Suites of variations for military band about fifty years ago, mostly published by Schott & Co.

Berlioz.—op. 16. Symphonie funèbre et triomphale, in three parts, for full military band, and separate string orchestra, with chorus ad lib. (Paris, Brandus).

Mendelssohn.—Overture in C for wind-instruments, op. 24. Although professedly for military band, this overture is not effective for outdoor performance. Even in the composer’s time Wieprecht rearranged it for military band.

Meyerbeer’s four Fackelzüge, of all modern compositions, give the true character of military music full scope. Generally for a trumpet-band and orchestra, placed opposite each other at the two ends of a great hall, the interweaving of true fanfares with the strains of the orchestra produces a most stirring effect.

Wieprecht deserves great praise, especially as for his admirable arrangements of six complete symphonies by Beethoven (3, 5, 5, 7, 9, and ‘Battle’), two of Mozart, about thirty overtures, besides numerous operatic fantasies, etc. Most of these remain in manuscript.

Anton Reicha has written a number of works for wind-instruments—twenty-four Quintets for flute, oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon (op. 88, 91, 99, 100); one Quartet for 4 flutes (op. 12), etc.


Windsor on Eton Tune. This is first found in Damon’s music to the Psalms, 1591, harmonised in four parts, and set to Ps. xcvii. It is not in Damon’s earlier work of 1579. As no complete set of parts is known to exist, the melody only can be quoted:—

This affords an example of Damon’s method of prolonging a tune by repetition, of which Hawkins speaks.

1 For an account of this extremely scarce work see Hawkins, Hist. of Music, chap. xvi.
In 1592 the tune appears in Estes's 'Whole Booke of Psalmes,' containing the Church Tunes, and 'other short tunes usually sung in London and most places of the Realme.' It is marked as being one of the latter, and must therefore have been in use for some little time previously. In Estes's Psalter it is harmonised by George Kirby as follows, the melody in the tenor:

---

Damon and Kirby merely harmonised the melody, but whoever was its composer, it is only an adaptation of the tune set by Dr. Tye to the third chapter of his curious work, 'The Actes of the Apostles, translated into Englyshe Metre... with notes to eche Chapter, to syng and also to play upon the Lute,' 1553. Here we find the first, third, and fourth strains of Windsor, and a fragment of the second. For the sake of comparison Dr. Tye's tune is subjoined, reduced into score in modern clefs.

---

In Estes's Psalter the tune has no distinctive name, but in 1615 it was inserted in the Scottish Psalter published by Andro Hart, as 'Dundie.' In Ravnscroft's Psalter, 1621, it is marked as an English tune, and is doubly named 'Windsor or Eaton.' The tune was popular in Scotland, and this, coupled with the Scottish form of its earliest name led to the belief that it was indigenous to that country. In Hart's Psalter of 1615 the melody alone is given:

---

Here a slight variation occurs in the second strain, and the leading note is omitted in the

---

1 The crotchet C is probably a misprint for D.
2 Burns, in his 'Cotter's Saturday Night,' refers to this tune:

   'Perhapse Dundee's wild warbling measures rise,
   O' plainty Martyr, worthy of the name.'

Care must be taken not to confound it with the 'Dundies' of Ravnscroft, which is the 'French tune' of the Scottish Psalter.
first, third and fourth strains, thus giving the melody a modal form. This may have been done to assimilate its character to that of other tunes in the collection; but however this may be, the accidental was restored to the penultimate note of the last strain in Raban's Psalter, Aberdeen, 1633:

\[ \text{IX. Dundie Tune.} \]

and throughout the hymn in the harmonised Scottish Psalter of 1635:

\[ \text{Dundie Tune.} \]

WINGHAM, THOMAS, born in London, Jan. 5, 1846. Began his career at the early age of 10, as organist of S. Michael's Mission Church, Southwark. In 1863 entered the 'London Academy of Music' of Dr. Wylie, and in 1867 became a pupil of Sterndale Bennett for composition, and of Harold Thomas for piano, in the Royal Academy. In 1871 he was appointed Professor of the Piano in that institution, a post which he still holds. Mr. Wingham's compositions, mostly still in MS., contain 4 Symphonies—in D (1870), in Bb (1872), in E minor, with choral Finale (1873), in D (1883); 6 Overtures, one with chorus; an Orchestral Serenade in E flat; a grand Mass in D; a grand Te Deum, two Motets; an Elegy on the Death of Sterndale Bennett, etc., which have been performed at the Philharmonic Concerts, the Crystal Palace, Leeds Festival, Antwerp Cathedral, etc. [G.

WINN, WILLIAM, bass singer, born May 8, 1828, at Bramham, Yorkshire, taught singing by Sir G. Smart and Schirn, made his first appearance in London in 'St. Paul' Oct. 24, 1855, at St. Martin's Hall. He became popular in oratorio and glee music. In 1864 was elected a Gentleman of Her Majesty's Chapels Royal, and in 1867 Vicar Choral of St. Paul's. He is a member of the Noblemen and Gentlemen's Catch Club, and is Honorary Secretary of the Round, Round and Canon Club. His songs 'Nothing more,' and the prize glee, 'Go, Rose,' are well-known favourites. His elder daughter and pupil, Florence, born Nov. 1857, is a favourite contralto concert singer. [A.C.]

WINTER, PETER, opera composer, much esteemed in his day, born at Mannheim 1754, died at Munich Oct. 17, 1825. At 10 he played the violin in the Elector Karl Theodore's celebrated band. He had some instruction in composition from the Abbé Vogler, but really formed himself as a composer later in life. In 1776 he became Musik-director of the court theatre, and in this post made acquaintance with Mozart, against whom he took a great disliking, and whom he damaged later in Vienna by spreading false reports about his private life.\(^1\) When the Court removed from Mannheim to Munich Winter followed, and became in 1788 Court-Capellmeister. This post he retained to his death, and was treated with the greatest consideration, receiving on more than one occasion leave of absence for two or three years. He visited Vienna twice, first in 1781, when he produced three ballets, and again during the years between 1793 and 1797, when he had nine operas performed at the Burgtheater and Schikaneder's theatre, including 'Das unterbrochene Opferfest' (Burgtheater, June 14, 1796), and a cantata 'Timotheus, or the power of music' (1797), by the Tonkünstler Societät. The intercourse he maintained with Salieri was important as inducing him to pay more attention to the vocal part of his compositions. This is perceptible in all the works written in Vienna. He also visited Italy (Naples and Venice, 1791 and 1793), Prague (1796), Paris (1802 and 1806), London (1803–5), and Italy again (Milan and Genoa, 1817–19). Besides a number of operas, of which the greatest and most lasting favourites were 'Maria von Montalban' (Munich 1798) and the 'Unterbrochene Opferfest,' popular on account of its catching melodies, Winter

\(^1\) John's 'Mozart.' 2nd ed., iii. 360, 365.
composed a quantity of church music, cantatas, Lieder, part-songs, and instrumental works (symphonies, overtures, and concerted pieces for various instruments), most of which were printed, but have long since disappeared. His singing Method (Schott, Mayence, with German, French, and Italian words) is however still of value.

We append a list of his operas, classified according to the places where they were first produced:—

Munich: 'Amnida' (1778), 'Cora ed Alonso,' and 'Leonardo e Blinde' (1779), 'Helene and Paris' (German, 1780), 'Der Betelstudent' (German operetta, 1781), 'Bellerophon' (German, 1782), 'Scherza, Liss, and Rada' (operetta, 1784), 'Ciro' (1788), 'Jery und Bastely' (German, 1790), 'Psyche' and 'Der Sturm' (Shakespeare's 'Tempest,' 1793). Marie von Montalban' (German, 1796), 'Der Wagnis' (German, 1800), 'Colmauld' (1805), 'Die Blinden' (German, 1810). Naples: 'Antigone' (1791). Venice: 'Catone in Utica' (1791), 'I Fratelli rivial' and 'Il Sacrificio di Creata' (1792). Vienna: 'Armida und Rinaldo' (German melodramas with chorus and dances, 1795), 'Die verwirrte' and 'Das unterbrochene Liebesträume' (German, 1796), 'Babylon's Pyramids' (German, with Mederisch, nicknamed Gallius, 1797), and 'Das Labirynth' (sequel to the 'Zauberböfe,' German, 1798). Prague: 'Ogus, il Trionfo del bel sesso' (1796). Paris: 'Tamerlan' (1802), 'Castor e Pollux' (1806). London: 'Calypso' (1803), 'Prosperina' (1804), 'Zaira' (1805). Milan: 'I due Valdonini' and 'Maometto' (1817). 'Etelinda' (1819), 'Sanger und Schneller' written in Geneva, but first produced in Munich (1820), his last work for the stage.

Of his church works there are now in the Royal Chapel at Munich 26 Masses, 2 Requiem, 3 Stabat Mater, and a quantity of gradual works, oratorio, vespers, etc. For the Protestant court church he wrote 7 cantatas, 2 oratorios, a German Stabat Mater, and smaller anthems.

Winter's strong points were just declamation, agreeable melody, brilliant choral writing, and rich instrumentation, which he never failed to overpower the voices. His weakness was in counterpoint, which he had never found an opportunity of mastering thoroughly. As a whole his church music is preferable to his operas; which, though vocal and melodious, have neither originality, greatness, dramatic force, fire, nor genius. His airs are specially weak, never seeming fully developed. Winter could amuse and entertain, but to seize the imagin-ation, to touch, to agitate, was beyond him. This is why even his best and most popular works disappeared from the stage soon after his death.

\[C.F.P.\]

\[WIPEPN, LOUIE (HARRES-WIPPEN), Born 1835 or 1837 at Hildesheim or Bückeburg. On June 16, 1857, she made her first appearance at Berlin and played Agatha in 'Der Freischütz,' and Alice in 'Robert le Diable' with such suc-cess as to obtain a permanent engagement in Berlin in September of the same year. She kept the post until her retirement, and was a great favourite both in dramatic and in the lighter parts, via Iphigenia, Jessonda, Pamina, Susanna, Fidelo, Inez (L'Africaine), the Princess of Navarre (John of Paris), Mrs. Ankerstrom (Gustavus III.), Gretchen (Faust), Elizabeth (Tannhäuser), Valentine, etc. In Dec. 1859 she married at Bückeburg an architect named Harriers. She sang for three seasons in London at Her Majesty's, appearing first, June 11, 1864, as Alice. She pleased on account of the freshness of her tone, her firm delivery of the notes, her extreme earnestness and her unquestionable feeling ' (Musical World). She was an admirable actress. Her parts in London were but few, viz. Pamina (July 6, 1865), Amelia (Un ballo), Leonora (Trovatore), Zerline (Don Giovanni); but several of her best parts were in the hands of Fräulein Tietjens, then in the zenith of her fame and powers, and Mrs. Harrier-Wippen was placed at great disadvantage. In May 1866, while at Königsberg, she was seized with diphtheria, which compelled her to visit Italy. She reappeared at Berlin Jan. 5, 1870, and sang there for a year or more, but her voice and strength were so much impaired that she was compelled to retire from regular work. She died Oct. 5, 1878, from another throat disease, at the Hydropathic Establishment at Gürberg (Silesia).\[A.C.\]

WISE, MICHAEL, born in Wiltshire (probably at Salisbury), about 1648, was admitted a child of the Chaple Royal under Captain Cooke in 1660. In 1663 he became a lay-clerk of St. George's Chapel, Windsor. In 1668 he was appointed organist and master of the choristers of Salisbury Cathedral. On Jan. 6, 1675-6 he was admitted a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal in the place of Ralph Courteville, deceased, being described in the cheque-book as 'a counter-tenor from Salisbury.' At the time of the coronation of James II. (April 23, 1685) he was suspended from that office, and Edward Morton officiated in his stead. The cause of such suspension is unknown. There is in the Bagford collection in the British Museum library a coarse political song, published in London in 1680, entitled 'The Wiltshire Ballad,' from which it appears that Wise had been engaged with other Wiltshire men in getting up a petition for calling a parliament. It is possible that this siding with those opposed to the Court policy may have been the pretext for his suspension. On Jan. 27, 1686-7, Wise was appointed almoner and master of the choristers of St. Paul's Cathedral. But he did not hold those offices long. On Aug. 24, 1687, being at Salisbury, he had a dispute with his wife, in the heat of which he rushed out into the street, and the hour being late, was challenged by a watchman, with whom he commenced a quarrel, and received a blow on the head from the man's bill which killed him. The place of

\[Reprinted by the Ballard Society in 'The Bagford Ballads.'\]
his burial is unknown; no traces of it can be found in the registers of the cathedral or any of the churches in Salisbury. Wise’s principal compositions are for the church, and they are among the glories of our cathedral music. He added melody to science, and in setting sacred words evinced as much judgment as genius. His anthems, “Awake, my glory,” “Prepare ye the way of the Lord,” and “The ways of Zion do mourn,” have lost none of their charm by use or age, and are still listened to with admiration by all those who hear them, and whose feelings are attuned to church music of the most elegant and expressive kind.

Six of his anthems are printed in Boyce’s ‘Cathedral Music,’ and an Evening Service in Eb in Rimbault’s ‘Cathedral Music.’ Other anthems and services exist in MS. in the Tudway collection, the library of the Royal College of Music, and the choir-books of many of the cathedrals. Some catches by him are included in ‘The Musical Companion,’ 1667, and his duet ‘Old Chiron thus preached to his pupil Achilles,’ has often been reprinted.

[W.H.H.]

WITTECEK, JOSEPH VON, imperial councillor in Vienna, died about 1859, became acquainted with Franz Schubert through Spaunder. Impressed by the great musical genius of the inspired youth, he endeavoured to collect all Schubert’s compositions, manuscript or printed, with extracts from newspapers and biographical notices, concerning him, and also drew up several thematic lists of his vocal and instrumental music, etc. The whole collection he bequeathed to Spaunder under the condition that on his death it should become the possession of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna, and be deposited in their archives, where it now forms one of the most precious treasures, and where its materials have since been consulted in many Schubert-questions. The collection is now often known as Spaunder’s; it is however an act of gratitude and justice to record the name of its proper founder—WITTECEK.

[C.F.P.]

WIXOM, EMMA (Mrs. NEVADA), born in 1862, at Austen, Nevada, U.S.A., from which territory she has taken her professional name. She learnt singing at Vienna under Mme. Marchesi. On May 17, 1880, she made her first appearance on the stage, at Her Majesty’s Theatre, as Amina. Although praised for the freshness of her voice, and for her evident intelligence and earnestness, her appearance in such an important character was considered premature, and she did not re-appear. In Italy she had better fortune, and after singing there in various places, made her first appearance May 17, 1883, at the Opéra Comique, Paris, as Mysoli on the revival of ‘La Perle du Brésil’ (Félicien David), and was favourably received in that, and Sept. 25 in Mignon. In 1884 she sang as Lucia at the Italiens. She was engaged at the Norwich Festival of 1884, and on the whole made a decided success, especially in Mackenzie’s ‘Rose of Sharon’ (Oct. 16), and at the miscellaneous concerts, but in the soprano music of ‘Elijah’ she was overweighted. On Nov. 7 she sang in the ‘Rose of Sharon’ at the Sacred Harmonic Society on its production in London. During the winter of 1884 she sang in the United States in Italian opera. On Oct. 1, 1885, she married at Paris Dr. Raymond Palmer. She was announced for a concert tour in America for the winter of 1885, and is now (1887) in Mapleton’s Opera Company at Covent Garden.

[A.C.]

WOELFL, JOSEPH, was born at Salzburg, probably in 1772, and his instruction in composition and pianoforte-playing was due to Leopold Mozart and Michael Haydn. No mention of him occurs, however, in the correspondence of Leopold Mozart and his son. In 1792 or 1793 he began his public career at Warsaw. He was already a brilliant pianist, and his performances brought him into great request as a teacher. Amongst his pupils was one, the son of a bankier named Ferguson, who subsequently attained some notoriety as a performer and composer. But Warsaw, in the throes of the partition of Poland (1794), was no place for an artist, and Woelfl betook himself to Vienna, where he was received with favour, both as composer and performer. His first opera, ‘Der Hohenberg,’ was composed to a libretto by Schikaneder, and brought out at his theatre in 1795. This was followed by ‘Das schöne Milchmädchen’ for the National Theatre in 1797, and ‘Der Kopf ohne Mann’ at Schikaneder’s in 1798. The value of these pieces does not appear to have been great, but they were successful at Vienna, and the last two were performed at Leipzig, and ‘Der Kopf ohne Mann’ at Prague also. To this period the curious combination-piece, ‘Liebe macht kurzen Prozeß,’ may possibly belong. On the whole, Woelfl was not of much account as a composer for the stage. As a pianoforte virtuoso, he stepped into the first rank, and was even able to contest the palm of supremacy with Beethoven. Socially, Woelfl’s pleasing manners may have helped him to sustain the rivalry, from their contrast to his competitor’s brusque demeanour. His strength lay in contrapuntal skill and in remarkable execution, in part due to the immense size of his hands. The heat of their partisans recalled the strife of the Gluckists and Piccinnists, but the two artists themselves appear to have respected and admired each other. We hear of them as improving duets at the house of Von Wetzlar, and Woelfl dedicated one of the best of his earlier works (op. 6) to Beethoven. At Vienna

3 The uncertainties that envelop Woelfl extend even to the spelling of his name, which appears variously as Wolf, Woff, Woelfl, Woefl, Woefl, Woelfl, Woelfl, Woff, and Woelfl, the last of which, on the whole, seems most probably correct. The Portuguese demanded of either pronouncing or spelling his name, and called him Wolf, as they spell Kreutzer Kreutste, and to this day persist in writing Liszt.

4 In the Prospectus of ‘The Harmonic Budget,’ Woelfl is stated to be ‘a scholar of the great Mozart,’ which seems most improbable.

5 Schelling—who spells the name sprung.


7 See Boff, vol. 1, p. 671.

8 See Beethoven, vol. 1, pp. 176a and 176b.

9 Rejected.
the young composer married, in 1798, Therese Klemm, an actress at the National Theatre; and in the summer of the same year set out on an extended tour, whether with or without Madame Woelfl seems uncertain. He travelled through Brunn to Prague, where he gave a successful concert, and thence to Leipzig. Two concerts, about Michaelmas, signalled his arrival, and his stay was of considerable length. On April 11 and 23, 1799, he gave two more concerts, and then pursued his way through Dresden and Berlin to Hamburg, arriving there in May. At Hamburg he made another considerable stay, and won many friends. Moreover, though the traditions of C. P. E. Bach still lingered in the place, his playing elicited great admiration. From Schmieder he obtained the libretto of an opera called 'Der trojanische Pferd,' and set himself to the composition of the music. It does not, however, appear that the work was ever produced, and perhaps it was never completed. Woelfl had intentions of going on to London, but it seems to have left Hamburg at the beginning of December with Righini, probably for Berlin.10

The next clear mention of Woelfl is at a concert in Leipzig, Oct. 21, 1800. On Dec. 10, he gave a concert in Berlin at which Mozart's 'Davide penitente' was performed. In the next year he journeyed to Paris, perhaps through Brunswick and Mayence, certainly through Hanover, reaching the French capital in September 1801. There he began to attract great attention. On the 5th Brumaire (Oct. 26) the Journal de Paris described him as 'l'un des hommes les plus étonnants de l'Europe sur le Piano.' His wit and courtesy suited French taste, and his execution was at its acme. He speedily assumed a leading position, and in the next spring was reported to be writing an opera for the Théâtre Feydeau.11 This epoch may be regarded as the culminating point in his career. Henceforward he falls, in some strange way, under a cloud.

Whether this was the result of a fausse pas cannot be exactly determined. If Félix's circumstantial story is to be believed, Woelfl struck up a friendship at Paris with the bass-singer Elmenreich, who was given to card-sharping. In 1804 the pair travelled to Brussels, and gave a concert which proved a failure. But the little social clubs of the town offered opportunities to Elmenreich of making money by gambling. He was caught cheating, and the pair would have fallen into the hands of only notice for the intervention of the Secretary of the Department of La Dyle. By his exertions they escaped, and went off together to London, where they arrived at the beginning of 1805. Woelfl does not appear to have been a party to the fraud, but his intimacy with Elmenreich caused society to avoid him. He was not received as before, and finally died in obscurity and great poverty near London, where is quite uncertain. Of course this estimate is for the disappointing close of Woelfl's career. But it seems to be incorrect in almost every detail. That Woelfl was brought into relations with Elmenreich by the project of the latter for establishing a German Opera in Paris is likely enough,12 but Woelfl appears to have been in Paris throughout 1804,13 whereas Elmenreich left Paris at the end of 1803, and was at Vienna at the beginning of 1805.14 The statement that Woelfl was received with less favour in England than on his previous visit can only be made on the supposition that he had been there before, which, as already observed, is at all events dubious. Moreover, Woelfl had no reason to complain of his reception in England in 1805; he certainly did not die in obscurity, and it is not likely that he died in poverty.15

To return to certainties; the three years and a half (Sept. 1801-Apr. 1805) during which Paris was the centre of Woelfl's life were, on the whole, years of success. In the early part of 1804, his opera, 'L'Amour Romanesque,' was produced at the Théâtre Feydeau with success. In the next year he made his most considerable venture with an heroic opera in three acts, called 'Fernando, ou Les Maures,' which was brought out anonymously at the Théâtre Feydeau. It was produced under very unfavourable circumstances, and was more of a failure than it deserved to be.16 Perhaps this mischance led Woelfl to conceive of an operatic career for Paris. He certainly left the French capital within a month or two without any other apparent reason, and

1. A. M. Z. vol. i. p. 479.
2. Deutsche Geschichte der Gewandhaus Concerts.
4. Ibid. p. 410.
5. The statement here made differs from that of all other biographers. Schilling seems to suggest that Woelfl returned to Vienna, but all other writers assert that he went back from Hamburg to London, and from London to Paris, reaching the French capital in 1801. The facts given in the text show that this account cannot be correct, and it seems improbable that Woelfl went to London at all this time, though Mr. J. W. Davison, in the Preface to his edition of the 'Son Pian Ultra' Sonata declares, without giving any authority, that the Military Concerto (op. 3) was composed in London in 1800. On the other hand, the following circumstances seem taken together, to make strongly against the London visit:—
(2) Woelfl's letter to Lodi (A. M. Z. vol. ii. Intell. Blatt. no. 21) is dated 'Auf der Reise, den 15. Dec. 1799,' which suggests that he had left Hamburg and was on a journey in Germany. This is exactly the date at which he would be travelling to Berlin with Righini.
(3) A Berlin letter of April 1800 (A. M. Z. vol. ii. p. 422), declares that Woelfl had been there three separate times since the preceding June; it is hardly likely that he went three times from Hamburg to Berlin and back again between June and December, 1799.
(4) No trace of him in England at this time is forthcoming.
(5) The programme of the concert in London on May 27, 1805, at which he appeared, pointedly asserts that it was his 'first performance in England this season.'
7. Ibid. vol. iii. pp. 860 and 864. The last passage readers it likely that the brooch had accompanied him, and that the Trio for horns and PF was written for this tour.
12. It may be added that it is not easy to see when Woelfl and Elmenreich could have been at Brussels together. At the beginning of both years they were in Paris. In the spring and summer Elmenreich went to London (A. M. Z. vol. iv. pp. 723 and 721), but Woelfl stayed in Paris (A. M. Z. vol. iv. p. 904). However, in the autumn of 1802 Woelfl was at Amsterdam (A. M. Z. vol. v. p. 110), and was thought to be going to London, and it may have been about this time that the two got into trouble at Brussels. They are next heard of in Sept. 1805 (A. M. Z. vol. v. p. s90) and then both in Paris. But Woelfl's position there seems just as good after this date as before it.
repaired to London, where he arrived about the beginning of May, 1805. The first trace of him is in an advertisement on May 18, of a benefit concert by Mr. and Mrs. Ashe, which states that he had just arrived in England, and would perform a concerto at this concert on May 27—"his first performance in England." Besides the concerto (MS.), a grand symphony (MS.) by Woffl was performed at the concert, and pianoforte concertos by him were played at other concerts on June 1 and June 5, on the former occasion himself. He was received with the greatest applause, and everything shows that he retained his popularity throughout his seven years' residence in London. In 1806 his concerto known as 'The Calm' created a positive furor, being played at four concerts in about two months, and new compositions by him were almost annually put forward as attractions at the most important concerts. In 1810 the prospectus of 'The Harmonic Budget' presents him as the most remarkable composer of the day, and a portrait is one of the allurements to subscribers. As a composer for the stage, Woffl did not make any greater mark in London than in Vienna or Paris. Still, two ballets by him were produced at the King's Theatre, 'La Surprise de Diane,' on Dec. 31, 1805, and 'Alzire' (found on Voltaire's 'S. Alzire'), on Jan. 27, 1807. Both, especially the former, pleased. His abilities were fully appreciated by the artists and by the public, nor is any trace of a fall ing of popularity discoverable. On May 16, 1812, a new concerto of his was played at Salomon's concert by Mr. Cudmore. A week later 'The Morning Chronicle' of May 23 contained the announcement, 'Died, on Thursday morning, after a short illness, at his lodgings in Great Mary-le-bone Street, Mr. Woffl, the celebrated pianoforte player.' It is impossible therefore to understand the uncertainty as to the circumstances of Woffl's death. An anxious discussion was maintained in the 'Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung,' in 1815 and 1816 as to whether he was dead or not. It asserted that Woffl had played at the Philharmonic Concerts, which did not begin till 1813, and the matter was only considered as settled by the marriage of Woffl's widow to an obstet-

As a musician, Woffl exhibits all the excellence that flow from a sound training. Like other composers of that time he wrote much trivial music, but his sympathies were steadily on behalf of a more elevated style. Pupils who wished him to teach them how to play the showy variations that conclude his cele-

---

1 One of the strangest of the romantic tales current about Woffl must be mentioned here. Schilling asserts that he was named Musik-master to the Empress Josephine in 1804, and followed her after her divorce (i.e., of course, at the beginning of 1810) to Switzerland. Growing weary of the lonely mountain life, he went down the Rhine by boat, and so to England. This story seems to be a pure fiction. Woffl may have been Musik-master to the Empress, but he went to London in 1805, and is to be found in London every year from that date to the time of his death. In 1810 he was engaged on a monthly publication, 'The Harmonic Budget,' which must have prolonged long absence from London. Finally, the Empress Josephine did not go to Switzerland in 1810, or at any time after her divorce.


3 Besides MS. works which may have been novelties, and sonatas, etc., we find the following first performances: Symphony (June 18, 1808, Ferrari's Concert); P. F. Concert (April 28, 1809, Ferrari's Concert): Symphony (March 28, 1811, New Musical Fund Concert); P. F. Concerto (May 12, 1813, five days after his death, Salomon's Concert). A copy is in the British Museum, but the torn condition of the title-page makes it impossible to say to whom it is dedicated.

4 "Times," May 10, 1870.

5 A similar notice, giving the same date (May 21), appears in the Edinburgh Magazine. Vol. iii. p. 311; vol. viii. pp. 291 and 760.

6 Mme. Woffl appears to have been established as a singer at Frankfurt since 1804 (A. M. Z. vi. p. 402). Examination of the Philharmonic programmes reveals no trace of Woffl as a performer.

7 This is Schilling's account of his death: 'W. starb ... im Kreise des Mammkons, umsonst von London, in einem Dorfe mit Schleden belastet, vergebens gegen Krankheit, Rümmer, Not und Elend ankämpfend. Jeder hätte entbehrlich, ungekannt und von allen verlassen—auf einem Soden Sterbender.' It is just conceivable that Woffl might, if deep in debts, have given himself out as dead to devalue his creditors, and lived some years after in obscurity, but the following entry of burial, dated May 25, 1813, in the Registers of St. Marylebone, 'Joseph Woffl, widower, aged 36,' makes this supposition most improbable. Woffl's condition is given wrongly in the entry, and his age is at variance with most accounts.

8 There was a portrait by Tischler. This, or another, engraved by Scheffer, was issued with the A. M. Z. for Feb. 19, 1808. The portrait in the 'Harmonic Budget' was drawn by Payne and engraved by Mayer. The original water-colour sketch by Payne is in the Hope collection of portraits at Oxford, and from it the woodcut here given is taken.

9 Had Mr. Opieian Potter, Woffl's pupil, been still alive, the personal traits of Woffl's character might have been more clearly exhibited. Much of what is stated in the text is due to reminiscences of Mr. Potter's conversations, kindly communicated by his son, Dr. Potter, and by Mr. A. J. Hipkins.
brated "Non Plus Ultra" sonata always met with a rebuff, and were not allowed to go on to the variations till they had mastered the opening allegro. The ease with which he threw off trifles to catch the popular ear did not blind him to their trivial character or impair his respect for his art. Consequently, much of his work, sonatas, quartets, concertos, and symphonies, is thoroughly solid, showing great instrumental effects, and, especially, contrapuntal artifice. His works, therefore, continued to appear in programmes for several years. A strongly marked rhythm and a predilection for sweeping arpeggios, continued, on the pianoforte, from one hand to the other were regarded by his contemporaries as his chief mannerisms. He also had a knack of writing minuets with variations, a habit that diverges somewhat from the beaten track. His facility in composition was remarkable. When, on taking some string quartets to a publisher, he found that worthy disinclined to undertake the publication of classical music, he forsook, by way of sweetening the pill, composed a set of Waltzes in the shop.

In extempore performance, few attained such proficiency. At Vienna he rivalled Beethoven, and was even said to surpass him. At Mayence a military band came playing down the street in which the concert-room was situated, in the middle of an extempore performance. Most performers would have been disconcerted by such an interruption. Woelfl, however, catching the rhythm of the drums, worked his themes into a march, and using this as a middle movement for his Fantasia so long as the drums could be heard, proceeded without a break to his finale.

He had so complete a mastery of the technique of the pianoforte that he could play a concerto in C major with equal ease in G major, transposing it as he went. He belonged to the school that aims at breadth of effect rather than minute accuracy of rendering, and his enormous hands placed almost two-thirds of the keyboard under his immediate control, and enabled him to produce with ease effects that to ordinary players were absolutely impossible. Two passages may be quoted to exemplify the size of his hands, the first a favourite phrase for winding up a cadenza, the second a passage for the left hand that few could execute, as he did, clearly and neatly:

\[ \text{Music notation image} \]

The only pupil of Woelfl who attained much eminence was Mr. Cipriani Potter, but, as he was Principal of the Royal Academy of Music for more than a quarter of a century, and professor of the pianoforte there for ten years before that, it is probable that Woelfl influenced musical development in this country more than has generally suspected. In opera his importance is nil. It is as a composer for and a performer on the pianoforte that he claims attention. His performances could scarcely be equalled in his own time, and his pianoforte compositions have not yet lost all their interest.

The following is a tolerably complete list of his works:

**INSTRUMENTAL WORKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Op.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 Sonatas, F.F.; F, G (1776)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 Sonatas, F.F. and Violin (1777)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 Sonatas, F.F. (1777)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 Sonatas; with Flute obligato (1805)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 Quartets for Strings (1805-7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7 Quartets for Strings: C, F, G minor (1779)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Trio for F.F., Violin, and Cello; C, B (1776)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Grand Sonata (&quot;Le diable à quatre&quot;); F, E. Also &quot;Op. 40.1&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10 Sonatas (dedicated to Beethoven), F.F.; A, D, D, A (1780)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Trio for F.F., Violin, and Cello.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12 Sonatas, F.F. and Violin; Bb, D, A (1805)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 Fantasia and Fugue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14 Sonatas, F.F. and Violin (or Flute); Bb, E minor, C (1800)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15 Sonatas for Strings, in two Books; Bb, C, E, A (1799)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16 Sonatas, F.F. and Violin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17 Sonatas, F.F. and Flute (1800)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18 Sonatas, F.F. and Fugue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19 Sonatas, F.F. and Violin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20 Sonatas, F.F. and Violin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>21 Concerto (No. 1 in G), F.F., and Orchestra (1803).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>22 Concerto (No. 2 in F, F.F., and Orchestra (1804).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23 Concerto (No. 3 in E), F.F., and Orchestra (1805).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>24 Concerto (No. 4 in F, F.F., and Orchestra (1806).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>25 Concerto (No. 5 in C), F.F., and Orchestra (1807).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26 Concerto (No. 6 in G), F.F., and Orchestra (1808).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 See p. 130 of the "C minor Symphony.
5 The Andante from the second of these Sonatas was arranged as a song (A. M. Z. vol. iv, p. 564; Brayley's "G.," 1805).
6 The two titles given under Op. 32 are perhaps only different descriptions of the same work.
7 The Sonatas for F.F., Violin, and Cello, in C, G, and E minor, were published in London as Op. 29. Probably the second Sonata had been transposed.
8 This Sonata appears to have been printed as Op. 30 of a repoertoire of the Cimino, by Nagel, of 1800, and the introduction and fugue have been published separately by Diabelli of Vienna.
9 No. 1, Nos. 2 and 5 of No. 8 also appear as No. 27. We also find Op. 37 described as 3 Sonatas, F.F. solo; probably an accidental misdescription. Sonata No. 5 was also published as Op. 30.
10 This may not be identical with the work next mentioned.
11 A. M. Z. vol. iii, Intell. Bluht. xii.
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La Surprise de Dione ou le Triomphe de l’Amour, grand ballet, King’s Theatre, London, Dec. 30, 1863.

Alma, grand ballet, composed by Ross. King’s Theatre, London, Jan. 21, 1877.

VOCAL MUSIC.

Die Gießer des feu’s (words, from Schiller’s ‘Mensalzmaher’), for 1799, by Franziel Amalie von Imhof. Ballads, with FF. acc. vol. i. (1799).

1 Lieder und eine vierstimmige Hymne von Ramler, with FF. acc. vol. ii. (1799).

6 English songs, dedicated to Lema, Blachse.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC WITHOUT OPUS-NUMBERS.

1 For the FF.

Sonata; O minor.

1 Bouquet de Fleur (ded. to his pupil), containing (1) Favourite German air with 3 vari.; (2) Favourite Polacca, arr. as a Rondo with acc. (ad lib.) for Flute; (3) Augustin, a favourite German Waltz, arr. as a Capriccio, with Flute or Violin ad lib.; (4) Sonata in 4 hands; (5) 6 Waltzes with additional acc. for Harp ad lib.; (6) Turkish March and Rondo with acc. for Harp ad lib.; (7) The Chabot (Dances with variations for military piece). This was to be completed in 13 numbers to be published monthly. The titles of the first seven numbers are as follows:—(1) ‘Lezzi,’ Variations; (2) ‘A l’ombre du lys;’ (3) ‘What’s the matter now;’ (4) ‘The Minuet;’ (5) ‘Lord Cornwallis’s March;’ (6) ‘Donna Della;’ (7) ‘Fair Ellen was a gentle maid.’

The Harmonic Budget, issued in twelve monthly numbers, commencing July 1, 1864—

7 Prelud. PF.

18 Waltzes. FF.

2 Trio, FF. Flute, and Cello; O.

3 Prelud. O.

6 Songs—‘The Night,’ ‘Soul of my Love,’ ‘Boumle.’

March, PF.; D.

6 Prelud. PF.

6 Polacca. FF.

7 Sonata; E.

6 Prelud. PF.

6 Prelud. PF. with var.; FF. and Harp; Bb.

Dust, FF. and Violin; D minor.

Overture to ’Le Sautill of Salamis,’ FF. (4 hands); O minor.

Dust, PF.; C.

Alllegretto; Bb.

12 Prelud. in the Mode majeure et mineurs les plus usités.

Bon Jour, Rondan favor; O.

Bon Soir, Rondons savent; D.

La Chasse, Rondo; C.

Rondeau, Bb.

Boudeau; Bb, D, Bb.

Rondeau facile et brillante; C.

Heptico, Rondo.

Hark I hear the evening bell, Rondo.

March and Military Rondo.

Grand March.

Portuguese March (ded. to Bishop of Oporto), B flat.

5 Polacche, Harp and FF.

Polacca.

12 Variés.

6 Variés (4 hands).

6 deutsche Tänze (1827).

Grand Fantasia—O mon cher Augustin.

Two Books of Duets with favourite airs from Le Nom de Figure.

7 This work has been variously inscribed to each of the three named, but Woelfl’s share was far the largest, amounting to nearly half the work, viz. Nos. 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14, and 15, out of a total of 16. The date usually given is 1831. If internal evidence is to go for anything, it must have been written for Schikaneder’s Theatre, and Woelfl’s participation in the work makes an earlier date more probable.

8 Of these songs, Nos. 2, 3, and 5, were afterwards (1832) printed in ‘The Harmonic Budget.’

9 This Sonata did not appear under Woelfl’s name. It was published by Lodii about 1817; as op. 14, and an arrangement of it for 4 hands, in which it was attributed to Lodii, was published more than thirty years after by Crell. The Sonata, however, was almost certainly composed by Woelfl, Lodii’s share in it being confined to the insertion of a few errors, after the fashion of the ignorant schoolboy who has got a good taste and senses done for him. For the whole history of this very curious transaction see Woelfl’s Letter to Lodii, which remained uncawed in the A. M. E. for 1830 (vol. ii. Inst. B1. No. 10), and Fink’s article on the man in the same journal in 1829 (vol. xxv. pp. 757 sq.)

10 A good deal of the material in this publication appears to have been published separately either before or afterwards, as e.g. the songs, Fink’s Minuet, the Preludes (7).
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Wohltemperirte Klavier, Das—
The well-tempered Clavier, better known in English as 'The 48 Preludes and Fugues'—probably the most extensively known of all Johann Sebastian Bach's works. It is in two Parts, each containing 24 preludes and 24 fugues. The first part was completed at Cöthen in 1722 when Bach was in his 35th year, and to this alone he gave the above name. Subsequently (1744) he finished 24 more preludes and fugues 'for his little and major keys', and so like in design to the former series are these, that they have come to be regarded as the second part, the entire collection being now universally known under the one title.

2 The airs of Nos. 4 and 8 come from Winter's 'Labyrinth'.
3 No. 9 was certainly published by Tragg. No. 8 is assigned to this series on conjecture only.
4 The air by Hennemann is taken from 'Liebe Macht, etc.
5 Also published in 'The Harmonic Budget'.
6 This is very likely identical with No. 7 published by Tragg.
7 This was No. 3 of a series of pieces published by Chappell & Co. under this title. No. 1 was by J. B. Cramer.
8 See Johann Christoph Friedrich, etc. vol. iii. p. 608.
10 The three works last mentioned were never perhaps printed. The first of them was published by Johann Christian Schmid, Dec. 10. 1800 (A. M. Z. vol. iii. p. 282), the Trio at Leipzig about Michaelmas 1801 (A. M. Z. vol. iii. p. 286) and the Overture at a Philharmonic Concert in London on March 23, 1823. The same (or a similar) Overture had been played twice before, and the Programme of the time spoke of the three as being canons and Overtures which were not printed.
11 The Concerto in C to which he transposed at Dresden (A. M. Z. vol. i. p. 172) may also not have been printed, though it may have been Op. 43.

His own full title is as follows:—'Das wohltemperierte Clavier oder Präludien und Fugen durch alle Töne und Semitoni so wohl tertium majorem oder Ut Re Mi anlangend, als auch tertium minorem oder Re Mi Fa betreffend. Zum Nutzen und Gebrauch der Lehrbegierigen Musikalischen Jugend als auch derer in diesem Studio schon habe seyenenden besonders Zeit Vertreib aufgesetzt und verfertigt von Johann Sebastian Bach p. t. Hochfreiherr des Alth. & Cöthenischen Court-Musikern und Direcstor derer Cammer-Musiguen. Anno 1722.'

It was Bach's intention by this work to test the system of equal temperament in tuning. To this end he furnishes a prelude and fugue in each key, the keys following one another not according to their relationship, but simply in the order of chromatic ascent.

A credible tradition says that most of the first part was written rapidly; in a place where Bach had no regular musical occupation, and where he was devoted to any musical instrument—probably when accompanying his prince. This tradition is supported by Gerber, whose father, Heinrich Gerber was a pupil of Bach in Leipzig soon after 1722. Forkel, however, who probably possessed some general information on the subject from Bach's sons, says that earlier compositions were used in compiling the first part. Many of the preludes had certainly already appeared as independent compositions. In re-writing these Bach often considerably lengthened them, the one in C to the extent of nearly forty bars. Eleven of them were given in a short form in the Klavierbüchlein (1720), written for his son Friedemann. When used for the later work, they were, however, more fully developed, especially those in Cmajor, C minor, D minor, and E minor. The A minor Fugue, too, is without doubt an earlier composition. Spitta considers it belongs to 1707 or 1708. It is an open copy of one in the same key by Buxtehude, and judging by the pedal at its conclusion, it was not at first intended for the clavichord. Perhaps it is therefore somewhat out of keeping with the rest of the work—written so manifestly for this instrument. Witness for instance the commencement of the 16th bar of the Eb minor fugue, it is apparent that the imitation in the right hand is accommodated to a limited keyboard. In the second part of the work Db above the line occurs but once—in the 68th bar of the Ab prelude. In compiling this, Bach again availed himself of earlier compositions, though not to such an extent as in the first part. The prelude in C is given, however, as a piece of 17 bars' length in a Klavierbuch of J. P. Kellner's, with the date 3. Juli 1726. The Fugue in G had twice the well-tempered Clavier, or preludes and fugues in all the tones and semitones, both with the major third or Ut, Re, Mi, and with the minor third or Re, Mi, Fa. For the use and practice of young musicians who desire to learn, as well as for those who are already skilled in this study, by way of amusement; made and comp. by Johann Sebastian Bach, Capellmeister to the Grand Duke of Anhalt-Cöthen and director of his chamber-music, 1722.
WOHLTEMPERIRTE KLAVIER.

before been associated with other preludes. The Ab fugue stood in F, it was shorter by more than one half and it had another prelude. Other instances of a similar kind may be adduced.

Three or four original MSS. are existing of the first part of the work: not one (complete) exists of the second. Still, notwithstanding the many revisions Bach made of the first part, there is perhaps, as Carl von Brucke says ("Technische und ästhetische Analyse", p. 68), on the whole a richer and broader display of contrary motion in the fugues of the second part.

The two oldest printed editions appeared in 1800-1801. One was issued by Simrock of Bonn and Paris, the other by Küthnel (now Peters) of Leipzig. The former was dedicated to the Paris Conservatoire de Musique, the matter being supplied by Schwencke. In it the second part is placed first: many of the older readings are given, and it has the long versions of the preludes which most editions since have copied. The latter was revised by Forkel, and it is to that he refers in his well-known treatise. The first English edition was that edited by S. Wesley and C. Horn, and published in 1811-12. The most complete critical edition is that of the Bach Gesellschaft (vol. xiv. 1865), by Franz Kroll, with an appendix of various readings.

Editors have not been slow to make alterations in the text of Bach. One of the most glaring of these is the bar introduced by Schwencke in the middle of the first prelude. Yet this bar has been retained by Czerny, by Wesley and Horn, and by many others. It is even used by Gounod in his 'Meditation.' As an editorial curiosity it is worth preserving:—

Of the First Part two autographs are known; one formerly belonging to Nageli, and now in the Town Library of Zürich, another in the possession of Professor Wagener of Marburg. See Spitta's Bach (Novello) ii. 665. Of the Second Part no autograph is known to exist.

Since the above was in type I have discovered that for years past there have remained in comparative obscurity original autographs of nearly all the Preludes and Fugues of the Second Part. They were bought at Clementi's sale by the late Mr. Emett. During one of Mendelssohn's visits to England (June 1843) Mr. Emett showed them to him, and he at once recognised them as being in Bach's handwriting 1. Later on, in or about 1855, Sterndale Bennett saw them, and he too pronounced them to be in the handwriting of Bach. Since then they have so far lapsed out of sight that they are not mentioned even by Dr. Spitta. That they are authentic there can, I think, be no doubt. Because, first, Clementi knew or believed them to be so: see the 'Second Part of Clementi's Introduction to the Art of Playing on the Pianoforte, op. 43,' where, at p. 130, there is a 'Fuga by J. S. Bach from an original MS. of the author.' It is the one in C, and was evidently printed from No. 1 of this set. Secondly, Mendelssohn and Bennett witnessed to the writing. Thirdly, their internal evidence points to their being the work of a composer, not of a copyist. Upon this conclusion I have thought it worth while to make a bar by bar examination of the whole. For the most part they agree with Kroll's text, and, for convenience, taking his edition (including the marginal readings) as a standard, they compare with it as follows:—

1 See Rockstro's Life of Mendelssohn, pp. 83, 86.

I. Prelude:—In bars 1, 2, 6, 9, 17, 21, 23, where the groups of demisemiquavers occur, the MS. stands as at (a). The latter half of bar 3 stands as at (b). At bar 14 five bars are erased and rewritten differently; the substitution

acords with our text. Fugue:—the first bar of the subject is grouped throughout (c); bar 24, the under stave is in the alto clef for four bars; bar 66 the middle part is a minim D; bar 67, the motion of semiquavers is arrested by (d).

Both Prelude and Fugue have the upper stave in the G clef. The other numbers (with the exception of No. 17, which is also in that clef) have it in the soprano clef.

II. Like Kroll's text throughout.

III. Prelude:—ten sharps in the signature, some of the notes being marked both in the upper and lower octave of the staves. Fugue:—signature like Prelude; bars 16, 19, 20, 26, 27.

1 Mr. Cummings has shown (Mus. Times, March 1900, p. 121) that the edition projected by Kollmann in 1790 was never published. [See, Bacc, vol. i. p. 117.]

---

1 See Rockstro's Life of Mendelssohn, pp. 83, 86.
the demisemiquaver passing notes are omitted; as is also the semiquaver passing note, bar 28.

IV. Is missing.

V. Is missing.

VI. Prelude:—at bar 10, two bars are erased and eight bars are substituted at the foot of the page, the eight bars accord with text; bar 18, and the seven bars that follow, accord with marginal reading; bar 22, the under stave is in the alto clef till bar 26; after bar 37 two bars are inserted at the foot, the two bars accord with text. Fugue:—throughout like text.

VII. Prelude:—bar 30, like text; bar 49, the C in the upper stave is an octave lower; bar 66, no flat to D in bass. Fugue:—throughout like text.

VIII. Prelude:—nine sharps in the signature, on the same principle as signature of No. 3. Fugue:—signature like Prelude; bar 14, the second B is omitted; bar 18, like marginal reading.

IX. Prelude:—bar 9, second quaver in bass B not A; bar 21, no turn on A5; bar 50, bass like neither text nor margin, but (e) this is substituted in the place of an erasure, apparently like text.

bar 54, no chord in the upper stave, simply E. Fugue:—bar 15, trill on tenor D; bar 18, no natural to second E in alto.

X. Prelude:—throughout like text. Fugue:—In bar 18 and similar ones, the quaver of the compound time is written exactly under (or over, as the case may be) the semiquaver of the simple time. This throws a light on like instances in Bach's works, notably so on the way the Prelude in D (No. 5 of the Second Part) should be played; bars 70, 71, (f), so the Fugue ends.

XI. Prelude:—throughout like text. Fugue:—bar 12 and the seven bars that follow, in G clef; from bar 89 to the end is written at the bottom of the Prelude, with 'Final sur folgend Fuga.'

XII. Is missing.

XIII. Prelude:—nine sharps in the signature of both Prelude and Fugue, on the same principle as Nos. 3 and 8.

XIV. Prelude:—end of bar 18 (g); bar 27, the third E in upper stave is marked $.

Fugue:—bars 3, 6, 11, there is a trill on the final minim of subject; bar 15, the last quaver of middle part is C only; bar 16, a trill on G in middle part; bar 53, the last C in upper stave is not $.

XV. Prelude:—bar 24, no $ to last D; bar 45, trill on first B. Fugue:—no $ to last C in upper stave, bar 64.

XVI. Prelude:—bar 9, second margin; bar 21, bass like text. Fugue:—bar 9, no $ to first E; bars 12, 13, 16, and 22, like text; bar 82, no $ to last A.

XVII. Prelude:—six flats in the signature, on the same principle as the extra sharps are marked in Nos. 3, 8, 13; bar 6, the demisemiquaver is G not F; bar 42, no $ to second A; from the end of bar 53 to the beginning of bar 56, is as at (h); bar 75, no appogiaturas. Fugue:—signature like Prelude; from bar 6 the under stave is in the alto clef for two bars and three quarters; the latter half of bar 14 is as at (i); bar 32, the upper part enters at the commencement with a B minim.

XVIII. Prelude:—bars 12, 14, 15, 40, like margin. Fugue:—throughout like text.

XIX. Prelude:—throughout like text. Fugue:—bar 16, like margin.

XX. Prelude:—bar 19, no $ to last G; bar 24, like upper margin; bar 30, bass like margin. Fugue:—bars 6 and 15 like margin; bar 28, $ to last C only; $ to C in last chord; but, no E in the upper stave and no A in the lower stave.

XXI. Prelude:—bar 36, third semiquaver in bass, A not C; bar 63, like margin; bar 67, no $ to B. Fugue:—bars 5 and 6 like margin; bar 89 as at (k).

XXII. Prelude:—seven flats in the signature, on the same principle as Nos. 3, 8, and 13; bar 16, b to G in bass; bar 81, crotchet F in upper stave, no semiquavers E, D. Fugue:—signature like Prelude; no staccato marks in the subject; bar 22, B not C$ in tenor; bar 33 like margin; bar 77, F not D in tenor.

XXIII. Prelude:—seven sharps in the signature, on the same principle as Nos. 3, 8, 13, 22; bar 45 like text. Fugue:—signature like Prelude; bar 70, no $ to C. This manuscript is in a much worse state of preservation than are the others.

XXIV. Prelude:—throughout (not like Kroll's but) like Chrysander's text. Fugue:—bar 16
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(Kroll) like margin; no appogiatura in the last bar.

These MSS. (with the exception of No. 9) are now in the possession of Miss Emett, daughter of the late Mr. Emett who bought them at Clementi’s sale. No. 9 is in the possession of Mrs. Clarke of Norwood. They are for the most part in excellent preservation and very clear. [F.W.]

WOLF, THE. I. A term applied to the harsh howling sound of certain chords on keyed instruments, particularly the organ, when tuned by any form of unequal temperament.

The form of unequal temperament most widely adopted was the mean-tone system. The rule of this system is that its fifths are all a quarter of a comma flat. The thirds are perfect, and are divided into two equal whole tones, each of which is a mean between the major and minor tones of the diatonic scale; hence the name Mean-tone system.

The total error of the whole circle of twelve fifths, at quarter of a comma each, amounts to three commas. Since the circle of twelve perfect fifths fails to meet by about one comma, the circle of mean-tone fifths fails to meet by about two commas, or roughly, nearly half a semitone. In the mean-tone system on the ordinary keyboard there is always one fifth out of tune to this extent, usually the fifth G♭-E♭. There are also four false thirds, which are sharp to about the same extent, usually B♭-E♭, F♯-B♭, C♯-F, and G♯-C. All chords into which any of these five intervals enter are intolerable, and are ‘wolves.’

The use of unequal temperaments disappeared in Germany during the latter part of the 18th century, probably under the influence of Bach. Unequal temperaments ceased to be employed in the pianoforte in England at about the termination of the first third of the present century.

At the same time the transition process began here in connection with the organ; and by 1870 it was practically complete, few cases only of the unequal temperament then surviving. The Wolf has in consequence ceased to have any but historical and scientific interest. [See also Temperament, vol. iv. pp. 74, 73; and Tuning, ibid. 188, 189.]

[R.H.M.B.]

II. In bowed instruments the Wolf occurs, owing to defective vibration of one or more notes of the scale. When it occurs, it is generally found more or less in every octave and on every string. Different instruments have it in different places: it is most common at or near the fourth above the lowest note on the instrument, in the violin at C, in the violoncello at F. The more sonorous and brilliant the general tone, the more obtrusive it becomes: if the tone be forced, a disagreeable jar is produced. Hence it is idle to attempt to play the wolf down: the player must humour the troublesome note. It is commonly believed that there is a wolf somewhere in all fiddles, and it is certain that it exists in some of the finest, e.g. in Stradivarius. Probably however it is always due to some defect in the construction or adjustment. Violins with a soft free tone are least liable to it: and the writer’s viola in all three sizes are quite free from it. The cause of the wolf is obscure, and probably not uniform: it may result from some excess or defect in the thicknesses, from unequal elasticity in the wood, from bad proportion or imperfect adjustment of the fittings, or from some defect in the proportions of the air chamber. It may be palliated by reducing some of the thicknesses so as to diminish the general vibration, and by as perfect an adjustment of the bar, bridge, and sound-post: but in the opinion of violin makers where it is once established it cannot be radically cured. Some instruments have what may be termed an anti-wolf, i.e. an excess of vibration on the very notes where the wolf ordinarily occurs. The writer has a violin which exhibits this phenomenon on the B and C above the stave. When these notes are played forte on any of the strings, the B or C an octave below is distinctly heard. This is probably a combinational tone due to the coalescence of the fundamental tone with that produced by the vibration of the string in each of its 1-3 parts. In some Forster violoncellos the wolf is so strong as to render them almost useless. [E.J.P.]

WOLFF, AUGUSTE DESRÉ BERNARD, pianist and pianoforte maker, head of the great firm of Pleyel-Wolff et Cie, born in Paris May 3, 1821. At 14 he entered the Conservatoire, studied the piano with Zimmermann, and took a first prize in 1839. He was also a pupil of Leborne for counterpoint, and Halévy for composition, and under these auspices composed several pianoforte pieces, published by Richault. At 21 he entered the staff of the Conservatoire as ‘répétiteur’—teacher of pupils in dramatic singing—and kept it for five years, when he gave up teaching to become the pupil and partner of the well-known pianoforte-maker, Camille Pleyel, who, being old and infirm, was looking out for a dependable assistant. M. Wolff entered the business in 1850, became a member of the firm in 1852, and naturally succeeded to the headship of it on the death of Pleyel in 1855. From that day his exertions have been unremitting, and while still adhering to the principles of his illustrious predecessor, and the processes of manufacture which made the Pleyel pianos famous, he, with the scientific assistance of his friend M. Lisajous the acoustician, has devoted all his attention to increasing the volume of tone without losing sweetness. His repeated experiments on the tension of strings, on the best possible spot for the hammer to strike the string so as to get the fullest tone and the best ‘articulation’ on the damper, etc., have proved very fruitful, and led him to patent several ingenious contrivances. These are, a double escapement, which he is still perfecting, a transposing keyboard, a ‘pédalier,’ which can be adapted to any piano, thus enabling organists to practice pedal passages without spoiling a piano by coupling the notes, and lastly the ‘pédale harmonique,’ a pedal which can be used while
playing chromatic passages, as it can be applied to the melody alone, or to any specific notes, at the option of the player. It is owing to such labours as these, and M. Wolff's indefatigable activity, that the firm of Pleyel-Wolff still keeps its place in the front rank of pianoforte makers, and gains so many distinctions. Thoroughly liberal, and a philanthropist in the best sense of the word, he has contrived to give his 600 workmen a real interest in the success of the business by forming a special fund, amounting already to nearly 150,000 francs (£26,000), out of which benefit societies, retiring pensions, etc., are provided. Not ceasing to be an artist because he has gone into trade, M. Wolff has founded a prize—the Prix Pleyel-Wolff—for a pianoforte piece with or without orchestra, to be competed for annually. In fact, whether as artist or manufacturer, M. Auguste Wolff was a notable personage in the French musical world of his day. His health had been on the decline for more than a year, and he died at Paris, Feb. 9, 1887. [A.J.]

WOOD, MRS. [See PATON, MARY ANN, vol. ii. p. 672].

WOODYATT, EMILY, daughter of a confectioner, at Hereford, was taught singing by Sir G. Smart, and first attracted public attention in Jan. 1834, at a concert of the Vocal Association, and later at Hereford Festival of same year. She became a favourite singer of the second rank at the various festivals, oratorio and other concerts. In 1839 she became a member of the Female Society of Musicians, on its foundation, and in 1840 was elected an Associate of the Philharmonic Society at the instance of Sir G. Smart, Cramer, and Edward Loder. On Oct. 27, 1841, she married William Loder the violoncellist, who died in 1851, and retired soon after her marriage. [See Loder.] The dates of neither her birth nor death have been ascertained. [A.C.]

WORGAN, JAMES, was organist of St. Botolph, Aldgate, and St. Dunstan in the East. In 1737 he became organist of Vauxhall Gardens, which office he resigned about 1751. He died in 1753.

JOHN WORGAN, Mus. Doc., his younger brother, born in 1724, studied music under him and Thomas Rosengrave. He became organist of St. Andrew Undershaft, and of St. John's Chapel, Bedford Row. He graduated as Mus. Bac. at Cambridge in 1748. In 1751 he succeeded his brother as organist at Vauxhall Gardens, and in 1753 also as organist of St. Botolph's, Aldgate. In 1753 he was appointed composer to Vauxhall Gardens, and continued so until 1751. In 1770 he was re-appointed to the office and held it until 1774, when he resigned both it and the organistship of the gardens. In 1775 he proceeded Mus. Doc. He died Aug. 24, 1794. He excelled as an organist, and whenever he played, crowds of professors and amateurs resorted to hear him. In a satirical song upon Josiah Bates, composed by Samuel Wesley, he was praised upon an equality, as a player, with Handel:—

Let Handel or Worgan go shrill at the organ.

His compositions include an anthem for a thanksgiving for victories, 1759; two oratorios, 'Hannah,' produced at the Haymarket Theatre, 1764, and 'Manasseh,' produced at the Lock Hospital Chapel, 1766; many books of songs composed for Vauxhall; psalm tunes, glees, organ music, and harpsichord lessons. [W.H.H.]

WORKING-OUT; (also called Free Fantasia; and Development; Durchführung). The central division of a movement in binary form, such as commonly occupies the first place in a modern sonata or symphony. A movement of this kind is divisible into three portions. The first of these consists of the exposition of subjects, and the last of the final recapitulation of them, and the central one of free discussion of the figures they contain. Both first and last are made as definite as possible—the first, in order that the subjects may be clearly understood, and the balance and contrast between two distinct keys established; and the last to complete the cycle by summing up the subjects put forward in the first division, and to emphasize strongly the principal key of the movement. The second or central division of the movement is contrasted with both first and last by being made as indefinite as can be, consistently with some underlying principle of design, which is necessary to make abstract instrumental music intelligible. The complete and rounded statement of subjects is avoided, and so is any definite and prolonged settling down into keys; so that the mind is led on from point to point by constant change of phase and aspect in the figures, and by frequent steps of modulation. The division is called the 'working-out' or the 'development' portion, because the music is carried on by working out or developing the figures and phrases of the principal subjects, by reiterating and interlacing the parts of them which are most striking and characteristic, and subjecting them to variation, transformation, fugal treatment, and all the devices both technical and ideal of which the composer is master.

With regard to the form in which this part of the movement shall be put, the composer is left to a great extent to his own resources and judgement. The musical material employed is almost invariably derived from the subjects and figures of the first division of the movement, but they are sometimes so transfigured by ingenious treatment that they look quite like new. The contrast of character between the principal subjects and accessories is generally sufficient to supply plenty of variety, and in most cases both of the principal subjects are thoroughly discussed; but sometimes one subject preponderates over another in strong features of rhythm or melody; and as in such a case it is much more available for working effectively, it occasionally happens that a more tranquil or plain subject is altogether neglected in the 'working-out.' The independent introduction of figures and subjects which did not appear in the first divi-
sion of the movement (the so-called "exposition"),
is not strictly consistent with the principle of
design upon which a Binary movement is
depended. In Beethoven's works, which are the
best models of a consistent and liberal treatment
of Instrumental forms, it is only met with con-
spicuously and frequently in early works, such
as the pianoforte Sonatas up to op. 14; and
these obviously belong to a time when he had
not so thorough a grip on the form as he ob-
tained afterwards. Among his Symphonies the
Eroica is the only striking exception; and in
that great work the fact may be explained by the
poetical undercurrent in his mind. Among his
finest Trios and Quartets an instance is hardly
to be found, and the same is the case with
Mozart's best Quartets and Symphonies.
The instances in which new features are
introduced in company with figures of the first
division of the movement are on a different foot-
ing, as their appearance does not then make
any break in the development or working
out of the principal ideas, which goes on
simultaneously, and is for the time only en-
hanced by fresh by-play. A very happy in-
stance is in the first movement of Beethoven's
Symphony in B♭, where a figure of the first sub-
ject, after being toyed with for some time is made
to serve as an accompaniment to a new and very
noticeable phrase. In the following example, (a)
is the tune of the first subject in its original
form, (b) the passage in the working-out in which
it serves as accompaniment to a new feature.

Ex. 1. (a)

(b)

With regard to the harmonic or tonal struc-
ture of this part of the movement, composers' minds came to be exercised very early to find
some way of infusing order into its apparently
indefinite texture. As long as movements were
very short it was sufficient merely to pass
through a key which had been noticeably absent
in the first part; and this object, combined with
the traditions of the short dance forms, in which
the elementary design of sonata movements was
prefigured, to cause stress to be laid on the Sub-
dominant key. But this was soon found to be in-
sufficient to relieve the design of indefiniteness;
and composers then hit upon the use of sequences
as a way of making their progressions intel-
ligible; and this device is afterwards met with
very frequently in the "working-out" in
every variety of treatment, from the simple and
obvious successions used by Corelli and Scarlatti,
and other masters of the early Italian Instrumental
school, up to the examples of sequence piled on
sequence, and spread in bold expanses with
steps of several bars in length, such as are used
by Beethoven, Schumann and Brahms.
In order to show how order may be infused into
the apparently unrestricted freedom of this part
of a movement, the working-out of the first move-
ment of Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony may pro-
fitably be examined, as it is singularly clear and
simple, both in the development and distribution
of figures, and also in the plan upon which the
harmonic and tonal successions are distributed.
There is not a single bar in it which is not
clearly based upon some figure from the first
half of the movement; but it happens that the
superior opportunities for development offered
by the first subject are so great that it alone
serves as the basis of the whole division, the
second subject being ignored.
From the melody of the subject five conspicuous figures are extracted for the purposes of
development, (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) in the following
quotation:

Ex. 2.

The working-out begins with the rettation
of the first figure of all, as in Example 3; and

Ex. 3. (a)

then two bars of the subject are given twice,
as if to call the attention of the hearer to the
matter to be discussed. The whole process
in these eight bars is repeated exactly on other
degrees of the scale, for the purposes of design,
and this process ends with the figure (b), which
thereupon becomes the centre of interest, and
taking the form shown in Ex. 4, is launched

Ex. 4. (b)
upon a career which lasts unchecked for thirty-six bars, embracing a long crescendo. The climax being reached, Beethoven, in a manner very characteristic of him, drops quickly from fortissimo to piano, in order to make another start in climbing to another fortissimo. But by way of guarding against the monotony of beginning again at once with the same materials, he introduces a short passage of more broken character with quicker changes of harmony, in which there is a witty bit of by-play founded on the latter part of the figure just before predominant (Ex. 5), and pointed allusions to the first subject.

Then the rhythmic figure (b) again asserts itself, and resumes its course for another thirty-six bars, matching the first thirty-six in distribution, but starting from another point in the scale, and making the one vital change of the harmony in the passage down a third instead of up a third; and the whole is followed by the same broken passage as before, but transposed. The reference to the subject with which this concludes is carried a step further to the figures (d) and (e), which from that time are continually used, in balanced groups of passages mounting thirds each time, till the end of the working-out, and always plainly. The following quotation will serve to illustrate the manner in which this part of the subject is worked, persisting through modulations, and even somewhat changing its character, without losing its identity (Ex. 6).

This constant use of the first subject through the whole of the working-out is a little uncommon, but it is made specially effective in this instance by the difference of character which subsists between the two phrases of the subject. In connection with this is to be noticed the nicety of management by which Beethoven avoids making the figure he had used at the latter part of the working-out come too soon, and so obviously in the recapitulation. He not only interpolates a fresh passage on the Dominant between one phrase of the subject and another, but when the melody (d) (e) comes in again it is hidden away under an ornamental variation, so that its prominence is reduced to a minimum.

The harmonic structure of this working-out is as simple as the distribution of subject matter. Everything from beginning to end is reducible to balancing groups of passages of different lengths. To begin with, a passage of eight bars is divided into groups of four bars, representing C as tonic and dominant alternately, and this is directly answered by a similar set of eight bars divided also into fours and treating the root F in similar manner. This in its turn is followed by a long passage of forty bars, in which there is only one change of harmony. The first twelve bars are on D♭, and the next twenty-eight on D, and this in its turn is followed by a short passage of six bars, in which the harmony changes more quickly; making altogether forty-six bars of very definite design; and this is instantly followed by another forty-six bars starting from G, of exactly the same design saving the one very artistic change before alluded to—namely, that the one change of harmony in the long passage devoted to the rhythmic figure (d) is down a third instead of up. These ninety-two bars are therefore exactly divisible into two groups of forty-six, which match exactly; and the remainder of the working-out (thirty-six bars) is made of a series of melodic sequences, rising thirds each time, with a short passage consisting of closer repetitions of concise figures to prepare the re-entry of the first subject after the principal key has been reached.

The exactness of these balancing portions will be best appreciated by a condensed scheme of the central ninety-two bars, which form the most conspicuous feature of this working-out. In the following example the second line represents the passage which follows immediately after that represented by the first.

A point of great interest in connection with working-out is the device of transforming figures and subjects by modification of intervals or rhythms, in such a way that they either take a new interest without losing their identity (as happens in the case of some of the figures used in
the working-out of the Pastoral Symphony), or else are by degrees divested of such identity as they had, and merged in some other subject. Beethoven was the first great master who developed this device to any degree of importance; it became with him quite a marked feature of instrumental music, and has been used by every notable composer since his time. In connection especially with working-out, it is used sometimes to enhance the interest of a figure which is much used in development; and sometimes, and with importance, to dovetail one section of the movement into another, by causing a subject, or a figure extracted to form a subject, and change by degrees till it takes the form of part of the subject of another. A most notable instance is the dovetailing of the 'working-out' to the 'recapitulation' in the first movement of Beethoven's Sonata, Op. 91, in E minor. An ornamental passage put over a part of a subject with a phrase quoted in the working-out ends as at (a) Ex. 8, which has at first sight no ostensible connection with the principal subject. But in order to make the continuity of the movement as close as possible, and also of course to introduce a feature of interest, Beethoven makes this figure pass through five modifications, and then come out as the first phrase of the subject in recapitulation. The changes are as follows, (a) being the end of the ornamental passage, (b) (c) (d) and (e) its successive modifications, and (f) the beginning of the recapitulation of this principal subject. The device is enhanced in this case by the echoes of imitation; and by the dying away of the old figure in a constant diminuendo, and its bursting out with renewed vigour as the impulsive first subject.

Wfrican. (a) Ex. 8. (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

The actual process of working-out is not confined to the one position of the central division in a Binary movement; it is frequently used also in the Coda, which occasionally is of larger proportions and more full of interest than the actual working-out—as in the first movement of Beethoven's Sonata in E, Op. 81a. A working-out also occurs in many rondos, occupying the place of one of the episodes, in a central position similar to that which it occupies in a Binary movement.

In many overtures which are theoretically in Binary form, the working out is almost entirely suppressed, and a mere short passage of modulation is interposed in its place between the exposition of the subjects and their recapitulation.

[C.H.H.P.]

WORNUM. The name of Wornum is intimately connected with the invention and development of the Upright piano, since it is Robert Wornum's action, patented in 1826, though not completed until the 'tie' was added in 1828, that is the universally adopted Cottage or Pianino action. Its excellence was early recognised, but at first in France, where Pape introduced and Pleyel adopted it. From this circumstance it has been called the 'French' action; its use, however, has extended to wherever upright pianos are made, and it does not appear likely to be superseded. Robert Wornum, the father of the inventor, was of a Berkshire family, originally Wornham, and was born in 1742. He was a music-seller in Gla- house Street, and from 1777 in Wigmore Street, and died in 1815. His son Robert Wornum, born 1780, was the inventor of diagonally and upright-strung low upright pianos in 1811 and 1813, which he named, respectively, the 'Unique' and the 'Harmonic.' He brought out his well-known 'piccolo' piano, in 1827, and finally perfected his crank action in 1829. He was intended for the Church, but the mechanical bias prevailed, and he went into partnership with George Wilkinson, in a pianoforte business in Oxford Street in 1810. A fire in 1812 caused a dissolution of this partnership. He ultimately established the present Warehouse and Concert Room in Store Street, and died in 1853. The present head of the firm of Robert Wornum & Sons is Mr. A. N. Wornum, who has succeeded to his grandfather's inventive talent. [See Pianoforte, vol. ii. p. 719.] [A.J.H.]

Wotton, William, 'Orykyn maker,' in 1486 built a 'pair of organs' for Magdalen College, Oxford, for £28, and in 1487 agreed to make a similar instrument for Merton College, which was to be completed in 1489. [V. de E.]

Wotton, William Bale, bassoon-player, was born at Torquay, Sept. 6, 1832. His father was corporal-major in the 1st Life Guards, and he was thus brought up among the best regimental music. His fondness for the art showed itself very early; he learnt the flute and cornet; and at the age of thirteen entered the band of the regiment. The bassoon he learned with John Hardy, an excellent player, under whom he laid the foundation.
of that artistic style and charm of tone which distinguish him. He studied orchestral playing at the Royal Academy under the late Mr. Charles Lucas. His first appearance as a soloist was at the Town Hall, Windsor, where he and the late William Crozier (a most admirable player, who died early in 1871, after having been for many years First Oboe at the Crystal Palace) played a duet for oboe and bassoon under the direction of Dr. (now Sir George) Elvey. On the death of Baumann he would have accepted engagements with Jullien for the Promenade Concerts, and with Alfred Mellon for the Orchestral Union, if Waddell, his bandmaster, had not peremptorily forbade it. He was then transferred from the bassoon to the saxophone, of which he was the earliest player in England. In 1888 he left the Life Guards and joined the orchestra of the Crystal Palace, in which he has played First Bassoon ever since. He is also a member of the orchestras of the Philharmonic, Albert Hall, and many others, and is Professor of the Bassoon at the Royal College of Music. [G.]

WHANIZKY, Paul, conductor of the orchestra at the two Court Theatres at Vienna, and a popular composer of operas and instrumental music, born Dec. 30, 1756, at Neureuth in Moravia, was educated at the monastery close by, and at Iglaub and Olmütz, where he perfected himself, especially in violin-playing. In 1776 he went to Vienna to study theology at the Imperial Seminary, and at once obtained a post as conductor. He then studied composition with Kraus, a Swedish composer then living in Vienna, and produced a number of new works which attracted notice. Towards the end of 1780 he became conductor of the court-theatres, and remained so till his death. He was also for many years capellmeister to Prince Lobkowitz. His operas were great favourites, and became known nearly throughout Germany. The one which was oftenest and longest performed was 'Oberon' (May 23, 1791), a serio-comic fairy opera, libretto adapted by Giesecke from Wieland, which at one time ran the 'Zauberflöte' hard. Special mention should also be made of 'Die gute Mutter,' comic opera (1795); 'Der Schreiner,' Singspiel (1799); 'Mitgefühl, Liederspiel (1804); all produced at the court theatre, as were also many ballets, including:—

'Die Weinsiese,' 'Das Urheil des Paris,' 'Der Sabinerraub,' all between 1794 and 1800. Gerber gives a detailed catalogue of Wranizky's operas, ballets, and instrumental music. Among his many works, mostly published by André in Paris as Vienna may be specified:—symphonies; string-quintets, quartets, and trios; 3 trios for 2 flutes and cello, op. 83; concertos for cello, op. 27, flute op. 24; and sonatas for pianoforte, violin, and cello. He also left much music in MS. His connection with the Tonkünstler-Societät must not be passed over. He entered it in 1793, and having become secretary undertook at Haydn's instigation to reorganise its affairs, then in a very bad state. In 1797 he completely effaced the difficulties which existed in 1779, when Haydn had thought of entering. Haydn had a great respect for him, both as a man and an artist, and expressly desired that he might lead the strings at the first performances of the 'Creation' and the 'Seasons.' Wranizky died in Vienna, Sept. 26, 1808. [C.F.P.]

WRESTPLANK and WRESTPINS. The Wrestplank or Pinblock of a pianoforte is the carrier of the wrest or tuning-pins, and is of great importance to the tone and stability of the instrument, its solidity maintaining the due continuance of the upper partials of the strings as it also contributes to the enduring resistance against their tension. In modern pianos it is built up of layers of wood glued together alternately longitudinally and transversely; the woods employed being generally beech and wainscot. A brass plate which is to be often seen covering the wrestplank and is attractive to the eye, plays no real part in assuring the solidity of the structure. Broadwoods' metal pin-piece, a plate of iron 6 inch thick, through which the wrestpins screw into the wooden wrestplank beneath, is the surest means for keeping the pin in position without crushing the wood where the leverage of the string is exerted, or allowing the tuner the facile but unsound practice of rocking the pin from side to side. Becker of St. Peters burg exhibited at Paris, 1878, a grand piano wherein this part of the instrument was entirely of iron, and cast together with the frame. The bar was not bored for wrestpins, but was the bed for a system of mechanical tuning-pins, the principle of which is that the female screw analogous to the machine heads used in guitars, etc. which has been followed by others, as was shown in the London Inventions Exhibition, 1885, where four more or less ingenious adaptations of this principle were submitted. The prime objection to mechanical tuning-pins, first introduced in pianos in 1800 by John Isaac Hawkins, and tried again from time to time, is in the fact that the elasticity of the wire is rebellious to a method of tuning that proceeds throughout by very small degrees. The string requires to be drawn up boldly, so as to give at once the tension intended. Without this the operation of tuning becomes tedious to the ear, which tires with a process which, through the slow and uncertain response due to the points of friction, seems interminable. [See PIANOFORTE, TUNE, TUNING.] [A.J.H.]


WRIST TOUCH (Ger. Handgelenk). In pianoforte playing, detached notes can be produced in three different ways, by movement of the finger, by the action of the wrist, and by the movement of the arm from the elbow. [STACCATO.] Of these, wrist-touch is the most serviceable, being available for chords and octaves as well as single sounds, and at the

1 Wrist from sermente, A.E., to stretch a string to a required tension; D.E. wrist, a tuning hammer or key. The charactar hath a tensly kno. As the wyr is wretst high and lowe.—Shakesp.
same time less fatiguing than the movement from the elbow. Single-note passages can be executed from the wrist in a more rapid tempo than is possible by means of finger-staccato.

In wrist-touch, the fore-arm remains quiescent in a horizontal position, while the keys are struck by a rapid vertical movement of the hand from the wrist joint. The most important application of wrist-touch is in the performance of brilliant octave-passages; and by practice the necessary flexibility of wrist and velocity of movement can be developed to a surprising extent, many of the most celebrated executants, among whom may be specially mentioned Alexander Dreysochlock, having been renowned for the rapidity and vigour of their octaves.

Examples of wrist octaves abound in pianoforte music from the time of Clementi (as an exercise in his Gradus, No. 65), but Beethoven appears to have made remarkably little use of octave-passages, the short passages in the Finale of the Sonata in C, Op. 2, No. 3, and the Duo of the Scherzo of the Sonata in C minor for Piano and Violin, Op. 30, No. 2, with perhaps the long unison passage in the first movement of the Concerto in E♭ (though here the tempo is scarcely rapid enough to necessitate the use of the wrist), being almost the only examples. A fine example of wrist-touch, both in octaves and chords, is afforded by the accompaniment to Schubert’s ‘Erl King.’

In modern music, passages requiring a combination of wrist and finger movement are sometimes met with, where the thumb or the little finger remains stationary, while repeated single notes or chords are played by the opposite side of the hand. In all these cases, examples of which are given below, although the movements of the wrist are considerably limited by the stationary finger, the repetition is undoubtedly produced by true wrist-action, and not by finger-movement. Adolph Kullak (Kunst des Anschläge) calls this ‘half-wrist touch’ (halbes Handgelenk).

Such passages, if in rapid tempo, would be nearly impossible if played entirely from the elbow.

WÜLLNER, Franz, born Jan. 28, 1832, at Münster, son of a distinguished philologist, director of the Gymnasium at Düsseldorf. Franz attended the Gymnasium of Münster till 1848, and passed the final examination; studying the piano and composition with Carl Arnold up to 1846, and afterwards with Schindler. In 1848 Wülinder followed Schindler to Frankfurt, and continued his studies with him and F. Kesner till 1852. The winter of 1852–3 he passed in Brussels, frequently playing in public, and enjoying the society of Félix, Kufferath, and other musicians. As a pianist he confined himself almost entirely to Beethoven’s concertos and sonatas, especially the later ones. He then made a concert-tour through Bonn, Cologne, Bremen, Münster, etc., and spent some little time in Hanover and Leipzig. In March 1854 he arrived in Munich, and on Jan. 2, 1856, became P. F. Professor at the Conservatorium there. In 1858 he became musical-director of the town of Aix-la-Chapelle, being elected unanimously out of fifty-four candidates. Here he conducted the subscription concerts, and the vocal and orchestral unisons. He turned his attention mainly to the orchestra and chorus, and introduced for the first time many of the great works to the concert-hall of Aix. In 1861 he received the title of Musikdirigent, to the King of Prussia, and in 1864 was joint-conductor with Riets of the 41st Lower Rhine Festival.

In the autumn of 1864 Wülinder returned to Munich as court-Capellmeister to the King. His duty was to conduct the services at the court-church, and while there he reorganised the choir, and added to the répertoire many fine church-works, especially of the early Italian school. He also organised concerts for the choir, the programmes of which included old Italian, old German, and modern music, sacred and secular. In the autumn of 1867 he took the organisation and direction of the vocal classes in the king’s new School of Music, and on Bülow’s resignation the whole production department came into his hands, with the title of ‘Inspector of the School of Music,’ and in 1875 of ‘Professor Royal.’ During this time he wrote his admirable ‘Choral Exercises.
for the Munich School of Music,' an English edition of which, by A. Spengel, is now published (London: Forsyth).

When Wüllner succeeded Bülow at the Court Theatre in 1869, he found himself plunged into personal difficulties of all kinds connected with the production of Wagner's 'Rheingold'; but his tact and ability surmounted all, and the result was an unqualified success. The Rheingold was followed by the 'Walküre,' one of the most brilliant achievements of the Munich stage in modern times, and in 1870 Wüllner was appointed court-Capellmeister in chief. He also succeeded Bülow as conductor of the concerts of the Academy of Music, and carried them on alone till Levi was associated with him in 1872. In 1877 he left Munich,\(^1\) in order to succeed Rietz at Dresden as Capellmeister of the court-theatre, and artist-director of the Conservatorium, and here he remained until called to fill the place of Hiller at Cologne, April 1, 1885.

Wüllner's works include:—'Heinrich der Finkler, cantata for voice and orchestra—first prize at the competition of the Aix-la-Chapelle Liedertafel in 1864; P.F. pieces for 2 and 4 hands, and chamber-music; several books of Lieder for single voice; important choral compositions, with and without orchestra, such as masses, motets, Lieder for mixed chorus, a Misere for double choir, op. 26; Psalm cxxv. for chorus and orchestra, op. 40, etc.; a new arrangement of Weber's 'Oberon,' the additional recitatives being compiled from materials in the opera (the libretto by F. Grandiaur of Munich). In this form 'Oberon' has been put on the stage at several of the great German theatres.—His editions of six of Haydn's Symphonies (Riiest-Biedermann) must not be overlooked. [M.F.]

\(^1\) The University conferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor.

**WYLDE.**

**WYLDE, HENRY,** conductor and composer, born in Hertfordshire, 1819; though intended for Holy Orders, had so strong a bent for music, that he was placed at sixteen under Moscheles, and in 1843 became a student at the Royal Academy under Cipriani Potter, of which he afterwards was appointed one of the Professors of Harmony. In 1850 he obtained the degree of Mus. Doc. of Cambridge University. He acted as Juror in the Musical Instrument Section in the International Exhibitions of 1851 and 1862, and in 1863 was elected Professor of Music at Gresham College, London. In 1852 the New Philharmonic Society was founded by Sir Charles Fox, and others, on the advice of Dr. Wylde. [See *New Philharmonic Society,* vol. ii, p. 452.] In 1858 he assumed the sole responsibility of the undertaking and conducted its annual series of concerts till 1879. Dr. Wylde founded the London Academy of Music, and built St. George's Hall, Langham Place, for its purposes, which was opened in the summer of 1867. The London Academy has since opened branch establishments at South Kensington and Brighton. Dr. Wylde's musical compositions include a setting of Milton's 'Paradise Lost' for solos, chorus and orchestra, performed by the New Philharmonic Society, May 11, 1853, and May 1, 1854; and a Cantata 'Prayer and Praise' for the same; selection performed, June 9, 1853; Piano-forte Concerto in F minor performed April 14, 1852; Piano-forte Sonatas; a 'Rhapsodie for piano' (op. 2); Fantaisie sur un air favori (op. 6); English songs from Goethe and Schiller; English songs, 'The Sea Nymphs,' vocal duet, etc. Dr. Wylde is also the author of 'The Science of Music,' 'Modern Counterpoint,' 'Music in its Art Mysteries.' Mr. John Francis Barnett, the composer, and teacher of piano at the Royal College of Music, was a pupil of Dr. Wylde's. [A.O.]
Y

YANIEWICZ, violin player. See JAI]

YANKEE DOODLE. The origin of the
American national air is enveloped in almost
such secrecy as that which surrounds the au-
thorship of 'God save the King.' Though the
song is but little more than a century old, the
number of different accounts of its origin which
are given in American works is bewildering.
The most satisfactory course will therefore be to
notice briefly the various existing
statements on the subject, together with a few
remarks on the credibility of the different
theories.

1. It has been stated repeatedly in American
periodicals during the past forty years that a
ballad existed in England which was sung to
the tune of 'Yankee Doodle,' the words of which ran—

    Yankee Doodle came to town,
    On a little pony.
    Eternally a tailor in his cap,
    And called him Macaroni.

    and that another ballad sung to the same tune
began 'The Roundheads and the Cavaliers.'
Both these songs were said to date from the
time of the Rebellion, and the 'Yankee Doodle'
in the former is stated to have been a nickname
for Cromwell, and to have alluded to his entry
into Oxford on a small horse with his single
plume, which he wore fastened in a sort of knot,
which the adherents of the royal party called
'Macaroni' out of derision.

This story is said to occur in the 'Musical
Reporter' of May 1841 ('Historical Magazine,' 1857, p. 221), but whoever invented it showed a
lack of antiquarian knowledge in fixing upon the
period of the Civil War as the date of the song.
No scholar could imagine Cromwell with a
single white plume, and the occurrence of the
word 'Macaroni' alone points to the date of the
rhyme, the term having first arisen in connection
with the Macaroni Club, which flourished be-
tween 1750 and 1770. The Rev. T. Woodfall
Elsworth, undoubtedly the greatest living au-
thority on English ballads, in reply to an enquiry
addressed to him on the subject, writes as fol-
lows:—'I believe that I have seen and weighed,
more or less, every such ballad still remaining in
print, and most of those in MS. that search has
detected; and I can declare unhesitatingly that
I never came across any indication of such an
anti-Cromwellian original as the apocryphal
'Yankee Doodle came to town.' I believe that
none such is extant or ever appeared. . . . There
is no contemporary (i.e. 1640-1660—or, say,
1648-1699) ballad specially entitled 'The
Roundheads and the Cavaliers,' although sepa-
rate rhymed poems on each class are well known
to me—not songs or meant to be sung.'

2. It has not escaped notice that the nursery-
rhyme,

Lucy Locket lost her pocket,
Kitty Fisher found it,
Not a bit of money in it,
Only binding round it.

which has been familiar as far back as the
memories of those now living, has always been
sung to the tune of 'Yankee Doodle.' This
fact has been pressed into the service of what
we may call the pre-Revolution theory in a very
ingenious manner, principally owing to that in-
ventive and unreliable antiquary, Dr. Rimbaud.
In the 'Historical Magazine' (1858, p. 214) a
letter from this gentleman is printed in which he
states that the tune occurs in Walch's 'Collec-
tion of Dances for the year 1750' under the
name of 'Fisher's Jig,' that Kitty Fisher was a
celebrated beauty of Charles II.'s reign, whose
portrait appears among Hollar's engravings of
English courtisans, and that it is certain that
the air is known in England as 'Kitty Fisher's
Jig.' Walch's 'Collection of Dances for the year
1750' seems unfortunately to have disappeared:
there is no copy of it in the British Museum,
Royal College of Music, or Euing Libraries, and
though the present writer has examined many
collections of dance tunes of the 18th century,
no copy of 'Fisher's Jig' has turned up. The
statement that Kitty Fisher lived in the reign of
Charles II. is absolutely wrong. Her real name
was Fischer, and she was the daughter of a Ger-
man. She was for many years a reigning hostess
in the last century, and in 1766 was married to
a Mr. Norris. She died in 1771. It would
therefore have been impossible for her portrait
to have been engraved by Hollar, even if he had
engraved a series of portraits of English court-
sans, which was not the case. It is not to be
wondered at that in the face of this tissue of
mis-statements we should find Lucy Locket—
whose name is unmistakably borrowed from the
Beggar's Opera—described as, like Kitty Fisher,
'a well-known character in the gay world.'

3. In Littell's 'Living Age' (Boston, Aug.
1851), a story is told, on the authority of a
writer in the New York 'Evening Post,' to the
effect that the song is sung in Holland by Ger-
man harvesters, whence it may have come to
America. Unfortunately for the credibility of
this account, its inventor has fitted some words to the
tune which are in no known language, conclu-
sively proving the story to be a hoax, though the
Duyckincks have thought it worth reproducing in
their Cyclopaedia.

Or 'on a Kentish.'
4. It is stated that in Burgh's 'Aneodotes of Music' (1814), the air of 'Yankee Doodle' is said to occur in J. C. Smith's 'Ulysses'—a statement we have been unable to verify, as no copy of that opera is accessible.

5. A writer in 'All the Year Round' (Feb. 1870) alleges that T. Moncrieff had traced the air to a fife-major of the Grenadier Guards, who composed it as a march in the last century. It is most probable that the air was originally a military quick-step, but this account of its authorship is too vague to be accepted implicitly.

6. In Admiral Freble's 'History of the Flag of the United States,' it is stated that the tune occurs in an opera of Arne's to the words 'Did little Dickey ever trick ye?' This is an error; the song in question is in Arnold's 'Two to One' (1784), and there the tune is called 'Yankee Doodle.' As this is probably the earliest instance of its appearance in print, it is given below, the words of the song being omitted.

7. Passing by the fanciful opinions that 'Yankee Doodle' is of Spanish or Hungarian origin, we come to the traditional account of its origin, which agrees with what may be gathered from the above accounts, viz. that the tune is of English origin and not older than the middle of the last century. The Boston 'Journal of the Times' for September 1768 is said to contain the earliest mention of it, in the following paragraph (quoted in the 'Historical Magazine' for 1857):—'The [British] fleet was brought to anchor near Castle William; that night... those passing in boats observed great rejoicings, and that the Yankee Doodle song was the capital piece in the band of music.' It is only a few years before this that the traditional account places the origin of the song. In 1755, during the French and Indian war, General Amherst had under his command an army of regular and provincial troops. Among the former was a Dr. Schuckburgh (whose commission as surgeon is dated June 25, 1737), to whom the tune is traditionally ascribed, though it seems more probable that he was only the author of the words. It is said that the fantastic appearance of the colonial contingent, with their variegated, ill-fitting, and incomplete uniforms, was a continual butt for the humour of the regular troops, and that Dr. Schuckburgh recommended the tune to the colonial officers 'as one of the most celebrated airs of martial music. The joke took, to the no small amusement of the British corps. Brother Jonathan exclaimed that it was "nation fine," and in a few days nothing was heard in the provincial camp but the air of Yankee Doodle.' This account is said to have appeared in the 'Albany Statesman' early in the present century; it is also to be found in vol. iii. of the 'New Hampshire Collections, Historical and Miscellaneous' (1824). The words evidently date from about the year 1755. The original name of the song is 'The Yankee's Return from Camp,' and it begins:—

Father and I went down to camp,
Along with Captain doodling;
There we see the men and boys
As thick as hasty-pudding.

The author of the account of the song in the 'New Hampshire Collections' quotes a version printed about 1790, and there are several others extant, though even in 1824 it is said that the burlesque song was passing into oblivion. It is noticeable that in the later versions of the song the early notices of 'Captain Washington' are replaced by the following:—

And there was Captain Washington,
And gentles folks about him;
They say he's grown so 'tiral proud,
He will not ride without 'em.

The tune itself seems also to have suffered several changes. Mr. A. W. Thayer has kindly favoured us with the following version as it was sung sixty years since, and as it has been handed down by tradition in his family from revolutionary times:—

Chorus or refrain.

Yankee doodle, keep it up, Yankee doodle dandy.

Mint the music and the step, And with the girls be han-ty.

In spite of various attempts to dislodge it, 'Yankee Doodle' remains the national air of the United States. As a melody it has little beyond simplicity in its favour, but there is a quaint direct and incisive character about it which redeems it from vulgarity, beside which the historical associations of the tune, connected as it is with the establishment of American Independence, should have saved it from some of the criticisms to which it has been subjected. In the words of the Hon. Stephen Salisbury, 'Yankee Doodle is national property, but it is not a treasure of the highest value. It has some antiquarian claims for which its friends do not care. It cannot be disowned, and it will not be disputed. In its own words, it suits for feasts, it suits for fun, and just as well for fighting.
YANKEE DOODLE.

It exists now as an instrumental and not as a vocal performance. Its words are never heard, and, I think, would not be acceptable in America for public or private entertainments. And its music must be silent when serious purposes are entertained and men’s hearts are moved to high efforts and great sacrifices. 1

[W.B.S.]

YONGE, or YOUNG, NICHOLAS, the compiler of MUSICA TRANSALPINA [see vol. ii., p. 416], is probably identical with a Nicholas Young who was a singing-man at St. Paul’s Cathedral in the time of Elizabeth. Burney, misled by a passage in the Dedication to the 1st Book of Musica Transalpina, says that he was an Italian merchant, whereas all that Yonge says is, ‘Since I first began to keep house in this citie, a great number of Gentlemen and Merchants of good acount (as well of this realme as of forreigne nations) have taken in good part such entertainment of pleasure, as my poor abilities was able to afford them, both by the exercise of Musicke daily used in my house, and by furnishing them with Bookes of that kind yeerely sent me out of Italy and other places.’ Young was born at Lewes, Sussex. His mother’s maiden name was Bray. During the greater part of his life he lived in the parish of St. Michael’s, Cornhill: he had nine children, most of whom survived him and settled in the same parish, where his descendants remained until the 18th century, when some of them are found in that of St. James, Clerkenwell. His wife’s name was Jane, and he was probably married about 1584. The title-page of the 1st Book of Musica Transalpina has been already given (vol. ii. p. 416 a); that of the second Book runs as follows—

‘Musica Transalpina. The Second Book of Madrigales, to 5 & 6 Voices: translated out of sundrie Italian Authors, and newly published by Nicholas Yonge. At London Printed by Thomas Este. 1597.’ Lists of the contents of both volumes are printed (with many mistakes) in Rimbault’s ‘Bibliotheca Madrigaliana.’ (1847). Both books (copies of which are in the British Museum, Royal College of Music, and Huth Collections) seem to have been very successful. Bodenham printed the words of three of the madrigals in ‘England’s Helicon’ (1600), and Dr. Heather, in his portrait in the Music School, Oxford, is represented holding a volume lettered ‘Musica Transalpina.’ Yonge died in October 1619. His will (which was proved by his wife on Nov. 12) is dated 19 October, 1619, and he was buried at St. Michael’s, Cornhill, on the 23rd of the same month. 2

[YORK MUSICAL FESTIVAL.]

The first festival was in 1791, and they were continued annually till 1803. [See Festivals, York; vol. i. p. 516.] After that no other festival took place until 1823, when the performance was revived for the benefit of the York County Hospital, and the Infirmary at Leeds, Sheffield and Hull. The scheme consisted of four sacred concerts, including the Messiah in its entirety, held in the Cathedral on the mornings of Sept. 23 to 25, three secular evening concerts, and two balls given in the Assembly Rooms. The vocalists were Mme. Catalani (who usurped ‘Comfort ye,’ ‘Every valley,’ and ‘Non piu andrai’), Mrs. Salmon, Misses Stephens, D. Travis, and Goodall, sopranos; Knyvett and Buggins, altos; Bellamy, Sherwood, and Placoi, basses. The band and chorus contained 180 instrumentalists and 285 vocalists; in the former were Crans, and Mori, leaders; Griesbach, Ellis, Lindley, Dragonetti, Puxi, Harper, etc. Greatorex was conductor, Matthew Camidge (who had officiated in 1791) and his son John, Knapton, and White, organists. The festival was rendered noteworthy from the receipts being larger than those at any previous meeting, viz. £2,174 16s. 8d. The sum of £720 was divided between the charities. A long and voluminous account is given of the above event in a 4to. volume by Mr. John Cross, F.S.A. York, 1824, to which we are indebted for the above information. 1 One of the evening concerts was rendered memorable by the performance of Beethoven’s C minor Symphony under unusual circumstances. A parcel with duplicate orchestral parts did not arrive, and in consequence it was proposed to omit the Symphony. No sooner, however, did Miss Travis begin with the ballad, ‘Charlie is my darling,’ than a general murmur arose, and one of the stewards (F. Mundy, Esq., Recorder of Doncaster), with a stentorine voice, to his honour, called out ‘Symphony, Symphony, I insist on the Symphony being played!’ Apology was in vain, and last the Symphony was played with six or eight fiddles to a part. ‘The reader might naturally suppose’ says Cross (p. 353), ‘that the performance failed in giving satisfaction: the contrary, however, was the case; every movement was listened to with attention and hailed with prolonged applause.’ 2

A second festival was held in Sept. 1825, on a similar plan and for the same charities. The band and chorus were increased to 600, and among the vocalists who appeared for the first time were Madame Caradori-Allan, Madame Malibran (then Miss Garcia), Brahms, Phillips, and De Begnis. The receipts were still larger, viz. £20,076 10s.; but owing to the cost of a concert-hall for the evening concerts, the profits were not in proportion, £1900 only being divided among the charities.

A third festival was held in Sept. 1828. Catalani reappeared, and Miss Paton, Madame Stockhausen, and Mr. Edward Taylor sang for the first time. Beethoven’s Symphony in F was a novelty to the audience, and not so successful as the C minor in 1823. It was described in the

---

1 Address delivered before the American Antiquarian Society, Oct. 27, 1782. The writer of the above article is greatly indebted for assistance kindly rendered by the Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, Esq., and A. W. R. Gray, Esq., A. W. T. B. Gray, Esq. 2 The information contained in this article is chiefly derived from the Registers of St. Michael’s, Cornhill, and the Visitation of London, both published by the Harleian Society.
"Harmonicon" as 'eccentric and very difficult,' and consequently was coldly received. The receipts diminished to £16,769 11s. 6d., and £1400 only was obtained for the charities. Since then no other festival has been held at York. [A.C.]

YORKSHIRE FEAST SONG, THE. An ode for solos, chorus, and orchestra, in fourteen numbers, composed by H. Purcell in 1689, for the Assembly of the Nobility and Gentry of the City and County of York, at the Anniversary Feast, March the 27th, 1690.' The feast was held in Merchant Taylors' Hall, London, and the anniversary was that of the proclamation of William and Mary (Feb. 13, 1689), the day originally fixed for the festivity having been Feb. 14. All this and much information will be found in Mr. Cummings' Preface to the edition of the Song by the Purcell Society, 1878. It had previously been published by Goodison in 1790. The title of the poem mentioned that the piece 'cost £100 the performing'—a sum quite equal to £200 of our present money. [G.]

YOUNG, THOMAS, born at Canterbury, 1809, received his musical education there, and from 1831 to 36 was first principal alto singer at the cathedral. In 1836 he became deputy and afterwards lay vicar at Westminster Abbey, and March 3, 1848, first alar at the Temple. This last post he held until his death, with the exception of a year's interval, when he married the widow of a Canterbury alderman and went into business without success. Young was an excellent solo singer, and was successor in public favour to Knivett and Machin, being the last male soloist of eminence. As such he was frequently heard at the Audient and Sacred Harmonic Concerts. With the latter Society he sang for a period of ten years: he first appeared Nov. 14, 1837, in the 'Deotingen te Deum' and Mozart's 'Twelfth Mass,' etc. He took the parts of Hamor and Joad on the respective revivals of 'Jephthah' and 'Athalith.' He also sang in the revival of Purcell's 'Jubilate' and in various anthems and services. He died at Walworth, Aug. 12, 1872. [A.C.]

YRIARTE, DON TOMAS DE, author of a Spanish poem on music published in 1779. The work, which is in irregular metre, is divided into five cantos. The first two deal with elements such as the notes, scales and ornaments, and with musical expression in its various branches. In the third, which treats of Church music, the writer distinguishes three principal species—(1) the Gregorian, having no measure of time in its five varieties; (2) the Mixed, or Florid, measured by common or triple time, admitting of various cadences and ornaments; and (3) the Organic, to some extent a combination of the two former, in which both voices and instruments were employed. Here the writer takes occasion to praise the Spanish composers Patiño, Roldán, García, Viana, Guerrero, Victoria, Ruiz, Morales, Duron, Lliteras, San Juan, and Nebra. The canto closes with a description of the examinations for admission to the Royal Chapel, from which it appears that candidates were required to show proficiency on the organ, violin, flute and hautboy, and to play sonatas at sight. The fourth canto treats of theatrical music: the shade of Jomelli appears, and after assigning to Spain the palm for pure vocal music, to Germany and Bohemia for instrumental, to France for science, and to Italy for the opera, gives a lengthened description of the Orchestra, of Recitative, 'greater than declamation, less than song,' which he limits to the compass of an octave, and of the Aria with its various graces, the Rondau, Cavatina, Duos, Trios, Quartets, etc. Among dramatic authors the palm is assigned to Gluck, whose rivalry with Sacchini and Piccini was distracting the musical world. The fifth and last canto, which treats of chamber music, contains a long eulogy of Haydn, who is said to have enjoyed special appreciation in Madrid, where prizes were given for the best rendering of his compositions. The poem concludes with a wish for the establishment of a Royal Academy of Music. Not the least interesting portion of Yriarte's book is the Notes: altogether it presents an amusing picture of music a century ago, which may be compared with Salvator Rosa's Satire 'La Musica' a century earlier. It was translated into French, German and Italian; and an English version by John Belfour, who acknowledges the assistance of Dr. Burney, Dr. Calcott, and S. Wesley, was published in 1807. [E.J.P.]
portion of which was published before his departure to Vienna. The year of his death is unknown.

The work on which Zacconi's fame is based, is entitled 'Pratica di Musica utile et necessaria a si al compositore si anco al cantore,' and is dedicated to Guglielmo Conte Palatino del Reno, Duca dell'alta e bassa Bania, etc. The First Part was published at Venice in 1592, and reprinted in 1596. The Second Part, also published at Venice, first appeared in 1619. The contents of the work are divided into Four Books, wherein the treatment of Consontant and Dissonant Progressions, the complications of Mode, Time, and Prolation, the laws of Cantus Fictus, with many like mysteries, are explained with a degree of lucidity for which we seek in vain in the works of other theoretical writers of the Polyphonic Period—the Dodecachordon of Glareanus, and the 'Musicae activae Micrologus' of Ornithoparus, alone excepted. It may, indeed, be confidently asserted that we are indebted to these two works, in conjunction with the 'Pratica di Musica,' for the most valuable information we possess on these subjects—information, in the absence of which Josquin's Missa Dixit Alii, and portions even of Palestrina's 'Misericordia, a body of things the Enigmatical Canons of the earlier Flemish Schools, would be as indecipherable as were the inscriptions on an Egyptian sarcophagus before the discovery of the Rosetta Stone. Mediaeval musicians worked on a method so complicated that, even in the 16th century, mistakes and misunderstandings were not uncommon, some of them so serious, that Zacconi has thought it necessary to point them out, with a clearness for which we can never be sufficiently grateful. While Zarlino dazzles us with learned dissertations, and our own Morley distracts his reader's attention with the quaint sallies of Philomathes and Polymathes, Zacconi goes straight to the point, and, in a few words, aye, in a pertinent example, explains the facts of the case, beyond all doubt. And, as his work is of considerably later date than either the Dodecachordon or the 'Musicae activae Micrologus,' his information is peculiarly valuable, as showing the methods in general use at the period at which the Polyphonic Schools had already attained their highest degree of perfection.

Lib. I. of the 'Pratica di Musica' is subdivided into eighty chapters, twenty-three of which are occupied with dissertations on the origin and history of Music, interspersed with definitions, and other introductory matter, of no great practical utility. Cap. xxiv. treats of the Harmonic Hand; Cap. xxi. of the figures used in Notation; Cap. xxvi. of the Stave of five lines; and Cap. xxvii. of the Clefs, of which several forms are given. Caps. xxviii.—xxxii. treat of Measure, Time, and various forms of rhythmic division (misura, tutto, e battuta). Caps. xxxiv.—xxxv. describe the Time Table, beginning with the Maxima, and ending with the Semicrorna. Caps. xxxvi.—xxxvii. describe the

Time-Signatures (Segni del Tutto). Caps. xxxviii.—xl. treat of Solmisation. Caps. xli.—xlii. describe the office of Points generally, and especially that of the Point of Augmentation—equivalent to the modern Dot. Caps. xliii.—xlvi. furnish some very valuable information concerning the Ligatures in common use towards the close of the 16th century. Caps. xlvi. treat of Rests; xlviii.—xlxi. of the B molle and B quadro; l. l. of the Diesis; and iii. of Syncope. Caps. liii.—lv. are devoted to the consideration of certain difficulties connected with the matters previously discussed. Caps. lvi.—lvii. treat of Canon, and the different ways of singing it. Caps. lvi.—lvii. contain the rules to be observed by Singers, illustrated by many examples and exercises, and throw great light upon the laws of Cantus fictus, the management of complicated rhythmic combinations, and other mysteries. Caps. lxvii.—lxxi. treat of the duties of the Maestro di Cappella and Singers. Caps. lxvii.—lxxii. describe the Villanella and Canzonetta, while Caps. lxxiv.—lxxx. state the mutual qualifications of Singers and Composers.

Lib. II. is divided into fifty-eight chapters, of which the first five treat of the different species of Mode, Time, and Prolation. Caps. vii.—viii. describe the Points of Division, Alteration, and Perfection. Cap. viii. corrects some prevalent errors in the matter of Perfect Time. Caps. ix.—xxt. treat of the mutual adaptation of Mode, Time, and Prolation, and the different kinds of Proportion. In illustration of this subject, Cap. xxxviii. gives, as examples, the Kyrie, Christe, Second Kyrie, the beginning of the Gloria, the Osanna, and the Agnus Dei, of Palestrina's 'Missa l'Homme armé,' with full directions as to the mode of their performance. Without some such directions, no modern musician would ever have succeeded in deciphering these very difficult Movements; while, aided by Zacconi's explanations, Dr. Burney was able to score them as easily as he would have scored a Concerto of Handel from the separate orchestral parts. Caps. xxxviii.—lxxi. bring the Second Book to an end, with the continuation of the same subject.

Lib. III. consists of seventy-seven chapters, treating of the different kinds of Proportion.

Lib. IV. is divided into fifty-six chapters, of which the first thirty-seven treat of the Twelve Modes. Of these, Zacconi, in common with all the great theoretical writers of the Polyphonic School, admits the use of six Authentic and six Plagal forms, and no more; and, not content with expounding the names of the Locrian and Hypocorian Modes from his list, he expunges even their numbers, describing the Ionian Mode as Tuono XI, and the Hyporion as Tuono XII. Caps. xxxviii.—xlvi. treat of Instrumental Music, as practised during the latter half of the 16th century, and are especially valuable as describing the compass and manner of using the various Orchestral Instruments as played by Peri, Monteverde, and their immediate successors, in their
early essays in Opera and Oratorio. Capa.

ZACCONI.

cxlvi.-iv. treat of the tuning of Musical Instru-
ments; and the concluding chapter, lv., furnishes
us with a Table, exhibiting on a Great Stave of
eleven lines, the compass of the Instruments
most commonly used at the time the book was
written. We subjoin the compass of each instru-
ment, on an ordinary Stave, and translated into
modern Notation:—

Coroni Bianchi
Violin;* Piaha.

Corno Torto.

Cornamuti torti. Pagotto chorista. Trombone.

Fiati.


Viole.t

Depiant.

The foregoing synopsis gives but a slight
indication of the value of the 'Prattica di Musica,'
which supplies information on every important
subject connected with the music of the 16th
century: information in many cases obtainable
from no other source. The work is now ex-
remely scarce and costly; complete copies will,
however, be found in the British Museum and
the Royal College of Music. [W.S.R.]

ZACHAU,* FRIEDRICH WILHELM, though
now known only as the instructor of Handel,
seems, in reality, notwithstanding the calummiies
circulated after his death, to have been one of the
best and most industrious musicians of his

He was born Nov. 19, 1663, at Leipzig,
where his father was Stadtinsignus. Under
his father's direction he learned to play on all the
instruments then in general use, including the
violin, hautboy, harpsichord, and organ, devoting,
however, his chief attention to the two last, on
both of which he attained a degree of proficiency
far exceeding that which generally prevailed at
this period. While still a youth, he removed,
with his father, to Eisenburg, and continued his
studies there until 1684, when he was elected
organist of the Liebfrauenkirche at Halle, a large
and important church still standing."

Here it was that, if Mainwaring's account is
to be trusted, the little Handel was first taken
to Zachau for instruction in music, while he was
yet under seven years of age; that is to say,
some time before the end of the year 1692.
Chrysander places the event a little later, but
upon no trustworthy evidence. The circum-
stances which led to it have already been nar-
rated in detail, and are too well known to need
repetition here. [See vol. i. p. 648.] There can
be no doubt that Zachau took great interest
in his pupil, who — Mainwaring tells us —
pleased him so much that he never thought he
could do enough for him. 7 That the child was
placed under an excellent and thoroughly con-
scientious teacher is indeed conclusively proved,
both by Mainwaring and Coxe. 8 The former
says, 'Zachau had a large collection of Italian
as well as German music. He showed his pupil
the different styles of different nations; the
excellencies and defects of each particular author;
and, that he might equally advance in the prac-
tical part, he frequently gave him subjects to
work, and made him copy, and play, and com-
pose in his stead. And Zachau was glad of
an assistant, who, by his uncommon talents,
was capable of supplying his place whenever
he was inclined to be absent. It may seem
strange to talk of an assistant at seven years of
age. But it will appear much stranger that by
the time he was nine he began to compose the
Church Service for voices and instruments, and
from that time actually did compose a service
every week for three years successively. 9 And
the continuation of this account, Coxe 10 de-
scribes a volume, formerly in the possession of
Lady Rivers, dated 1698, signed G. F. H., and
filled with transcripts, in Handel's handwriting,
of airs, fughes, choruses, and other works, by
Zachau, Frohberger, Krieger, Kerl, Heinrich
Albert, Ebner, Adam Strunck, and other com-
posers of the 17th century. After Lady Rivers'
dead, this volume disappeared. But its existence
has never been doubted, and its testimony to
Zachau's method of teaching is invaluable.

Handel always spoke of his old master with
the deepest respect; visited him at Halle for the
last time in 1710; and after his death, which
took place August 14, 1721, sent 'frequent remittances' to his widow. These tokens of

1 See vol. ii. pp. 350, 352.
2 It will be seen that the Violin is here treated in the First Position
only.
3 This note is omitted in the Brit. Mus. copy.
4 The tuning of the Tenor and Bass Viola differs materially from the
usual form.
5 The Viola of is wanting in the original.
6 Called by Mainwaring, Zachau; and by Schenkler, Zachau.
7 Known also as the Marienkirche, the Harpikirche, and the
Oberpfarrkirche zu Unser Lieben Frauen am Marktplatz.
8 'Memoirs of the Life of the late George Frederic Handel' (Lon-
9 'Memoirs of George Frederick Handel and John Christopher
10 'Memoirs,' pp. 14, 15.
11 'Anecdotes,' p. 6.
esteen did not, however, preserve the memory of Zachau from a cruel aspersion, which originated in this wise. A certain Johann Christoph Lepori, organist of the Dom Kirche zur Mortizburg at Halle, was dismissed from his office in 1792 on account of his dissolute life and neglect of duty; and Handel, then seventeen years of age, was chosen to supply his place. After Handel’s death, his biographers attributed Lepori’s misdeeds to Zachau, accusing him of irregularities of which he was wholly innocent. Mainwaring speaks of his frequent neglect of duty ‘from his love of company, and a cheap glass.’ Mattheson feebly protested against the cruelty of resuscitating a scandal so grave forty years after its victim’s death; but did not attempt to disprove it. Schellenberg reproduced it with inconsiderate levity; while Dr. Chrysander traces the libel to its source, and proves it to be utterly unfounded.

The Berlin Library possesses a large collection of Zachau’s compositions, consisting principally of MS. Church Cantatas, and pieces for the organ; and some fragments have been printed by Dr. Chrysander and von Winterfeld. They are not works of genius, but their style is thoroughly musicianlike, and is marked both by good taste and earnestness of purpose. [W.S.R.]

ZAIDE. Operetta in two acts; text by Schachtner, probably from the French; music by Mozart, 1779 or 1780. It does not appear to have been ever produced. Mendelssohn produced a Quartet from it in a Historical Concert, March 1, 1838.

The autograph contains fifteen numbers, but lacks the title, the overture, and the concluding chorus, which were all supplied by André. The words of the dialogue (not given by Mozart beyond the cues) were added by Gollmick, who has also altered the composed text here and there. It was published in full and vocal scores by André of Offenbach in 1838, and in Breitkopf’s edition, Ser. 5, No. 11. [G.]

ZAIRED. Opera in 3 acts; words by Romani, music by Bellini. Produced at Parma, May 16, 1829. [G.]

ZAMBONA [Stephano1], apparently an Italian, resident in Bonn at the latter part of the last century, who, according to the narrative of B. J. Mauer, cellist in the Bonn court orchestra, gave Beethoven lessons in Latin, French, Italian, and Logic for about a year. It is said that the lessons began in 1780, and that the boy advanced so rapidly as to read Cicero’s letters in six weeks! Zambona was evidently a shifty, vague personage—now an innkeeper, now a book-keeper, and then again applying for the post of kamerportier about the Court; but the service which he rendered Beethoven was so far a real one, and without his lessons we should probably not have those delightful poly-

1 Memoirs,’ p. 15.
3 ‘Life of Handel,’ vol. 1, p. 62.

ZANETTA. Ou IL NE FAUT PAS JOUER AVEC LE FEU (never play with fire). Opéra comique in 3 acts; libretto by Scribe and St. Georges, music by Aubert. Produced at the Opéra Comique, Paris, May 18, 1840. The title originally stood as above, and the opera was given in French, under that title in London at St. James’s theatre, Feb. 12, 1849. [G.]

8 See Thayer’s ‘Beethoven,’ 118. 9 ‘Harmonicon, 1812,’ p. 125.
ZAPFENSTREICH. The German word Zapfenstreich is said to owe its origin to General Wallenstein, who during the Thirty Years War in Germany found his unruly troopers so fond of nightly revels and drinking, that to prevent it he introduced the tattoo, or 'last call,' after which every soldier had to retire to rest. To ensure obedience to this call, he ordered that when it was sounded the provost of the camp should go to all the butlers' booths, and see that the barrels of drink were closed and a chalk-line drawn over the bung, as a precaution against serving drink during the night. Heavy penalties were enforced against the butlers, if on the morning's inspection the chalk-line was found to have been meddled with overnight. This act of 'sealing the bungs' appealed more forcibly to the senses of the revellers than the tattoo which accompanied it, and led to the signal being called Zapfenstreich—literally 'bung-line,' which it has retained in that country ever since. [See Tattoo, vol. iv. p. 63.]

The 'Grosse Zapfenstreich' (grand tattoo) of modern times, is in reality a monster serenade, which usually terminates the grand annual manoeuvres of the German army. On the last evening before the troops are dismissed to their homes, the bands of all the regiments who have taken part in the mimic war, combine, forming a monster mass of from 1000 to 1400 instrumentalists, who perform by torchlight, in presence of the Emperor and numerous high officials assembled, a suitable programme, immediately followed by the proper Zapfenstreich, in which, besides the band, all buglers, trumpeters and drummers of the army take part. After an introductory eight bars for fifes and drums, a few drummers commence a roll very piano, gradually increasing in power; this crescendo is augmented by all the drummers to the number of over 300 rapidly joining in until a thunderous forte is reached, when they break into four bars of simple beats in march-tempo, followed by the combined bands playing the proper Zapfenstreich (an ancient quickstep).

When this is finished, the 'Retraite' of the combined cavalry bands is played, consisting of the old trumpet calls, interspersed with rolls of kettle-drums and full chords of brass instruments. A short figure on the fifes and drums is then followed by the 'Prayer,' a slow movement executed by all the combined bands—

Then a roll for the drums—the trumpet signal 'Gewehr ein!'—and finally two bars of long chords bring the whole to a conclusion:

Such a mere description as the above, even with the assistance of the published full score of the Grosse Zapfenstreich (Berlin, Schlesinger), cannot convey an idea of the purely traditional manner of the performance, which must be witnessed, with all the brilliant surroundings accompanying it, to get an idea of the stirring effect it produces. [J.A.K.]

ZARLINO, GIOSEPPE, one of the most learned and enlightened musical theorists of the 16th century, was born in 1517 1 at Chioggia—the Coddia of the Romans—whence he was generally known as Zarlinus Coddianus. By the wish of his father, Giovanni Zarlino, he spent his youth in studying for the Church; was admitted to the Minor Orders in 1539, and ordained Deacon in 1541. In that year he came to reside in Venice, where his profession as a theologian, aided by his intimate acquaintance with the Greek and Hebrew languages, and his attainments in Philosophy, Mathematics, Astronomy, and Chemistry, soon gained him an honourable position. But his love for Music, for which, as he himself tells us, in the Dedication prefixed to his 'Istituzioni armoniche,' 'he had felt a natural inclination from his tenderest years,' tempted him to forsake all other studies, for his favourite pursuit; and he was at once accepted as a pupil by Adriano Willaert, the founder of the Venetian Polyphonic School, under whom he studied, in company with Cipriano di Rore and other promising neophytes.

On the removal of Cipriano di Rore to Parma, Zarlino was elected, in 1565, first Maestro di Cappella at S. Mark's, with every demonstration of honour and respect. The duties connected with this appointment were not confined to the Offices sung in the Cathedral. The Maestro was in the service of the Republic, and his talent was called into requisition, to add to the interest of all its most brilliant festivals. After the Battle of Lepanto, Oct. 7, 1571, Zarlino was commissioned to celebrate the greatest victory that Venice had ever won, with music worthy of the occasion. When Henry III, visited Venice,

1 Not, as Burney and Hawkins pretend, in 1660; for he himself tells us (Istit. Mus. iv. 281) that he came to reside in Venice in 1642, in which year he was ordained Deacon. Burney's mistake is rectified by Caffi (Storia della musica sacra, i. 128).
ZARLINO.

en his return to France, from Poland, in 1574, he was greeted, on board the Bucentaur, by a composition, the Latin verses for which were furnished by Rocco Benedetti and Cornello Frangipani, and the music by Zarlino, who also composed the music sung in the Cathedral, and a dramatic piece, called 'Orfeo,' which was performed, with great splendour, in the Sala del Maggior Consiglio. Again, in 1577, when the Church of S. Maria della Salute was founded in memory of the terrible plague, to which the venerable Titian fell a victim, Zarlino was commissioned to compose a Mass for the solemn occasion. None of these works have been preserved, and we can only judge of their merit by the immense reputation the Composer enjoyed.

But Zarlino did not entirely neglect the duties of his ecclesiastical status. On the contrary, in 1582, he was elected a Canon of Chioggia; and, on the death of Marco de' Medici, Bishop of Chioggia, in 1583, he was chosen to fill the vacant See. This proceeding was, however, so strongly opposed by the Doge, Niccolo da Ponte, and the Senate, that Zarlino consented to retain his appointment at S. Mark's in preference to the proffered Mitre; and he continued to perform the duties of Maestro di Cappella until his death, Feb. 4, 1590. He was buried in the church of San Lorenzo. No inscription now marks the spot; but his bust has been placed in the Corridor of the Doge's Palace; and during his lifetime a medal was struck in his honour, bearing his effigy, and, on the reverse, an Organ, with the legend, Laudate sum in chordis.

The only compositions by Zarlino that have been preserved to us, besides the examples given in his theoretical works, are a MS. Mass for four voices, in the library of the Liceo filarmonico at Bologna, and a printed volume of 'Modulazione sex vocum' (Venice, 1566). His chief fame, however, rests upon three treatises, entitled: 'Istituzioni armoniche' (Venice, 1558, reprinted 1562, and again, 1573); 'Dimostrazioni armoniche' (Venice, 1571, reprinted, 1573); and 'Supplimenti musicali' (Venice, 1588). The best edition is the complete one, entitled 'Tutte l'Opere del R. M. Giuseppe Zarlino da Chioggia' (Venice, 1589).

The 'Istituzioni' comprises 448 pp. fol.; and are divided into four sections.

Lib. I. contains sixty-nine Chapters, chiefly devoted to a dissertation on the excellence of Music; a mystical elucidation of the transcendental properties of the number six; and a description of the different forms of Arithmetical, Geometrical, and Harmonical Proportion.

In Lib. II., comprising fifty-one chapters, Zarlino demonstrates the superriority of the system known as the Syntonus, or Intense Diatonic, of Polotmy, above all other systems.

whatsoever. In this system, the Tetradist is divided into a Greater Tone, a Lesser Tone, and a Greater Hemitone—the Diatonic Semitone of modern music—as represented by the fractions $\frac{2}{3}$, $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{1}{4}$. The system was not a new

one: and Zarlino, naturally enough, made no attempt to claim the honour of its invention.

The constitution of the Lesser Tone had been demonstrated, by Didymus, as early as the 6th year of the Christian era. The misfortune was,

that Didymus placed the Lesser below the Greater; an error which was corrected about the year 130, by Claudius Polotmy, who gave his name to the system. The merit of Zarlino lay in his clear recognition of the correctness of this division of the Tetradist, which, in Lib. II. Cap. xxxix, p. 147 of the complete edition, he illustrates as in Fig. 1, above.\[\text{label}^{3}\]

By following the curves in Fig. 1 we may

\[\text{label}^{3}\]

\[\text{label}^{4}\]

\[\text{label}^{5}\]
ascertain the exact proportions, in Just Intonation, of the Diatonic Semitone, the Greater and Lesser Tone, the Major and Minor Third, the Perfect Fourth, and the Perfect Fifth, in different parts of the Octave. Like Pietro Aron ('Toscanello della Musica,' Venice, 1523), Ludovico Fogliano ('Musica teoretica,' Venice, 1529), and other theoretical writers of the 16th century, Zarlino was fond of illustrating his theses by diagrams of this kind: and it was, no doubt, the practical utility of the custom that tempted Des Cartes to illustrate this self-same system by the Canonical Circle (Fig. 2), which later theorists extended, so as to include the proportions, in compass, of every possible Diatonic Interval within the limits of the Octave (Fig. 3).

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.**

It needs but a very slight examination of the foregoing diagrams to prove that the Syntonomous Diatonic of Ptolemy, coincided, to the minutest particular, with the system advocated by Kepler (Harmonices Mundi, Lib. III, Cap. 7.), Mercenne (Harm. Univers. Lib. II), Des Cartes (Compendium Musices), and all the most learned theoretical writers of later date, who, notwithstanding our acceptance of Equal Temperament as a practical necessity, entertain but one opinion as to the true division of the Scale in Just Intonation—the opinion defended by Zarlino, three centuries ago.

Lib. III. of the 'Istitutioni' treats of the laws of Counterpoint, which, it must be confessed, are not always set forth, here, with the clearness for which Zacconi is so justly remarkable. In the examples with which this part of the work is illustrated, an interesting use is made of the well-known Canto fermo which forms so conspicuous a feature in 'Non nobis Domine,' and so many other works of the 16th and 17th centuries.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.**

Lib. IV. treats of the Modes:—more especially in the later forms introduced by the Early Christians, and systematised by S. Ambrose, and S. Gregory. In common with Glareanus, and all the great theorists of the Polyphonic

---

1 A comma is the sixth part of a Greater Tone

School, Zarlino insists upon the recognition of twelve Modes, and twelve only; rejecting the Locrian and Hypolocrian forms as inadmissible, by reason of the False Fifth inseparable from the one, and the Tritonus which forms an integral part of the other. But, though thus entirely at one with the author of the Dodecachordon on the main facts, he arranges the Modes in a different order of succession. Instead of beginning his series with the Dorian Mode, he begins with the Ionian, arranging his series thus:—

**Authentic Modes.**

I. Ionian. Final, C.
III. Dorian. Final, D.
V. Phrygian. Final, E.
VII. Lydian. Final, F.
IX. Mixolydian. Final, G.
XI. Aeolian. Final, A.

**Plagal Modes.**

II. Hypolodian. Final, C.
IV. Hypodorian. Final, D.
VI. Hypophrygian. Final, E.
VIII. Hypolydian. Final, F.
X. Hypomixolydian. Final, G.
XII. Hypoaeolian. Final, A.

This arrangement—which no other great theorist of the century has followed—would almost seem to have been dictated by a prophetic anticipation of the change which was to lead to the abandonment of the Modes, in favour of a newer tonality: for, the series here begins with a form which corresponds exactly with our modern Major Mode, and ends with the prototype of the descending Minor Scale of modern music.

In the course of the work, Zarlino introduces some very valuable memoranda, and occasionally records as facts some very curious superstitions. In one place he tells us that the human pulse is the measure of the beats in music—a statement fortunately corroborated by other early writers, and furnishing us with a comparative estimate of the duration of the two beats which are included in the normal Semibreve. In another, he asserts that Josquin treated the Fourth as a Consonance. In a third, he records his observation that untaught singers always sing the Third and Sixth Major—which is in all probability true. Occasionally, too, he diverges into the region of romance, and assures us that deer are so delighted with music that hunters use it as a means of capturing them.

The 'Dimostrazioni armoniche,' occupying 312 folio pages, is disposed in the form of five Dialogues, carried on by Adriano Willaert, Claudia Merulo, and Francesco Viola, Maestro di Cappella of Alfonso d'Este, Duke of Ferrara. Zarlino tells us, that, in the year 1562, the friends met at the house of Willaert, who was then laid up with the gout; and, that their conversation is faithfully reported in the five Ragionamenti of the Dimostrazioni. The first of these treats chiefly of the Proportions of Intervals; the second, and third, of the ratios of the Consonances, and Lesser Intervals; the fourth, of the division of the Monochord; and the fifth, of the Authentic and Plagal Modes.
Not long after the publication of these works, Vincenzo Galilei—who had formerly been Zarlin's pupil—printed, at Florence, a treatise entitled 'Discorso interno alle operi di messer Gioseffo Zarlin di Chioggia,' in which he violently attacked his former master's principles; and, in 1581, he followed up the subject, in his famous 'Dialogo della musica antica et della moderna,' in the second edition of which (Firenze, 1603), the title-page bore the words, 'in sua difesa contra Josepho Zarlini.' Galilei attacked, in very uncourteous terms, the division of the Scale advocated by Zarlini; and proposed to substitute for it the Ditonic Ditonic Tetra-chord, consisting of two Greater Tones and a Limma; as set forth by Pythagoras—a division which all modern theorists agree in utterly rejecting. While accusing Zarlini of innovation, he inconsistently complained that the Syntonus Ditonic was advocated by Lodovico Fogliano, half a century before his time. This is perfectly true; and in all probability, it was this division of the Scale which the Aristophanes unconsciously sang by ear. But Galilei was not satisfied with an empirical scale; and his admiration for the Greeks blinded him to the fact that his theory, reduced to practice, would have been intolerable. His favourite instrument, the Lute, imperatively demanded some reasonable power of Temperament; and Zarlini, who was, in every respect, in advance of his age, actually proposed, that, for the Lute, the Octave should be divided into twelve equal Semitones—that is to say, he advocated in the 16th century the practice that we, in the 19th, have only seen universally adopted within the last thirty-five years. That he extended the system to the Organ, is sufficiently proved by the fact that his Organ, at S. Mark's, remained in the condition in which it was left by Montevede. It is evident, therefore, that he advocated Equal Temperament for keyed instruments, and Just Intonation for unaccompanied Vocal Music, and instruments of the Violin tribe—a system which has been successfully practised by the most accomplished vocalists and violinists of the present century.

In defence of his principles, and in answer to Galilei's caustic diatribes, Zarlini published, in 1588, his 'Supplimenti musicali,' containing 330 pages of valuable and interesting matter, much of which is devoted to the reinforcement of the principles laid down in the 'Istituzioni,' and the 'Dimostrazioni.' The system of Equal Temperament, as applied to the Lute, is set forth in detail in Lib. IV. Cap. xxviii. et seq. In Lib. VI. the author recapitulates much of what he has previously said concerning the Modes; and in Lib. VIII. he concludes the volume with a dissertation on the organ; illustrating his subject, at p. 291, by an engraving of the soundboard of a very early Organ removed from a Church at Grado; and giving many particulars concerning Organs of very early date.

In 1589, Zarlini reprinted the 'Supplimenti,' preceded by the 'Istituzioni,' and the 'Dimostrazioni,' in the complete edition of his works already mentioned, together with a fourth volume, containing a 'Trattato della pazzesia,' a 'Discourse on the true date of the Crucifixion of Our Lord,' a treatise on 'The Origin of the Capuchins,' and the 'Resolution of some doubts concerning the correctness of the Julian Calendar.' He survived the issue of the four volumes but a very short time; but his death, in 1590, was far from terminating the controversy concerning his opinions; for Galilei published the second edition of his 'Dialogo' as late as 1602; and, in 1704, Giovanni Maria Artusi published an equally bitter attack, at Bologna, entitled 'Impressa del R. P. Gio. Zarlini di Chioggia,' etc.

In truth, Zarlini was too far in advance of his age to meet with fair treatment from his opponents, though we of the 19th century can agree with every word of every argument. The works of Zarlini are now very scarce and costly. Perfect and complete copies will be found at the British Museum and the Royal College of Music.

ZAFFERNO, DIE, i.e. The Magic flute. Mozart's last opera, in two acts. The book was by Schikaneder and was first proposed to Mozart early in 1791; the music was written partly in a 'garden pavilion' close to the theatre, and partly in the Casino at Josephsdorf on the Kahlenberg. It was produced at the Theatre auf der Wieden, Vienna, Sept. 30 of the same year (by which time the Requiem was begun), and had not at first a great success; but this soon altered, and by Oct. 12, 1795, it had been performed at the one theatre 300 times. The overture was as usual written last—with the march. Mozart was a great Freemason, and the work is said to abound with Masonic indications, especially in the noble trombone chords—which should not be 'tied'; and elsewhere throughout the opera. A likeness has been discovered between the subject of the Allegro and that of a sonata of Clementi's once played by Clementi to the emperor in Mozart's presence; and it has certainly a curious resemblance to an overture by Collo of 1779. The air 'Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen' is taken from the two last lines of the chorale 'Nun lob mein Seel den Herren.' The melody sung by the men in armour is that of another much older chorale, 'Ach Gott vom Himmel sieh daran,' with a closing chorale added by Mozart. (See Appendix, Arch Gott.)

In Paris, 'arrangé par Lechmich,' as 'Les Mystères d'Isis,' Aug. 20, 1801. [See LACHMICH.] In London, in Italian, as 'Il Flauto Magico,' at the King's Theatre, for Naldi's benefit, June 6, 1811; in German, at Covent Garden, May 27, 1833; in English, as 'The Magic Flute,' Drury Lane, Mar. 10, 1838.
ZAVERTAL. The original Bohemian name (Zavrtal) of a musical family, several members of which have become prominent both in Germany and this country. 

(1) Johann Erbols, horn-player, born at Polep, Letermirz, Bohemia, Nov. 5, 1819, was educated at the Prague Conservatorium. He entered the Austrian army as bandmaster in 1840, and gradually rose. In 1846 he established the Pension Society for bandmasters of the Austrian army. After several promotions, in 1864 he became director of military music to Maximilian, Emperor of Mexico. Shortly after this he left Austria for England, and in 1868 was made bandmaster of the 4th King’s Own Regiment, and in 1871 was placed at the head of the band (wind and string) of the Royal Engineers, a post which he still holds. (2) Wenzel Hugo, brother of the foregoing, born at Polep, Aug. 31, 1821, clarinettist and composer. He has been bandmaster of several regiments in the Austrian army, during the Franco-Italian war saw much service, and was recognised as a very eminent bandmaster. In 1866 he quitted the service, and in 1874 came to this country, where he resides at Haldenshurg, near Glasgow, much esteemed as a teacher of music, and where his compositions are much relished. In 1847 he married Carlotta Maironi, an eminent musician, who died in 1873. His son, (3) Ladislau, born at Milan Sept. 29, 1849, was taught music by his parents, and first appeared at Milan in 1864. Four years later he produced an opera at Treviso. Next year he was made conductor and composer to the theatre at Milan. In 1871 he removed to Glasgow, where he remained teaching and conducting for ten years. In 1881 he succeeded the late James Smythe as master of the Band (wind and string) of the Royal Artillery, at Woolwich. An opera of his, ‘Una notte a Firenze,’ was successfully produced at Prague in 1886, and another, ‘Myrrha,’ at the same city Nov. 7, 1886. He was created Cavaliere of the Order of the Crown of Italy. [G.]

ZELMIRA. Opera seria in 2 acts; words by Tottolo, music by Rossini. Produced at Naples, Feb. 16, 1822. [G.]

ZELTER, Carl Friedrich, Director of the Berlin Singakademie, and founder of the Liedertafeln now so general throughout Germany, was born at Berlin, Dec. 11, 1758. His father, who was a mason, embodied in a series of maxims his lofty ideal of the mason’s prerogatives. Carl’s mother taught him ‘pretty Bible sayings and severe modesty’; his father, more intent on building houses in Germany than castles in Spain, declared that ‘handicraft ranks before everything; the handicraftsman is the true citizen; the law which binds him protects him,’ etc., etc.—aphorisms which were soon forgotten by Carl, who practised on a small fiddle presented to him on his eighth Christmas Eve, and at ten years of age played a year in the construction of an organ, ‘with a pedal that could be trod upon.’ He has recorded the first indelible impression that he received on hearing Graun’s opera ‘Phaeton,’ to which his parents treated him in the Carnival of 1770. ‘The grand powerful masses of tone riveted my attention far more than the melody and construction of the airs. . . . I thought the orchestra a riddle as wonderful as it was beautiful. I was seated amongst the musicians. . . . I swam in a sea of delight,’ etc., etc. Of the opera itself he says little, except that the sweet unknown Italian words added to the magic of the whole, so that he afterwards agreed with the great Frederick as to the profanity of allowing Art to speak in the vulgar tongue, and sympathised heartily with the royal dislike of the German opera. When nearly 14, his father sent him to the Gymnasium, but here, though the lessons got on tolerably well, his relations with his fellow-students were so stormy that the place became too hot to hold him; he was rusticated for a time, and a bar sinister drawn across his name—petulant, petulantissimus.’ He was then handed over to the organist of the Gymnasium, who had a school of his own. This was only a temporary expedient, for Zelter returned to the Gymnasium, where some of the masters were well disposed towards him, notwithstanding his taste for practical jokes. At the age of 17, after another course of the organist’s teaching, necessitated by a little affair of honour, he left school, and now his real education began. Though apprenticed to his father’s trade, he was but a half-hearted mason. He made friends with any one who happened to have musical proclivities, and amongst others with the town musician, George, an original even in those days. In his household Zelter was always a welcome guest; George appreciated his musical skill and enthusiasm, and gave him free access to all his musical instruments. Meantime Zelter was ripening into a capable musician. In 1777 his apprenticeship to the trade was declared on, and a great longing seized him to join his friend Hackert, the artist, in a journey to Italy, a longing which often returned upon him through his life, though he never fulfilled it. Hackert went without him, and he remained at home to do a good deal of love-making. His love affairs, described minutely in his autobiography, are of little interest, except perhaps his flirtation with an artistic Jewess, at whose father’s house Moses Mendelssohn and other scholars used to meet. The lady and her lover quarrelled over the theory of suicide, and parted company because they differed about Goethe’s treatment of Werther, who, in Zelter’s opinion, ought to have shot Albrecht instead of himself. The episode is worth recording, as it marks the first intercourse of the names of Goethe and Mendelssohn with that of Zelter. In spite of such distractions, Zelter passed his examination easily and successfully, and was made master mason in consequence. When he was 18, his first Cantata was performed in St. George’s Church, and Marpurg the theorist thought so highly of it,
that Zelter applied to Kirnberger and Fach for further instruction in musical science. In gratitude for his old master's teaching, he ultimately became the biographer of Fach, the pupil of Sebastian Bach, and the original founder of the Berlin Singakademie. From 1792 to 1800, Zelter acted as music director to that institution, and at the death of Fach he succeeded to the Directorship. A few years previously, Zelter's music to some of Goethe's songs had so attracted the poet, that a correspondence began which shows that Goethe was capable of a real affection for at least one of his blindest worshippers. There are frequent allusions in these letters to the progress of the Singakademie, over which in his later years Zelter reigned as a musical dictator from whose decision there was no appeal. Its influence was unquestionably due to the man who revived Sebastian Bach's music, and was the first to inspire his pupil, Felix Mendelssohn, with his own love for it. The Akademie consisted originally of only 30 members, who met weekly at different private houses, and during Fach's life they practised little except his compositions. It was reserved for Zelter to enlarge the area of selection, and under his direction some of the greatest names of the time were added to the repertory. The Liedertafel, a more modern institution, at first consisted of 25 men, singers, poets and composers. The society met once a month for supper and music, the songs were the compositions of the guests themselves, and the gatherings are amusingly described in Zelter's letters to Goethe. As the teacher and friend of Felix Mendelssohn, Zelter is entitled to lasting gratitude, for though his judgment of contemporary art was at times mistaken, his faith in his pupil never wavered. Mendelssohn, on the other hand, never ceased to regard him as 'the restorer of Bach to the Germans.' The real history of the first performance of the Matthew Passion is to be found in Devrient's 'Recollections of Mendelssohn,' and in 'Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben,' by A. B. Marx. [See Mendelssohn, vol. ii. p. 260.] The joint enthusiasm of Mendelssohn and Devrient for Bach's music had been kindled by the study of the score of the 'Passion,' which Zelter had bought years before as waste paper at an auction of the goods of a deceased cheese-monger. In spite of his devotion to every one of the name of Bach, Zelter rashly ventured on simplifying some of the recitative and choral parts, after the method of Graun. The purity of the work was saved by Felix Mendelssohn's grandmother, who prevailed on the fortunate possessor of the score to present the treasure to her grandson. Not only was the work well bestowed and rescued from sacrilege, but its publication and performance inaugurated a fresh era in the art of music. The expediency of printing the work was discussed at a dinner party given by Schlesinger, the publisher. Marx was appealed to for an opinion. 'All I can say is, that it is the greatest thing I know in Church music,' was his reply, whereupon old Schlesinger struck the table with his fist, and called out, 'I will publish it, should it cost me three thousand thalers. I will do it for the honor of the house.' The zeal of Mendelssohn and Devrient, in league to prevent on Zelter to allow a public performance, eventually triumphed over every obstacle. Their old teacher was at first incredulous; it may well have been that he was conscious of the original sin of tampering with the score, and felt that the 'lynx eyes' of Felix had silently convicted him. The concession was wrung from him with difficulty, but once given he put the forces of the Akademie at his pupil's disposal. The first and ever-memorable performance of the 'Passion' music was given March 11, 1832, under Mendelssohn's baton, his friend Edward Devrient singing the part of Christ. For Goethe, Zelter had the devotion of a faithful dog; the great man's slightest wish was law to him; nay, so strong was the musician's adoration of the poet, that after the suicide of his favourite step-son, he wrote that 'even in the midst of his misery he was happy, truly happy, for has not the sympathy of his immortal friend moved him to use the brotherly Du instead of the ordinary Sie in his letter of condolence! 'Mark my words; Zelter will not live long now,' said Mendelssohn, when he heard of Goethe's death in 1832; and he was right. Zelter sank almost immediately, and died on the 15th May following. He is best described in his own words, 'strong, healthy, full of sap and good-will,' a rough diamond and of good hard lasting stuff. He composed several songs and quartets for the Liedertafel of Berlin, and set many of Goethe's songs to music. These songs were interpreted in their day by Mara and other great singers. [For their characteristics see Song, vol. iii. p. 626.] Amongst his numerous works, now forgotten, was a Cantata on the death of Frederick the Great, which seems, by the account of it in a journal of 1786, to have been thought worthy of the occasion. He also wrote an oratorio called 'The Ascension,' a Requiem, a Te Deum, and several other works which were never published. A list of these is to be found in 'A Sketch of the Life of Carl Friedrich Zelter, arranged from autobiographical MSS.,' by Rintel (Janka, Berlin, 1861). [A.D.C.]

ZEMIRE ET AZOR. Fairy comedy in 4 acts; words by Marmontel, music by Grétry. Produced at Fontainebleau Nov. 9, 1771, and repeated at the Italiens, Paris, Dec. 16. The score is one of Grétry's best. It was revived, the libreto reduced by Scribe to 2 acts, and the score reinforced by Adam, on Feb. 21, 1832. The story is that of 'Beauty and the Beast,' and has been set to music under the above title by Baumgarten (1775), Neefe—Beethoven's teacher—(1778), Tozzi (1793), Seyfried (1818), and Spohr (1819). The last, under the name of 'Azor and Zemira, or the Magic Rose,' was

1 Karl Friedrich Christian Fach, von Karl Friedrich Zelter. 4to. Berlin, 1811, with a Portrait (drawn by Schadow).

Publisher. Marx was appealed to for an opinion. 'All I can say is, that it is the greatest thing I know in Church music,' was his reply, whereupon old Schlesinger struck the table with his fist, and called out, 'I will publish it, should it cost me three thousand thalers. I will do it for the honor of the house.'
EMIRE ET AZOR.

brought out at Covent Garden Theatre, April 5, 1831. The song, 'Rose softly blooming,' has remained a favourite piece to this day. [G.]

ZENOBA. An opera, worth of notice because of the great number of times it has been set, often to the same libretto. The following list is collected from Clement's 'Dict. Lyrique' and Riemann's 'Opern-Handbuch.'


'Zenobia in Palmitra.' F. Chelleri, Milan, 1711; F. Fio, Naples, 1713; L. Leo, Naples, 1725; P. Anfossi, Venice, 1790; G. Passiello, Naples, 1790.

'Zenobia regina de Palmitreni.' T. Albini, Venice, 1694.

'Zenobia, Queen of Palmitra.' Pratt, New York, 1883. [G.]

ZERETELEW, ELISABETH ANDREJEWNA, the Princess of, née Lawrowskaja, well-known as Mme. Lawrowska, was born Oct. 12, 1845, at Kaschin, Twer, Russia. She was taught singing by Fenzi, at the Elisabeth Institute, and by Mme. Nissen-Saloman at the Conservatorium, St. Petersburg. In 1867 she made her début as Orfée at three performances of Gluck's opera, given by the students of the Conservatorium under Rubinstein, at the Palace of the Grand Duchess Helena, thanks to whose kindness she was enabled to study abroad. From 1868-72 she was engaged at the Russian Opera-Theatre Marie, and in the mean time (viz. on July 31, 1871), she married the Prince Zeretelew. In 1888 she was announced to sing at the Italian Opera, Covent Garden, but did not appear. She left the opera for a time and sang in concerts all over Europe, having received further instruction from Mme. Viardot-Garcia. She visited this country in 1873, and made her first appearance Feb. 24 at the Monday Popular Concerts, and March 1 at Crystal Palace. During her stay she made a great impression by her grand mezzo soprano voice and fine declamatory powers of singing in operatic airs of Handel and Glinka, and in the Lieder of Schubert, Schumann, etc. In 1881 she reappeared in England in concerts, but for a very short period. In 1878 she returned to the St. Petersburg Opera, where we believe she is still engaged. The principal Russian operas in which she has performed are 'La Vie pour le Czar' and 'Russian and Ludmila' of Glinka, 'Russalka' of Darjomizky, and 'Wrazya Silow' of Serow. [A.C.]


ZERR, ANNA, born July 26, 1822, at Baden-Baden; was taught singing by Bordogni, and first appeared in opera at Carlshue, in 1839, where she remained until 1846, and was subsequently engaged at Vienna. In 1851 she obtained leave of absence, and made her first appearance in England May 19 at Catherine Hayes' Concert, at the Hanover Square Rooms, and sang with great success there and at other concerts, including one given for the benefit of the Hungarian Refugees. On this account, on her return to Vienna, she was deprived of her diploma of Court chamber singer, and was not permitted to sing again at the opera during the remainder of her engagement. On July 10 she made her début at the Royal Italian Opera as Astrafiamentone, on the production of the Zauberflöte, with great effect. She reappeared in 1853 in the same part, and in that of Lucia; on July 15 as Rossa on the revival of Spohr's Faust; on Aug. 17 as Catherine on the production of Pietro il Grande (Jullien). She afterwards sang at the Birmingham Festival, at Jullien's concerts, went to America, and retired from public life in 1857. On June 14, 1881, she died, at her residence, Winterbach, near Oberkirch, Baden. [A.C.]

ZERRAHN, CARL, born at Malchow, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, July 28, 1826. Began the study of music at Rostock, under F. Weber, and continued it at Hanover and Berlin. The revolution of 1848, in Germany, had the effect of expatriating a number of young musicians, among whom was Zerrahn, who went to the United States, and, under the title of the 'Germania Musical Society,' gave concerts of classical music for orchestras in many of the larger cities, with considerable success. In this orchestra Zerrahn played first flute. He was, in 1854, appointed conductor of the Handel and Haydn Society at Boston, succeeding Carl Bergmann, who had also been director of the 'Germania,' and he still retains the position (1887). For several years the only classical orchestral concerts in Boston were given by Zerrahn at his own risk. On the establishment of the Harvard Symphony Concerts, in 1865, Zerrahn received the appointment of conductor, and remained in charge until the concerts were given up (1883). The festivals given by the Handel and Haydn Society in May 1865, and triennially thereafter, until 1883, when they were suspended, were all under his direction. He occupied a prominent position among the directors at the Peace Jubilee at Boston, 1869 and 1872, and for several years has directed the annual autumn festivals at Worcester, Mass. Similar enterprises, generally on a large scale, at New York, San Francisco, and elsewhere, have been conducted by him. The Oratorio Society of Salem, Mass., has been under
ZERRAHN.

Zerrahn's care ever since its organisation in 1866, as have also been numerous choral and orchestral societies and male singing-clubs belonging to Boston or its neighbourhood. [F.H.J.]

ZEUGHEER, JAKOB (known also as J. Z. HERMANN), born at Zürich in 1805, learned the violin first from Wassermann in his native town, and in 1818 was placed at Munich under Ferdinand Fränzel, for the violin, and Gratz for composition and musical science. A visit to Vienna in 1823 confirmed his enthusiasm for chamber-music and Beethoven, who remained through life the object of his highest veneration. The example of Schuppanzigh, and of the four brothers Moralt, suggested to Zeugheer the idea of attempting the same with his friends in Munich, as 'das Quartett Gebrüder Hermann.' Zeugheer was leader; Joseph Wex of Immenstadt, second violin; Carl Basder, viola; and Joseph Lidel (grandson of Andreas Lidl, the eminent performer on the baryton), violoncello. They started Aug. 24, 1834, for the south, and gave performances at the towns of south Germany and Switzerland, and along the Rhine to Holland and Belgium. In the spring of 1826 they played in Paris, before Cherubini and Baillot, and gave a public performance assisted by Mlle. Sontag and M. Boucher. They first performed in Paris Spohr's double quartet in D minor, the second quartet being played by Boucher and his three sons. From Boulogne they crossed the Channel; in England they seem to have been successful, at Dover, Ramsgate, and especially at Brighton, where they resided for five months. They gave concerts throughout the South and West of England, and in Ireland from Cork to Dublin, where they arrived in November 1827. Early in 1828 they proceeded by Belfast to Glasgow, Edinburgh and London. In England they had a few engagements, both in private houses; Wex retired ill, and the quartet was broken up till a new violinist was found in Anton Popp of Würzburg. The concerts began again with a series of six at Liverpool in the summer of 1829, and were continued through the northern counties. But in the spring of 1830 the 'brothers' had had enough of a roving life. Zeugheer and Basder settled at Liverpool, Lidel and Popp at Dublin. Zeugheer resided in Liverpool till his death, Basder till his retirement in 1869.

The importance of the work achieved by the brothers Herrmann will be appreciated if it be remembered that, in England at least, except the Morlais they were the earliest four violinists who constantly played together. The Herrmanns were the second party of the kind ever seen here, and were the first to play in England any but the first six of Beethoven's quartets. In many towns they found that no one knew what a quartet was.

In 1831 he took the conductorship of the Gentlemen's Concerts at Manchester, which he retained till 1838. The Liverpool Philharmonic Society, originally a private society, began in Jan. 1840 to give public concerts with an orchestra, and in 1843 appointed Zeugheer director. He conducted their concerts from that date to March 28, 1865, shortly before his death, which took place suddenly June 15, 1865. But the great work of his life at Liverpool was tuition. Although not a pianist, he fully understood the art of training the hand. Mr. Chorley, the musical critic of the 'Atheneum,' never had any musical teacher but Zeugheer, whose genius he estimated highly and proclaimed in print.

Zeugheer's playing was very pure in tone and refined in expression, though his position was not favourable to original composition. He wrote two Symphonies, two Overtures, a Cantata, two sets of Entr'actes, a Violin Concerto op. 28, a Potpourri for violin and orchestra op. 6, an Instrumental Quartet, an Andante and Rondo for piano and violin op. 21, and a Polacca for four voices, few of them published. 'In Liverpool he wrote an opera 'Angela of Venice' to Chorley's words, but it was neither produced nor published, owing to the badness of the libretto. He published two sets of waltzes, a vocal duet 'Come, lovely May,' and other songs and glees. [R.M.]

ZEUNER, CHARLES. A German musician, born in 1797; resided for many years in the United States, conducting, composing, and teaching. He died at Philadelphia, Nov. 1857. [G.]

ZIMMERMANN, AGNER, pianist and composer, though born at Cologne, July 5, 1847, came to England very early, and at 9 became a student at the Royal Academy of Music, under Cipriani Potter and Steggall. Later she learnt from Pauer and Sir George Macfarren. Though occasionally playing outside the Academy, Miss Zimmermann did not relax her studies, and her works were often heard at the Royal Academy Students' concerts. In 1866 she obtained the King's Scholarship, and on Dec. 5, 1868, made her first public appearance at the Crystal Palace in two movements of Beethoven's E♭ Concerto. In 1864 she followed this up by playing at the Gewandhaus, Leipzig, and elsewhere in Germany. Though occasionally traveling abroad (as in 1870-80 and 1882-3), and always with success, she has made England her home, where her name is now a household word, and where its appearance in a concert-bill always betokens great execution and still greater taste and musicianship.

In playing she has always devoted herself to the classical school, once or twice in a very interesting manner. Thus it was she who performed (for the first and only time in England) Beethoven's transcription of his Violin Concerto for the Pianoforte at the Crystal Palace, Dec. 7, 1873. Her compositions are also chiefly in the classical form and style, and include three sonatas for piano and violin (ops. 16, 21, and 23), a sonata for piano, violin, and cello (op. 19), a sonata for piano solo (op. 22), a masurka (op. 11), and Presto alla Tarantella (op. 15), also several songs, duets, and 4-part songs, and
ZIMMERMANN.

various arrangements of instrumental works, etc.

ZIMMERMANN, PIERRE JOSEPH GUILM Jublume, distinguished pianist and teacher, born in Paris, March 17, 1785. The son of a pianoforte-maker, he entered the Conservatoire in 1798, studied the piano with Boieldieu, and harmony with Rey and Catel. In 1800 he carried off first prize for piano, Kalkbrenner taking the second. His musical education was completed by a course of advanced composition under Cherubini. In 1811 he was appointed 'répétiteur,' or under-master of the pianoforte at the Conservatoire, became joint-professor in 1817, and professor in chief in 1830. This post he held till 1848, when he retired with the title of honorary inspector of pianoforte classes. During this long period he fulfilled his duties with indefatigable zeal and entire devotion, so much so indeed that for the sake of his constantly increasing pupils he entirely gave up appearing in public, and found little time for composition. He did however produce at the Opéra Comique in 1830 'L'Énîème,' in three acts, libretto by Saint-Victor, Scribe, and d'Epagny, wholly forgotten, and composed 'Nausica,' a grand opera, which was never performed. He also wrote a number of pianoforte pieces of various kinds, but his most important work is the 'Encyclopédie du Pianiste,' which comprises a complete method of pianoforte-playing, and a treatise on harmony and counterpoint, thus enabling a pupil to carry on his studies in playing and composition simultaneously. In 1811 Zimmermann won the post of Professor of Fugue and Counterpoint thrown open to competition on the death of Eler, but satisfied with the honour of victory decided to retain his favourite piano class. This excellent and devoted professor, a worthy recipient of the Legion of Honour, died in Paris Oct. 29, 1853. A daughter of his became Mme. Charles Gounod. [A. J.]

ZINGARIA, LA. An Italian version of Balle's BOHEMIAN GIRL. Produced at Her Majesty's theatre, London, Feb. 6, 1858. [G.]

ZINGARELLI, NICCOLO ANTONIO, born in Naples, April 4, 1752, eldest son of Riccardo Tota Zingarelli, a tenor singer and teacher of singing. In 1759 his father died, leaving his mother with four children and very poor. The eldest boy was chief clerk in the Musical College of S. Maria di Loreto, and Niccolò was at once admitted there as a resident pupil. Here he and Cimarosa learnt composition under Federi Fenaroli, whose 'Partimenti' are still studied in the Neapolitan Conservatorio. Fenaroli was learned and religious, and his pupils loved him as a father. Although no great composer, he loved music, and as a teacher well deserves the gratitude of posterity. Zingarelli pursued his studies with such devotion as often tasked the patience of his master. When Fenaroli went for his autumn holidays to Ottaviano, his pupil would plod the eleven miles from Naples on foot, in order to submit to his master a fugue or motet, the return journey seeming but light if his composition were satisfactory. By the rules of his College he was bound to study an instrument, and he selected the violin, on which he soon became very proficient. In Latin he made great progress, and in old age was fond of airing his classical knowledge by frequent quotations. Among his teachers was Speranza, a learned contrapuntist, who taught him the best pupils of Duraugre. Before leaving his College, Zingarelli produced his first opera, or rather intermezzo—'I Quattro Pazzi'—which was performed by the pupils in the Conservatorio.

Soon after leaving the Conservatorio we find him teaching the violin in the Gargano family at Torre Annunziata, near Naples. Later on he gave lessons to the Duchess of Castelpagano, under whose patronage he produced his first work at the Sant' Carlo in 1779, the cantata 'Pigmalione,' which met with some success. On Aug. 13, 1781, his first opera, 'Montezuma,' was represented at the same house. It shows a style of the greatest simplicity and purity; and when afterwards performed in Vienna, Haydn praised it greatly, and foretold a career of success to his composer. Strongly recommended to the Archduchess Beatrice of Austria, he went to Milan, and was well received at the vice-regal court. Milan was to be henceforth the scene of Zingarelli's many triumphs, and for La Scala he wrote most of his serious and all his comic operas. He began there with 'Alcina' in 1785, which greatly pleased the Milanese public, though composed in seven days and in ill health, if we are to believe Carpani, who wrote most of Zingarelli's librettos, and asserts that he was an ocular witness, not only of the above feat, but also of the composition of the whole of 'Giulietta e Romeo' in forty hours less than ten days. This really astounding facility was the result of Speranza's method of obliging his pupils to write the same composition many times over, with change of time and signature, but without any change in its fundamental poetical ideas. 'Abinda' was soon followed by 'Armida,' 'Annibale,' 'Ifigenia in Aulide,' and 'Ricinero,' all given at La Scala during the two following years with enormous success.

Whilst thus satisfying the theatrical public, Zingarelli did not neglect his more congenial work of writing sacred music, and in 1787 he composed an oratorio of 'The Passion,' given at the church of S. Celso in Milan. From 1786 to 1788 he wrote nine cantatas, 'Alcest,' 'Hero,' 'Sappho,' 'Nice d'Elpino,' 'L'Amor filiale,' 'Acide al bivio,' 'Telemaaco,' 'Oreste,' and 'Il Trionfo di David'; all in Milan, except the last, which was given at San Carlo, Naples. In 1789 Zingarelli was called to Paris to compose an opera for the Académie Royale de
Musicne. He arrived in the thick of the fight between the Placiniti and Gluckiata. Mar-
montel wrote for him the book of 'L'Anti-
gone,' which was represented on April 30, 1790. This opera was performed in Paris only
three times consecutively, the Revolution having
more attractions than music for the Parisian
public. Zingarelli, as both a conservative and a
religious man, soon fled from Paris, and returned
to Milan through Switzerland at the beginning of
1791. There he produced at La Scala, 'La
Morte di Cesare,' and in the following year
'L'Oracolo sannita' and 'Pirro.'

In 1792 there was an open competition in
Mila:n for the place of Maestro di cappella of the
Duomo, the subject being a canon for sight-
voices, and Zingarelli was appointed. The inde-
pendence and leisure of his new position did not
prevent him from working as hard as ever, and
he continued giving lessons and writing for the
theatre. Among his many pupils of this time
we may mention E. Pollini, to whom he dedi-
cated his 'Partimenti' and his 'Solfeggio,' which
soon became recognized textbooks.

With 'La Secchia rapita,' in 1793, Zingarelli
began a series of comic operas, which, although
not to be compared for real worth with his ser-
ious operas, made his name popular, not
only in Italy, but throughout Germany, where
they were widely performed. 'Il Mercato di
Monfregoso' soon followed, and is reputed his
best opera buffa. In 1794 he composed 'Arta-
senso' for Milan, 'Orazii e Curiazi' for the
Teatro Reale of Turin, and 'Apelle e Cam-
presse' for the theatre La Fenice of Venice, in
which opera Crescentini made his debut. The
'Conte di Saldagna' was un-successfully pro-
duced in 1795 at the same theatre in Venice;
but this failure was grandly retrieved the fol-
lowing year by the performance of his greatest
work, 'Romeo e Giulietta' at La Scala. Its
beauty and popularity are shown by the fact
that it has been played all over the continent
for the greater part of a century.

Zingarelli was appointed in 1794 Maestro di
Cappella at Loreto, which place he held for ten
years. Here he wrote many operas, of which we
may mention 'Citennestra,' written expressly
for Catalani, and 'Inez de Castro,' for Silva.
His principal work, however, during these ten
years was sacred music, to which he was inclined
by his nature and by the duties of his office. In
the archives of the Santa Casa of Loreto is
accumulated an immense quantity of manuscript
music, known by the name of 'Annule di Loreto.'
To this great collection Zingarelli contributed the
astounding number of 541 works, inclusive of 28
Masses, which are still sung in that church. As it
is forbidden to copy the music of the 'Annule,'
the outside world must remain ignorant of its
merits. Zingarelli's masses, to those who heard
them, have a spontaneity of expression, an easy
facility of style, a simplicity, and, above all, a
most entrancing melody. In the style called
di cappella, in the music a pieno, no one has
ever surpassed him. The writer of this notice
has obtained a complete list of them, the only
one ever made, which, duly certified and attested
by the present Maestro di cappella of Loreto, is
now deposited in the Library of the Royal
College of Music.

When Napoleon was at Loreto, in 1796, he
admired Zingarelli's music and befriended him,
a fact which subsequently became very useful to
the musician.

In 1804 Zingarelli succeeded Guglielmi as
Maestro di cappella of the Sixtine Chapel in
Rome. Here he set to music passages from the
great Italian poets. Tancred's Lamento, from
the twelfth Canto of Tasso's 'Gerusalemme
Liberata,' was performed in Naples in 1805, in
the palace of the Prince di Panetelleria, where
Zingarelli met Mme. de Stael, whom he had pre-
viously known in Paris as Mlle. Necker. The
same year he gave in Rome 'La Distruzione di
Gerusalemme' at the Theatre Valle, where it
kept the boards for five consecutive years. He
produced, seven years after, in Florence, 'La
Riedificazione di Gerusalemme,' one of his very
few failures. His opera 'Baldovino' was given
in 1810 at the Theatre Argentina, and the fol-
lowing year 'Berenice' at the Theatre Valle,
both in Rome. 'Berenice' was Zingarelli's last
opera, and had a run of over a hundred con-
secutive representations; a thing unheard of in
the thinly populated towns of Italy. But it
was not his last work, as he continued writing
to the last day of his life. 'Berenice' was com-
piled after leaving Rome for Civita Vecchia on
his forced journey to Paris; and one of its finest
numbers, the finale of the first act, 'Gis sparir
vedo la sponda' was written on board ship.

We have now arrived at a memorable epoch
of Zingarelli's life, when his already well-known
name became illustrious among those of Italian
patriots. When Napoleon, in the zenith of his
imperial power, gave his son the pompous title
of 'King of Rome,' he ordered rejoicings through-
out all his dominions. A Te Deum was therefore
arranged to be sung at St. Peter's in Rome;
but when the authorities, both French and
Italian, were assembled for the performance of
this service work, it was found to their consterna-
tion that the Maestro di cappella refused to
have anything to do with it, and that nothing
could induce him to acknowledge the rule of the
Corsican usurper. He was arrested and, by
Napoleon's orders, taken to Paris, where he was
immediately set free and granted a pension.
This he owed to the fact that Napoleon was
fond, above all other, of Zingarelli's music,
which he had heard in Italy in 1796, in Vienna
in 1805, and in Paris in 1809. On the last
occasion, when Crescentini sang the part of
Romeo, Napoleon, much affected, sent him from
his own breast the star of the order of the Iron
Crown. He also ordered Zingarelli to compose
for his Imperial Chapel a Mass that should not
last more than twenty minutes, had it rehearsed
in his presence, and was so pleased with it as to
give the composer 6000 francs. During his stay
in Paris, Zingarelli was replaced at Rome by
Floravanti. In July 1810 he left Paris for Naples, where in February 1813 he was appointed Director of the Royal College of Music. In 1816 he succeeded Pasiello as Maestro di cappella of the Neapolitan Cathedral; and held both these places until his death, May 5, 1837, at Torre del Greco, in his 86th year.

For the Birmingham Festival of 1829 Zingarelli wrote a Cantata on the 13th Chapter of Isaiah. As he could not take it to England himself he entrusted his pupil, Costa, with the mission, and this was the occasion of Costa’s introduction to the English public. [See vol. i. p. 406.] Zingarelli’s next composition was a Hymn to commemorate the inauguration of the Philharmonic Society of Naples in Jan. 1835. His oratorio, ‘The Flight into Egypt,’ was written and performed only a few weeks before his death in 1837, thus proving how, even at that advanced age, Zingarelli still continued working.

Of his very numerous Masses, without reckoning the 28 in the ‘Annuario di Loreto,’ the best are—that of Novara; that of Dresden (commissioned by an ecclesiastic) and performed in 1835 under the direction of Morlacchi, one of his pupils); a Requiem for the Neapolitan minister Medici; and another Requiem, composed for his own funeral.

Zingarelli was very simple and almost primitive in his way of living: rose early, worked hard all day, and, after partaking of a piece of bread and a glass of wine for his supper, retired early to rest. He used to write out his thoughts as soon as they occurred to him, and was quicker in composing than others would be in copying: when his imagination failed him he stopped. He had always more than one work on hand; and passed from one to another with the greatest ease. When composing he never touched the piano; and seldom erased or revised what he had once written. His strong religious feelings led him to live the life of an anchorite; nor was he free from the superstition so common among Neapolitans; having married a woman he loved his pupils as his children, working very hard with them; and he was happy in the great success which attended many of them, foremost among them being Bellini, Mercadante, Ricci, Costa, Florino, etc. Many anecdotes are related of his indiscriminate almsgiving, which sometimes left him without the means of buying his own dinner, and caused him to die almost as poor as those whom he had helped.

Although in his ‘Mercato di Monfregoso’ and in his ‘Secchia rapita’ Zingarelli gives many proofs of a comic musical vein, he abode more in serious operas, and most of all in his numberless sacred compositions. Emphatically conservative in style, and never deviating from the ancient landmarks, he was a most successful follower of Palestrina and Marcello. His sacred music is always well adapted to express the religious sentiment which he wishes to convey; it is never vague, extravagant or obscure; but is always simple and natural, like a stream of placid water. His tunes invariably sustain each other, and do not infringe the laws of harmony, of good taste and of propriety. Whether his music weeps with Jeremiah, exults with Ambrose, threatens with the Prophet Zechariah, prays with Shemhamfora, or triumphs with the Angels, it is invariably solemn and worthy of the Temple. The adaptation of profane music to religious services, so common in Italian churches, he strenuously combated. His melodies originated in his heart, so full of faith and of charity; and for this reason his sacred music breathes something utterly devout and of celestial fragrance. In this lay the secret of his success. Art and science fade before the pious fervour of faith, which alone can lead the soul to worship and religious ecstasy. The design of his choruses is perfect and their colouring never false or overcharged. His fugues are held in high commendation for the completeness of their arrangement, and the clearness and taste with which they are written.

The writer has consulted all the published biographies of Zingarelli, and desires to express his obligations to Monseignor Mazzarelli’s ‘Biografie degli illustri娱乐平台s’ so the Abbate Buosi’s ‘Brevi Notizie,’ and to Villarossa’s ‘Eligio Storico.’

The following is a list of Zingarelli’s operas and oratorios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>I quattro passi</td>
<td>Conservatorio, Nap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>Montecorona</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Nap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1776</td>
<td>Alcina</td>
<td>Scala, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1789</td>
<td>Armida</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1787</td>
<td>Annibale</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1791</td>
<td>L’isola di Suoldea</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>Biomerato</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1790</td>
<td>Antigone</td>
<td>Opera, Par.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1791</td>
<td>Morte di Omero</td>
<td>Scala, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>L’Oracolo Sannita</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>Porta</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793</td>
<td>La secchia rapita</td>
<td>Il Mercato di Monfregoso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>Artaserse</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>Apelle e Camassio</td>
<td>Fenice, Ven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1795</td>
<td>Grazi e Curazia</td>
<td>Fenice, Ven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1795</td>
<td>Cena di dadi</td>
<td>Fenice, Ven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1796</td>
<td>Romeo e Giulietta</td>
<td>Scala, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1797</td>
<td>La Dacchile</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1798</td>
<td>Meleagro</td>
<td>Fenice, Ven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1799</td>
<td>Mitrancato</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Carolina e Menrillo</td>
<td>Fenice, Ven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1799</td>
<td>Edipo a Colona</td>
<td>Scala, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Il ritorno di Ulysses</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td>Il ritorno delle Sabine</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td>Il Cattolico</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1803</td>
<td>Il Settefici</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1804</td>
<td>Le nozze di Dorina</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1796</td>
<td>I tre di Castro</td>
<td>Torre Argentina, Roma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1795</td>
<td>Baldoaco</td>
<td>Valle, Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1791</td>
<td>Berenice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GRATOSOROSI E CANTATAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1779</td>
<td>Pigmalione</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Naples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1776</td>
<td>Alcestis</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1788</td>
<td>Horo</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1787</td>
<td>Le passione</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1799</td>
<td>Nerei e Elettra</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1788</td>
<td>L’amor filiale</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Milan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1789</td>
<td>Adele ai tempi</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1790</td>
<td>Telemaco</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1788</td>
<td>Uramia</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1787</td>
<td>Il Tragico di Davide</td>
<td>S. Carlo, Naples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>Francesca da Rimini</td>
<td>Venice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1797</td>
<td>Tancredi e Isabella</td>
<td>S. Giovanni, Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1784</td>
<td>La distruzioni di Gerusalemme</td>
<td>Valletta, Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793</td>
<td>Conte Ugolino</td>
<td>Paris.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793</td>
<td>La distrazione di Gerusalemme</td>
<td>Florence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812</td>
<td>Isabella</td>
<td>Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1821</td>
<td>Saul</td>
<td>S. Cecilia, Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825</td>
<td>Hymn of Inspiration</td>
<td>Philharmonic Soc., Naples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1827</td>
<td>The Flight into Egypt</td>
<td>Naples.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 See Mendelssohn’s Letter from Venice, Oct. 16, 1829.
ZINGARELLI.

Also 541 MS. works in the "Annale di Loreto," a detailed and complete list of which is in the library of the Royal College of Music.

One of the few of Zingarelli's works published in England is a motet. 'Go not far from me,' translated from 'Christus e miserere' in Hullah's Part Music. [L. R.]

ZINKE or ZINCKE, also called Cornetto or Cornet a Bouquin (Fr.), is one of the oldest instruments known. It consists of a wooden tube, slightly conical, covered with leather, having six holes for the fingers, and one hole for the thumb on the lower side, while the tone is produced through a cup mouthpiece, similar to that of a trumpet. Its compass consists of a chromatic scale of a few notes more than two octaves. About the 14th and 15th centuries, when wind-bands gradually assumed a definite design, Zinken were most important instruments. Their powerful tone combined well with that of trombones, and bands consisting mainly of these two kinds of instruments were great favourites both at public fêtes and religious ceremonies. Many ancient writers on music mention it in terms of great praise. Artusi says: 'As to its tone, it resembles the brightness of a sunbeam piercing the darkness, when one hears it among the voices in cathedrals, churches or chapels.' He further mentions two cornetto players at Venice as great artists on their instruments. Matheson laments their partial disuse as early as 1739, and says: 'The fine zinken and trombones, which formerly were considered to be of one family, and equally respected by players and composers, are now seemingly banished from our churches, as if they were useless; especially the Zinke, which, in spite of its harshness, is so penetrating,' etc. Schubart, who says much in favour of the instrument, gives this as the probable reason of its disuse in the severe exertion required to perform on it. 'A good player on the zinke can now (end of last century) only be found in Germany, and even there it seems that the power of lungs is degenerating, as but very few are left,' etc. Seb. Bach employed them for strengthening the upper voice parts in his chorales and choruses. Gluck was the last composer of importance who endeavoured to draw the instrument from its obscurity, employing it in several of his best operas. The original scores of 'Paride ed Elena,' 'Orphée et Euridice,' 'Alcestis,' 'Armida,' and both 'Iphigeniae,' have parts for zinken, though they are only used for the purpose of strengthening the voices in the chorus, or doubling either the trumpet or horn parts. The difficulty of procuring efficient players as well as the harshness of the tone, were a bar to its reintroduction, and the zinke became merely an interesting historical relic.

They were made of various lengths and shapes, so as to form a complete choir among themselves. The common zinken were of three different shapes, although their pitch was the same, viz. (a) below, No. 1, Straight Zinke, Cornetto recto, Cornetto diritto, with a separate small mouthpiece. No. 2, Stille Zinke, Cornetto muto, soft Zinke, of a narrower tube than No. 1, the mouthpiece forming part of the instrument, and producing a soft tone. No. 3, Krumme Zinke, Cornetto curvo, having a louder tone, of a rather coarse quality, was mostly used by the guards on the watch-towers of towns, for giving alarm in case of fire, or to signal the approach of the enemy in time of war. Hence this kind of zinke also received the ironical designation of the 'Stadtskalp' or 'Town-calf.'

Besides these there was the 'Kleine Zinke,' or Cornettino, four notes higher in pitch, with a compass as at (b); and the 'Grosse Zinke' (No. 4), variously called Corno, Cornos, Cornetto turco, etc., five notes lower than the common zinke, as at (c). The 'Serpent,' recently obsolete, belongs to the same family. The Italian name, Cornetti, and the fact of their being wood instruments, has led to curious mistakes; one writer describing them as 'small trumpets;' another as 'belonging to the oboe kind,' both being quite mistaken. The description given in Hawkins's History, Book VIII, chap lxxi, is absolutely incorrect. At p. 466, WINDBAND, an ancient score is given. In which Zincken form the principal instruments. [J. A. K.]

ZITHER.

An instrument of such ancient origin that it has been considered as contemporaneous, if not identical, with the Psalter mentioned in Holy Writ. It appears to have been known amongst the Greeks under the name of Khora. It consisted of a shallow sounding-box of gracefully curved outline, the strings passing across and let into the lower rim of the sounding-board. The instrument was placed on a pedestal called a chalikom, the player standing and using a plectrum. It would be of little

1 That is, hemispherical. In contradistinction to the mouthpiece of the Horn, see the note, vol. iv, p. 745.
2 L'Artusi, 'Delle imperfezioni della moderna Musica, etc.' Venice, 1690.
3 Matheson, 'Der vollständige Capellmeister.' Hamburg, 1778.
4 Ch. F. D. Schubart's 'Ideen u. Aesthetik d.Tonkunst.' Wien, 1798.
5 He seems usually to call them 'Cornetto.' See the publications of the Bachgesellschaft.
interest to trace the various changes, modifications, and improvements which the zither, as now known, has undergone, but we may safely adopt the Darwinian theory with regard to it, as there can be no doubt that the modern zither is as superior to the ancient kithara as man is to his remote ancestor. To proceed, therefore, to the description of the instrument as constructed about half a century back, when it became a favourite amongst the peasantry of the Styrian and Bavarian Alps. To the shallow sounding-box and mode of fastening the strings in the ancient instrument, a finger-board was added with frets, representing chromatic and diatonic intervals. At this period the highest number of accompaniment and bass strings seldom exceeded a dozen, while the finger-board had only three strings—these of metal. It was due to the efforts of Petzmayer, an Austrian peasant and natural musician, that the zither, despite its simplicity, came into public notice, as he played his native Ländler (a species of country-dance music) in most of the principal continental theatres and concert-halls, always with great success. Like Gusikov, Picco, and others, Petzmayer was a born musician who, without education and by the mere force of native genius, produced the greatest effects from the simplest materials. The writer of this article can testify to the fact that in his hands the zither was invested with a charm to which few could be insensible, and had that kind of attractiveness which was truly characteristic. Thus the zither gained a slight footing in the musical world, and as a natural consequence Petzmayer was succeeded by other players, who claimed to rank higher in the scale of art. They turned their attention to increasing the capacities of the instrument, and with a view to this began to add more strings both to the fingerboard and accompaniment. This, while affording a wider scope to the player, did not increase the carrying power of the zither, a want which made itself felt when the instrument became a favourite in England, where it was first introduced about the year 1850, chiefly by the writer of this article, a native of Dresden. It would occupy too much space to attempt a description of the numerous alterations to which the zither has been subjected during the past twenty years, nor would it be of much profit to give a detailed account of these changes, inasmuch as none of them supplied the desired increase of tone.

The above drawing represents the Arion zither, which is, without doubt, up to the present time, the most powerful zither as well as the most elegant in structure. It owes its origin to the writer, and Schunda of Buda-Pest was the first manufacturer who carried out the idea. The improvement consists in the more suitable shape of the resonance-box and in the method of fastening the strings. The use of a bridge across the instrument acts as in the violin, and brings the vibrations of the strings into closer connection with the sounding-board. The stringing of the zither is as follows:—

Fingerboard.

The two A strings are of steel, the D of steel covered with silver wire, the C of brass covered with copper wires.

Accompaniment Strings.

Bass Strings.

The strings marked with an asterisk are of gut, the rest are made of silk overspun with silver wire, and some few with copper wire, the diversity of colour helping to assist the eye of the player. Some professors in Germany are not content with less than 40 or even 46 strings, but as the additional strings lie beyond the range of the hand, and can therefore only be used in very slow tempo, they are of little practical advantage, and only tend to increase the size of the instrument.

In most zithers made in Vienna the finger-board strings are tuned as follows:—

This is considered by Viennese players an advantageous disposition of the strings, especially in playing Ländlers; but for classical music it would be found a great hindrance.

Three kinds of zithers are in use, varying in length of strings and consequently in pitch. These are—(1) The Treble zither tuned to concert-pitch; (2) the Concert zither a tone below, whilst (3) the Elegie zither will only stand a third or even a fourth below concert pitch.

In playing the zither the thumbs of both hands are used, also the first, second, and third fingers, but in few cases is either of the fourth

---

1 Johann Petzmayer was born at Vienna in 1829, and then transferred himself to Munich, where he was living in 1850. See Appendix, Petzmayer.
fingers needed. The fingers and thumb of the left hand are placed on the frets, the three fingers of the right hand are devoted to the bass and accompaniment strings, while its thumb is used to strike the melody strings, the operation of the left hand alone being insufficient to produce the full sound.

The thumb of the right hand is provided with a partially-opened ring with which to strike the melody strings. The best rings are of silver or gold. The ring is to the zither what the bow is to the violin. As in the one case the skill of the violinist is estimated by his manner of handling the bow, so in the other the beauty of the performance depends greatly on a judicious management of the ring.

II. A few words must be devoted to another member of the zither family—viz., the Stretch or Bow Zither, which is, as its name implies, played with a bow. Here the resonance box is heart-shaped, and a fretted finger-board is fitted across it.

The tone of the instrument is however so thin and wanting in volume that it is unworthy of consideration, especially as it is now almost entirely superseded by the Philomelle and Violazither, which have very rapidly grown into favor in London of late, especially in aristocratic circles.

The Violazither is shaped like a Viola. The Philomelle is represented in the above drawing. These two instruments are, as regards the method of playing, precisely similar, the difference exists only in shape. They may be considered as close rivals of the violin, which they much resemble in tone. The finger-board is the same as that of the zither. Beneath the head is a little foot to steady the instrument, which is placed on the edge of a table, while the body rests on the lap of the seated player. This position, together with the fretted finger-board, gives it a considerable advantage over the violin as regards ease in acquiring proficiency, and difficult violin music can be mastered in a comparatively short time.

The tuning is like that of the violin, viz E, A, D, G. The E and A are of steel, the D of brass, and the G the same as on the violin. Gut strings may be used if preferred, but they somewhat rob the Philomelle of its individuality.

There are numerous manufacturers of the zither all over Germany, who make thousands of instruments annually. The largest and oldest firms are those of Kienzl in Vienna, and Tiefenbrunner in Munich. Both are of world-wide renown. An immense amount of music is published for the zither. The best-known composers and publishers are Umlauf in Vienna, Grasemann in Frankfurt, Hoeß in Trier, Heckel in Mannheim, Stomps in Luxemburg, Schulz, and Hart & Son, London.

The cithern-player of Giorgione at Venice is well known. Mendelssohn mentions it among the pictures for his sister to see (Letter, Sept. 14, 1839).

ZOOF, THE. 'An original musical folly'; words by B. Rowe, music by Arthur Sullivan. Produced at St. James's theatre June 5, 1875. The piece is still in MS.

ZOOF, i.e. 'pigtail.' The German term for the old-fashioned obsolete style in music. Mendelssohn, when at the Engelberg monastery, accompanied a Mass by Emmerich; 'every note,' he says, 'had its pigtail (Zöpfchen) and its powder.' (Letter, Aug. 24, 1831.) The French word perruque is sometimes used for the same thing. After writing some contrapuntal pieces, 'me voudr perruque' says he to Hiller. [See DEUVILLAGE, vol. i. p. 442.] Beethoven used to speak of his old-fashioned contemporaries as 'Reichscomponisten,' which perhaps might be rendered 'Act-of-Parliament musicians.'

ZOOP, HERMAN, born June 1, 1826, at Glogau, in Silesia. Though he had received a complete university education, his father wished him to be a farmer; but his own predilections constantly inclined him to music. At length the successful performance of an overture composed by him removed his father's opposition, and from the age of twenty-four he devoted himself exclusively to music. He placed himself under the tuition of A. B. Marx and Kullak, and was soon engaged to fill an important post on the teaching staff of their new Conservatorium at Berlin. He had also other appointments in the musical circles of that city; but his ambition drew him towards Leipzig, and he gladly accepted an offer from Brendel to edit the 'Neue Zeitschrift für Musik,' which necessitated his removal thither. There he toiled until within a short time of his death, as editor, critic, conductor, composer, and professor of singing and composition. The character and tone which had been imparted to the 'Neue Zeitschrift' by Brendel were continued by Zopff; for both editors were strenuous advocates of the New German School. But Zopff was no narrow partisan; he was ready to do full justice not only to Schumann and Wagner and their followers, but to every musician of high aims.

Zopff's compositions cover a wide range of form, from the simplest PF. pieces or songs, to the largest polyphonic or dramatic works, and all bear the mark of a thorough, scientific musician. But for a certain want of spontaneity and grace, they would probably have been much better known and often performed. Amongst numerous choral works with orchestral or PF. accompaniment, we may mention his 'Brauthymne,' 'Frühlingshymne,' and 'Triumph der Liebe.' Of his larger works, approaching the oratorioform, we may cite 'Anbetung Gottes,' Evangelium der That,' and 'Alexandra.' It is clear from his operas, 'Carloman,' 'Muhammed,' 'Judas Makkabeus,' and 'Constantin,' that his
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strength was especially concentrated on dramatic forms; but as regards popularity his symphonic poem 'Teli,' the 'Idyllen für kleines Orchester,' and the 'Traum am Rhein' have been most fortunate. Zopff was a careful and prolific writer of critical, theoretical and didactic essays; his 'Theorie der Oper' is a good illustration of the industry with which he collected and utilised valuable information. He wrote several treatises on the cultivation of the voice, and paid special attention to the cure of defects caused by faulty training. He united lucidity, accuracy, and conscientiousness in his work, with kindness, generosity and hospitality in his social life. For foreigners and strangers he had always a friendly welcome; and the weekly musical parties at his house afforded constant opportunities for the introduction of new artists and new compositions, while a special corner of the 'Neue Zeitschrift für Musik' was always reserved for notices of rising talent.

Zopff died of heart-disease at Leipzig, July 2, 1883. [A.H.W.]

ZOPPA, ALLA, i.e. halting, or limping. A term applied to a rhythm in which the second quaver in a bar of 2-4 time is accentuated, as in certain Hungarian pieces. [See MAIUSAR, vol. ii. p. 197 b.]

ZORA. One of the many aliases of Rossini's 'Mose in Egitto,' in which the Bactrians are substituted for the Jews. It was produced at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden, April 2, 1850. [G.]

ZUKUNFTSMUSIK, la musique de l'avenir, the Music of the Future. A journal for 'musc to come' is still wanting, writes Schumann 1 as early as 1833, 'Eine Zeitschrift für zukünftige Musik fehlt noch' — and 'of course,' he continues in his humorous way, 'only men like the old blind Cantor at the Thomas-schule (Bach) or the deaf Kapellmeister who rests at Vienna (Beethoven) would be fit editors.' Schumann himself became such an editor in 1834, and during the next ten years his paper, the 'Neue Zeitschrift für Musik,' was mainly instrumental in bringing about a new state of things. Indeed the rapid success of Chopin, Gade, Sterndale-Bennett, Henschel, Heller, etc., with the better part of the contemporary public in Germany, was to a considerable extent due to Schumann's sympathetic and discriminating advocacy. In the hands of his successor, Brendel, the 'Zeitschrift' became the organ of Wagner and Liszt, and particularly of a group of younger men, such as von Bülow, von Bremmert, Dressen, Cornelius, Taunig, who, from 1850 to 60, gathered round Liszt, at Weimar — the headquarters of the so-called 'musicians of the future.' In good faith, or with derivative intent, the ambiguous term 'Zukunftsmusik' and the nickname 'Zukunftsmusiker' have been in use since about 1850, when Wagner published 'Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft' (the Art-work of the Future). 2 According to Wagner it was Dr. L.

ZUMSTEEG. F. C. Bischoff, 3 editor of the Rheinische and the Nieder-rheinische Musikzeitungen (the now defunct rivals of the Neue Zeitschrift) who first perverted Wagner's idea of the 'art-work of the future' into that of the 'music of the future,' i.e. inartistic music, cacophonous to contemporary ears, but intended by its perpetrators to please a coming generation. Liszt, together with his disciples at Weimar, accepted the nickname Zukunftsmusiker, and delighted in it, 'much as erewhile les gueux of Holland adopted the appellative contemptuously applied to them.' 4 Wagner also appears to have accepted the term — at least 'Zukunftsmusik' is the German publisher's title of his interesting 'Brief an einen französischen Freund' (M. Frédéric Villot, 'Curator des musées impériaux'), which first appeared in French by way of preface to 'Quatre poèmes d'opéra traduits en prose française, précédés d'une lettre sur la musique' 5 (sic), and forms a résumé of Wagner's opinions. Berlioz, in his famous attack on Wagner, 'Les concerts de Richard Wagner: la musique de l'avenir,' in the 'Journal des Débats,' Feb. 1860 (reprinted in Berlioz 'A travers chantas') uses it ironically, 'à l'école de la musique de l'avenir,' etc.; whilst Baudelaire in his pamphlet 'Richard Wagner à Paris' (1861), adopts it without reserve.

Some of Wagner's adherents in Germany and in England endeavoured subsequently to limit the use of the term and to define its meaning: with them, 'Zukunftsmusik,' as distinguished from music written in the traditional classical form, is taken to signify music in which the outlines of form are modified by some general poetical idea or some particular programme, as in Liszt's Poèmes symphoniques, or by the progress of the dramatic action, as in Wagner's dramas. Whether such a definition was prompted or sanctioned by Liszt or by Wagner need not be considered here. In any case the term 'Zukunftsmusik' is absurd, and its use has led to much confusion. [E.D.]

ZUMSTEEG, JOHANN RUDOLF, born Jan. 10, 1760, at Sachsenfuir, in the Moebach district of Baden. His father being a valet to Duke Carl of Württemberg, he was admitted into the Carl-schule, at 'The Solitude,' near Stuttgart, where he received a good general education, and formed a close friendship with Schiller, also a pupil there. He was originally intended for a sculptor, but proved too strong, and he studied first the cello, and then composition with Pohl, whom he succeeded in 1793 as Kapellmeister, and director of the Opera. His chief claim to a place in the history of music is that he was the pioneer of the ballad, a form afterwards carried to such perfection by Reichardt, Zelter, and, pre-eminently, Löwe. Zumsteeg's best, and in his day widest known ballads were — 'Leoneor,' 'Des Pfarrers Tochter von Taubenhan,' 'Kolma,' 'Die Büsenge,' 'Bitter Taggenburg,' 'Elwina,' and

4 Wagner, Ges. Schriften, viii. 325—326.
ZUMSTEEG.

'Die Entführung.' Of his operas the following were frequently performed: — 'Die Geisterinsel,' 'Das Pfaufensfest,' and 'Ebondokani, the Calif of Bagdad.' Other works deserving mention are—Choruses for Schiller's 'Räuber,' several church cantatas, a concerto and duet for cello.1 

Zumsteeg died very suddenly Jan. 27, 1802, having been present the night before at a concert given by the harmonics-player, Marianne Kirchgesner, who immediately organised a second for the benefit of the family. Breitkopf & Härtel too, who had published the greater part of Zumsteeg's ballads and songs, assisted the widow in setting up a music-shop, there being none at that time in Stuttgart. It prospered, and was kept on by the youngest son from 1821 to his death in 1859. [C.F.P.]

Something has been already said on Zumsteeg's characteristics, under SÖNG, vol. iii. p. 628 b. In the ballad form he was never really successful, and his best songs belong more correctly to the Romance. We miss in them the bold melodic principal theme, which should stand out in relief from all secondary themes and ideas; and be repeated wherever the story needs it. Lowe's ballads strikingly illustrate the value of this characteristic, and if we compare them with Zumsteeg's we shall see at once how much is lost by its absence.

In some of his ballads the details are very well and truthfully painted—for instance the fine gloomy opening phrase of the 'Pfarrers Tochter':

```
Mässig langsamer.
```

Im Garten des Pfarrers von Tas - ben-bayn, geht

1 Haydn had a high esteem for Zumsteeg. Grimmelshausen wrote to Härtel: 'Haydn is much distressed at Zumsteeg's death; he had plenty of imagination, and a fine sense of form.'

2 Schumann possibly had this in his mind in the opening of his 'Two Grandiari.'

The subsequent little bit of melody, where the story describes the girl's innocence, is pleasing. The later passages in the poor girl's life, where her father disowns her, and finally where she murders her child and ends her miserable life on the gallows, is also powerfully given. If 'Ritter Toggenburg' and 'Leonore' are somewhat fragmentary and disconnected in form, none can deny their great wealth of melody and highly dramatic colouring. — Zumsteeg's accompaniments do not differ much from those of his contemporaries, but his voice part is always written with skill and effect. [A.H.W.]

ZWILLINGSBRÜDER, DIE, or The Twin Brothers. A faro in one act, words translated by Hoffmann from the French, and set to music by Schubert. It contains an overture and ten numbers, and the autograph (in the Library of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde at Vienna) is dated Jan. 1819. It was produced at the Kärnthnerthor theatre on June 14, 1820, Vogl sang in it, and was much applauded, but the piece did not survive more than six representations. The main incident of the plot is the same as in Box and Cox. The PF. score was published by Peters, 1872. [See SCHUBERT, vol. iii. p. 330 b, 332 b.]

ZWISCHENSPIEL—something played between. The German term for INTERLUDE. [See vol. ii. p. 7 b.] That the term had sometimes a wider meaning than Interlude is evident from a notice in the 'Wiener Zeitung' for April 1, 1795, referring to the Concerto in Bb— In the interval (zwischenspiel), on the first evening, the famous Herr Beethoven won the unanimous applause of the public by an entirely new Pianoforte Concerto of his own. Even at that early date he was der berühmte Herr Beethoven. [G.]

THE END.
APPENDIX.

A.

ABEGG. Schumann's op. 1, published 1831, is entitled 'Thème sur le nom Abegg, varié pour le Pianoforte.' The theme itself is given in vol. iii. p. 408a. It owed its origin to his introduction to a Miss Meta Abegg, of Mannheim, and was written to please one of his friends who was attached to the lady. The 'Mademoiselle Pauline Comtesse d'Abegg,' to whom the piece is dedicated, is a mythical personage. (See Letters, i. 156, 158; ii. 29.) [G.]

ABEL, JOHN. The date of the extract from Evelyn should be 'Jan. 27, 1681-2.' It is said that when Abell was at Warsaw he refused to sing before the court, but his objections were overborne by the somewhat summary method of suspending him in a chair in the middle of a large hall, while some bears were admitted below him. He was asked whether he preferred singing to the king and the court, who were in a gallery opposite to him, or being lowered to the bears; he not unnaturally chose the former alternative. He was Intendant at Cassel in 1698 and 1699. (Dial. of Nat. Bk.) For 'Queen Anne' in line 26 of article, read 'William and Mary.' [M.]

ABERT, JOHANN JOSEPH, born Sept. 21, 1833, at Kachowitz in Bohemia, began his musical education as a chorister in the church of Gastdorf. In his eighth year he was transferred to the Augustine convent at Leips, and remained there till his fifteenth year, when he ran away to Prague, and through the assistance of an uncle entered the Conservatorium there. Several of his compositions were performed at the concerts of the school, and in 1852, having attracted the attention of Lindpaintner, then capellmeister at Stuttgart, he received the post of contrabassist in the theatre orchestra of that town. Shortly after this, two symphonies were written. These were followed by a symphonic poem, 'Columbus' (Crystal Palace, Mar. 4, 1865), and by four operas, 'Anna von Landskron,' 'König Enzio,' 'Astorga,' and 'Ekkehard,' besides many works of smaller calibre. On the retirement of Eckert in 1867, Abert succeeded him as Capellmeister, a post he still (1887) retains. — (Mendel's and Riemann's Lexicons.) [M.]

ABRAMS, THE MISSES (vol. i. 6 a). For Henrietta read Harriet, throughout the article. (Corrected in late editions.) [W.H.H.]

ABT. Add that he died at Wiesbaden, Mar. 31, 1885.

ABU HASSAN, a comic singpiel or orpetta in one act, the words by Hiemer, the music by Weber, composed between Aug. 11, 1810, and Jan 12, 1811. It seems to have been produced on the 4th of the following June at Munich, under Winter. In London it was produced in English at Drury Lane in 1835, and in Italian at Drury Lane on May 12, 1870 (at the same time with Mozart's 'Oca del Cairo'), the translation being made by Marchesi, and the dialogue set to recitative by Arditti. There appear to have been only two performances. [See Weber, vol. iv. pp. 396, 7.] [G.]

ACADEMIE DE MUSIQUE. See also ii. 172 b. On p. 8 b, line 18 from bottom, for 1843 read 1843. Add to last paragraph but one of the article, that MM. Ritt and Gaillhard are present entrepreneurs (1887).

ACADEMY OF ANCIENT MUSIC. On p. 10 b, line 9, for 1828 read 1728. (Corrected in late editions.)

ACADEMY, ROYAL, OF MUSIC. See Royal Academy, vol. iii. p. 185.

ACCADEMIA, p. 11 b, l. 6, for six read five, and cf. p. 259 a. From the list of references given near the bottom of the same column, omit Lombard, Salerno, Sienna, Verona, and Vicenza.

ACCESSION. P. 16 a, musical example 29, bars 2 and 3, the first group of notes in each should be quavers, not semi-quavers. In examples 32 and 34, for 2-4 of the time-signature, read 3-4. (Corrected in late editions.)

ACCIDENTALS. See also Cis, Dis, Hexa-chords, and Notation.

ACCOMPANIMENT. P. 22 a, l. 29, for 1697 read 1698.

'ACH GOTT VOM HIMMEL.' This hymn, the words of which are a paraphrase by Martin Luther on Psalm xi. (Vulgate version), made its first appearance in 1524, when it was printed in at least four different

Mm
collections: (a) 'Etlich christlich linder Lobgesang, vnd Psalm, etc.' printed at Wittenberg (Wackernagel No. cxii.); (b) the Erfurdt Enchiridion (Wackernagel, No. civii.); (c) the 'Tötschich Kirchen Ampt mit lobgesangen,' printed by Wolf Köppl at Strauburg (Wackernagel, No. clii.); and (d) Walther's Wittenberg 'Geystlich Gesang Buechlein' (Wackernagel, No. cxiii.). In (a) it is directed to be sung to the melody of 'Es ist das Heil'; in (b) it appears with the tune in the Hypophrygian mode to which it is usually sung—especially in North Germany; in (c) it is set to a tune in the Hypoceilian mode, to which it is sometimes still sung in South Germany; and in (d) it appears with a tune in the Dorian mode. In Joseph Klug's Hymnbook (1535), besides the well-known Hypophrygian tune, it is set to another tune in the Phrygian mode, which was afterwards adapted to Andreas Knöpken's Psalm 'Hilf Gott, wie haste immer zu.' The melody in the Erfurt Enchiridion is as follows:

The use which Mozart has made of this Chorale in the Finale to Act II. of the 'Zauberflöte' is very interesting. It is now well known that this opera refers under a slight disguise to the suppression of Freemasonry by Maria Theresa. To masons both book and music are said to be full of allusions to the mysteries of the craft, and it seems probable that one of these is the introduction of the two men in armour who sing at the moment of Tamino's most solemn trial the motto inscribed on a pyramid set to the well-known chorale 'Ach Gott vom Himmel.' Jahn ('W. A. Mozart,' iv. 617) surmises that Mozart's attention was drawn to the chorale by Kirnberger's 'Kunst des reinen Satzes,' in which it is twice used as a Canto Fermo for contrapuntal treatment. A sketch is preserved in the Imperial Library at Vienna of another four-part arrangement of the chorale, which still more closely resembles the passages in Kirnberger's work. The autograph score of the 'Zauberflöte' shows that the beginning of the scene between Tamino and the two men in armour has been carefully sketched. The chorale itself is sung in octaves by the two voices, accompanied by flutes, oboes, bassoons and trombones, whilst the strings have an independent contrapuntal figure. [W.B.S.]

ADAM, A. C. P. 28 a, l. 14 from bottom, for 1835 read 1836. Add day of death, May 3.

AGNESI.

ADAM, Louis. Add dates of birth and death, Dec. 3 and April 11, 1849.

ADAMBERGER. P. 29 a, l. 20 of article, for Anna Maria read Maria Anna; and, two lines below, for Antoine read Antonie; l. 7 from bottom, for sixty-four read sixty-one. (Corrected in late editions.)

AEVIA (Aevia or Aevia). A technical word formed from the vowels of Alludia; and used, in Medieval Office Books, as an abbreviation, in the same manner as evoyae—which see.

In Venetian and other Italian Office-Books of the 16th century, we sometimes find Hala, or Halah, substituted for Aevia. [W.S.R.]

AFRICAINE, L'. Grand opera in 5 acts; words by Scribe, music by Meyerbeer. The composer received the first prize in 1832, but did not bring the work into its final shape until shortly before his death. Produced at the Académie, Paris, April 28, 1865; in Italian, under the French title, at Covent Garden on July 22 of the same year, with Madlle. Luuca in the part of Selika, and in English (translation by Kenney with same title) at Royal English Opera, Covent Garden, Oct. 21. [See ii. 373-384.]

AGITATO, l. 7. The direction 'Piano agitato' is probably a mere misprint for the 'Poco agitato' found in German editions.

AGNESI, LOUIS FERDINAND LEOPOLD, the famous bass, whose real name was Agniesz, was born July 17, 1833, at Erpent, Namur. He studied at the Brussels Conservatoire, under Bosslet and Félix, and in 1853-55 gained the concours de Rome. He brought out an opera, 'Harold de Normand,' with indifferent success, and subsequently abandoned composition for singing. For the latter purpose in 1861 he received instruction from Duprez, and became a member of Merelli's Italian Opera Company, under the name Luigi Agnesi, during a tour through Germany, Holland, and Belgium. On Feb. 10, 1864, he first appeared at the Italiens, Paris, as Assur in 'Semiramide,' with the sisters Marchisio, and was engaged there for several seasons. In 1865 he was engaged at Her Majesty's Theatre, where he first appeared with Muraska May 22, as the Prefect in 'Linda di Chamouni,' and during the season he played Assur and Figaro (Le Nozze), and also sang at the Philharmonic, on each occasion with fair success.

In 1871, on his return to England, where he remained until his death, Feb. 2, 1875, he enjoyed a greater reputation, not only in opera at Drury Lane (1871-74), but as an oratorio and concert singer at the Handel and provincial Festivals, at the Sacred Harmonic, at the Philharmonic, etc. In addition to the parts above named, he played with success Pizarro (Fidelio),
Mikheil in the solitary Italian performance of 'Les deux Journées,' June 20, 1872, the Duke in 'Lucrezia,' etc., and showed himself in all an accomplished actor and musician, devoted to his art. Special mention may be made of his Asur, which he sang in true Italian style, with Titieni and Trebelli as Semiramide and Arsace, a cast of which opera has never since been equalled; also of his delivery of the bass part of Crotch's 'Palestine,' in a style of music wholly unfamiliar to him. [A.C.]

AGOSTINI. End of note 1, for 1860 read 1680. (Corrected in later editions).

AGRICOLA, ALEXANDER. Line 12 of article, for Castalinae read Castiliane. Line 1 of epitaph, for sua read cuna; ib. l. 5, for hunc read huc; ib. l. 8, for capite read in capite. After the epitaph read 'The question 'Who was the Belkan slayer?' is decisive as to his nationality. He was certainly educated in the Netherlands, and passed great part of his life there. At an early age he was distinguished both as a singer and performer. A letter of Charles VIII. of France, in Mr. Julian Marshall's collection, proves that he was in that king's service, and left it, without leave, for that of Lorenzo de' Medici, whence Charles reclaimed him. Charles died 1498. Petrucci published some of Agricola's works at Venice in 1503.' (The above appears correctly in late editions, with the exception of the date of Charles's death, there given as 1588.)

AGUILAR, EMMANUEL. See ii. 733 b.

AIDA. Grand opera in 3 acts; libretto by Antonio Ghislanzoni, music by Verdi. Commissioned by the Viceroy of Egypt for the opening of the opera-house at Cairo, and produced there Dec. 24, 1871. The first European performance took place at Milan, Feb. 8, 1872; and on June 22, 1876, it was given at Covent Garden. [M.]

ALBANI. Add the following to the notice under LAJEUNESSE, vol. ii. p. 85.

Albani, Mme., born 1850, not '51, whose full Christian names are Marie Louise Cécile Emma, since 1879 has appeared each year in Italian opera at Covent Garden, excepting that year and 1885. Her new parts have been:—June 26, 1880, Isabella (production of 'Pré aux Clères'); June 21, 1884, Tamara, on production of 'Il Demonioc' (Rubinstein); July 11, 1883, Margaret and Helen of Troy, on production at above theatre of 'Mefistofele'; and July 15, 1884, Brunhild (production of Reyer's 'Siegurd'). In the German season there of 1884, under Richter, she played her favourite parts of Senta and Elsa. In the season of 1887 she added to her already large repertory (wherein we remark that no work of Rossini or Meyerbeer is included) the leading part in 'La Vie pour le Czar' (July 12) and was announced to appear in 'II Matrimonio segreto,' but that opera was not given.

In the concert-room, Mme. Albani has maintained her position, especially at the festivals, where she has created, in important new works, the soprano parts mostly written for her, viz. at Birmingham, 1882, in the 'Redemption'; 1885 'More et Vita' and 'Spectro's Bride'; 1881 at Norwich in 'St. Ursula' (Cowen); and at Leeds, 1880, Margarita in 'The Martyr of Antioch'; 1886, Elise in 'The Golden Legend,' St. Ludmila (Dvořák), and Ilmæ (Story of Sayid), Mackenzie. At Worcester also, in 1881, she sang in Cherubini's Mass in D minor, on its production in this country; in 1882 (at Birmingham) in the same composer's Mass in E; and in 1884, in Bach's cantata 'God so loved the world,' in which is the well-known air 'My heart ever faithful.' In London and at Sydney, she has sung in the greater part of these works, also in 'The Rose of Sharon,' Dvořák's Stabat Mater, and in 1886 in Liszt's 'St. Elizabeth' on the occasion of the composer's farewell visit. Mme. Albani has sung in opera abroad with her usual success; also in Gounod's oratorios at the Tascadero, Paris. Her most recent engagements have been at Berlin, where in 1887, in a three weeks' visit, she sang both in German and Italian in 'Lucia,' 'Traviata,' 'Faust,' 'Fliegende Holländer' and 'Lohengrin,' and was appointed by the Emperor a court chamber singer. At the request of Sir Arthur Sullivan she returned to Berlin on April 2, 1887, and sang her original part of Elise on the second performance of 'The Golden Legend,' under his direction, having travelled from Brussels for that express purpose. [A.C.]

ALBERTI BASS. A familiar formula of accompaniment which first came prominently into fashion early in the 18th century, and has since been the frequent resource of hundreds of composers from the greatest to the meanest. It derives its distinctive name from Domenico Alberti, a musician who is supposed to have been born during the second decade of the 18th century at Venice, where he became a pupil of Lotti. He won fame both as a singer and as a player on the harpsichord, and wrote some operas and a considerable number of sonatas, some of which were very popular with musical amateurs. It is not very probable that he actually invented the formula, but he certainly brought it into undue prominence in his sonatas, and therefore did his best to deserve a notoriety which is not altogether enviable. A set of eight sonatas of his, which was published by Walsh in London, affords good illustrations of his love of it. He uses it plentifully in every sonata of the set, sometimes in both movements, and occasionally almost throughout a whole movement. For instance, in the first movement of the second sonata it persists through thirty-seven bars out of a total of forty-six; and in the first movement of the sixth sonata it continues through thirty-six whole bars and four half bars out of a total of forty-four. The following quotation from the beginning of the sixth sonata illustrates his style, and his manner of using the formula.

1 First produced in concert room in England, April 21, 1880, at St. James's Hall, by the Bach Choir.
ALFINERI.

10. Procedo sulla restaurazione de' libri di Canto ecclesiastico dello Gregoriani. (Roma, 1877.)
11. Raccolta di Musica Sacra, etc., of which the contents are here appended.

VOL. I.
Messa solle di G. P. L. da Palestrina.
Messa di Papel Marcello.
Do. per I Defunti, a cinque voci.
Do. Cesario dei Laici.
O regum coeli, a 4.
Do. Asturias Christi amorosi, a 4.
Dios sanctificatus, a 4.
Do. de Fere, a 4.
Do. Nunc Jesus.$

VOL. II.
Messe a cinque voce di G. P. L.
Adagio vio.
Tris sacrarum.
Benedici Laurentius.
Caite rite.
Caput ejus.
Caro meo.
Consolatius fills.
Cruem sanctam subiit.
Dixit Dominus.
Venite.
Exequat.
Exi sit in piscina.
Erat lui ad luminare nostre.
Faciculos myrrhae.
Getar tum.
Introductis me Bac.
Lapidata in facie.
Leva, ejus.
Mansus tus Dominae.
Missa sura.
O admirabile commercium.
O sacrum cromivm.
Omnibus corde.
O Bania. et benedicta.
O agnonium.

VOL. IV.
Sancta rite.
Sanctum.
Caput ejus.
Caro meo.
Consolatius fills.
Cruem sanctam subiit.
Dixit Dominus.
Venite.
Exequat.
Exi sit in piscina.
Erat lui ad luminare nostre.
Faciculos myrrhae.
Getar tum.
Introductis me Bac.
Lapidata in facie.
Leva, ejus.
Mansus tus Dominae.
Missa sura.
O admirabile commercium.
O sacrum cromivm.
Omnibus corde.
O Bania. et benedicta.
O agnonium.

VOL. V.
Sancta rite.
Sanctum.
Caput ejus.
Caro meo.
Consolatius fills.
Cruem sanctam subiit.
Dixit Dominus.
Venite.
Exequat.
Exi sit in piscina.
Erat lui ad luminare nostre.
Faciculos myrrhae.
Getar tum.
Introductis me Bac.
Lapidata in facie.
Leva, ejus.
Mansus tus Dominae.
Missa sura.
O admirabile commercium.
O sacrum cromivm.
Omnibus corde.
O Bania. et benedicta.
ALKAN.

ALKAN. See also ii. 731 a.

ALLEGRANT. At end of article, for Conway read Cosway. (Corrected in later editions.)

ALLEGRI. P. 54 b, l. 19, for 1562 of original, and 1652 of late edition, read 1662. See also ii. 336 a.

[ M. ]

ALLEN, Henry Robinson, was born in 1809 at Cork, and received his musical education at the Royal Academy of Music. His début took place on Jan. 11, 1831, as Basilio in a performance of Figaro by the students of the Academy at the King’s Theatre. He first attracted public attention by his performance on Feb. 5, 1842, of Damon on the production of 'Acis and Galatea' under Macready at Drury Lane. 'He was the only person worth listening to, in spite of the limited powers of his organ.' In 1843, under the same management, he played Acis, and Phaon in Paccini's 'Saffo,' when the heroine on each occasion was Clara Novello, and later in the autumn he played at the Princess's as Edward III in the English version of 'Les Fuites d'Amour.' From that time until the close of the Maddox management in 1850 he was continually engaged at the latter theatre, where, owing to its small size, he was heard to advantage. He played in 'Don Giovanni' ('Othello,' 'Anna Bolena,' Herold's 'Marie,' 'La Barcarole,' 'Les Diamants,' Aubert's 'La Sirène,' etc.; Halévy's 'Val d'Andorre'; Balfe's 'Castle of Aymon'; Loder's 'Night Dancers.' In the early part of 1856 he was engaged at Drury Lane, where he played, Feb. 3, Balfe on production of Macfarren's 'Don Quixote.' A propo's of this part, Chorley, in the 'Athenæum,' considered him, both as singer and actor, as the most complete artist at the English operatic stage.

Allen retired early from public life, and devoted himself to teaching and the composition of ballads, two of which became popular, viz. 'The Maid of Athens' and 'When we two parted.' He died at Shepherd's Bush, Nov. 27, 1876. [ A.C. ]

ALLEGEMIN MUSIKALISCHE ZEITUNG. Die Musikalische Zeitung read the above, vol. ii. 115 a, 429 b, and 430 a.

ALTSAGER. See also iii. 182 b, and 534.

ALTERNATIVO. A term of frequent occurrence in suites and other compositions of the 17th and 18th centuries, having precisely the same meaning as the more modern word Trio, when that is used of the middle movement of a minuet or scherzo. The name as well as the form evidently had its origin in the common use, for dancing purposes, of two more or less contrasting measures, which were played alternately as long as the dancers desired. [See GROSSVATERTANZ, CERCADAS, MAGyar MUSIC, etc.; and iv. 172 a.] The word seems generally to carry with it the direction 'Da capo,' since that sign is seldom found in conjunction with it, although the idea of going back to the first strain or measure is never absent from the Alternativo. The latest instance of its use is

in Schumann's six 'Intermezzi,' op. 4, in four of which it occurs as the title of the middle section. [ M. ]

ALTÈS, Ernest Eugène, violinist and conductor, younger brother of the flute-player Henri Altès, was born in Paris, March 38, 1830. Sons of a soldier and brought up in the regiment, the boys were taught by their father to play the violin and flé from their earliest years. In his 17th year Altès wrote an air with variations for violin and piano, which was shown to Habeneck, and procured his entrance into the Conservatoire. In 1843 he entered Habeneck's violin class; two years later he gained a second accessit for violin, in 1847 the second prize, and in the following year the first prize. In 1849 he obtained a second prize for harmony under Bazin, after which he spent some time in studying advanced composition with Carafa. From 1845 onwards he played in the Opera band, and in 1846 was admitted to the orchestra of the 'Concerts du Conservatoire.' In 1871 Altès was appointed deputy conductor at the Opera in place of Delaixe, who had just given up his post after twelve years' work. G. Hainl was at this time conductor of the Opera, but at his death in 1873 Delaixe, who in the preceding year replaced Hainl as conductor at the Conservatoire, was recalled. In 1877 Delaixe was succeeded at the opera by Lamoureux, who being unable to agree with the new director, M. Vaucorbeil, retired at the end of 1879. Altès, who was still deputy conductor, was now appointed conductor, and almost immediately gave up his post at the Société des Concerts, which he had held since 1877. In 1881 he was decorated with the Legion d'Honneur. His chief compositions are a sonata for piano and violin, a trio for piano and strings, a string quartet, a symphony, and a divertissement on ballet airs by Aubert, written for the Aubert centenary in 1883, besides operatic fantaisias, mélodies caractéristiques, etc. On July 1, 1887, M. Altès, having, against his wish, been placed on the retired list, was rather roughly discharged by the directors of the Opera, and replaced by M. Vianesi. [ A.J. ]

ALTNIKOL. See vol. i. p. 116 a.

ALVSLEBEN. See OTTO-ALVSLEBEN, in Appendix.

AMBROS, A. W. P. 59 b, l. 18 from end, for is now read was the. (Corrected in later editions.)

ANÁPEST. A metrical foot, consisting of two short syllables, followed by a long one.

A remarkable instance of Anapectic rhythm will be found in Weber's Rondo in E♭, op. 61. [See vol. ii. p. 318 a.]
ANCIENT CONCERTS. P. 64 a. l. 17 from bottom, for till the time of his death in 1779 read till 1763; and add that Bates died in 1759, not 1779. P. 64 b. l. 6, for J. D. Loder read J. F. Loder; line 16, after 'At the close of the concert,' add 'in 1848.' P. 65 a. l. 8, for two read three; and refer to iii. 710 b. The last concert took place June 7, 1848. The library was presented to the Royal College of Music. [M.]

ANDACHT, MIT. 'With devotion'; a direction found at the beginning of Beethoven’s Mass in D, and in a few other passages. Schumann uses ‘Reuig, andachtig,’ for the superscription of No. 6 of the ‘Bilder aus Osten.’ [M.]

ANDAMENTO (Italian verbal substantive, from andare, to go, to move). A form of Fugal Subject, more highly developed, and of greater length, than the ordinary Soggetto, and generally, though not by any means invariably, consisting of two distinct members, more or less strongly contrasted with each other, and consequently calculated to add materially to the interest of a long and exhaustively-developed Fugue.

It is in these respects that the Andamento most strikingly differs from the more usual Soggetto; which, as Cherubini naïvely remarks, 'should neither be too long nor too short, but of a convenient length'; and which is generally, though not always, of a more homogeneous character: while the Attacco, shorter still, and frequently consisting of no more than three or four notes, culled from the Subject, or one of its Counter-Subjects, is a mere Point of Imitation, introduced for the purpose of adding interest to the composition, binding it more closely together, or establishing a more intimate correspondence of style between its various sections.

Fugue developed from a well-considered Andamento must, of necessity, be a lengthy one. A fine instance of an Andamento consisting of two distinct sections will be found in the last Movement of the Chorus, 'When his loud voice,' in Handel's 'Jephthah,' at the words 'They now contrast.'

The 'Amen Chorus,' in the 'Messiah,' affords another equally fine example, in which the two sections, though distinctly separated, are not so strongly contrasted with each other.

On the other hand, in the Chorus, 'Righteous Heaven,' in 'Susanna,' the subject introduced at the words, 'Tremble guilt,' though phrased in three divisions which admit of distinct breathing-places between them, is very nearly homogeneous in its general character.

Nearly all the Fugues in Sebastian Bach’s 'Wohltemperierte Klavier' are formed upon Soggetti; while nearly all his finest Organ Fugues, with Pedal Obbligato, are developed from long and well-sustained Andamenti. A curious instance, in two sections, will be found in the Fugue in E major, the Subject of which is given in vol. iv. 136 a.

In the well-known Fugue in G minor, the construction of the Andamento is a miracle of melodic skill:

One of the finest Andamenti to be found among Fugues of later date is that which forms the Subject of the 'Zauberflöte' Overture. Another forms the Theme of the first of Mendelssohn's Six Fugues for the Piano forte (op. 35).

Andamenti may be found both in Real and Tonal Fugue; the examples are, however, much more frequent in the former than in the latter. The Andamento is frequently used in combination, both with the Soggetto and the Attacco; and either, or both of them, may occasionally be found in combination with a Canto fermo. The 'Hallelujah Chorus' is developed from a Canto fermo adapted to the words, 'For the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth,' a Soggetto, 'And He shall reign, for ever and ever,' and a constantly-varying Attacco, 'Hallelujah,' which, under a multitude of changing forms, serves to bind the powerfully-contrasted elements of the composition into a consistent whole.

Sebastian Bach's Choral Vorspiel, 'Wir glauben all an einen Gott,' is based upon a Canto fermo, an Andamento, and a Soggetto.

In this case, the Canto fermo, were it not for the fact that it is an old Ecclesiastical Melody, and not an original Theme, might be technically described as the true Soggetto, and the Soggetto as a Counter-Subject, the office of which it performs throughout the entire composition. See ATTACCO, and SOGGETTO, in Appendix. [W.S.R.]

ANDANTINO. See Beethoven's opinion as to the meaning of the term, in Thayer, iii. 241.

ANDERSON, MRS. LUCY. P. 65, correct date of birth to Dec. 1790. L. 4 from bottom of page, for for many years read from 1848 to 1870; and insert at end 'She died Dec. 24, 1878.' (Corrected in late editions.) [W.H.H.]
ANDRÉ.

P. 66, l. 48, for 13 read 16.

Insert that Joh. Baptist André died Dec. 9, 1831, and that his brother Julius died Apr. 17, 1880.

ANDREOLI, Guglielmo. Add day of death, Mar. 13.

ANDBOT, Albert Augustus, was born at Paris in 1781, and admitted into the Conservatoire in his fifteenth year. In 1799 he obtained a prize for his exercises in harmony, and four years afterwards, having gained the Prix de Rome for his ‘Aleyone,’ he was sent to that city to study under Guglielmi. During the first year of his residence in Rome he made such progress that his master commissioned him to write a requiem and another sacred composition. The latter, performed during Passion Week, excited so much admiration, that he was engaged to compose an opera for the autumn. He had scarcely completed the last scene when nature sank under the arduous labour, and the composer died on August 19, 1804. In the following October a De Profundis of his composition was performed in his memory at the church of San Lorenzo in Lucinia.

A short notice of this composer is to be found in the ‘Dict. of Musicians’ (1827). The above is taken from ‘The British Minstrel.’ [C.H.P.]

ANFOSSI. For date of birth read 1736, and add date of death, Feb. 1797. See also Curioso Indiscerno.

ANIMATO. Add a reference to Mendelssohn’s letters to Mrs. Voigt, published in Macmillan’s Magazine for June 1871, p. 129.


ANTEGNATI of Brescia. This family were amongst the earliest famous organ-builders in Italy in the 15th and 16th centuries. At the latter period they had already built more than 400 instruments.

ANTHEM. See also CATHEDRAL MUSIC; and in p. 71 b, l. 22 from bottom, for 1665 read 1663; pp. 72 and 73, omit the names of Wesley and Goss from the list of living composers.

APPLICATION. See Spitta’s Bach, i. 600 (English translation ii. 39 and iii. 385).

APPOGGIATURA. In example 37, for 2–4 as the time-signature, read 3–4.

APRILE, Giuseppe. Paloschi calls him a contralto singer, and gives the date of his birth as Oct. 29, 1732, and that of his death as 1814.

ARCADEL. See also ii. 188, where the beginning of ‘Il bianco a dolce cigno’ is given.

ARCHER, Frederick, born June 16, 1838, at Oxford; in early life was chorister at All Saints, Margaret Street, London; his musical education was received in London and Leipzig. He next became organist of Merton College, Oxford, and in 1873 was appointed to the Alexandra Palace. During the last engagement, on March 4, 1876, he played the pianoforte part of Gade’s ‘Spring Fantasia’ on its first performance in England. On the resignation of Mr. Weist Hill he became conductor of that establishment, which post he held until 1880. He was also Conductor (1878–80) of the Glasgow select choir, and director of a provincial opera company. In 1881 he became organist at the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher’s church at Brooklyn, U.S.A., which post he still holds, or held until quite recently. Mr. Archer is an excellent organist, and has composed several works for that instrument, pianoforte pieces, songs, etc., besides two works, ‘The Organ,’ a theoretical and practical treatise (Novello & Co.), and ‘The College Organist’ (Weekes & Co.). He was for some time the editor of the ‘Key Note.’ [A.C.]

ARDITI, Luigi. Paloschi gives July 22, 1822, as the date of his birth.

ARETINO, Guido. See Guido in Appendix.

ARNE, Michael. P. 84 a, l. 3 from end of article, for 1712 read 1782. (Corrected in later editions.) Correct the date of his death to Jan. 14, 1786.

[WH.H.]

ARNE, T. A. P. 84 a, l. 3, omit the words ‘or May 28 (the precise date cannot be ascertained).’ For the opera of ‘Rosamond’ see CLAYTON. P. 84 b, l. 11, for In 1734 read On Dec. 19, 1733; l. 30, for Aug. 14 read Aug. 1. Add to list of works, ‘The Trip to Portsmouth,’ ‘Reffley Spring’ (1772), and music to Mason’s tragedy of ‘Elfrida.’

[WH.H.]

ARNOLD, Samuel. P. 86 a, l. 12, for purchased read took a lease of. L. 10 from bottom, for about this time read in 1787. L. 4 from bottom, after ‘decline’ insert ‘he retained the post until the termination of the Academy’s existence in 1792.’ L. 3 from bottom, for three read four. To list of works add ‘The Gipsies,’ ‘The Agreeable Surprise,’ ‘Cambro Britons’ (1798), and the oratorio ‘The Widow of Shunam,’ 1801; and compare p. 444 a.

[WH.H.]

ARRANGEMENT. P. 89, l. 35, for there is only one read there are six ; and add to note 1 a reference to Eng. trans. i. 412.

ARTARIA. Line 4 of article, for Commerce read Lake of Como. (Corrected in late editions.)

ARTAXERXES. Line 3, omit ‘probably.’

ARTÔT, Alexandre Joseph, born Jan. 25, 1815, at Brussels, was the son of Maurice Artôt (1772–1829) first horn-player at the theatre there, by his wife Therese Eva, daughter of Adam and cousin of Ferdinand Ries. He received instruction in music and on the violin from the former, and at the age of seven played at the theatre a concerto of Viotti. He received further instruc-
tion from Snel, principal first violin at the theatre, and afterwards at the Paris Conservatoire from Rodolphe and August Kreutzer, and in 1827 and 1828 he obtained the second and first violin prizes respectively. According to Félix, Artôt then played in concerts in Brussels and London with the greatest success, and became for a time player in the various Parisian orchestras. He became famous as a soloist, and made tours through Belgium, Holland, Italy, Germany, etc. On June 3, 1839, on the same occasion that Mario first appeared in England, Artôt played at the Philharmonic a fantasia of his own for violin and orchestra, and was well received, rather on account of the delicacy and feeling of his playing and his remarkable execution, than from his tone, which was very small. We do not find that he played at any other public concert, and this is borne out by a letter of August 6 of the same year from Berlioz to Liszt, wherein details are given concerning musical taste in London at the time, received from Batta, who had just returned from there, and whose mutual conversation he reports at length: 'I arrived too late, and it is the same with Artôt, who, despite his success at the Philharmonic, despite the incontestable beauty of his talent, has a tedious time of it.' In 1843 he went to America, Cuba, etc., on a concert tour with Mme. Chinti-Damoreau, and while there he received the first symptoms of a lung disease. He never recovered, but died July 20, 1845, at Ville d'Avray near Paris.

Artôt's compositions for the violin include a concerto in A minor, various fantasias and airs with variations with piano or orchestral accompaniment, and, in MS. string quartet, and a quintet for piano and strings. He was, perhaps, the most finished and the most elegant of all the Rubini school of players; one of the handsomest men in our recollection; and much beloved, we are told, among his comrades for his gentleness and amiability. (Athenæum, Aug. 1845.)

ARTÔT, Marguerite Josephine Désirée Montagnet, born July 21, 1835, at Paris, daughter of Jean Désiré Montagné, by whom he was born, and of Baugniet the Belgian portrait-painter. She was taught singing by Mme. Viardot-Garcia, and first appeared in concerts in Belgium, Holland, and England, viz. at a state concert June 19, 1857. In 1858 she was engaged at the Paris Opera, through Meyerbeer, where on Feb. 5 she made her début with great success as Fides, and subsequently played the heroine in a condensed version of Gounod's Sappho. In spite of praise lavished on her by many critics, among others by Berlioz in the Débats, Feb. 17, she abandoned the French in favour of the Italian stage. In 1859 she sang in opera in Italy, and at the end of the year at Berlin, on the opening of the Victoria Theatre, as a member of Lorini's Italian com-

pany. In that city she made a furore in the Barbiere and Cenerentola, in Trovatore, and even in the small part of Maddalena in 'Rigoletto,' from which time the greater part of her career has been passed in Germany both in Italian and German opera, she having in the meantime abandoned the mezzo for soprano parts. In 1859-60 she sang with great applause at the Philharmonic and at other concerts. In 1863 she sang at her Majesty's as Maria ('La Figlia') in which she made her début May 10th, as La Traviata, and as Adalgisa to the Norma of Titti. In 1864 and 1866 she sang at the Royal Italian Opera in the first two parts, in 'Faust,' 'Figaro,' and the 'Barbiere,' but in spite of the great impression she invariably made, being an admirable and very complete artist, she never reappeared in England. On Sept. 15, 1869, she married at Sévres the Spanish baritone Padilla-y-Ramos, and with him has sung in Italian opera in Germany, Austria, Russia, and elsewhere, until her retirement. Among other parts she has played in German with great success the heroines in 'Domino Noir' and 'Les Diamants.' On March 22, 1887, she appeared with her husband in a scene from 'Don Juan,' performed for the Emperor's birthday at the Schloss at Berlin, in which city she has settled as a teacher of singing.

[A.C.]

ASANTSCHESWESKY. Line 2, for 1839 (2nd time) read 1863. (Corrected in later editions.) See also ii. 735 d.

ASCHEE, Joseph. Add day of death, June 20. [W.B.S.]

ASHDOWN & PARRY. See WESSEL.

ASHLEY, John (p. 98 a). It seems certain that the performer on the bassoon was not the same as the assistant conductor of the commemoration of Handel. The 'Mr. Ashley of the Guards' who played the double bassoon on that occasion was most probably a brother of John Ashley's, named Jane, who was born in 1740 and died Apr. 5, 1809. John Ashley died March 2, 1805. [See vol. ii. 402 a, note 3.] His son, General Charles, took part with two of his brothers in the Handel Commemoration, and got into trouble by mailing the cost of some Italian violinist to his seat, and filling his violin with halfpence. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) Add to the notice of John James Ashley that he was born in 1772, and died Jan. 5, 1815. Also that Richard Ashley was born in 1775 and died in 1836. (The late editions of this work give dates for these two members of the family, but they are only partially correct.) [M.]

ASIOLI. Line 2. of article, for April read August. Line 11 from end of article, for May 16 read May 13. See also vol. ii. p. 339 a.

ASPULL, George. Add that he was born June 1813 at Manchester, and that he first

1 Athenæum, June 3, 1829.
2 Berlioz, Correspondence Inédite (1879), p. 184.
3 Padilla-y-Ramos, born 1842 at Murcia, studied under Mobillot of Florence, and has sung in Italian opera ever since. On Oct. 1, 1867, he first appeared with success in England as Host in 'Donizetti,' at a winter season at the Lyceum. He played in 1880 in the short but disastrous season at Her Majesty's, and in the autumn with Mapleson in the provinces, and was engaged for last season (1877) at Covent Garden Theatre.
appeared at a concert in Jan. 1822. In the following year he played to Clementi in London, and on Feb. 20, 1824, before George IV. at Windsor. He played Weber's Concertstück for the first time in England at a concert at Brighton. After a visit to Paris in April 1825 he undertook a number of concert tours throughout Great Britain and Ireland. It was at Clementi's funeral that Aupull caught the cold which eventually ended in his death on Aug. 19. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

ASTORGA. P. 100 a. 1. 26, for Society read Academy.

ATTACCO (Verbal substantive, from atta-
care, to unite, to bind together). A short phrase, treated as a Point of imitation; and employed, either as the Subject of a Fugue, as a subordinate element introduced for the purpose of increasing the interest of its development, as a leading feature in a Motet, Madrigal, Full Anthem, or other Choral Composition, or as a means of relieving the monotony of an otherwise too homogeneous Part-Song.

A striking instance of its employment as the Subject of a Fugue will be found in No. xxvii. of Das Wohlfemperirte Clarion.

When used merely as an accessory, it almost always represents a fragment of the true Subject; as in Ye House of Gilead, from Handel's Jephthah.

In the Madrigal, and Motet, a new Attacco is usually introduced with each new paragraph of the verbal text; in the Glee, properly so called, the part played by the Attacco is less important; while in the Part-Songs, its appearance as a prominent feature is still less frequent. Exception to the rule will, however, be found in Dr. Callcott's Go, plaintive Breeze, in Mendelssohn's Türkisches Schakenlidi, Setze mir nicht, du Grobian, and in other well-known modern compositions. [See ANDAMENTO and SOGGETTO in Appendix.] [W.S.R.]

ATTERBURY, LUFFMAN. Add that he sang in the Handel Commemoration of 1784, and that his death took place in the middle of one of his concerts. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

ATTEY. Add 'He died at Ross about 1640.' (Inserted in late editions.)

ATTWOOD. P. 101 a. 1. 2 of article, for In 1767 read in London, Nov. 23, 1765. Line 15, for i. 225 read i. 228, and add reference to Mozart, ii. 396 a. Line 16, for February read March; and add that he accompanied the Scorrace to England. Line 21, for the latter year read 1796. Line 4 from bottom, for 28 read 24.

AUBER. The weight of testimony concerning the year of the composer's birth supports Félix and substantiates the date 1784. In the supplement to Mendel's Lexicon, the date 1784 is corrected to correspond with Félix, on the authority of Palocchi. The list of his operas is to be completed as follows:— 'Emma,' 1821; 'La Nuit,' 1823; 'Le Concert à la Cour,' 1824; 'Léocadie,' 1824; 'Le Timide' and 'Florilla,' 1826; 'La Giancaca,' 1829; 'Le Dieu et la Bayadère,' 1830; 'Le Orient,' 1831; 'La Lesseran,' 1832; 'Gustave III,' 1833; 'Acção,' 1836; 'Le Lac des Fées,' 1839; 'Zanetta,' 1840; 'Le Duc d'Olonne,' 1842; 'La Part du Diable,' 1843; 'La Sirène,' 1844; 'Le Barcarolle,' 1845; 'Marco Spada,' 1844; 'Jenny Bell,' 1855; and 'La Circaisienne,' 1861. Correct date given for 'L'estooq' to 1834. P. 103. 1. 8, for May 13 read May 12. In Forster's life of Dickens, ch. xlix., it is related that Dickens described Auber as 'a stolid little elderly man, rather petulant in manner.' [M.]

AUDRAN, EDMOND, was born April 11, 1842, at Lyons, and received his musical education at the École Niedermeyer, Paris, where he obtained in 1859 the prize for composition. In 1861 he became organist of the church of St. Joseph, Marseilles. His compositions include a Funeral March on the death of Meyerbeer, played at the Grand Theatre, Marseilles; a Mass produced in 1873 at the above church, and later at St. Eustache, Paris; a motet, 'Adoro te, Paris (1882); 'Cour d'Amour,' song in Provençal dialect, and other songs. He is best known however as an 'opéra bouffe' composer, and among such works may be named L'Our et le Pacha, Marseilles (1862), his first work, founded on Scribe's well-known vaudeville of that name; 'La Chercue de 'Espirit,' Marseilles (1864), revived at Paris Bouffes, 1882, a new setting of an opera of Favart (1741), 'Le Grand Mogol,' Marseilles (1876), at Gaîté, Paris, Sept. 19—In English, at the Comedy Theatre; London, Nov. 17, 1884; 'Les Noces d'Olivette,' Bouffes, Nov. 13, 1875—In English at the Strand Theatre as 'Olivette,' Sept. 18, 1882; 'La Mascotte,' Bouffes, Dec. 28, 1880—In English, Sept. 19, at Brighton, and Oct. 15, 1881, at the Comedy Theatre; 'Gillette de Narbonne,' Bouffes, Nov. 11, 1882, plot founded on Boccaccio's story, used by Shakespeare for 'All's Well that Ends Well'; and 'La Cigale et le Fourmi,' Gaîté, Oct. 30, 1886. The five last named have all obtained great popularity in France, while 'Olivette,' and particularly 'La Mascotte,' are popular all over the world. [A.C.]

AUGARTEN. Line 23, for 1800 read 1799.

AUGENER. The music-publishing business of Augener & Co. was founded at 56 Newgate Street, London, in 1855. Later on branch warehouses were established at 1 Foubert Place, 22 Golden Square, and 81 The Quadrant, Regent Street. By a recent change of partnership (26 February, 1887) the warehouse in the Quadrant has been transferred to Mr. Wesley S. B. Woolhouse, the general business with this exception remaining Mr. George Augener's. Augener & Co.'s Catalogue contains upwards of 6000 works, of which nearly 1000 are cheap volumes; among these is a comprehensive
collection of pianoforte classics edited by Professor Ernst Pauer, as well as an important series of educational works edited by him, by Mr. John Farmer, and other well-known musicians.

In the last ten years Augener & Co. have introduced the works of some of the most important composers of the Neo-German School, including Xaver Scharwenka, Jean L. Nicodé, and Moszkowski. They have a large and varied stock of music, and the sole agency for this country of the famous Peters Edition published at Leipzig. The "Monthly Musical Record" is published by this firm, and has among its contributors prominent names in English musical literature. Its circulation is about 6000. [See Musical Periodicals, vol. ii. 428 et seq.] [A.J.H.]

AVISON. P. 106, l. 13 from end of article, for two sets read three volumes.

AYLWARD, Theodor. Add that from 1768 to 1781 he was organist of St. Michael's, Cornhill. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) His kinsman mentioned at the end of the article was for some time organist of Chichester Cathedral, and since January, 1887, has held a post of some importance at Cardiff. [M.]

AXTON, Fanny, born 1806 at MacClelland, was taught singing by Manelli at Florence, and first appeared in Italy, so successfully that Ebers engaged her for the season of 1827 at the King's Theatre, at a salary of £500. She made her appearances there as Ninetta in "La Gazza" (Feb. 3), and as Fiorilla in "Il Turco" in "Il Turco" in Italy." In the same year she sang at Drury Lane in an English version of "Il Turco" and as Rosetta in "Love in Village." She also played in the provinces, and sang in concerts with fair success. In 1832 she sang at the Birmingham Festival in opera with Malibran and Michael Costa. In 1831 she sang again at the King's Theatre for the season, as Creusa, in "Medea."" (Simon Mayr), and she played Isabella in a mutilated version of "Robert" ("The Demon, or the Mystic Branch," Feb. 21, 1833), after which she disappears from view. She had considerable execution, a piquancy and taste of her own, a certain ease on the stage, and a great fluency in Italian. But she had the misfortune to compete with some of the greatest Italian singers, and her intonation gave way after her first season. (Chorley.) A portrait of her, drawn and engraved by B. Holl, was published in July, 1828. [A.C.]

AZZOPARDI, Francesco. A learned Italian theorist of the latter half of the last century, from whose work, "Il musico pratico," published in the form of a French translation only (Paris, 1786), Cherubini quotes some interesting examples, in his "Course of Counterpoint and Fughett." Azzopardi held the appointment of Maestro di Capella, in Malta. [W.S.R.]

ABBINI. Add day of birth, Feb. 19.

BAEBELL. See vol. i. 287.

BACH. The following corrections are to be made in the article which treats of the Bach family (vol. i. pp. 108-114).

P. 109 a, l. 7. The genealogy was not written, but added to, by Emanuel Bach. In the genealogical table several errors occur. No. 13 died in 1652, not 1732; No. 16 was born 1644, not 1643. The date of death of No. 14 is doubtful. No. 24 lived from 1759 to 1845. To No. 8 add dates 1644-1653. No. 6 was not named Johann, but only Christoph.

P. 110 a, last line but 3, for 1761, read 1671.

P. 111 a. The list of J. Christoph Bach's motettes is as follows:—(Printed) 'Lieber Herr Gott' (Naue, Neun Motette, etc., book ii. 4); 'Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt' (Naue, i. 1); 'Unser Herzens Freude hat ein Ende' (Musaica Sacra, Berlin, Bote & Bock, vol. xvi. 18); and the doubtful 'Ich lasse dich nicht' (Naue, iii. 9, and elsewhere). The following are in manuscript:—'Der Mensch, vom Weibe geboren'; 'Sei getreu bis in den Tod'; 'Herr, nun läset du deinen Diener'; and 'Fürchte dich nicht, denn ich habe dich erlöst.'

P. 111 b, line 15 from bottom, the expression 'starkes Sonaten' is to be taken as equivalent to 'stark besetzte Sonaten,' and refers, not to the character of the compositions, but to the employment of several instruments in them. In Adlung's copy of Walther's Lexicon, now in the Royal Library at Berlin, is the following note in Adlung's handwriting:—'2 chorico (choriche) sonatas by Joh. Mich. Bach were engraved on copper.' These are evidently the works referred to.

P. 112 a, l. 21, for in his own handwriting read in manuscript. It is not the composer's autograph. Line 3 from bottom, for in read Jan. 1.

P. 112 b, l. 19, for in read June 29.

P. 113 a, add days of birth and death of Wilhelm Friedrich Ernst Bach, May 27 and Dec. 25 respectively.

P. 113 b, first fourteen lines to be corrected as follows:—Emanuel Bach entered the service of the Crown Prince of Prussia (afterwards Frederick II.) in 1738, and remained in it uninterrupted until 1767, when he went to Hamburg as Telemann's successor. He died there Dec. 14, 1788. [P.S.]

BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN (vol. i. pp. 114-118).

P. 114 b, l. 18, for as read at, Lines 47 etc. to be corrected thus:—His appointment to the 'new church' at Arnstadt took place on Aug. 14, 1703, and at Easter of the same year he had gone
BACH.

to Weimar as Hofmusikus, so that his residence at the latter place can only have lasted a few months. His journey to Lübeck took place at the end of Oct. 1705. This detail is worthy of mention, since it proves that he went in order to hear the 'Abendmusiken' there, which were held on the two last Sundays after Trinity, and on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Sundays in Advent. [See Buxthude, vol. i. 286.]

P. 115 a, paragraph 2:—As Kapellmeister at Cöthen, Bach received the comparatively high salary of 400 thalers (1200 marks, or £60) a year. It is now certain that he went with the Prince to Carlshad, not only in 1720, but in 1718. The journey to Hamburg, where he saw Reinken for the last time, took place not in 1731, but in 1720, soon after the death of his first wife. In 1719 he was at Halle, where he tried to make the acquaintance of Handel, who was at that time on a visit to his family. This, and a second attempt in 1729, fell through, so that the two composers never met.

P. 115 a, 1, 6 from bottom, for second read first. The 'Trauermusik,' written by Bach at Cöthen in 1729, was not on the death of the Duchess, but on that of the Duke himself, which took place Nov. 19, 1728. The Trauer-Ode here referred to as written in 1727, was occasioned by the death of Christiane Eberhardtine, Electress of Saxony, and was performed on Oct. 17, 1727. Besides the Trauermusik, Bach wrote for the court of Cöthen a whole series of occasional cantatas, proving his intimate connection with the Ducal family: for Dec. 10 (the Duke’s birthday), in 1717, 1718, and 1720; for New Year’s Day, 1719 and 1720 (Graduationscantaten); for Nov. 2 (the birthday of the Duke’s second wife), 1726. Only three of these compositions are preserved; the most of the poems to which they were set were written by C. F. Hunold. Bach took up his residence in Leipzig in May 1723. He was appointed Cantor of the Thomasschule, and director of the music in the churches, but not organist; he never occupied an organist’s post after leaving Weimar in 1717. As Cantor he had to teach singing, and, at first, to give a certain amount of scientific instruction; as director of music he had to superintend the choral music in the churches of St. Thomas and St. Nicholas. The choirs were composed of the scholars of the Thomasschule, with the addition of students and amateurs, the so-called ‘Adjuvanten.’ The size of the chorus, according to our present ideas, was very small; the average number for a four-part chorus was about 12 voices. These were supplemented by a body of instrumentalists averaging 14 in number, and composed of the town musicians with the assistance of students, scholars, and amateurs. Part of the duties of University Music-director were fulfilled by Bach, and from 1729 to 1736 he conducted a students’ musical society, in which secular chamber music was practised, and which held for some time an important place in the musical life of the town. Several public concerts were also given by the society under Bach’s direction.

Bach’s official duties were not very pressing, and he had time enough for composition. The musical materials with which he had to deal were however far from satisfying his requirements, especially as compared with the state of music at the court. Besides this, his governing authorities, the town council of Leipzig, showed themselves entirely incapable of understanding the exceptional greatness of this musician. They did everything to impede his freedom of action, and pestered him with petty accusations. In the summer of 1730 Bach’s irritation was so great that he nearly resolved to leave Leipzig altogether. His intercourse with the rector and colleagues of the Thomasschule was at first not unpleasant, and during the rectorate (1730-1734) of the celebrated philologist, Johann Mathias Gesner, it was very agreeable. Bach could not get on with the next rector, however, Johann August Ernesti, a man still very young and without any tact. Certain differences as to the appointment of one of the choir-prefects, who had to direct the choir in the absence of the cantor, led to a breach which in the course of the year became quite irreconcilable. Bach, with all his great and noble qualities, was easily irritated, and possessed unyielding obstinacy. The protracted conflict had very bad results on the discipline and working of the school, and even ten years after Bach’s death the rector and cantor were accustomed to regard each other as natural enemies.

Bach’s position in Leipzig was a highly respected one, and he soon became a celebrity in the town. Few musicians went there without paying him a visit, and even the ‘stars’ of the Italian Opera in Dresden did not fail to pay him respect. He kept up a friendly intercourse with the musicians of the Saxon capital. Pupils came to him from far and near; his house was a centre of refined and earnest musical culture; with his wife, an excellent singer and an accomplished musician, his talented sons and daughters, and his numerous pupils, he could organise, in his spacious house, performances of vocal and instrumental works, even of those which required a large number of executants. That he held in the literary and University society of the town is proved by his relations with the poetess Mariane von Zieglar and Professor Gottsched. In later life he seems to have withdrawn more and more from society. In the new impulse which was given to music about the middle of the century by the influence of the rich mercantile element, and which resulted in the foundation of the ‘Gewandhaus Concerts,’ Bach, so far as we can learn, took no part.

Bach made frequent journeys from Leipzig. As he was still Kapellmeister at Cöthen (‘von Haus aus’ as the phrase was), he had to appear there occasionally and to place his services at the disposal of the reigning family. At the same time he kept up his connection with the court of Weissenfels, to which he had been appointed Kapellmeister in 1723 (not 1736). He often went to Dresden, where, since his passage
of arms with Marchand in 1717, he had been in high favour. In 1727 he was—as far as we know, for the last time—in Hamburg, and his native Thuringia had been visited occasionally. His most noteworthy journey was that of 1747 to the court of Frederick the Great at Potsdam and Berlin. The reception here accorded to him was extraordinarily complimentary.

Concerning Bach's last illness, it is to be noticed that as early as 1749 it made him at times so incapable of work that the town council thought seriously of appointing his successor. The statement that he engraved his own works on copper, and so injured his sight, is absolutely without proof. He had been accustomed from earliest youth to strain his naturally weak sight, and this brought on his blindness. The oculist to whom he ultimately had recourse was the English Taylor, who travelled through Germany in 1750 and 1751. An operation was performed, but was unsuccessful. By a curious coincidence the same oculist operated a few years later, upon Handel, and also without success.

Bach's musical development proceeded from the sphere of organ music, and it is to this branch of art that the greatest and most important part of his compositions, up to the year 1717, belongs. It was in the time of his residence at Weimar that he reached his full greatness as an organ-player. At Cöthen he did not write much for the organ; the Orgelbüchlein, compiled there, consists for the most part of compositions of the Weimar, or even of an earlier, period. In all probability the celebrated G minor Fugue with the Prelude (Bachgesellschaft edition, vol. xv. p. 177) was composed in 1720 at the time of his journey to Hamburg. Of the great Preludes and Fugues only four can with certainty be ascribed to the Leipzig period:—C major, B minor, E minor, and Eb major (Bachgesellschaft, xv. pp. 228, 199, 236; vol. iii. pp. 173 and 254); and of the chorale arrangements, probably not more are to be referred to this time than those twenty-one which constitute the chief part of the 'Clavierbüchlein,' and the canonic variations on the Christmas hymn 'Vom Himmel hoch.' The six organ sonatas received their final corrections at Leipzig, but most of them date from Cöthen or earlier, and were not originally written for the organ, but for a pedal harpsichord with two manuals.

The Cöthen period was principally devoted to instrumental chamber music. Here the great 'Brandenburg' concertos were completed in 1721; the first part of the 'Wohltemperirte Clavier' written in 1722 (the second part was finished about 1742); and in 1723 the Inventions and Symphonies for clavier were produced. Besides these, to this period are to be assigned the six 'French' and perhaps also the six 'English' suites, to which Bach added the six 'Partitas' (written in Leipzig between 1726 and 1731); very probably the sonatas and suites for violin and violoncello, as well as the sonatas for violin and clavier, are also to be ascribed to this time.

Lastly, in the Leipzig period, the composer laid most stress upon church music for voices with instrumental accompaniment. He wrote some 300 so-called church cantatas, of which more than 200 are extant. Only a small number of these, about 30, belong to the earlier periods; the earliest is probably the Easter cantata, 'Denn du wirst meine Seele' (Bachgesellschaft, ii. No. 15); it seems to have been written at Arnstadt in 1704. A good number of cantatas can be assigned to the Weimar period, but to the Cöthen period belong only one or two. But to the Leipzig period are to be referred not only the great majority of cantatas, but also almost all the great church compositions. Of the five Passion settings only that according to St. Luke belongs to an early time; the 'John' Passion was performed for the first time in 1724, the 'Matthew' in 1729, while two are lost. The Christmas Oratorio was written in 1734, the Magnificat, apparently for Christmas, 1723, and the Mass in B flat minor between 1723 and 1724. The German sacred poems set by Bach are the work of Erdmann Neumeister, Salomo Franck, Chr. Fr. Henrici (Picander), Mariane von Zeigler, and others. Many of them were compiled by Bach himself.

P.S.

BACH CHOIR, THE. In 1875 a body of amateurs was got together by Mr. A. D. Coleridge for the purpose of studying Bach's Mäss in B minor, a work concerning which musicians in England were then in almost total ignorance. The music was studied under the direction of Mr. Otto Goldschmidt [see vol. i. p. 608], who had devoted much preparatory care to the Mass; and the work was performed at St. James's Hall on April 26, 1876, and again in May of the same year. Its success was such as to encourage the promoters of the scheme to convert the temporary choir into a permanent association for the production of classical vocal music. The new society was called 'The Bach Choir' (in commemoration of the inaugural performance), and its object was defined by the rules to be the practice and production of choral works of excellence of various schools. Lord Coleridge became president, Mr. Goldschmidt musical director and conductor, and Mr. Coleridge honorary secretary, while the details of the administration were handed over to a salaried secretary and librarian. In March 1879 Her Majesty graciously consented to become patron of the choir. In June of that year Mr. Prendergast was appointed secretary and librarian, with the whole of the administrative work, Mr. Coleridge retaining the office of honorary secretary.

While practising and producing other choral works, the Mass was not neglected, and it was performed, for the eighth time in London, in the Albert Hall on March 25, 1885, in celebration of the bicentenary of Bach's birth. For this performance the choir was largely augmented by voices selected from other leading societies, and many retired members resumed for the occasion their places in the chorus. Interest was also lent to this performance by the use for the first
time in England of the trumpet and oboi d’amore parts as written by Bach. The whole forces were directed by Mr. Otto Goldehmidt, who shortly afterwards resigned the post of conductor, and, declining re-election, was succeeded by Dr. C. Villiers Stanford. In the same year Lord Coleridge retired from the office of president, and Lord Montague was elected to succeed him. At the end of this year Mr. Prendergast resigned the office of secretary and librarian, and the work was undertaken by Mr. Morton Latham as honorary secretary, Mr. Coleridge resigning the office which he had held since the commencement. Many members left the choir after the great performance in 1885, but new members were not long in filling the vacancies, and the numbers are now higher than at any previous time. (The only performance in England of the B minor Mass which has not been given by the Bach Choir was the fine production at the Leeds Festival of 1886 under the direction of Sir Arthur Sullivan.)

Subjoined is a list of the principal works which have been introduced to London through the agency of the Bach Choir. Many of these have been specially published for the society in the Bach Choir Magazine.


**MOTTETS AND SHORTER WORKS.**


**BACH-GESELLSCHAFT.**

The contents of the edition of Bach’s works is continued in the article **Kirchen-Cantaten, vol. ii.**

The following volumes have been issued since the date there mentioned:

1876. Twenty-sixth Year. (Issued in 1876.)


The Art of Fugue.

Organ Works.

Orgelbuchlein. 6 Choruses.

1876. Twenty-sixth Year. (Issued in 1876.)


1877. Twenty-seventh Year. (Issued in 1877.)


6 Sonatas for Violin.

6 Suites for Violoncello.

Thematic Index to the Church Cantatas. Nos. 1–120.

1878. Twenty-eighth Year. (Issued in 1878.)


1879. Thirty-first Year. (Issued in 1879.)

Chamber Musica. Vocal.

Was mir befugt. Was mir behagt.

O helder Tag.

Schwinget stille.

Mar hahn en neue Obersetzung. (With appendix.)

1880. Thirty-first Year. (Issued in 1880.)

Church Cantatas. Vol. 15.

1881. Thirty-first Year. (Issued in 1881.)

Church Cantatas. Vol. 16.

1882. Thirty-second Year. (Issued in 1882.)

Church Cantatas. Vol. 17.

1883. Thirty-second Year. (Issued in 1883.)

Church Cantatas. Vol. 18.

1884. Thirty-third Year. (Issued in 1884.)

Church Cantatas. Vol. 19.

BACH, WALTER, born at Birmingham June 19, 1842, a younger brother of Francis Edward Bache. He studied the pianoforte and theory under James Simpson, organist of the Birmingham Town Hall. In Aug. 1852 he went to Leipzig, where he studied under Fladly, Moscheles, Hauptmann and Richter. After a short stay in Milan and Florence, he went in the summer of 1852 to Rome, where for three years he received regular lessons from Liszt. In May 1856 Mr. Bache came to London, where he subsequently resided, with the exception of a short stay in Florence in 1871, where he had lessons from Hans von Bülow. Mr. Bache was chiefly known by his unflinching advocacy of Liszt’s claims to be recognised as a composer of the first rank.

For several years he gave orchestral and vocal concerts, at which he brought forward the following important works of his master, many of which had not been heard in London before:—Symphonische Dichtungen: Les Préludes, Orpheus, Tasso, Festklange, Mazeppa; Von Fels zum Meer march, Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 4; ‘The Legend of St. Elizabeth’; Psalm xiii.; Reapers’ Chorus (Prometheus); Loreley; ‘Jeanne d’Arc’; Faust; Symphony; Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2, and the Fidelio. After Ungarische Volksmelodien. During Liszt’s visit in England in the spring of 1886 Mr. Bache gave a memorable reception at the Grosvener Gallery on April 8, when the master played the finale of Schubert’s ‘Divertissement à la Hongroise,’ and his own Hungarian Rhapsody A minor. Mr. Bache was mainly instrumental in founding the Liszt Scholarship at the Royal Academy of Music, where he was a professor of the piano. He died March 26, 1888. [W.B.S.]
BADALI.

died 17 Nov. 1865, at Imola, where he was born.
(Corrected in late editions.)

BARMANN. Add the date of death of Karl Barmann (3).
May 29, 1885.

BAGPIPE, vol. i. p. 124 b, l. 13, for Mackinnon's read MacRimmon's.
(Corrected in late editions.)

BAILDON. In l. 7 of article, for 1768 read 1765, and add that he died May 7, 1774.
(Corrected in late editions.)

BAINI. See vol. i. p. 288.

BAKER, George. He was born in 1773, and quitte Exeter in 1790. He was organist at Stafford from 1795, at Derby from 1810, and at Rugeley from 1834. He died Feb. 19, 1847.
(Corrected in late editions.)

[W.H.H.]

BALFE. Line 13 of article, for May 1816 read June 1817. P. 126 b, l. 5 from bottom, for ballad read ballad. P. 127 a, l. 6, for 1838 read 1827; l. 28, for in the following spring read on May 27, 1836; l. 46, for 1840 read March 1841. P. 127 c, l. 1, omit the words and a few lines later, at the Surrey Theatre, 'The Devil's in it.' The production there referred to had taken place in 1847, and should have been mentioned six lines higher in the page. After l. 40 add that an English version of 'Pittore e Duca' under the title of 'Moro,' was given at Her Majesty's by the Carl Rosa company, on Jan. 28, 1882. Lines 54-55, the opera 'Blanche de Nevers' is wrongly ascribed to the year 1863; it was produced in Nov. 1863. (Dict. of National Biography, to which the reader is referred for further particulars.)

[B.M.]

BALL. Omit Spohr's 'God, Thou art great,' and the 'Lobgesang' from the list of Ball's translations.

(Corrected in late editions.)

BALLAD. Under this head mention should be made of an experiment made by Schumann and others, in the form of 'ballads for declamation,' in which the elements of MELIODRAMA (which see) are applied to smaller works. Schumann's contributions are:—'Schön Hedwig' (Hebbel), op. 106; 'Vom Haldeknabe' (Hebbel) and 'Die Furtiverei' (Shelley), op. 122. Hiller's 'Vom Paen und der Königstochter' (Geibel) is a slighter specimen. The PF. accompaniments with which some modern reciters are wont to embellish performances, would come under the same category, were they worthy of ranking as musical compositions. [M.]

BAILDON OPERA. [See English OPERA, l. 488 b.] To the list of Ballad Operas there given the following may be added:—1731. Patie and Peggy; The Amours of Billingsgate; The Grub Street Opera; The Welsh Opera. 1735. The Disappointed Gallant, or, Buckram in Armour. 1740. The Preceptor, or, The Loves of Abelard and Heloise.

[WH.H.]

BALLADS. Line 8 of article, for 1597, read 1591.

BALLO IN MASCHERA. Line 3, for in, read Feb. 17.

1 St. Mary's Church. He resigned the post on May 10, 1820.

BARKER.

BALTZAR. P. 133 a, last line but one, for At read Soon after; and compare ii. 58 a.

BAND. See also WIND-BAND in Appendix.

BANDERALLI. For date of birth, read Jan. 12, 1789, and add day of death, June 13.

BANDINI, Uberto, was born at Rieti in Umbria on Mar. 28, 1865. His father, Guglielmo, was a provincial inspector of engineering. In 1865 Uberto was sent to the Liceo of Perugia, where he first studied the rudiments of music under Prof. Giustianini, and later on received instruction in harmony from Prof. Bozoni at the Instituto Commumale Morlacchi in the same town. In 1876, on leaving the Liceo, instead of studying law, he went to Naples, where he attended the Conservatorio S. Pietro a Majella for a year, his master being Lauro Rosi. Being obliged to leave Naples on account of private misfortunes, he went to Rome, where he studied at the Liceo S. Cecilia under Tergiani and Sganbiati. His first important composition was an overture, 'Elenora' (Crystal Palace, Mar. 12, 1881), which won the prize among 87 competitors in a musical competition at Turin. He next produced a successful symphony at the Roman Royal Philharmonic Society's concert, which was followed by 'Il Baccanale' for orchestra, produced at Perugia in Oct. 1880. [W.B.S.]

BANISTER. P. 134 b, l. 7 & 16 from bottom, for 1676 read 1657. John jun. died 1735.

BANKS. See LONDON VIOLIN-MAKERS.

BANTI. P. 135 b, l. 17 from bottom, for 1799 read 1794.

BAPTIE, David, born at Edinburgh Nov. 30, 1832. Author of a useful 'Handbook of Musical Biography,' 1883 (2nd ed. 1887). He has published many glees, and has many more in MS. He has also in MS. a descriptive catalogue, or index, of vocal part music.

[GR.]

BARBAJA, Domenico. P. 138 a, l. 15, for 1825 read 1832.

BARBER OF SEVILLE. P. 138 b, l. 4-5, for Dec. 26 read Feb. 5.

BARBIERI. Insert Christian names, Francesco Arsenio, and date of birth, Aug. 3, 1823.

BARGIEL. Add that he is at the head of one of the three 'Meisterschulen für musikalische Composition' connected with the Academy of Arts. To the list of his important works should be added:—Overture to Prometheus, op. 16; Symphony in C, op. 30; 13th Psalm, for chorus and orchestra, op. 25; and for pianoforte the Suites, op. 7 and 13, and a Sonata, op. 34. [M.]

BARKER, Charles Spackman. [See vol. i. p. 139, and vol. ii. pp. 599 and 607.] The following additional details were communicated by him to the writer. He learnt his art under Mr. Bishop, of London. His invention of the pneumatic lever was not adopted in the organs at York and Birmingham, for financial considerations. He went to France in 1837. Besides the organ of St. Denis, his pneumatic lever was applied to those of St. Roch and the Madeleine in Paris. He took out a brevet d'invention for
it in 1839. About 1840 he became director of Daublain's & Callinet's factory, and at the Paris Exhibition of 1855 he received a first-class medal and the Cross of the Legion of Honour. His patent for electric lamps was purchased by the Gas Commissioners of London. He remained with Merklin until 1866, when he set up a factory of his own under the firm of Barker & Verschneider, and built the organs of St. Augustine and of Montreuil in Paris, both electric. The war of 1870 caused him to leave Paris and return to this country, where he built the organs for the Catholic cathedrals of Cork and Dublin. He died at Midstone Nov. 26, 1879. [V. de F.]

BARNARD, CHARLOTTE ALINGTON, known by her pseudonym of 'Clariel,' was born Dec. 25, 1830, and married Mr. C. C. Barnard in 1844. She received some instruction in the elements of composition from W. H. Holmes, and between 1858 and 1869 published some hundred ballads, most of which attained an extraordinary popularity of a transient kind. A volume of 'Thoughts, Verses, and Songs' was published, and another volume of poems was printed for private circulation. She died at Dover Jan. 30, 1869. (Dict. of National Biography.) [W.B.S.]

BARNARD, REV. JOHN. Line 6 from end of article, add, It is now in the British Museum. (Corrected in later editions.)

BARBY, JOSEPH. See vol. i. p. 145 a, and add to the article found there, that the time of Mr. Barby's tenure of St. Andrew's, Wells Street, was from 1863 to 1871, when he became organist of St. Anne's, Soho. Here he instituted the annual performances of Bach's 'Passion according to St. John,' which he had previously introduced to English audiences at the Hanover Square Rooms. At the formation of the London MUSICAL SOCIETY (see that article in Appendix) he was appointed conductor, and in this capacity introduced Dvořák's 'Stabat Mater' and other important novelties. On Nov. 10, 1884 the Albert Hall Choral Society gave under his direction a remarkable performance of the music of Wagner's 'Parsifal,' in which the principal solo parts were sung by some of their greatest German representatives. In 1886 he succeeded Mr. Shakespeare as conductor at the Royal Academy of Music. Mention must be made of his psalm, 'The Lord is King,' produced with success at the Leeds Festival of 1883. [M.]

BARNETT, JOHN. Line 1, for July 1 read July 15. Line 18, for two masses read one mass.

BARNETT, JOHN FRANCIS. Correct date of birth to Oct. 16, 1837. Add the following account of his works since 1874:—Besides many compositions for the pianoforte, among which may be mentioned three impromptus dedicated to Ferdinand Hiller, and a sonata in E minor, dedicated to Ernst Fauer, Mr. Barnett has produced three important works for various festivals. The first of these, 'The Good Shepherd,' was written for the Brighton Festival of 1876, and the second, 'The Building of the Ship,' for the Leeds Festival of 1880, where it met with great and well-deserved success. In the following year he wrote an orchestral suite, entitled 'The Harvest Festival,' for the Norwich Festival. In addition to the above, Mr. Barnett's Concerto Pastorale for flute and orchestra, a Sonata in Em for flute and piano, and a Scena for contralto, 'The Golden Gate,' set to words by the late Hugh Conway,' [M.]

BARONI-CAVALETTO. See vol. ii. 729 b.

BARNETT. Add that he died Mar. 8, 1879. (Corrected in later editions.)

BARNETT, THOMAS. See LONDON VIOLIN MAKERS, vol ii. 164 b.

BARNETT, WILLIAM ALEXANDER, English writer on music; born at Hackney Oct. 15, 1836; was a chorister at St. Paul's, where he is now Vicar-choral, and is a Mus. Bac. of Oxford (1870). Mr. Barnett has published 'English Glees and Madrigal Writers' (1877), 'English Church Composers' (1883), 'Balfie, his Life and Work' (1882), and other works; he was joint editor with Dr. Stainer of the 'Dictionary of Musical Terms' (1875). He has been for many years musical reporter of the 'Morning Post'; for some time edited the 'Monthly Musical Record,' and is now editor of the 'Musical Times.' [G.]

BARRY, CHARLES AINSLIE, born in London June 10, 1830. A writer who is understood to edit the Programme-books of the Richter Concerts, and whose initials are appended to many thoughtful analyses of Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner, etc. Mr. Barry was educated at Rugby School and Trinity College, Cambridge; he was a pupil of T. A. Walmisley, and afterwards studied music at Leipzig and Dresden. He contributed for long to the 'Guardian,' edited the 'Monthly Musical Record;' 1875-79, and has been otherwise active with his pen. He has published several songs and PF. pieces. A MS. Festival March of his was often played at the Crystal Palace in 1862, 3, and he has a symphony and other orchestral pieces in MS. He was secretary to the Liszt Scholarship Fund 1886, and is an earnest Zukunftsmusiker. [G.]

BARTH, KARL HEINRICH, born near Königsberg in Prussia, July 12, 1847, received his first instruction from his father, beginning the piano at four years old. From 1856 to 1862 he was studying with I. Steinmann, and for two years after the expiration of this term, with H. von Bülow. From 1864 onwards he was under Bromart, and for a short time was pupil of Tausig's. In 1868 he was appointed a teacher in the Stern Conservatorium, and in 1871 became a professor at the Hochschule at Berlin. Herr Barth is justly held in high estimation for his earnest and intelligent interpretation of classical works, and he is also an admirable player of concerted music. He has repeatedly undertaken successful concert tours in Germany and England, and has once appeared
BARTH.

at a concert of Pasdeloup's in Paris. He holds the position of pianist to the Crown Prince and Princess of Germany.

BARTHELEMON. P. 145 b, l. 14, for Vauxhall read Marylebone, and add a reference to Marylebone Gardens; also to Jephtha 2.

BARTHOLOMEW. Line 7 of article omit the 'Lobgesang' from list of works adapted. (Corrected in late editions.)

BASEVI. Add dates of birth and death, Dec. 29, 1818, and Dec. 1885, respectively.

BASSEVI. See Crevetto.

BASS HORN. This instrument, now obsolete, belonged to the bugle family, and was shaped somewhat like a bassoon. It was made of copper or brass, was blown by a cupped mouthpiece and had 4 finger-holes and 2 keys. In Germany some were made of wood. The scale was similar to that of the serpent, extending down to Bb below the bass stave. [V. de P.]

BASSOON. P. 153 b, l. 13 from bottom, for union read union.

BATES, Jno. Line 1, for in 1740, read Mar. 19, 1740-1. P. 155 a, l. 10, for 1780 read the same year. (His marriage took place as stated, in 1780.)

BATESON, THOMAS. P. 155 c, l. 3. He must have quitied Chester before 1611, as on Mar. 24, 1608-9, he 'was chosen Vicar-Chorall' of the Cathedral of the Holy and Undivided Trinity, commonly called Christ Church, Dublin, 'in y* room of Mr. Steven Robinson, late Vicar of the said Church. Who was also admitted and instaled the same day.' And on April 5 following he 'had leave from the Dean and Chapter for one week more to pass into England about his own business.' In the latter entry he is described as 'Vicar and Organist of this Church.' He is supposed to have been the first person who took a degree in music in the University of Dublin. (Chapter acts, Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin, vol. ii. p. 73.) [W.H.H.]

BATE. See i. 289 b, and correct as follows:—He was born on Easter Sunday, 1564, being son of John Bathe, a judge, and his wife Eleanor Preston. He entered the novitiate of Tournai in 1595 or 1596. He studied at Louvain and Padua; was appointed rector of the Irish college at Salamanca, and died at Madrid, June 17, 1614. In l. 9 of the article omit the words, he 'came to London.' (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) [W.B.S.]

BATISTE, ANTOINE-EDOUARD, organist and professor of music, born in Paris Mar. 26, 1820, died suddenly there Nov. 9, 1876, was a son of the eminent comedian Batiste, whose memory is still fresh in the annals of the Comédie Française, and uncle of Léo Delibes. He was one of the pages in the chapel of Charles X., but after 1830 he was sent to the Conservatoire, where he went through a course of solfeggio, harmony, organ, counterpoint and fugue. As a student he was most successful, carrying off the first prizes in these studies, and in 1840, as a pupil of Halévy's, obtaining the second Prix de Rome. In 1836, before he had finished his course at the Conservatoire, he had been appointed deputy professor of the solfeggio class; after which he was successively appointed professor of the male choral class, of the joint singing class (suppressed in 1870), and of the solfeggio class for mixed voices. He also instituted an evening choral class at the Conservatoire. In Oct. 1872 he took a class for harmony and accompaniment for women. These professorial duties did not prevent him from pursuing his organ studies, and after having held from 1843 to 1854 the post of organist at St. Nicolas des Champs, he was given a similar post at St. Eustache, which he filled until his death, with so much ability that in consideration of his long tenure of office the curé was allowed to celebrate his funeral obsequies at St. Eustache, though Batiste did not reside in the parish. A musician of severe and unerringly taste, Batiste was one of the most noted organists of our time, but his compositions for the organ were far from equaling his talents as professor and executant. He will be chiefly remembered by his educational works, and particularly by his Petit Solfège Harmonique, an introduction to the Solfeggio and method of the Conservatoire, by his diagrams for reading music, and above all, by his accompaniments for organ or piano written on the figured basses of celebrated solfeggio by Cherubini, César, Gossec, and other masters of that date, entitled Solfèges du Conservatoire; in short, he was a hard worker, wholly devoted to his pupils and to his art. [A.J.]

BATTEN, ADRIAN. P. 156 a, l. 14. He probably died in 1637, as on July 22 in that year letters of administration of the estate of Adrian Batten, late of St. Sepulchre's, London, deceased, were granted by the Prerogative Court of Canterbury to John Gilbert, of the city of Salisbury, Clothier, with consent of Edward, John, and William Batten, brothers of the deceased. [W.H.H.]

BATTERY, one of the agréments used in harpsichord music. The sign for its performance is identical with the curved form of the modern indication of the arpeggio (see i. 278, ex. 4, second chord), which implied that the chord to which it was prefixed was to be played twice in rapid succession. [M.]

BATTISHILL. P. 156 a, l. 3 from bottom, for 1775 read 1777.

BATTLE OF PRAGUE. Line 8 of article err in giving 1793 as the date of the London publication, as the piece appears in Thompson's catalogue for 1789.


BAZIN, FRANCOIS, born at Marseilles Sept. 4, 1816, studied at the Paris Conservatoire, where he afterwards became professor of harmony, under Aubert. [See vol. i. p. 392 b.] In 1840 his 'Loyse de Montfort' gained the Prix de Rome. In 1860, on the division of the Paris Orphéon into two sections he was appointed
conductor of them for the left bank of the Seine. [See vol. ii. 612 a.] The following operas by him have been given at the Opéra-Comique: — 'Le Trompette de M. le Prince, 1836,' 'Le Malheur d'Amour, 1837,' 'Le Secret de la Saint-Sylvestre, 1839,' 'Madelon, 1835,' 'Maitre Pathelin, 1836,' 'Les Désespérés, 1838;' and 'Le Voyage en Chine, 1835.' Besides these, Bazzinn wrote several sacred compositions and a number of part-songs, etc. He died in Paris July 2, 1878. [M.]

BAZZINI. Add that in Jan., 1867 his opera 'Turandot' (words by Gazzotti) was given at Milan. He has written two sacred cantatas, 'Senacheribbo' and 'La Resurrezione del Cristo,' besides settings of several Psalms; symphonic overtures to Alfieri's 'Saul' (Crystal Palace, Feb. 17, 1877) and to 'King Lear' (Do. Feb. 21, 1880), and, in chamber music, three string-quartets and a quintet. He was appointed director of the Milan Conservatorio in 1890. [G.M.]

BEALE, William. The following additions and directions are to be made: — After the breaking of his voice he served as a midshipman on board the Révolutionnaire, a 44-gun frigate, which had been taken from the French. From Jan. 30, 1816, to Dec. 13, 1820, he was one of the Gentlemen of the Chapel Royal. In November of the latter year he had been appointed organist of Trinity College, Cambridge. In Dec. 1821 he returned to London, and became successively organist of Wandsworth Parish Church and St. John's, Clapham Rise. (Dict. of National Biography.) Add that he gained a prize at the Adelphi Glee Club in 1840 (inserted in later editions).

BEAULIEU. Add day of birth, April 11, and that he died in 1863.

BECK, Johann Nepomue, born May 5, 1828, at Pesti, where he studied singing and first appeared on the stage as Richard in 'I Puritani,' having been advised by Ern and Formes to adopt a musical career. He afterwards sang at Vienna, Hamburg, Bremen, Cologne, Mayence, Wiesbaden, and Frankfort, 1851 to 53. From 1853 to the present time he has been engaged at Vienna as principal baritone, where he is a great favourite, being alike excellent both in singing, acting, and in classical and romantic opera. Among his best parts are Don Juan, Count Almaviva, Pizarro, Mikhaili (Wasserträger), Hans Heiling, William Tell, Nelusco, Hamlet, Amonasro, Orestes, the baritone parts in Wagner's operas, etc. He has also performed in the various cities of Germany and at Stockholm with great success. — His son Joseph, born June 11, 1850, also a baritone of great promise, appeared at Laibach (1870), and has appeared with success, among other places, at Berlin and Frankfort, since he is now engaged. [A.C.]

BECKER, Constantine Julius. Add date of death, Mar. 1, 1879.

BECKER, Jean. Correct date of birth to May 11, 1833, and add date of death, Oct. 10, 1884.

VOL. IV. PT. 5.

BECKWITH. Line 2 of article, for 1759 read 1750. For lines 3-5, read under Dr. William Hayes and Dr. Philip Hayes. He was appointed organist of St. Peter Mancroft's, Norwich, on Jan. 16, 1794, and succeeded Garland as organist of the cathedral in 1808. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) He never wrote or gave his Christian name officially otherwise than 'John,' and it is believed that the name 'Christmas' was merely a playful addition made by his friends by reason of his having been born on Christmas Day. He was succeeded in both his appointments by his son, John Charles, born 1788, died Oct. 5, 1828, who in turn was succeeded by Dr. Buck. [W.H.H.]

BEETHOVEN. (N.B. Many of the following corrections have been made in late editions.) Pages 163 b, 163 b, the value of the florin is rather overstated.

P. 164 b, l. 14 from bottom, for this year read 1790.

P. 165 b, l. 14 from bottom, for Violin rondos read Pianoforte rondos.

P. 166 b, l. 16, 17, read Double fugue; Double counterpoint in the 8th, 10th, 11th. Last sentence, read In the following October, Bonn was taken possession of by the French republican army, and the Elector fled.

P. 176 a, l. 12, for brother read uncle.

P. 184 a, l. 32, for 1766 read 1766.

P. 185 b, l. 14 from bottom, for he began the scoring of read he was at work on.

P. 186 b, l. 31, for the production read the proposed production. (It appears never to have taken place.)

P. 187 b, last 6 lines, read Breitkopf & Härtel. Simrock published (in March) the 4th Symphony, dedicated to Count Oppersdorff, as op. 60, and Breitkopf & Härtel head their splendid list with the Violin Concerto, dedicated to Breuning, as op. 61, and also issued in March. This they followed in April by the C minor.

P. 188 a, l. 17, for Schönbrunn read Vienna. Line 48, read Les Adieux.

P. 189 a, l. 13, after 26 add 1811.

P. 189 b, l. 7, for Nov. read Nov. 3. Correct the whole sentence in which this date occurs by a reference to vol. ii. 59.

There was a short visit to Tölz in 1811, as well as the longer one in 1812. On Sept. 6 he is there, in constant communication with Rahel, Varnhagen, and Oliva; and apparently towards the end of the month returns to Vienna, whence he writes on 11th of the 'Wine month' (October). See Thayer, iii. 174-181.

P. 190 a, l. 50, for early in 1813 read on the 29th December.

P. 192 a, l. 6, for Die read Der. Line 34, for the latter read the Archduke Rodolph; and refer to vol. iii. 77 b, note 2. Line 47, for Kauka read Kanka. Also in note 7.

P. 195 a, l. 46, for exactly two read 1833, three.

P. 195 b, l. 16, for Hymn of Joy read Hymn to Joy. Line 30 for (op. 121) read (op. 124).

P. 197 b, l. 6 from bottom, read March 6, 1825.

P. 198 a, l. 6, read published in Sept. 1827.
**BEETHOVEN.**

P. 198 b, l. 5 from bottom, for Krenn read Kren; and in note 9 add a reference to the Deutsche Musik-Zeitung, March 8, 1862.

P. 200 b, l. 1, for 11th read 10th. Line 15 from bottom, add He died Monday, March 30, 1827.

P. 201 c, l. 13, after Czerny add Lablace.

Line 46, read On Nov. 5 and following days. P. 202 b, note 5, read Schindler, G. 147.

P. 205 b, l. 3, from bottom, for Count read Moritz. P. 208 b, l. 32, read from 1812 to 1818.

B. & H.’s Complete Edition of the Works was issued between Jan. 1862, and Nov. 1865. Since the publication of the Dictionary Mr. Thayer’s 3rd volume has appeared (1879) bringing the life down to 1816.—Before his death in 1828 Mr. Nottebohm issued a second ‘Skizzenbuch’ (B. & H. 1880), containing the sketches for the Eroica. Early in 1887 appeared ‘Zweite Beethoveniana’ (Rieger-Biedermann), a volume of 590 pages, containing the ‘Neue Beethoveniana’ (p. 209 a) and many other articles of the highest interest, the whole completed and edited by E. Mandyczewski.

While this sheet is at press two works arrive:—‘L. van Beethoven, von W. J. v. Wasielowski,’ Berlin 1888, a vols.; and ‘Neue Beethoveniana, von Dr. T. Fimmel,’ Vienna, 1888, with 6 illustrations.

**Catalogue of Beethoven’s printed works, compiled from Nottebohm’s Catalogue (B. & H. 1868), the Letters, the Works themselves, and other sources.**


**I. WORKS WITH OPUS NUMBERS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Op.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Composed</th>
<th>Original Publisher</th>
<th>Dedicated to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>Grand Trio, V. V. C. (A. B.) possibly the result of an attempt at a string quartet.</td>
<td>1792, at Bonn. — Aut. S. Talberg.</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, Feb. 5, 1797.</td>
<td>Frederick William II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 7</td>
<td>Grand Quintet, V. V. V. C. (A. B.)</td>
<td>An arr. of the original Op. 102.</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, Feb. 5, 1797.</td>
<td>King of Prussia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op.</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Composed</td>
<td>Original Publisher</td>
<td>Dedicated to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Six Variations on an original theme, F.F. (F)</td>
<td>1802.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. J. A. Schmidt, with Preface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>from 'Prometheus'. F.F. (Eb)</td>
<td>Close of 1802. First performance, April 6, 1802.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Symphony No. 2, Orch. (D)</td>
<td>1802.</td>
<td>Breitkopf &amp; Härtel, Leipzig.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>The men of Prometheus, Ballet, Nos. 1–10</td>
<td>1802–1803.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Six Songs by Beethoven, for Soprano—Bitten; Die Liebe des Nacheten; Vom Tode; Die Ehre Gottes; Gottes Macht; Bustled.</td>
<td>1802–1803.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Two Easy Sonatas, F.F. (G minor, C major).</td>
<td>Not later than 1802.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Romance, V. and Orch. (F)</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Eight Songs—Urbain's Reise (Clari- dustis; Feuerfahr fern) Das Liedchen von d. Ruhe (Colten); Hallsted (Goethe); Molly's Abschied (Bürger); Die Liebe (Lessing); Karmotze (Goethe); Das Bäumen Wunderkind (Bürger).</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>['Li Vito'] Sonata, F.F. (F minor), so-called 'Appassionata'.</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Fourth Concerto, F.F. and Orch. (G)</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Fourth Symphony (Eb)</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Concerto, V. and Orch. (D)</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Concerto, F.F. and Orch., arranged by author from his First Concerto for Violin (D).</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Overture to Coriolan.</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Sonata ed Arias, 'Ah, perdido' (C), 'O! dona mia' (G, B♭, D)</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Twelve Variations on 'Ein Mädchen' [Zieferlaffen], F.F. (E♭)</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Symphony, No. 8 (C minor)</td>
<td>Mostly very early.</td>
<td>Holmstedt, 1803.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Countess Henrietta von Lichnowsky.
BEETHOVEN.

Op. Description. Composed. Original Publisher. Dedicated to

68 Pastoral Symphony, No. 6 (F). Awt. Baron van Katten- Prince Lobkowitz and duyshe, Arnhem. Count Humannosky.


72 Close of 1809. C. Haslinger, Vienna. 1809. - Aus. C. Haslinger,

73 Concerto, PF. and Orch. (Eb), the Fifth. Berlin. 1809. - Aus. Mendelssohn,

74 Quartet ["Harfen"], V. V. Va. C. (Eb). No. 1., May 1808. No. 4.

75 Six Songs, Sopr. and PF. "Kummer den Entschlafenen," "Das Herz mein Herz," and "Es war einmal," Goethe; "Mit Lebensklang" Halem; "Einzel wohnten" and "Zwar schuf das Glück". "Fahrt in die Ferne". Op. 76 is also marked to an arr. of Op. 16 as a string quartet.


77 Fantaisie, PF. (G minor).

78 Sonata, PF. (F#).

79 Sonata, PF. (G). Fantasie, PF. Orch. Chorus. Words by Kuffner. The theme of the variations is Beethoven's song 'Gegen- lichte,' See No. 254.


81 Sextett, V. V. Va. C. 2 orbs. (Eb). No. 4, 1809. - Aus. No. 4, Artaria, Vienna.


84 Christus am Oelberge. "Mount of Olives." S. T. B. Chorus, Orch.

85 Mass. S. A. T. B. Chorus, Orch. (C)

86 Grand Trio for V. V. Va. (C) taken, with Beethoven's approbation, from a M. Trio for 3 Oboes and Engihorn. Arthe, Vienna. April 1809. - Aus. of original, Artaria.

87 Song, "Das Glück der Freundschaft," S. and PF. (A).

88 Polonaise, PF. (G).

89 Sonata. PF. (E minor).

90 First performance, Dec. 8, 1813.

91 Wellington's Victory, or the Battle of Vitoria, Orch. Battle fought June 21, 1813. News reached Vienna, July 21, 1813.

92 Seventh Grand Symphony, Orch. (A).

93 Eighth Grand Symphony, Orch. (F).

94 Song, "An die Hoffnung," by Tiede, S. and PF.

95 Quartet, V. V. Va. C. (F minor). (The 11th.)

96 Sonata, PF. V. (G). First performance, Jan. 13, 1813, by Archduke Rudolf and Rode.

97 Close of 1813.


101 PF. Score, Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig, 1814.


103 Archduke Rudolph.

104 Prince Lobkowitz.

105 Prinzessin von Kinsky.

106 "To his friend Oliva." Count Francis von Brunswic.

107 Countess Theodora von Brunswick.

108 Maximilian Joseph, King of Bavaria.

109 Archduke Rudolph.

110 Princess von Kinsky.


114 N. Simrock, Bonn, 1814.


118 Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig, Nov. 1812.

119 Artaria. Vienna, April 1808 (for V. V. Va.). The original by Breitkopf in the complete edition.

120 L. Schenk, Vienna. Hoff- sep. 1809 & Kuhnau, with Italian text added, April 1804.

121 P. Mechet, Vienna, Marc. 1812 (with- out Opus number).

122 Steinere, Vienna, June 1813.

123 Steiner, Vienna, Mar. 1814.

124 Steiner. Vienna, Score, Dec. 21, 1814. Two-hand arrangement corrected by Bechstein.


126 Steiner, Vienna, Apr. 1818.

127 Steiner, Vienna, Dec. 1818, Parts.

128 Steiner, Vienna, July 1818, Parts.

129 Prince Lobkowitz.

130 Prince von Frais. Empress of Russia.

131 Empress of Russia.

132 Prince of Giechstein.

133 Countess Marie von Kinsky.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Op.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Composed</th>
<th>Original Publisher</th>
<th>Dedicated to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Six Songs, 'An die Ferne (east. entere) Geliebt, Liederkreis,' by A. Jetteles</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>Vienna, Nov. 1816</td>
<td>Count von Dietriechstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Song, 'Der Mann von Wort,' by Klein</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>Vienna, Oct. 1817</td>
<td>Baroness Dorothea Ernst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Duet, 'Merkenstein near Baden,' by J. B. Hupprecht. (F)</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>Vienna, Sept. 1817</td>
<td>No dedication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Octet, 2 Ob. 2 Clar. 3 Corn. 2 Fag. (E B)</td>
<td>The original of Op. 4.</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Quatuor, V.V. Va.Va. C (C minor), arranged by Beethoven from op. 1, no. 3.</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Six very easy themes varied, F.F., F. or V.</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Grand Sonata, F.F. (Hammerklavier) (Bb)</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Ten (national) themes with variations, F.F., F. or V.</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Twelve-the Scotch Songs, 2 Voices and small chorus, F.F., V. G.</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Sonata, F.F. (Ab)</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Sonata, F.F. (Hammerklavier) (Ab)</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td>Archduke Rudolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Sonata, F.F. (C minor); the last sonata.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td>Fri. Maximilius Brentano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Calm sea and prosperous voyage, S.A.T.B. and Orch. Goethe's words.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td>Archduke Rudolf (died by publisher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>The Illus of Athens, Kotschub's words. Chorus and Orch. Overture and 8 numbers.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td>Goethe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>March and Chorus (E B) from 'Buins of Athens,' for the Dedication of the Josephstadt Theatre, Vienna.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td>King of Prussia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Grand Overture in C, composed (gedichtet) for grand Orchestra; sometimes called 'Namenfaher.'</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Terzetto, 'Tremata,' S.T.B. (Bb)</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>King Seraphim, Grand Overture (Bb) and 9 numbers.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Eglogae Song, S.A.T.B. and Strings (E). In memory of Eleonora Pasqualetti; died Aug. 25, 1811.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>New Bagatelles, easy and agreeable, F.F. (C minor), C, D, A C minor, G (G C, A minor A. Bb, G).</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>23 Variations on a Waltz (by Diabelli) (C), composed for a collection called 'Friederik WinsdorfterVersam.'</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Ciacfio, Variations, and Rondo, F.F. (D. C).</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Overlaid, by Matthay, Sonpr. with Chorus and Orch.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Mass in D, 'Mess Solemnella.'</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Overture in C, called 'Walda des Hauses.' Written for opening of Josephstadt Theater, Vienna.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>Symphony, No. 9 (D minor), Grand Orch. S.A.T.B. and Chorus.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>Six Bagatelles, F.F. (G, G minor, Bb, B minor, G, Bb, E B)</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>Quartet, V.V. Va. (C) (The 13th) (E B).</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>Ariette, 'The Kiss,' by Weiss.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Hondo a capriccio, F.F. (G, G), 'Fury over a lost gardens, veiled in a capriccio.'</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Artaria, Vienna, 1819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table lists various compositions by Beethoven, including their publication dates and dedication information.
II. WORKS WITHOUT OPUS NUMBERS.

1. FOR ORCHESTRA, AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS.

12 Minuets, D, Bb, G, Eb, C, A, D, Eb, G, B, F, C.
Before Nov. 28, 1796. — Rev. MS., Parts, Artaria, Vienna.

12 Minuets, D, Bb, G, Eb, C, A, D, Eb, G, B, F, C.
Before Nov. 28, 1796.

Before Nov. 28, 1796.

Minuet of congratulation (Ev.), for Henzler, Director of New Josephstadt Theatre.
Nov. 2, 1795.

Triumphal March, for Kufferath's 'Tarpeia' or 'Herzul' (C).

Military March (D).

Military March (F). (Euphoniaisch.)
For the Carrousel on Aug. 25, 1810.

Boudino (E), 2 Ob. 2 Clar., 2 Cora.
2 Fls.

2 Duos, Clar. and Fag. (C, F, B).

Alleliu disco volvi. V.Olch. (C). Fragment of 1st movement of a V. Concerto.

Musik zu einem Bitterballett.
1793 (1).

130 Sonatina for the Mandoline and Cembalo (C minor).


3 Quartets, F, V. Va. O., (28, D, C), H. A. Adagio of 28, 3 is employed in op. 3, no. 1.

9 Trio, F, V. C. (Bb).

3 Trio in one movement, F, V. C. (Bb).

Rondo, Allegro, PF. and V. (G).

132 Variations on 'St ruo lulallare,' PF. and V. (F).

BEETHOVEN.

Op. Description. Composed. Original Publisher. Dedicated to


184 Der glorreiche Augenblick ('the glorious moment'), Cantata, S. A. B. S. A. B. Chorus and Orch.; words by A. Weissgab. 4 numbers. Also as Preis der Tonkunst ('Price of Music') by F. Rokitta.


186 Overture, Orch. (C), known as 'Leo-

187 No. see Op. 72.

188 Artaria, Vienna, May 7, 1817.


190 Schloss, Berlin, Sept. 1877.

191 M. Artaria, Vienna, May 10, 1817.

192 M. Artaria, Vienna, May 10, 1817.

193 Schlesinger, Stettin, Sept. 1877.

194 T. Haslinger, Vienna, 1818.

195 T. Haslinger, Vienna, 1818.

196 T. Haslinger, Vienna, 1818.

197 T. Haslinger, Vienna, 1818.

198 T. Haslinger, Vienna, 1818.

199 T. Haslinger, Vienna, 1818.

200 T. Haslinger, Vienna, 1818.

201 The Sovereigns of Austr.

202 Archduke Rudolph.

Archduke Rudolph.

The Supreme Intendant.

1 See 'Zweite Beethovensche' p. 206 note.

2 For P.F. 'In Di musik: Biene' Pz. 8, No. 9. Vienna 1813. In Score after 1817. T. Haslinger, Vienna.


Lefort, Paris, 1815 (7).

F. Schreiber, Vienna. 1815. Score.

Bierer-Biedermann, Leipzib, 1827. Ar-

Dr. G. von Bremser.

Dedicated to

Prince N. Galitzin.

Baron von Rütterheim.

Prince N. Galitzin.

Archduke Rudolph.

'His friend Johann Wett-

mayer.'

The Sovereigns of Aust-

ria, Russia and Prus-

sia.

2. FOR PIANOFORTE, WITH AND WITHOUT ACCOMPANIMENT.

180 Sonatina for the Mandoline and Cembalo (C minor).


182 3 Quartets, F, V. Va. O., (3B, D, C), H. A. Adagio of 2B, 3 is employed in op. 3, no. 1.

183 Trio, F, V. C. (Bb).

184 Trio in one movement, F, V. C. (Bb).

185 Rondo, Allegro, PF. and V. (G).

186 2 Variations on 'St ruo lulallare,' PF. and V. (F).
BEETHOVEN.

No. Description. Composed. Original Publisher. Dedicated to


193 Variations on a theme by Count Waldstein, F.F. 4 bands (D). Simrock, Bonn, 1794.


143 3 Sonatas, F.F. (Bb, F minor, D). Bosler, Spire, 1783.

189 Sonata called Easy], F.F. (G). Not certainly Beethoven's. Dunst, Frankfort, 1820.


195 Perhaps written for Orch. Bureau des Arts et d'Industrie, Vienna, March 1805.

196 7 Ländler dances [all in D]. Bureau des Arts et d'Industrie, Vienna, Sept. 1802.

197 6 Ländler dances (all in D but No. 4 in D minor) also for VV. and C. Bureau des Arts et d'Industrie, Vienna, May 1803.

198 Andante [favori] F.F. (F), said to have been intended for Op. 33. L. Ma Hoch, Vienna, July 1814.

199 6 Allemandes, F.F. and V. No. 6, in G, for PF. Berlin Musikzeitung, Dec. 8, 1804.

200 Ziemlich lebhaft, F.F. (C minor). In Nohl's 'Neue Briefe Beethovens,' 1887, p. 38.


202 Andante maeson (C) arranged from the sketch for a Quintet and called 'Beethoven's lesser musikalische Gedanken.' C. G. von Lichtenau.

203 16 Variations on Beethoven's F.F. Concerto in C, Bb, C minor, D and A (arr. of Violin Concerto, see Op. 61). Also 3 of Mozart's F.F. concerto in D minor.

204 [9] Variations and a March by Dreysler, Harpsichord (Clavicto), (C minor).

205 24 Variations on Richter's air 'Vielt (s.co. 'Vielten' amore,' Harpsichord (Clavicto) (D).


209 12 Variations on minuet [La la Videan] from Haydn's ballet 'Le mmusica Turistite,' F.F. (G).

210 12 Variations on the Russian dance from Paul Wenzly's 'Waldeimchen,' for Clavicto or Pianofora.

211 6 easy Variations on a Swiss air, Harpsichord or Harp (F). Simrock, Bonn, early 1798.

212 8 Variations on Airdreair 'Une Theresia bientonte,' F.F. Simrock, Bonn, Nov. 1798.


214 7 Variations on Winter's quartet 'Kind must die,' F.F. (F).

215 8 Variations on Gasparini's trio 'Tanz und Scherzen,' F.F. (F).

216 6 very easy Variations on an original theme, F.F. (G).


220 [8] 5 Variations on 'Ich hab' ein kleine Hütchen nur,' F.F. (Bb).

539 B. WORKS FOR VOICES.

199 Bass solo, Chorus, Orch. 'Germantia!' Finale for Triesthchers Singspiel 'Gute Nacht.' 

199 Bass solo, Chorus, Orch. 'Es ist vollbracht!' Finale for Triesthchers Singspiel 'Die Ehrepflichten.'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Composed</th>
<th>Original Publisher</th>
<th>Dedicated to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>Chorus, 'O Hoffnung!' (4 bars); for The Archduke Rudolph (G).</td>
<td>'Spring 1818.'</td>
<td>In Steiner's 'Musikalisches Museum,' 1819, Part 7. See also No. 7. 'Neue Briefe Beethoven's,' 1887, p. 160.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>Melodram for speaking voice and Harmonica. 'Du dem eine gewunden,' written for - Haschner's 'Leonora' (Frah.)</td>
<td>1785 (7).</td>
<td>Breitkopf's general edition no. 224.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Canon a 3 to Halffter's 'Im Arm der Liebe,' comp. op. 59, no. 3.</td>
<td>Spring of 1813.</td>
<td>Breitkopf's general edition no. 224.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>Canon a 3 to Schiller's 'Kurz ist der Schmerz' (F minor), for Herr Naas.</td>
<td>Vienna, March 9, 1815.</td>
<td>Breitkopf's general edition no. 224.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Canon A 2. 'Hoffmann - Hoffmann! 1 sel ja kein Hoffmann!' (C).</td>
<td>Vienna, Sept. 10, 1819.</td>
<td>Oldsia, April 1855.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>Canon (Rothsel) Canon 8 non per portas 'F, to M. Schlesinger.</td>
<td>Vienna, Sept. 28, 1825.</td>
<td>Appendix to Marx's Beethoven, 1889, p. 974.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>Canon in 8 (A). 'Nouveau pour Mone- stier S. de M. Boyer par Louis van Beethoven.'</td>
<td>Vienna, Sept. 28, 1825.</td>
<td>Contained in a selected collection of original Irish airs for the Voice, united to characteristic English poetry written for this work; with symphonies and accompaniments for the Flautoforte, Violin, and Violoncello, composed by Beethoven, by George Thomson, Edin- burgh, vol. i. 1816.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 These are more properly Rounds.
2 Schröter, confirmed by Rottebeck, 'Zeitra Beethoveniana' (1887), p. 119. (Not written in English.)
3 ausgeführt von Orlivi.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Composed</th>
<th>Original Publisher</th>
<th>Dedicated to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1 This is possibly a Welsh, possibly an Old English air.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Composed</th>
<th>Original Publisher</th>
<th>Dedicated to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>Song: <em>Schilderung eines Mädchens.</em></td>
<td>1781 (7)</td>
<td>Boisserer of Spire, in <em>Blumenlese für Klavierlebhaber,</em> 1780—9, <em>von Herrn Ludwig van Beethoven, alten Student.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>Song: <em>Goodbye to Vienna’s citizens,</em> to Friederich’s words, solo.</td>
<td>1781, Nov. 13</td>
<td><em>Artaria &amp; Co., Vienna,</em> April 14, 1789, <em>Oberwurstmeister von König.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>War song of the Austrians, to Friederich’s words, solo and chorus, with PF.</td>
<td>1796 (7)</td>
<td>Hymnrock, Bonn, with another text, by Wegeler — <em>Maurerfragmen,</em> 1789, with original text and with op. 78, no. 2, and <em>Oppositen.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>Song: <em>Feeding the free man.</em></td>
<td>1797 (7)</td>
<td><em>Artaria, Vienna.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>Opferlied to Matthais von <em>Deinssen.</em></td>
<td>1788 (7)</td>
<td><em>Art. Dr. Schneider, Vienna.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>Song: <em>Seliches Lied aus der Ferne.</em></td>
<td>1781 (7)</td>
<td><em>Artaria, Vienna.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Der Lebens</em>—<em>Welch ein wunderbares Leben.</em> Voice and PF. (D).</td>
<td>1810 (7)</td>
<td><em>Artaria, Vienna.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Krieger’s Ab</em>—<em>Der Frühlingsblühens.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Artaria &amp; Co., Vienna,</em> <em>Thee deutsche Gedichte,</em> etc., June 1815.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Sonnenauf.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Artaria &amp; Co., Vienna,</em> <em>Drei deutsche Gedichte,</em> etc., June 1816.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>Song: <em>Of the Assemblage.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Vienna,</em> <em>Friedensblätter,</em> July 13, 1814.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Sonne.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Musikalmanach für 1814, Vienna.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Der Herr.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Appendix to F. Tretschke’s Poems,</em> June 1811.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Dem Herr.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Wiener Modenzeitung, Feb. 30, 1816.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Das Glück.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Wiener Modenzeitung, Feb. 15, 1817.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Sonne.</em>, End of 1815.</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, March 31, 1815.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>Song: *Beisigs’s <em>Sonne,</em> MARCH 31.</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, March 30, 1815.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269</td>
<td>Song: <em>Beisigs’s <em>Sonne,</em> DABHOLI a Co., Vienna.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>Dabholi a Co., Vienna,</em> April 1817, <em>with no. 285.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>Song: <em>Beisigs’s <em>Sonne,</em> DABHOLI a Co., Vienna.</em></td>
<td>1815</td>
<td><em>See the foregoing.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BEGNIS, SIGURDA.** For last line but one of article, *read* took place at Florence June 7, 1853.

**BEGREZ.** In lines 2 and 6 of article, for 1787 and 1801, *read* 1783 and 1804 respectively. (Corrected in late editions.)

**BELLELMANN, J. J.** Line 4 from end of article, for a few years after, *read* Feb. 4, 1874.


**BELLMANN, C. M.** See vol. iii. p. 610 b, note 2.

**BELLOCC.** The dates of birth and death are Aug. 13, 1784, and May 13, 1855.
BENDA, GEORG. Poeschi gives the place of his birth, Jungbuschlaiz, and says that he died at Kösteritz, Nov. 6, 1795.

BENDEL, FRANZ. See vol. ii. 735 a.

BENEDICT, SIR JULIUS. Add that in early life he studied with J. C. L. Abeille, and that his appointment at Vienna was that of conductor at the Karnthmerath Theatre, which he held from 1833 to 1835. Page 222 b, last line, for the whole read mast. Page 223 c, 1. 3, add the date 1832 for his return to England, and that in the same year he was appointed conductor of the Harmonic Union. Add to his works the cantata 'Grazziana,' written for the Birmingham Festival of 1882 (originally intended for the Norwich Festival of 1881, but not completed in time), which was subsequently produced as a opera at the Crystal Palace. He died at his residence, 2 Manchester Square, on June 5, 1885, and was buried at Kensal Green on the 11th. (Dict. of Nat. Biog., etc.)

BENVOLI, ORAZIO, a celebrated contrapuntist, born at Rome in 1602, was reputed to be a natural son of Duke Albert of Lorraine. He studied under Vincenzo Ugolini, and commenced his professional career as Maestro di cappella in the Church of S. Luigi de Francesci. After a brief tenure of this post he was called into the service of the Austrian Court, and during his residence at Vienna, in the years 1643-45, he published several collections of motets and offertories, but his best works were produced after his return to Rome. Here he resumed his former office in S. Luigi de Francesci, but held it only for a few weeks. On Feb. 23, 1646, he was transferred to S. Maria Maggiore, and on Nov. 7 of the same year he succeeded Massocchi as Maestro di cappella at the Vatican. This appointment he retained, in high repute both as a teacher and a composer, until his death on June 17, 1672. He was buried in the Church del Santo Spirito in Sassia. One of his best pupils was Bernabei.

Benevoli’s chief merit as a composer was the skill with which he handled a large assemblage of voices in separate parts. Masses, psalms, motets and anthems of his for 12, 16, 24, and 48 voices, in 4, 5, 6, 8, and even 12 distinct choirs, are quoted by Baini, Santini, Burney, Fétis and others. Burney (in his History of Music, ii. 474) specially praises a mass a sei cori which was in his own possession; and Fétis cites a mass for 48 voices in 12 choirs as a feat never excelled, and only twice equalled, viz. by J. B. Gianetti and G. Ballabene. Specimens of Benevoli’s works will also be found in the contrapuntal treatises of Padre Martini, Padre Paolucci, and Fétis, who are of one mind in regarding

1 Martini, Burney, Bertin, Orford, and others, speak of Benevoli as the pupil of Benedetto Nazini; but Liberati, doubts writing with accurate knowledge, says in his Lettera al Ottore, Ferraresi, pp. 6, 76, ‘the other renowned and favorite music of B. Nazini was Vincenzo Ugolini, a great master in the art of teaching . . . as many of his pupils have shown, especially Benedello . . . who excelled his master and all other living in writing for four or even six choirs in four parts each . . .

2 This Mass was sung at Rome, in S. Maria sopra Minerva, by 190 professors, on August 6, 1656; and the expense of the performance was borne by a lottery, Dominique Fontbath by name.

him as an admirable model to study in writing for a large number of voices. But, excepting this particular kind of skill and ingenuity, Benevoli’s music has no real artistic value. His fugues are rare, and for the most part hardly break off, and though his harmony obviously imitates Palestrina’s, it falls far short of the same level of excellence in respect of simplicity and grandeur. Many of Benevoli’s works, both in print and in manuscript, are extant, and are preserved in the Basilica of the Vatican, in the Casa Corsini alla Lungara, in Sir Frederick Ouseley’s library, and in the British Museum. Some will be found also in the collections published by Teescher, Rochlitz, and Prince de la Moskowa.

[A.H.W.]

BENINCORI. Add day of birth, Mar. 28.

BENNETT, JOS. F., critic and librettist; born at Berkeley, Gloucestershire, in Nov. 1831. Author of the libretto of the ‘Good Shepherd’ (J. F. Barnett), the ‘Rose of Sharon’ and ‘Story of Sayid’ (Mackenzie), the ‘Golden Legend’ (Sullivan), ‘Ruth’ (Cowen), and ‘The Garden of Olivet’ (Botteini). Mr. Bennett furnishes the analyses for the programme-books of the Philharmonic Society and the Monday and Saturday Popular Concerts. His account of the origin of the latter was published a proposito of the thousandth concert, April 4, 1867. Mr. Bennett has published ‘Letters from Bayreuth’ (1877), originally contributed to the ‘Daily Telegraph’; his articles on ‘The Great Composers, sketched by themselves’ began in the ‘Musical Times,’ Sept. 1877, and are still in progress there, while some of them are republished as ‘Primers of Musical Biography’ (Novello). Mr. Bennett edited ‘Concordia’ during its too-short existence, and among his valuable contributions is a ‘Comparison of the original and revised Scores of Elijah,’ which, after the death of Mr. ‘Concordia’ was issued in the ‘Musical Times.’ It is however as the musical reporter of the ‘Daily Telegraph’ that Mr. Bennett exercises the greatest influence.

BENNETT, SIR W. S. Page 225 b. Reference should be made to his attempt to obtain the professorship at Edinburgh, an account of which is found in vol. ii. 283. Line 22 from the bottom of the same column, for 1857 read 1807. (Corrected in late editions.)

BENNETT, THOMAS. The date of his birth is probably 1784, if the inscription on his tombstone may be trusted.

BENOIST, FRANÇOIS, born Sept. 10 at Nantes, entered the Paris Conservatoire in 1811, under Adam and Catel, and gained the Prix de Rome in 1815 for his ‘Oénone.’ On his return from Italy in 1819 he was appointed first organist at the Court, and soon afterwards professor of the organ in the Conservatoire. In 1840 he became Chef du Chant at the Opera. He died in May 1878. His works include a three-part Mass, the

1 A Story of Ten Hundred Concerts. Feb. 14, 1839—April 4, 1867.

2 Novello, May 1, 1875, to April 22, 1876.
opera 'Léonore et Félix' (1831), 'L'Apparition' (1848), and several ballets. [M.

BENOIT, PIERRE LÉOPOLD LÉONARD, Belgian composer, and the chief promoter of the Flemish musical movement, was born in Harelbeke (West Flanders), Aug. 17, 1834. Having first studied music with his father and with Peter Carlier, organist at Harelbeke, and elsewhem, he entered, at 17, the Conservatoire of Brussels; and hence, took the greatest interest in him, and taught him counterpoint, fugue, and composition. While still studying, he became conductor at a Flemish theatre in Brussels, where he wrote the music to several plays, and also an opera, 'Le Village dans les Montagnes' (1857), which attained success.

In this year he carried off the first prize for composition, and by means of a grant from government he was able to make a tour in Germany. He visited Leipzig, Dresden, Prague, Berlin, and Munich, composing songs, piano pieces, motets, etc., and sending to the Académie at Brussels an essay, 'L'Ecole Flamande de Musique et son Avenir,' and a 'Petite Cantate de Noël.' On his return to Belgium he brought out in Brussels and Ghent a Messe Solennelle which was much praised by Févis. He then went to Paris (1861) in the hope of producing an opera ('Le Roi des Aulnes') at the Théâtre Lyrique, and here he was for some time conductor at the Bouffes Parisiens.

Returning to his own country, he at once took up a position by producing in Antwerp (April 1864) a Quadrilogie Religieuse, consisting of four previous compositions, his Cantate de Noël (1860), Messe Solennelle (1862), a Te Deum, and a Requiem. He was then seized with the desire of stirring up a musical movement in Flanders, distinct alike from the French and German schools. By dint of activity and perseverance and of attracting the younger proge of his countrymen, he gathered round him a cittern of adepts, and created the semblance of a party of which he was the acknowledged head. This agitation was so cleverly conducted that it ended in the foundation of the Flemish School of Music in Antwerp in 1867, under the auspices of the town and the government. Benoît was appointed director, and has retained the post until the present time. From that time he has unceasingly promulgated the theory of a national Flemish art by means both of pamphlets and musical compositions. But on what does this theory rest? Almost all the Belgian composers, whether they possess the genius of Gréty, the talent of Gossec, or merely the science and erudition of Limnander or Gevaert, form part of the French school. Musically speaking, Belgium serves as an intermediary between France and Germany. On account of the proximity of the two countries and the affinity of their languages, the musical creations of modern Germany are more rapidly known and more appreciated in Belgium than in France,—Richard Wagner, for instance, has long been justly admired by the whole of Belgium,—but what special elements are there out of which to form a Flemish school of music? If, as is said, it consists simply in setting Flemish words to music, the thing is a mere quibble, unworthy of a musician with any self-respect, for in the question of musical style the language used signifies absolutely nothing.

The only result of this crusade is to isolate those composers who make use of a language so circumscripted as Flemish, since works written in this language would have to be translated before they could gain any reputation out of their own country. And this explains why the head of the school, who is at the same time its sole musical representative, Benoît himself, is quite unknown to the public outside Flanders. But he has deserved the gratitude of his country for the impetus he has given to music, especially in Antwerp, which, from a musical point of view, has become quite transformed by his ardor. But he has taken advantage of a mere figure of speech to create for himself a particular position; for his enormous compositions—'Lucifer,' 'L'Escaut,' 'La Guerre,' etc.—have in them no Flemish characteristics but the text; the music belongs to all schools, particularly to that French school against which Benoît pretended such a reaction.

Upon poems of little clearness or variety the composer has built up scores which are certainly heavy, solid, and massive enough, but which are wanting in charm and grace. Benoît's musical ideas have no originality; he gets all his effects by great instrumental and choral masses, and is therefore obliged to write very simply in order to prevent inextricable confusion. Whatever plan he adopts he prolongs indefinitely; he repeats his words, and the messe phrases which form his melodies to satiety. By his regular rhythms and solid harmonies, generally productive of heaviness, his music has here and there something in common with the choruses of Gluck and Rameau, but these passages are unfortunately rare. His style is derived sometimes from Gounod, sometimes from Schumann, and yet he firmly believes himself to be following the traditions of the Flemish school. When Benoît does not chance upon any reminiscences of this kind, he exhausts himself in interminable repetitions, which never reach the interesting development we should expect from a musician of his calibre.

The list of Benoît's compositions would be very considerable were all his productions for voice and piano to be included, especially the sacred works, which date from before the conception of his theory, and upon which he no longer sets any serious value. The most important works of the second part of his career, written, it is needless to say, to Flemish words, and most of them to the poems of Emmanuel Tiel, are the following:—

'Lucifer,' oratorio, performed in Brussels, 1866, and in Paris, 1883; 'Ia,' opera in 3 acts, Théâtre Flamand, Brussels, 1867; 'L'Escaut,' oratorio, 1869; 'Drama Christi,' Antwerp, 1871; 'La Lys,' cantata performed before the King at Courtrai, 1871; 'La Guerre,' oratorio, Antwerp and Brussels, 1873; 'Charlotte Corday' and
BENOIT.


[ A. J. ]

BERGER, LUDWIG. Line 3 of article, for 1838 read 1839.

BERGGREEN, ANDREAS PETER, born at Copenhagen in 1801, studied harmony and began to compose from the age of 14. Though destined by his parents for the law, he was led by his strong predilection for music to devote himself professionally to that art. His opera "Billidet og Busten" ("The Picture and the Bust"), first performed April 9, 1832, and other works on a large scale, are less valued than his songs, especially his National Songs in 11 vols., his Songs for School Use, 13 vols., and above all, his Church Music and his Collection of Psalm Tunes, published in 1853, and since adopted in the churches throughout the country. His success in this direction may be owing to his position as organist to the church of the Trinity, Copenhagen, from 1838. He was a professor of singing at the Metropolitan School from 1843, and in the same year he established the first of those musical associations for the working classes now so popular in Denmark. Berggreen wrote occasional articles in the leading Danish papers, and for a short time edited a musical publication no longer existing. One of his most distinguished pupils in harmony and thorough-bass was Gade. Berggreen died at Copenhagen, aged 79, Nov. 9, 1880. For details of his early life and lists of his works, see Erelow's "Almindelig Forfatter Lexicon." Copenhagen 1843, and its supplements. [L.M.M.]

BERINGER, OSCAR, a distinguished pianist, was born in Baden in 1844. In 1849 his father was compelled to fly to England as a political refugee, where he lived in straitened circumstances. Owing to this reason the only musical education Mr. Oscar Beringer received, up to his 15th year, was from an elder sister. During the years 1859 and 1860 he gave several series of Pianoforte Recitals at the Crystal Palace, and in 1861 made his first appearance at the Saturday Concerts. Recognizing the necessity of going through a course of systematic training, he studied at Leipzig under Moscheles, Richter, Reinecke, Flaylly, etc., from 1864 to 1866, and continued his studies at Berlin under Tausig, Ehlert, Weitzmann, etc. In 1869 he was appointed a professor at Tausig's "Schule des Höheren Claviertischen" at Berlin, but in 1871 he returned to England, where he has repeatedly played with great success at the Crystal Palace Saturday Concerts, Musical Union, etc. In Jan. 1872 he played at the Gewandhaus Concerts at Leipzig, and on his return to England in the following year he founded in London an "Academy for the Higher Development of Pianoforte Playing," an institution which has fully borne out the promise of its name. On Oct. 14, 1892, he played the pianoforte part in Brahms's and Concerto on its first performance in England. Mr. Beringer's compositions include an Andante and Allegro for pianoforte and orchestra (performed, 1880, at the Saturday Concerts and at Mr. Cowen's Orchestral Concerts), Sonatina for the piano, a number of small instructive pieces, and several songs.

[ W. B. S. ]

BERIOT, C. A. DE. Page 231 8, l. 28-9, for in 1835 read Mar. 26, 1836.

BERLIOZ. Page 233 8. The last paragraph but one is to be corrected as follows:—He was appointed conservateur in 1839 and librarian in 1852. See i. 393 8, lines 13-15 from bottom.

BERNER, F. W. Line 2 of article, for March read May.

BERTINI, HENRI. Add day of birth, Oct. 28.

BERTON. Line 4, add after the father's name, his dates (1727-1780). Line 11, for in read Sept. 17. Last line of article, for 1842 read Apr. 12, 1844.

BERTONI. Correct date of birth to Aug. 15, 1725, and that of death to Dec. 1, 1813. Line 4 of article, for 1750 read 1752; and two lines below, for seven read five.

BERWALD. The dates of birth and death belong to the cousin of the subject of the article, Franz Berwald, who was director of the Conservatorium in Stockholm. Johann Friedrich was born in 1788, and died in 1861, having held the appointment of kapellmeister since 1834. [M.]

BESOZZI. Line 5 from end of article, after son add Henri, and insert date of death of Louis Désiré Besozzi, Nov. 11, 1879.

BESSON, GUSTAVE AUGUSTE, a celebrated manufacturer of musical instruments, born in Paris 1830, died 1875. His father was a colonel of distinction in the French army, and but for his intense love of music and natural genius for mechanics, there is no doubt young Besson would have adopted his father's profession. In 1838, when scarcely eighteen years of age, he produced a new model cornet, which met with the greatest success, and is to this day known as the "Besson Model." It was recognized at the time as a decided improvement on all previous instruments of the same kind. In 1841 he invented an entirely new system of rotary action, with six valves, the right hand being applied to the top valves, the left to those at the bottom. But he was not satisfied with this advance, as, owing
to its internal proportions, it did not allow of a full bore when the valves were down. In 1854 he elaborated an improved system of full bore, by means of which the notes of the first and third valves separately, and those of the first and third together were perfectly in tune—a result which had never before been obtained. The year following he was successful in turning out an instrument with a full bore, the valve and open notes being in all respects perfect.

In 1858 were manufactured a series of instruments known to the profession as the 'Besson Girardin,' the feature of which was that the player was enabled to change from one key to another, without changing mouthpiece, slide, or crook.

In the same year he introduced the circular system. By this method of manufacture the tubing was coiled in a circle round the pistons, the result being that, by doing away with all angles, the instruments obtained a greater volume of tone. This system was found to be remarkably effective with trombones and French horns. His invention of 1859 consisted of instruments having eight independent positions, and giving the entire scale, a note to each valve. But the greatest of all Mr. Besson's inventions, which has won for him upwards of thirty awards from different nations, and with which his name will always be associated, is what is known as the 'Prototype System,' and represents in a condensed form the sum of all the experience he had previously acquired. This system consists in having conical steel mandrels of exact mathematical proportions representing the different parts of the instrument. By this means an unbroken column of air is assured, and the player is enabled to obtain the utmost volume of tone, so that by the inert mechanism of the valves perfect tune is secured throughout the whole register. There is this further advantage in the Prototype System; it dispenses with anything like the manufacture of musical instruments, and by its aid any number of instruments exactly alike in every respect and in perfect tune can be turned out. These important inventions, together with others of minor importance, yet in their way useful and deservedly appreciated by acousticians, have placed Besson in the foremost rank of musical instrument makers.

[J.Sd.]

BEITZ, FRANZ, born 19 March, 1835, at Mayence, was educated at the Polytechnic, Carlsruhe, made his debut at the stage in 1856 at Hanover, afterwards sang in smaller towns, and in May '59 played at Berlin as Don Carlos in 'Ernani,' with such success that he was promptly engaged, and has been a member of that company ever since. Among his best parts are Don Juan, Orestes, William Tell, Lysiart, Hans Heiling, and the baritone parts of Wagner. At the production of 'Die Meistersinger' at Munich, June 21, '68, he sang the part of Hans Sachs, and in 1876 he sang the part of Wotan at Bayreuth. He has also, on leave of absence, played at Vienna and other cities of Germany and Austria.

In 1852 he visited England, and sang with great success at the Crystal Palace, May 6 and 27, and at the Richter concert of May 8.

A.C.

BEVINGTON & SONS are organ-builders in London. Henry Bevington, the founder of the house about the beginning of this century, had been an apprentice to Ohmann & Nutt, who were the successors of Snetzler. The business is now carried on by Henry and Martin Bevington, sons of the founder, in Rose Street, Soho, in the same premises as were occupied by Ohmann. The organ of St. Martin's in the Fields and of the Foundling Hospital in London, and that of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, were built by this firm.

W. de P.]

BEXFIELD. Last three words of article, for the latter posthumously read besides his oratorio. (The anthems were published before his death. Corrected in later editions.) [W.H.H.]

BICINIMUM (Lat. his and cymbae), described by Walther as 'a two-part song,' is an obsolete name formerly used in Germany for any short two-part composition. In the preface to Rahn's 'Secundus Tomus Biciniorum' (1542) he uses as an equivalent the Greek διδόμων: '· Nec video quomodo Tyrone canendo melius exerceri possint, quam si hae διδόμως fuisse proponentur, Sunt preterea ad omnia instrumenta valore secundorum.' The title-page of Lindner's 'Bicinia Sacra' (1591) is in both Latin and German, the latter translating 'Bicinia' by Zweytimmige Gesanglein,' though the above extract from Rahn's preface proves sufficiently that the term was not confined to vocal music only. 'Tricinium,' which is more rarely found, is an obsolete term for a short three-part composition. The following are the chief collections of Bicinia and Tricinia mentioned by Eitner and other editors:—


Selectissimorum Triciniorum (Bassus etc.) Discantus . . . J. Montanus et A. Neuber: Nürnberg 1599.


Bicinia Sacra, ex variis auctorisibus . . . editis etc. C. Gerlach: Nürnberg, 1601.

W.B.S.

BILLET, ALEXANDRE. See vol. ii. 732 a.

BILLINGTON, MRS. ELIZABETH. Line 3 of article, for clarinet read oboe. Line 17, for at sixteen read on Oct. 13, 1783. Line 30, before Mrs. insert With the exception of a visit to Paris at the end of her first season, where she went to study with Sacchini. Line 3 from bottom, for 1798 read 1790. Second column of page. l. 10, for 1850 read 1811. Line 22, for 25 read 25. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

1 A copy is in the British Museum.
2 The base has a different title.
BILLINGTON, Thomas. Line 2 of article, omit 'probably.' Add that he died at Tunis in 1832.

BIRCH, Charlotte Ann, soprano singer, born about 1815, was musically educated at the Royal Academy of Music and by Sir George Smart. She appeared in public about 1834, confining herself at first to minor concerts. In 1836 she was engaged by the Sacred Harmonic Society and soon took a good position as a concert singer. In 1838 she made her first appearance at the Three Choirs Festivals at Gloucester, and sung subsequently at Hereford in 1840 and 1846, at Gloucester in 1841, and at Worcester in 1842, and was engaged at the Birmingham Festival of 1840. In 1844 she visited Germany and sang at Leipzig and other places. She returned to England in 1845, but quitted it again at the end of the season for Italy, where she essayed operatic singing. She reappeared in England early in 1846. On Dec. 26, 1847, she appeared on the English stage at Drury Lane in Balfe's 'Maid of Honour,' but did not succeed in establishing herself as an operatic singer. About 1856 increasing deafness compelled her to abandon the public exercise of her profession. Miss Birch possessed a beautiful soprano voice, rich, clear, and mellow, and was a good musician, but her extremely cold and inanimate manner and want of dramatic feeling greatly marred the effect of her singing. Her younger sister, Eliza Ann, born about 1830, also a soprano singer and pupil of Sir George Smart, first appeared about 1844, and died March 26, 1857. [W.H.H.]

BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL. Add that the festival of 1832 was the last conducted by Sir Michael Costa. It was distinguished by the first performance of Gounod's 'Redemption.' In 1885 Herr Richter was appointed conductor, and inaugurated his direction by producing the 'Messiah' as far as possible in the manner intended by Handel, i.e. without the additional accompaniment, and the alterations introduced for effect by Gounod's 'Messe et Vite,' Stanford's 'Three Holy Children,' Dvořák's 'Spectre's Bride,' and Cowen's 'Sleeping Beauty,' were among the new works commissioned for the festival. [M.]

BISHOP, Ann, better known as Mme. Anna Bishop, was the daughter of a singing-master named Rivière, and was born in London in 1814. She studied the pianoforte under Moscheles, and in 1824 became a student at the Royal Academy of Music. Here she remained until her marriage with Sir Henry Bishop in 1831. In this year she appeared as a singer at the Philharmonic and other concerts. [See vol. i. 576.] In 1839 she went on a tour in the provinces with Bochsa the harpist, and shortly after their return to London eloped with him to the continent. Almost all the remainder of her life was spent in travelling. Before her return to England in 1846 she had been singing for more than two years at the San Carlo in Naples. In 1847 she went to America, and remained there for some years. In 1855, while on a tour in Australia, Bochsa died, and Mme. Bishop returned by way of South America to New York, where she married a certain Schull. Shortly afterwards she visited England, singing at the Crystal Palace in 1858, and giving a farewell concert on Aug. 17, 1859. Another considerable period was now passed in various parts of America. In 1865 she sailed from California for the Sandwich Islands, and in the following year suffered considerable loss in a wreck between Honolulu and China. India and Australia were next visited, and after a final visit to London she settled down in New York, where she died of apoplexy in March 1884. Her voice was a high soprano of brilliant but unsympathetic quality. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) [M.]

BISHOP & SON, organ-builders in London. This factory was established about the end of the 18th century by James C. Bishop, and was known successively as Bishop, Son & Starr, Bishop, Starr & Richardson, Bishop & Starr, and now Bishop & Son. At different times they have built the organs of St. George's (Catholic) Cathedral, Southwark; St. James's Piccadilly, and the Oratory, Brompton, all in London; also those of the Cathedral and of the Town Hall, Bombay. They are the inventors of the Claribella stop, the Anti-concussion Valves, and the Composition Pedals. [See vol. ii. pp. 598, 599.]

BISHOP, John, born in 1665, and educated (according to Hawkins) under Daniel Rossegrave. Between Michaelmas and Christmas, 1687, he was a lay clerk of King's College, Cambridge, and in the following year was appointed to teach the choristers. In 1695 he succeeded Jeremiah Clark as organist of Winchester College; he was afterwards appointed a lay-vicar of the Cathedral in place of T. Corfe, and in 1720 succeeded Vaughan Richardson as Cathedral organist. (Hawkins is wrong in calling him organist of Salisbury Cathedral.) He died Dec. 19, 1737, and was buried in the west side of the cloisters. MSS. by him are contained in the collections of the British Museum, Royal College of Music, and Christ Church, Oxford. Philip Haye's 'Harmonia Wiccantica' includes some of his compositions. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) [M.]

BISHOP, Sir Henry Rowley. Vol. i. p. 245, l. 22 from bottom, for 1833 read 1832, as the cantata was commissioned in that year and performed in 1833; for l. 8 from bottom read on the death of Dr. Crotch in 1847 he was appointed, in 1848. Add that he was twice married—first to a Miss Lyon, a singer who appeared in his 'Circassian Bride,' and, second, to Ann Rivière. [See Bishop, Ann, in Appendix.]

In the list of his productions the following corrections are to be made:—The date of 'Caractacus' is 1808. Add that Haroun Alraschid' is an alteration of 'The Aethiop.' 'Sadak and Kalastrade' is the correct title of one of the works of 1814. For 'Heir of Verons' read 'Heir of Vironi.' The date of 'Edward the
BISHOP.

Black Prince's 1st 1828; that of 'The Englishman (sic) in India,' 1827; 'Home, sweet home,' 1829; 'The Romance of a Day,' 1831; 'Yelva,' 1839; 'The Rencontre,' 1838; 'Rural Felicity,' 1839; 'Manfred,' 1834; and 'The Fortunate Isles,' 1840. The following supplementary list completes the number of his productions for the stage. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

Armide et Renaud, 1809; The [1823; The Vision of the Sun, and Wife of Two Husbands, and The Vesper's of Palermo, 1833; At Siege of S. Quentin, 1808; The Vase Like It, 1834; Faustus, 1838; Lord of the Manor, 1813; Poor Don Pedro, 1838; The Night Before, 1833; Lionel and Clarissa, from the Wedding, 1839; Ninetta, Aurora, and a cantata entitled and Hamlet 1835; Keenworth, 'Hanover,' 1814; Exit by Misrule, Waverley, The Demon (Robert le 1828, and Royal Nuptials (Diable) and The Election (scored 1816; The Apostle, and Tenning only), 1833; The Captain and the made Easy, 1827; Paris, The Bur-Voleurs, 1833; Louis Labour's gemaster of Saardam, and The Lost, and additional to The Beg- Bertli's Bridge (additions), 1818; gar's Opera, 1829.

BONONI. 1793; Henry IV, part 2.

Bitter, Karl Hermann, was born Feb. 27, 1813, at Schleswig on the Oder, and died Sept. 12, 1886, at Berlin. Having studied law and finance at the universities of Berlin and Bonn, he entered upon his legal career in the former city in 1833. After holding various high official positions from 1846 onwards, at Frankfort, Minden, Posen, Schleswig, and Düsseldorf, he was appointed in 1877, Under Secretary of State for the Interior; and in July, 1879, was made Minister of Finance, which post he held until June 1882. During the war with France, he had been Prefect of the department of the Voges, and sub sequently Civil Commissioner at Nancy. His activity in affairs of state found ample recognition. His lively interest in music had many practical results—among other things the Schleswig-Holstein Festival of 1875 owed its existence chiefly to him; and his contributions to musical literature are of no small importance. The most valuable of these are the biographies of the Bachs—(1) Johann Sebastian Bach, in 2 vols. (1865)—and ed., revised, in 4 vols. (1881); (2) Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach und Wilhelm Friedemann Bach und deren Brüeder, in 2 vols. (1868). The latter is the most exhaustive and trustworthy work yet published on the subject of Bach's sons; the former has been superseded by Spitta's great 'Life of Bach,' with which it cannot compare for thoroughness or penetration. Although it is by no means free from errors and superficiality, it obtained a wide success soon after its appearance, on account of the enthusiastic homage displayed in the presentment of its subject. It was especially successful among those who knew little or nothing about Bach, and it contributed in no small degree to the general appreciation of the master. Bitter's other literary works are: 'Mozart's Don Juan und Gluck's Iphigenien in Tauris,' with new translations of the words of both operas (1866); 'Uber Germanus Handel und Shakespare's' (1876); 'Beiträge zur Geschichte der Oratorium's' (1872); 'Eine Studie zum Stabat Mater' (1883); 'Die Reform der Oper durch Gluck und R. Wagner's Kunstwerk der Zukunft' (1884). To these must be added various contributions to periodical literature, the most recent of which (in the 'Deutsche Revue' for October, 1885), 'Gedanken über die Bildung eines Ministeriums der schönen Künste für Preussen' is remarkable. In 1870 Bitter edited Löwe's autobiography. [A.D.]

Bize, Georg, Add that his proper names were Alexandre César Léopold. Line 5 of article, for afterwards married read married in 1869; l. 11, for Sept. 30 read Sept. 29, and add that 'Les Pêcheurs de perles' was given in Italian as 'Leili' at Covent Garden on Apr. 22, 1857; l. 14, for Sept. 30 read Oct. 1. Add that he took part with Jonas, Legouix, and Delibes, in the composition of the operetta 'Malbrough s'en va-t-en guerre,' produced at the Théâtre, Dec. 13, 1867. Of his three symphonies, one, entitled 'Souvenir de Rome' was played under Pasdeloup's direction, Feb. 28, 1850, and at the Crystal Palace, Oct. 23, 1850. He finished Halévy's biblical opera 'Noé.' [M.]

BLAGROVE, H. G. P. 247 a, l. 1, for in October read Oct. 20; l. 17, for 1833 read 1832.

Blake, Rev. William [vol. i. p. 247 a], For William read Edward. For date of death read June 11, 1765. (Corrected in later editions). Add that he was born at Salisbury, was educated at Balliol College, Oxford, taking the degrees of B.A. 1733; M.A. 1737; B.D. 1744; and D.D. 1755. He was elected Fellow of Oriel in 1736, became curate of St. Thomas's, Salisbury, 1740, Vicar of St. Mary's, Oxford, in 1754, Prebendary of Salisbury and Reector of Torton, Gloucestershire, 1757. [H.P.]

Blandr, Maria Theresa, born of Italian Jewish parents named Romanini in 1769, made her first appearance in public in 1773 at Hughes's Riding School, and at a more advanced age appeared as a singer on the opening of the Royal Circus (afterwards Surrey Theatre), Nov. 7, 1782, in a pantomime called 'Mandrinaro, or, The Refusal of Harlequin.' She was very favourably received, and was next engaged at the Dublin Theatre, where she became an established favourite. On Oct. 24, 1786, she appeared at Drury Lane as Antonio in General Burgoyne's version of Grétry's 'Richard,' with complete success. She remained attached to the Drury Lane company, for nearly forty years. In the summer of 1789 she visited Liverpool, where she performed both at the theatre and at concerts. On Oct. 21, 1790, she was married to Blandr, the brother of Mrs. Jordan, the celebrated actress. She sang at the Haymarket in 1791 in Arnold's 'Inkle and Yarico.' She for many years sang at Vauxhall, where her popularity was unbounded. In 1812 she received a salary of £250 for the summer season; a considerable sum at that period. She excelled as a ballad singer, for which the beauty of her voice, simplicity of manner, and neatness of execution eminently qualified her. Having begun to show symptoms of mental weakness, she retired from public life in 1824, taking a
BLAND. 

benefit at Drury Lane, July 5, when a list of donations was printed in the play-bill. She was attacked by apoplexy at the house of a friend, and died Jan. 15, 1836. Mrs. Bland had two sons, both aged, Charles, a tenor, appeared at Covent Garden as Oberon in Oberon's opera of that name, on its production, April 12, 1836. His success however was but moderate and he was not engaged after that season. He subsequently appeared in the provinces, and in 1831 was singing at the Manchester Theatre. He then returned to London, and in 1831 appeared at the Olympic; and in 1833 and 1834 at Astley's. No traces of his subsequent career have been found. His brother James, a bass, born 1795, appeared in 1826 at the English Opera House (Lyceum) in Winter's 'Oracle.' He was afterwards engaged at Drury Lane. In 1831 he appeared at the Olympic as an actor and singer in burlesque with such success that he gradually abandoned serious singing and became the acknowledged representative of the kings and fathers in the extravaganzas of Planche and others. He died suddenly as he was about to enter upon the performance of his duties at the Strand Theatre, July 17, 1861. [W.H.H.] 


BLEWITT, Jonas. Add that about 1795 he was organist of the united parishes of St. Margaret Pattens and St. Gabriel Fenchurch, also of St. Catherine Coleman, Fenchurch Street. 

BLITHEMAN, William, was in 1854 a member of the choir and master of the choristers of St. Paul's Cathedral, and also a gentleman and one of the organists of the Chapel Royal. He died on Whit Sunday 1851, and was buried in the church of St. Nicholas Olave, Queenhithe, where a brass plate was placed with a matrical epitaph recording not only his skill as an organist and musician, but also that he was the instructor of John Bull. An organ piece by him is printed in the appendix to Hawkins's History, and MS. compositions of his are extant in the Mulliner MS., Queen Elizabeth's Virginal Book, etc. [W.H.H.] 

BLOW, John. There is a strong probability that he was born in London. A MS. note of Anthony A Wood's, in his 'Athensae Oxonienses,' shows that Dr. Rogers told Wood that this was the case, and that the registers of North Collingham in Nottinghamshire do not confirm the statement that Blow was born there. P. 250 a, 1. 12, for Some read Two. The statement made ten lines lower, that Blow was not a graduate of either university, requires confirmation. In the Music School at Oxford there was formerly a MS. which seemed to show that his degree was conferred at Oxford. Line 19 end of article, add 1659 to the dates when Blow composed odes for St. Cecilia's Day. For further discussion of the questions raised above, the reader is referred to the Dict. of Nat. Biog. [W.B.S.]

BOB. Last line of article, for Change- 
Binging read CHANGE II. 

BOCHERINI. Correct date of birth to Feb. 19, 1743. 

BOCHSA. Add day of birth, Aug. 9. 

BOCKET, C. M. Von. Add date of death, July 15, 1881. 

BOEHM, Joseph. Correct date of birth to 1795, and day of death to Mar. 28. 

BOEHM, Theobald. For l. 3 of article read April 9, 1794, and add at the end references to articles Flute and Gordon. (Corrected in late editions.) 

BÖHNER, Johann Ludwig, deserves mention as the original of Hoffman's Capellmeister Kreisler, and thus of Schumann's Kreisleriana. He was born Jan. 8, 1787, at Tüttelstedt, Gotha, and had an immense talent for music, which was developed by his father and by Kitl, J. S. Bach's pupil; but, like Friedemann Bach, his habits were so irregular that he could never retain any regular employment. He wandered about through Germany, and in 1808 lived at Jena, where he made the acquaintance of Goethe and Hoffmann, but returned in the end to his native village. At length, drink and privation carried him off on March 28, 1860. He gave a concert at Leipzig in Sept. 1834, in speaking of which Schumann mentions that he looked so poverty-stricken as quite to depress me. He was like an old lion with a thorn in his foot. He had at one time been celebrated for his improvisation, but at this date Schumann was disappointed by it—'it was so gloomy and dull.' This was in the early days of the 'Neue Zeitschrift für Musik,' and Schumann utters a half intention to write Böhnariana for the paper, founded on the old man's own confessions, 'both humorous and pathetic.' These were afterwards to be the basis of the P.F. pieces, op. 16, called the 'Kreisleriana' (1838). Böhnner's absurdities almost pass belief. He announced an organ concert at Oldenburg, the church was filled and every one full of expectation, when Böhnner appeared in the organ-loft and said 'It is impossible for Ludwig Böhnner to play to such an idiotic audience.' 2 Fétes gives a long list of his works, containing an opera, orchestral pieces, quartets, sonatas, motets, etc., ending with op. 120. See also vol. ii. 727 6. [G.] 

BOIELDIEU, Fr. Adrien. Add to the works mentioned, the following, completing the list:— 

'L'heureuse nouvelle,' 1797; 'Le Past, ou Mombreuil et Merville,' 1797; 'Les Méprisées espagnol.' 1799; 'Emma, ou La Prisonnière' (with Cherubini, 1799); 'La Faîser et la Quittance' (with Mélus, Kreutzer and Nicoloi, 1800; Produced at St. Petersburg—'Amour et Mystère,' 'Abderhahan,' 'Un Tour de Soubrette.' 'La Dame Invisibles.' 1808. After his return to Paris—'Barad & Mariette' (with Cherubini, Castel, and Nicoloi, 1814; 'Les Béarnais, ou Henri IV en voyage' (with Kreutzer), 1814; 'Angèle, ou l'Atelier de Jean Comte' (with Mme. Gall), 1814; 'Le Fête du Villages voisins.' 1815; 'Charles de France, ou Amour et Gloire' (with Hérold, 1816; 'Blanche de Provence, ou le Cour des Fées' (with Bert, Cherubini, Kreutzer, and Pader), 1821; 'La France et l'Espagne,' 1822; 'Les Trois Guerres' (with Aubry), 1824; 'Pharamond' (with Bert and Kreutzer), 1825; and of 'La Divine Habitante' with Aubry, Berton, Berti, Biniangi, Carafa, Cherubini, Hérold, and Pader), 1827. (Fought to Supp. BOEHDIEU, Fr. Adrien). 

BOITO, Arrigo, an Italian poet and composer, born at Padua, Feb. 24, 1842. His father 

1 Jugends-brief. Letter to von Fricken. 

2 Ibid.
was an Italian painter, and his mother a Polish lady, which to a great extent accounts for the blending of northern and southern inspiration that is the characteristic of all Arrigo Boito’s poetical and musical works. From an elder brother, Camillo, an eminent architect, critic and novelyst, Arrigo acquired from his early years a love for poetry. It may be said here that it was Camillo Boito who directed his brother’s attention to Goethe’s Faust as the proper subject for a grand opera, and this years before Gounod’s masterpiece was written.

In 1835 Boito’s mother left Padua and settled in Milan so that he might study at the Conservatorio there. Arrigo was admitted as a pupil in the composition class of the late Alberto Massucato. It is asserted on excellent authority that during the first two years at the school, he showed so little aptitude for music, that more than once the director, Lauro Rossi, and the examiners, were on the point of dismissing him, and it was only owing to the determinate and steady opposition of his professor that the decisive measure was not carried out. This fact, compared with a similar incident in the career of Verdi, who at a comparatively advanced age was refused admission to the same institution on the ground that he had no aptitude for the study of music, will not fail to strike the reflective mind, and to show how in some cases genius may be latent, and may reveal itself only after years of well-directed industry.

The musical lessons at the Conservatorio being over before noon, the young Arrigo would regularly spend his afternoons and evenings in the library of the Brera studying literature. The time thus spent was soon productive of excellent fruit: before he had reached his eighteenth year, he was familiar with the Greek and Latin classics, had acquired a perfect mastery of the Italian and French languages, and his first essays in the Italian and French press at once attracted the attention of scholars in both countries to him. Some articles on a French review were the cause of Victor Hugo’s writing a most flattering letter to the unknown author, while in Italy Andrea Maffei and others publicly complimented him on his early poems.

It is a custom at the Conservatorio of Milan that the most successful pupils of composition on leaving school should write either an operetta or a cantata to be performed on the occasion of the annual distribution of prizes. On leaving the Conservatorio, Arrigo Boito and Franco Faccio set to work together and produced a cantata, ‘Le Sorelle d’Italia’ (the Sisters of Italy), the poem by Boito, the music of the first part by Faccio, the music of the second part by Boito. By the time this cantata was performed, musical circles were greatly interested in the two pupils, as it was known that Faccio was already far advanced in his opera ‘I profughi Fiamminghi’, and that Boito had already written and composed several numbers of his ‘Faust’, ‘—the garden scene, just as it now stands in ‘Mefistofele’, belongs entirely to that period.

‘Le Sorelle d’Italia’ was an enormous success, so much that the Italian government, which is perhaps the least musical in Europe, and the least inclined to patronise art, found itself almost forced by the current of public opinion to award the two maestri a sum of money, besides the gold medal, to enable them to reside for two years in various capitals of Europe.

As some twenty years ago the staple, and we may almost say, the only paying article in the music market in Italy was operatic music, there was not the remotest thought of publishing the cantata, successful as it had been, and only two short duets for female voices, the one by Faccio and the other by Boito were printed. Unluckily the manuscript score, which ought to be deposited at the library of the Conservatorio, through the carelessness of the keeper of the library and of the director, Lauro Rossi, was lent and never returned, so that, unless chance throws the manuscript in the way of some musician, no hope can be entertained of ever hearing again that interesting work, the authors themselves having kept no copy.

The subject was an allegorical one, intended to represent the four sister nations, Italy, Hungary, Greece and Poland, in their struggle for political independence. The cantata was in two parts, preceded by a prologue and concluded by the stirring ‘Hymn of Tirso’, from the original Greek, by way of epilogue; the peculiar and spontaneous blending of northern and southern inspirations, already hinted at, was conspicuous in the poem. The first part, ‘Italy and Hungary’ was, musically speaking, as characteristic of Faccio’s genius as the second, ‘Greece and Poland’, was of Boito’s. Those who heard the performance twenty-five years ago, remember still the ‘Litania dei Polacchi’, a chorale number which opened the second part, and the power of the score treatment and grand in conception. The theme of the final chorus reappears in a somewhat altered condition in the fourth act of ‘Mefistofele’.

During his residence abroad, Boito spent most of his time in Paris, and a considerable part of the rest in Germany. Strange as it may seem, Wagner’s operas, which he had now an occasion of hearing for the first time, did not alter in the least his musical opinions and feelings: a change came over his mind many years after, when he began the critical study of the works of Sebastian Bach. He left Milan holding Marcello, Beethoven, Verdi and Meyerbeer as the greatest composers in their respective fields, and when he came back he was even more strengthened in his belief, though he had had many opportunities of hearing excellent performances of the best music. Yet—perhaps unconsciously—he did not feel at ease, on musical subjects, with the majority of his countrymen. His genius, his keen appreciation of the beautiful, his devotion to Beethoven and Marcello, had enlarged his ideas beyond the limits that were imposed upon an operatic composer, and whilst leisurely working at his ‘Faust’ he could not bring himself to give it the fashionable and only accepted form
of the Italian opera. He was too modest to
preach a new faith, too honest to demolish before
knowing how and what to build, and too noble
to write with the sole end of amusing his fellow
creatures. This, and the success of Gound's
' Faust ' in Milan, a success that obliged him to
give up any idea of having his own ' Faust '
performed, gave gradually a different turn to his
mind, and he eventually found himself more
busy with literature than with music. All his
lyrics bear the date from 1861 to 1867 (they
were afterwards published at Turin in 1877); his
novel, ' L'Alber Meno, ' was also written in
these years. He started, together with
Emilio Praga and other friends, a lively, brilliant
but short-lived newspaper ' Figaro '; he con-
tributed critical essays to Italian and French
reviews, and was one of the most active and
valuable contributors to the ' Giornale della
Società del Quartetto di Milano, ' a musical
paper edited by Alberto Mazzucato, whose aim
was to excite an interest in, and spread a taste
for, the genuine Italian music.

Englishmen, accustomed to numberless con-
certs where music of the great composers may be
heard, will hardly realise what the condition of
Milan—by far the most advanced musical town
in Italy—was twenty-five years ago. Music
and opera were synonymous words, and no one
cared for anything that had not been or could
not be performed with success at ' La Scala. ' 
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Schu-
mann, were as much unknown as if they had
never been born. Even as late as ten years
ago, the only copy of Beethoven's Symphonies to
be had at the library of the Conservatorio, was
a cheap edition printed at Mendrisio, and so full
of mistakes as to be in some parts unintelligible.
This state of things was absolutely alarming, and
several more enlightened persons, amongst them
the publisher Ricordi, Mazzucato, Boito, Filippi,
etc., decided to start a Society of Concerts and a
newspaper in order to improve the public taste, and
make it at least possible for the new com-
posers to have a chance of being heard and
appreciated.

Boito did much useful work in this direction:
his articles were full of enthusiasm, and were
interesting and readable. Amongst various
miscellaneous articles he contributed one essay
on ' Mendelssohn in Italy, ' published by instal-
ments, in which he spoke of his hero in such a
manner that it was considered disrespectful
towards Italian composers and the Italians at
large, and led to a duel, wherein the ardent
musician was worsted, and in consequence of
which he had to carry his right arm in a sling
for several weeks afterwards.

In 1866 the war with Austria put a stop to all
cultural business, and Boito, Faccio, Tagliabue,
Emilio Praga, and others, joined the volunteer
corps under the command of General Garibaldi.
During the campaign they fought bravely, some
of them even receiving a special mention for
military valour. When the campaign was over,
Boito felt tired of the comparative idleness of
artistic life in Milan, and decided to leave Italy
and take up his residence in Paris: Victor Hugo
encouraged him to do so, and exhorted him to
join the Parisian press, and gave him the warmest
and most affectionate introduction to Emile de
Girardin. Accordingly Boito went to Paris in the
spring of 1867, fully determined to give up music
and throw in his lot with French journalists.

Thus Boito's career as a musician would have
absolutely been over for ever, but for a succession
of unforeseen and trifling incidents. When he ar-
rived in Paris, Emile de Girardin, who was to act
as his sponsor on his entering the Parisian press,
was the hero of a political cause célèbre attracting
for the moment the interest of all France, and
the introduction had no practical consequences.
After some time spent in vain suspense, Boito
went to visit a sister in Poland.

The monotonous, tranquil, humdrum country
life, and the many forced leisure hours he had
there, put him again in mind of ' Faust, ' and
just to please his own fancy he sketched a
musical setting of an arrangement from the
prologue to Faust's Death, and also completed some of the principal
scenery.

While he was waiting for the autumn to go
back to Paris and try his fortune again, Signori
Bonola and Brunello, the managers of La Scala,
who were making arrangements for the opera to
be produced in the ensuing winter season of
1867-68, and had already secured two novelties,
Gound's ' Giulietta e Romeo ' and Verdi's ' Don
Carlo,' heard that ' Faust ' was again occupying
Boito, and they managed to obtain the opera,
so that when the general public was thinking that
Boito was on the staff of some Paris news-
paper, unexpectedly the advertisements an-
nounced ' Meistofele ' as the new opera d'obligo
for the next season.

No doubt in the interest of art it was well
that Boito entered into the engagement, but it
was nevertheless a very rash step on his part, of
which the effects were demonstrated by the mem-
orabte first performance of the original ' Meis-
tofele ' which took place at La Scala of Milan
on March 5, 1868. It must be fairly owned that
the public was not ready to understand the
new language he intended to speak, nor did
the poet and composer know clearly what he
was going to say to them. There is no denying
that the original ' Meistofele, ' though poetically
and philosophically admirable, was, taken as an
opera, both incongruous and amorphous. It was
an inextricable work, with very deficient and
feeble orchestration, no dramatic interest, and
composed without the most distant thought of
pleasing the taste of opera-goers. The concep-
tion was sublime and the outline bold and startling;
but it was little more than a sketch, or a cartoon
for a fresco, and the real work was absolutely
wanting. It would have taken at least a year
to get it properly ready, if the author had chosen
to follow up the original scheme; but Boito found
himself with very few months before him, barely
sufficient to put the materials together.
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The process of rehearsing at La Scala is a very long one, as it is done in the most conscientious manner: in the case of Mefistofele it was extraordinarily long, owing to the enormous difficulties the chorus and the orchestra had to grapple with; partial and general rehearsals amounted, if we remember right, to fifty-two, and during the many weeks spent in this way, all the interpreters had been subjected to Boito's style, and his music had become so clear and familiar to them, that their heart warmed toward the young composer, they thought him the greatest composer in Italy, and answered to the numerous questions directed to them by known and unknown persons about the merit of the new opera, 'a second Guglielmo Tell.' Mefistofele' had absorbed the attention of all Milan, and of all musicians and amateurs of Italy: all seats and standing places had been sold weeks before the performance, and never before or for years has been witnessed such an interest taken in the production of a young composer's first opera. In order to centre entirely the public interest in Boito, it was decided to make a breach of custom and let the composer conduct his own work; and another breach of custom was made by publishing and selling the libretto a few days before the performance. The first edition was bought up in a few hours, and eagerly, almost savagely, read, commented upon, dissected, submitted to the most minute analysis. Boito, in poetry as well as in music, belonged to the advanced school, so-called 'dell'avvenire': as everywhere else, in Italy also, the poet's 'dell'avvenire' were not looked at very kindly, and in Milan less than in any other Italian town, because the Milanese were justly proud of their great citizen Alessandro Manzoni, the author of 'I promessi sposi,' who at that time was still to be seen taking his after-noon walk on the bastioni every day, and of whom it was well known that the school of the new school did not entertain a sufficiently reverential opinion—a statement which, if it was in a certain measure true as regarded some of the young poets, was not so for Boito. An incident may be related here which will show at once the natural modesty of Boito, and his keen and quick appreciation of what is really beautiful in itself even when expressed in the style of a school diametrically opposed to his own. A few months after his poems had been published, or rather re-published, in Turin, he was one evening walking with a couple of friends and the talk was of poetry. One of his friends, alluding to the justly famous stanza by Manzoni in 'Ermengarda's death,'

O Mass errante, o tepiti!
Lavari d' Acquigrasino, etc.,

made some remarks and said it was a little old-fashioned: 'Well, it may be so,' interposed Boito, 'yet I would rather have written that single stanza, than all my Libro dei versi.' Notwithstanding, his poems created in the general public and in old Alessandro Manzoni himself an excellent impression, and since the poet had fully come up to the great expectations of the public, the curiosity to hear what the musician had done was kindled to the highest degree.

The long-expected day came at length, and though the performance was to begin at 7.30, shortly after 2 o'clock the fortunate possessors of unnumbered seats could already be seen to gather near the large doors, in order to secure the best places. Boito's appearance was the signal for an applause as spontaneous as it was unanimous, that began simultaneously in all quarters of the house, and lasted several minutes. During all the prologue perfect silence pervaded the whole house, and an attempt to applaud the 'vocal scherzo' was instantly suppressed; the chorus and orchestra sang and played magnificently, and the effect seemed irresistible, and yet even towards the very end not the slightest guess could be given as to the result, so that the nervousness of all the admirers and friends of Boito was increasing every minute; but when the choir gave out the last chord of E major, there came such a sudden thunder of applause that the last bars were perfectly inaudible, though played fortissimo by the full orchestra and military band.

Six times Boito had to bow his acknowledgment, and yet the sound of applause still rang for minutes through the house; the cheering was taken up in the piazza outside the theatre, and it even reached the surrounding cafés, where hundreds of musicians had gathered with their friends to be in advance of any intelligence.

The friends of Boito were wild with excitement, and prophesied the triumph of the opera; but these prophecies were not destined to be realised. We have already alluded to the intrinsic reasons that made the original Mefistofele unfit for the stage; in addition to these there was a very powerful accidental one that hastened the fall of the work, e. g. the utter inadequacy of the interpreters of the chief characters.

The first points of the impression only it went a good way to cool down the enthusiasm: the garden scene in the second act displeased the public, who contrasted it with the parallel scene in Gounod's third act, and found Boito's music decidedly inferior: the 'Sabbia Romantico' turned the scales altogether. At the moment of Mefistofele's coronation the wizards, witches, and all the infernal crews knelt down, and satirising the ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Church, sang the plainsong of the 'Tantum ergo.' From a poetical and musical point of view it was a splendid effect, but it was unquestionably in very bad taste to parody one of the most popular hymns of the church. The audience considered it as irreverent, lost all patience, and began to hiss as lustily and heartily as they had applauded before. Boito's partisans stood him in good stead, and kept up to the very end of the opera a strong opposition to the majority, but this of course served only to increase the disturbance. Challenges were exchanged, resulting in duels the next morning, the confusion and clamber in the theatre reached such a pitch that during the fourth and fifth act it was at times utterly impossible to hear either
chorus or orchestra. When the curtain fell for the last time, all the members of the orchestra rose to their feet like one man and enthusiastically cheered the unfortunate composer; a rush was made from the pit into the stalls, and a shrieking and howling crowd hissing and applauding wildly rushed forward toward the orchestra. The house was cleared and the frantic audience fought it out in the streets until the next morning. The performance had lasted nearly six hours.

During the week another performance took place: one night the prologue, 1st, 2nd and 3rd acts were given; on the following night prologue, 4th and 5th acts; but the conflicting parties could not agree, and at last the chief of the police thought wise to interfere, and 'Mefistofele' had to be withdrawn by order.

The idea of having the score of the original 'Mefistofele' printed, has been unfortunately abandoned, yet it may be hoped that in time the scheme may be carried out. For even if the thought of having the original opera performed in its entirety were to be dismissed, it would be a matter of regret that musicians should not have the opportunity of becoming acquainted with that grand conception, either by reading it or by partial performances. The 'Mefistofele' in its present form bears the same relation to the original work as a recent performance at the Lyceum to Goethe's masterpiece: it is an adaptation for the stage, of more practical use than the original, but of far less artistic import.

The only decided improvement in the re-arrangement is the assignment of the part of Faust to a tenor instead of a baritone: the absence of a tenor makes an opera acoustically dull and engenders monotony, especially in a long work. The parts that have suffered more by the alterations are the scene at Frankfurt in the first act, and the 'Sabbia Romantico' in the second act. These two parts were much more freely developed, and might now-a-days be performed by themselves as cantatas; and the same applies to the grand scene at the Emperor's Palace, now entirely abandoned. A strikingly original 'intermezzo Sinfonico' (a clever arrangement of which by Marco Sala, for piano duet has been published by Maresca, Ricordi of Milan) stood between the fourth and fifth acts; it was meant to illustrate the battle of the Emperor against the pseudo-Emperor, supported by the infernal legions led by Faust and Mefistofelese—the incident which in Goethe's poem leads to the last period of Faust's life. The three themes—that is, the Fanfaro of the Emperor, the Fanfare of the pseudo-Emperor, and the Fanfare infernale, were beautiful in conception and interwoven in a masterly manner, and the scene was brought to a close by Mefistofele leading off with 'Te Deum laudamus' after the victory.

From the spring of 1868 to Oct. 4, 1875, when the revised Mefistofele was for the first time performed at the Teatro Comunale of Bologna, thus beginning its popular career in Italy and abroad, Boito worked hard and in good earnest, yet of the two grand operas which took up most of his time at that period none but a few privileged friends have heard anything. They are 'Ero e Leandro' and 'Nerone.' 'Ero e Leandro' when finished, did not please its author; at one time he contemplated the idea of having the libretto performed as a poetical idyll with musical intermezzi and choruses, then he dismissed the subject altogether, and gave the libretto to Bottini, who set it not unsuccessfully to music. Of Boito's music nothing remains except four themes; two he made use of in his 'Mefistofele,' one he had printed as a barcarola for four voices, and the other he adapted to an ode he had to write for the opening of the National Exhibition of Turin in the spring of 1882 (unpublished).

'Nerone,' so far, seems to be the opus magnum of the artist's life, but no one can say positively when it will be performed. For a long time the work has been so far advanced that if the author chooses it may be got ready in a few weeks, but there are excellent reasons for not giving the finishing touches to it; these reasons of course are not made public, but it is not difficult to give a guess at them in the right direction. Another work, of no less importance than 'Nerone,' on which Signor Boito is now bent, is 'Orestiade,' but this is surrounded by a still deeper mystery than that in which 'Nerone' is involved. It is much more likely that 'Orestiade' may be submitted to the public earlier than the other.

It is rather early days to pronounce ex cathedra an opinion as to the place which Arrigo Boito will take amongst the great masters; yet one thing is beyond doubt, and that is, that Boito has a right to a conspicuous place amongst the greatest living artists. There are certainly in Europe, and perhaps even in Italy, poets of higher attainment than himself: and contrasted as a musician with Brahms, Goldmark, Dvořák, Saint-Saëns amongst foreigners, and Sullivan, Stanford, and others, amongst Englishmen, it is very probable that he will not bear off the palm; yet amongst these few privileged artists who, like the Provençal troubadours, can say 'trove il suono ool il moto'! Boito, since Wagner's death, has no rivals, and it remains still to be seen whether, when 'Nerone' is brought within reach of criticism, it will not ultimately be accepted as the greatest musical drama of the 19th century. This is not a groundless supposition; the greatest part of the poem of 'Nerone' is not unknown to the present writer, who is supported by the opinion of an indisputable authority, the late Italian dramatist Cozza. Signor Cozza, who had won his fame by his tragedy 'Nerone,' was allowed by Boito to read his libretto. His opinion was as follows: 'Vi sono dei momenti degni di Shakespeare; il mio Nerone, in confronto al suo a roba da ragazzì.' (There are conceptions worthy of Shakespeare himself: mine Nerone compared to his is mere child's-play).
In later years Boito became a fervent admirer of Wagner, and particularly of ‘Lohengrin’ and the ‘Meistersinger,’ but he was not in the least influenced by the German master’s work: he admired but did not follow him. The only influences that acted strongly on him were those of Beethoven and Marcello, and a careful and diligent study of ‘Mefistofele’ will corroborate this assertion. About the time when ‘Mefistofele’ was given in Bologna, he began to devote himself to the works of Sebastian Bach, who has since then reigned supreme in his estimation. Only the future will show what influence this study has brought to bear on his musical conceptions.

As we said above, all Boito’s best poems are to be found in ‘Il libro dei Versi,’ a little book of less than two hundred pages. With the exception of ‘Re Orso’ they are short poems, full of originality and character. Opinions differed widely on their merit, but admirers and detractors agreed that either as an ornament or as a blemish they stand by themselves in Italian literature, and that he is no imitator. ‘La mummia’ ‘George Fletcher’ and ‘Ad Emilio Fraga’ have always been considered the best, and ‘King Orso’ a ‘Stabat Mater’ plus two legends, an intermezzo and a moral, stands like a sphinx in the way of learned critics. What the poet meant by it no one knows, but leaving apart the drift of the poem there are in it flashes of light, dazzling, wild and sweet. The fifth number of the second legend, where the author narrates the thirty years wandering of the worm that by fate had to enter the sepulchre of King Orso, is a marvel in its kind, and the troubadour’s song (legend 1, no. 7) is unsurpassed in gentleness of thought and sweetness of expression, so much so that it is a wonder that song-writers have not yet seized upon it.

Boito is the author of several libretti or, better, of dramas for music, as it would be unfair to rank these literary gems on a line with the old-fashioned libretti of Italian opera. They are:— ‘Mefistofele,’ ‘Nerone,’ ‘Orestiade,’ set to music by himself: ‘Ero e Leandro’ (Bottesini), ‘Amleto’ (Faccio), ‘Gioconda’ (Ponchielli), ‘Alessandro Farnese’ (Palmuco), ‘Tram’ (Dominiceto), ‘Otello’ (Verdi). Of these, only ‘Mefistofele,’ ‘Gioconda,’ ‘Amleto,’ ‘Otello’ and ‘Ero e Leandro’ have as yet been published, and each of them constitutes a perfect work of art by itself, independently of the musical setting. He is likewise the author of several translations, which include Wagner’s ‘Tristano ed Isotta,’ ‘Rienzi,’ and ‘Cena degli Apostoli,’ Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, and some smaller works by Schumann and Rubinstein.

Arrigo Boito has, since 1867, resided in Milan, where he lives with his brother Camillo. He does not occupy any official position, and leads a quiet and retired life. Though he is good-humoured, a pleasant companion, and of a kind and cheerful disposition, he carefully shuns fashionable society. The Italian government has conferred upon him first the title of ‘Cavaliere,’ then of ‘Ufficiale’ and lately of ‘Comendatore’; but though he does not make a cheap show of pompous independence in refusing these titles, he does not like to be addressed otherwise than by his simple name, and even on state occasions he is never known to have worn the decoration to which he is entitled. Once, upon arriving at Venice, he went with a couple of friends to hire a piano. Having agreed on the instrument and on the price, he gave his name and address to the shopkeeper: reading the well-known name the good man began to ‘Cavaliere’ him at every other word, much to the annoyance of Boito. ‘I did not know it was you, signor Cavaliere, I had the honour to serve,’ the man proceeded, ‘but being for you, signor Cavaliere, I shall make it five francs less a month.’ ‘My good fellow,’ interpolated one of the two friends, ‘make it five francs more and don’t call him Cavaliere, and it will be all right for both.’

BORD, ANTOINE, pianoforte-maker, of Paris, was born at Toulouse in 1814. Apprenticed at the age of 13 to a cabinet-maker he soon learned the use of tools, and the small weekly payment he received from his master had to go into the family purse. Bord’s parents being in straitened circumstances and he the eldest child of seven. The apprenticeship of three years over, he found employment in a larger business, and it so happened that he was required to make a pianoforte-case (on the model of Rollet et Blanchet) for an amateur who was himself to complete the inside. His assisting in the internal work brought about the idea of his becoming a pianoforte-maker. As there was no business of the kind in Toulouse his father unwillingly let him go to Marseilles, where he obtained work as a key-maker. His desire to learn more than this led him to Lyons, where he was employed by a maker who was a Saint-Simonien, and who left Bord almost to his own resources in making a piano throughout. However, this instrument has become of a certain importance in musical biography, as Bord’s master gave it to the composer Félicien David, who took it with him to the East. From Lyons, Bord, now 19 years old, went to Paris, and constructed a square piano for a pianoforte-maker, one M. Mercier. While in this employ he acquired as much proficiency in tuning as enabled him to ‘rough up,’ the technical term for the first tuning of a pianoforte. At 20 he began to manufacture upon his own account, but an engagement at Pleyel’s soon after offering itself, he became a regulator, and afterwards travelling repairer to that firm. In 1843, Bord began that business in Paris which is now universally known by his name, and early introduced inventions, the more important of which are recorded under PIANOFORTE and PIANETTE. He died Mar. 10, 1888. [A.J.H.]

BORGH,ADELIA, formerly a celebrated mezzo-soprano singer, well known as Borghi-Mamo, was born in 1829 at Bologna. She showed as a child great aptitude for singing, and received instruction or advice from Pasta, and was also later advised by Rossini to adopt a
musical career. She made a successful début in 1846 at Urbino in 'Il Giuramento' of Mercadante, and was engaged there. She sang next at Malta, where in '49 she married Signor Mamo, a native of that place; she sang also at Naples, Florence, Leghorn, etc.

Madame Borghi-Mamo appeared in Italian Opera from 1854 to '56, at Vienna in the spring, and in the winter at Paris, and was highly successful. In Paris, on Dec. 23, '54, she played Azucena, on the production there of 'Il Trovatore,' Leodato on revival of Pacini's 'Gli Arabi nelle Gallie,' Jan. 24, '55, Edoardo ('Matilde di Shabran'), Aracce, Rosina, Le Cenerentola, etc. From '56 to '59 she sang with the same success at the Grand Opera, among other parts Azucena on production of 'Trovatore' in French, Jan. 12, '57, Melusine (Halséy's 'Magicienne'), March 17, '58, Olympia (Pélicen David's 'Hereculanum'), March 4, '59, in the production of those operas; as Fidès, Leonora, and Catarina on the respective revivals of 'Le Prophète,' 'La Favorita,' and 'La Reine de Chypre.' (Lajarte, Bibliothèque de l'Opéra.) She went back to the 'Italiens' and played the title part in the production of 'Drago's Margherita la Mendicante,' Dec. 20, '59, Desdemona, etc.

On April 12, '60, Madame Borghi-Mamo first appeared in England at Her Majesty's as Leonora ('La Favorita'), and sang during the season as Desdemona, Rosina, Azucena, Maffio Orsini, Zerlina ('Don Giovanni'), and Urbano ('Les Huguenots'), and was generally well received both by press and public. She is not only one of the most accomplished singers, but also one of the finest actresses of the lyric stage. (Musical World, May 5, '60.) She also sang with great success at the Philharmonic, New Philharmonic, at the Norwich Festival, and in opera in the provinces. She never reappeared in England, but returned to Italy and sang at Milan, afterwards at Paris, Lisbon, etc. She is now living in retirement at Florence.

A daughter Erminia, a soprano, has sung with success in Italian operas in Italy, Paris, Madrid, and Lisbon, and in '78 played Margaret and Helen of Troy in the reproduction of Boito's 'Medioftofole' at Bologna.

BOSTON MUSICAL SOCIETIES. The following societies, which give, or have given, concerts regularly for the edification of the public in Boston (U.S.A.), are described in the order of their age.

HANDEL AND HAYDN SOCIETY. [See vol. i. p. 659.] Since that article was prepared the society has produced the following works:—

SARONI's Flight into Egypt (1779); Towser of Basal (1800); Palen's Sarony's prophetical Son (1779); Handel's 'Herculis Jubilante' (1803); Handel's 'minor Mass' (1805); Bruch's Arming (1808); Memblishin's Psalm 80 (1809); Handel's Messiah 'real part' (1804); Graun's 'real part' (1805); Gounod's Mass at Vésa (1859); Bach's B minor Mass Redemption (1860); Bobtman's (1867).

The fifth triennial festival was given in May, 1850, and the sixth in May, 1853. The bicentenary of Handel's birth was celebrated on Feb. 23, 1886, by a concert of selections from several of Handel's oratorios. Mr. Carl Zerrahn has remained as conductor, and Mr. B. J. Lang as organist.

HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION. [See vol. i. p. 603.] The fifteenth and sixteenth seasons of symphony concerts were given in the Music Hall, in 1879-80 and '80-'81 respectively, and the seventeenth in the Boston Museum (a theatre) in '81-'82, since which the Association has withdrawn from the concert-field, it being found that the Boston Symphony Orchestra furnished all the high-class orchestral music that the public demanded. Mr. Carl Zerrahn remained as conductor until the end.

APOLLO CLUB. Formed in July, 1871; incorporated by act of the State Legislature in March, 1873. It is composed of male voices, and is supported by assessments levied on associate members, among whom the tickets for the concerts are divided, none being sold to the public. Membership as an associate is perpetual so long as the assessment is paid. Most of the concerts have been given in the Music Hall, and Mr. B. J. Lang has been conductor from the beginning.

BOTSTON CLUB. Formed in 1872. Supported after the manner of the Apollo Club. It was originally intended for male voices, but shortly after the retirement, in April, 1875, of the first conductor, Mr. Joseph B. Shariand, and the election of a successor, Mr. George E. Ogood (who is still in charge) female voices were added, though the male chorus was retained for portions of each programme presented. Nearly all of the concerts have been given in the Music Hall.

THE Eutyca. Formed in 1874, under the patronage of the Harvard Musical Association, for the purpose of presenting choral works for mixed voices at the symphony concerts. In 1876 it became an independent organisation and has been supported on the associate system. Mr. B. J. Lang has been conductor since the formation of the club.

THE Euterpe. Formed in December, 1878, for the encouragement of music. Its concerts so far, given in various small halls, have consisted of chamber music by string bands of from four to eight. Tickets are distributed among subscribing members, whose rights are secured, after election, by annual payment of assessments. At the concerts the players occupy a stage in the centre of the apsement, the audience being seated so as to face the stage from all points.

WASHINGTON CLUB. Formed in October, 1879. Male voices and supported on the associate system. In the first three seasons, 1879-82, Mr. William J. Winch was conductor. For the two succeeding seasons Mr. George W. Chadwick served. The concerts were given in the Horticultural Hall. Of late the club has given few signs of life.

BOSTON PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY. Formed in
1880. Devoted to concerts of symphonies and other high-class orchestral music. Mr. Bernhard Listemann was the conductor for the first season (1881), Dr. Louis Maas for the second (1881-82) and Mr. Carl Zerrahn for the third (1883-85). The Society has since followed the example of the Harvard Musical Association, and for the same reason. The concerts were all given in the Music Hall, and tickets were distributed among subscribing members, after the system described in the account of the Euterpe. Tickets for the public rehearsal which preceded each concert were, however, sold to the public.

**BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.** See vol. iv. p. 43. And add that after the third season Mr. Wilhelm Gercke of Vienna succeeded Mr. Henschel as conductor; and at the beginning of the fifth season Mr. Franz Kneisel, also of Vienna, took Mr. Listemann's post of leading violin.

**BOSTON ORCHESTRAL CLUB.** Formed in 1884 for the purpose of encouraging the study of orchestral works by young players, professional and amateur, who form a complete orchestra. Support of the enterprise comes from association members (as in the case of the Apollo Club), to whom the orchestra gives in return several concerts in the course of a season. The concerts have been given in the Horticultural Hall under the direction of Mr. Bernhard Listemann.

**BOSTON CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY.** Formed in 1886. Supported by subscriptions exactly as described in the case of the Euterpe. The concerts so far have included examples of chamber music in the larger forms and for instruments other than the string quartet, and have been given in Association Hall.

**ORPHEUS MUSICAL SOCIETY.** Formed in 1853, and consisting chiefly of German members: that has been the tongue employed in the concerts. Of late the chorus of the Society (male voices) has only appeared in public for charitable purposes or on other special occasions. The Society has apartments fitted and furnished like a club house, and as the social element is now most prominent, this description is separated from the accounts of the other musical organisations, the chief purpose of which is, or has been, the cultivation of some peculiar branch of the art of music.

**THE CLERKS.** A social club, formed in 1881, limited at first to sixty, afterwards to a hundred members, three fourths of whom must be professionally connected with music. It holds monthly meetings during the six months beginning in November. The only permanent officer is that of secretary. At the beginning of each season the club elects six members to serve in turn as Masters, one for each social meeting. The Master is endowed with autocratic powers. Men only are eligible to membership.

Concerning the clubs supported on the associate membership principle it should be understood that the following have supplied the performers from their ranks of active members: Apollo, Boylston, Cecilia, Arlington, and Orchestral Club. The others (Euterpe, Philharmonic, and Chamber Music Society) have hired the performers for their concerts. The associate membership in each organisation is limited. [F.H.J.]

**BOTE UND BOCK,** a firm of music publishers in Berlin, founded by Eduard Bote and Gustav Bock Jan. 27, 1838. The former retired at the beginning of 1847, leaving Gustav Bock alone in the business until his death, Apr. 27, 1863. His widow became the proprietor, and his brother, E. Bock, undertook to direct the affairs of the firm.

Among the music issued by the house, the works of Neithardt, Hoffmann, Rebeling, von Hertzsberg, etc., and in particular the collection of 'Musica Sacra,' edited for the use of the Domchor, deserve mention. The latter is a compilation of the most prominent compositions a capella, by Italian, Dutch, and especially German masters of past time. The publishers' catalogue contains also a number of original works by the best composers, and the firm has done much to disseminate a knowledge of the masterpieces of Handel, Gluck, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, by the publication of cheap editions; attention has also been given to modern operatic music, especially that of Gounod and Offenbach.

Gustav Bock established the 'Neue Berline Musikzeitung,' and succeeded in obtaining the help of all the more eminent writers on music, and in maintaining practical relations with them. In 1861 his brother Emil Bock became editor. It now appears weekly, and contains, besides a leading article on the science, theory, or history of music, numerous notices from all important towns; but in recent times its importance has become somewhat lessened.

The present owner of the publishing business is Herr Hugo Bock, into whose possession it passed in February 1873. [A.D.]

**BOTTESSINI, GIOVANNI,** a very celebrated virtuoso on the double bass, also an excellent conductor. He was born on Dec. 24, 1832, at Crema in Lombardy. He is the son of a good musician and clarinet player of his native town, and as a boy sang in the chapel choir. He early displayed such a remarkable talent for music that at the age of eleven application was made for him to be admitted into the Conservatorio at Milan. It so happened that there was only one vacant place, and that for a contrabassist. Bottesini accordingly commenced the study of the double bass, was admitted at the Conservatoire and, it is said, before long played almost as well as he did afterwards, when his marvellous command over this unwieldy instrument excited the admiration of the whole musical world of Europe. His masters were Rossi for the double bass, Basili and Vacci for harmony and composition. On leaving the Conservatorio he travelled with his fellow pupil Signor Arditi (then a violin player) and afterwards went to America. Eventually he accepted a lucrative engagement at the Havans as principal double bass in the orchestra, which he retained for many years.
Here his first opera, 'Christophe Colombe," was given in 1846. His first appearance in this country was on June 26, 1849, at the Musical Union, where he played the violoncello part of one of Onslow's quintets, which, it will be remembered, contain prominent solo passages for that instrument. By his performances of the sort of a solo he astonished all present, and at once won for himself the reputation which he has ever since enjoyed, of being the most accomplished virtuoso on the double bass in the annals of musical history. Those alone who have heard him play can realise the beauty of the performance. It is not only marvellous as a tour de force, but the consummate skill of this great artist enables him to produce a result delightful even for the most fastidious musician to listen to. Extraordinary agility and strength of hand, dexterous use of the harmonics, purity of tone and intonation, perfect taste in phrasing—in fact all the requisites of a great solo player—are exhibited by Bottesini on this cumbrous instrument. It can only be regretted that such exceptional powers should not have been devoted to an instrument more worthy of them. It may be mentioned that Bottesini plays upon a three-stringed bass, which he prefers as more sonorous, and with a bow made and held somewhat like that of the violoncello, whereas the curved bow generally employed in the orchestra was used by Dragonetti. (The relative merits of these two forms of bow were the subject of an enquiry by a committee nominated by the Paris Conservatoire at the time of its foundation. Dragonetti was consulted and the pattern of his bow adopted for the orchestras of the institution.) Bottesini is also distinguished as composer and conductor. In this latter capacity he presided over the orchestra of the Italian Opera in Paris from 1855 to 1857. He was afterwards director of the Italian Opera at Cairo. He has written several pieces for his instrument, among which his fantasia on Sonnambula, the Carnival of Venice, and duets which he played with Signori Sivori and Piatti, will long be remembered—also the opera of 'L'Asseido di Firenze' produced in Paris in 1856, 'Ali Baba,' written for and performed in London with considerable success in 1871; 'Ero e Leandro' (produced successfully at Turin in 1879), and one or two quartets. For some time he has paid, with more or less regularity, an annual visit to England. At the Norwich Festival of 1887 an oratorio by him, to words by Mr. Joseph Bennett, entitled 'The Garden of Olives," was performed for the first time. It only remains to be added that Bottesini is as amiable as a man as he is excellent as an artist, and that he enjoys the universal goodwill of the musical profession.

BOUCHER, A. J. Add days of birth and death, April 10, and Dec. 30.

BOUFFONNS, Lzs. See MatarBins, vol. ii. 236.

BOURGault-Ducoudray, Louis Albert, French composer, born at Nantes Feb. 2, 1840, is a member of a family in easy circumstances, and is nephew of Billault, the famous minister of the second empire. Having gone through a complete course of classical studies, and entered the legal profession in 1859, he was received into Ambroise Thomas's class at the Conservatoire, and in 1862 he carried off the first grand prize of composition. The interest devoted to his art, Bourgault-Ducoudray has not produced much. His chief works are a Stabat Mater, performed at St. Eustache Apr. 5, 1868, and at the Concerts Populaires, Good Friday, Apr. 3, 1874, a work written in an archaic style, having in it something of the manner and the vague tonality of plain chant without being restricted to its rules; an orchestral suite in four movements, entitled 'Fantaisie en Ut mineur' (Concerts Populaires Dec. 27, 1874), a well orchestrated composition, but too long and built on subjects of no interest; and finally, a little 'satiric' drama, 'La Conjugation des Fleurs,' of which he also wrote the words, and which was produced under his own direction at the Salle Herz, Jan. 27, 1883. Having never written for the stage and very rarely for the concert-room, Bourgault-Ducoudray has turned his attention towards the works of the older masters of the 'prIMITIVE' school, and towards the popular songs of all countries. In 1869 he founded in Paris an amateur choral society, and gave in a most excellent manner such works as Handel's 'Alexander's Feast' and 'Acis and Galatea,' cantatas by Bach, Clément Jannequin's 'Bataille de Marignan,' selections from Rameau, choruses by Palestrina, Orlando Lasso, etc. A nervous disorder obliged him to give up the direction of this society, which soon came to an end. Ordered to a warmer climate on account of his health, he undertook recently a musical journey into Brittany, and published on his return 'Trente Mélodies populaires de la Basse Bretagne,' collected and harmonised with a French translation in verse by F. Coppée (1885). Though little known to the public, and having produced little original work, Bourgault-Ducoudray occupies an honourable position in the musical world, and is an enthusiastic musician, with ardent convictions and a constant and earnest devotion to art.

BOURgeois, Louis. To the article in vol. i. p. 263, add the following notice.

This musician, the son of Guillaume Bourgeois, was born in Paris at the beginning of the 16th century. In 1541 he was invited to Geneva about the time of Calvin's return from Strasburg. On the
removal of Guillaume Franc to Lausanne in 1545 [see Franc in Appendix] his place was given to Bourgeois jointly with a Genevan named Guillaume Fabri, the former receiving 60, the latter 40 florins of the salary of 100 florins which had been paid to Franc. Of the personal history of Bourgeois we know nothing beyond what may be gathered from some notices of him in the registers of the Council of Geneva. These are curious as illustrative of the place and the time. In 1547 the Council admitted him gratuitously to the rights of citizenship 'in consideration of his being a respectable man and willing to teach children.' Shortly afterwards, to enable him the better to pursue his studies, they exempted him from duties connected with the town guard and the works of the fortifications, and presented him with a small china stove for his apartment. Before long his salary was for some reason reduced to 50 florins. On his petitioning that it should be restored to its former amount, it was only increased in consequence of his poverty, the parsimonious Council gave him two measures of corn 'for that once, and in consideration of an expected addition to his family.' To a second petition, even though supported by Calvin, they turned a deaf ear. On Dec. 3, 1551, Bourgeois was thrown into prison for having 'without leave' altered the tunes of some of the psalms, but through the intervention of Calvin obtained his release on the following day. The alterations, however, were sanctioned and adopted. Another innovation proposed by Bourgeois fared better with the Council. His recommendation to suspend a printed table in the churches to show what psalm was to be sung was approved of and rewarded by a donation of sixty sols.

In 1557 Bourgeois returned to Paris and was still living in 1561. His chief claim to notice at the present day arises from his connection with the Genevan Psalter. The authority of the melodies in this remarkable collection has been long a subject of controversy. It has been attributed, wholly or in part, to several musicians of the time, to Bourgeois, Franc, Goudimel, Claudin Le Jeune and others. The claims set up for Goudimel and Le Jeune are easily disposed of. Neither of these composers ever visited Geneva or had any direct relations with Calvin. In 1557, when the greater part of the Genevan psalter had been already published, Goudimel was still a member of the Church of Rome. The Genevan psalter was completed in 1562, and it was not until that year that Goudimel published his 'Seize Psaeumes mis en musique a quatre parties, en forme de motets.' This was followed by the entire psalter, first in 1564 harmonized in double counterpoint, then in 1565 in simple counterpoint (generally note against note), and lastly in 1565-66 when Goudimel produced another arrangement of the psalms for three, four, or more voices, or even in the form of motets.

Le Jeune was but 12 years of age in 1542 when the first edition of the Genevan psalter was published, and not above 21 in 1551 when the whole of Marot's and the first portion of Beza's translations had already appeared. In 1564 he published 'Dix Psaumes de Daviud noueullement compos'e a quatre parties, en forme de motets ...' reprinted in 1580. The psalms are Marot's, but the music is entirely original. Le Jeune died in 1600, and his harmonized arrangements in four and five parts, of the Genevan melodies were not printed until the following year, nor that in three parts (Book 1) until 1602. But long before the psalms of Goudimel and Le Jeune appeared, Bourgeois had himself harmonized the tunes up to that time included in the Genevan Psalter. In 1547 he published 'Psaumes cinquante de Daviud ... traductz ... par Clement Marot, et mis en musique par Loys Bourgeoys, a quatre parties, a voix de contrepoint egal consonnante au verbe. Lyon, 1547.' In the same year he also published 'Le premier livre des Psaumes de Daviud, contenant xxiv. psaumes.' Composed by Loys Bourgeoys. En musique a quatre parties, ou du vaudeville; aultres plus musicales ... Lyon.' In the latter the words of the psalms are those of Marot, but the melodies are original and wholly different from those of the former work. All these harmonized psalters were intended only for private use. Down to the present century nothing beyond the melody of the psalms was tolerated in the worship of the Reformed Churches, and it was not improbable the aversion of Calvin to the use of any music but plain chant, which has recently come to light in the royal library at Munich, contains eighteen psalms, the Song of Simeon, the Decalogue, and the Creed, to each of which a melody is prefixed. Of the psalms the words of twelve are by Marot (1, 2, 3, 15, 19, 32, 51, 103, 114, 130, 137, and 143); of five (25, 36, 40, 91 and 138) with the Song of Simeon and the Decalogue, by Calvin himself, and of one (113) in prose. These psalms of Marot exhibit variations from the text first published by the author three years later, and must therefore have been obtained by Calvin in MS. from some private source. Calvin and Marot certainly met in 1536 at the court of Ferrara, but there is no evidence that any intimacy was then formed, or that any communication passed between them, until Marot fled to Geneva in 1542. The first translation made by Marot was Psalm 6, written and published in 1533 in 'Le Miroir de tres
chrestienne Princesse Marguerite." By 1539 he had completed his first instalment of thirty psalms, but up to that time they circulated in manuscript only. They are all found in a psalter published at Antwerp in 1541, and their text is there the same as that published by Calvin. Douen thinks that the varied readings are due to Pierre Alexandre, editor of the Antwerp Psalter, but it seems equally if not more probable that they represent, largely or wholly, the original text of Marot's manuscripts, revised by him when he published the "Trente Psaumes," about the beginning of 1542. The tunes to Calvin's own translations are German, four by M. Greiter and one by W. Dachstein. Calvin returned to Geneva in Sept. 1541, and shortly afterwards, in Feb. 1542, a psalter (professedly printed at Rome by the command of the Pope) was published at Strasburg, containing, besides the psalms and other pieces of the collection of 1539, together with four psalms by other writers, the eighteen remaining psalms of those which Marot had translated up to that time (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 22, 24, 37, 38, 104, 113, and 115) and his Pater Noster. To the Pater Noster and to eight of the psalms (4, 6, 9, 22, 24, 38, 104, and 113) new melodies were added. On these two collections the first edition of the Geneva Psalter was based, and was published at Geneva in 1542. It contains the thirty psalms of Marot with his Pater and Credo (a different one from that in the Strasburg edition of 1539 which is in prose), the five psalms of Calvin, and his Song of Simeon and Decalogue. Of the tunes, seventeen (1, 2, 3, 15, 25, 36, 46, 91, 103, 104, 114, 130, 137, 138, 143, the Song of Simeon and the Pater Noster) are taken from the preceding Psalters, but all except three (36, 103, and 137) are more or less modified; twenty-two tunes are new, thirteen of them (4, 6, 8, 13, 19, 22, 24, 32, 38, 53, 55, 113, and the Decalogue). The substituted psalm tunes, eight (5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 37, and 115) are set to the psalms left with music in the pseudo-Roman Psalter, and one is adapted to Marot's Credo. In Nov. 1542 Marot arrived at Geneva, and there translated nineteen other psalms (18, 23, 25, 33, 36, 43, 45, 46, 50, 72, 79, 86, 91, 101, 107, 110, 118, 128, and 138) and the Song of Simeon, which, with the thirty previously published, make up what is commonly spoken of as the 'Cinquante Psaumes.' These, with Marot's Decalogue, Ave, and Graces before and after meat, all with music, were added to the psalter in a new edition published at the end of 1543.

In this edition the text of Marot's earlier psalms was corrected by the author, and the Calvin's Song of Simeon and five psalms were replaced by Marot's new versions of the same.

In 1544 Marot died at Turin, and the Psalter remained unfinished until the work was resumed by the publication in 1551 of thirty-four additional translations by Beza, which were united in the following year to the forty-nine by Marot already in use. In 1554 six more psalms appeared, soon followed by another, and the Psalter was completed in 1562.

The following lists show the order in which the psalms were published in successive editions of the Geneva Psalter:

1542. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 22, 24, 32, 37, 38, 51, 103, 104, 113, 114, 115, 130, 137, 143, the Pater, and Credo, by Marot. 25, 36, 46, 91, 138, Song of Simeon, and Decalogue, by Calvin.

1543. The seven versions by Calvin were omitted, and the following by Marot added—18, 23, 25, 33, 36, 43, 45, 46, 50, 72, 79, 86, 91, 101, 107, 110, 118, 128, 138, Song of Simeon, Decalogue, Ave, and Graces.

1551. 16, 17, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 47, 73, 90, 99, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134, all by Beza.

In 1555 the Psalter was completed by the addition of the remaining sixty psalms, proper tunes were assigned to thirty-eight of these as also to psalms 55 and 57, while the others, as well as the remaining appendix psalms of 1554—5 (63, 64, 65, and 111) were sung to the melodies of other psalms.

The psalms thus added in 1552, with tunes, were—48, 49, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 61, 74, 75, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 87, 88, 99, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 99, 102, 105, 106, 112, 125, 126, 141, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150. Without tunes—53, 63, 64, 68, 69, 70, 71, 76, 77, 78, 82, 95, 98, 100, 108, 109, 116, 117, 139, 140, 144. Including, therefore, the Songs of Simeon and the Decalogue, the Geneva Psalter contains in all 125 tunes, of which eighty-five were selected or adapted between 1542 and 1554, the rest in 1562.

The story which ascribes to Franc the editorship of the Genevan Psalter will be noticed in a separate article, but recent investigations in the archives of Geneva have clearly shown that the task of selecting and arranging the tunes was entrusted to Bourgeois, and an entry in the registers of the Council, dated July 28, 1552, which will be found quoted at length in the notice of Franc in this Appendix, distinctly states that Bourgeois had set to music the psalms of Beza, published the year before, and had arranged those already published in the earlier editions of the psalter.

A minute collation which M. Douen has made of these earlier editions enables us to see what Bourgeois did. In 1542 he adopted, with modifications, seventeen tunes from the Strasbourg Psalters and added twenty-two new ones. In or before 1549 seventeen tunes were more or less altered and eight replaced by others. In 1551
BRAHMS.

four were altered and twelve new melodies substituted, some for earlier ones of Bourgeois himself. In several instances therefore the tune is of later date than the psalm.

These last changes were final and mark the time since which the tunes adopted before 1562 have remained unaltered. The old Strasburg tunes of 1539 which still survived were those to Psalms 1, 2, 15, 36, 91, 103, 104, 114, 139, 150, 154, and 153, two of which (36 and 137) retained almost their primitive form, and 103 remained unaltered. M. Douen considers these Strasburg melodies to possess more of a German than a French character, and according to Riggenbach 36 and 91 are by Matthäus Greiter, a member of the choir of Strasburg Cathedral.

How far the other tunes adapted by Bourgeois are original it is impossible to determine. A few can be traced to a German origin, some are constructed out of fragments of earlier melody, while others are adapted from secular songs popular at the time. It is not improbable that every tune in the Genevan Psalter belongs to one or other of the above categories.

Bourgeois left Geneva in 1557, and undoubtedly had no connection with the Genevan Psalter after that time. The forty tunes of 1562 were added by another and a less skilful hand. In June 1561 an entry in the 'Comptes des recettes et dépenses pour les pauvres' records the payment of ten florins to 'Maître Pierre' for having set the psalms to music. This person is conjectured by Becker to be Pierre Dubuisson, a singer who in 1565 was admitted gratuitously to the rights of citizenship at Geneva, but nothing certain is known on the subject.

It only remains to add that in 1550 Bourgeois published 'Le droit chemin de musique, composé par Loyz Bourgeois avec la manière de chanter les psaumes par vso ou par ruse, comme on veut, mais au xylophone de nouveau mis en chant, et aussi le cantique de Siméon. Genève 1550.' This treatise, in twelve chapters, is the first in which a proposal is made to abandon the method of the musical hand and to teach music by the employment of the solfeggio. An analysis of it will be found in Fétes, Biog. des Musiciens, ii. 42. The last known work of Bourgeois shows him still employed in working on the Genevan melodies. It is entitled 'Quatre-vingt-trois Psalms de David en musique... à quatre, cinq, et six parties, tant a voix par-elles qu'autrement, etc. Paris 1561.'

For full details respecting Bourgeois and the history of the Genevan Psalter see the exhaustive work of Donen entitled 'Clément Marot et le Psautier Huguenot,' 2 vols. Paris, 1878-79. The following works may also be consulted:—


six articles in the Musical Times (June to Nov. 1881) by the present writer. [G.A.C.]

BOYCE, WILLIAM. Line 15 of article, add that in 1734 he set Lord Lansdowne's masque of 'Peleus and Thetis.' Line 30, for 1740 read 1736, and for l. 33 read and it was given by the Apollo Society, and subsequently, in 1740, at Covent Garden Theatre. In 1749, when the Masque of Lethe was revived at Drury Lane, Blow wrote new songs for Beard. P. 267 b, l. 23, for setting read reviving (Dict. of Nat. Bioq.). Line 28, for 1750 read 1751, and l. 31, for 1675 read 1755. At the foot of the same column add that Blow's last theatrical work was Garrick's pantomime, 'Harlequin's Invasion,' 1759. To the list of works given on p. 268 a, add 'Noah,' an oratorio. [W.W.H.]

BRADE, WILLIAM. There is no evidence as to the date of his death.

BRAHAM, JOHN. P. 269 a, last line but one, after opera-house insert the Oratorios, and the Three Choir Festival. P. 269 b, l. 3, read Florence was the first Italian city, etc. He had previously given concerts in Paris with Nancy Storace. Line 24, add 'The Siege of Belgrade,' 1802. Line 25, for 1803 read 1823. Line 28, add 'Narvasky,' 1814, and 'Zuma' (with Bishop), 1818. At the Lyceum he appeared in 'The Americans,' 1811; 'Isidore de Merida,' 1827, and 'The Taming of a Shrew,' 1828. In the third paragraph of the same column, add that an American tour, undertaken with his son Charles in 1840, was unsuccessful, and that his last appearance took place at the Wednesday concert in March 1852. [M.]

BRAHMS, JOHANNES. Line 4 of article for March read May. Line 29 from bottom, for 1873 read 1872, and in list of works read D for the key of Op. 73. (Corrected in late editions.) Add the following supplementary article:—

This master, whose music during the last nine years has slowly and surely gained in the estimation of the musical world, may now justly be described not as 'one of the greatest living,' but as the greatest living of German composers. Popularity, in the ordinary sense of the word, his music has not acquired; nor can it be expected to do so, for his compositions, with few exceptions, are written for cultivated audiences only. His influence will always be deeply rather than widely felt. There is, if we may say so, something impalpable about his creations; at first hearing their beauty seems to elude our grasp; we are deeply moved, but we cannot clearly discern the influences which affect us. 'Brahms,' says Dr. Louis Ehler, 'does not stand before us like Mozart or Schubert, in whose eyes we seem to look, whose hands we seem to press. Two atmospheres lie between him and us. Twilight surrounds his music: his heights transcend; we are at once lured onward and repelled.' But as we approach, in a spirit of conscientious investigation, the mist which hangs over his art seems to roll away; the outlines of his sublime creations are revealed more clearly, we recognize
the grandeur of these masterpieces and feel that they exist for all time.

Brahms's published works have now reached the opus-number 102; of these twenty-eight have appeared since 1878.

During this important period of full maturity it is noticeable that Brahms's style has undergone no very marked change. He has kept to those conservative principles which have governed his creations almost from the beginning of his career. He has added to every branch of art in which he has been previously successful; but the drama seems to offer no attraction to his genius.

By far the larger part of his later compositions consist of vocal pieces for one or more voices; indeed no less than seven books of songs have appeared since 1880, exclusive of quartets and romances for mixed chorus. In these songs Brahms's personality is very prominently displayed. A power of intense expression, a profusion of melody of the highest order, a subtle treatment of popular sentiment, in its lighter as in its more serious aspect, and, finally, a sure judgment in the selection of his words—all these qualities are even more noticeable in the later than in the earlier songs. Goethe, Heine, Rückert, Schiller,—and more rarely Gebel—these are some of the poets whose words he uses most frequently; always investing them with deep musical purpose, and, where the sentiment requires it, employing the most elaborate means of expression. As a song-writer he stands alone; he cannot be classed with Schubert, Schumann, or Robert Franz.

The relentlessness of fate forms the subject of the two greater choral works of this period,—a setting of Schiller's 'Nänie,' and the 'Gesang der Parzen' from Goethe's 'Iphigenia.' They are no unworthy companion-pieces to the earlier 'Song of Destiny,' though they will not readily attain an equal popularity with that most perfect work.

The compositions for piano—Brahms's own instrument—are not very numerous. The eight pieces for piano, op. 76 (Capriccios and Intermezzi) are highly characteristic of the master, both as regards inspiration and scientific treatment. Some of the Intermezzi, simple and touching, contrast pleasantly with Capriccios which offer almost insurmountable difficulties to the most skilful virtuoso. The two Rhapsodies (op. 79) are admirable instances of how successfully well-established forms may, in the hands of a master, be used to convey the most original ideas.

Finally we come to the orchestral works, on which Brahms's claims to one of the highest positions in the musical world must be based. These include two delightful concert-overtures (op. 80 and 81), a Pianoforte Concerto in Bb (op. 83), a voluminous work in four movements, and a Violin Concerto (op. 77) written for Joachim. Of the two later Symphonies, No. 3, in F (op. 90), seems to combine something of the grandiose and noble character of the first Symphony in C minor with the more graceful and delicate features of the second in D. Deep and manly feeling expressed with terseness and energy, skilful construction and powerful development, orchestral colouring at once sombre and effective, these are the chief features of the first and last movements of this symphony; while the Andante and Allegretto, though they have sustained the lofty and epic character of the work, charm every hearer by their exquisite melody and easy grace.

On so important and elaborate a work as the Fourth Symphony, in E minor, it is as yet too soon to pronounce a very definite judgment. To many hearers it will seem labouring, and lacking in spontaneity; and there is no doubt that the prominence given to musical erudition may be held to detract from the emotional interest of the work. The last movement, consisting of a passacaglia—a novel form for the finale of a Symphony—is highly interesting, but chiefly to those able to appreciate its excellent workmanship. On the other hand, only prejudice could lead any one to overlook the splendid qualities of this last symphony. It is nobly and solidly planned, and, in spite of intricate thematic details, is carried out with consciousness and self-restraint—virtues by no means common among contemporary composers. It bears the unmistakable impress of Brahms's duality in all its wholesome vigour and manliness; dryness and harshness may occasionally disfigure it, but it is as free as the rest of his works from anything weak or trivial. Taken as a whole, this symphony seems to display, more completely than any one of the later compositions, those rare combinations of intellect and emotion, of modern feeling and old-fashioned skill which are the very essence of Brahms's style.

The last additions to the chamber-music consist of a sonata for violoncello and piano in F, a sonata for violin and piano in A, and a trio for piano and strings in C minor, all of which are intensely interesting and full of vigorous beauty. A concerto for violin and violoncello with orchestra was played by Joachim and Hausmann at Cologne in the autumn of 1887, and at one of the London Symphony concerts in Feb. 1888.

There is little or nothing to be added to the biography of Herr Brahms. He enjoys the unchanging esteem and admiration of his countrymen, and wherever the production of his works may lead him he is sure to meet with the most enthusiastic receptions. Early in 1887 the Emperor of Germany, in recognition of his genius, appointed him Knight of the Order 'pour le mérite' for Arts and Sciences.

The following is a list of Brahms's published compositions from June 1878 to March 1887:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Op.</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>Two Motets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>5 Ballads for 2 voices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>8 Piano pieces (Capriccios and Intermezzi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Concerto for Violin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>Sonata for PF. and Violin in G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>Two Rhapsodies for PF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>Academic Festival Overture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>Tragic Overture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>'Maenite,' for Chorus and Orchestra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>PF. Concerto in Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Romances and Songs for 1 or 2 voices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>5 Songs for 1 voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>26 Songs for 1 voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>Trio in F and Strings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>Quinette for Strings in F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>Gesang der Parzen, for 6-Part Choir and Orch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>Symphony in F, No. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>2 Songs for Alto with viola obbligato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>4 Vocal Quartets with PF.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BRANDES, EMMA, born Jan. 20, 1854, near Schwerin, was taught music by Alois Schmidt, court-kapellmeister at Schwerin, and by Goltzmann, and in 1866 made her first public appearance there, in Mendelssohn's G minor Concerto. In 1871-72 she visited England, and showed herself a pianist of considerable performance and of still greater promise, viz. March 20, '71, at the Monday Popular, when she first appeared in pieces by Scarlatti, Schumann ("Arabske"), and Weber ("Moto perpetuo"), and with Josephin in Beethoven's Sonata in C minor, op. 30, no. 3; at the Saturday Popular with Mine. Schumann in Bach's G minor Concerto for two pianos; at the Philharmonic April 24 (Mendelssohn's G minor Concerto); at the Crystal Palace, April 13, '72 (Schumann's Concerto); at the New Philharmonic May 8 and June 5 (Chopin's E minor Concerto), etc. She played with great success in Germany and Austria until her marriage with Herr Engelmann, Professor of Physiology at Utrecht, when she retired from public life. [A.C.]

BRANDT, MARianne, whose real name is Marie Bischof, was born Sept. 13, 1842, at Vienna. She was taught singing there by Frau Marenzeller at the Conservatorium, and later (1869-70) by Mine. Viardot-Garcia. In 1867 she was engaged at Graz, where she made her début on Jan. 4 as Rachel ("La Juive"). She next sang at Hamburg, and on April 21, 1868, first appeared at Berlin as Azucena. On the 28th she played Fidès, with such success that she obtained an immediate engagement, which extended over several years, with the exception of a year's interval in 1873. In 1872, on leave of absence, she was engaged for the season at the Royal Italian Opera; she sang once as Fidélia, May 2, in which she made her début, and several times as Donna Elvira, with very indifferent success. In 1882 she sang in German opera at Drury Lane as Brangâne on the production in England of "Tristan und Isolde," and as Fidélia, when her artistic efforts were heartily appreciated. On July 28 of the same year she played Kundry on the second performance of Parsifal at Bayreuth, on which occasion, according to the Paris Figaro, she generously gave her services. For the past two or three years she has been a member of the German Opera Company at New York. In addition to places mentioned, Fraulein Brandt has sung in the principal cities of Germany and Austria. At Berlin she proved herself a most useful artist.

1 A thematic catalogue of the composer's works has recently been published by Simrock.
2 The reason of her engagement was to play Ortrud on the intended production of Lohengrin, which opera, according to prospectus, was to be positively produced. For reasons unknown the production did not take place until 1875, when Miss Anna d'Angéri (Angermayer) took the part.

BRANLE. Last line of article, for 387 read 389. (Corrected in later editions.)

BRASS BANDS. See Wind-Band in Appendix.

BRASSIN, LOUIS, a Belgian pianist and composer, born June 24, 1836, at Aix-la-Chapelle. His father was a baritone singer of some renown, whose real name was de Brassine, and an uncle of his was Drouet, the famous flautist. To the fact that in 1847 his father was engaged at the opera in Leipzig, young Brassin owed the most important part of his education, for he entered the Conservatorium of that town, and became a pupil of Moscheles, having some years previously appeared in public at Hamburg. He remained in the Conservatorium for five years, carrying off numerous prizes. At the close of this time he undertook several concert tours with his two brothers, and in 1866 was appointed first pianoforte teacher in the Stern Conservatorium at Berlin. After a year's tenure of this post, he resumed a more or less wandering life, and ultimately settled in Brussels as professor in the Conservatoire. In 1878 he accepted a similar post at St. Petersbourg, where he died in May 1884. His works include, beside many excellent pianoforte pieces, two German operettas, 'Der Thronfolger,' and 'Der Missionär.' Of his two younger brothers, one, Leopold (born May 28, 1843), who made his first appearance as a pianist at the age of five under Louis Brassin's auspices, is pianist to the Duke of Saxe Coburg, and Professor at Berne; the other, Gerhard (born June 10, 1844), is a violinist of repute. [M.]

BRATSCHE (Viola da Braccio). The German name for Viola or Tenor Violin.

BREITKOFF & HÄRTEL. Twelve lines from end of article, add date of death of Hermann Härter, Aug. 4, 1875, and that Raymund Härtel retired from business in 1850, leaving the two grandsons of Gottfried at the head of affairs. Since the appearance of the article, the editions of Mendelssohn and Mozart, as well as an edition of Chopin, have been completed; editions, on the same scale, of Palestrina and Schumann, are in an advanced state, and a similar issue of the works of Schütz, Grétry, and Schubert has been undertaken. The 'Jahrbücher für Musikalisches Wissenschaft' (see vol. ii. 30) were discontinued in 1867, after the appearance of the second volume; their place has been taken by a 'Vierteljahresschrift für Musikwissenschaft,' edited by Dr. Chrysander, Professor Spitta, and Herr Guido Adler, which has been published quarterly since 1855. A supplementary volume to the complete edition of Beethoven's works is announced (1887). [M.]
BRENT, CHARLOTTE, soprano singer, was the daughter of a fencing master and alto singer, who was the original Harum in Handel’s ‘Jephtha’ in 1752, and who, on the production at Ranelagh in 1759 of Bonnell Thornton’s burlesque ‘Ode on St. Cecilia’s Day,’ with Burney’s music, admirably accompanied Beard in the Salt-box song ‘on that instrument.’ Miss Brent was a pupil of Arne’s, and first appeared as a singer in Feb. 1758 at a concert given by Cecilia Davies, and next on March 3, 1758, at Drury Lane in Arne’s opera ‘Eliza,’ performed oratorio-wise for his benefit. She sang in opera at Drury Lane during 1758 and 1759. She was then engaged by Beard for Covent Garden, where she appeared Oct. 10, 1759, as Polly in ‘The Beggar’s Opera,’ and where she continued until the close of her theatrical career. In 1762 she reached the summit of her reputation by singing the part of Mandane in Arne’s ‘Artaxerxes’ (produced Feb. 2), which had been written expressly for her. In 1765 she sang at Hereford Festival, in 1766 at that of Gloucester, and in 1767 at Worcester. In November 1766 she became the second wife of Thomas Pinto, the violinist. [See PINTO.] She continued to sing at Covent Garden until about 1770, when she took to touring with her husband. On April 22, 1784, she appeared for one night in ‘Comus’ at Covent Garden for the benefit of Hull, the stage-manager. Charles Dibdin described her as ‘possessing an exquisite voice,’ and being ‘a very valuable singer. Her power was restless, her neatness was truly interesting, and her variety was incessant;’ and a later writer said, ‘her brazen singing had consisted, able merit, her execution being neat, distinct, rapid, and at that time unrivalled.’ She survived her powers, and lived, forgotten by the public, till April 10, 1802, when she died, in very straitened circumstances, at No. 6 Vauxhall Walk. She was buried April 15, in the churchyard of St. Margaret, Westminster. [W.H.H.]”
Beethoven, on June 4, 1827. His relations with Beethoven, who often tried him sorely, have been given in a former article. [See vol. i. 172 b, 183 b, 184 a, 189 b, 192 b, 199 b.] He was twice married, first to the daughter of Ritter von Vering, head of the Austrian military medical administration. She was a pupil of Schenk the composer, a fine pianist, and author of divers little compositions. Beethoven—who had often played duets with her—dedicated the interesting pianoforte arrangement of the Violin Concerto to her. She was born Nov. 26, 1791, and died, says the epitaph composed by her husband 'on the 21 March, 1809, in the eleventh month of happy wedded life, at the moment of the entrance of spring.' The second wife was Marie Constanze Ruschowitz, born Dec. 1, 1784, died Oct. 5, 1856, leaving one son and two daughters.

Lorenz (Lenz) studied medicine at Bonn and Vienna; neither he came in 1794 and renewed his musical studies with Beethoven. At parting the then young composer wrote in his album to this effect:—

Truth exists for the wise,
Beauty for the feeling heart.
They belong to each other.

DEAR GOOD BREENING!

Never shall I forget the time which in Bonn as well as here I have spent with thee. Retain thy friendship for me, so as thou wilt find me over the same. Vienna, 1797 on the 1st October.

Thy true friend
L. V. BEETHOVEN.

Their separation was final; on the 10th of the next April young Breening died.

MORITZ GERHARD, son of Stephan and Constanze (Ruschowitz), was born at Vienna Aug. 28, 1813. He is 'k.k. Medicinalrat' and for many years has been one of the most eminent physicians of the Austrian capital. He passed his childhood in the 'Rothehaus' very near that in which Beethoven died [see vol. iii. 425], and during his last voyage was much with him. Besides numerous pamphlets and articles on subjects relating to his profession, he is known in musical literature by his extremely interesting and valuable little book, 'Das Schwarzenhan Haus,' a collection of reminiscences of Beethoven and the Breenings. [See vol. i. p. 208 a.] He has for many years been an active and influential member of the governing body of the great 'Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde.' [See vol. i. 591.]

Letters from Beethoven to various Breenings—the widow, Christoph, Eleonore, Stephan, Lenz, and Gerhard—are given in Nohl's 'Briefe Beethovens' and in 'Neue Briefe Beethovens.'

Beethoven dedicated the following works to members of this family:—

To Fräulein Eleonore the variations on 'Se vuol ballare' for PF. and violin (July 1793), and the Easy Sonata for PF. solo in C major (1796). Nottebohm's Catalogue, p. 148.

To Stephan the Violin Concerto, op. 61 (March 1809); and to Frau v. B., the adaptation of the same for piano. (See Thayer's Beethoven (i. 162, etc.)

A. W. T.

BREVE. P. 274 b, l. 7 from bottom, for 'All we like sheep' read 'And with His stripes.'

BREWER, THOMAS. Add date of birth, 1641; that he was at Christ Church till 1655; and that Elizabeth Rogers' Virginal Book (in the British Museum) contains two pieces by him.

BRIDGE, JOHN FREDERICK, Mus. D., is the son of the late John Bridge, a lay clerk of Rochester Cathedral. He was born at Oldbury in Worcestershire on Dec. 5, 1844, and was a chorister at Rochester from 1850 to 1859, and an artistic pupil of J. Hopkins until 1864. He subsequently studied under Sir John Goss, and from 1865 to 1869 was organist of Trinity Church, Windsor. In 1868 he took the degree of Mus. B. at Oxford, and in the following year succeeded Joseph John Harris as organist of St. George's Chapel, Windsor, and as Professor of Harmony at Oxford, and in 1874 he took his Doctor's degree, for which he composed an exercise the oratorio 'Mount Moriah.' In 1875 he was appointed permanent deputy organist of Westminster Abbey, which post he held until the death of Mr. Turie in 1883, when he was appointed his successor. For the Worcester Festival in 1884 Dr. Bridge wrote a choral setting of the Hymn of S. Francis, and for the Birmingham Festival of 1885 he composed a fine setting of Mr. Gladstone's Latin Translation of Toplady's hymn, 'Rock of Ages.' For the celebration of the Queen's Jubilee in Westminster Abbey (21 June, 1887) he arranged all the music and composed a special anthem, for which he received the thanks of Her Majesty, and the Silver Jubilee Medal. Dr. Bridge is Professor of Harmony and Counterpoint at the Royal College of Music, conductor of the Western Madrigal Society, and Master of the Cathedral for the University of Oxford. In addition to the works already mentioned, his compositions include anthems, services, chants, part-songs, an overture 'The Morte d'Arthur,' and a cantata 'Bodicea,' which was successfully produced by the Hackney Choral Society in 1880, besides excellent premiers on Counterpoint, Double Counterpoint and Canon, and Organ Accompaniment of the Choral Service.

W.B.S.

BRIDGE, JOSEPH COX, brother of the above, was born at Rochester on Aug. 16, 1853, and was a chorister, and subsequently assistant organist, of Exeter Cathedral, where he took the degrees of B.A. in 1875, Mus. B. in 1876, M.A. in 1878, and Mus. D. in 1879. In 1877 Mr. Bridge was appointed organist of Exeter College, Oxford, where he took the degrees of B.A. in 1875, Mus. B. in 1876, M.A. in 1878, and Mus. D. in 1879. In 1877 Mr. Bridge was appointed organist of Exeter College, where in 1879 he took a conspicuous part in reawakening the Exeter Triennial Musical Festival, which had been dormant for fifty years. For the opening performance he wrote an evening service with orchestral accompaniment, and at the Festival of 1885 produced an oratorio,
BRIDGE, RICHARD, enjoyed some celebrity as an organ-builder, but little is known of his biography. He is supposed to have been trained in the factory of the younger Harris and to have been living in Hand Court, Holborn, in 1748. He died before 1776. His best instrument was that for Christ Church, Spitalfields, London, 1730. [See also vol. ii. p. 597, and BYFIELD, JORDAN & BRIDGE, in Appendix.] [V. de P.]

BRIDGOWER, G. A. P. Line 4 of article, for Biaia read Biata. Line 5, for in read on the 19th of. Line 22, for He read His father. Line 5 from bottom, for is heard of no more read returned to England, and in June 1811 took the degree of Mus. Bac. at Cambridge, his exercise, an anthem, being performed at Great St. Mary's, on June 30. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

BRIND, RICHARD, P. 276 b. 1. 5. for 1718 read March 1717-18. [W.H.H.]

BRINSMEAD. Mr. John Brinsmead, the founder and head of the firm of pianoforte-makers, John Brinsmead & Sons, of London, was born Oct. 13, 1814, at Ware Giffard, in North Devon. He began business at 35 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, in 1836, removing to the neighbouring Charlotte Street, and to workshope in Cheshires Street in 1841. The next removal was to the present warehouse of the firm, 18 & 20 Wigmore Street, in 1863, when his sons, Thomas and Edgar, were taken into partnership. A large factory, necessary for the requirements of manufacture, was built in the Grafton Road, Kentish Town. In recognition of exhibits in the Pianoforte Section of the Exposition of 1875, Mr. John Brinsmead was decorated by the French Government with the cross of the Legion of Honour. Mr. EDGAR BRINSMEAD, the younger son, has claims to special reference on literary grounds; his History of the Pianoforte, with preface historical introduction, was published by Cassell, Petter & Galpin in 1886, and, partly rewritten, with additions on the Theory of Sound, was republished by Novello, Ewer & Co. in 1879. [A.J.H.]

BRISTOL FESTIVAL. A festival, lasting four days, has been held triennially in the month of October, in the Colston Hall, Bristol, since 1873. On each occasion Mr. Charles Hallé has held the post of conductor, and 'The Messiah' and 'Elijah' have been given. Besides these the following works have been performed:—

1873. Oct. 21-24. 'The Creation,' Macfarren's 'John the Baptist' (written expressly for the occasion), and Rossini's 'Stabat Mater.'

1876. Oct. 17-20. Verdi's Requiem; 'Israel in Egypt.' Spohr's 'Fall of Babylon,' 'The Mount of Olives,' and 'The Hymn of Praise.'

VOL. IV. PT. 5.
BRONSBART, HANS VON. Add that in Sept. 1887 he was made Intendant at Weimar.

BROSSARD, SEBASTIEN DE. Add that he had prefixed a short Dictionary of Musical Terms to his 'Prodromus Musicalis,' published as early as 1701.

BROWN, JAMES DUFF, born at Edinburgh Nov. 6, 1864, has been an assistant librarian in the Mitchell Library, Glasgow, since 1878. His claim to notice rests on his reliable 'Biographical Dictionary of Musicians' (Paisley, 1886), a book of considerable value as far as facts are concerned, though the critical remarks are often amusingly erroneous.

BRUCH, MAX. The following additions have to be made:—In 1878 he became director of the Stern Singing Society in Berlin, succeeding Stockhausen. In 1880 he was offered the direction of the Liverpool Philharmonic Society, and for three years England became his home. At the end of that time he undertook the direction of the Orchester-Verein at Breslau. To the list of his more important works should be added three choral works, 'Arminius,' 'Lied von der Glocke,' 'Achilleus,' as well as a third symphony, in E♭, op. 61. His, 'Kol Nidrei,' for violoncello, op. 48, has become a favourite at the Popular Concerts and elsewhere, and his most important work, 'Odyssaeus,' has been given by the Bach Choir, under his own direction.

BRUCKNER, ANTON, organist and composer, born Sept. 4, 1824 at Auesfelden (Upper Austria), and received his earliest musical instruction from his father, a village schoolmaster, at whose death he was received as a chorister into the institute (Stift) of St. Florian, where he afterwards became organist. In 1855 he obtained by competition the post of organist of Linz cathedral. From here he made frequent journeys to Vienna to prosecute his studies under Sechter, and from 1861 to 1863 he was a pupil of Otto Kitzler. At Sechter’s death in 1867 he was chosen to succeed him as organist of the Hofkapelle, and at the same time became a professor in the Conservatorium. To these functions he added a lectureship at the University, to which he was appointed in 1875. In 1869 he took part in an organ competition at Nancy with such success that he was invited to play in Paris and elsewhere; in 1871 he gave six recitals at the Albert Hall. Three grand masses, besides several compositions for male chorus, are among his vocal compositions, but his fame rests chiefly upon his seven symphonies, the last of which (published in 1885) was played at the Richer Concert of May 23, 1887. His style is distinguished by great earnestness and considerable originality, though it may be reproached with a certain lack of contrast, and an inordinate leaning towards the manner of Wagner, upon whose death the slow movement of the symphony already referred to was written as a kind of elegy.

BRUCKNER, HUGO, born at Dresden Feb. 18, 1845, received his first musical instruction from his schoolmaster, C. Sahr. When about ten years old he entered the Evangelical Choristers’ Institution at Dresden, where he received instruction in singing and the pianoforte from the court organist, Dr. Johann Schneider. Upon leaving the institution he devoted himself entirely to music, and after taking violin lessons from Herr Haus of Dessau, who was then living in Dresden, in his sixteenth year entered the Dresden Conservatorium of Music, where he diligently pursued his violin studies under Herr Franz Schubert. Bruckner’s growing inclination for singing and pianoforte caused him, about eighteen months later, to give up the violin, in order to devote himself entirely to the study of pianoforte-playing, singing, and composition. After receiving instruction from Carl Krebs (pianoforte), Julius Rietz (composition), and others, as well as making experiments in different branches of music, and diligently studying full scores and literature, Bruckner left the Conservatorium and began to compose industriously, at the same time giving private music lessons. In the latter years of his life he still studied singing with great success under the well-known master Herr Thiele, but continually increasing ill-health compelled him to abandon this passionately loved study. Rapid consumption brought the amiable and modest artist severe suffering, and ended his life at the age of 26, Oct. 7, 1871. The only compositions of Bruckner’s which have been published are songs; they are as follows:—op. 1, five songs from Schefell’s Trompet von Sakkingen (Leipzig, Kauth), op. 2, nine songs from the same poem, and seven songs from his posthumous works, selected and edited by Adolf Jensen (Dresden, Hoffarth).

BRÜLL, IGNAZ, pianist and composer, born Nov. 7, 1845, at Prossnitz in Moravia, received instruction from Epstein, Rohnatschka and Desoff. The first of these played a concerto by his young pupil in 1861, which brought the composer into notice. In the following year Brüll wrote an orchestral serenade which was performed at Stuttgart in 1864. He appeared as a pianist in Vienna (where his parents had lived since 1849) and undertook several concert tours, performing, among other things, his own compositions with the greatest success. From 1873 to 1878 he was engaged in teaching at one of the smaller institutions at Vienna. In the latter year he came to London, and played at no less than twenty concerts. By this time his operas, 'Das goldene Kreuz' (produced Dec. 22, 1875, at Berlin) had obtained such success in different parts of Germany that Mr. Rosa was warranted in producing it in London during the composer’s stay. It failed to produce any remarkable effect. His other operas are 'Die Bettler von Sarntal' (1864), 'Der Landfriede' (1877), 'Bianca' (1879), and 'Königin Mariette' (1883), besides which he has written a symphony op. 31, an overture 'Machbeth' op. 46, two pianoforte concertos, a violin concerto op. 41, a sonata for two pianos, a trio, and other works for piano and strings, besides pianoforte pieces and songs.
BRUNETTES. See vol. i. 325 b and iii. 583 b note 4.

BRUNI, A. B. Line 2 of article, for in read Feb. 2.

BRUSSELS CONSERVATOIRE. See Gevaert, and vol. ii. 426 a.

The organ mentioned in the note, built for Mr. Holmes, is now in the Albert Palace, Battersea Park. [See Organ, vol. ii. p. 507 b.] [W. de F.]

BRYNE, ALBERTUS, organist, born about 1631, received his musical education from John Tomkins, organist of St. Paul's. It was probably on the death of his master that Bryne obtained the same post, which he held until the Commonwealth. At the Restoration he was re-appointed, a petition having been presented to the King on his behalf. After the great fire he became organist of Westminster, a post which he probably retained until the appointment of Blow in 1669. He is said to have died in that year, but there is evidence to prove that he was organist and fourth fellow of Dulwich College from 1671 to 1677. A 'Mr. Bryan' who was appointed organist of Allhallow's Barking in 1676, with a salary of £18 per annum, may very possibly have been the same person.

'The Virgin's Pattern' (Life of Susanna Perrick), 1661, among the famous musicians of the time, mention is made of 'Albertus Bryne, that famous velvet-fingered organist.' A Morning and Evening Service by him are in many collections, and he wrote besides many sets of words for anthems, as well as dances, 'grounds,' etc. His name is variously spelt Bryan, Brian, and as above. (Dict. of Nat. Biog., etc.) [W.B.S.B.]

* BUCK, DUDLEY, born at Hartford, Connecticut, U.S., March 10, 1839, the son of a merchant, who intended him for a mercantile life. But the son, showing at an early age a taste for music, having in fact acquired a knowledge of the rudiments of the art with sufficient practical attainments to be able to play the accompaniments for the masses of Haydn and Mozart, the father, realising the extent of Dudley's gifts, spared nothing to cultivate and ripen them. Dudley's first lessons on the piano were given him by Mr. W. J. Baboock of Hartford, at the age of sixteen. Being employed as a substitute for the regular organist at St. John's Church, Hartford, he gave such satisfaction that he retained the position until his departure for Europe in 1858. Before leaving home he entered Trinity College, Hartford, where he remained three years. Four years were passed in Europe, eighteen months of which were spent at Leipzig, where he studied theory and composition under Hauptmann and Richter, orchestral and musical form under Rietz, and the piano under Flidly and Moscheles. Among his fellow pupils at the conservatory were Arthur Sullivan, J. F. Barnets, Walter Escha, and Carl Rosa. In order to increase his knowledge of Bach he then went to Schneider of Dresden. Rietz being called thither at the same time to direct the Royal Opera, Buck was enabled to continue his studies under him. A year was also spent at Paris. Returning to Hartford in 1862, he was appointed organist at the Park Church. His plans for seeking employment in a larger field were frustrated by the death of his mother in 1862. His father dying in 1867, Buck went to Chicago in 1868, where he held the position of organist at St. James's Church for three years, his reputation as a performer and composer steadily growing during this period. The great fire at Chicago, Oct. 9, 1871, destroyed his house, with a large library, including several important compositions in manuscript. Buck then removed to Boston, where he was appointed organist at St. Paul's Church and for the Music Hall, and subsequently at the Shawmut (Congregational) Church. In 1874 he went to New York, where he held the position of assistant conductor in Theodore Thomas's orchestra for one season. He also had charge of the music at St. Ann's Church, Brooklyn, until 1877, when he was appointed organist at the church of the Holy Trinity, Brooklyn; and this position he still holds (1887).

Buck's compositions embrace nearly every variety of music. They have been received with great favour by musicians of every grade, and are extensively played and sung throughout the Union. He is one of the first American composers, with high aims, who has met with anything like a proper recognition of his labours. At the time of his first publications—during his residence at Hartford, in 1856—the poverty concerning the lack of honour which a prophet receives in his own country applied with full force to aspiring musicians in the United States. The wide popularity which Buck's music enjoys is due to the fact that the strictness and thoroughness of his early training have not interfered with the play of his fancy or the freedom of his invention. His orchestral scores show him to be a master of the art of colouring as well as of form, and in all his compositions, vocal or instrumental, there is displayed a technical knowledge of the colour and resources of the natural or artificial means employed, combined with an artistic treatment, which has earned the warmest praise from the most critical judges.

The following is a list of Buck's published works:

- *Sole, Chorus, and Orchestra* —
  - Psalm xvi. (op. 26).
  - Easter Morning, Cantata (op. 21).
  - Festival Hymn, 'O Peace, on thine upspring pillars' (original words), for the Peace Jubilee, Boston, June 1875 (op. 37).
  - 'Legend of Don Musico,' Dramatic Cantata (original words) (op. 62).
  - 'Centennial Meditation of Columbia,' by appointment of U. S. Commission, Cantata, written for the opening of the Centennial Industrial Exhibition, Philadelphia, May 10, 1876; words by Sidney Lanier.
  - 'The Golden Legend,' in church Cantata, extracts from Longfellow's poem, prize composition at the Cincinnati Festival, June 1880.
  - 'The Light of Asia,' a cantata, on a text from Edwin Arnold's poem. (Novello, Ewer & Co., 1881.)
  - 'Columbus,' Cantata for male voices (original words, German and English).

* Copyright 1886 by F. H. Jewett.
BUCK.

Choral Music.—Two collections of motets, anthems, etc.: full services for the Protestant Episcopal Church.

Vocal Music.—Songs; part-songs for male and mixed voices; arias, duets, and recitatives, with piano, orchestra, and orchestral accompaniment.

Piano and Chamber Music.—Compositions for FP. solo and in conjunction with stringed and wind instruments.

Organ Music.—Sonatas, concert-pieces, variations, marches, transcriptions of overtures.

Educational.—Studies on pedal phrasing (op. 98); illustrations in choir accompaniment, with hints in registration.

His most important unpublished works are:

Deuseri; Operetta, three acts, words by W. A. Geddes; produced at the Lyceum Theatre, New York, October, 1896; "Marmion," Symphonic overture; Symphony, E (op. 70); Concertino for four horns and orchestra (op. 71); During Quinquies (op. 98 and 99).

Buck, Zachariah, Mus. D., born at Norwich, Sept. 9, 1798, became in 1807 a chorister of Norwich Cathedral under Dr. Beckwith, and continued such under his son and successor, John Charles Beckwith. On the breaking of his voice he became an articled pupil of the latter, and, on the expiration of his articles, his partner as a teacher. On the death of J. C. Beckwith in 1828, Buck was appointed his successor as organist and master of the choristers of the cathedral. The degree of Mus. D. was conferred upon him in 1835 by Dr. Sumner, Archbishop of Canterbury. He composed some church music, none remarkable for either quantity or quality; but although an indifferent player, and still more indifferent composer, he possessed an extra-ordiary faculty for training choir boys, and was also an able teacher of the organ. Many of his pupils obtained appointments as cathedral and college organists. He resigned his appointments in 1877, and died at Newport, Essex, Aug. 5, 1879.

BULLOW, VON. Add that he remained two years at Hanover, and was then appointed Hofmusikantintendant to the Duke of Meiningen. During the five years of his tenure of this post he did wonders with the orchestra, forming it into an unrivalled body of players. Since his resignation of this appointment, in Oct. 1885, he has directed various sets of concerts in Berlin, St. Petersburg, etc., and has employed his exceptional talents as a teacher in the Raff Conservatorium at Frankfurt, and in Kindworth's establishment in Berlin. He also conducted a Musical Festival at Glasgow in 1878. He has recently taken up his residence in Hamburg. [M.]

BURDE-NEY, JENNY, whose maiden name was Ney (said by Pougis to be a relative of Marshall Ney), was born Dec. 21, 1846, at Gratz. She was taught singing by her mother, herself a singer, and first appeared in opera at Olmütz (1847), afterwards at Prague, Lemberg, and Vienna (1850-53), and finally at Dresden. In the last-named city, where she first appeared Dec. 1853, as Valentine, she attained a great reputation as the successor of Schroeder-Durvaint, and was engaged there until her retirement from the stage about 1868, having in the meanwhile married, Jan. 31, 1855, Paul Bürde, an actor at the same theatre. In 1855-56 she was engaged at Berlin and at Munich, and in 1858 at the Lyceum. She first appeared April 19, '55, as Leonora (Fidelio), on the occasion of the state visit of Her Majesty and the Emperor and Empress of the French, on whose account no attention was paid to the singer. She repeated this part twice, but was very poorly received. Professor Morley remarked her performance with favour in his "Journal of a London Playgoer." On May 10, 1855, she was better received as Leonora on the production in England of "Trovatore," the only other part she played during her engagement. She also sang with some success at the Philharmonic. "It would be hard . . . to name a soprano voice more rich, more sweet, more even than hers. It was a voice better taught, too, than the generality of German voices—a voice delivered without force and inequality, with due regard to beauty of tone and grace in ornament. But the new language and accent hampered Madame Ney; and her powers as an actress here seemed to be only limited." (Chorley.) She died May 17, 1886. [A.C.]

BULL, JOHN. Line 2 of article, for about 1563 read 1562. (This date is proved by a portrait in the possession of Mr. Julian Marshall.) Line 18, for In read On Nov. 30. P. 252, l. 3, for In the same month read Two days before. Concerning Bull's residence abroad, it should be added that he went to Brussels and became one of the organists of the Chapel Royal under Géry de Ghersem. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) His name occurs in a list of persons to whom James I. ordered 'Gold chains, plates or medals' to be given, Dec. 31, 1606. (Devon's 'Issues of the Exchequer,' 1836, p. 301.) [M.]

BULL, OLE BORMANEN, a remarkable violin virtuoso, was born Feb. 5, 1810, at Bergen in Norway, where his father practised as a physician. Some members of the family, especially an uncle, were very musical, and at the frequent meetings held for quartet-playing, the boy became early familiar with the masterpieces of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Without having regular instruction he soon tried his hand at fingering. He made such progress as to enable him not only to take part in these domestic practices, but also to play first violin in the public orchestra. His first teacher was Paulsen, a Dane, and later on he received some instruction from a pupil of Baillet's, a Swede named Lundholm who had settled at Bergen. In the main, however, he was a self-taught player. His individuality was so strongly marked as to leave but little room for the direct influence of a teacher. He was himself a true son of the North, of athletic build and independent character; and the ruling passion of his life was the love he bore to his native land. The glorious scenery of the mountains and fjords of his home, the weird poetry of the Sagas of the North, took hold of his sensitive mind from early childhood and filled his imagination. They were reflected in his style of playing, and gave to it that originality and poetic charm by which he never failed to captivate Garden, and, no doubt, to the last attentively was a musical career, and, after having gone through the grammar school at Bergen, Ole
BULL.

Bull was sent to the university of Christiania to study theology. Very soon however we find him the conductor of a musical and dramatic society in that town. At this time political feeling ran high in Norway, and he appears to have taken some part in the agitation. At all events he suddenly left the country and went to Cassel to satisfy an ardent desire of seeing and hearing Spohr, for whose violin compositions he had a sincere admiration. Spohr appears to have behaved somewhat coldly to the rather eccentric and, to him, utterly unknown young enthusiast, and the latter left Cassel much disappointed. He made a short stay at Gottingen, where his boisterous manner involved him in a duel, and then returned to Norway, where he played with much success at public concerts in Bergen and Trondhjem. But it was not till he went to Paris in 1831 that his powers as an executant were fully developed. He failed to gain admission to the Conservatoire, but it was then that he first heard Paganini, and this constituted, as he himself used to declare, the turning-point of his life. Paganini's playing made an immense impression on him, and he threw himself with the utmost vigour into the pursuit of technical studies in order to emulate the feats performed by the great Italian virtuoso. Meanwhile his limited means were exhausted, and being too proud to ask for further assistance from his father, and failing to get an appointment in one of the orchestras, he fell into serious difficulties. According to one report he attempted in a fit of despair to commit suicide by throwing himself into the Seine; according to another he was attacked by a severe illness brought on by low living and mental anxiety. Fortunately at this time he came under the motherly care of a benevolent Parisian lady, who nursed him, and whose daughter he afterwards married. After his recovery he made his first appearance in Paris (April 13, 1832), assisted by Chopin and Ernst, and then started for Italy, where he created a perfect furore. From this time to the end of his life he continued travelling all over Europe and North America, taking now and then a summer's rest in his native country. He played first in London, May 21, 1836; at the Philharmonic, June 6, and during the next sixteen months he gave 374 concerts in England, Scotland, and Ireland. In 1843 he went to America for the first, and in 1879 for the fifth and last time. His success and popularity in the States were unbounded, and he began to amass a considerable fortune. He frequently revisited his native land, and made himself a beautiful home near Bergen. To the end of his life he retained a passionate love for the North and his countrymen; and, touched by the abject poverty of many of them, he conceived the idea of founding a Norwegian colony in the States. With a view to the execution of this scheme he acquired a large tract of land (125,000 acres), but, though he was not without natural shrewdness in business matters, he unfortunately fell into the hands of swindlers, who sold to him what was really the property of a third party. Bull was in consequence involved in a troublesome and expensive lawsuit, by which he lost a great part of his capital. But, nothing daunted, he resumed travelling and playing to replace what was lost. On Feb. 5, 1880, he celebrated his 70th birthday in America, and on Aug. 17 of the same year he died at his country seat in Norway, where his death was deplored as a national loss.

Ole Bull was a remarkable character and an artist of un doubted genius. All who heard him, or came in personal contact with him, agree that he was far from being an ordinary man. Tall, of athletic build, with large blue eyes and rich flaxen hair, he was the very type of the Norseman, and there was a certain something in his personal appearance and conversation which acted with almost magnetic power on those who approached him. The writer of this article has been assured by personal friends of Ole Bull that he was a teller of ghost-stories and other tales was simply irresistible to young and old, and their effect not unlike that of his violin-playing. At the same time it cannot be denied that we find in him unmistakable traits of charlatanism, such as when he seriously relates (see his Biography, by Sara Bull) that his 'Polacca guerriera' was 'first conceived while gazing alone at midnight on Mount Vesuvius flaming through the darkness,' or when he played the fiddle on the top of the great Pyramid. Spohr, who was by no means prepossessed in his favour, writes of him in his autobiography:—'His playing in chords and the certainty of his left hand are admirable, but, like Paganini, he sacrifices too many of the noble qualities of the violin to his tricks. His tone, on account of the thinness of the strings he uses, is bad; and owing to the use of an almost flat bridge he can, on the 2nd and 3rd strings, play in the lower positions only, and then only pleasing. Hence his performances, whenever he does not execute his tricks, are monotonous. We experienced this in his playing of some of Mozart's quartets. At the same time he plays with much feeling, if not with cultivated taste.'

This criticism, as far as it goes, no doubt is fair and correct; but it entirely ignores those peculiarities of Ole Bull's talent which constitute his claim to an eminent position among modern violinists, and explain his success. In the first place his technical proficiency was such as very few violinists have ever attained to. His playing in double-stoppings was perfect; his staccato, upwards and downwards, of the utmost brilliancy; and although he can hardly be considered a serious musician in the highest sense of the term, yet he played with warm and poetical, if somewhat sentimental, feeling. He has often been described as the 'flaxen-haired Paganini,' and, as we have seen, he was to a certain extent influenced by the great Italian. But his imitation hardly went beyond the reproduction of certain technicalities, such as an extensive use of harmonics, pizzicatos with the left hand, and
similar effects. In every other respect the style of the two men was as different as the colour of their hair. While Paganini’s manner reflected his passionate Southern nature to such an extent that his hearers felt as under the spell of a demon, Ole Bull transferred his audience to the dreamy moonlit regions of the North. It is this power of conveying a highly poetical charm—a power which is absolutely beyond any mere trickster or ordinary performer—that redeems him from the reproach of charlatanism. His rendering of Scandinavian airs never failed to charm and move, and his toours de force, if they raised the smile of the musician, invariably carried away his audience. He appears to have been conscious of his inability to do justice to serious music—at least he never, with the exception of one or two movements of Paganini, played anything but his own compositions. His private rendering of quartets is said to have proved the wisdom of this self-imposed restraint.

He used on his violin an almost flat bridge, an arrangement which enabled him to produce beautiful effects by the playing of chords and passages in four parts, which had the obvious disadvantages already mentioned. His bow was of unusual length and weight, such as no man of smaller stature and strength could effectually or comfortably wield.

Three only of his numerous compositions appear to have been published: a set of 'Variazioni di bravura,' 'La Preghera d’un’infanta,' and a 'Notturno.' The rest consisted of concertos and other solo pieces, of which a 'Polacco guerriero' appears to have been his chanson de bataille. The titles of others, such as 'The Niagara,' 'Solitude of the Prairies,' 'To the memory of Washington,' betray their American origin.

The dates and main facts contained in this article are taken from the biography of Ole Bull by his second wife, Sara C. Bull. [P.D.]

BUNN, ALFRED. Add that the date of his birth was probably April 8, 1796 or 1797. In 1826 he was manager of the Birmingham Theatre, and in 1833 held the same post at Drury Lane and Lamb’s. He was declared a bankrupt on Dec. 17, 1840. In later life he became a Roman Catholic, and died of apoplexy at Boulogne, Dec. 20, 1860. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) Lines 3-4 from end of article, for Long before his career as manager had come to an end read 1840. [See also DRURY LANE.]

BUONONCI. See vol. i. p. 649, note, and add a reference to ARIOSTI.

BURANELLO. See GALUPPI, vol. i. p. 579.

BÜRGMÜLLER. Fr. See vol. ii. p. 729 b, where the date of his birth should be corrected to 1806. Add a reference to FLOW and LADY HENRIETTA.

BURLINGTON, CHARLES. Line 2 of article, for 7 read 12. Add that he wrote the music for Thomson’s ‘Alfred,’ produced at Drury Lane, March 30, 1745, and that in 1747 he published six sonatas for two violins and bass. Shortly afterwards Fulke Greville paid Alone £200 to cancel his articles, and took Burlington to live with him. In 1749 he married Miss Esther Sleep, who died in 1761. Eight years after her death he married Mrs. Susan Allen of Lynn. In 1759 he wrote an Ode for St. Cecilia’s Day which was produced at Ranelagh Gardens. In 1806 Fox gave him a pension of £500, and in the following year he had a paralytic stroke. His appointment to Chelsea Hospital was given him by Burke in 1783. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

The following is a catalogue of the music extracts in his 'History of Music':—

Vol. I. contains no musical example of consequences.

VOL. II.

Rondeau on the death of Richard I. from the Provençal
Prologue to the Paraphrase of the Epistle for St. Stephen’s Day
Plain Song for the Feast of St. John the Evangelist

Chanson de Roland

Two Chansons of the Château de Conwy
Chansons du Roman d’Alexandre
Chanson de Germain par la manière

Old French song (fragment): ‘Faus semblant’
Hymn—‘Alio Trinitas beata’
Song on the victory obtained at Agincourt

‘Sumere iuvenum in’
Canzona of Orlando

Canzone in epilologia by Okenheim
La Deploration de Jehan Gutenhein, by Joosquin des Frêres
Two canons from Joosquin’s Missa sine nomine,
Trio ‘Festum sunt’ from Joosquin’s Missa ‘Thomass armes’
Cassone from Joosquin’s Mass ‘Fay_en regres’
Benedictus from Do.

Miserere,
‘Nurrs Joan terrar maximis’ (monody on Joosquin’s death): Benedix
‘Animus maiestatis’
‘De testimoniali’ Do.
Benedictus a 5. P. de la Rue
Crucifixus a 5. A. Brumel.

Kyrie a 4. Anthony Fertin
Et visita
Do.

Quoniam pulera es’ (Motetti della Corona, lib. III. no. 12. Montuosi)

Yeours contreterifiant: Wm. Newark

‘My woful hart’—Sherrynham
‘That was my man’—J. Fayrfax

‘Alas, it is!’—Edmund Turges

‘From translatart,’—Taverner

‘Quo tuilla de’ mass ‘O Michael,’—Taverner

Do. Do. mass ‘Albanaus.’—Fayrfax

Quoniam from ‘Do.

‘Gloria’ from another mass by Fayrfax

‘Everlasting’—John Shepard

‘Et in terra paz.’ from mass ‘Euge bone’—Tye

Requiem airs of Magdalen; Robert John Scott

Song, ‘Enforced by love and fear,’—Robert Parsons

VOL. III.

‘Hears the Voyce and Prayer,’—Tallis

Pa xerxalis—Gardner

Easter Hymn—Jesus Christus unser Heiland

‘Ein veni burs’

Hymn—‘Es woll uns Gnot’—Tallis

Pa. o. harmonizd by Claude Lajeunes

Erhalt uns Herr

Four-part song, ‘In deep distress’—Mundy

Anthem, ‘Lord, who shall dwell?—Robert White

Salve Rumbld from ‘Cantiones Sacrae’—Tallis

Motet, ‘Dereliquit’—Tallis

The Graces’ Whistle, W. Bird

‘O Lord my God’—Do.

‘My mind to me a kingdom is’—Do.

Chanson, ‘Dーズ mine eyes’—T. Morley

Do. ‘See, see, mine own sweet Jesus’—Do.

Dr. Bull’s difficult passages, from Virginal Book

Dr. Bull’s Jewell

Alman by Robert Thomson

Fortune, set by Bird for the Virginal

My stokes feed not’—Weelkes

‘Thou God of Right,’ John Milton (Sir William Leighton’s)

‘Tears in a sentimental”

‘An heart that’s broken’—Dowland

‘I shall, I shame, I wane’—Do.

‘Airs, ’Like Hermit poor’ and ‘Sings we them’—A. Ferrabosco

Canon—‘Veni Creator’—Zarlino

Deposui sobriit magnificat in second Tota.—Palestrina

‘Bucill eur’ from Do. Pietro Postulo

Miserere—Animaducto
BUDDY, THOMAS. Add month of birth, December. In the summer of 1769 he sang at Versailles at a salary of ten guineas a week, and about 1786 was elected organist of St. Mary's, Newington. The oratorio called 'The Prophecy' had been written much earlier than 1799; it was a setting of Pope's 'Messiah'. Line 15 of article, 'for next read' had previously. 'Joanna' was produced at Covent Garden in January 1800. To the list of melodramas add 'The Fair Fugitive', 1803. Line 20, 'for in April read on May 28. Line 23, 'for Day read Age. Line 24, for 1786 read 1785.'

BUXTEHUDE, DIETRICH. P. 286, line 6 from bottom, add a reference to English translation of Spitta's 'Bach', i. 258 et seq. P. 286b, l. 23, add reference to the same, i. 253, note 107.

BYFIELD, JOHN, organ-builder. See HARRIS & BYFIELD, vol. i. p. 593, and ii. p. 596; also BYFIELD, JORDAN & BRIDGES below. [V. de P.]

BYFIELD, JOHN, jun., organ-builder. Nothing is known of his biography except that he died in 1774. The works of the two Byfields pass current under one head; but Dr. Rimbault is able to quote eighteen instruments (from 1750 to 1771) as made by the younger Byfield. The last six of these were built conjointly with Green. [See GREEN, vol. i. p. 624.] [V. de P.]

BYFIELD, JORDAN & BRIDGES, conjointly. Many new organs were required for the new churches built at the beginning of the 18th century, and many important persons were induced to become organ-builders. To prevent the sad consequences likely to follow, these three eminent artists formed a coalition to build organs at a very moderate charge, amongst which may be cited those of Great Yarmouth Church (1733) and of St. George's Chapel in the same town (1740). [See also each of these names.] [V. de P.]

BYRD, WILLIAM, is generally said to have been the son of Thomas Byrd, a member of the Chapels Royal of Edward VI. and Mary; but this statement is purely conjectural, the only evidence upon which it rests—viz. that Byrd's second son was named Thomas, as it was supposed, after his grandfather—having been disproved by the recent discovery that he was named after his godfather Thomas Tallis. The date (1538) usually given as that of his birth is conjectured from a statement in the senior chorister in St. Paul's Cathedral in 1582, when his name was alleged to appear in a petition of the choristers for the restoration of certain benefactions to which they were entitled. This petition cannot be found among the public records of the year, though documents relating to the restoration of the payments in question are in existence, and in these William Byrd's name does not occur, though two other choristers, named John and Simon Byrd, are mentioned. It seems most likely that the composer was a native of Lincoln, where a Henry Byrde, formerly mayor of Newcastle, died on July 13, 1512, and was buried in the Cathedral. According to Anthony à Wood, William Byrd was 'bred up to musick under Thomas Tallis,' but the first authentic fact in his biography is his appointment as organist of Lincoln Cathedral, which took place probably about 1553. He remained at Lincoln for some years, but no trace of his residence there has been found in the Chapter Records, except the appointment of his successor.
The recreation of all such as delight in Musicke.' This work was published by Thomas Easte, 'the assigne of W. Byrd,' in 1588. In Rimbault's untrustworthy Bibliotheca Madrigaliana an undated edition is mentioned, which may be the same as one mentioned in the Stationers' Register as being in print on Nov. 6, 1687. The 'Songs of Sadnes' are dedicated to Sir Christopher Hatton; prefixed are the following quaint 'Reasons briefly set downe by th' auctour, to persuade evry one to lerne to sing':—

First, it is a knowledge easely taught, and quickly learned, where there is a good Master, and an apt Scooler.

2. The exercise of singing is delightfull to Nature, and good to preserve the health of Man.

3. It doth strengthen all parts of the brest, and doth open the pipes.

4. It is a singular good remedy for a stitting and staming in the speech.

5. It is the best means to procure a perfect pronunciation, and to make a good Orator.

6. It is the only way to know where Nature hath bestowed the benefit of a good voice— which gift is so rare, as there is not one among a thousand, that hath it, and in many, that excellently sing, because they want Art to express Nature.

7. There is not any Musick of Instruments whatsoever, comparable to that which is made of the voyces of Men, where the voyces are good, and the same well sorted and well dedicated to the Queen.

8. The better the voyces is, the meetter it is to honour and serve God there-with: and the voyce of man is chiefly to be imploied to that ende.

Since singing is so good a thing, I wish all men would lerne to sing.

At the end of 1588 Byrd contributed two madrigals to the first book of Nicholas Yonge's 'Musica Transalpina,' and in the following year published two more works. The first of these, 'Songs of Sundrie Natures, some of grauitie, and others of mirth, fit for all companies and voyces,' was dedicated to Sir Henry Cary, Lord Hunsdon, and was published by Thomas Easte; a second edition was issued by Easte's widow, Lucretia, in 1610. The second, 'Liber Primus Sacrarum Cantionum quique vocum,' was dedicated to the Earl of Worcester. It was published by Easte on Oct. 25. In 1590 Byrd contributed two settings of 'This sweet and merry month of May' to Thomas Watson's 'First Sett of Italian Madrigals Englished,' and on Nov. 4, 1591, he published the 'Liber Secundus Sacrarum Cantionum,' dedicated to Lord Lumley. During this period of his life Byrd wrote a very large amount of music for the virginals, many manuscript collections of which are still extant. One of the most important of these is the volume1 transcribed for the use of Lady Nevill by John Baldwin of Windsor, which consists entirely of Byrd's compositions. This manuscript was finished in 1591, and furnishes evidence of the reputation which the composer enjoyed at this time. Baldwin quaintly wrote against Byrd's name at the end of the 17th piece, 'Mr. W. Birde. Homo memorabilis.' The great esteem in which he was held as a musician must have been the reason why he continued, though a Catholic, to hold his appointment in the Chapel Royal, where for some time he had acted as organist. Probably prior to the year 1598 he had obtained from the crown

---

1 See vol. iv. p. 108.

a lease for three lives of Stondon Place, an estate in Essex, which had been sequestrated from one William Shelley, who was committed to the Fleet for taking part in an alleged Popish plot. Shelley died about 1601, and in 1606 his heir paid a large sum of money for the restoration of his lands, whereupon his widow attempted to regain possession of Stndon, which formed part of her jointure. But Byrd was still under the protection of the Court, and James I. ordered Mrs. Shelley to allow him to enjoy quiet possession of the property. In spite of this, on Oct. 27, 1608, Mrs. Shelley presented a petition to the Earl of Salisbury, praying for the restoration of Stndon, and setting forth eight grievances against the composer. From these it seems that Byrd went to law in order to compel her to ratify the crown lease, but being unsuccessful he combined with the individuals who held her other jointure lands to enter into litigation with her, and when all these disputes had been settled, and finally 'one Petiver' submitted, 'the said Bird did give him vile and bitter words,' and when told that he had no right to the property, declared 'that he should be held by right, he would hold it by might'; that he had cut down much timber, and for six years had paid no rent. Probably Mrs. Shelley died soon after this, for both Byrd's son and grandson retained possession of the estate. This glimpse of the composer's private life does not present him in a very amiable character, but the most curious part of the matter is that while he was actually in the possession, under a crown lease, of lands confiscated from a Catholic recusant, and also held an appointment in the Protestant Chapel Royal, both he and his family were undoubtedly Catholics, and as such were not only regularly presented in the Archidiaconal Court of Essex from 1605 to 1612, and probably later, but since the year 1598 had been excommunicated by the same ecclesiastical body. A modus vivendi under these circumstances must have been rather difficult, and Byrd can only have remained secure from more disastrous consequences by the protection of powerful friends. To this he evidently alludes in the dedication to the Earl of Northampton of the first book of his 'Gradualia,' in which he says, 'Te habui... in afflictis familie meae rebus benigne patrocinium.' In 1600 some of Byrd's virginal music was published in 'Parthenia.'

Morley, in his 'Introduction' (ed. 1597, p. 115), mentions how Byrd, 'never without reverence to be named of the musicians,' and Alfonso Ferrabosco the elder, had a friendly contention, each setting a plainsong forty different ways. It was no doubt this work which was published on Oct. 15, 1603, by Easte, under the following title: 'Medulla Musicke. Sucked out of the sappe of Two [of] the most famous Musitians that ever were in this land, namely Master Wylliam Byrd... and Master Alfonso Ferabosco... either of whom having made 40th several waies (without contention), showing most rare and intricate skill in 2 parties in one upon the playne songe "Miserere." The which at the request of a friend is most plainly sett in several distinct partes to be sunge (with more ease and understanding of the lese skillfully), by Master Thomas Robinson, etc.' Unfortunately no copy of this work is known to be extant, and the existence of it was only revealed by the publication of the entry in the Stationers' Registers. In 1607 appeared the first and second books of the 'Gradualia,' a complete collection of motets for the ecclesiastical year of the Catholic Church, including (in the first book) a setting for three voices of the words allotted to the crowd in the Passion according to St. John. The first book is dedicated to the Earl of Northampton; the second to Lord Petræ. A second edition of both books appeared in 1610. In 1611 was issued 'Psalmes, Songs, and Sonnets; some solemn and others joyful, framed to the life of the Words: Fit for Voyces or Viols, etc.' This was dedicated to the Earl of Cumberland, and contains a quainst address 'to all true lovers of Musicke,' in which, after commending 'these my last labours,' he proceeds: 'Onely this I desire; that you will be but as carefull to heare them well expressed, as I have beeene both in the Composing and correcting of them. Otherwise the best Song that eter was made will seeme harsh and unpleasant, for that the well expressing of them, either by Voyces, or Instruments, is the life of our labours, which is seldome or never well performed at the first singing or playing. Besides a song that is well and artificially made cannot be well perceived nor vnderstood at the first hearing, but the ofter you shall heare it, the better cause of liking you will discouer: and commonly that Song is best esteemed with which our ears are best acquainted.' In 1614 Byrd contributed four anthems to Sir William Leighton's 'Teares or Lamentations of a Sorrowfull Soule.' These were his last published composition. He died, probably at Stndon, on July 4, 1623, his death being recorded in the Chapel Royal Chequed Book as that of a 'Father of Musicke,' a title which referr both to his great age and to the veneration with which he was regarded by his contemporaries. In addition to the works of Byrd's which have been already mentioned, he wrote three masses for 3, 4, and 5 voices respectively. These were all printed, but copies of the first and second have disappeared, and only a single copy of the third 1 is known to exist. Printed copies of the two first can be traced down to the sale of Bartleman's Library in 1822, since when they have vanished, though the mass for three voices is fortunately preserved in MS copies in Immyne's handwriting recently found in the British Museum 2 and Fitzwilliam Libraries. It has always been assumed that Byrd's masses must have been written during the reign of Queen Mary, when he was a boy, but the fact that he remained all his life a Catholic and continued to compose music for the Catholic ritual renders the assumption extremely improbable, especially since the two extant masses themselves show

1 British Museum, K. 2, A. 9. 2 Add Ms. 29, 293. A.
no trace of boyish immaturity, but rather belong to the composer’s best works. They were probably printed (without title-pages) in 1588: the type of the mass for five voices being that which Exone used when he began to print music as Byrd’s assignee in this year. The initial-letters are the same as those used in Yonge’s Musica Transalpina (1588). Byrd’s arms (Visitatio of Essex, Harl. Soc. vol. xiii.) were ‘three stages’ heads cabossed, a canton ermine.’ He had five children:—(1) Christopher, who married Catherine, daughter of Thomas Moore, of Bamborough, Yorkshire, and had a son named Thomas, who was living at Stondon Place in 1634; (2) Thomas, a musician, who acted as deputy to John Bull at Gresham College—in 1634 he was living in Drury Lane; (3) Elizabeth, who married first, John Jackson, and second,—Burdett; (4) Rachel, who married Edward Bigge; and (5) Mary, who married Thomas Hennibridge.

Many MS. compositions by Byrd are still extant. The British Museum contains the largest number, including some autographs, but others are preserved in the collections of Her Majesty the Queen, the Marquess of Abbergevanny, Christchurch (Oxford), Peterhouse (Cambridge), and the Bodleian, Lambeth Palace and Fitzwilliam Museum Libraries.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that the statement that Byrd and members of his family lived ‘at the end of the 16th century’ in the parish of St. Helen’s, Bishopsgate, is inaccurate. The Byrds who lived there belonged to another family, and were probably not even relatives of the composer’s.

[W.B.S.]

---

C.

P. 289 a, 6-7 lines from bottom, for the line on which the clef mark stands, read the line enclosed by the horizontal lines in the clef mark.

CABEL, Mme. Correct the existing article by the following:— Her name was properly Cabu; she studied at the Conservatoire in 1848-9, and in the latter year made her début at the Opéra Comique, with little effect, in ‘Val d’Andorre’ and ‘Les Mousquetaires de la Reine.’ She was next engaged at Brussels for three years, and obtained a great success. After performances at Lyons and Strasbourg she was engaged at the Lyrique, Paris, for three years, and made her first appearance Oct. 6, ’53, as Toinoon, on production of ‘Le Bijou Perdu’ (Adam). She also appeared in newer operas, viz. ‘Le Promise’ (Clapison), Mar. 16, ’54, and ‘Jaugarita l’Indienne’ (Halévy), May 14, ’55. In 1854 she came to England with the Lyrique company. She first appeared on June 7 in ‘Le Bijou,’ and made a great success in the ‘Promise,’ ‘Fille du Régiment,’ and ‘Sirène,’ in spite of the inferior support given by the above company. On Feb. 23, ’56, she reappeared at the Opéra Comique on the production of ‘Manon Lescaut’ (Auber), and remained there until 1861, her best new parts being Catherine, on the revival of ‘L’Etoile du Nord’; and April 4, ’59, as Dinorah on the production of ‘Le Pardon de Pléneuf.’ In 1860 she played the Figlia, etc., as described in vol. i., renewed her successes in revivals of ‘Le Bijou,’ ‘Jaguarita,’ and appeared probably on the production of ‘La Chartreuse merveilleuse’ (Grisaar), March 18, ’62. In 1861 she was again at the Lyrique, and on March 31, ’63, played in ‘Coel fan Tutte,’ with a new libretto adapted to ‘Love’s Labour’s Lost.’ From 1865-70 she was again at the Opéra Comique,

1 Mme. Vandenhewel, then Caroline Duprez, daughter of the tenor, was the heroine of its production, not Mme. Cabel, as stated in vol. i.
CAGNONI.

Milan Conservatorio in 1842, remaining there until 1847. Two operas of small calibre were performed in the theatre connected with the establishment, but his first essay before the public was with "Don Bucofalo," given at the Teatro Rè in Milan in 1847. This opera baffles, although it has kept the stage in Italy, has never attained success outside its own country; it was only given at the Italians in Paris, but very coldly received. His successive operas have not been received with uniform favour, though several, especially among his later works, have been attended by good fortune. Between 1856 and 1863 he held the post of maestro di capella at Vigevano, and while there devoted himself entirely to religious music. The following is a complete list of his operas:—"Rosalia di San Miniat" (1843); "I due Savoijardi" (1846); "Don Bucofalo" (1847); "Il Tarantella di Figaro" (1848); "Amori e Trappole" (1850); "La Valle d'Andorra" (1854); "Giralda" (1856); "La Fioralta" (1857); "La Figlia di don Laborio" (1858); "Il Vecchio della Montagna" (1863); "Michele Perrin" (1864); "Claudia" (1865); "La Tombola" (1869); "Un Capriccio di Donna" (1870); "Papa Martin" (1871), produced by Cari Rosa at the Lyceum in 1875 as "The Porter of Havre"; "Il Duca di Tispilliono" (1874); "Francesco da Rimini" (1878). In that year he retired to Novara, where he became maestro di cappella in the cathedral, and director of the Istituto musicale. He has since produced nothing but sacred music. Two motets, "Inveni David" and "Ave Maria," were published in 1886. In February of that year Cagnoni was made a commander of the order of the Corona. He is at present (1886) maestro di cappella at Santa Maria Maggiore in Bergamo.

CALAH, John. Add that in 1781-1785 he was organist of the parish church and master of the school at Newark upon-Trent. Correct the date of his death to Aug. 5.

CALASCIONE. Last line but one of article, for Cola read Colas.

CALDARA. Line 9 of article, correct date of death to Aug. 28, 1763, on the authority of Palocchi and Riemann.

CALLCOTT, John Wall. Add that in 1780 he wrote a play performed at Mr. Young's school. P. 298, l. 14, for In the latter year read About 1782; and add that he occasionally played the oboe in the orchestra of the Academy of Ancient Music. P. 298, l. 37, for 1801 read 1795; and add that the band was formed, as stated, in the former year. Line 41, for appointed to succeed Dr. Crotch as lecturer on music, read appointed in 1807 to lecture on German music; and compare Crotch in vol. i. and in Appendix. For date of death read May 23, and add that it took place at Bristol, though he was buried at Kensington. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) Add the dates of William Hutchins Callcott, 1807-Aug. 4, 1882.

CALVARY. The performance at the Norwich Festival was not the first, as the work had been given in the Hanover Square Rooms by the Vocal Society, under Mr. Edward Taylor, March 27, 1837.


CAMBINI. Add day of birth, Feb. 13.

CAMBRIDGE QUARTERS. The most frequent application in our own country of the principle of Carillons is in the short musical phrases which are used to mark the divisions of the hour. Among these the quarter-chimes of Cambridge or Westminster, and those of Doncaster have become most famous. There is an interesting account of the origin of the Cambridge or Westminster chimes. It is said that Dr. Jowett, Regius Professor of Law, was consulted by the University authorities on the subject of chimes for the clock of St. Mary's, Cambridge, and that he took a pupil of the Regius Professor of Music into his confidence. The pupil, who was no other than the afterwards famous Dr. Crotch, took the fifth bar of the opening symphony of Handel's 'I know that my Redeemer liveth,' and expanded it into the musical chime, which is as follows—

First quarter. Second quarter.

Third quarter. Hour.

The old 'Whittington' chimes, famous at one time in London have apparently become old-fashioned and out of date.

The chimes of the Royal Exchange (London) present the Cambridge arrangement; but with this difference, that bar 2 of the second quarter, and bar 2 of the third quarter, are transposed. It is generally considered that the old arrangement is best.

The Doncaster and Fredericton chimes are arranged to come in upon a set or ring of eight bells, whereas the Cambridge or Royal Exchange chimes need a set or part of a set of ten bells, and as so many churches have an octave of ringing bells the Doncaster arrangement has many advantages for the more general adoption, being arranged thus—

First quarter. Second quarter.
CAMBRIDGE. Line 1 of article, for about read in. Add that John Camidge received his early education from Naes, and that he afterwards went to London, where he studied under Dr. Greene and took some lessons from Handel. Line 4, for until his death April 25, read until Nov. 11, 1799. He died April 25. Line 5, for forty-seven read forty-two. Line 7, for 1764 read 1758. Line 9, for death read resignation; and l. 10, for 1803 read 1799. Line 14, for he died, etc., read He resigned Oct. 8, 1842, and died, etc. Line 15, for So read 86. Add date of birth of his son John, 1790. Line 20, for the death of his father in 1844 read the resignation of his father in 1842. Bottom line, for the sentence beginning Early in 1859 read In Nov. 1848 he became paralysed while playing evening service, and never recovered sufficiently to undertake the duty again. He died Sept. 21, 1859. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

CAMPANA, Fabio, born 1815, at Bologna, and received his musical education there at the Liceo. In early life he produced several operas with more or less ill-success, according to Félibien, viz. ' Caterina di Guise,' Leghorn, 1838; another (name not given by Félibien), at Venice, 1841; ' Jannina d'Ornano,' Florence, 1842; ' Lidia di Francia,' Rome, '44;' and ' Giulio d'Este,' at Milan, in or about '50. He then settled in London, where he was well known as a teacher of singing, and a composer, principally of Italian songs, some of which were successful. He composed two other operas, viz. ' Almina,' produced at Her Majesty's, April 26, '60, with Piccolomini [see Piccolomini], and ' Esmeralda,' produced at St. Petersbrough, Dec. 20, '69, and at Covent Garden Theatre, June 14, '70, with Patti as heroine, afterwards produced through his instrumentality at Hamburg, in '72. Signor Campana died in London, Feb. 2, 1882. [A.C.]

CAMPANINI, Italo, born June 29, 1846, at Parma, received instruction in singing there at the Conservatorio, and later from Lamperti of Milan. He first attracted public attention in 1871, on the production in Italy of 'Lohegrina' at Bologna under Angelo Mariani. On May 4, 1872, he first appeared in England at Drury Lane as Gennaro in ' Lucrezia,' with such success that hopes were entertained that a successor of Mario and Giugni had been found. From that time until '83, he sang every year in opera both there and (from 1887) at Her Majesty's. He did not fulfil his early promise, but he still obtained considerable popularity as a hard-working and extremely zealous artist. In addition to the usual repertory for tenors, he played Kenneth on the production of Balfe's 'Talisman,' June 11, 1874; Don José on the production of ' Carmen,' June 22, '78; Radames ('Aida') first time at Her Majesty's, June 19, '79, and Faust on production in England of Balfe's 'Messtzole,' July 6, '80. He had played the same part Oct. 4, '75 on the occasion of the successful reproduction of that opera at Bologna. He sang also at St. Petersbrough, Moscow, and later in America under Mapleson with great effect. We believe he has now retired from public life. He was present at the production of ' Otello ' at Milan as correspondent for an American paper. [A.C.]

CAMPANOLOGY. Refer to CAMBRIDGE, CHIMES, in Appendix.

CAMPBELL, Alexander. Add that he was born in 1764 at Tombs, Loch Lurnaig, and that he and his brother John were pupils of Tenducci. Not long after the publication of his songs, he abandoned music and took to medicine, but subsequently fell into great poverty, and died May 15, 1824. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

CAMPENHOUt, Frangois Van. Correct date of birth to Feb. 5, 1779, and add day of death, April 14.

Campion. Add that he published his ' Poemata ' in 1595. Line 8 of article, for 1746 read Hay. Line 11, the date of publication of the first two books is probably 1613, as the second contains a song apparently lamenting the death of Prince Henry. Line 16, Books 3 and 4 should probably be dated 1617, as they are dedicated to Sir Thomas Monson, who was implicated in the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury, and pardoned Feb. 22, 1617. Campion alludes to the clouds that later overcast Monson's ' fortune being dispers'd.' The lines to his patron's son, John Monson, also show that the publication must have been about this year. [W.B.S.]

CAMPORESE. For the last line of article read She died at Rome, 1839.

CAMPA, Andre, born Dec. 4, 1660, at Aix, in Provence, and educated in music by G. Poitezin. He gave little promise of distinction until his sixteenth year, when his talent made a sudden stride; and a motet, ' Deus noster refugium et virtus,' then composed by him, was so full of scholarly and contrapuntal writing, that his master predicted his future eminence. As early as 1679, Campa was selected to fill the place of maître de musique in the cathedral of Toulon, where he remained until his removal to Paris in 1694. His first post was the directorship of the music at the church of the College of the Jesuits; and from this he was soon promoted to the directorship at Notre Dame. His reputation as a composer would appear to have been already established, for we are told that crowds went to hear his motets at great church festivals; but while thus employed, Campa was also studying the dramatic works of Lully and Cambert, and discovering where his own special talent lay. In 1697 he produced his first opera, ' L'Europe galante,' and this was followed in 1699 by an operatic ballet called ' Le Carnaval de Venise,' but both these compositions appeared in his
CAMPIA.

brother's name. He was deterred from publishing them in his own name by fear of losing his valuable ecclesiastical appointment. In 1700, however, he decided to abandon the church for the stage. Indeed he may have been constrained to do so, because we learn from a popular rhyme of the day—

Quand notre archevêque sauva
L'auteur du nouvel opéra
M. Campra décampa,
Allez, allez.

that the true authorship of his operas had ceased to be a secret. 'Hésione,' the first opera produced under his own name, appeared in 1700; and thenceforth for forty years his works held the stage with ever-growing popularity. His last opera, 'Les Noces de Vénus,' came out in 1740. Honours and emoluments were freely bestowed on him: by a patent dated Dec. 15, 1718, the King granted him a pension of 500 livres, 'in recognition of his merits as a dramatic composer, and as an incentive to continued composition for the Académie Royale de Musique.' In 1722 he was given the title of composer and director of Music to the Prince de Conti, and in the same year he was nominated maître de chapelle to the King, as well as director of the pages at the Chapelle Royale. This last appointment he held until his death at Versailles on June 29, 1744.

Campra's historic place in the French opera was between two composers whose eminence transcended his own; he followed Lully and preceded Rameau, but his inferiority to them should not make us overlook his marked superiority to his own contemporaries, such as Colasse and Destouches. Indeed Campra's operas are the only ones besides those of Lully which kept their place on the stage during the first half of the 18th century. In the opera of 'Tancrède,' Campra rises to a very high level; it is a work full of warmth and life and genuine feeling, which was popular from its first appearance in 1703 until its last performance in 1764. Still it must be owned that Campra failed to contribute to the progressive development of the French opera, and his failure may be ascribed in part to want of originality, but even more to an excessive deference to the taste and fancies of the public. It was a time when the so-called spectacles coups—i.e., performances in one evening of favourite acts or scenes from different operas—were in special vogue, and to Antoine Danchet, the librettist of 'Hésione' and several other operas of Campra's, is assigned the dubious distinction of having popularised this fragmentary kind of dramatic representation. Campra himself, with his 'L'Europe galante,' was one of the first composers to enter upon this debased path of art; and as a perfect type of his work in this category, we may mention the operatic ballet called 'Les Fêtes Vénitiennes,' which has been described as a lyrical kaleidoscope.

Fétis gives the following list of his works:—

'L'Europe Galante,' 1697 (with some pieces by Destouches); 'Carnevial de Venise,' 1698; 'Hésione,' 1700; 'Aréthuse,' 1701; 'Fragment de Luili,' Sept. 1701; 'Tancrède,' Nov. 1701; 'Les Muses,' 1702; 'Iphigenie en Tauride,' May 1704 (with Desmaurais); 'Témédae,' Nov. 1704; 'Alcina,' 1705; 'Le Triomphe de l'Amour,' Sept. 1706; 'Hippodamie;' 1707; 'Les Fêtes Vénitiennes,' 1710; an act of 'Le onde et Petrarque,' Dec. 1711; 'Idoménée,' 1712; 'Les Amours de Mars et de Vénus,' 1712; 'Télémaque,' 1712; 'Casimire,' 1717; 'Les Ares,' 1718; 'Ambrosie et Déméter,' 1726; several acts of 'Ilione et Bacchus,' Oct. 1729.

Besides these works, Campra wrote also:—

'Vénus,' 1698; 'Le destin du nouveau siècle,' a divertissement for the Cour,' Sept. 1700; 'Les Fêtes de l'île Adam,' divertissement for the Cour,' 1723; 'Les Muses rassemblées par l'Amour,' 1724; 'Le Génie de la Bourgogne,' divertissement for the Cour,' 1726; 'Les Noces de Vénus, a score written in 1740, at the age of 80, as well as three books of cantatas, and five books of motets. The once celebrated air 'La Forstemberg' was also by him.

In the preface to his 'Cantates François' (dated 1708) Campra states that he has attempted to combine the characteristics of the French and Italian schools, and that the attention paid by him to the latter school is clearly indicated by the use of the orchestra and the more expressive treatment of the words, especially in the later collections, dated respectively 1714 and 1718. In his motets he paid special heed to the solo voice, and emancipated it from the mere declamatory phrases so prevalent in Lully's time. It is noteworthy also that Campra was the first composer who obtained permission to use other instruments besides the organ in church music; and his indications of the different instruments employed give proof of his acquaintance with them, although his study of orchestral colouring may have been very slight. Among the more beautiful of his motets is the last of the 3rd book: its brilliant and effective passages for the solo voice, and expression marks, such as affecttoso, etc., are tokens of its thoroughly Italian character. These works furnish us with the best criterion of Campra's merits as a cultivated musician, although his operas chiefly established his popular fame.

(See also A. Pougin's study of Campra and his works, which appeared in the Mémoires, Series 47, No. 15.)

[.A.H.W.

CANTABILE. See vol. i. p. 426.

CANTATA. P. 305 a, 1. 3—4 from bottom. The number of cantatas published by the Bach-Gesellschaft up to the present year (1888) is 170. See BACH-GESSELLSCHAFT and KIRCHENCANTATEN in Appendix.

CANTERBURY PILGRIMS, OR. Opera in three acts; written by Gilbert à Beckett, music by C. Villiers Stanford. Composed for, and produced by, the Carl Rosa company. Drury Lane, April 28, 1884.

[A.M.]
CANTILENA.—a stately, little song. This term was formerly applied to the upper or solo part of a madrigal; also to a small cantata or any short piece for one voice. At the present time the term is employed in instrumental music to denote a flowing melodious phrase of a vocal character; or, to indicate the smooth rendering of slow expressive passages. It is also sometimes used as a substitute for Cantabile.

[19.H.W.]

CANTIONES SACRÆ. The name given to several collections of Latin motets published in London between 1575 and 1610. They comprise the following:—'Cantiones quas ab argumento sacros vocantur, quinque et sex partium,' by Tallis and Byrd, 1575 [see TALLEY, THOMAS]; and the following by Byrd alone:—'Liber Primus Sacrarum Cantionum Quinque Vocum,' 1589 (reprinted in score by the Musical Antiquarian Society, 1843); 'Liber Secundus Sacrarum Cantionum Quinque Vocum,' 1591; 'Gradualia, ac Cantiones Sacrae quinque, quaterum, trinis vocibus concinnatae, Liber Primus,' and the same, 'Liber Secundus,' 1607. See BYRD in Appendix.

[19.H.H.]

CANTOR (Medieval Lat. Primicerius; Eng. Precentor, Chamber; Fr. Chanteur, Grand Chanteur).

1. A title given, in Catholic and Collegiate Churches, to the leader of the singing. In English Cathedrals, the Precentor is usually second only in dignity to the Dean; the Precentor of Sarum claiming still higher rank, as representing the entire Province of Canterbury—an honour which has long existed only in name. His seat is the first return-stall, on the right-hand side of the Choir, facing the altar; for which reason the north side is called Cantoris, or the Chamber's side. In some few Cathedrals in this country, the familiar term, Chanter, is still retained; and the Succecor is called the junior Canter. The Latinised form, Cantor, is always used in Germany; but, in France, Chanteur is frequently exchanged for Maître de Chapelle.

The duty of the Precentor is, to intone the Psalms and Canticles—at least, where Gregorian Services are used; to exercise a general supervision over the singing; to select the music; and, in some cases, to take care that it is properly performed. It is from the first of these functions that he derives his title; but, in consequence of the high rank attached to the precentor, it is generally given to a successful Clergyman who performs its duties by deputy.

II. A name given to the Principal of a College of Church Music.

We hear of the foundation of such a College, in Rome, as early as the 4th century; but it was not until the Pontificate of St. Gregory the Great (590-604) that the Roman Schola Cantorum began to exercise any very serious influence upon the development of Church Music. A sketch of their subsequent history will be found in vol. iii, p. 519. Charlemagne founded Singing Schools in many parts of his dominions; and watched over them with paternal care. Every such School was governed by its own special Primicerius, or Cantor; and, as the curriculum was not confined to singing, but comprised a complete course of instruction in music, the influence of a learned Cantor was very great.

In later times the number of these institutions increased rapidly; and many of the old foundations still flourish. The French Maîtres were excellent in principle; but, as time progressed, they admired the secular element, and their Cantors developed into true Maîtres de Chapelle. One of the oldest and most important foundations in Germany was that at the Abbey of Fulda. But the Cantors who have exercised the strongest influence on modern Art are those of the Thomas-Schule at Leipzig. [See vol. ii, p. 115 c., and Leipzig in Appendix.]

[19.W.S.R.]

CANTUS FICTUS. See MUSICA FICTIONIS.

CAPOUL, JOSEPH VICTOR AMÉDÈE, born Feb. 27, 1839, at Toulouse, entered the Paris Conservatoire in '59, studied singing there under Révial, and comic opera under Mock, and in '61 gained the first prize in the latter class. On Aug. 26 of the last-named year he made his debut at the Opéra Comique as Daniel in 'Le Châlet' (Adam), and next played Tonio in 'La Fille du Régiment.' He became a great favourite there, being good-looking, with a pleasant tenor voice, somewhat spoiled by the 'vogue'; he was a good actor in both serious and light parts, and was considered by the Parisians as the successor to Roger, though never the equal of that famous artist. He remained at that theatre until '70. Among his best parts may be mentioned Georges Brown ('La Dame Blanche'), Mergy ('Pré aux Clercs'), Raphael D'Estunigie ('La Part du Diable'), Fra Diavolo, etc., and of those he created, Bustache in 'Les Absents' (Poize), Oct. 26, '64; Horace in 'La Colombe' (Gounod), May 30, '65; the porter in 'La Grande Tante' (Massenet), April 3, '67; Gaston de Maillepré in 'Le Premier Jour de Bonheur' (Auber), Feb. 15, '68; the title-part in 'Vert-Vert' (Offenbach), March 10, '69. In '72-'73 he sang in Italian opera in Paris (Salle Ventadour), in '76 at the Théâtre Lyrique and Gâté, where, on Nov. 15, he played the hero on the successful production of Massé's 'Paul et Virginie,' and in '78 he returned to the Salle Ventadour, where he played Romeo on the production, Oct. 12, of 'Les Amants de Vérona' (MARQUIS D'Irty).

On June 1, 1871, M. Capoul first appeared in England at the Italian Opera, Drury Lane, as Faust, and sang there with success, and also during the season as Elvino and the Duke in 'Rigoletto.' He appeared at the same theatre every season until '75, with the exception of '74, in several characters, being especially good as Lionel (Martha), Wilhelm Meister (Mignon), and Faust. From '77 to '79 he appeared at Covent Garden with tolerable success, in spite of great exaggeration and mannerism both in singing and acting, and played for the first time Fra Diavolo, his original character in the above
CAPOUL

opera of Massé and D'Irvy, June 1, '78, and May 24, '79, and Camoens on the production of Flotow's 'Alma l'Incantatrice,' July 9, '78. He has also sung in Italian opera in Vienna, and in America with Nilson, where he has also been '79-'80 as principal tenor of the French Opera Bouffe company. On Dec. 18, '81, he played at the Renaissance on the production of 'Le Salis' (Mme. Marguerite Olgueur), and on June 8, '87, took part in the concert given at the Troadacero for the benefit of the sufferers in the Opera Comique fire.

[AC]

CARADORI-ALLAN. Add that she sang in the Ninth Symphony of Beethoven on its production at the Philharmonic, March 21, 1825.

CARABA. Correct date of birth to Nov. 17, 1787. P. 308 b, l. 6, add date of 'Le Violette,' Oct. 1828. Line 21, 'for a post which he was still filling in 1876, read where he died, July 26, 1872.'

CAREY, HENRY. P. 309 b, l. 10, 'for Nov. read October. P. 310 a, l. 5, for date of first publication of his poem read 1713. Line 14, for 1739-40 read 1737. P. 310 b, l. 6, add dates of George Saville Carey, 1743-1807. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

CARILLON. P. 311 a, l. 34, 'for Louvain (35 bells) read Louvain (two carillons of 40 and 41 bells respectively). Correct note under the same column by adding that Aerschot, made the 25 bells for Ossticke Church, the machinery only being supplied by Gillet and Bland. See also CHIMES in Appendix.

CARISSIMI. Line 13 of article, 'for in read Jan. 12.'

CARLTON, REV. RICHARD. Add that he was at Clare College, Cambridge, and took the degree of B.A. in 1577. Soon after his ordination he obtained an appointment at Norwich Cathedral. In Oct. 1612 he was presented by Thomas Thursby to the rectory of Bawsey (sic) and Glossthorp. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

CARMAN'S WHISTLE. The first line of the musical example on p. 316 a, is an introduction to the tune proper. In bar 3 of the first line, for G, F, read A, G.

CARMEN. Opera comique in four acts; words by Méhée and Halévy (founded on Prosper Merimée's story with the same title), music by George Bizet. Produced at the Opéra Comique, Paris, March 3, 1875. In Italian, at her Majesty's, June 22, 1878 [see HAUCK, MINNIE]. In English (Carlos Ross) at Her Majesty's, Feb. 5, 1879. In French, at the same theatre, Nov. 8, 1886 (Mme. Galli-Marie in her original part). [M.]

CARNABY, WILLIAM, Mus. D. Correct day of death to Nov. 7.

CARNEVAL. 1 SCÈNES MIGNONNES SUR 4 NOTES (the translation, on the printed copy, of the autograph heading, *Fasching. Schwänke auf vier Noten f. Pfte von Eusebius*). A set of 21 piano pieces written by Schumann in 1834, and dedicated to Carl Lipinski. Each piece has its title. The allusions to the Carnival are obvious — 'Pierrot,' 'Arlequin,' 'Pantalou et Colombine'; but the other subjects of which Schumann's mind was then full are brought in, such as 'Chiarina,' (Clara Wieck), 'Estrella,' (Ernstine von Fricken), 'Chopin,' 'Paganini,' 'Papillons'; he himself is depicted under the two aspects of his mind as 'Floreant' and 'Eusebius,' and the events of a ball are fully delineated in 'Valse noble' and 'Valse allemande,' 'Coquette' and 'Rêplique,' 'Reconnaissance,' 'Aveu' and 'Promenade.' The whole winds up with a 'March of the Davidibundler against the Philistines,' who are represented by the commonplace and domestic 'Grossmeisterschaft.' [See vol. i. p. 634.] The arrangement of the pieces, however, was made, and the title added, afterwards. Between numbers 8 and 9 are inserted the 'Spinzen,' or 'Lettres dansantes,' that is, the 4 notes which in Schumann's mind formed the mystical basis of the whole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>No. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S.S.G.</td>
<td>G.S.G.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. 1 is to be read as S (Es), C, H, A, the musical letters in the composer's name; No. 2 and 3 as As, C, E, and A, S, C, H, the letters forming the name of a town in Bohemia, the residence of a Baron von Fricken, to whose daughter Ernestine he was actually engaged at this time.

The Carneval was published in 1837. It was probably first played in England on June 17, 1856, when Mme. Schumann performed 16 of the 21 numbers.

Schumann returned to the Carnival as the subject of a composition in his 'Faschingschwank aus Wien' (op. 26).

CARNICER. Add days of birth and death, Oct. 24 and March 17.

CAROL. The history of this word presents a remarkable parallel to that of the kindred term Ballad. Both originally implied dancing: both are now used simply to denote a kind of song.

In old French, Caroles signified a peculiar kind of dance in a ring. This dance gave its name to the song by which it was accompanied: and so the word passed, in one or both of these senses, into most of the languages of Western Europe.

In the English of Chaucer carolling is sometimes dancing and sometimes singing. In modern usage a carol may be defined as a kind of popular song appropriated to some special occasion of the ecclesiastical or natural year. There are, or were, Welsh summer carols, and winter carols; there are also Easter carols; but the only species which remains in general use, and requires a more detailed examination, is the Christmas carol.

1 These are never played by Mme. Schumann.
2 Schumann's Jugendschriften, Sept. 6, 1844, 364.
CAROL.

Christmas carols then are songs or ballads to be used during the Christmas season, in reference to the festival, under one or other of its aspects. In some it is regarded chiefly as a time of mirth and feasting; in others as the commemoration of our Lord's nativity. In many carols of widely different dates some one or more of the customary circumstances or concomitants of the celebration appear as the main subject of the verse. This is the case with the oldest known carol written in England, which exists in the Norman French language in a manuscript of the 13th century. (Joshua Sylvester, in 'A Garland of Christmas Carols,' etc., J. C. Hotten, 1861, states that it was discovered on a leaf in the middle of one of the MSS. in the British Museum, but as he gives no reference, its identification is almost impossible.) This points to an important fact in the history of the Christmas festival. In Northern Europe especially the solemnities of the annual celebration of Christ's birth were grounded upon a great number of national holiday-time, which had a religious significance in the days of paganism; and this has left a distinct impression upon Christmas customs and on Christmas carols. The old heathen Yule has lent its colouring to the English Christmas; and it is largely to this influence that we must attribute the jovial and purely festive character of many of the traditional and best known, as well as of the most ancient Christmas carols. These carols have not, like the hymns appropriate to other Christian seasons, exclusive reference to the events then commemorated by the Church, but represent the feelings of the populace at large, to whom the actual festivities of the season are of more interest than the event which they are ostensibly intended to recall.

At the same time there are many other Christmas carols, ranging from an early period, which treat entirely of the occasion, the circumstances, the purpose and the result of the Incarnation. These differ from hymns chiefly in the free ballad style of the words and the lighter character of the melody. Moreover, a large proportion of them embody various legendary embellishments of the Gospel narrative, with a number of apocryphal incidents connected with the birth and early years of Jesus Christ. For these they are in all probability indebted immediately to the Mystery Plays, which were greatly in vogue and much frequented at the time from which Christmas carols trace their descent; that is, the 12th or 13th century. Indeed, it seems probable that the direct source of Christmas carols, as we understand the term, is to be found (as has been already stated in this Dictionary) in similar compositions which were introduced between the scenes of the Mysteries or Miracle Plays, the great religious and popular entertainments of the middle ages. Three such compositions, belonging to one of the Coventry plays, have been preserved, by accident, apart from the play itself, with this note: 'The first and last the shepheardes singe: and the second or middlemost the Women singe.' It is easy to see from this how carols relating to the mysteries of man's redemption might become rooted in the memories and affections of the people. Christmas carols have also been affected by the hymns of the Church on the one side, and by purely secular songs or ballads on the other. The words of a very large number, dating from the 15th century downward, are extant, and have been published in such collections as those of Sandys, Husk, Sylvester, and, most recently, A. H. Bullen; but the materials for a history of their musical character are less copious and less easily accessible. It cannot be doubted that the style of the tunes was that of the ballad music of the period to which they belong: a period which extends, so far as concerns existing melodies, from the 15th century to the 19th. An example of a strictly medieval carol tune is to be found in that of the second of the carols introduced into the Coventry play already mentioned. 'Lully, lulla, ye littell tine child,' which has been published in modern notation by Mr. Pauer. Others, in three or four parts, of the time of Henry VII. and Henry VIII. exist in manuscript.

In the time of King Henry VII. and later it was one of the duties of the choir of the Chapel Royal to sing Christmas carols before the sovereign; and it may be that this custom gave rise to the elaborate compositions bearing that name, of which some specimens are preserved among the works of William Byrd. Each of the collections numbered 2, 3, and 8 in the list of his works given in this Dictionary contains a Christmas carol, so called. The first, 'Lulla, lullaby,' is probably the Lullaby referred to by the Earl of Worcester in his letter about the doings at Queen Elizabeth's court. The first strain of the second is here given as a specimen. The third, 'This day Christ is borne,' is headed 'A caroll for Christmas day,' and is followed by 'A caroll for New yeares day.'

\[A Carole for Christmas Day.\]

\[W. BYRD.\]

\[From Virgin's womb, etc.\]

\[From Virgin's womb, etc.\]

\[From Virgin's womb, etc.\]

2 The Pageant of the Company of Shermans and Taylors in Coventry, as performed by them on the festival of Corpus Christi, 1460. Coventry, 1877.
3 Additional MSS. 5455 and 5055 in the British Museum contain such tunes.
The Commonwealth was removed. Both before and after that period books of carols for Christmas Day and its attendant feasts were printed, with the names of the tunes to which they were to be sung. These are in most cases popular airs of secular character. But gradually even these musical directions disappeared. During the last century the carol literature was of the humblest kind. Sheets of words were printed for the use of itinerant singers; but if the strains to which they were to be sung were committed to paper at all, the possession of them must have been pretty well confined to parish clerks and village amateurs. Still they were handed on by tradition; and many of them have now been rescued from oblivion, and may even now be heard, in a more or less modernized form.

The first person who attempted to fix these vanishing memories of the past seems to have been Davies Gilbert, F.R.S., etc., who in the year 1822 published Some Ancient Christmas Carols with the Tunes to which they were formerly sung in the West of England; being desirous, as he says in his preface, of preserving them in their actual forms ... as specimens of times now passed away, and of religious feelings superseded by others of a different cast.

Another reason he gives for so doing is the delight they afforded him in his youth, when, as he seems to imply, they were sung in churches on Christmas Day, and in private houses on Christmas Eve.

The first line of the first Carol in his collection is as follows:

But these were not carols in the popular sense, or for popular use. They exhibit the same abundance of contrapuntal resources which is conspicuous in Byrd's other compositions; nor do they differ, except so far as they may be affected by the character of the words, from other madrigalian music of the Elizabethan era. They may well be compared, both in regard to their structure and their position in the development of vocal music, with the Italian and French examples of a similar treatment of this species of composition referred to under Nobile.

The Sacred Hymnes, of Byrd's contemporary John Amner, published in the year 1615, include two Motets for Christmas, each for six voices. The former, which begins 'O ye little flock, O ye faithful shepherds,' is divided into three parts; the latter, of which the first words are 'Loo, how from heaven like stars the angels flying,' into two. There is also a carol, 'Upon my lap my Soveraigne sits,' which approaches more to the character of a part-song, in the Private Musicke of Martin Peerson, printed in the year 1620.

Meanwhile, no doubt, the older and simpler kind of Christmas carol held its place among the lower orders of society; and it reappeared, which these more elaborate and artificial forms of Christmas songs never did, when the pressure of the Puritan ascendancy which prevailed during

1 Vol. II. pp. 481 b, 483 a.
CARULLI, Ferdinando. Add day of birth, Feb. 10.

CARUSO, Luigi. Add day of birth, Sept. 25.

CARVALHO, Marie Caroline Félix, née Miolan, born Dec. 31, 1827, at Marseilles, received instruction from her father, Félix Miolan, an oboe player, and from Duprez at the Conservatoire, Paris (1843-47), where she obtained the first prize in singing. She made her début in the first act of 'Lucia,' and in the trio of the second act of 'La Juive,' at Duprez's benefit, Dec. 14, '49. In 1849-50 she sang at the Opéra Comique, and made her reputation as Isabelle in 'Le Pré aux Clercs,' as the heroines on the respective productions of 'Giralda' and 'Les Noces de Jeannette,' July 20, '50, and Feb. 4, '53. In the latter year she married Carvalho, then engaged at the same theatre. From 1856-59 she sang at the Lyrique, where she first appeared in a new opera, 'La Fanciulla del West' (Clapiss), and where she increased her reputation as the foremost female lyric artist of the French stage. She appeared as Cherubino, Zerlina ('Don Giovanni'), with Nilsson (Elvira) and Clardon-Demeur (Donna Anna), as Pamina to the Astrigianmante of Nilsson, and in new operas of Massé and Gounod, i.e. 'La Reine Topaze,' Dec. 27, '56; 'Faust,' March 19, '59; 'Philémon et Bacchis,' Feb. 18, '60; 'Mireille,' March 19, '64; and 'Roméo et Juliette,' April 27, '67. The opera stage has rarely seen a poet's imagining more completely wrought than in the Marguerite of Mme. Miolan-Carvalho. . . . I had . . . witnessed the progress of this exquisitely finished artist with great interest . . . finding in her performances a sensibility rarely combined with such measureless execution as hers—and it has been fancied hardly possible to a voice in quality like hers, a high and thin soprano with little volume of tone—but I was not prepared for the delicacy of colouring, the innocence, the tenderness of the earlier scenes, and the warmth of passion and remorse and repentance which one then so slight in frame could throw into the drama as it went on. Rarely has there been a personation more complete or more delightful. Those know only one small part of this consummate artist's skill that have not seen her in this remarkable Faust. (Chorley). In '69-70 and later she sang alternately at the Grand Opera and the Opéra Comique until her final retirement, which took place in scenes from 'Faust' and 'Mireille' at the Opéra Comique, June 9, 1855. She sang in a duet from the latter opera, with Faure, at the concert given at the Trocadéro on June 8, 1887, for the benefit of the sufferers in the fire at the Opéra Comique. She first appeared in England at the Royal Italian Opera as Dinorah, with great success, on the production of that opera ('Pardon de Plaisir') July 26, '59. She sang every season until '64 inclusive, and again in '71-'72, and worthily maintained her reputation—viz. as Marguerite on the production of 'Faust,' Oscar ('Ballo in Maschera'), the Zerlins (Mozart and Auber), Matilde, Dona Elvira, Rosina ('Barbiere' and 'Nozze'), Catarina ('L'Étoile du Nord'), etc., and in the small part of the Happy Shade in 'Orfeo.' Mme. Carvalho has also sung at Berlin, St. Peters burg, and elsewhere.

LEON CARVAILLÉ, known as Carvalho, born 1825, educated at the Paris Conservatoire, where in 1848 he obtained an assistant, played small parts at the Opéra Comique, was manager of the Lyrique, in '56-'59, afterwards at the Vaudeville, where he produced Sardou's celebrated 'Rabagas'; in '76 became manager of the Opéra Comique. In consequence of the fire of May 25, 1887, a heavy fine was imposed upon him, and he was imprisoned for a time, since the accident was judged to be the result of managerial carelessness. In 1888 he was succeeded by M. Paravey.

CASE, John. Line 3 of article, add that he became a Scholar of St. John's College in 1854, and that he took the degree of B.A. in 1858, and of M.A. in 1857. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

CASTELLAN, Jeanne Anaïs, born at Beaujeu (Rhone), Oct. 26, 1819, received instruction in singing from Bordogni and Nourrit at the Paris Conservatoire, where she remained six years; she obtained an accessit in solfeggio in 34, first premium '33, second premium in singing '35, and finally a first premium in singing and second premium in opera comique in '36. She went on the operatic stage in Italy, and sang with success at Turin, Milan, and Florence (where in '40 she married Enrico Giampetto, a singer), also at Vienna, etc. She next sang in the United States and Mexico. She first appeared in England May 13, '44, at a Philharmonic concert, with such success that she was re-engaged at a subsequent concert on June 10, also at concerts given by Sterndale Bennett, Benedict, etc. In the winter she sang in Italian opera in St. Petersburg. On April 1, '45, she first appeared at Her Majesty's as Lucia, with fair success, and remained there during that and the two next seasons, as the successor to Perrichet, singing, among other parts, Zerlina ('Don Giovanni'), Fiordiligii ('Coa fan Tutto'), Amina, Linda di Chamouny, Adina ('L'Elixir d'Amore'), and Isabella, on production in Italian of 'Robert le Diable,' May 4, '47, for Jenny Lind. From '48 to '52, except '49, when she was at the Grand Opera, Paris, where she was the original Bertha in 'Le Prophète,' she sang each season at Covent Garden, where she proved herself a pre-eminent 1 Two brothers of Mme. Carvalho were also musicians. (1) Amédée Felix, orchestral conductor, who died at New Orleans. (2) Alexandre, professor of organ and harmonium at the Conservatoire, and as such attached to the l'Oratoire for several years; died April 26, 1872.
useful singer in many parts of a different character, viz. Margaret of Valois, on the production in Italian of ‘Les Huguenots,’ July 30, 45, Juliet, Bertha, Isabella, Elvira (‘Massaniello’), Agatha (‘Der Freischütz’), Anna (‘Moses in Egipt’), Matilde (‘Guillaume Tell’), Ninetta, Rosina, Abigail (‘Nabuco’). Pamina, Glicera on production in England of Gounod’s ‘Saffo’ (Aug. 12, ’51), Cunegonda on production of Spohr’s ‘Faust,’ July 15,’51 (the composer interpolated an air for her from his opera ‘Der Zweikampf’), Pamina, and Leonora (‘Fidelio’). Madame Castellan sang frequently at the Philharmonic and other concerts, and at the festivals at Norwich, Gloucester, Worcester, and at Birmingham four times, from ’49 to ’58, where in ’55 she originally sang the soprano music in Costa’s ‘Elia,’ and in ’58 the same in Leslie’s ‘Judith.’ Madame Castellan also played in Paris in Italian in 1847, and for the last time in 1859, as well as in Italy and elsewhere. She has long since retired from public life.

‘Madame Castellan... enjoyed during some years a settled occupation of trust and variety on our two Italian Opera stages. So far as industry and general utility, a pleasing person, and a competent voice entitled their owners to public favour, the new French prima donna was eminently qualified. But she fell short of complete excellence in every point save that of adaptability. Her voice, an extensive soprano, having both upper and lower notes sufficient in power, was never thoroughly in tune... Madame Castellan, though she was always courteously received, never excited the slightest enthusiasm... Her amiability of manner, however, and the sedate grace she always showed to keep faith with the public, maintained her long in London; and since she has passed from the stage, she has never been replaced by any one equivalent to her.’ (Chorley, 1862.)

CAVAILLE-COLL. Add date of death, Jan. 1886.

CAVALLI. Line 16 of article, for 1637 read 1639. Line 21, for ‘Xerse’ read ‘Serse,’ and add day of production, Nov. 12. Line 23, for ‘in read Feb. 7.’ As to Cavalli’s claim to be regarded as the inventor of the Da Capo, see ARS, vol. i. 479, and OPERA, ii. 502, 503.

CAVALLINI, ERNESTO, a great clarinet player, born at Milan Aug. 30, 1807. He was taught in the Milan Conservatorio, and after an engagement at Venice and considerable traveling he returned to his native city, first as player in the Scala orchestra and then as professor in the Conservatorio. In 1852 he accepted a post at St. Petersburg, which he filled for fifteen years, after which he returned to Milan in 1870, and died there Jan. 7, 1873. In 1842 he was elected member of the Paris Académie des Beaux Arts. Cavallini travelled much and was well known in Paris, London and Brussels. He played a concerto of his own at the Philharmonic Concert, June 23, 1845. Félicis describes his very vivid and technical as prodigious, and his breath as inexhaustible; his intonation was also very good, though his instrument was only the old six-keyed clarinet. To this Mr. Lazarus adds that his music is very difficult, his studies and duets excellent; and although his tone was not of the purest, he might well be called the Paganini of the clarinet for his wonderful execution. Lists of his works are given by Félicis, and by Pougin in the Supplement thereto.

CAVATINA. Add that the derivation of the word is not clear. Cavata is defined as the act of producing tone from a musical instrument. The strict definition of Cavatina will be found under OPERA, ii. 512 a.

CEBEL, a name used by Purcell and others for the dance form now generally known by the name of Gavotte. An instance occurs in a suite of Purcell’s printed in Pauer’s ‘Old English Composers,’ and ‘The Old Cebel’ is given by Hawkins, History, App. 22.

CECILIA. P. 329 b, l. 10, for 1739 read 1740.

CELLIER, ALFRED, born Dec. 1, 1844, at Hackney, of French extraction, was educated there at the Grammar School, and from 1855 to 1860 was a chorister at the Chapel Royal, St. James’s, under the Rev. Thomas Helmore. In 1862 he was appointed organist to the church of All Saints, Blackheath. At the age of twenty-one he became Director of the Ulster Hall Concerts, Belfast, succeeding Dr. Chipp, and conductor of the Belfast Philharmonic Society. He was appointed organist to St. Alban’s Hospital in 1868. Mr. Cellier has also been conductor at the Prince’s Theatre, Manchester (1871-5); Opera Comique, London (1877-9), and joint conductor, with Sir A. Sullivan, of the Promenade Concerts, Covent Garden (1878 and 9), besides holding numerous smaller appointments at the Court, St. James’s, and
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Criterion Theatres. His compositions include a setting of Gray's Elegy, written for the Leeds Festival (Oct. 10, 1853), a Suite Symphonique for orchestra, various songs and P.E. pieces, among which latter must be mentioned a charming 'Danse pompeuse,' 1880, dedicated to and frequently played by Mme. Montigny-Remaury. But Mr. Cellier is best known as a composer of light opera or opera bouffe. Besides much incidental music to plays, etc., he has produced the following:— 'Charity begins at Home,' Gallery of Illustration, 1870, 'The Sultan of Mocha,' produced at the Prince's Theatre, Manchester, Nov. 16, 1874, with great success, and at St. James's Theatre, London, April 17, 1876; 'The Tower of London,' Oct. 4, 1875; 'Nell Gwynne,' Oct. 16, 1876; 'Bella Donna, or the Little Beauty and the Great Beast,' Apr. 27, 1878, all produced at Manchester; 'The Foster Brothers,' 1876 (St. George's Hall); 'Dora's Dream,' Nov. 17, 1877; 'The Spectre Knight,' Feb. 9, 1878; 'After all,' Dec. 16, 1879; 'In the Sulks,' Feb. 21, 1880, operetta in one act, all produced at the Opera Comique Theatre. 'Pan-dora,' a grand opera in three acts, words by Longfellow, was produced in Boston in 1881. Few of the larger works obtained other than provincial popularity, in spite of the pleasing and elegant music contained therein, probably owing to weak librettos; but on Sept. 25, 1886, in his opera of 'Dorothy,' produced at the Gaiety Theatre, a fresh setting of his 'Nell Gwynne' to a new book, Mr. Cellier gained his first real success, thanks to the musical merits of the work, which ran through the entire autumn season, and on Dec. 25, was transferred to the Prince of Wales' Theatre, where it has been performed ever since. A lettre du rideau entitled 'The Carp,' was produced at the Savoy Theatre on Feb. 13, 1886, and another 'Mrs. Jarramie's Genie,' at the same, Feb. 14, 1888. On Sept. 21, 1887, the 'Sultan of Mocha' was revived at the Strand Theatre, with a new libretto by Lesloq. Mr. Cellier has of late resided in America and Australia, but returned to England in 1887. [A.C.]

CEMBAL D'AMORE. Add that the instrument should be regarded as a double clavichord, the two instruments being separated by the tangents. [A.J.H.]

CEMBALO. P. 330 b, l. 24, for Pedal read Pedals, I.

CERTON. Line 12 of article, for 1533-49 read 1537-36, and for 1543-50 read 1543-60.

CESTI, ANTONIO. Add that he died at Venice, 1669, and refer to the last sentence of the article CARISSIMI, for another composition attributed to him.

CHABRIER, ALEXIS EMMANUEL, born at Ambert (Puy de Dôme) Jan. 18, 1841, at first took up music as an amateur, while he was studying law at Paris, and was employed at the Ministère de l'Intérieur. While at the Lycée St. Louis he had been taught the piano by

1 Date verified by the register of birth.

CHED. Edouard Wolf, and he afterwards studied harmony and counterpoint with Aristide Higndard; but in reality he was self-taught. His first works of any importance were two operettas, more worthy of notice than most compositions of their kind: 'L'Étoile' (Bouffes Parisiens, Nov. 28, 1877), and 'L'Éducation manquée' (Cercle de la Presse, May 1, 1879). Two years later, having devoted himself entirely to music, he published 'Dix Pièces pittoresques' for piano; and in Nov. 1883, a Rhapsody on original Spanish airs, entitled 'España,' was very successful at the concerts of the Château d'Eau, where he was for two years (1884-5) chorus master, and where he helped Lamoureux to produce the first two acts of 'Tristan und Isolde.' While there he produced a scene for mezzo-soprano and female chorus, 'La Sulamite' (March 15, 1885), also selections from his opera 'Gwendoline,' which was given in its entirety at the Théâtre de la Monnaie, Brussels, April 10, 1886; finally he produced, at the Opéra Comique in Paris, a more extensive work, 'Le ROI malgré lui' (May 18, 1887), which, after three performances, was stopped by the fire of May 25; it was reproduced at the temporary establishment on Nov. 16, 1887. M. Chabrier's works show a rare power of combining all the musical materials at his disposal, and his 'España' is a model in this respect; but in his original compositions a lack of spontaneity is apparent, and his orchestration, though not deficient in variety of colouring, is noisy and too thick. He is a gifted composer, but his attachment to various schools shows him to be without settled artistic convictions. [A.J.]

CHANGING-NOTE. See NOTA CAMBIATA, li. 466, and WECHSELNOTE, iv. 450.

CHANSON. P. 335 b, l. 27, for Vive Henri Quatre read Henri Quatre (Vive).

CHANT. P. 337 a, l. 6 from bottom, for 1613 read 1623. P. 338 a, l. 10, for Camidge read Crotch.

CHAPPLE, SAMUEL. Add date of death, 1833.

CHARD, G. W. Line 5 of article, for some years later read in 1802, and add date of appointment to the College, 1832.


CHATTERTON, J. B. Line 2 of article, for 1810 read about 1802. Line 3, add first appearance at a concert of Aspull's in 1824. Line 4, for 1844 read 1842. Line 7, for in read April 11.

CHAUDELIEU, CHARLES. Add day of birth, June 21.

CHELARD. Line 8 of article, add date of his obtaining the Grand Prix de Rome, 1811. P. 341 b, l. 7, for in read Feb. 12.

CHELL, WILLIAM. Add that the works mentioned in the article appear to be nothing but copies of the treaties of John de Muris,
Otobe (Hohtby), and others. He was Preceptor of Hereford in 1554, but after the accession of Elizabeth was deprived of all his cathedral appointments. (Dict. of Nat. Blog.)

CHERUBINI. P. 342 a. l. 44, add date of production of 'Ali Baba,' July 22, 1853. Add that in 1815 he came to England and conducted his 'Anacreon' overture and two MS. compositions at the Philharmonic concert on March 13. P. 343 o. l. 24, for May read March.

CHEST OF VIOLS. A set of six viols, properly matched as to size, power, and colour, used for chamber performance. It usually consisted of two trebles, two tenors, and two basses; occasionally of two trebles, three tenors, and one bass, the bass being properly twice as long in the string as the treble. [See VIOLIN.] Sets of viols, thus duly proportioned, were often made by the old English makers. They were carefully fitted into a 'chest,' which seems to have been a shallow vertical press with double doors. Dr. Tudway, in a letter addressed to his son, printed in Hawkins (ch. 144) describes it as a 'large hutch,' in several apartments and partitioned, in it, each partition was lined with green bays, to keep the instruments from being injured by the weather.' Hawkins quotes an advertisement, dated 1667, of two 'cheats of viols' for sale, one made by John Rose in 1598, the other by Henry Smith in 1653. 'Both chests,' says the advertiser, probably referring to the instruments, but possibly to the hutches, 'are very curiously formed.' In a well-known passage in 'Music's Monument' (p. 245), Mace says of the 'Press for Instruments,' which forms a conspicuous part of the furniture of his elaborately designed music room, 'First see that it be conveniently large, to contain such a number as you shall design for your use, and to be made very close and warm, lind through with bays, etc., by which means your instruments will speak lively, brisk, and clear. . . . Your best provision, and most complete, will be a good chest of viols, six in number, viz. two basses, two tenors, and two trebles, all truly and proportionately suited. . . . Suppose you cannot procure an entire chest of viols, suitable, etc., then thus: endeavour to pick up, here or there, so many excellent good odd ones, as near sitting as you can, every way, viz. both for shape, wood, colour, etc., but especially for size. Mace's Press for Instruments includes, besides the 'chest of viols,' a pair of violins, a pair of 'lusty full-sized theorboes,' and three 'lusty smart speaking' lyra-viol, the whole constituting a really entertaining for the greatest prince in the world.' The principle of the 'chest of viols' is found in the quartets and quintets of violins which were occasionally made by the Cremona makers.

CHEVÉ. CHEVÉ OF GALIN-PARIS-CHEVÉ SYSTEM. A method of teaching part-singing and sight-reading, much used in France, is thus called, from the names of its founder and chief promoters. Its essential features are two: first, the use of the principle of 'tonic relationship,' the learner being taught to refer every sound to the tonic, and secondly, the use of a numeral notation, the figures 1, 2, 3, etc. serving as the written symbols for the several sounds of the scale. Do (ut) = 1, Re = 2, etc. The following is an example of a tune, 'God save the Queen,' thus written in two parts.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 7 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 3 & 4 \\
3 & 3 & 5 & 5 & 3 & 3 & 5 & 3 \\
\end{array}
\]

A dot under a figure shows that it is in a lower octave, a dot above a figure in a higher. The zero shows a 'rest' or silence; a thick dot, as in the second measure, continues the preceding sound. The varying lengths of sound are shown by a bar or bars above the figures, as in the second and fourth measures. The numerals are treated only as visual signs; the names sung are the old sol-fa syllables. The use of the numerals is to keep the positions of the sounds in the scale impressed on the learner's mind, and thus help him to recognise and sing the sounds. This figure notation is used only as introductory to the ordinary musical notation. The system has been the subject of much controversy in France, but it has made considerable way and is now allowed to be used in the Paris Communal Schools. It has been adapted for English use by M. Andrade and Mr. G. W. Bulien. The English class-books and exercises are published by Messrs. Moffatt and Paige, 38 Warwick Lane. The 'École Galin-Paris-Chevé' has its head-quarters at 36 Rue Vivienne, Paris, and has for many years been under the direction of M. Amand Chevè. He edits the monthly paper, 'L'Avenir Musical' (10 centimes) which gives full accounts of the progress of the method. An experiment was begun some years back, under the authority of the Paris Municipality, to test the relative effectiveness of the method, by putting certain specified Communal Schools under the direction of its professors, and this is still in progress.

The idea of using numerals in the way above shown is best known to the general world through the advocacy of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. PIERRE GALIN (1786-1821), who first developed the plan practically, was a teacher of mathematics at Bordeaux. AIMÉ PARIS (1798-1866), one of his most energetic disciples, was educated to be an avocat, but devoted his life to the musical propaganda. He added to this system a special nomenclature, since adopted into the Tonic-Sol-fa system, for teaching 'time.' EMILE CHEVÉ (1804-1864) was a doctor, and married a sister of Paris. His 'Méthode Élémentaire de la Musique Vocale,' a complete exposition of the system, has a curious title-page. The title is followed by the words 'ouvrage repoussé [en large capitales] à l'unanimité 9 Avril, 1850, par la Commission du Chant de la ville de Paris, M.M. Auber, Adam, etc., etc.' and below this is a picture of a medal 'Décerné Juin 1853 à la Société Chorale Galin-Paris-Chevé' for 'lecture à première vue' and
CHIEVES.

Certain tests on one or more bells used to give notice of the commencement of religious services or of the time of day. It is not difficult to trace the origin of chimes in our own land, or in other European Christian countries, whether applied to sacred or secular purposes.

The famous manuscript of St. Blaise, said to be of the 9th century, shows that there was an attempt made in early times, or soon after, to use chimes with small suspended bells which were tapped with a hammer or wooden mallet by a cleric or lay performer. The later illustrations from the illuminated manuscript of the Benedictional of S. Æthelwold, which was executed at Hyde Abbey about the year 980, would show that chime bells in early times were mounted in campaniles without the appendages for ringing or swinging according to the present custom.

There are examples of the introduction of the half-swinging chimes in the 15th century which have been carefully recorded, and which show a more convenient arrangement in the dead rope pull than the earlier arrangements of levers; and also of full pull swing or ringing the bells mouth upwards, in distinction to chiming them, where if swung at all half the distance is sufficient. In most cases, however, for the purposes of chiming, the bells hang dead and are struck with the clapper or with an outside or distinct hammer, or are only a set of chimes with small suspended bells which were tapped with a hammer or wooden mallet by a cleric or lay performer. The later illustrations from the illuminated manuscript of the Benedictional of S. Æthelwold, which was executed at Hyde Abbey about the year 980, would show that chime bells in early times were mounted in campaniles without the appendages for ringing or swinging according to the present custom.

There are examples of the introduction of the half-swinging chimes in the 15th century which have been carefully recorded, and which show a more convenient arrangement in the dead rope pull than the earlier arrangements of levers; and also of full pull swing or ringing the bells mouth upwards, in distinction to chiming them, where if swung at all half the distance is sufficient. In most cases, however, for the purposes of chiming, the bells hang dead and are struck with the clapper or with an outside or distinct hammer, or are only a set of chimes with small suspended bells which were tapped with a hammer or wooden mallet by a cleric or lay performer. The later illustrations from the illuminated manuscript of the Benedictional of S. Æthelwold, which was executed at Hyde Abbey about the year 980, would show that chime bells in early times were mounted in campaniles without the appendages for ringing or swinging according to the present custom.

CHILCOT, THOMAS. Add that he died at Bath, Nov. 1766.

CHILD, WILLIAM. Line 6 of article, for 1632 read 1630, and add that he was appointed conjointly with Nathaniel Giles. Line 9, add that in 1643, when the whole establishment was expanded, Child is said to have retired to a small farm and to have devoted himself to composition, the anthem ‘O Lord, grant the King a long life’ dating from this time. At the Restoration he was present at Charles II.’s coronation, Apr. 23, 1661. On July 4 in the same year he was appointed Composer to the King, in place of the Ferrabosco deceased. The story of the pavement at Windsor, told in lines 9-17 from end of article, is correctly as follows (from a document in the chapter records):—Dr. Child having been organist for some years to the king’s chapel in K. Ch. 2nds time had great arrears of his salary due to him, to the value of about £500, which he and some of our canons discoursing of, Dr. C. slitst (sic), and said he would be glad if anybody would give him £5 and some bottles of wine for; which the canons accepted of, and accordingly had articles made with hand and seal. After this King James 2 coming to the crown, paid off his Bro. arrears; wch. much affecting Dr. Child, and he repining at, the canons generously released his bargain, on condition of his paving the body of the choir wth. marble, wch. was accordingly done, as is commemorated on his gravestone.’ (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)
the most part taken from Denison’s ‘Clocks,’ etc., will show the leading particulars of some of the most celebrated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great Bells of</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Diameter of mouth</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>18.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul's, London, 'Great Paul'</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>18.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>1439</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>1453</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cologne</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantes</td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdeburg</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunn</td>
<td>1615</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghent</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodin</td>
<td>1841</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Châlons</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>1625</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martaselli</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul’s, London, old bell</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>6.9a</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden</td>
<td>1707</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouen</td>
<td>1675</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exeter, 'Peter'</td>
<td>1675</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfort</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Lincoln</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds Town Hall</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valletta, Malta</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amiens</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulogne</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster, fourth</td>
<td>1567</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'third'</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'second'</td>
<td>1807</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'first'</td>
<td>1567</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exeter tenor</td>
<td>1676</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel de Ville, Paris, clock bell</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canterbury</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>1751</td>
<td>5.8i</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manchester Royal Exchange

- tenor or hour bell 5 2 3 3
- fourth 4 0 1 3
- third 3 1 0 4
- second 2 10 9
- first 2 8

Manchester Town Hall, 1871

- Hour bell 6 9 0
- Twentieth 6 0 0
- Nineteenth 11 11 0
- Eighteenth 12 12 0
- Seventeenth 2 13 3
- Sixteenth 7 19 0
- Fifteenth 8 10 0
- Fourteenth 7 18 3
- Thirteenth 3 13 3
- Twelfth 1 10 0
- Eleventh 7 9 3
- Tenth 16 0 0
- Ninth 10 0 0
- Eighth 7 9 3
- Seventh 8 3 3
- Sixth 8 3 3
- Fifth 8 2 2
- Fourth 7 2 2
- Third 7 1 1
- Second 7 1 1
- First 8 8

A manual chiming apparatus, as distinct from chime barrel machines, was introduced by the late Rev. H. T. Ellacombe at Bitton Church. His system has been somewhat modified and elaborated by Messrs. Warner, the well-known bell-founders of London, who have of late years erected many of these instruments in churches for chiming either tunes or changes on church bells.

An apparatus for chiming by pneumatics has been introduced by Mr. Lewis, the church organ builder, which has some advantages, as the simple touch on a keyboard produces the required sound, but on the other hand the complication of an organ bellows and valves to supply the compressed air required for working, has not commended it for general use. The simple rope-pull apparatus before referred to may in a minute be put into gear for chiming, or out of gear to admit of the bells being rung.

The proportions and shapes of bells used for chimes should be of a different character from ringing bells, to admit of tune and accord in more pleasant harmonics, a point which also has bearing upon the cup or hemispherical form of chimes which have of late years been adopted, a flattened form of hemisphere giving far better results than the more circular or cup outlines. [S.B.G.]

CHIPP, E. T. Line 7 of article, add that he was in the Queen’s private band from 1843 to 1845. Line 12, the date of his appointment to the Panopticon is 1855. Line 14, the date of appointment to Holy Trinity, Paddington, is 1856. Add that he took the degree of Mus. B. at Cambridge in 1859, and that of Mus. D. in 1860. He died at Nice, Dec. 17, 1886. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

CHITARRONE. The instrument described under this name is in Italy generally called Arciliuto, the name Chitarrone being given to a large chitarra, or theorbo with a shorter neck, strung with wire, and played with a plectrum. The German authorities, Praetorius (1619) and Baron (1777), were followed by the writer. [A.J.H.]

CHLADNI, E. F. F. In list of works, No. 4, for States read Stabes.

CHOLLET, JEAN BAPTISTE MARIE, born May 20, 1798, at Paris, was from 1802 to 1816 taught singing and the violin at the Conservatoire, and in 1814 gained a solfeggio prize. In 1815, the Conservatoire having been closed owing to political events, he became chorus singer at the Opera and the Italian and Feydeau Theatres. In 1818–25 he played in the provinces, under the name Dôme-Chollet, the quasi-baritone parts played formerly by Martin and others. In 1825 he played both at Brussels and the Opéra Comique, Paris, and obtained in 1826 an engagement at the latter, where, having adopted the tenor répertoire, he remained until 1832. His principal new parts were in operas of Hérod and Auber, viz. Henri ('Marie'), Aug. 12, 1826, in which he made his first success by his rendering of the song 'Une robe légère'; Fritz, in 'La Fiancée,' Jan. 10, 1829; 'Fra Diavolo,' Jan. 28, 1830, and 'Zampa,' May 3, 1831. In 1832–35 he was again in Brussels, where hereafter he enjoyed even greater favour than he obtained in Paris. In 1834 he sang at the Hague, and in 1835 returned to the Opéra Comique, where he remained several years, and created several other parts in operas of Adam, Halévy, and Balfe, viz. Lionel in 'L’Éclair' (Halévy), Dec. 30, '35; Chapelon in 'Postillon de Lonjumeau,' Oct. 13, '36; Josselyn in 'Roi d’Yvetot,' Oct. 13, '42; Edward III. in 'Pucelle d’Amour,' Apr. 20, '43; 'Cagliostro,' Feb. 10, '44; Beaumanoir in 'Quatre fils d’Aymon' July 15, '44. He left the Comique, directed the Hague Theatre.
for a time, and finally reappeared in Paris at the Lyrique without success. In 1850 he played with Mitchell's company at St. James's Theatre, under the management of J. C. Neippeur (Val Andorra), in which he made his début, Jan. 4, as Barnabé (Paer's 'Maitre de Chapelle'), and in his well-known parts of Zampa, Josselyn and the Postilion. He was well received, on account of his easy, gentlemanly, and vivacious acting, and his command both of humour and pathos, which stoned for loss of voice. Félicis says of him that 'endowed with qualities that would have taken him to the highest point of art, if he had received a better professional education, he had more intelli-
guity than real ability, more mannerism than style. Sometimes he jerked out his song with affection; he often altered the character of the music by introducing variations of the phrase and numerous cadenzas in which he made use of his head voice. Vocal studies had not been studied, inasmuch that his 'mezza voce' was defective, and that he executed ascending chromatic passages in an imperfect manner. In fact, all of these faults, the charm of his voice, his knowledge of what was pleasing to the public, and his apolomé as a musician often caused him to make more effect than skilful singers deprived of these advantages. His fare-
well benefit took place at the Opéra Comique, April 24, 1872, when Roger reappeared in a scene from 'La Dame Blanche,' and Chollet himself as Barnabé in the celebrated duo from Paer's 'Maitre de Chappelle.' On this occasion Falada's musical setting of Coppée's 'Le Passant' was first produced, with Mme. Galli-Marie and the late Mlle. Priola.

[AC.]

CHOPIN. Add the following list of works (for PF. solo, unless otherwise stated). The works marked with an asterisk were published posthumously.


CHORALE. Add to the article in volume i. p. 351, the following:—

In tracing the history of the Chorale it is extremely difficult to distinguish the composer of the melody or canto fermo from the harmonizer (called Tonsetter by Winterfeld). A large proportion of extant chorales appear to be based on old church tunes, so that they present a continuity with the past which is quite consistent with Luther's earlier practice. As to the ancient origin of these tunes, see LUTHER, vol. ii. p. 179. The Chorales used in this first period are treated as Motets [see MOTET], as the examples in Winterfeld show: that is, the melody is given out as a canto fermo, generally in a tenor or at least a middle part, with the other parts in more or less florid counterpoint. The music is not yet measured [see MEASURE] or divided into equal rhythm (musica mensurabilis). The contrapuntal treatment, which became more elaborate under such musicians as Stephen Mahu and Joh. Kugelmann—both early in the 16th century—advanced greatly in the number of voice-parts and general complexity towards the end of the 16th and first half of the 17th century, the chief writers being Gumpelzhaimer, Joh. Eccard, Mich. Praetorius, Joh. Schopp and Joh. Rosenmüller. This again, when the singing came to be restricted to the canto fermo in union, originated the school of organ accompaniment to the Chorales such as we see in Bach's organ works, and as it is still occasionally to be heard in Germany.

It has been noticed that some chorales are based on secular songs of an earlier date. The old ecclesiastical forms of music inherited from Saint Gregory were proper to the Latin hymns of the Breviaire; but for hymns written in a modern language and forming no part of a prescribed ritual, the freer style used in secular songs was, or was soon found to be, quite natural. Most, however, of the secular melodies thus used were not so employed till towards the end of the 16th or beginning of the 17th century.

Simultaneously with this elaborate contrapuntal treatment, which demanded the resources of a church with a good choir, it is interesting to note the tendency towards a simpler treatment. This is found par excellence in Goudimel's setting of Marot and Beza's Psalms, 1565 [see Goudimel, ii. 230] which there are four voices, with counterpoint notes against notes, and the melody generally in the tenor, but in twelve psalms in the descant. In the latter part this book is the harbinger of one of the chief revolutions in the history of hymn-music. The revolution is fully effected in 1586 by Lucas Osiander in his 'Gelische Lieder und Psalmen mit 4 Stimmen auf Contrapunkte weiss ... also gesetzt, dass ein
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christliche Gemein durchaus mit singen kann.' The title shows that the removal of the melody to the upper part was due to a desire for congregational singing. The earlier books in motet form of course contemplated only the participation of the praised choir. This book was followed in 1594 by a similar treatment of the Psalter in Lobwasser's version by Samuel Marschall. The chorale was after this sung either in four voice-parts, with the canto fermo in the discant; or in unison, with florid counterpoint on the organ. The latter is considered the more classical form in Germany. [See also Bourgeois and Franck in Appendix.]

The composition, harmonization, and collection of chorales for the services of the Lutheran (and other Protestant) churches engaged the artistic talents of a whole school of musicians, of whom some of the most eminent are treated in special articles. [See AGRICOLA, Martin; CALVINUS, Seth; CRUGER, J.; DUCIS, Benedictus; ECKARD, Joh.; FRANZ, Melchior; FREITELINGHAUSEN, J. A. (App.); HAMMERSCHMIDT, A. (App.); ISAAC, Heinrich; NEUMARK, Georg. (App.); PRAEATORIUS, Michael and Jacob; SCHMITZ, (S. (App.)); SCHIEB, J. Hermann (App.); SIVELI, Lud.; VORFELS, Gottf. (App.); VULPIUS, Melchior (App.); WALTHER, Joh. Of the more important musicians not thus treated short notices now follow.

ABNOLD DE BRUCK (i.e. of Bruges), born at Bruges in 1480; in 1530 Kapellmeister to the King of Rome (afterwards Emperor Ferdinand I) at Vienna, where he died in 1530; wrote for 4 or 5 voices; pieces by him are given in M. Agricola's 'Newe deutsche geistliche Gesange.'

GEORG RHAT (Rha), born 1488 at Eisleben in Franconia, was Cantor at the Thomasschule at Leipzig till 1520, after which he settled at Wittemberg and became a printer, issuing books both in ordinary typography (including many first editions of Luther's writings) and in musical notes, including his own work 'Enchiridion musicæ mensuralis' 1532. [See AGRICOLA, Martin. Winternfeld ascribes some chorales to him.

STEPHAN MAHU, a singer in the chapel of Ferdinand King of the Romans (afterwards Emperor) is known as a contrapunctist; his chief work is Lamentations for four voices (in Ioanelli's 'Thesaurus'), and there are some pieces in G. Forster's collection of Motets, Hans Walther's Cantionale, etc.

JOHANN KUGERMANN, of Augsburg, was a trumpeter-player and contrapunctist of the first half of the 16th century, and Kapellmeister to Duke Albert at Königsberg; he wrote some church music printed at Augsburg in 1540.

NICOLAS HERMAN (Heermann), Cantor at Joachimsthal in Bohemia about the middle of the 16th century, and esteemed also as versifier; he died very old in 1561. There are chorales extant, of which both words and music are by him, e. g. 'Erschienen ist der herrlich Tag' and 'Lobt Gott, ihr Christen alle gleich.' For tonality and clear rhythm his chorales sound more modern than most of his age.

BALTHasar Resinarius (laitme for Harzer), born at Hessen in the territory of Meisen in the early years of the 16th century, took clerical orders and became bishop of Leipzig in Bohemia. He was a pupil of Isaac, and published at Wittemberg in 1543 'Responsoriorum numero octoginta de tempore et festis... libri duo.'

SIEG DIETRICH, an excellent German composer, who lived at Constance in the middle of the 16th century, wrote 36 Antiphons, Witt. 1541, and 'Novum opus musicum,' Witt. 1545.

LUCAS OSANDER, born 1534 at Nuremberg, Protestant minister at several places in Württemberg, died in 1604. Of his Chorale book with the melody in the upper part for congregational singing mention has been made above.

SAMUEL MARSCHALL (Marschall), born 1557 at Tournai, was a notary, and became University musician and organist at Basel; he was living in 1627. He was a composer of hymns, in which he followed Osiander in putting the melody in the discant. His works are 'Der ganze Psalter Ambrosii Lobwassers mit 4 Stimmen,' Leipzig 1594 and Basle 1606; 'Psalmes Davids, Kirchengesänge von M. Luther und anderer, mit 4 Stimmen,' Basle 1606; and 'Einführung zu der Musik.'

NICOLAS SELNECKER (properly Schellenecker), born 1539 at Hersbruck in Franconia, played the organ as a boy, became an eminent theologian, and in 1557 was Court preacher at Dresden. He published 'Christliche Lieder und Kirchengesänge,' Leipzig 1587; and seven penitential psalms, 1585, and died 1592.

ADAM GUMPHELZAHMER, born about 1560 at Trostberg in Upper Bavaria, was instructed in music by Father Jodocus Enzmüller of the convent of S. Ulrich, Augsburg; in 1575 went into the service of the Duke of Württemberg as musician, and gained considerable reputation as composer of songs both sacred and secular. His sacred songs or hymns, generally for several voices, sometimes as many as eight, are considered almost equal to those of Lassus. He also wrote 'Compendium musicae latinum-germanicum,' Augsburg 1595, of which Fétis says no less than twelve editions were published. In 1581 he took the place of Cantor at Augsburg, which he held till his death at the beginning of the next century.

MICHAEL ALTENBURG, born about 1583 at Trochtel in Thuringia, studied theology at Halle in 1601, and was pastor at several places, finally at Erfurt, where he died in 1640. He worked at music from his student-years and was one of the most eminent arrangers of church-music of his time. Of his chorale tunes, 'Macht auf die Thor der G'rechtigkeit' and 'Herr Gott nun schleeus den Himmel auf' are still used. But more important are the collections published by him, and his larger sacred works: 'Christliche liebliche und andächtige neue Kirchen- und Hausgesänge,' Erfurt 1619-21 in 3 vols.; '16 Intraden' for violins, lutes, organs, etc.; also
psalms, motets, cantiones, etc., for 4, 6, 8 or 9 voices. His writings combine simplicity with religious grandeur; and the congregational and choral singing of his various churches was renowned and regarded as a model.

Matthäus Apelles von Löwenstern, born 1594 at Neustadt in Upper Silisia, studied at the university of Frankfurt on the Oder, directed the music of the church at Neustadt, and was taken by Duke Henry of Oels to his court as music-director, beginning in 1616 praezess of the Prince's school at Bernstadt, and in 1631 director of chamber music at the court of the Emperor Ferdinand II, whose successor ennobled him. But he subsequently went to the Duke of Oels, with whom he lived in wealth and prosperity, and had a character for beneficence and generosity. His talents were shown both in writing sacred verse and in composing vocal music to German words, in a pleasing and flowing style. He published 'Symbols oder Gedenksprüche,' containing 30 hymns for 1–9 voices; the best are 'Jesus meum solutum,' 'Nun preist Alle Gottes Barmherzigkeit,' 'Wenn ich in Angst und Noth,' 'Mein Angst schliesse mich jetzt'; also 'Frühlings Meven,' 1644.

Johann Schopp, born at Hamburg at the beginning of the 17th century, lived there till 1642, and subsequently at Lüneburg. He was a violinst and composer, and published 'Neue Paduanen, Galliardien, Allemanden, etc.,' Hamburg, 1633–40, in 3–6 parts; '50 deutsche Concerte von 1, 2, 3, 4 und 5 Stimmen,' Hamburg, 1644; 'Joh. Risten Himmlische Lieder. Mit sehr anmutigen, mehrerentheils von Joh. Scho- ppen gesetzten Melowyen,' Lüneburg, 1641–2; 'Joh. Ristens fromner Christen alltägliche Hausmusik,' Lüneburg, 1654 (the melodies by him and Michael Jacobi in common); 'Phil. von Zens dichterische Jugendlieb- und Liebes-Flammen und dessen geistliche Wollust Salomonis, mit Melodien,' Hamburg, 1651; 'Jacob Schwirger's Flüchtige Feldrosen mit Melodien,' Hamburg, 1655. In these works are found the well-known chorale tunes 'Lasset uns den Herren preisen,' 'Ermuntre dich, mein schwacher Geist,' 'Werde munter, mein Gemüthe.' It is impossible to overlook the great change that has come over the chorale with the commencement of the 17th century, especially in the writings of Gumpelshainer, Löwenstern, and Schopp—a change which is the direct consequence of putting the melody in the upper part, and writing for four fixed voice-parts. The new form of the tune is closely similar to that of English hymns of the period; it has the modern scale with the leading note, rhythm in equal bars, and the common chord with its inversions. The melody has a clearer rhythm and a more rapid and easy swing, in fact becomes far more like a secular song; which goes far to explain the fact that just about the year 1600 popular secular songs were adapted to sacred words, especially 'Isbruck, ich muss dich lassen' in 1598, 'Venus du und dein Kind' in 1605, and 'Mein Gnümth ist mir verwirret' in 1613.

Johann Rosenmüller, born in the Electorate of Saxony at the beginning of the 17th century, was collaborator at the Thomasschule at Leipzig in 1647, and director of music in 1648. On account of alleged envious conduct towards pupils in 1655 (which perhaps was not true, as in later life he bore a high character in Germany) he had to leave Leipzig and went to Venice; he was subsequently appointed Kapellmeister at Wolfenbüttel, where he died in 1686. He published chorales harmonized in many parts. His works are: 'Kernsprüche, mehrerentheils aus heiliger Schrift, mit 3, 4 bis 7 Stimmen samt ihrem Basso continuo gesetzt,' Leipzig, 1648 (containing 30 hymns); 'Studenten-Musik: von 3 und 5 Instrumenten,' Leipzig, 1654; '12 Sonate da camera a cinque strumenti,' Venice, 1667 and 1671; and Sonatas with 2–5 instruments, Nuremberg, 1682.

Joh. Geo. Eberling, born at Lüneburg about 1620, was in 1662 director of the music at the principal church of Berlin, and in 1668 professor of music at the Caroline Gymnasium at Stettin, where he died in 1676. He composed church music, and some chorales of his are favourites; e.g. 'Warum soll ich mich denn grämen.' He published 'Archaeologia Orphica sive antiquitates musicae,' Stettin, 1657; 'Pauli Gerhardt Geistliche Andachten, bestehend in 120 Liedern mit 4 Singstimmen, 2 Violinen und General-bass,' Berlin, 1666–7; and an arrangement of the latter for piano, Berlin, 1669.

Jacob Hintze, born 1622 at Bernau near Berlin, became in 1666 court musician to the Elector of Brandenburg at Berlin; but he retired to his birthplace, where he died in 1695, with the reputation of being an excellent contrapuntist. He edited the 13th edition of Crüger's 'Praxis pietatis,' Berlin, 1690, adding to it 65 hymns to the Epistles by himself, none of which are said to be ever used now; but others in the book are his, some of which continue to be favourites, especially 'Gieb dich zufrieden' and 'Alle Menschen müssen sterben' (if the latter be really by him). Concerning the chorales composed by Bach, refer to Spitta's Bach, vol. ii. p. 108, 114, 287, etc. (English edition).

The literature of the subject is considerable, and only a few of the most important modern works can conveniently be mentioned here. The great standard work is that of Carl von Winterfeld, 'Der evangelische Kirchengesang und sein Verhältniss zur Kunst des Tonsatzes,' in three large quarto volumes, with abundant specimens of the setting of the old tunes from ancient manuscripts (Leipzig, 1843–47); it is, however, not clearly arranged. G. Döring's 'Choralkunde' (Danzig, 1856), and E. E. Koch's 'Geschichte des Kirchenliedes und Kirchengesangs, mit besonderer Rücksicht auf Württemberg,' 2 vols. (Stuttgart 1847), are useful guides. Of collections of chorales, treated either as 4-voice hymns or for singing in unison, there is a great number. The following may be noted as having especial interest:— J. S. Bach's mehrstimmige Choralgesänge und geistliche Arien zum erstenmal
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unverändert... herausgegeben von Ludwig Erk,' 1850; 'Choralbuch, enthaltend eine Auswahl von 272 der schönsten... Kirchengesänge in vierstimmiger Bearbeitung. Nebst einem Anhang, bestehend aus 50 von J. S. Bach selbst komponierten Werken, insbesondere der Melodien. Herausgegeben von J. G. Lehmann,' third edition, 1871; '371 vierstimmige Choralgesänge von J. S. Bach.' [Edited by C. F. Becker.] To what extent the melodies of these, which editors persist in attributing to Bach, are really his, is a very difficult question, on which the present writer hesitates as much to pronounce an opinion as on the similar question of Luther's authorship of the music of certain hymns. Another carefully prepared collection which bears the respectable names of Baron von Tucher, Immanuel Pautz, and Joh. Zahn, is entitled 'Die Melodien des deutschen evangelischen Kirchen-Gesangbuches in vierstimmigen Satzen für Orgel und Chorgesang,' Stuttgart, 1854. A good popular book also is 'Hauschorsualbuch: alte und neue Choralgesänge mit vierstimmigen Harmonien,' of which the 7th edition was published at Gütensloh, 1871. [R.M.]

CHORAL SYMPHONY. Line 9 from end of article, 'for Theater an der Wien, read Karinthnerthkor Theater. (Corrected in later editions.)

CHORTON. The 'Chorus' or ecclesiastical pitch to which organs were usually tuned in the 17th and 18th centuries. It was considerably higher than the chamber pitch, used for secular music. This chamber pitch (Kammeron) was of two kinds, the high and the low, but both were below the chorus pitch. [See Pichl, vol. ii. p. 757 b. Also Spitta, J. S. Bach, Engl. ed. ii. 236, 334, 676, etc.]

CHORUS. Add that the word was very commonly used, in the 17th and 18th centuries, to denote the concerted conclusion of duets, trios, etc., and was in fact the exact equivalent of our 'ensemble.' The meaning of the word has frequently been misunderstood, as for instance in many modern editions of Purcell's well-known duet 'Hark, my Dardear!' where the last ensemble section, beginning 'So ready and quick is a spirit of air,' has been omitted, without doubt under the impression that the word 'Chorus' meant that these bars were to be sung by many voices. Conclusive proof that the word was used commonly in this sense is afforded in many of Handel's Italian operas, in the scores of which the names of the quartet of soloists are placed at the beginning of their respective lines in ensemble numbers, though the movement is entitled 'Coro.' [M.]

CHOUQUET, Gustave. Add that from 1840 to 1856 he was teaching in New York, and that he died Jan. 30, 1896.

CHRISTUS. P. 355 a, last line but one, for 27 read 26.

CHRYSANDER, Friedrich. For his chief work as editor of Handel's works see Händel-Gesellschaft in this Appendix. Of the 'Denk-
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mäler der Tonkunst' edited by him, vol. 1 of Corelli and vol. 2 of Couperin are published and the second and final volumes of each nearly ready; and the Te Deum of Urio is published. The 'Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung' was edited by him from 1869 to 1871 and again from 1875 to 1883, when it became extinct. The 'Jahrbücher für musikalische Wissenschaft' ceased to appear after vol. 2. His life of Handel has been laid by on account of the constant and absorbing labour on the edition of Handel's works; but it is believed that there is still hope of its resumption and completion. [R.M.]

CHWATAL, Fr. Xav. See vol. ii. p. 729 b. Add that he died June 24, 1879.

CIMAROSA. Add dates to the following operas:—L'Italiana in Londra, 1779; Le Coniugio di pietra, 1783; Il Pittore Parigino, 1783; Il Sacrificio d'Abramo, 1786; Le Astuzie femminili, 1793; L'Impressario in angustie, 1786; Il Matrimonio per ragione, 1779; Gli Orazii e Curiazzi, 1796; Artaserse, 1791; Seme-ramide, 1799.

CIMBALOM. See Dulcimer, vol. i. p. 458 b.

CINELLI. The ordinary Italian name for cymbals. The name Piatti is almost universally used in orchestral scores, though it is, strictly speaking, only applicable to the small cymbals used in JANITSCHAREN-MUSIK.

CINQ MARS. An 'opéra dialogue' in four acts; words by Poisson and Gallet, music by Gounod. Produced at the Opéra Comique, April 5, 1877.

CIVIL SERVICE MUSICAL SOCIETY. Add that the society ceased to exist in 1880, owing to financial difficulties consequent upon the resignation of several of the older members. A concert was given on May 11 of that year in Steinway Hall.

CLAGGET, Charles. Add that he is said to have died in 1820, and that the tuning-fork referred to in the last sentence of the article is one of the sounding bars of his 'Aiolon.'


CLARINET. P. 361 a, l. 15 from bottom, add a reference to Abbreviations, l. 4 a, and to CHALUMEAU, for examples of the use of the term. P. 362 b, last paragraph, add that the first instance of the use of the clarinet as an orchestral instrument is said to be in J.C. Bach's 'Orione' (1763).

CLARK, Jeremiah. Add that he is said to have been born in 1669, but that the date is probably much earlier. L. 13 from end of article, for the same year read 1699. L. 9 from end, add date for 'The World in the Moon,' 1697. To the list of plays for which he furnished music, the following are to be added: —'The Campaigners,' 1698; 'The Bath,' 1701; 'All for the better,' 1702, and 'the Committee,' 1706. Since the publication of the article in the Dictionary of National Biography, from which
the above additions are taken, its writer, Mr. W. Barclay Squire, has succeeded in establishing the date of Clark's death, concerning which authorities have hitherto been at variance. The printed copies of Hawkins's History give Nov. 5 as the date, but in a copy corrected by Hawkins himself, now in the British Museum, this is altered to Dec. 1, 1707; a contemporary news-sheet has been found which confirms this date beyond a doubt. For the detailed account of the occurrence, and for the process by which the true date has been established, the reader is referred to the Athenæum of April 3, 1887. [M.]

CLARK, Scottson. See Scottson Clark.

CLARKE, John (Clarke-Whitfield). L. 7 of article, from the semi-colon read as follows:—
in the same year (1793) he was appointed master of the choristers (not organist) at St. Patrick's Cathedral and Christ Church, Dublin. In 1794 he succeeded Richard Langdon as organist of Armagh Cathedral, which post he held till 1797. In 1795 he took the degree of Mus. D. in Dublin, and in 1799 the Irish rebellion led him to resign his appointments, (etc. as in L. 13.) L. 21, add date of death of H. F. Whitfield, 1814. Other corrections will be found under Trinity College, vol. iv. p. 170, note 5. [M.]

CLAUS. For Claus read Claus-Szarvady, and add that she visited London in the summer of 1886, giving one concert in a private house.

CLAUSULA. The medieval name for what is now called a Cadence, or Close.1

The most important Close employed in Polyphonic Music, is the Clausula vera, or True Cadence, terminating on the Final of the Mode. The Clausula plagalis, or plagal Cadence, is rarely used, except as an adjunct to this, following it, at the conclusion of a Movement, in the form of a peroration. A Close, identical in construction with a True Cadence, but terminating upon some note, other than the Final of the Mode, is called a Clausula ficta, subsidiaria, or media; i.e. a False, Subsidiary, or Medial Cadence. A Clausula vera, or ficta, when accompanied, in the Counterpoint, by a suspended discord, is called a Clausula dimonita, or Diminished Cadence, in allusion to the shortening of the penultimate note, in order to allow time for the suspension and resolution of the dissonance.

Though the Clausula vera is the natural homologue of the Perfect Cadence of modern Music, and may, in certain cases, correspond with it, note for note, it is not constructed upon the same principles—for, the older progression belongs to what has been aptly called the horizontal system, and the later one, to the perpendicular, or vertical system.2

1 It is necessary to be very cautious in the use of these two English words, which, in the 17th century, were not interchangeable. More than for instance, at pp. 73 and 127 of his Plains and Setting (Rev. Edn. 1806) applies the term 'Close' to the descent of the Clausula vera upon the Final of the Mode; and 'Cadence' to the descent of the Clausula vera upon the Diminished Cadence. With which this progression is accompanied, in the Counterpoint, when the form employed is that known as the Clausula dimonita. In cases like this, it is only by reference to the Latin terms that all danger of misconception can be avoided.

2 See vol. I. p. 672 b.

CLARUL. A Close, formed exactly like the above, but terminating upon the Mediant of the Mode, is called a Clausula media.3 In like manner, a Clausula ficta, or subsidiaria, may terminate upon the Dominant, or Participant of the Mode, or, upon either of its Conceded Modulations.4 Modern writers are generally inclined to describe Closes of this kind as True Cadences in some new Mode to which the composer is supposed to have modulated. But, the early Polyphonists regarded them, as False Cadences, formed upon certain intermediate degrees of the original Mode, from which he was never permitted to depart, by the process now called Modulation.

The form of Clausula plagalis most frequently employed by the Polyphonists was that in which, after a Clausula vera, the last note of the Clausula vera was prolonged, and treated as an inverted Pedal-Point. It is used with peculiarly happy effect in Mode IV—the plagal derivative of the Phrygian—in which the impression of a final Close is not very strongly produced by the Clausula vera.

3 For a Table of Medial Cadences, in all the Modes, see vol. ii. pp. 345-4.

4 See vol. ii. p. 342.
The Dominant of this Mode is the fourth degree above its final, corresponding with the modern Sub-dominant. And, as this forms so important an element in the treatment of the inverted Pedal, modern Composers apply the term plagal to all Cadences in which the Sub-dominant precedes the Tonic Bass. The term serves its purpose well enough; but it rests upon an erroneous basis, since there is no such interval as a Sub-dominant in the Plagal Modes from which the progression derives its name.

In all the Clauses hitherto described, the two essential parts form together, in the final note, either an Octave, or Unison. There is yet another class in which the parts form a Fifth.

Morley seems inclined to class these among the True Closes; but most early writers regard them as Clauses ficta, vel irregularia. [W.S.R.]

CLAVICHORD. Line 2 of article, add The Italian name is Manicordo, the name Clavicordo being the equivalent of the German Clavier in the sense of any keyboard instrument having strings. P. 357 a, add at beginning of line 18, in clavichords of the 8th century. P. 358 a, l. 22, 'An admired effect due to change of intonation is inaccurate. To play out of tune was depre-
cated by C. P. E. Bach. There is no doubt that clavichord players preserved a very tranquil position of the hand in order to preserve truth of intonation. Line 26, for shortened read tightened. Line 30, for with varying power of touch, read without quitting the key. Line 31, The Bebung (riborato) was obtained without allowing the finger to quit the key.

With respect to the introduction of the chromatic keyboard, Hubert van Eyck painted the St. Cecilia panel of the famous Ghent altar-piece in which there is a Positive organ depicted with the chromatic division of the keyboard. He died in 1426, and that was therefore the last year in which this panel could have been painted. It is probable that the Halberstadt organ, built in 1360, had this division. If so, it is the earliest known example.

P. 363 b, l. 17, for the end read the middle. (Corrected in later editions.) Line 25. The Latin version of Virdung is, as is now well known, by Luscinus, whom many have credited with being the original line. Line 34. The scale of Guido should include the highest note e, and contain, with the B moll et durum, 22 notes. Line 8 from bottom, the statement that there was a clavichord dated 1520, wanting two semitones in the octave, proves to be unfounded. See Wecker's earlier account of it in 'Neu eröffnetes Magazin musikalischen Tonwerkzeugen,' p. 106 (Frankfort, 1855).

1 Pièces and Other Instructions, p. 74 (2nd edition 1820).

The last clavichords that were made were constructed by Hoffmann, Stuttgart, in 1857, on the pattern of one belonging to Molique. They were made for the late Joseph Street, of Lloyds. [See also TANGENT.] [A.J.H.]

CLAVICYTHERIUM. P. 369 b. This instrument is figured in Virgins, 1511, and a remarkable specimen from the Correr collection, now belonging to Mr. G. Donaldson of London, was exhibited in the Music Loan Collection, 1885, and is figured from a drawing in colours in Mr. A. J. Hipkins's 'Musical Instruments' (Black, Edinburgh, 1887).

CLAY, FREDERIC. Add the productions of 'The Merry Duchess' (Royalty Theatre, May 23, 1883), and 'The Golden Ring' (Alhambra, Dec. 3, 1883).

CLAYTON, THOMAS. Add that he is said to have died about 1730.

CLÉ DU CAVEAU. The title of a large collection of French airs, including the tunes of old songs dating from before the time of Henri IV, old vaudevilles, commonly called posti-nues, and airs from operas and opéras comiques which from their frequent use in comédies-vaudevilles have become popular airs (what are called timbres). The fourth and last edition of the work, published by Capelle, goes down to 1848; a new edition would have to include airs taken from comic operas by Auber, Adam, etc., written since the above date, and airs from the operettas of Offenbach and Lecocq, which have now become new types for the vaudeville couplet and have enriched the domain of the popular song. The collection is so arranged that it is perfectly easy to find either the tune of a song of which the words only are known, or the metre and rhythm of words which will fit any particular air. The publication is especially useful to dramatists who have to write couplets for a vaudeville, and to amateur song-writers; it contains 2350 different airs, and as many forms or models for couplets. The origin of the title is as follows:

—Three French song-writers of the 18th century, Piron, Crobillon fils, and Collé, instituted, in 1732, a sort of club, where they dined regularly, together with other song-writers and literary men. They called their society le Caveau, from the place of meeting, an inn of that name kept by one Landelle in the Rue de Buci, near the Comédie Française and the Café Procope, where these boon companions finished their evenings. From that time all societies of song-writers have connected themselves as much as possible with this first society, and so the name Caveau is synonymous with a club of the same kind. The original society lasted exactly ten years, after which, in 1762, Piron, Crobillon fils, and Gentil-Bernard formed a new society in the same place, which lasted only five years. After the Revolution, the 'Caveau moderne' was founded in 1806 by Capelle, the author of the Clé du Caveau, with the help of Grimo de la Reynière, Pis, Armand Gouffé, and Phillippon de la Madeleine; they met at Balaine's in the Rocher de Cancale, rue Mont-
orguell. The society lasted till 1815, and in 1825 an effort was made to revive it, but after a year's existence it disappeared, together with another club, 'Les Soupers de Momus,' founded in 1813. In 1835 a new society was founded at Champeau's under the direction of Albert Montémond, and was called at first Les Enfants du Caveau, and then Le Caveau only. It still exists, and is managed by a committee headed by a president elected every year, who holds Panard's glass and Collé's bells as symbols of his office. [A.J.]

Clegg, John. P. 371 a, l. 2, for 1742 read On Jan. 21, 1743-4. Add that he was discharged as cured on July 20, 1744, but again admitted on Dec. 15 of the same year. He was finally discharged Oct. 13, 1746. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

Clemens Non Papa. L. 24 of article, for VI. read VII.

Clement, Felix. Add date of death, Jan. 23, 1885.

Clementi, L. 2 of article, for March 9 read March 10. Add that he was buried in the south cloister of Westminster Abbey. P. 372 b, l. 5, for Condillac read Cordicelli. P. 373 c, third paragraph, add that during his continental tour, 1802-10, he married a daughter of Lehmann, the cantor of the Nicolaikirche in Berlin, who, after a journey to Italy with her husband, died in childbirth. [M.]

Clifford, Rev. James. Lines 12 and 13 of article, for About the year 1700, read in Sept. 1698.

Clifton, John C., born 1781, studied for five years under Richard Bellamy. He subsequently became a pupil of Charles Wesley, and devoted himself entirely to music, resigning an appointment in the Stationary Office which he had held for about two years. After an engagement at Bath, where he conducted the Harmonic Society, he went in 1802 to Dublin, and in 1815 produced there a musical service called 'Edwin.' He organized, together with Sir John Stevenson, a concert in aid of the sufferers by the Irish famine. In 1816 he invented an instrument called the 'Eidoumonium,' intended to teach sight-reading. An attempt made in 1818 to bring out his invention in London failed, and he then adopted Logier's system of teaching, and remained in London for some time. He married the propietress of a ladies' school at Hammersmith, where he died Nov. 18, 1841, having become partially insane some three years previously. [W.B.S.]

Coccia, Carlo. Correct date of birth to April 14, 1782, and add place and date of death, Novara, April 13, 1873. L. 12 from end of article, for 36 read 40. L. 5 from end, for 1816 read 1815.

Codetta. For the special meaning of the word in fugue, see vol. i. 568 a, and vol. iv. 138 b.

Cogan, Philip, Mus. D. was born in Cork about 1750, and became a chorister and afterwards a member of the choir of St. Finbar's Cathedral in that city. In 1772 he was appointed a stipendiary in the choir of Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin, but soon resigned his post. In 1780 he became organist of St. Patrick's Cathedral, and about the same time obtained the degree of Mus. D. from the University of Dublin. He resigned the organistship of St. Patrick's in 1810, and resided in Dublin as a teacher of music, dying there at an advanced age. He was distinguished as a player on the organ and the harpsichord, as well as for his powers of fugue extemporization. He published several sonatas of merit, written somewhat in the manner of Mozart. Michael Kelly, who took lessons from Cogran about 1777, describes his execution as 'astounding.' [G.A.C.]

Colla. See Aquarli.

Collard. Line 9 of article, for Gieb read Geib.

Collections of Music. List of contents of the following published collections of music which are found in this Dictionary under the headings referred to.


Coloms, or Coleman, Charles, Mus. D. Add that he took the degree of Mus.D. on July 2, 1651, and that in Nov. 1662 he was appointed Composer to the King, with a salary of £40 per annum. He contributed the musical definitions to Phillips' 'New World of Words' (1658). Last line but one of article, for 1657 read 1656, and add that he died in July, 1664. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

Coloms, or Coleman, Edward. Add that he was the original composer of the music
COLMAN.

in Shirley's 'Contention of Ajax and Ulysses,' on its production in 1653, and that on Jan. 21, 1658, he took Laniere's place in the royal band. L. 5 from end of article, for 19 read 29. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

COLOMBA. Opera in 4 acts; the words, founded on Prosper Merimee's story with the same title, by Francis Heusser; music by A. C. Mackenzie (op. 28). Written for, and produced by, the Carl Rosa company, Drury Lane, April 5, 1883. Given at Hamburg (in German) Jan. 27, 1884, and at Darmstadt, April 29 of the same year.

[ML]

COLONNE, JUDAS (called EDOUARD), violinist and conductor, born at Bordeaux, July 24, 1838, studied music at the Paris Conservatoire, where he gained the first prize for harmony in 1858, and the same for violin in 1863. He became first violin in the Opéra orchestra, but left it in 1873 to establish, with the music-publisher Hartmann, the 'Concert National.' These concerts lasted two seasons, and were first held at the Théâtre du Châtelet, where Franck's 'Rédemption' and Massenet's 'Marie Magdeleine' were performed for the first time; the concerts were subsequently held at the Châtelet. In 1874, Hartmann having retired, Colonne endeavoured to form an association among artists which should be patronised by amateurs and the public. In this way were founded the Concerts du Châtelet, which though at first unsuccessful, have since gained so wide a reputation. It was not easy to struggle against the established popularity of the Concerts Populaires, conducted by Pasdeloup, but Colonne had the excellent idea of giving more prominence to the works of the younger French composers; he produced several orchestral suites by Massenet, the first and second of which had previously been given at the Concerts Populaires, and various orchestral compositions by Lalo, Dubois, Franck, etc.; but the success of the concerts was not fully assured until Colonne, foreseeing a reaction in the public in 1880, and inspired by the example of Pasdeloup, in a manner devotedly corresponding to the great French composer by producing with great care, and in their entirety, all his works for chorus and orchestra; 'L'Enfance du Christ,' 'Roméo et Juliette,' and particularly 'La Damnation de Faust,' the success of which crowned the popularity of his undertaking. The enterprise, having quite replaced the Concerts Populaires in public favour, became most profitable to all concerned in it, and to its director, who in 1880 was decorated with the Légion d'Honneur; he had before, in 1878, been chosen to conduct the concerts at the Trocadéro during the Exhibition. He is an extremely careful conductor, he rehearse with the most scrupulous care, and succeeds in giving a correct and vigorous interpretation of the works he performs. In his anxiety for clearness he had at one time a tendency to slacken the tempI, and was sometimes lacking in fire and energy; but in this respect he has corrected his deficiencies, and now infuses more warmth into the members of his orchestra. [A.J.]

COLTELLINI. Add date of death, 1817.

COLYNS, JEAN-BAPTISTE, a distinguished violinist, was born at Brussels Nov. 25, 1838. He was admitted to the Brussels Conservatoire at the age of 8, where he gained prizes for violin playing, harmony, etc. He became solo violinist at the Théâtre de la Monnaie at a very early age, and soon afterwards was appointed professor of his instrument at the Conservatoire.

He has made many professional tours in Europe with great success, and has at various times received advantageous offers to leave his native city. Among others he was in 1876 invited by the King of Saxony to migrate to Dresden as Concertmeister and Professor at the Conservatorium there. These offers he has declined for family reasons. He visited England in 1873, and played at the Crystal Palace, April 12, and at the Philharmonic, July 7. M. Colyns has occupied himself with composition for his special instrument, and has also produced several dramatic works—for example, an opera in 1 act, 'Sir William' (1877); operas in 3 acts, 'Capi
taine Raymond' (1881). [T.P.H.]

COMES. See Answer, Dux, and Fugue.

COMMA. Line 5 from end of article, for 55441 read 53441.

COMMER, FRANZ. Add date of death, Aug. 17, 1887, and that 14 vols. of 'Musica Sacra' have now appeared, of which only the earlier volumes were edited by Commer.

COMMODO, 'easily,' 'at a convenient pace'; a direction of rare occurrence by itself, but generally used with Allegro, as in the Rondo of Beethoven's Sonata in E, op. 14, no. 1. [M.]

COMPLINE (Lat. 'Completurn.') The last of the 'Horn Diurnae,' or 'Day Hours,' of the Roman Ritual.

Compline is sung after Vespers, either with or without a pause between the two Offices. It begins with the Versicle, 'Jube domino bene gracia'; the Collect, 'Nec nostris quietam, etc.' and the Lectio, 'Fratres, sobrii estote.' These are followed by the 'Confiteor,' and 'Ab
solutio,' with the usual alternations between the Official and the Choir; the Versicles and Responses, 'Converte nos, etc.' and Psalms iv, xxx, xc, and cxxxiii (Vulg. vers.) sung under the Antiphon 'Miserere mihi.' These Psalms never change; nor, except in the last verse, does the Hymn, 'Te lucis ante terminum,' which im
mmediately succeeds them. The Official next sings the Capitulum, 'Tu autem; followed by the Responsorium breve, 'In manus tuas'; the 'Gloria Patri,' and the Versicle and Response, 'Custodo nos.' This part of the Office, which changes with the Season, is followed by the Can
ticle, 'Nunc dimittis,' sung with the Antiphon, 'Salva nos.' On certain days, the Canticle is followed by the Preces, 'Kyrie eleison, etc.' sung kneeling. When these are omitted, the Official proceeds, at times, with the unceasing Prayers, 'Visita, quæsumus, Domine.' Then follows the Benediction, 'Benedicat et custodiat'; and the
Office concludes with one of the four Antiphons, ‘Alma Redemptoria Mater,’ ‘Ave, Regina,’ ‘Regina ocelli,’ or ‘Salve Regina,’ which change with the Season. [W.S.R.]

COMTE ORY. Correct statement as to first performance in England (last two lines of article) by adding that it was given at the King's Theatre (in Italian) Feb. 28, 1829.

CONCERTO, the sounding together of all the notes in a chord, and thus the exact opposite of Arpeggio. [M.]

CONCERT. P. 384 a, l. 17 from bottom should run — were pre-eminent from 1791 to 1795. In 1813 the (Corrected in late editions). Last paragraph but one of article, for 1780 read 1777.

CONCERT SPIRITUEL. Corrections and additions will be found under ALTÈS, iv. 521 b.

CONCERTINO (a. e. a little Concert). I. A term applied to the little band of Solo Instruments employed in a Concerto Grosso—which see. The title of Corelli’s Concertos is, Concerti grossi con due Violini e Violoncello di Concertino obbligati, et due altri Violini e Basso di Concerto grosso ad arbitrio che si potranno radoppare.

II. A Concerto on a small scale. See vol. i. p. 387 a. [W.S.R.]

CONCERTO GROSSO. I. An Orchestral Concerto; i.e. a succession of Movements, played by two or more Solo Instruments; accompanied by a full, or stringed Orchestra.

Handel’s so-called ‘Concertante’ is a composition of this kind, written for two Solo Violins, and Violoncello, accompanied by Stringed Instruments and Hautboys. Eleven out of the twelve well-known Grand Concertos, by the same Composer, are written for a similar assemblage of Solo Instruments, accompanied by Stringed Instruments and Continuo only; but No. VII of this set is of an exceptional character, and contains no solo passages. Few of these compositions contain any bravura passages for the principal instruments, which are used, for the most part, like the Wind Instruments in works of later date, for the purpose of producing variety of instrumentation; but sometimes, and especially in the ‘Concertante,’ long passages of great constructive importance are assigned to them.

Handel’s six ‘Hautboy Concertos’ are Concerti grossi, written for a Concertino consisting of two Solo Violins, two Violoncellos, two Hautboys, two Flutes, and two Bassoons, with the addition, in No. I, of two Tenors, and, in No. VI, of an obligato Harpsichord; accompanied, throughout the entire set, by the Stringed Orchestra and Continuo. In some of these, the solo passages are much more brilliant than in the Grand Concertos above mentioned.

An exceptional example, of great interest, by the same Composer, will be found in the Double Concerto, performed at the Handel Festival in 1885. Though unfortunately incomplete, the autograph copy of this work, in the Library at Buckingham Palace, contains nine movements, written for two Concertini, each consisting of two Hautboys, one Bassoon, and two Horns in F, the whole accompanied by Stringed Orchestra, and Continuo.

Corelli’s Concerti Grossi are written for the same Instruments as Handel’s ‘Grand Concertos.’ Sebastian Bach uses instrumental combinations of greater variety, and with a far greater acquaintance with his own peculiar views of orchestral contrast, as in his Concerto for Violin, Flute, and Clavier, with the usual accompaniments.

In form, all these works bore a close analogy to the ordinary Overture, and Suite, peculiar to the middle of the 18th century, the Movements consisting of a series of Largos, Allegros, and Andantes, intermixed, occasionally, with Minuets, Gavottes, and even Gigas. After the invention of the Sonata-form, the Concerto grosso died completely out; for it would be impossible to refer to this class of compositions works like Mozart’s Concertone for two Violins, his Concerto for Flute and Harp, or even his Serenades.

II. A term applied to the Orchestral Accompaniments of a Grand Concerto, as distinguished from the Concertino, or assemblage of principal instruments. [W.S.R.]

CONCONE, GIUSEPPE, born at Turin in 1810, was a professor of the pianoforte and singing. He lived for about ten years in Paris, where he gave lessons in both branches of music, and brought out several compositions for the piano, notably a set of studies published by Gius. Richault was the publisher of his vocal music, which is melodious and well written for the voice. But it is chiefly by his solfeggi and vocalizzi that Concione has made a world-widereputation for usefulness, to which the re-publication of these works by Peters of Leipzig has greatly contributed. Those that are known consist of a book of 50 solfeggi for a medium compass of voice, 15 vocalizzi for soprano, 25 for mezzo-soprano, and a book of 25 solfeggi and 15 vocalizzi, 40 in all, for bass or baritone. This coupling together of bass and baritone is as a rule a great mistake, but in the present case the alternative notes given in passages which run low enable baritone voices to make very profitable use of the vocalizzi, and as they do not run very high, ordinary bass voices can sing them with sufficient ease. There is also a set of 30 very good florid exercises for soprano.

The contents of these books are melodious and pleasing, and calculated to promote flexibility of voice. The accompaniments are good, and there is an absence of the monotony so often found in works of the kind. The book of 50 solfeggi has been re-published by many houses, and latterly by Curwen, with the Tonic Sol-fa in addition to the ordinary notation.

After the French revolution of 1838, Concone returned to Turin, and became Maestro di Cappella and Organist at the Chapel Royal. He died in 1861. [H.C.D.]

CONDELL, HENRY. Add date of birth, 1757. He wrote overtures to ‘The House to be
sold’ (1802), Dimond’s ‘Hero of the North’ (1803), ‘Love laughs at Locksmiths’; incidental music to ‘Aladdin,’ and Reynolds’s ‘Bridal King’ (1810). He died at Battersea, June 24, 1824. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

CONRADI, August. Add day of birth, June 27, and correct day of death to May 26.

CONSECUTIVE. The last sentence of the article is to be modified, since the ‘later investigations’ prove to be unreliable. There is ample evidence that the Organum was what it has been universally considered to be. [See Notation, ii. 469; Organum, etc.]

CONSERVATORIO. P. 392 b., L. 4 from bottom, for Toulon read Tulon. (Corrected in later editions.)

CONSERVATORIO. The dates of the various Neapolitan Institutions are more correctly given under Naples, ii. 444–6. Line 10 of article, the date of the foundation of the first school by Tinctor is probably much earlier than 1496, as he left Italy in 1490. [See Tinctoris, iv. 128.]

CONTI, F. B. P. 395 b., L. 7, for Kritische read Historisch-kritische. Line 4 from end of article for Hof-scholar read Hof-compositeur.

CONVICT. The last two sentences of the article should run:—Its only claim to mention here is the fact that Schubert was educated for the Hof-Kapelle in the Convikt at no. 45 in the Pfisteram Gasse, Josephstadt, Vienna. That for the choristers of St. Stephen’s is in the Stabbenbastei, No. 2. (Corrected in later editions.)

COOKE, BENJAMIN, Mus. D. Add that he was an assistant director at the Handel Commemoration in 1784.

COOKE, HENRY. Last line of article, for 1657 read 1656. Add that he composed all the special music for the coronation of Charles II, April 23, 1661.

COOKE, ROBERT. Add dates of birth and death, 1768 and Aug. 13, 1814.

COOKE, T. S. P. 398 a, L. 6, add that in 1821 he was called ‘director of the music at Drury Lane Theatre’ (Quarterly Musical Magazine), and that from 1828 to 1830 he was one of the musical managers of Vauxhall Gardens. L. 13, add that he relinquished his post at the Bavarian Embassy in 1838. To list of productions add ‘Abu Hassan’ (adapted from Weber), April, 1825: ‘The White Lady’ (from Boieldieu), Oct. 1826; ‘Isidore de Merida’ (from Storace), 1828; ‘Acis and Galatea,’ 1834; ‘The Folies of a Night,’ 1845. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)

COR. ANGLAT. The statement in the last sentence but one, as to Rossini’s use of the instrument, is to be corrected by a reference to Ossor di Caccia, vol. ii. p. 489.


CORBETT, WILLIAM. Add that he made two journeys to Italy; the first, as stated in the Dictionary, about 1711, from which he returned and gave a concert at Hickford’s Rooms in 1714 (April 28). It was at this time that he was appointed to the Royal band, his name appearing on the list of musicians from 1716 to 1747. He died March 7, 1747–8. The last sentence should run:—After his return he published ‘Concertos, or Universal Bizzaries composed on all the new Gustos in his travels through Italy,’ containing 36 concertos, in two books, the first in four parts, the second in seven, professing to exhibit, etc. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.)
CORDEL, FREDERICK, at this date (1838) one of the foremost of our rising young composers. Born in London, Jan. 26, 1834, he showed from infancy a strong aptitude for music, which he was, however, not allowed to indulge, being at the age of 18 made to go into business. From his first situation he was unexpectedly released by the pecuniary embarrassments of his employers, and he then persuaded his parents to let him enter the Royal Academy of Music, where his talent for original composition was quickly recognized. He only remained there a year and a half, as, on being elected to the Mendelssohn Scholarship, he was sent to Cologne, where he studied hard for four years under Dr. Ferdinand Hiller. Shortly after his return to England he was appointed conductor at the Brighton Aquarium, where by his talents and energy he raised the musical entertainments from the very low level at which he found them, and brought the orchestra to its present state of efficiency. Mr. Corder's gifts and culture are wide and varied. During the year when music proved unremunerative—as for years it must do to all young composers of high aim and uncompromising temper—he supported himself mainly by literary work, in much of which he had the co-operation and help of his accomplished wife. His musical star seems now in the ascendant. Several of his orchestral works have been performed at the Crystal Palace, the Philharmonic concerts and elsewhere. His romantic opera 'Nordis,' written for the Carl Rosa company, was produced on Jan. 26, 1887, at the Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool, with brilliant success. It has since been performed in several provincial towns, and was brought out at Drury Lane, May 4, 1887. Subjoined is a complete list of Mr. Corder's compositions.

The words of all the vocal works but the two last are his own. The works marked with an asterisk have been published.

14. Overture. 'Prospero.' 1893.
15. Orchestral scenes for The Tempest. 1896.
18. Roumanian Suite for Orchestra. 1897.
20. Song. 'O, sun, that wakeneth all.' (Trappison.)

CORDEY, JOS. Line 4 of article, for 1782 read 1783, and add that he sang in the Handel Commemoration. Line 9, for Cathedral read Church. Line 10, for eight read eleven. Add that A. T. Co. organized a successful festival at Salisbury on Aug. 23, 1828. Last line, for is read was, from 1846 to 1883; and add dates of birth and death, 1814, and Dec. 16, 1883.

Another of his sons, JOHN DAVIS CORDEY, born 1804, was for many years organist of Bristol Cathedral, and died in Jan. 1876. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) [M.]

CORDEL]. Correct date of death to Oct. 26, and add that on Oct. 26, 1878, his opera, 'Der Barbier von Bagdad,' was reproduced with success at Coburg.

CORDEY, THEOBA, born at Venice in 1723, was the daughter of an actor named Imre. She was married to the Conception of Salzburg and Munich at the age of seventeen, and in 1753 bore the same relation to the Margrave of Baireuth, being then married to a singer named Pompei. About the same period she was nominated director of the theatres in the Austrian Netherlands. She came to England and sang as second woman on the first rendering of Gluck's opera 'La caduta de Giganti' at the Haymarket, Jan. 7, 1745. She sang at Amsterdam as Mme. Trenti, and took the name of Cornelys from that of a gentleman assigned to her rooms. In 1760 she gave a festival. Returning to England, she bought Carlisle House, Soho Square, in 1760, in order to give a series of public entertainments, to which a number of ladies and gentlemen subscribed under the name of 'The Society.' On Feb. 26, 1761, she sang as Mme. Pompei in the Music Room in Dean Street for the benefit of a Signor Siprutini. Her eleventh entertainment was advertised to take place on May 5, 1763. The first 'morning subscription music' took place on Friday, Feb. 24, 1764, and the first 'morning subscription music' on April 6 of the same year. In spite of opposition and quarrels her rooms became very popular. Bach and Abel directed her concerts in 1765; they appear to have been connected with Carlisle House down to 1773, and perhaps later. In April 1768 Mrs. Cornelys was honoured with the presence of some of the Royal Family, and in August of the same year the King of Denmark visited her rooms. In 1789 she gave a festival and grand concert under the direction of Guadagni. Galas, concerts, and masked balls followed each other in rapid succession, but the proprietors of the Italian Opera House felt that the 'Harmonic meetings' were becoming dangerous rivals to their own attractions. Mrs. Cornelys and Guadagni were fined at Bow Street, and she was indicted before the Grand Jury, Feb. 24, 1771, for keeping 'a common disorderly house.' Goldsmith's Thersites Augustalis, for the death of the Princess of Wales, with music by Vento, was given at the rooms Feb. 20, 1772. Her fashionable supporters began to leave her house for the Pantheon, and in the 'London Gazette' for Nov. 1772 appeared the name of 'Teresa Cornelys, dealer.' In the following month Carlisle House and its contents were sold by auction. On several occasions between 1775 and 1777 Mrs. Cornelys is to be heard of as giving concerts and balls at Carlisle House, but after the latter date she remained in retirement under the name of Mrs. Smith, and
was supported by a son, who pre-deceased her. A short time before her death she sold some milk at Knightsbridge and unsuccessfully tried to arrange some public breakfasts. She died in the Fleet Prison Aug. 10, 1797, at the age of 74, leaving a daughter who called herself Miss Williams. The merits of Mrs. Cornelv's as a singer were small, but the 'Circe of Soho Square,' as she was styled, organized during twelve years the most fashionable series of entertainments in London. She was an able woman of business and thoroughly understood the art of advertising. Carlisle House passed through various fortunes. In 1780 the ball-room was used by a debating society, and in 1785 the property was sold at auction. Carlisle House was pulled down about 1788 and the present house, 21A and 21B, built on the site. St. Patrick's (Roman Catholic) Chapel in Sutton Street, consecrated in 1792, was the former banquetting-ball-room. (See Life in Dict. of Nat. Biog. vol. xii.) [H.R.T.]


CORNTSHIE, WILLIAM. Lines 3, 4, for Gilbert Banister about the year 1490 read William Newaker. Add that he went with the king to the Field of the Cloth of Gold, where he devised the pagesants at the banquet. He died before November, 1524. For further information the reader is referred to the Dict. of Nat. Biog.

CORONA. A synonym for Fermata or Pause, of somewhat rare occurrence; a familiar instance of its use is in the 'Virgo virginum' of Dvořák's 'Stabat Mater,' in which Senza Corona is placed over the last note of the movement in the vocal parts, to emphasize the fact that the instruments alone hold out the pause. [M.]

CORONACH (Gaelic, a funeral cry, from Co, 'together'—analogue of the Latin con—and ranach, 'a shrieking or weeping': root rās, 'a shriek or cry'). This was the dirge chanted in former times in Celtic Scotland by the Bard or Seannachie on the death of the chief or other great personage of a clan. In some degree it resembled the song of praise composed and led by special bards: the genealogy, the virtues, and the great deeds of the deceased were recounted in pathetic verse to plaintive wild music, the bard giving vent to his own grief, while the sounds of the harp and the wailing of women excited that of the hearers. However rude, it appears to have been rhetorical, and was chanted in recitative. Although the great funeral ceremonial, of which the dirge was only a part, must have been confined to persons of distinction, yet in all cases the coronach was indispensable, as without it, according to popular belief, the spirit was condemned to wander forlorn, bewailing its miserable fate that this rite had been denied to it. These ceremonies of the Latin con—and religious significance: the virtues, heroism, and achievements of the dead were alone their subject; and the rite continued thus to be observed in Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland long after the conversion of the people to Christianity.

CORONACH. 599

CORN. Stewart of Nether Lochaber—perhaps the highest living authority on such matters—writes:—

Our oldest Gaelic Lamentations are to this day to be chanted rather than sung; and I can recollect an old seannachie in the Brees of Lochaber, some thirty-five years ago, chanting MacIntosh's Lament to me, in a style of recitative that impressed me greatly; his version of the well-known and beautiful air being in some way different from that printed in our books; and if rude and wilder, all the more striking because of its naturalness.

Sir Walter Scott mentions the coronach as a part of the funeral rite when the body of the chief of clan Chieles was born to an island in Loch Tay (Fair Maid of Perth, chap. xxxvii.); and again in 'The Lady of the Lake' (canto iii.) he introduces the coronach in the beautiful verses:—

He is gone on the mountain,
He is lost to the forest,
Like a summer-dried fountain
When our need was the greatest.

In a note he also gives a translation of a genuine Gaelic coronach. In ordinary cases of death this dirge was simply the expression of the grief of the women of the clan for the loss of a protector or breadwinner, intensified by the genius of a poetical and highly imaginative people.

These funeral customs must have prevailed in Scotland before the advent of the Romans, and been handed down from pre-historic times, for they were confined to the Gaelic-speaking districts, north of the walls of Antoninus, and Mr. W. F. Skene has proved beyond a doubt that the Picts, the inhabitants of that region, were a Celtic race, their language being Gaelic with traces of Cornish. In Scotland in modern times the rhythm of the bard and the wail of the women are no longer heard: the name Coronach has been transferred to the Cumhachd or musical lament, a kind of pibroch now played by the pipers who lead the funeral procession. These pibroch laments are in a peculiarly wild, wild style, well suited for the bagpipe, but not to the coronach reproduced on any other instrument. They begin with a simple moto, and this is worked up, with ever-increasing intricacy and rapidity of notes, through a number of divisions or variations, till the same simple wild strain reappears as the close. Some of these laments have a high reputation, such as those of MacIntosh, MacLeod, MacRimmon (Càta till mi tuille—I return no more). The last is often played as the emigrant's farewell to his country.

In Ireland these funeral rites would seem to have been celebrated in early times on a much grander scale than in Scotland. Professor Sulivan, in his excellent Introduction to O'Curry's Lectures on the Manners and Customs of the Ancient Irish, quoting from the Book of Ballimote and other Irish MSS., shows that in many cases a funeral pyre was erected, the favourite dogs and horses of the deceased slain and burned with the body: and that, in one instance at least, there was an extraordinary addition to the ceremonial. This took place at the funeral of Fiachr, the son of Eochaid Muidheadal. He had won a great battle in Munster, and was
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returning home to Temar (Tara) with the spoil and hostages taken from the enemy:

When he reached Ferud in Meath Fiachra died of his wounds there. His Leacht (stones set up to protect the urn) was made: his Fort (mound of earth) was raised; his Clitiche Ceithnach (pyre) was ignited; his Ogham name was written; and the hostages which he had brought from the South were buried alive round the Fort of Fiachra, that it might be a reproach to the Moimonians for ever, and that it might be a trophy over them.

The Clitiche Ceithnach here used for the pyre was properly the whole funeral rite, and included the burning of the body, the enclosing of the ashes in the urn, the recitation of dirges, and the performance of games. When in Christian times burial took the place of cremation, some of these observances survived, in particular the dirge or wail, while the lighted candles are supposed to represent the ignition of the pyre. Much information of a most interesting nature will be found in Professor Sullivan’s work, and not altogether confined to matters of antiquity.

These observances seem to be a survival of rites common to the Aryan nations of antiquity. The funerals of Patroclus and of Hector, as related in the Iliad, may be taken as descriptions of a traditionary custom, thousands of years older than Homer, practised by the progenitors of these nations before even the earliest swarm had left its fatherland.

Much interesting matter regarding Celtic customs will be found in O’Curry’s Lectures; Walker’s Memorials of the Barde; Logan’s Gael, edited by Dr. Stewart, and an admirable chapter on the ethnology of the country in W. F. Skene’s Celtic Scotland. Mr. George MacDonald is thanked not only for the Gaelic etymology, but also for kind hints on the subject. [J.M.W.]

CORRI, DOMINIC. Line 1 of article, add day of birth, Oct. 4, and for Naples read Rome. Line 2, for about 1826 read May 22, 1825. Add that in 1771 he was invited to Edinburgh to conduct the concerts of the Musical Society, and settled there as a publisher and singing-master. He went to London and was in the Dictionary, in 1774, but did not again visit England till 1787, when he joined Mazzinghi and Storace in writing additional music to Paisiello’s 'Re Teodoro.' The opera of 'The Travellers' was produced on Jan. 22, 1806. His instruction book, called 'The Singer’s Preceptor' was issued in 1810, and contains an autobiographical preface. Last line but two of article, for Antonio read Philip Anthony, and add that he was one of the original promoters of the Philharmonic Society. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) [M.]

COSI FAN TUTTE. To last line but one add that it was also produced as 'The Retaliation' at the Theatre Royal, English Opera House (Lyceum), April 14, 1841. Add that 'Tit for tat' was produced at the English Opera House, July 29, 1828.

COSTA. Line 22 of article, for Psalm, etc. read cantata on Is. xii. P. 406 b, line 12, for in February 1838, read Jan. 14, 1837. Add date of death, April 29, 1884.

COSTELEY, WILLIAM. Line 8 of article, correct the statement that the society founded by him was called 'Puy de Musique, etc.,' that title referring to a musical contest established by the guild in 1575, at which Orlando de Lassus carried off the first prize, a silver harp. Add date of death, Feb. 1. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) [M.]

COTTA, JOHANNES, who died at Willerstede in 1858, is worthy of mention as composer of the spirited music for four male voices to Arndt’s patriotic song, which electrified Germany at the time of the rising against Napoleon in 1813, 'Des Deutschen Vaterland,' commencing 'Was ist des Deutschen Vaterland.' The same song was skilfully set, but with undesirable complexity, by G. Reichardt in 1826. But Cotta's tune is the one wedded to the poem from the beginning, and during the period of enthusiasm for the new national idea. [R.M.]

COTTON, JOHN, the author of a treatise on music, dating from the latter part of the eleventh or the beginning of the twelfth century. There exist five copies in Ms., at Leipzig, Paris, Antwerp, the Vatican Library, and two at Vienna. A sixth copy, used by Gerbert, who published the treatise in 1784, was destroyed in the fire at St. Blasien in 1768. In the Paris and Antwerp copies the authorship is ascribed to Cotton or Cottonius, two of the others bearing the title 'Joannis Musica.' Gerbert quotes an anonymous work ('De Script. Eccles...'), in which reference is made to a learned English musician known as Joannes; and the dedication of the book, which runs 'Domino et patri suo venerabilis Anglorum antiquitati Fulgentio,' bears out the assumption that its author was English. It has been variously proposed to ascribe its authorship to Pope John XXII, and to Joannes Scholasticus, a monk of the monastery of St. Matthias at Treves, but the above theory is probably correct. The treatise is valuable as explaining the harmonic system of the period in which it was written. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.) [W.B.S.]

COUCHE HARPS. An obsolete name for SPINET, which see.

COUPPEY, LE. See vol. ii. p. 731 b, and add that he died in 1887.

COURTÉVILLE, RAPHAEL. Line 16 of article, for 1656 read 1655. Line 15, etc., the statement that he died and was succeeded by his son in 1735 is without confirmation. The vestry registers of the Church of St. James’s, Piccadilly, show no entry of a change of organists between 1691 and 1771, and as several entries imply that Courtville had been for many years before the latter date unable to perform his duties, it is highly probable, if not actually certain, that one person of the name held the post for eighty years. He seems to have married in 1735 a lady of large fortune. (Notes and Queries, ser. ii. p. 406.) In 1736 he published 'Memoir of Lord Burleigh,' signing it only 'M. ph. 1.' A pamphlet by him on Insolvency was published in 1761, and a satire on his writings appeared in the 'Westminster Journal' of Dec. 4, 1742, bearing his signature, with the appended titles,
COURVILLE.

'Organ-blower, Essayist, and Historiographer.' He died early in June, 1772, and was buried on the 10th of the month. [M.]

COUSSEMACKER, C. E. H. De. Line 30, for 10 read 12.

COVENT GARDEN THEATRE. P. 413 d, l. 16, for 1862 read 1856. (Corrected in late editions.) Line 19, for 1862 read 1861.

COWARD, JAMES, born in London, Jan. 25, 1824, entered the choir of Westminster Abbey at an early age. He was given the appointment of organist at the parish church, Lambeth; and at the opening of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham he received a similar appointment there, which he retained at the Victoria Embankment. He held various church appointments in addition to this, being at one time or another organist of St. George's, Bloomsbury, and St. Magnus the Martyr, London Bridge. He was conductor of the Western Madrigal Society from 1864 to 1872, and directed also the Abbey and City Glee Clubs for some time before his death, which took place at his house in Lupus Street, Jan. 23, 1880. He was for some time organist to the Sacred Harmonic Society, and the Grand Lodge of Freemasons. Although best known by his brilliant transcriptions for the organ of operatic melodies, etc., his published works show him to have possessed considerable musical knowledge and artistic feeling. They include an anthem, 'O Lord, correct me'; 'Sing unto God,' a canon four in two; two other canons; Ten Glee; 'Ten Glee and a madrigal,' published 1871; besides many pieces for pianoforte, organ, etc. He had a remarkable power of improvisation, which, however, was often turned to account in order to accompany the performances of acrobats and similar exhibitions. [M.]

COWEN, F. H. To the list of his works add the oratorio of 'St. Ursula' (Norwich, 1881), and the cantata 'The Sleeping Beauty' (Birmingham, 1883); an orchestral suite, 'The Language of Flowers,' and a 'Scandinavian' symphony (No. 3). A 'Welsh' symphony (No. 4) was played at the Philarmonia in 1884, and a fifth, in F, written for the Cambridge University Musical Society, was performed there, and subsequently at a Richter concert, in 1887. An oratorio entitled 'Ruth,' the words by Joseph Bonnets, was given at the Worcester Festival of the same year. In 1888 he was appointed conductor of the Philharmonic Society, and was given the post of musical director of the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition. [M.]

CRAMER. P. 413 b, l. 20, omit the words or the next. Line 26, add that Franz or Francois Cramer was appointed Master of the King's music on the death of Christian Kramer in 1834. Line 29, after Johann Baptist, add the eldest son. Add that J. B. Cramer's first appearance took place in 1781. Line 42, for 1774 read 1784.

CREATION, THE. Line 10 of article, for 29 read 2.

CREEKD. Line 12, omit the words but in later revisions the word 'sung' has been removed.

CRESCENTINI, GIROLAMO. Line 2 of article, for in read Feb. 2. Last line but one, for in read April 24.

CREIGHTON, REV. R. Last two lines, correct date of death to Feb. 17, 1733, and for age read 94.

CRISTOFORI. Line 13 of article, for in 1651 read probably May 4, 1655 (the date given by Paloschi). Line 16, for Florence read Padua. P. 418, paragraph 3, add that a second instrument by Cristofori was exhibited at the Festival of 1876, and at the Trocadero, Paris, 1878, by the Signori Krauss of Florence. The date of it is 1726; the action is the same as in that belonging to the Signora Martelli, but with the advantage of possessing the original light hammers. The touch is good and very facile. P. 418 a, l. 9 from bottom, for in read Jan. 27. [A.J.H.]

CROCE, GIOVANNI. Line 6 of article, for in read in August.

CROCIATO IN EGITTO. Line 4 of article, for June 30 read July 23.

CROFT, WILLIAM, Mus. D. Correct date of birth to 1678; he was baptized on Dec. 30 in that year. P. 410 b, l. 15, for 1703 read 1703, and for 1704 read 1703. [W.B.S.]

CROSSTILL, JOHN. Line 17 of article, for In 77 he succeeded Peter Gillier read In 78 he succeeded Nares.

CROSS, THOMAS. See LONDON VIOLIN MAKERS, vol. ii. p. 164 &

CROSSE, JOHN. Add date of birth, July 7, 1786, and correct date of death to Oct. 20, 1833.

CROUCH, W. P. 420 b, l. 15, for the spring of 1780 read Oct. 1779. Line 19 from bottom, for About 1820, etc., read He lectured at the Royal Institution in 1804, 5 and 7, and again from 1820 onwards.

CROUCH, MRS. A. M. Line 8, for in the winter of read on Nov. 11. Line 3 from end of article, for About 1800 read In 1801, and add that on May 14 of that year she appeared as Celia in 'As You Like It,' for Kelly's benefit.

CRWTH. Line 7 of article should run:— about 609, by Venantius Fortunatus, Bishop, etc. (Corrected in late editions.)

CUDMORE, RICHARD. Correct date of death to Dec. 29, 1840.

CUL, CESAR ANTONOVITCH, born Jan. 6, 1835, at Wilna, was educated at the School of Engineering in St. Petersburg, where he ultimately became Professor of Fortification, and published several books on the art of war. He received a thorough musical education from Moniuszko and Balakirew, and from 1864 to 1869 contributed musical articles to the one of the St. Petersburg papers, in which he warmly advocated the cause of modern music, and in particular of Schumann, Berlioz, and Liszt. In 1878-9 he contributed a series of articles entitled 'La Musique en Russie' to the Paris 'Revue et Gazette musicale.' Of his four operas, 'Der Gefangene im Kaukasus,' 'Der Sohn des Mandarins,' 'William Ratcliff,'
and 'Angelo' (the last on Victor Hugo's play), the two latter have been published with Russian and German words. Two scherzos and a tarantelle for orchestra, a suite for piano and violin, and upwards of fifty songs, are mentioned by Riemann, from whose lexicon the above notice is taken. A very effective Polonaise in C was played by Rubinstein in London in 1886, and has lately been published by Stanley Lucas & Co. [M.]

CUMMINGS, W. H. Add that he is editor of the publications of the Purcell Society, and that he contributed a life of that master to the 'Great Musician' series. He was appointed conductor of the Sacred Harmonic Society in 1882.

CURWEN, John, the founder of the 'Tonic Sol-fa' method of teaching singing, was born Nov. 14, 1816, at Heckmondwike, Yorkshire. For an account of the main work of his life, see Tonic Sol-fa and Tonic Sol-fa College. He came from an old Cumberland family, and was educated (at University College, London) for the profession of his father, a Nonconformist minister. It was at a conference of Sunday-school teachers held in Hull in 1841 that he was commissioned to make enquiry as to the best and simplest way of teaching to sing by note, and the investigations thus begun led him to make the spreading of music among the people the great object of his life. In 1843 his 'Grammar of Vocal Music' appeared. In 1853 he founded the 'Tonic Sol-fa Association,' and in 1879 the 'Tonic Sol-fa College.' In 1864 he gave up ministerial work, and devoted his whole time to the direction of the large organisation which had grown up under his care. He died at Manchester June 26, 1880. A biography published in 1882 by his son, John Spencer Curwen (Principal of the Tonic Sol-fa College), under the title of 'Memorials of John Curwen,' gives a picture of a very full and useful life, as well as of a signally fine character. Since the death of Tonic Sol-fa was announced, the method has been more and more widely adopted, and it is now the most generally accepted means, in England and the Colonies, of teaching the elements of music for sight-singing purposes.

The following is a list of Mr. Curwen's educational works, omitting the large number of smaller instruction-books, etc., prepared for the use of classes of different kinds:—

'The Standard Course of Lessons and Exercises on the Tonic Sol-fa Method.' [First edition, 1861; issued in a new form, 1872, as the 'New Standard Course,' the most complete class book of the method for general use, includes Harmony, Musical Form, Composition, etc.]

'The Teacher's Manual of the Art of Teaching in General, and especially as applied to Music,' 1873. [A book designed for the teaching of teachers, with full explanations and discussions of theoretical points, hints on the management of classes, and on the art of teaching generally. This book superseded an earlier book of a similar character—'Singing for Schools and Congregations,' 1843.]

'How to observe Harmony,' First edition 1861; reissued in a new form 1872. [The text book used for teaching Harmony on the T. S. F. method. The musical illustrations are printed in both notations.]

'A Tonic Sol-fa Primer' (No. 18 of the series of Primers edited by Dr. Stainer, and published by Means & Novello). [Written to explain the letter T. S. F. notation method of teaching to those already familiar with the established mode of writing music by means of the Staff.]

'Musical Theory,' 1879. [Mr. Curwen's latest work. Musical examples given in the two notations. In two main divisions, Common Scale and Time, Minor Mode and Transition, Musical Form, Expression, and Harmony.]

'Musical Statics: an attempt to show the bearing of the recent discoveries in Acoustics on Chords, Discords, Transitions, Modulation, and Tuning, as used by modern musicians.' 1874.

'Tonic Sol-fa Reporter.' Published monthly (1st ed.), begun 1851: nearly 3,000 numbers since issued; each number gives articles and essays, together with some pages of part music, choruses, part songs, madrigals, etc., by old and living composers. The list of pieces thus published shows about 3,000 titles.

Various Hymn and Tune Books, Collections of Part Music, School Songs, etc., including 'Modern Part Songs' in 96 numbers (by contemporary composers, Sullivan, Macfarren, Pinuit, Smart, Barnby, and others).

Mr. Curwen also edited in Sol-fa a large number of classical works (oratorios and other compositions by Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Rossini, etc.), and works by modern composers (Macfarren, Mendelssohn, and others). [See also vol. ii. 424.] [R. B. L.]

CUSHION-DANCE. Omit the words i.e., possibly 'kissing-dance'. The false derivation was probably suggested by some too ingenious German, and rose from the similarity of the words Kissen and Küssen. A full description of the dance is given in the Harmonicon, vol. i. 191. [M.]

CUSINS, W. G. Line 21 of article, add that he resigned the Philharmonic appointment in 1883.

CUTLER, W. H. Add that he is last heard of as giving a grand concert at the Opera House on July 5, 1874. The date of his death is unknown.

CUZZONI, Francesca, born at Parma, or Modena, about 1700, received her first instruction from Lanzi, a noted master, and became one of the most famous singers of the last century. She made her début at Venice with Faustina, 1719, in M. A. Gasparini's 'Lamano,' being described as 'Virtuosa di Camera' of the Grand Duchess of Tuscany; and she appeared again with Faustina and Bernacchi in the 'Pentimento Geroso,' in the same year and at the same place. After singing on most of the principal stages of Italy she came to England. On her first arrival here she married Sandoni, a harpsichord-master and composer of some eminence. Her first appearance in London was on Jan. 12, 1732, as Teofane in Handel's 'Otho.' Her singing of her first air, a slow one, 'Falsa imagin'e, fixed her reputation. A story is told about this song which illustrates her character as well as that of Handel. At rehearsal she took a dislike to the air, and refused to sing it; whereupon Handel seized her by the waist, and swore he would throw her out of the window if she persisted. She gave way, and in that very song achieved one of her greatest triumphs. Success followed her in 'Coriolano,' in 'Flavio,' and in 'Farnace'; and she became a popular favourite.

In the following year she sang in 'Vespasiano' and 'Giulio Cesare.' Meanwhile Cuzzoni's popularity had diminished that of Durastanti, who left England, and had eclipsed that of poor Anastasia Robinson, who soon after retired. 1 13 Burney. 2 Hawkins. 3 Félie.
CUZZONI.

Cuzzoni continued her triumphal career in 'California,' 'Tamerlaine,' and 'Artaserse;' and in 'Rodelinda' (1725) she created one of her most successful parts, gaining great reputation by her tender singing of the song 'Ho perduto il caro sposo.' Fresh applause met her in 'Darío,' 'Elpidia,' 'Elisa,' 'Scipio,' and finally in 'Alessandro' (Handel), when she first encountered, on the English stage, the redoubtable Faustina. In this opera her style and that of her rival were skilfully contrasted by the composer; but the contest was the first of a series and that of her Italian Opera much harm.

In 1727 she created a great effect in the song 'San volo' ('Admeto'), which displayed her warbling style; and an enthusiast in the gallery was so far carried away by the charm that he exclaimed, 'D— her! she has a nest of nightingales in her belly!' Her next part was in 'Astyanax.' The violence of party feeling had now become so great that, when the admirers of Cuzzoni applauded, those of Faustina hissed; and vice versa. This culminated during the performance of 'Astyanax,' when shrill and discordant noises were added to the uproar, in spite of the presence of the Princess Caroline. Lady Pembroke headed the Cuzzonists, and was lampooned in the following epigram:

UPON LADY PEMBROKE'S PROMOTING THE CAT-CALLS OF FAUSTINA.

Old poets sing that beasts did dance
When Orpheus play'd.
So to Faustina's charming voice
Wise Pembroke's asses bray'd.

Cuzzoni's chief supporters, among the men, are commemorated in the following:

EPIGRAM ON THE MIRACLES WROUGHT BY CUZZONI.

Bast not how Orpheus charm'd the rocks,
And set a dancing stones and stocks,
And tygers rage appear'd;
All this Cuzzoni has surpass'd.
Sir Wilfrid * seems to have a taste,
And Smith * and Gage * are pleas'd.

In 1728 Cuzzoni appeared in 'Siroe' and 'Tolomeo' with unabated success; in spite of the 'Baggar's Opera' and all these heart-burnings. At the close of the season, however, the directors, troubled by the endless disputes of the rivals, decided to offer Faustina one guinea a year more than the salary of Cuzzoni. The latter had been persuaded to take a solemn oath that she would not accept less than her enemy, and so found herself unengaged. About this time she yielded to the invitation of Count Kinsky, and went to Vienna. She sang at court with great éclat; but her arrogant demands prevented her from getting an engagement at the theatre.

At Venice she next sang at one theatre, while Faustina performed at another. In London again a few years later (1734), she appeared in Porpora's 'Ariadne;' and, with Farinelli, Senesino, and Montagnana, in 'Artaserse' as Mandane, and also in other operas. Hawkins says that she returned again in 1748, and sang in 'Mitridate;' but this is not recorded by Burney, who puts her third visit in 1750, when she had a benefit concert (May 18). She was now old, poor, and almost voiceless. The concert was a failure, and she disappeared again. She then passed some time in Holland, where she soon fell into debt, and was sent into prison. Gradually she paid her debts by occasional performances given by the permission of the governor of the prison, and returned to Bologna, where she was obliged to support herself by making buttons. She died there in extreme poverty and squalor in 1770.

It was difficult to decide whether she excelled more in slow or in rapid airs. A 'native warble' enabled her to execute divisions with such facility as to conceal their difficulty. So grateful and touching was her natural tone that she rendered pathetic whatever she sang, when she had the opportunity to unfold the whole volume of her voice. Her power of conducting, sustaining, increasing, and diminishing her notes by minute degrees acquired for her, among professors, the credit of being a complete mistress of her art. Her shake was perfect: she had a creative fancy, and a command of tempo rubato. Her high notes were unrivalled in clearness and sweetness, and her intonation so perfect that she seemed incapable of singing out of tune. She had a compass of two octaves, C to c in alt. Her style was unaffected, simple, and sympathetic. As an actress she was cold, dressed badly, and her figure was short and ungraceful. Yet the fine ladies imitated the costume (brown silk, embroidered with silver) which she wore in 'Rodelinda,' and it became the rage! She was silly, fantastical, capricious, ungrateful, and extravagant: with all her charms she had many faults, by which she herself was the greatest sufferer, as is usual. Her face was 'doughy and cross, but her complexion fine.' There are no good portraits of her; but she figures in several of the caricatures of the time, and notably in Hogarth's 'Masquerades and Operas,' where she is the singer to whom the Earl of Peterborough is presenting £1000. Her portrait in Hawkins's 'History' is taken from a print by Vander Gucht after Seeman.

[J.M.]

CYCLUS. See LIEDEBERGES.

CZAR UND ZIMMERMANN. Line 2 of this article: For 1854 read 1837.

DA CAPO. P. 427 s. 1. 8, for Tenaglia's opera of 'Clearch', read Cavalii's opera of 'Giasone' (1655).

DALAYRAC, NICOLAS. Add days of birth and death. June 13 and Nov. 27.

D'ALBERT, CHARLES LOUIS NAPOLEON, son of Francois Benoit d'Albert, was born at Men-stetten, near Altona, Hamburg, Feb. 25, 1809. His father was a captain of cavalry in the French army. On his death in 1816 the mother and son emigrated to England. She was a good musician, and her son's first musical education—in Mozart and Beethoven—was due to her. He then had lessons in the piano from Kalkbrenner, and in composition from Dr. Wesley, and afterwards learnt dancing at the King's Theatre, London, and the Conservatoire, Paris. On his return to England he became ballet-master at the King's Theatre, and at Covent Garden. He soon relinquished these posts, and devoted himself to teaching dancing and composing dance-music, in which he was very successful, and achieved a wide reputation. He ultimately settled at Newcastle-on-Tyne, married there in 1863, and for many years was a resident in the North of England and in Scotland. He published 'Ball-room Etiquette,' Newcastle, 1835; and a large number of dances, beginning with the 'Bridal Polka,' 1845; all of these were very great favourites, especially the 'Sweetheart's Waltz,' 'Sultan's Polka,' and 'Edinburgh Quadrille.' In the latter years of his life he removed to London, where he died May 26, 1886.

His son, EUGENE FRANCIS CHARLES, was born at Glasgow, April 10, 1864. His genius for music showed itself from an early age, and he was carefully taught by his father. In 1876 he was elected Newcastle scholar in the National Training School, London, where he learnt the piano from Mr. Pauer, and harmony and composition from Dr. Stainer, Mr. Prout, and Sir Arthur Sullivan. Here his progress in piano playing, counterpoint, and composition, was rapid and brilliant, and he also occupied himself much in the study of languages. In 1881 he was elected Mendelssohn Scholar, which gave him a year abroad. An overture of his was performed at a student's concert at St. James's Hall on June 23, 1879. He played a PF. Concerto of his own in A at the Richter concert, Oct. 24, 1881, also Rubinstein's Concerto in D minor, May 3, 1882. In Nov. 1881, at the instance of Richter, he went to Vienna, and very shortly afterwards played the first movement of his own Concerto at the Philharmonic Concert there. He then became a pupil of Liszt's, who called him 'the young Tausig,' in allusion to his extraordinary technique. An Overture of his, styled 'Hy- perion,' was played at a Richter concert, June 8, 1885, and a Symphony in F (op. 4) at the same on May 24, 1886. Both these pieces are full of nobility and beauty, though the work of a young composer. A string quartet of his was played at Vienna last winter, and a Dramatic Overture at the Tonkünstlerfest at Cologne, in 1887, and he is understood to be engaged on great works.

DALLAM. Add to the account of Thomas Dallam that he came to London from Dallam in Lancashire, and was apprenticed to a member of the Blacksmith's company, of which he afterwards became a liveryman. The organs which he built for King's College, Cambridge, and for Worcester Cathedral, were taken down at the time of the civil war; parts of the former are said to be contained in the existing instrument. He was in all probability the same Dallam who in 1615, 1632 and 1637 was employed to repair the organ of Magdalen College, Oxford.

Concerning his son Robert, add as follows:—

He was, like his father, a member of the Blacksmith's company. Between 1644 and 1627 he built the organ of Durham Cathedral, which remained till 1687, when Father Smith, after putting in four new stops, sold the Choir Organ for £100 to St. Michael's-le-Belfry, York. It remained there until 1885, when it was sold for £4 to an organ builder of York. It is said that Dallam received £1000 for the original organ, but there is no foundation for the statement. In 1634 he built an organ for Jesus College, Cambridge, in the agreement for which he is called 'Robert Dallam of Westminster.' He added pedals in 1635; the organ, after being taken down at the time of the civil war, was replaced at the Restoration. In 1635 he built an organ for Canterbury Cathedral. The Calendar of State Papers for the same year contains a bill of Robert Dallam's, dated Nov. 12, for work done to Laud's organ at Lambeth. An organ which he built for St. Mary Woolnoth's was so much injured in the fire of London, that it was replaced by a new instrument built by Father Smith, who, however, used some of Dallam's stops. (Dict. of Nat. Biog.; Hopkins and Rimbault, 'The Organ,' 3rd ed.) [See vol. ii, pp. 588-591.]

DALLEY. The eldest of these organ-builders was CHARLES, born at Amiens about 1710, and was originally a cooper. His nephew PIERRE, born 1735, after working with his uncle, was for a few years in partnership with CLICQUOT (see vol. i, p. 374). To the union of these two clever men are due the organs of Notre-Dame and the Sainte Chapelle in Paris, that of the Palace of Versailles, and many others.
DALLY.

now destroyed or mutilated by ignorant work-

men.

PIERRE-FRANCOIS, son of Pierre, born in Paris 1764, worked with his father from 1801 to 1807, when the latter retired from business, and Pierre-François remained alone. He never had an opportunity of undertaking a large work, but was entirely occupied in repairing instruments. He was clever in certain points, but had not studied his art profoundly, and being a needy man, often used inferior materials. He died in Paris in 1853, leaving nothing but his name to his son, LOUIS PAUL, who was born in 1797 and continued the business. [V.de F.]

DAMASCENE, ALEXANDER. Line 3, for June 26, read July 22. Line 5, for Aug. 30, 1861, read Dec. 6, 1860.

DAMOREAU, L. C. M. P. 426 b, 1. 8 from bottom, add date of tour in the United States, 1843.

* DAMROSCHE, LEOPOLD, born at Poseen, Prussia, Oct. 22, 1832. After a preliminary education at the gymnasiurn in his native town, he graduated at the Berlin University in 1854, with the degree of Doctor of Medicine. SHOWING decided musical tastes in early life, he determined, after his graduation, to abandon medicine and devote himself to the study of music, which was pursued by him with such success, at Berlin, that he was permitted to make a public appearance, as solo violinist, at Magdeburg, in 1855. After giving concerts in the principal German cities he was appointed (1857) by Liszt leading violinist in the court orchestra at Weimar, of which Liszt was then director. In 1858 Damroesch was appointed conductor of the Philharmonic Society of Breslau, where he manifested his admiration for Wagner's theories and for the new school of musical art in Germany. His programmes presented, together with the compositions by the older masters, works by Wagner, Liszt, and Berlioz—music not then widely admired or appreciated. In 1860 numerous engagements as solo violinist compelled him to withdraw from the Philharmonic Society. In 1861 he established the Orchester Verein of Breslau, of which he remained director until 1871, when he went to New York on the invitation of the Arion Society. On the organization of the Oratorio Society (1873) and of the Symphony Society (1878) he was elected conductor of each, positions held by him, with that of conductor of the Arion (male voices) until his death. During the season 1876-77 he officiated as conductor of the Philharmonic Society's concerts.

Dr. Damroesch was mainly instrumental in the establishment of German opera at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, and was its director-in-chief from Aug. 1884 until his death, Feb. 15, 1885. His last appearance in public was at a performance of 'Lohengrin,' Feb. 9. A son, Walter Damroesch, succeeded him in the direction of the Oratorio Society and Symphony Society, and was continued in the service of the opera company as assistant director. The following compositions have been published in Germany:—

OP.

1. Idylle and Mazurkas; Vln. and PF.
2. Stimmungen; 3 pieces, Vln. and PF.
3. Improvisation on theme by Schumann; Vln.
4. Two Romances; Vln. and PF.
5. Five Songs.
6. Four Songs.
7. Three Songs.
8. Twelve Songs.
9. Concertstück, in form of serenade, four movements; Vln.

Without opus number:—

Concerto; Vln. and Orch. or PF.
Romances; Vln. and Orch. or PF.
Capriccio; Vln. and Orch. or PF.
Brautgesang (Vienna); Tenor and Baritone Solos, Male Chorus, Orchestra.

Published in the United States, without opus number:—

Bath and Naomi: Oratorio.
Saint Cecilia; collection of Anthems and other Church Music.
Tell me where is Fancy bred; Glee. Male voices.
Siegfried's Sword; Tenor Solo and Orchestra or PF.
'Thou, Who art God alone'; Mas-

DANCE RHYTHM and dance gestures have exerted the most powerful influence on music from prehistoric times till the present day. The analogy of a similar state of things among uncivilised races still existing confirms the inherent probability of the view that definiteness of any kind in music, whether of figure or phrase, was first arrived at through connection with dancing. The beating of some kind of noisy instrument as an accompaniment to gestures in the excitement of actual war or victory, or other such exciting cause, was the first type of rhythmic music, and the telling of national or tribal stories and deeds of heroes, in the indefinite chant consisting of a monotone slightly varied with occasional cadences, which is met with among so many barbarous peoples, was the first type of vocal music. This vague approach to musical recitation must have received its first rhythmic arrangement when it came to be accompanied by rhythmic gestures, and the two processes were thereby combined, while song and dance went on together, as in medieval times in Europe.

The process in the development of modern music has been similar. The connection between popular songs and dancing led to a state of definiteness in the rhythm and periods of secular music long before the times which are commonly regarded as the dawn of modern music; and in course of time the tunes so produced were not only actually used by the serious composers of choral music, as the inner thread of their works, but they also exerted a modifying influence upon their style, and led them by degrees to change the un rhythmic vagueness of the early state of things to a regular definite rhythmic system. The fact that serious music was more carefully recorded than secular makes the state of the art in the time of Dunstable, Tinctor, De Muris, and the Francoes to appear more theoretical than effective. Serious musicians were for the most
part very shy of the element of rhythm, as if it was not good enough company for their artistic purposes. Consequently the progress of serious art till the 16th century was confined to the development of good part-writing and good progressions of harmony. The result is a finely continuous mass of tone, and expressive effects of harmony, in the works of these old masters up to the early years of the 16th century, but a conspicuous absence of definiteness in both the rhythms and phrases; as may be observed in the 'Chansons mondaines' of Ockeghem, Josquin de Pres, and Houbrecht, as well as in their madrigals. But while these composers were proceeding on their dignified way, others whose names are lost to fame were busy with dance tunes which were both sung and played, and may be studied in the 'Orchésographic' of Thoinot Arbeau, and Stafford Smith's 'Musica Antiqua,' the 'Berliner Liederbuch,' the 'Walltherisches Liederbuch,' and elsewhere. And quite suddenly, within the space of less than a generation, the rhythmic impulse of this choral dance music passed into instrumental music, and transformed the vague old-fashioned 'Chanson mondaine' into a lively rhythmic tune; and at the same time gave the development of the art in the direction of modern harmony a lift such as it never could have got by continuing in its old path. In fact, the first change of the Chanson mondaine into the typical madrigal seems to have been greatly helped by the progress in artistic merit of the forms of the dance tunes, such as were sung, as well as in that of the closely allied Frottola and Villanelles. As early as Arcadelt and Festa rhythmic definition of a dance kind is found in works which are universally recognised as madrigals; and as it is possible that composers did not keep steadily in view the particular class to which after ages would refer their works, they wrote things which they intended to be madrigals, but which were in reality pervaded by a dance impulse, most beginning at last, insensibly, as the harmonies move more together, and form rhythmic groups. But, on the other hand, the most serious masters of the great period of madrigal art evidently resisted the influence of regular dance rhythms, and in the richest and maturest specimens of Marenzio, Palestrina, Vecchi, and our greatest English masters, it would be difficult to point to the distinct rhythmic grouping which implies a connection with dance motions. But nevertheless even these great masters owed something to dance influence. For it was the independence from artistic responsibility of the early dance writers which enabled them to find out the elementary principles of chord management, by modifying the conventional modes as their instincts led them; while their more serious and cautious brethren were being incessantly thwarted in their efforts by their respect for the traditions of these modes. And hence dance music reacted upon serious music in a secondary as well as direct way, since its composers led the way in finding out the method of balancing and grouping chords in the manner which in modern music is familiar in the inevitable treatment of Tonic and Dominant harmonies, and in the simpler branches of modulation of the modern kind. This secondary influence the great madrigal writers were not directly conscious of, however much they profited by it; and the growth and popularity of the independent forms of Frottola, Villanella, Balletto, and so forth, helped to keep their art form free from the more obvious features of dance music. When the madrigal art came to be translated into dance music in songs submitting openly to the seductive simplicity of dance rhythm, but by passing into part songs with a definite tune, such as were early typified in the best days by Dowland's lovely and finished works; or into the English glee; or through its being corrupted by the introduction of an alien dramatic element, as by Monteverde.

All such music, however, was despoiled from the position it occupied prior to the year 1600 by the growth of new influences. Opera, Oratorio, and many other kinds of accompanied song, and, above all, instrumental music, began to occupy most of the attention of composers.

In the first beginnings of Opera and Oratorio the importance of dance rhythm is shown by negative as well as positive evidence. In the parts in which composers aimed at pure declamatory music the result, though often expressive, is hopelessly and inextricably indefinite in form. But in most cases they submitted either openly or covertly to dance rhythm in some part of other works. In Cavalli's one oratorio the connection of the chorus 'Fate feste al Signore' with the 'Laudi spirituali' is as obvious as the connection of the said Laudi with popular dance songs. For in the Italian movement, fostered by Neri, as in the German movement in favour of the Chorale, to which Luther gave the impetus, the dance principle was only two generations off. Both Chorales and Laudi Spirituali, and the similar rhythmic attempts of the early French Protestants were either adaptations of popular songs, or avowedly modelled on them; and, as has been already pointed out, the popular songs attained their definite contour through connection with the dance. But besides this implication, in Cavalli's work distinct instructions are given for dancing, and the same is the case with Peri's opera 'Euridice,' which came out in the same year (1600). As a matter of fact, Peri seems to have been less susceptible to the fascination of clear dance rhythm than his fellow composers, but the instructions he gives are clear and positive. The last chorus is headed 'Ballo a 3,' 'Tutto il coro insieme cantano e ballano.' Similarly Gagliano's 'Dafne' (printed at Florence in 1608) ends with a 'Ballo.' Monteverde's 'Orfeo' (1609) contains a chorus headed 'Questo balletto fu cantato al suono di cinque Viole,' etc., and the whole ends with a 'Moresca' which is preceded by a chorus that is to the utmost degree rhythmic in a dance sense. To refer to the works of Lulli for exam-
DANCE RHYTHM.

ples of the influence is almost superfluous, as they are so full of dances and gesticulation that the sum total of his operas is more terpsichorean than dramatic, and this does not only apply to the actual dances so called, but also to vocal pieces. Handel, Rameau, and Gluck used their dance effects with more discretion and refinement last told in the later development of opera; the traces of dance and rhythm fade away in the dramatic portions of the work; though it cannot be said that the influence has ceased even in modern times, and positive independent dance movements persist in making their appearance, with complete irrelevance in many cases, as much to the annoyance of people of sense as to the delight of the fashionable trippers to whom opera-houses are dear because it has been the fashion for a century or so for similar trippers to frequent them.

In Oratorio the dance influence maintained its place, though of course not so prominently as in Opera. Next after Cavallieri, Carissimi submitted to its influence. He was, in fact, one of the first Italians who frequently showed the power of a definite rhythmic figure, derived from the dance, in giving go and incisiveness to both choruses and solos. As instances may be quoted the song of Jephthah's daughter when she comes out to meet him—"Cum tympanis et Choris"—after his victory, and the solo and chorus describing the king's feast at the beginning of 'Balthazar'—"Inter epulas canori, exultantes sonent chori." In Handel's oratorios the introduction of artistic dance music was common, and the influence of it is to be traced elsewhere as well. But in modern times the traditional connection of dance and religion has ceased, except in the Easter dances in the Cathedral of Seville, and oratorios no longer afford examples of minuets and jigs. But the influence is still apparent. In the first Baal Chorus in 'Elijah' Mendelssohn allowed a rhythm of a solemn dance order to appear, and the same quality is to be discerned in the Pagan Chorus in 'St. Paul,' "O be gracious, ye immortals"; while he permitted himself to drift into a dancing mood, with less obvious reason, in the middle movement of the symphony to the 'Logesang,' and in the chorus "How lovely are the messengers" in 'St. Paul.'

The obligations of instrumental music to dance rhythm are far greater than that of any respectable form of choral music. Almost all modern instrumental music till the present time may be divided into that in which the cantabile or singing element predominates, and that in which the rhythmic dance principle is paramount. In fact, dance rhythm may be securely asserted to have been the immediate origin of all instrumental music. The earliest definite instrumental pieces to be found are naturally short dances. A step in the direction of artistic effect was made when two or more dances, such as a Pavan and a Galliard, were played one after another for the sake of the contrast and balance which was thereby obtained. The result of such experiments was the Suite-form, and in the article on that subject the question of the direct connection of the form of art with the Dance is discussed at length.

When the more mature form of the Sonata began to develop, other forms of art were maturing also, and had been imitated in instrumental music. Madrigals having been apt for voices or violins, were imitated for instruments alone. Movements for solo voices with accompaniment were also being imitated in the shape of movements for instruments, and were rapidly developing into a distinct art form; and again the movement, consisting of a succession of chords interspersed with flourishes, such as singers used, had been developed by organists such as Claudio Merulo, partly by instinct and partly by imitation. Most of these forms were combined with dance forms in the early stages of the SONATA; and in the articles on that subject, and on FORM and SYMPHONY, the question is discussed in detail. Here it is not necessary to discuss more than the general aspect of the matter. Composers early came to the point of trying to balance movements of a singing order with dance movements. In the early Violin Sonatas, such as those of Biber and Corelli, dance principles predominated, as was natural, since the type of the movements which were sung was not as yet sufficiently developed. But the special fitness of the violin for singing speedily complicated this order of things, and the later representatives of the great Italian violin school modified the types of dance forms with cantabile and highly expressive passages.

The Clavier Sonata, on the other hand, inclined for a time towards a rhythmic style. The harpsichord was not fitted for cantabile, and the best composers for the instrument fell back upon a clear rhythmic principle as their surest means of effect. When the harpsichord was displaced by the pianoforte a change naturally followed. The first movement came to occupy a midway position, sometimes tending towards dance rhythms, and sometimes to cantabile, and sometimes combining the two. The central slow movement was developed on the principle of the slow operatic aria, and adopted its form and style. The last movement continued for a long time to be a dance movement, often actually a gigue, or a movement based on similarly definite rhythms; and when there were four movements the third was always decisively a dance movement. In the old style of Operatic Overture, also known as a Symphony, there was at least one distinct dance movement. This kind of work developed into the modern Orchestral Symphony, in which at least one decided dance movement has maintained its position till the present day, first as the familiar minuet and trio, and then in the scherzo, which is its offspring, and always implies a dance rhythm. But the fitness of a dance movement to end with is palpable, and composers have constantly recognised the fact. Haydn has given a strong example in the last movement of the fine Symphony in D minor, No. 7 of the Salomon set; and many others of his Rondos are
absolute dance movements. Among Mozart's the last movement of the E♭ Symphony may be pointed to; among Beethoven's the wild frenzy of the last movement of the Symphony in A minor, No. 7. In modern times the influence of dance music upon the musical character of composers has become very marked. The dance which has had the greatest influence of all is undoubtedly the Waltz, and its ancestor the Ländler. Beethoven, Weber, Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms have not only written dance movements of this kind, but show its influence in movements which are not acknowledged as dance movements. Even Wagner has written one dance of this kind in 'Die Meistersinger.'

Many modern composers have introduced bond fide national dance-tunes into their instrumental works, as Beethoven did with Russian tunes in the Rasoumoffsky Quartets. Some go further, as may be seen by the example of Schubert, Brahms, and Dvořák, and others of note. For they accept, as invaluable accessory to their art, rhythmic and characteristic traits drawn from the dances of Hungarians, Scandinavians, Bohemians, Slavs, and Celts of various ilk; and subjects which appear in movements of sonatas and symphonies by famous composers are sometimes little more than figures taken from national dance-tunes slightly disguised to adapt them to the style of the composer.

The connection of music with gesture is a question too special and intimate to be entered on in detail. But it may be pointed out that a considerable quantity of the expressive material of music is manifestly representative of, or corresponding to, expressive gestures. The branch of dancing which consisted of such express gestures was one of the greatest importance, but it has almost entirely ceased to hold place among modern civilised nations. In music the traces of it are still to be met with, both in the finest examples of Sarabandes, and also, more subtly, in some of the most expressive passages of the greatest masters.

[C.H.P.]

DANZI, FRANZ. Add days of birth and death, May 15 and April 13.

DARGOMYSKI, A. S. Add day of birth, Feb. 3.

DAVENPORT, FRANCIS WILLIAM, born 1847 at Wilderslowe, near Derby, was educated at University College, Oxford. He studied music under Sir George Macfarren, whose only daughter he married; was appointed a Professor at the Royal Academy of Music in 1879, and subsequently Examiner for the Local Examinations in connection therewith. In 1882 he was appointed a Professor at the Guildhall School of Music. Mr. Davenport's compositions include Symphonies, No. 1 in D minor (1st prize at the Alexandra Palace Competition, 1876), No. 2 in C; Overture 'Twelfth Night'; 'Viard-Louis Concerts, 1878; Preludes and Fugues for Orchestra. Crystal Palace, Nov. 1. 1879; six pieces for piano and 'cello, a selection from which was given at the Popular Concert, Nov. 24, 1879; four pieces for same; a Trio in B♭, Popular Concerts, Jan. 31, 1881, and again in 1882; two Part Songs—'Phyllis is my only joy,' and 'Sweet day, so cool!'; three songs and many works in MS. He has written two books on music, viz. 'Elements of Music' (1884), and 'Elements of Harmony and Counterpoint' (1886). [A.C.]

DAVID, FELICICN. Correct date of birth to April 13. P. 434 a, l. 28, add that for seven years before his death he had held the post of librarian to the Conservatoire.

DAVIDE, GIACOMO. P. 434 a, l. 10 from bottom, add inverted commas after the word 'Festivals.' P. 434 b, l. 17, for 1814 read 1816.

DAVIES, FANNY, a distinguished pianist, comes of a musical stock, her mother's father, John Woodhill, of Birmingham, having been well known in his day as a cellist player. She was born in Guernsey. Her early instruction on the piano was given her by Miss Welchman and Charles Flavell, both of Birmingham. Harmony and counterpoint she studied there with Dr. Gaul. In 1822 she went to Leipzig for a year, and took lessons on the piano with Reinecke and Oscar Paul, and in fugue and counterpoint with Judasohn. In September 1823 she removed to the Hoch Conservatorium at Frankfort, where she studied for two years in close intercourse with Madame Schumann, and where she acquired the accurate technique, the full tone, fine style, and power of phrasing, which encourage the hope that she may eventually become Madame Schumann's successor as a pianoforte player. At Frankfort she added to her musical knowledge by a year's study in fugue and composition under Dr. B. Scholz. Her first appearance in England was at the Crystal Palace, Oct. 17, 1855, in Beethoven's G major Concerto; on Nov. 10 she played at the Monday Popular Concerts (Chromatic Fantasia and Schumann's Quartet in E♭), and on April 15, 1886, Bennett's C minor Concerto at the Philharmonic. These were the beginnings of a series of constant engagements at all the leading concerts in town and country. In Berlin she first played with Joachim, Nov. 15, 1887, and at the Gewandhaus, Leipzig, Jan. 5, 1888. [G.]

DAVIES, THE SISTERS. Add that Marianne was born in 1744, and first appeared at Hickford's rooms on April 30, 1751, when she played a concerto for the German flute, and a concerto by Handel on the harpsichord, besides singing some songs. There is no evidence to support the statement that the sisters were related to Benjamin Franklin. The date of Cecilia's birth is certainly later than 1740, and probably 1750 is the right date. Her first appearance seems not to have taken place till Aug. 10, 1767, in 'some favourite songs from the operas of Artaxerxes and Caractacus.' The date of the performance of the ode mentioned in lines 13, etc., of article, is June 27, 1769. She first appeared in Italian Opera in England in October, 1773, singing Sacchini's 'Lucio Vero,' on Nov. 20. In the following year she sang at the Hereford
Miss Goddard in the spring of 1859, and they had two sons, Henry and Charles.

Mr. Davison’s position naturally brought him into contact with all musicians visiting England, and he was more or less intimate with Mendelssohn, Rossini, Auber, Spohr, Meyerbeer, Halévy, Hiller, Berlioz, Ernst, Joachim, Piaatti, L. de Meyer, etc., etc., as well as with Jules Janin, Théophile Gautier, and other prominent members of the French press. Among his friends, too, he was proud to number Dickens, Thackeray, Shirley Brooks, and other English literary men.

While adhering, as we have described, to the classical school up to Mendelssohn, his attitude to those who came later was full of suspicion and resistance. Of Schumann, Gounod, Liszt, Wagner, and Brahms, he was an uncompromising opponent. In regard to some of them his hostility greatly changed in time, but he was never cordial to any. This arose partly from dislike to their principles of composition, and partly from jealousy for his early favourites. He even resisted the advent of Schubert to the English public until the last days of his life, though he was more than reconciled to him afterwards. Certainly his opposition did not proceed from ignorance, for his knowledge of new music was large and intimate. Whether it be a good trait in a critic or not, it is a fact that a nature more affectionate and loyal to his friends never breathed than Mr. Davison’s. His increasing age and infirmities at length made him give up the ‘Times,’ and his last articles appeared Sept. 9–13, 1879. His knowledge was very great, not only of music, but of all the arts and sciences, especially of the mystic and humorous class; of Burton’s ‘Anatomy of Melancholy’ he was very fond. Among poets, Shelley was his favourite. His knowledge and his extraordinary memory were as much at the service of his friends as the keen wit and grotesque humour—often Rabelaisian enough—with which he poured them forth. He was very much of a Bohemian. An autobiography from his pen would have been impossible, but he could never be induced to undertake it. He died at Margate March 24, 1885.

DAY, ALFRED. P. 436, l. 20, add date of death, Feb. 11, 1849. (Added in late editions.) Same column, note 1, for Novello & Co. read Harrison & Co., Pall Mall.

DEGREES, MUSICAL. Since the publication of the early part of the Dictionary the regulations as to Musical Degrees at Oxford, Cambridge and Dublin have undergone alterations, and these Degrees have been instituted at the University of London. The following rules are now in force:

At Cambridge no candidate can be admitted to the examination for the Mus. Bac. degree unless he (a) have passed Parts I and II of the University ‘Previous Examination’; or (b) have passed one of the Senior Local Examinations in certain specified subjects; or (c) have passed one of the ‘Higher Local Examinations’ of
the University; or (d) produce the certificate of the ‘Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Board.’ These conditions are not, however, required of persons holding degrees of any British University other than those in music. The musical examination itself remains as before.

At Oxford, no candidate can be admitted to the degree for Mus. Bac. unless he produce either his Testamur for Responsions (or the ‘Previous’ Examination at Cambridge); or a higher certificate from the Delegates for the Examination of Schools; or a certificate that as a candidate in the Senior Local Examinations he has shown sufficient merit to be excused from Responsions; or that he has satisfied the Examiners of Senior Candidates in English, Mathematics, Latin, and one of these four languages—Greek, German, French, Italian. The musical examination remains as before.

At Dublin a similar literary or general examination is imposed upon candidates for musical degrees.

London. The candidate for B. Mus. must have passed the intermediate examination in music at least one year previously. He has to send in an exercise, with five-part vocal counterpoint, canon and fugue, and quintet string accompaniment. If this is approved, he will be tested by a further examination in practical harmony and thorough bass, counterpoint, canon, fugue, form, instrumentation and a critical knowledge of some selected classical composition. The candidate may, if he chooses, offer to be examined in playing at sight from a five-part vocal score, and playing an accompaniment from a figured bass.

Every candidate for D. Mus. must have obtained the degree of B. Mus. and pass two subsequent examinations, of which the first is called the Intermediate D. Mus. examination. This includes the phenomena of sound in general, and the nature of aerial sound-waves, the special characteristics of musical sounds, and the more elaborate phenomena of compound sounds, musical scales of various nations, temperament, Greek and church modes, history of measured music, principles of melodial progression, history of harmony and counterpoint, theory of chords and discords and progression in harmony, the general distinction between physical and mathematic principles, as bearing on musical forms and rules.

The final D. Mus. examination must be preceded by composition of an exercise with eight-part harmony with solo and fugue, and accompaniment for full orchestra. The examination comprises practical harmony of more advanced character, counterpoint, form, instrumentation, general acquaintance with the greatest composers, and critical knowledge of specified works. Candidates may offer playing at sight from full orchestral score and extemporaneous composition on a given subject. [C.A.F.]

DEHN, S. W. Correct date of birth to Feb. 25, 1799, and add day of death, April 12. (Faluschki.)

DE LA BORDE, JEAN BENJAMIN, born in Paris Sept. 5, 1734, became a pupil of D’Auxvergne for the violin, and of Rameau for composition, and ultimately attained great eminence as an amateur composer. He wrote nearly fifty works of a more or less trifling kind, many songs for single voice, and several works on music, among which the ‘Essai sur la Musique ancienne et moderne’ (1750), is the most important. He was guillotined July 22, 1794. [M.]

DELAIRE, JACQUES AUGUSTE. See vol. iii. P. 97 note 1.

DELIBES, CLÉMENT PHILIBERT LÉO, born at Ste.-Vieille du Val (Sarthe), on Feb. 21, 1836, came to Paris in 1848, studied at the Conservatoire, and at the same time sang in the choirs of the Madeleine and other churches. Having obtained a first prize for solfège in 1850, he studied pianoforte, organ, harmony, and advanced composition under Le Couppey, Benoist, Bazin, and Adolphe Adam respectively. Through the influence of the last-named, he became assistant at the Théâtre Lyrique in 1853, and also organist in the church of St. Pierre de Châllot, and elsewhere, before his final appointment at St. Jean St. François, which he held from 1862 to 1871. He devoted himself from an early period to dramatic composition, and wrote several short comic operas for the Théâtre Lyrique—‘Maitre Griffard’ (1857), ‘Le Jardinier et son Seigneur’ (1863); and a number of operettas for the Folies Nouvelles, the Bouffes Parisiens, and the Variétés, of which some were very successful—‘Deux vieilles Gardes’ (1856), ‘L’Omelette à la Polombiche’ (1859), ‘Le Serpent à plumes’ (1864), ‘L’Écosiaise de Chatou’ (1869), etc. He also wrote a number of choruses for male voices, a mass and some choruses for the school children of St. Denis and Soissons, where he was inspector. In 1863 Delibes became assistant at the Opera, and soon afterwards second chorus master (under Victor Massé); he kept this appointment until 1873, when he gave it up on the occasion of his marriage with the daughter of Mlle. Denain, a former actress at the Comédie Française. By his appointment at the Opera a new career was opened out to him. Having been commissioned to compose the ballet of ‘La Source’ (Nov. 12, 1866) in collaboration with the Russian musician Minkous, he displayed such a wealth of melody as a composer of ballet music, and so completely eclipsed the composer with whom he had as a favour been associated, that he was at once asked to write a divertissement called ‘Le Pas de Fleurs’ to be introduced into the ballet. The old master, Adolphe Adam, ‘Le Corsair,’ for its revival (Oct. 21, 1867). He was finally entrusted with the setting of an entire ballet, on the pretty comedy ‘Coppélia’ (May 25, 1870), which is rightly considered his most charming production, and which has gained for him a full recognition. He did not wish however to confine himself to the composition of ballets; in

1 Date verified by register of birth.
1872 he published a collection of charming melodies, 'Myto,' 'Les Filles de Cadiz,' 'Bonjour Suzon,' etc., and on May 24, 1873, he produced at the Opéra-Comique a work in three acts, 'Le Roi la dit,' which in spite of the charm and grace of the first act has not had a lasting success, in Paris at least, though it has met with considerable favour in Germany. After this Delibes returned to the Opéra, where he produced a grand mythological ballet, 'Sylvestre,' (June 14, 1876), which confirmed his superiority in dance music. In spite of this fresh success Delibes was still anxious to write a serious vocal work, and produced a grand scene, 'La Mort d'Orphée,' at the Troadécole Concerts in 1878. He then composed two dramatic works for the Opéra Comique, 'Jean de Nivelles' (March 8, 1880) and 'Lakmé' (April 14, 1883). His ambition is certainly laudable, but though his musical ability secures him a partial success, these more serious works have not such lasting charm as his lighter productions. In spite of this reservation, Delibes is nevertheless one of the most meritorious composers of the modern French school. In addition to the above works he has composed incidental music for 'Le Roi s'amuse,' on its revival at the Comédie Française, Nov. 22, 1882, and has published several songs, almost all intended for representations at the last-named theatre. Among them are 'Ruy Blas,' 'A quoi rêvent les jeunes filles,' and 'Barberine.' In 1877 Delibes was made Chevalier of the Legion of Honour; and in Jan. 1881 he succeeded Reber, who had just died, as professor of advanced composition at the Conservatoire; and in Dec. 1884 he was elected a member of the Institut in the place of Victor Massé. [A.J.]

DEMEUR, ANNE ARSENE, née Charton, was born March 5, 1827, at Saujon (Charente), was taught music by Bisot at Bordeaux, and in 1842 made her début there as Lucia. She sang next at Toulouse, and in 1845 at Brussels. On July 18 in the same year she made a successful début at Drury Lane as Madeleine in 'Le Postillon,' and also played both Isabella and Alice ('Robert'), Eudoxie, on production of 'La Juive' in England, July 19, and with great success as Angèle ('Dominio Noir') with Couderc, the original Horace. On Sept. 4, 1847, she married M. Demeur the flautist. In 1849-50 she was first female singer of the French Con. at St. James's Theatre, and became highly popular in various light parts, many of which were then new to England, viz. Angèle, Henriette ('L'Ambassadrice'), Isabelle ('Fée aux Clercs'), Zanetta, Feb. 12, 1849; Laurette ('Cœur de Lion'), and Adèle (Auber's 'Concert à la Cour,' both on Feb. 26, 1849; Lucrezia ('Aétior') March 4, 1849; the Queen of Led (Boisselot's 'Ne tonchez pas à la Reine'), May 21, 1849; Countess ('Comte Orly'), June 20, 1849; Anna ('Dame

DE RESZKE, EDUARD, born at Warsaw, Dec. 23, 1855, was taught singing by his brother Jean, Ciallel, Steller, and Coletti, and made his début April 22, 1876, as the King in 'Aida,' on its production at the Italians, Paris. He sang there with success for two seasons, and afterwards went to Italy, where, in 1882, at Turin, he made a success in two new parts—the King in Catalani's 'Edlia,' Jan. 31, and Charles V. in Marchetti's 'Don Giovanni d' Austria,' Mar. 11, and appeared at Milan on the production of Ponchielli's 'Figuol Prodigo.' Dec. 26. From 1880 to '84 he was engaged with the Royal Italian Opera, until its collapse. He made his début on April 13, 1880, as Indra ('Roi de Blanche'), Camille ('Zampa'), Jan. 4, 1850; Rose de Mal ('Val d'Andorre'), Jan. 17; Virginie ('Le Cad'), Feb. 11; Catarina ('Les Diamants'), etc. She sang at the Philharmonic Concert of March 18, 1850; in 1852 she appeared in Paris at Her Majesty's on July 27, as Amina; and on Aug. 15, in the Duke of Saxe-Cuburg-Gotha's 'Casilda.' She made an impression when singing in French comic opera by her pleasing voice and appearance and by a certain coyness of manner which was very charming. (Chorley.) Mme. Charton-Demeur having sung with little success in 1849 and 1853 at the Opéra Comique, adopted the Italian stage, and won both fame and fortune in St. Petersburg, Vienna, in North and South America, and in Paris at the Italians as Desdemona in 1862. On Aug. 9 of that year she played the heroine on the production of Berlioz's 'Béatrice et Bénédict' so much to the composer's satisfaction that he requested her to play Dido in 'Les Troyens à Carthage,' produced at the Lyrique Nov. 4, 1863. Berlioz has commemorated in his Memoirs her great beauty, her passionate acting and singing as Dido, although she had not sufficient voice wholly to realise his ideal heroine, and last, not least, her generosity in accepting the engagement at a pecuniary loss to herself, a more lucrative offer having been made her for Madrid. On the conclusion of the run of the opera she sang at Madrid, but afterwards returned to the Lyrique, where, on May 1, 1866, she played Donna Anna with Nilson (Elvira) and Carvalho (Zerlina). For many years past Mme. Charton has been living in retirement, but has occasionally appeared at concerts, viz. at the Berlioz Festival at the Paris Opera, with Nilson in the Duo finale to the last act of 'Béatrice et Bénédict,' March 19, 1870; at the Padelouc concerts with Monjaute in the finale to the 2nd act of Reyer's 'Sigurd,' performed for the first time, March 30, 1873; and made her last appearances at the same concert as Cassandra in the first production of Berlioz's 'Fris de Troie,' Nov. 23 and 30, and Dec. 7, 1879. [A.C.]

DEMONIO, IL. Opera in three acts; the words by Wiskowatoff, after Lermontoff's poem, music by Anton Rubinstein. Produced at St. Petersburg, Jan. 25, 1875, and at Covent Garden, June 21, 1881. [M.]
DE RESZKE.

Lahore"), but his success as a foremost lyric artist was established by his admirable performances of St. Bris, the Count in "Sonambula," Basilio, and later as Walter ("Tell"), Peter the Great, Prince Gudal ("Demonio"), June 21, 1881; Sénon (Lenepveu's "Velleda"), July 4, 1882; Almaviva; Mephistopheles; Alvise, on production of "La Gioconda," May 31, 1883; Hagen, on production of Reyer's "Sigurd," July 15, 1884; and many others. In 1883-84 he reappeared in Paris at the Italian Opera (Théâtre des Nations), with great success, in "Simone Boccanegra," in Massenet's "Héroïdade," on its production in Paris, in Dubois' "Aben Hameet," Dec. 16, 1884, and in favourite operas. He is now engaged at the French Opéra, where he first appeared April 13, 1885, as Mephistopheles, which part he played at the 500th performance of "Faust," Nov. 4, 1887. He appeared as Leporello in the celebratory performance of "Don Juan," Oct. 46, 1889, when a play was recently produced there, viz. "Le Cid" and "Patrie." He played at the Italian Opera at Drury Lane in 1887, as Basilio, St. Bris, Mephistopheles, and Henry the Fowler ("Hohengrin"), and more than confirmed the reputation previously made as perhaps the best bass singer and actor on the lyric stage.

His elder brother, JEAN, born at Warsaw, Jan. 14, 1852, was taught singing by his mother, a distinguished amateur, at the age of twelve, sang solos in the Cathedral there. He was taught later by Ciaffei, Cotogni, and Shriglia. Under the name of "De Reschi" he made his début at Venice as Alfonso ("Favorita") in Jan. 1874, according to an eye-witness with success. He made his début at Drury Lane on April 11 of the same year, and in the same part, and played there two seasons as Don Giovanni, Almaviva, De Nevers, and Valentine. A contemporary spoke of him as one of whose highest expectations might be entertained, having a voice more of a low tenor than a baritone, of delicious quality; he phrased artistically and possessed sensibility, but lacked experience such as would enable him to turn his vocal gifts to greater account and to become an effective actor. The quality of the organ was more of the robust tenor timbre than a baritone. Under his own name he made his début at the "Italiens" as Fra Melitone ("Forza del Destino"), Oct. 31, 1876, with some success, and as Severo (Donizetti's "Polituto") Dec. 5, Figraro ("Barbiere") Dec. 19. He made his tenor début as "Robert," at Madrid in 1879 with great success, and as such was engaged at the Théâtre des Nations in 1884. He played there the part of St. John the Baptist on the production of "Héroïdade" so much to the satisfaction of Massenet, that he procured him an engagement at the Académie to create the title part of "Le Cid," in which he made his début on its production, Nov. 29, 1885. He is still engaged there, and has become a great favourite. He has played there also as Radames,

Vasco de Gama, and John of Leyden, and as Ottavio and Faust in the celebrations mentioned above, for the first time in Paris. His next part there was that of Bussy d'Amboise in Salvayre's unsuccessful "Dame de Monsoreau."

He reappeared at Drury Lane as Radames, June 13, 1887, and during the season played Lohengrin, Faust, and Raoul with great applause and worthy fulfilled prediction by the marked improvement both in his singing and acting, and for his ease and gentlemanly bearing, such improvement being almost entirely due to his own hard work and exertions. He has been almost unanimously pronounced to be the best stage tenor since Mario.

Their sister, Josephine, educated at the Conservatorium, St. Petersburg, attracted the notice of M. Halamier at Venice, and was engaged by him at the Académie, where she made her début as Ophelia, June 21, 1875. She sang there with success for some time, where she was the original Sita ("Ro de Lahore"), April 27, 1877. Later she was very successful at Madrid, Lisbon, etc.; sang at Covent Garden as Aida, April 18, 1881, and again in Paris at the "Nations" as Salome ("Héroïdade"), March 13, 1884. She retired from public on her marriage with M. Leopold de Kronenburg of Warsaw.

[D.C.]

DERING, RICHARD. Line 9 of article, add the date of his appointment in Brussels, 1617. In that year appeared his second work, "Can- tiones sacrae quinque vocum," etc. In 1619 another volume of similar composition appeared, and in 1620 two books of canzonets were published at Antwerp. Line 14, for about 1658 read early in 1630. It should be added that his earliest production is probably the first instance of the use of figured bass.

[_, W.B.S.]

DESMARETS, HENRI, born in Paris 1662, and brought up at the court of Louis XIV. His first opera, "Didon," in five acts, was performed June 5, 1693. It was followed by "Circe" (1694), "Théagène et Charicée" and "Les Amours de Momus" (1695), "Vénus et Adonis" (1697), "Les Fêtes Galantes" (1698). About this time he got into trouble in consequence of a secret marriage with the daughter of Anne Sennas, and had to escape to Spain, where he became, in 1700, maître de musique to Philip V. In 1704, his "Iphigénie," written in collaboration with Campra, was given in Paris, but he does not appear to have returned from Spain until 1714, when he took up his residence at Lunéville, under the patronage of the Duke of Lorraine, with whose help he obtained, in 1722, the ratification of his marriage. In that year his "Renaud, ou la Suite d'Armide" was performed in Paris, and in 1741 the composer died, in prosperous circumstances, at Lunéville.

DEUX JOURNEES, LES. Line 4, add other names of German adaptations, "Die Tage der Gefahr," and "Graa Armand, oder die zwei unvergesselten Tage." Refer to Water Carrier.

DIAPHONIA. (from δία, twice; and φωνή, I sound. Lat. Dissonans; from dis, twice, and
DIAPHONIA.

A term, applied, by Guido d’Arezzo, in his Micrologus, to a form of composition in which a second Part, called Organum, was added below a given Cantus firmus. Writers, of somewhat later date, while generally describing Diaphonia under its Latinised name, Discordum, have treated that word as the exact synonym of Organum. Guido, however, clearly restricts the term, Organum, to the Part added below the Cantus firmus; and not without good reason, since it is only to the union of the two Parts that the terms, Diaphonia, or Discordum, can be logically applied. In its oldest known form, the added Part moved in uninterrupted Fourths below the Cantus firmus. Guido disapproved of this, and recommended, as a more agreeable method, that the Major Second, and the Major and Minor Third, should be used in alternation with the Fourth. When a third Part was added, by doubling the Organum in the Octave above, the form of composition was called Triphoniam. Tetrphoniam was produced by doubling both the Organum and the Cantus firmus, in the Octave above. Guido called the third Part, Organum duplicitum. In later times, it was called Triplum (= Treble), and the fourth Part, Quadrupulum.


DICTIONARIES OF MUSIC. For amplification of first sentence, see Tintorius, vol. iv. p. 128 a. P. 444 b, bottom line, add a reference to Bosssard, in Appendix. P. 446 a, l. 1, add that the supplement to Fétilis was published in 1878 by M. Arthur Pougin, in 2 vols. Add to second paragraph that Mendel’s Lexicon has been completed in 11 vols., together with a supplementary volume edited by Dr. August Reissmann, in 1883. Mention should also be made of Dr. Hugo Riemann’s handy ‘Musik-Lexicon’ published in Leipzig in 1882 (second edition, 1887). P. 446 b, l. 13, add that the musical articles in the Encyc. Brit. have been more recently written by Mr. W. S. Rockstro.

DIES IRÆ. (Prosa de Mortuus. Prosa de Die Iudicii. Sequentia in Commemoratione Defunctorum. *N drýphix theix *hýma). The Sequence, or Prose, appointed, in the Roman Missal, to be sung, between the Epistle and Gospel—that is to say, immediately after the Gradual and Tractus—in Masses for the Dead.

The truth of the tradition which ascribes the Poetry to Thomas de Celano, the friend, disciple, and biographer, of S. Francis of Assisi, seems to be established, beyond all controversy. F. Thomas was admitted to the Order of the Friars Minor soon after its formation; enjoyed the privilege of the closest intimacy with its saintly Founder; and is proved, by clear internal evidence, to have written his ‘Vita Sancti Francisci’ between Oct. 4, 1226, on which day the death of the Saint took place, and May 25, 1230—the date of the translation of his Relics. This well-established fact materially strengthens the tradition that the ‘Dies irae’ was written not very many years after the beginning of the 13th century; and effectually disposes of the date given by some modern Hymnologists, who, though attributing the Sequence to Thomas de Celano, assert that it was composed circa 1150. F. Bartholomeus Pisanus (ob. 1401) says that it was written by Frater Thomas, who came from Celano; and that it was sung in Masses for the Dead; a tradition many years seem to have elapsed before its use became general. It is very rarely found, in early MS. Missals, either in England, France, or Germany; and is wanting in many dating as late as the close of the 15th century, or the beginning of the 16th. It is doubtful, indeed, whether its use was recognized in all countries, until its insertion in the Missale Romanum rendered it a matter of obligation.

As an example of the grandest form of medieval Latin Poetry—the rhymed prose which here attains its highest point of perfection—the ‘Dies irae’ stands unrivalled. Not even the ‘Stabat Mater’ of Jacobus de Benedictis, written nearly a century later, can be fairly said to equal it. For, in that, the verses are pervaded, throughout, by one unchanging sentiment of overwhelming sorrow; whereas, in the ‘Dies irae,’ wrath, terror, hope, devotion, are each, in turn, used as a natural preparation for the concluding prayer for ‘Eternal rest.’ The tenderness of expression which has rendered some of its stanzas so deservedly famous, is contrasted, in other verses, with a power of diction, which, whether clothed in epic or dramatic form, is forcible enough to invest its awful subject with an all-absorbing interest, a terrible reality, which the hearer finds it impossible to resist. A great variety of unfamiliar ‘readings’ is to be found in early copies. The version believed to be the oldest is that known as the Marmori Mantuanum, in which, among other variations from the version contained in the Roman Missal, four stanzas, each consisting of three rhymed verses, precede the authorized text.

1 See vol. iii. p. 485.
Sir Walter Scott's rendering of the opening stanza, at the end of 'The Lay of the Last Minstrel,' is known to every one. A very fine English paraphrase, by the Rev. W. I. Irons, B.D., beginning, 'Day of wrath, O day of mourning!' is inserted, in company with the old Plain Song Melody, in the Rev. T. Helmore's 'Hymnal Noted.' Innumerable German translations are extant; of which the best-known is that beginning, 'Tag des Zorns, du Tag der Fülle.'

The old Ecclesiastical Melody is a remarkably fine one, in Modes i. and ii. (Mixed Dorian) ranging throughout the entire extent of the combined Scale, with the exception of the Octave to the Final. No record of its origin, or authorship, has been preserved; but we can scarcely doubt, that, if not composed by Thomas de Celano himself, it was adapted to his verses at the time of their completion. Fine as this Melody is, it has not been a favourite with the greatest of the Polyphonic Masters; partly, no doubt, on account of the limited number of Dioceses in which the Sequence was sung, prior to its incorporation in the Roman Missal; and, partly because it has been a widespread custom, from time immemorial, to dispense with the employment of Polyphonic Harmony, in Masses for the Dead. The 'Dies ira' is wanting in Palestrina's * Missa pro Defunctis,* for five Voices, printed at the end of the third edition of his First Book of Masses (Rome, 1601); and, in that by Vittoria, sung in 1603 at the Funeral of the Empress Maria, wife of Maximilian II., and printed at Madrid in 1605. It is found, however, in not a few Masses by Composers of somewhat lower rank; as, for instance, in a Missa pro Defunctis, for four Voices, by Giovanni Matteo Asola (Venice, 1586); in one for eight Voices, by Orazio Vecchi (Antwerp, 1612); in one for four Voices, by Francesco Anerio; and in one for four Voices, by Pietro Pitoni. In all these Masses, the old Ecclesiastical Melody is employed as the basis of the composition; but Pitoni has marred the design of an otherwise great work, by the introduction of alternate verses, written in a style quite unsuited to the solemnity of the text.

With modern Composers the 'Dies ira' has always been a popular subject; and more than one great master has adapted its verses to Music of a broadly imaginative, if not a distinctly dramatic character. Among the most important settings of this class, we may enumerate those by Colonna and Bassani, copies of which are to be found in the Library of the Royal College of Music; that in Mozart's Requiem, of which, whether Mozart composed it or not, we may safely say that it was written by the greatest Composer of Church Music that the School of Vienna ever produced: the two great settings by Cherubini; the first, in his Requiem in C Minor, and the second, in that in D Minor; the extraordinarily realistic settings in the Requiems of Berlioz and Verdi; and finally, the setting in Gounod's 'Moret Vita.' For further information concerning the poem and other musical compositions on the words, the reader is referred to a series of articles in 'The Musical Review' (Novello) for June, 1883. [W.S.R.]

Dietrich, Albert Hermann, born Aug. 28, 1839, at Golz, near Meissen, and educated at the Gymnasium at Dresden, from 1842 onwards. While here he determined to devote himself to music, but in spite of this resolution, he went, not to the Conservatorium, but to the University of Leipzig, in 1847, having previously studied music with Julius Otto. At Leipzig his musical tuition was in the hands of Rietz, Hauptmann and Moscheles. From 1851 he had the advantage of studying under Schumann at Düsseldorf until 1854, when the master's mental condition made further instruction impossible. During this time, in the autumn of 1853, an incident occurred which brought Dietrich into collaboration with his master and Johannes Brahms. Joachim was coming to Düsseldorf to play at a concert on Oct. 31, and Schumann formed the plan of writing a joint violin-sonata with the other two, by way of greeting. Dietrich's share was the opening allegro in A minor. [See vol. iii. p. 404 a.] In 1854 his first symphony was given at Leipzig, and a year later he was appointed conductor of the subscription concerts at Bonn, becoming town Musikdirektor in 1859. In 1861 he became Hofkapellmeister at Oldenburg. On his frequent visits to Leipzig, Cologne, and elsewhere, he has proved himself an excellent conductor, and an earnest musician. Among his works may be mentioned an opera in three acts, 'Robin Hood'; pieces for pianoforte, op. 2; songs, op. 10; a trio for piano and strings, op. 9; a symphony in D minor, op. 30; a concert overture, 'Normannenfahrt'; 'Morgenhymne'; 'Rheinmorgen'; and 'Altchristlicher Bittgesang'; works for choir and orchestra; concertos for horn (op. 29), violin (op. 30) and violoncello (op. 33); a pianoforte sonata for four hands; etc. [M.]

Dietrich, Pierre Louis Philippe. See vol. iv. p. 213 a, note 1, and add that in 1863 he was dismissed from his post as conductor by M. Perrin, and that he died Feb. 20, 1865.

Dignum, Charles. Line 10 from end of article, for 96 read 90.

*Ditson, Oliver, & Co.* The oldest music-publishing house in the United States now engaged in business, as well as the largest. Its headquarters are at Boston, where the senior partner has followed the business since 1832, when, at the age of 12, he entered the employ of Samuel H. Parker, a book and music seller. On reaching his majority in 1832, Ditson was taken into partnership by his employer, and the firm, Parker & Ditson, continued until 1845, when, on the retirement of Parker, the business was carried on by Ditson in his own name until 1857, when John C. Haynes was admitted a partner, and the style, Oliver Ditson & Co., was adopted. Ditson's eldest son, Charles H., was admitted in 1867, and was placed in charge of the New York branch, Charles H.

* Copyright 1890 by F. H. Jerns.
DITSON & CO. In 1875 another son, J. Edward, became a member of the firm, and the head of the Philadelphia branch, J. Edward Ditson & Co. In 1860 a branch was established in Boston for the importation and sale of band and orchestral instruments and other musical merchandise, under the name of John C. Haynes & Co. A further branch has existed in Chicago since 1864, styled Lyon & Healy, who transact a general business in music and musical merchandise with the growing country that lies to the westward. The catalogue of sheet music published by the house and its four branches embraces over 51,000 titles. Some 3000 other titles—instruction books, operas, oratorios, masses, collections of psalmody and of secular choral music, in fact every variety of music and text book known to the trade—are also included in the list of publications bearing the imprint of the firm.

DOCTOR OF MUSIC. Line 20 of article, and following, correct date of Bull's degree to 1592, that of Callcott to 1800, and that of Bishop to 1853. Line 10 from bottom, correct date of Nares' degree to 1756. Refer to OXFORD, vol. ii. 624 b, for a further list of names, and see DEGREES IN Appendix.

DODECACHORDON (original Greek title, ΔΟΔΕΚΑΧΟΡΔΩΝ, from δώδεκα twelve, and χορδή a string). A work, published at Basle, in September, 1547, by the famous medieval theorist, now best known by his assumed name, Glareanus, though his true patronymic was Heinrich Loris, latinized Henricus Lortius. [See vol. i. p. 598.]

The Dodecachordon owes its existence to a dispute, which, at the time of its publication, involved considerations of great importance to Composers of the Polyphonic School; and the clearness and logical consistency of the line of argument it brings to bear upon the subject render it the most valuable treatise on the Ecclesiastical Modes that has ever been given to the world.

In the time of St. Ambrose, four Modes only were formally acknowledged. S. Gregory increased the number to eight. Later students, finding that fourteen were possible, advocated the use of the entire number. In the opening years of the 9th century, the controversy grew so hot, that the question was referred to the Emperor Charlemagne, who was well known to be one of the most learned Musicians of his age. Charlemagne, after long deliberation, decided that twelve Modes were sufficient for general use; and his dictum was founded on an indisputable theoretical truth; for, though fourteen Modes are possible, two are rendered practically useless, by reason of their discordant intervals.

The decision of Charlemagne was universally accepted, in practice; but, in process of time, an element of confusion was introduced into the theory of the Modes, by certain superficial students—prototypes of the party which now tells us that 'Plain Song ought always to be sung in unison'—who, unable to penetrate beyond the melodic construction of the scale, imagined that certain Modes were essentially identical, because they corresponded in compass, and in the position of their semitones. It is quite true that every Authentic Mode corresponds, in compass, and in the position of its semitones, with a certain Mode taken from the Plagal Series; just as, in the modern system, every Major Scale corresponds, in signature, with a certain Minor Scale. But, the intervals in the two Modes are referable to, and entirely dependent upon, a different Final; just as, in the Relative Major and Minor Scales, they are referable to a different Tonic. For instance, the Authentic Mixolydian Mode corresponds, exactly, in its compass, and the position of its semitones, with the Plagal Hypoionian Mode. The range of both lies between G and g; and the semitones, in both, fall between the third and fourth, and the sixth and seventh degrees. But, the Final of the Mixolydian Mode is G, and that of the Hypoionian, C; and, though Palestrina's Missa Papæ Marcelli, written in the Hypoionian Mode, ends every one of its greater sections with a full close on the Chord of C, and bases every one of its most important cadences on that chord, there are critics at the present day who gravely tell us that it is in the Mixolydian Mode, simply because the range of its two Tenors lies between G and g. Glareanus devotes pages 73-74 of the Dodecachordon to an unanswerable demonstration of the fallacy of this reasoning; and all the great theorists of the 16th century are in agreement with him, in so far as the main facts of the argument are concerned, though they differ in the numerical arrangement of their Tables. To prevent confusion on this point, it is necessary to consider the system upon which these 'Tables' are constructed.

The most comprehensive and reasonable system of classification is that which presents the complete series of fourteen possible Modes, in their natural order, inserting the impure Locrian and Hypolicorn forms, in their normal position, though rejecting them in practice. The complete arrangement is shown in the following scheme.

| I. Dorian | X. Eolian |
| II. Hypodorian | X. Hypomolian |
| III. Phrygian | XI. Locrian (or Hyper-
| IV. Hypophrygian | phrygian) |
| V. Lydian (or Hyper-
| VI. Hypolydian | phrygian) |
| VII. Mixolydian (or Hy-
| VIII. Hypomixolydian | perlydian) |

The system most widely opposed to this recognises the existence of eight Modes only—Nos. I—VIII in the foregoing series; and represents the Eolian, Hypomolian, Ionian, and Hypoionian forms, as replicates of Modes II, III, VI, and VII—or, still less reasonably, Modes I, II, V, and VI—with the substitution of different Finals.

In all essential points, Glareanus follows the first-named system, though he describes the Ionian, and Hypoionian forms, as Modes XI and
DODECACHORDON.

XII, and simply mentions the rejected Locrian and Hypodorian scales by name, without assigning them any definite numbers.

Zacconi’s Table agrees with that of Glareanus.

Fux generally describes the Modes by name, and, while he gives a little notice of their numerical order. In later times, the editors of the Mechina Office-Books have endeavoured to reconcile the two conflicting systems by appending double numbers to the Modes. Dr. Frohne, in his ‘Musica divina,’ follows the first-mentioned system, describing the Ionian and Hypodorian Modes, as Nos. XIII and XIV; and the same plan has been uniformly adopted in the present Dictionary. The want of an unvarying method of nomenclature is much to be regretted; but it no way affects the essence of the question, for, since the publication of the Dodecachordon, no one has ever seriously attempted to dispute the dictum of Glareanus, that twelve Modes, and these only, are available for practical purposes; and these twelve have found pretty nearly equal favour among the Great Masters of the Polyphonic School.

The Dodecachordon enters minutely into the peculiar characteristics of each of the twelve Modes; and gives examples of the treatment of each, selected from the works of the best Masters of the early Polyphonic School. The amount of information it contains is so valuable and exhaustive, that it is doubtful whether a student of the present day could ever succeed in thoroughly mastering the subject without its assistance.

The text, comprised in 470 closely printed folio pages, is illustrated by 89 Compositions, for two, three, and four voices, with and without words, printed in separate parts, and accompanied by directions for deciphering the Enigmatical Canons, etc., by the following Composers: —

Antonio Brumel (4 compositions); Nicolauus Caeen (1); Sixt Dietrich (5); Antonius Fofinius (7); Arnoldus de Feilis (1); Damianus & Caspari Lusitanus (1); Heinrich Isaac (8); Joosquinus Pratesius (Joosquin des Prés) (27); Lentinius (1); Adam Luyp Aquanegransius (1); Georg Meyer (10); Joannes Mouton (4); Jac. Obrechth (3); Johannes Okenheim (3); De Orto (1); Petrus Platensis (Pierre de la Rue) (3); Richafort (1); Gerardus & Salice Flandri (1); Latvichus Sennius (3); Andr. Sylvanus (1); Thomas Tzamen (1); Jo. Vannius [Wannemacher] (1); Vasque- rias (1); Antonius & Vines (1); Paulus Wuest (1); Anonymous (9).

The first edition of the ΑΝΑΞΑΚΟΡΔΩΝ was printed at Basle, in 1547. A second edition, entitled ‘De Musices divisione ac definitione,’ but with the same headings to the chapters, is believed to have been printed, at the same place, in 1549. A small volume, entitled ‘Musica Epitome, sive Compendium, ex Glareani Dodecachordon,’ by J. Wonnegger, was published at Basle in 1557, and reprinted in 1559. The original work is now very scarce, and costly; though, happily, less so than the ‘Syntagma’ of Praetorius, or the ‘Musica getuecht und ausgesogen’ of Sebastian Virdung. Copies of the edition of 1547 will be found at the British Museum, and the Royal College of Music; and the British Museum also possesses the first edition of Wonnegger’s ‘Epitome.’

W.S.R.

DÖRRFEL, ALFRED, born Jan. 24, 1821, at Waldenburg in Saxon, received his first musical education from the organist Joh. Trube. In 1835 he entered the Leipzig Conservatorium, where he received instruction from Karl Klose, G. W. Fink, C. G. Müller, Mendelssohn and Schumann. In 1837 he made a successful appearance as a pianist, and soon afterwards attained to a high position as a musical critic. In the ‘Neue Zeitcchrift für Musik’ he wrote some reviews of Schumann’s works. He anticipated the verdict of posterity, although they did not correspond with contemporary opinion concerning that master’s greatness. His criticism of ‘Genoveva’ gave the composer great pleasure. From 1865 to 1881 he contributed to the ‘Leip- zigische Nachrichten,’ and in 1860 was appointed custodian of the musical department of the town library. In the following year he established a music lending library together with a music-selling business, in both of which he was successful in 1885 by his son, Baldun Dörrfel. He undertakes much work for the firm of Breitkopf & Härtel, whose critical editions of the classics, and especially that of Beethoven, have been chiefly corrected by him. For the edition of Peters he has edited the piano forte works of Schumann, and other compositions, and several of the Bach-Gesellschaft volumes have been issued under his direction. In 1887 he edited the ‘St. Luke Passion’ for the first-named firm. To the literature of music he has contributed an edition of Berlin’s treatise on instrumentation, the second edition of Schumann’s ‘Gessammtliche Schriften,’ and has published an invaluable history of the Gewandhaus concerts from 1781 to 1881 (‘Festschrift zur hundertjährigen Jubelfest, etc., Leipzig, 1884, in recognition of which the University of Leipzig conferred upon him the degree of Doctor.

H.B.

DOLES, JOHANN FRIEDRICH, born in 1716 at Steinbach in Saxo-Meiningen, was educated at the Schlesiingen Gymnasium, where he availed himself of instruction in singing and in playing on the violin, clavier, and organ. In 1738 he went to Leipzig for a course of theology at the University, and while there pursued his musical studies under J. S. Bach. His compositions, however, bear little trace of Bach’s influence; though fluent and correct, they have none of that great master’s depth and grandeur. Dol
would seem to have been more affected by the Italian Opera, with which he became familiar by constant attendance at performances given for the Saxon court at Hubertusburg. His light, pleasing, and melodious compositions, together with the charm of his manner, rapidly brought him popularity at Leipzig. In 1743 he was appointed conductor of the first Gewandhaus Concerts; and on March 9, 1744, he was commissioned to write a Festival Cantata in celebration of the anniversary of their foundation. In that same year he was appointed Cantor at Freiburg, where he wrote, in 1748, on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of the Peace of Westphalia, the Singspiel, out of which arose the famous dispute between Biedermann, Mattheson, and Bach. In 1755 he succeeded Gottlob Haser as Cantor of the Thomasschule and also as director of the two principal churches, which posts he held until 1789, when old age and failing health compelled him to resign them. In the spring of 1789 Mozart visited Leipzig, and on April 22 he played on the organ at St. Thomas' Church, and made his well-known remark to his friend about Bethuel's music. [See Mozart, vol. ii. p. 392 n.] It was probable on the same occasion that J. C. Barthel played before Mozart at Döles's house. [See Barthel, J. C.] And in the following year Döles published his cantata to Gellert's words, 'Ich komme vor dein Angesicht' (Leipzig, 1790), dedicated to his friends Mozart and Naumann. Special interest attaches to this work, because its preface records Döles's opinions as to the way in which sacred music should be treated, and those opinions have little in common with the tradition of J. S. Bach. It is plain, indeed, that although Döles was proud of having been Bach's pupil, and therefore unwilling to depreciate him openly, he took no pains whatever, during his directorship at Leipzig, to encourage and extend the taste for his great master's works. Bach's church-music was almost entirely neglected both by him and his successor, J. A. Hiller. Döles died at Leipzig on Feb. 8, 1797.

His compositions consist principally of cantatas, motets, psalms, sacred odes and songs, and chorales, many of which have been printed, including some sonatas for the clavicembalo. His 'Elementary Instruction in Singing' had, in its day, considerable reputation as a useful practical method. Among his many unprinted works may be mentioned two oratorios (the Passion-music according to St. Mark and St. Luke), two masses, a Kyrie, a Gloria, a Salve, and a German Magnificat. [A.H.W.]

DÖMMER, ARBET VON, born Feb. 9, 1838, at Dantzig, was brought up to theology, but in 1862 went to Leipzig and learnt composition from Richter and Lobe. After some time passed as a teacher of music, he forsook Leipzig for Hamburg, where he spent seven years as a musical critic and correspondent, and in 1873 was made secretary to the Hamburg city library, a post which he still holds (1877). In 1895 he published an enlarged edition of H. C. Knopf's Musikalisches Lexicon of 1802, which is a sterling work, perhaps a little too sternly condensed. Besides this his Handbook of Musical History (1867, 2d ed. 1878) is highly spoken of by Riemann, from whom the above is chiefly obtained. [G.]

DON CARLOS. Line 4 of article, for Demery read Mery. Line 7, for Her Majesty's read Covent Garden.

DONIZETTI. For date of birth read Nov. 25, 1797. (Partially corrected in later editions.) Page 453 a, l. 10 from bottom, for 1834 read 1833. Page 454 a, l. 38, add day of death, April 8. In lines 39 and 40, read he was disinterred on April 26, and reburied on Sept. 13, 1835, in Santa Maria Maggiore, Bergamo. The following corrections are to be made in the list of works:

- The title of No. 4 is 'Zoraida de Granata.' That of No. 13 is 'Alahor in Granata.' The date of 'Otto mese in due ore' is 1837; the works of 1828 begin with No. 20. The date of 'L'Esule di Roma' is 1828; the works of 1829, omitting 'L'Elisir d'amore,' which belongs to 1831, begin with No. 25. 'Il Fiera.' The title of No. 30 is 'Ismeda di Lambertazzi.' The date of 'Anna Bolena' is 1830, and that of 'Fausta' 1832, among the works of which year 'L'Elisir d'amore' is to be included. No. 40, 'L'Asseido di Calais' is identical with No. 22, 'Gianni di Calais'; the date here given is that of its production in Paris. The date of 'Lucrezia Borgia' is 1833, and the works of 1834 begin with 'Rosalinda.' The date of 'Gemma di Vergy' is 1834, the works of 1835 beginning with 'Marino Faliero.' 'Roberto Devereux' belongs to 1837. The title of No. 51 is 'Filippa di Toscana.' The works of 1843 begin with 'Maria di Rohan,' not with 'Don Pasquale.'

DORN, HEINRICH. L. E. Line 20 from bottom of page, for 47 read 49.

DORSET GARDEN THEATRE. This house was erected upon the garden of a mansion belonging to the Earl of Dorset, situate upon the bank of the Thames at the bottom of Salisbury Court, Fleet Street. Sir William (then Mr.) Davenant had obtained a patent for its erection in 1639 and another in 1665, but from various causes the building was not erected in his lifetime. His widow, however, built the theatre, from the designs of Sir Christopher Wren; and the Duke's company, removing from Lincoln's Inn Fields, opened it Nov. 19, 1671. It became celebrated for the production of pieces of which music and spectacle were the most prominent features, amongst which the most conspicuous were Davenant's adaptation of Shakspeare's 'Macbeth,' with Lock's music, 1672; Shadwell's adaptation of Shakspeare's 'Tempest,' with music by Lock, Humfrey, and others, 1673; Shadwell's 'Psyche,' with music by Lock and
DORSET GARDEN THEATRE.

Draghi, Feb. 1673-4; Shadwell's 'Libertine,' with Purcell's music, 1676; Dr. Davenant's 'Circe,' with Batister's music, 1677; Shadwell's alteration of Shakspere's 'Timon of Athens,' with Purcell's music, 1678; and Lee's 'Edipus' and 'Theodocius,' both with Purcell's music, in 1679 and 1680 respectively. In 1682 the King's and Duke's companies were united, and generally performed at Drury Lane; but operas and other pieces requiring a large space for stage effects were still occasionally brought out at Dorset Garden, amongst them Dryden's 'Albyn and Albanius,' with Grub's music, 1685; and Powell and Verbruggen's 'Brutus and Alba,' with Daniel Purcell's music, in 1697. In 1699 the house was let to William Joy, a strong Kentish man styled 'The English Samson,' and for exhibitions of conjuring, fencing, and even prize-fighting, and was again opened for the performance of plays in 1703, and finally closed in Oct. 1706. After the demolition of the theatre the site was successively occupied as a timber-yard, by the New River Company's offices, and the City Gas Works. An engraving showing the river front of the theatre was prefixed to Elkanah Settle's 'Empress of Morocco,' 1673, another, by Sutton Nicholls, was published in 1710, and a third in the Gentleman's Magazine, July 1714. [W.H.H.]

DOT. It should be added that Handel and Bach, and other composers of the early part of the 18th century, were accustomed to use a convention which often misleads modern students. In 6-8 or 12-8 time, where groups of dotted quavers followed by semiquavers occur in combination with triplets, they are to be regarded as equivalent to crochets and quavers. Thus the passage

\[\begin{align*}
\text{\[comma\]} & \text{\[comma\]} \\
\text{\[comma\]} & \text{\[comma\]} \\
\end{align*}\]

is played

\[\begin{align*}
\text{\[comma\]} & \text{\[comma\]} \\
\text{\[comma\]} & \text{\[comma\]} \\
\end{align*}\]

not with the semiquaver sounded after the third note of the triplet, as it would be if the phrase occurred in more modern music. [M.]


DOUBLE BASS. Line 14, add that the notes sound an octave lower than they are written. In the musical example, the first note of (b) should be E. (Corrected in late editions.) Omit foot-note 1.

DOWLAND, JOHN. Line 5 from bottom of page, for 1603 read 1603. The following anagram on his name is given by Camden at the end of his 'Remaines':

Joannes Doulandus
Anno ludendo haust.

DRAGHI, G. B. P. 461 b, l. 15, for composed read published; the opera was performed in 1673.

DRAGONETTI, DOMENICO. The date of birth should probably be altered to April 7, 1753.

DREAM OF ST. JEROME. A piece of pianoforte music attributed to Beethoven, and published by Cramer & Beale. It consists of the third of Beethoven's six sacred songs (op. 45) transcribed for the PF, and followed by an arrangement of the Welch air 'Meregh Megan,' also for the piano. The piece derived its existence from the demand created by the mention of 'Beethoven's Dream of St. Jerome' in Thackeray's 'Philip,' that again being a mistake for 'St. Jerome's Love,' a poem adapted by Thomas Moore, in his 'Sacred Songs,' to the melody of the theme of the opening movement of Beethoven's Sonata, op. 26. The story is told in The Times of June 16 and 28, 1856.

[D.]

DRECHSLER, KARL. Add date of death, Dec. 1, 1873.


DRUM. P. 464 b, for second line after first musical example read Meyerbeer uses four drums, G, C, D, and E. P. 465 b, l. 5 from bottom, add that Pierazonovini wrote a concerto for the drums.

DRURY LANE. Line 12 from end of article, for 1859 read 1870.

DUBOIS, CLÉMENT FRANÇOIS THÉODORE, born at Rosny (Marne), Aug. 24, 1837, came to Paris at an early age, and entered upon a brilliant course of study at the Conservatoire, where he gained successively first prizes for harmony, fugue, and organ, and finally, in 1851, under Ambroise Thomas, the Prix de Rome. On his return from Italy in 1856 he devoted himself to teaching, and was appointed maître de chapelle of Ste. Clotilde, where, on Good Friday, 1867, he produced an important and carefully written work, 'Les Sept Paroles du Christ,' afterwards performed at the Concerts Populaires in 1870. It has since been given in other churches on Good Friday, and parts of it have been performed at the Concerts du Conservatoire. Being unable to force an entrance into the great musical theatre, he contented himself with producing, at the Athénée, a pleasing little work, 'La Guilde de l'Emir' (April 30, 1873). In 1878 he carried off, together with B. Godard, the prize at the Concours Musical instituted by the city of Paris, and his 'Paradis perdu' was performed, first at the public expense (Nov. 27, 1878), and again on the two following Sundays at the Concerts du Châtelet. His other dramatic works for the stage are, 'Le Pain bis' (Opéra-Comique, Feb. 26, 1879); 'La Farandole,' ballet (Opéra, Dec. 14, 1853); and 'Ahen-Hatem,' a grand opera (Théâtre Italien de la place du Châtelet, Dec. 16, 1884). The above are his chief works, but Dubois is a fertile composer, and has produced many important compositions at various concerts, not to mention his numerous pieces for piano, his single songs, and his church and chamber music. We may refer to his 'Disséquenement' and 'Pièces d'Orchestrage' (Concert national, April 6 and Dec. 14, 1873), a 'Suite d'Orchestre' (Do. Feb. 8, 1874), 'Scènes Sym-
DUNSTABLE, 619

after mentioning how the institution of Royal choirs or chapels encouraged the study of music, proceeds: 'Quo fit ut haec temperatur, facultas nostre musicae tam mirabile sususcepter incrementum quod a nova esse videatur, cujus, ut ita dicam, nova artis fons et origo, apud Anglicos quorum caput Dunstable exstitit, fuisse perhibetur, et huic contemporaneo fuerunt in Gallia Dufay et Binchois quibus immediate succederunt moderni Okeghem, Buonos, Regis et Caron, omnium quos audierim in compositiones praeestantisimae. Hae eis Anglici nunc (locet vulgariter jubilare, Gallici vero cantare dicuntur) veniant conferendi. Illi eterim in dies novos cantus novissimae inveniunt, ac isti (quod missarimini signum est ingenii) una semper et eadem compositione utentur.' (Coussenaker, 'Scriptores,' vol. iv. p. 154.) Ambros ('Ge-

DUGOIS.

phoniques' (Concerts du Châtelet, Nov. 25, 1877), and his Overture 'Fritiof' (Du. Feb. 13, 1881). The last of these, a work full of life and accent, ranks, together with his two small orches, among his best compositions. He possesses a full knowledge of all the resources of his art, but little originality or independence of style. For some time he was maître de chapelle at the Madeleine, and is now organist there, having replaced Saint-Saëns in 1877. He succeeded Elwart as professor of harmony on the Conserva-

dour, in 1871, and in 1883 was decorated with the Legion of Honour.

DUBOIS, G. Add that he died at Maidenhead, April 17, 1882.

DULCIMER. P. 468 b. Add that English dulcimers have ten long notes of brass wire in unison strings, four or five in number, and ten shorter notes of the same. The first series, strung with hammer on the left of the right-hand bridge, is tuned

\[ \text{G}^\flat, \text{A}, \text{C}, \text{E}, \text{G}, \text{B}, \text{D}, \text{F}, \text{A} \]

the F being natural. The second series, strung to the right of the left-hand bridge, is tuned

\[ \text{G}, \text{A}, \text{C}, \text{E}, \text{G}, \text{B}, \text{D}, \text{F} \]

the F being again natural. The remainder of the latter series, strung to the left of the left-

hand bridge, gives

\[ \text{G}, \text{A}, \text{C}, \text{E}, \text{G}, \text{B}, \text{D}, \text{F} \]

This tuning has prevailed in other countries and is old. Chromatic tunings are modern and ap-

DULCICON, MM. Line 3, correct date of birth to March 29.

DUN, FINLAY, born in Aberdeen, Feb. 24, 1795, viola player, teacher of singing, musical editor and composer, in Edinburgh; studied abroad under Baillot, Crescentini, and others. He wrote, besides two symphonies (not published) Solfège, and Scale Exercises for the voice (1819), edited, with Professor John Thomson, Paterson's Collection of Scottish Songs, and took part also with G. F. Graham and others in writing the pianoforte accompaniments and symphonies for Wood's Songs of Scotland; he was editor also of other Scotch and Gaelic Collections. Dun was a master of several living and dead languages, and seems altogether to have been a very accomplished man. He died Nov. 28, 1853. [W.H.H.]

DUNSTABLE, 1 John, musician, mathematician, and satirist, was a native of Dunstable, in Bedfordshire. Of his life absolutely nothing is known, but he has long enjoyed a shadowy celebrity as a musician, mainly owing to a pas-

1 The name is spelt by early authors Dunstaple.

sage in the Prohemium to the 'Proportionale' of Johannes Tintorius (1445–1511). The author,
written at Seville in 1480 (J. F. Riano, 'Notes on Early Spanish Music,' p. 65), in two other passages in the 'Treatise of the Praxis Divina in the Dialogus in Arte Musicae' of John Hotby (Composers, 'Scriptores,' iii. xxxii.), in 'Le Champion des Dames' of Martin Le Franc (d. 1450), and more than once by Franchinus Gafurius, who in Book ii. cap. 7 of his 'Practica Musicae' (Milan, 1496) gives the tenor of a setting of 'Veni Sancte Spiritus' by the English composer. Yet he was—in his own country at least—so soon forgotten, that his name does not occur in Bale's 'Scriptores Britanniae' (1550), and Morley ('Introduction,' ed. 1597, p. 178) quotes a passage from his motet 'Neecausa virgo mater virum,' in which he has divided the middle of the word 'Angelorum' by a pause two Long rests in length, as an example of 'one of the greatest absurdities which I have seen committed in the dittyng of music.' The passage is doubtless absurd to modern ideas: but Dunstable's fault was not considered such at the time he wrote. Similar passages occur so late as Joquin's days.

The men of the later generation are far inferior to their Netherlandish contemporaries, while Dunstable was equal, if not superior, to Dufay and Binchois. This singular fact can only be accounted for by other than purely musical reasons. The death of Dunstable took place in 1453, at the very time when the Wars of the Roses broke out, and for years England was thrown into a state of hopeless confusion and disorganization, which must have stopped the progress of all the arts, and particularly music. In this period, music, like everything else, must have suffered, and it is doubtful for this reason that we possess so little of Dunstable's work. On the re-establishment of order under Henry VII. the old English school—probably consisting of only a small knot of men—was dispersed or forgotten, and the inspiration of the Court composers of Henry VII. and of the early years of Henry VIII. was distinctly derived from Burgundy and the Netherlands, which had been making rapid progress under Dufay's successors—Okeghem, Hobercht, and Joquin—while England, plunged in the miseries of civil war, had forgotten the art which she had made so good a beginning. Thus it was that Dunstable was forgotten.

Fuller, when he came across his

It has been the misfortune of English music to suffer more than once from political events. The violent interruptions caused by the Reformation and the Great Rebellion were as disastrous to the effects upon later schools of English music as were the Wars of the Roses upon the school of Dunstable. More peacefully, but no less unfortunately, the advent of the Hanoverian dynasty, with its German court and Italian opera, crushed the school of English opera which Purcell founded.
epitaphs, made merry that a ‘person of such perfection’ should be so unknown. The epitaphs are worth reprinting. The first was on his tombstone in St. Stephen’s, Walbrook. Stow says it was inscribed on ‘two faire plates stones in the Chancel, each by other.’ It runs as follows:—

Cladit hoc tumulo, qui Colum pectoris mensis
Dunsdale I. juris, astrorum conscusi illo
Judice novit hircinis abscondita pandere coeli.
Hic vir erat tuis lani, tuis lucis, tuis musice principes.
Quique tue dulces puer mundum speraret ille
Onus, Anno Mil. Eqvater, sanno vuln. tria jacto Christi.
Pride natale sidus transgrat ad aestus.
Suscipiant proprium cive comeli sibi cives.

The other epitaph is preserved in Weaver’s ‘Funeral Monuments’ (1651), where it is quoted from a MS. in the Cottonian Library, containing a number of poetical epitaphs written by John of Wethamsted, Abbot of St. Alban’s:—

Upon John Dunstable, an astrologist, a mathematician, a musician, and what not.

Musice his Michalis alter, novusque Ptholomeus, Orbis ac Athaliae est, et luteus pulcherrimus.
When sub contrae, minor vir de muliere
Non quum natus esset: vir qui late carolam,
Et virtutem sibi ostende roseo vinctam omnia concurrit.
Cur exoptet, sic optandique proceuntur
Perpetuum annis celebratur fama Johannis Dunstapli: in pace requiescat et sic sinencare.

[W.B.S.]

DUPONT, AUGUSTE, born at Ensilval near Liége, Feb. 9, 1828, was educated at the Liége Conservatoire, and after several years spent in successful travel as a pianist was appointed a professor of the Brussels Conservatoire. His works for the pianoforte are numerous, and show a thorough knowledge of the instrument. They are cast in a popular mould, and may be said to belong to the class of drawing-room music, but they are free from all that is mercenary. A ‘Concertstück’ (op. 42) and a Concerto in F minor (op. 49) both with orchestral accompaniment, are his most ambitious works. Among his solo pieces the best are ‘Roman en dix pages’ (op. 48), a set of short pieces showing the influence of Schumann in their structure, and ‘Contes du Foyer’ (op. 12). A set of songs ‘Breton’ contains amongst much that is pleasing and original. His younger brother, JOSÉPH, born at Ensilval, Jan. 3, 1838, educated at Liége and Brussels, has attained great distinction as an operatic conductor. He has held posts of this kind successively at Warsaw, Moscow, and Brussels, where he has been professor of harmony at the Conservatoire, and conductor at the Théatre de la Monnaie, and at the Association des Artistes Musiciens since 1872. In the following year he succeeded Vieuxtemps as director of the Concerts Populaires. During the final seasons of Mr. Gyo’s management of Italian Opera, M. Dupont conducted many of the most important performances given at Covent Garden.

[DUPONT, JEAN PIERRE. Add date of death, Dec. 31. Add that Jean Louis Dupont made his début at the Concert Spirituel in 1768, and died Sept. 7, 1819.

1 Stow’s Survey, 1633, p. 215. 2 Fuller reads ‘ille.’ 3 Fuller reads ‘ille.’ 4 ‘sperament artes’ (Fuller). 5 The accent over the i indicates the presence of a letter pronounced as the French j.
Dvořák.

He could have kept himself alive. He joined one of the town-bands as viola-player, and for some three years lived upon the meagre earnings obtained in cafés and other places of the same kind. When a Bohemian theatre was opened in Prague in 1863, the band to which he belonged was employed to provide the occasional music, and when that institution was established on a firm basis, as the National Theatre, Dvořák, with some others of his companions, was chosen a member of the orchestra. While here he benefited by his intercourse with Smetana, who held the post of conductor from 1866 to 1874. A kind friend was found in Carl Bendl, a native of Prague, who after holding important musical posts at Brussels and Amsterdam, had returned in 1866 to Prague as conductor of a choral society, and who gave Dvořák every opportunity in his power of becoming acquainted with the masterpieces of art. His own resources were of course not sufficient to allow him to buy scores, and the possession of a piano of his own was not to be thought of. In spite of these drawbacks, he worked on steadily at composition, experimenting in almost every form of music. As early as 1863 he had written a string quintet; by 1865 two symphonies were completed; about this time a grand opera on the subject of Alfred was composed to a German libretto, and many songs were written. The most ambitious of these efforts were afterwards committed to the flames by their author. In 1873 he was appointed organist of St. Adalbert’s church in Prague, a stroke of good fortune which allowed him not only to give up his orchestral engagement, but to take to himself a wife. His increased his scanty salary by taking private pupils, but as yet his circumstances were exceedingly humble.

It was in this, his 32nd year, that he first came before the public as a composer, with the patriotic cantata or hymn, written to words by Hálek, ‘Die Erben des weissen Berges’ (The heirs of the white mountain). The subject was happily chosen, and the spontaneous and thoroughly national character of the music ensured its success. In the same year one of two Notturnos for orchestra was performed, and in 1874 an entire symphony in E♭, and a scherzo from a symphony in D minor were given. Neither of these symphonies appear in his list of works; they were not the same as the two earlier compositions, which were in B♭ and E minor respectively. By this time the composer had begun to make a name for himself, and the authorities of the National Theatre resolved to produce an opera by him. When ‘Der König und der Köhler’ (‘The King and the Collier’) was put into rehearsal, however, it turned out to be quite impracticable, owing to the wildly unconventional style of the music, and the composer actually had the courage to rewrite it altogether, preserving scarcely a note of the original score. In this form it was successfully produced, and the rumour of his powers and of the scantiness of his resources reaching Vienna, he received in the following year a pension of about £20 per annum from the Kultusministerium. This stipend, increased in the following year, was the indirect means of procuring him the friendship and encouragement of Johannes Brahms, who, on Herbeck’s death in 1877, was appointed to succeed him on a commission formed for examining the compositions of the recipients of this grant. In this way the delightful collection of duets, called ‘Klänge aus Mähren,’ came before the Viennese composer, and it is not to be wondered at that he discerned in them all the possibilities that lay before their author. A wonderfully happy long experience of orchestral had served him well, and had given him a feeling for instrumental colouring such as has been acquired by very few even of those composers whose education has been most complete. But though musical culture and the constant intercourse with artists and critics undoubtedly tend to crush distinctive originality, they have their advantages too, and a composer who wishes to employ the classical forms with ease and certainty will hardly be able to dispense with these necessary evils. In judging of Dvořák’s works, it must always be remembered that a large amount of his chamber music was written without any immediate prospect of a public performance, and without receiving any alterations such as judicious criticism might have suggested.

Since the publication of the ‘Slavische Tänze,’ the composer has been in the happy position of the country which has no history, or rather his history is to be read in his works, not in any biography. Of late years England has played an important part in his career. Since the dances above referred to were arranged for orchestra, and played at the Crystal Palace (on Feb. 15, 1879) his name has become gradually more and more prominent, and it cannot be said that the English musical world has been remiss in regard to this composer, whatever may be our shortcomings in some other respects. An especial meed of praise is due to an amateur
association, the London Musical Society, which on March 10, 1883, introduced to the metropolis his setting of the 'Stabat Mater,' composed as early as 1876, though not published till 1881. Public attention was at once aroused by the extraordinary beauty and individuality of the music, and the composer was invited to conduct a performance of the work at the Albert Hall, which took place on March 13. In the autumn of 1884 he was again asked to conduct it at the Worcester Festival, and at the same time received a commission from the authorities to write a short cantata for the next year's Birmingham Festival. This resulted in the composition of 'The Spectre's Bride,' to a Bohemian version by K. J. Erben of the familiar 'Lenore' legend, which, although it was presented in a very inadequate translation of a German version, obtained a success as remarkable as it was well-deserved, carrying off the chief honours of the festival. This, as well as an oratorio on the subject of St. Ludmila, written for the Leeds Festival of 1886, were conducted by the composer himself.

This is not the place for a detailed criticism of Dvořák's works, nor can we attempt to forecast what position his name will ultimately occupy among the composers of our time; it may however be permitted to draw attention to the more striking characteristics of his music. An inexhaustible wealth of melodic invention and a rich variety of colouring are the qualities which most attract us, together with a certain unexpectedness, from which none of his works are wholly free. The imaginative faculty is very strongly developed, so that he is at his best when treating subjects in which the romantic element is prominent. It must be admitted that his works in the regular classical forms are the least favourable specimens of his powers. When we consider the bent of his nature and the circumstances of his early life, this is not to be wondered at; the only wonder is that his concerted compositions should be as numerous and as successful as they are. As a rule, the interest of those movements in which an adherence to strict form is necessary, is kept up, not so much by ingenious developments and new presentations of the themes, as by the copious employment of new episodes, the relationship of which to the principal subjects of the movement is of the slightest. But in spite of these technical departures from time-honoured custom, the most stern purist cannot refuse to yield to the influence of the fresh charm with which the composer invests his ideas, and in most of his slow movements and scherzos there is no room for cavil. These two important sections of the sonata or symphony form have been materially enriched by Dvořák in the introduction and employment of two Bohemian musical forms, that of the 'Dumka' or elegy, and the 'Furiant,' a kind of wild scherzo. Both these forms, altogether new to classical music, have been used by him in chamber music and symphonies, and also separately, as in op. 12, op. 35, and op. 43.

To his orchestral works the slight censure passed upon his chamber compositions does not apply. In his symphonies and other works in this class, the continual variety and ingenuity of his instrumentation more than make up for any such deficiencies as we have referred to in the treatment of the themes themselves, while his mastery of effect compels our admiration at every turn. Beside the three symphonies, op. 24, op. 60, and 70, and the overtures which belong to his operas, we may mention a set of 'Symphonic Variations' (op. 40), a 'Scherzo capriccioso' (op. 56), and the overtures 'Mein Heim' (op. 62) and 'Huštácky' (op. 67), both written on themes from Bohemian volkstümer.

Although in such works as the concerto op. 33, the pianoforte quartet in D, op. 23, and the three trios, op. 21, 26, and 65, Dvořák has given evidence of a thorough knowledge of pianoforte effect, his works for that instrument alone form the smallest and least important class of his compositions, and it cannot be denied that though the waltzes and mazurkas contain much that is piquant and exceedingly original, his contributions to pianoforte music are by no means representative.

His songs belong for the most part to the earlier period of his career, but considering the extraordinary success attained by the 'Zigeunerrhiede' on their publication, it is surprising that the other songs are not more frequently heard. These 'gipsy songs' show the composer at his best, uniting as they do great effectiveness with tender and irresistible pathos. His use of gipsy rhythms and intervals is also most happy.

In his operas, if we may judge from those of which the vocal scores are published, his lighter mood is most prominent. 'Der Bauer ein Schelm' ('The Peasant a Rogue') is full of vivacity and charm, and contains many excellent ensembles. Both in this and in 'Die Dickschädel' ('The obstinate daughter,' literally 'The Thickhead') his love for piquant rhythm is constantly perceptible, and both bear a strong affinity in style to the 'Klänge aus Mähren' duets.

None of his earlier works for chorus gave promise of what was to come in the 'Stabat Mater.' The 'Heirs of the White Mountain' is melodious, and contains passages of great vigour, and the 'local colour,' though by no means prominent, is skilfully used; but even those musicians who knew his previous compositions can scarcely have expected his setting of the Latin hymn to be full of the highest qualities which can be brought into requisition. Perhaps the most striking feature of his work is the perfect sympathy of its character with that of the words. The Bohemian composer has not only thoroughly assimilated all trace of his own nationality, but has adopted a style which makes it difficult to believe him not to have studied the best Italian models for a lifetime before setting pen to paper. We do not mean for a moment to

---

1 The Symphony in F, written in 1875, to which the above number should have been affixed, has just been published as op. 76. The first performance took place at the Crystal Palace, April 7, 1886.
hint at any want of originality, for here, as elsewhere, the composer is indebted to no one for any part of his ideas. But in such numbers as the 'Infanta Mater' and others the Italian influence is quite unmistakable. It has been well remarked that he treats the hymn from the point of view of 'absolute music'; that is to say, that he dwells, not so much upon the meaning or dramatic force of each verse or idea, as upon the general emotion of the whole. It is this, no doubt, which leads him into an apparent disregard of the order and connection of the words of the hymn, though a more commonplace reason, must, we fear, be assigned for the not infrequent false quantities in the setting of the Latin verse. These errors in detail serve to remind us of the deficiencies in Dvořák's early training, and to increase our admiration for the genius of a composer, who, in spite of so many drawbacks, has succeeded, more perfectly than any other modern writer, in reflecting the spirit of the ancient hymn.

In 'The Spectre's Bride' the composer has reached an even higher point, and given the world a masterpiece which is not unworthy to stand beside those most weird of musical creations, the Erkönig and the Fliegende Holländer. The sustained interest of the narrator's part, more especially after the climax of the story has been reached, the ingenuity with which the difficulty of the thrice recurring dialogue between the lovers has been overcome, the moderation in the use of those national characteristics which we have mentioned above, so that their full beauty and force are brought into the most striking prominence; these are some of the features which make it one of the most remarkable compositions of our time, to say nothing of the beauty and power of the music itself, or of the richness of the orchestral colouring. It must be felt that the man who could create such a work as this has everything within his grasp, and the assertion that no subsequent composition is likely to equal 'The Spectre's Bride' in beauty of originality would be premature, though it is difficult to refrain from making it.

In the longest and most recent of his works, the oratorio of 'St. Ludmila,' it is evident that the tastes and prejudices of the English public were kept too constantly in mind by the composer. A large proportion of the numbers produce the effect of having been written immediately after a diligent study of the oratorios of Handel and Mendelssohn. We do not mean to accuse Dvořák of conscious or direct plagiarism, but it cannot be denied that the freedom and originality which give such a charm to all his other works are here, if not wholly absent, at least not nearly as conspicuous as they are elsewhere. In the heathen chorauses of the first part the individuality of the composer is felt, and at intervals in the later divisions of the work his hand can be traced, but on the whole, it must be confessed that 'St. Ludmila,' even as it was presented at Leeds, by executants all of whom were absolutely perfect in their various offices, and under the composer's own direction, proved extremely monotonous.

There is no reasonable cause for doubting that the composer will soon again bring us a work worthy of ranking with such as 'Infanta Mater' or 'The Spectre's Bride.' Meanwhile, it seems somewhat strange that none of his operas should have seen the light in England, where the vogue of his compositions has been so remarkable. Of his five operas, only 'Der Bauer ein Schelm' has as yet been heard elsewhere than in Prague, having been given at Dresden and Hamburg.

The following is as complete a list of Dvořák's works as can be made at the present time; the locations in the series of opus-numbers will possibly be filled up in the future by some of the earlier compositions which have not yet been published:

1. Four Songs.
2. Four Songs.
3. Die Erben des weissen Bergs. PASSEY, hymns for mixed chorus, to words by HALEK.
4. Das Wasserfluss. Ballad for Violin and PF.
5. Four Serbian Songs.
6. Four Slovak Songs.
7. Silhouetten for PF.
8. Four Songs.
10. Four Songs.
11. Romanze for Violin and Orchestra.
12. Puritans and Dunkas for PF.
14. String Quintet in G.
15. Three Latin Hymns for Voice and Organ.
17. Six Songs.
18. String Quintet in G.
20. Four vocal Duets.
21. Trio in B minor for PF and Strings.
22. Serenade in E for Stringed Orchestra.
23. Concerto in D minor for PF and Strings.
24. Symphony in F (also called Op. 76).
25. Overture to 'Wanda.'
26. Trio in G minor for PF and Strings.
27. String Quartet in E major.
28. Hymns of the Bohemian Lutheran Church, for mixed Chorus with 4-hand accompaniment.
29. Six Choruses for mixed Voices.
31. Die Erben des weissen Bergs.
32. Five songs.
33. 'Klingen aus Mähren.' Vocal Duets.
35. PF. Czech Dances.
36. String Quartet in D minor.
37. Dances for PF.
38. Variations in A flat for PF.
39. Overture to 'Der Bauer ein Schelm.'
40. Four vocal Duets.
41. Suite for small Orchestra.
46. Symphonic Variations for Orchestra.
47. Scotch Dances for PF. Duet.
48. Two Fantasias for PF.
49. Three Choruses with 4-hand accompaniment.
51. Three Slavische Rhapsodien for Orchestra.
52. Three Slavische Tänze for PF. Duet.
53. Four Bagatelles for Harmoniums (or PF), two Violins, and Violoncello.
54. String Quartet in A.
55. Mazurkas for Violin and Orchestra.
56. Three Slowakische Ge-
57. String Quartet in E flat.
58. Improvisation, Intermezzo, Slawische Meinung, for PF.
59. Violin Concerto.
60. Walzer for PF.
62. Mazurkas for PF.
63. Serenade for Violin and PF.
64. Stabat Mater for Sola, Chorus, and Orchestra.
65. Legenden, for PF. Duet, arranged for Orchestra.
66. Symphony in D.
67. String Quartet in G.
68. Overture, 'Heinrich.'
69. 'Das der Natur.' Five choral songs.
70. Opera, 'Dimitri' (see below).
71. To the Five for PF. and Strings.
72. Scherzo capriccioso for Orchestra.
73. Overture, 'Hustiza.'
74. 'Aus der böhmischen Welt.' PF. Duet.
75. 'The Spectre's Bride.' Cantata for G. Drott, Chorus, and Orchestra.
76. Symphony in D minor.
77. Overture, 'St. Ludmila.'
78. New Slavische Tänze for Orchestra (books 3 and 4).
79. 'Im Volkstum.' Four Songs.
80. Serenade for Two Violas and Viola.
81. Romanische Stücke. Violin and PF.
82. Rose op. 94.
83. Serenade in G.
84. Symphonic Variations for Orchestra.
85. Opera for Chorus and Orchestra.
86. String Quartet in E.
87. Quinette for PF. and Strings.

OPERA.
Der König und der Kühler, comic opera; produced at Prague, 1872.
Die Dickhäutel, comic opera in one act; words by Dr. Jozef Stiehl; produced at Prague, 1862 (written in 1847).
Wanda, grand tragic opera in five acts; words by Komarny, from the Polish of Szymanowski; produced at Prague, 1867.
Der Bauer ein Schelm, comic opera in two acts; words by J. O. Vassaly; produced at Prague, 1877.
Dimitri, tragic opera (on the same subject as Jaccotet's 'Dimi-
til'), produced at Prague 1862.

[End]
DYGON.

DYGON, JOHN, the composer of the three-part motet ‘Ad lapidis positionem,’ printed in Hawkins’s History, is described there as Prior of St. Austin’s (i.e. St. Augustine’s Abbey), Canterbury. The identity of the name with that of an abbot of this monastery (1497–1509) has led to several ingenious conjectures. The only other authenticated circumstance in the composer’s life, which has hitherto published, is that he took the degree of Bachelor of Music at Oxford in April 1512, being the only Mus. B. of his year. The abbot John Dygon was succeeded in 1509 by John Hampton, and no doubt died in that year; a second John Dygon was Master of the Chantry of Milton in Kent, in which post he is said to have died in 1524. An examination of the deed of surrender of St. Augustine’s Abbey, dated July 30, 30 Henry VIII (1538), shows that at that time John Essex was abbot and John Dygon principal of the four priors, being, as appears from his position in the list, only inferior in rank to the abbot. Unfortunately, in the list of pensions granted to the officers of this monastery on Sept. 2 following the dissolution, almost all the monks had, apparently by way of precaution, assumed new surnames, or rather, more probably, resumed their original names, so that it is impossible to state with certainty which of the nine Johns was the composer. There are, however, strong grounds for believing that he is to be identified with John Wyldere; and for this reason, that the pension of £13 6s. 8d. (20 marks) granted to the latter was very much larger than any of the other pensions, except the abbot’s. The same difficulty meets us in tracing the history of John Wyldere as we found in the case of John Dygon, namely the existence of two or more persons of the same name. A John Wyldere was Master of the Hospital of St. Mary’s at Strood, in Kent, up to the time of its surrender in 1531, and could not well be the late prior of St. Augustine’s; there is, however, good reason for believing that he was the John Wyldere who was appointed prebendary of Rochester Cathedral in 1541, and who died there in 1553; and apart from this the claims of the head of a monastic establishment like St. Mary’s Hospital would naturally be considered before those of one in a comparatively subordinate position, such as our prior’s. John Dygon may perhaps be recognised in the John Wyldere who was vicar of Willerborough in 1542. In 1556, when Cardinal Pole was appointed by Philip and Mary head of the commission to inquire into the state of the pensions due to the monks of the dissolved monasteries, we find John Wilborne, into which form the name has been corrupted, still in receipt of his full pension; if the terms of the original grant had been strictly adhered to, this circumstance would preclude the possibility of his identity with the John Wyldere, who was vicar of Minster in Thanet from 1550 till his resignation in 1557. After this time we lose all trace of the real or supposed John Dygon. The composition by which his name has been handed down to posterity is the work of a very skilful musician, and though there may be some resemblance in style to the music of Okeghem, as was very natural, considering how nearly contemporary the two composers were, we can hardly coincide with Ambros’ opinion that it was ‘alt-fränkisch,’ at least when we compare it with other writings of a similar nature and about the same period; indeed some passages bear a comparatively modern stamp, and one can detect a foreshadowing of Giovanni Croce, and even of a still later style in several places. [A.H.H.]

DYKES, Rev. J. B. P. 478 a. l. 3 from end of article, for was joint editor read took an active part in the compilation.

E.

EBERS, C. F. Line 2 of article, for 20 read 25.

EBERWEIN, T. M. Add day of birth, Oct. 27.

ECCLES. P. 481 d. l. 15, add the productions of ‘Loves of Mars and Venus’ (with Finger), 1696, and ‘Macbeth,’ 1696. Correct lines 17–19 by a reference to MACBETH MUSIC, vol. ii. 185 a. Line 20, for 1698 read 1705.


* EDDY, CLARENCE, an excellent and well-known American organist, teacher and composer, was born at Greenfield, Massachusetts, June 23, 1851. His musical leanings were manifested during his childhood, when he showed also a notable skill in improvisation. Such instruction as was procurable in his native town was given to him until he had reached the age of sixteen, when he was sent to Hartford, Connecticut, and placed under the care of Mr. Dudley Buck. Within a year he was appointed organist of the Bethany Congregationalist Church, Montpelier, Vermont. In 1871 Eddy went to Berlin, where for two years and a half he studied under August Haupt and A. Lueschhorn. His progress was rapid and thorough, and he afterwards undertook a successful concert tour through Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Holland. On his return to the United States in 1875 he was appointed organist of the First Congregational Church, Chicago. He soon took a prominent position in the
musical life of the young city, and has ever since held it. While organist at the church last named he gave his first series of organ concerts, twenty-five in number, the programmes of which included examples of organ music in all reputable schools. In 1877 he became general director of the Hershey School of Musical Art, and soon after married its founder, Mrs. Sara B. Hershey. The institution has been peculiarly successful in the training of organists and singers. A series of one hundred weekly concerts was given by Eddy on the organ belonging to the school. In all, some 500 works were played. No composition was repeated and no important composer or style was omitted from representation. Several famous composers wrote pieces for the 100th concert, June 23, 1879. Eddy has since given organ concerts in many other cities of the Union. He translated and published, in 1876, Haupt's 'Theory of Counterpoint and Fugue.' He has also published two collections, 'The Church and Concert Organist' (1882 and 1885). Eddy's compositions for the organ are in the classic forms, embracing preludes, canons and fugues. Since 1890 he has been organist of the First Presbyterian Church, Chicago. [F.H.J.]}

EDWARDS, H. SUTHERLAND, historian and litterateur; born at Hendon, Middlesex, Sept. 5, 1839. His musical works comprise 'History of the Opera... from Monteverde to Verdi...' 2 vols. (1863); 'Life of Rossini' (1860); 'The Lyric Drama...' 2 vols. (1881); 'Rossini,' a smaller work, for 'Great Musicians' series (1881); 'Famous First Representations' (1887); 'The Prima Donna' 2 vols. (1888). Mr. Edwards has passed much time abroad as special correspondent, and his book 'The Russians at Home' (1861) contains many notes on Russian music. Other works of his are beyond the scope of this Dictionary. His memoir, 'The Goose that lays the Golden Eggs,' may however be mentioned as the most successful of his writings for the stage. [G.]

EHLEHT, LUDWIG. Add date of death, Jan. 4, 1884.

* EICHBERG, JULIUS, born at Düsseldorf, Germany, June 13, 1824, came of a musical family, and received his first instruction from his father. When but seven years old he played the violin acceptably. Regular teachers were employed for him after he had reached his eighth year, among them Julius Rietz, from whom he received lessons in harmony. In 1843 Eichberg entered the Conservatoire at Brussels, then under the direction of Félic, and graduated in 1845 with first prizes for violin-playing and composition. He was then appointed a professor in the Conservatoire at Geneva, where he remained eleven years. In 1857 he went to New York, and two years later to Boston, where he has lived ever since. He was director of the orchestra at the Boston Museum for seven years, beginning in 1859, and in 1867 established the Boston Conservatory of Music, of which he is still the head (1887), and which enjoys in the United States a high reputation, especially for the excellence of its violin school. Mr. Eichberg's compositions are many and in various forms, for solo voices, chorus, violin, string quartet, piano-forte, etc. He has also prepared several textbooks and collections of studies for the violin, and collections of vocal exercises and studies for the use of youths in the higher classes of the public schools. [See vol. iv. p. 205 a. Mr. Eichberg's operettas have been very successful. He has produced four—'The Doctor of Alcantara,' 'The Rose of Tyrol,' 'The Two Cadis,' and 'A Night in Rome.' [See vol. ii. p. 525 b. [F.H.J.]

EISTEDDFOD. Add that a grand Eisteddfod was held in London at the Albert Hall, in Aug., 1887, the preparatory ceremony of the Gorsedd, or proclamation, having been gone through one year before in the Temple Gardens.

EITNER, ROBERT. Add that he has edited Sweelinck's organ works and other things for the Maastricht with much respect and to better the Toon-kunst. [See VERENIGNING, vol. iv. p. 255 a.]


ELIAH. Line 14, for full ones read band rehearsals.

ELLA, JOHN. Line 13 of article, for 1845 read 1827. For lines 18-19 read He directed the Musical Union uninterruptedly for thirty-five years. The concerts came to an end in 1850. [See ANALYSIS in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 521 b.]

ELLISS (formerly SHARPE), ALEXANDER JOHN, born at Roxton in 1814, educated at Shrewsbury, Eton, and Cambridge; Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, 1835; B.A. and 6th Wrangler 1837; F.R.S. 1864; F.S.A. 1870; President of the Philological Society 1873-4, and again 1880-1. Mr. Ellis has turned his attention to Phonetics from 1843; his chief work on Early English Pronunciation, begun in 1865, is still (1887) in progress. He studied music under Professor Donaldson of Edinburgh. After vainly endeavouring to get a satisfactory account of the musical scale and nature of chords from Chladni, Gottfried Weber, and other writers, Mr. Ellis, following a suggestion of Professor Max Müller, began in 1863 to study Helmholtz's 'Tonempfindungen,' with special bearing on the physiology of vowels. In that work he found the explanation of his musical difficulties, and became ultimately the English translator of the 3rd German ed. 1870, under the title of 'On the Sensations of Tone, as a physiological basis for the Theory of Music' (London 1875). To Helmholtz's work, with the author's consent, Mr. Ellis added many explanatory notes and a new appendix, in which were rearranged four papers published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, 'On the Conditions, Extent and Realisation of a Perfect Musical Scale on Instruments with Fixed Tones' (read Jan. 21, 1864); 'On the Physical Constitution and Relations of Musical Chords' and 'On the Temperament of Instruments with Fixed Tones' (June 15, 1864); and 'On Musical Duodens, or the Theory of Constructing Instruments with Fixed Tones in
ELLIS.

Just or Practically Just Intonation' (Nov. 19, 1874); also several new theories, tables, etc. Mr. Ellis has since published in the Proceedings of the Musical Association, 1876-7, pp. 1-32, a paper 'On the sensitivity of the ear to pitch and change of pitch in music,' being an exposition and re-arrangement of the interesting experiments of Professor Preyer of Jena; and some original works, 'The Basis of Music,' 1877; 'Pronunciation for Singers,' 1877; and 'Speech in Song,' 1878. Mr. Ellis's devotion to the scientific aspect of music has led him into searching enquiries concerning the history of Musical Pitch, the varieties and uncertainty of which are so productive in the present day of disturbance of the musical ear and vexation to musical instrument makers. The results of those enquiries have been read before the Society of Arts, May 23, 1877, and March 3, 1880, and printed in their Journals May 25, 1877, March 5, 1880, with subsequent appendix and corrections (ibid. April 2, 1880; Jan. 7, 1881) also reprinted by the author for private issue. Silver medals were awarded by the Society of Arts for each paper; the second essay may be appropriately described as exhaustive. Mr. Ellis subsequently turned his attention to the determination of extra-European musical scales. His method was by means of a series of tuning-forks of accurately determined pitches, and with the assistance of the present writer, to determine the pitch of the actual notes produced on native instruments, and then to calculate the intervals between those notes in terms of hundredths of an equal semitone. The results are given in his paper 'On Tonometrical Observations on some existing non-harmonic scales' (Proceedings of Royal Society for Nov. 20, 1884), and, more at length, in his paper 'On the Musical Scales of Various Nations,' read before the Society of Arts, Mar. 25, 1885, and printed with an Appendix in their Journals for Mar. 27 and Oct. 30, 1885. For this paper a silver medal was awarded. A full abstract of his History of Musical Pitch and Musical Scales is given in his Appendix to the 2nd enlarged and corrected ed. of his Translation of Helmholtz (1885), which also contains his latest views upon most of the subjects which form the scientific basis of Music. [PITCH; SCHEIBLER.]

ELSNER, JOSEPH. Add that he was Chopin's master.

EMPEROR CONCERTO. Line 4 of article, for op. 75 read op. 73.

EMPEROR'S HYMN. Last line of article, for Venice read Vienna.

ENCORE. Line 5 of article for Italian read Latin. An anonymous ballad, circa 1740, entitled 'Encore,' and beginning 'When at my nymph's devoted feet,' shows the term to have been in use much earlier than is implied in the article.

ENFANT PRODIGUE, l'. Add that it was given in English as 'Axel the Prodigal' at Drury Lane, on Feb. 19, 1851. [See PRODIGAL SON.]

ENGEL, CARL, an eminent writer on musical instruments, was born at Thiedenwies, near Hanover, July 6, 1818. His attainments as a musician, his clear insight into books in music, languages, his indefatigable perseverance in research, and the exercise of a rare power of judicious discrimination, made him one of the first authorities on his subject in Europe. When a student he received piano lessons from Hummel, and after adopting music as a profession, he for some time remained in the family of Herr von Schlabendorf, a nobleman in Pomerania. About 1844-5 Engel came to England and resided at first at Manchester, where he gave lessons on the piano. He removed soon after to London, and settled in Kensington. He began by reading in the British Museum to prepare himself for those studies in musical history on which his reputation is founded, and became a collector when opportunities were more frequent than they are now for acquiring rare instruments and books. He thus formed a private museum and library that could hardly be rivalled except by a few public institutions. The change in the direction of his musical activity did not however divert him from pianoforte-playing; he became as familiar with the works of Schumann, Brahms, and other modern composers, as he was with those of the older masters. He wrote and published a Pianoforte Sonata (Wessel, 1854), the 'Pianist's Handbook' (Hope, 1853), and a 'Pianoforte School for Young Beginners' (Augener, 1855). He also wrote 'Reflections on Church Music' (Scheuermann, 1856). The first fruits of his archeological studies were shown in the publication of 'The Music of the Most Ancient Nations, particularly of the Assyrians, Egyptians and Hebrews' (Murray, 1864), which was followed by 'An Introduction to the Study of National Music' (Longman, 1866). About this time his connection with the South Kensington Museum began, to which he gave valuable advice respecting the formation of the rich collection of rare musical instruments which is an important branch of that institution. His first public essay in connection with it was the compilation in 1869 of a folio volume entitled 'Musical Instruments of all Countries,' illustrated by twenty photographs; a work now rarely to be met with. He compiled the catalogue of the Loan Collection of ancient musical instruments shown there in 1873; and followed it by a 'Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments in the South Kensington Museum,' published in 1874, a masterpiece of erudition and arrangement, and the model for the subsequently written catalogues of the Paris and Brussels Conservatories, and of the Kraus Collection at Florence. He resolved to complete this important work by an account of the musical instruments of the whole world, and wrote a book which, in manuscript, fills four thick quarto volumes, and is illustrated by upwards of 800 drawings. It remains in the hands of his
executors and is still (1888) unpublished. While however this, his magnum opus, was in progress, he wrote a contribution to 'Notes and Queries' on Anthropology, pp. 110-114 (Stanford, 1874), 'Musical Myths and Facts' (Novello, 1876), and articles in the 'Musical Times,' from which 'The Literature of National Music' (Novello, 1879) is a reprint. Among these articles the descriptions of his four Clavichords possess an unusually lasting interest and value. They were published in July—Sept. 1879, and were followed by 'Music of the Gipsies,' May—Aug. 1880, and 'Erzilian Music,' Aug. and Sept. 1883. A posthumous publication of considerable importance is 'Researches into the Early History of the Violin Family' (Novello, 1883). There remain in manuscript, besides the great work already mentioned, 'The Musical Opinions of Confucius' and 'Vox Populi' (a collection of National Airs). After the death of his wife in 1881, he thought of living again in Germany, and sold his library by public auction, while the more valuable part of the musical instruments (excepting his favourite harpsichords, clavichord and lute, now in the possession of Mr. Herbert Bowman and the present writer) was acquired by South Kensington Museum. But, after a short visit to Hanover he returned to England, and died at his house in Addison Road, Kensington, Nov. 17, 1882. [A.J.H.]

ENGLISH OPERA. P. 488 b, l. 24 from bottom, add the name of Christopher Gibbons as collaborating with Lock in the music to 'Cupid and Death.' P. 489 a, lines 25-29 to be corrected by a reference to Macbeth music, vol. ii. p. 184, and Pursell in Appendix. Line 30, for 1677 read 1676. Line 40, add the date of 'King Arthur,' 1691. Line 50, for 1760 read 1743.

ENHARMONIC. See CHANGE I. 3, DIESIS, MODULATION, TEMPERAMENT.

ENFÜHRUNG AUS DEM SERAIL. Line 5 of article, for July 12 read July 16.

ENTR’ACTE. See DIVERTISSEMENT, INTERMEZZO, NOCTURNE, TUNE (ACT.).

EPINE, FRAUENZA MARGHERITA DE L'. Line 5 from end of article, for appears read is said. Add that she frequently signed herself Marguerite. In May, 1703, she received '20 cgs for one day’s singing in 3' play call’d the Fickle Shepherdess.' (MS. in the writer’s collection.) At end of article add 'It appears from a MS. diary (in the writer’s possession) kept by B. Cooke (i.e. Dr. Cooke), a pupil of Dr. Pepusch, that Mme. Pepusch began to be ill on July 19, 1746, and that, on the 10th August following, in the afternoon he (B. Cooke) went to Vaux-Hall with the Doctor, Mrs. Pepusch being dead. She was “extremely sick” the day before.' [J.M.]

EPISODES are secondary portions of musical works, which stand in contrast to the more conspicuous and definite portions in which the principal subjects appear in their complete form, through the appearance in them of subordinate subjects, or short fragments only of the principal subjects.

Their function as an element of form is most easily distinguishable in the fugal type of movement. In the development of that form of art composers soon found that constant reiteration of the principal subject had a tendency to become wearisome, however ingenious the treatment might be; and consequently they often interspersed exposition and counter-exposition with independent passages, in which sometimes new ideas, and more often portions of a counter-subject, or of the principal subject, were used in a free and fanciful way. By this means they obtained change of character, and relief from the stricter aspect of those portions in which the complete subject and answer followed one another, in conformity with certain definite principles. In connection with fugue therefore, episodism is defined as any portion in which the principal subject does not appear in a complete form.

There are a certain number of fugues in which there are scarcely any traces of episode, but in the most musical and maturest kind episodes are an important feature. It is most common to find one beginning as soon as the last part which has to enter has concluded the principal subject, and therewith the exposition. Occasionally a codetta in the course of the exposition is developed to such dimensions as to have all the appearance of an episode, but the more familiar place for the first one is at the end of the exposition. As an example of the manner in which it is contrived and introduced, the Fugue in F minor, No. 12 of the first book of J. S. Bach’s Wohltemperirte Clavier may be taken. Here the subject is clearly distinguishable at all times from the rest of the musical material by its slow and steadily moving crotchets. The counter-subject which at once follows the first statement of the subject, as an accompaniment to the first answer, introduces two new rhythmic figures which afford a marked contrast to the principal subject and out of these the various episodes of the movement are contrived. The manner in which it is done may be seen in the beginning of the first episode, which begins at bar 16, and into which the former of the two figures is closely woven.
The adoption of this little figure is especially happy, as the mind is led on from the successive expositions to the episodes by the same process as in the first statement of subject and counter-subject, and thereby the continuity becomes so much the closer.

As further examples in which the episodes are noticeable and distinct enough to be studied with ease, may be quoted the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 10th, and 24th of the first book of the Wohlfahrt-Peritz Clavier, and the 1st, 3rd, 12th, and 20th of the second book. They are generally more noticeable and important in instrumental fugues which have a definite and characteristic or rhythmically marked subject.

It follows from the laws by which expositions are regulated, that episodes should be frequently used for modulation. While the exposition is going on, modulation is restricted; but directly it is over, the mind inclines to look for a change from the regular alternation of prescribed centres. Moreover, it is often desirable to introduce the principal subject in a new key, and the episode is happily situated and contrived for the process of getting there; in the same way that after transitions to foreign keys another episode is serviceable to get home again. In this light, moreover, episodes are very frequently characterized by sequences, which serve as a means of systematizing the steps of the progressions. Each occasionally makes a very happy use of them, by repeating near the end a characteristic episode which made its appearance near the beginning, thereby adding a very effective element of form to the movement.

In a looser sense the term Episode may be applied to portions of fugues which stand out noticeably from the rest of the movement by reason of any striking peculiarity; as for instance the instrumental portion near the beginning of the Amen Chorus in the Messiah, or the central portions of certain very extensive fugues of J. S. Bach, in which totally new subjects are developed and worked, to be afterwards interwoven with the principal subjects.

In the purely harmonic forms of art the word is more loosely used than in the fugal order. It is sometimes used of portions of a binary movement in which subordinate or accessory subjects appear, and sometimes of the subordinate portions between one principal subject and another, in which modulation frequently takes place. It serves more usefully in relation to a movement in Aria or Rondo form; as the central portion in the former, and the alternative subjects or passages between each entry of the subject in the latter cannot conveniently be called "second subjects." In the old form of Rondo, such as Couperin's, the intermediate divisions were so very definite and so clearly marked off from the principal subject that they were conveniently described as Couplets. But in the mature form of Rondo to be met with in modern Sonatas and Symphonies the continuity is so much closer that it is more convenient to define the form as a regular alternation of principal subject with episodes. It sometimes happens in the most highly artistic Rondos that the first episode presents a regular second subject in a new key; that the second episode (following the first return of the principal subject) is a regular development or "working out" portion, and the third episode is a recapitulation of the first transposed to the principal key. By this means a closer approximation to Binary form is arrived at. In operas and oratorios, and kindred forms of vocal art, the word is used in the same sense as it would be used in connection with literature. [C.H.P.]

EQUAL VOICES. See Unequal, and Voices.

ERARD. P. 491 a, par. 3. The establishment of the London house was not due to the French Revolution; Sebastian Erard had already begun business in London in 1786. [A.J.H.]

ERK, L. C. Add date of death, Nov. 25, 1883.

ERNST, H. W. Line 9 from end of article. For Ferdinand Hiller read Stephen Heller. (Corrected in later editions.)

ESCHMANN, J. C. See vol. ii. p. 733 b, and add that he died at Zurich, Oct. 25, 1882.

ESCUDIER. Add dates of death of Marie, April 17, 1880, and of Léon, June 22, 1881.

ESMERALDA. Opera in four acts; words by Theo Marzials and Albert Randegger, arranged from Victor Hugo's libretto 'La Esmeralda'; music by A. Goring Thomas. Produced by the Carl Rosa company, Drury Lane, March 26, 1883.[M.]

ESSIPPOFF, ANNETTE, Russian pianist, born 1850, and educated at the Conservatorium of St. Petersburg, principally under the care of Theodore Leschetiztksy. After attaining considerable reputation in her own country she undertook a concert tour in 1874, appearing in London at the New Philharmonic concert of May 16 in Chopin's E minor Concerto, at recitals of her own, and elsewhere. She made her début in the same concerto in 1875 at one of the Concerts Populaires, and afterwards at a chamber concert given by Wieniawki and Dardoff. In 1876 she went to America, where her success was very marked. In 1880 she married Leschetiztksy, and since that time has not been heard again in England. Her playing combines extraordinary skill and technical facility with poetic feeling, though the artistic adornment of her temperament leads her at times to interpretations that are liable to be called exaggerated. [M.]

ESTE, THOMAS. Line 7, add that he was engaged in printing as early as 1576. P. 496 a, for II. 10-18 read He died shortly before 1609, in which year a large number of his 'copyrights,' as they would now be called, were transferred to T. Snodham. [Dict. of Nat. Biog.]

VOL. IV. PT. 5.
EVERS, Carl. Line 8 from end of article, add that he died in Vienna, Dec. 31, 1875.

EYBLER (Ital. Eucaristie; Germ. Ausleerung; Eng. Evacuation). A term used in the 15th and 16th centuries, to denote the substitution of a 'void' or open-headed note for a 'full,' or closed one; e.g. of a Minim for a Crotchet. The process was employed, both with black and red notes, and continued for some time after the invention of printing; but, its effect upon the duration of the notes concerned differed considerably at different epochs. Morley, writing in 1597, says 'If a white note, wb they called blacke voyd, happened amongst blacke full, it was diminished of halfe the value, so that a minime was but a crotchet, and a semi-brieve a minime,' etc. But, in many cases, the diminution was one-third, marking the difference between 'perfection' and 'imperfection;' or one-fourth, superseding the action of the 'point of augmentation.' For the explanation of some of these cases, see vol. ii. p. 471. [W.S.B.R.]

EYEBL. A technical word, formed from the vowels of the last clause of the "Gloria Patri"—secolorum. Amen; and used, in medieval Office-Books, as an abbreviation, when, at the close of an Antiphon, it is necessary to indicate the Ending of the Tone adapted to the following Psalm, or Canticum.

The following example, indicating the Second Ending of the First Tone, is taken from an Office-Book printed at Magdeburg in 1613. An amusingly erroneous account of the origin of this word is noticed in vol. ii. 452 a, note. [W.S.R.]

EWER & Co. A firm of music publishers and importers, originally established by John J. Ewer about seventy years ago in small premises in Bow Churchyard. Ewer & Co. were for many years almost the only importers of foreign music in this country. Their publications were chiefly by German composers, and it was their editions of vocal quartets with English words, brought out in score and parts under the title of 'Orpheus,' and also 'Gems of German Song,' that first brought the firm into notice. On the retirement of Ewer, the business passed by purchase into the hands of E. Buxton, who removed it, first to Newgate Street, and afterwards to No. 390 Oxford Street. The business, under Buxton's direction, gained a great importance owing to the acquisition of the copyright for England of all subsequent works to be composed by Mendelssohn. The incident that determined Mendelssohn thus to accept Ewer & Co. is noteworthy. He had offered Addison & Co., through the mediation of Benedict, the copyright of his Scotch Symphony and the fourth Book of the Lieder ohne Worte, with some smaller pieces. Addison & Co. were willing to take the pianoforte compositions, but were not disposed to give the amount asked, £25, for the Symphony, indicating that the first Symphony had not sold well, and that they had unsaleable copies on hand. They eventually offered £20. Mendelssohn, who disliked bargaining, felt hurt, and at the suggestion of Benedict offered the new works to Buxton, who gladly accepted them, and agreed to publish all Mendelssohn's future compositions. Buxton, who had a large business of another kind, and had only taken to music publishing from his attachment to the art, in 1850 sold his property to Ewer & Co. to Mr. William Witt, who had been the manager of the firm from 1852. Mr. Witt removed the business premises to No. 87 Regent Street, where he added a Musical Library that offered for circulation every branch of musical composition. By sparing neither trouble nor expense his library became one of the most valuable and extensive in existence. Cheap and complete editions of Mendelssohn's works were brought out by him before the like could be done in the composer's own country. Mr. Witt retired in 1867, when the firm of Ewer & Co. went by purchase to Messrs. Novello & Co. [See NOVELLO, EWER & CO.] [A.J.H.]

EXPOSITION is the putting out or statement of the musical subjects upon which any movement is founded, and is regulated by various rules in different forms of the art. In fugue the process of introducing the several parts or voices is the exposition, and it ends and passes into episode or counter-exposition when the last part that enters has concluded with the last note of the subject. The rules for fugal exposition are given in the article FIGUE. Counter-exposition is the reappearance of the principal subject or subjects, after complete exposition, or such digressions as episodes. In forms of the harmonic order the term Exposition is commonly used of the first half of a movement in Binary form, because that part contains the statement of the two principal subjects. This use of the word is evidently derived from the incomplete and superficial view which was the legacy of theorists of some generations back, that a Binary movement was based on two tunes which for the sake of variety are put into two different keys. Hence it is not so apt in this sense as it is in connection with fugue. But it may be defended as less open to objection when it is used as the obverse to Recapitulation, so as to divide Binary movements into three main portions, the Exposition, Development, and Recapitulation; and though it leaves out of count the vital importance of the contrast and balance of key, it is likely to be commonly accepted in default of a better. See also FORM. [C.H.H.P.]

EYBLER, JOSEPH VON. Correct the last statement by adding that Dr. Stainer has edited one movement by Eybler.
F

Line 8 of article, for Æolian read Lydian. Add that one of Beethoven's notes to Steiner is signed

FACCIO, FRANCO, born March 8, 1840, at Verona, of parents in humble circumstances, who deprived themselves almost of the necessaries of life in order to give their son a musical education. In Nov. 1855 he entered the Conservatorio of Milan, where he made remarkable progress in composition under Ronchetti. An overture by him was played at one of the students' concerts in 1860. In the following year he left the Institution, and on Nov. 10, 1863, he had the good fortune to have a three-act opera, 'I Profughi Fiamminghi,' performed at La Scala. Before this a remarkable work, written in collaboration with his friend Boito, and entitled 'Le Sorelle d'Italia,' had been performed at the Conservatorio. [See vol. iv. p. 550.] The same friend, for whom he had formed a warm attachment during the time of their studentship, wrote to him the libretto of 'Amleto,' which was given with success at the Teatro Carlo Felice, at Genoa, on May 30, 1865 (not at Florence, as Pougin states), but which was unfavourably received at the Scala in Feb. 1871. In 1866 he fought, together with Boito, in the Garibaldian army, and in 1867-8 undertook a tour in Scandinavia. A symphony in F dates from about this time. In July 1868 he succeeded Croff as professor of harmony in the Conservatorio, and after acquiring great experience as a conductor at the Teatro Carcano, was made conductor at La Scala. A Cantata d'Inaugurazione was performed in 1884, and two sets of songs by him have been published by Ricordi. Faccio holds an important position among the advanced musicians of Italy, and as a composer his works command attention by their originality. It is, however, as a conductor that he is most successful, and he may be considered as the greatest living Italian conductor. He directed the first European performance of Verdi's 'Aida' in 1872, and the production of his 'Otello' in 1887, both at Milan. [M.]

FA FICTUM. In the system of Guido d'Arezzo, B₂, the third sound in the HEXACORDION NATURALE was called B mi; and B, the fourth sound in the HEXACORDION MOLL, B fa. And, because B₂ could not be expressed without the accidental sign (B rotundum) it was called Fa fictum. [See HEXACORDION.] For this reason, the Polyphonic Composers applied the term Fa fictum to the note Bb, whenever it was introduced, by means of the accidental sign, into a Mode sung at its natural pitch; and, by analogy, to the Eb which represented the same interval in the transposed Modes. The Fa fictum is introduced, with characteristic effect, in the 'Gloria Patri' of Tallis's five-part Responses, at the second syllable of the word 'without'; and a fine example of its employment in the form of the transposed Eb will be found in Gaches Archadelt's Madrigal, 'Il bianco o dolce cigno,' at the second and third syllables of the word 'piangendo,' as shown in the example in vol. ii. p. 188 b. [W.S.R.]

FAISSST, EMMANUEL GOTTLIEB FRIEDRICH, born Oct. 13, 1823, at Easingen in Württemberg, was sent to the seminary at Schönthal in 1836, and in 1840 to Tübingen, in order to study theology; but his musical talents, which had previously shown themselves in the direction of great proficiency on the organ, were too strong, and, although he received no direct musical instruction worth mentioning, he had made such progress in composition by 1844 that when he went to Berlin and showed his productions to Mendelssohn, that master advised him to work by himself rather than attach himself to any teacher. In 1846 he appeared in public as an organ-player in many German towns, and finally took up his abode in Stuttgart. Here in 1847 he founded an organ school and a society for the study of church music. He undertook the direction of several choral societies, and in 1857 took a prominent part in the foundation of the Conservatorium, to the management of which he was appointed two years later. Some time before this the University of Tübingen bestowed upon him the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, in recognition of the value of his 'Beiträge zur Geschichte der Claviersonate,' an important contribution to the musical periodical 'Cäcilia,' and the title of Professor was given him a few years afterwards. In 1856 he was appointed organist of the Stiftskirche, and received a prize for his choral work 'Gesang im Grünem,' at the choral festival in Dresden. His setting of Schiller's 'Macht des Gesanges' was equally successful in the following year with the Schlesische Sängerbund. His compositions are almost entirely confined to church music and choral compositions. A cantata 'Des Sängers Wiederkehr,' was recently performed. Several quartets for male voices, and organ pieces have been published collectively, and the Lebert and Stark 'Pianoforteschule' contains a double fugue by him. With the latter he published in 1880 an 'Elementar-und-Chorgesangschule,' which has considerable value. [M.]
FALCON.

FALCON, MARIE CORNÉLIE, born Jan. 28, 1812, at Paris, received vocal instruction at the Conservatoire from Henri Pellegrini, Bordogna, and Nourrit, and gained in 1830-31 first prizes for vocalization and singing. On July 20, 1832, she made her début at the Opéra as Alice in 'Robert,' with brilliant success. 'Her acting, intelligence, and self-possession give us promise of an excellent actress. In stature tall enough to suit all the operatic heroines, a pretty face, great play of feature... Her voice is a well-defined soprano, more than a octave in compass, and resounding equally with the same power' (Gaetil-Blaze). She remained there until 1838, when ill-health and loss of voice compelled her to leave for Italy. Her parts included Donna Anna on the production of 'Don Juan,' March 10, 1834, Julie in 'La Vestale' at Nourrit's benefit May 3, 1834, the heroines in 'Moïse' and 'Siège de Corinthe.' She also created the parts of Mrs. Ankarstrom ('Gustave III.'), Rachel ('La Juive'), Valentine ('Huguenots'), her best part, the heroine in Louise Berthé, 'Emearlia,' and in Niedermeyer's 'Stradella.' 'Richly endowed by nature, beautiful, possessing a splendid voice, great intelligence, and profound dramatic feeling, she made every year remarkable by her progress and by the development of her talent.' (Fétis) [See vol. iii. p. 355 & 357; note 3.] After an absence of two years, and under the impression that her voice was restored, on March 14, 1840, she reappeared at a benefit given on her behalf in the first two acts of 'La Juive,' and in the fourth act of the 'Huguenots.' But her voice had completely gone, and it was with difficulty she could get through the first part—indeed she fainted in the arms of Duprez. (Clément, Histoire de Musique, p. 749.) After this she retired altogether from the Opera, where her name still survives to designate dramatic soprano parts. Mme. Falcon afterwards married Mr. Malaçon, and we believe that she is still living in Paris. [A.C.]

FANCIES, or FANTASIES, the old English name for FANTASIA, which see. In the various collections catalogued under the head of VIRGINAL MUSIC all three words occur. The name seems to have been confined to original compositions as opposed to those which were written upon a given subject or upon a ground. [M.]

FANING, EATON, the son of a professor of music, was born at Helston in Cornwall, May 20, 1850. He received his first instruction on the pianoforte and violin from his parents, and performed at local concerts before he was five years old. In April, 1870, he entered the Royal Academy of Music, where he studied under Sir Sterndale Bennett, Dr. Steggall, Signor Ciabatta, and Macfarren; Sullivan, J. Dewarn, Aylward, and Pettitt, and carried off successively the bronze medal (1871), silver medal for the Pianoforte (1872), Mendelssohn Scholarship (1873), bronze medal for Harmony (1874), and the Lucas silver medal for Composition (1876). In 1874 Mr. Fanning was appointed Sub-Professor of Harmony, in 1877 Assistant-Professor of the Pianoforte, and Assistant, and in 1878 Professor of the Pianoforte. He also played the violoncello and drums in the orchestra. On July 18, 1877, Mr. Fanning's operetta, 'The Two Majors,' was performed at the Royal Academy, which event led to the establishment of the Operatic Class at the institution. An operetta, 'The Head of the Poll,' was successfully produced at the German Reeds' Entertainment in 1882. At the same date Mr. Fanning occupied the post of Professor and Conductor of the Choral Class at the National Training School, and Professor of the Pianoforte at the Guildhall School of Music; the latter post he resigned in July 1885, when he was appointed Director of the Music at Harrow School. From the opening of the Royal College of Music until July 1885 he taught the Pianoforte and Harmony, and until Easter 1887 also conducted the Choral Class at that institution. Mr. Fanning is also conductor of the Madrigal Society. His compositions include two operettas, a symphony in C minor, two quartets, a symphony for orchestra, and music for the orchestra for full orchestra (performed at St. Paul's at the Festival of the Sons of the Clergy), besides anthems, songs, duets, and part-songs, among which the 'Song of the Vikings,' for four-part chorus with pianoforte duet accompaniment, has attained wide popularity. [W.B.S.]

FARANDOLE. A national Provençal dance. No satisfactory derivation has been given of the name. Dize ('Etymologisches Wörterbuch der Romanischen Sprachen') connects it with the Spanish Farandula, a company of strolling players, which he derives from the German Farhresa. A still more unlikely derivation has been suggested from the Greek φαλάγης and διαλόγος, because the dancers in the Farandole are linked together in a long chain. The dance is very probably of Greek origin, and seems to be a direct descendant of the Cranes' Dance, the invention of which was ascribed to Theseus, who instituted it to celebrate his escape from the Labyrinth. This dance is alluded to at the end of the hymn to Delos of Callimachus: it is still danced in Greece and the islands of the Ægean, and may well have been introduced into the South of France from Marseilles. The Farandole consists of a long string of young men and women, sometimes as many as a hundred in number, holding one another by the hands, or by ribbons or handkerchiefs. The leader is always a bachelor, and he is preceded by one or more musicians playing the galoubet, i.e. a small wooden flute-a-bee, and the tambourin. [See vol. iv. p. 632.] With his left hand the leader holds the hand of his partner, in his right he waves a flag, handkerchief, or ribbon, which serves as a signal for his followers. As the Farandole proceeds through the streets of the town the string of dancers is constantly recruited by fresh additions. The leader (to quote the poet Mistral) 'makes it come and go, turn backwards and forwards... sometimes he forms it into a ring, sometimes winds it in a spiral, then he breaks off from his followers and dances in
front, then he joins on again, and makes it pass rapidly under the uplifted arms of the last couple. The Farandole is usually danced at all the great feasts in the towns of Provence, such as the feasts of Corpus Domini, or the "Coursos de la Tarsaque," which were founded by King René on April 14, 1474, and take place at Tarascon annually on July 29. In the latter the Farandole is preceded by the huge effigy of a legendary monster—the Tarsaque—borne by several men and attended by the gaily dressed 'chevaliers de la Tarsaque.' The music of the Farandole is in 6-8 time, with a strongly accented rhythm. The following is the traditional 'Farandolou de Tarasque' of Tarascon:

---

The Farandole has occasionally been used for less innocent purposes than that of a mere dance: in 1815 General Ramel was murdered at Toulouse by the infuriated populace, who made use of their national dance to surround and butcher him.

The Farandole has been introduced on the stage in Gounod's 'Mireille,' and in Daudet's 'L'Arlésienne' (with Bizet's music), but the dance is not suited for the purposes of a ballet. Further information concerning it will be found under 'Coursos de la Tarsaque,' 'Mistral's Mireille,' 'Fêtes de la Tarsaque,' and introduction to Mathieu's 'La Farandoulo,' and in the works of Hyacinthe Morel. A good description of the dance occurs in Daudet's 'Numa Roumestan.'

[FAURE.] FARRENC, ABBE. Line 2 of article, for Feb. 12, 1869, read Jan. 31, 1865.

FAURE, GABRIEL URBAIN, born May 13, 1845, at Pamiers (Ariège), studied at Paris with Niedermeyer, the founder of the École de Musique religieuse; also under Dietach and Saint-SAëNS, of whom he has remained the devoted friend. His first appointment on leaving the school in 1866 was that of organist at St. Sauveur, Rennes; in 1870 he returned to Paris, and after holding the posts of accompanying organist at St. Sulpice and principal organist at St. Honoré, became maître de chapelle at the Madeleine, where he still remains. He became known as a composer by his touching and original songs, many of which are very remarkable. A selection of twenty has been published by Hamelle, and 'Le Poème d'Amour' by Durand and Schoenewerk, but his compositions in this class are very numerous. He has also published many piano-forte pieces, among which are some delightful nocturnes; at the Société Nationale de Musique, where all his most important compositions have been successively given, he produced a Cantique de Racine, duets for female voices, and a violin sonata, afterwards played at the Trocadéro, on July 5, 1878, which last has become popular in Germany. Among his most remarkable works besides a Berceuse and Romance for violin and orchestra, a beautiful Élégie for violoncello, two Quartets for piano and strings (1882 and '87), and a Violin Concerto, we may mention an Orches-
FAURÉ.

Central Suite (Salle Herz, Feb. 13, 1874), a pretty 'Chœur des Djinnas' (Trocadéro, June 27, 1878), a symphony in D minor (Châtelet, March 15, 1885), a Requiem (Madeleine, Jan. 10, 1888), and his great choral work, 'La Naissance de Vénus.' M. Fauré, who is one of the most distinguished and steadfast of French composers, confines himself chiefly to vocal and chamber music, in which his remarkable purity and sincerity of sentiment, and his penetration of feeling seem to bind him to Chopin and Schumann. In 1885 the Prix Chartier, given by the Académie des Beaux Arts for the best chamber composition, was with excellent judgment awarded to him. [A.J.]

FAURE, J. B. See vol. i. p. 571.

FAY, GUILLERME DU (Guillilmus, Gugliel- mus, or Wilhelmus Dufay, Dufais, or Dufai).

Until within the last few years, the personal identity of the great leader of the First Flemish School, has been lost by doubts, little less obscure than those which still perplex the biographer of Franco of Cologne. Neither Burney nor Hawkins seem to have troubled themselves, either to learn the details of his life, or to ascertain his true place in the History of Art. Since their day, the authority most frequently consulted has been Baini, who speaks of Dufay as having sung in the Pontifical Choir from 1380 to 1432. Fédes and Ambros were content to accept Baini's dates without verification; and most later writers have followed their example, to the extent of assuming the learned Abbé's words to mean even more than he intended; for, though he tells us that Guillaume Dufay's connection with the Pontifical Choir ceased in 1432, he does not say that the Master died in that year—and it is now known that he lived many years later.

One of the first historians of credit who ventured to throw any serious doubt upon Baini's data—Robert Flerter, whose discoveries led him to suggest—as Kiesewetter had previously done, in the case of Franco—the existence of two Masters of the same name, flourishing nearly a century apart. This extravagant conclusion he based upon the evidence afforded by three tumultuous inscriptions, lately discovered at Cambrai. The first of these, from the tomb of Dufay's mother, in the Cathedral at Cambrai, runs thus—

Chie devant gist de la mère Marie Dufay, mère de Guillaume Dufay, comte (sic) de cœns, laquelle trepassa l'an mil 1311 et XLI le jour de S. George. Pries Dieu pour l'âme.

The second mentions Dufay, in connection with a Priest named Alexandre Bouilliart de Beaufays—


2 Another reprint has cœns. The word stands, of course, for the modern French word, côte, signifying here, or of this place. But a learned German critic has mistaken it for the same of some unknown town. In the neighbourhood of Cambrai; and greatly tells us no such place as Cœns is mentioned in any atlas or guide-book with which he is acquainted.

The third is the epitaph of Dufay himself, and gives his titles, thus—

Hic interius jacet venerabilia vir magistr. guillermus Dufay ducal nellae in secretis olum bu eosccel- choralis deinde canonic et sce. walderdinae monest. qui obiit anno dni. millesimo quadri ... die XXI D- mensis November.

The hiatus in the date is supplied by an old MS. in the Library at Cambrai, which establishes the 28th of November, 1474, as the exact date of Dufay's death. It is upon the difference between this and the date given by Baini that the argument in favour of the existence of two Dufays is based. The details of the controversy are too complicated for insertion here; we therefore propose to content ourselves with a brief summary of its results, as influenced by the recent criticisms and discoveries of Jules Huchey, Vander Straeten, Eitner, Otto Kade, and Fr. Xav. Haberl.

Until the labours of these writers were given to the world, the general belief was, that Guillaume Dufay was a native of Chimay, in Hennegau; that he first sang in the Pontifical Choir, at Avignon; that he migrated thence to Rome in 1377; where, in 1381, he was received into the Papal Court to that city; and that he died in Rome, at a very advanced age, in 1432. That he sang at Avignon is in the highest degree improbable; and neither Baini nor any other writer has attempted to verify the supposition. But the rest of the account seems plausible enough, if we can only bring ourselves to believe that the Master attained the age of 104. Haberl rejects this theory, on the ground that Dufay quite certainly learned to sing, as a Choir-boy, in the Cathedral at Cambrai; and there formed an intimate and lasting friendship with another young Chorister—Egidius Binchois. But it is well-known that Flemish children, with good voices, were taken to Rome at a very early age; and there is nothing unreasonable in the supposition that Dufay, having been born at Chimay in 1370, and taught to sing in the Maîtrise at Cambrai, formed there his youthful friendship with Binchois, and was removed at ten years old to Rome, where, as Baini tells us, on the authority of the Archives of the Cappella Sistina, he was received into the Pontifical Choir in 1380. This last-named date we have had no opportunity of verifying; and it must be confessed that it assumes both Dufay and his mother to have lived to a very advanced age indeed. Haberl unhesitatingly rejects it; and assumes on this very ground, that Dufay cannot possibly have been born before the year 1400. Baini's assertion that Dufay quitted the Choir in 1432, is open to less objection. The Archives conclusively prove that he sang in it, as a Laic, in 1428, and again in 1431, 1432, 1453, and even 1436, in which year his name occupies the first

2 Histoire artistique de la Cathédrale de Cambrai. (Paris, 1868.)
3 La Musique aux Papez. (Paris, 1866.)
4 Monatshefte für Musikgeschichte. (Leipzig, 1864. No. 2.)
5 Idem. (Leipzig, 1864. No. 1.)
6 Berliner for Musikgeschichte. (Berlin, 1864.)
7 Memorie storico-critiche della vita di Giorg. Pierluigi da Pal- mina. (Roma, 1872.)
place on the list of the twelve Singers. In 1437
his name is omitted, eleven Singers only being
mentioned, without him; and after this he
disappears from the records. A document has,
however, been discovered, in which mention is
made of his release from his engagements, in
1437; and M. Houdoy’s researches at Cambrai
prove, beyond all doubt, that between that year
and 1450 he spent seven years in Savoy; that
he took his degree of Magister in artibus, and
Baccalareus in decretis, in Paris, at the Sorbonne,
before 1441. That he entered the service of
Philippe le Bon, Duke of Burgundy, as music-
tutor to his son Charles, Comte de Charolais;
that he obtained a Canony in the Cathedral of
Cambrai, in 1450; and that he died there in 1474.

In his will, which is still in existence at
Cambrai, Dufay bequeaths to one of his friends
six books which had been given to him by the
Comte de Charolais; to another, a portrait of
Louis XI, who, when Dauphin, spent some time
at the Court of Burgundy; to a third, a portrait
of René de Anjou, who was Philippe’s prisoner
for a long time; and to a certain Pierre de Waz
give livres, in return for seven years’ use of
his house in Savoy. He also desires that, when he
has received the Last Sacraments, and is in
articulo mortis, eight Choristers of the Cathedral
shall sing, very softly, by his bedside, the hymn
‘Magno salutis gaudio’; after which, the altar-
boys, with their master, and two choristers,
shall sing his motet, ‘Ave Regina coelorum.’
This place is, he himself, performed, not by
his bedside, but in the chapel, after his death,
‘corporis presente.’

The will is printed entire by Haberi, who also
gives a woodcut of the tombstone, with the
inscription given above, and a representation in
bold relief of the master, kneeling, with folded
hands, in the dexter corner, in front of
S. Waltrudis and her two daughters, the re-
maniler of the stone being occupied, with a
representation of the Resurrection of Our Lord,
while the four corners are ornamented with a
medallion, or brass, in which the name, Dufay,
is inclosed by a Gothic G. The stone is now in
the collection formed by M. Victor de Latrée, of
Cambrai.

The archives of the Cathedral of Cambrai
contain a record of 60 scuta, given to Dufay as
a ‘gratification,’ in 1451. And the text of a
letter, written to Guil. Dufay by Antonio Squarc-
cialupi, a Florentine Organist, and dated 1 Mag-
ggio, 1467, is given, by Otto Kade, in the Monats-
hefte for 1885.

Guil. Dufay is mentioned, by Adam de Fulda,
as the first Composer who wrote in regular form
(magnum initium formalitatis). This statement,
however, can only be accepted as correct, in
so far as it concerns the Continental Schools, since
the Reading MS. proves regular form to have
been known and used in England as early as the
year 1326. Nevertheless, though he was not,
as has so long been supposed, the eldest, but the
youngest of the three great Contrapuntists of his
age—Dunstable, Founder of the Second English
School having died in London in 1458, and Bin-
chois at Lille in 1450—he is entitled to rank as the
Founder of the First Flemish School is rather
strengthened, than invalidated, by the recent
discussion to which we have alluded: for, his
contributions towards the advancement of Art
were of inestimable value. If not actually the
first, he was one of the first Composers in whose
works we find examples of the Second, Fourth,
and Ninth, suspended in Ligature: and he was
also one of the first of those who availed them-
selves of the increased facilities of contrapuntal
evolution afforded by the then newly-invented
system of white notation—the ‘blacks voikt’ of
the English theorists. So highly was his learning
esteemed by his contemporaries, that, when on
a visit to Besançon, in 1458, he was asked to
decide a controversy concerning the Mode of the
Antiphon ‘O quanta exultatio angelicis turmis,’
his decision that it was not, as commonly sup-
pposed, in Mode IV, but in Mode II, and that the
mistake had arisen through a clerical error in the
transcription of the literal, was accepted by the
assembled savants as an authoritative settlement
of the question.

Besides the collection of Dufay’s MS. Com-
positions among the Archives of the Cappella
Sistina, and the Vatican Library, Haberi has
identified 62 in the Library of the Liceo filar-
monicco, at Bologna; 25 in the university of the
same city; and more than 30 in other collections.
Many will also be found in the rare Part-Books,
printed, at the beginning of the 16th century, by
Petrucci, and in the Dodescachordon of Glareanus.

The ‘Ave Regina colorum’ is given, by Haberi,
in the original notation of the old Part-Books,
and also in the form of a modernized Score;
together with a Score of a ‘Pange lingua, a 3’; and
some important examples are given among the
posthumous Noten-Beilagen at the end of Amb-
ros’s ‘Geschichte der Musik.’ A short
quotation from his ‘Missa l’homme armé’ will be
found in vol. iii. p. 352. [W.S.R.]

FELIX MERITIS. Add that the society
ceased to exist in 1889.

FERNAND CORTEZ. Line 5 of article,
for 1508 read 1509.

FESTIVALS. Line 28 of article, for 1767
read 1764. Same column, line 17–18 from
bottom, for Thuringian Musical Festival, etc.,
read a Festival at Frankenhausen in 1804, and
refer to Spohr’s Autobiography, l. 151. P. 516 b,
l. 2, for 1709 read 1698. For other festivals,
consult, beside the articles referred to, BEAULIRU
and CEZILIA, ST.

FÉTIS, FRANÇOIS JOSEPH. Add that in
1829 he came to England for the purpose of
giving a course of lectures on musical history.
The season was too far advanced to allow of his
doing so, and the plan was abandoned, a single
lecture being given at Sir George Warren’s,
on May 29, when Illustrations were given by
Camporese, Malibran, Miss. Stockhneseen, Don-

1 A German translation of this work is now in course of publication,
under the editorship of Robert Skinner.
zelli, Begrez, Labarre, De Bériot, etc. In 1828 he had been for three months in England. See the Harmonicon for July, 1829. [M.]

FIBICH, Zdenko, born Dec. 21, 1850, at Seborschitz, near Tschalinu in Bohemia, received his musical education at Prague from 1865 onwards, at the Leipzig Conservatorium, and from Vincenc Laschner. In 1876 he was appointed second conductor at the National Theatre at Prague, and in 1878 director of the choir at the Russian church. Riemann's Lexicon, from which the above is taken, gives the names of the following compositions:—Symphonic poems, 'Othello,' 'Zobei und Istrijo,' 'Toman und die Nymphe,' two symphonies, several overtures, two string quartets, a ballad for chorus ('Die Windabrant'), a three act opera ('Blanko,' given at Prague Nov. 26, 1881), besides songs, pianoforte pieces, etc. The only work of his that has yet been heard in England is an exceedingly beautiful and original quartet in E minor for pianoforte and strings (op. 11), given by Mr. Charles Hallé on June 8, 1883, and repeated several times since. [M.]

FIDELIO. Line 20, add (3.) After the death of Guardini, the Italian Director of the Prague opera, in 1806, and the appointment of Liebich, and the adoption of the German opera there, Beethoven, with the view to a probable performance of 'Fidelio,' wrote the overture known as 'Leonora, no. 1,' as an 'easier work' than either of the two preceding. The performance, however, did not come off, and the overture remained in MS. and unknown till after Beethoven's death, when it was sold in the Sale of his effects and published in 1832 (Haslinger) as 'Overture in C, op. 128' (And. 'Characteristische Ouvertuere'). See Seyfried, p. 9; Thayer, iii. 25.

Subsequent numbers (3.) (4.) (5.) to be altered to (4.) (5.). [G.]

FIERRABRAS. Add that the full score has lately been printed by Breitkopf & Härtel, as one of the earliest volumes of their complete edition of Schubert's works.

FILTSCH, Charles. Add date of birth, July 8, 1830. Omit the parenthesis in lines 7-8, as several of the artists there mentioned had either been in London before, or came later.

FINGER, Gottfried. P. 525 a, l. 8, for same read previous.

FINCK, Christian, born Aug. 9, 1831, at Dettingen in Württemberg, studied music until his fifteenth year with his father, who combined the offices of schoolmaster and organist. In 1846 he was sent to the Waisenhaus-Seminar at Stuttgart, where he remained for three years, his musical education being in the hands of Dr. Kocher. Appointed in 1849 assistant music teacher in the seminary at Eisleingen, he pursued his studies with such success that he was able in 1853 to pass the examination for the upper class of the Leipzig Conservatorium. After a year and a half he went to Dresden to study the organ under Schneider. From 1856 to 1860 he appeared as organist at many concerts and oratorio performances in Leipzig, and in 1863 was appointed head of the seminary at Esslingen and organist of the principal church of that place. Two years afterwards he was given the title of Professor. He has published many excellent works for organ, some of which have appeared in the Organist's Quarterly Journal (Novello), besides psalms for chorus and orchestras, songs, choruses, etc. (Mendel's Lexicon). [M.]

FIORAVANTI, Valentinio. Line 8 of article, for 1806 read 1803. Add the production of 'Adelaida' at Naples in 1817. Last two lines of article, for born 1810 read born April 5, 1799, died March 28, 1877.

FISHER, J. A. Add to the list of his writings for the stage, the music to Cradock's tragedy 'Zobeide' (Covent Garden, 1771).

FLAUTO MAGICO. See ZAUBERFLÖTE, vol. iv. p. 503 b, in the last line but one of which for 1883 read 1833.

FLEMMING, Friedrich Ferdinand, born Feb. 28, 1778, at Neuhausen in Saxony, studied medicine at Wittenberg from 1796 to 1800, and subsequently at Jena, Vienna and Triest. He practised in Berlin, where he took a keen interest in all musical matters, composing many part-songs, especially for male voices, for the society founded by Zelter. His claim to notice in this Dictionary is based upon his excellent setting of Horace's ode beginning 'Integer vitae,' which is still universally popular in English schools and universities, as well as in Germany. The curious resemblance in style and structure between this and Webbe's 'Glorious Apollo' is certainly fortuitous, since the latter was written in 1787, and Flemming can hardly have become acquainted with the Englishman's work. [M.]

FLIGHT, Benjamin. Add that Messrs. Gray & Davison bought Robson's share of the business after the dissolution of the partnership.

FLORIMO, Francesco, born Oct. 12, 1800, at San Giorgio Mergato, Calabria, was taught music at the Royal College of Music at Naples, where he learnt counterpoint and composition from Zingarelli. He was appointed in 1836 Librarian of the College of Music (afterwards incorporated with that of San Pietro di Majella), where finding the archives in a state of chaos and disorder, by his energy and perseverance he gradually made the Library one of the most interesting and valuable in Europe. He added a number of important works, besides a collection of autographs and manuscripts, of all the masters of the Neapolitan School. Florimo's compositions include a Cantata, op. 1, in honour of the Duke of Noja, Director of the College of San Sebastiano; a Dixit; a Credo; a Te Deum; Funeral Symphony composed on the death of Bellini, afterwards performed at Zingarelli's funeral; a Chorus and Fugal Overture on the unveiling of Zingarelli's portrait at the College; 'Ore musica, a setting of 10 songs, vocal duet and
FLORIMO.
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quartet (Girard, Naples) 1835; 12 songs published under the same title by Boosey (London, 1845); six of which were included in the first collection; 3 popular Neapolitan songs, a collection published by Lonsdale, 1846; 24 Songs (Ricordi, Milan) etc. He has written a Method of singing (Ricordi), 3rd edition 1866; a 'History of the Neapolitan School of Music,' Naples, 2 vols., 1869–71; a 'History of the College San Pietro,' Naples, 1873; a second edition of the above with the History of Music in Italy, Naples, 4 vols. 1880–82; 'Wagner and the Wagnerites,' Ancona, 1883, with a supplement containing letters from Verdi and Bölow, from Franz Wagner 'to the most amiable of librarians, and the juvenile octogenarian,' expressing the satisfaction of herself and her husband at a performance of a Misericordia di Leo by the students of the College on the occasion of their visit there in 1880; also a lithograph copy of a letter from Wagner himself to the Duke of Bagnara the President, from the Villa d'Angri, Naples, dated April 22, 1880. [A.C.]

FLOTOW. P. 535 a, line 12, for 1869 read 1870. Line 13, for Flor read Fiore. Add that he died at Wiesbaden, Jan. 24, 1853.

FLUD, or FLUDD, ROBERT, the son of Sir Thomas Flud, treasurer of war to Queen Elizabeth in France and the Low Countries, born at Milgate, in the parish of Bearsted in Kent, 1574. At the age of 17 he became a student of St. John's College, Oxford, where he studied physics. After a short time of residence he went abroad for six years, at the end of which time he returned and took the accumulated degrees of Bachelor and Doctor of Physics. In 1605 he was made a Fellow of the College of Physicians. From 1616 until his death he was engaged in the composition of various philosophical treatises, in which he refuted the theories of Kepler and Mercennius, and advocated those of the Rosicrucian and other mystics. In the history of physics his name is of some importance, since his writing exercised a powerful influence over Jacob Behmen. In musical literature he holds a far less prominent position, his chief connection with the art being found in a treatise printed at Oppenheim in 1617, entitled 'Utriusque coeundi majoris scilicet et minoris metaphysica, physica atque technica historia.' The following sections treat of musical phenomena: Tract I. Book iii. and Tract II. Part i. Book vi. and Part ii. Book iv. His 'Monochordium mundi symphonicum,' written in reply to Kepler (Frankfort, 1622) contains a curious diagram of the universe, based on the divisions of a string. He died at his house in Coleman Street, Sept. 8, 1637, and was buried at Bearsted. [M.]

FOLLI, SIGVOR, whose real name is ALLAN JAMES FOLLY, was born at Cahir, Tipperary, and in early life went to America. He was taught singing at Naples by the elder Bisaccia (father of Gennaro Bisaccia the pianist), and in Dec. 1862 he made his début at Catania as Elmo in 'Otello.' He played successively at Turin, Modena, Milan, and in 1864 at the Italian, Paris. On June 17, 1865, Signor Foli made a successful debut at Her Majesty's as St. Bris ('Huguenot'); on July 6 as the Second Priest on the revival of 'Zauberflöte,' and on Oct. 28 as the Hermit in 'Der Freischütz.' From that time he has sung frequently in Italian at the three 'patent' theatres in upwards of 50 operas, viz. as Sarastro, Comendatore, Marcel, Caspar, Mephistrophiles, Sparafucile, Basilio, Assur and Oro ("Semiramide"), Rodolfo ("Sonambula"), R》de the Bent ("Lucia"), Bertram, and Daland on the production of 'Der Fliegende Holländer,' at Drury Lane, July 23, 1870, etc., in addition to the parts previously named in which his fine voice—a rich powerful bass of more than two octaves from E below the line to F—has been heard to full advantage.

Signor Foli is equally well known as an oratorio and concert singer at all the important festivals. He made his first appearance in the former on April 25, 1866, in 'Israel' at the National Choral Society, but his first success was on Feb. 22, 1867, in 'The Creation' at the Sacred Harmonic. His new parts in this class include Jacob, on the production of Macfarren's 'Joseph' at the Leeds Festival, Sept. 21, 1877, and Herod, on production of Berlioz's 'L'Enfance du Christ' under Hallé at Manchester, Dec. 30, 1880, and in London Feb. 26, 1881. He has played in America, at St. Petersburg, Moscow, Vienna, etc. In Russia he made a conspicuous success as Caspar, Moses (which part he has sung with success at the Sacred Harmonic), and as Pietro in 'Masaniello.' [A.C.]

FORM. P. 543 b, l. 7 from ottovm, for the former read than. P. 544 a, l. 11 from bottom, for 1888 read 1715. P. 545 a, l. 19 from bottom, for 1703–85 read 1706–85.

FORMES, KARL. Add that he visited England again in 1888, appearing at Mr. Mann's benefit concert, April 21, and elsewhere.

FORSYTH BROTHERS, a firm founded at Manchester for the sale of pianos, by the brothers Henry and James Forsyth in 1857. They had been brought up, and represented the third generation of the name, in the establishment of John Broadwood & Sons. Forsyth Brothers began engraving music in 1872, with Mr. Charles Halle's 'Practical Pianoforte School,' the first numbers of which were published by them in Jan. 1873, and at the same time they opened a London branch of their business in Oxford Circus. An appendix to the School, entitled the 'Musical Library' was commenced sometime after, and a catalogue was formed which includes several compositions by Stephen Heller as well as important works by other composers. They have also added to the instrumental part of their business an agency for American organs, from the manufacturer of the Dominion Organ Company, Ontario, Canada. Mr. Henry Forsyth died in July, 1885. Mr. James Forsyth has, in connection with the business in Manchester, maintained an important share in the management of the leading concerts of that city. [A.J.H.]
*FOSTER, Stephen Collins, an American composer, of Irish descent, born near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, July 4, 1826, entered, in 1840, the Academy at Athens, Pennsylvania, and, in 1841, Jefferson College near Pittsburgh. Though not noted for studious qualities he taught himself French and German, painted fairly well, and exhibited a pronounced liking for the works of Mozart, Beethoven, and Weber. Before this he had shown his musical inclinations by teaching himself the fagotet when seven years old. His first composition, produced while at Athens, was a waltz for four flutes. His first published song, 'Open thy lattice, love,' appeared in 1842. This song is one of the very few set by him, the words of which are not his own. In 1845-46 there were published 'The Louisiana Belle,' 'Old Uncle Ned,' and 'O, Susanna.' The following are the titles of his ballads:—'My old Kentucky Home,' 'Old Dog Tray,' 'Massa's in de cold ground,' 'Gentle Annie,' 'Willie, we have missed you,' 'I would not die in springtime,' 'Come where my Love lies dreaming,' 'I see her still in my dreams,' 'Old Black Joe,' 'Ellen Bayne' (which, it has been claimed, provided the theme of 'John Brown's Body,' the war-song of the Federal troops 1861-65), 'Laura Lee,' and 'Swannee River' (more generally known as 'The Old Folks at Home' and sung all the world over.

Altogether some 175 songs are credited to him. 'Beautiful Dreamer' is the title of his last ballad. In style they are all completely melodic, with the most elementary harmonies for the accompaniments or in the choral portions. But there is a pleasing manner in them, and they reflect a gentle, refined spirit. It will be seen that some of the titles betray the influence of the African race in the country near Foster's home, and it has even been said that he was indebted for some of his themes to the untutored plantation-negroes. But it is more probable that the negro dialect was adopted in order to meet the demands of the market which happened to be open to him—the entertainments by minstrel companies of the Christy type. The appearance of the name Christy as author of 'Swannee River' on some publications of that song is explained by the fact that Foster consented thereto for a stipulated sum—not the first time that genius has had to sacrifice principle—though for the first edition only. Foster died in New York on Jan. 13, 1864, at the American Hotel, where he had been attacked with fever and ague. While yet too weak he attempted to dress himself, and swooning, fell against a pitcher which cut a small artery in his face. He died within three days from the consequent loss of blood, and was buried in the Alleghany Cemetery at Pittsburgh, beside his parents, and within sight of his birthplace. Probably there is no song-writer whose works show a larger circulation than is recorded for Foster's pretty and sometimes pathetic ballads. The following information concerning the sales of some of these homely lyrics was published in December, 1880:—'Old Folks at Home,' 300,000; 'My old Kentucky Home,' 200,000; 'Wille, we have missed you,' 150,000; 'Massa's in de cold ground,' 100,000; 'Ellen Bayne,' 100,000; 'Old Dog Tray,' 75,000. 'O, Susanna' and 'Old Uncle Ned' have been sold in immense numbers, but not being copyrighted the sales cannot be estimated. The copyrights of many of Foster's songs are still valuable. There have been numerous imitators of his style, but none have shown his freshness and taste, and he still stands as the people's composer in America, as well as the only American musician whose works, simple as they are, have a distinctive individuality. The greater part of the material for this sketch was taken from 'Music in America,' F. L. Ritter, New York, 1883. (F.H.J.)

FOUGT. See MUSIC-PRINTING in Appendix.

FRANC, or LE FRANC, Guillaume, the son of Pierre France of Rouen, was probably one of the French Protestants who fled to Geneva as an asylum from the persecution to which those who embraced the doctrines of the reformation were then exposed. He settled in that city in 1541, shortly before the return of Calvin from Strasburg, and obtained a licence to establish a school of music. In 1542 he became master of the children and a singer at St. Peter's at a salary of 10 florins. In 1543 the Council of Geneva resolved that 'whereas the Psalms of David are being completed, and whereas it is very necessary to compose a pleasing melody to them, and Master Guillaume the singer is very fit to teach the children, he shall give them instruction for an hour daily.' His pay was increased from 10 to 50 florins, and afterwards raised to 100, with the use of part of a house, but on the refusal of the Council to grant a further addition to his salary Franc left Geneva in 1545 and joined the choir of the Cathedral of Lausanne, where he remained until his death about the beginning of June, 1570.

Franc's name is chiefly known in connection with the Psalter published at Geneva by Calvin for the use of the Reformed Churches. The first edition of this celebrated work appeared in 1542, containing 35 psalms, and was enlarged from time to time until its completion in 1563. Of this Psalter Franc has been generally believed to be the musical editor; but recent researches, especially those of M. O. Douen, show the claim set up for him to be devoid of foundation. [See BOURGEOIS, vol. iv. p. 557.] He certainly had nothing to do with the Psalter after leaving Geneva in 1545, and although the resolution of the Council quoted above may appear to indicate an intention of employing him to adapt melodies to some of the psalms then newly translated by Marot, there is no evidence that this intention was ever carried into effect.

Franc, however, did edit a Psalter. The church of Lausanne had on several occasions shown a spirit of independence of that of Geneva, and at the time of Franc's arrival sang the

1 This refers to the additional versions then being written by Marot.
psalms to melodies by Gindron, a canon of the cathedral, which differed from those in use at Geneva. As early as 1552 Franco appears to have been engaged on a new Psalter, for in that year he obtained a licence to print one at Geneva, there being then no press at Lausanne. No copy of this book, if it was ever published, is known to exist, but the terms of the licence show that it consisted of the psalms of Marot with their original melodies, and the 34 psalms translated by Beza the year before, to which Franco, probably in rivalry with Bourgeois, had adapted melodies of his own. At any rate, in 1558, three years after the completion of the Genevan Psalter, that of Lausanne appeared, under the following title:— Les Psaumes mis en rime francoise par Clement Marot et Theodore de Bize, avec le chant de l'eglise de Lausanne [sic] 1558. Avec privilege, tant du Roy, que de Messieurs de Geneve.'

In the preface Franco declares any idea of competition with those who had executed their work with great fidelity, or even of correcting 'what had been so well done by them.' He adds that he himself had taken any part in that work, and states, with respect to his own book, that in addition to a selection of the best tunes then in use in the church of Lausanne as well as in other Reformed Churches, he had supplied new ones to such of the psalms, then recently translated, as had not yet been set to music, and were consequently sung to the melodies of psalms in the older editions of the Psalter. He adds that his object was that each psalm should have its proper tune and confusion be thereby avoided.

Stress has been laid by some writers who attributed the Genevan melodies to Franco, on a letter written to Bayle by David Constant, professor of theology at Lausanne at the end of the 17th century, in which he states that he had seen a certificate bearing date Nov. 2, 1552, and given by Beza to Franco, in which Beza testifies that it was Franco who had first set the psalms to music. Constant adds that he himself possessed a copy of the psalms in which the name of Franco appeared and which was printed at Geneva under the licence of the magistrates of that city. Baulacour, however, writing in 1745 in the Journal Helvétique, after investigating the accuracy of Constant's statement, shows that the account he sent to Bayle of Beza's letter was erroneous, as that letter contained no reference to the authorship of the melodies. Even had it been so, we have seen above that in that very year Franco had obtained a licence to print a collection of psalms for Lausanne, and the psalter to which Constant refers is that of 1558, also compiled for local use.

In this latter collection 27 melodies are composed or adapted by Franco to the psalms left without them in the Geneva Psalter of 1552, (12, 52, 53, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 77, 78, 82, 95, 98, 100, 108, 109, 111, 116, 127, 139, 140, 142, and 144), nineteen are selected from the tunes previously in use at Lausanne, and the rest are taken from the Genevan Psalter.

Before long, however, Lausanne followed the example of the other Reformed Churches, and the Psalter of Franco was superseded by that of Bourgeois.

Franco's tunes are of small merit. Some specimens of them are given by Douen in his 'Clément Marot et le Psautier Huguenot,' 2 vols. Paris 1787-79, from which the materials for this article are chiefly derived. See also Botet, 'Histoire du Psautier des églises reformées;' Neuchâtel and Paris, 1872; G. Becker, La Musique en Suisse,' Genèse et Paris, 1874; Riggenbach, 'Der Kirchengesang in Basel'; and six articles by the present writer in the Musical Times, June—November, 1891. [G.A.C.]

FRANCHOMME. For Christian names see AUGUSTE-JOSEPH, and add that he died in Paris Jan. 22, 1884.

FRANCK, CÉSAR AUGUSTE JEAN GUILLAUME HUBERT, pianist, organist, and composer, became a naturalized Frenchman in 1872, having been born at Liège, Dec. 10, 1822. He began his musical studies at the Conservatoire at his native place, and at the age of fifteen was admitted to the Conservatoire at Paris, where in 1838 he gained a first prize for piano under Zimmermann, in 1839 and 1840 a second and first prize for counterpoint and fugue under Leborne, and in 1841 a second prize for organ under Benoist. He did not compete for the Prix de Rome, owing to his father's wish that he should devote himself to the organ and piano. Having completed his musical education, Franck settled in Paris, devoting himself entirely to teaching and composition; in 1845 he produced at the Conservatoire his oratorio 'Ruth,' which passed unnoticed at the time, but which, twenty-five years later, served to bring his name before the public. The career of this modest and enthusiastic artist has been one of assiduous work and of attention to his profession of organist, first at St. Jean St. François and afterwards at Ste. Clotilde, where he was appointed maître de chapelle in 1858 and organist in 1860, and where he has since remained. In 1872 his nomination as professor of the organ at the Conservatoire in place of his master Benoist, who had retired after fifty years' service, gave him naturally more importance and enabled him to exercise considerable influence over music in France. He became the centre of a group of young composers who

1 This important document, which has only lately been discovered in the registers of the Council of Geneva, deserves to be quoted in full.—

Jundi 20 tiitit of 1015.

... Sur ce que le dit maître Jacques, ministre de Lausanne, a proposé que le chant de Lausanne soit peut-être accordé de chanter les psalmodies chantées par maître Louis Bourgeois, ne croyez qu'il y ait en dans de doute de Beza, ils sont en propo de faire imprimer les psalmodies traduites par Marot sur leur premier chant, et auraussi ce qu'en la traduction de Beza en vogue chant que y a mis le chant de Lausanne pour les chanter, ce qu'ils n'ont rien faire sans licence. Pourquoi il a requis permis pour l'imprimer le. Arrêtez que, attendu que c'est chose raisonnabile, il leur soit permis.

2 Both these psalms had proper tunes in the Genevan Psalter, to which Beza's versions of 56 and 117 were respectively sung. Franco retained the Genevan melodies for the later psalms, and adapted distinct tunes to the older ones. Of these tunes, that which Franco set to 56 was its original melody, to which Bourgeois adapted it in 1558, but which he had replaced by another in 1559.
were anxious to study orchestral composition without passing through the Conservatoire, where no attention was paid to the symphonic style, care being only given to operatic composition. By his serious character both as a man and an artist, and by the weight of his learning and the lofty style of his works, Franck seemed especially fitted to hold a position then little sought after, and thus by degrees he acquired great influence over his disciples, initiating them into the musical life, and encouraging them by example and advice. This position has greatly enlarged Franck's sphere of influence during the last fifteen years, and the French government has recognized his services and his merits by conferring upon him in August 1885, the title of Chevalier of the Légion d'honneur.

Franck's compositions, none of which have been produced on the stage, are too many to enumerate. His chief works are the four oratorios: 'Ruth', composed 1845, produced 1846, recast and edited 1854; 'Die Quadratur eines Kreises', produced at the Concert Spirituel 1850; 'Rédemption,' composed 1872, produced at the Concerts du Conservatoire in Feb. 1872; 'Rébeccas' and 'Les Béatitude', both written in 1879, fragments of which have been executed at various concerts. He has also composed two operas, 'Le Valet de Ferme,' written in 1848 for the Opéra National, then under the direction of Adolphe Adam, and 'Hulda,' finished in 1884, selections from which have been heard at concerts in Paris and Antwerp. The following are also worthy of mention: 'Les Éolides' and 'Le Chasseur maudit' (after Bürger's legend), both for orchestra; 'Les Djinns' and 'Variations Symphoniques,' both for piano and orchestra; an important collection of organ pieces, offertories and chants d'église; trios and a quintet for piano and strings, a prelude, chorale, and fuge for piano solo, a mass and several motets, various songs, and recently a sonata for piano and violin. Loiness of thought, great regard to purity of form, and natural richness of development, characterize his works; unfortunately his creative power is not equal to his scientific knowledge, and he is often wanting in the freshness of inspiration which is found in 'Ruth,' his most poetical and pleasing composition. His works are nevertheless those of one who may be depended upon for elegance and for interesting combinations, and who has more than once, by force of will and learning, succeeded in attaining the high ideal which he has always had in view. [A.J.]

FRANCO. MAGISTER (Franco de Colonia; Franco Leodiensis; Franco Parisiensis; Franco de Cologne; Franco de Liege; Franco de Paris.)

Though the claim of Magister Franco to the honour of having written the earliest known dissertation upon Measured Music has been very generally admitted, the confusion which prevails with regard to his personal identity has been increased rather than diminished by the endeavours of successive historians to set the question at rest. If we are to accept the contradictory theories that have been handed down to us, since the times of Burney and Hawkins, we shall find it impossible to avoid the conclusion: either, that three distinct Franscos flourished at different epochs, in Cologne, Liege, and Paris; or, that a certain Magister Franco held scholastic appointments in those three cities, at impossibly distant dates.

The chief source of uncertainty is, the very grave doubt as to whether the writer of the famous musical tracts is, or is not, identical with a certain philosopher, named Franco, who was equally celebrated, in the 11th century, for his knowledge of Mathematics, Alchemy, Judicial Astrology, and Magic.

Sigebertus Gemblacensis, 3 who died in 1125, tells us that this learned writer dedicated a tract, 'De Quadraturae Circuli,' to Herimanus, Archbishop of Cologne; and, as this Prelate died in February, 1055, the work must have been completed before that date. 'Trinitarius' attributes this same tract, 'De Quadraturae Circuli,' together with another, 'De Computo Ecclesiastico, et alia pluralia,' 4 to Franco, Scholasticus Leodiensis Ecclesiae; who, he says, flourished under the Emperor Henry III, about the year 1060, though there is evidence, of another kind, to prove that Franco continued in office at Liege, at least until the year of 1083.

The authors of the 'Histoire Littéraire de la France' 5 assure us that this Scholastic of Liege was the author of the tract 'De Musica Mensurabili.'

But, in direct opposition to this, Kiesewetter 6 brings forward evidence enough to satisfy himself, at least, that the tracts on Measured Music were neither written by the Alchemist and Magician of Cologne, nor, by the Scholastic of Liege, but, by some other Franco, who flourished not less than 130 or 150 years later—i.e. towards the close of the 13th century. This opinion—in which it is only fair to say that he is followed by De Cousemaker, Von Winterfeld, and Perne—rests, however, upon no stronger ground than the supposition that the period interposed between the writings of Guido d'Aresseco and Franco was insufficient for the development of the improved system described by the last-named master. Félix, reasonably enough, protests against a conclusion unsupported by any sort of historical, or even traditional evidence. Kiesewetter first stated his views in the Leipziger allgem. mus. Zeitung, for 1838, Nos. 48, 49, 50. Félix, in his Dictionary, opposed the new theory. Kiesewetter replied to the objections of Félix, in Leipziger allg. mus. Zeitung, for 1838, Nos. 24, 25. And, in the meantime, De Cousemaker, in his Histoire de l'Harmonie au moyen âge (pp. 144-147), suggests, somewhat confidently, that the real author of the disputed tracts was another Franco, who is known to have flourished at Dortmund, in Westphalia.

1 Chron. ad ann. 1067. 2 De Script. Eccles. (Lett. Par. 1823.)
3 Among these was one 'De Motu perpetuo.'
5 Geschichte der Europäisch-Abendländischen Musik. (Leipzig. 1844.)
FRANCO.

about the year 1100. But, since not a particle of trustworthy evidence has ever been adduced in favour of these fanciful theories, we shall do well, until more light can be thrown upon the subject, to believe, with Fétils, and our own Burney and Hawkins, that the tracts attributed to Franco were really written by the philosopher of Cologne, about the year 1060.

The musical tracts attributed to Franco are—

1. Ars Magistri Francisci de Musica Mensurabilis.
3. Compendium de Discantu, tribus capitibus.

The earliest known copy of the first of these MSS. is said to be preserved at Lire, in Normandy. The second tract—in the Bodleian Library, at Oxford—is an exact transcript of the first, under a different title; though the authors of the 'Hist. Litt. de la France' do not appear to have been aware of the fact. The third tract—also in the Bodleian Library—contains the best account of Discantus, immediately after the time of Guiffo, that we possess. Copies of the Ars Cantus mensurabilis are also to be found in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, in the Paris Library, and in the British Museum (No. 8866, a fine MS. of the 15th century, unknown to Burney.) Fétils discovered a copy of the Compendium of Discantus in the Paris Library; and another MS. copy was presented to the Vatican Library by Queen Christina of Sweden. The Compendium begins with the words, 'Ego Franco de Colonia,' the genuineness of which Kiesewetter disputes.

Franco's claim to the honour of having invented the Time-Table rests, partly, on the contents of the treatise 'De Musica Mensurabilis,' and partly, on the authority of MSS. of later date than his own.

Marchetto di Padova, in his 'Pomerium de Musica Mensurata,' written about 1253, mentions his as the inventor of the first four musical characters—i.e. the Long, the Double-Long, the Breve, and the Semibreve. Joannes de Muris, in a MS. written about 1330, and bequeathed by Christina, Queen of Sweden, to the Vatican Library, speaks of 'Magister Franco, qui inventit in Cantu Mensuram figuram,' and his testimony is particularly valuable, since he himself was, for a long time, very generally regarded as the inventor of Measured Music. Franchinus Gafurius, twice mentions Franco as the inventor of the Time-Table. Morley says, 'This Franie is the most antient of all those whose works of practical Musick have come to my hands; after which, he proceeds to describe Franco's treatment of the Long, and the Breve, And Ravenscroft also tells us that Franchinus (sic) de Colonia was the inventor of the four first simple notes of Mensurable Musick.' On the other hand, it is certain that Franco cannot lay claim to all the inventions mentioned in his 'Ars Cantus Mensurabilis,' since he himself says, in that very tract, 'Proponimus igitur ipsam Mensurabilis Musicam sub condicio declarari, benefictaque alterius non recusabili mus interponere, errores quoque destruere et fugare, et si quid novi a nobis inventum fuerit, bons rationibus sustinere et probare.'

The four primary characters are described in the Second Chapter of the MS., where they are figured thus—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Longa</th>
<th>Duplex longa</th>
<th>Brevis</th>
<th>Semibrevis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Perfect Long, he tells us, is equal to three Breves, 'quis a summa Trinitate, quae vera est et pura perfectio, nomen sumpit.' The Imperfect Long, represented by the same figure, is equal to two Breves only. The Breve was also Perfect, or Imperfect, under the same conditions. Two consecutive Longs, or Breves, were always Perfect; but, when a longer note was preceded or followed by a shorter one, the longer note was Imperfect, the time of the shorter one being needed to complete its Perfection. Nevertheless, an Imperfect Long, or Breve, could be rendered Perfect, by means of the sign called a Tractus, the effect of which was precisely similar to that of the comparatively modern Point of Augmentation. A similar effect appears to have been produced by the Plica, added to the right side of the Long, or the left side of the Breve: but, Franco's remarks upon this sign are very obscure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plica longa</th>
<th>Plica brevis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ascendens</td>
<td>ascendens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>descendens</td>
<td>descendens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Longs, Breves, and Semibreves, were grouped together in certain combinations called Moos, of which Franco admits five only, though he says that other Musicians used six, or even seven—a clear sign that he did not invent them. Of these Moos, the first consisted of Longs only; the second, of a Breve followed by a Long; the third, of a Long and two Breves; the fourth, of two Breves and a Long; and the fifth, of a Breve and a Semibreve. From which it follows, that the First Mood expressed the rhythm of the Spondee, or Molossus; the Second, that of the Iambus; the Third, that of the Dactyl; the Fourth, that of the Anapest; and the Fifth, that of the Trochee; the entire series performing the functions allotted to the Mood, Time, and Prolation, of a later period.

The Third Chapter of the MS. treats of Ligatures; and the Fourth Chapter, of Rests, of which he gives some complicated examples, all reducible, however, to the simple form shown in our example in vol. ii. p. 471 b. In connection with these, Franco also describes the Finis Punctorum, drawn across all the lines, and

1 No. 542, f. 49.
2 No. 9075, G. 4.
3 Compendium Joannis de Muribus; in Bibl. Vat. No. 1144.
4 Practica Musica, Lib. ii. cap. 5.
5 Fraiio, and Rase introd. in, the Annotations at the end of the volume.
6 Breie Discourse of the true Use of charactering the Degrees in Mensurable Musick, p. 1. (London, 1614.)

7 We have here followed, for the sake of clearness, the plan adopted by our early English writers, of translating the word Modes as Mood, when it relates to rhythm, and Mode when it refers to the Ecclesiastical Scales.
9 See Ligature, vol. ii.
serving to divide the phrases of a Melody, precisely after the manner of the Bar, or Double-Bar, of modern Music, of which it is the evident homologue.

It is interesting to observe—though we believe no one has hitherto called attention to the fact—that the system of Notation here described is precisely that employed in the Reading Rota, 'Sumer is icumen in,' in which the Melody, in Mode XIII. transposed, is phrased in Franco’s Fifth Mode, each Breve being Perfect when followed by another Breve, and Imperfect when followed by a Semibreve; and each phrase of the Melody being separated from that which follows it by a Finis Punctorum. Moreover, the Reading Rota is written upon a Stave precisely similar in principle to that employed by Franco, who always uses the exact number of lines and spaces needed to include the entire range of his vocal parts.1

The 'Compendium de Discontinu,' second only in interest to the 'Ars Cantus Mensurabilis,' describes a form of Discant incommensurably superior to the Diaphonia taught, less than half a century earlier, by Guido d'Arezzo, in his Micrologus.2 Unhappily, in the Oxford MS.—first described by Burney—the examples are lamentably incomplete; the Staves, in many cases, being duly prepared for their reception, while the notes themselves are wanting. Dr. Burney, after long and patient study of the text, was able to restore the following passage, in a form which he believed to be 'nearly' complete.

![Image of music notation]

Making every allowance for the jaunty modern air communicated to this little composition by Dr. Burney’s employment of ordinary 18th century Notation, it must be admitted, that, with the sole exception of the Unison on the eighth note, and the Hidden Octaves between the last Crotchet in the Tenor and the last note but two in the Bass, as indicated by the asterisks, the rules of Strict Counterpoint, as practised in the 16th century, are observed in the disposition of every note, even to the formation of the Clausula vera at the end. The apparently gross Consecutive Octaves between the two last phrases offer no exception to the rule; since the intersection of the Finis Punctorum between them invests the first note of the concluding phrase with the importance of a new beginning. If, therefore, the learned historian’s penetration should ever be justified by the discovery of a more perfect copy of the MS., we shall be furnished with a clear proof that Magister Franco was on the high road towards the discovery of Strict Counterpoint, in its present form. It is, however, only fair to say that Kissewetter disputes both the correctness of Burney’s example, and the existence of the rules upon which it is based. [W.S.R.]

FRASCINI, GASTANO. Add that he died at Naples, May 24, 1887.

FRESCHUTZ, DER. Line 5 from end of article, for July 22 read July 23, and add that it was given at Astley’s Theatre, with a new libretto by Oxenford, April 2, 1866.

FRESCOBALDI. We may supplement the notice of this artist in vol. i. p. 563 by giving the results of more recent enquiries with regard to his life. An article by F. X. Haberl in Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch für das Jahr 1887 (Regensburg) produces documentary evidence which shows that Frescobaldi was born in 1583 (register of his baptism in cathedral of Ferrara, Sept. 9, 1583), and that he died March 3, 1644. Not Alessandro Milleville, as stated in vol. i. (who died 1580), but Luzzazco Luzzacchi (1545–1607) organist of Ferrara Cathedral, was Frescobaldi’s teacher. Already in 1608 he was appointed organist of St. Peter’s, Rome, where he remained in the first instance till 1628. In that year, dissatisfied apparently with his scanty pay at Rome, he sought leave of absence, and accepted an invitation to Florence from Ferdinand II, Grand Duke of Tuscany, who named him his organist. Social and political troubles in Tuscany obliged him to leave Florence in 1633; and returning to Rome, he was re-installed in his former post as organist of St. Peter’s, which he continued to hold till 1643. Haberl’s article contains a careful bibliography of all the known works of Frescobaldi, and invites subscriptions towards a new edition of them. It may also be added that within the last year Messrs. Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig, have published in their ‘Alte Meister,’ edited by Ernst Pauer (Nos. 61–66) 12 Toccatas of Frescobaldi, presumably those of 1614, but it would be well if modern reprints always stated the source whence they are derived. [J.R.M.]

FRETs. P. 563 6, 1, 18, for Balalaikas read Balalaika. Line 26 from bottom, add that although the third of a tone is almost a chromatic semitone, it does not appear that either Persian or Arab lutenists have used or al thirds of a tone. The Arabic (and Egyptian) division has been proved to be a succession of three intervals, smaller than an equal semitone, which are known as ‘limmas, or ‘commas.’ Line 10 from bottom, for half-tones read quarter-tones, and in the line below, for diatonic read chromatic. [A.J.H.]

FREZZOLINI, ERMINIA. Add that she died in Paris, Nov. 5, 1884.

FRIENKENHAUS, FANNY, was born June 7, 1849, at Cheltenham. Her maiden name of Evans was abandoned on her marriage with Mr. Augustus Frickenhaus. She received instruction in music from Mr. George Mount, after-
wards at Brussels from M. Auguste Dupont, and later from Mr. William Bohrer. Her first important engagement was on Jan. 11, 1879, at one of the Saturday Evening Concerts, where she played with such success that she was engaged for the remainder of the series. She was next heard at the London Ballad and Promenade Concerts. Since then she has played at all the principal London Concerts, viz. at the Philharmonic March 4, 1886; at the Crystal Palace, where she first appeared Nov. 27, 1886, in Mendelssohn’s ‘Serenade and Allegro gioioso,’ and where she has since been heard in concertos of Mozart, Schütz, and Dupont, the two last for the first time in England; at Mr. Cowen’s Concerts Nov. 27, 1880, where she played the Pianoforte Concerto of Goets for the first time in London; at the Brinmade Concerts Dec. 19, 1886; in the Prize Concerto of Oliver King, and at the Poplar Concerts, where she first appeared Jan. 27, 1883, and has since played with success.

Since 1884, Mme. Freckenaus has given every year, in conjunction with Mr. Joseph Ludwig, a series of chamber concerts at the Prince’s Hall. They have introduced several important novelties—Dvořák’s ‘Bagatellen’ for piano and strings, June 11, 1886; Steinbach’s septet for piano, strings, and wind, June 17, 1886; a sonata for piano and violin by Oliver King; and on May 21, 1887, a work entitled ‘The Strolling Musicians,’ for piano duo, violin and cello. Brahms’s second piano and violin sonata (op. 100) was announced for first performance in London at one of these concerts, but it was actually played the day before at one of Mr. Halle’s recitals. The most remarkable characteristics of Mme. Freckenaus’s playing are her extraordinary perfection and ease of technique.

FROHLICH. The following corrections and additions appear in the later editions: For date of birth of No. 1 read Sept. 19, 1793. For date of birth of No. 2 read August 30, 1797, and of No. 3, Dec. 13, 1803. Five lines lower, for 1825 read 1821-23. At end of paragraph add date of death, May 7, 1878. The date of birth of No. 4 should be June 10, 1800, and that of her death March 3, 1879.

FÜRSTENAU. Line 19 of article, for brother read father.

FULDA, ADAM DE, a Franconian Monk. Born about the year 1450, is chiefly celebrated for a famous Tract on Music, written in 1490, and printed by Gerbert von Hornan, in his ‘Scriptores eccles. de Mus. Sacr.’ vol. ii. p. 329. In this work, Guilielmus Dufay is eulogised as the first Composer who wrote in regular form; and mention is made of the fact that he overstepped the T ut, and e e is, of Guido, by three degrees, below and above. The Dodecachordon of Glareanus contains a Motoet a 4, by Adam de Fulda, of very advanced character for the period; and an ‘Enchiridion,’ published at Magdeburg, in 1673, contains a Motoet ‘Ach hülp mein Leid und selnich Klag.’

[W.S.R.]

FUMAGALLI, ADOLFO, born Oct. 19, 1828, at Inzago in the province of Milan, received instruction in music and the pianoforte from Angelesi at the Conservatorio, Milan, and in 1848 made his début in that town as a pianist. He made a great success afterwards as a brilliant fantasie player at Turin, Paris, and Belgium, and in 1854 returned to Italy. He died at Florence May 3, 1856, quite suddenly, after a three days’ illness, having played at a concert there on the 1st. His compositions include fantasies on ‘Puritani,’ ‘Lucia,’ and ‘Norma,’ capriccios and other light drawing-room pieces, among which ‘Les Clochettes,’ op. 21, was popular at the time. His brothers, DIBIA, POLIBIO, and LUCIA were also pianists: of these the best known is Luca, born May 20, 1837. In 1860 he played in Paris. In 1875 an opera of his, ‘Luigi XI.,” was produced at the Pergola, Florence.

[A.C.]
K. _Practica Musice utriqueque Cantus._ Bernardinus
Mienis de Paris: Brescia, 1512. fol. 111 leaves.
The 3rd edition of C.
F. _Practica Musice utriqueque Cantus._ Augustinus
de Zanni de Portesio: Venice, 1512. fol. 52 leaves.
The 3rd edition of G.
[G. _Practica Musice,_ etc. Venice, 1522. fol.]
Mentioned in Brunet's Manuel as the 5th edition of C, but otherwise unknown.
H. _Aurum aureum, or divinum Opus Musice._ Gotta-
dus de Ponte: Milan, 1538. fol. 48 leaves.
Brunet states that an edition of this appeared in 1500, but no copy was known to Petis, nor has been discovered since, so Brunet's statement is probably a mistake.
I. _De Harmonia Musicorum Instrumentorum._ Go-
tardus Fontanus: Milan, 1518. fol. 106 leaves.
Draudus, followed by Walther, Gerber, and Becker, mentions a work called 'Practica Musica' as published in 1518; but Petis points out that this arises from a misdescription of I.
K. _Apologia Franchini Gasuri... adversus Joanneum
Spatariurn._ A. de Vicocomerto: Turin, 1529. 10 leaves.
Copies of all these editions (with the exception of G, the existence of which is doubtful) are to be found in the British Museum. Copies of B, C, F, H and I are in Anderson's College, Glasgow, and of C and I in the Royal College of Music.

W.B.S.]

GALILEI, VINCENTINO. Among the little
group of philosophic dilettanti who were ac-
customed to meet in the Palace of Giovanni
Bardi at Florence, during the closing years of
the 16th century, no figure stands forth with
greater prominence than that of Vincenzo Ga-
liei, the father of Galileo Galilei, the great
Astronomer. This enthusiastic apostle of artistic
progress—or retrogression—was born, at
Florence, circa 1535; and, after studying Music,
at Venice, under Zarlino, attained, in later life,
considerable reputation as a Lutenist. We shall,
however, do him no injustice if we describe him
as a literary servant of high general culture, but
a very imperfectly-educated Musician.

When the great question of the reassertion
of the Classical Drama, on the principles adopted
by the Greek Tragedians, was debated at the
Palazzo Bardi, Galilei took an active part in
the discussion; and, according to Giov. Batt.
Doni, was the first who composed Melodies for
a single voice; i.e., after the manner of the then
nascent Monodic School. His first attempt was
a Cantata, entitled 'Il Conte Ugolino,' which
he himself sang, very sweetly, to the accompani-
ment of a Viol. This essay pleased very much,
though some laughed at it; notwithstanding
which, Galilei followed it up by setting a portion
of the Lamentations of Jeremiah, in the same
style. Quadro also speaks of his Intermezzi; but
no trace of these, or of the Monodic Can-
tata, can now be discovered.

Vincenzo Galilei's writings on subjects con-
nected with Art are, however, of great interest.
One of these—a Dialogue, entitled 'Il Frun-
mo' (Venice, 1585)—is especially valuable,
as throwing considerable light on the form of
Tablature employed by the Italian Lutenists,
and their method of tuning the instrument, in
the latter half of the 16th century. Another
important work, entitled 'Discorso intorno alle
opere di messer Gioseffe Zarlino di Chiovigla,'
(Florence, 1581) was produced by some remark-
made by Zarlino, in his 'Istitutioni armoniche'
(Venice, 1558), and 'Dimostrazioni armoniche'
(Venice, 1571), concerning the Syntonomus Dis-
tonic Scale of Claudius Ptolomy, which he pre-
ferred to all other Sections of the Canon, and
which Galilei rejected, in favour of the Pytha-
gorean immutable system. It is impossible to
believe that Galilei ever really tuned his lute
on the Pythagorean system, which was equally
incompatible with the character of the instru-
ment and the characteristics of the Monodic
School. Moreover, Zarlino himself preferred
that the lute should be tuned with twelve
equal semitones to the octave. But Galilei,
whose prejudices were strong enough to over-throw
his reason, followed up this attack by another,
titled 'Dialogo della musica e della antica mo-
derna' (Florence, 1589), and a second edition of
the same, bearing the additional words 'in sua
diffesa contro Josiello Zerlino' (Florence, 1602).
In these works, he argues the subject with great
prudence: but, the Scale advocated by Zarlino
represents the only form of Just Intonation now
adopted by any European theorist; and the Scale
he advocated for the lute is the only one now
used for the pianoforte, the organ, and tem-
pered instruments of every kind. The 'Dialogo'
contains, however, much interesting matter, but
very slightly connected with the controversy
with Zarlino; for instance, the text and musical
notation of the three apocryphal Greek Hymns,
to Apollo, Calliope, and Nemesis, which have
since given rise to so much speculation, and so
many contradictory theories.

Vincenzo Galilei died at Florence towards
the close of the 16th century, or beginning of
the 17th.

W.S.R]


GALLIARD, JOHN ERNEST. After line 19
of article, add that in 1713 he was playing in
the orchestra at the opera, having a solo part in
the accomplishment of the last air in the first
act of Handel's 'Teseo.' P. 579 a. l. 3. after violin
assert violoncello.

GALLI-MARIÉ, CÉLESTE, born Nov. 1540 in
Paris, was taught singing by her father, Mécène
Marié de l'Ile, formerly a singer at the Paris
Opera under the name Marié. In 1859 she
made her début at Strasbourg, and next sang in
Italian at Lisbon. About this time she married
a sculptor named Galli, who died soon after in
1861. In April 1861, on the production in
France of the 'Bohemian Girl,' she attracted
the attention of the late Émile Perrin by her
performance of the Gipsy Queen and obtained
from him her engagement at the Opéra Comique,
of which he was then director. Here she made
her début Aug. 12 in 'La Serva Padrona,' re-
vived for the first time for a hundred years.
She made a great success in this, and in a revival
of Grisar's 'Les Amours du Diable' (1853),
which time she has remained at that
theatre to the present time, with the exception...
GALLI-MARIE.

of engagements in the provinces, in Italy, Belgium, and elsewhere. Among the operas in which she has appeared may be named:—March 24, 1864. 'Lara' (Maillart); Dec. 29, 1864, 'Capitaine Henriot' (Gevaert); Feb. 5, Massé's 'Flor d'Aliza,' and Nov. 17, 1866, 'Mignon'; Nov. 23, 1867, 'Robinson Crusoe,' and Jan. 18, 1872, 'Fantasio' (Offenbach); April 24, 1872, Paladinhe's 'Passant,' at Chollet's farewell benefit; Nov. 30, 1872, Massenet's 'Don César'; March 3, 1875, 'Carmen'; April 11, 1876, Guiraud's 'Piccolino'; Oct. 31, 1877, Pesse's 'Surprise,' de which she has, in and in revivals of Hérold's 'Marie,' Grisar's 'Les Porcherons,' 'Mireille,' singing the parts of Taven and Andrelon, and as the heroine Rose Friquet in Maillart's 'Dragons de Villars.' As Mignon and Carmen she has earned for herself worldwide celebrity. In 1886 she played with a French company for a few nights at Her Majesty's Theatre as Carmen, in which she made her debut Nov. 3, and as the Gipsy in 'Rigoletto.' She was well received, but would doubtless have secured greater advantage with the support of a better company.

'Mme. Galli-Marie should take rank with those numerous artists who, although endowed only with no great voice, have for a century past rendered to this theatre services made remarkable by their talent for acting and their incontestable worth from a dramatic point of view. . . Equally capable of exciting laughter or of provoking tears, endowed with an artistic temper, she has managed, by her being the vehicle of her art, to make her way out of parts confided to her distinct types . . . in which she has represented personages whose nature and characteristics are essentially opposed one to the other.' (Pougin).

GALUPPI. Correct date of birth to Oct. 6, and that of death to Jan. 3, 1784.

GANZ. Correct date of birth of Moritz Ganz to Sept. 13, 1806, and add date of death, Jan. 22, 1858. Correct date of birth of Leopold Ganz to Nov. 28, 1810. At end of article add that William (more correctly Wilhelm) Ganz was conductor of the New Philharmonic Concerts during their last season of 1879, after which they were carried on till June 17, 1882, as 'Ganz's Orchestral Concerts.'

GARCIN, JEAN AUGUSTE (real name SALOMON), violinist and conductor, born at Bourges, July 11, 1830. He came of a family of artists, and was cousin to the famous actress Rose Chéri, their maternal grandfather, Joseph Garcin, being director of a travelling company which performed opera comique in the central and southern provinces of France for nearly twenty years with great success. At the age of thirteen Garcin entered the Paris Conservatoire, where he studied the violin under Clavel and Alard; he gained the first prize in 1853, and in 1856 became a member of the opera orchestra, and after a competitive examination was appointed (1871) first solo violin and third conductor. In 1878 he was also appointed second conductor at the concerts of the Universal Ex-

U
which have come down to us are two fragments, 'De fistulis' and 'De nolis,' printed by Gerbert from a MS. at Vienna;—'De musica mensurabili positio,' of which there are MSS. at Paris and Rome; in this work the author figures as a composer, giving, among many other examples of his own, one in double counterpoint;—a treatise, 'De cantu plano,' to which he himself refers in the last-mentioned work; this may be the 'Introductio musicæ plane etiam mensurabilis' in the St. Dié MS.—Philip de Vitry refers to other works by de Garlandia, of whom he writes as 'quondam in studio Parisino experimentissimum atque probatissimum.' The 'Optima introductio in contrapunctum pro rudibus,' contained in MSS. at Pisa and Einsiedeln, should perhaps be assigned to a Johannes de Garlandia of a rather later date; or, if the work of the same man, must have been written by him when at an advanced age. The same may be said of the extracts quoted by Hassius and Duennbach, and of the above works are printed by de Coussemaker.

A John de Garlandia is mentioned by Roger Bacon as eminent at Paris apparently shortly before 1267.

A.H.H.

GARRETT, DR. GEORGE MUSSELL, was born at Winchester in June 1834. In 1844 he entered the choir of New College, Oxford, where he studied under Dr. S. Elvey until 1848. He then returned to Winchester and studied for six years with Dr. S. S. Wesley, to whom he acted for some time as assistant. In 1854 he accepted the post of organist at the cathedral of Madras, but returned to England in 1857 on his appointment as organist at St. John's College, Cambridge, in which town he has since resided. Dr. Garrett took the degree of Mus. B. in 1857, and that of Mus. D. in 1867. In May 1875 he succeeded Mr. J. L. Hopkins as organist to the University. In Nov. 1878, by grace of the senate, he received the degree of M.A. 'propter merita,' a distinction which had never been previously conferred on a musician who did not fill a professorial chair. Dr. Garrett is also an examiner at the University, the Local Examinations, and the Irish Intermediate Education Board; an Honorary Fellow of Trinity College, London; and a member of the Philharmonic Society. His compositions include a sacred cantata, 'The Shunammite' (performed by the Cambridge University Musical Society in 1882 and at the Hereford Festival in the same year), church music, songs, part-songs, and a few pieces for the organ; but it is chiefly as a composer of services that he has won a well-deserved reputation.

W.B.S.

GASPARINI (or GUASPARINI), FRANCESCO. Correct date of birth to March 5, 1668, and add that it took place at Camaione. Line 7 of article, for 1725 read 1735; and in line 13, for 1727 read 1737. These dates are given by Cerb in his 'Cenni storici dell' insegnamento della musica in Lucca.'

GATES, BERNARD. Line 10 of article, for aged 88, read in his 88th year.

GAVINIÉS, PIERRE. The correct place and date of birth are probably Bordeaux and May 26, 1726. (Paloschi.) Add that he directed the Concert Spirituel from 1773 to 1777, and insert day of death, Sept. 9.

GAYARRÉ, JULIAN, born at Pamplona, first attracted attention at St. Petersburg, Vienna, Rome, where he appeared in Libani's 'Conte Verde,' April 5, 1873, and Milan, where he played Enzo on production of Ponchelli's 'Gioconda,' April 8, 1876. In 1877-81 he was engaged at the Royal Italian Opera, where he made his début April 7, 1877, as Gennaro, and proved himself a very serviceable tenor, though he did not fulfil the hopes entertained of him as Mario's successor. He played with success in the 'Huguenots,' 'Prophète,' 'Lohengrin,' 'Tannhäuser,' 'Der Freischütz,' 'Rigoletto,' 'Lucia,' etc. Since then he has sung abroad with great success, notably at Paris 1884-86, both in the Italian and French opera. He reappeared at Covent Garden in 1886 and again in 1887, when he appeared in Glinka's 'Vie pour le Cæs' on July 12.

A.C.

GEBAUER, F. X. Omit the reference to SPIRITUEL CONCERT.

GEMINIANI, F. Page 587 b, l. 20 from bottom, for in 1761 read on Sept. 24, 1762 ('Gent. Mag.'). P. 588 a, line 8, add to title of book, op. 9. Line 3 from end of article, after London add date, 1743.

GERN, AUGUST, was foreman to Cavalli-Col of Paris, and came over to London to direct the organ built by the latter, for the Carmelite Church at Kennington. Having set up on his own account in London in 1866, he has built an organ for the French Church near Leicester Square, besides many excellent instruments for churches and private houses.

V.de P.

GERSHEIM, FRIEDRICH. Add to list of works a symphony in G minor, and a cantata 'Salamis,' op. 13, which has recently been published by Novello & Co. with English words.

GERSTER, ETLEA, born 1856 at Kascbau, Hungary, received instruction in singing from Mme. Marchesi at Vienna, and made her début Jan. 8, 1876, at Venice asilda, with great success, and as Ophelia. She played next at Genoa and Marseilles, and in March 1877 at Kroll's Theatre, Berlin, with her sister, Mme. Bertha Gerster-Kaiser, at an Italian season there under the direction of Signor Pietro Gardini, to whom she was married in the May following. She made a great success there, and subsequently at Pesth, and at the Silesian Festival at Breslau. On June 23 of the same year she made her début at Her Majesty's as Amina, and became an immediate favourite, remaining there for four seasons until 1880 inclusive. Her parts there included the Queen of Night, Elvira ('Turidni'), Linda, Dinorah, Luci, Edith ('Tosca'), Margaret, Violetta, and Gilda. A propos of the last, the 'Saturday Review' of June 29, 1878, wrote that she has given a fresh proof of her extraordinary vocal
and dramatic genius. The exquisite beauty of her singing has never been shown to greater advantage, and her acting at every moment reveals true art and feeling, which fine touches in Mme. Gerster's dramatic performance, we may specially note her wrapping her head in a cloak before she rushes in at the fatal door in the last scene, that she may at least not see the descending knife.

In the autumn of 1878 she went to America, and obtained her usual success both in opera and concerts. Returning to England she sang with success at the Birmingham Festival of 1879. She went back to America in the following year, singing there frequently until 1883. A concert tour in the States was begun in Nov. 1887. [A.C.]

GIBBONS, CHRISTOPHER. Page 595 a, for l. 11 from bottom read In 183 he succeeded Thomas Holmes as. Line 5 from bottom, after Abbey, add He resigned his Winchester appointment June 23, 1661, and was succeeded by John Silver. After him came Randal Jewett, who held the post from 1667 to 1765.

GIBBONS, ORLANDO. Vol. i. p. 594 b, l. 6 from bottom, for smallpsx read apoplexy. A post-mortem was held on him, the report of which is preserved in the Record Office, and was printed in the 'Athenaeum,' Nov. 14, 1885. He was buried on June 6 Mr. Cummings ("Musical Society," April, 1895) says he took the M.A. B. Degree at Cambridge in 1666. P. 595 a, l. 24, add that the portrait referred to is a copy from a lost original once in the possession of a Mrs. Fussell. [W.B.S.]

GIGELIRA. See STROPHIEDEL.

GILMORE, PATRICK SARSBFIELD, a popular bandmaster in the United States, was born Dec. 25, 1829, near Dublin. While a young man he went to Canada with an English band of which he was a member, and soon after went across into the United States and settled at Salem, Massachusetts, where he was appointed leader of a military band. In 1859 Gilmore went to Boston and organized a band, named after himself, which became distinguished for its fine playing, the result of his training. During the Civil War Gilmore was a bandmaster in the Federal Army stationed at New Orleans, where, in 1864, he gave a festival with a monster orchestra made up from the army bands, and startled the audience with some novelties, one of which was the firing of guns by electricity, making the report come on the first beat of the bar, as though they were great drums. This effect was reserved for the performances of patriotic music. Gilmore's widest reputation, not confined to the United States, was earned by his success in organizing the two immense music festivals in Boston—one in 1869, known as the National Peace Jubilee, with an orchestra of 1000 and a chorus of 10,000; the other in 1872, called the World's Peace Jubilee, with 2000 players in the band and 30,000 choristers. On each occasion a powerful organ, chimes of bells, anvils and artillery were added to the orchestral resources, and an immense shed was built for the concert-room. Shortly after the second jubilee Gilmore went to New York and took charge of a large military band, with which he has travelled over the United States and even about Europe (1878) on concert tours. He has also had charge of large bands at concert gardens in New York and at summer resorts on the neighbouring coast. His compositions of military and dance music, as well as his arrangement of works of different kinds for open air performance, have enjoyed a wide popularity. [F.H.J.]

GIORDANI. Line 5 of article, for 1763 read 1753; they came to London with the singer Lini. Line 16, for Bacio read Bacio. Line 31, for Tomasso read Tommaso. Line 35, for Leoni read Lini.

GIOVANNINI, a name interesting in musical history solely on account of the part it plays in the discussion concerning the song 'Willst du dein Herz mir schenken,' which for many years was attributed to Sebastian Bach. The song appears in the large music books of Anna Magdalene Bach, written on two leaves now loose, but evidently once belonging to the volume, in which they occur after p. 111. The outer page of the first leaf bears the title 'Aria di Giovannini' ('rie') the song itself appearing on the two interior pages. As a copy of the song 'Schlummert ein, ihr matten Augen' is written on the outer page of the second leaf, it has been considered that the contents of these pages were contemporary with the rest of the book, and Zelter, into whose hands the volume came from C. F. E. Bach, hazarded the conjecture that the song was by Bach himself, that the Italian name was the equivalent of the composer's first name, and that the copy was made partly by Anna Magdalena herself. Zelter's theory became fixed in the public mind as a certainty, since a play by Ernst Leistner and a novel by A. E. Brachvogel made the composition of the song an incident in the love-story of Bach; and even at the present day the question can hardly be taken as settled. Forkel refused from the first to believe in its authenticity, judging it from internal evidence, but Dr. W. Rust has adopted Zelter's theory, and has even gone so far as to assert that some of the bass notes are in the composer's autograph. (Bach-Gesellschaft, vol. xx. i. p. 15.) More recently, however, strong evidence has been brought which may be taken as proving the song to be the composition of an actual Giovannini, whose name appears in Gerber's Lexicon as that of an Italian violinist and composer who lived chiefly in Berlin from 1740 until his death in 1782. In the same writer's 'Neues Lexicon' (1812-1814) the additional information is given that about 1745 he went to London, and produced, under the pseudonym of the Count of St. Germaine, a pasticcio entitled 'L'Incostanza delusa' in which the airs were much admired. He also published some violin solos under the same name. Dr. Spitta, in his
excellent résumé of the question (J. S. Bach, vol. iii. p. 661, etc., English edition), tells us further that songs by Giovannini are included in Graefe's Odensammlung (1741 and 1743) two of which were since published in Lindner's 'Geschichte des deutschen Liedes,' etc. (1871). These are said to show a strong resemblance to the style of Willet du den Herr mir schenken,' and there seems no longer any reasonable doubts that this Giovannini is the real composer. The external evidence quite admits the possibility of this, as the book may very probably have come into other hands after the death of Anna Magdalena Bach, and so competent a critic as Dr. Spitta sees no reason to endorse Dr. Rust's opinion that some of the notes are in Bach's handwriting; while from internal evidence it might well be thought that no musician who had even a slight acquaintance with Bach's work could ever suspect it to be by him. [M.]

GIUGLINI, ANTONIO. Add place and date of birth, Fano, 1827. (Falschi.)

GLADSTONE, DR. FRANCIS EDWARD, was born at Summertown, near Oxford, March 21, 1809. When 14 he was articled to Dr. S. S. Wesley, with whom he remained at Winchester for five years. After being organist for two years at Holy Trinity Church, Weston-super-Mare, in 1836 he obtained the post of organist at Llandaff Cathedral. In March 1837 Mr. Gladstone was appointed organist at Chichester Cathedral, but three years later he moved to Brighton, where he remained until 1876, when after a short residence in London he accepted the post of organist at Norwich Cathedral, where he resigned in 1881. Dr. Gladstone then became organist to Christ Church, Lancaster Gate, London, a post which ill health compelled him to resign in 1886. He took the degree of Mus. B. Cantab. in 1876, and shortly after was made an Honorary Member of the Royal Academy of Music. He took the degree of Mus. D. in 1879, and is also a Fellow of the College of Organists, a Member of the Board of Musical Studies at Cambridge, and a teacher of organ, etc., at the Royal College of Music. Having been lately received into the Roman Catholic Church, he has been recently appointed director of the choir at St. Mary of the Angels, Baywater. Dr. Gladstone, who is one of the first of living English organists, has composed much music for his instrument besides services, anthems, songs, a chorus (with orchestral accompaniment), 'A wet sheet and a flowing sea,' an overture (MS.), a piano trio (MS.), and two sacred cantatas—'Nicolemmus' and 'Philippi, or, the Acts of Paul and Silas in Macedonia,'—the latter of which was written for the North-Eastern Choral Association, and produced at Newcastle in July 1883. A cantata, 'Constance of Calais,' was performed by the Highbury Philharmonic Society, a mass in E minor (MS.), written for the Brompton Oratory, and a short mass in E♭, are among Dr. Gladstone's most recent works. [W.B.S.]

GLINKA, MICHAEL IVANOVITCH. Line 1 of article, for 1803 read May 20, 1804; l. 2, for Feb. 15 read Feb. 2. Add that 'La Vie pour le Czar' was produced at Covent Garden in Italian, July 12, 1887.

GLOCKENSPIEL, a name applied to any instrument by means of which a series of bells can be struck by a single performer, and the effect of a chime be produced with little trouble. In Germany the term includes both the smaller kinds of CARILLONS, and a stop on the organ which brings a set of small bells into connection with the keyboard. The *istromento d'accomp* which appears in the score of the 'Zauberflöte,' is such a set or frame of bells played by means of a keyboard, and represents in the orchestra the Glockenspiel played by Papageno on the stage. The instrument used in German military bands is composed of inverted metal cups arranged pyramidally on a support that can be held in the hand. It is somewhat similar in shape to the 'Turkish crescent' formerly used in the British army. (See vol. ii. p. 206.) It is this form of the instrument which has been introduced by Wagner into the orchestra; its effective employment in the 'Feuersauber,' in 'Die Walküre,' is a familiar instance of its occurrence. The peal of four large bells, cast for the performance of Sir Arthur Sullivan's 'Golden Legend' is arranged for convenience in a somewhat similar form. [M.]

GLOVER, STEPHEN, teacher and composer, was born in 1812 in London. From the year 1840 to nearly 1870 his facile pen produced sacred and sentimental songs, ballads, duets and pianoforte pieces, resulting in a record of some twelve to fifteen hundred separate compositions, many of them published. 'The Dream is past' dates probably from 1837; 'The Gipsy's Tent,' 'Echo's Song,' and 'The Merry Mill,' 1840; 'The Monks of old,' 1842; 'The Gipsy Countess' belongs to about the same period; 'I love the merry sunshine,' 1847; 'What are the wild waves singing?' 1850; 'The Blind Girl to her Harp,' 1854; 'The Good-bye at the door,' 1856; 'The Music of the Birds' (one of his many duets for two ladies' voices), 1853; 'Beauty and the Beast,' chamber opera, 1868. Less popular but more favourable examples of his talent are perhaps contained in a collection of (12) 'Songs from the Holy Scriptures,' published by Jefferys; and his setting of Longfellow's 'Excelsior' is not without merit.

Stephen Glover, who was never very robust, retired in early life to the country; but his death took place in London (Baywater), when he was 58, on Dec. 7, 1870.

His music received that mere drawing-room popularity which proclaimed it worthless as representative of genuine national song on the one hand, and as the effort of a pioneer of culture on the other. His success in the narrow field of his labours was enormous, and has probably not been equalled, in the published sense, by any composer of the present day, although the present day also is not without its musicians who regard the expediency of the moment as their natural
law. It is due to Stephen Glover to say, while considering his works in this connection, that little evidence of power to do better things appears therein. An agreeable feature in this older writer is the healthiness and cheerful spirit of his music. Sunshine, moonshine, and twilight—but especially sunshine—fairies, flowers, gipsies, and fishermen were the subjects Stephen Glover loved to treat; in conventional method and with superficial characterization, but correctly in the details of the simple forms and harmonies he affected.

Such colourless music obtained the favour of many English amateurs of the time. That the same class of performers forty years afterwards should neglect it entirely and demand a coarser, cleverer type of commonplace, serves to remind the musician that the modern drawing-room song, with its pent-up agony and morbid hues, will ere long be overtaken by its inevitable mortality. [L.M.M.]

GNECCO, FRANCESCO, according to Féris, was born in 1769 at Genoa, became a pupil of Mariani, musical director of the Sistine Chapel and of the Cathedral of Savona, and died in 1810 at Milan. According to Regli and Paleotti, Gnecco was born in 1768, was a pupil of Cimarosa, and died in 1811 at Turin. Gnecco composed several operas, both serious and comic, of which two only, we believe, have ever been performed out of Italy, viz. 'Carolina e Filandro,' 1798, at the Italian Opera in the Salle Favart, Paris, Oct. 11, 1817 (Castil Blaze), and 'La Prova d'un opera seria,' opera buffa in 2 acts, libretto by the composer, produced at Milan 1805, and at the Salle Louvois, Paris, Sept. 4, 1806, with Signor Canavaselli and Barilli. This last opera was a great success, and enjoyed considerable popularity. It was thrice revived in Paris, viz. in 1810, in 1831 with Malibran and Lablache; on Oct. 28, of the same year, with Pasta; and on Nov. 20 it was played with the first act of 'Tancredi' on the occasion of Malibran's last appearance in Paris. In 1834 it was reduced to one act. 'La Prova' was produced June 23, 1831, at the King's Theatre, with Pasta, Curioni, Lablache, and, thanks to the last named singer, became popular. It was revived in one act July 3, 1844, with Lablache, Viardot-Garcia, Stigelli, and Ronconi, and was last produced on June 18 and 19, 1860, at Her Majesty's, for Giampi, since which it has disappeared from the stage. A duet from it, 'Oh guardate che figura,' was highly popular in the concert-room when sung by Viardot and Tamburini, and on one occasion the former made it a vehicle for imitation of the latter's mannerisms, which the gentleman by no means took in good part. ('Musical Recollections,' Rev. J. E. Cox.) [A.C.]

GODARD, BENJAMIN LOUIS PAUL, born in Paris, Aug. 18, 1849, first studied the violin under Richard Hammer, and entered the Conservatoire in 1863, where he studied harmony under Reber; he competed twice for the Prix de Rome, but without success. He then left the institution and joined several societies for chamber music, in the capacity of viola-player, at the same time devoting himself to compositions with an ardour and a fertility which time has only served to increase. He wrote numerous songs, of which several are most charming, a number of pieces for piano, some very pretty; he also orchestrated with much delicacy Schumann's 'Kinderszenen' (produced in this form at the Concerts du Châtelet in 1876), for at the beginning of his career he seemed to be specially inspired by this master both in the concertante shows a rare talent and a rare instinct for the elegant forms of his piano pieces. He next produced more fully developed compositions: two violin concertos, the second of which, entitled Concerto Romantique, was played at the Concerts Populaires by Mlle. M. Tayan in 1876, and repeated several times both by her and M. Paul Viardot—a trio for piano and strings; a string quartet and a piano concerto played by G. Lewitsch at the Concerts Populaires in 1878. In this year Benjamin Godard, bracketed with Th. Dubois, carried off the prize at the musical competition instituted by the municipality of Paris, and his prize composition 'Tasso' was performed with much success at the Concerts du Châtelet (Dec. 18, 22, and 29, 1878). This dramatic symphony, written on a poem by Grandmougin, both the words and music of which are inspired by the 'Damnation de Faust,' still remains Godard's chief work, and that upon which his growing reputation is most firmly founded. The composer here shows a rare talent and a rare instinct for orchestration, though at times his rhythms are apt to become too bizarre and his employment of excessive sonority too frequent. He also possesses unusual feeling for the picturesque in music, and is able at will to strike the poetic note and impart a vigorous dramatic accent. With all this we have to notice an inconsistent mixture of Italian forms and of totally opposite styles, which proves that the composer has not yet before him a work resulting from serious reflection. There is also a tendency to employ far too freely the whole strength of the orchestra, and an unfortunate habit of contenting himself with the first idea that occurs to him without duly considering it in order to enrich it in orchestration; and lastly—and this is the composer's chief fault—a too rapid productivity and a too great leniency in judging his own works. Since the exaggerated success of this very interesting and promising work, M. Godard, intoxicated by praise, has only produced compositions the good qualities of which have often been obscured by too hasty workmanship. The most important are 'Scènes Poétiques' (Concerts du Châtelet, Nov. 30, 1879); a symphony (do. Dec. 26, 1880); 'Diane, poème dramatique' (Concerts Populaires, April 4, 1880); 'Symphonie-ballet' (do. Jan. 15, 1882); 'Ouverture dramatique' (do. Jan. 21, 1883); 'Symphonie Gothique' of no interest (do. Nov. 11, 1883); 'Symphonie Orientale,' five descriptive pieces on.
poems by Leconte de Lisle, Aug. de Châtillon, Victor Hugo, and Godard (for he is himself a poet at times), the most remarkable of which is the piece called 'Les Eléphants,' cleverly contrived to give the effect of ponderous weight (do. Feb. 24, 1884); and lastly a 'Symphonie Légendaire, written partly for orchestra alone, partly for solo vocalists, and partly for chorus and orchestra. The libretto is by various poets, of whom Godard is one, and forms on the whole a somewhat heterogeneous production, embracing all kinds of fantastic paraphernalia, through which the composer can revel in descriptive music to his heart's content (Concerts du Châtelet, Dec. 19, 1886). After the retirement of Pasdeloup, who was a firm admirer of Godard's works, and generally allowed him to conduct them himself, the latter formed the idea of reviving the Concerts Populaires under the name of Concerts Modernes, but the undertaking proved impracticable, lasting with great difficulty till the end of its first season (Oct 1885—April 1886). On Jan. 31, 1884, Godard, who has not succeeded in producing any work on the French stage, brought out at Antwerp a grand opera, 'Pedro de Zalamea,' written on a libretto by Silvestre and Détroyat, but without success. Some selections from it, performed at concerts in Paris, had no better fate. He has lately written three orchestral incidental pieces for 'Much Ado about Nothing,' produced at the Odéon, Dec. 8, 1887. On Feb. 25, 1888, his opera 'Jocelyn' was produced at Brussels with moderate success. He has ready for performance two grand operas, 'Les Gueules' and 'Ruy Blasa'; it is to be hoped that they will soon be produced, for Godard has undoubted talent, and would have had much more success had he known how to impose a stricter discipline upon his natural gifts, and to judge his own compositions more severely, without thinking that all the productions of his facile pen merit the attention of the musical world. [A.J.]

GODDARD, Arabella. The last sentence on p. 604 is to be corrected, as the Sonatas in B9, op. 106, had been introduced into England by M. Alexandre Billet on May 24, 1830, at St. Martin's Hall. In that and the following year, M. Billet gave thirteen concerts of chamber music in London, with very interesting programmes.

GODFREY. Add date of death of Adolphus Frederick, Aug. 28, 1882.

GOD SAVE THE KING. P. 606 a, the last note of the final musical example should be A. Line 9, for p. 98 read fo. 98; and l. 22, for p. 66 read fo. 56. P. 607 a, after l. 17 from bottom, add has set it for solo and chorus with accompaniment for PF., violin, and cello (B. & H.'s, ed. No. 259).

Add that the version made by Harries for use in Denmark appeared in the 'Flensburgisches Wochenblatt' for Jan. 27, 1790, and begins 'Heil Dir, dem liebenden.' It is expressly stated to have been written for the melody of 'God save great George the King.' The Berlin form, beginning 'Heil Dir, im Siegerkrans,' is by Balthasar Gerhard Schumann, and was published in the 'Spensersche Zeitung,' Berlin, Dec. 17, 1793. See a paper by A. Hoffman von Fallersleben in his 'Findlinge,' Leipzig, 1859.

Besides the authorities quoted in vol. i., and Mr. Cummings's papers, see an article by Major Crawford in Julian's 'Dictionary of Hymnology,' p. 437.

GOETZ, Hermann. Correct date of birth to Dec. 7, 1840 (Paloischi, and Pougini's supplement to Fétis). Add to works mentioned in article:— Cantata 'Nannie' (Schiller) for chorus and orchestra, op. 10; Cantata 'Es liegt so still' for male chorus and orchestra, op. 11; six songs, op. 12; and 'Genrebilder,' six pianoforte pieces, op. 13. His posthumous works include a setting of Psalm xxxvii. for solo, chorus and orchestra, first performed in England by the London Musical Society, June 27, 1879; Quintet in C minor for piano and strings (with double bass); a piano sonata for four hands, concertos for piano and violin; and several songs and vocal quartets.

GOLDBERG, Joseph Pasquale, born at Vienna Jan. 1, 1835; began his career as a violinist, as a pupil of Mayoder, and studied counterpoint and composition under Ritter von Seyfried at Vienna. At the age of 12 he appeared at the Grand Redoutensaal, and performed a concerto in E minor, with orchestra, of his own composition, dedicated to Spohr. After a few years he left Vienna for Italy, and played at Trieste, Venice, Bergamo, etc. From Italy he went to Paris, and was then urged by Rubini and Meyerbeer to become a singer; he received his vocal instruction from Rubini and Bordogni, and afterwards from the old Lamperti in Italy. He was engaged for three years as Primo Basso assoluto, in the principal theatres of Italy. At the age of 18 he made his debut at Padua in Donizetti's 'Regina di Gondola,' and met with a most favourable reception. At Verona and Genoa he sang with his sister, Fanny Goldberg Marini, at that time one of the most celebrated prima donnas of Italy, in 'Maria di Rohan.' But being of a serious and retiring disposition, and detesting the stage, he decided to leave it, and returned to Paris determined to sing only at concerts and to teach the art of singing. At Paris he became a favourite, and was on the most intimate terms with Rossini, Donizetti, Chopin, Halévy and Thalberg. In 1847 he came to London to fulfil a six-weeks engagement with Jullien. From 1850 to 1861 he made several provincial concert tours in England with Grieg, Albuni, Mario, etc., and then settled in London, where he has since remained as a professor of singing. Among his pupils we will name Giuglini and Brignoli, Mme. Gassier, Mme. Rabatiniski, and his own sister, Catherina Goldberg-Strossi, who earned a great success at La Scala, Milan, and at the Grand Teatro, Barcelona. In 1871 Mr. Goldberg was commissioned by Correnti, Minister of Public Instruction, to report upon the Conservatories of Italy, and to
proposed reforms in the method of instruction. His proposals were approved by Lauro Rossi, the then Principal of the Naples Conservatorio, and have since been put in force throughout Italy. In consideration of these services Goldberg was created a Knight of the Crown of Italy. A large number of his vocal compositions have been published and sung by the most celebrated singers here and on the continent. He was also the composer of 'La Maria Trionfale,' which was played by the military bands when the troops of Victor Emanuel entered Rome for the first time. Mr. Goldberg has been many years professor at the Royal Academy of Music, and also professor to H.R.H. the Princess Louise. [G.]

GOLDMARK, KARL. Correct date of birth to May 18, 1830, on the authority of Paloschi, and Pougin's supplement to Fétis. Add that his three-act opera 'Merlin' was produced in Vienna, Nov. 19, 1886. Selections from it were given at a Richter concert in the following year. A new symphony in E♭ was given at Pesth in 1887.

GOLDSCHMIDT. P. 608, l. 7, note that Joachim and von Bölow, though studying at Leipzig, were not in the Conservatorium. Add that he introduced in Germany Handel's 'Ode for S. Cecilia's day,' and in England conducted 'L'Allegro ed il Penseroso,' for which he wrote additional accompaniments. These works had not been heard in Germany or England in a complete form since Handel's time.

GOLINELLI, STEFANO, born Oct. 26, 1818, at Bologna, was taught pianoforte playing and counterpoint by Benedetto Donelli, and composition by Vaccai. He was professor at the Liceo of Bologna from 1840 to 1870, having been appointed by Rossini while director. To this composer Golinelli dedicated his 24 Preludes for pianoforte, op. 23. He became acquainted with Hiller while on a visit to Bologna in 1842, and dedicated to him his 12 Studies, op. 15. He subsequently made a tour throughout Italy, and acquired a reputation as a composer. He also played in France, Germany, and England, appearing in London in 1851 at the Musical Union, playing with Sivori and Piatti. He retired from public life altogether in 1870, and has since resided at Bologna or in the country. His compositions, to the number of 200, published by Ricordi, T. Boosey & Co. and Breitkopf & Härtel, are written exclusively for the piano. They include 5 Sonatas, 3 Toccate (op. 38, 48, and 186), 24 Preludes dedicated to Mlle. Louise Farrere (op. 69), 24 Preludes, 'Al Giovani Pianisti' (op. 177), adopted by the Liceo; Album, dedicated to Mme. Tarantola, op. 33; Barcarolas, op. 35; 'Adèle et Virginie,' 2 melodies, op. 34; 'Le Viole Mammole,' op. 39; Allegretto gioioso, Milan 1878; operatic fantasies, etc. [A.C.]

GOLLICK, ADOLPHE, born Feb. 5, 1825, at Frankfort-on-the-Main. He received instruction on the pianoforte from his father, Carl Gollmick (1796-1866), writer and composer, and on the violin from Riefstahl and Heinrich Wolf. In 1844 he came and settled in London, and gave his first concert Aug. 21 at Pape's Pianoforte Rooms. He was favourably received both as pianist and violinist. In 1847 he founded the Réunion des Beaux Arts, in 1864 the Westbourne Operatic Society, and in 1879 the Kilburn Musical Association. In addition he gave concerts in London and then a series, most at Hamburg, Frankfort, etc. His compositions include the overture 'Balthazar,' performed in private at Frankfort, 1866; 'The Oracle,' Bijou Theatre, Bayswater, 1864; 'Doña Costanza,' Criterion Theatre, 1875; 'The Heir of Linne,' operatic cantatas, Dublin and St. George's Hall, 1877; 'The Blind Beggar of Bethnal Green,' dramatic cantatas, London, Birmingham, etc., 1877; a symphony in C minor, MS.; a pianoforte quartet and trio in C minor; overtures, fencing-room pieces, 'Abschied,' 'The Dripping Well,' 'La Flauta,' transcriptions of German Volkslieder, various songs, etc. He died in London March 7, 1883. [A.C.]

GOMEZ, A. C. P. 609 a, l. 4, add date of production of 'Fosca,' Feb. 16, 1873. P. 609 b, l. 3, for in read July 19.

GOODMAN, THOMAS. Correct date of birth to Dec. 1784.

GOOVAERTS, ALPHONSE JEAN MARIE ANDRÉ, born at Antwerp, May 25, 1847, comes of an artistic family, his grandfather being a Flemish poet of some celebrity, and his father an excellent amateur musician. When still a child M. Goovaerts showed great talent for music, but after some education at the Jesuits' College at Antwerp, owing to family losses he was obliged at the age of 15 to embrace a mercantile career. During this part of his life he studied music with the greatest assiduity, and soon after 1866 (when he obtained a post in the Antwerp Town Library) his sacred motets began to be performed in the churches of his native town. From 1868 to 1874 he published seven small volumes of Flemish songs, to words by Frans Willems, set for three voices and intended for the use of primary Flemish schools. In 1869 his 'Messe Solennelle,' for orchestra, chorus, and organ, was performed on St. Cecilia's Day with great success, although it was the work of a musician entirely self-taught in harmony, composition, and orchestration. It had been preceded by a small Mass a 4 with organ accompaniment and several Flemish songs, etc. M. Goovaerts next began to occupy himself with literature, without however neglecting the composition of church music. In 1874 he began the efforts for the reform of church music by which he is best known. Having been appointed musical secretary to the Antwerp Cathedral, he established an amateur Domchor, for which he transcribed ninety motets, etc., by Palestrina, Lasso, and the great Flemish and Italian composers. These attempted reforms met with strong opposition, to which M. Goovaerts replied by articles in the 'Fédération Artistique' and other papers, and by a work on the subject published
simultaneously in French and Flemish, ‘La Musique d’Église. Considerations sur son état actuel et Histoire abrégée de toutes les écoles de l’Europe.’ After two journeys in Germany and Holland, to study the work of the Ratisbon school of the former country and the Gregorien Association of the latter, M. Goovaerts in 1881 became one of the leaders of the Gregorien Association founded by the Belgian bishops in that year, for which he has recently composed a motet, ‘Adoramus,’ for four equal voices. In 1887 he was crowned by the Belgian Académie, and in 1880 he received the gold medal for his ‘History of Music Printing in the Netherlands.’ In the same year appeared his valuable work on Abraham Verhoeffen, which was translated into Flemish in the following year. M. Goovaerts, after having been for some time Assistant Librarian at the Antwerp Town Library, is now (1897) employed at the Archives Royales at Brussels. He is a member of many learned societies, both Belgian and foreign. The following is a list of his principal musical and literary works:

MUSICAL.

Ave Maria.
2 O Salutaris.
Fifths Songs.
Pieces for Piano and Violin.
Petite Messe.
Messe Polonaise.
Dreie stemmige Lieder voor de Schooljongen.

LITERARY.
Notices biographiques et bibliographiques sur Pierre Phalise.
Musique de la Musique à Antwer au 16 siècle, suivie du Le Peintre Michel-Ange Immense.
Généalogie de la famille de Lengre.
La Musique d’Église (translated into Flemish).

Généalogie de la famille Wouters.
Lettres de Ridder Leo de Bures.

Une nouvelle œuvre de Pierre Be

Ons et Notices sur un tableau de Michel-Ange de Cara

Benoit, analysée par Pierre Pha

dans les Pays Bas.

Le Voyage des Gazettes et Nouvelles Peri,

Articles in the Biographie Na,

[W.B.S.]

GORDIGIANI, Luigi. Last line of article, for in read May I.


GOSS, Sir John. Line 3 of article add date of

birth, Dec. 27, 1806. P. 611 a. 1. 9, complete date of ‘The Church Psalter, etc.’, 1856. Add date of Goss’s death, May 10, 1890.

GOSSEC, J. J. Add to list of works an oratorio, ‘L’Arche d’alliance,’ performed at the Concert Spirituel; Choruses to the tragedy of ‘Electa’ (1783); ‘Berthe’ (with Philidor and Boton, Brussels 1775); operas, ‘Hylas and Silvie,’ ‘La Repris de Thoulon,’ and ‘Le Perlgourdin,’ not publicly performed. It should also be noticed that the introduction of horns into the orchestra is attributed to him, and that the employment of the gong or tam-tam in his funeral music in honour of Miraudeau is the first instance of its use as an orchestral instrument. [M.]

GOSTLING, Rev. John, born about the middle of the 17th century, was sworn a gentleman extraordinary of the Chapel Royal on Feb. 25, 1678, and three days later was admitted in ordinary, on the death of William Tucker. He

is called ‘a base from Canterbury, Master of Arts.’ He subsequently became a minor canon of Canterbury, vicar of Littlebourn, chaplain to the King, Sub-dean of St. Paul’s and Prebendary of Lincoln. He died July 17, 1733. He was one of the most famous singers of his time, on account of the volume and compass of his bass voice. He was one of the ‘ministers’ at the coronations of James II, and of William and Mary. Hawkins gives an anecdote explaining the origin of Purcell’s famous ‘They that go down to the sea in ships,’ a work written to suit Gostling’s voice, and at his own request, in his History, p. 707 (Novello’s ed.). [See vol. i. p. 148 c, lib. i. p. 47 a, 49 b.]

GOTTSCHALK, Louis Moreau, born at New Orleans, May 2, 1829, of an English father, Doctor of Science at Cambridge, Mass., and a French mother, daughter of Count Antoine de Brulé, colonel of a cavalry regiment and governor of St. Domingo at the time of the Insurrection. His family being in easy circumstances, young Gottschalk studied the piano as an amusement at the age of 3, having already gained much applause as a performer, he obtained permission to go to France in order to perfect himself. In Paris his first master was Charles Halé; he afterwards studied with Camille Stamaty, and for composition with Maleden, who was Saint-Saëns’ first master. While he was in Europe his family sustained heavy pecuniary losses, and he at once thought of turning his talents to account. He was not content with merely playing in drawing-rooms, but gave concerts, by which his name as a composer and pianist was quickly established. He also made a professional tour in the French provinces, Savoy, Switzerland, and Spain, in which last country he had an enormous success (1854). On his return from his travels he was recalled by his father to New Orleans. He then began his first tour through America, playing his piano compositions and conducting his orchestral works at monster festivals; a symphony entitled ‘La Nuit des Trombones,’ a triumphal cantata, a set of fragments of an unpublished opera, etc., were heard in this way. His success was so great that an American speculator, Max Strakosch, since famous for having brought out Mme. Patti, engaged him to make an enormous tour through the States. From this period Gottschalk’s career was one of incessant and successful travel. He died suddenly at Rio de Janeiro, Dec. 16, 1859, at the very time when, tired of his wandering life, he was planning a quiet retreat at Paris. For some time he had been weakened by fever and fatigue, and at one of his concerts, as if seized by a fatal presentiment, he was unable to finish his last composition, ‘La Morte.’ Probably no artist travelled more than Gottschalk; in Spanish America, where he was idolized by the public, there is scarcely a town of any importance where he did not give concerts. He wrote voluminously for the piano, and his works, popular at the time of their production, have an originality and a local colour which were
GOTTSCALK.

much enhanced by the extraordinary charm, passion, and melancholy of his playing. He began to compose at the age of sixteen, and his 'Bananeier,' at one time famous in both hemispheres, dates from this time. Few of his pieces, except a Tarantella for piano and orchestra, often played by Planté, have lived to the present day, and even most of their titles are forgotten. Gottschalk himself is only remembered as an exceptionally gifted virtuoso, whose successes were considerable, but who was not 'a great artist in the highest sense of the term, since he was never connected with the classical school, and his compositions owe their worth entirely to the charm, freshness, and variety of his playing. [A.J.]

GOUNOD, CHARLES FRANÇOIS. The following observations are to be added to the article in vol. i. p. 615, etc. :—In spite of the entire failure of 'Polyeucte,' he continued to write new works for the Opéra, where, up to the present time, 'Faust,' originally written for another theatre, has alone held its ground. 'Le Tribut de Zamora' was represented on April 1, 1881, but the opera disappeared from the bills as quickly as 'Polyeucte' had done. He then took up his first opera, 'Sapho,' enlarged it into four acts, added some music, and produced it in this form on Apr. 2, 1884. According to the general opinion the work lost by this treatment, and the only parts which were still pleasing were those in which a certain youthful charm was found in the midst of purely scholastic scoring. The result was not such as the author had wished for, and 'Sapho' was withdrawn after a limited number of representations. For several years past, Gounod has plunged into a religious mysticism, and devoted himself to the composition of great sacred works. The first of these, 'The Redemption,' sketched in 1868, but not finished till 1881, was performed at the Birmingham Festival of 1882, and in Paris, April 3, 1884; the second, 'Mors et Vita,' composed when he was rewriting 'Sapho,' was produced at the Birmingham Festival of 1885, and in Paris May 22, 1886. This new ideal of dramatico-religious music, which he calls 'treatied in the style of fresco' (musique plane et extensive et fresque) seems to have first occurred to Gounod when he turned his attention to religious subjects in order to emulate the reputation of Berlioz's 'Enfance du Christ' and Massenet's 'Marie Magdeleine,' and desired to introduce innovations on the work of his rivals. He has made simplicity an absolute rule. The long recitatives on a single note, or rising and descending by semitones, the solo parts proceeding invariably by the intervals of a third, a sixth, or an octave, while the choral and orchestral parts adhere to incessant repetitions of the same chords; these impart a monotony and a heaviness to the work which must weary the best disposed audience. The same style predominates in the 'Messe à Jeanne d'Arc,' which he declared his intention of composing on his knees in the Cathedral of Rheims on the stone on which Joan of Arc knelt at the coronation of Charles VII. This work was first performed in the Cathedral of Rheims, July 24, 1887, and in the church of St. Eustache in Paris, Nov. 22, 1887, S. Cecilia's Day. A fourth Messe Solennelle and a Te Deum have just been published. When Verdi was made grand officer of the Légion d'honneur in March 1880, Gounod received the same distinction (July 1880); and in January 1881 this title, as the most exceptional one for a composer, was conferred on Ambrose Thomas. As neither one nor the other has as yet obtained the 'grand croix,' there can be no cause for jealousy. [See vol. iv. p. 104, where correct statement in line 5 from end of article 'THOMAS.']

GOW, NEIL. Add days of birth and death, March 22, and March 1. To the end of article add that Nathaniel Gow, born at Inver, May 28, 1766, died in Edinburgh, Jan. 19, 1831, wrote the song 'Caller Herrin.' He held a position in the fashionable world of Edinburgh similar to that held by his father, and in his later years had received a pension from George IV. His brother, Neil, composed the songs 'Flora Macdonald's Lament' and 'Bonnie Prince Charlie.' [M.]

GRABU, LEWIS, or LOUIS GRACUT, or sometimes GReBUs, a French musician, who came to England about 1666, and finding favour with Charles II., whose predilection for everything French was unbounded, was assigned a prominent place in the direction of the Court music, to the great chagrin of John Banister, then 'Master of the Music.' Upon Oct. 1, 1667, he produced at Court an 'English Song upon Peace,' which Pepys, who heard it, criticised very unfavourably, although admitting, at the same time, that 'the instrumental music he had brought by practice to play very just.' His incapacity both as performer and composer were commented upon by Pelham Humfrey (Pepys, Nov. 15, 1667). His opera, 'Ariadne, or, The Marriage of Bacchus,' originally composed to French text, was produced at Drury Lane, adapted to English words, in 1674. He was selected to compose the music for Dryden's opera, 'Albion and Aulis,' produced at Dorset Garden, June 6, 1685, at great expense, but performed for six nights only. It has been asserted that its failure was occasioned by the Duke of Monmouth's rebellion, the news of which reached London on the last day it was played: the real cause however were the innate worthlessness of both drama and music. Both were published, and readers may therefore judge for themselves. Dryden, in his preface to the piece bestowed some extravagant encomiums upon Grabu, extolling him above all English composers, but a few years later changed his tone and awarded the palm to Purcell. A theatrical song from the above-mentioned opera, theAppendix to both author and composer, is contained in Hawkins's History (Novello's edition, 707). It is presumed that Grabu lost his Court appointment at the Revolution, but he seems to have remained in England, as in 1690 he composed the instrumental music for Waller's alterations of Beaumont and Fletcher's 'Maid's Tragedy.' A few songs by him are contained in some of the collections of the period. [W.H.H.]
GRÄDENER. CARL G. P., born Jan. 14, 1812, at Rostock, received his first musical employment as a violinist at Helsingfors. After three years he went to Kiel and was appointed Musicdirector to the University there, a post which he retained for ten years. In 1851 he founded an academy for vocal music at Hamburg, and remained there until in 1862 he was appointed to teach singing and theory in the Vienna Conservatorium. After three years he returned to Hamburg, where the rest of his life was spent. In 1867 he joined F. W. Grund in forming the Hamburger Tonkinstlerverein, the presidentship of which he held for some years. As a composer of chamber music, the chief interest of which centres in the ingenuity and freshness of its harmonies and the excellence of its form, he is justly esteemed. His works include two pianoforte quintets, two trios, three string quartets, an octet, two symphonies, besides a concerto, a sonata, and many pieces for the piano. He died at Hamburg, June 11, 1883. His son Hermann, born May 8, 1844, at Kiel, entered the Vienna Conservatorium in 1862; in 1864 was appointed organist at Gumppendorf, and became a member of the court orchestra in Vienna. In 1874 he was appointed teacher of harmony, etc., in the Conservatorium, and in 1882 received the title of Professor. In 1886 he became director of the academical society for orchestral music, and of the academical Gesangverein. His compositions, though not numerous, shew very strong individuality. As in the case of his father, he is at his best in chamber music; his piano quintet has been played in London with success. His 'Lustspielouvertüre' and an octet for strings may also be mentioned. [M.]

GRAHAM, GEORGE FARQUHAR. Line 3 of article, for in 1790 read Dec. 29, 1789.

GRAND OPERA. P. 617 a, l. 19 from bottom, for dramatic essay read essay in this form of opera. P. 617 b, l. 5, for 'La Favorite' read 'Don Carlos'.

GRAND PIANO. For the third paragraph of the article read as follows:—The Siberrasch pianos bought by Frederick the Great, still preserved at Potsdam (at the Town Palace, the New Palace, and Sans Souci) are three in number, and are of the grand form. They are copies of the grand pianos by Cristofori dated 1720 and 1726, which are preserved at Florence. This important fact was determined by the writer on a special visit to Berlin in 1851. P. 618 a, l. 15. The actions here referred to are different. [See PIANOFORTE.] Line 25, for rather to Siberrasch's ideal read to an early German action (not Schröter's model) improved upon by Stein. For l. 4 from end of article, read Allen's tubes and plates, patented in 1820. [A.J.H.]

GRAND PRIX DE ROME. In the list of composers, under the year 1859, for Eugène read Ernest.

The following list completes the number of composers who have gained the prize since the publication of the article in vol. i. p. 618, until the present time:—

1858. Brozin and Rousseau. 'La 1859. Vital. 'Le Gladiateur.'
1859. Fille de Jephthhé. 1859. Debussy. 'L'Enfant pro-
1859. Hus. 'Mélodie.' 1859. Massenet. 'La Fée des fleurs.'
1860. Hébrémacher (Lucien). 'Fin-
1860. Rémy. 'Dédale.'
1861. No first prize.
1861. No first prize.
1862. Marty and Picard. 'Edith.'

After the year 1803 the competition for the Grand Prix de Rome was decided by the Institut. In 1864 it was modified by a decree of Napoleon III: from 1864 to 1871 the works were judged by a special jury composed of nine members drawn by lot from a list chosen by the general superintendent of theatres. Since 1872 the final judgment has been restored to the united sections of the Académie des Beaux Arts; and the method of procedure is as follows:—The six composers forming the musical section of the Institut (now represented by M.M. Thomas, Gounod, Reyer, Massenet, Saint-Saëns, and Delibes), assisted by three composers not belonging to the above-mentioned body, give a previous verdict which the entire Académie has to ratify or veto. The competition takes place in June, and the performance of the prize cantatas in October, at the annual public séance of the Académie des Beaux Arts.

GRA, MME. J. A. DORUS. Correct date of birth from 1807 to Sept. 7, 1804. P. 619 a, l. 5 from bottom, after retirement add the words from the Grand Opera. (See DAMOREAU, vol. i. 428 b.)

GRASSINI, JOSEPHINA. Line 5 from end of article, for in January read Jan. 3.

GRAUN, K. H. Add that the 'Ted Jesh' was performed at an orchestral concert given by the Royal Academy of Music on April 1, 1887, under the direction of Mr. Barnby.

GRAZIANI. Add christian name, FRAN- CESCO, and that he was born at Fermo, April 26, 1829. His brother, LODOVICO, born at Fermo, August 1823, was a tenor singer of some celebrity. He died in May 1885.

GREATHEED, REV. SAMUEL STEPHENSON, was born in Somersetshire on Feb. 22, 1813. He received his first instruction in harmony from Mr. W. Chappell Ball, organist of St. Mary's, Taunton. In 1831 he entered at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he graduated B.A. as fourth wrangler in 1835, and was elected to a Fellowship in 1837. In May 1838 he was ordained by Bishop Allen (of Ely), and in the same year vacated his Fellowship by marriage. In 1838 and 1839 Mr. Greatheed spent about six months in Berlin, where he studied music under G. W. Schwarz. In 1840 he was appointed to the Curacy of West Drayton, Middlesex, and in 1852 to the Rectory of Corringham, Essex. Mr. Greatheed began to study counterpoint systematically in 1844. His published works are as follows:—'Te Deum,' composed upon the original melody; 'Benedictus,' 'Magnificat,' and 'Nunc Dimittis,' upon the 8th tone; ten anthems; 'Enoch's Prophecy,' a short oratorio, performed
by the Harmonic Union, June 11, 1856; music to Bishop Coxe's 'Hymn of Boyhood'; organ fugue in the Dorian mode; 'Quam dilecta,' variated. Many of the organ voluntaries are old Church melodies, a few original chansons and hymn tunes; and some pieces for domestic use. He is also the author of 'A sketch of the History of Sacred Music from the earliest Age,' which appeared in the Church Builder (1876-1879), and a 'Treatise on the Science of Music' in Stewart's Teacher's Assistant (1878-9). [W.B.S.]

GREGORIAN TONES. 655

GREGORIAN TONES. 655

GREATHEED.

GREATHEED.

GREATHEED.

Greek Plays, Incidental Music to. The great interest which has of late years been taken at the English Universities in the performances of Greek dramas in the original has given opportunity for the composition of choruses and incidental music. As these works are of some importance in the history of English music, a list of them here appended is:—


The Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles: Cambridge, Nov. 22 to Dec. 1887. Music by G. V. Stanford.

[Music.]

GREENE, MAURICE, Mus. D. Line 16, for death read retirement. Greene died Dec. 1 (cutplate) or Dec. 3 (Vicar-Choral Book), not Sept. 1. On May 13, 1888, Dr. Greene's body was removed from St. Olave's, Jewry, and interred in St. Paul's Cathedral beside that of Dr. Boyce. (See 'Mus. Times,' June 1888.)

GREGOR, JACQUES MATHEU JOSEPH, born at Antwerp Jan. 18, 1817, made his first appearance as a pianist in Dusske's B minor Concerto when only eight years old. After the revolution of 1830 he was sent to Paris to study under Herz, but his health obliged him to return to his native country a few years after. Subsequently he went with his brother to Biberich, where he studied with Rummel until 1837, when he returned to Antwerp. His success as a performer was very great, and some compositions other than the numerous works written for his own instrument were favourably received. A 'Lauda Sion,' a cantata, 'Faust,' and an opera in three acts, 'Le Gondolier de Venise' were produced shortly before 1848, in which year he established himself for a time in Brussels. After a year's work as music-teacher in an English school at Bruges, he returned to Brussels. Many successful concert-tours were undertaken by him in Germany, Switzerland, and elsewhere. He died at Brussels Oct. 29, 1876. His pianoforte works include a concerto, op. 100, several excellent books of studies, besides fantasies and other fantasias. He also collaborated in several duets for piano and violin with Vieuxtemps and Léonard, and in several for piano and violoncello with Joseph Servais.

His brother, EDOUARD GEORGES JACQUES, was born at Turnhout, Nov. 7, 1822. After the journey to Biberich mentioned above, he appeared in London in 1841, with success, and in the following year undertook a concert tour with the sisters Milano; in 1847 and 1849 several of his compositions were produced at Amsterdam and in Paris, and after a short tenue of a musical professorship at the Normal School at Lierre, he settled down at Antwerp, where he has since exercised a powerful influence in musical matters. He has produced a large number of compositions in various forms, among the most prominent of which are the following:—'Les Croisades,' historical symphony (Antwerp, 1848); 'La Vie,' opera (Antwerp, Feb. 6, 1848); 'Le Défile' symphonic oratorio (Antwerp, Jan. 31, 1849); 'De Belgien in 1848,' drama with overture, airs, choruses, etc. (Brussels, 1851); 'Le dernier nuit du Comte d'Egmont' (Brussels, 1851); 'Leicester,' drama with incidental music (Brussels, Feb. 13, 1854); 'Willem Beukels,' Flemish comic opera (Brussels, July 21, 1862), 'La Belle Bourdonnais,' comic opera, and 'Marguerite,' grand opera. Two overtures, many part-songs for male chorus, numerous works for piano, organ and harmonium, to the interests of which last instrument he is particularly devoted, are also among his compositions. His contributions to musical literature are scarcely less abundant than his musical productions. He has taken an active part in musical journalism, besides writing a number of essays on historical subjects. These latter, though containing much valuable material, are not always reliable, as the writer is too much given to accepting information from any quarter. A History of the Organ, published at Brussels in 1865, is perhaps the most useful of his literary productions. [Music.]

GREGORIAN TONES. THE. (Lat. Toni Gregoriani; Toni Psalmorum; Fr. Les Chansons Gregoriennes; The Psalm-Tones, or Psalm-Tunes.)

The Gregorian Psalm-Tones are, beyond all controversy, the oldest Melodies now known to be in existence. So great is their antiquity, that no one has ever yet succeeded, with any degree of certainty, in tracing them to their original source. Though the arguments advanced by the Prince Abbot Gerbert von Hornau, Padre Martini, P. Kircher, P. Lambillette, Mersenne, Roussel, the Abbé Le Boeuf, Baini, and the later writers M. de Coussemaeker, Kieswetter, Gevaerts and Ambros, have thrown much valuable light upon the subject, not one of these speculators can be said to have arrived at a satisfactory conclusion. Three only of the numerous theories proposed seem to rest upon any reasonable basis—those, namely, which pretend to trace the so-called Gregorian Melodies to a Greek, an early Christian, or a Hebrew origin. On one point only are all authorities agreed. No doubt exists as to the historical fact, that the Psalm-Tones were sung by the primitive Christians, and, through them, handed down by oral tradition alone, until, through the efforts of S. Ambrose in the 4th century, and S. Gregory in the 6th, they were collected, classified, and reduced to rule and order, in a form which, protected by ecclesiastical authority, has remained
in uninterrupted use in the Church to the present day.

This fact admitted, the question arises, whence did the primitive Christians derive the venerable Melodies they have handed down to us?

The objections to the suggestion that they invented them are very strong indeed. The Church was too much shaken by persecution, during the first three centuries of its existence, to afford its members an opportunity for the introduction of new Art-forms into Services which were of necessity conducted with the utmost possible secrecy and caution. There is abundant evidence to prove that the Psalms were sung in the Catacombs; but, none whatever to show that those who sang them composed the Music to which they were adapted.

Still more extravagantly improbable is the popular and widely-spread theory that the early Christians derived their Music from the Greeks. If the Psalm-Tones really came from Greece, they must have been used in the worship of Dionysos, or some other deity equally obnoxious both to the Christians and the Jews. Is it possible to believe that men who were content to suffer Martyrdom, rather than utter a single word which could be construed into toleration for heathen superstitions, would have consented to sing the Psalms to heathen Melodies? Moreover, though the Ecclesiastical Modes have been universally named, since the time of Boethius, after those of the Greek system, they are so far from corresponding with them, that it would be impossible to accommodate them to the tonality demanded by the Pythagorean Section of the Canon. If, therefore, they are really of Greek origin, their constitution must have been changed beyond all possibility of recognition—a supposition quite untenable.

There remains the theory, that the Psalm-Tones were brought to Rome by the primitive Christian converts, after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus. And here, it must be confessed, the probabilities lie entirely on the side of the theorists. What more natural than that the persecuted refugees should have sung the Psalms, in the Catacombs, to the Melodies to which they had sung them in the Temple—the Melodies to which, beyond all doubt, the inspired words had originally been set? The theory is so enticing, that hard-headed critics have been tempted to condemn it as empty sentimentality; yet, it cannot be denied that it rests upon a foundation of plain common sense.

The structure of the Psalm-Tones strongly favours this theory. They represent the only known form of simple Melody to which it is possible to sing the words of the Psalms, without obscuring their sense; adapting themselves so closely to the parallelism of Semitic Poetry, that, whether the Psalms be sung in the original Hebrew, or in the form of Latin, English, or any other translations, the song and the sense never fail to go together—a fact which was so strongly felt, when the Choral Service was restored, in our English Cathedrals, during the reign of King Charles II., that the Composers of the School of the Restoration could find no other model than this to serve as the basis of their Anglican Single and Double Chants, though the whole range of musical form was at their command.

In considering the construction of the Gregorian Tones, we must bear in mind, that, in the Roman Office Books, the Psalm is both preceded, and followed, by a special Antiphon. It is indispensable that this Antiphon should terminate upon the Final of the Mode; but it is not at all necessary that the Psalm-Tone should do so, since its true termination is supplied by the Antiphon, without which it would be incomplete: and, in point of fact, very few of the Psalm-Tones actually do terminate upon the Final.

The Psalm-Tones, as bequeathed to us from the times of S. Ambrose, and S. Gregory, are eight in number—one in each of the first eight Modes, with the numerical order of which they correspond. In addition to these, two irregular forms are in use: one, in Mode IX., called the Tonus Peregrinus, used only for the Psalm, 'In exitu Israel'; and one, in 'Mode VI. irregular,' called the Tonus regius, and sung to the 'Domine saluvm fac,' in connection with the Prayer for the reigning Sovereign, at the end of High Mass. Each of these Tones consists of five distinct members:

(1) The Intonation, consisting of two or three notes, so disposed as to form a connecting link between the Psalm-Tone proper, and the Antiphon, or portion of the Antiphon, which precedes it. The Intonation is only sung in connection with the first verse of the Psalm.

(2) The Reciting-Note, coincident with the Dominant of the Mode, on which the first part of the first half of the verse is intoned, with more or less rapidity, according to the sense of the words.

(3) The Mediation; a short melodic phrase, adapted to the concluding syllables of the first half of the verse.

(4) The Second Reciting-Note, coincident, like the first, with the Dominant of the Mode, and used, in like manner, for the recitation of the first part of the second half of the verse.

(5) The Ending, or Close, a short melodic phrase, like the Mediation, and in like manner adapted to the concluding syllables of the second half of the verse.

On Ferial Days, the Intonation is usually omitted, and the Mediation is sung in a less elaborate form than that used for High Festivals. Some of the tones have as many as three or four different Endings, which are common both to Festal and Ferial Services. For the Intravit, at High Mass, a special form is used, in which both the Mediation and the Ending are still further elaborated. The following example shows the

1 On Ferial Days only the first clause of the Antiphon is sung before the Psalm; though, after it, the Antiphon is always sung in its complete form.
GREGORIAN TONES.

Third Tone, divided into its five proper sections:

\[\text{(a)} \quad \text{(b)} \quad \text{(c)} \quad \text{(d)} \quad \text{(e)}\]

\[\text{(f)} \quad \text{(g)} \quad \text{etc.}\]

\[(a)\] The last notes of the Antiphon, as sung before the Psalm. \[(b)\] The Intonation, leading to \[(c)\] The First Reciting-Note. \[(d)\] The Mediation. \[(e)\] The Second Reciting-Note. \[(f)\] The Ending. \[(g)\] The first notes of the Antiphon, as resumed, after the Psalm.

The following Table shows the Tones, with their various endings, in the form now formally authorised by the Congregation of Rites. The Festal and Ferial Mediations are common to all the Endings of their respective Tones.

**Tone I. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation.

Ending I. Ending II.

Ending III. Ending IV. Ending V.

**Tone II. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation.

Ending.

**Tone III. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation.

Ending I. Ending II.

Ending III. Ending IV.

**Tone IV. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation.

Ending I. Ending II.

Ending III.

**Tone V. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation.

Ending.

**Tone VI. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation.

Ending.

**Tone VII. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation. Ending I.

Ending II. Ending III.

Ending IV. Ending V.

**Tone VIII. Festal Mediation.**

Ferial Mediation.

Ending I. Ending II.

**Tone IX. Irregular. Tonus Perigrinus. (Transposed).**

**Tone VI. Irregular. Tonus Regius.**

The above forms, believed to approach more nearly to the primitive purity of the Psalms-Tones than any other version now known to be in existence, differ considerably, both from those given in the Mechlin Office-Books, which are, for the most part, more elaborate, and from those found in the Sarum Psalter, and adapted to the English ‘Psalter Noted,’ by the Rev. T. Helmore, some few of which are a little less complex. For many centuries, most of the great Dioceses on the Continent vaunted a special ‘Use’ of their own; and in France, especially, the practice of Machiotage led to the indefinite multiplication of forms peculiarly ornate and impure, yet none the less, in certain cases, extremely beautiful. Some of these, vulgarly known in England as ‘Parisian Gregorians,’ though more frequently taken from the ‘Use’ of Rouen, are extremely popular in London Churches; they are all, however, more or less corrupt, and differ materially in style from the true Gregorian Tones.¹

¹ See MACHIO̊TICA M.² For a large collection of these, including as many as sixteen different endings to the First Tone, see ‘The Ferial Psalter,’ by the Rev. T. Harewood, and W. S. Buckstro. (London, Musters and Co.)
The more elaborate forms, used for the Introits, at High Mass, will be found in the Graduals printed within the last fifteen years, at Ratisbon, and Moehlin. [W.S.R.]

GRELL, EDGARD AUGUST, born Nov. 6, 1800, the son of the organist of the Parochialkirche in Berlin, received his musical education from his father, J. C. Kaufmann, Ritschl, and finally from Zelter, on whose recommendation he received the appointment of organist of the Nicolaitkirche at the age of 16. In 1817 he entered the Singakademie, with which institution he was connected in one way or another for nearly sixty years. In 1832 he became its vice-director, under Rungenhagen, after whose death he was in 1853 appointed director, a post which he held until 1876. In 1841 he was made a member of the musical section of the Royal Academy of Arts, with which institution he was connected until 1881. In 1858 he received the title of professor, and in 1864 the order pour le mérite. He died Aug. 10, 1886. Although his scholastic functions absorbed so large a proportion of his time, he yet found opportunity for the composition of many works of large extent and of the most elaborate structure. He was one of the most learned contrapuntists of his day in Germany, and his works show him to have been not only an ingenious theorist, but a richly gifted artist. His opus magnum is a Mass in 16 parts a capella, besides which he produced psalms in 8 and 11 parts, a Te Deum, motets, cantatas, an oratorio entitled 'Die Israeliten in der Wüste,' and many songs and duets.

GRESHAM MUSICAL PROFESSORSHIP. Line 16 from end of article, add date of Theodore Ayllard's appointment, 1771.

GRÉTRY, A. E. M. P. 618 a, l. 16, for La Vendemmiante read La Vendemmiante. L. 43 of same column, for duet read quartet. Add that a complete edition of Grétry's works has recently been undertaken by the firm of Breitkopf & Härtel. Seven volumes have already appeared (1887).

GRIEG, EDVARD. The following additions are to be made to the catalogue of his works:—

| \ | 1. 4 Songs. |
| \ | 21. 'Sigurd Jorsalfar.' PF. 4 hands. |
| \ | 22. 'Peer Gynt.' Incidental music. PF. 6 hands. |
| \ | 23. Ballade. PF. solo. |
| \ | 24. 5 Songs. |
| \ | 25. 4 Songs. |
| \ | 26. Quartet for Strings in C minor. |
| \ | 27. Alhambablitte. PF. solo. |
| \ | 28. Improvisation on 3 Norwegian Songs. PF. solo. |
| \ | 30. Album for male chorus. |
| \ | 31. 'Landennnung.' Male chorus. |
| \ | 32. 'Der bergenschristen.' Baritone and Orchestra. |
| \ | 33. 'Lyrische Stückchen.' Book 1. PF. solo. |
| \ | 34. 12 Songs. |
| \ | 35. 42 Melodies for stringed orchestra. |

All the songs, with the exception of op. 2 and 10, are included in the five volumes of Peters' 'Grieg's Album.'

His op. 34, at the Philharmonic Concert of May 3; and Mme. Grieg gave a recital on the 16th of the month.

GRIMM, J. G. Line 3 of article, for Saxony read Livonia.

GRISI, GIULIA. Line 7 of article, add date of death of her sister Giuditta, May 1, 1840. P. 638, last line but one, for Nov. 25, read Nov. 29. (Corrected on authority of Mendel and Palasci. Pougis and Riemann agree with the text.)

GROUND BASS. P. 634 b, add to title, It. Basso ostinato. Also among the citations add See an example of a ground bass of four minimsonly, accompanying a canon 7 in 1, by Bach, in Spitta's Life, iii. 404.

GRUND, FRIEDRICH WILHELM, born at Hamburg Oct. 7, 1791, at first studied the violoncello and pianoforte with the intention of becoming a public performer on both instruments, but after a few successful appearances in his 17th year, his right hand became crippled, and he was obliged to abandon his public career. He now took a keen interest in the musical affairs of his native town, where in 1819 he was instrumental in founding the Singakademie; he remained director until 1862, when he also retired from the direction of the Philharmonische Concerte with which he had been connected since 1828. In 1867 he took an active part with Grädener in the formation of the Hamburger Tonkünstlerverein. He died Nov. 24, 1874. His numerous works include two operas, 'Mathilde' and 'Die Burg Felsenstein,' a cantata 'Die Aufserstehung und Himmelfahrt Christi,' an eight-part mass, symphonies, overtures, and much chamber music.

GRUPPO, GRUPPETTO, the Italian names for our Turn, which see. Sebastien de Brossard (Dictionnaire de Musique) says that the turn is called Groppo (or Gruppe) ascendente and Groppo descendente, according as the last note of the group rises or falls. The two examples given under TRILL represent the two kinds. [See also vol. iii. p. 598 b, note 4.]

GUDEHUS, HEINRICH, born at Celle, near Hanover, the son of a schoolmaster there. He was taught singing, first at Brunswick by Malwina Schnorr von Carolsfeld, widow of the tenor singer, and in 1870 at Berlin by Gustav Engel. On Jan. 7, 1871, he first appeared on the stage at Berlin as Nadori in a revival of 'Jessonda,' and subsequently as Tamino, and was well received, but feeling the necessity of further study, retired for a time and studied under Fräulein Louise Resse of Berlin from 1872 to 1875. In 1875 he reappeared at Riga, and sang there during the season 1875-76, and afterwards was engaged at Lübeck, Freiburg, Bremen, and in 1880 at Dresden, where he is at present. During these five years Herr Gudehus has played in many operas of Mozart, Weber, Meyerbeer, Wagner, Auber ("Masaniello" and "Fris Divario"), Méhul ("Joseph"), Bellini ("Norma"), Boieldieu ("Dame Blanche"), Verdi, etc. On leave of absence from Dresden he has sung with success at Vienna,
GUIDO D'AREZZO.

Guido's works consist of:—

1. The Micrologus; already described in vol. ii. pp. 298, 299.
2. The Antiphonarium; quoted by P. Martini under the title of Formulanum. In some early MSS. this is preceded, by way of Prologue, by:
   a. Epitola Guidonis ad Michaelen Monachum Pomposanum; a letter written by Guido, during his second visit to Rome, to his friend, Brother Michael, at Pomposa.
   b. De articulis iuris Cantus.
   c. De Dividione Monochordi secundum Bottinum.

To which may be added the less clearly authenticated works—

7. Guid est Musica.
10. De Tonis.
11. Guid est Musica. (Different from Nos. 7 and 9).

Early MS. copies of the ‘Micrologus,’ the ‘Antiphonarium,’ and the ‘Epistola ad Michaelen’ are preserved at the Vatican, the Paris Library, the British Museum, and in some other large national Collections. These three works were first printed by Gerbert von Hornau, in 1784; and the ‘Micrologus’ was reprinted, at Treves, by Hermendorff, in 1876. The MSS. of Nos. 4, and 5, are in the Medicean Library, at Florence. Nos. 6, 7, and 8, are in the Paris Library. No. 7 is also in the Library of Balliol College, Oxford, where it is bound up with a copy of the ‘Micrologus.’ No. 8, which corresponds with the preceding, in every respect except that of its more prolix title, is also in the Vatican Library. The Oxford copy of this tract was once falsely attributed to S. Odo of Cluny. Nos. 9 and 10 are in the British Museum, bound up with an incomplete copy (Cap. i-xv) of the ‘Micrologus,’ No. 11, in the Vatican Library, is really a transcript of the ‘Enchiridion’ of S. Odo.

The principal inventions, and discoveries, with which Guido has been credited, are: the Gamut; the Hexachords, with their several Mutations; Solmisation; the Stave, including the use of Lines, and Spaces; the Clefs; Diaphonia or Discant, Organum, and Counterpoint; the Harmonic Hand; the Monochord; and even the Spinet (Polyphpectrum). Kircher gravely mentions not only this last-named invention, but, also, Polyphonia, and the modern Siafe of five
and C Clefs, prefixed to them; and, upon these, the whole principle of the four-lined Stave depends, even though it cannot be proved to have been in use, in its complete form, until long after Guido’s time.4

It is impossible that Guido can have invented either Discant, Organum, or Counterpoint, since he himself proposed what he believed to be an improvement upon the form of Diaphonia in common use at the time he wrote,5 and it was not until a much later period that the Faux Bourdon was supplanted by contrapuntal forms.

The Harmonic or Guidonian Hand, is a diagram, intended to facilitate the teaching of the Hexachords, by indicating the order of the sounds, upon the finger-joints of the left hand.6

Guido himself makes no mention of this diagram in any of his writings; but tradition has ascribed it to him from time immemorial under the name of the Guidonian Hand; and Sigebertus Gemblacensis (ob. 1115), writing little more than half a century after his death, tells us that ‘Guido affixed six letters, or syllables, to six sounds,’ and ‘demonstrated these sounds by the finger-joints of the left hand,’7 thus confirming the tradition which credits him with the triple invention of the Harmonic Hand, Solmization, and the Hexachords. Moreover, Guido himself writes to Brother Michael of ‘things, which, though difficult to write about, are very easily explained by word of mouth;’ and, possibly, these may have been among them.

The Monochord was well known in the time of Pythagoras: but Guido insisted upon its constant use; and, as Dr. Burney points out, the instrument he employed must have been a fretted one—like those sometimes used, under the name of ‘Intonators,’ for our modern singing-classes; since the moveable bridge could not

1 *Musica,* p. 104. 2 *Regole di Musica.* (Rome, 1857.) 3 See vol. iv, pp. 612, 613. 4 Dr. Hallib’s use of the left hand for an analogous purpose is familiar to everyone. 5 Chron. Sigeberti, ad ann. 1079.
have been shifted quickly enough to answer the required purpose. It was, probably, this circumstance that led to the absurd belief that Guido invented the Spinet.

To sum up our argument. It appears certain that Guido invented the principle upon which the construction of the Stave is based, and the F and C Clefs: but, that he did not invent the complete four-lined Stave itself.

There is strong reason to believe that he invented the Hexachord, Solmisation, and the Harmonic Hand; or, at least, first set forth the principles upon which these inventions were based.

Finally, it is certain that he was not the first to extend the Scale downwards to F; that he neither invented Diaphonia, Discant, Organum, nor Counterpoint; and, that to credit him with the Invention of the Monochord, and the Polyphlebrot, is absurd.

[W.S.E.]

GUGLIELMI, PIETRO. Line 3 of article, after in add May. P. 638 b, l. 3, for in read Nov. 19.

GUIGNON, JEAN PIERRE. Line 10 of article, after and insert in 1741. Add date of death 1775, and refer to Roi des Violons.

GUIRAUD, ERNEST, has taken a more prominent place in France since the notice of him in vol. i. was written. In July 1878 he was decorated with the Legion of Honour, and in 1880 he was appointed professor of advanced composition at the Conservatoire, replacing Victor Massé, elected honorary professor. In 1879 his 'Piccolo' was given by Carl Rosa at Her Majesty's Theatre in London. A new opera in three acts, entitled 'Galante Ambition,' failed at the Opéra Comique (March 23, 1884), but he has always retained an honourable position in concerts, where he has produced selections from an unpublished opera, 'Le Feu' (Concerts du Châtelet, March 9, 1879, and Nov. 7, 1880), an overture, 'Arteveld' (do. Jan. 15, 1882), a caprice for violin and orchestra, played by Sarasate (do. April 6, 1884), an orchestral suite in four movements (do. Dec. 27, 1885), and lastly 'Chasse Fantasque,' suggested by a passage in Victor Hugo's 'Beau Rivuip' (Concerts Lamoureux, Feb. 6, 1887). All these works are worth hearing, and are cleverly written for a composer who, though thoroughly familiar with his materials, yet lacks inventive genius, and who as a professor shows an eclecticism and a judicious moderation worthy of all commendation. In art genius is not given to every one, and those who have only talent are to be praised for not prosecuting virulent attacks upon innovators more richly gifted than themselves. [A.J.]

GUNG'L, JOSEPH. Line 4 from end of article, for in read March 5.

GURA, EUGEN, born Nov. 8, 1842, at Pressen, near Saatz, Bohemia, was the son of a small schoolmaster. He received a good technical education at the Polytechnicum, Vienna, and afterwards studied at the Vienna Academy, and at a School of Painting under Professor Anschütz (a pupil of Cornelius) at Munich. He was finally advised to adopt a musical career, and for that purpose studied singing at the Munich Conservatorium under Professor Joseph Herger, and finally, in April, 1865, made his début there at the Opera as Count Liebenau in the 'Waffen-schmied' (Lortzing), with such success that he obtained a two years' engagement. In 1867-70 he was engaged at Breslau, and in 1870-76 at Leipzig, where he made his reputation, both in opera and concerts, as one of the best German baritone singers of the day. As such in 1876 he played both Donner and Gunther in the 'Nibelungen' at Bayreuth. From 1876 to 1883 he was engaged at Hamburg. In 1882, as a member of that company, he sang in German at Drury Lane in all the operas then performed, viz. The Minister ('Fidelio'); Lytart on revival of 'Euryanthe,' June 13; 'The Flying Dutchman,' in which he made his début May 29; Wolfram; Telramund; as Hans Sachs and King Marke on the respective productions of 'Meistersinger' and 'Tristan und Isolde,' May 30 and June 2 respectively. He made a great impression at the time, and his Hans Sachs will not readily be forgotten by those who saw it. From the autumn of 1883 till the present time he has been engaged at Munich. [A.C.]


GYE, FREDERICK, born 1809, the son of a tea-merchant in the city of London. He entered upon his career as an operatic manager and impresario on the secession of Costa from Covent Garden in 1869, and remained in possession of the same theatre until 1877, when the management was handed over to his son Ernest Gye, the husband of Mme. Albani. He died Dec. 4, 1878, while staying at Dytchley, the seat of Viscount Dillon, from the effects of a gun accident, and was buried at Norwood on the 9th of the month.
HABENECK, F. A. Correct date of birth to June 1.

HAESSLER, JOHANN WILHELM, born Mar. 29, 1747, at Erfurt, received his first musical instruction from his uncle, the organist Kettel, who had been a pupil of Sebastian Bach's. At the age of 14 he was appointed organist of the Barfüsserkirche. His father, who was a coppersmith, insisted on apprenticing him to his own trade, and on his commercial travels he became acquainted with the great musicians of his time, besides giving lessons and concerts. In 1780 he started winter concerts in Erfurt, and at the same time gave up his business. From 1790 to 1794 he spent his time in concert tours, being especially successful in London and St. Petersburg. In the former he played a concerto of Mozart's, on May 30, 1792. In 1794 he took up his residence in Moscow, where he died, March 25, 1822. Many compositions for pianoforte and organ, as well as songs, are mentioned by Gerber in his Lexicon. (Mendel's Lexicon.)


HAINE, GEORGES. For corrections of this article see ALTÉS and GARCIN in Appendix.

HAIL, ADAM DE LA (Le beau ou bornes d'Arnas), one of the most prominent figures in the long line of Trouvères who contributed to the formation of the French language in the 12th and 13th centuries, was born at Arnas about 1240. Tradition asserts that he owed his surname, Le Beau, to a personal deformity; but he himself writes, 'On m'appelle boche, mais je ne le suis mie.' His father, Maître Henri, a well-to-do burglar, sent him to the Abbey of Vauxelles, near Cambrai, to be educated for Holy Orders; but, falling desperately in love with a 'jeune demoiselle' named Marie, he evaded the tonsure and made her his wife. At first the lady seemed to him to unite 'all the agréments of her sex'; but he soon regarded her with so great a serenity that he effected a separation and retired, in 1263, to Douai, where he appears to have resumed the ecclesiastical habit. After this, we hear little more of him, until the year 1282, when, by command of Philippe le Hardi, Robert II. Comte d'Artois, a companion the Duc d'Alençon to Naples, to aid the Duc d'Angou in taking revenge for the Vêpres Siciliennes. Adam de la Hale, having entered Count Robert's service, accompanied him on this expedition, and wrote some of his most important works for the entertainment of the French Court in the Two Sicilies. The story of his death, at Naples, in 1285, is told by his contemporary, Jean Bouël d'Arnas, in Le Gies du Pelerin: 'the statement in the Dict. Hist. of Prudhomme, that he returned to France and became a monk at Vauxelles, is therefore incorrect.

Adam de la Hale's most interesting work was a Dramatic Pastoral, entitled, 'Le jeu de Robin et de Marion,' written for the French Court at Naples, and first performed in 1285. Eleven personages appear in the piece, which is written in dialogue, divided into scenes, and interspersed —after the manner of an Opéra Comique—with airs, couplets, and duos dialogués, or pieces in which two voices sing alternately, but never together. The work was first printed by the Société des Bibliophiles de Paris, in 1822 (30 copies only), from a MS. in the Paris Library; and one of the airs is given in Kiesewetter's 'Schicksal und Beschaffenheit des weltlichen Gesanges' (Leipzig, 1841).

Adam de la Hale was a distinguished master of the Chanson, of which he usually wrote both the words and the music. A MS. of the 14th century, in the Paris Library, contains 16 of his Chansons a 3, in Bondeau form; and 6 Loin Motets, written on a Credo in fermo, with Florid Counterpoint in the other parts. Félix, not knowing that the Reading Rota was composed twelve or fourteen years at least before Adam de la Hale was born, erroneously describes these Chansons as the oldest known secular compositions in more than two parts. Kiesewetter has printed one of them, and also one of the Motets a 3, in the work mentioned. [W.S.R.]

HALEY, J. F. F. E. Add that 'Nœ' was finished by Bizet.

HALLE, CHARLES. Line 14 of article, add that he had visited England before 1849, the date at which he took up his residence here. Add that in July 1888 he received the honour of knighthood, and that on July 26 of the same year he married Mme. Neruda.

HALLING. The most characteristic dance of Norway, deriving its origin and name from the Hallingdal, between Christians and Bergen. It is thus described in Frederika Bremer's 'Strif og Frid' ('Strife and Peace') as translated by Mary Howitt: 'Perhaps there is no dance which expresses more than the Halling the temper of the people who originated it. It begins, as it were, upon the ground, amid jogging little hops, accompanied by movements of the arms, in which, as it were, a great strength plays negligently. It is somewhat bear-like, indolent, clumsy, half-dreaming. But it wakes, it becomes earnest. Then the dancers rise up and dance, and display themselves in expressions of power, in which strength and dexterity seem to divert themselves by playing with indolence and clumsiness, or to over-
come them. The same person who just before seemed fettered to the earth, springs afoot, throws himself around in the air as though he had wings. Then, after many break-neck movements and evolutions, before which the unaccustomed spectator grows dizzy, the dance suddenly assumes again its first quiet, careless, somewhat heavy character, closes as it begun, sunk upon the earth.

The Halling is generally danced by single dancers, or at most by two or three dancing in competition. It is accompanied on the Har- danger fiddle (’Hardangerfeilen’), a violin strung with four stopped and four sympathetic strings. The music is generally written in 2-4 time, in a major key, and is played allegretto or allegro moderato, but a few examples are found in triple time. Many of the most popular Halling tunes were composed by Maliser-Knud, a celebrated performer on the Hardangerfelen who flourished about 1840. The following is a traditional and characteristic example:

```
[Image: A musical notation]
```

[W.B.S.]

HAMMERSCHMIDT, ANDREAS, was born at Brix in Bohemia, in 1611. His life was very uneventful. Details as to the circumstances of his early life and training are wanting. In 1635 he became organist at Freiberg in Saxony, and in 1639 exchanged that post for a similar one at Zittau in Oberlausitz, where he remained till his death on Oct. 29, 1675. His epitaph describes him as ‘that noble swan who has ceased to sing here below, but now increases the choir of angels round God’s throne;’ the many anthems, Zittau’s Orpheus.’ Though his outward life was uneventful, his works made him renowned as a musician over the whole of Northern Germany, and he was on terms of intimacy with many of the most important men of his day. Of musicians he owed most to Heinrich Schütz, but he very early struck out a line of his own, which makes him of considerable importance historically in connection with the development of German Protestant Church Music up to Sebastian Bach. A general list of his works in chronological order, with brief notes on the more important, will serve to illustrate his position in musical history.

1. ‘Musikalisches Andachten’ (Musical devotions). Part I, having the sub-title ‘Geistliche Concerte’ (which indicates their character as written in the Italian concerted style with Basso Continuo). Contains 21 settings of German sacred words, 1 a 1, 15 a 2, 4 a 3, 1 a 4.

2. ‘Musikalisches Andachten’ Part II, with the sub-title, ‘Geistliche Madrigalien’ (this sub-
title being meant to imply that the pieces are written in the motet-style, but with the added intensity of expression usually associated with the idea of the secular madrigal). Contains 12 a 4, 8 a 5, 4 a 6.

3. ‘Musikalisches Andachten,’ Part III, with the sub-title ‘Geistliche Symphonien (implying the combination of voices and instruments). Contains 31 pieces.

These three parts of ‘Musikalisches Andachten’ were published at Dresden in the years 1588, 1541, respectively. In these works he takes Schütz for his model; and Winterfeld says of them that if he is inferior to Schütz in his invention, he surpasses him in a certain elegance and grace, and in the smoothness of his part-writing.

4. ‘Dialogi oder Gespräche zwischen Gott und einer glänzenden Seele, aus den Biblischen Texten zusammengezogen und composirt in 2, 3, und 4 Stimmen, nebst dem Basso Continuo.’ (Dialogues or Conversations between God and the believing Soul, etc.) 2 parts, Dresden, 1645.

This work opened a new vein in sacred composition. First, the Bible texts are given occasion to not only successive but simultaneous contrast of musical expression, e.g. texts of prayer for one voice with texts of promise for the other, etc. Secondly, verses of chorales are interwoven with settings of Bible texts. We are familiar with the later use of these devices in the Kirchen-Cantaten of Sebastian Bach. The first part of these ‘Dialogues’ contains 22 pieces, 10 a 2, 10 a 3, 2 a 4. The second part consists chiefly of settings of Spitta’s verified translations from the ‘Song of Songs.’ 13 parts. 10 a 2, 4 a 3. In the accompaniment of two violins and bass, and three so-called Arias, not Arias in our modern sense, but in the sense in which Bach used the word, as in his motet ‘Komm Jesu, Komm.’

5. ‘Musikalisches Andachten,’ Part IV, with the sub-title ‘Geistliche Motetten und Concerten’ (Freiberg, 1646), so called because instruments may be used for the most part ad libitum. Contains 40 pieces, 4 a 5, 8 a 6, 5 a 17, 15 a 8, 3 a 9, 3 a 10, 3 a 12.

6. 2 parts of ‘Paeanen, Gailarden, Balletten, etc., for instruments.’ (Freiberg, 1648, 50.)

7. Latin Motets for two and three voices with instrumental accompaniment. (Dresden, 1649.)

8. ‘Musikalisches Andachten,’ Part V, with the sub-title ‘Chor Musik.’ (Leipzig, 1652.) Contains 31 pieces a 5 and 6, 6 in Madrigal-manner.

9. ‘Musikalische Gespräche über die (Sonatag und Fest)-Evangelien’ (Dresden, 1655, 56.) This work takes up again the form of the ‘Dialogi’ of 1645, and makes much use of the interweaving of chorales with Biblical texts. It is in two parts, containing altogether 59 pieces (mostly with instrumental accompaniment).

10. ‘Fest-Buss- und Dank-lieder’ (Festal, Penitential and Thanksgiving Hymns), for four voices and five instruments ad libitum. (Zittau, 1668.)

11. ‘Kirchen- und Tafel-Musik’ (Church and Chamber Music), 3 parts: 1, 2, 3, Vocal- and 4, X a 2.
5, 6 Musical-stimmen enthalten." Contains 22 pieces. (Zittau, 1662.)
12. 'XVII Missae sacrae 5 ad 12 usque vocibus et instrumentis." (Dresden, 1663.)
13. 'Feet- und Zeit-Andachten' (Festal and Ferial Devotions). Dresden, 1671. Contains 33 settings a 6, in motet style, but with comparative simplicity of contrapuntal treatment. One piece from this work, 'Schoff in mir, Gott, ein reines Herz' (Make me a clean heart, 0 God), has been reprinted in Schlesinger's 'Musica Sacra,' No. 41. It may be added that some of Hammerschmidt's melodies passed into later Chorale books; among others, his melody to 'Meinen Jesus las ich nicht.' For interesting remarks on Hammerschmidt's style and his influence on the development in Germany, see Spitta's 'Bach' (English edition), vol. i. pp. 49, 55, 58, 60, 69, 124, 302.

[J.R.M.]

HANBOYS, JOHN. The treatise by this author, mentioned in vol. i., appears to be a commentary on the works of Franco, or rather the two Frances, and is chiefly interesting as giving an account of the musical notation of the time. Hanboys divides the notes into Larga, Duplex Longa, Longa, Brevis, Semibrevis, Minor, Semiminor, Minima; each of which is in its turn subdivided into perfect and imperfect notes, the former being equal in value to three of the next denomination below it, the latter to two. Considering the Larga as equivalent to the modern breve, the minima would be equal in value to our semi-semi-semiquaver. Hanboys abolishes the name crotchet used by Franco. This MS. cannot have been written much later than the middle of the 15th century, though Holinshed enumerates John Hanboys among the writers of Edward IV.'s reign, describing him as an excellent musician, and for his notable cunning therein made Doctor of Music. He also appears to have written a book, 'Canones artificium diversi genera,' which has been lost. Hanboys was an ecclesiastic, if we may judge from the epitaph 'reverendus,' which is given to him at the end of his treatise.

A. H.-H.

HANDEL, G. F. P. 649 a, l. 22, for fifth read sixth. Line 37, for King's read Queen's. P. 651 a, l. 27, for 1740, read 1738. Line 16 from bottom, for April 18 read April 13. Line 5 from bottom, for 1749 read 1743. P. 656 b, l. 3, for Rev. E. Ward read Rev. A. R. Ward. Additions to the list of works will be found under Handel Gesellschaft, below.

Among the Handel MSS. preserved in the Royal Library at Buckingham Palace is a 'Magnificat,' in the great Composer's own handwriting, for eight Voices, disposed in a Double Choir, with accompaniments for two Violins, Viola, Basso, two Hautboys, and Organ. The work is divided into twelve Movements, disposed in the following order:

1. 'Magnificat anima mea.' (Chorus.)
2. 'Et exultavit.' (Duet for two Trebles.)
3. 'Quia respexit.' (Chorus.)
4. 'Quia fecit mihi magna.' (Duet for two Basses.)

5. 'Fecit potentiam.' (Chorus.)
6. 'Deposuit potentiam.' (Alto Solo.)
7. 'Exsultet,' (Duet, Alto and Tenor.)
8. 'Suscepit Israel.' (Chorus.)
9. 'Sicut in primum festum.' (Chorus.)
10. 'Gloria Patri.' (Tenor Solo.)
11. A Ritornello, for Stringed Instruments only.
12. 'Sicut erat.' (Chorus.)

Unhappily, the MS. is imperfect, and terminates with the Duet we have indicated as No. 7. For the remaining movements, we are indebted to another MS., preserved in the Royal College of Music. The existence of this second copy—a very incorrect one, evidently scored from the separate parts by a copyist whose carelessness it would be difficult to exaggerate—has given rise to grave doubts as to the authorship of the work. It is headed 'Magnificat. Del R. Sig. Erba'; and, on the strength of this title, Chryssander attributes the work to a certain Don Dionigi Erba, who flourished at Milan at the close of the 17th century. M. Scholcher, on the other hand, repudiates the superscription; and considers that, in introducing some six or seven Movements of the 'Magnificat' into the Second Part of 'Israel in Ægypt,' and one, the 'Sicut locutus est' into 'Susannah,' as 'Yet his bolt,' Handel was only making a perfectly justifiable use of his own property; and this opinion was endorsed by the late Sir G. A. Macfarren. The reader will find the arguments on both sides of the question stated, in extenso, in the Appendix to M. Scholcher's 'Life of Handel,' and in the first volume of that by Dr. Chryssander; and must form his own judgment as to their validity. For ourselves, we do not hesitate to avow our conviction that M. Scholcher is in the right, in so far as the authorship is concerned, though he errs in ascribing it to the 'Italian period' on the ground that it is written on thick Italian paper. The paper is of English manufacture, bearing a water-mark which, taken in conjunction with the character of the handwriting, proves the MS. to have been written in England about 1735-40; and, as 'Israel' was written in 1736, nothing is more likely than that Handel should have transferred passages from one work to the other. After a careful examination of both the MSS., it seems to us, not only that the external evidence, as far as it goes, is in favour of this view; but, that the style of the Composition points, throughout, to Handel, as its undisputed author.
of which has yet appeared in print. For further information see vol. i. p. 491 and 564, and the present writer's Life of Handel, chap. xxvii. [W.S.R.]


HANDEL, COMMEMORATION OF. P. 658, 6, as to the question of the date of the composer's death, see p. 651 b. Line 11, read Royal Society of Musicians.

HANDEL FESTIVAL. P. 658 b, 1. 31 from end of article, for six read ten, adding the dates of the four latest festivals, 1880, 1885, 1888 (the festival of 1886 being anticipated in order that it might coincide with the bi-centenary of the composer's birth) and 1888. Line 8 from end, after all odd down to 1880, and that after this date the festivals were conducted by Mr. Manna.

HANDEL-GESELLSCHAFT. The edition of Handel's entire works in score, for which this society was formed in 1856, is now approaching completion, so that a full list of its contents can be given, which is at the same time the most complete list of the composer's works. Dr. Friedrich Chrysander has been sole active editor from the commencement, having for some few years at the beginning had the little more than nominal cooperation from Rietz, Hauptmann, and Gervinus. The editor has paid frequent visits to England to consult Handel's original manuscripts, upon which the edition is based throughout; and has acquired the scores written for the purpose of conducting by Handel's secretary J. C. Smith, which previously belonged to M. Schoeler. Vols. 1-18 of this edition were issued by Breitkopf & Härtel of Leipzig; but in the year 1864 the editor terminated this arrangement, and engaged engravers and printers to work under his immediate control on his own premises at Berge-
dorf near Hamburg. All the volumes from vol. 19 have been thus produced; and with vol. 20 an important improvement was made in the use of zinc (as a harder metal) instead of pewter for the engraved plates.

In the following list, vols. 45, 48-53, 84, 95, 96, and 98-100, are not yet published. An asterisk is prefixed to those works which are now published for the first time, at all events in complete score. Vol. 97, in a different form (the oblong shape of Handel's manuscript), contains a facsimile of the sheet, which is of especial interest as showing the composer's style of writing when blindness was rapidly coming on, and making evident the order in which he wrote—the parts of the score first written exhibiting his ordinary hand, while those which were written in later, when he was struggling with dimness of sight, can be readily distinguished by their blotched and blurred appearance.

The English Oratorios, Anthems, and other vocal works, are provided with a German version, executed by Professor Gervinus, and after his death by the editor; and the few German vocal works have an English translation added. The Italian Operas and other vocal works, and the Latin Church Music, have no translation. The Oratorios, Te Deums, 'Acts and Gal-
lates,' 'Parnasso in festa,' Italian duets and terzetas, and Anthems, have a PF. accompaniment added to the original score; but not the Italian Operas, nor vols. 24, 38, 39. These accompaniments are partly by the editor, partly by Im. Faiat, J. Rietz, E. F. Richter, M. A. von Donner and E. Prout.

Dr. Chrysander has also published the following articles on certain works of Handel's, which should be combined with the information con-
tained in the prefaces to make the edition complete: on vol. 13 ( 'Saul'), in Jahrbucher für musikalische Wissenschaft, vol. 1; on vol. 16 ( 'Isaak in Egypt'), ibid. vol. 2; on vol. 47 (Instrumental Music), in Vierteljahreschrift für Musikwissenschaft for 1887. The promised article on 'Belshazzar' has not yet been published.

The account of this edition would not be complete without mention of the munificence of the late King of Hanover, who guaranteed its success by promising to provide funds to meet any deficiency in those received from subscribers; as well as of the liberality of the Prussian government, which took the same liability after the absorption of the territory of Hanover.

Vol.
1. Oratorio: Samsona, 1749.
2. Piece pour le clavecin: G. Eight suites, 1720. 2. Nine suites, first published 1733. 3. Twelve pieces, some hitherto unpublish-
ed. 4. Six fugues, about 1750.
4. Oratorio: Hercules, 1744.
5. Do: Alcina, 1735.
7. Do: Semiramide, 1742.
9. Do: Passion according to St. John (German), 1706.
11. Funeral Anthem for Queen Caroline, 1737.
14. Coronation Anthem (Zadok the Priest; The king shall rejoice), My heart is lifting; Let the hand be strengthened, 1727.
15. Oratorio: Passion, by Brookes (German), 1716.
17. Do: Joshua, 1747.
21. Concertos (8 'Bachuite Concertos'; Concertos grossi in G, 1738; 4 Concertos, early works; etc.) in Bb, about 1710.
22. Oratorio: Julius Maccabeus, 1746.
25. Dettingen Te Deum, 1745.
27. Sonate da camera (15 solo sonatas, first published about 1724; 6 sonatas for 2 violins and bass, eldest compositions, 1695; 5 sonatas for 2 violins etc. and bass; 4 sonatas for 3 violins etc. and bass, 1729).
28. Twelve Organ Concertos, 1738, etc.
29. Oratorio: Deborah, 1738.
30. Twelve Grand Cantatas, 1728.
31. Utrecht Te Deum and Jubilate, 1719.
32. Duetti y Terzetas: 2 Italian vocal duets and 3 trios. 1707-8, 1708-9, six never before printed.
34. Anthems, vol. 1: 'Chandos' with 3 vocal parts, with some now first published. 1716-8.
35. Do. vol. 2. 'Chandos' with 4 vocal parts.
36. Do. vol. 3. 'O praise the Lord! 'wedding Anthems, 1736; Wedding Anthems, 1736; Dettingen Anthems, 1745; Foundling Hospital Anthems, 1765.
37. Three Ts Deum (in D, about 1714; in Bb, about 1715-20; in A, perhaps 1727).
HARMONIOUS BLACKSMITH.

The tune is anonymous, but is not improbably by Dr. Croft, the reputed editor of the 6th edition of the Supplement.

[H.A.C.]

HANOVER SQUARE ROOMS. P. 661 a, l. 9, for details of the concert see vol. ii. p. 3, 6 a, note 1. I line 39, for 1866 read 1869.

HARINGTON, HENRY, M.D. See vol. i. p. 691.

HARMONIC MINOR is the name applied to that version of the minor scale which contains the minor sixth together with the major seventh, and in which no alteration is made in ascending and descending. Its introduction as a substitute for the old-fashioned or 'Arbitrary' minor scale was strongly advocated by Dr. Day and others [see DAY, vol. i. p. 456 a], and of late years it has been very generally adopted. It is true that its use is calculated to impress the learner with a sense of the real characteristics of the minor mode, but its merits are counterbalanced by the awkwardness arising from the augmented second between the sixth and seventh notes, while it is difficult to regard it as a diatonic scale at all, in spite of its theoretical correctness. [M.]

HARMONIOUS BLACKSMITH, THE. Handel’s variations on the air known in England as ‘The Harmonious Blacksmith’ were originally printed in No. 5 of his first set of ‘Suites de Pièces pour le Clavecin,’ in Nov. 1720. As no name is there given to the air, and even down to the time of the late Robert Birchall it was still published only as ‘Handel’s Fifth favourite Lesson from his first Suite de Pièces,’ it has been generally assumed to be Handel’s composition as well as the variations. Upon this point, however, doubts have arisen since Handel’s death, and various claims have been put forth, of which at least one still remains undecided. The first claim was in ‘Anthologie Française, ou Chansons choisies depuis le treizième siècle jusqu’à présent’ (Paris, 3 vols. 8vo, 1765). The editor of that work was J. Monnet, and, according to M. Fétis, ‘ce recueil est estimé.’ In the first volume are the following eight lines, printed to the air, and ascribed to Clement Marot:

Plus ne suis que j’ai été.
Et plus ne saurais jamais l’être;
Mon beau printemps est mon âge,
On fait le saut par la fenêtre.
Ah! si je pouvais deux fois naître,
Comble! je te servirais mieux!

HANOVER. [R.M.]

HANOVER. This spirited tune has been frequently ascribed to Handel, but cannot be by him, as it is found in ‘A Supplement to the New Version of the Psalms,’ 6th ed. 1708, two years before Handel arrived in England. In the Supplement it is given as follows:—

Psalm LXXV.

A new Tune to the 149th Psalm of the New Version and the 104th Psalm of the Old.
Although these lines might pass for one of the extravagant love-songs of Clement Marot in his earlier years, if we allow for their being presented in a modernized form, yet no trace of them is to be found in his published works, nor of any song like them. A thorough search has been made through the long poems as well as the short pieces, lest these lines should prove to be an extract. The name of Clement Marot is the key of the air 'L'Air du Cent Marot at all like music of the 15th century. When therefore Professor J. E. Ellis informed his readers in the 'Supplement to Programme of Musical Union,' June 6, 1865, that this melody was first published in a collection of French Chansons printed by Ballard in 1565 to words of Clement Marot, who died in 1545, there was some misunderstanding between his informant, M. Weckerlin, and himself. On writing recently to Mr. Weckerlin to inquire whether there was such a book in his custody, he being Librarian to the Conservatoire de Musique, in Paris, the writer was informed that nothing was known of such a work, and that the earliest French edition known to him was in the above-mentioned 'Anthologie Francaise,' not of 1565, but of 1765. Professor Ellis thought also that he had seen the melody in a French collection, a copy of which was sold in the library of the late Wm. Ayrton, F.R.S. On tracing it through the sale catalogue to its therefore an assumed one. The air itself is not proved to be 'Lot 38. BALLARD (J. B. Chr.) La Cléf des Chansonniers, ou Recueil des Vaude-villes a` l'usage cent ans et plus, notes et revues pour la premiere fois' (2 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1717). Here we find the name of Ballard, suggested by Professor Ellis, but not the melody in question.

The next claim is for G. C. Wagenseil, an eminent clavichordist of Vienna, who was born three years after Handel. The late Dr. Wm. Crotch, Professor of Music at the University of Oxford, informed the present writer that he had seen the air in a piece of music for the clavichord composed by Wagenseil.

Dr. Crotch made a similar communication to the late Richard Clark, adding that the volume in which he saw it was one in the possession of Dr. Hague, who was then Professor of Music at the University of Cambridge. In 1836, Richard Clark published a book in folio, entitled 'Rémisincences of Handel,' and in it he referred to the information he had received from Dr. Crotch and to the liberty given to him to use it (p. 65). Clark then published a new edition of the piece, giving to Wagenseil the credit of the air, and to Handel that of the variations. The difficulty in proving priority between the two contemporaries arises from the fact that published music was, and is, undated. We know the date of Handel's publication only from an advertisement by his publisher. In Vienna music was copied, not printed, even so late as 1772 or 1773, when Dr. Burney visited that capital.

'In his youth,' says M. Féris, 'Wagenseil was the fashionable composer for the clavichord, and his music was much sought for long afterwards.'

Wagenseil's op. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are all sets of six pieces for that instrument, like Handel's two sets. But the circulation of Wagenseil's music was limited to manuscripts from the copyists of Vienna until he was fifty-two years old. His op. 1 was then first printed—not in Vienna, but at Bamberg—in 1740, when the copyright had probably expired. He wrote five other sets for the clavecin, of which manuscript copies were in the hands of Bernhard & Hartel of Leipzig at the end of the last century. We know very little of Wagenseil in England—for Handel eclipsed all competitors—but he was highly esteemed on the continent.

As to the question of priority it is far more probable that Handel copied from Wagenseil than vice versa, because Handel borrowed systematically from other authors, dead and living, whenever he found anything to suit his purpose. Dr. Crotch was an enthusiastic admirer of Handel, and yet he published a list of twenty-nine of the best composers from whom Handel 'quoted or copied,' with an et ceteris to indicate that he had named only the principal sources (Lectures on Music, 8vo, 1831, p. 122, in note).

The story of Handel's having heard the air sung by a blacksmith at Edgware, while beating time to it upon his anvil, and that Handel therefore entitled it 'The Harmonious Blacksmith,' is refuted by the fact that it was never so named during Handel's life. The late Richard Clark was the propagator, if not also the inventor, of this fable. In Clark's edition of the lesson he has gone so far as to print an accomplishment for the anvil, as he imagined Handel to have heard the beats. He states that the blacksmith was also the parish clerk at Whitchurch. A few months after Clark's publication the writer saw the late J. W. Winsor, Esq., of Bath, a great admirer of Handel, and one who knew all his published works. He told the writer that the story of the Blacksmith at Edgware was pure imagination, that the original publisher of Handel's lesson under that name was a music-seller at Bath, named Lintern, whom he knew personally from buying music at his shop, that he had asked Lintern the reason for this new name, and he had told him that it was a nickname given to himself because he had been brought up as a blacksmith, although he had afterwards turned to music, and that this was the piece he was constantly asked to play. He printed the movement in a detached form, because he could sell a sufficient number of copies to make a profit, and the whole set was too expensive. It is worth mentioning that Beethoven has taken the theme, whether consciously or unconsciously, for the subject of a two-part organ fugue published in the supplementary volume of his works issued in 1888.

W.C.] HARMONY. The inference suggested on p. 681a has been happily verified by Mr. H. E. Wooldridge, who found the two forms of the seventh on the subdominant in a succession which strongly points to their common origin, in the following passage by Stradella:
in which the minor seventh, arrived at in the manner usual at that time, is seen at (a); and the modified seventh in which the bass is sharpened so as to produce a diminished seventh appears at (b). [C.H.P.]

HAROLD EN ITALIE. The last sentence but one is to be corrected, as the first performance of the work in England took place at Drury Lane Theatre in the winter of 1847-48, when Berlioz conducted and Hill played the viola part.

HARP. P. 686 a, l. 30-34. The Lamont harp carried 32 strings. The Queen Mary harp had originally 29, and a later addition made 30 in all.

Add the following notice of an innovation in harp manufacture:—The difficulties attending performance of the harp, the constant tuning necessitated by the use of outstring, and the absence of any means of damping the sounds, have induced M. Dietz, of Brussels, to invent a harp-like instrument with a chromatic keyboard, which he has named the Claviharp. It has been introduced into England through the advocacy of Mr. W. H. Cummings, but the introduction (1888) is too recent to admit of a just comparison being made between this instrument and the ordinary double-action harp. It is sufficient to say that the action of the Claviharp is highly ingenious, the strings being excited mechanically much in the same way as the strings of the harp are excited by the player's fingers. There are two pedals—one being like the pianoforte damper pedal and the other producing the harmonics of the octave. The Claviharp is of pleasing appearance. [A.J.H.]

HARP-LUTE. See DITAL HARP, vol. I.

HARPSICORD. P. 689 a, l. 6 from bottom, for spinetto read spinetta. P. 688 b, l. 10, The Correr upright spinet or claviytherium that was in the Music Loan Collection at Kensington, 1885, now the property of Mr. G. Donaldson of London, is perhaps the oldest instrument of the harpsichord and spinet kind in existence. This instrument preserves traces of brass platers, not leather. See SPINET vol. III, p. 651 a, footnote. P. 688 b, l. 3 from bottom, add that hammered music wire existed but could not have been extensively used. P. 689 a, l. 27, Respecting upright harpsichords, see UPRIGHT GRAND PIANO, vol. IV, p. 398 b, l. 1-19.

Line 23 from bottom, For the oldest known harpsichord see SPINET vol. III, p. 651 a, footnote. The second harpsichord mentioned in the footnote, now (1888) belonging to Mr. Hews Williams, is not nearly so old as the South Kensington instrument, the date of it being 1616 (not 1526). A restorer has unfortunately altered the interesting low measure keyboard which it lately retained, to the modern chromatic arrangement of the lowest octave. P. 690 b, l. 18 from bottom, correct statement as to the Venetian swell being an adaptation from the organ, by SHUDI, vol. III, p. 439 b, l. 37-45. P. 691 a, l. 4, The number of existing Ruckers harpsichords and spinets catalogued by the present writer is (1888) 68. Line 14, Both the Shudi harpsichords at Potsdam are dated 1766. See SHUDI, vol. III, p. 439 b, l. 9-27. Line 35, for the number of Shudi and Broadwood harpsichords existing, see SHUDI, vol. III, p. 439 b, l. 46-7; and p. 490, list of Shudi and Shudi & Broadwood harpsichords. The latest instrument by these makers now (1888) known to exist is numbered 1157 and dated 1790. [A.J.H.]

HARRIS, BERNABUS. For reference at end of first paragraph read [SMITH, PAPERS].

HARTMANN. A family of German origin who have lived in Copenhagen for some four generations. JOHANN ERNST (1726-1793) was a violinist and composer, who after holding several musical posts at Breisau and Rudolstadt became Kapellmeister to the Duke of Ploen, and went with him to Copenhagen. Here he wrote much music, now completely forgotten, and with the exception of the song 'Kong Christian,' which first appeared in an opera 'Der Fischer,' and has since been adopted as the Danish National Hymn. He died in 1791. His son,

AUGUST WILHELM, born 1775, held the post of organist to the Garrison Church in Copenhagen from 1800 to 1850, and was the father of

JOHANN FRIEDRICH EMIL, born May 14, 1805, who has for many years held a high place among Danish composers. His opera 'Raven' (The Raven), to words by H. C. Andersen, was produced Oct. 29, 1832. It was followed by 'Die Corsaren' on April 23, 1835, and 'Liden Kirsten' ('Little Christie'), on May 13, 186. Besides these he has written much for the theatre in the way of incidental music, etc., as well as choral works, songs, a symphony in G minor, dedicated to Spohr, and many piano pieces, mentioned in vol. II, p. 729 b. His son,

EMIL, born Feb. 21, 1836, studied with his father and with N. W. Gade, his brother-in-law, held between 1861 and 1873 various appointments as organist, but on account of weak health has since that time devoted himself entirely to composition. Among his works, which have obtained great success both in Denmark and Germany, may be mentioned the operas:—Die Erlenmadchen, 'Die Nixe,' and 'Die Korikanner; a ballet 'Pfalstaven'; 'Nordeiche Volkstanz' (op. 18), a symphony in Eb (op. 29), an overture 'Ein nordeiche Heerfahrt' (op. 25), a choral cantata 'Winter and Spring' (op. 13), concertos for violin and violoncello, a serenade
for piano, clarinet and violoncello (op. 24), and many songs. His most recent compositions are a symphony in D, and an orchestral suite, 'Scandinavische Volksmuskai.' [M.]

HARTMANN, LUDWIG (no relation to the above), born at Neuss in 1836, studied the pianoforte at the Leipzig Conservatorium under Moscheles and Hauptmann, and subsequently with Liszt at Weimar. He appeared at a concert given by Schröder-Devrient at Dresden in 1859, and has resided in that city ever since. Latterly he has been almost exclusively employed in musical journalism; he is an ardent supporter of the advanced school of German music. He has published songs, etc. which have obtained considerable success. (Mendel's and Riemann's Lexicon.) [M.]

HARTVIGSON, FURTS, born May 31, 1841, at Grenaae, Jylland, Denmark, received instruction in music and on the piano from his mother, and at Copenhagen from Gade, Gebauer, and Anton Rée. At the age of fourteen he played in Copenhagen, and made a tour through Norway in 1858, at Christiania being personally complimented by Kjerulf. By assistance from the Danish Government he studied at Berlin from 1859–61 under von Bülow, with whom he played there at a concert Liszt's A major Concerto and Hungarian Fantasia, arranged for two pianos. He next played Rubinstein's 3rd Concerto at the Gewandhaus Concerts in '61, and Schumann's Concerto at Copenhagen in '62. On the death of his father in the Prusso-Danish war, he came to England and played with great success Mendelssohn's 'Serenade and Allegro gioioso' at the Philarmonic, June 27, '64. From that time until the present Mr. Hartvigson has lived in England, with the exception of two years between 1873 and '75, when he resided at St. Petersburg. He has played at the Musical Union, and introduced there Schumann's Trio in F, April 24, '66. He introduced Liszt's music in the Philarmonic, where he played the composer's 1st Concerto on June 10, '72. At the Crystal Palace he introduced Schubert's Fantasia, op. 15 (arranged by Liszt for piano and orchestra), on Oct. 6, '66: also Rubinstein's 4th Concerto, Nov. 16, '72; and Bronsart's Concerto, Sept. 30, '76. He was officially appointed Pianist to the Princess of Wales in '73, Professor of Music at the Normal College for the Blind at Norwood in '75, and Professor at the Crystal Palace in '87. From '79 until last year, Mr. Hartvigson was prevented from appearing in public, owing to an injury to his left arm. He has, happily, recently recovered its use, and has appeared at Mr. Bache's concert, Feb. 21, '87, playing Liszt's 'Mazeppa' and 'Hungaria,' arranged by the composer for two pianos. He also played at the London Symphony Concerts on Jan. 10, '88 (and subsequently at a Richter concert) Liszt's 'Todtentanz,' which he had introduced to the English public in '76 under Bülow's direction. Mr. Hartvigson has played abroad, at Copenhagen in '72, at Munich (under Bülow), in aid of the Bayreuth building fund, Aug. 24, '72, and in concerts at St. Petersburg, Moscow and in Finland.

His brother, ANTON, born Oct. 16, 1845, at Aarhus, Jylland, received instruction in music from his mother, Tausig, and Edmund Neupert. He first played in concerts at Copenhagen, and came to England in '73, where he finally settled in '82, when he was appointed a Professor at the Normal College. He played Beethoven's C minor Concerto at the Aquarium under Sullivan, Feb. 24, '76. With the exception of his yearly recitals he rarely plays in public, but confines his attention to teaching. [A.C.]

HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

HARWOOD, EDWARD, of Liverpool, was born at Hoddesdon, near Blackburn, 1707. He was author of many songs, among which may be named 'Absence,' 'The chain of love,' 'Hapless Collin,' 'To ease my heart,'—all published at Liverpool. He also issued two sets of original hymn-tunes. The first volume contains the metrical anthem, 'Vital spark of heavenly flame,' formerly so popular in country churches. The traditional account of its origin is as follows:—Harwood had been staying in London, in company with Alexander Reed of Liverpool; but when the time for their return arrived, they found themselves without the means of discharging the reckoning at the inn. In this emergency it was resolved to compose some piece of music, and raise money upon it. What Reed attempted in that direction is not told, but Harwood, taking up a collection of poetry which lay in the coffee-room, came across Pope's Ode, which he immediately set to music, and taking it to a publisher, sold the copyright for forty pounds. This relieved the friends from their embarrassments, and brought them back to Liverpool. Some difficulties occur in connection with the story which need not be specified. Harwood died in 1787. [H.P.]

HASLINGER. P. 694 a, l. 13, add date of birth of Karl Haslinger, June 11, 1816.

HASSE, FAUSTINA. P. 696 b, end of second paragraph, for 90 read 83, and for at nearly the same age read in the same year. [J.M.]

HASSE, J. A. P. 695 a, l. 31, for 84 read 74. Line 34, for 1774 read 1771. Line 42, for 85 read in his 85th year. P. 695 b, l. 11, for Rotavi read Rotari. Line 17 from bottom of the same column, for inured read unused. The last sentence of the article should run as follows:—Such men please all, while they offend none; but when the spirit and the time, of which they are signs, once die, the concept of glory and the reflection, pass away, they and their work must also pass away and be forgotten. [H.A.F.]

HATTON. Correct names to JOHN LIFTROT, and add date of death, Sept. 20, 1886.

HAUSER, MIRKA, a famous Hungarian violinist, born 1822 in Pressburg, received his
HAUSER.

musical education in Vienna, under Böhm and Mayseder. When only twelve years of age he made a tour through the world. In 1840 he travelled through Germany, Sweden, Norway, and Russia; he visited London in 1850, and California, South Australia, and Australia in 1853-8. In 1860 he was feted by King Victor Emanuel of Italy and the Sultan of Turkey. Of his compositions, his little 'Lieder ohne Worte' for the violin will no doubt survive him for many years. Hauser retired into private life some ten or twelve years ago, and died, practically forgotten, in Vienna on Dec. 9, 1887.

E. P. [I.]

HAUSMANN, ROBERT, a distinguished violoncellist, was born Aug. 13, 1852, at Rottleberode in the Harz, and at the age of 8 went to school at Brunswick, where for some years he studied his instrument under Theodor Müller, the cellist of the well-known quartet of the brothers Müller. When the High School for music was opened at Berlin in 1859, he entered as a pupil, and worked under Herr Joachim's guidance with Wilhelm Müller. Being anxious to profit by the instruction of Signor Piatti, he was introduced by Joachim to that celebrated artist, who treated him with great kindness, and gave him lessons for some time both in London, and Italy. He then entered upon his professional career, commencing as cellist in the quartet of Graf Hochberg. This post he retained for four years, and was then appointed second professor of his instrument at the High School in Berlin. He succeeded to the principal place upon the retirement of Müller, and he also is violoncellist of Herr Joachim's quartet. He is well known in London, where he has introduced important new works by Brahms and other composers. He has all the qualities which combine to make an accomplished artist. With great command over the technical difficulties of the instrument, he possesses an unusually powerful tone. He is a kineman of the late George Hausmann, the violoncellist, upon whose fine Stradivarius he plays.

T.P.H.

HAVERGAL, Rev. William Henry, was born in 1793 in Buckinghamshire. He was educated at Merchant Taylors' School and St. Edmund Hall, Oxford, where he graduated B.A. in 1815, and M.A. in 1819. He was ordained by Bishop Ryder, and in 1820 was presented to the Rectory of Ashley, near Bewdley. Having met with a severe accident he was obliged to relinquish his clerical duties for several years, during which time he devoted himself to the study of music. His first published composition was a setting of Heber's hymn, 'From Greenland's icy mountains,' as an anthem, the profits of which, as of many other of his compositions, he devoted to charitable objects. In 1836 he published an Evening Service in E, and 100 anthiphonal chants (op. 35), in the same year obtaining the Gresham Prize Medal for his Evening Service in A (op. 37), a distinction which he also gained in the following year for his anthem, 'Give thanks' (op. 40). Other anthems and services followed, and in 1844 he commenced his labours towards the improvement of Psalmody by the publication of a reprint of Raveyscroft's Psalter. In 1845 he was presented to the Rectory of St. Nicholas, Worcester, and to an Honorary Canonry in the Cathedral. In 1847 he published 'The Old Church Psalmody' (op. 43), and in 1854 an excellent 'History of the Old Hundredth Tune.' In 1859 he brought out 'A Hundred Psalm and Hymn Tunes' (op. 48), of his own composition. Besides the works enumerated above, Mr. Haver- gal wrote a number of songs and roundels for the young, besides many hymnas, sacred songs, and carols for the periodical entitled 'Our Own Fireside.' Those were afterwards collected and published as 'Fireside Music.' As the pioneer of a movement to improve the musical portions of the Anglican Services, Mr. Haver-gal's labours deserve more general recognition than they have hitherto met with. At the time when church music was at its lowest ebb, the publication of his 'Old Church Psalmody' drew attention to the classical school of English ecclesiastical music, and paved the way for the numerous excellent collections of hymns and chants which the Anglican Church now possesses. Mr. Haver-gal died on April 15, 1870. After his death his works were edited by his youngest daughter, Miss F. R. Haver-gal.

W.B.S.

HAWES, William. P. 690 a, l. 10, for July 24 read July 23.

HAWKINS, James (jun.). P. 690 b, l. 2 from end of article, for 1759 read 1750.

HAYDEE. Last line but one of article, for Pyne and Harrison read Bunn.

HAYDN, Joseph. P. 705 b, l. 5, omit the reference to Wernigerode. P. 713 b, in the list of works composed in London, after 'The Spiritus Song,' omit the words (Shakespeare's words). P. 717 b, four lines from the bottom, for Mac et omnis Sis. read Mæ et omnibus Stis. P. 716 a, add that the composer's skull has lately come into the possession of the Austrian Museum at Vienna.

HAYDN IN LONDON. P. 722 b, l. 2, for one volume read two volumes. The third volume of Herr C. F. Pohl's biography of Haydn, left unfinished at the author's death, is in process of completion by Herr Mandycewski.

HAYES, William. Line 1 of article, for Gloucester read Hexham, and correct day of death to July 27.


HEBENSTREIT. See DULCIMER, PANTA- LEON, PIANOFORTE. vol. ii. p. 712, etc.

HECHT, Eduard, born at Dürkheim im Hunsrück, Nov. 28, 1832. He was trained at Frankfort by his father, a repected musician, then by Jacob Rosenhain, Christian Haupt, and Messer. In 1854 he came to England and settled in Manchester, where he remained until his death. From a very early date in the history of Mr. Charles Hallé's Concerts, Hecht was associated with him as his chorus-master and
HECHT.

HEINZ.

HERVE.

sub-conductor. But in addition to this he was conductor of the Manchester Liedertafel from 1849 to 1873; from 1850 conductor of the St Cecilia Choral Society; and from 1879 conductor of the Stretford Choral Society. In 1875 he was appointed Lecturer on Harmony and Composition at Owens College; and was also Examiner in Music to the High Schools for Girls at Manchester and Leeds. In addition to these many varied posts Mr. Hecht had a large private practice as teacher of the piano. These constant labours, however, did not exhaust his eager spirit, or deaden his power of original composition. Besides a Symphony played at Mr. Halle's Concerts; a chorus, 'The Charge of the Light Brigade,' well known to amateurs; 'Eric the Dane,' a cantata; another chorus with orchestra, 'O, may I join the choir invisible'—all great favourites with singing societies—Mr. Hecht's works extend through a long list of pianoforte pieces, songs, part-songs, trios, two string quartets, marches for military band, etc., closing with op. 28.

Mr. Hecht died very suddenly at his home on Manchester Road. He was below 60, and all who knew him for his enthusiasm and energy, his pleasant disposition, and his sincere and single mind. To his musical duties he brought a quick artistic instinct, a scrupulous conscientiousness, and a pure unselfish love of his art; and it will be difficult to fill his place in the neighbourhood which he had for so long made his own. [G.]

HEINEFEITER, Sabina, born at Mainz, Aug. 19, 1809 (Mendel's gives her date as 1805, but the above is probably correct), in early life supported her younger sisters by singing and playing the harp. In 1835 she appeared as a public singer at Frankfort, and afterwards at Cassel, where Spohr interested himself in her artistic advancement. She subsequently studied under Tadolini in Paris, where she appeared at the Italians with great success. From this time until her retirement from the stage in 1842, she appeared in all the most celebrated continental opera-houses. In 1853 she married M. Marquet of Marseilles, and died Nov. 18, 1872. Her sister, Clara, born Feb. 17, 1816, was for several years engaged at Vienna, under the name of Madame Stöckl-Heinefeiter. She made successful appearances in Germany, and died Feb. 24, 1857. She and her elder sister died insane. A third sister.

KATHINKA, born 1820, appeared with great success in Paris and Brussels from 1840 onwards. She died Dec. 20, 1858. (Mendel and Riemann's Lexicons.) [M.]

HEINZE, Gustav Adolf, born at Leipzig, Oct. 1, 1820, the son of a clarinettist in the Gewandhaus orchestra, into which he was himself admitted, in the same capacity, in his 16th year. In 1840 Mendelssohn gave him a year's leave of absence in order that he might perfect himself in the pianoforte and study composition. The tour which he took to Cassel, Hanover, Hamburg, etc., induced him to give up his earlier instrument altogether, and to devote himself to composition. In 1844 he was appointed second capellmeister at the theatre at Breslau, where in 1846 his opera 'Loreley' was produced with great success. This was followed by 'Die Ruine von Tharand' in 1848, which also obtained much success. The books of both were by his wife. In 1850 he received the appointment of conductor of the German opera in Amsterdam, and although that institution was not of long duration, he has since remained in that city. Many choral societies, some of a philanthropic nature, have been directed by him, and thus opportunities were given for the production of the two oratorios 'Die Auferstehung,' and 'Sancta Cecilia,' in 1863 and 1870 respectively. The list of his works includes, besides the above, three masses, cantatas, three concert overtures, and many choral compositions of shorter extent, as well as songs, etc. (Mendel's Lexicon.)

HELIER, Stephen. Add that he came to England in February, 1850, and appeared at a concert at the Beethoven Rooms, on May 15 of that year. He stayed until August. Add also date of death, Jan. 14, 1888. [M.]

HELLMESBERGER, Joseph. The generally accepted date of birth, 1829, is possibly right. Add that Joseph Hellmesberger, junior, has recently brought out two operas in Vienna, 'Rikiki' and 'Die verwandete Katze.'

HENSCHEL, Georg. Additions will be found under Symphony Orchestra, vol. iv. 45, and Boston Musical Societies, Appendix, vol. iv. p. 555. In the winter of 1885-6 Mr. Henschel started a series of sixteen concerts, called the London Symphony Concerts, at which he appeared as conductor for the first time in England. An interesting feature of the series was that each programme contained a composition by a living English composer, many of whom were introduced to the public for the first time in this way. From Easter 1886 to Easter 1888 he was Professor of Singing (etc) at Mr. Goldschmidt's, at the Royal College of Music, London. [M.]

HENSELT, Adolph. Last line of article, for in 1867 read in 1852 and 1867. [M.]

HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE. See King's Theatre.

HEROLD. P. 732 a, 1.5 from bottom, for the Maison des Ternes read a house in Les Ternes.

HERVÉ, whose real name is Florimond Rongier, was born June 30, 1825, at Houdain, near Arras. He received his musical education at the School of St. Roch, and became an organist at various Parisian churches. In 1848 he produced at the Opéra National, 'Don Quixote and Sancho Panza,' appearing in it himself with Joseph Kelm the chansonnier singer. In '51 he became conductor at the Palais Royal; in '54 or '55 he was manager of the Folies-Concertantes, Boulevard du Temple, a small theatre converted by him from a music hall, in which he was composer, librettist, conductor, singer, machinist, and scene painter, as occasion required. Of his then compositions we must name 'Vade au Cabaret,' and 'Lo
Compositeur toqué' (played by him at the Lyceum and Globe Theatres in 1870 and '71). In '56 he retired from the management, but continued to write for his theatre, afterwards the 'Folies Nouvelles.' He was succeeded at the Débureau, '58, at the Dédaises Comiques at Marseilles with Kalm in his own repertory, at Montpellier in small tenor parts under 'Pré des Alpes,' Arthus ('Lucius') etc., and at Cairo. He reappeared at the Dédaises, and in '62 produced two new operettas, 'Le Hussard Persécuté' and 'Le Fanfare de Saint Cloud'; was for two or three years composer and conductor at the Eldorado Music Hall, and afterwards conductor at the Porte Saint Martin; he wrote new music in 1865 for the celebrated revival of the 'Biche aux Bois,' and composed an opera in 3 acts, 'Les Chevaliers de la Table Ronde,' Bouffes, Nov. 17, '66. During the next three years he composed some of his most popular three-act operas, produced at the Folies Dramatiques, viz.'L'Elie crevé,' Oct. 12, '67 (Globe Theatre, by the Dramatiques Company. June 15, '72; in English as 'Hit or Miss,' in one act and five scenes, freely adapted by Burnard, Olympic, April 13, '65; and another version, three acts, Opéra Comique, Oct. 31, '72; 'Château,' libretto by himself, and at first a failure, Oct. 24, '68, of which he himself wrote a parody 'Châlumeau' for the Eldorado (in French at the Globe by the above company, June 3, '72; in English at the Lyceum for the début of Hervé, Jan. 22, '70; frequently revived at other theatres, and last performed on the opening of the Empire Theatre); 'Le Petit Faust,' his most successful work, April 23, '69 (in English at Lyceum, April 18, '70, and revived at Holborn, Albambras, etc.); 'Les Turcs,' a parody of 'Bajazet,' Dec. 23, '69. None of his subsequent operas attained the same success; many of them, on the contrary, were disastrous failures, viz.'Le Trône d'Écosse,' 'Le Veuve de Malabar;' 'Alice de Nevers,' 'La Belle Poule,' Folies Dramatiques Dec. 30, '76 (in English at the Gaiety, March 29, '79), 'La Marquise des Rues' Bouffes, Feb. 22, '79, 'Panurge,' Sept. 10, '79, etc. But he has been recently very successful in his new songs, etc. written for Mme Judic, Dupuis, and others, such as the 'Fi... Oult,' the 'Chanson du Colonel,' the Provençal song, 'Quéso ac!' 'Babet et Cadet,' the 'méeing duet,' the 'Légende de Maria,' and other music, introduced into the musical comedies performed at the Variétés, viz. 'La Fémme à Papa,' Dec. 3, '79, 'La Roussette,' with Lecoq and Boulard, Jan. 28, '81, 'Lili,' Jan. 10, '82, Gaiety, with Judic, June '83, 'Maam'zelle Nitouche,' Jan. 26, '84 (Gaiety June '84), 'La Cosaque,' Feb. 1, '84 (Gaiety June '84), in English at Royalty, April 12 of the same year. M. Hervé has in addition composed for the English stage 'Aladdin the Second,' played with great success at the Gaiety, Dec. '74, but without success, as 'Le Nouvel Aladin,' at the DéjaZet, Dec. '71. He wrote some of the music of 'Babil and Bijou,' Aug. 29, '72, and in '74 was conductor at the Promenade Concerts, when he introduced a so-called Heroic Symphony or Cantata, 'The Ashantee War,' for solo voices and orchestra. On June 29, '86, his 'Frivoli' was brought out at Drury Lane, and on Dec. 22, '87, the ballets 'Dilara' and 'Sport,' were produced at the Empire Theatre, of which he is conductor. According to M. Fougier, M. Hervé claims to be the founder of that particular class of music which Offenbach first rendered famous. [A.C.]


HERZ, MEIN HERZ, WARUM SO TRAURIG! One of the most universally popular of German Volkslieder, the words of which were written about 1812 by Joh. Rudolph Wysa, jur., in the dialect of Berne, and the music composed by Joh. Ludwig Friedrich Glück, a German clergyman (1793-1840). The popular 'In einem küthen Grunde' (Zas zerebrake Ringlein), is a setting of Eichendorff's words by the same composer. Both date from about 1814. [M.]

HERZOGENBERG, HENRICH VON, born June 10, 1843, at Gratz in Styria, studied at the Vienna Conservatorium from 1865-4, after which his time was divided between Graz and Vienna, until 1875, when he went to Leipzig. From 1875 to 1885 he was conductor of the Bachverein in that town, and was subsequently appointed head of the department of theory and composition at the Hochschule at Berlin. In the spring of 1886 he succeeded Kiel as professor, and at the same time became head of an academical 'Meisterschule' for composition. His works are for the most part remarkable for breadth, vigour, and originality. That they bear traces of the influence of Brahms is surely no reproach, nor is that influence so marked as to impair their individuality of style. The list includes:—Columbus,' a cantata; 'Odyssen,' a symphony; 'Deutsches Liederspiel,' for soli, chorus, and pianoforte; variations for two pianos, and a second set, op. 23, on a theme by Brahms; trio for piano and strings in C minor, op. 24; two trios for strings alone, op. 27; choral songs or volkslieder, op. 26, 28, 35; Psalm cxvii, for chorus, op. 34; sonata for pianoforte and violin. In A, op. 32 (the only work by which, through the agency of Joachim, the composer's name has yet become known in England); trio in D minor for pianoforte and strings, op. 36; a second sonata for the same in E♭, op. 54; a sonata for pianoforte and violoncello, op. 52; organ fantasies on chorales, op. 39 and 45; three string quartets, op. 42; symphony in C minor, op. 50; piano pieces and duets, op. 25, 33, 37, 49, and 53; songs and vocal duets, op. 27-31, 38, 40, 41, 44, 45, 47, 49. His most recent works are 'Der Stern des Lied's,' for chorus and orchestra, op. 45; and 'Die Weihe der Nacht,' for the same with alto solo, op. 56. (Information from Dr. A. Dörffel, etc.) [M.]

HEXACHORD. P. 734 b, l. 12, for sol read is.

HEY, or HAY. The name of a figure of a dance frequently mentioned by Elizabethan
writers. Its derivation is unknown; the word may come from the French acte, a hedge, the dancers standing in two rows being compared to hedges. Its first occurrence is Thoinot Arbeau's description of the passages at arms in the Bouchons, or Matassins [see vol. ii. p. 236 &], one of which is the Passage de la Haye. This was only danced by four men, in imitation of a combat. Mr. Chappell (Popular Music, p. 539) remarks that 'dancing a reel is but one of the ways of dancing the hay.... In the Dancing Master' this is evident in and out. In another, two men and one woman dance the hay,—like a reel. In a third, three men dance this hay, and three women at the same time,—like a double reel.' There is no special tune for the hay, but in Playford's Musicks Hand-maid (1678) the following air, entitled 'The Castaries or the Hay,' occurs:

[W.B.S.]

HILDEBRAND, Zacharie (1680-1743), and his son Johann Gottfried, were eminent organ-builders in Germany. The latter, who was the principal workman of the Dresden Silbermann, built the noble organ of St. Michael's, Hamburg, in 1762, which cost more than £4000. [V. de P.]

HILES, Henry, born Dec. 3, 1826, at Shrewsbury, received instruction from his brother John; he was organist successively at Shrewsbury, as his brother's deputy; at Bury in '46; at Bishopwearmouth in '47; St. Michael's, Wood Street, in '59; at the Blind Asylum, Manchester, in '60; at Bowdon in '61; at St. Paul's, Manchester, 1864-67. In 1852-3 he travelled round the world on account of ill-health. He received the degrees of Mus.B. Oxon, '63, and Mus.D. '67. In the latter year he resigned his post of organist; in '80 he became lecturer on harmony and composition at Owens College, and at the Victoria University; he was one of the promoters of the National Society of Professional Musicians in 1852. He has been conductor of several musical societies, and is now editor and proprietor of the Quarterly Musical Review, a modern nameake, established 1885, of the well-known magazine of that name. His compositions include 'The Patriarcha,' oratorio, '73; 'War in the Household,' operetta, '85, from the German of Castalli ('Hänseliche Krieg'), originally composed by Schubert; 'Faust Pastoral' and 'The Crusaders,' cantatas; settings of Psalms xlii. and xxi.; several anthems, services and part-songs; Prelude and Fugue in A; Do. in D minor, a Sonata in G minor, 6 Impromptus, 2 Sels, 'Festival March,' etc. for organ; pianoforte pieces and songs. He has written books on music, Grammar of Music, 2 vols., Forsyth Bros. 1879; 'Harmony of Sounds,' 3 editions, '71, '73, '79; First Lessons in Singing, Hine & Addison, Manchester, '81; Part Writing or Modern Counterpoint,' Novello '84.

His elder brother, John, born 1810, at Shrewsbury, was also an organist at Shrewsbury, Portsmouth, Brighton, and London. He wrote pianoforte pieces, songs, and musical works, 'A Catechism for the Pianoforte Student,' 'Catechism for the Organ,' 1878, 'Catechism for Harmony and Thorough Bass,' 'Catechism for Part Singing,' 'Dictionary of 12,500 Musical Terms,' '71, etc. He died in London, Feb. 4, '88. [A.C.]

HILL. See LONDON VIOLIN MAKERS, vol. ii.

HILLER, Ferdinand. P. 737. 1. 11 from bottom, for 1871 read 1870. Add that he conducted the Philharmonic Concerts in 1852, and that he died May 10, 1885.

HISTORIES OF MUSIC. It will be necessary in this article to confine our attention almost exclusively to Histories proper, except in cases where there are none of the subject under treatment; so that only occasional mention will be made of Musical Biographies, Dictionaries, Manuscripts, and Periodicals, or works on the Theory of Music. Most of the works enumerated, unless marked with an asterisk, will be found in the library of the British Museum. The dates of the first and latest editions are usually given. For convenience we shall have to adopt four principal headings, namely:—General Histories of Music, Histories of separate Countries, of Musical Instruments, and of a few other special subjects arranged alphabetically; and most of these will have to undergo further subdivision.

I. GENERAL HISTORIES OF MUSIC.

(a) Ancient Music. The earliest writings bearing at all upon the history of music are the discussions of Homer, the dialogues of Plato, the treatises of Plutarch, edited by Richard Volkmann in 1856, and by Rudolf Westphal in 1885. Faustius' Grecia Descrit us Accurata also contains frequent allusions to music and musicians. Other early works relating partially to music are the 'De magnico-sophistis' of Athenaeus and the 'Stromata' of Titus Flavius Clemens (Clement of Alexandria), the latter dated A.D. 194. From that period onward to the present time musical writers appear to have been too deeply engaged in the development of the music of their own time to bestow much thought upon that of the past; and it is only by the chronological juxtaposition and study of the works of such authors as St. Augustine, Boethius, St. Isidore of Seville, Bede, Adomnán, Guido of Arezzo, Philippe de Vitry, Odington, Dunstable, Gafuri, Glarean, etc., that we can obtain an adequate history of music in the early and middle ages. Johannes Tinctor wrote a treatise 'De Origine Musicorum' in the 16th century; Rud. Schlickerm mit 'Exempla de musice origine,' published at Spiers in 1588 was thought highly of in its day; the 'De Musica' of P. Salinas, 1592, is chiefly theoretic. In 1692 appeared M. Meibom's excellent work 'Antiquum musicam' Antiquissimum Septem,' in 2 vols. which was not surpassed till the publication in 1784 of Abbe Martin Gerbert 's 'Scriptores Ecclesiasticorum de Musica,' in 3 vols.
HISTORIES OF MUSIC.


(c) General History, of Ancient and Modern Music. The most important work is G. Prat's "La Musique depuis l'Antiquité", a series of musical biographies, beginning with Willem Dufay, 1835; J. F. Hottingh's "History of Music down to the Troubadours", 3 vols. 1853-57.

II. HISTORIES OF SEPARATE COUNTRIES.

(a) AFRICA.—M. P. Vittoriano's "De l'État actuel de l'Art musical en Egypte", 1812; see also articles in Conté and Jomard's "La Description de l'Egypte", 1839-33.


(c) ASIA.


3. HEBREWS.—The first important work on this subject, Salomon van Tijl's "Digt, Sang, en Speel konst...der Hebreeën", is written in Dutch (1662-1724). Other writings are August F. Pfeiffer's "Über die Musik der alten Hebräer", 1770, and Dr. J. Stainer's "Music of the Bible", 1876.


5. JAPANESE.—A. Kraus's "La Musique au Japon", 1879.


(d) EUROPE.

1. BRITISH ISLES.

England.—We have had many writers on music, from Thomas Arne to Sir John Hussey, and on all kinds of music, such as Barney, Hawkins, in modern times William Chappell and others, but no historians of note have yet written on English music. Among the best writers are August F. Pfeiffer's "Über die Musik der alten Hebräer", 1770, and Dr. J. Stainer's "Music of the Bible", 1876.


JAPANESE.—A. Kraus's "La Musique au Japon", 1879.


(d) EUROPE.

1. BRITISH ISLES.

England.—We have had many writers on music, from Thomas Arne to Sir John Hussey, and on all kinds of music, such as Barney, Hawkins, in modern times William Chappell and others, but no historians of note have yet written on English music. Among the best writers are August F. Pfeiffer's "Über die Musik der alten Hebräer", 1770, and Dr. J. Stainer's "Music of the Bible", 1876.
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2. FRANCE.

General History.—Dr. G. Burneye's 'Present State of Music in France,' etc., 1771 (a French version of the Musical Travels in France, Germany and Italy appear in the 'Journal de la Musique du Bel Art,' 1774; G. Deanoireisterre's *La Musique française au XVIIIe siècle,* 1772; C. E. Poëlois's *Histoire de la Musique en France,* 1800; M. Scheller's *Studien über Geschichte der französischen Musik,* 1844; C. Bellange's *Un Siècle de Musique française,* 1847. *Cherkovksy:*—J. L. F. Danziger's *Das Orgentum,* 1838.

General History.—The excellent writings of Pietro della Valle and Padre Martini were not confined to the music of their own country. Some of the principal works on Italian music are—Peter J. Grose's *Nouvau ménodore ... sur l'Italie,* 1786-74, which was thought so highly of that a German edition appeared at Leipzig in 1786; G. V. Oppolzer's *Tratté de Musique,* *Essai sur l'Histoire de la Musique en Italie,* 2 vols. 1822 (Italian and German versions in 1833-4; Emil Nannmanna's *Die Italienischen Tonleider,* 1874; Burneye's *Present State of Music in Italy,* etc., 1771; G. A. Forotti's *Stalo stato attuale della Musica Italiana,* 1812; Chevalier X. van Elemwycz's *De l'Etat actuel de la Musique en Italie,* 1851; Giovanni Alberto Bianchi's *Storia di Musica Italiana dal nostro secolo,* 1830 (2nd edition), etc.; Opera, etc.—L. Riccoboni's *Histoire du Théâtre Italien,* etc., 2 vols. 1823; S. Cialdini's *La Rivoluzione del Teatro Musicale Italiano,* 3 vols. 1783-8 (French edition, 1822). *SconzAbb.*—D. G. Gaspardi's *La Musica in Bologna* (19th century). LUCI is there by an anonymous writer, *La Musica in Lucane* (1797).

3. GERMANY, AUSTRIA, ETC.

General History.—In spite of all the musical historians who have been preceded, from Calvinius down to Forkel, there are scarcely any general histories of German music. The best works on the subject are Hagen's *Germanische Musik,* 1838, 1850; O. E. F. Wackernagel's *Das Deutsche Kirchenmusik bis zum Anfange des 18ten Jahrhunderts,* 1841; Johannes Merkels *Betrachtungen über die Deutsche Tonkunst im 16ten Jahrhundert;* C. F. Becker's *Die Hofsammlung deutscher Musik im 16. 17. 18. Jahrhundert,* 1840; Emil Nannmanna's *Die deutschen Tonleider,* 1871; A. Reissmann's *Illustriren Geschichte der deutschen Musik,* 1851; F. Chorley's *Modern German Music,* 2 vols. 1854.


4. GREECE.

In the absence of musical Histories of this country by early Greek writers, we may mention, as works useful to the student, A. Boeckh's edition of Pindar, 3 vols. 1836, and the later work already mentioned, which is interesting as the only surviving work of that time on the history of Greek music. Other works on this subject are *Das Musicalische Lexicon der Славяно-Греческой Библиотеки,* 1811; F. von Driegens *Die Musik der Griechen,* 1819; Friedrich Bellermann's *Geschichte der Musik der Griechen,* 1838; C. H. H. Vincen's *De la Musique des Anciens Grecs,* 1834; C. F. Weitmann's *Geschichte der Griechischen Musik,* 1855; Oscar Paul's *Die Abolite Harmonik der Griechen,* 1868; Johannes Teets's *Ueber die Entwicklung des persischen Instrumente,* 1850; and K. Goldberg's *Die Musik des Griechischen Alterthums,* 1883; K. G. Kleisweter's *Ueber die Musik der neueren Griechen,* etc., 1826-38.

5. HUNGARY.

F. Liszt's *Die Zigeuner und ihre Musik in Ungarn,* 1853. See also appendix to K. Abrányi's *Altaïslo Ho Zenetörténete,* 1886.

6. ITALY.

General History.—The excellent writings of Pietro della Valle and Padre Martini were not confined to the music of their own country. Some of the principal works on Italian music are—Peter J. Grose's *Nouvau ménodore ... sur l'Italie,* 1786-74, which was thought so highly of that a German edition appeared at Leipzig in 1786; G. V. Oppolzer's *Tratté de Musique,* *Essai sur l'Histoire de la Musique en Italie,* 2 vols. 1822 (Italian and German versions in 1833-4; Emil Nannmann's *Die Italienischen Tonleider,* 1874; Burneye's *Present State of Music in Italy,* etc., 1771; G. A. Forotti's *Stalo stato attuale della Musica Italiana,* 1812; Chevalier X. van Elemwycz's *De l'Etat actuel de la Musique en Italie,* 1851; Giovanni Alberto Bianchi's *Storia di Musica Italiana dal nostro secolo,* 1830 (2nd edition), etc.; Opera, etc.—L. Riccoboni's *Histoire du Théâtre Italien,* etc., 2 vols. 1823; S. Cialdini's *La Rivoluzione del Teatro Musicale Italiano,* 3 vols. 1783-8 (French edition, 1822). *SconzAbb.*—D. G. Gaspardi's *La Musica in Bologna* (19th century). LUCI is there by an anonymous writer, *La Musica in Lucane* (1797).

7. NETHERLANDS.

Besides being rich in native musical writers and historians of General Music such as Gryt, Fetié, Coussemaker, etc., the Netherlands can boast of more good works devoted exclusively to its own musical history than perhaps any other country. The best are—J. P. Land's *Musique et Musiciens au XVIIe Siècle,* 1882; E. vander Straaten's *Histoire de la Musique aux Pays Bas,* 3 vols. 1867-80, and *Les Musiciens Néerlandais en Italie,* 1862; E. G. J. Grégoire's *Essai historique sur la musique et les musiciens dans la France de Louis XIV,* etc. *Les Artistes-Musiciens Néerlandais des 16e et 17e Siècles,* 1864; *Histoire de la Facture et des Facteurs d'Orgue,* etc., 1865; and *La Musique dans le Royaume des Pays Bas,* etc. *Leopold I et II,* 1879; A. Samuel's *L'Histoire de la Musique et des Musiciens Belges depuis 1830,* 1891.

8. PORTUGAL.

The only work we know on this subject is J. de Vasconcellos' *Os Musicos Portugueses,* 2 vols. 1870.

9. RUSSIA AND THE SLAVONIC NATIONS.

Prince N. Yousoucoff's *Histoire de la Musique en Russie,* 1892; D. Rasumovsky's *History of Russian Church Music,* 1897-9; César Cui's *La Musique en Russie,* 1896; W. E. S. Balston's *Songs of the Russian People,* 1872; A. M. D. & M. S. *Lettres du Comte de L'Ukraine,* 1873; V. Morkova's *Historical sketche of the Russian Opera,* 1882; *Volkspuestas der Nieder historisch eingeleitet von "Taiz."* 1853; J. L. Haupt and J. E. Schmaler's *Volkspuestas der Wende,* in 2 parts, 1841, 1843; A. Voigt's *Das Domherren- und Gebrauchebuch des Kirchenanges von Bohmen,* Prag, 1775; Christian Ritter von Elver's *"Geschichte der Musik in Mähren,* etc., 1872; G. M. Drevine's *Cantiones Bohemicæ,* in Part 1 of *Analecta Hymnia,* Leipzig, 1856.

10. SCANDINAVIA.

Very little has been written on this subject. In the last century Ab. H. B. Hohne de la Sametographia da Notation Musicale des Scand., 1815; F. von Driegens *Die Musik der Griechen,* 1819; Friedrich Bellermann's *Geschichte der Musik der Griechen,* 1838; C. H. H. Vincen's *De la Musique des Anciens Greces,* 1834; C. F. Weitmann's *Geschichte der Griechischen Musik,* 1855; Oscar Paul's *Die Abolite Harmonik der Griechen,* 1868; Johannes Teets's *Ueber die Entwicklung des persischen Instrumente,* 1850; and K. Goldberg's *Die Musik des Griechischen Alterthums,* 1883; K. G. Kleisweter's *Ueber die Musik der neueren Griechen,* etc., 1826-38.
III. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.


(b) KEYED INSTRUMENTS.


6. TAMBOURINE.—V. Vidal's "Lou Tambourin" (in Oprovnak), 1894.
(d) Military Music has been treated of by very few authors; we need only instance J. G. Kaiser's 'Les Chants de l'Armée Française, avec un Essai historique sur les Chants Militaires des Français,' 1855, Albert Perrin's 'Military Studies, Military Bands,' etc., 1853.

(c) Works on this subject have been mentioned in the countries to which they especially relate; other general works are:—G. Engel's 'Introduzione alla musica militare' (1829); J. J. Jacobsthal's 'Die Mensuralnotenschrift des XIII und XIV Jahrhunderts,' 1871; A. Bollermann's 'Die Mensuralnoten und Taktzeichen des XV und XVI Jahrhunderts,' 1876; Édouard Delaissé's 'Les Chants Chrétiens,' 1861; A. Bollermann's 'Explication des Neumes,' 1859; A. Baumburger's 'Geschichte der Musikalschen Notation,' 1856; Hugo Riemann's 'Die Musikalische Geschichte der Notenschrift,' 1874, and 'Geschichte der Musikalschen Notation,' 1879.

(f) Notation.—A. J. H. Vincent's 'La Notation Musicale et ses Applications,' etc., 1855; Huchard's 'Enchiridion MUSIC' (see Gerbert's 'Sciptorium,' vol. i.); G. Jacobsthal's 'Die Mensuralnotenschrift des XIII und XIV Jahrhunderts,' 1871; A. Bollermann's 'Die Mensuralnoten und Taktzeichen des XV und XVI Jahrhunderts,' 1876; Père L. Lambillotte's 'Les Notations des Chants Chrétiens,' 1861; A. Bollermann's 'Explication des Neumes,' 1859; A. Baumburger's 'Geschichte der Musikalschen Notation,' 1856; Hugo Riemann's 'Die Musikalische Geschichte der Notenschrift,' 1874, and 'Die Entwicklung unserer Notenschrift,' 1879; E. David and M. Lussey's 'Histoire de la Notation Musicale,' 1888; A. Tardif's 'Fiasa Chant,' Angers, 1833.

(g) Opera and Musical Drama.—Among the numerous works on this branch of music we select the following:—

1. G. Donizetti's 'Trattato della Musica Scenea' (see the 1788 edition of his works); Claude F. Menestrier's 'Des Besoins de la Musique Ancienne et Moderne,' 1821; J. Mattheson's 'Die Neueste Unterrichtung der Singspiele,' 1784; Gabriel Gilbert's 'Histoire de l'Opéra,' in which French Music revived in Europe, a critical display of opera in all its revolutions, 1782; Ant. Filardi's 'Dell' Opera in Musica,' 1775; A. Bollermann's 'Die Oper,' 1856; W. Pflaum's 'Von der Musik in der Oper,' 1856; W. Pflaum's 'Von der Musik als Lustspiel,' 1861; H. Sutherland Edw ard's 'History of the Opera,' 1856; F. Gluck and F. Laroche's 'Dictionnaire Lyrique, sur l'Historie des Opéras,' 1820-30; E. Schrader's 'Le Drame Musical,' 1876; A. Reismann's 'D' Opéra,' 1856; H. Sutherland Edw ard's 'Lyric Drama,' 1876; Essays on Modern Opera, 1881; L. Nohl's 'Das moderne Musikdrama,' 1884; Hugo Riemann's 'Opern-Handbuch,' 1887.

(h) Oratorio.—Very few works on the Oratorio have appeared. The following may be recommended:—C. H. Bils's 'Beiträge zur Geschichte des Oratoriums,' 1857; Otto Wangelmann's 'Geschichte der Oratorienmusik,' 1882.

(i) Part Music.—P. Mortier's 'Der Choral-Gesang seit der Reformation,' 1852; Thomas Oliver's 'Le Musa Madrigalica' (A Short Account of Madrigals), 1852; E. F. Rinباح's 'Bibliotheca Madrigaliana,' 1857; H. Sell葬's 'Uber die Entwicklung der Mehrstimmigen Musik,' 1867.


For further information see the articles on DICTIONARIES, OPERA, ORATORIO, SONG, VIOLIN, etc. in this work, and similar articles in Mendel and Reissman's Musical Lexicon. J. N. Forkel's 'Allgemeine Literatur der Musik' may also be consulted with advantage for early works on the history of music.

[1. H. H.]

HOBB, J. W. Add that 'Phillis is my only joy' is by him.


HODGES, EDWARD, Mus. D. The following additions are to be made to the existing article:—

At the age of 15 he developed remarkable inventive faculties, and some of his projects have since been adopted in different branches of mechanical science. Connected with music were improvements in organ bellows, etc., and, more important than all, the introduction of the C compass into England is claimed for him. His appointments to the churches of St. James and St. Nicholas, Bristol, took place in 1689 and 1854, respectively. The new organ in the former church was under his direction, and opened 1644, contained the first CC manual, and CCC pedal made in England. In 1638 he was appointed organist of the cathedral of Toronto, and in the following year became director of the music of Trinity Parish, New York, taking the duty at St. John's while the new Trinity Church was being built. Illness obliged him to give up duty in 1859, and in 1863 he returned to England. Besides the contributions to musical literature mentioned in the article, he wrote many pamphlets, etc. on musical and other subjects. He was an excellent contrapuntist, and possessed a remarkable gift of improvement, and especially of extempore fugue-playing. His church compositions are numerous and elaborate. They comprise a Morning and Evening Service in C, with two anthems, a full service in F, and another in E, Psalm cxii, etc. (all published by Novello), besides many MS. compositions, and occasional anthems for various royal funerals, etc. [M.]

HOFFMANN, HEINRICH KARL JOHANN, born Jan. 13, 1842, in Berlin, was a chorister in the Domchor at nine years old, and at fifteen entered Kullak's academy, studying the piano with that master, and composition under Dehn and Wuerst. For some years after leaving this institution he played in public and gave lessons. His earliest compositions were pianoforte pieces, but he first came before the public as a composer with his comic opera, 'Cartouche,' op. 7, produced 1869, and performed successfully in several places. In 1873 the production of his 'Hungarian Suite,' op. 16, for orchestra, obtained such renown that he determined to devote himself thenceforth to composition alone. In the next year his 'Frithiof' symphony, op. 22, was brought out with extraordinary success at one of Bils's concerts in Berlin, and rapidly became known all over Germany; in 1875 his cantata, 'Die schöne Melusine,' op. 30, gained a similar success, and since then he has held a position equalled, in respect of immediate popularity, by scarcely any living composer. Whether his fame will ultimately prove enduring, is not to be predicted; but it is certain that most of his productions have in them a superficiality of style which makes their duration exceedingly problematical. In 1882 he was made a member of the Berlin Academy. Besides the works we have mentioned, the following are the most important of his productions:—'Nornengeschang,' op. 15, for chorus and orchestra; op. 21, two orchestral suites, op. 16 and 68; string sextet, op. 25, violin concerto, op. 31; trio, op. 18, quartet, for piano and strings; and lastly, the opera 'Armin' (produced at Dresden 1877), 'Aeenomen von Tharau,' 'Wilhelm von Oranien,' Y Y
HOFMANN.

(3 acts, op. 56), the words of the two first by Felix Dahn, and 'Donna Diana' (op. 75, Berlin, Nov. 13, 1886). Among his most recent compositions are a Liederspiel (op. 84) for solo quartet of strings, entitled 'Liebe und Liebe,' a set of songs for baritone and orchestra, 'Die Lieder des Troubadours Raoul' (op. 85), and 'Harald's Befreiung' for baritone solo, male chorus, and orchestra (op. 90). An orchestral suite, 'Im Schlosshof,' was lately given at Breslau. Many concerted vocal works, songs, duets, and pianoforte pieces have also been published.

[H.M.J.

HOGARTH, GEORGE, writer on musical and other subjects, was born in 1783. He studied law in Edinburgh, associating with the literary characters of the day and taking part in the musical life of the city as joint secretary to the Edinburgh Musical Society, 1815, etc.; he came to London in 1830, when he contributed articles to the 'Harmonicon,' and was engaged on the staff of the 'Morning Chronicle.' On the establishment in 1846 of the 'Daily News,' under the editorship of his son-in-law, Charles Dickens, Hogarth was at once appointed musical critic, an office which he held until his failing health obliged him to resign in 1856. Besides filling a similar post for the 'Illustrated London News,' editing for their short period of existence 'The Evening Chronicle' and 'The Musical Herald,' assisting Dickens in the compilation of 'The Household Narrative,' and contributing articles, to several periodicals, Hogarth found time to write some volumes on musical subjects, in which his judgment on contemporary art-life appears to have been sound and his mind open to the new influences at work; for his artistic instinct was sure even where his knowledge was limited. These works are 'Musical History,' etc., 1835; 'Memoirs of the Musical Drama,' 1839; a revised edition of the same, called 'Memoirs of the Opera,' 1851; 'The Birmingham Festival,' 1855; and 'The Philharmonic Society, from its foundation in 1813 to its 50th year in 1862,' a history he was well qualified to undertake, owing to his connection with the Society as secretary from 1850 to 1864. His musical compositions comprise ballads, glees, and editions of standard English songs. Hogarth died on Feb. 12, 1870, in his 87th year. [L.M.M.J.

HOLDEN, JOHN, published an Essay towards a Rational System of Music, Glasgow, 1770; other editions appeared in Calcutta, 1799, and Edinburgh 1807. He published a 'Collection of Church Music, consisting of New Sets of the Common Psalm Tunes, with some other Pieces; adapted to the several Metres in the Version authorised by the general assembly ... principally designed for the use of the University of Glasgow,' 1766. By Féélis he is stated to be a Professor in Glasgow University. This is an error, arising not unnaturally from the ponderous title quoted above. [W.H.E.]

HOLMES, ALFRED. P. 744 a, for 1. 4 read His last works were two Overtures, of which 'The Cid' was played at the Crystal Palace, Feb. 21, 1874, and 'The Muses' in London later.

HOLMES, AUGUSTA MARY ANNE, born in Paris Dec. 16, 1847, of Irish parents, and naturalized in France in 1879, is, in fact, a composer of French music, for, being a member of the advanced school of Franck, she only writes music to French words. Her parents were strongly opposed to her musical propensities, and she began her career as a prodigy, playing the piano at concerts and in drawing-rooms, and singing airs of her own composition signed with the nom de plume of Hermann Zenta. She studied harmony and counterpoint with H. Lambert, organist of the cathedral at Versailles, where she was then living, and received excellent advice as to instrumentation from Klosé, bandmaster of the Artillerie de la Garde Impériale, and professor of the clarinet in the Conservatoire. In reality, however, Mlle. Holmes, whose character was one of great independence, worked alone both at her musical and literary studies, for since her debut she has always written her own libretto; but in 1875 she became aware of the necessity for more serious studies under a master, and enrolled herself as a pupil of César Franck. With the exception of an opera, 'Héro et Léandri,' submitted to the directors of the Opéra Populaire, and of the Psalm 'In exitu,' performed by the Société Philharmonique in Paris, her compositions nearly all date from this time. After two years of serious study under Franck's direction, she produced at the Concerts du Châtelet (Jan. 14, 1877) an Andante Pastorale from a symphony on the subject of Orlando Furioso, and in the following year she gained a second place after Dubois and Godard (bracketed together) at the musical competition instituted by the city of Paris. Her prize composition, a symphony entitled 'Luther,' was shown in the Conservatoire at Angers (Nov. 30, 1884). In 1880 Mlle. Holmes again entered the second competition opened by the city of Paris, and though she only gained an honourable mention she was fortunate enough to attract the attention of Pasdeloup, who performed the entire score of her work, 'Les Argonautes,' at the Concerts Populaires (April 24, 1881), and this unexpected test proved to be entirely to her credit, and to the disinclination of Duverney, whose 'Tempête' had been preferred to Mlle. Holmes's work by eleven judges against nine. On March 2, 1883, Mlle. Holmes produced at the Concerts Populaires a Poème Symphonique entitled 'Irlande'; another symphony, 'Pologne,' after its production at Angers, was played at the same concerts on Dec. 9, 1883; and a symphonic ode for chorus and orchestra with recitative, entitled 'Ludus pro patria,' was given on March 4, 1888, at the Concerts of the Conservatoire. The above, with a collection of songs called 'Les Sept Lyrisses,' are the works by which Mlle. Holmes's vigorous and far from effeminate talent may be judged. We see the influence of Wagner, but only in the general conception; we do not light upon whole bars and passages copied literally from him, such as are found in the case of some
composers. Certain portions of Mlle. Holmes's work, as the opening of 'Irlande,' her most complete work, and the third part of 'Les Argonautes,' although they contain serious faults in prosody and in the union between the words and the music, are nevertheless creations of great worth, evincing by turns a charming tenderness, ardent passion, and masculine spirit. It is true that the author does not always measure her effects; she gives rather too much prominence to the brass instruments, and in seeking for originality and grandeur she is sometimes affected and pompous; but this exuberance is at least a sign of an artistic temperament, and of a composer who has something to say and tries to give it a fitting expression. This virtue is rare enough amongst men, but is exceptional in women, and is therefore worthy of the highest praise. [A.J.]

HOLMES, HENRY. P. 744 a, add that for some years he has given an interesting series of chamber concerts, under the title of 'Musical Evenings,' and that he has held the post of professor of the violin at the Royal College of Music since its foundation. A symphony, entitled 'Boscastle,' was given at one of the London Symphony Concerts in the spring of 1887.

HOLMES, W. H. Add date of death, April 23, 1885.

HOLSTEIN, FRANZ VON, the son of an officer of high position, born at Brunswick Feb. 16, 1816. He was himself obliged to adopt the military profession, but eagerly embraced every opportunity of improving his musical knowledge. He studied with such success under Griepenkerl that in 1845, while he was working for an examination, he found time to finish an opera in two acts, 'Zwei Nächte in Venedig,' which was privately performed. He went through the Schleswig-Holstein campaign, and on his return to Brunswick set to work an opera on the subject of 'Waverley.' This more ambitious work in five acts was finished in 1852, and was shown to L. van Beethoven, who was so pleased with it that he persuaded Holstein to leave the army and devote himself to art. From 1853 to 1856 therefore, with a considerable interval occasioned by ill-health, he studied at Leipzig, and produced several very promising works, among them a concert overture, 'Loreley.' He went to Rome in the winter of 1856-7, and continued his studies there, and subsequently at Berlin and Paris. In 1869 a new opera, 'Die Halleschacht,' was produced with success at Dresden, and was heard on all the principal stages of Germany. A comic opera, 'Die Erbe von Morley,' was produced in 1872 at Leipzig, and in 1876 yet another, 'Die Hochhändler,' was given at Mannheim. In the night of May 21-22, 1878, the composer died at Leipzig. Besides the dramatic works we have mentioned, the following are important: a posthumous overture, 'Frau Avanture,' a solo from Schiller's 'Braut von Messina,' 'Beatrice,' a sonata for soprano with orchestra, and many songs and instrumental compositions. [M.]

HOLYOEKE, SAMUEL. See vol. i. p. 753.

HOTBY, SWEET HOME. Add that the fact of its introduction into 'Anna Bolena' has given rise to an idea, among certain continental authorities, that Donizetti wrote it; but that opera was not written till 1831, while 'Clari' was produced in 1833. Mr. Charles Mackay stated in the 'Daily Telegraph' of March 19, 1887, that Bishop, in an action for piracy and breach of copyright, made oath to the fact of his having composed the tune. The words are by Howard Payne.

HOMILIUS, G. A. Line 26 of article, *for* homophonic *read* homophonic.

HOMOPHONIC. For this word read HOMONOY. The reference in the last line of article should be POLYPHONIA.

HOPKINS, J. L. H. Page 747 a, 1, 4, *for* in 1820 read Nov. 25, 1819.

HOPKINSON. Line 7 of article, *for* 1842 read 1835. Line 10, add that in 1882 the business was removed to 95 New Bond Street. At end, add that Messrs. John and James Hopkinson, sons of the member of the firm last mentioned, are the present heads of the house.

HORN. Page 749 a, 1, 4, *for* raised read lowered. Page 750 b, third paragraph, omit the sentence beginning This solo, though preserved, etc.

HORNPipe. The last four quavers in the last bar of the second line of the first musical illustration should be C, B, A, G, i.e. a third higher than the notes given. On Miss Catley's hornpipe see vol. i. p. 326 b, 763 b, and vol. ii. 161 b.

HORSLEY, CHARLES EDWARD. Page 754 a. Add day of birth, Dec. 16 (1812 is the correct date), and in line 3 from end of article, *for* March 2 read Feb. 28.

HOSANNA. Page 754 b, line 2, *for* [OSANNA] *read* [MARS].

HOTHBY, JOHN (see p. 754). It should be added that the treatise beginning 'Quid est Proporito,' of which there are copies at the British Museum and Lambeth Palace, is not identical with the 'Regula super proportionem' of the Paris, Venice, and Bologna libraries. In the national library of Florence is a MS. containing several works by Hothby; namely, (1) Ars musica; (2) a dialogue on the same subject, in which the author quotes, among others, Dunstable, Dufay, and even Ockeghem; (3) a letter in Italian, refusing the censures of Osense, a Spaniard; (4) 'Caliopea legale', a musical treatise, of which there is another copy at Venice. This last work is interesting as giving an account of the transition from neumes to square notes. Another important MS. of Hothby's was formerly at Ferrara, but has been lost: besides a 'Kyrie,' 'Magnificat,' and other musical compositions, it contained the following short treatises, of which there are copies in the Liceo Communale at Bologna:-(1) the above-mentioned 'Regula super proportionem'; (2) 'De Cantu figurato'; (3) 'Regula super Contr-
punctum'; (4) 'Manus per genus diastonicum declarata'; (5) 'Regule de Monochordo manuall.' Among other minor works are a 'Tractatus quarundam regularum artis musicæ' at Florence, and a second treatise on Counterpoint, beginning 'Consonantia interpretatur sonus cum ali o sonans,' in the Paris MS. Little is known of the life of John Hotthy, Ottobi or Octobi, as he is still called in Italy. The Paris MS. styles him a Doctor of Music; but whether he took his degree at an English or a foreign University does not appear. After leaving the monastery at Ferrara he is supposed to have taken up his residence at Florence, where he was held in great honour in 1471. The British Museum MS. of 'Quid est proportio' is dated 1500, and it is probable that Hotthy died soon after this at an advanced age.  

[...]

HULL. Add dates of death of James, Aug. 5, 1879, and of Arthur, April 16, 1885.

HUBER, HANS, born June 28, 1852, at Schinewerd in Switzerland, studied from 1870 to 1874 at the Leipzig Conservatorium, and subsequently, after two years' experience as a teacher in Alsace, took up his residence at Basle. His compositions, most of which are for the piano, either in combination with other instruments or alone, show the strong influence of Brahms, but not to the exclusion of the more romantic style of Liszt. A fairy opera 'Florestan,' concertos for piano and for violin, a trio, a pastoral sonata for piano and violoncello, 'Carnaval,' 'Ländliche Symphonie,' and 'Römischer Carnaval,' for orchestra, as well as piano pieces and songs, may be mentioned.

HUBERT. After Porporino add in Appendix.

HUCBALDUS DE S. AMANDO (Hubald de S. Amand; Hugbold de S. Amand). Our knowledge of the condition of Music during the early Middle Ages is derived chiefly from the information furnished by three learned writers, of whom the earliest was a Monk, named Hucbald, of S. Amand sur l'Elon, in Flanders, who is frequently mentioned under the title of Monachus Elnonensis. He was born about the year 840, and flourished, therefore, a full century before Guido d'Arezzo, and a century and a half before Magister Franco—the only two writers whose musical treatises possess an interest comparable with his own. Of the details of his life we know but very little more than that he was a disciple of S. Remi of Auxerre, and the intimate friend of S. Odo of Cluny; that he was a Poet, as well as a Musician; and, that he died, at a very advanced age, in the year 930. But of his life-work we know all that need be desired.

Of Hucbald's 'Enchiridion' or tract, 'De Harmonica Institutione'—the only work by him that has been preserved to us—the two most perfect copies known are those in the Paris Library, and in that of S. Benet's (now Corpus Christi) College, Cambridge. The title of the Paris MS. is 'Enchiridion Musicae.' The Cambridge MS. forms part of a volume entitled 'Musica Hogeri, sive Exercitiones Hogeri Abbas ex Autoribus Musicae Artis,' and containing, besides the 'Enchiridion' of Hucbald, a less perfect copy of another 'Enchiridion' by his friend, S. Odo of Cluny, which, though written in Dialogue, resembles it, in many respects, so closely, that copies of the one MS. have sometimes been mistaken for the other. In this tract, Hucbald describes, under the name of Symphonia, the primitive form of Part-writing called, by Guido d'Arezzo, Diasphonia, or Organum, and, by Magister Franco, Discant. Of this Symphonia he mentions three kinds, which he calls Diatessaron Symphonia, Diapente Symphonia, and Diapason Symphonia; in other words, Harmony in the Fourth, the Fifth, and the Octave. Examples of these rude attempts at Harmony have already been given, in vol. ii. p. 469, and vol. iii. p. 427 b. But, in addition to the rules for the construction of these, he tells us, in his Eighteenth Chapter, that so long as one voice continues to sing the same note, the others may proceed at will; of which method he gives the following example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Te hu - mi - les} & \quad \text{se - mi} \\
\text{mo - du - is} & \quad \text{re - an - dam} \\
\text{pi - la} & \quad \text{te} 
\end{align*}
\]

These examples are written in a peculiar form of notation, invented by himself, which has already been described, and illustrated by his own examples, in the articles above referred to. He did not, however, confine himself entirely to this ingenious device, but supplemented it by the invention of fifteen arbitrary signs, for representing the notes of the Gamut, from G, to a, together with four more signs, of like character, for the four Authentic Modes—

\( \text{R Primus qui et gravissimus Graece Proton dicitur vel Archos.} \)

\( \text{S Secundus Deuteron tono distans a Proto.} \)

\( \text{T Tertius Tritonis semitone distans a Deutero.} \)

\( \text{Q Quartus Tetardos tono distans a Trito.} \)

The number of examples given in illustration of these principles, and others deduced from them, is very great; and the tract concludes with an account of the descent of Orpheus into Hades, in search of Eurydice.  

[W.S.R.]
in the ‘Academy,’ of which he became assistant editor. At a time when England hesitated to acknowledge the genius of Wagner, Mr. Hudsifer brought home to amateurs the meaning of the modern developments of dramatic and lyrical composition by the publication, in 1872, of his ‘Richard Wagner and the Music of the Future.’ Mr. Hudsifer was in 1878 appointed musical critic of ‘The Times,’ and consistently followed up his advocacy of the modern in art by supporting the claims of living English musicians. He has also written librettos for several of our rising composers. Thus ‘Colomba’ and ‘The Troubadour’ were written for Mr. Mackenzie, and ‘The Sleeping Beauty’ for Mr. Cowen. He has lately undertaken the English version of Boito’s ‘Otello,’ where his task has been to translate the adaptation of Shakespeare’s play as made by the young Italian poet and composer for Verdi’s opera.

As early as 1862 Mr. Hudsifer had published a critical edition of the works of Guillem de Cabestany, which gained him the degree of Ph.D. from the University of Gottingen, and led to his election to the ‘Fellowship’ of the Royal Institution in 1858. A collection of ‘Musical Studies’ from the ‘Times,’ etc., was published in 1858. The Troubadours, of which Mistrel (the author of ‘Mirejo’), Théodore Aubaneil, and other distinguished poets are the leading spirits. ‘The Troubadours,’ a history of Provengal life and literature of the middle ages, appeared in 1878; and a series of lectures on the same subject was delivered at the Royal Institution in 1880. A collection of ‘Musical Studies’ from the ‘Times,’ etc., was published in 1858. The Troubadours of the ‘Life of Wagner,’ the first of the ‘Great Musicians’ series, in 1881; ‘Italian and other Studies,’ in 1883. The ‘Correspondence of Wagner and Liszt,’ a translation, followed soon after the publication of the ‘Briefwechsel,’ by Breitkopf & Härtel in 1888. No more than a brief reference can be made to Mr. Hudsifer’s occasional contributions to the Quarterly and other reviews, and to some songs composed by him from time to time.

HUNTEST, FRANZ. Line 3 from end of article, for date of death Feb. 22.

HÜTENBRENNER, HEINRICH. P. 755 b., add that he wrote the words for at least two of Schubert’s pieces—‘Der Jüngling auf dem Hügel,’ op. 8, and the part-song ‘Wehmuth’ (op. 80, no. 1).

HULLAH, JOHN. Line 6 of article, for 1832 read 1833. P. 756 a, l. 10, for 1840 read 1839; l. 20, for Feb. 20 read Feb. 10. Add date of death, Feb. 21, 1884.

HUMFREY, PELHAM. P. 757 c, line 3 from bottom, for produced read printed. (It had been performed in 1667.)

HUMOURS MUSIC. The element of humour in music is far from common, and though easy to recognize when encountered, is rather difficult to define. Nor is this difficulty lessened by calling to mind a number of examples and endeavouring to generalize therefrom. Such a course shows us only that our title is either too comprehensive or too limited for the name of one particular kind of music, embracing on the one hand all scherzos, all comic-opera and dance-music, and on the other hand including only serious music in which a sudden and momentary change of mood appears. It is evident, however, that the title is applicable to merely light, gay or frolicsome music. On the other hand, to pronounce Beethoven the sole exponent of musical humour is to do away with the necessity for making a class. How then, shall we limit a definition? Will it be of any use to remember that there are various kinds of humour, such as high and low, comedy and farce? We fear not. Schumann, indeed, writing on this subject, says: ‘The less educated minds are usually disposed to perceive in music without words only the feelings of sorrow or joy, but are not capable of discerning the subtler shades of these sentiments, such as anger or remorse on the one hand and kindness or contempt on the other; but the musical which renders it difficult for them to comprehend such masters as Beethoven and Franz Schubert, every condition of whose minds is to be found in their music. I fancy that I can perceive behind some of the Moments musicaux of Schubert certain tailors’ bills which he was not able to pay, such a Philistine annoyance do they express.’ The poetic temperament may be permitted to indulge itself in fantasies like these, for which there may or may not be any actual foundation, but Schumann’s words cannot be taken literally. The scientific musician in his calmer moments is forced to admit that the expression in music of any emotion or sentiment whatever—beyond the elementary sensations of gloom and gaiety—is purely a matter of convention, depending for its effect upon the auditor’s previous musical experiences. A Chinaman would not be thrilled by the strains of the Marseillaise, and a European finds nothing pleasing in the Japanese Ganka. The Anthem of one country is seldom rated highly by a foreigner, but let an Englishman hear ‘Home, sweet home!’ a Scotchman hear the skirl of his native instrument, or a Swiss be reminded of the Raps des Vaches, and each will be moved to the very soul. Gaiety and gloom in music are discernible by all human beings alike; for this reason—joy is usually accompanied by an inclination to dance; therefore, by a natural association of ideas, music which has short brisk dance-rhythms excites lively emotions, while slow long drawn sounds connect themselves with tranquility, repose and gravity of spirit. The Introduction and Vivace of Beethoven’s A major Symphony afford an excellent illustration of our meaning; the broad slow phrases of the opening would impress the veriest savage, while the frisky rhythm of the main movement must gladden every heart that hears it.

We have, however, wandered from our point, which is not what kinds of humour can be

1 Schumann, Gesch. Schrift. hr. 11: Das Zweische in der Musik.
expressed in music, but, admitting that humorous music does exist, in what does its humour consist? The answer is, that in music, as in literature, humour is chiefly to be sought in (1) sudden and unexpected contrasts of thought or language, (2) grotesque exaggeration, and (3) burlesque. To all three of these forms of humour Beethoven was equally addicted, and added besides a farcical fun all his own, sometimes exhibited in allotting a passage to an instrument unsuited to it, and upon which it sounds absurd. The bassoon is the usual victim on such occasions. To class 1 belong such passages as the middle of the 1st movement of the Symphony no. 8—

![Musical notation](image)

the imitations of birds in the slow movement of the 'Pastoral,' and the tipsy bassoon in the scherzo of the same, the wrong entry of the horn in the Eroica and its indignant suppression by the rest of the orchestra [quoted in vol. i. p. 73], which may be compared with the somewhat similar joke at the opening of the Choral Symphony scherzo, the charming effect of the long pedal bass on the drums in the last movement of the E flat Piano Concerto, and many other passages too numerous to mention. Under class 2 are to be ranked those especially 'Beethovenian' passages in which a phrase is insisted upon and repeated with a daring boldness, yet perfect artistic propriety, entirely beyond the conception of less gifted musicians, and indeed only imitated by one other—Anton Dvořák. Two conspicuous examples may be given from Beethoven's Piano-forte Sonatas; one in the last movement of the G major, op. 31. Here in the coda the simple first phrase of the principal subject is tossed about, fast, slow, in the treble, in the bass, until it finally dies of exhaustion. The passage is too long to quote, as is the equally delightful instance in the E minor Sonata op. 90 (1st movement), at the return to the 1st subject, where a mere transient semiquaver passage (a) metamorphoses itself into the actual subject:

![Musical notation](image)

This whimsical exaggeration of a trifling phrase into momentary importance is a favourite device of Beethoven's. The instance in the slow movement of the C minor Symphony is familiar to every one.

![Musical notation](image)

The long dominant passages with which he returns to the subject in the 4th Symphony (1st movement), in the 'Waldstein' Sonata (1st movement), in the 7th Symphony (last move-
HUMOROUS MUSIC.

are highly comic, that Schumann, in the ‘Faschingsschwank aus Wien’ hit upon a decidedly humorous idea when he made the rhythm of the first movement suggest, first his favourite ‘Grosvenertanz’ and then the prohibited ‘Marseillaise’, let us also admit that Gounod’s Funeral March of a Marionette is comical music, even apart from its ‘programme,’ still our collection of humorous specimens is not a large one. We must fall back upon that extensive class of music in which the humour is suggested—if not entirely possessed—by the words or ideas allied thereto. Many early examples of this kind will be found in the article on Programme Music. Such phrases as

\[
\text{\textit{Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!}}
\]

do not appear particularly droll by themselves, but when we know that they are intended to represent the meowing of a cat and the clucking of a hen we smile—perhaps. The humour of comic opera consists either in the rapid articulation of syllables on successive notes—known as ‘patter’—or in the deliberate setting of nonsense to serious music. The so-called comic cantatas of Bach might be sung to serious words without any incongruity being apparent, although his ‘Capriccio on the departure of a brother,’ with its picture of the lamentation of the friends who tell the traveller of the dangers of his way, is one of the best musical jokes, ancient or modern. Mozart affords us in his operas many specimens of music which is at least thoroughly in keeping with the humour of the words, if not inherently humorous. Decidedly his best efforts of this kind are to be found in ‘Die Zauberflöte.’ In the operas-bouffes of Offenbach a decided feeling for musical humour was sometimes exhibited; for instance when Barbe Bleue relates the death of his wife to a pathetic-sounding air which, as he quickly recovers from his grief, he sings faster and faster till it becomes a merry quadrille-tune. The snoring chorus in Orphée, the toothache song in ‘La Princesse de Trebizond,’ and many others, are singularly characteristic. Of the same class of humour as this might be mentioned an idea in Smetana’s light opera ‘The Two Widows,’ which consists in making one of the characters stammer all the time he sings. This is funny enough, but unfortunately, in real life, the most invertebrate stammerer loses his affliction the moment he sings. In the comic operas of Sir Arthur Sullivan, delightful as they are, the humour is quite inseparable from the words. Change these and all is lost. Almost the only instance of musical humour in operas where the humour emanates from the music independently of the words, are to be found, where they would scarcely be looked for, in two of the later works of Wagner. In ‘Siegfried’ the whole of Mime’s music is eminently characteristic, but in Act II, Sc. 3, when the dwarf comes wheedlingly to Siegfried he has the following expressive subject in the orchestra:

HURDY GURDY.

His murderous intentions having been revealed by the forest-bird, the theme appropriated to the latter is woven into Mime’s music as if in mockery:

\[
\text{\textit{Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!}}
\]

Again, a little later, when Siegfried deals the dwarf his merited fate, the brother Alberich, watching from a cleft in the rock, utters a peal of laughter to the ‘smith-motive’

\[
\text{\textit{Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!}}
\]

as if to say ‘He will never wield the hammer again!’ In the ‘Meistersinger’ we find many admirable specimens of musical drollery, such as the illustrative accompaniment of David’s absurd catalogue of ‘Tones,’ the way in which the orchestra pokes fun at Beckmesser both in his serenade and in his version of Walther’s song, but most especially in that remarkable scene of the 3rd Act (unfortunately reduced to a few bars in performance) where Beckmesser enters alone in silent perturbation and the orchestra interprets the current of his thoughts. This is a piece of musical humour absolutely without parallel. Lastly we should be deemed to have forgotten them, we will mention in conclusion Haydn’s ‘Farewell Symphony,’ the ‘Musical Joke’ or ‘Peasants’ Symphony’ of Mozart, and the ‘Wuth über einen verlornen Groeschen’ of Beethoven, but whatever humour there may be in either of these compositions certainly does not reside in the music.

HURDY GURDY. P. 759 a, l. 20. When in the key of C, the lowest drone is tenor C. The lowest drones are called Bourdons, the next higher open string is the Mouché. The Trompette which is again higher, a copper string next the two melody-strings, may be tuned as indicated and used at pleasure.

One or other of the bourdons is omitted, according as the key is C or G. [A.J.H.]
HUTCHINSON, Francis. Correct name throughout to Hutcheson, and for last two sentences of article read as follows:—He was the only son of Professor Hutcheson of Glasgow, who was well known in connection with the study of ethical philosophy; he had taken a Scottish degree in medicine before 1762, when he took the degree of M.D. at Trinity College, Dublin. As early as 1750 he had published a medical work at Glasgow. In the roll of Graduates the following entry occurs:—Francis Hutcheson (or Hutchinson), B.A. 1745, M.A. 1748, M.D. 1762. He adopted the pseudonym of Francis Ireland, fearing to injure his professional prospects by being known as a composer.

HUTSCHENRIJTER, Wilhelm, born Dec. 15, 1796, at Rotterdam, at first studied the violin and subsequent devoted himself to composition and to the direction of various choral and other musical societies, the Eruditio Musicae, the Musica Sacrum, and the Enteripa. He was also music-director at Schiedam, and was for many years a member of the Academy of St. Cecilia in Rome. He wrote more than 150 compositions of various kinds, of which the most important were:—an opera, 'The King of Bohemia,' produced at Rotterdam, four symphonies, two concert overtures, an overture for wind instruments, several masses, cantatas, songs, etc.
A fine sonata for piano and violoncello, op. 4, may also be mentioned. He died at Rotterdam Nov. 18, 1878. (Riemann's Lexicon.) [M.]

HYMN. P. 766 b, end of paragraph 1, omit PABLA from reference. At end of second paragraph, for Plain Chant read Plain Song. P. 762 b, l. 22, for 1594 read 1592. P. 764 a, l. 9 of second column of list in small print, for John Cooper read George Cooper.

I.

LE ENCHANTEE, L. Correct date of production to May 16.

IMPERFECT. Line 30 of article, for Large read Long.

INDY, PAUL MARIE THEODORE VINCEN'T D', born in Paris, March 27, 1851, studied for three years under Diémer, attended Marmontel's class, and learnt harmony and the elements of composition with Lavignac. He then, without having learnt counterpoint or fugue, undertook to write a grand opera, 'Les Begraves,' which was not finished, and a quartet for piano and strings, which was submitted to César Franck in the hope of overcoming the objections to the musical profession which were expressed by his family. Franck, recognising much promise in the work, recommended the presumptuous youth to study composition seriously. In 1873 d'Indy, who was now a first-rate pianist, entered Franck's organ class at the Conservatoire, where he obtained a second accession in 1874, and a first in the following year. In 1875 he became chorus-master under Colonne, and in order to obtain experience of orchestral detail, took the position of second drummer, which he retained for three years, at the end of which time he began to devote himself entirely to composition. He has since been extremely helpful in organizing Lamoureux's concerts and in directing the rehearsals, which have led to such fine results as the performance of 'Lohengrin.' Like many another musician, d'Indy owes the first performance of his works to Pasdeloup, and his overture 'Piccolomini' (Concert Populaire, Jan. 25, 1874) revealed a musician of lofty ideals, whose music was full of melancholy sentiment and rich orchestral colouring. This overture, altered and joined to the 'Camp de Wallenstein' (Société Nationale, 1880), and the 'Mort de Wallenstein' (Concert Populaire, March 14, 1880), forms the trilogy of 'Wallenstein,' a work inspired directly by Schiller, and one of the composer's most remarkable productions. The entire trilogy was performed for the first time at the Concerts-Lamoureux, Feb. 26, 1888. After this he produced a symphony, 'Jean Hunyade,' an overture to 'Antony and Cleopatra,' 'La Ford' enchantée,' symphonic ballad after Uhland; a quartet for piano and strings in A; 'La Chevassche du Cid,' scene for baritone and chorus; 'Saugefleure,' legend for orchestra; a suite in D for trumpet, two flutes, and string quartet; a 'Symphony' on an Alpine air for piano and orchestra, all of which have been performed at various Parisian concerts. D'Indy has only once written for the stage; a small work, entitled 'Attendez-moi sous l'orme,' was produced at the Opéra Comique on Feb. 11, 1882, with but little success, but he has since made up for its failure by the dramatic legend 'Le Chant de la Cloche,' which gained the prize at the competition of the city of Paris in 1884, and was performed three times in 1886 under Lamoureux's direction. Besides these, d'Indy has written several minor works, a 'lied' for violoncello and orchestra, piano pieces and songs, sacred and secular. He is a serious and thoughtful composer, who does not in the least care to please the public ear. The melodic ideas may be sometimes poor and not very striking, but the composer has such a command of the resources of his art as to be able to make the most ordinary phrases interesting. In order to obtain this extraordinary knowledge of technical combinations and of vivid musical colouring, d'Indy, who was at first a follower of Schumann, has borrowed largely from Berlioz's methods; but in conception and general style his 'Chant de la Cloche' approaches more nearly to Wagner. [A. J.]
INFLUXION. See Accent, vol. i. p. 16a.

INSTRUMENT. Vol. ii. p. 6a, note 1, for (see p. 794 a) read (see vol. i. p. 749 a). P. 6b, l. 11 from bottom, for 4 of the 29 strings read 5 of the 30. After l. 5 from bottom add while in the instruments of the Mandoline family a spectrum of tortoise-shell is used.

INTERMEZZO. P. 9a, l. 22, for 1734 read 1731. Two lines from end of article omit the word latest.

INTRODUCTION. P. 13 b, l. 14 from bottom, add opus number of the Nocturne referred to, op. 82, No. 1. P. 14 b, l. 29 from bottom, for D read D minor.

INVENTION. Only the first set of pieces mentioned, viz. the 15 in 2 parts, are called by this name; the 3-part compositions are called 'Sinfonien.'

INVERTED CADENCE. See MEDIAL CADENCE, vol. ii. p. 244.

INVITATORIUM. A species of Antiphon, appointed, in the Roman Breviary, to be sung at Matins, in connection with the Psalm 'Venite exultemus Domino.' Anglican Ritualists sometimes apply the term, Invitatorium, or Invitatory, to the 'Venite' itself; but this use of it is incorrect. It consists of short sentences, sung before, and between, the Verses of the Psalm; and sometimes gives rise to very elaborate complications in the text and music. [W.S.R.]

IPHIGÉNIE EN AULIDE. Concerning Wagner's ending to the opera see vol. iv. p. 354 c.

IRISH MUSIC. P. 21 a, musical illustration, for chœs read Chor.

IVANOFF. Add that he died at Bologna, July 8, 1880.

J.

JACK. P. 27 a, l. 11, 7. See SPINET, vol. iii. p. 561 a, footnote.

JACKSON, WILLIAM, 'of Exeter.' Add day of birth, May 28.

JACKSON, WILLIAM, 'of Massham.' Correct date of birth to 1815.

JADASSOHN, SALomon. Line 13 of article, for D read D minor. Mention should be made of two pianoforte trios, a string quartet, two quintets for pianoforte and strings (op. 70 and 76), a pianoforte quartet (op. 77), a piano concerto (op. 89), and of a setting of Psalm c. for alto solo, double chorus, and orchestra.

JADIN, HYACINTHE. P. 29 b, l. 29, for in 1802 read in October 1800.

JAELL, ALFRED. Add date of death, Feb. 28, 1882.

JAHN, OTTO. Add that his life of Mozart was published in an English translation by Miss Pauline Townshend, in three volumes, by Novello and Co. in 1882.

JAHNBÜCHER, etc. For continuations see BREITKOPF & HÄRTEL in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 563.

JANIEWICZ. Line 3 of article, for 1783 or 4 read 1784 or 5. Add that an antedate of Mozart's for violin and orchestra, dated April 1, 1785 (K. 470), is believed by Jahn (iii. 297) to have been written for Janiewicz.

JANOTA, NATHALIE. Line 4 from end of article, for of the same year read 1786. Add that in 1858 she was made pianist to the court of Germany and Prussia by William I.

JANSA, LEOPOLD. Correct date of birth to 1794; add that he last appeared at Vienna in 1871, when he was 77 years of age, and add day of death, Jan. 25.

JARDINE & Co. A firm of organ-builders in Manchester. The house was founded in 1823 by Renn. Between 1825 and 1830 the firm was Renn & Boston, and after that Renn alone, till his death in or about 1848. In 1850 the business was bought by Kirkland & Jardine. In 1865 Kirkland retired, and Frederic W. Jardine remained alone until 1874. The business was then bought by J. A. Thorold & C. W. Smith, who are now trading under the name of Jardine & Co. Examples of their work may be found in St. Peter's Church and the Free Trade Hall, both in Manchester, and also in Stockport Sunday School. [V. de P.]

JENSEN, ADOLPH. Correct date of death to Jan. 23, and add that the score of an opera 'Turandot' was found after his death.

JEUNE, LE. See LE JEUNE, vol. ii. 118.


JOACHIM. L. 9 of article read In 1841 he became. (Corrected in later editions.) To list of works add Variations for violin and orchestra, in E minor.

JÖDEL. See TYROLIANNE.


JOMMELLI, NICCOLO. P. 36 b, l. 13 from bottom, for Sept. 11 read Sept. 10. P. 37 b, l. 22 from bottom, for 1771 read 1770. P. 38 a, l. 1, for Aug. 26 read Aug. 25.

JONAS, EMILE. P. 39 a, add to list of operettas, 'Le Chignon d'or,' Brussels, 1874; 'La bonne Aventure,' 1883; 'Le premier Baiser,' 1883.

JONCIÈRES, VICTORIN DE, the adopted name of FÉLIX LUDGER BORSIGNOL, born in Paris, April 13, 1839. The name by which he is known was adopted by his father, a journalist and advocate of the Cour d'Appel, who, under the Empire, was one of the principal contributors to the 'Patrie' and the 'Constitutionnel.' Victorin began by studying painting; but by way of amusement he composed a little opera comique
adapted by a friend from Molère's 'Sicilien,' which was performed by students of the Conservatoire at the Salle Lyrique in 1859. A critic, who was present advised the composer to give up painting for music, and accordingly Joncères began to study harmony with Elwart. He entered Leborne's counterpoint class at the Conservatoire, but left it suddenly on account of a disagreement with his master concerning Wagner, who had just given his first concert in Paris. From this time he studied independently of the Conservatoire. At the Concerts Musard he produced an overture, a march, and various orchestral compositions; he also wrote music to 'Hamlet,' produced by Dumas and Paul Meurice. A performance of this work was given as a concert at his own expense in May, 1863, and a representation was given at Nantes on Sept. 21, 1867, under his direction, with Mme. Judith, of the Comédie Française, in the principal part. The play was produced in Paris at the Galté later in the following year, but for the recent performance of 'Hamlet' at the Frangais, Joncères' music was rejected by M. Perrin. On Feb. 8, 1867, Joncères made his real début as a dramatic composer at the Théâtre Lyrique, with a grand opera, 'Sardanapale,' which was only partially successful. In spite of this comparative failure, Carvalho was persuaded to produce a second grand opera, 'Le dernier jour de Pompéi' (Sept. 21, 1869), which was hardly received by the public. Shortly afterwards a violin concerto was played by his friend Danbé at the Concerts of the Conservatoire (Dec. 12, 1869). The Lyrique having come to an end after the war, Joncères' dramatic career ceased for a long time, as he would not write for the Opéra Comique, and could not gain admissitance to the Grand Opera. He wrote a Symphonie Romantique (Concert National, March 9, 1873), and various other pieces were produced at the concerts conducted by Danbé at the Grand Hotel. At length, on May 5, 1876, he succeeded in producing his grand opera 'Dimitri,' for the opening of the new Théâtre Lyrique at the Galté, under the direction of Vizentini; and the work, although it did not attract the public, showed that the composer possessed a strong dramatic instinct, inspiration of some power, if little originality, and an effective style of orchestration. The opera was such a remarkable advance upon his earlier productions that hopes were formed which have not been realized either by his 'Reine Berthe' (Dec. 27, 1878), given four times at the Opéra, nor by his 'Chevalier Jean' (Opéra Comique, March 11, 1885), which succeeded in Germany, though it had failed in Paris. Besides these dramatic works Joncères has written numerous compositions for the concert-room: 'Sérénade Hongroise,' 'La Mer,' a symphonic ode for mezzo soprano, chorus, and orchestra, 'Les Nubiennes,' orchestral suite, a Slavonic march, a Chinese chorus, etc. His works, of which 'Dimitri' is by far the best, have the merit of being carefully orchestrated, and his vocal writing is marked by a just sense of the laws of prosody. As a critic—for since 1871 he has been musical critic to 'La Liberté,' and contributes to it, the critical notices, etc., under the pseudonym of 'Jenius'—his opinions, like his music, are wanting in balance and unity, and have considerably injured his musical standing. In Feb. 1877 M. Joncères received the cross of the Légion d'honneur. [A.J.

JONES, HENRY & Sons, organ-builders in London, established 1847; they made the organs for Christ Church, Albany Street; St. Matthias, West Brompton; and the Aquarium, Westminster. They invented a ingenious composition pedal, under the influence of which any stops may be brought on by a turn of the stop-handle to the right; so that any possible combination, prepared but an instant before it is wanted, may be brought on to, or taken off, the keys. [V. de P.]

JONES, JOHN. P. 39 b. the last note but one of the chart should be D not C. (Corrected in later editions.)

JORDAN, ABRAHAM, sen. and jun., belonged to an ancient family located in Maidstone in the 15th century. The elder, who was a distiller, but had a mechanical turn, devoted himself to organ-building, and removed to London, where he made many fine instruments. He instructed his son Abraham in the same business. The Jordans deserve especial notice as being the inventors of the swell, which was in the form of a sliding shutter, and was first applied to the organ which they built for St. Magnus' Church, London Bridge, in 1712. In 1720 they built the organ of the Duke of Chandos at Cannons, on which Handel used to play. This was sold by auction in 1747, after which they repaired it and conveyed it to Trinity Church, Gisport. See BIBLIOTHECA JORDANIANA, and BRIDGE, vol. iv. p. 571; also vol. ii. pp. 595, 596. [V. de P.]

JOSQUIN. P. 42 b. 1. 30, for who creates a genial impression, read who impresses us as being a genius.

JULLIEN, JEAN LUCIEN ADOLPHE, born June 11, 1845, was the son and grandson of disinguished literary men, his grandfather, Bernard Jullien (1752-1816) having held various professorships, and his father, Marcel Bernard Jullien (1798-1881), having been for some years principal of the College at Dieppe, and subsequently editor of the 'Revue de l'instruction publique,' and having taken a prominent part in the compilation of Littre's Dictionary. Adolphe Jullien was educated at the Lycée Charlemagne in Paris, and having taken the degree of licentiate in law, he completed his musical studies under Bienaimé, retired professor at the Conservatoire. His first essay in musical criticism was an article in 'Le Ménestrel,' on Schumann's 'Paradise and the Peri,' which had just been produced unsuccessfully in Paris (1869). In that article his pronounced opinions in favour of the advanced school of music are expressed with fearless spirit, if they are in his most recent writings. He has ever since fought valiantly for musical progress of every kind, and in the Wagnerian controversy he has taken a position
which cannot be sufficiently admired. His recently published life of that master is not only a monument of accurate and erudite information, but a complete and in most cases just review of all his works, while the collection of caricatures and the other illustrations make the book exceedingly amusing. He is now about to publish a companion volume on Berlioz. But before engaging in the great musical battle of our day, he had proclaimed his convictions with regard to Berlioz, Schumann, and other composers who were too little appreciated in France, with great vigour and exhaustive knowledge of his subject. He has at various times contributed to the Revue et Gazette musicale, the Mélodist, the Chronique musicale, the Révise contemporaine, the Moniteur du Bibliophile, the Revue de France, the Correspondant, the Revue Britannique, l’Art, Figaro, and other periodicals. He was critic to the Français from May 1872 to Nov. 1887, when that paper was amalgamated with the old Moniteur universel; since that time M. Jullien has remained on the staff. Besides exercising the ordinary avocations of a musical critic, he has made an intimate study of the history of the eighteenth century, especially in connection with the theatrical affairs of the time; and most of his earliest books, which have become exceedingly difficult to procure, treat of this subject. His first books, L’Opéra en 1788 (1873), and La Musique et les Philosophes au XVIIIe siècle (1873), were followed by several which have no direct bearing on music. A complete list of his works since 1876 is appended:—Un Pont de musiciens (1875); L’Église et l’Opéra en 1735 (1877); R. Weber à Paris (1877); A. Airs variés, histoire, critique, biographies musicales et dramatiques (1877); La Cour et l’Opéra sous Louis XVI (1878); La Comédie et la Galanterie au XVIIIe siècle (1879); Histoire du Costume au Théâtre (1880); Goethe et la musique (1880); L’Opéra secret au XVIIIe siècle (1880); La Ville et la Cour au XVIIIe siècle (in which is embodied the second of the earlier works, 1881); Hector Berlioz (1882); La Comédie à la Cour (1883); Paris dilettante au commencement du siècle (1884); and Richard Wagner, sa vie et ses œuvres (1886).

JULLIEN’S MILITARY JOURNAL.

Omit the reference to MILITARY JOURNALS.

JUNCK, BENEDETTO, born August 24, 1852, at Turin, his mother being an Italian, and his father a native of Alessandria. After a mathematical training at Turin, he was sent into a commercial house at Paris. He would from the first have preferred to make music his profession, but although the Juncks were a wealthy family, his father objected to the choice of so precarious a career. His natural bias, however, proved too strong; and instead of applying himself closely to business, Benedetto Junck devoted his time chiefly to music. Such musical education as he brought with him to Paris was slight, and almost entirely confined to the pianoforte. Hence the orchestral works of the great masters which he first heard in Paris keenly stirred his artistic temperateness; and his ambition to dedicate himself to music became deeply rooted. In 1870 he returned to Turin as required by law to perform a year of military service, and about this time his father died. He was now free to follow his own inclinations, and at the age of 22 he went to Milan, and put himself under Alberto Mazzucato (then principal of the Milan Conservatorio) for a course of study in harmony and counterpoint. He also worked a short time under Bazzini.

In 1879 Junck married, and his home is now in Milan, where during the winter season he gives concerts in his own house, at which leading artists are wont to meet. Being a man of independent means, he has no motive for writing but the impulse of his own mind. His works are not numerous, but are all marked by earnestness, refinement and culture.

The list of his published works is as follows:—

1. La Simona, a set of twelve songs for Soprano and Tenor (words by Fontana). 1879.
3. Two Songs (words by Heine). 1881.
4. Sonata for FF. and Violin in G. 1884.
5. Sonata for FF. and Violin in D. 1885.

Although the earliest of Junck’s works, La Simona still stands pre-eminent among them for originality and power; but some of the Otte Romanze,—especially nos. 2 and 4, entitled Dolce sera and Elbici traversere l’anima mia, are also compositions of a high order. The melodies are graceful and flowing, and the accompaniments are worked out with care and taste.

It is, however, in chamber-music that Benedetto Junck may be said to have rendered the most valuable service, because this kind of music has been neglected in Italy, and is consequently a scarce product there. Both the sonatas and the quartets are well-written and interesting works; the form is clear, and the ideas are fresh and melodious; and the treatment of the instruments shows a skilful hand. Of the single movements we would especially commend the Andante of the Sonata in G, which contains a warm and impassioned melody of much beauty, and the graceful and delicate Presto of the second sonata. Both are highly effective without being difficult.

A special characteristic of Junck’s is his skill in combining distinct melodies. Throughout his works it rarely happens that the principal melody is merely supported by an accompaniment; it is far more common to find independent melodies in the subordinate parts. As two examples out of many we may mention the Intermezzo of the second sonata, and the last song of the Otte Romanze.

With this wealth of melody, contrapuntal knowledge and genuine musical feeling, Benedetto Junck may unquestionably be regarded as one of the most distinguished of the younger Italian composers of the present time. [A.H.W.]

1 The fact that the several movements of a Sonata are advertised and sold separately in Italy is a sign of the imperfect appreciation of chamber-music by the Italian public.
K.

KAHRER-RAPPOLDI, M.M. See vol. iii. p. 76 b.

KALKBRENNER, F. W. Line 3 of article, the date of birth should probably be corrected to 1794.

KAMMERTON. See CHORUS in Appendix.


KASTNER, JOHANN GEORG, born at Strassburg March 9, 1810. He was destined to theology; but music conquered, and the successful performance of his operas, "Die Königin der Sarmaten," induced the town council of Strassburg to grant him the means of going to Paris in 1835, where he finished his studies under Berton and Reicha, and resided till his death there Dec. 19, 1867. In 1837 he published his Treatise on Instrumentation, the first work of the kind in France, and the beginning of a long series of elementary treatises. He was not less fruitful as a composer of operas.— 1. Beatrice (German), 1839; 2. La Maschera, at the Opéra Comique, 1841; 3. Le dernier Roi de Juda, his best work, given at the Conservatoire, 1844; 4. Les Nommes de Robert-le-Diable, 1845, and a number of vocal and instrumental compositions large and small, including his Livres-Partitions, half music, half treatises. Besides the numerous works enumerated below, Kastner was a voluminous contributor to the Gazette Musicale, the Méhustrel, and the Revue étrangère, as well as to the German periodicals, Iris, Allg. musikalische Zeitung, Neue Zeit-schrift, Cecilia, and many others. Every spare moment was directed to the preparation of a vast Encyclopaedia of Music, which remained unfinished at his death. Such learned industry obtained its deserved reward, Kastner was made an Associate of the French Academy, and was also decorated by a very large number of institutions outside of France.

For the details of his honourable and useful life we must refer to the exhaustive biography by Hermann Ludwig, Breitkopf & Härtel, 3 vols. 1886, with complete Lists, Indexes, etc., a monument raised to Kastner's memory by the devotion of his widow. His library has been acquired by his native city.

List of Kastner's Works.

STRAßBURG, 1829—1830. 6 Operas; 6 Symphonies; 8 Overtures; FF. Concerto; Marches; Waltzes; 10 Sonatas for Wind Instruments.

PARIS. Operas:—Beatrice (1839); La Maschera (1841); Le dernier Roi de Juda (1844); Les Nommes de Robert-le-Diable (1845); Hymne, Cantatas; La Rédemption (1839); Sardanapale (1842); Cantate Allemande (1844). Songs for Voices and FF., Songs, etc.:—Les derniers moments d'un Amoureux; Le vérolier; Le nègre; Iliens-loua, Judas Iscariote, etc., in all. Part-songs, chiefly for men's voices; Bibliothèque chorale: 72 nos.; Heures d'amour, 6 nos.; Les chants de l'Armée Francaise, 26 nos.; Les chants de la vie, 26 nos.; Les orphéons, etc., etc., 26 more in all. Piano:—Valse et Galop de Strasbourg; 3 sets; Waltzes, Polkas, Marches, etc.; 21 more in all. Orchestra:—2 Overtures of Frederic, in Eb, and G; Drame-symphonies; 3 pieces for Saxophone and FF. 


Kastner's son GEORG FRIEDRICH EUGEN, born at Strassburg Aug. 10, 1842, devoted himself to physical science, especially to the law of vibrations. He was the inventor of the Pyrophone, an instrument for the employment of 'singing flames.' He brought the subject before the Académie des Sciences, March 17, 1873; and issued a book, Le Pyrophone. Flammes chantantes, which reached its 4th edition in 1876. (See also 'Journal of Society of Arts,' Feb. 17, 1875.) Shortly after this he was killed with serious wounds, and expired April 6, 1882. His memoir occupies the concluding chapters of his father's life by H. Ludwig (B. & H. 1886.) [G.]

KEARNS, WILLIAM HENRY. A prominent figure in London musical life in the middle part of the century. He was born at Dublin in 1794, and came to London in 1817, where he played the violin at Covent Garden Theatre. He soon however became the musical adviser to Arnold and Hawes, and 'Der Freisçhütz,' 'Azor and Zemira,' 'Robert the Devil,' and many other foreign operas were brought out under his direction at Covent Garden. Mr. Kearns wrote the additional wind accompaniments to the 'Messiah' and 'Israel in Egypt,' for the Festival at Westminster Abbey in 1834, as well as for Handel's choruses at provincial festivals. In 1845 he assisted Gauntlett in editing the Comprehensive Tune-book. He died in Prince's Place, Kennington, Dec. 28, 1846. [G.]

KEELEY, MRS. (MARY ANNE GOWARD), was born at Ipswich Nov. 22, 1805. Being endowed with a pure soprano voice of remarkable compass, she was apprenticed for seven years to the well-known teacher of music, Mrs. Smart (a sister-in-law of Sir George Smart), under whom she made her first appearance on the stage at Dublin in 1824. On July 2, 1825, she appeared in London at the Lyceum, then under the management of Mr. Arnold. The performance consisted of 'The Beggar's Opera' (with Thorne, Miss Stephens, and Miss Kelly), Shield's 'Rosina,' and 'The Spoiled Child,' in which last two pieces Miss Goward played. The event is thus chronicled in the 'Times' (July 4):—Miss Goward, the débutante, appeared as Rosina in the opera of that title. She is young, of a slen-
der figure, and with intelligent features. Her voice was pretty, and after she had overcome the first embarrassments of her entrance, she went through the part very successfully. She sang the songs in a simple manner, which deserved the applause she received. It is dangerous to prophecy at first appearances, but we may, nevertheless, venture to say that this young lady promises to make a very fine actress... Miss Goward played Little Pickle in the " Spoiled Child" very well indeed. In the same season she sang Anne in "The Recruiting Officer" with Mr. Braham and Miss Paxton. In 1826, on the production of Weber's "Oberon" at Covent Garden, she undertook the small but important part of the Mermaid, the music of which had been previously tried by Miss Love and Miss Hammersley, both of whom declined to sing it owing to the difficulty of hearing the delicate orchestral accompaniments at the back of the vast stage where the Mermaid has to appear. Miss Goward, however, overcame this obstacle, as Mr. Pianò states ("Recollections and Reflections," vol. i.): 'she was even then artist enough to be entrusted with anything,' and her singing of the Mermaid's music earned for her the personal thanks of the composer. For the next few years Miss Goward continued to sing in English opera, but after her marriage with the well-known comedian, Mr. Keeley (which took place on June 26, 1839), she devoted her talents entirely to comedy, in which she is one of the greatest artists of the English stage. In the present season it would be out of place to trace her dramatic career: it must suffice to state that since breaking a small blood-vessel, from the effects of which she suffered for two or three years, she has not taken an engagement at any theatre. Mrs. Keeley has never formally left the stage, but still takes great interest in theatrical affairs, and is justly loved and respected as the doyenne of the profession. [W.B.E.S.]

KIESER, REINHARD. Add day of death, Sept. 12.

KELER BELA. Add date of death, Nov. 20, 1832.

KEMBLE, ADELAIDE. Add date of death, Aug. 4, 1879.


KENNEDY, DAVID, Scottish vocalist, born at Perth, April 15, 1825; died Oct. 13, 1886. He received his first lessons in music from his father, an enthusiastic musician, and at the age of eighteen assisted him as precentor of the North United Secession Church, Perth. At the age of twenty he succeeded his uncle as precentor of South Street Church in the same city. At an early age he was apprenticed to a house painter in Perth. During this time, while working at a house ten miles distant, he resolved to hear Templeton, who was singing at the Perth Theatre. He started after leaving off work, running all the way, and clearing the distance in two hours. Having no money to pay for admission, he stood throughout the whole performance, in the pelting rain, with ear to key-hole, and then took to the road again to be ready for work at six in the morning. He afterwards worked as a journeyman in Edinburgh and London, but returned to Perth to commence business on his own account. He had, however, the never-ceasing desire to become a public singer, and made frequent visits to Edinburgh to receive singing lessons from Mr. Edmund Edmunds. Having secured an appointment as precentor in Nicholson Street, and was a Presbyterian Church in Edinburgh, he struggled hard to support himself and family by occasional concert giving, teaching, etc. in Edinburgh and neighbourhood. In Jan. '59 he received his first important engagement, for the Burns centenary at St. George's Hall, Liverpool. In the autumn he gave twelve concerts in Buccleuch Street Hall, Edinburgh. Every programme being different, he tested about 150 songs. Professor Ayton and Robert and William Chambers were in the habit of attending; they became his personal friends and gave him many friendly hints, and great encouragement at the outset of his career. In 1866 he made short tours in Scotland, and in 1867 went as far as the Orkneys. In the summer of 1862 he made his first appearance in London, at the Hanover Square Rooms. Four concerts were given, and the programmes contained selections from 'The Gentle Shepherd,' 'Noces Ambroisienne,' etc., etc. The veteran, John Templeton, was present upon each occasion, and it was one of the first to offer his warm congratulations. In December of the same year Kennedy commenced a series of concerts in the Egyptian Hall, which extended to 100 nights, ending in May 1863. After tours in the south of England and in Scotland he returned to London in the winter of 1864-65, to give a series of concerts in Store Street Hall, with fresh programmes, which included selections from 'Waverley,' and an entertainment called 'The Farmer's Ingle.' His eldest daughter, Helen, scarcely in her teens, had now become his companion. At one time or another his eleven sons and daughters all assisted in the entertainments. In the summer of 1866 he visited Canada and the United States, and sang in every city of importance North and South. For the next twenty years he toured at home and abroad, travelling through Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and India, and revisiting Canada several times. One of his first acts, when at Quebec in 1867, was to visit the grave of Wilson, who died there in 1849. He had photographs taken of the tombstone, and arranged that the grave should be tended and cared for in perpetuity. Mr. Kennedy's last appearance in public was at a Burns Night,' in Sarnia, Oct. 4, 1886. The last concert given by the 'Kennedy Family' was at Stratford, Ontario, on the following evening. Mr. Kennedy being too ill to appear, the programme was carried out the programme, the Mayor of Stratford taking the chair. He probably hastened his end by resolving to revisit the grave of Wilson with the shadow of death almost upon him. He
went out of his way to do so, and in a few days breathed his last, at Stratford. The body was embalmed and brought to his native land by his widow; a public funeral took place from his own house in Edinburgh, to the Grange Cemetery. An interesting sketch of his life by his daughter Marjory, has recently been published. It contains also a condensation of three books, previously published, entitled 'Kennedy's Colonial Tour,' "Kennedy in India," and "Kennedy at the Cape." Much sympathy was felt for him and his family in 1881 when one son and two daughters perished at the burning of the Théâtre des Italiens at Nice. His eldest son, David, died at Natal in 1884. Only a few years before his death Kennedy was at Milan receiving valuable hints from Lamperti; a true lover of his art, he ever felt the necessity for constant application and study. Mr. Kennedy leaves a successor in his son Robert, who is now successfully giving Scotch entertainments in Australia. A movement is on foot to raise a public monument in Edinburgh to Scotland's three great vocalists, Wilson, Templeton, and Kennedy.

KENT, JAMES. Add that he was chorister of the cathedral from 1711 to 1714, and was appointed organist of the same on Jan. 13, 1737. He died in October, not May, 1776, if his monument at Winchester may be trusted.

KETTERER, Eugène, born at Rouen in 1831, entered the Paris Conservatoire, obtaining a second prize for solfège in 1847, and a premier accessit in 1853, under Marmontel. From that time until his death, which took place during the siege of Paris, Dec. 18, 1870, he appeared constantly as a pianist, and wrote multitudes of brilliant fantasias and drawing-room pieces, which obtained an immense and ephemeral popularity.

KEY, KEYBOARD. P. 53 b, l. 39, for the oldest illustration of a chromatic keyboard see SPINET, vol. iii. p. 652 a, footnote. Line 46, for the oldest example of a keyboard to a harpsichord or spinet see SPINET, vol. iii. p. 652 a, footnote; but Mr. Donaldson's upright spinet from the Correr collection, although undated, is probably, from its structure and decoration, still older. There is a spinet in the loan collection of the Bologna Exhibition (1888) made by Pasi, at Modena, and said to be dated 1490. P. 54 a, l. 11, omit the word ivory. P. 55 b, add at end of article:—The last new keyboard (1887-8) is the invention of Herr Paul von Jankó of Totis, Hungary. In this keyboard each note has three finger-keys, one lower than the other, attached to a key lever. Six parallel rows of whole tone intervals are thus produced. In the first row the octave is arranged c, d, e, f, g, a, e; in the second row c, d, e, f, g, a, b, c. The third row repeats the first, the fourth the second, etc. The sharps are distinguished by black bands intended as a concession to those familiar with the old system. The keys are rounded on both sides and the whole keyboard slants. The advantage Herr von Jankó claims for his keyboard is a freer use of the fingers than is possible with the accepted keyboard, as the player has the choice of three double rows of keys. The longer fingers touch the higher and the shorter the lower keys, an arrangement of special importance for the thumb, which, unlike the latest practice in piano technique, takes its natural position always. All scales, major and minor, can be played with the same positions of the fingers; it is only necessary to raise or lower the hand, in a manner analogous to the violinist's 'shift.' The facilities with which the key of Db major favours the pianist are thus equally at command for D or C major, and certain difficulties of transposition are also obviated. But the octave being brought within the stretch of the sixth of the ordinary keyboard, extensions become of easier grasp, and the use of the arpeggio for wide chords is not so often necessary. The imperfection of balance in the key levers of the old keyboard, which the player unconsciously dominates by scale practice, appears in the new keyboard to be increased by the greater relative distances of finger attack. On account of the contracted measure of the keyboard, the key levers are radiated, and present a fanlike appearance. Herr von Jankó's invention was introduced to the English public by Mr. J. C. Ames at the Portman Rooms on June 20, 1888. It has many adherents in Germany. His pamphlet 'Eine neue Claviatur,' Weitzer, Vienna, 1886, with numerous illustrations of fingering, is worthy of the attention of all students in pianoforte technique.

KEY-BUGLE. Line 4 of article, add vol. i. to reference.

KEY-NOTE. After reference add in Appendix.

KEYS. P. 56 a, l. 8, for CONTRAFAGOTTO read [DOUBLE BASSOON].

KIEL, FRIEDRICH. Add date of death, Sept. 14, 1855.

KINDELMANN. See REICHER-KINDELMANN in Appendix.

KING, M. P. Line 6 from end of article, add date of 'One o'clock, or the Wood Demon,' 1811.

KING'S THEATRE. P. 58 b, l. 21, add vol. i. to reference.

KINSKY, PRINCE. P. 59 a, l. 15 and 45, add vol. i. to references.

KIRCHEN-CANTATEN. P. 60 a, l. 15 from bottom, add references to English edition of Spitta's Bach, l. 40, 446, and ii. 348, etc. P. 60 b, l. 38, add vol. i. before p. 120. For continuation of the list of cantatas see BACH-GESSELLSCHAFT in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 529. Since that article was in type, the number of cantatas has increased to 170, by the publication in 1887 of the 33rd volume (due 1883), which contains the following:

KIRCHNER, Theodor. Add day of birth, Dec. 10.

KIRKMAN. P. 618, line 11 from bottom, add that the piano was introduced in Kirkman's workshops in the time of Abraham Kirkman, as there is record of a square piano inscribed Jacob and Abraham Kirchmann, which was dated 1775. The grand piano dated 1780 was also theirs. [A.J.H.]

KIRTLAND. See JARDINE in Appendix.

KISTNER. Line 11 of article, for son read brother.

KITTEL, J. C. Correct day of death to May 18.

KJERULF, Halfdan, was born at Christiania in 1815, and became known as a composer in Norway and the surrounding countries during the time of Norway's struggle for freedom, and the consequent renascence of her intellectual and artistic spirit.

In 1834 he was a graduate of the Christiania University, and he had as a matter of course devoted himself to the study of jurisprudence, for his father's high post under Government would have ensured for him a good start in official life. There ensued the heartaches and the struggles of a born artist who cannot throw himself into what he feels to be the 'wrong direction for his energies.' His case was aggravated by the condition of the 'poor and cold country of Norway,' which possessed 'no hot-house to foster the arts.' Nevertheless, the blossom of Kjerulf's art was destined to raise its head in the chill desert. On the death of his father in 1840, a decided step was at last taken by Halfdan Kjerulf, and he began his professional career at the age of 25. He settled down as a teacher of music, and published some simple songs even before he had been introduced to the theory of music by some resident foreigner. In 1850 or thereabouts Kjerulf had begun to attract public attention, the Government awarded him a grant by which he was enabled to study for a year at Leipzig under Richter. On his return to Christiania he did his best to establish classical subscription concerts in that city, but with no lasting success. In 1860 he was in active co-operation with Björnson, who wrote for him many poems; and it was during these years—1860 to 1865—that Kjerulf did his best work, resided to a contemplative and lonely existence, and content to exercise a quiet influence upon those who sought him out. Grieg amongst others was very glad of the older master's moral support.

The portraits of Kjerulf represent him with a mild and pensive face, with traces of pain in the expression. He had indeed suffered for long from extreme delicacy in the chest, and death overtook him when he had withdrawn to a retreat at Greifen, near Christiania, in August 1868. A wave of deep emotion and sympathy,

1 Mendel and other German authorities give wrong dates.
2 For a full account of Kjerulf as the representative of his country, and for extracts from his letters and details of his private life, the reader may be referred to the articles 'Halfdan Kjerulf,' by Mauritz Sundt, in the 'Musical World' of October 1, 9, and 16, 1897.

the fervour of which would have astonished the composer himself, passed over the country he had loved and served so well.

The value of Kjerulf's stirring quartets and choruses for men's voices, as reflecting the national sentiment in the way most acceptable to his countrymen, has already been commented on. As absolute music they are of slight interest, but by their vigour and their straightforward simplicity they may be said to possess all the virtue which belongs to complete appropriateness to the subject. His few pianoforte pieces fully maintain the highly artistic standard to which Kjerulf was always faithful.

Consideration of the purely musical side of Kjerulf's songs shows the perfect genuineness of their inspiration, and also the limits of that inspiration in intellectual depth and power. The stream of melody, generally written with due effect for the voice, and with a varied and sometimes elaborated pianoforte accompaniment, in fact, with considerable instinct of just proportions, is saved from actual commonplace by the fresh fragrance and the refinement which make his music distinguished though not important. Its sadness never becomes morbid, but is stamped with the resignation of a noble nature. Among the Northern ballads and lyrics are to be found some really characteristic and pleasantly fascinating ditties. Such are Björnson's 'Synnøve's Song,' 'Ingrid's Song,' 'Young Venet,' 'The Young Song,' and the Scotch 'Taylor's Song,' Munch's 'Night on the Fjord,' Theodor Kjerulf's 'Longing.' Several songs that spring from Kjerulf's sojourn at Leipzig most eloquently recall the influence of Schumann, while his treatment of some English poems is almost startling. The polished verses of Moore are made the vehicle of outpourings in which the gentle Kjerulf is seen in his most impassioned mood—for instance, 'Love thee, dearest love thee,' 'My heart and lute,' on the other hand, has inspired the composer with an intensity of dreamy melancholy. Unfortunately a certain amount of license has been taken in the settings, and where the poem as a whole gains by the suggestiveness of the music, the lines and words now and then suffer from false accentuation. This is especially the case with some familiar verses by the late Lord Houghton. It would be impossible to enumerate all that is worthy of note in the collection of more than one hundred songs by Kjerulf; but notice must be taken of the successful colouring of some Spanish subjects, and of the pleasing settings of Victor Hugo's Romances. Many of the songs are familiar to English amateurs through the compilation by T. Marzials, published by Messrs. Stanley Lucas, Weber & Co. Kjerulf's name has been included in Mr. Carl Armbruster's lectures on 'Modern Composers of Classical Song.' Further testimony to the value of the Norwegian composer's work can be read in the 'Musikalische Wochenblatt' of Jan. 24, 1879, in an article from the pen of Edward Grieg.

[L.M.M.]

KLEINMICHEL, Richard, born at Posen Dec. 31, 1846, received his first instruction from
his father, and at an early age appeared in public as a pianist. He afterwards completed his studies at the Leipzig Conservatorium, and settled at Hamburg, where he published many works of some importance, mostly for his own instrument. His second orchestral symphony was given at the Gewandhaus at Leipzig with success. In that town he held for some time the position of Capellmeister at the Stadttheater, and subsequently held similar posts at Danzig and Magdeburg, where he now resides. His first opera, 'Manon,' was successfully produced at the last two places as well as at Hamburg. He has lately completed another opera, 'Der Pfleger von Dusenbach.' He has also made 'simplified' arrangements of the pianoforte scores of Wagner's later works. [M.]

KLEMM. Add that C. B. Klemm died Jan. 3, 1888, leaving the business to his two sons.

KLENGEL, A. A. Correct date of birth to Jan. 27, 1783.

KLEINDORF. P. 64 b, l. 3, add they were called the 'Musical Art-union.'

KLEINGEMANN. Line 18 of article add for Mendelssohn's opera 'Die Hochzeit des Camacho'; also.

KNECHT, J. H. P. 66 a, l. 2, for Dec. 11 read Dec. 1.

KNELLER HALL. P. 66 b, l. 22 from bottom, after Forces add H. Schallehn was resident musical director till April 1859. Colonel Whitmore was appointed Aug. 15, 1863. He was succeeded, May 1, 1880, by Colonel Robert T. Thompson, who still (Jan. 1, 1888) holds the post of Commandant; Charles Cousins (appointed Nov. 1, 1874) being musical director. [G.]

KNIGHT, Rev. J. P. Add that his last composition was a setting of Byron's 'Jephthah's Daughter,' and that he died at Yarmouth June 1, 1887.

KOCH, HEINRICH CHRISTOPH, born at Rudolstadt Oct. 10, 1749, the son of a member of the ducal orchestra there. In 1768 he was admitted into the band as a violinist, having received instruction from Güfert of Weimar, and in 1777 obtained the title of 'Kammermusiker.' He composed various pieces of small importance for the court, but his fame rests upon his contributions to musical literature. His 'Versuch einer Anleitung zur Composition' appeared in three parts between the years 1782 and 1793; and his 'Musikalisches Lexicon' in 1802. This was republished in a condensed form in 1807 and 1828, but its complete revision dates from 1865, and is the work of Arrey von Dommer. [See DOMMER in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 617.] He wrote several other works of less importance on harmony and other subjects connected with the art, and died March 12, 1816. [M.]

KÖHLER, LOUIS. See vol. ii. p. 733 a, and add date of death, Feb. 16, 1886.

KOLLMANN, AUGUST FRIEDRICH KARL. Line 9 of article, for about 1783 read April 9, 1784. Line 12, for Nov. 1824 read Easter Day, 1829.

KONTSKI, DE. Correct date of birth of CHARLES to 1815, and add date of death, Aug. 27, 1867. Correct date of birth of APOLLINAIRE to 1826, and add date of death, June 29, 1879. (Partially corrected in later editions.)

KOZELUCH, LEOPOLD. As to the date of death the authorities are at variance, the date 1814 being supported by Dlabacz and Wurtzbach, as well as by the less trustworthy evidence of Félix and Mendel. The testimony of the first is especially weighty, since his dictionary was begun in 1815, when the date of so important a musician's death must have been well known. Almost all the authorities give May 8 as the day: Dlabacz's May 3 is probably a misprint for 8. It should be added that he arranged some Scotch songs for Thomson of Edinburgh, in allusion to which, Beethoven, in a letter of Feb. 29, 1812 (Thayer, iii. 449), whether inspired with disgust at Kozeluch's underselling him, or with a genuine contempt for his music, says, 'Moi je m'extime moins encore plus superieur au genre que Monseur Kozeluch (misereble). He again calls him 'misereble' (Thayer, iii. 200).

KRAUSS, MARIE GABRIELLE, born March 23, 1843, at Vienna, received instruction at the Conservatorium in pianoforte playing and harmony, and in singing from Mme. Marchesi. She made her debut at the Opera there as Mathilde ('Tull'), July 20, 1860, and played immediately after, Anna ('Dame Blanche') and Valentine. She became a favourite, and remained there for some years, until about 1867. Her parts included both Donna Anna and Elvira, Fidelio, Euryanthe, Senta, Camille ('Zampa'), Amelia Ankarstrom ('Gustavus III.'), Lalla Rookh, and Maria (in Rubinstein's 'Kinder der Haide'), Feb. 23, 1861, and Hélène ('Häusliche Krieg'), Oct. 6, 1861. She made her debut at the Italians, Paris, as Leonora ('Trovatore'), April 6, 1867, and Lucrezia; became very successful, and was engaged there every season until the war of 1870. She gained great applause by her performance of Donna Anna, Fidelio, Norma, Lucia, Semiramis, Gilda, etc., and in a new opera of Mme. de Grandval's, 'Piccolino,' in Jan. 1869. She sang with great success at Naples in Petralia's 'Manfredo' (1873), and 'Oreste Ortin' (1874), also as Aida; with less success at Milan as Elsa on the production there of 'Lohengrin,' and in Gomes's 'Fosca,' Feb. 16, 1873. She returned to the Italians for a short time in the autumn of 1873, accepted the offer of an engagement for the Académie, previous to which she played at St. Petersburg in 1874. She made her début at the Académie at the inauguration of the new house as Rachel in 'La Juive' (first two acts), July 5, 1875, and in the same opera in its entirety Jan. 8. She has played there ever since until the present time, and has maintained her position as the principal dramatic soprano of that company. She has played the heroines of Meyerbeer, also Donna Anna and Agatha, and in opera produced there for the first time as the heroine (Mermot's 'Jeanne
d'Arc), April 5, 1876; Pauline (Gounod's 'Polyeucte'), Oct. 7, 1878; Aida, March 22, 1880; Hermosa (Gounod's 'Tristit de Zamora'), April 1, 1881; Katharine of Arragon (Saint-Saëns's 'Henry VIII.'), March 5, 1883; the heroine on revival of Gounod's 'Sappho,' April 2, 1884; Gilda ('Rigoletto'), March 2, 1885, and Dolores (Faladifige's 'Patrie'), Dec. 20, 1886.

The talent of Mlle. Krauss is the more remarkable, because the instrument at her disposal is far from being perfect, and always in response to her efforts. The voice, although not wanting in brilliancy and power, is sometimes wanting in tone and character; in certain parts of the scale its resonance is dull, and it is only in the high part that it acquires its best qualities. The style is pure to perfection, her phrasing is masterly, and her musical delivery, in recitative especially, attains in the highest degree to grandeur and beauty. If one adds to these purely musical qualities the wonderful fire, the pathetic feeling, the passionate expression, her great intelligence, and the incontestable power of her dramatic accent, one can understand the way such an artist exercises over the public, and one can guess the secret of the success which has made her career remarkable. Mlle. Krauss is certainly one of the greatest singers that contemporary art can boast of.' (Pougin.) [A.C.]

KREBS. Add date of death of Karl August, May 16, 1880. Line 23 of article, for Michaelis read Michaelis.

KREISLERIANA. Line 4 of article, for musical papers read 'Fantaisiestücke in Callots Manier.'

KRETSCHMER, EDMUND. Add that Heinrich der Löwe' was produced at Leipzig in 1877, and another opera, 'Der Flüchtling' at Ulm in 1881. His most recent production is 'Schön Rohrmut,' an opera in 4 acts, produced at Dresden Nov. 5, 1887. 'Siegm im Gesang,' a cantata, was lately performed at Dresden.

KREUTZER, CONRADIN. Line 2 of article, for 1782 read 1780. P. 72 a, l. 6, for in 1843 conducted the 43rd festival, read in 1841 conducted the 3rd festival.

KREUTZER, RODOLPHE. P. 72 a, note, add We need not complain of this, for in the advertisements of Ernst's concert in the London papers of 1884, it is given as 'Greizer.' See 'Mus. World,' June 20, 1844, p. 209 c.

KROLL, FRANZ. Line 9 of article, for Variations read various readings. Line 12, add reference to English edition of Spitta's Bach, ii. 166.

KROMMER, FRANZ. Add day of birth, Dec. 5.

KRUMPHOLZ, WENZEL. Line 12 from end of article, for seems to have intended writing a sonata, read wrote a sonata in one movement, given under MANDOLINE, vol. ii. p. 205.

KÜCKEN, F. W. Add date of death, April 3, 1882.

KUFFERATH, H. F. Add date of death, March 2, 1882.

VOL. IV. PT. 6.
LABITZKY, Joseph. Add date of death, Aug. 19, 1881.

LACHNER. Add date of death of Theodor, May 22, 1877. P. 81 b, l. 3 from bottom, for death read retirement.

LACHNITH, L. W. P. 82 b, l. 6, for Aug. 20 read Aug. 23. Add date of death, Oct. 3, 1820.

LACOMBE, Louis. See vol. ii. p. 732 b, and add date of death, 1884.

LAFONT, C. P. Add day of birth, Dec. 1. Line 15 from bottom of page, for 1812 read 1816. Lins 9 from bottom, add day of death, Aug. 23.

LAGUERRE, Jean. Add that in 1737 he sang in Capt. Brevet's 'Rape of Helen' the part of Mercury, and that his name was correctly spelt in the cast.

LAEHE, Henry, born at Chelsea in April, 1826, held the post of organist at Holy Trinity Church, Brompton, from 1847 to 1874, and is well known also as a professor and composer. His music is thoroughly English in character, and is influenced by the traditions of our old part-song writers. Mr. Lahee has been the victor in various prize competitions for glees and madrigals: in 1869 with 'Hark, how the birds' (Bristol); in 1878, with 'Hemoe, loathed Melancholy' (Manchester); in 1879, with 'Away to the hunt' (Glasgow); and in 1880 and 1884, with 'Love in my bosom' and 'Ah! woe is me' (London Madrigal Society). Equally good work can be seen in his other choral songs, such as 'The Unfaithful Shepherdess,' 'Love me little, love me long,' and the popular 'Bells,' and in his anthems no less than in his various songs and instrumental pieces.

Good taste is shown by this composer in the choice of his words, and he has found Longfellow congenial with his musical style. The cantata 'The Building of the Ship' was written in 1869 for the late Rev. John Curwen, who desired a work of moderate difficulty for the use of Tonic-Sol-faists. It was performed on a large scale in the Hanover Square Rooms, has since attained considerable popularity in the provinces, and has even made its way to Africa and America. The subject of another cantata, Tennyson's 'The Sleeping Beauty,' afforded Mr. Lahee scope for a greater variety of treatment, and contains some graceful writing for female voices. It has been heard on the continent and in America.

LALANDE, Michel Richard de, Surnommes-see vol. iv. p. 932 a.

LALANDE, Henriette Clementine, Mexico. Add that she died in Paris, Sept. 7, 1867.

LALANDE, Michel Richard de, Surnommes-see vol. iv. p. 932 a.

LALANDE, Michel Richard de, Surnommes-see vol. iv. p. 932 a. With the clearest composer of church music of his age, was born in Paris, Dec. 15, 1657, and died in the same city, June 18, 1736, having spent 45 years in the service of the court. He was a child of a tailor, and was at first a chorister of St. Germain l'Auxerrois, where he studied music under Chaperon, and learnt, almost entirely by himself, to play the violin, bass viol, and harpsichord. When, on the breaking of his voice at the age of 15, he was obliged to leave the choir, he thought it his turn to play the violin-playing to account, and for admission into Lulli's orchestra. He was refused, and swore out of pique never to touch the violin again. He gave himself up to the organ, and made such progress that he was soon appointed organist in four different churches in Paris—St. Gervais, St. Jean, Petit St. Antoine, and at the church of the Jesuits, who confined to him the composition of symphonies and choruses for several of the tragedies performed at their college. He soon afterwards applied for the post of organist to the King, but though Lulli pronounced him the best of the competitors, he was overlooked later on the King's orders. He was recommended by the Maréchal de Noailles, to whose daughters he taught music, to Louis XIV, and the King chose him to superintend the musical education of the princesses; afterwards the Duchess d'Orléans and Madame la Duchesse. Lalande was so successful in this capacity that the King appointed him master of his chamber music; and in 1663, on the retirement of Dumont and Robert from the superintendence of the chapel, he obtained one of the appointments, for it was decided to appoint four officers to serve for three months by turns. Eventually the offices were united in the person of Lalande, who had now received several pensions and the cordon of the order of St. Michel. In 1664 the King had given him a wife, Anne Rebel, said to be the best singer of the court, had paid the expenses of the wedding, and given a dowry to the bride. In 1732, having lost his wife, and two gifted daughters, who died of smallpox in the same year as the Dauphin (1711), Lalande begged the King to allow him to remit three-quarters of his salary, thus returning to the original arrangement. He presented as his substitutes and assistants Campra, Bernier, and Gervais. As a reward for his disinterested conduct the Regent granted him a pension of 3000 livres. In the following year he married again, Mlle. de Cury, daughter of one of the Princesse de Conti's surgeons, and died three years later at the age of 68. Lalande, though infinitely superior to the
composers of church music of his time—Goupil, Minoret, etc.—cannot of course be compared to Handel and Bach, who were almost his contemporaries. The cause of his superiority over his immediate rivals was that he knew how to adapt to French tastes the forms of concerted church music hitherto confined to the Italian school, and his compositions, besides possessing real imagination, show that, like the musicians of Lulli's school, he gave special attention to declamation and to the proper agreement between words and music; but his style is less than 60 motets for chorus and orchestra for the chapel at Versailles, which were published most luxuriously at the King's expense. They are contained in 20 books, and are usually found bound in 10 volumes. He did not contribute so much as is generally supposed to the ballet of 'Les Éléments,' by Destouches (Turlieres, Dec., 31, 1721; Académie de Musique, May 29, 1725), his portion being confined to a few pieces in the prologue. He wrote music for the heroic pastoral 'Médicert,' begun by Mollière and altered by Guédron. He composed various works for the court theatres—the 'Ballet de la Jeunesse' (Versailles, 1686), 'L'Amour triomphant and l'Amour par la Constance' (Fontainebleau, 1697), 'Les Folies de Cardeno' (Turlieres, 1720). Fétis is of opinion that Lalande worked at several operas without allowing anything to be represented under his own name, and gives as his authority Titon du Tillet, to whom we owe the biographical details of Lalande; but Willet does not mention it in his article on Lalande in the 'Parasole Francais.'

[A.J.]


2. LALO, EDUARD VICTOR ANTOINE, born at Lille, Jan. 27, 1823, studied the violin at the Conservatoire of that town under an excellent German professor named Baumann. When he came to Paris he played the viola in the Armin-gaud-Jacquard quartet, and began to compose with activity. He competed at the concours at the Théâtre Lyrique in 1857 with an opera, 'Fiesque,' which took a third prize, and has since been printed and partly performed at the Concert National, 1873. The ballet music from this work, under the title of a Divertissement, was given with great success at the Concert Populaire, Dec. 8, 1872. Lalo next composed a violin concerto in F, played by Sarasate at the Concert National, Jan. 15, 1874, and a Symphonie Espagnole, for violin and orchestra, played by the same artist at the Concert Populaire, Feb. 7, 1875. It was produced in England at the Crystal Palace, March 30, 1878. After these two great successes, which gave Lalo a first-class position as a composer for the concert-room, he produced an Allegro Symphonique, the overture to his opera, 'Le Roi d'Ys,' a violoncello concerto, played by Fischer, a scherzo for orchestra (all performed in Paris), a Sérénade and a Fantaisie Norvégienne for violin and orchestra, first given in Berlin. His 'Rhèspodie Norvégienne' and his 'Concerto Russe,' played by Marsick, were the last important works for the concert-room written before his grand ballet, 'Namouna,' performed at the Opera, March 6, 1885. Thus far, this work has something of a symphonic style, and is orchestrated in a manner far superior to that of many more popular ballets, but it was coldly received by the public. 'Namouna' was only given 15 times, but when transferred to the concert-room in the form of a grand Orchestral Suite in five movements, it achieved the success it deserved. An andantino, and two other movements from the same, arranged for violin and orchestra, were also received with favor at the Concerts Modernes, and a serenade, arranged for four stringed instruments, was also successful. After this repARATION for his former failure, Lalo again set to work and orchestrated the whole of his 'Roi d'Ys,' of which the general plan had been sketched some five or six years before, and wrote a Symphony in G minor, performed at the Concert Lamoureux, Feb. 13, 1887, which was much praised by musicians. The opera was produced at the Opéra Comique, 'May 7, 1886, with the best possible success and well deserved. Thus far, this work has spoken of Lalo's orchestral compositions. An allegro for piano and violoncello, a sonata for the same, a serenade and chanson villageoise for violin and piano, a sonata in three movements for the same, a trio in A minor for piano and strings (given at Hallé's recital, June 15, 1888), a string quartet in Eb, a 'Fantaisie Ballet' for violin and orchestra (unpublished), and more than 20 songs, complete the list of works by one who has gained a reputation as a composer in Germany and France, though his dramatic work has received but tardy recognition. His talent is of an extremely individual kind, and has been formed, not by the discipline of the Conservatoire, but by the influence of professors, but by the direct study of such masters as Beethoven, Schubert, and Schumann, for whom he has a special predilection. His chief characteristics are the expressive grace of certain ideas, the pianicity of some of his themes, and, above all, the richness and skill of his orchestration. Lalo is one of the most distinguished of French composers, and has fully deserved the decoration of the Légion d'Honneur conferred upon him in July 1880. 

[A.J.]

1. LAMBETH. G. J. Correct date of birth to Nov. 16, 1794, and add date of death, Jan. 24, 1850.

2. LAMBETH, HENRY ALBERT, born at Hardway, near Gosport, Jan. 16, 1823, studied for some time under Thomas Adams, came to Glasgow about 1853 as city organist, on the recom
LAMBETH.

mendation of Henry Smart, and in 1850 was appointed conductor of the Glasgow Choral Union. This post he held till 1880. About 1873 he formed a choir of from twenty to thirty selected voices, and in the department of Scotch music their concerts met with a very creditable degree of success. Mr. Lambeth has harmonized several of the best Scottish melodies in a most effective manner. He is the composer of several songs and pianoforte pieces, also of settings of Psalms 86 and 137, both of which were performed by the Glasgow Choral Union. He has acted as organist and choir-master in Park Established Church since about 1870. [W.He.]

LAMOUREUX, CHARLES, born at Bordeaux, Sept. 21, 1834, began his violin studies under Beudoin, and was then sent to the Paris Conservatoire, where he was in Girard's class. He obtained in 1852 a second accèsst for the violin, the second prize in the following year, and the first in 1857. He also studied harmony and counterpoint under Tolbecque, and attended the counterpoint course of Labone at the Conservatoire, where he finished his theoretical studies under the famous organist Alexis Chauvet. He was solo violinist in the Gymnase orchestra (1850), and afterwards joined that of the Opéra, where he played for many years. He was admitted a member of the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire, and, like all the members of these orchestras, gave private lessons. But these insignificant posts were not sufficient for the activity of Lamoureux, who dreamt of great undertakings in the musical art of France. Together with Colonne, Adam, and A. Pilet, he founded in 1860 a society for chamber music of a severe character, in which he showed a taste for new works by producing compositions hitherto unnoticed. He had also the honour of first performing in France Brahms's sextets. He was not content with this, for having travelled in Germany and England, he was anxious to organize performances on a large scale, such as he had heard under Hiller and Costa, of the masterpieces of Handel, Bach, and Mendelssohn. After several preliminary trials at the Salle Pleyel, where he performed among other things the 'Stritt zwischen Phobus und Pan' of Bach, he succeeded by his own energy and resources in founding the 'Société de l'Harmonie sacrée' on the model of the Sacred Harmonic Society of London. The first festival was given at the Cirque des Champs Elysées, Dec. 19, 1873. The success of an admirable performance of 'The Messiah' was such that amateurs came in crowds to the following performances. Lamoureux then produced Bach's Matthew Passion, March 31, 1874, and 'Judas Maccabeus,' Nov. 19, 1874. Not content with confining himself to well-known masterpieces, he produced Massenet's 'Eve,' then unpublished, March 18, 1875. These great performances showed that Lamoureux was a conductor of great merit, who succeeded in obtaining from his orchestra a matchless precision of attack and regard to expression. When Carvalho became director of the Opéra Comique in 1876, he offered Lamoureux the post of conductor, but in less than a year the latter resigned, owing to some difficulties arising out of the rehearsal of Chaumet's 'Bathyile' in May, 1877. In December of the same year Lamoureux was appointed conductor of the Opéra by Vaucorbeil, and gave up the sub-conductorship of the Concerts du Conservatoire, which he had held for many years. He was decorated with the Légion d'Honneur, and in the following year he resigned his post at the Opéra on account of a dispute with Vaucorbeil as to the tempo of one of the movements in 'Don Juan.' From that time he determined to be self-dependent, and after having carefully prepared the undertaking, he founded on Oct. 23, 1881, the Nouveaux Concerts, called the Concerts Lamoureux, which were held for some years in the theatre of the Château d'Eau, and afterwards at the Eden Théâtre (1885) and the Cirque des Champs Elysées (1887), where their success is constant on the increase. Not only has Lamoureux developed as a conductor a precision and firmness, a care for the perfection of the smallest details, without excluding passion and warmth of expression; he has also given a welcome to the works of French composers of the new school, such as Reyer, Lalo, d'Indy, and Chabrier, and has succeeded in placing himself at the head of the Wagnerian movement in France. He gave excellent renderings of selections from Wagner's operas to a public that had been too long deprived of these fine compositions. The first Act of 'Lohengrin,' Acts 1 and 2 of 'Tristan,' and Act 1 of 'Die Walküre' have been given in their entirety, and excerpts from the other works have been heard. Encouraged by the warmth of the applause and the moral support of his audience, Lamoureux decided to give a performance in a Paris theatre of 'Lohengrin,' a work unknown in France, less by reason of patriotic susceptibilities than of commercial intrigues. After a whole year of preparation a perfect performance was given at the Eden Théâtre (May 3, 1887), which was not repeated. It is true that it took place at a time of unfortunate political relations; but if Lamoureux had had to give it, it was because he received no support from the ministry with which he believed himself to be in perfect agreement. Those who protested against Wagner used the word patriotism as a pretext. The violent manifestations were, however, directed by unseen agents, and governed by far meaner motives, among which the love of money was supreme. [A.J.]

LAMPERTI, F. Add day of birth, March 11.

* LANG, BENJAMIN JOHNSON, a well-known pianist, organist, teacher, and conductor at Boston, U.S., was born at Salem, Massachusetts, in 1840. His father was his first teacher, and Lang's advancement was so rapid that when but 11 years of age he was appointed organist at a church in his native city. Among his teachers were Alfred Jaell and Gustav Satter. Lang became a resident of Boston while a young man, and his home has ever since been in that city. He has been organist to the Handel and Haydn
Society since 1859, with the exception of a season when he was abroad, he has conducted the Apollo and Cecilia Clubs since their formation, and he was organist at the South Congregational Church (Unitarian) for many years until Jan. 1888, when he was appointed organist at the King's Chapel. His pupils on the pianoforte and organ have been many, and several of them have become distinguished as teachers and players. Lang has brought out for the first time in Boston many cantatas, etc., as Mendelssohn's 'Walpurgisnacht,' 'Loreley,' and 'Hymn of Praise,' Haydn's 'Seasons,' Schumann's 'Paradise and the Peri,' and Berlioz's 'Faust.' The concerts were his own ventures, as were also several series of orchestral and chamber-music concerts given by him, at which important novelties were presented. The same earnestness to make his hearers acquainted with unfamiliar works, in old as well as new schools, has also been exhibited on his appearances as a pianist or organist in concerts. Lang was an influential member of the concert committee of the Harvard Musical Association so long as that organization gave symphony concerts. His compositions are not many. The best known are songs for single voices and part-songs, performed at concerts of the Apollo Club. None have been published. Lang has on several occasions played in Germany, on concerts on his own account. [F.H.J.]

LANG, JOSPEHINE. P. 90, a, 1, 9. add She died, as Frau Köstlin, at Tübingen, in Dec. 1880.

LANGE. P. 90, e, correct statement as to Mozart having written certain songs for Aloysia Weber by a reference to vol. iv. p. 429 b.

LANIERE, NICHOLAS. Recent investigations have brought to light several important facts concerning this musician and his family, which was of English, not Italian, origin. The two following entries from the registers of Holy Trinity, Minorits, establish the approximate date of his birth, and the fact that his father and maternal grandfather were court musicians:

'1585. Oct. 12. John Lanyer of East Greenwich, musician to the Queen's Majesty, & Frances Galliardello, dau. of the late dec'd. Mr. Mark Anthony Galliardello, also an ancient Musician to sundrie Moet Noble Princes as King Henry the 8, Edward the 6, Queen Mary, and now to our Noble Queen Eliz. —were married.' [1585, Sept. 10. Nicholas son of John Lanyer Musician to Her Majesty. bap't. In the Visitation of Kent, 1663, his name, spelt Lanier, with those of several of his descendants, appears as 'of Greenwich,' and in the Greenwich registers, under date Feb. 24, 1655—6, the entry is found: 'Mr. Nicholas Laniere buried away' (s. e. elsewhere). (Information from A. S. Gatty, Esq., York Herald.)

LANZETTI, SALVATORE. See vol. iv. p. 295b.

LARGO. Line 13 of article, after expression read Mendelssohn uses the term for broad in the andante of his Quartet in E, op. 12.

LASSAILLE, JEAN, was taught singing at the Paris Conservatoire. His main debut at Brussels as De Nevers, Sept. 5, 1871, and during the season also played Ashton ('Lucia'), Nellusko, Telramund, Count of Moravia in Julius Beer's 'Elizabeth of Hungary,' etc. He made a successful début at the French Opera as Tell, June 7, 1872. With the exception of visits to London, Vienna, etc., M. Lassalle has been engaged there ever since, where he is now the principal baritone singer. His parts include Don Juan, played by him at the centenary performance Oct. 26, 1887, Pietro ('Messaniello'), Lusignan ('Reine de Chypre'), Rigolotto, Hamlet, and in new operas Vasile (Membrée's 'Esclave'), July 17, 1874; Scindia ('Roi de Lahore'), April 27, 1877; Sévère ('Polyauce'), Oct. 7, 1878; Ben Said ('Trubut de Zamors'), April 1, 1881; Lanciottu MalATESTA ('Françoise de Rimini'), April 14, 1882; Henry VIII, March 5, 1883; Gunther ('Sigurd'), June 12, 1885; De Rysoor ('Patrie'), Dec. 20, 1886. On leave of absence he played at the Lyrique as the Count de Lusace in Jonclères' 'Dimitri,' May 5, 1876. He made his début in Italian at Covent Garden as Nelloso, June 14, 1879, on the occasion of Patti's first performance of Selika. He played there for three seasons with the greatest success. His other parts new to the Italian stage were Scindia ('Roi de Lahore'), June 28, 1879, and the Demon in Rubinstein's opera, June 31, 1881. He visited England again in 1888, appearing at Covent Garden in several of his best parts. [A.C.]

LASSSEN, EDUARD. Add that he still leads an active life at Weimar, as Hofkapellmeister at the Opera, where his influence tends to the encouragement of modern musicians; as composer; and also occasionally as a pianist at the Chamber Music Concerts. His popularity is evident from the warm demonstrations accorded to him by the public when in 1883 he celebrated the 25th year of his service at Weimar, and again, in 1885, on his return to the conductor's desk after a serious illness. The degree of Ph.D. has been conferred upon Lassen by the University of Jena, and the King of the Belgians decorated him (1881) with the Order of Leopold.

Lassen's 'Faust' still keeps the stage, and he has lately contributed the music to Devrient's version of Calderon's 'Circle'—'Ueber allen Zaubern Liebe,' op. 73; and to Goethe's 'Pandora,' op. 86, produced at Weimar in 1886. His second Symphony in C, op. 78, was preceded and followed by a host of songs, including 'Aus der Frühlingszeit,' op. 82, and several sets of 6 up to op. 85. A Violin Concerto is the latest work from Lassen's pen. [L.M.M.]

LASSUS. P. 98 a, l. 21 from bottom, for 1871 read 1871. P. 100 c, last line, after August add 1576. P. 100 b, l. 2, for 13 read 10. Line 2 of third paragraph in same column, for 1598 read 1589.

LATROBE. Correct date of birth of Rev. J. A. Latrobe to 1799.

LAUDA SION. Line 6 of article, for 1261 read 1264. P. 104 a, l. 14, for FABOS read SANCIA.
LAURENT DE RILLE.

LAURENT DE RILLÉ, FRANÇOIS ANATOLE, the composer of an enormous number of part-songs and other small choral works, born at Orleans in 1828. He was at first intended to be a painter, but altered his purpose and studied music under an Italian named Comoglio, and subsequently under Elwart. His compositions, of which a list of the most important is given in the Biographie, have enjoyed a lasting popularity with 'orphéoniste' societies, and although they contain few if any characteristics which would recommend them to the attention of earnest musicians, they have that kind of vigorous effectiveness which is exactly suited to their purpose. A large number of operettas of very slight construction have from time to time been produced in Paris, and the composer has made very few of less successful essays in the department of church music.


LAZARUS, HENRY. Add date of birth, 1815.

LEACH, JAMES. Line 1 of article for Rochdale, Yorkshire, read Wardle, near Rochdale, Lancashire; and for last sentence read Leach died from the effects of a stage coach accident, Feb. 8, 1798.

LÉCLAIR, J. M. Line 4 of article, for Lyons in 1697 read Paris, Nov. 23, 1687.

LECOQ. Line 1 of article, for Charles read Alexandre CHARLES. (Corrected in later editions.)

P. 113 a, 1, 4, add that 'Les Ondines au Champagne' was produced at the Folly Theatre, London, in Sept. 1877. Line 6, add that 'Fleur de Thé' was given by the Variétés company at the Lyceum, on June 12, 1871, and in English at the Criterion, Oct. 9, 1875. Line 10, add that 'Le Roi de Myors' was given in English at the Park Theatre, Feb. 15, 1873. Line 11, add that 'Le beau Dunois' was given at the Lyceum by the French company, May 25, 1871. Line 15, add that versions of 'Les cent Vierges' were given at the Britannia Theatre, May 25, 1874, and at the Gaiety, Sept. 14 of the same year. Line 16, add that 'La Fille de Mme. Angot' was produced in another English version, at the Gaiety, Nov. 10, 1873. The date of the original production of this work is Dec. 4, 1873. This, 'Les cent Vierges,' and 'Girofle-Girofle' were all produced first in Brussels, where the composer resided from 1870 to 1873. Line 20, add that 'La petite Marée' was given in French at the Opera Comique, London, May 7, 1876, and (line below) that 'La Marjolaine' was produced at the Royalty in English, Oct. 11, 1877. A version of 'Le petit Duc' was given at the Philharmonic Theatre on April 27, 1878. 'La petite Mademoiselle' was produced at the Alhambra, Oct. 6, 1879. The following works, since the publication of the article in vol. ii., are to be added:—'La jolie Persane,' 1879; 'Le Grand Casimir,' 1879 (in English at the Gaiety, Sept. 27 of that year); 'Le Jour et la Nuit,' 1881 (in English at the Strand, as 'Manola,' Feb. 11, 1882); 'Le Coeur et la Main,' 1883; 'La Princesse aux Canaries,' 1883 (in English as 'Pepita'), Liverpool, Dec. 30, 1886, and at Toole's Theatre, London, Aug. 30, 1888). A recent attempt at a higher class of music, 'Plutus,' produced at the Opéra Comique, Paris, March 31, 1886, failed and was withdrawn after eight representations, but another essay in the same direction, 'Ali Baba,' produced at the Alhambra, Brussels, Nov. 11, 1887, was more successful.

LEE, GEORGE ALEXANDER. Line 12 of article, add that he became conductor of the Haymarket in 1837. His ascension from the lessee-ship of the Tottenham Street Theatre was on account of the heavy penalties incurred by the management through their infringement of the 'patent theatres' rights. Line 3 from end of article, correct date of Mrs. Lee's death to April 26, 1851. [A.C.]

LEEDS MUSICAL FESTIVAL. Add that from 1880 till the present time the festivals have been conducted by Sir Arthur Sullivan, whose 'Martyr of Antioch' was, together with Barnett's 'Building of the Ship,' the chief attraction of that year's festival (Oct. 13-17). In 1883 (Oct. 10-13) the novelties were Ralf's 'End of the World,' Macfarren's 'David's Center,' Garg Fleury,' and Barnby's 'The Lord Is King.' In 1886 (Oct. 13-17), Dvořák's 'St. Ludmila,' Sulli-
van's 'Golden Legend,' Stanford's 'Revenge,' and Mackenzie's 'Story of Sayid' were the new works, and a splendid performance was given of Bach's B minor Mass.

LEGRENZI, GIOVANNI. P. 113 b, last line but one, for In July read May 26.

LEHMANN, LILLI, born 1848 at Wurzburg, was taught singing by her mother, Marie Leumann (born 1807), formerly a harp-player and prima donna at Camel under Spohr, and the original heroine of some of the operas of that master. The daughter made her début at Prague as the First Boy ('Zauberröte'), and was engaged successively at Dantzig in 1858 and at Leipzig in 1870. She made her début at Berlin as 'Vilka (Mayerbeer's 'Friede in Schlesien'), Aug. 19, 1870, with such success that she was engaged there as a light soprano. She obtained a life engagement there in 1876, and was appointed Imperial chamber singer. The same year she played Woglinde and Helm-wige, and sang the 'Bird' music in Wagner's trilogy at Bayreuth. She made a successful début at Her Majesty's as 'Violetta June 3, as Philine ('Mignon') June 15, 1880, and sang there for two seasons. She appeared at Covent Garden in German with great success as Isolda, July 2, 1884. In passing through England to America, where she has been engaged for the winter in German opera for the last three seasons, she gave a concert with Franz Rummel at the Steinway Hall Oct. 22, 1885. She reappeared at Her Majesty's as 'Fidelio' in Italian June 1887.

[A.C.]

LEIDESDORF, MAX JOSEPH. Correct date of death to 1840. In reference at end of article add vol. i., and also that he was one of Schubert's early publishers. (Corrected in late editions.)
LEIPZIG. In the list of cantors given on p. 115, omit the name of Joh. Rosenmüller, and between those of Weißling and Hauptmann, insert that of Christoph August Pohlenz, who held the post only from March to September 1842. At the end of list add the name of Wilhelm Rust, who has been Cantor since 1879. Other additions to the article will be found under THOMASSCHULE, vol. iv. p. 198.

LEITMOTIF. Among other instances of the use of what is practically a 'leading motive' apart from the advanced school of composers, should be mentioned 'Le Clochette' of Hérold, in which the melody 'Moi voilà' allotted to Lucifer, appears at every entrance of the character. See Rev. et Gazette Mus., for 1880, p. 227.

LEMMENS, N. J. Add date of death, Jan. 30, 1881. The work referred to on p. 120 a, l. 18 from bottom, was edited by J. Duclos, after the author's death, and published at Ghent in 1886. Four volumes of 'Œuvres inédites' have lately been published by Breitkopf & Härtel. P. 120 a, last line, correct date of Mme. Sherrington's first appearance on the English stage to 1860, and that of her début on the Italian stage to 1866.

LENEPVEU, CHARLES FERDINAND, born at Rouen, Oct. 4, 1840. After finishing his classical studies at his native place, he came to Paris by his father's desire to study law, and at the same time he learnt solfeggio from Savard, a professor at the Conservatoire. His first essay as a composer was a cantata composed for the centenary of the Société d'Agriculture et de Commerce de Caen, which was crowned and performed July 29, 1862. After this success he resolved to follow the musical profession, and through the intervention of Savard he entered the Conservatoire and joined Ambroise Thomas's class. He carried off the Prix de Rome in 1865 as the first competitor, and his cantata, 'Remneu dans les jardins d'Armine,' was performed at the opening of the restored Salle du Conservatoire, Jan. 3, 1866. It was thought at the time that this work showed promise of a great future, but opinions have since undergone modification, for Lenepveu has never risen above the crowd of estimable musicians. When he was at Rome he took part in the competition instituted by the Minister of Fine Arts in 1867, and his score of 'Le Florentin,' written on a poem by St. Georges, was accepted from among 62 compositions, without hesitation on the part of the judges, or murmurs on the part of the rival competitors. The prize work was to have been given at the Opéra Comique, but political events and the war delayed the fulfilment of the promise, and Lenepveu, instead of composing for the Concerts Populaires, which were always ready to receive new works, made the mistake of holding aloof, resting on his laurels, while his companions, Massenet, Dubois, Guiraud, Bizet, etc., all of whom were waiting for admittance into the theatres, devoted themselves to symphonic music, and thereby acquired skill in orchestration, as well as the recognition of the public. Lenepveu, who on his return from Rome had resumed his contrapuntal studies with the celebrated organist Chauvet (born June 7, 1837, died Jan. 28, 1871), while waiting for the production of 'Le Florentin,' brought forward nothing except a funeral march for Henri Régnault, played under Pasdeloup, Jan. 21, 1872. In the preceding year he had produced a requiem at Bordeaux for the benefit of the widows and orphans of those killed in the war, May 20, 1871; fragments of these works given at the Concerts du Conservatoire, March 20, 1872, and at the Concerts Populaires, April 11, 1873, showed an unfortunate tendency in the composer to obtain as much noise as possible. At length after long delays and repeated applications, 'Le Florentin' was given at the Opéra Comique, Feb. 26, 1874, and was wholly unsuccessful. Since then Lenepveu has never been able to get any work represented in France. Having completed a grand opéra, 'Velléda' (on the subject of Chateaubriand's 'Martyrs'), he determined to produce it in London, where it was performed in Italian, with Mme. Patti in the principal part (Covent Garden, July 4, 1884). The only portion of the work known in Paris is the scene of the conspiracy, which has been heard at various concerts. Besides a number of songs and pieces for the piano, Lenepveu has only produced one important work, a 'drame lyrique,' 'Jeanne d'Arc,' performed in the Cathedral at Rouen (June 1, 1886). His music, which is naturally noisy, is also wanting in originality, and his style is influenced by composers of the most opposite schools. He cannot be too much blamed for having avoided concerts in the attempt to prove that a man of his temperament ought at once to succeed on the stage. The artist is now entirely sunk in the professor. Since Nov. 1880 he has taken a harmony class for women at the Conservatoire in the place of Guiraud, now professor of advanced composition. In this capacity Lenepveu was decorated with the Légion d'Honneur on Aug. 4, 1887. [A.J.]

LENZ, WILHELM VON. Add date of death, Feb. 1883.

LÉONARD, HUBERT, famous violinist, born in 1819 at Bellaire in Belgium, entered the Paris Conservatoire in 1836, and studied under Habeck. He established his reputation as a brilliant player by a tour through Germany in 1844, and was the first to play Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto in Berlin, under the immediate direction of the composer. In 1847 he succeeded de Bériot as first professor of the violin at the Brussels Conservatoire. Since 1870 he has lived in Paris. He is an eminently successful teacher, and counts among his pupils many of the best modern Belgian, German, and French violinists. Léonard is a brilliant virtuoso, excelling especially in arpeggios and staccatos.

Madame Léonard, one of the Garcia family, gained much distinction in concert singing, and is now a successful teacher of singing in Paris.
LEONORA.

Mr. Nottebohm's researches in the sketch-books have made it clear that for the revival of the opera in 1814, Beethoven's first intention was to recast the Prague Overture No. 3 (op. 138), changing the key to E. Of this various drafts exist, and some are given in 'Beethoveniana,' p. 74. Had this intention been carried out the overture would have borne the same relation to op. 138 that 'Leonora No. 3' does to 'Leonora No. 2,' and we might then have possessed five overtures to the opera! [G.]

LEONORE PROHASKA. The four pieces, as given in the article, have been published by Breitkopf in the supplemental volume to their complete edition of Beethoven. The march from op. 26 is transposed into B minor, and scored for Flutes, Clarinets in A, Bassoons, 3 Horns in D and 2 in E, Drums, Violins 1 and 2, Viola, Cello and Bass. [G.]

LESCHETITZKY, THEODOR. At end of article add that in 1880 he married his pupil, Mme. Essipoff. Also that an opera by him, 'Die erste Faelte' was given at Prague in 1867.

LESLIE, HENRY DAVID. Add that in 1880 his choir was broken up; it was subsequently reorganized under Signor Randegger, and in 1885-1887 Mr. Leslie resumed its management. P. 123 b, l. 18, for 1853 read 1854.

LESUEUR, J. F. Correct date of birth to Feb. 15, 1760.

LEVASSEUR, NICHOLAS PROSSER, was born March 9, 1791, at Bresles, Oise, the son of a labourer. He entered the Paris Conservatoire in 1807, and became a member of Garat's singing class Feb. 5, 1811. He made his début at the Académie as Ouman Pasha (Grétry's 'Cara-vane') Oct. 5, 1813, and as Oedipus (Sacchin's 'Edipe à Colonos') Oct. 15, and was engaged there. According to Féélis he was successful only as the Pacha; the repertory was either too high for his voice, or unfavourable to the Italian method which he had acquired. He made his début at the King's Theatre in Simon Mayer's 'Adelasia ed Alderano,' Jan. 10, 1815, and played there two seasons with success in 'La Clemenza di Tito,' in Cimarosa's 'Gli Orazi,' as Pluto (Winter's 'Ratto di Proserpina') at Mme. Vestria's début July 20, 1815; in Paër's 'Griselda,' Farinelli's 'Rite d'Efeoo,' Ferrari's 'Heroine di Raab,' and Portogallo's 'Regina di Lidia.' He reappeared there with some success in 1829, and again in French as Bertram on production of 'Robert,' June 11, 1832. He reappeared at the Académie about 1816, and remained there as an under-study, but obtained a great reputation in concerts with his friend and fellow student Ponchard. He made his début at the Italiens as Figaro, Oct. 5, 1819, and remained there until about 1827, where he sang in the new operas of Rossini, Meyerbeer's 'Crociato,' and Vaccai's 'Romeo.' He sang at Milan on the production of Meyerbeer's 'Margherita d'Anjou,' Nov. 14, 1830. He reappeared at the Académie as Moses on the production of Rossini's opera there, March 26, 1827, a part which he had previously played at the Italiens Oct. 20, 1822; returned there permanently the next year, and remained until his retirement Oct. 29, 1853. He created the part of Zacharie in the 'Prophéte' at the request of Meyerbeer, who admired his talent as much as his noble character. He was appointed head of a lyric class at the Conservatories June 1, 1841, and on his retirement in 1869 was appointed a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. He died at Paris Dec. 5, 1871, having become blind a short time before his death. 'It was in the production of 'Robert' that Levasseur created a class of characters ... in which he has had innumerable imitators, but not one single artist with his peculiar physiognomy, his exceptionally toned voice, his imposing presence and intellectual grasp. His Bertram was a veritable creation ... Next to Bertram must rank his delineation of Marcel and Zachariah.' [A.C.]

LEVERIDGE, RICHARD. Add that about 1708 he wrote new music for Act. ii. of Macbeth. In the last sentence of article, for engraved portrait read mezzotint, and for Fryer read Frye.

LEVY, WILLIAM CHARLES, born April 25, 1837, at Dublin, was taught music by his father, Richard Michael Levey, leader of the Dublin theatre orchestra. He afterwards studied at Paris under Auber, Thulberg, and Prudent, and was elected a member of the Société des Auteurs et Compositeurs. He was conductor at Drury Lane from 1868 to 1874, and has held the same post at Covent Garden, Adelphi, Prince's, Avenue, and Grecian Theatres, etc. His compositions include two operettas, 'Fanchette,' Covent Garden, Jan. 2, 1864; 'Punchinello,' Her Majesty's, Dec. 28, 1864: 'The Girls of the Period,' musical burletta, libretto by Burnand, March, 1869; incidental music to 'Antony and Cleopatra,' 1872; music to the dramas 'King o' Scots,' 'Amy Robb &r,' 'Lady of the Lake,' 'Rebecca,' and 'Emeraldas,' and to several pantomimes: 'Robin Hood,' cantata for boys' voices: Saraband for piano on a motif written by Henry VIII.; several drawing-room pieces and many songs, one of which, 'Emeraldas,' originally sung by the late Miss Furtado at the Adelphi in the drama of that name, and in the concert-room by Mme. Bodda-Pyne, obtained considerable popularity. [A.C.]

LEVY, HERMANN, born Nov. 7, 1839, at Giessen, studied with Vincenz Lachner from 1852 to 1855, and for three years from that time at the Leipzig Conservatorium. His first engagement as a conductor was at Saarbrücken in 1859; in 1861 he became director of the German Opera at Rotterdam, in 1864 Hofkapellmeister at Carlisle, and finally in 1872 was appointed to his present post at the Court Theatre of Munich. He attained to a prominent place among Wagnerian conductors, and to him fell the honour of directing the first performance of Parzifal at Bayreuth, on July 26, 1882. [M.]

LEWIS, THOMAS C., originally an architect, commenced business as an organ-builder in Lon-
LEWIS.

LISZT.

The last concert given by Franz Liszt for his own benefit was that at Elisabethgrad towards the end of 1847, since when his artistic activity was exclusively devoted to the benefit of others. No more striking evidence of the nobility of Liszt’s purpose and of the gracious manner in which he fulfilled it could be wished for than that contained in the recently published correspondence between Liszt and Wagner. The two volumes cover the Weimar period, but by no means represent the extent of the friendship between these two great men, which was only interrupted by death. Liszt’s character as here revealed calls for nothing less than reverence. His solici
tude is so tender, so fatherly, so untainted with selfishness, and, above all, so wise! The letters tell the story of a struggle and of a victory for his friend, but they are silent upon the incidents of his own life. On being asked one day the reason of his abstention from creative work, Liszt replied by another question, “Can you not guess?” To Wagner himself, who urged him to compose a German opera on his (Wagner’s) tragedy of ‘Wieland der Schröder,’ Liszt answered that he felt no vocation for such a task; he thought it more likely that he might give his first dramatic work a trial in Paris or in London. So he continued a life of self-abnegation, and died faithful to the last to the claims of friendship and of genius, many young composers besides the titanic Wagner owing their first successes in life to his generous sympathy and penetrating judgment. He made Weimar, during the twelve years of his residence, the centre of musical life in Germany. ‘I had dreamed for Weimar a new Art period,’ wrote Liszt in 1860, ‘similar to that of Karl August, in which Wagner and I would have been the leaders as formerly Goethe and Schiller, but unfavourable circumstances brought these dreams to nothing.’ Though Liszt did not accomplish all he wished for Weimar, the little city still ranks high among music art-centres, and in some degree carries on the work of advancement so firmly established between the years 1844 and 1861.

The resignation of the Weimar Kapellmeistership in 1861 was followed by what Liszt called his vie trifurqué, divided between Budapest, Weimar, and Rome. The Hungarian Government, in order to ensure Liszt’s presence in Budapest during part of the year, invented for him (1870) the post of president of an institution which at the moment did not exist, but which soon afterwards rose as the Academy of Music. Impressive scenes occurred when the Magyars publicly fitted their compatriots, and hero-worship was at its height on such occasions as the jubilee of the master’s career in 1873, when ‘Christus’ was performed at the Hungarian capital.

The aspect of Liszt’s every-day life at Weimar has become known through the accounts of some of the host of aspiring pianists and music lovers who gathered around him there. Liszt’s teaching

2 *Briefwechsel zwischen Wagner und Liszt.* Breitkopf & Härtel.
3 Janka Wohls’ *François Liszt.*
had already borne fruit in the wonderful achievements of his most distinguished pupils—von Bülow, Geza Zichy, D’Albert, the lamented Tausig, and others, and no wonder that the music room which the generous artist had thrown open to all comers was thronged by a number of more or less gifted young people in search of inspiration—no other word so well describes the ideal character of the instruction they were privileged to receive.

Liszt held his classes in the afternoon, during which several of the pupils would play their piece in the presence of the rest—some dozen or more, perhaps—all being expected to attend the séance. At times the master would seat himself at the piano and play, but this supreme pleasure could never be counted upon. It was noticeable that this most unselshif of geniuses was never more strict or more terrible than when a Beethoven sonata was brought to him, whereas he would listen to the execution of his own compositions with indulgent patience—a characteristic trait. Yet Liszt’s thoughts often dwelt upon his great choral works, and he was heard to declare that sacred music had become to him the only thing worth living for.

A lively description of Liszt’s professorial life has been given by an American lady who visited Weimar in 1873. Again, the unique qualities of Liszt’s genius and his regal position among all sorts and conditions of men were recognized as unimpaired ten years later by Mr. Francis Hueffer, who had the opportunity of forming a judgment upon these things when visiting Bayreuth in 1884, thus affording another link in the chain of historical criticism.

In Rome again Liszt found himself the centre of an artistic circle of which Herr von Kue dell and Sgambati were the moving spirits. The significance, however, of his residence in the Eternal City lies rather in the view he took of it as his années de recueillement, which ultimately led to his binding himself as closely as he could to the Church of Rome. He who in his youth, with the thirst for knowledge upon him, had enjoyed the writings of freethinkers and atheists (without being convinced by them), was now content with his breviary and book of hours; the impetuous artist who had felt the fascination of St. Simonianism before he had thoroughly understood its raison d’être, who had been carried away by the currents of the revolution, and had even in 1824 joined the Freemasons, became in 1856 or 58 a tertiary of St. Francis of Assisi. In 1879 he was permitted to receive the tonsure and the four minor orders (doorkeeper, reader, exorcist, and acolyte), and an honorary canonicity. The Abbé Liszt, who as a boy had wished to enter the priesthood, but was dissuaded therefrom by his parents and his confessor, now rejoiced in the public avowal of his creed as conveyed by his priestly garb, although he was indeed no priest, could neither say mass nor hear a confession, and was at liberty to discard his cassock, and even to marry if he chose, without causing scandal. Thus, in the struggle with the world which the youth of sixteen had so much dreaded, his religious fervour was destined to carry the day. Extracts from Liszt’s private papers throwing further light on his inmost thoughts have been published, but can be only referred to in this place.

Liszt’s former triumphs in England were destined to be eclipsed by the enthusiasm of the reception which awaited him when he was prevailed upon to return in 1886. In 1824 George IV. had given the sign & the aristocracy offered a homage to the child-prodigy; and his visits in the following year and in 1827 were successful enough. In 1840-41 the Queen’s favour was accorded to him, and he shared with Thalberg a reputation as a skilful pianist in fashionable circles. But it was not until 1886 that the vast popularity which had hitherto been withheld from him, owing to the conditions of musical life in our country, was meted out to him in full measure. “There is no doubt,” says a musical critic, “that much of this enthusiasm proceeded from genuine admiration of his music, mixed with a feeling that that music, for a number of years, had been shamefully neglected in this country, and that now, at last, the time had come to make amends to a great and famous man, fortunately still living. It is equally certain that a great many people who were carried away by the current of enthusiasm—including the very calomn in the streets, who gave three cheers for the ‘Habby Liszt’—had never heard a note of his music, or would have appreciated it much if they had. The spell to which they submitted was a purely personal one; it was the same fascination which Liszt exercised over almost every man and woman who came into contact with him.”

Liszt paused awhile in Paris on his way, and received much attention, his musical friends and followers gathering to meet him at the concerts of Colonne, Lamoureux, and Padeborn. At length on April 3, the Abbé Liszt reached our shores, and on the same evening three or four hundred people met at Mr. Littleton’s house at Sydenham to do honour to the great artist, and a programme consisting entirely of his compositions was gone through by Mr. Walter Bache and others. The gracious and venerable appearance of the distinguished guest, and his kindly interest in all that went forward, won the hearts of those who witnessed the scene; and his recognized the presence in their midst of a marvellous personality such as is rarely met with. On the following day Liszt played part of his Eb Concerto before a few friends. On the Monday he attended the rehearsal of his oratorio “St. Elisabeth” in St. James’s Hall; and in the

---

1 "Music Study in Germany," Amy Fay.
2 In the Fortnightly Review for September 1886.
3 I have translated “et non officiellement” into “not officially,” since a similar legend is attached to the St. Simonians. See Basan, vol. i. Heine is inaccurate on this and several other points.
4 At Frankfort-on-the-Main, during the period of his sojourn at Nonnenwerth with the Countess d’Agoult.
5 "Allgemeine Musik-Zeitung," May 15, 1887.
6 His project of conducting German opera in London in 1843 came to nothing.
7 Fortnightly Review, September 1886.
evening of the same day he astonished his host and a circle of friends by an improvisation on some of the themes. The 6th April was the date of the concert, and when the composer walked into the hall he received such ovations as had probably never been offered to an artist in England before. Even before he entered his arrival was announced by the shouts of the crowd outside, who hailed him as if he were a king returning to his kingdom. During the afternoon Liszt had been entertained at the Royal Academy of Music, where the Liszt Scholarship, raised with such success by Mr. Walter Bache, was presented by him to the master. A short programme was performed, Messrs. Shakespeare and Mackenzie conducting, and when Liszt rose from his seat and moved towards the piano, the excitement of the students and of the rest of the audience knew no bounds. A visit to Windsor, where he played to Her Majesty a reminiscence of the Rose Miracle scene from 'St. Elisabeth,' filled up most of the following day (April 8), on the evening of which Mr. Walter Bache's Gracious Banquet Reception took place. The brilliant scene of Saturday was here repeated, with the very important additional feature of a solo from Liszt himself. [See BACH vol. iv. p. 539.] The events which followed in the course of the great man's visit included a performance of 'St. Elisabeth' at the Crystal Palace on the 17th. On the 22nd, a week later than he intended, Liszt left England, pleased with his reception, and promising to repeat his visit. No wonder there was excitement among the English people as the loss of a personal friend. The last music he wrote was a bar or two of Mackenzie's 'Troubadour,' upon which he had intended to write a fantasia.

The remaining incidents in the life of Liszt may only be briefly touched upon. Paris gave him a performance of 'St. Elisabeth' at the Trocadéro. The master left Paris in May, and visited in turn Antwerp, Jena, and Sondershausen. He attended the summer festival here while suffering from weakness and cold. 'On ma misie boute pour le grand voyage,' he said, excusing himself to a friend for remaining seated. His last appearance upon a concert platform was on July 19, when, accompanied by M. and Mme. Munkácsy, he attended a concert of the Musical Society of Luxembourg. At the end of the concert he was prevailed upon to seat himself at the piano. He played a fantasia, and a 'Soirée de Vienne.' It need not be said that the audience, touched and delighted by the unlooked-for favour, applauded the master with frenzy. In the pages of Janka Wohl's 'François Liszt' there is an account of a scene during Liszt's stay at the Munkácsy's house, according to the writer a record of the last time the greatest master of the pianoforte touched his instrument. A flying visit had been paid to Bayreuth on the marriage of Daniela von Bülow—Liszt's granddaughter—with Herr von Thode on July 1. Liszt returned again for the performance of 'Parsifal' on the 23rd. He was suffering from a bronchial attack, but the cough for a day or two became less troublesome, and he ventured to attend another play, an exceptionally fine performance of 'Tristan,' during which the face of Liszt shone full of life and happiness, though his weakness was so great that he had been almost carried to and from the carriage and Mme. Wagner's box. This memorable performance of 'Tristan,' in which the singers (Sucher, Vogl, etc.) and players surpassed themselves, lingered in Liszt's mind until his death. When he returned home he was prostrate, and those surrounding him feared the worst. The patient was confined to his bed and kept perfectly quiet. The case was from the first hopeless, the immediate cause of death being general weakness rather than the severe cold and inflammation of the lungs which supervened on July 31. His death that night was absolutely painless.

Since the funeral in the Bayreuth cemetery on Aug. 3, Liszt's ashes have not been disturbed, although Weimar and Budapest each asserted a claim to the body of the illustrious dead. Cardinal Haynald and the Princess Wittgenstein (heirs and executrix under his will) gave way before the wishes of Liszt's sole surviving daughter, Cosima Wagner, supported as they were by public opinion and the known views of Liszt himself, who had not looked with favour on the removal of the remains of Beethoven and Schubert, and had expressed a hope that it might not also be his fate to 'herumfahren.' These towns, as well as others, have therefore raised a monument to the genius who was associated with them. The memory of Liszt has been honoured in a practical way in many places. Liszt societies existed during the master's lifetime, and they have now been multiplied. Immediately after the funeral a meeting of the leading musicians was held at Bayreuth, at which Richter made a speech and urged that all the living forces of the artistic world should unite to preserve the memory of the master by perfect renderings of his own and other modern works. The Grand Duke of Weimar, Liszt's friend and protector, sent the intendant of the theatre to Bayreuth to confer with Richter upon the best means of perpetuating Liszt's intentions. He proposed a Liszt foundation after the manner of the Mozarteum at Salzburg. A Liszt museum was to be established in the house where he lived at Weimar, and scholarships were to be offered to promising young musicians, and on similar lines scholarships have been instituted elsewhere.

An outcome of this project is the Fondation-Liszt, instituted by his firm friend the Duke of Weimar after his death, to continue instruction on the basis he had laid.

The first competition for the Liszt Royal Academy scholarship took place in April 1887. The scholarship is open for competition by male and female candidates, natives of any country, between 14 and 20 years of age, and may be awarded to the one who may be judged to win the greatest merit in pianoforte playing or in composition. All candidates have to pass
an examination in general education before entering the musical contest. The holder is entitled to three years' free instruction in the Academy, and after that to a yearly sum for continental study.

Among portraits of the master, the bust executed by Boehm, and exhibited at the Groenewegen Gallery in 1885, will have great interest for English people, as Liszt sat for it during his visit to Sydenham in the same year. Painters cast the bust have since been issued by Novello. The head of Liszt upon his death-bed has been successfully represented in a plaster cast by Messrs. Weisbrod & Schnappauf of Bayreuth. On pp. 149 and 219 of Janka Wohl's volume a detailed account and list of portraits and paintings may be found.

The task of collecting Liszt's posthumous works has not been an easy one, the composer having distributed his MSS. amongst his friends and pupils. There have already been published during the last ten years, by Tchorsky & Parsch, Budapest:

- Ungarische Konzerte, for male voices or mixed chorus with orchestral accompaniment; the same to FF, score, and in arrangements for 4 hands and 2 hands on the FF.
- Ungarisch-Gott, for baritone solo and ad lib. chorus of male voices. Also for FF, 2 hands; also for FF, left hand; also for organ or harpsichord; also for cymbals. Caídas for FF, 2 hands.
- Caídas cachetadas. Do.
- Dem Andrechen Petődi's FF, 2 and 4 hands.
- Intersection Hungarian Rhapsody (Munkeby), 2 hands; also 4 hands. (Tituldo, Aus dem Figuren Album.) 19th do. (Fsz das Album der Budapester Ausstellung). 19th do. (nach C. Abrányi's Caídas nobles).

Published by Kohn's Nachfolger:

- Christus, FF arrangements, 2 and 4 hands.
- Antiphon for St. Cecilia's Day, contralto solo and 5-part mixed choir, and orchestral accompaniment. Also FF or vocal score.
- Le Crucifix, for contralto solo, with harpsichord or FF. Accompaniment.
- Missa pro Orante.
- Sacred Choruses. No. X. Anima Christi; No. XI. Tu es Petrus; No. XII. Dominus creavit eum.
- Selva Regina (Gregorian) for harpsichord or organ.
- Songs: "Verlassen," "Ich verlor die Kraft.
- Duo: "O Meer im Abendstrahl."
- Sonnenhymnus. Baritone solo, male voices chorus, organ and orchestra. Also vocal score.
- Stadilus, oratorio. Full score, vocal score. Single numbers.
- Selva Polonaise. Interlude. Full score. Also arrangement for FF.
- De Profundis, Tu, crux, bass or alto solo, with FF, or organ.
- Le baudo arugue, ballade for FF, Collected Songs.

By Various Publishers:

- Von der Weise bis zum Grabe, symphonic poem, after a drawing by Michael Zichy. Variante und Zukunfto's Fartklinge.
- Le triumphs funèbre de Tassu, epilogue to "Tasso."
- Two new Mephisto-Walzer, opus, and FF, 2 or 4 hands (Führer).
- Crus; Hymne des Marxs, chorus and accompaniment ad lib.
- Pax Vohlsam, motet, 4 male voices.
- Natas est Christus, 4 male voices.
- Qui Mariam absoluti, baritone solo and chorus.
- O heilige Nacht, tenor solo and 5-part female chorus (Führer).
- Nun danket Alle Gott, chorus, organ, trumpets, trombones, and drums.
- Antiphon for St. Cecilia's Day, contralto solo and 5-part female chorus.

Original, for Piano forte:

- Annales de Pédagogie. Trésorien Année: No. 1. Angelus (also for string quartet).

Transcriptions:


Liszth had completed, or is said to have partly written—New symphonic poem for organ, on lines by Herder, 'The Organ'; 'Lo spezialissimo' (org.): Romance oublie (violin); Mephisto Polka; new edition "Soirees de Vienne" score of Zarembki's dute; 'Die Macht der Musik, song; Fantasia for organ and FF. on Schubert's 'Der Wanderer'; 'Die Nebensonnen' and 'Aufenthalt' (Schubert) for FF.

Weihheld" to Leo XIII; 'Der ewige Jude, for FF, with declaimed poem (Schubert). The discovery of a concerto entitled 'Malédiction,' and of a choral work, 'The Creation,' has been reported. [L.M.M.]

LITTOFF, H. C. Add that his opera 'Les Templiers' was produced at Brussels in January, 1886.

LIVERPOOL MUSICAL FESTIVALS. No festival has been held since 1874. Add that Sir Julius Benedict was succeeded as conductor of the Liverpool Philharmonic Society in 1886 by Herr Max Bruch, since whose retirement in 1883 the post has been filled by Mr. Charles Hallé.

LLOYD, CHARLES HARFORD, born Oct. 10, 1849, at Thornbury, Gloucestershire, son of Edmund Lloyd, a solicitor, was educated at Thornbury Grammar School and Rossall School. From the latter he went to Magdalen Hall (now Hartfield College), Oxford, in Oct. 1866 as the holder of an open classical scholarship. He graduated Mus.B. 1871, B.A. 1872, M.A. 1875, taking a second class in the Final Theological School. While an undergraduate he was instrumental in establishing the Oxford University Musical Club, and was elected its first president. This society (see vol. iv. p. 205) has done a great deal for the advancement of classical music in the University. It still flourishes, and up to June 1887 over 360 performances of chamber music had been given. Mr. Lloyd was appointed organist of Gloucester Cathedral in June 1876 as successor to Dr. S. S. Wesley. In this capacity he conducted the Festivals of the Three Choirs in 1877 and 1880. In Sept. 1882 he succeeded Dr. C. J. Corfe as organist of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford, and in the same year became conductor of the Choral Society in succession to Mr. Parratt. His works, though few in number, have obtained well-deserved success. His themes are original and beautiful, and their treatment shows much experience and knowledge of his craft. His part-writing is excellent, and in the structure of his compositions he displays a moderation and self-restraint which

1 All posthumous MSS. were handed over to the Allg. Deutsche Musikverein by the Princess Hohenlohe, the daughter of Liszt's忠实的朋友和粉丝, the Princess Wittgenstein, who died in 1877.
cannot be too highly commended. His published works are as follows:—

Cantatas.—'Hero and Leander,' for solo, chorus and orchestra (Worchester Festival, 1844); 'Song of Balder,' for soprano solo and chorus (Hercules Festival, 1848); 'Andromeda,' for solo, chorus and orchestra (Gloucester Festival, 1888); 'The Longboards/Saga,' male chorus and FF. acc., 1837.

Choruses and incidental music to Alcestis (see Greek Plays in Appendix), for male chorus, flutes, clarinets and harp, 1837. 'The Goddess's Harner' for female chorus.

Services in St. John's Cathedral, in B flat and G (Parochial). Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis in F, solo, chorus and orchestra (Gloucester Festival, 1899).

Anthems.—'Art thou weary?' 6 voices unaccompanied. 'Blessed is he,' with full orchestral accompaniment (Gloucester Festival, 1857). 'Fear not, O land,' and 'Give the Lord the honour.'

Duo concertante for clarinet and piano.

Organ.—Sonata in D minor, and two other pieces.

Madrigal, 5 parts. 'When at Cordova's eyes.' Part-songs, among which 'Allen-o-ala' and 'The Roly Dows' (5 parts) are accompanied, and several songs. [M.]

LLOYD, EDWARD. Line 10 of article, for Trinity read King's.

LOBE, JOHANN CHRISTIAN. Add date of death, July 27, 1881.

LOBGESANG. L. 8 of article, for third read second. Add Mendelssohn was engaged during 1838 and '39 on a symphony in Bb, which he often mentions in his letters, and at last speaks of as nearly complete. No trace of it has however been found. Is it possible that he can have converted it into the orchestral movements of the Lobgesang, the first of which is also in Bb? Last line but one of article, for 2nd read 8th.

LOBKOWITZ. P. 155 a note 2, for Fitz read Fitzl. (Corrected in later editions.)

LOCK, MATTHEW. Line 17 of article, add that he married Alice, daughter of Edmund Smyth, Esq., of Armables, Herta, on March 8, 1663-4, and that he is stated in the register to be thirty years old at the time. The date of his birth is there approximately ascertained as 1632 or 3. P. 157 a, l. 15 from bottom, add that there is a copy of 'Modern Church Music,' etc., in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge. Some of Lock's autographs are in the library of King's College, Cambridge. Line 8 from bottom of same column, for 1670 read 1667. P. 157 b, l. 2, for 1706 read 1708.

LOCO, 'in (the usual) place.' A term of which the use is explained under ALL' OTTAVA, vol. i. p. 56; where, however, the word is stated to be Italian, instead of Latin. [M.]

LODER, E. J. P. 159 a, l. 25, for 1851 read 1852.

LOESCHHORN, ALBERT, was born June 27, 1819, in Berlin, where he still resides. He was a pupil of Ludwig Berger, and subsequently studied at the Royal Institute for Church Music in Berlin, where since 1851 he has been teacher of the pianoforte. The title of Royal Professor was conferred upon him in 1865. For many years he carried on concerts of chamber music at Berlin with eminent success. He has done great service for the advancement of classical music, and by his conscientious and thorough discipline as a teacher many of his pupils have also distinguished themselves. He is most widely known through his numerous studies for the pianoforte, although he has published a long list of other worthy compositions. [C.E.]

LOEWE, JOHANNA SOPHIE. Correct date of birth to March 24, 1816.

LOGROSCINO, NICCOLO. See vol. ii. p. 514 a.

LOHENGRII. Line 4 of article, for Sept. read Aug. 38.

LONDON. For additions to article on vol. ii. p. 163 a, see DEGREES in Appendix.

LONDON MUSICAL SOCIETY, THE. This society was formed in 1786 by Mr. Heathcote Long and other prominent amateurs. Its objects are stated in its second rule—a canon unimpeachable in spirit, if not in grammar—to be the 'practise and performance of the works of composers which are not generally known to the public.' Mr. Barnby was appointed musical director, and Mr. Long and Mr. A. Lititston, honorary secretaries. An efficient choir was formed, and the first concert was given on June 27, 1875, in St. James's Hall, although, strictly speaking, the occasion was a private one. Goethe's Psalm xxxvii. was introduced to London at that concert, the solos being sung, as on many subsequent occasions, by efficient amateurs. From 1884 until the last season of the society's existence, Mr. Heathcote Long was alone in the honorary secretarship. After the season of 1886, Mr. Barnby was succeeded as conductor by Mr. A. C. Mackenzie, who conducted the final concert on May 24, 1887. In the course of that year the society was disbanded, and a sum of £150 was handed over from its funds to the Royal College of Music. During the nine years of its existence the institution performed the following works for the first time in England, besides others which had been heard before, though not frequently. Mr. Stanford's 'Three Holy Children,' for instance, was given for the first time in London, though not for the first time in England, by the London Musical Society:

CHORAL WORKS.

Beethoven, Cantata on the death of the Emperor Joseph the Second.

Brahms, Vier Gesänge, op. 17.

Dvořák, 'Stabat Mater.'

Goetti, Psalm xxxvii. and 'Noëlla.'

Gounod, Troismes Messe (selections).

Grieg, 'Klusterhorn.'

Hiller, 'O werg für those.'

Hofmann, Heinrich, 'Cinderella.'

Jensen, 'Feast of Adonis.'

Kühner, 'Christofors.'

Sillars, E. Magnificat.

Schumann, 'The King's Son,' 'The Minstrel's Curse,' and 'Spanische Liebeslieder.'

ORCHESTRAL WORKS.

Bach, 'Toccata in F,' arranged.

David Perl, Violin Concerto in E minor (Miss Shinners).

Dvořák, Legends.

Schubert, 'Overture, 'Des Teufel's Lustschloss.'

[ M.]

LOOSEMORE, HENRY. Line 6 of article, for anthems read an anthem. Line 10, for in 1867 read after Michaelmas 1670. Concerning the Exeter organ, built by his son, see vol. ii. p. 592.

LORTZING, G. A. P. 167 a, l. 11, for 1845 read 1846. Correct date of death to 1851. Line 15 from end of article, for April 17 read April 15.
LOVER, SAMUEL, born at Dublin in 1797, began his career as an artist and miniature painter, was elected a member of the Royal Hibernian Society of Arts in 1828, and afterwards became its secretary. He wrote a number of successful novels, dramas, and poems, and composed both words and music of many songs and ballads. He also appeared as a singer in a musical entertainment, "The Irishman's Carpet Bag." His compositions include the music and songs to his dramas and burlettas produced at the London theatres and rendered popular by Mme. Vestris, Tyrone Power, and others, viz. 'Rory O'More,' Adelphi, Sept. 29, 1837; 'White Horse of the Peppers,' Haymarket, 1838; 'Happy Man,' Haymarket, May 20, 1839; 'Greek Boy,' Covent Garden, Sept. 26, 1840; 'Il Paddy Whack in Italy,' English Opera House (Lyceum), April, 1841; 'MacCarthy More,' Lyceum, Jan. 1, 1861, and many detached songs, principally Irish, both humorous and pathetic. Many of these were very effective, as, for instance, his 'What will you do, love?' 'Angel's Whisper,' 'Molly Bawn,' and 'The low-backed Car.' An evening entertainment which he attempted met with some success in England and America. He died July 6, 1868.

[NOTE]

LUCAS, CHARLES. Add that in 1840-3 he occasionally conducted at the Ancient Concerts.

LUCCA, PAULINO. Add date of birth, April 26, 1841, and that her parents were Italian. P. 171 a, l. 22, for In July read On July 22. Add that in the Italian seasons of 1882-4, at Covent Garden, Mme. Lucca appeared in the parts of Selica, Cherubino, Carmen, etc., and was announced to appear in 'Colomba,' but that opera was not produced. In the last line of the article, for Rahder read Rahden. (Corrected in late editions.)

MAAS, JOSIAH, born Jan. 30, 1847, at Dartford; began his career as a chorister at Rochester Cathedral, and was taught singing by J. L. Hopkins, the organist, and later by Mme. Bodda-Fyne. He was for some time a clerk in Chatham dockyard, but went to Milan in 1869, and studied under San Giovanni. He made his début at one of Leslie's concerts, Feb. 26, 1871, and sang 'Annabell Lee' in the place of Sims Reeves, with great success, 'as much as he was not only compelled by unanimous desire to repeat it, but there was a strong attempt to induce him to sing it a third time, which, however, he had the good sense to resist.' He played the hero in 'Babil and Bijou' at Covent Garden, Aug. 29, 1872; he then went to America, and played in Miss Kellogg's English Opera Company. He reappeared in England at the Adelphi under Carl Rosa, as Gontran on the production of Brüll's 'Golden Cross,' March 2, 1878, and was engaged by Rossa for three years as his principal tenor both at Her Majesty's and in the provinces. His principal parts were Rienzi on its production at Her Majesty's, Jan. 27, 1879; Raoul, Feb. 13, 1879; Wilhelm Meister on the production in English of 'Mignon,' Jan. 12, 1880; Radames on the production in English of 'Aida,' Feb. 19, 1880; also Faust, Thaddeus, Don César, etc. He played at Her Majesty's in Italian in 1880, and at Covent Garden (as Lohengrin) in 1883. He played under Rossa at Drury Lane in 1883-85, his new parts being Edgar of Ravenswood, April 19, 1884, and the Chevalier des Grieux on production in London of 'Manon,' May 7, 1885. He was very popular on the stage, more on account of his very fine voice, which was said to resemble Giuglini's in character, rather than for his dramatic gift, since he was a very indifferent actor. He was equally popular in the concert-room, where he appeared first at the Sacred Harmonic, in the 'Messiah' April 4, 1879,
MAAS.
and at the Philharmonic, May 21, 1879. He sang at all the principal concerts, and at the various Handel and provincial festivals. He sang also in Paris at Faedeloup’s concerts, April 6, 1884, and at Brussels at the Bach and Handel Festival of 1885. His last important engagement was at the Birmingham Festival of 1885, where he sang in Dvořák’s ‘Spectre’s Bride,’ Aug. 27, and Stanford’s ‘Three Holy Children,’ Aug. 28, on the production of those works. At the Norwich Festival of the previous year he had introduced ‘Apollo’s Invocation,’ a scene written for him by Massenet. He died Jan. 16, 1886, from a complication of disorders, rheumatic fever, bronchitis, congestion of the lungs, brought on from a cold taken while fishing. Maas’s ‘greatest triumphs were gained in the concert room rather than on the stage. For several years he has stood in the very first rank of tenor singers, not only by reason of his magnificent voice, but of his thoroughly finished and artistic style. . . . By his amiable personal character the deceased artist won the esteem and affection of all who had the privilege of his friendship.1 [A.C.

MAATSCHAPPIJ TOT BEVORDERING DER TOONKUNST. See vol. iv. p. 255.

MACBETH. Line 7 of article, read March 17.

MACBETH, ALLAN, born in Greenock, March 13, 1856, and received his musical education chiefly in Germany. In 1880 he was appointed conductor to the Glasgow Choral Union, but resigned the post in 1887. He is organist of St. George’s-in-the-Fields Established Church. Mr. Macbeth, in spite of much occupation of his time in teaching (pianoforte and singing), has found leisure for composition, for which he has decided gift. He has written a number of pleasing pianoforte pieces, besides two or three orchestral movements played at the Choral Union Concerts, and since transcribed for piano. As a song writer Mr. Macbeth has generally been very successful, and he has besides ably arranged for voices several Scotch melodies, as well as written some original part-songs. He has an operetta in MS., ‘The Duke’s Doctor.’ [W.H.]

MACFARREN, Sir G. A. Add that his oratorio ‘King David’ was produced at the Leeds Festival, 1883, and that in the same year he received the honour of knighthood. He died Oct. 31, 1887, his last published work being an Andante and Rondo in E for violin and organ, contained in the ‘Organist’s Quarterly Journal’ for Oct. 1887. A cantata for female voices ‘Around the Hearth,’ was published posthumously. As Principal of the Royal Academy of Music, Sir G. A. Macfarren was succeeded in 1888 by Dr. A. C. Mackenzie, and as Professor of Music at Cambridge, by Dr. C. Villiers Stanford. [M.] MCGUCCIN, BARTON, born July 28, 1852, at Dublin, began his career as a chorister at Armagh Cathedral. He received instruction from the late R. Tulie, then organist there, in singing, organ, violin, and pianoforte. He be-
came first tenor at St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin, in 1871, and was for a time a pupil of Joseph Robinson. He sang at one of the Philharmonic concerts in Dublin in 1874, and in the following year made his début at the Crystal Palace Concerts July 5, 1875, after which he went to Milan and studied under Trevisi. He reappeared with success at the same concerts Oct. 25, 1876, where he also made his début as an oratorio singer in the ‘Lobgesang,’ Nov. 3, 1877. He made his début on the stage as Thaddeus under Carl Rosa at Birmingham Sept. 10, 1880; at Dublin as Wilhelm Meister May 9, 1881; in the same part at Her Majesty’s Jan. 20, 1882, and as Moro on the production in England of ‘The Painter of Antwerp,’ an English version of Balfe’s Italian opera ‘Pittore e Duca,’ Jan. 28, 1882. He remained in Rosa’s company both in London and the provinces until the summer of 1887, and has become a great favourite both as a singer and actor. His most important parts have been Lobengrin, June 8, 1886, and Don José in new operas he has created at Drury Lane the parts of Phæbus (‘Esmeralda’), March 26, 1883; Orso (‘Colomba’), April 9, 1883; Waldemar (‘Nadeshda’), April 16, 1885; Guillem de Cabastan (‘Troubadour’), June 8, 1886; Oscar (‘Nordis’), May 4, 1887; at Edinburgh, Renzo on the production in English of Ponchielli’s ‘Promessi Sposi,’ and at Liverpool, Des Grieux (‘Manon’), Jan. 17, 1885. Mr. McGuckin is extremely popular in the concert-room, and has sung at the Philharmonic, the Popular and Oratorio Concerts, and at the Handel and provincial festivals. His last important engagement was at the Norwich Festival of 1887, where he sang the tenor music in Mancinelli’s ‘Isisae.’ He went to America as the principal tenor of the National Opera Company, and has lately returned. [A.C.] MACKENZIE, A. C. To list of works add the following: — Opera: ‘Colomba,’ op. 28 (Drury Lane, April 9, 1883); ‘The Troubadour’ (ibid., June 8, 1886), the words of both by Francis Hueffer. Oratorio: ‘The Rose of Sharon’ (Norwich Festival, 1884), words by Joseph Bennett. Cantatas: ‘Jason’ (Bristol Festival, 1882), and ‘The Bride’; ‘The Story of Sayid’ (Leeds Festival, 1886). Orchestral: ‘La Belle Dame sans Merci,’ op. 29; two Scotch Rhapsodies, op. 21 and 24; overture, ‘Twelfth Night,’ op. 40; concerto for violin and orchestra, op. 32, played by Señor Sarasate at the Birmingham Festival, 1885. Piano, op. 15, 20, and 23, six pieces for violin and pianino, op. 18; two songs, part-songs, and three organ pieces. His most important recent compositions are his ‘Jubilee Ode,’ words by Joseph Bennett (Crystal Palace, June 22, 1887, and Norwich Festival of same year), and an ode, ‘The New Covenant,’ composed for the opening of the Glasgow Exhibition of 1888. The composer received the honorary degree of Mus.D. from the University of St. Andrews’s in 1896. He was elected principal of the Royal Academy of Music in Feb. 1888. [M.]

MADRIGAL SOCIETY. P. 193 b, l. 50, add that since 1882 the meetings have been held

---

1 Athenaeum, Jan. 28, 1881.
in Willis's Rooms. Line 12 from bottom, for 1752 read 1757. P. 194 a. I. 25, for it is now vacant read in 1878 the Right Hon. Earl Beauchamp was appointed. Line 33, add that in 1887 Dr. Stainer was succeeded as director of the music by Dr. J. F. Bridge and Mr. Eaton Fanning. Since 1881 two prizes of £10 and £5 respectively, have been awarded annually for the two best madrigals. From the list of present members all names except those of Drs. Stainer and Bridge, and Mr. Otto Goldschmidt, are to be omitted.

MANNERGESANGVEREIN, Add that the Cologne Choral Union gave a set of ten concerts in St. James's Hall in June, 1883.


MAHILLON, CHARLES & Co., wind-instrument makers. This firm was founded at Brussels by C. Mahillon (born 1813, died 1887), in 1836. Three of his sons are now in the business, Victor (see below), Joseph, who conducts the Brussels business, and Fernand who manages the London branch established in 1884, in Leicester Square, and removed in 1887 to Oxford Street.

MAHILLON, VICTOR, of the firm of wind-instrument makers, above mentioned, a writer of important works on acoustics and musical instruments, and the honorary and zealous custodian of the Museum of the Brussels Conservatoire, was born in that city, March 10, 1841. After studying music under some of the best professors there, he applied himself to the practical study of wind-instrument manufacture and was taken into his father's business in 1865. He started a musical journal 'L'Echo Musical' in 1869 and continued it until 1886, when his time became too much occupied to attend to its direction. In 1876 he became the honorary curator of the museum of the Conservatoire, which, begun with Félie's collection of 78 instruments, has been, through his special knowledge and untiring energy increased (1888) to upwards of 1500! An important contribution to it, of Indian instruments, has been a division of the fine collection of the Rajah Sir Sourinroo Mohun Tagore, between the Brussels Conservatoire and the Royal College of Music, London. Mr. Victor Mahillon has published two very important works, besides three synoptic tables of harmony, voices and instruments. The first is 'Les Elémens d'Acoustique musicale et instrumentale,' an octavo volume published in 1874, which gained for him at Paris in 1878 the distinction of a silver medal. The other is the catalogue of the Conservatoire, which has appeared in volumes annually from 1877, and is of the highest interest. As well as these noteworthy works he has contributed to the 9th edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica several historical and technical articles of great value upon wind instruments, both wood and brass. As soon as Mr. Victor Mahillon could introduce a workshop into the Conservatoire he did so, and he has there had reproductions made of many rare instruments which, through their antiquity, or the neglect of former owners, had become too much deteriorated for purposes of study. Among these reproductions the Roman Litusus and Buffina in the Music Loan Collection at Kensington, in 1885, will be remembered as prominent objects of interest in the fine selection contributed under Mr. Mahillon's auspices by the Brussels Conservatoire. He intends to reproduce from authentic sources, if he has not already fulfilled that intention, the complete families of wind-instruments that were in use in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Mr. Victor Mahillon's services to the Inventions Exhibition of 1885, in the above-named contribution of instruments to the Loan Collection, and the historical concerts under his direction performed by professors and students of the Brussels Conservatoire, at which several rare instruments were actually played upon in contemporary compositions, were so highly appreciated by the Executive Council of that Exhibition that a gold medal was awarded to him. [A.J.H.]

MALBROUGH, Last line but one of article, for Dec. 15 read Dec. 13.

MALLINGER, MATHILDE, born Feb. 17, 1847, at Agram, Croatia, was first taught singing there by her father, a professor of music, and Professor Lichtenegger, later by Cordigiani and Vogel at the Prague Conservatorium from 1863-66, and finally by Richard Lewy at Vienna. On the recommendation of Franz Lechner she was engaged at Munich, where she made her début as Norma, Oct. 4, 1866. She was the original Eva in the 'Meistersinger,' June 21, 1868. She made her débuts at Berlin as Elsa, April 6, and Norma, April 9, 1869. She was an excellent actress and a great favourite, married the Baron Schimmelpenning von der Oye at Berlin, in 1871, and after the birth of her second child remained there during her whole musical career. On leave of absence she played with success at Vienna, Munich, etc., and in Italian opera at St. Petersburg and Moscow, but with indifferent success. Her parts included Donna Anna, Fidelio, Jessonda, Valentine, Leonora ('Trovatore'), Iphigenia, Euryanthe, Susanna, Zerlina, Mrs. Ford, etc. About 1871 a certain section of the Berlin public tried to establish her claim as leading singer as against Pauline Lucco, the then reigning favourite. Endless quarrels ensued on their account, which culminated at a performance of the 'Nozze,' Jan. 27, 1872, where they were both playing. On Lucco's entry as Cherubino she was hissed—in consequence of which she broke her contract in the following autumn and left for America. It is rumoured that Mme. Mallinger having lost her voice has become a 'dramatic' actress, and will appear shortly at the Königstädtler Theatre, Berlin. [A.C.]

MALTEN, THOMAS, born at Insterburg, Eastern Prussia, was taught singing by Gustav
Engel of Berlin. She made her début as Pamina and Agatha at Dresden in 1873, where she has been engaged ever since. Her parts also include Armida, Iphigenia, Fidelio, Jessonda, Genoveva, Leonora (‘Trovatore’), Margaret; the heroines of Wagner; the Queen of Sheba in Goldmark’s opera of that name; the Princess Marie in Kreutzer’s ‘Folkniker’ on its production in 1874; Fulvia on the production of Hofmann’s ‘Arminia’ in 1877. On leave of absence she has played in London, Berlin, Vienna, etc. In August 1882 she appeared at Bayreuth as Kundry, at the instance of Wagner, who had a very high opinion of her ability, again in 1884, and at Munich, where she played the same part in private before the late King, from whom she received the gold medal of Arts and Science.

She made a great impression on her début at Drury Lane under Richter as Fidelio, May 24, 1882, and during the season as Elsa, May 27; Elizabeth, June 3, and Eva, June 7. She reappeared in England at the Albert Hall on the production of ‘Parsifal,’ Nov. 10 and 15, 1884.

She possesses a voice of extraordinary compass, with deep and powerful notes in the lower register. She is an admirable actress, being especially successful in Wagner’s operas. She was appointed chamber singer to the King of Saxony in 1890, and was also chosen by Wagner to play Isolde at Bayreuth in 1889, though the performance did not take place owing to the death of the composer.

MANCINELLI, Luigi, born at Orvieto, Feb. 5, 1848. He was six years old when he began to study the piano under the direction of his father, a distinguished amateur. At the age of 12 he went to Florence to be a pupil of Professor Sbolci, one of the most talented Italian violoncellists. The boy showed great aptitude for the cello, and his progress was very rapid. While studying with Sbolci, he had a short course on harmony and counterpoint from M. Beinche. These were the only lessons he ever had; he has acquired his knowledge of composition from the study of the works of the great masters without any guide.

Mancinelli’s professional career began in Florence, where he was for a time one of the first cello players in the orchestra of La Pergola. He was engaged in the same capacity at the Apollo in Rome in 1874, when this theatre, by unexpected circumstances, was left without a conductor. The impresario Jacovacci, a popular and energetic manager, in order not to stop the performances, thought of trying the ability of his first cello player, of whom he had heard favourable reports; and so Mancinelli was suddenly raised from the ranks to appear as a conductor. ‘Aida’ was the first opera conducted by him, and, as everything went off satisfactorily, from that performance there was a new conductor in Italy.

Thanks to his first successful attempt, in the following year Mancinelli was engaged to be the musical director at Jesi during the fêtes of Spontini’s centenary. On this occasion he revived the opera ‘La Vestale,’ and the admirable execution of this grand work reflected on the conductor, who was re-engaged for the direction of the orchestra of the Apollo. In 1876 Mancinelli had his first success as a composer with his ‘Intermezzi’ to ‘Messalina,’ a drama by Pietro Cossa. The following year he wrote ‘Intermezzi’ to the ‘Cleopatra’ of the same author.

Mancinelli left Rome in 1881 for Bologna, where he was engaged to be the President of the Liceo Musicale, and at the same time the conductor of the Teatro Comunale, and the Maestro di Cappella of San Petronio, the old basilica of the famous university town. During his stay there he composed two Masses and many other sacred pieces, introduced several improvements in the Liceo, organized a symphony and quartet society, and was the first to acquaint the Bolognese with vocal and instrumental music by foreign composers. In 1884 he gave the first performance of his opera ‘Isaura’ at Parma, which was received with great applause.

After five years he left Bologna, attracted perhaps to other countries by the prospect of pecuniary improvement in his position. During the season of 1886 he visited London, and gave a concert, in which he conducted classical works and some of his own compositions. The success of this concert brought him an invitation to write an oratorio for the next Norfolk Festival, and the engagement to conduct the Italian Opera during the Jubilee season at Drury Lane. His powers as a conductor received full recognition; and his oratorio ‘Isaías,’ executed at Norwich in October, 1887, was unanimously praised. He was re-engaged by Mr. Augustus Harris as conductor for the season of 1888 at Covent Garden.

For the last two years Mancinelli has held the place of musical director and conductor at the Theatre Royal of Madrid. He is now at work on a Requiem Mass which will very probably be performed in London, and he has already been asked to compose a second oratorio.

MANDOLINE. P. 260, add the Sonatine, also an Adagio in E♭ for the Mandoline and Cembalo are given in the supplemental volume for Beethoven’s works (B. & H. 1887).

MANERIA. A term, applied, in the early middle ages, to certain systematic arrangements of the Scale, analogous to the Mixed Modes of a somewhat later period. The roots of the several systems comprised in the series corresponded with the Finals of the Modes; each system comprehending one Authentic, and each Plagal Mode: consequently, the number of the Manerias was only half that of the Modes themselves. They were named and numbered in a barbarous mixture of Greek and Latin, thus:— Modes I and II were called Authentic et Plaga, Proti; III and IV, Authentic et Plaga, Deuteri; V and VI, Authentic et Plaga, Triti; and VII and VIII, Authentic et Plaga, Tertari; i.e. the Authentic and Plagal, of the First, Second, Third, and Fourth Manerias. When the number of Modes was increased, the
pedantic faction affected to regard the Maneria of A and C as duplicates of the First and Second, at a different pitch; and hence originated the confusion mentioned in Dodiscoedon. Afterwards, the necessary existence of six Maneria for the Twelve Modes was freely acknowledged. [W.B.K.]

MANNS, AUGUST. Add that at the Handel Festival of 1853 he undertook the duties of conductor at very short notice, in place of Sir Michael Costa, who had just been taken ill. The Festivals of 1885 and 1888 were also conducted by Mr. Manns.

MARA. P. 210 a, l. 10, for 1766 read 1765.

MARBECK. See MRBECK.

MARCHAND, MARGUERITE. See DANI.

MARCHISIO, THE SISTERS, both born at Turin—Barbara Dec. 12, 1834, Carlotta Dec. 6, 1836—were taught singing there by Luigi Fabbrica, and both made their debuts as Adalgisa, the elder (who afterwards became a contralto) at Vienna in 1856, the younger at Madrid. They played at Turin in 1857—58, and made tours there as Araco and Semiramis; also on a tour through Italy, and at the Paris Opera on the production of 'Semiramide' July 9, 1860. They first appeared in England with great success at Mr. Land's concerts, St. James's Hall, Jan. 2 and 4, 1861, in duets of Rossini and Gabussi, and made a concert tour through the provinces with Mr. Willert Beale. They also made a success in 'Semiramide' at Her Majesty's, May 1, 1860, on account of their excellent duet singing, though separately their voices were coarse and harsh, their appearance insignificant, and they were indifferent actresses. Carlotta played the same season Isabella in 'Robert,' June 14, and Donna Anna July 9. They sang also at the Crystal Palace, twice at the New Philharmonic, at the Monday Popular, etc. They sang together for some time abroad. Carlotta married a Viennese singer, Eugen Kuh (1835—75), who sang with her in concerts, and at Her Majesty's in 1862 under the name of Consoli, and who afterwards became a pianoforte manufacturer at Venice. She died at Turin June 28, 1872. Barbara, we believe, retired from public life on her marriage. [A.C.]

MARIANI, ANGELO, born at Ravenna, Oct. 11, 1822, began to study the violin when quite young, under Pietro Casolini; later on he had instruction in harmony and composition from a monk named Levirini, of Rimini, who was a celebrated contrapuntist. He was still in his teens when he left home to see the world, and for a certain time he continued to appear as a soloist in concerts and as a first violin player in orchestras. It was in 1844, at Messina, that he assumed the bton,—which after all was only the bow of his violin, for at that time the conductor of an Italian orchestra was named Primo Violino, direttore dell' orchestra.

After several engagements in different theatres in Italy, Mariani was appointed, in 1847, conductor of the Court Theatre at Copenhagen.

MARIANI. While there he wrote a Requiem Mass for the funeral of Christian VIII. At the beginning of 1848 he left Denmark and went to Italy to fight in the ranks of the volunteers for the freedom of his country. At the end of the war he was called to Constantinople, where his ability won him the admiration of the Sultan, who made him many valuable presents; and Mariani, as a mark of gratitude, composed a hymn which he dedicated to him. In Constantinople also he wrote two grand cantatas, 'La Fidanzata del guerriero' and 'Gli Eseri,' both works reflecting the aspirations and attempts of the Italian movement. He returned to Italy in 1852, landing at Genoa, where he was at once invited to be the conductor of the Carlo Felice. In a short time he reorganized that orchestra so as to make it the first in Italy. His fame soon filled the country and spread abroad; he had offers of engagements from London, St. Petersburg and Paris, but he would never accept them; he had fixed his headquarters in Genoa, and only absented himself for short periods at a time, to conduct at Bologna, Venice, and other important Italian towns. Mariani exercised an extraordinary personal fascination on all those who were under his direction. He was esteemed and loved by all who knew him. For him, no matter the name of the composer, the music he conducted at the moment was always the most beautiful, and he threw himself into it with all his soul. Great masters as well as young composers were happy to receive his advice, and he gave it in the interest of art and for the improvement of the work. At rehearsal nothing escaped him in the orchestra or on the stage.

In 1854 Mariani was the director of the grand fêtes celebrated at Pesaro in honour of Rossini, and was himself greeted enthusiastically by the public, which was in great part composed of the most eminent musicians of the world. Throughout Italy are still heard the praises of the interpretation given by him to the masterpieces of the Italian and foreign schools. The writer has often heard celebrated singers say that music which they had sung under other directors showed new beauties when conducted by Mariani. On Nov. 1, 1871, he introduced 'Lohengrin' at the Commune of Bologna, and, thanks to his efforts, the opera was such a success that it was performed through the season several times a week—and he had only nine orchestral rehearsals for it! On this occasion Richard Wagner sent him a large photograph of himself, under which he wrote Aretta Mariani.

A cruel illness terminated the life of this great musician on Oct. 13, 1873, at Genoa, the town which he loved so much, and which had seen the first dawn of his world-wide celebrity. The day of Mariani's funeral was a day of mourning for the whole of Genoa. His body was transported to Ravenna at the request of the latter city. The Genoese municipality ordered a bust of him to be placed in the vestibule of the Carlo Felice; all the letters written to
MARIAN.

him by the leading composers and literary men of the day to be preserved in the town library; the portrait sent by Wagner hung in one of the rooms of the Palazzo Civico; and his last bédou placed by the side of Pagani's violin in the civic museum.

Besides the works already named, and other orchestral pieces, he published several collections of songs, all of which are charmingly melodious:—

- 'Rinembranza del Bosforo,' 'Il Trovatore nella Liguria,' 'L'iate e krisi rinembranze,' 'Otto peszi vocali,' 'Nuovo Album vocale.'

Mariani was the prince of Italian conductors; out of Italy he might have found his equal, but not his superior.

[F.R.]

MARIMON, MARIE, born in 1839 at Liège, was taught singing by Duprez, and made her début at the Lyrique as Hélène on the production of Semet's 'Demi-soffre,' Dec. 30, 1857; as Zora in 'La Fête du Béstil,' and Fatima in 'Abu Hassan,' May 11, 1859. She next played at the Opéra Comique Malina in Offenbach's unsuccessful 'Barkouf,' Dec. 24, 1860; Zoëline in 'La Sirène' with Roger, Nov. 4, 1861, and Girard in 1862. She returned to the Lyrique, and afterwards played at Brussels. On her return to Paris in 1860 she made a very great success at the Athénée in French versions of Ricci's 'Follia a Roma' and 'Crispinio,' and Verdi's 'Masnadieri,' Feb. 3, 1870. She played, at Drury Lane in Italian in 1871-72, and at Covent Garden in the autumn of the first year, Amina, wherein she made her début May 4, 1871, Maria ('La Figlia'), Rosina, Norina, and Astriamantase. She made at first a great success solely on account of her beautiful rich round voice, her brilliant execution and certainty of intonation. She did not maintain the hopes excited at her début, since it was discovered that she was a very mechanical actress and totally devoid of charm. The only part she really played well was Maria. Nevertheless she became a very useful singer at Covent Garden 1874-77 in all the above parts, Donna Elvira, Marguerite at Valois, etc.; at her Majesty's in 1878 and 1880, in Dinorah, etc.; at the Lyceum in 1881. She sang with success in the English provinces, Holland, Russia, America, and elsewhere. She reappeared in Paris at the Lyrique as Giralda, Oct. 21, 1876; as Suzanne in Gautier's unsuccessful 'La Clé d'Or,' Sept. 14, 1877, and Martha, and at the Italian Opera in the last part Jan. 3, 1884.

[A.C.]

MARIO. Line 1, for Conte read Cavaliere. Line 3, for Genoa read Cagliari. Add date of death, Dec. 11, 1883.

MARPURG, F. W. Add day of birth, Oct. 1. Line 19 from end of article, for 1744-62 read 1754-76.

MARSCHNER, H. Correct date of birth to 1795. P. 219, l. 12, add date of production of 'Meinich IV' in Dresden, July 19, 1820. Line 13, add that in 1824 he was appointed Musikdirektor. Line 23, for March 29 read March 28. Line 37 add date of production of

'Templer und Jüdin,' Dec. 1829. P. 219 b, l. 1, add date of production of 'Der Holzdrie,' 1825 at Dresden.

MARSELLAIS, L.A. Page 219 b, last stave of musical example, the quaver in the second bar should be C, not B. Second line of musical example on next page, the last note should be a quaver, not a crotchet. In sentence at end of article, add that another instance of Schumann's use of the tune, though in a disguised form, occurs in the 'Faschingsschwank aus Wien.'

MARSHELL, WILLIAM, Mus. D. Line 6 of article, for 1823 read 1825.

MARTIN, GEORGE CLEMENT, born Sept. 11, 1844, at Lambourne, Berks, received instruction in organ-playing from Mr. J. Pearson and Dr. Stainer, also in composition from the latter during the time he was organist there at the parish church. He was appointed private organist to the Duke of Buccleuch, at Dalkeith, in 1871; Master of the Charities, St. Paul's Cathedral, in 1874, deputy organist at the same on the death of Mr. George Cooper in 1876, and organist on the resignation of Dr. Stainer in 1888. He received the degrees of Mus. Bac., Oxon, in 1869, Fellow of the College of Organists in 1875, and Mus. Doc. (degree conferred by the Archbishop of Canterbury) in 1883, and was appointed the same year teacher of the organ at the Royal College of Music, which post he has since resigned. His compositions include Morning and Evening Communion and Evening Service in C for voices and orchestra; Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis in A, for the same; the same in B for voices, organ, and military band; the same in G for voices and orchestra; 7 anthems; also a variety of compositions for parochial use; songs, part-songs, etc.

[A.C.]

MARTIN, G. W. Correct date of birth to 1828, and add that he died in great poverty, April 16, 1881, at Bolingbroke House Hospital, Wandsworth.

[W.H.H.]

MARTIN Y SOLAR, VICENTE, born at Valencia in 1754 (whence he was known in Italy as 'Lo Spagnuolo'), was a choir-boy in the cathedral of his native town, and afterwards organist at Alicante. On the advice of an Italian singer, named Giuglietti, he went to Florence, where he was commissioned to write an opera for the next Carnival. His 'Iphigenia in Aulis' was accordingly brought out in 1781. Soon after this he produced a new opera, 'Astartea,' in Lucua, as well as a ballet, 'La Regina di Golconda.' In 1783 'La Donna festeggianta' and 'L'accorta cameriera' were brought out at Turin, and in the following year 'Ipernestra' at Rome. In 1785 he went to Vienna, where he became acquainted with Da Ponte, who wrote for him the libretto of 'Il burbero di buon cuore,' produced Jan. 4, 1786. Here as elsewhere he speedily became the fashion of his opera, 'La capricciosa correttà,' 'L'arbore di Diana,' and 'La cosa rara' following one another in quick succession. This last work, produced Nov. 11, 1786,
for a time threw 'Figaro' (produced six months before) into the shade. [See vol. ii. p. 391 a. Mozart's opinion of his rival's powers is given on p. 396 of the same volume.] In the autumn of the following year 'Don Juan' appeared, and Martin unwittingly obtained immortality at the hands of his rival, since a theme from 'La Cosa rara' makes its appearance in the second finale of Mozart's masterpiece. (See also Köchel's Catalogue, 582, 583.) In 1788 Martin was appointed director of the Italian Opera at St. Petersburg, where he brought out 'Gli spazi in contrasto,' and a cantata 'Il sogno.' In 1801 the fashion for Italian opera passed away for a time, and a French opera took its place. Martin, thus deprived of his post, employed the rest of his life in teaching. He died in May 1810.1

1 The article in Mendel's Lexicon, from which many of the above facts are taken, contains several gross mistakes, such as the statement that 'Don Juan' was brought out before 'La cosa rara' (in which case it would have been difficult for Mozart to have used one of the themes from the latter opera in the former), and the inclusion among works by him, of the book of canons with pianoforte accompaniment, published by Bichali in London, and edited by Gianchetti. These are by Padre Martin.

MARTINI IL TEDESCO ('the German'), the name by which the musicians of his time knew JOHANN PAUL AGRIDUS SCHWARTZENDORF, born Sept. 1, 1741, at Freistadt, in the Upper Palatinate, who was organist of the Jesuit seminary at Neustadt, on the Danube, when he was 10 years old. From 1758 he studied at Freiburg, and played the organ at the Franciscan convent there. When he returned to his native place, he found a stepmother installed at home, and set forth to seek his fortune in France, notwithstanding his complete ignorance of the language. At Nancy he was befriended, when in a penniless condition, by the organ-builder Dupont, on whose advice he adopted the name by which he is known. From 1761 to 1764 he was in the household of King Stanislaus, who was then living at Nancy. After his patron's death Martini went to Paris, and immediately obtained a certain amount of fame by successfully competing for a prize offered for the best march for the Swiss Guard. At this time he wrote much military music, as well as symphonies and other instrumental works. In 1771 his first opera, 'L'amoureux de quinze ans,' was performed with very great success, and after holding various appointments as musical director of noblemen, he was appointed conductor at the Théâtre Feydeau, when that establishment was opened under the name of Théâtre de Monsieur for the performance of light French and Italian operas. Having lost all his emoluments by the decree of Aug. 10, 1791, he went to live at Lyons, where he published his 'Melopée moderne,' a treatise on singing. In 1794 he returned to Paris for the production of his opera 'Sapho,' and in 1795 was made inspector of the Conservatoire. From this post he was ejected in 1802, by the agency, as he suspected, of Mélhul and Catel. At the restoration of 1814 he received the appointment of superintendent of the Court music, and wrote a Requiem for Louis XVI. which was performed at St. Denis, Jan. 21, 1816. Very shortly afterwards, on Feb. 10 of the same year, he died.

Besides the operas mentioned above he wrote 'Le fermier cru sourd' (1722); 'Le rendez-vous nocturne' (1773); 'Henri IV.' (1774); 'Le droit du Seigneur' (1783); 'L'amanz sylphe' (1795); 'Annette et Lubin' and 'Ziméoc' (1800). In the department of church music he wrote several masses, psalms, requiem, etc. A cantata written for the marriage of Napoleon with Marie Louise exists, besides much chamber music, but Martini's best-known composition is probably the charming song 'Plaisir d'amour.' (Mendel's Lexicon, etc.)

MARTUCCI, GIUSEPPE, born Jan. 6, 1856, at Capua, was first taught music by his father, a military bandmaster, and later received instruction at the Conservatorio, Naples (1867-72), in pianoforte playing from Cesi; in harmony from Carlo Costa, in counterpoint and composition from Paolo Serrao and Lauro Rossi. He became a pianoforte teacher at Naples, but soon after played with great success at concerts in Rome and Milan. He visited London and Dub- lin in 1875, playing at Arditii's concert in St. George's Hall, June 14, and elsewhere. He visited Paris in May, 1878, and introduced there with great success a quintet for piano and strings which had gained the prize of the Società del Quartetto at Milan earlier in the year, besides other compositions of his own.Rubinstein, according to a contemporary,2 expressed himself in the highest terms of Martucci, especially as a composer. He was appointed a professor of the piano at the above Conservatorio in 1880, also director there of the Società del Quartetto, and conductor of the orchestral concerts instituted by the Prince of Ardore, introducing there for the first time in Naples the works of Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Berlioz, Brahms, and Wagner, in addition to works of the old Italian school. He gave similar orchestral concerts with great success at the Turin Exhibition in 1884, for a short time of the Società del Quartetto, and became director of the Liceo Musicale there in 1886, which post he still holds. His compositions include an oratorio, orchestral works, two concertos (one of which he has played at Naples, Rome, Bologna, and Milan, 1887), quintets for piano and strings, sonatas and smaller pieces for violin or cello with piano, trios for the same instruments, sonatas for organ, a lyric poem for voice and piano, and about 150 works for piano solo, including capriccios, scherzos, tarantellas, barcaroles, airs with variations, 'Moto Perpetuo,' op. 63, etc. [A.C.]

MARXSEN, EDUARD. Add date of death, Nov. 18, 1887.

MASNADIERT, I. Line 3 from end of article, for the Hugenotten read Die Räuber.

MASON, Rev. W. Correct date of birth to 1724, and that of death to April 7, 1794.

1 F'Art Musical, May 23, 1878.
MASQUE. Line 13 of article, for 1613 read 1612-13.

MASS. P. 232 a, l. 12 and 13 from bottom, after Tract add in Appendix, and for Sequence read Sequentia.

Since the article on Byrd was written for this Appendix, the British Museum has acquired a set of four part-books (Superius, Medius, Tenor, Bassus) of the second edition (1610) of Byrd's Gradualla. This copy is interleaved with the corresponding parts of all three of Byrd's Masses, viz., those for 1777, 1817, and 1830. It is possible that they were published in this form. The part-books are in admirably fresh condition, and have every appearance of being in the same state as when they were first published, but on the other hand the paper on which the masses are printed is different from that of the rest of the work, and the register signatures show that they are not originally intended to form part of the Gradualla.

The account of the Mass for five voices in vol. ii. p. 230 should be corrected by the article on Byrd in this volume, p. 573 b. In Father Morris's 'Life of Father William Weston' ('The Troubles of our Catholic Forefathers,' second series, 1875, pp. 142-5) will be found some fresh information about Byrd, though Dr. Rimbauld's old mistakes are again repeated there. Father Morris has found several allusions to Byrd as a recusant in various lists preserved in the State Papers (Domestic Series, Elizabeth, cxiv. 137, cli. 11, clx., etc.), and in the following interesting passage in Father Weston's Autobiography, describing his reception at a house which is identified as being that of a certain Mr. Bold: 'We met there also Mr. Byrd, the most celebrated musician and organist of the English nation, who had been formerly in the Queen's Chapel, and held in the highest estimation; but for his religion he sacrificed everything, both his office and the Court and all those hopes which are nurtured by such persons wishing to prefer to similar places in the dwellings of princes, as steps towards the increasing of their fortunes.' This was written in the summer of 1586. The recently published Sessions Rolls of the County of Middlesex show that true bills 'for not going to church, chapel, or any usual place of common prayer' were found against 'Juliana Birde wife of William Byrde' of Harlington on June 28, 1581; Jan. 19, April 2, 1582; Jan. 18, April 15, Dec. 4, 1583; March 27, May 4, Oct. 5, 1584; March 31, July 2, 1585; and Oct. 7, 1586. A servant of Byrd's, one John Reason, was included in all these indictments, and Byrd himself was included in that of Oct. 7, 1586, and without his wife or his servant a true bill was found against him on April 7, 1592, at which date he is still described in the Chapel Royal Cheque Book; but his subsequent dealings at St. John's with Mrs. Shelley show that he must have been protected by some powerful influence. To this he seems to allude in the dedication of the Gradualla to the Earl of Northampton. [W.B.S.]

MASSART, L. J. Add day of birth, July 19.

MASSÉ, FÉLIX MARIE, known under the name of VICTOR. Add that he died in Paris, July 5, 1884, after a long and painful illness, which had confined him to the house and rendered him totally incapable of active work. In 1876 he was obliged to give up his professorship of advanced composition at the Conservatoire, and was succeeded by Guiraud. During seven years of suffering his only consolation lay in composition, and in this way his opera, 'Le Mort de Cléopâtre,' intended for the Opéra, was written. After his death a representation of the work took place at the Opéra Comique in the composer's honor on (April 25, 1885), though the reception of 'Paul et Virginie' did not hold out much hope of success for a work evidently written in the same style and aiming too high. Although the composer's death was sufficiently recent to secure a favourable reception for this misnamed 'grand opera,' yet the composition was an evident failure, consisting as it did of misplaced pretension, and an ambitious imitation of Gounod's methods, in which Massé had lost what remained to him of his original grace and charm. In spite of this change in his style, and though he must rank as a musician of the second order, there is at times in some of his songs a personal charm, a sober gaiety, and a gentle emotion. It was when he composed a song without having in view any particular interpretation, and when nothing more was required of him, that he could write most freely, and could give the exact relation between the music and the words, a quality in which he originally excelled, and in which he resembled the school of Grétry. His ideal, which was on the whole a just one, did not exceed the limits of an exact feeling for prosody, and it is by those compositions of his in which the laws of metre are most faithfully observed that he is most likely to be for a short time remembered. [A.J.]

MASSENET, JULES FRÉDÉRIC ÉMILE. Add that the composer, though now in the prime of life, has produced nothing, during the last ten years, but works which are practically repetitions of his former productions—'Marie Magdeleine,' 'Les Erinnies,' 'Le Roi de Labore'—all of which are far superior to anything he has since composed. On May 22, 1880, he conducted his oratorio, 'La Vierge,' at the first historical concert at the Opéra, an unsuccessful scheme of Vaucorbeil's. He produced at Brussels his religious opera 'Hérodiade,' Dec. 19, 1881, which succeeded for one season only in that city, and failed in Paris, where it was represented at the Opéra Italien (Jan. 30, 1884), after being partly rewritten by the composer. On Jan. 19, 1884, the opera 'Manon' was produced at the Opéra Comique, and on Nov. 30, 1885, 'Le Cid' at the Opéra, neither of which have left a very permanent mark behind them. In the former
the composer tried the experiment of connecting the numbers of an opéra comique by a slightly orchestrated accompaniment to the dialogue, which was not sung, as in the case of recitativo secco, but spoken as usual. The idea was very ingenious, and deserves to be matured. In 'Le Cid' the heroic element has been ignored entirely, and the result is a work of somewhat effeminate character. It would deserve of any connection with Corneille's tragedy. To the number of his works are to be added three new Orchestral Suites, nos. 5-7, Scenes Napolitaines, Scenes Alsaciennes, and Scenes de Férie (Concerts du Châtelet, 1880, 1882, 1883); incidental music to Sardou's 'Théodora' and 'Le Crocodile' (Porte St. Martin, 1884 and 1886); a short work for voice and orchestra, 'Biblis'; various Poèmes for voice and piano, and a opera, 'Roméo et Juliette', composed for the Opéra Comique. In Oct. 1878, Massenet replaced Bazin as professor of advanced composition at the Conservatoire. In 1876 he was decorated with the Légion d'Honneur, and in 1878 was elected a member of the Académie des Beaux-Arts in place of Bazin, and to the exclusion of Saint-Saëns, who was generally expected to be the new member, as he was introduced in the first rank by the musical section. This was one of the rare occasions on which the entire Académie has not observed the order of presentation established by the section to which the new member is to belong. Massenet was only 36 at the time, and was the youngest member ever elected to the Académie des Beaux-Arts, for Halévy, who was the most remarkable previous example of what may be called 'Academic precocity,' was 37 when he entered the Institut in 1836. Massenet, who has recently (Jan. '88) been made an officer of the Légion d'Honneur, has been throughout a spoiled child of fortune; but the only music that can endure is that in which are displayed strong convictions and a firm resolution not to yield to public caprice; while Massenet's works, especially his later compositions, which are written without any fixed ideal, and in view of immediate success, scarcely survive the day of their birth, nor do they deserve to survive it. [A.J.]

MASSON, JEAN ÉTIENNE AUGUSTE, born 1802 at Lodève, Hérault, was taught singing at the Paris Conservatoire from 1823-25, and gained a first prize there. He made his début at the Opera as Licinius ('Vestale'), Nov. 17, 1825, and remained there until Oct. 8, 1845. He first played second tenor parts in several new operas—Rodolphe ('Tell'); Herald ('Robert'); Kalaf (in Cherubini's 'Ali Baba'); Tavannes ('Huguenote'); Quasimodo (in Louise Bertin's 'Emeralda'); Forte Braccio (in Halévy's 'Guido et Ginevra'); Mecenigo ('Reine de Chypre'); and the baritone parts of Tell and Jolilceur ('Philistre'), etc. He played for a time in Brussels, London, etc., and returned as principal baritone to the Opera in 1850, where he remained until his farewell benefit Jan. 14, 1858.

The Emperor was present on that occasion, immediately after the attempt made on his life by Orsini on his arrival at the theatre. His best new parts were Reuben ('Auber's 'Enfant Prodigue'), Dec. 6, 1850, and Ahasverus (Halévy's 'Juif Errant'), April 23, 1852. He was a good singer, admirably suited for heroic drama, having the proper figure and height, and a splendid voice. 'In secondary characters no one was Masson's superior, and when he played the principal part he did not want the happiest results. Thus he made the success of the Juif Errant.... His Quasimodo did him the greatest honour....' (Jules Janin in the 'Détbats.') He became for a time Director of the Royal Theatres at Brussels; he subsequently went into business, and, retiring, resided at Versailles, and finally in Paris, where he died Oct. 30, 1887. While a member of the Brussels Company he made his début at Drury Lane in 1846, as De Nevers July 17, as Jolilceur Aug. 10, etc. He sang at concerts in 1848, and appeared once at Covent Garden as Alphonse XI. July 4. Roger, in his 'Carnet d'un ténor,' has recorded that Masson did not understand Italian, and uttered the most horrible jargon. He sang his first air too low, but otherwise obtained a success, which was partly due to the way in which he had paid court to the journalists and other influential persons, and to his knowledge of artistic cookery. He played there in 1849-50 Pietro ('Massiellio'), De Nevers, Erijan ('Freischütz'), etc.; at Her Majesty's in 1851, Reuben, on the production of 'L'Enfant Prodigue,' June 13; the Baron de Beaumanoir (Balfe's 'Quatre Fils d’Aymon'), Aug. 11, etc. According to the 'Athenaeum,' June 14, his Reuben had a patriarchal dignity and pathos, and he sang better in that opera than in any other. [A.C.]

MASSON, ELIZABETH, born 1806, was taught singing by Mrs. Henry Smart, sen., and in Italy by Mme. Pasta. She made her first appearance in public at the second subscription concert, in theArgyll Rooms, March 31, 1831, and afterwards in the Antient Concerts, March 16, 1833; and at the Philharmonic, March 11, 1833; she sang frequently at those Societies' concerts during a public career of about twelve years, and revived there forgotten airs of Handel, Purcell, Pergolesi, Gluck, Mozart, etc. She was in great request at private concerts, since she possessed, apart from her musical attainments, great talents and accomplishments, and was an excellent linguist. She sang occasionally in oratorio, viz. at the festival in Westminster Abbey, 1834, and at the Sacred Harmonic, where she took the parts of Solomon, Nov. 22, 1839, and Storge on the revival of Jephtha, April 7, 1841. She afterwards devoted herself to teaching and composition. She wrote many songs to the words of Scott, Byron, Adelaide Procter, etc., and edited a series of 'Original Jacobite songs' (Lonsdale, 1839), and 'Songs for the Classical Vocalist' (Leader & Cock, 1st series of twelve songs, 1845; a 2nd series 1856), which enjoyed a well-deserved popularity. She founded the Royal Society of Female Musicians in 1839, and was its hon. treasurer until her death, Jan. 9, 1865. On its amalgamation
with the Royal Society of Musicians in 1866, the late Mr. F. J. Masson, her brother, gave a donation of £100 guineas to the latter society in remembrance of her. 'As a singer this lady was never rated as high as she deserved to be, because her voice, which was a mezzo-soprano, had no remarkable power nor charm. But it had been thoroughly trained under the example and influence of Madame Pasta, and its owner's reading of music, intelligence, expression, and finish, were thoroughly appreciated by all those select connoisseurs who valued style and understanding beyond greater natural powers than hers turned to poor account. As a professor Miss Masson was widely and deservedly in request. Apart from her profession, she was at once conscientious, energetic, and refined, and had withal that racy originality of character which will make her long remembered and missed. In brief, she was a good artist, in part because she was a good woman and a gentlewoman.'

MATERNA, AMALIE. Add date of birth, 1847, and that she sang the part of Kundry at the first performance of 'Parsifal,' July 28, 1882.

MATHESCO, JOHANN. The name should be spelt MATTHESCO throughout, and the day of death added, April 17. In list of works add 'Critica Musica' (1792).

MATHILDE DI SHABRAN. For the date of the production of the work in Paris, see, and for that of the first performance in London, 'read July 3, 1823. It took place at the King's Theatre.'

MATINS. P. 238 b, l. 19, after INITIATORIUM add in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 685 b.

MATTEI, ABBATE. P. 239 a, l. 9, for May 17 'read May 12.'

MAUREL, VICTOR, born at Marseilles, received instruction at the Paris Conservatoire in singing from Vauthrot, and in opera from Duvernoy, and gained the first prizes in both subjects, co-equal with Gaillard, in 1867. He made his début at the Operà de Nevers andConte di Luna in or about 1869. He was next in Italy, where he played the Cadice on the production of Gomes's 'Guarany' at Milan, March 19, 1870. He made his début at the Royal Italian Opera as Renato, April 21, 1873, made a great success, and was engaged there every year until 1879 inclusive. His parts comprised Don Giovanni, Tell, Almaviva, Héloïse, Peter the Great, Valentine, Hamlet, the Cadice; in operas new to England, Telramund, May 8, 1875; Wolfram, May 6, 1876; the Flying Dutchman, June 16, 1877, and Domingo in Massé's 'Paul and Virginia,' June 1, 1878. He reappeared at the French Opera as Hamlet, Nov. 28, 1879, and also played Ammonar on the production there of 'Alida,' March 22, 1880. He undertook the management with Corti of the Italian Opera at the Théâtre des Nations with disastrous financial results, in spite of a company including Mme. Marimon, Adler-Dévrès, Nevada, and Tremelli, Gayarré, the brothers De Reszke, and himself, and the successful production of Massenet's 'Héroïdades,' Feb. 1, 1884. He played at the Opéra Comique, Peter, Oct. 6, 1885, and Zampa, Jan. 19, 1886, with great success. He played again at Covent Garden in 1886, and at Drury Lane for the first time in 1887 in favourite parts. Between these engagements he created, with the greatest success, Iago in Verdi's 'Otello,' Feb. 5, 1887, and showed himself the best acting baritone on the Italian stage since Faure.

MAYER, L. W. Line 2 of article, 'read Feb.'

MAY, EDWARD COLLETT. Add date of death, Jan. 2, 1887.

MAY QUEEN. Add that it was first performed June 24, 1845, at Bennett's own concert.

MAYER, CHARLES. Add that a Mazurka by him in F major was for some time considered to be by Chopin, and as such was included in the first issue of Klindworth's edition. It has been removed from later issues.

MAYER, JOHANN SIMON. Line 11 of article, for Grabündten read the Grisons. (Corrected in late editions.) P. 241 a, l. 10 from end of article, for 1795 'read 1800;' and a line below, for 1813 'read 1813.'

MAZAS, J. F. Add day of birth, Sept. 23.

MAZZINGHI, JOSEPH (vol. ii. p. 242 a). To have made clear the incongruity in the manner of the original performance of the duet 'When a little farm we keep,' it should have been mentioned that the duet was accompanied on the pianoforte by one of the singers of the, upon the stage.

MEARS, RICHARD, son of Richard Mears, a maker of lutes, violas, etc., who in 1677 and for many years afterwards carried on business in Bichopsgate Street, 'near to Sir Paul Pinder's,' was bred to his father's business, but abandoned it for that of a publisher of music. He established himself in St. Paul's Churchyard, and published, among other things, two collections of Harpsichord Lessons by Matthesc, Handel's first of 'Suites de Pieces pour le Clavecin,' and his opera, 'Radamisto;' Ariosti's opera 'Coriolanus,' and Corelli's Sonatas and Concertos. The greater part of his publications were engraved on copper, but some of the later ones were stamped on pewter. He was unable to make head against Walsh, and his business gradually declined. He removed first to Birch Lane and thence to London House Yard, where he died about 1743.

MEDICATION. P. 245 a. l. 11, for TONES, the GREGORIAN, read GREGORIAN TONES in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 655, etc.

MEFISTOFELE. Grand opera in a prologue and five acts, words (after Goethe) and music by Arrigo Boito. Produced at Milan, March 5, 1868. Remodelled and brought out again, in a condensed form (prologue and four
MEHUL. Line 1 for Henri Nicolas, and correct date of birth to June 22. P. 247 a, l. 20, for fiddlestring read E-string (chancellor). (Corrected in late editions.)

MEINARDUS, Ludwig Sigfrid, born Sept. 17, 1827, at Hoekseil (Oldenburg), was at first educated at the Gymnasium at Jever, where his father held an official post. He was intended to study theology, but his musical inclinations could not be resisted, and he was, after length allowed to devote himself to the art, his parents imposing the curious condition that he was to become a public performer on some instrument. To this end he took up the violoncello, learning what he could from the Stadt-Musikus of the place, who was a violinist. After making himself ill with excessive practice, he returned to school, and it was not till he had finished his studies there that he finally determined, on the advice of Schumann, who had seen some of his compositions, to embrace the profession of a composer. At Christmas, 1845, he entered the Leipzig Conservatorium, but after half a year, finding that private instruction from Rieckius would be more to his advantage, he accordingly remained with him for two years. In 1850 he went to Berlin in order to study with A. B. Marx, but for some reason or other he fell under the suspicions of the police, and was not allowed to remain. He betook himself to Liest at Weimar, where he stayed some months, after which he went to Erfurt as conductor of a small theatrical company, and subsequently in a similar capacity to Nordhausen. At last he was provided with better credentials, and succeeded in remaining in Berlin. In 1853, having finished his education with Marx, he was appointed conductor of the Singakademie at Glogau, where he remained until, in obedience to a call from Julius Rietz, he went to the Dresden Conservatorium as a teacher in 1854. In 1874 he settled in Hamburg, where he has since been continuously active as a composer and critic. His most prominent compositions are the oratorios 'Simon Petrus,' 'Gideon,' 'König Salomo,' 'Luther in Wörm,' 'Ordrun'; an opera, 'Bahnss,' (three acts, finished 1881); 4 ballads for chorus, 'Roland's Schwanenlied,' 'Fraw Hitt,' 'Die Nonne,' 'Jung Baldurs Sieg'; two symphonies, and many chamber compositions. A memoir of Mattheson, an autobiographical sketch, and collected criticisms, are his most important contributions to literature. [M.]

MEISTERSINGER VON NÜRNBERG. DIE. Add that it was first given in England, under Richter, at Drury Lane, May 30, 1882. [M.]

MEL, R. 769. Correct the last sentence by a reference to the Catalogue of the Motett Society's publications (see additions below, under Motett Society), where an anthem adapted by Dr. Aldrich to the words 'O praise the Lord,' from a work of Mel's, is found in vol. iii p. 128. [M.]

MELLON, Alfred. Line 1 of article, for Birmingham read London. [M.]

MELODrama. See also BALLAD in Appendix, vol. iv p. 530 a. [M.]

MELODY. P. 251 a, musical example. The last three notes in bar 2 should be a group of quavers, not two quavers and a crotchet. P. 251 b, l. 9, for first subject read second subject of the first movement. [M.]

MENDEL, Hermann. Last line but one of article, for 8 read 11. (Corrected in late editions.) Add that in 1883 the supplementary volume appeared, edited by Dr. Reissmann. [M.]

MENDELSsoHN. P. 253 a, l. 7 from bottom of text, for ten read eleven; the battle lasted from the 16th to the 19th. P. 253 b, l. 5 from bottom, after Meinl add on Monte Pincio. In note 3, l. 8, for four read five. P. 254 a, note 4, for practical sense of the value of money comes out in her letters to F. David. (See Eckardt's 'David,' 1888, pp. 42, 43.) P. 255 a, l. 21, read Ich J. Mendelssohn. Line 35, read L. v. G. Line 45, read wunderdemen (corrected in late editions). P. 258 a, l. 35, for un read use. P. 261 a, l. 16 from bottom, for Hans read Hanoverian. P. 261 b, l. 6, for cantata read lyric poem—lyrische Dichtung. P. 263, note 10, for four read five. P. 264 b, note 6, add the MS is marked 'An Bach,' and the tradition of the Taylors is that it depicts the actual stream, its waterfalls, broad shallows, and other features. P. 265 a, Add to note 2: The quartet was dedicated to 'Bie'etty Pistrator'; but after her engagement to Rudor, Mendelssohn requested David to alter the initials ('durch einen kleinen Feder schwansz') to 'B. R. (See Eckardt's 'David,' p. 35.) In the same letter he calls it 'Quartet aus S.' P. 270 a, l. 7, for Mendelsohn read Fingal's Cave. Line 27, for Feb. 6 read Feb. 8. P. 270 b, l. 26, for complaint in read accident to. P. 271 b, note 13 should run The 'vocal piece' of his contract with the society. It was first sung at the Philharmonic Concert by Mme. Caradori, May 19, 1834, with violin obbligato by Henry Biggrose. The MS. is in the Philharmonic Library. (See below, addition to p. 281 b.) P. 272 a, l. 16, for spring read opening. Line 49, add His first introduction to Schumann is said to have taken place at Wieck's house on Oct. 3, the day before the Gewandhaus Concert at which Clara played Beethoven's Bb trio. (Moscheles, Life, i. 301.) P. 272 b, l. 35, add He had played in Bach's Concerto in D minor for three pianos with Clara Wieck and Rakemann at the Gewandhaus on Nov. 9. P. 274 b, at bottom, add On Oct. 12, 1837, he writes to thank the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde of Vienna for diploma of membership. The letter is in their archives. P. 275 b, l. 26, for 22 read 21. P. 281 b, l. 47, add At this time he rewrote 'Inflorice,' the second published version of which is dated Leipzig, Jan. 15, 1843. P. 287 a, l. 4 from bottom, read He returned to Leipzig on Dec. 3, bringing Miss Lind
with him (Mr. Rockstro's information) and two lines lower, for Miss Lind read his. P. 288 a. Add as a foot-note: On this occasion he discovered the two redundant bars in the Trio of Beethoven’s Symphony, which had remained uncorrected, notwithstanding Beethoven's protest to the publishers in 1810. P. 288 b, l. 40, add As a reminiscence it may be mentioned that the holding C’a for the oboe in the recitative of the Youth, in no. 19, were put in at the end of the first rehearsal, on Mr. Grattan Cooke's complaining that Mendelssohn had given him no solos. To note 19 add Mr. Bennett’s Examination was reprinted and completed in the ‘Musical Times’, from Oct. 1882 to April 1883 inclusive. P. 294 b, l. 5, add After a breakfast with him at B. Hawes's, Thackeray told Richard Doyle (who told the writer), ‘His face is the most beautiful face I ever saw, like what I imagine our Saviour’s to have been.’ Sir F. Pollock (Reminisc. l. 215) was much struck by his fine face and figure, and the excellence of his conversation.’ Line 24, add They could also sparkle with rage like a tiger’s (Moeschles, Life, l. 324). P. 295 a, l. 34. After Schrann, add Vernet’s was painted in return for an extempore fantasia on ‘Don Juan.’ Vernet sent it to the Mendelssohns at Berlin. (See Rebecka’s letter in Eckardt’s ‘David,’ p. 39.) P. 300 b, after the canon, add A somewhat similar canon, written in the album of Mr. Parry in 1846, is published in the ‘Musical World’ for Aug. 19, 1846. Another for two voices, ‘Vola 1, Sir G. Smart; Vola 2, F. M. B. July 1831,’ is given by Dr. J. F. Bridge in his ‘Primer of Double Counterpoint and Canon.’ P. 308. The dates given in the list are those attached by Mendelssohn to the autograph of the existing form of each work. P. 309 a. Op. 94, after 1st version add with violin obbligato. P. 309 b, paragraph 4. After Chorley’s ‘Life,’ add Eckardt’s ‘David,’ F. Moeschles, Briefe, P. 310 b. Add (17). Eckardt, ‘Ferdinand David und die Familie Mendelssohn-Bartholdy . . . von Julius Eckardt’ (Leipzig, 1888), contains 50 letters by F. M. B. (18) Felix Moeschles, Briefe von F. M. B. an Ignaz und Charlotte Moeschles . . . von Felix Moeschles, Leipzig, 1888, contains many fresh letters by F. M. B. [G.]

* MENDELSSOHN QUINTETTE CLUB, THE, was formed at Boston, Massachusetts, in 1849, for the purpose of giving concerts of chamber-music, and made its first public appearance in Chickering Hall Dec. 14 of that year. For a number of years the Club gave a series of concerts at Boston in each season, classical programmes alternating with those of a popular character. The reputation of the Club extending beyond the city, concert tours were ventured on, these being at first confined to towns in New England. By degrees its sphere of action included remote Western and Southern cities. No similar organization in the United States has had so long a life, or has introduced to its patrons more novelties of every school of chamber-music. As occasion has demanded the Club has been augmented to six or even nine players. Its programmes have been varied by performances of distinguished pianists and singers. [F.H.J.]

MENDELSSOHN SCHOLARSHIP. P. 311 a, l. 27, omit the words the present scholar. Add that Eugene d’Albert held the scholarship in 1881–2, and that the late scholar, Miss Marie Wurm, was elected in Jan. 1884. The following is a list of the committee, as at present constituted (1887): Mr. Otto Goldschmidt, Mr. J. Barnby, Mr. J. Bennett, Dr. J. F. Bridge, Mr. A. D. Coleridge, Mr. W. G. Cusins, Sir George Grove, Mr. A. G. Kurtz, Mr. Henry Leslie, Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, Mr. K. J. Pys, Mr. R. R. Pyn, Dr. Stainer, Sir Arthur Sullivan, and Mr. Julian Marshall (Hon. Sec.)

MENTER, SOPHIE. See vol. iii. p. 16 a.

MERBECKE, JOHN. Add that in 1540 he took the degree of Mus. D. at Oxford.

MERCADANTE, SAVIERO. Correct the date of birth, as the certificate of his baptism bears the date Sept. 17, 1795 (Paloschi). P. 312 b, l. 10, for 1822 read 1821. Line 21, add date of ‘I due illustri rivali,’ 1838. Last line, for Dec. 13 read Dec. 17.

MERCATOR, MICHAEL. See vol. iv. p. 304 note.

MEREUX, JEAN NICOLAS LE FROID DE, born in Paris 1745, was organist of the Church of St. Jacques du Haut Pas. His oratorios ‘Samson’ and ‘Esther’ were given at the Concert Spirituel in 1774 and 1775 respectively. These, and an Ode on the birth of the Dauphin, performed at the same concerts in Dec. 1781, are his only works of importance besides his operas, of which the following complete list is given in the supplement to Féris:—‘Les ressources comique,’ 1772; ‘Le Retour de Tendresse,’ 1774; ‘Le Duel comique’ (partly arranged from Paisiello), 1776; ‘Lamentée,’ 1777; ‘Alexandre aux Indes,’ 1783; ‘Dédicé aux Jocaste,’ 1791; ‘Fabius,’ 1793. He died in Paris in 1797. His grandson, Jean Amédee Le Froid de Mereux, born in Paris 1803, became a remarkable pianist and a most successful teacher. He studied under Reicha from the age of ten, and appeared with great success in Paris and London before 1835, when he settled in Rouen as a teacher, where he died April 25, 1874. Of his original compositions his studies are the most important, but his fame rests chiefly upon his excellent collections published in 1862 under the title of ‘Les Clavecines de 1637 à 1790.’ He was also in great repute as a musical journalist. [M.]

Merk, Joseph. Add days of birth and death, Jan. 18 and June 16 respectively.

MERKEL, GUSTAV. Add date of death, Oct. 30, 1885.


METAMORPHOSIS is the modification of a musical figure or idea, made with the view
of putting it in a new light, or adapting it to changed conditions. In the later stages of the development of abstract music, composers have concentrated a great deal of energy on devising new ways of enhancing the intellectual interest of their works—as by making the continuity of the component sections more close, and giving a new aspect to the relationship of various movements, or distinct portions of single movements; and most of these are based upon some variation or modification of a well-defined melodic or rhythmic figure. Such devices can be found occasionally in the early stages of modern instrumental music, as in J. S. Bach; and an example from Mozart, in which he welds together a Minuet and Trio, is quoted in the article Form, vol. I. p. 555. Beethoven was the first to make any very conspicuous use of them, and they are frequently met with in the 'working out' portion of his movements and symphonies. A very striking example is quoted in the article Working out, vol. iv. p. 489. The device is to be met with also in other situations, as in the first movement of the C minor Symphony, where the well-known figure becomes \[\text{music notation}\] in the contrasting key. Berlioz makes ingenious and characteristic use of the device in his Symphonie Fantastique, in his treatment of what he calls the 'idée fixe.' Liszt also makes it a conspicuous feature in his experiments in programme music. Wagner makes more elaborate use of it than any one else in his great music dramas, and constantly transforms the character of his Leitmotiven in conformity with the varying nature of the situations. See also Leitmotive and Working out. [C.H.P.]

METASTASIO. The following additions are to be made to the Chronological List on p. 316 a—

'Didone abbandonata.' For Sarro read Sarri, and correct the date of Jommelli's composition to 1745. Add to the names of composers who set the libretto those of Galuppi; Scarlatti, about 1724; Porpora, 1742; Piozini, 1767; Köseluch, 1795; Paimillo, 1797; Faer, 1810; Mercadante, 1823; Reissiger, 1823.

'Siroe.' Add the setting by Piozini, 1759.

'Catone in Utica.' Add Leo and Hasse, 1732; Graun, 1744; Piozini, 1770.

'Esio.' Add Handel, 1731; Mercadante, 1826.

'Alessandro nell' Indie.' Correct date of Vinci's work to 1730. Add Leo, 1727; Gluck, 1745; Piozini, 1758 and 1774.

'Artaserse.' Add Leo, 1740.

'Didone abbandonata.' Add Hasse, 1732.

'Isis.' Add Porpora, 1743.

'Olimpiade.' Add Pergolesi, 1735; Leo, 1740; Jommelli, 1765; Piozini, 1768 and 1771. [See Olimpiade.]

'Demofonte.' Add Leo, 1741; Piozini, 1762; Paisiello, 1773.

'Metzel. The founder of this well-known business was Valentine Metzler, a native of Ringen on the Rhine, who opened a shop in Wardour Street for the sale of flutes and other instruments about the year 1790. He married an Englishwoman, and his only child was George Richard Metzler (1797–1867), so well and kindly remembered by many of the musical profession and trade in this country. The firm is said to have entered upon music publishing in 1816, and removed in course of time to 37 Great Marlborough Street, where, on the site of the original shop, but including neighbouring houses, the present warehouse stands. The only surviving child of George Richard was George Thomas Metzler (1835–1879). He gained a practical knowledge of the pianoforte in Germany, and had a distinct literary bias, which he followed as far as opportunity permitted. He became known as a writer of words for songs, Mrs. George March (Virginia Gabriell), Mme. Sainton-Dobly, Henry Smart, and J. L. Hatton, having set his graceful lyrics to music. In 1857 Frank Chappell, who had acquired his knowledge of business in the Bond Street firm of that name, joined the late G. T. Metzler in partnership, and from his suggestion the important agency of Messrs. Mason & Hamlin, which practically introduced the American organ into this country, became a specialty of the Metzler business. Frank Chappell died in 1886, and since that date the business has been carried on by the trustees of the estate (1888). The new premises referred to were completed and opened in 1878. So comprehensive is their plan that there may be said to be no musical instrument in present use, or even part of a musical instrument, unrepresented in the stock, while the valuable copy-
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right of the publishing department include all manner of works, from full scores of modern operas to popular instruction books. [A.J.H.]

MEYERBEER, G. P. 324 b, l. 26, for 1861 read 1862.

MICROLOGUS. For corrections see ORNITHORACUS in Appendix.

MIGNON. Opéra Comique in three acts, words by M.M. Carré and Barbier, founded on 'Wilhelm Meister'; music by Ambroise Thomas. Produced at the Opéra Comique, Paris, Nov. 17, 1866, and in London, at Drury Lane, July 5, 1870. [M.]

MIKADO, THE. Comic opera in two acts; words by W. S. Gilbert, music by Sir Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the Savoy Theatre, March 14, 1885. [M.]

MILAN. For corrections to lines 18-21 of article see GAVONI, in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 643.


MISERERE. P. 336 b, l. 18 from bottom, add after the word Geminiani (c. Al fabri), and see vol. iii. 523 a, note 1.

Missa DE ANGELIS. The name generally given to a very beautiful Plain-Chant Mass, in Mode XIII, prescribed in the Ratisbon Gradual, for use 'in Festis Solemnibus,' and appended to the Mechlin Gradual, as a 'Missa ad libitum.' Judging from the internal evidence afforded by the freedom of its phrasing, and the Mode in which it is written, the Missa de Angelis would seem to be by no means the oldest Mass of this class now in use: its antiquity is, however, great enough to have obliterated all trace of its history, and even of the origin of the name by which it is now generally designated, and under which it is perhaps more frequently sung than any other Mass of its kind, both in its original form, and in the English translation used at S. Alban's, Holborn, S. Mary's, Paddington, and other London Churches in which Gregorian Services are encouraged.

The number of the older Masses to which allusion has been made is very small. The Ordinarium Missae in the Ratisbon Gradual, published under the authority of the Congregation of Rites, contains: the 'Missa in Tempore Paschali' in Modes VII and VIII; a very fine 'Missa in Duplicibus,' beginning in Mode I, and another in Mode VII; a 'Missa Beatae Mariæ' beginning in Mode I, and another in Mode VIII; the 'Missa in Dominico,' in Mode I and II; the 'Missa in Festis Semiduplificibus' and 'In Festis Simplificibus,' both beginning in Mode VIII; the well-known 'Missa pro Defunctis,' beginning in Mode I, and including the famous 'Dies irae' in Modes I and II; and some smaller Masses, sung in Advent, and Lent, during Octaves, and on Ferial Days. The Mechlin Gradual also gives another 'Missa ad libitum' in Mode XIII, and yet another in Modes VII and VIII.

Some editions of the Paris Gradual add to these a spurious 'Missa Regina,' professedly in Mode I, but really in the modern key of D minor, composed by Dumont, Maître de Chapelle to Louis XIV, in acknowledged imitation of the older unisonous Masses, but in utter ignorance of the principles upon which they are constructed, and without a trace of appreciation of their true style or sentiment. This Mass was once very popular in France, and much sung in the Paris Churches; but since the revival of the taste for pure Ecclesiastical Music, it has wisely been discarded in favour of the older Masses which it was intended to displace. [W.S.R.]

MISSA PAPAE MARCELLI. Line 3 of article, for 1567 read 1569.

MIZER, L. C. At end of article add a reference to the English edition of Spitta's 'Bach,' vol. iii. 22-35.

MODES, ECCLESIASTICAL. P. 343 a, l. 26, for Plain Chant read Plain Song. P. 343 b, end of second paragraph, for Polyphonic Music read Polytomia.

MOLINARA, LA. Add that the air 'Nel cor piu non mi sento' is known in England as 'Hope told a flattering tale.'

MOLOGE, B. P. 351 b, bottom line, for 1849 read 1840. P. 351 a, l. 10 from end of article, add day of death, May 10. Line 7 from end, for a Pianoforte Trio read two Pianoforte Trios.

MONDAY, JOS. See VOWLES, in Appendix.

MONDAY POPULAR CONCERTS. For additions see Saturday Popular Concerts, and add that the 1000th concert took place on Monday, April 4, 1887.

MONTSZIKI, STANISLAUS. Correct date of birth to 1820. P. 353 b, l. 2, for 1828 read 1846, and add date of production of 'Der Paria,' 1869, and that he wrote numerous operettas, etc. Last line, for in read June 4.

MORALT. Add date of birth of Johann Baptist, Jan. 10.

MORDENT. Example 4. It should be mentioned that many excellent authorities consider it right to play this passage without the accidental, i.e. using A, not A$, as the auxiliary note of the mordent. See Spitta's 'Bach,' English edition, l. 403, note 89. Example 7, the last note but one should be D, not B. The sentence between examples 8 and 9 should be compared with the article TREATMENT OF THE ORGAN.

MORIANI, NAPOLEONE. Line 2 of article, for 1806 read March 10, 1808. Add day of death, March 4.

MORLACCHI, FRANCESCO. P. 366 b, l. 38 from bottom, add date of 'Rasol de Crequi,' 1811, of 'La Capricciosa pentita,' 1813, and the 'Passion,' 1812. P. 367 a, l. 19, add date of 'Il Sacrificio d'Abramo,' 1871. Line 39, add 'Lao-
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dices (Naples, 1817), ‘La Morte d’Abel’ (Dresden), and ‘Donna Aurora’ (Milan), both in 1821.

MORLEY, THOMAS. The date of birth is established as 1557 by the title of a ‘Domine, non est,’ in the Bodleian Library. It runs, ‘Thomas Morley, setatis suae 19. Anno Domini 1576.’

MORNINGTON, LORD. Add date of his election to the professorship, 1754, and that he held it till 1774.

MORRIS DANCE. P. 369 b, for the sentence between the two musical examples, read In Yorkshire the following tune, founded on that of ‘The Literary Dustman,’ is generally used.

MORTIER DE FONTAINES. P. 369 b, for 1818 read May 15, 1816. Add date of death, May 10, 1883.

MOSCHELES, IGNAZ. P. 370 a, l. 17, for early in 1822 read in 1821. Line 33, for May 29, 1826, read June 11, 1831. Add that the ‘Life of Moscheles,’ referred to in the last paragraph, was translated by Mr. A.D. Coleridge (Hurst & Blackett). His correspondence with Mendelssohn was published in 1888.

MOSÈ IN Egitto. Line 3 of article, add date of the Naples production, March 5, and of that in Paris, Oct. 22.

MOSEL. P. 370 b, add that he was one of the three mourners at Beethoven’s funeral.

MONZKOWSKI, MORITZ. Line 2 of article, for Berlin read Brussel, and add day of birth, Aug. 23. Add the following to the list of his works:— ‘Aus allen Herren Länder, PF. duet; ‘Johanna d’Arc,’ symphony in four movements, op. 19; 2 Concertstucke for violin and PF.; 3 Concert studies for PF., op. 24; 2 pieces for cello and PF., op. 29; Violin Concerto, op. 30; Suite for orchestra, op. 39; Scherzo for violin and PF., op. 40; besides many PF. solos and duets, and four books of songs.

MOTET. P. 374 a, l. 7 from bottom, for ‘Motetti c. C. C. read ‘Motetti C.,” and add that the British Museum possesses a single part-book of this work. P. 375 a, in the musical example, for deviderat read desiderat. (Corrected in late editions.)

MOTETT SOCIETY. In the list of contents, the title of the fifth number of Division 1 is ‘Almighty and ever-living.’ Six lines from end of the same division, for Nannino read Nanni. Line 3 of Division 2, omit the ‘Do,’ implying that a Nuno Dimmitt of Gabrieli’s is included. At end of Division 3, add the following:—

Lasso. Hear my prayer, 4 voices.\[Cross. O praise the Lord, 4 v.\]\[Bred. Save me, 4 v.\]\[Do. O give thanks, 4 v.\]\[Vittoria. Save me, 4 v.\]\[Mel. O praise the Lord, 4 v.\]\[Byrd. Save me, 4 v.\]\[Do. Touch me Thy way, 4 v.\]\[Vittoria. Save me, 4 v.\]\[Mel. Behold now, praise, 4 v.\]

[NOTE.

MOITTL, FELIX, a celebrated and highly gifted conductor, was born at Vienna in 1856. As a boy he possessed a fine soprano voice, and obtained admission to the świenburgische Cons- vict, the preparatory school of the Imperial Court Chapel. Later on he entered the Vienna Conservatory, where Josef Hellmesberger soon recognized the eminent gifts of young Mottl, who in due course obtained all the prizes the college could award. The Academical Richard Wagner Verein of Vienna elected him to the post of conductor of the society’s concerts, and it was there that his eminent ability as a chef d’orchestre attracted general notice. In 1876 Mottl took part in the Bayreuth Festival performances of Wagner’s ‘Ring of the Niblungs’ as stage conductor, and he became one of the most active members of the so-called ‘Niblungen- kandel.’ Upon the recommendation of Desseff he obtained the post of conductor at the Grand Ducal Opera House at Karlsruhe, which post he held to the present day. It is due to Mottl’s energetic activity that the performances at this opera house are now amongst the finest to be heard in Germany. A wonderful composer and composer, he produced at Karlsruhe many important stage works of modern times, including Berlioz’s ‘Benvenuto Cellini,’ and all the musical dramas of Richard Wagner. Mottl has also obtained brilliant successes as a conductor of concerts, and was in 1886 appointed by the Bayreuth authorities to conduct the festival performances of ‘Tristan and Isolde,’ a task which he accomplished with success. He has composed an opera, ‘Agnes Bernauer’ (successfully produced at Weimar in 1880), and a considerable number of songs for one voice and pianoforte accompaniment. He has lately orchestrated Liszt’s pianoforte solo ‘St. Francis of Assisi preaching to the birds.’ It was played at the Richter Concert of June 4, 1888. [C.A.]

MOUTON, JEAN. P. 378 b, at end of note 6, correct reference to K. 1, d. 7. P. 379 a, l. 16, for 8 read a 8.

MOZART. P. 381 a, l. 15 from bottom, for pianoforte read harpsichord. P. 384 a, l. 24, for 1872 read 1772. P. 387 b, l. 14, for 1872; 1871 read 1781. P. 388 b, l. 33, for Aug. 16 read Aug. 4. P. 400 b, l. 19 from bottom, for 1778 read 1788. P. 401 a, l. 26, for PF. read violin. P. 405 b, l. 21, for considerably advanced read completed. P. 406 a, l. 8 from bottom, for 1859 read 1858.

The notice of Mozart can scarcely be considered complete without some mention of works, undoubtedly spurious, which have been attributed to him, and of those which the best authorities consider at least doubtful, especially some important works are included in these categories. Of the former class Köchel’s Catalogue enumerates 63, of the latter 47. The most important are various masses, published, together with Mozart’s genuine ones, by Novello in his arrangement for organ and voices. Those in Eb (Novello’s nos. 13 and 16), and in C (his no. 17), Köchel regards as of doubtful authorship (Appendix nos. 185, 186). Novello’s no. 7 in Bb, of which the score and parts were published by C. F. Peters at Leipzig as by Mozart, is believed by a writer
in the ‘Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung’ (xiv. p. 829), to be spurious, which opinion is shared by O. Jahn (ed. i. 673), who states that there were no clarinets in the Salzburg orchestra when Mozart was there; to which Köchel adds that we know enough of Mozart’s subsequent life at Mannheim, Munich, and Vienna before 1784, from his own letters, to be sure that he then wrote no Mass except that in C minor. To which must be added that Mozart’s widow stated that this Mass was composed by F. X. Süssmayer. Two short Masses (Novello’s nos. 8 and 9) in C and G were published by M. Falter at Munich as Mozart’s, but are said to be by Gleisner of Munich. A short Requiem in D minor was published by Simrock at Bonn (Novello’s no. 18) as Mozart’s, but Köchel says it is certain that Mozart never wrote any Requiem except his celebrated last composition.

The most important of these spurious Masses is that which was published in 1821 by N. Simrock at Bonn in 1821 and by Novello for organ and voices as no. 12. This Mass commences in G, but is chiefly in C and its related keys, and ends in C. The reviewer in the ‘Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung’ xxiii. p. 648, for Oct. 1821 declares that he had possessed it for thirty years, and argues for its genuineness (notwithstanding that the style is rather showy, more calculated to please the Archbishop of Salzburg than to satisfy Mozart himself). But in July 1826 Ritter Ign. von Seyfried opened a controversy on the subject in the ‘Musikalisches Zeitung’ (vol. vi. p. 77) with ‘Scruples concerning the Mass in G published by Simrock in the name of Mozart; in which he enumerated especially weaknesses in part-writing and tonality, and other faults, and pronounced it spurious. In Heft 22 of the same journal the publisher of the Mass declared that he had received it from Carl Zulehner, who would doubtless explain how he had come into possession of the MS., the handwriting of which was similar to Mozart’s, but probably not his. But Zulehner made no answer to the challenge. Jahn (i. 672) agrees with Seyfried, and adds that ‘the treatment of the instruments, especially the bassoons, is quite different from Mozart’s manner in his Salzburg masses.’ And Köchel adds, ‘This Mass is declared by all connoisseurs to be decidedly spurious.’ To this another testimony can now be added. The violinist Leopold Jansa recognised it as a Mass in which he used to sing as a boy in a musical school in his native country of Bohemia, where it was known as ‘Müller’s Mass.’ This would take us back to about 1812, long before its first publication by Simrock in 1821. If Müller was really the composer’s name, it ought to be possible to discover him. As regards his age, he might be August Eberhard Müller. And he is named in Köchel’s Catalogue (App. no. 386) on the authority of a Catalogue of Bréitkopf’s, as the real composer of some variations published as Mozart’s own; besides which, two songs, also published as Mozart’s, are attributed to ‘Müller’ by Köchel (nos. 248, 249) on the authority of a writer in the ‘Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung’ (i. 745). But as a musician of North Germany he was perhaps hardly likely to be known in manuscript copies in Bohemia. Wenzel Müller, music composer at the various theatres in Vienna from 1786 is more likely in the latter respect, but his serious music is extremely unimportant. If the name Müller be discarded, it might be asked whether Zulehner may not have palmed off a work of his own on Simrock as Mozart’s. Zulehner was well acquainted with Mozart, and worked for Simrock, who published two choruses from ‘Thamos’, arranged for four voices with pianoforte accompaniment by Zulehner, which are quite different from those in Mozart’s ‘Thamos’ to the same words, and are therefore placed by Köchel in the list of spurious works (no. 243). This seems a parallel case to that of the Mass, of which Simrock published both the score and an arrangement for four voices by Zulehner. The same publisher published also an arrangement for Mozart’s (genuine) symphonies as trios for PF., violin and violoncello, by Zulehner. Moreover Zulehner was the possessor of a Mass in C bearing Mozart’s name, and called it the ‘Coronation Mass.’ This was a mere pasticcio of pieces taken from ‘Coro fan tutte,’ transposed, altered, and joined together by interchanging chords. Zulehner is said to have maintained that the mass was the original work, and that Mozart ‘pandered’ his own work (as Jahn says) to produce the opera. This is perhaps the most damaging fact yet ascertained to Zulehner’s reputation. Jahn says: ‘That the mass is placed together from the operas by some church-musician is proved by the existence of passages not belonging to the opera, and by the mode in which the borrowed treasure is employed; and no musician to whom I have shown the mass has doubted for a moment that Mozart ‘pandered’ his own work (as Jahn says). Two other remarks may be made. It seems as if the Mass were put together from two distinct sources. The Kyrie is in G, the Gloria is in C; the Mass ends in C, and the middle movements are in keys related to C, but not for the most part to G: F, A minor, G, and C minor. It seems, therefore, as if we had a mass in C minus the Kyrie, and as if a Kyrie from some other source had been prefixed to complete it. It is finally interesting to note that the only really strong movement in the Mass, the great fugue ‘Cum sancto spiritu,’ which is well worthy of Mozart, is expressly stated by Simrock in his answer to Seyfried to have been performed, long before the publication of this Mass, in the chapel of the Elector of Cologne in a Mass of Mozart’s; and he gives no such testimony of any other part of this Mass. It may therefore be possible to cling to the belief that this single movement is genuine. The other spurious works are less important. Most have never been voices and pianoforte, but published only once or twice by obscure publishers in Germany. There are, however, 39 spurious songs in vogue, published chiefly by Rellstab at Berlin and André at Offenbach, of some of which
the true composers are known. One is the beautiful
fais sitir 'Io ti lascio, cara, addio' (published in
Suppl. to 'Allg. musik. Zeitung,' I), which is
by G. von Jacquin (Köchel, App. nos. 245—283).
Among the double pieces are reckoned three
Divertimenti for wind instruments, a sonata in
C minor, and a romance for pianoforte in A b
(ib. 226—228, 204, 205). [R.M.]
MÜLLER, Add date of birth of ANGELO
CHRISTOPH, July 2, 1766.
MÜLLER, A. E. Add day of death, Dec. 3.
MÜLLER, CHRISTIAN, of Amsterdam,
between 1720 and 1770 built the finest organs in
Holland, and especially the celebrated instru-
mant at Haarlem in 1738. See also vol. ii.
p. 602. [V. de F.]
MÜLLER, Iwan, a renowned clarinettist,
born at Reval, Dec. 3, 1786, appeared first in
Paris in 1809, where he brought out many of
his structural improvements in the instrument,
and where, after a residence of some years, and
a successful concert tour through all the principal
European cities, undertaken in 1820—1826, he
was appointed professor in the Conservatoire.
In later life he returned to Germany, and died
at Bückeburg Feb. 4, 1854. His compositions
have an educational value for players of his
instrument, but beyond that they are of no
importance. His best composition is a 'Gnme
pour la nouvelle Clarinette,' published at Berlin
in 1825. (Mendels's Lexicon.) [M.]
MÜLLER, Wenzel, born Sept. 26, 1767, at
Tinnau in Moravia, was for some time a pupil of
Dittersdorf, and became conductor in the
Brühl Theatre in 1783, and three years after-
wards, when only nineteen, obtained a similar
post at Marienlilli's theatre in Vienna. The
rest of his life was spent in the capital, with
the exception of the years 1808—13, during which
he was director of the opera at Prague, where his
daughter Therese, afterwards known as Madame
Grünbaum, was engaged as a singer. On his
return to Vienna, he become conductor at the
Leopoldstadt Theatre, and retained the post
until within a short time of his death, which
took place at Baden near Vienna, on Aug. 3,
1835. As a composer of light operas, he
enjoyed enormous popularity for many years, and
his productions in this kind are said to number
over two hundred. His more ambitious works, as
symphonies, masses, etc., were less successful.
Among his dramatic works may be mentioned:
—Das Sonnenfest der Braminen (1790); Das
neue Santsaktid (1793); Die Schwestern von
Prag (1794); Die Teufelsmühle auf dem
Wienerberg (1790). A peculiar interest at-
taches to his 'Zauberzither' or 'Kasper der
Fagottist,' produced June 8, 1791, since Schi-
kader took several suggestions from it for the
plot of 'Die Zauberflöte.' In 1818 Müller pro-
duced his 'travestierte Zauberflöte.' (Mendels's
Lexicon; Riemann's Opernhandbuch.) [M.]
MUFFAT, AUGUST GOTTFRIED. For date of
birth read April 17, 1683, and add date of death,
Dec. 10, 1770.

MUSICA FICTA. P. 414 9, 1 7, etc., for
in some new mode to which the composer must be
supposed to have modulated, read upon one of
the Regular or Conceded Modulations of the
Mode in question.

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION. The list of
Vice- Presidents for the present season (1888—9),
is as follows:—Prof. W. G. Aird,...

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, COLLECTIONS
OF. Modern collections of musical instru-
ments are of the nature of museums, but
those of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries were
intended for use. The finest and most complete
at the present time are those provided with
important catalogues, viz.:
—LONDON. South Kensington Museum, cata-
logued by Carl Engel.
—PARIS. Conservatoire de Musique et de
Declamation, catal. by Gustave Chouquet.
—BRUSSELS. Conservatoire Royal, catal. by
Vicor Mahillon.
—FLORENCE. Kraus Collection, catal. by Ales-
sandro Kraus figlio.
—MANCHESTER. Boddington Collection, acquired
and catalogued by J. Kendrick Pyne, Esq., or-
ganist of Manchester Cathedral.
—MILAN. Arrigoni Collection, catal. by L. Arri-
goni.
—ANTWERP. The Italian instruments of Mr.
Wilmotte; Museum of Mr. Steen. The Plantia
Museum contains a curious harpsichord.
—BASLE. Museum of Antiquities.
—BERLIN. Hochschule für Musik (a collection
recently acquired from Herr Paul de Wit,
Leipzig); Hohenzollern Museum (so far as
various instruments are preserved that have
belonged to members of that family); Kunst
und Gewerbe Museum.
—BOLOGNA. Museo Civico.
—BRUGES. Le Musée archeologique.
—BUDA PESTH. National Hungarian Museum.
—CAIRO. Sig. F. Amid (Egyptian instruments).
—CLAYDON, Buckinghamshire. Sir Harry Ver-
ney, Bart., M.P. (Javanese instruments formerly
belonging to Sir Stamford Raffles).
—DARMSTADT. Museum of Antiquities.
—DELFt. Mr. T. C. Boeys.
—DUBLIN. Trinity College (under care of Prof-
essor Sir Robert Stewart, Mus. Doc.)
—EDINBURGH. Music Class Room of the Uni-
versity (under care of Professor Sir Herbert
Oakeley).

GENOA. Museum contains the famous Guarnerius that belonged to Paganini.

GLASGOW. Anderson’s College.

THE HAAG. Mr. Scheurleer.

HELSINGFORS. Musée ethnographique.

HORSESTAD, Norfolk. C. R. Day, Esq., 43rd Light Infantry (Indian instruments).

LYDEN. Musée ethnographique.

LONDON. H. R. H. The Duke of Edinburgh (violins); John Broadwood & Sons (keyboard instruments); Mlle. Marie Deoca; George Donaldson, Esq.; Messrs. Arthur and Alfred Hill; A. J. Hipkins, Esq., F.S.A.; India Museum; G. T. Lock, Esq.; London Missionary Society; Otto Feiniger, Esq. (Harrow); Royal College of Music (chiefly Indian instruments, the division of a collection between the Royal College and the Brussels Conservatoire, presented by the Rajah Sir Courindro Mohun Tagore); Rudall Carte & Co. (wind instruments).

MADRID. Arqueológico. Museum.

MIDDLEBURG (Zealand). Museum.

MILAN. Museo Musicale (Extra-European).

Museum of the Conservatorio.

MODENA. Count L. F. Valdrighi.

MOSCOW. Museo Dachkoff.

MUNCHEN. National Museum.

NAPLES. Museo Nazionale.

NUEMBRGE. Germanisches Museum.

OXFORD. Mr. T. W. Taphouse; Pitt-Rivers Museum (ethnological).

PARIS. Mr. E. Gand (violins); Messrs. Pleyel Wolff & Cie. (keyboard instruments); Hôtel Cluny.

RENAIX, Belgium. Mr. Abel Régibo; Mr. César Snoeck.

Rome. The Vatican.

ROSE, Hereford. H. C. Moffatt, Esq., Goodrich Court (Keyboard Instruments).

SALEBZ. The Monastère: Städtisches Museum Carolino-Augusteno; Dr. Peter, Director, Communal Museum.

SAVIGNIANO. Cavalieri Maurizio Villa (Violins).

SOUTHAMPTON. Mr. W. Dale (Keyboard Instruments).

ST. PETERSBURG. Museums of the Conservatorio, the Academy of Science, the Geographical Society.

STUTTGART. Herr C. Kincklerfuus.

VEBONIA. Municipality.

VIENNA. Ambrosier Sammlung; Museum der Musikfreunde; Dr. Hans Richter (Chinese instruments); Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild.

VILNA. Musée ethnographique. [A.J.H.]

MUSICAL LIBRARIES. P. 430 b, l 17, for Canonicus de Silvestria a Barbarano read Has alternas Sacras Cantiones. Line 32, for read after.

The following additions and corrections are to be made to the article. The information with regard to the German libraries is mainly derived from various numbers of the ‘Monatshefte für Musik-Geschichte,’ where further information as to the contents of these libraries is to be obtained. For the account of the recent discoveries at Durham, the writer is indebted to Dr. Armes. 5

Great Britain and Ireland.

CAMBRIDGE. a. The catalogue of the music in the Fitzwilliam Museum is now (1888) in the press.

b. Trinity College Library contains a vellum roll of Early English carols, dating from the 15th century. Amongst these is a copy of the Agincourt song.

c. The Catalogue of the Peterhouse MSS. by Dr. Jebb has been printed.

DURHAM. The old MSS. in Durham Cathedral have been recently carefully collected and indexed by the present organist. They consist of four sets of books, all unfortunately imperfect. The old set contains about 40 full and 50 verse anthems by Tallis, White, Parsons, Hooper, Morley, Weelkes, Byrd, Batten, Giles, Tomkins, East, Gibbons, etc. The second set is rich in anthems and services for men’s voices only. The third consists of eight out of ten magnificent folio volumes containing Proces. Psalms for special days by Byrd, Gibbons, William and Edward Smith; and services by Shepherd, Parsons, Batten, and others. The fourth set consists of organs parts of practically all the anthems and services used in the Cathedral from Tallis to Purcell.

LONDON. a. British Museum. The statement at vol. ii. p. 419 that the collection is not strong in early printed music is no longer the case. The collection of madrigals is extremely fine, and there are no fewer than 12 works printed by Petrucci, of which only two works printed at Petrucci, of which only two are incompletely. The collection was increased in 1886 by the acquisition, from M. Kock of Antwerp, of a large number of works printed at the press of Phalisee at Louvain and Antwerp. Many of these volumes were exhibited at the Brussels Exhibition of 1850, and described in Section D of the catalogue. The suggestion on p. 420 for the publication of a catalogue of the music printed before 1800 will be shortly adopted, and a new catalogue of the MS. music, which is much needed, is also in contemplation.

c. Sacred Harmonic Society. This library has passed into the possession of the Royal College of Music.

RIPON. In the Minster Library is preserved an interesting volume of theological tracts by Gerson and others, on blank leaves of which are written two 16th century ballads for three voices. The first is entitled ‘A ballet of y’ deth of y’ Cardinall’ (i.e. Wolsey), and the second, ‘A lytely ballay mayde of y’ yong dukes gie,ce’ (i.e. Henry Fitzroy, Duke of Richmond and Somerset, a natural son of Henry VIII, who died in 1536.) The words of these ballads are printed in the Yorkshire Archeological and
MUSICAL LIBRARIES.

Topographical Journal, ii. 396. The library also contains some rare liturgical printed books, particularly a York Manusale (W. de Worde) of 1509, and a York Missal (Broun) of 1517.

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS. c. The greater portion of Mr. Julian Marshall's library was sold in 1884. A large part of the more valuable MSS. had been previously acquired by the British Museum.

k. Mr. J. E. Matthew has a very fine and extensive collection of early treatises and other music, including a copy of Virdung's rare 'Musica getueocht.'

Belgium.

GhENT. The University Library contains an extremely valuable collection of MS. Treasures on Music, besides many liturgical MSS.

France.

CAMBRAI. The Public Library contains a precious collection of MS. church music by early Flemish and Burgundian musicians, besides songs for two, three, and four parts, dating from the 14th century. The collection was described in M. de Coussemaker's 'Notice sur les Collections Musicales de la Bibliothèque de Cambrai.' (1843.)

DOUAL, DUNKERQUE, LILLE, VALENCIENNES. The few books and MSS. of interest in these libraries are described in an appendix to Coussemaker's work on the Cambrai collection.

PARIS. a. An excellent catalogue of the rare musical works in the Conservatoire library, with illustrations and facsimiles, was published by the librarian, Mr. J. B. Weckerlin, in 1885.

Germany.

ABNSTRAS. The Church library possesses six folio volumes of vocal music of the 16th century.

AUGSBURG. The Stadtbibliothek, the Archives, and the Historical Society possess valuable collections of early printed and MS. music, chiefly collected from the suppressed monasteries of the city. An excellent catalogue of these collections was published in 1878 by Herr Schleitterer.

BERLIN. a. The catalogue of the Joachimsthal collections was published by Herr Eitner in 1884. Less important collections are in the Kgl. Kirchenmusik-Institut, the Nikolaikirche, and the Berliner Tonkünstler-Verein.

BONN. The University library contains about 600 vols. of music, chiefly of the present century. Amongst the few early works is a copy of the 1517 edition of the 'Micrologus' of Orthonarius.

BREMEN. About 74 musical works belonging to the Stadtbibliothek are in the care of the Bremen Tonkünstler-Verein.

BREISLAU. The musical works (printed before 1700) in a. the Royal Academic Institute, b. the Town library, and c. the University library have been admirably catalogued by Herr Emil Bohn (Berlin, Colne, 1883.) These three collections are some of the richest in Germany in early printed music.

d. The Cathedral library contains about 1000 musical works, of which 60 are in manuscript. The collection chiefly consists of church music of the past and present century.

b. The Domstift-Bibliothek contains a small collection of MSS.

f. The church of St. Elisabeth contains about 4200 musical works, chiefly church music of the 18th and 19th centuries.

BRUSSELS. The Gymnasium contains a small but valuable collection, chiefly of printed works of the 16th century.

Cassel. The Landesbibliothek contains about 340 musical works, printed and MS. Amongst the former are copies of Morley and Weelkes' madrigals. Most of the works date between 1560 and 1620. The catalogue was published by Carl Israel in 1881.

CologN. The Jesuitenbibliothek has a small collection of printed 16th century music, including copies of the 'Silium Musice Plane' of 1506, and Wollick's 'Enchiridion' (Paris, 1512.)

DANK. a. The Town library contains a valuable collection, principally of works of the second half of the 16th century.

b. The Allerheiligen-Bibliothek possesses a small collection of the same period.

c. The Town Archives contain six MS. volumes of music, dating from 1611 to 1692.

DONAUESCHINGEN. The library of Prince Fürstenberg contains 13 MS. antiphoners (14th-18th century) and a fragment of a MS. treatise on music of the 15th cent.

DRESDEN. b. For 400 read 4000. The same collection contains a clavicord of the 17th century, and a harpsichord and clavichord, both of which are said to be by Silbermann.

e. The Royal Public Library contained (in 1872) 1777 volumes on musical theory, and 1468 volumes of practical music. There are many early printed books of rarity, including a copy of the 'Mains Psalter' of 1457.

f. The Dreikönigskirche possesses a few rare printed books, including the discant and tenor parts of Walther's Wittenberg hymnbook (1534).

EichStadt. The Royal library is rich in rare printed liturgical works containing music.

ELBING. a. The Marienkirche library contains 76 works of the 16th century and 85 of the 17th; 13 Polish cantiones (1571-1792) and many MS. church compositions of the 16th and 19th centuries.

b. The Town library possesses a few rare books, including a copy of the 'Syntagma of Praetorius.'

ESPRy. The Royal library has many liturgical MSS. and printed books, chiefly derived from suppressed convents.

FRAKkOFoN on the Main. The library of St. Peter's Church is said (Monastah. 1872, p. 22) to be the same as that now preserved in the Gymnasium.

GötTINGEN. The University Library contains 145 musical works, mostly of the 15th and 16th centuries, many of which are of great rarity. An excellent catalogue has been published by Herr Albert Quanz.
MUSICAL LIBRARIES.

Gotha. The Ducal library contains a small but interesting collection, comprising several rare early works.

Grimma. The Landeschule has about 131 works of the 16th and 17th centuries. A catalogue was published by N. M. Petersen in the yearly school report for 1861.

Güstrow. The Domschule library contains a small but valuable collection of rare early printed musical works, chiefly of the 16th century. They are described in the school prospectus for 1853.

Hannover. There are a few rare early works on music (including a copy of Burtius' 'De Musica,' 1487) in the Royal Public Library.

Heidelberg. The Gymnasium library possesses 16th and 17th century part-books, apparently of considerable value.

Jena. The University library contains about 60 vols. of music, chiefly consisting of rare early treatises.

Liegnitz. The Bibliotheca Rudolfina of the Ritter-Akademie contains an extremely valuable collection of 16th and 17th century music. The catalogue of the printed books was published in the official programme of the academy (1876-8) by Dr. Ernst Pfudel. That of the MSS. appeared as a supplement to the Monatshefte für Musik-Geschichte in 1886.

Lübeck. The Stadtbibliothek is said to contain valuable early German and Italian printed music. An account of a few interesting volumes appeared in the Monatshefte für Musik-Geschichte for 1884, No. 11.

Lüneburg. The Stadtbibliothek is rich in musical works of the 16th and 17th century, both MS. and printed.

Maringen. The Oettingen-Wallerstein library contains much MS. music: 390 symphonies, 214 cantatae and oratorios, 114 masses and 111 works for stringed instruments—chiefly by composers of the 16th century. There are also 120 works on theory.

Munich. The University library has a small but valuable collection of 16th and 17th century music.

Neisse. The Kreuzhelliges Stift has a few printed works of the 16th century and also MS. liturgical works.

Nürnberg. The Stadtbibliothek possesses 13 MSS. and 47 printed volumes of 16th and 17th century church music. It also contains a MS. Antiphoner in eight folio volumes.

Pirna. The Stadtkirche library contains 816th century MSS. and 63 printed musical works of the 16th and 17th centuries.

Prague. The University library possesses a few valuable early MS. treatises, besides printed works of the 16th and 17th centuries.

Sonderhausen. The Schloßkirche library contains much MS. music, chiefly sacred cantatas of the first half of the 16th century.

Straßburg. The University library possesses a small collection of early printed musical works, the rarest of which are the 'Harmonie' of Tritonius (Augsburg, 1507) and the 'Novus partus sive concertationes musicae' of Besardus (Augsburg, 1617).

Ulm. The Stadtbibliothek has about 143 volumes of printed music, chiefly dating from the early 17th century.

Vienna. Dr. Gehring's library was sold in 1880.

Wolffensütter. The Grand Ducal library and Bibliotheca Augusta are rich in music, especially in hymns and liturgical works of the 16th century.

Würzburg. The University library possesses liturgical and choir books of the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries, besides other musical works of interest.

Zittau. The Stadtbibliothek has a few early printed works, and several MSS., among which are 7 missals, dating from 1435, decorated with illuminations of great beauty.

Zwickau. The Rathsaschulbibliothek is rich in early printed music, particularly in Psalters and collections of Hymns. There are also a few MSS. The library is described in the 'Monatshefte für Musik-Geschichte' for 1875, No. 11, and 1876, No. 2.

For many less important collections, see the 'Monatshefte für Musik-Geschichte' for 1872, Nos. 1 and 2, and 1873, No. 12.

Italy.

Bologna. The library described in vol. ii. p. 425 belongs to the Liceo Comunale di Musica, not to the Liceo Filarmónico. The mistake has arisen owing to the Accademia Filarmonica being located in the same building. A catalogue has been compiled by Prof. Gaetano Gasparo, and is announced for publication (June, 1888).

Cremona. The musical library formed by Professor P. Canale is very extensive, and rich in musical literature. There are several early printed treatises here, and also a number of madrigals part-books. A catalogue of the collection was published at Biamano in 1883.

Florence. Add and also some interesting MSS., particularly a volume (Cod. MS. No. 58) containing compositions by the Netherlands School, described in the 'Monatshefte für Musik-Geschichte,' 1877, No. 2.

Rome. The archives of the Papal Choir have been at length examined with the greatest care by F. X. Haberl. The results of his labours have been published in an admirable bibliographical and thematic catalogue which appeared first as an Appendix to the 'Monatshefte für Musik-Geschichte,' and has since been published separately by Breitkopf & Härtel. See Sistine Chapel in Appendix.

Venice. a. The library of St. Mark's contains much interesting music. Amongst the theoretical books are copies of the works of Galilei, Aron, Artosi, L. Folianus, Zacconi, Zarlino, J. Frochius, Gafori, Orinthoparcus, Burtius ('Quaeulum,' 1487), and many others. The collection of practical music is rich in part-books of madrigals, chiefly in Venetian editions. The following is a list of composers whose works.

Vol. IV. Pt. 6.
MUSICAL PERIODICALS.

At end of first paragraph, for 1828 read 1829. Add to notice of The Musical World that in 1856 it was published by Messrs. Mallett, of Wardour Street. Mr. F. Huesser becoming editor. In 1858 its locale was changed to Catherine Street, and in August of that year it was bought by Mr. E. F. Jacques. P. 427 b, l. 30 from bottom, for 1843 read 1842. Line 25 from bottom, add date of beginning of The Musical Examiner, Nov. 1842. P. 428 a, par. 1, add that on the retirement in 1887 of Mr. Lunn, the editorship of The Musical Times was assumed by Mr. W. A. Barrett. P. 428 a, par. 2, add that The Tonio Soli's Reporter has a department of Musical questions and their answers. P. 428 b, par. 2, add that proprietorship was transferred to Mr. Harry Lavender. Mr. Turpin edited The Musical Standard from 1880 to 1886, Mr. Broadhouse succeeding him for two years; finally Mr. Ernest Bergholt, B.A., became editor in 1888. P. 428 b, par. 2, add that in 1884 The Orchestra appeared again in a folio size. Par. 3, add that The Choir came to an end in 1878. P. 428 b, par. 4, add that in 1887 Mr. W. A. Barrett left the editorial chair. Among recent contributions to The Monthly Musical Record, is Mr. Penrose's study of 'Wells and their materials,' and articles by Dr. Carl Reinecke, Mr. S. Stratton, and Mr. Verey may be mentioned.

At end of article add as follows:—
The Musical Review, a weekly musical journal (Novello & Co.), lasted for a few months from the beginning of 1883.
The Magazine of Music (Costen), a monthly, was established in 1884. It is profusely illustrated, and contains a musical supplement.

Musical Opinion and Music Trade Review (Fitzimmons, monthly), has flourished since 1877. It has illustrations, musical examples, original articles, etc.
The Academic Gazette of Trinity College is owned by a company, but worked as the official organ of the College, and published monthly by Hammond & Co. Dr. Bonavia Hunt was editor of Musical Education, as it was then called, from 1880 to 1884. From 1884 Mr. Turpin has edited the Academic Gazette.
The Joule (Patey & Willis) has been published as a monthly journal since 1883, and was edited for some time by Mr. Joseph Bennett. It is now altered in style and has six pages of musical matter to four of letterpress, with Mr. Lewis Thomas as editor.
The Quarterly Musical Review (Heywood), edited by Dr. Hiles, dates from February 1855.

MUSICAL PERIODICALS.

Sweden.

Orsal. The Royal library of the Academy contains 191 printed musical works of the 16th century, 198 of the 17th, and 120 of the 18th century. Among the earlier books are many of great rarity.

[W.B.S.]
NAPOLEON. 727

Nitric acid is then applied, which dissolves the zinc where it is not protected by the ink, and leaves the notes in relief. This stereotype plate is then used to print from in the ordinary typographic press. Mr. Lefman, 57 Rue d’Hautefeuille, Paris, who kindly explained the process to the writer, also informed him that these clichés, of the ordinary music size, can be made for 50 francs (£2) each. [See also SCHRUMB, vol. iii. p. 248.]

Mr. Angier, of Newgate Street, London, has produced some beautiful specimens of music-printing. The music is first punched on pewter plates in the usual way, and is then transferred to a stone, from which it is printed. The ornamental title-pages are equal to the finest copper-plate engravings.

[V. de P.]

MUSIC SCHOOL, OXFORD. Add that the portraits, of which a list is given, have been lately moved to the New Schools. They were exhibited at the Inventions Exhibition in 1885, when Salomon’s portrait was identified. See Add. MS. 23071, fol. 55, for a list of them in 1733-4.

MUSIKALISCHES OPPFER. To end of article add references to English edition of Spitta’s Bach, iii. 191-7, 233, 294, 294d.

MUTE. Omit reference to DOLCE CAMPANA.

MYSLIWECZEK, JOSEP. Line 15, for Nov. 1772, read Oct. 1770.

MYSTERES D’ISIS. Line 4 of article, for Aug. 26 read Aug. 23.

N.

NABUCCO. Line 3 of article, for in Lent read March 9.

NACHBAUR, FRANZ. Add that in 1882 he was a member of the German Opera Company at Drury Lane, and on June 3 sang the part of Walther in ‘Die Meistersinger,’ originally composed by him on the production of the work at Munich in 1866. He also appeared as Adolar in ‘Euryanthe’ on June 13. [A.C.]

NACHRUF. The German word expresses the idea, not merely of farewell, but of fame after death; thus ‘Elegy’ would be a more accurate translation.

NADESDCHA. Romantic opera in four acts; words by Julian Sturgis; music by A. Goring Thomas. Produced by the Carl Rosa Company at Drury Lane, April 16, 1885. [M.]

NAGELI, J. G. Mention should be made of the ‘Tied vom Rhein,’ given on p. 16 of Scherer’s collection.

NAENIA. Add that a setting of the same words for chorus and orchestra is op. 82 of the published works of Brahms.

NAPLES. P. 446 a, l. 1, for towards the end of 1843 read in the year 1853. See also MUSICAL LIBRARIES, vol. ii. p. 425 b.
In 1856 he played in Germany and Poland, and made a tour in England in 1857 with Sivori and Piatti. In that year Arthur Napoleon went to the Brazils and was enthusiastically received by his countrymen. In the first four concerts he gave in Rio Janeiro he made a profit of over £2,000. Having travelled through South America he returned to Portugal in 1858. From thence he went to the United States, making several long tours, and to the West Indies in public where he played with Gottschalk in Havana, and resided for some time during 1860 and 1861 at Porto Rico. At this time the constant travelling and excitement of continued public playing proved prejudicial to that musical progress which was expected of one so gifted. His re-appearance in London at St. James’s Hall in 1862, when he gave a concert with the singers Marchisio, was not entirely satisfactory. He now perceived that serious study of the classical composers was essential to his artistic development and to the ultimate attainment of the position for which his natural talents fitted him. He, however, while not neglecting this discipline, continued his tours, going again to the Brazils and Portugal, where he was charged with the direction of the opening fête at the Exhibition at Oporto in 1865. His last tour was made in Portugal and Spain in 1866, when he played before Queen Isabella. Owing to circumstances entirely independent of art, Arthur Napoleon left off playing in public at a time when he might really have begun a distinguished career as one of the first pianists in Europe, for which he had all the requisites. In 1868 he established at Rio Janeiro a business in music and pianofortes that has become the first in South America, the present style of the firm being Arthur Napoleon & Miguez. He married a lady of Rio in 1871. He has not altogether abandoned music as an art, having written several successful pieces for piano and for orchestra. At the request of the Emperor of the Brazils he directed in 1876 the performance of Verdi’s Requiem, and in 1880 undertook the direction of the Camerone tercentenary festival.

NARDINI. Add day of death, May 7.

NARES. Add that he was born shortly before April 19, 1715, on which day he was baptized.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL. Additions and corrections will be found under TRAINING SCHOOL, vol. iv, p. 158. The date of the incubation of the scheme is 1854, as in vol. ii.; not 1856, as in vol. iv.

NAUMANN. Add that Dr. Emil Naumann’s exhaustive History of Music has been translated by Ferdinand Praeger, edited and furnished with very necessary additional chapters on English music by Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, and published by Cassell & Co. (1886). The author died June 23, 1888.

NAVA, GASTANO. Add days of birth and death, May 16 and March 31 respectively.

NAVEL. JOHN, one of our best cathedral organists, was born at Staningley, near Leeds, on June 8, 1858. As a boy he was a chorister at the Leeds parish church, and also received instruction on the pianoforte from the well-known musician and organist Mr. R. S. Burton. With this exception he is a self-taught man. At the age of 18 he was appointed organist of the parish church, Scarborough, where he soon began, in spite of his youth, to promote a taste for good music in the town. He graduated at Oxford in 1863 as Mus.B. and proceeded to the degree of Mus.D. in 1872. In 1873 he became organist of All Saints’ Church, Scarborough, where in collaboration with the vicar, the Rev. R. Brown-Borthwick, he raised the musical services to a pitch of great excellence. He was here able to make experiments in connection with the chanting of the Psalms which were not without their influence in bringing about the publication of Dr. Westcott’s Paragraph Psalter. Dr. Naylor is now organist and choir-master of York Minster, for which post he was selected out of numerous candidates in 1883. He is a musician of catholic tastes, and a composer of no mean merit. His works include, besides various anthems and services, the cantatas ‘Jeremiah’ and ‘The Brazen Serpent,’ written with organ accompaniment, which were performed with great success by a large body of voices in York Minster in 1884 and 1887 respectively.

NEGRO MUSIC. The nearest approach to ‘folk music’ in the United States is that played or sung by the negroes in the Southern States. Before the Civil War (1861–65) brought freedom to the slaves, the ability to read was very rare among those held in bondage. Indeed, in many of the States which authorized slavery, education of the slave was a misdemeanour. The tunes to which they danced or to which they sang their songs and hymns were, therefore, traditional. The origin of some of the tunes is held to be African on these grounds:—they can be reduced to a pentatonic scale, which is the scale of musical instruments said to be in use in Abyssinia, Nubia, and other countries in Africa; they have the name ‘catch’ that appears in songs still sung in Africa, according to the observations of several travellers. Both ‘catch’ and scale are also common in the traditional music of the Scotch, Irish, Welsh, and Magyar, the ‘catch’ being the rhythmic device known as the ‘Scotch snap.’ There are, however, many tunes in common use among the American negroes which have neither peculiarity. The negroes have the imitative faculties very highly developed, and most of their tunes which do not resemble those of the old race were probably caught by the preachers, whose system of conducting ‘revivals,’ with its appeals to the imagination of the hearer, was such as readily to capture these impressionable people. Many of the negro hymns have lines and phrases that show a Wesleyan origin. Traces of Catholic teachings are visible also, but these are infrequent. Resemblances between various versions as to the tunes and the words used are noted by close observers, the differences being such as would naturally be produced in
the flight of time or by lapse of memory, as they were handed down from father to son or carried across the country. The tunes are sometimes minor (generally without a sharp seventh) and sometimes major; occasionally a mixed mode is employed, beginning in a major key, and ending in either the relative or tonic minor; or the contrary course may be followed. And there are tunes which end on the subdominant or anywhere but on the tonic or the dominant.

The negroes are very sensitive to rhythm. As one dances a jig, his companions gather about him and furnish a percussive accompaniment with bones (played after the manner of castanets) or roughly made tambourines, or, wanting instruments, by alternately slapping their hands together and on their knees, keeping excellent time. They have songs for all occasions where they move in concert, such as loading or unloading ships, or working at the pumps of a fire engine. Their rhythmic sympathies are most strongly active on these occasions. Often one of a gang acts as a precentor, giving a line or two of the song, and the chorus comes in with the refrain. This leader, when his supply of lines gives out or his memory fails, resorts to improvisation. A similar practice obtains with them at their religious and social gatherings. Sometimes the improvised lines will be given in turn by different ones in the company who have the faculty of inventing them. The women's voices have a peculiarly pathetic timbre within their natural range, which is narrow, rarely reaching farther than from A below the treble stave to G (fourth line). When forced they are harsh and strident. As a rule the tenor voices are dry, but the basses are generally rich and sonorous. A quick ear is more common than tunefulness among the race, but the effect produced by the singing of a great number, always in unison, so quickens the hearer's pulse or moves him to tears that defects are forgotten. Their time is sure to be accurate. Of instruments in use among them, the variety is small. Bones and tambourines are common, but the banjo is not so generally used by them as has been thought, and fiddlers are very rare. Some of the slave songs, especially those that may be classed as hymns, were made known in the Northern States for the first time by small bands of singers of both sexes who gave concerts in the principal cities in 1871 and subsequently. One troupe (the "Jubilee singers") came from the Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee, and in the course of its tours, which included two trips to Europe, raised over $150,000 dollars for the University, which was established especially to educate those who had been born in slavery. Another came from a similar institution at Hampton, Virginia. One effect of their tours was the introduction of some of the songs into the religious services of the Northern negroes. It is observed, however, that the songs are everywhere gradually disappearing from use as the negroes become better educated. Their imitative faculties lead them to practice much exactly like that which is performed in churches where the worshippers are white. Some of the secular songs of the negroes have acquired peculiar distinction. 'Jim Crow' — the name both of the song and of the negro whose performance of it had a local reputation in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1830 — was, indirectly, the origin of the negro minstrel show, the most familiar example of which in England was that long known as Christy's. Many of the plantation songs were introduced into these shows, 'Coal-black Rose,' 'Zip Coon,' and 'Old Virginny neber tire' being the most familiar among them. A plantation song, 'Way down in Raccoon Hollow,' enjoyed a wide popularity set to words beginning 'Near the lake where droops the willow.'

A few examples of the negro melodies and verses are appended. They are taken from the collection 'Slave Songs of the United States.' The reader must understand that all of these are sung much faster than either the tunes or the words would seem to warrant, the rapid pace being a result of the negroes' strong rhythmic instinct. The first example shows a pentatonic scale, and the use of the Scotch snap.

\[
\text{In de morn-in' when I rise, Tell my Jesus, hud-dy, oh!}
\]
\[
\text{Tell my Jesus hud-dy, oh! I wash my hands in de morn-in' glo-ry.}
\]

The following is an illustration of the use of an unconventional ending:

\[
\text{Turn, sinner, turn to-day, Turn, sinner, turn 0!}
\]
\[
\text{Turn, sinner, turn to-day, Turn, sinner, turn 0!}
\]

A very popular tune, and full of pathos when sung by a large company, is the following:

\[
\text{No-body knows de trouble I've had,}
\]
\[
\text{No-body knows but Jesus, No-body knows de trouble I've had.}
\]
\[
\text{fio-ry hai-le-in!}
\]
\[
\text{One}
\]
\[
\text{mornin' I was a walk-in' down. O yes, Lord!}
\]
\[
\text{saw some berries a hang-in' down. O yes, Lord.}
\]
Dr. W. Howard Russell, of the ‘Times,’ describes in chapter xviii. of ‘My Diary North and South,’ a song which made a remarkable impression on him, and which, from his description, appears to be the following:

walk-in-tou de graveyard. Lay de body down.

The following is a popular song among the Louisiana creoles, and the words give an idea of the dialect:

Chorus. Belle Layotte.

Mo dé-lon roué tout la côte. Panceur ouar par sel-

Finch. Solo.

belle La-potte. Mo rou-lé tout la côte. Mo rou-lé tout la

col-o-tale. Mo panceur ouar Griffith la Que ma gout comme la

D.C.

belle La-potte.

The subject has so many ramifications that full treatment is impossible in this article. Those interested will find it discussed in the following treatises by writers who have lived at the South, and made special studies of the subject:

Dwight’s Journal of Music, Feb. 6, 1862. Letter, Miss McKim, Philadelphia; probably the first occasion when public attention was called to the Slave Songs.

Continental Monthly, Philadelphia, August, 1863. Article, ‘Under the Palmetto,’ Mr. H. G. Spaulding, with specimens of the music.

Atlantic Monthly, June, 1867. Article, ‘Negro Spirituals,’ T. W. Higginson, with the words of many of the most popular hymns.

‘Slave Songs of the United States,’ New York, 1867. Words and tunes, the largest collection published.

The Century, New York, Feb. 1866. Article, ‘Creole Slave Dances,’ April, 1866; article, ‘Creole Slave Songs.’

Both by Mr. G. W. Cable. Especially interesting because of the descriptions of negro customs in Louisiana, some of which are of remote African origin, and because of the explanation of the peculiar dialect of the Louisiana negroes—a mixture of French and English, sometimes a little Spanish, but each greatly modified by the negro’s own method of speech. Gottschalk, who was a native of New Orleans, used some of the creole music as subjects for his piano music. Mr. J. A. Brockhoven, of Cincinnati, has written a suite for orchestra, based on creole tunes, which has been performed at concerts in the United States.

NERUDA, Mme. Add that on July 26, 1888, she married Sir Charles Hallé.

NESSLER, Victor, born Jan. 28, 1841, at Baldenheim in Alsace, at first studied theology at Strasbourg, but the success of his essay at operatic composition, a work entitled ‘Floristet,’ and produced there in 1864, induced him to devote himself to music. He then went to Leipzig, and obtained various posts as conductor of male choral societies, for the use of which he wrote a set of part-songs, etc. In 1870 he became choral director at the Stadt Theater, and in 1879 conductor at the Carolatheater in the same town. Meanwhile various operas he had brought out with varying success. The list is as follows:—‘Die Hochzeiterleises’ (1867); ‘Dornröschen’s Brautfahrt’ (1868); ‘Nächtwächter und Student’ (1868); ‘Am Alexanderstag’ (1869); ‘Irmingard,’ a more ambitious work than the previous productions, in five acts (1876); ‘Der Rattenfänger von Hamelin’ (1879), an opera which rapidly spread his fame throughout Germany, and which has attained an enormous success; ‘Die wilde Jäger’ (1881); ‘Der Trompet von Säckingen’ (1884); and ‘Otto der Schütz’ (1886). The success of the ‘Trompet’ was almost as great as that of the ‘Rattenfänger.’ Both owe their popularity to an easy superficiality of style, which commends itself to the less musical portion of the German public. When the ‘Rattenfänger,’ under the name of ‘The Piper of Hamelin,’ was produced at Covent Garden Theatre by the English Opera Company on Jan. 7, 1884, it achieved a well-merited failure.

NEUMARK, Georg, born March 6, 1821, at Mühlhausen in Thuringia, became librarian and secretary to Duke Wilhelm II. of Weimar, where he died July 8, 1861. He was a renowned player on the harpsichord and viola da gamba, but his fame rests upon his chorales, of some of which he wrote both words and music. Of these the most important is ‘Wer nur den lieben Gott lässt walten.’ This and other chorales by which his name is known appeared in one or other of his collections of hymns. These were ‘Poetisch-musikalisches Lustwäldchen,’ etc. 1852, and an enlarged form of the same book, published at Jena in 1857 under the title of ‘Poetisch-musikalisches Lustwald.’ Two of his productions seem to have been intended for the stage. They are ‘Reuscher Liebespriel’ (1849), which Dr. K. E. Schneider (‘Das musikalische Lied,’ ii. 155) says is a kind of opera; and ‘Politisches Gesprächspiel’ (Weimar 1868).


NEW PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY. Add that the society came to an end in 1879, the concert of June 21 being the last concert given under the above title. The scheme was carried on for three years more under the title of Ganz’s Orchestral Concerte.

NIELSUNGEN. Add that the trilogy, or tetralogy, as it is called in the article, was given at Her Majesty’s Theatre on May 5–9, 1882. Four performances of the entire work took place.

NICODE, JEAN-LOUIS, a pianist and composer of Polish birth, well known in Germany. He was born at Jeruzal near Fosen, in 1833, was brought at an early age to Berlin by his...
father, an amateur of music, who, after losing his property, earned a living by his violin playing. Jean-Louis received musical instruction in Berlin, resided there for some years as a teacher and executant, and was offered in 1879 a professorship at the Dresden Conservatoire. Nicodé held this post until 1885. In the meantime he had won a reputation by his compositions; and on coming forward as conductor of orchestral concerts was accorded by the public and the press hearty support and sympathy, which increased when his talent for conducting became evident. Under Nicodé, virtuosi of the first rank are heard in Dresden, in conjunction with the band of the Gewerbefahne, at the Subscription—or, as they have come to be called, the Philharmonic—Concerts; whereas the excellent though infrequent concert performances of the Court Orchestra did not admit of the introduction of the solo element.

Amongst Nicodé’s compositions for orchestra are ‘Introduction and Scherzo,’ op. 11; ‘Maria Stuart,’ Symphonic poem, Suite in B minor, op. 17; ‘Die Jagd nach dem Glück,’ and Symphonic Variations, op. 27; ‘Das Meer’ for orch. and male chorus; ‘Bilder aus dem Süden’ (op. 28) and other pieces for PF; also music for cello, violin, and solo voice (B. & H.). [L.M.M.]

NICOLINI, Ernest. Add that he married Mme. Adelina Patti on Aug. 10, 1886.

NIEDERRHEINISCHE MUSIKFESTE. Add to the table on p. 457 the following particulars of the festivals since 1880:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Conductors</th>
<th>Principal Choral and Orchestral Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Düsseldorf</td>
<td>Gade and Tausch</td>
<td>Handel’s Samson; Gade’s Zion and Symphony in Bb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Aix</td>
<td>Wallner</td>
<td>Handel’s Joshua; part of Bach’s B minor Mass; Symphony, no. 9, Beethoven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>Cologne</td>
<td>Hiller and Brahms</td>
<td>Haydn’s Creation; Mendelssohn’s F. symv.; Symphonies, Eroica, Beethoven, and Brahms in D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Düsseldorf</td>
<td>Brahms and Tausch.</td>
<td>Handel’s Messiah; Bach’s Magnificat; Brahms’s Symphony in F; Beethoven’s PF Concerto no. 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Aix</td>
<td>Rednitz and Kruse</td>
<td>Handel’s Judas Maccabaeus and Alexander’s Feast; Beethoven’s O minor Symphony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Cologne</td>
<td>Wallner</td>
<td>Handel’s Rehbarzeit; Symphonies, Beethoven no. 8, Mozart in Eb, and Brahms, no. 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Düsseldorf</td>
<td>Richter and Tausch.</td>
<td>Handel’s Joshua; Bach’s Ascension Cantata ‘Lobet Gott!’ Tausch’s ‘Miriam’s Siegesgesang’; Beethoven’s PF Concerto in G; Symphonies, Beethoven’s Eroica and Schumann’s in Bb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Aix</td>
<td>Richter and Schwickersath</td>
<td>Messiah; Bach’s ‘Gottes Zeit’; Mendelssohn’s F. symv.; Bruch’s ‘Elijah’; Finale ‘Gotterdammerung’; Brahms’s Double Concerto; Symphony, no. 9, Beethoven.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the small list of symphonies at the end of the article, the right hand column should read as follows:—

No. 5, performed nine times.
No. 7, do. eight times.
No. 3, do. eleven times.
No. 9, do. fourteen times. [H.S.O.]

NIEMANN. At the end of article, for twice read twice three times. Add that Herr Nieemann sang the part of Siegmund in the performance of the ‘Nibelungen’ at Her Majesty’s Theatre in 1885, and that he recently (1887) took his farewell of the public. A son of his, Otto Niemann, also a tenor, appeared in a selection from ‘Parfait,’ given at the London Symphony Concert of Dec. 13, 1887.

NILSSON, Christina. Line 1 of article, for Aug. 20 read Aug. 3. P. 458 b, l. 4 from bottom, add that M. Rouland died Feb. 22, 1882. Add that she created the part of Margarete and Helen of Troy in Boito’s ‘Messtofolen,’ when that work was produced in England, July 6, 1880. She played at the same theatre in 1881, since when she has only been heard in concerts. She married Count Casa di Miranda in March 1887. She has retired altogether into private life since her farewell concerts, the second and last of which took place June 20, 1888.


NIXON, Henry George, born Feb. 20, 1796, at Winchester, was successively organist at St. George’s Chapel, London Road, 1817-1820; at Warwick Street Chapel; at St. Andrew’s Roman Catholic Chapel, Glasgow, and finally at St. George’s Cathedral, Southwark, in 1839, which post he held until his death from cholera in 1849. His compositions include five Masses, a Te Deum, ‘Respice Victoriae Paschalli,’ ‘Dominus regnavit!’ a Cantata written for Malbra; Vespers for every festival in the year, many of them published after his death in two folio volumes, besides pianoforte solos and songs. He married in 1818 Caroline Melissa Danby, who died in 1857, the daughter of John Danby, the glee composer, by whom he had thirteen children; among them were

JAMES CASSANA (1823-1842), a promising young violinist.

HENRY COTTER, the fourth son, born 1843 in London, was taught music and the organ by Deval of Hull, by Henry Smart, Dr. Siegrall, and G. A. Macfarren. He was successively organist at various churches of all denominations at Hull, Woolwich, Blackheath, Spanish Place, and St. Leonard’s, where he now resides, and is the local representative of the Royal Academy of Music. He received the degree of Mus.B.at Cambridge in 1876. His compositions include a sonata for piano and violin, played by himself and Henry Blagrove in 1871; a pianoforte trio, first prize Trinity College, London, in 1880; sonata for pianoforte and cello; overture ‘Titania’ (Mr. Cowen’s Concerts, Dec. 18, 1880) concertstück for piano and orchestra; songs. [A.C.]
NOHL, C. F. L. Line 5 from end of article, for 1870 read 1867. Add date of death, Dec. 16, 1885.

NORCOME, DANIEL. Add that he was born at Windsor in 1576. Having embraced the tenets of the Romish Church, he was deprived of his lay clerkship and went to Brussels, where he became one of the instrumentalists in the Vice- regal Chapel. His name occurs in a list of the members of the chapel in 1641. [W.H.H.]

NORDISA. Romantic opera in three acts, words and music by F. Corder. Produced by the Carl Rosa Company at Liverpool on Jan. 26, and at Drury Lane, May 4, 1887. [M.]

NORMA. Line 2 of article, for Lent, 1832, read Dec. 26, 1831, and l. 5, for 1835 read 1833.

NORWICH FESTIVAL. Add that in 1881 the festival was conducted by Signor Randegger, who still holds the post. The new works were Cowen's 'St. Ursula' and A. Goring Thomas's 'Sun-worshippers,' and, for orchestra alone, Barnett's 'Harvest Festival' and W. Macfarren's 'Henry V.' In 1884 the chief novelties were Mackenzie's 'Rose of Sharon' and Stanford's 'Elegiac Ode.' At this festival Mme. Albani was not engaged, the principal soprano music being sung by Miss Emma Nevada. In 1887 Mme. Albani again appeared, and contrary to previous practice, several of the younger English singers were engaged. The new works were both Italian oratorios, 'The Garden of Olivet,' by Bottesini, and Mancinelli's 'Isaias.'

NOTA CAMBITA. After the reference to Para-writing add in Appendix.

NOTATION. P. 470 b, the statement as to the stave, occurring immediately after the first illustration, col. 6, is to be corrected by a reference to vol. iii. p. 692 b. P. 471 a, l. 17, for two read three. P. 474 a, l. 32 from bottom, for or read and; and see CHIAVETTE in App. vol. iv. p. 586. P. 477 a, l. 24 from bottom, for Scarlatti's opera, etc. read Cavalli's 'Giasone,' 1655. Compare vol. i. p. 47 a. P. 477 b, l. 17, add that the tenor part in choral works is sometimes indicated by two G clefs close together. Messrs. Ricordi & Co. use a somewhat barbarous combination of the G and C clefs for the same purpose. P. 478 a, l. 19-30 from bottom, for are usually read were formerly; and a line below, for Sometimes read In modern music.

NOTOT, JOSEPH, born at Arras, Pas de Calais, in 1755. From his earliest infancy he manifested a wonderful aptitude for music. His father intended to educate him for the church or the bar; and for the purpose of diverting his mind from the pursuit he most loved they sent him to Paris. It happened soon after his arrival in that city that a friend took him to St. Germain-des-Prés, where, having obtained permission of Leclerc, the organist, to sit at the organ, he performed extempore in so ingenious a manner that Leclerc would not believe it possible the boy could be playing from his own ideas. Leclerc therefore gave him a subject, upon which the boy instantly formed a fugue, and acquitted himself so admirably that the great composer seized him in his arms, and, lifting him up as high as he could, exclaimed, in an ecstasy of delight, 'Tu resteras à Paris.' His father, finding him to have really a genius for music, permitted the boy to adhere to the study of music as his future profession, and he consequently remained in Paris, where he soon acquired a great reputation. On his return to Arras he was appointed organist there. His compositions, which were greatly admired by John Christian Bach, consist of four symphonies, three piano- forte concertos, and a number of sonatas for that instrument. And it is said that in his style of accompanying from a full score Joseph Notot was unequalled. At the French Revolution this excellent musician renounced music as a profession and came to reside in England. We regret not to be able to ascertain the period of his decease. The above notice is from a work called the 'British Minstrel and Musical Literary Miscellany,' published some years ago in Glasgow as a periodical, No. 58. [C.H.P.]

NOTTEBOHM. Add to his publications, 'Ein Skizzenbuch von Beethoven aus dem Jahr 1803' (B. & H. 1880). This contains the sketches for the Eroica. His death took place at Graz, on Oct. 30, 1882. Since then the papers which appeared in the 'Mus. Wochenblatt' as 'Neue Beethoveniana,' with others of the same nature by him, have been collected by E. Mandycewski, and published in 1887 by Rieter-Biedermann of Leipzig in a volume of 500 pages; as 'Zweite Beethoveniana.' An index to both the Beethoveniana volumes was published in Oct. 1888. [G.]

NOVELLO, EWER & CO. Add date of death of Henry Littleton, May 11, 1888.

NOZZE DI FIGARO. Line 5 of article, for 1876 read 1786.

NUANCES. For corrections of this article see NOTATION, vol. ii. p. 468 b, 476 b, and also 535 b.
Oakeley, Sir Herbert Stanley. Line 13 of article: He received in 1879 the degree of Mus. D. from the University of Oxford, and in 1881 that of LL.D. from the University of Aberdeen; he was created in the same year Composer of Music to Her Majesty in Scotland. In 1886 the University of Toronto conferred on him the degree of D.C.L., and in 1887 he received the degree of Mus. D. from the University of Dublin. Line 14, for some 20 read 35, and add that 20 of the songs have been published in a 'Jubilee Album' dedicated to the Queen. Line 17, for 12 read 18. Line 18, add a Jubilee Cantata for 1887. Among the sacred compositions add a motet with orchestral accompaniment. Add that the annual festival mentioned in the third line from the end of the article, is due to Sir Herbert Oakeley. (See Reid Concerts, vol. iii. p. 101.) He has lately (1886) prepared a scheme for musical graduation at the Edinburgh University, which has been approved by the senate, and only awaits the sanction of the Chancellor and the University Court to come into effect.

Obertas. This is described in the 'Encyklopedia Powszechna' (Warsaw 1884) as the most popular of Polish national dances. The couples follow their leader, turning from right to left, and describing a circle or oval ring. The woman sometimes dances round her partner, and sometimes vice versa; a song is often sung at the same time. The obertas is evidently regarded by the Poles as their national waltz, though, as will have been seen, it differs from the German waltz in several characteristics of the dance as well as in the style of the music associated with it by modern composers. Wieniawski's 'Mazurka caractéristique' for violin No. 1, bears the subtitle 'Obertas'; it is deficient in the rough, wild character, without which the dance is scarcely to be distinguished from a mazurka. Boito introduces the obertas into the first scene of act I. of 'Mefistofele'.

Whether Boito was guilty of an anachronism in representing his 16th century Frankfort populace indulging in a national dance of Poland (to say nothing of Polish exclamations) is open to question. The Mazurka found its way into North-Germany only after August III. of Saxony ascended the throne in 1733 (Brockhaus). Had the obertas been adopted at any time by the German people, such writers as Angerstein, Czerwinski, Voss, etc., could not have ignored it in their works on the art and history of the Dance; though their neglect to include the name of a dance known only in Poland, in their enumeration of dances of all nations, is at least excusable. However, the charm of these stirring strains, no doubt suggested to Boito by his Polish mother, renders very welcome the composer's possible deviation from historic truth.

Wieniawski and Boito suggest by a drone bass in fifths the rude accompaniment of the bagpipes or other primitive combination of instruments.

Tutto vanno alla rinfusa.
Sulla musica confus.
Cost' è la cornamus—

writes Boito for his chorus. The wild and romping nature of this dance and music must have proved without attraction for Chopin, who has at any rate not included by name an Obertas among his Mazurkas. Nevertheless, we may recognize that in G major, op. 56, no. 2 (Vivace), as being in harmony and rhythm the nearest approach to the Obertas attempted by this fastidious and undramatic composer. [L.M.M.]

Occasional Oratorio, The. A work of Handel, probably intended to celebrate the failure of the Jacobite rising of 1745. It consists of an overture and three parts, among which are 'O Liberty,' afterwards transferred to 'Judas Maccabaeus,' some of the choruses from 'Israel in Egypt' and a Coronation Anthem, introduced into Part III. The words of Part I. are in great part taken from Milton's Psalms, and many numbers appear to be written by Dr. Morell. (See pref. to the work in the Händelgesellschaft edition.) It was performed at Covent Garden on Feb. 14, 19, and 26, 1745. (Rockstro's Life of Handel.)
OCTAVE. Add that an explanation of the term 'Short Octave' will be found in vol. ii. p. 588, and vol. iii. p. 653.

ODINGTON, WALTER DE, or Walter of Evesham, as he appears to have been indifferentl
ently called, probably took his name from Odington, in Gloucestershire. It has been the fashion among musical historians to identify him with the Walter, monk of Canterbury, whose election to the primacy was quashed by the Pope in 1220; but unfortunately the true spelling of his name was Einesh or Eynsham. The subject of this article could not have been born much before the middle of the 13th century, if, as appears beyond doubt, he was the Walter de Evesham who is referred to in a list of mathematicians as living in 1316. Upon this supposition we may accept the date, 1280, at which Leland states that Odington was flourishing. In all probability his musical works were written early in his life, his latter days being given up to astronomy, in which science he is known to have been proficient, from several treatises which have come down to us. His only known musical work was the 'De Speculacione Musiccum,' of which there is a MS. copy in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Another copy is supposed to have been contained in one of the Cotton MSS. of which the remains are now at the British Museum. In this treatise Walter shows himself a sound musician as well as a learned writer, supplying in almost all cases examples of his own composition. The principal subjects he handles are musical intervals, notation, rhythm, musical instruments, and harmony; of which latter term he uses instead of the old 'discantus'; he gives interesting definitions of such words as rondeau, motet (which he calls 'motus brevis cantilence'), etc. But the treatise is especially important for the study of rhythm in the 13th century. All that is known of his life is that he was a Benedictine of the monastery at Evesham, and that he was at Oxford, as stated above, in 1316.

A.H.-H.

ODEIPUS. Add that incidental music, choruses, etc. were written to the play by Dr. C. V. Stanford, for the performance at Cambridge on Nov. 22-26, 1897.

OFFENBACH. Add that he died of gout on the heart, at his residence on the Boulevard des Capucines, Oct. 5, 1880. His posthumous works include 'La belle Lurette,' composed within a short time of his death, and 'Les Contes d'Hoffmann,' opera comique. The former was revised by Léo Delibes, and produced at the Renaissance, Oct. 30, 1880, with Jane Hading, Milly Meyer, Vauthier, Jolly, etc. (in English at the Avenue Theatre, March 24, 1883). The second opera was the composer's most cherished work, on which he had been working for years. For some time Offenbach had felt his end approaching, and said to M. Carvalho, 'Make haste, make haste to mount my piece; I am in a hurry, and have only one wish in the world — that of witnessing the première of this work.' It was finally revised and partly orchestrated by Guiraud, and produced at the Opéra Comique, Feb. 10, 1881, with Adèle Isaac, Marguerite Ugalde, Talmaq, Taskin, Grivot, etc. It was played no less than 101 nights in the year of its production. It was given in Germany, and at the Ring Theatre, Vienna, at the time of its conflagration. Some of the music was adapted to a one-act farce by Letetrier and Vanloo, 'Mlle. Moucheron,' produced at the Renaissance, May 10, 1881. Offenbach's widow died April 19, 1887.

OLD HUNDREDTH TUNE, THE. This tune, as well as others in the Genevan Psalter, has been so often erroneously ascribed to Goudimel, or the name of that composer appended to harmonies which are not his, that it will be interesting to give here a transcript of the melody by Bourgeois, 1553, as harmonized by Goudimel, 1595.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textcopyright}}
\end{align*}

In 1561 Ketke wrote versions of twenty-five psalms for the enlarged edition of Knox's Anglo-Genevan Psalter published in that year. One of these was the Long Measure version of Psalm C, 'All people that on earth do dwell,' to which the Genevan tune was then for the first time adapted.

G.A.C.

OPERA. P. 499 a, l. 13, for Mantus read Modena. P. 501 a, l. 3, for 1613 read 1615. P. 502 a, l. 30. The drama called 'Il Ritorno di Angelica,' etc., is ascribed, in Lady Morgan's 'Life and Times of Salvator Rosa,' to a composer named Tignali. This name is considered by Mr. S. S. Stratton to be a corruption of Tenaglia, whose 'Clearch' was produced at

\[1\text{ 'Daily Telegraph,' Paris Correspondence, Oct. 7, 1890.}\]
OPERA.

Rome in 1661. P. 506 a, l. 32 from bottom, for 1669 read 1671. P. 507 a, l. 15 from bottom, for (1677), 'Abelazar' (ib.), read (1675), 'Abelazar.' (1677). Line 10 from bottom, correct date of 'Amphitron' to 1698, and four lines below, for date of 'Don Quixote,' read 1695. P. 514 b, l. 3, for written in 1734 read performed in 1733. P. 522 a, l. 14 from bottom, for 1844 read 1843. P. 524 a, l. 29, omit 'The Castle of Andalusia,' since that opera is not by Shield but by Arnold. Same col., l. 9 from bottom, for 1810 read 1811. P. 535 a, l. 20 from bottom, for the same read the previous. Nine lines below, for 1814 read 1813.

OPÉRA COMIQUE (second article with that title). At end add that the theatre was burnt down on May 25, 1887.

ORATORIO. P. 549 a, l. 13, for 1745 read 1750.

ORAZZI E CURIAZI. Line 3 of article, for 1794 read 1796.

ORCHESTRA. P. 562 a, last line but one, for 1549 read 1649.

ORCHESTRINA DI CAMERA. The title of a series of little instruments of the harmonium tribe. They were invented and are made by W. E. Evans, of London, and represent the orchestral clarinet, oboe, flute, French horn, and bassoon. They imitate the timbre of the respective instruments after which they are called, and have the same compass of notes. The clarinet and French horn are furnished with shifting keyboards, in order to arrange for the mechanical transposition of the parts when these are not written in the key of C. The different qualities of tone are obtained by making the vibrating reeds of varying dimensions, and by the peculiar shape of the channels conveying the wind to them. The orchestrinas are chiefly intended to be employed as convenient substitutes for the real instruments at performances where players of the orchestral instruments cannot be obtained. Dr. Hullah, in his 'Music in the House,' recommends them as valuable for the practice of concerted music, as well as for the purpose of supplying obbligato accompaniments.

ORDRES. Another name for Suites, used by Couperin and some of his contemporaries. There is no difference of arrangement or structure which would account for the employment of the two names.

ORGAN. P. 599 b, l. 31, for he read Mr. Barker.

ORGANISTS, COLLEGE OF, an association founded in 1864 on the initiative of the late Mr. R. D. Limpus, with a view (1) to provide a central organization in London of the profession of organist; (2) to provide a system of examinations and certificates for the better definition and protection of the profession, and to secure competent organists for the service of the church; (3) to provide opportunities for inter-course amongst members of the profession and the discussion of professional topics; (4) to encourage the composition and study of sacred music. A council was chosen, and the College was opened at Queen Square, Bloomsbury, and afterwards located at 95 Great Russell Street. The College of Organists is incorporated under the Companies' Acts; it consists of a President, Vice-Presidents, Musical Examiners, Hon. Treasurer, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Librarian, Hon. Auditors (2), Fellows, Associates, Hon. Members and Ordinary Members. The Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London are Patrons of the College, and the names of some notable musicians appear among the office-bearers—Elvey, Guss, Hullah, Macfarren, Meyel, Stewart, Sullivan, Stainer, Hopkins, Bridge, etc.—from the commencement up to the present time. A council of twenty-one Fellows, with the Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer, hold the reins of government, retiring annually: two-thirds of the numbers are re-elected with seven other Fellows who have not served during the preceding year. The trustees are Messrs. M. E. Wesley, E. J. Hopkins, and E. H. Turpin. At the general meeting every July the retiring council present their report on the state of the College.

Arrangements are made for the half-yearly holding of Examinations in Organ Playing, General Knowledge of the Organ, Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition, Sight-reading, and general musical knowledge, after passing which a candidate is entitled to a First Class diploma admitting him to a fellowship in the College. This examination is only open to candidates who have previously been examined for and obtained the certificate of associateship, and to musical graduates of the English Universities. An idea of the growth of this institution may fairly be gained by comparing the number of candidates for examination in different years. Whereas 7 presented themselves in July 1866, 36 came up in 1876, and 244 in 1886. Of Fellows, Associates and Members the College now numbers about 600, a position which the Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. H. Turpin, and the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Wesley, have greatly assisted in securing and maintaining for the institution. To the latter gentleman is due the proposal to establish a Pension Fund for organists incapacitated by age or illness, a proposal which is likely to be followed up. Other features of the College work are the Organists' Register, and the prizes for composition.

Since June, 1887, the press representation of the College has been effected through the 'Musical World,' a part of which weekly paper is under the superintendence of Mr. E. H. Turpin, and is devoted to organ news and articles of special importance to organists, besides occasional reports of the lectures delivered at the College meetings. It would be impossible in a small space to give an adequate idea of the number and interest of these addresses, which are largely attended by strangers and friends; the list of those that were heard in
the year 1836-7 includes 'Ancient Keyboard Music,' by Mr. Hipkins; 'Musical Elocution,' by Mr. Ernest Lake; 'False Relations,' by Mr. James Turpin; 'Organ Construction,' by Mr. Richardson; and 'How to enjoy Music,' by Mr. Banister.

ORGANOPHONE. A variety of the Harmonium invented by the late A. Debain of Paris, wherein the reeds or vibrators are raised within instead of being beneath the channels. The result of this disposition is the production of a tone-quality assimilating to that of the American organ.

ORGENY. For name read ORGENI, ANNA MARIA AGGLAIA, and add that her real name is von Gørgen St. Jørgen, and that she was born in 1841 at Rima-Szombath, Galicia. She sang for a few nights at the Lyrique, Paris, in 1879, as Violetta. In 1881 she re-appeared in England, and sang with success at the Crystal Palace, Philharmonic, and other concerts. She is now a teacher of singing at the Dresden Conservatorium.

ORIANA, THE THUMPS OF. P. 611 a, I. 4. for in 1601 read in 1603 (after Queen Elizabeth's death, as is proved by Arber's Stationers' Register). The book was printed in 1601, but the publication delayed till two years afterwards, probably because the Queen disliked the title of Oriana.

ORNITHOPARCUS, vol. ii. p. 611 b. It will be observed that the date of the publication of the first edition of the Micrologus of Ornithoparcus is stated variously as 1516 and 1517. The former date is that given by Panzer (vii. p. 196), on the authority of the Catalogue of Count Thott's Library (vii. p. 172). But no trace of this edition—if it ever existed—can now be found, and it seems certain that the work was first printed in 1517. The following are the various editions through which it passed:—

1. Leipzig, Jan. 1517. The colophon runs as follows:—


This is the first edition, and only one copy is known to exist, viz. in the Bibliothèque Nationale at Paris, the whole of sheet A of which is wanting. It was described by Félix, who however confuses it with the second edition.

2. Lipsia, Nov. 1517. Described in Panzer (ix. 496). The colophon is:—

Excusmus hoc opus, ab ipso authore anno centesitgatum, recogitatum: Lipsiae in edibus Ualentini Schumanii, cimia graphi solertissimi: Mane Aprili; Anni virgini partus De cimia septimi supus sequimilisimmat. Leo decimoFont. Max. ac Maximiliano insigne impato orbi terras praeidentibus.

This edition, though the colophon clearly proves the contrary, is generally described as the first. Copies of it are in the British Museum; Kgl. Bibliothek, Berlin; Hofbibliothek, Darmstadt; Library of St Mark's, Venice; University of Bonn, and the 'Rosenthal Antiquari'at, Munich (May 1888).

ORRIDGE, ELIZ. AMELIA. Born in London, 1856, was taught singing by Manuel Garcia at the Royal Academy, and gained the Llewellyn Thomas bronze and gold medals for declamatory singing in 1876 and 1877, the certificate of merit, the Pape-Rosa medal, and the Christine Nilsson 2nd prize in 1876. While still a student she sang in a provincial tour with Sims Reeves in 1877. She made a successful début at the Ballad Concerts, Nov. 21 of the same year, and was engaged for the whole season. Miss Orridge afterwards worthily maintained the reputation acquired at the outset of her career, and gave promise that in the future she would become one of our best contralto concert singers. She sang at Mr. Ganz's concert in a selection from Berlioz's 'Romeo and Juliet,' May 28; at the Richter in Stanford's 46th Psalm, May 30; in 'The Nuits d'Eté' and Choral Symphony, Oct. 24, 1881; at the Philharmonic in the last work, Feb. 9; at the Symphony Concerts in Schumann's 'Faust,' June 8, 1882; at the Crystal Palace, at the Popular Concerts, etc. She died Sept. 16, 1883, of typhoid fever, at Guernsey, where she had gone.
OSSIDING.

March 20, 1873; at the Crystal Palace, March 23; at Manchester, in Bach's Passion music; at the Albert Hall, April 3 and 7. She made a great success, and remained in England until 1875, appearing most frequently at the Crystal Palace and Albert Hall, notably in the revivals of 'Theodora,' Oct. 30, 1873, and the 'Christmas Oratorio,' Dec. 15, 1873. She sang at the Philharmonic, March 25, 1874; at the Leeds Festival in 'St. John the Baptist' and Schumann's 'Paradise and the Peri,' etc., in 1874; at the Sacred Harmonic, the Wagner, Mr. Bache's, the Ballad, and principal provincial concerts, etc. She returned to Dresden in 1875, and sang in opera there and at Berlin and Hamburg. She was engaged at Hamburg in 1880 and gave 'Gastspiele' at Leipzig. In the same year she was re-engaged at the Dresden opera.

OUE PEUT-ON, etc. After note 2 add in Appendix.

OURY, Mme. Line 4 of article, for 1806 read 1808.

OUSELEY, SIR F. A. G. P. 618 a, l. 8, after Dr. Corfe insert who was succeeded in 1884 by Dr. C. H. H. Parry.

OVERTURE. P. 621 b, l. 4, for clarinet read chalumeau.

OXFORD. In the additional list of Doctors of Music given on p. 624 b, add to Wainwright his Christian name, Robert; and that of Marshall, William. At end of paragraph add that in 1883 an honorary degree of Mus. D. was conferred upon Mr. C. V. Stanford. For the additional information promised at end of article, see DEGREES in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 609.

P.

ACCHIEROTTI, GASPARE. P. 626 c, at beginning of second paragraph, add that on his second visit to London he was engaged by Sheridan for the season (1782-3) at a salary of £1150, with a benefit. Six lines below, correct the date of Galuppi's death to 1784. [J.M.]

PACHMANN, VLADIMIR DE, born at Odessa, July 27, 1848. His father was a professor in the University there, and an amateur violinist of considerable celebrity. Before taking up his residence in Russia, he had lived in Vienna, where he came in contact frequently with Beethoven, Weber, and other great musicians of the time. He was his son's teacher, and ultimately sent him, at the age of 18, to the Conservatorium of Vienna, where he remained two years under Professor Dachs. He obtained the gold medal, and returned to Russia in 1869, where he made his first appearance as a pianist, giving a series of concerts which were very successful, although the young artist was not contented with his own performances. He refused to appear again for eight years, during which time he engaged in hard study. At the end of this long period of probation, he played at Leipzig, Berlin, and elsewhere, but again he was his own severest critic, and after a time he once more retired for two years. Being at last satisfied with his own achievements, he gave three concerts in Vienna, and subsequently three in Paris, and was uniformly successful. On May 20, 1882, he appeared in London at one of Mr. Ganz's orchestral concerts, playing the 2d Concerto of Beethoven, and achieving a brilliant success. Since this time he has occupied a very high position in the estimation of musicians and the public. He has played in all the principal cities of Europe, and when in Copenhagen received the rank of Chevalier of the illustrious order of Dannebrog. Although his individuality is too strong and too little under control to allow of his being considered a perfect player of concerted music, yet as a solo player, more especially of the works of Chopin, he is justly and unsurpassedly admired. In April 1884, he

According to Baker's Dictionary.
married his pupil, Miss Maggie Okey, who had attained very considerable success as a pianist. She reappeared at a Crystal Palace Concert on Nov. 26, 1867, in Schumann's Concerto. [M.]

PACINI, GIOVANNI. Line 2 of article, for Feb. 19 read Feb. 17. P. 627 a, l. 5, the date given applies only to 'L'ultimo giorno di Pompei'; 'Niobe' was produced in 1826.


PAER, FERDINANDO. Line 14 of article, for 1799 read 1801.

PAISIELLO, GIOVANNI. P. 634 a, l. 30 from bottom, for in the same year read in the following year.

PALADILHE, EMILE. Add the following to the article in vol. ii. p. 634:—'The first important work of Paladilhe's, 'Suzanne', having had but a moderate success in spite of the merit of its first act, a delicately treated idyll, the young composer turned his attention to the concert-room, and produced a work entitled 'Fragments Symphoniques' at the Concerts Populaires, March 5, 1882. It is a composition of no extraordinary merit, but some of the songs which he wrote at the time are exceedingly graceful. On Feb. 23, 1885, his 'Diana' was brought out at the Opéra-Comique, but only played four times. The libretto was dull and childish, and the music heavy and crude, without a ray of talent or passion. Undismayed by this failure, Paladilhe set to work on a grand opera on Sardou's drama 'Patrie.' Legouvé, who has always shown an almost paternal affection for Paladilhe, and who was anxious to make amends for the failure into which he had led the composer by his libretto of 'L'Amour Africain,' obtained from Sardou the exclusive right of composing the music for Paladilhe. The work was given at the Opéra, Dec. 20, 1886, and at first was successful beyond its merits. His operatic method is that of thirty years ago, and he is deficient in real invention. He has disregarded the course of musical development, and thus, though he is young in years, his style is already old-fashioned. In Jan. 1881 he was decorated with the Légion d'Honneur. [A.J.]

PALESTRINA. P. 636 b, l. 12 from bottom, for 1563 read 1564. P. 640 a, l. 7, for 1562 read 1582.

PANOFA, HENRICH. Add that he died at Florence, Nov. 18, 1887.

PAPPENHEIM. MM. See vol. iii. p. 54 a. PARISH-ALVARS, ELIAS. Line 2 of article for in 1816 read Feb. 28, 1808.

PARISIENNE. After reference at end of first paragraph, add in Appendix.

PARRATT, WALTER, was born Feb. 10, 1841, at Huddersfield, Yorkshire, where his father, Thomas Parratt, was a fine organist and at the head of his profession. The boy displayed much precocity and was thoroughly grounded by his father at an early age. At 7 years old he took the service in church, and at the age of 10 he played on one occasion the whole of the 48 preludes and fugues of Bach by heart, without notice. He thus laid the foundation of that affectionate and intimate knowledge of Bach's music which now distinguishes him. His predilection for the organ was no doubt grounded on his father's example and on his familiarity with Conacher's organ factory, which he haunted when very young. At any rate he was an organist from the beginning. At 18 years of age he held his first appointment at Armitage Bridge Church. After a few months he was sent to school in London, and became a pupil of George Cooper's; but the school was unsatisfactory, and in a short time he was recalled to Huddersfield, and became organist of St. Paul's, where he remained till 1861. In that year he received the appointment of organist to Lord Dudley, at Willey Court in Worcestershire. Here he had time and opportunity for study, of which he availed himself. His next steps were to the parish church, Wigan, in 1868; to Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1872, and to St. George's Chapel, Windsor, his present post, vicar Sir G. Elvey, in 1882. In 1873 he took the degree of Mus. Bac. at Oxford, and in 1883 was chosen Professor of the Organ in the Royal College of Music. He is conductor of the Madrigal Society of Windsor, and 'Passed Grand Organist' of the Freemasons. His publications comprise an anthem, 'Life and Death,' to words by Dean Stanley, a valsecaprice, three songs, and a piece or two for the organ in the 'Organist's Quarterly.' He wrote the music for the performance of 'Agamemnon' at Oxford in June 1880, and to 'The Story of Orestes,' Prince's Hall, June, 1886. Mr. Parratt's gifts are very great. His playing needs no encomium, and in addition his memory is prodigious, and many stories of curious facts are told among his friends. His knowledge of literature is also great and his taste of the finest; he has been a considerable contributor to this Dictionary, and supplied the chapter on music to Mr. Humphry Ward's 'Reign of Queen Victoria' (Longmans, 1887). He is a very hard worker, and the delight of his colleagues, friends, and pupils. Nor must we omit to mention that he is an extraordinary chess-player. [G.]

PARRY, C. H. H. Line 13 from end of article, for A minor read Ab. Add that he received the degree of Mus. D. from the University of Cambridge in 1883, and in the same year succeeded Dr. Corfe as Chorus-master of the University of Oxford, receiving the degree of Mus. D. in the following year. He is Professor of Composition and Musical History in the Royal College of Music. To the list of his works the following are to be added:—Symphony in G, no. 1, Birmingham Festival, 1882; Do. no. 2, in F, Cambridge University Musical Society, 1883, and (in a remodelled form) Richter, 1887; music to 'The Birds' of Aristophanes, Cambridge, 1883; 'Suite Moderne,' Gloucester Festival, 1886, and at a London Symphony Concert in the following winter; Sonata for piano and violoncello in A; Theme and vari-
actions for piano in D minor; Partita for piano and violin in D minor; Trio for PF, and strings in B minor; Quintet for strings in Eb; two sets of 'Characteristic popular tunes of the British Isles,' arranged for PF, duet; two sets of English Lyrics, and one set of Shakespearean sonnets (songs); Choral Ode, set to Shirley's words, 'The glories of our blood and state,' from 'The Contention of Ajax and Ulysses,' Gloucester Festival, 1883; Do. 'Bliss Pair of Sirens' (Milton) Bach Choir, May 17, 1887, and Hereford Festival, 1888; and Oratorio 'Judith,' Birmingham Festival, 1888. [M.]

PARSIFAL. Add that the first performance took place at Bayreuth, July 28, 1882. On Nov. 10 and 15, 1884, it was performed as a concert under Mr. Barnby's direction at the Albert Hall, with Malten, Gudehus, and Scaria in the principal parts.

PART-BOOKS. The Polyphonic Composers of the 15th and 16th centuries very rarely presented their works to the reader in Score. Frequently we find examples that exemplify this, sometimes to be met with, both in MS. and in print, of the genuine Partitura cancellata—i.e. the true barred Score, as opposed to the semblance of a Score resulting from Hucbald's method of writing between an unlimited number of horizontal lines, or the early practice of employing, as in the Reading MS., a single Stave comprehending lines and spaces enough to include the aggregate compass of an entire composition. Moreover, the English Student will scarcely need to be reminded that our own Morley has given examples, in genuine Score, at pp. 131-142, and many other places, of his 'Plain and Easy Introduction.' But examples of this kind are rare enough to serve as the exceptions which prove the rule; since, in all ordinary cases, the Polyphonists preferred to give their works to the world in separate Parts, and generally, in separate volumes, well known to students of music.

Of these Part-Books, the greater number may be divided into three distinct classes.

In the first class—that of the true representative Part-Book—each Vocal-Part was transcribed, or printed, in a separate volume.

In the second class, the Parts were indeed transcribed, or printed, separately; but, in the form called, in early times, Cantus lateralis: i.e. side by side, and one above the other, in such a manner that the whole number of Parts could be seen, at one view, on the double pages of the open book, and that all the performers could sing, at once, from a single copy of the work.

In the third class, the plan employed was that known in Germany as Tafel-Musik; the Parts being arranged side-by-side and upside-down, so that four performers, seated at the four sides of the little table on which the open book was placed, could each read their own Parts the right way upwards.

The most famous, and, with one exception only, the far most perfect and beautiful specimens of the first class are those published, at Venice and Fossombrone, at the beginning of the 16th century, by Ottaviano dei Petrucci, the inventor of the art of printing Music from moveable types. Of these now exceedingly rare and costly Part-Books, more than fifty volumes have been catalogued, since the time of Conrad Gesner, who, however, in his 'Pandecta' mentions some few which cannot now be identified. Many of these are now known only by an unique exemplar, which, in some few cases, is imperfect. A rich assortment of these treasures is preserved at the Liceo Comunale at Bologna; and most of the remainder are divided between the Libraries of Vienna, Munich, and the British Museum—the last-named collection boasting eleven volumes, comprising ten complete and two imperfect sets of Parts. In the following complete list of Petrucci's publications, as far as they are now known, those in the British Museum are indicated by an asterisk, and those at Bologna, Munich, Vienna, Rome, and Berlin, by the letters B, M, V, R, and Ber.

Harmonico Musico Odecaton. A. Veneti, 1504, I May 14. (B. and Parte Conservatoren.)
Canti B. numero decinquinta. B. Veneti, 1501, Feb. 5. (B. unique.)
Cant C. numero cento cinquanta. C. Veneti, 1503, Feb. 20. (V. unique.)
Notiss A. numero transist. A. Veneti, 1502, May 29. (B. unique.)
Notiss B. numero transist. Veneti, 1502. May 55. (B. unique.)
Notiss C. Veneti, 1504, Sept. 18. (Imperf. B. V.)
Notiss D. & Lib. I. Veneti, 1505, Nov. 28. (V. unique, imperf.)
Missae Joaschin. Veneti, Sept. 27. (M. unique.)
Missarum Joassin. Lib. I. Veneti, 1505, Dec. 27. (V. unique.)
Lib. II. Veneti, 1506, Dec. 27. (V. unique.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1506, Dec. 27. (V. unique.)
Lib. II. Veneti, 1506, Dec. 27. (V. unique.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1506, Apr. 1. (V. unique.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1506, May 29. (V. unique.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1506, May 29. (V. unique.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1506, May 29. (V. unique.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1506, May 29. (V. unique.)
Missae Obrecht. Veneti, 1505, Mar. 26. (M. unique, B. Ber.)
Missae Ghiselin. Veneti, 1505, July 15. (V. Ber.)
Missae Brunel. Veneti, 1506, June 17. (B. Ber.)
Missae Petri de La Roc. Veneti, 1506, Oct. 31. (B. V. B. Ber.)
Missae Alexandri Agricola. Veneti, 1506, Mar. 25. (B. V. B. Ber.)
Missae de Orto. Veneti, 1506, Mar. 22. (Imperf. M. V.)
Missae Heinrichi Erle. Veneti, 1506, Oct. 30. (B. V.)
Massa Gaspar. Veneti, 1506. (V.)
Massa Antonii de Paulin. Fossombrone, 1515, Nov. 29. (V.)
Missarum Joannis Moutz. Lib. I. Fossombrone, 1515, Aug. 15. (V.)
Missarum diversarum. Lib. I. Veneti, 1505, Mar. 15. (V.)
Fragmenta Missarum. Veneti, 1506. (B. V.)
Lib. I. Veneti, 1506. (V.)
Lamentationes Jeremia. Lib. I. Veneti, 1506, Apr. 9. (B. unique.)
Lib. II. Veneti, 1506. (B. unique.)
Intabulaturae Laudis. Lib. I. Veneti, 1507. (Ber. unique.)
Lib. II. Veneti, 1507. (Ber. unique.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1507. (Ber. unique.)
Lib. IV. Veneti, 1508. (V. unique.)
Tenor contra tenor intabul. Lib. I. Veneti, 1506. (V. unique.)
Frotoles. Lib. I. Veneti, 1504. (M. V.)
Lib. II. Veneti, 1504. (M. V.)
Lib. III. Veneti, 1504. (M. V.)
Lib. IV. Veneti, 1504. (M. V.)
Lib. V. Veneti, 1505. (M. V.)
Lib. VI. Veneti, 1505. (M. V.)
Lib. VII. Veneti, 1506. (M. V.)
Lib. VIII. Veneti, 1507. (M. V.)
Lib. IX. Veneti, 1508. (M. V.)
Sarabatti. Veneti, 1506. (B. unique.)
Missa Choralis. Fossombrone, 1515. (B. unique.)
Missarum X. Libri duo. Fossumbrone, 1515. (B. unique.)
III Missae Choralis. Fossombrone, 1520. (R. unique.)
Missae de la Corona. Lib. I. Fossombrone, 1515. (B. unique.)
Lib. II. Fossombrone, 1518. (M. V.)
Lib. III. Fossombrone, 1519. (B. unique.)
Lib. IV. Fossombrone, 1520. (B. unique.)

The execution of these rare Part-Books is above all praise. The perfection of their typography would have rendered them precious to

1 See vol. III. p. 527 a. 2 See vol. III. p. 468.

3 The discovery of some additional copies in Italy is reported as these pages go to press.
4 But see Vernaccelli as to this date.
5 These two editions are unnoticeed by Schmid.
collectors, even without reference to the value of the Compositions, which, but for them, would have been utterly lost to us. 1 Each Part is printed in a separate volume, oblong 4to, without a title-page at the beginning, but with a Colophon on the last page of the Bassus, recording the date and place of publication. In one instance only has the brilliancy and clearness of the typography been surpassed. The British Museum possesses the unique Bassus Part of a collection of Songs, printed by Wynkin de Wored in 1530, which excels in beauty everything that has ever been produced, in the form of Music-printing from moveable types, from the time of its invention by Petrucci until now. The volume is an oblong 4to, corresponding very nearly in size with those of Petrucci; but the Staves are much broader, and the type larger, the perfection of both being such as could only be rivalled at the present day by the finest steel engraving. The volume contains nine Songs a 4, and eleven, a 3, by Fayrfax, Taverner, Cornyshe, Pygot, Ashwell, Cowper, Gwyneth, and Jones; and, at the end of the book is the first leaf of the Triplex, containing the title and index only. This, unhappily, is all that has hitherto been discovered of the work.

Petrucci's successors were as far as those of Wynkin de Wored from approaching the excellence of their leader—and even farther. The separate Parts of Palestrina's Masses, and the Madrigals of Luca Marenzio, printed at Venice in the closing years of the 16th century, though artistic in design, and in bold and legible type, are greatly inferior, in execution, to the early examples; and the Motets of Giovanni Croce published by Giacomo Vincenti (Venice 1605) are very rough indeed. The nearest approach to the style of Petrucci is to be found in the earlier works printed, in London, by John Day; the 'Cantiones Sacrae' of Tallis and Byrd, printed by Thomas Vautrollier (London, 1575); and the earlier works published by Thomas Est, under the patent of William Byrd 2, such as Byrd's 'Psalms, Sonets, and Songes of Sadnes and Fiesie' (1588) and his 'Songs of sundrie natures' (1589). But Est's later productions, including the second book of Yonge's 'Musica Transalpina.' (1597), and the works of the later Madrigalists, are far from equalling these, and little, if at all, superior to the later Italian Part-Books.

The finest Part-Books of the second class, presented in Cantus lateralis, are the magnificent MS. volumes in the Archives of the Sistine Chapel; huge folios, transcribed in notes of such gigantic size that the whole Choir can read from a single copy, and adorned with illuminated borders and initial letters of exquisite beauty. In these, the upper half of the left-hand page is occupied by the Cantus, and the lower half, by the Tenor; the upper half of the right-hand page by the Altus, and the lower half by the

---

1 Facsimiles will be found in 'Ottaviano del Petrucci da Fossombrone,' by Anton Schmidt (Vienna, 1860), and 'Ottaviano del Petrucci da Fossombrone,' by Augusto Vanessa, rev. and ed., Bologna, 1872.
2 E. L. 4. ii.
3 See vol. iv. p. 872 a.
4 A large folio MS. of this kind, containing a Mass by Philippus de Monte, was lent to the Inventions Exhibition of 1859 by Mrs. Livington, and another exceedingly fine specimen, containing a Villotta, written by Fayrfax for his degree of Mus. D. was lent to the same exhibition by the Lambeth Palace Library.

Bassus. When a Quintus is needed, half of it is written on the left-hand page, below the Tenor, and the remainder (religiosi) below the Bassus, on the right-hand page. When six Parts are needed, the Quintus is written below the Tenor, and the Sextus, below the Bassus. Books of this kind seem to have been less frequently used in England than in Italy; unless, indeed, the MSS. were destroyed during the Great Rebellion.

The finest printed examples of this class are, the large folio edition of Palestrina's First Book of Masses (Roma, apud heredes Aloysii Dorici, 1572) and the still finer edition of 'Hymni totius anni' (Roma, apud Jacobum Torneriem et Bernardinum Donangelum, 1599). A very beautiful example of this kind of Part-Book, on a small scale, will be found in Tallis's 'Eight Tunes,' printed, by John Day, at the end of Archbishop Parker's metrical translation of the Psalms (London, 1560); and one not very much inferior, is Thomas Est's 'Whole Booke of Psalmes' (London, 1592). Ravenscroft's 'Briefe Discourse,' (1606), is a very rough example; and the 'Dodecachordon' of Glareanus (Basle, 1547), though so much earlier, is scarcely more satisfactory, in point of typography.

The third class of Part-Books, designed to be read from the four sides of a table, was more common in England than in any other country. One of the best-known examples is that given in the closing pages of Morley's 'Plaine and easie Introduction' (London, 1597 and 1606), in which the parts are presented in a rectangular arrangement, each part facing outwards as the book is placed open on the table.

In Doulond's 'First Books of Songs or Ayres,' a still more complicated arrangement is dictated by the necessity for accommodating a Lutenist: by the side of the Cantus, the part for these two performers appearing on two parallel staves on the left-hand page, while the other three voices share the right-hand page.

An interesting example of this class is 'Le Paragon des Chansons,' printed by 'Jacques
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Moderns dict Grand Jacques' (Lyon, 1539-41) in 9 volumes, containing 224 Songs, 44, and 32 a 2 and 3, so arranged, that the Superius and Tenor sit facing each other, on opposite sides of the table—the Superius reading from the lower half of the left-hand page, and the Tenor from the upper half; while the Bassus and Altus occupy the same positions with regard to the right-hand page.

The rapid cultivation of Instrumental Music in the 17th and 18th centuries, naturally exercised a great influence upon the Part-Books of the period. Scores, both vocal and instrumental, became more and more common: and the vocal and instrumental Part-Books gradually assumed the form with which we are familiar at the present day.

[W.S.R.]

PART-WRITING (Free Part-Writing; The Free Style; German, Stimmführung). When the Polyphonic Schools were abandoned, in the beginning of the 17th century, in favour of the newly-invented Monodic Style, the leaders of the revolutionary movement openly professed their admiration for Counterpoint, and for every form of composition for which it served as the technical basis. Vincenzo Galilei thought it puerile; Monteverde made a pretense of studying it, under Ingegneri, but never paid the slightest attention to its rules; neither he, nor any other disciple of the Monodic School, ever suggested a better system to supply its place. But musicians like Giovanni Gabrieli, Bernadino Nanini, and Leo Hasler, could not content themselves with a stiff and ungraceful Melody, accompanied only by a still more stiff and unmelodious Continuo. Still less could their successors, Colonna, and Alessandro Scarlatti, in Italy, and the ancestors of the great Bach family in Germany, dispense with the effect producible by a number of voices or instruments, combined in accordance with a well-arranged system of harmonious concord. On the other hand, the gradual abandonment of the Ecclesiastical Modes opened the way for many new forms of treatment, and rendered many older ones impossible. Yielding therefore, from time to time, to the necessities of the case, these true apostles of progress gradually built up a new system, which, while relinquishing no part of the old one which it was possible or expedient to retain, added to it all that was needed for the development of a growing School, marked by peculiarities altogether unknown to the earlier Polyphonists.

In order to understand the changes introduced into the new system of Part-writing, by the pioneers of the modern Schools, we must first briefly consider the changed conditions which led to their adoption.

The daily increasing attention bestowed upon Instrumental Music played an important part in the revolutionary movement. When voices were supported by no accompaniment whatever, it was necessary that they should be entrusted with the intonation of those intervals only which they were certain of singing correctly in tune; and on this point the laws of Counterpoint were very precise. When instrumental support was introduced, it was found that many intervals, previously forbidden on account of their uncertainty, could be used with perfect security; and, in consequence of this discovery, the severity of the old laws was gradually relaxed, and a wide discretion allowed to the composer, both with regard to pure instrumental passages, and vocal passages with instrumental accompaniments.

Again, the complete abandonment of all the Ecclesiastical Modes, except the Eolian and Ionian, led to a most important structural change. In the older style, the composer was never permitted to quit the Mode in which his piece began, except for the purpose of extending its range by combining its own Authentic and Plagal forms. But, he was allowed to form a True Cadence upon a certain number of notes, called its Modulations. It was necessary that these Cadences should all terminate upon Major Chords, they involved the use of a number of Accidentals which has led modern writers to describe the Modulations of the Mode as so many changes of Key, analogous to the Modulations of modern Music. But the Modulations of the Mode were no more than certain notes selected from its Scale, like the Dominant and Sub-Dominant of the modern Schools; and, in applying the term Modulation to a change of Key, the technical force of the expression has been entirely changed, and the word itself invested with a new and purely conventional meaning. When it became the custom to use no other Modes than the Ionian and Eolian—the Major and Minor Modes of modern Music—and to change the pitch of these Modes, when necessary, by transposition into what we now call the different Major and Minor Keys, it was found possible to change that pitch many times, in the course of a single composition—in modern language, to modulate from one Key to another. But, this form of Modulation was quite distinct from the formation of true Cadences upon the Regular and Conceded Modulations of the Mode; and it necessarily led to very important changes in the method of Part-writing.

Another striking characteristic of the new School—closely connected with that of which we have been speaking—was manifested in the construction of its Cadences. The principle of the Polyphonic Cadence was based upon the melodic relation of two real parts. The Cadence of the modern School is based upon the harmonic relation of two successive Chords. And, naturally, the two forms demand very different treatment in the arrangement of the vocal and instrumental parts.

Finally, the first introduction of the Chromatic genus, both in Melody and in Harmony, opened a wide field for innovation in the matter of

1 See vol. ii. p. 335-6.  
3 See vol. ii. 301 b.  
4 The Latin words Modus et Modulatio simply mean a tune.  
5 See vol. iii. p. 745; also iv. App. p. 663.  
6 See vol. i. pp. 506 & seq.
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Neither in Harmony nor in Melody was the employment of a Chromatic Interval permitted, in the Strict Counterpoint of the 16th century. The new School permitted the leap of the Augmented Second, the Diminished Fourth, and even the Diminished Seventh; and, by analogy, the leap of the Tritonus, and the False Fifth, inverted harmonies, are strongly dissonant. The same intervals and other similar ones were also freely employed in harmonic combination; for the excellent reason that, with instrumental aid, they were perfectly practicable, and exceedingly effective.

These new conditions led, step by step, to the promulgation of an entirely new code of laws, which, taking the rules of Strict Counterpoint as their basis, added to or departed from them, whenever, and only whenever, the new conditions rendered such changes necessary or desirable.

The new laws, like those of the older code, were at first entirely empirical. Composers wrote what they found effective and beautiful, without being able to account, upon scientific principles, for the good effect produced. It was not until Rameau first called attention, in the year 1722, to the roots of chords, and the difference between fundamental and inverted harmonies, that any serious attempt was made to account for the prescribed progressions upon scientific principles, or that the essential distinction between the so-called 'vertical' and 'horizontal' methods was satisfactorily demonstrated; and, even then, the truth was only arrived at, after long and laborious investigation.

We shall best understand the points of difference between the two systems by referring to the general laws of Strict Counterpoint, as set forth in vol. iii. p. 741-744.

The 'Five Orders' of Strict Counterpoint are, theoretically, retained in Free Part-writing, though, in practice, composers very rarely write continuous passages in any other than the Fifth Order, which includes the four preceding ones, and, in the new style, ad infinitum variety of rhythm.

The four Cardinal Rules remain in force, though their stringency is slightly modified, in their relation to 'hidden consecutives.' In one respect, however, the severity of the law is increased.

In Strict Counterpoint, there is no rule forbidding the employment of Consecutive Fifths by contrary motion; while, in the Free Style, the progression is severely censured.

In Free Part-writing of the First Order, it is not necessary to begin with a Perfect Concord. Melodic leaps, in any interval, whether diatonic or chromatic, are freely permitted. The employment of more than three Thirds or Sixths in succession is not prohibited. Diastonic harmonies, both fundamental and inverted, may be used with the freedom of consonances, provided only that they be regularly resolved. Chromatic chords may be freely introduced; and, as a natural consequence of their employment, the law which relates to the treatment of False relations—especially, that of the Octave—has undergone considerable modification, as in cases analogous to the following, which is perfectly lawful in the free style—

Among these innovations, one of the most important—perhaps the most important of all—is the natural result of the introduction, by Monteverde, of the Unprepared Discords so carefully avoided in Strict Counterpoint. Not only is the harmony now known as that of the Dominant Seventh freely permitted without any form of preparation whatever; but, the Licence is extended to the Dominant Ninth, whether Major or Minor; the Diminished and Augmented Triads; the three forms of the Augmented Sixth; the Diminished Seventh; and even to double Dissonances, sounded simultaneously. Combinations tolerated, in Strict Counterpoint, as Suspensions only, and therefore strictly confined to the Fourth Order, may be treated in Free Part-writing without preparation, and used in the First Order as Appoggaturas. Diastonic Harmonies may be employed as freely as Fundamental Consonants; and the Licence is comprehensive enough to include all possible combinations of this character, provided only that the percussion of the Discord be followed by its legitimate resolution. And so great is the change of style effected by the introduction of this salient feature, that had the progress of the movement been arrested here, it would still have sufficed to separate the Polyphonie from the Modern Schools, by an impenetrable barrier.

In the Second Order, it is not necessary that the Minim on the Thesis should always be a Concord, or that every Discord should lie between two Conords. All that is prescribed, in place of this rule, is, that the Discord, whether struck upon the Thesis or the Aria, must be followed by the correct harmonic resolution, upwards or downwards, either in the next note or the next but one—or at most two.

In the Third Order these conditions are still farther relaxed. The Crotchets may proceed to Discords by leap, either on the strong or the weak parts of the measure, falling into figures

1 One of the earliest known instances of the employment of the chromatic genus in Polyphonic Music will be found in a canonet by Father Bors, 'Consuefui my meaning' (1600) lately edited by Mr. W. B. Squire. The English School was always in advance of all others in innovations of this kind.
2 In his present day, these intervals are freely employed in unaccompanied vocal passages; but, they are only safe now, because our vocalists have so long been accustomed to sing them with instrumental assistance.
3 See Sir George MacFarren's remarks upon this subject, in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, art. 'Music.'
4 See vol. i. p. 672.
5 An attempt has been made to claim for Dr. Alfred Day the credit of having clearly explained the difference between the Strict and the Free Styles; but the distinction had already been clearly demonstrated by father more than half a century earlier.
6 A remarkable exception to this will be found in the opening movement of the Credo, in Bach's great Mass in B minor.
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dominated by Appoggiaturas or Mordents at will. Or, they may take all the notes of a given Chord, in succession, in the form of an Arpeggio, either with or without Appoggiaturas or Mordents between them, as in the following examples: all that is necessary being the ultimate Resolution of every Dissonance into a Consonant Harmony:—

\[\text{Musical notation}\]

In the Fourth Order, it is not necessary that the Syncopation should invariably be prepared in a Concord. On the contrary, it may, in certain cases, be even struck, suspended, and resolved, in combination with two or more successive Discords, as in the following example—

\[\text{Musical notation}\]

In the Fifth Order, as in the Fifth Order of Strict Counterpoint, the Rules and Licences prescribed in connection with the first four Orders are combined; while much additional freedom is derived from the rhythmical involutions resulting from the intermixture of notes of different length.

The highest aim of Strict Counterpoint was, the perfect development of Unlimited and Limited Real Fugue—i. e. Imitation, with all its most complicated devices, and Canon. The highest aim of Free Part-writing is the perfect development of Tonal Fugue. And as the Real Fugue of the 16th century could only be developed, in its most complex forms, by the aid of Double, Triple, and Quadruple Counterpoint, so, for the development of the more modern Art-form, it was necessary to invent corresponding Orders of Double, Triple, and Quadruple Free Part-writing—that is to say, combinations of two, three, four, or even a greater number of parts, which could be placed in any required order, above, below, or between each other, without injury to the harmony; in the absence of which provision, the successful manipulation of a Subject with two, three, or more Counter-Subjects, would have been impossible. The rules for these devices were, *mutatis mutandis*, very nearly analogous to those observed in Strict Counterpoint: the chief points insisted on being, that the Parts could not be permitted to cross each other—since this would have nullified the effect of the desired inversion; and, that two consecutive Forthtags could not be permitted, since these, when inverted, would become consecutive Fifths.

The Polyphonic School,\(^1\) which was gradually
developed in connection with this species of Part-writing, reached its culminating point of perfection under Handel and Bach, in the earlier half of the 18th century. Both these Composers observed exactly the same laws; but the student can scarcely fail to notice the strongly-marked individuality with which they applied them. Though constantly using the most dissonant intervals, both in harmony and melody, Handel delighted in consonant points of repose; and to these his Music owes much of the massive grandeur which is generally regarded as its most prominent characteristic. Sebastian Bach delighted in keeping the ear in suspense; in constantly recurring collisions of discord with discord, which allowed the ear no repose. And this fearless determination to give the ear no rest, enabled him to interweave the Subjects of his Fugues with a freedom which has rarely, if ever, been rivalled. Both masters made free use of every resource provided by the progress of Art: but, while Bach dwelt lovingly upon the discords, Handel used them only as a means of making the discords more delightful, and thus attained a sweetness of expression which Bach never attempted to cultivate.

But, the influence of the new School of Part-writing was not confined, like that of Strict Counterpoint, to the development of one single form of Composition alone. It made itself felt in Instrumental Music of every kind; and, in no case more prominently than in the Sonata-Form of the classical period.

Passages such as those we have described, in speaking of Part-writing of the Third Order—Arpeggios, with or without Appoggiaturas or Mordents between their principal notes; Scale passages, and the like, when written in notes of very brief duration, and executed with rapidity, form an essential element in Instrumental Music. When accompanied simply, with long-drawn harmonies, they are purely Monodic—Instrumental Harmonies, imposed upon a harmonized Base. But they are not always confined to a single Part; and, in that case, they form a connecting link between the Monodic and Polyphonic Styles—between the 'vertical' and the 'horizontal' methods of modern criticism. In Strict Counterpoint, the 'vertical' method, characterized by the formation of long passages upon the harmony of a single Chord, was impossible. Its passages were formed by horizontally interweaving together a number of independent Motives. In Free Part-Writing, 'vertical' and 'horizontal' passages succeed each other frequently. In Bach's Fantasia and Suite in G Major, the opening Arpeggios of the Prelude are distinctly Monodic, and vertically constructed; while the massive harmonies which succeed them are distinctly Polyphonic, and constructed on the 'horizontal' method. Vertical passages, interspersed with Free Part-writing, are constantly found in Bach's finest Choruses; as, 'Worthy is the Lamb,' and 'The horse and his rider.' The contrast is less frequently found in the Choruses of Bach;

\(^1\) So called, in contradistinction to the Monodic School, by which it was immediately preceded.
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but it may be seen sometimes—as in the ‘Et vitam venturi’ of the Mass in B Minor. In Beethoven’s Sonatas, we meet it at every turn. To mention two instances only; the Rondo of the ‘Sonate pathétique,’ and the final Variations in the Sonata in E Major, op. 109, exhibit the contrast in its most strongly-marked form. In the works of Wagner, the two methods are so closely combined that it is sometimes scarcely possible to separate them. The Leading-Themes are interwoven in Free Part-writing as ductile and as fearless as that of Bach himself; while an occasional burst of sustained harmony unites the strongest characteristics of the ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ methods, in a single passage.

It will be seen from what we have already said, that Free Part-writing was no new invention peculiar to the 17th and 18th centuries, but a gradual development from the Strict Counterpoint of the 16th century. It is not, therefore, to be wondered at, that it can only be successfully studied by those who have previously mastered the laws of Strict Counterpoint, in all their proverbial severity. So true is this, that before writing Exercises in the Free Style, Beethoven studied Strict Counterpoint in the Ecclesiastical Modes, first under Haydn, and then under Albrechtsberger, as his exercise-books conclusively prove. Schubert felt it so strongly that, at the moment of his death, he was actually in treaty with a well-known teacher of the time, for lessons in Counterpoint. Modern progress would have us believe that it is unnecessary for the student to master the rule, so long as he makes himself familiar with the exceptions. Time will prove whether this system is, or is not, more profitable than that which Beethoven followed, and which Schubert, after all he had already attained, was preparing to follow, when an early death put an end to his astonishing career. [W.S.R.]

PASDELOUP, Jules Étienné. Add to article in vol. ii. p. 659, the following:—After a popularity of many years’ duration, during which the concerts at Passaleup acquired an almost universal celebrity, and did much to develop musical taste in France, and to cultivate the symphonic school of music, the enterprise rapidly declined. The Sunday Matinées at the theatres were formidable rivals to Passaleup’s concerts, besides which the public taste which he had done so much to train was turning altogether in the direction of the concerts given by MM. Colonne and Lamouroux; whose standard of performance was more careful, and who succeeded better in gauging the requirements of the audience. Under those circumstances Passaleup, after vain efforts to reinstate himself in public favour, decided to resign, and closed the Concerts Populaires in April 1884, the 23rd year of their existence. On May 31, 1884, a grand festival benefit was organized in Passaleup’s honour at the Trocadéro, by which a sum of nearly 100,000 francs was raised; all French artists, whether composers, singers or instrumentalists, joined to contribute towards assuring a competence for the excellent man who had done so much to make the fortunes of many artists without furthering his own interests. After this exhibition of gratitude and charity M. Passaleup would have done well to remain in well-earned retirement; in the winter of 1885, however, he organized concerts at Monte Carlo, and afterwards founded pianoforte classes in Paris. At the conclusion of the educational course he gave paying concerts of chamber music. In Oct. 1886, after Godard had failed (in 1884) in his attempt to reconstruct the Concerts Populaires, Passaleup began a new series with the old title, giving one concert a month from Oct. 1886 to March 1887, with a sacred concert on Good Friday. This inopportune revival, with a conductor weakened by age and illness, and an inefficient orchestra, could not possibly succeed. Passaleup did not long survive the cessation of the concerts, and died at Fontainebleau on Aug. 13, 1887, from the effects of apoplexy. [A.L.]

PASQUALI. Add that Beethoven’s ‘Elegischer Gesang’ (op. 118), was written in memory of Eleonora Pasquali, who died in 1811, and dedicated to her husband, Baron Pasquali. [See vol. iv. p. 537.]

PASQUALI, Niccolò, a composer who settled in Edinburgh about 1740 until his death in 1757. He published numerous compositions, an opera called ‘L’Ingritudine Punica,’ songs is ‘The Tempest,’ ‘Apollo and Daphne,’ and ‘The Triumph of Hibernia,’ as well as the ‘Sollem Dirige in Romeo and Juliet.’ Most of these are printed in the ‘XII English songs in score,’ dated 1750, and published in London. Two sets of sonatas, one for violin and bass, and one for two violins, tenor and thoroughbass, were also published in London. ‘XII Overtures for French horns’ () were printed in Edinburgh, ‘for Rob. Brenner, the assignee of Signor Pasquali’; and the book by which his name is best known, ‘Thoroughbase made Easy,’ was published in Edinburgh in the year of his death. [M.]

PASSAGLIA. Add that the form has recently been introduced into the symphonic structure, by Brahms, in whose Symphony in E minor, no. 4 (op. 98), the finale is an exceedingly elaborate passaglia.

PASSION MUSIC. Besides the work mentioned at the end of the article, Bach wrote four other settings of the story of the Passion. The Passion according to St. John, which is now as well known in England as its grander but not more inspired companion work, was first performed in the Thomaskirche on Good Friday, April 7, 1724. These two masterpieces happily came into the hands of Emanuel Bach, and were thus preserved in their integrity; the other three works were left to Friedemann Bach, by whom they were sold for a small sum; two of them have so far entirely disappeared. Of these last, one was a setting according to St. Mark, performed on Good Friday, 1731, in the Thomaskirche, and the other seems to have been set to
PASSION MUSIC.

words by Picander, in the year 1725. The remaining one was a Passion according to St. Luke, the autograph of which is extant in the possession of Herr Joseph Hauser of Carlsruhe. There is no doubt that Bach wrote the MS. at some time between 1731 and 1734, but from internal considerations it is equally certain that it was not then newly composed. If the whole composition is ultimately proved to be genuine, it must be assigned to a very early period of Bach's career, probably to the first Weimar period; the question of its authenticity must be still regarded, however, as an open one, although there are many numbers in the work which bear evident traces of Bach's style. A great boon has been recently conferred upon lovers of music by the publication of the work in vocal score (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1886). The whole subject of the Passion settings is discussed at length in Spitta's Life of Bach, book v. chap. vii.

The four settings by Heinrich Schiitz, mentioned on p. 655 b have been published in Breitkopf & Härtel's complete edition of that composer's works, vol. i, and his Matthew Passion has also appeared in vocal score. [M.]

PASTORALE. Line 20 of article, for in May read on March 19.

PATOM, MARY ANNE. Line 2 of article, for master read writing-master. Last line but one of same column, for July 22 read July 23. P. 673 a, l. 15 from bottom, for 1854 read 1864. [W.H.H.] PATRICK, RICHARD. Omit the words (sometimes called Nathan or Nathaniel). That name belongs to a composer whose 'Songs of sundry natures' were printed by Este in 1597.

PATTI, ADELLA. Line 2 of article, for Feb. 19 read Feb. 10. Both parents of Mme. A. Patti were Italians, her father having been born at Catania, Sicily, and her mother at Rome. The latter's maiden name was Chiessa, and before her marriage with Signor Patti she had married a certain Signor Barilli. Their son, Antonio Barilli, a musician, died at Naples, aged 50, June 15, 1876. (Pougin, Supplement à Féé.) In 1885 Mme. Patti was divorced from the Marquis de Caux, and in 1886 married M. NICOLINI. [See above, p. 731 b.] [A.C.]

PAUKEN. The German name for Kettle Drums, commonly used in orchestral scores. See DRUM, vol. i. p. 453. [V. de P.]

PAVAN. For another description of the dance see Bishop Earle's 'Microcosmographie,' ed. by Bliss (Nares's 'Glossary').

PAXTON, STEPHEN. Add that he died Aug. 18, 1787, aged 52, and was buried in St. Pancras old churchyard. [W.H.H.]

PEDALLER. The sentence in lines 7-11 of the article is to be corrected, as recent researches made by Mr. Dannreuther leave scarcely any doubt that these works were intended for the organ. Add that Gounod has written a suite of concertos for pedal piano with orchestra, and a fantasia for the same on the Russian National Hymn, both for Mme. Lucie Palicot, by whom the former was introduced at the Philharmonic on April 21, 1887.

PEDALS. P. 682 a, l. 22, for wrote once only up to F read wrote twice up to F and once up to G.

PENTATONIC SCALE. The name given to an early tonality, of very imperfect construction, but extremely beautiful in its esthetic aspect, and peculiar to a great number of National Melodies, especially those of Scotland. The term is an unfortunate one, since it leads us to expect a Scale based upon five intervals of a Tone; whereas, it really means a Scale formed from the combination of five fixed sounds.

No written record tending to throw a light upon the origin or history of the Pentatonic Scale has been preserved; but the construction of the Scale itself furnishes us with a very valuable clue. The five sounds employed—Ut, Re, Mi, Sol, La—correspond exactly with those of the Hexachord, minus the Fa. Now the Fa was precisely the cruz which prevented the completion of the system of the Hexachords, with their various Mutations, until the difficulty was removed by the invention of the Fa fictum—presumably by Guido d'Arezzo—in the opening years of the 10th century. It is therefore, more than probable that the Pentatonic Scale belongs to a period anterior to that date: how far anterior, it is absolutely impossible even to hazard a guess.

The characteristics of the Scale led to certain marked peculiarities in the form of the Melodies for which it was employed; and there is abundant proof that these peculiarities were continued, as a feature of style, after the invention of the Hexachords supplanted the older tonality by a more perfect system; for instance, the Melody of 'The Flowers of the Forest,' which cannot have been composed before the year 1513, exhibits, in its first strain, the strongest possible pentatonic character, while the second strain is in the pure Hypomixolydian Mode (Mode VIII)—assuming, that is, the Fa to be genuine; a fact of which we Skene MS. leaves but little doubt.

The Chinese Melody, 'Chin chin joss,' introduced by Weber into the Overture to 'Turandot,' is, if we may trust an apparently uncorrected copy, in the Pentatonic Scale; though some versions introduce an F, which would reduce it to the Mixolydian Mode (Mode VII). [W.S.R.]

PENTATONON (pentátonon). The Greek term for the interval known in Modern Music as the Augmented Sixth, which consists, in the aggregate, of five Tones; i.e. two Greater and two Lesser Tones, and one Diatonic and one Chromatic Semitone.

The term cannot be correctly applied to the Minor Seventh, since, though this contains the aggregate of five Tones, in Equal Temperament, it contains more than that in Just Intonation—

[1] See SOOTTI MUSCI.
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PENTATONION.  

viz. two Greater and two Lesser Tones, and two Diatonic Semitones.  

[W.S.R.]  

PERGOLESI.  P. 688 a, l. 30 from bottom, add that before the successful performance of 'La Serva Padrona' in France it had failed there in 1746.  

PETRELLA, ENRICO.  Line 2 of article, for Dec. 1 read Dec. 10.  P. 656 a, l. 2, add date of production of 'Le Precauzioni' May 20, 1851, at Naples, and add 'Elena di Tolosa,' 1854.  Line 4, for 1855 read 1854.  Add that his last work was 'Bianca Orsini,' produced at Naples, April 4, 1874. A more correct chronological list than that given by Mendelssohn will be found in Pougin's supplement to Études, art. Petrella.  

PETRUCCI, O. DEL.  Line 4 of article, for June 14 read June 18.  Line 11 from bottom of same column, for shortly after that he probably died read he died May 7, 1599. See Part-Books, above, p. 739.  

PETZMAYER, JOHANN, born in Vienna, 1803, the son of an innkeeper. When he was 18 years old he obtained a common zither, and taught himself to play it with such success that his performances brought a considerable amount of custom to his father. His fame spread in higher quarters, and it was not long before he became the fashion in Vienna. He even played before the Emperor. In later life he took to the bowed zither (Streich-Zither) instead of the ordinary kind he had previously used. In 1833 he made a successful tour in Germany, and in 1837 he made Kammervirtuos to Duke Maximilian of Bavaria. He was living in Munich in 1870. (Wurzbach's Biographisches Lexicon, vol. 22.).  

[M.]  

PFEIFFER, GEORGES, pianist and composer, was born at Versailles, Dec. 12, 1835. His first piano lessons were from his mother, Mme. Clara Pfeiffer, an excellent pianist of the school of Mendelssohn. Malherbe and Damcque first taught him composition. He gained a brilliant success at the Conservatoire concerts in 1862. His compositions include a symphony, a quartet, trio, sonatas, concertos, of which the 3rd has been repeated several times in Paris. Also an oratorio, 'Agar'; a symphonic poem, 'Jeanne d'Arc'; an overture, 'Le Cid,' and a quantity of piano music, including some well-known studies. His last important work is a comic opera, 'L'Enculme,' represented in 1884 and '85. M. Pfeiffer is a partner in the piano firm of Pleyel, Wolff & Cie, Paris, and although he has fully maintained his artistic reputation he has yet found time to devote serious attention to this business. He succeeded his father, Emile Pfeiffer, in this position. His great uncle, J. Pfeiffer, was one of the pioneers of piano-making in Paris.  

[A.J.H.]  

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.  P. 698, l. 9, to the list of treasurers add the name of Charles E. Stephens, who was elected on the secession of Walter C. Macfarren after the season of 1880. The office of treasurer has been honorary since the foundation of the Society, except in seasons 1836 to 1840, inclusive. Complete the list of secretaries as follows: Henry Henee (1881-1884); Francesco Berger (1885). The office of conductor was originally honorary, except in the case of some special engagements, and was performed by one or other of the directors. After the first three concerts in 1844, Mendelssohn was engaged for another five, and, in 1845, Sir Henry Bishop for the whole series, but at the third concert he withdrew on the plea of illness, and Charles Lucas officiated in his stead; Moscheles was engaged for the remaining five concerts of the season. For subsequent conductors see pp. 699 and 700; and below, for completion to the present time. The list on pp. 699 and 700 is continued as follows.  

W.B. * denotes that a work was composed for the Society; † that it was first performed in England in the year named. 1st app. signifies first appearance at the Philharmonic.  

1881. (Six concerts). Dr. Francis Hickey appointed annotator of programmes, in succession to Sir G. A. Macfarren. Dramatic Symphony, 'Roméo et Juliette,' Berlin, given twice during the year.  


1883. (Six concerts). Frize of ten guineas offered for theoblige the Society with a new and extraordinary Adjudicator, Sir Michael Coste, assisted, in his capacity as a new season, by Sir Julius Benedict and Mr. Otto Goldschmidt. † Ballade for Orchestra, Mendelssohn.  

1884. (Six concerts). † Overture, 'Amours des Femmes sans Merci,' Mackenzie. ° Fantaisie Écossaise, Violin, Max Bruch. ° Scena, 'Marie Stuart's Farewell; † Benedict. ° Overture, 'Amonic the Pharaoh,' Oliver A. King. ° Motet, 'Adjudicator in opportunitatis,' Cherubini. ° Pastorale and 'Angel's Message' (Christus), Litol. ° Choral Fantasia, the Choral Ver- vishes, and the March and Chorus in 'The Ruins of Athens,' Beethoven. 1st app. Fuchsmann, Terebusia Tua, Minnie Gwynn, Mierswinky, Ernest Laria. At the close of this season Mr. W. G. Cusins resigned the office of conductor, which he had held for 17 years.  

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

PHILLIPS.

best Overture. Eighty-eight submitted, anony-

mously. Adjudicators, Messrs. W. H. Cummings,

George Mount, and Charles E. Stephens. *Symph-

ony No. 5 in E minor (M. B.) and Violin Concer-

to in G minor, Op. 23, Dvořák. *Symphonic Poem,

Jo-

hannes Brahms. Serenade No. 1, Op. 20, T. Wink-

ham. *Dramatic Overture (Friece Composition),

Gustav Ernst. Symphony No. 3, in F, Brahms.

The Concerto in C, M. W. A. Thomas, in A, Prok-

oforid. Violin Concerto in C, Moszkowski. Pastoral

Introduction, and Overture to second part of *The


*Ingeborg’s Lament (Petitfils), Mark Grand.
* Frickenhaus, Fanny Davies, Tivadar Naches, Os-

zdeccik, Antoinette Trebel, Agnes Larkom.

Eight Concerts. Symphonies—No. 5, in E minor,

The Scandinavian,* Cowen; No. 4, in E minor,

Brahms; in F. Hermann Goets, *Suite Bouma-

nica,* *Koenigskurorten,* Kenilworth, Macfarren;

*Di ballo,* Suvinn, *Loreley, Max Bruch, Miss

Quartet Concertante, Oboe, Clarinet, Horn, and Bassoon,

with C. d. M. Schobbe. *Cello Concerto,* Moszka-

wski. Concerto No. 1, Violin, A. Schott, G. C. Seren-

de, M. S. Guod. *Vocal duet,* *Hark, her step,* (MS.,

written for the *Cantatrice,* Setti, *The Ca-

ternbury Pilgrims,* Stanfard). *Alira,* *Per queste

bella mano,* with Contrafatto, obligato, Mozart. *Prer-

y of the Red Rose,* Disorders, Moszowski, Randegger.

*Vocal Incident,* (Schonbrun, Josef Hoffmann, Luci
tel, Marianne Eissler, Nettie Carpenter, Marie de Lido, Elsa Rus-

sell, Lillian Nordica, Nevada. At the close of the

session Sir Arthur Sullivan resigned the conductor-

ship, which he had held for 3 years.

Seven Concerts. Mr. F. H. Cowen appointed

Conductor. Symphonies—in G (from an early set

of Haydn; in D, and Norwegian Rhapsody, No.

2, Swenden. Overtures—Romeo and Juliet,

Macfarren; *Edipus,* Stanford; *Siegesfied Idyl,*

Weber. *Vocal Song,* to a Waltz, by N. W. Wider;

Serenade for strings, and *Tena con Variazioni*

from Third Orchestral Suite, Tchaikowsky. Suite,

selected by F. A. Garaeit from works by Rameau.

Petite Suite, *Jeux d’enfants,* Biset. Pastoral

Suite, J. F. Barnett. Two elegiac Melodies for

strings, Grieg. *Three mythological pieces,* *Aphro-

dite,* *Vulcan,* and *Pan,* Silas. Scotch Rhapsody,

No. 1, Mackenzie. Song of Judith, Front. 1st

app., Eliza St. John, Miss. A. Hoge, Mrs. Lea-

bann, Eleanor Eres, Mme. Pusch-

hausen. Herrn Tchaikowsky, Grieg and Swenden, and M.

Wider made their first appearance in England this

session from completing his employment at the

Philharmonic, and Herr Johan Swenden, of Copen-

hagen, conducted the last two concerts of the season.

It is ardently to be hoped that a society so

active in promoting the cause of true art, and
incouraging the composition of works of high

aim, may long continue to pursue its honoured

career.

[C.E.S.]

PHILLIPS, ADELAIDE, a contralto singer,

counted as American, though born in England

at Stratford-on-Avon, in 1833. Her father

was a chemist and druggist, and her sister,

who was of Welsh birth, was a teacher of

dancing. The family emigrated to America in

1840, going first to Canada, and then to Bos-

ton, Mass. Adelaide was early instructed in
dancing by her sister, and made her first ap-
pearance on the stage at the Tremont Theatre, Boston, as an *infant prodigy,* On Sept. 25, 1843, she began an engagement at the Boston Museum; she remained at this house

eight years, playing a great variety of parts

during which, alone or with one or both of

two brothers. Occasional trips to Philadelphia

and New York were taken at this period. Her

career was attended with the attention of connoisseurs, and, in 1850, she was introduced to Jenny Lind, then on a professional tour in America. The great singer advised the young

actress to give herself up to the study of music,

a subscription-list was started for the purpose

of paying for her training, and she was sent
to Manual Garcia in London. She had before this
received some instruction in music at home from

Miss Armout, a teacher of repute in her day,

and Thomas Comer, a cultivated English

musician and the director of the orchestra at the

Boston Museum. Another fund was subscribed to

enable Adelaide to pursue her studies for the

opera in Italy. On Dec. 17, 1854, she made a

debut at the Teatro Carcano, Milan, as Rosina.

In Aug. 1855 she returned to Boston, and in October appeared at a concert in the Music Hall. She was then engaged for a series of operas of the English

ballad school,—*The Duenna,* *The Devil’s

Bridge,* and *The Cabinet,—the Boston

Theater. Her American debut in Italian opera

was at the Academy of Music, New York, March

17, 1856, as Azucena in *II Trovatore.* Her

success secured her an engagement for five

seasons. She went first to Havana, and subse-

quently to Paris (where she sang Azucena at

Les Italiens in Oct., 1861), Madrid, Barcelona,

and through Hungary and Holland. Her re-
pertory comprised all the contralto parts in the

operas that held their places on the Italian

stage during the twenty-five years that she

was known as an opera-singer. In 1879 she

became identified with the Boston Ideal Opera

Company, devoted to the presentation of ope-

rettas. She appeared with this company for

the last time in Boston, on the Museum stage,

where her early triumphs had been won, on Nov.

13, 1880. Her last appearance on any stage was

at Cincinnati in December 1881. Miss Phillips

was a universal favourite with American audi-
iences as a contralto and oratorio singer. From

Dec. 31, 1860, when she sang in the *Messiah,*

to Nov. 24, 1878, when she took part in

Verdi’s Requiem, she was a frequent and a

welcome contributor to the concerts of the

Handel and Haydn Society in Boston. In

Sept., 1882, the state of her health induced

her to go to Carlsbad. Some improvement

was detected, but there came a sudden relapse,

and she died on Oct. 3, 1882. Her remains were

carried to Boston, and subsequently buried at

Marshfield, Massachusetts, where the family

had long lived on a fine estate purchased

by Adelaide. She left a sister, Mathilde, also

a contralto of excellent reputation in America, and three brothers. Brothers and sist

ers alike indebted to Adelaide for their

education and start in life. Miss Phillips’s per-

sonal reputation was the best that a woman could

enjoy. She was especially noted for her free-

dom from professional jealousy, and for her readi-
ness to advise and encourage young singers. Her life was one of constant and hard labour, the care of a large family having early in life been thrown upon her, but she was always patient and cheerful.

[F.H.J.]

PHILIP, ELIZABETH, born 1827 at Falmouth, educated at Bristol under the care of Mary Carpenter, was taught singing by Manuel Garcia, and received instruction in harmony and composition from Hillier at the last named place. She afterwards devoted herself to teaching singing and composition. Her first works were published in 1855, and comprised a Ballad, 'Tell me, the summer stars,' words by Edwin Arnold; also six songs from Longfellow, etc. Among other of her compositions we may name her setting of songs from 'The Water Babies,' of Elizabeth Barrett Browning's 'Inclusions' and 'Insufficiency,' of Victor Hugo's 'Chant des Lavandières,' also arranged by her as a duet; 'Le Soupir' (Prudhomme); 'Lillie's good morning; 'Lillie's good night;' Duets 'The Moon is up,' and 'It was the time of roses; Part-songs, 'What is Love?' 'The Owl in the Ivy Bush,' etc. of which were sung by herself and other vocalists at her own concerts, and became popular. Miss Philip was also the author of 'How to sing an English Ballad.' She died in London Nov. 26, 1855. [A.C.]

PHRASING. P. 707 a, l. 7, for dominant read subdominant.

PIANOFORTE, P. 713 b, l. 8, concerning Frederick the Great's pianofortes see SIELB- MANN, vol. iii. p. 494 b. The examination of the one at the Neues Palais was made at the request of the writer, who had peculiar facilities for examining the pianofortes and harpsichords at Potsdam and Berlin accorded to him by H.I.H. the Crown Princess (since Empress) of Germany. P. 719 a, l. 19 from bottom, add that Isaac Hawkins took out the London patent for his son John Isaac Hawkins the inventor who was at that time living in Philadelphia, U.S.A. P. 720 a, l. 14 from bottom, add that Pierre Erard had patented a system of fixed iron bars in Paris in 1822. He could not do so in London, being barred by Stodart's (Thom & Allen's) patent. Stodart refrained from opposing the Broadwoods when James Shudi Broadwood took out his patent for stringplate and bars in 1827. The writer had this particular information from Mr. Joseph Rice who died in 1863. For tension bars, throughout the article, read iron bars. P. 723 a, l. 1 from bottom, in the synopsis of inventions, etc., the date of John Broadwood's first 54 F-C octave piano should be 1790, and that of his first six-octave C-C piano should be 1794. [A.J.H.]

PIANOFORTE MUSIC. P. 724 a, l. 19 from bottom, for 1746-1759 read 1700-1792; four lines below, for 1716-1776 read 1702-1762. P. 724 b, l. 4, for 1768 read 1757; l. 9, for 1730 read 1739; l. 21, for 1735 read 1734. P. 725 a, l. 20, for 1753 read 1754; l. 40, for 1757 read 1758; l. 9 from bottom, for 1757 read 1748. P. 725 b, l. 33, as to the date of Steibelt's birth, see vol. iii. p. 699 b. P. 726 b, l. 31 from bottom, as to the date of Pollini's birth see vol. iii. p. 94; the date of his death is 1746. P. 727 a, l. 18, for 1859 read 1840; l. 28, for 1835 read 1833. P. 727 b, l. 30 from bottom, for 1784 read 1794. P. 728 a, l. 29, the date of Grunz's death is 1784. P. 729 a, l. 12, to add date of death of Benedict, 1885; l. 8 from bottom, for 1804 read 1806. P. 729 b, l. 12, omit the word value before 'Pluie des Perles'; l. 27, for 1806 read 1808; l. 25 from bottom, for 1880 read 1879; l. 18 from bottom, add date of death 1882. P. 730 b, l. 18, add date of death of Rosellén, 1876; l. 23, that of Hiller, 1885; l. 33, that of Liszt, 1886. P. 731 a, l. 24, add date of death of Alkan, May 1888. P. 731 b, l. 7, add death of Le Couperin, 1887; l. 18, for 1855 read 1856; l. 26, add death of Volkman, 1883; l. 42, that of Voss, 1882. P. 732 b, l. 13, for 1818 read 1814; l. 18, add death of Kullak, 1882; l. 31, add that of Lacome, 1884; l. 39, that of Gutmann, 1882; l. 45, omit date of death, as Ravina is still alive (1887); last line of column, add death of Evers, 1875. P. 733 a, l. 6, add death of Brineley Richards, 1885; l. 11, for 1820 read 1818; l. 16, add death of Köhler, 1886; l. 29 from bottom, for 1831 read 1821; l. 3 from bottom, add death of Raff, 1882. P. 733 b, l. 22 from bottom, add death of Smetana, 1884; l. 5 from bottom, that of Eschmann, 1882. P. 734 a, l. 7, that of Ehler, 1884; l. 10, that of Moritz Strakosch, 1887; l. 30, that of Merkel, 1885. P. 734 b, l. 11, that of R. de Vilbac, 1884; l. 14 from bottom, that of Jaell, 1882; l. 5 from bottom, that of Hecht, 1887. P. 735 a, l. 4 from bottom, that of Ritter, 1886; last line, for 1838 read 1837.

PIANOFORTE-PLAYING. P. 736 a, l. 3 from bottom, for 1760 read 1757. P. 737 b, l. 13 from bottom, as to Steibelt's birth see vol. iii. p. 699. P. 738 b, l. 5 from bottom, for 1805 read 1806. P. 739 a, l. 26, for 1788 read 1784. P. 741 b, l. 14, for 1847 read 1846. P. 743 b, l. 14 from bottom, add death of Hiller, 1885. P. 743 a, l. 2, add death of Kulik, 1882. In the tables on p. 744 the following corrections are to be made:—Col. a, death of Schobert to be altered to 1767; birth of Nanette Streicher (Stein) to 1790. Col. b, birth of Kalkbrenner to 1784, and that of Lucy Anderson to 1790; death of Benedict added, 1885, and Mme. Oury's birth corrected to 1808. Col. c, J. Kufersath's death to be added, 1882; do. Hiller and W. Holmes, 1885; do. Liszt, 1886, and Voss, 1882; Döhler's death to be corrected to 1858. P. 745, col. a of table, omit date of Ravina's death, and insert those of Kullak, 1852; Mortier de Fontaines, 1883; Lacome, 1884; Gutmann, 1882; Evers, 1875; and Köhler, 1886. Litolf's birth to be corrected to 1818, and that of Horley to 1822. Col. b, add deaths of Wehle, Moritz Strakosch, Lindsay Sloper, 1887; and Jaell, 1882. Col. c, add dates of deaths of Ritter,
PIANOFORE-PLAYING.

1886, and Braissin, 1884, whose birth is to be altered to 1836. Col. d, add date of death of C. V. Alkan, May 1888.¹

PIATTI, ALFREDO. Add day of birth, Jan. 8.

PICCINNI. P. 748 a, l. 27 from bottom, for 17 read 27. P. 748 b, l. 28, for Feb. 20, read Feb. 22; l. 19 from bottom, for Feb. 28, read Feb. 25.

PICCOLOMINI, MARIA. The date of birth is 1836, as given by Pougín, Pallochi, and Mendel. Lines 5-6 of article, for Signor Mazzarelli and P. Romani read Signors Mazzarelli and Signor Pietro Romani. P. 751 b, l. 6, for April 33, read April 30, and add that the occasion was the second performance of the opera, which had been produced on the 26th of the month. In 1884 a testimonial was set on foot for the artist, who was reported to be in reduced circumstances. ('Daily News,' March 21, 1884.)

PIETEREZ, ADRIAN, born at Bruges early in the 17th century, is the earliest known organ-builder in Belgium. He built an instrument in 1455 at Delft, which is still in the new church; but it has been so often restored that nothing remains of his work. [V. de P.]

PIETOSO, 'pitiul' or 'compassionate.' As a musical direction it indicates that the passage to which it refers is to be performed in a sympathetic style, with much feeling. Although the term appears in Brossard's Dictionary, where it is defined as 'd'une manière capable d'exalter de la pitié ou de la compassion,' it is not to be found in Beethoven's works, and the 'romantic' composers, in whose music it might be expected to occur frequently, seem to prefer other terms to indicate the same intention. 'Con duolo' is Weber's favourite equivalent, and most composers find 'expressivo' sufficiently definite. [M.]

PILGRIME VON MEKKA, DIE. Line 4 of article, add that it had been previously played at Schönbrunn with French words in 1764, that it was produced in German in Vienna in 1775, and in Paris, as 'Les Fous de Medina,' 1790.

PINSUTI, CIBO. Add date of death, March 10, 1888.

PIRATA, IL. Line 3, for in the autumn of, read on Oct. 27.

PISCHKE, JOHANN BAPTIST. See vol. III. p. 54 a.

PITTMAN, JOSIAH. Add date of death, April 23, 1886.

PIXIS. Line 14 from end of article, for Dec. 21, read Dec. 20.

PIZZICATO. Add that early instances of the use of this effect are to be found in Handel's 'Agrippina,' 'Pastor Fido,' 'Terpsichore,' and in an air by Hase, written for Mingotti in 1748.

PLAIN SONG. Add to references on p. 765 b, and 766 a, a reference to GREGORIAN TONES in Appendix, vol. IV. p. 955.

¹ The news of Alkan's death in Paris arrived after the earlier sheets of this Appendix were printed.

PLEYEL & CO. 749

PLANTÉ, FRANCOIS, born at Orthez in the Basses Pyrénées, March 2, 1839, appeared in Paris at a very early age as an infant prodigy, playing the piano with much success. In Dec. 1849 he entered Marmontel's class at the Conservatoire, and in the following year carried off the first prize. He was then before the public again as a performer, for some three years, during which time he played frequently at the chamber concerts given by Alard and Franconome; in 1853 he returned to the Conservatoire to study harmony under Bézian. Here he obtained a second prize in 1856. It must be regarded as a fortunate circumstance that, at a party at which he was playing, the audience persisted in talking to an extent that highly offended Planté; whereupon he retired in great wrath to the Pyrenees, where he remained for nearly ten years, becoming familiar with the compositions of all schools, and counteracting the evils which necessarily accompany such a career as his had hitherto been. He did not appear in Paris until 1872, when he devoted himself to playing on behalf of various charitable objects. A series of concerts given with Alard and Franconome established his position, and thenceforth he has held a distinguished place among French pianists. He has undertaken many successful concert-tours on the Continent, but has never appeared in England. His playing is characterized by repose, maturity of style, and rare intelligence. He is Chevalier of the Légion d'honneur. (Pougín's supplement to Fétié.) [M.]

PLAYFORD, JOHN. Add that he commenced business as a book publisher about 1648. His first musical publication was 'The English Dancing Master; or Plain and easy rules for the dancing of Country Dances,' with the tune to each dance, bearing the date 1651, but really issued in or about Nov. 1650, which became very popular, and during the next 80 years, under the title of 'The Dancing Master,' ran through 18 editions. [W.H.H.]

Line 8 of article, for 1679 read 1681. Line 10, the date 1680 should probably be 1681, as in that year his house at Islington was advertised for sale, and it is not likely that he would have set up the house in Arundel Street before getting rid of his former residence. Line 12 from end of article, the date of Henry Purcell (the younger's) death should probably be 1703.

PLEYEL. P. 36, correct date of CAMILLE Pleyel's birth to Dec. 18, 1788. (Pougín: Mendel's supplement.) Line 23 from bottom, after Mokie add to Mokie. Add Berlioz in 1827 was violently in love with her, as an episode in his great passion for Miss Smithson; and her coolness after his departure for Rome nearly caused him to commit a frightful crime. See his Biography, chap. 34, and 'Letters intimes,' xxvii-xxxiii. Also in M. Jullien's 'Hector Berlioz,' 1888.

PLEYEL & CO. Line 12 of article, add date of death of Henri Pape, Feb. 1887.
POHL, C. F. Line 13 from end of article, add that the second volume of the Life of Haydn was published in 1882, and that the third is in course of completion by Herr Mandyczewski, to whom Herr Pohl left his materials at his death, which took place in Vienna, April 28, 1887.

POHLENZ, CHRISTIAN AUGUST. See vol. iii. p. 54 b, in which, for which he appears to have held for nine years (p. 55 a, l. 1), read he had held since 1847.

POLLEDRO, G. B. Line 12 of article, for that year read the previous year.

POLLINI, FRANCESCO. Add a second christian name, GIUSEPPE. Correct date of death to Sept. 17, 1846.

POLLITZER, ADOLPH. was born at Pesth in 1832, and after studying music in his native town, in 1843 went to Vienna, where he studied the violin under Böhm, and composition under Preyer. After gaining the first prize at the Conservatorium in 1846, he went on a concert tour through the principal towns of Germany, and finally went to Paris, where he continued his studies under Alard. By the advice of Erard, in 1851 Mr. Pollitzer came to London, where he has since resided, having occupied the position of leader at Her Majesty's Opera, the Royal Choral Society, the New Philharmonic, and a professorship at the London Academy of Music. He has written violin concertos and solos which are still in manuscript.

POLONAISE. P. 11, last line but one before first musical example, for major seventh read leading note.

POLONINI. P. 11 b. 1. 2 from end, add that he died in the autumn of 1880.

PONCHIELLI, AMILCAR. Add that 'La Gioconda' was produced with success at Covent Garden, May 31, 1883; and that the composer died Jan. 16, 1886. Among his last compositions is a hymn in memory of Garibaldi, performed in Sept. 1882. His last work of all was an opera in 3 acts, 'Marion Delorme,' produced at the Scala, March 17, 1885. In April, 1881, Mr. Carl Rosa produced his 'Promessi Sposi' at Birmingham.

POPULAR ANCIENT ENGLISH MUSIC. Add that the author of 'Popular Music of the Olden Time,' etc., Mr. W. Chappell, died Aug. 20, 1888, at his house in Upper Brook Street. See the obituary notice in the 'Musical Times' for September, 1888.

PORTA, COSTANZO, born at Cremona (1520-30) ; studied under Willaert at Venice, where his motets (Bk. 1) were printed in 1555 (Drauius alone giving 1545 as the date of their first issue); became a Franciscan monk; was chapel-master at Osimo till 1564; then held similar posts at Padua, first perhaps in the cathedral, for the 52 Introits published in 1566, are dedicated to the cathedral chapter, and later in the church of S. Antonio. These Introits, designed for the Sundays throughout the year, and a second set of the same for saints' days, were among the first works printed by Claudio Merulo, the organist of St. Mark's, Venice, who wrote of Porta as 'his very dear friend and one with very few equals in his profession.' Merulo's opinion has been endorsed by all competent critics down to our own times, and by common consent Porta ranks as one of the great contrapuntal masters. Ariesius, moreover, speaks of him as proficient in all the liberal arts. In 1569 he left Padua to become chapel-master at Ravenna, and one of the teachers in the boys' school founded in that city in 1568 by the young cardinal Giulio Feltrio della Rovero, who had lately been appointed archbishop and was meditating reforms in the music of his cathedral, in accordance with the recent decisions of the council of Trent. The school was a success, and Porta had several good pupils, but with Church reform, music itself he hotly opposed a symphony. Composers indeed at that time were passing through a period of depression. Forbidden any longer to use in their choirs works of the older masters which they revered, and had hitherto regarded as models for their own art, they were now called upon to supply new compositions written under such conditions in respect of simplicity and brevity as must greatly have lessened the interest in their task. Porta disliked the introduction of new masses. His mind was 'hostile to the duty of composing them'; scruples of all kinds assailed him. 'I thought,' he writes, 'it behoved me rather to guard from an unjust oblivion the works which the great composers have left to posterity, so apt as they are to their purpose, so full of beauty, delight, and charm.' Accordingly, for many years he published nothing, but in 1575 the archbishop, in granting his request to be removed from Ravenna to the church of della Santa Casa at Loreto in succession to Piacentino, extracted from him a distinct promise to publish some new works, urging him to aim at a style which would make it not only possible but even very easy to hear the words of the mass, and recommending brevity as specially suitable to Loreto, where it was an object not to tire the large congregations of pilgrims in all ranks of life, who came to worship at the shrine. Porta, however, still delayed. Further pressure was put upon him. His word, he told, had been given and his honour was at stake. Moreover the serious illness of the Archbishop in 1577 may have warned him to delay no longer the fulfilment of his promise. So, at length, without resting day or night, and with great anxiety of mind, he prepared 12 masses, the first six (a 4) of a simple character, and the rest (a 5 and a 6, and some settings of the Agnus Dei a 7 and a 8) of somewhat more elaborate design. The dedication was signed July 4, 1580, and addressed to the Archbishop, who died two months later (Sept. 3). A copy of this work, which must be rare, since certain dates fixed by the preface have not been given in former accounts of the composer, is now in the British.
Museum. The masses are of great interest, for they belong to the same period as the three famous masses of Palestrina, and owe their existence and style to the same circumstances. Leaving Loreto, Porta went back to Ravenna; for Pomponius Spretus, describing the entry of Cardinal Sforza into that city on Nov. 6, 1580, mentions the performance of a delightfully piece of music composed by M. Costanzo Porta of Cremona, the first musician of the time, and chapel-master of our cathedral. This year belongs 53 motets (a 5, 6, 7, 8), from which Burney has chosen the elaborate "Diffusa est gratia" to print in his History. In 1585 a set of motets (26) were dedicated to Pope Sixtus V, from the title-page of which we know that Porta had returned to Padua as chapelp-master in the cathedral. In 1595 he was appointed to the church of S. Antonio 'for the second time,' and held this post till his death in June 1601. An assistant, B. Ratti, had been appointed the previous year to help him on account of his great age. Many extracts from his works are given in modern notation by Paolucci, Choron, Martini, Proske, etc. A curious example is a piece which haskicks has copied from Artusi, a 4-part setting of 'Vobis datum est noceo mysterium' which can be sung upside down. Four books of madrigals represent Porta's contribution to secular music.

PORTOGALLO. Line 2 of article, add Christian name, MARCANTONIO. Line 4, for in 1763 read March 24, 1762. Line 11 from end of article, add exact date of death, Feb. 7, 1830.

POTT, AUGUST. Add that he died in Nov. 1883.

POTTER, CIFRIANI. P. 23 α, l. 27, for Sterndale Bennett read Charles Lucas (corrected in late editions). Add that on March 8, 1824, he introduced Beethoven's C minor Concerto at the Philharmonic Concert.

POUGIN, ARTHUR. Add the most important of his later works, a 'Life of Verdi,' published first in Italian, 1881, and translated by J. E. Matthew, 1887.

PRACTICAL HARMONY. Lines 14, 15, of article, for vols. 1. and 2. alone read all the volumes.

PRAETORIUS. P. 23 β, l. 19 and note 3, for 1518 and 1519 read 1618 and 1619. Add that Fétis's date is correct. The order of publication of the 'Syntagma' is as follows:—


PRENTICE, THOMAS RIDDLE, born July 6, 1842, at Paalow Hall, Ongar, entered the Royal Academy in 1861, studying the piano under Mr. Walter Macfarren, and harmony and composition under the late Sir G. A. Macfarren. In 1863 he obtained the Silver Medal and the Potter Exhibition. On leaving the institution he was elected an associate, and since that time has been chiefly engaged in piano teaching. In 1866 he started 'monthly popular concerts' at Brixton, which were carried on for five years, the assistance of first-rate artists being secured, and many new works, both English and foreign, being performed. For some years he gave an annual concert at the Hanover Square Rooms. At the Crystal Palace he played Beethoven's Rondo in Bb with orchestra, for the first time in England. [See vol. iv. p. 535, no. 151.] For some time he held the post of organist at Christ Church, Lee Park. In 1880 he was appointed professor of the pianoforte at the Guildhall School of Music, and in the same year he organized an extremely successful series of "two-penny concerts" in Kensington Town Hall, especially intended for the working class. During the two seasons in which the scheme was carried on, many artists of eminence appeared, and chamber music of a high class was given. In 1881 he became professor at the Blackheath Conservatoire of Music. His compositions include a cantata, 'Linda,' for female voices, several anthems, 'Break forth into joy,' 'I love the Lord,' etc., part-songs, trios, etc., besides numerous songs and pianoforte pieces, among the latter of which may be mentioned a 'Gavotte fantastique,' an elegy, a minuet and trio, etc. He edited six cantatas by Carissimi, with accompaniments, and has lately completed an excellent series of instruction-books for the pianoforte under the collective title of 'The Musician' (Swan Sonnenchein & Co.), in which special stress is laid upon the analysis of music. The compositions from the beginning of pianoforte study.

PREYER, GOTTFRIED. Line 2 of article, for March 15, 1808, read May 15, 1809.

PRINCESS IDA; OR CASTLE ADAMANT. Comic opera in a prologue and two acts, written by W. S. Gilbert, music by Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the Savoy Theatre, Jan. 5, 1884. The piece was called 'a respectful operatic perversion of Tennyson's "Princess."'

PROFESSOR. Line 6 of article, for 1848 read 1847. Page 33 a, l. 8, add the date of Dr. C. V. Stanford's election to the Cambridge Professorship, Dec. 1887. Line 21 from bottom of the same column, for 1848 read 1847. Line 17 from bottom, for 1886 read 1891.

PROGRAMME-MUSIC. Page 34 b, l. 32, omit the mention of Weber's Concertstück, as that is a specimen of intentional 'Programme-music.' The authority for Weber's intention is handed down by Sir Julius Benedict, in his life of Weber. The sentence on p. 35 b, l. 4-7 after musical example, is to be omitted, since both Jannequin and Gombert wrote pieces with the title of 'Le Chant des Oiseaux.' The composition by the former is for four voices, and was published in 1551, that of Gombert being for three voices, and published in 1545. Line 30 from bottom of same column, omit the words 'Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass,' since the composition referred to is in three parts, not four. It is 'in four parts' in the sense only of being in four sections, or movements. Correct the
PROGRAMME MUSIC.

sentence beginning 7 lines below, with the words 'Mr. Bird's Battle' by a reference to Lessing, and VIRGINAL MUSIC, where the exact title is given. The detailed title of the piece from which the first examples on p. 36 are taken will be found in the article last mentioned, vol. iv. p. 308 a, note 2. P. 36 b, l. 19-26, the statement that the titles given by Couperin to his harpsichord pieces have no application in the sense of 'Programme-music,' is to be corrected; to mention but two instances out of many, 'Le Revell-matin' is as true a specimen of the class as could be found in all music, while 'La Triomphante' exceeds 'The Battle of Prague' as far in graphic delineation as it does in musical beauty. P. 39 b, l. 30 from bottom, for the preludes 'Tasso,' etc., read the symphonic poems, 'Les Preludes,' 'Tasso,' etc.

PROMENADE CONCERTS. P. 40 b, l. 8 from bottom, for 1851 read 1850.

PROPORTION. P. 41 b, in the diagram, above the figure 8 in the top row of figures, the sign should be a semicircle, not a circle. The note below the sign is correct.

PROUT, EBBENEZER. Add to list of compositions Minuet and trio for orchestra, op. 14; 'Queen Adine,' a cantata for female voices, op. 21; 'Freedom,' for baritone solo, chorus and orchestra; a Symphony in F, No. 4, op. 23 (Birmingham Festival, 1854); Symphony in D, No. 4 (MS. Oxford, 1886); a Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis in D; a scena for contralto and orchestra, 'The Song of Judith,' Norwich, Festival 1867, etc.

PHUCKNER, CAROLINE, singer and professor, was born at Vienna in 1832, and developed a dramatic feeling together with a powerful voice so early in life that, notwithstanding the counsels of prudence, she was heard (at a provincial theatre) in the part of Adalgisa when only 15. An engagement followed in 1850 at the Hanover Court Theatre, where she won much applause as Martha, Susanna, Leonora ('Stradella,' etc. Two years later similar success attended her performances, at Mannheim, of more arduous parts, such as Elvira and Valentine. Thus seemingly launched upon a brilliant career, Caroline Phuckner must have cruelly felt the total loss of her voice in 1855, when she was barely 24 years of age; and it speaks well for the courage and the temper of the budding prima donna that she at once recognised the extent of the disaster and resigned herself in the best possible way by devoting herself to teach the art she loved, especially that branch of it which is concerned with the nursing of the vocal organs (as a part of voice-training), and the healing of injuries done by forcing and other ill-usage. Fraulein Phuckner applied her newly acquired science to her own case; and to some extent her voice recovered its power. It was at Lubé's Polyphonie that she entered upon her professional life; after two years, in 1870, she opened an independent School of Opera in the Peinfaletter Strasse, whence a move was effected in 1887 to the Hohenstaufenlasse. Her 'Theorie und Praxis der Gesangskunst' (Schlesinger 1872) has given for the authors a wide celebrity, and on the appearance of a second edition (1883), the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin decorated her with a gold medal for art and science. The production of new songs and cantatas is an important feature of the concerts and lectures given at the Schools of Song and Opera by Fraulein Phuckner and her pupils.

PSALTER, THE ENGLISH METRICAL, or paraphrastic rhyming translation of the Psalms and Evangelical Hymns, intended to be sung; dates from the third year of King Edward the Sixth, the year 1549; but if we may believe the accounts usually given of the subject, the practice of singing compositions of this nature in England is far older, having existed among the sympathizers with the new doctrines, long before the Reformation; it may even have had its beginnings among the followers of Wycliffe or Walter Lollard. With regard to this supposition, one thing is certain: Sternhold's translations—the nucleus of the metrical psalter which has come down to us—were not by any means the first. Sir Thomas Wyatt the elder had already translated the seven penitential psalms, and the Earl of Surrey three others; and in 1549, the year in which Sternhold's first small work was published, without tunes, there appeared a metrical translation of the Psalter complete, together with the Evangelical Hymns, and music set in four parts, of which the title is as follows:

The Psalter of David newly translated into English metre in such sort that it may the more decently and with more delight of the mynde, be read and songs of al men. Whereunto is added a note of four partes with other thynges, as shall appeare in the Epistle to the Reader. Translated and Imprinted by Robert Crowley in the yere of our Lorde MDLXXX the XIX days of September. And are to be sold in Ely rentes in Holbourn. Cum privilegio ad Imprimendum solendo.

In the 'Epistle to the Reader' the music is described thus:

A note of song of ill partes, which agreth with the meter of this Psalter in such sort, that it serveth for all the Psalms thereof, containinge so many notes in one part as is usualles in one meter, as appeareth by the dytte that is printed with the same.

This book is extremely interesting, not only in itself, but because it points to previous works of which as yet nothing is known. In his preface the author says:—'I have made open and playne that which in other translations is obscure and hardes,' a remark which must surely apply to something more than the marginal contributions of Surrey and Wyat; and indeed the expression of the title, 'the Psalter of David, newly translated,' seems clearly to imply the existence of at least one other complete version. The metre is the common measure, printed not,
Besides the original 19, this edition contains 18 by Sternhold; and, printed as a second part, a supplement of 7 by J. Hopkins, without music. This is the volume which in previous accounts of the subject has been usually described as the first edition; and no mention is made of Hopkins’s supplement. It has also been usual to describe the contents as ‘fifty-one psalms’; the actual number, it will be seen, is 44.

Lowndes mentions a second edition of this work in the following year:— by the widows of Jhon Harrington, London, 1550.

In this year also William Hunnis, a gentleman of the Chapel Royal, published a small selection of metrical psalms, in the style of Sternhold, with the following title:—

*Certayn Psalms chosen out of the Psalter of David, and drawen forth into Englyshe Metre by William Hunnis. London, by the wydow of John Herfords, 1550.*

A copy of this work is in the public library of Cambridge. There is no music. In 1553 appeared a third edition of the volume dated 1549, again published by Whitchurch. This edition contains a further supplement of 7 psalms, by Whittingham, thus raising the number to 51.


To this year also belongs a small volume containing 19 psalms in the common measure, which is seldom mentioned in accounts of the subject, but which is nevertheless of great interest, since it contains music in four parts. The title is as follows:—

*Certayn Psalms select out of the Psalter of David, and drawn into Englyshe Metre, with notes to every Psalm in iij parts to Syrge, by F. S. Imprinted at London by Wylliam Serre, at the Syrge of the Hedge Hogge, 1553.*

In the dedication, to Lord Russell, the author gives his full name, Francys Scogar. The music is so arranged that all the four voices may sing at once from the same book; the parts are separate, each with its own copy of words; the two higher voices upon the left-hand page, the two lower upon the right; all, of course, turning the leaf together. Though the music continues throughout the book, the actual number of compositions is found to be only two, one being repeated twelve times, the other seven. The first is here given:—

**MODE II. Transposed.**

[Musical notation]

---

1 This was the usual way of printing the common measure in Crowter’s day, and for many years afterwards.

2 In the original the reciting note is divided into semibreves, one for each syllable.

3 Except in that given by Warton, who speaks of several editions during Sternhold’s lifetime; it is impossible however to corroborate this.

4 The unique copy of this book is in the library of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Thanks are due to the College for permission to examine it.

5 The original is without bars.
The publications of this year probably took place before July, which was the month of the king's death; and nothing further was produced in this country during the reactionary reign of his successor. But in 1556 an edition of Sternhold was published in Geneva, for the use of the Protestants who had taken refuge there, which is extremely important in the history of the subject, since it contains the first installment of those famous 'Church tunes,' some at least of which have been sung, Sunday after Sunday, in our English churches, from that day to this. The book appeared with a new title:

One and sixtie Psalmes of David in English metre, whereof 37 were made by Thomas Sternheold and the rest by others. Conferred with the hebrews, and in certeyn places corrected as the text, and sense of the Prophete required.

The date is gathered from the second part of the book, which contains the Geneva catechism, form of prayer, and confession, and is printed by John Crespin, Geneva, 1556. No addition, it will be seen, had been made to the number of translations: it only remains, therefore, to speak of the tunes. In one respect this edition differs from all others. Here a new tune is given for every Psalm; in subsequent editions the tunes are repeated, sometimes more than once. They are printed without harmony, in the tenor or alto clef, at the head of the Psalm; the first verse accompanying the notes. The question has often been discussed, what the Church tunes are; what their origin was, and who their author. Burney says they are 'mostly German'; but that is impossible, since the translations in the edition of Sternhold which the emigrants took with them to Geneva were all, except one or two, in double common measure; and there are no foreign tunes of this date which will fit that peculiarly English metre. The true answer is probably to be found in Ravencroft's classified index of the tunes in his Psalter, published in 1621; where, under the heading of 'English tunes imitating the High Dutch, the Frans, and the French and Italian modes,' it will be found almost all the original 'Church tunes' which remained in use in his day. According to this excellent authority, therefore, the 'Church tunes,' as a whole, are English compositions. Furthermore, considering that they appear for the first time in this volume, published at Geneva, three years after the emigration, it becomes exceedingly probable that they are imitations of those which the emigrants found in use at Geneva among the French Protestants; which were chiefly, if not entirely, the tunes composed by Guillaume Francais du Psalter of Marot and Béza. [See Bourgeois and Francais in Appendix.] Some of the French tunes evidently at once became great favourites with the English Protestants. Already in this volume we find two most interesting attempts to adapt the famous French tune now known as the Old Hundredth to the double common measure. One is set to the 3rd Psalm, the other to the 58th. In both the first line is noted for note the same as in the French tune; the difference begins with the difference of

1 One of Ty's tunes has already been printed entire in this work. See article WINEGAR ON ETON TUNES.

2 The unique copy of this book is in the Bodleian Library.
metre, in the second line. We find further that as the translation of the Psalter proceeded towards completion, Keith and Whittingham, residents in Geneva, rendered some of the later psalms into special metres, and re-translated others—among them the 100th, in order to provide for the adoption of the most admired French tunes intact: these will be mentioned in detail, so far as they have been as yet identified, later on. The question of authorship is of secondary interest. There were at this time, no doubt, many English musicians capable of composing them, among the organists or singing men in the Cathedrals and Chapels Royal, who are known to have entered almost as warmly as the clergy into the religious discussions of the time, and of whom many took refuge at Geneva along with the clergy. Immediately upon the death of Mary, in 1558, this work found its way to England. The tunes at once became popular, as a strong and general demand was made for liberty to sing them in the churches. In the following year permission was given, in the 40th section of the injunctions for the guidance of the clergy; where, after commanding that the former order of service (Edward's) be preserved, Elizabeth adds:—

And yet nevertheless, for the comforting of such as delight in music, it may be permitted, that in the beginning or in the end of Common Prayer, either at morning or evening, there may be sung an hymn, or such like song, to the praise of Almighty God, in the best melody and music that may be conveniently devised, having respect that the sense of the hymn may be understood and perceived.

This permission, and the immediate advantage that was taken of it, no doubt did much to increase the popular taste for psalm-singing, and to hasten the completion of the Psalter. For in the course of the next year, 1550, a new edition appeared, in which the number of Psalms is raised to 64, with the following title:—

Psalms of David in English Metre, by Thomas Sternhold and others: conferred with the Hebrew, and in certain places corrected, as the sense of the Prophets required: and the Note joyned withall. Very mete to be used of all sorts of people generally, for the solace & comfort, laying apart all ungodly songs & ballades, which tend to the nourishing of Vice, and corrupting of Youth. Newly set forth and allowed, according to the Queens Maiesties Injunctions, 1560.

There is no name either of place or of printer, but in all probability it was an English edition. Although no mention is made of them in the title, this work includes metrical versions of three of the Evangelical Hymns, the ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, and the Creed. It may have included a few more of the same kind, but the only known copy of the work is imperfect at the end, where these additions are printed as a kind of supplement. The practice of repeating the tunes begins here, for though the number of psalms has been increased, the number of tunes has diminished. There are only 44, of which 23 have been taken on from the previous edition; the rest are new. Among the new tunes will be found five adopted from the French Psalter, in the manner described above. They are as follows:—The tunes to the French 121st, 124th, and 130th, have been set to the same psalms in the English version; the French 107th has been compressed to suit the English 120th; and the French 124th, though set to the same psalm in the English version, has been expanded by the insertion of a section between the third and fourth of the original; the French psalm having four lines of eleven to the stanza, the English five. The tune for the metrical commandments is the same in both versions.

By the following year 23 more translations were ready; and another edition was brought out, again at Geneva:—

Four score and seven Psalms of David in English Metre, by Thomas Sternhold and others: conferred with the Hebrew, and in certain places corrected, as the sense of the Prophet requirith. Whereunto are added the Songs of Simeon, the then commandments and the Lord's Prayer.

From the 'Forme of Prayers,' etc., bound up with it, we gather that it was 'printed at Geneva by Zacharie Durand.' The number of tunes had now been largely increased, and raised to a point beyond which we shall find it scarcely advanced for many years afterwards. The exact number is 63; of which 22 had appeared in both previous editions, 14 in the edition of 1560 only, and 2 in the edition of 1556 only. The rest were new. Among the new tunes will again be found several French importations. The tunes for the English 50th and 104th are the French tunes for the same psalms. The 100th is the French 134th, the 113th the French 36th, the 122nd the French 3rd, the 125th the French 31st, the 126th the French 90th. The 145th and 146th are also called 'French' by Ravenscroft. Thus far there is no sign of any other direct influence. The imported tunes, so far as can be discovered, are all French; and the rest are English imitations in the same style. 1661.

Before we enter upon the year 1562, which saw the completion of Sternhold's version, it is necessary that some account should be given of another Psalter, evidently intended for the public, which had been in preparation for some little time, and was actually printed, probably in 1560, but which was never issued:—the Psalter of Archbishop Parker. The title is as follows:—

The whole Psalter translated into English metre, which containeth an hundred and fifty psalms, Imprinted at London by John Dayes, dwelling over Alderagate beneath St. Martin's. Cum gratia et privilegio Regis Maiestatis, per decennium.

The privilege sufficiently proves the intention to publish. It seems at first sight curious, that while it has been necessary to speak of the copies of published works hitherto referred to as unique, it should be possible to say of this, which was never given to the public, that at least four or five examples are in existence. The reason, however, is no doubt to be found in the fact that

---

1 The unique copy of this book is in the Library of St. Paul's Cathedral. Thanks are due to the Dean and Chapter for permission to examine it.

2 The imported tunes sometimes underwent a slight alteration, assimilated by the freeness of the feminine rhymes to the French version. By this method a new character was often given to the tune.
the few copies struck off as specimens were distributed to select persons, and so, finding their way at once into careful hands, were the better preserved. The existing copies, so far as they have been compared, correspond exactly; and show that the work was complete, lacking nothing except the date, for which a blank space was left at the foot of the title page. The verse of this translation, which is in various metres, is in every way far superior to that of Sternhold’s; but though the author has evidently aimed at the simplicity and directness of his original, he is frequently obscure. The suppression of the work, however, was probably not due to any considerations of this kind, but either to the enormous popularity of Sternhold’s version, which was every day becoming more manifest, or, as it has been sometimes supposed, to a change in the author’s opinion as to the desirability of psalm-singing. In any case, it is much to be regretted, since it involved the suppression of nine tunes, specially composed by Tallis, in a style peculiar to himself, which, if the work had been published, would at all events have once more established the standard of an English tune in four parts, broad, simple, and effective, and suitable for congregational use; and, from the technical point of view, finer than anything of the kind that has been done since. Whether it would have prevailed or not, it is impossible to say.

We have seen how, in the case of Tye, the influence of Geneva triumphed over the beauty of his music; and that influence had become stronger in the interval. On the other hand, the tendency to florid descant, so hateful to the reformers, was absent from the work of Tallis. The compositions in this book are printed, in the manner then customary, in separate parts, all four being visible at once. They are in nearly plain counterpoint; the final close is sometimes slightly elaborated, but generally the effect—which is one of great richness, solemn or sweet according to the nature of the particular scale—is obtained by very simple means. Eight of the tunes are in the first eight modes, and are intended for the psalms; the ninth, in Mode XIII, is supplementary, and is set to a translation of ‘Veni Creator.’ Two of them have been revived, and are now well known. One appears in our hymnals as ‘Tallis,’ and is the supplementary tune in Mode XIII; the other, generally set to Bishop Ken’s evening hymn, and known as ‘Canon,’ is the tune in Mode VIII. With regard to the latter, it should be mentioned that in the original it is twice as long as in the modern form, every section being repeated before proceeding to the next. With this exception the melodies appear as they were written; but, as regards the three other parts, only such fragments have been retained as have happened to suit the taste or convenience of compilers. In the original, too, the tenor leads in the canon; this is reversed in the modern arrangement. The example here given, which is the tune in Mode I, is in a more severe and solemn strain than the two just mentioned. The treatment of the B—natural in

the first half of the tune, and flat in the latter half—is in the finest manner of Dorian harmony.

The instruction with regard to the tunes is as follows:—

The tenor of these parts be for the people when they will sing alone, the other parts, put for greater voices, or such as will sing or play them privately.

The method of fitting the psalms to appropriate tunes is very simple. At the head of each psalm stands an accent—grave, acute, or circumflex—indicating its nature as sad, joyful, or indifferent, according to the author’s notion: the tunes bear corresponding accents. The work is divided into three parts, each containing fifty psalms; and since it is only in the third

1 The bars in the original are only sectional, coinciding with the punctuation of the text.
part that these accents appear, (together with a rather ingenious system of red and black brackets, showing the rhyming structure of the verse,) we may perhaps conclude that the work was not all printed at once, and that it was only regularly completed when the last copy of the instructions regulating the composition of its contents had been finished. The object was to give the Psalmist a clear idea of the parts for which he was responsible, without being overwhelmed by the mass of information. The publication of the work was delayed by the death of the author, and the subsequent editing of the text was undertaken by his friends. The result was a work of great value, which has been widely used in the churches of England and other countries. It was first printed in 1653, under the title of "The Whole Book of Psalms Collected into English Meter, by Thomas Sternhold, J. Hopkins, and others, ..." and was followed in 1659 by a second edition, with the addition of several new Psalms. The work was revised and enlarged in subsequent editions, and has continued to be used ever since.

The number of tunes in this edition is 65; of which 14 had appeared in all the previous editions, 7 in the edition of 1650 and 1651 only, and 7 in the edition of 1651 only, and 4 in the edition of 1650 only. The rest were new. Nothing more had been taken from the French Psalter; but two tunes which Ravenscroft calls "High Dutch" were adopted. One of them, set to Wisdom's prayer "Preserve us, Lord, by thy dear word," was identified by Burney with the so-called Luther Chorale set to similar words.

Notwithstanding this title, only the first verse of each Psalm is given; enough to accompany the notes once, and no more: it is therefore only a companion to Sternhold; not, like almost all subsequent works of the kind, a substitute. But in other respects it was designed on a much larger scale than anything that appeared afterwards. It is in four volumes, one for each voice. Every composition, long or short, occupies a page; and at the head of each stands one of the fine pictorial initials, which appear in all the best books about this time. But it is as regards the quantity of the music that it goes farthest beyond all other collections of the same kind. The composers of subsequent Psalters thought it quite sufficient, as a rule, to furnish each of the 65 church tunes with a single setting; but here, not only has each been set, but frequently two and sometimes three and four composers have contributed settings of the same tune, and as if this were not enough, they have increased the work by as many as 30 tunes, not to be found in Sternhold, and for the most part probably original. The total result of their labours is a collection of 141 compositions, of which 4 are by N. Southerton, 11 by R. Brimle, 17 by J. Hake, 27 by T. Causon, and 81 by W. Parsons. It is worthy of remark that while all the contemporary musicians of the first rank had already been employed upon contributions to the liturgical service, not only by way of MSS., but also in the printed work, 'Cortaine notes,' etc. issued

1 A second edition was published in 1665.
by Day in 1560,—the composers to whom the publisher had recourse for this undertaking are all, except one,1 otherwise unknown. Nor is their music, though generally respectable and sometimes excellent, of a kind that requires any detailed description; it will be sufficient to mention a few of its most noticeable characteristics, interesting chiefly from the insight they afford into the practice of the average proficient at this period. The character of these compositions in most cases is much the same as that of the simple settings of the French Psalter by Goudimel and Claude le Jeune; the parts usually moving together, and the tenor taking the tune. The method of Causton, however, differs in some respects from that of his associates: he is evidently a follower of Tyte; showing the same tendency towards florid counterpoint, and often indeed using the same figures. He is, as might be expected, very much Tyte's inferior in invention, and moreover still retains some of the objectionable collisions, inherited by the school of this period from the earlier descant, which Tyte had refused to accept.2 Brinsle offends in the same way, but to a far greater extent: indeed, unless he has been cruelly used by the printer, he is sometimes unintelligible. In one of his compositions, for instance, having to accommodate his accompanying voices to a difficult close in the melody, he has written as follows:—3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pitch</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Pitch</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Pitch</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difficulty rising from the progression of the melody in this passage was one that often presented itself during the process of setting the earliest versions of the church tunes. It arose whenever the melody, in closing, passed by the interval of a whole tone from the seventh of the scale to the final. When this happened, the final cadence of the mode was of course impossible, and some sort of expedient became necessary. Since, however, no substitute for the proper close could be really satisfactory—because, no matter how cleverly it might be treated, the result must necessarily be ambigu-

1 Causton, a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal, had been a contributor to ‘Cortayne notes.’
2 He frequently converts passing discords into discords of percussion, by repeating the base note; and his ear, it seems, could tolerate the prepared ninth at the distance of a second, when it occurred between inner parts.
3 This passage, however, will present nothing extraordinary to those who may happen to have examined the examples, taken from Bisby, Pigott, and others, in Morley’s ‘Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musick.’ From these examples it appears that the laws which govern the treatment of discords were not at all generally understood by English musicians, even as late as the beginning of Henry the Eighth’s reign: it is quite evident that discords (not passing) were not only constantly taken unpreserved, but, what is more strange, the discordant note was absolutely free in its progression: it might either rise or fall at pleasure: it might pass, by skip or by degree, either to concord or discord; or it might remain to become the preparation of a suspended discord. And this was the practice of musicians of whom Morley says that they were skilful men for the time wherein they lived.

Both Parsons4 and Hake appear to have been excellent musicians. The style of the former is somewhat severe, sometimes even harsh, but always strong and solid. In the latter we find more sweetness; and it is characteristic of him that, more frequently than the others, he makes use of the soft harmony of the imperfect triad in its first inversion. It should be mentioned that of the 17 tunes set by him in this collection, 7 were church tunes, and 10 had previously appeared in Crepsin’s edition of Sternhold, and had afterwards been dropped. His additions, therefore, were none of them original. One other point remains to be noticed. Modulation, in these settings, is extremely rare; and often when it would seem—to modern ears at least—to be irresistibly suggested by the progression of the melody, the apparent ingenuity with which it has been avoided is very curious. In the tune given to the 22d Psalm, for instance, which is in Mode XIII (final, C), the second

4 In Rate’s psalter the tune of No. 1 has already been altered, in order to make a true final close possible, in the manner shown below. The tune containing No. 5 does not occur again, but here also an equally simple alteration brings about the desired result.
half begins with a phrase which obviously suggests a modulation to the dominant:—

but which has been treated by Parsons as follows:—

The importance of this Psalter, at once the first and the most liberal of its kind, entitles it to a complete example of its workmanship. The tune chosen is that to the 137th Psalm, an excellent specimen of the English imitations of the French melodies, and interesting also as being one of the two tunes which, appearing among the first printed—in Crespin’s edition of Sternhold,—are in use at this day. It was evidently a favourite with Parsons, who has set it three times; twice placing it in the tenor, and once in the upper voice. The latter setting is the one here given:—

Mode XIV. Transposed.

Psalm CXXXVII. W. Parsons.

When as we sat in Ba - bl'on.

the 7 - vers round a - boot; And in re - mem-

1 Nothing is more interesting than to trace the progress of a passage of this kind through subsequent psalters, and to notice how surely, sooner or later, the modulation comes:—

Mode XIII. Transposed.

W. Corshold (Esté’s Psalter, 1599).

T. Morley (Barley’s Psalter).

At the end of the book are to be found a few miscellaneous compositions, some in metre and some in prose, evidently not specially intended for this work, but adopted into it. Some of these are by the musicians employed upon the Psalter; but there are also two by Tallis, and one each by Sheppard and Edwards.

The ample supply of four-part settings contained in Day’s great collection seems to have so far satisfied the public craving, that during the next sixteen years no other publication of the same kind was attempted. Nor had the work which appeared at the end of that period been composed with any kind of desire to rival or succeed the existing one; it had, in fact, never been intended for the public, and was brought out without the permission, or even the knowledge of its author. Its title was as follows:—

The Psalms of David in English meter with notes of four partes set unto them by Gulielmo Damon, for John Bull, to the use of the godliy Christians for recreating themselves, instead of fond and unseemly Ballades. Anno 1579 at London Printed by John Daye. Cum privilegio.

The circumstances of this publication, as they were afterwards related, were shortly these. It was Damon’s custom, on the occasion of each of his visits to his friend, Mr. John Bull, to compose, and leave behind him, a four-part setting of some one of the church tunes; and these, when the collection was complete, Bull gave to the printer, without asking the author’s consent, but has ever refused those which the ear desires, and which he might have taken without having recourse to chromatic notes. It remained for later musicians to bring out the beauty of the melody.
sent. The preface, by one Edward Hake, is a kind of apology, partly for the conduct of the above-mentioned Mr. John Bull, ‘citizen and goldsmith of London,’ and partly for the settings themselves, of which he says that they were ‘by peecse meale gathered and gathered together from the fertile soyle of his honest friend Guillemo Damon one of her Maiesties Musitions, who’ never meant them to the use of any learned and cunning Musition, but altogether respected the pleasuryng of his private friend.’ The settings—one only to each tune—are very much of the kind that might be expected from the circumstances. They are in plain counterpoint, with the tune in the tenor; evidently the work of a competent musician, but without special merit. The book contains 14 tunes not to be found in Day, and among these are the first four of those single common measure tunes which later quite took the place in popular favour of all but a few of the older double kind. They had not as yet been named, but they were afterwards known as Cambridge, Oxford, Canterbury, and Southwell. Two of the church tunes have been dropped; and it should also be remarked that in many cases the value of the notes has been altered, the alteration being, in all cases, the substitution of a minim for a semibreve.

Warton mentions a small publication, ‘VII. Steppes to heavens, alias the vii [penitential] Psalms reduced into meter by Will Hunny,’ which he says was brought out by Henry Denham in 1581; and ‘Seuen soes of a sorrowfull soule for sinne,’ published in 1585, was, according to the same authority, a second edition of the same work with a new title. The later edition contains seven tunes in double common measure, in the style of the church tunes, exceedingly well written, and quite up to the average merit of their models. Burney and Lowndes both mention a collection of settings with the following title:—

Musick of six and five parts made upon the common tunes used in singing of the Psalms by John Coysn, London by John Wolfe 1585.

Another work, called by Canon Havergal the ‘Psalter of Henrie Denham,’ is said to have been published in 1588.

Damon seems to have been considerably annoyed to find that compositions which he thought good enough for Mr. Bull, had been by Mr. Bull thought good enough for the public; and, as a protest against the injustice done to his reputation, began, and lived long enough to finish, two other separate and complete settings of the church tunes, in motet fashion; the tunes in the first being in the tenor, and in the second in the upper voice. They were brought out after his death by a friend, one William Swayne, from whose preface we learn the particulars of the publication of 1579. The tunes are as follows:—

1. The former book of the Musick of M. William Damon late one of her Maiesties Musitions: containing all the tunes of David’s Psalms, as they are ordinarily sung in the Church: most excellently by him composed into 4 parts. In which sett the Tenor singeth the Church tune. Published for the recreation of such as delight in Musick: by W. Swanye Gent. Printed by T. Este, the assigne of W. Byrd. 1579.

2. The Second Books of the Musicke of M. William Damon, containing all the tunes of David’s Psalms, differing from the former in respect that the highest part singeth the Church tune, etc.

In both these works the compositions are in the same rather ornate style; points of imitation are frequently taken upon the plain song, the parts from time to time resting, in the usual manner of the motet. Their whole aim is, in fact, more ambitious than that of any other setting of the church tunes. Twelve of the original tunes have been dropped; and one in single common measure, added,—the tune afterwards known as Windsor or Eton. [See Windsor Tune.]

Este, the publisher of these two works, must have been at the same time engaged upon the preparation of his own famous Psalter, for in the course of the next year it was brought out, with the following title:—

The whole books of psalms: with their wonted Tunes, as they are song in Churches, composed into four parts. All which are so placed that four may sing each one a several part in this books. Wherein the Church tunes are carefully corrected, and thereunto added other short tunes usually sung in London, and other places of this Realme. With a table in the end of the books of such tunes as are newly added, with the number of each Psalme placed to the said Tune. Compil’d by sondry authors who have so laboured herein, that the whole are full with small practice may attain to sing that part which is fittest for their voice. Imprinted at London by Thomas Est, the assigne of William Byrd: dwelling in Aldergates streets at the signe of the Black Horse and are there to be sold. 1592.

It seems to have been part of Este’s plan to ignore his predecessor. He has dropped nine of the tunes which were new in Damon’s Psalters, and the five which he has taken on appear in his ‘Note of tunes newly added in this books.’ Four of these five were those afterwards known as Cambridge, Oxford, Canterbury, and Windsor, and the first three must already have become great favourites with the public, since Cambridge has been repeated 29 times, Oxford 27 times, and Canterbury 33 times. The repetition, therefore, is now on a new principle: the older custom was to repeat almost every tune once or twice, but in this Psalter the repetition is confined almost entirely to these three tunes. Five really new tunes, all in single common measure, have been added. To three of these, names for the first time, are given; they are ‘Glassenbury,’ ‘Kentish’ (afterwards Rochester), and ‘Chosshir.’ The other two, though not named as yet, afterwards became London and Winchester.

For the four-part settings Este engaged ten composers, ‘being such,’ he says in his preface, ‘as I know to be expert in the Arte and sufficient to answer such curious carping Musitions, whose skill hath not been employed to the furthering of this work.’ This is no empty boast; of the settings are:—

12 by George Kirby; 10 by Richard Allison;

A second edition was published in 1594, and a third in 1604. The work was reprinted by the Musical Antiquarian Society in 1964.

These works the writer has not been able to meet with.
cluded in the original scheme of the work, since they do not appear till later. Johnson's first setting being Ps. cxvii. and Farnaby's Ps. cxviii. They need special, but not favourable, mention; because, although their compositions are thoroughly able, and often beautiful—Johnson's especially so—it is they who make it impossible to point to Estē's Psalter as a model throughout of pure writing. The art of composing for concerted voices in the strict diatonic style had reached, about the year 1580, probably the highest point of excellence it was capable of. Any change must have been for the worse, and it is in Johnson and Farnaby that we here see the change beginning. 3

There is, however, one Psalter which can be said to show the pure Elizabethan counterpoint in perfection throughout. It is entirely the work of one man, Richard Allison, already mentioned as one of Estē's contributors, who published it in 1599, with the following title:—

The Psalms of David in Meter, the plainsong being the common tunne to be sung and plaine upon the Lute, Orpharyon, Citterne or Base Violl, severally together, the singing part to be either Tenor or Treble to the instrument, so as to the nature of the Tune, for verses yowre. With tunes short Tunnes in the end, to which for the most part all the Psalms may be usually sung, for the use of such as are of mean skill, and whose etreaste least serveth to practise. By Richard Allison Gent. Practitioner in the Art of Musicke, and able to be sold at his house in the Dukes place sever Alde-Gate London, printed by William Barley, the assigne of Thomas Morley. 1599.

The style of treatment employed by Allison in this work—in which he has given the tune to the upper voice throughout—is almost the same as the mixed style adopted by Estē in his Psalter. Here, after an interval of seven years, we find a slightly stronger tendency towards the more florid manner, but his devices and ornaments are still always in perfectly pure taste. 2

The lute part was evidently only intended for use when the tune was sung by a single voice, since it is constructed in the manner then proper to lute accompaniments to songs, in which the notes taken by the voice were omitted. Sir John

3 Johnson (Ps. cxvii.) has taken the fourth unprepared in a chord of the 5-4, and the imperfect third with the root in the bass. Farnaby so frequently abandons the old practice of making all the notes upon one syllable conjunct, that one must suppose he actually preferred the leap in such cases. The following is an example of such a case of mean skill, and whose etreaste least serveth to practise. By Richard Allison Gent. Practitioner in the Art of Musicke, and able to be sold at his house in the Dukes place sever Alde-Gate London, printed by William Barley, the assigne of Thomas Morley. 1599.

1 Farmer had published, in the previous year, forty canons, two in one, upon one plainsong. These however were only contrapuntal

G. FARNABY. E. JOHNSON.
Hawkins, in his account of the book, makes a curious mistake on this point. He says, 'It is observable that the author has made the plainsong or Church tune the cantus part, which part being intended as well for the lute or cittern, as the voice, is given also in those characters called the tablature which are peculiar to those instruments. That the exact opposite is the case,' will be seen from the translation of a fragment of the lute part, here given:

The next Psalter to be mentioned is one which seems to have hitherto escaped notice. It was issued without date; but since collation with Este's third edition proves it to be later than 1604, and since we know that its printer, W. Barley, brought out nothing after the year 1614, it must have been published in the interval between those two dates. Its title is as follows:

The whole Books of Psalms. With their woomted Tunes, as they are sung in Churches, composed into four parts. Compiled by sundrie Authors, who have so laboured herein, that the unskilful with small practise may attaine to sing that part, which is fittest for their voice. Printed at London in little S. Hellens by W. Barley, the assignes of T. Morley, and are to be sold at his shop in Gracious street. Gum privilegio.

From this title, and from the fact that Morley was the successor to Byrd, whose assignee Este was, it would be natural to infer that the work was a further edition of Este's Psalter: and from its contents, it would seem to put forward some pretence to be so. But it differs in several important respects from the original. Este's Psalter was a beautiful book, in octavo size, printed in small but perfectly clear type; the voice parts separate, but all visible at once, and all turning

1 Hawkins has evidently been misled by the clumsily worded title.

2 One explanation only can be suggested at present. The work may have been intended to rank with four-part psalters at all. The sole right to print Sternhold's version, with the church tunes, had just passed into the hands of the Stationers' company; and it is possible that this book may have been put forward, not as a fourth edition of Este, but in competition with the company: the promoters hoping, by the retention of the complete settings of a few favourite tunes, and the useless bass part of the rest, to create a technical difference, which would enable them to avoid infringement of the Stationers' patent. The new settings of Morley and Bennett may have been added as an attractive feature. If, however, the announcement of the title of the third edition of Este (1604), 'printed for the company of Stationers,' should mean that the company made a grant of authority to the work, Barley's publication would seem no longer to be defendable, on any ground. Further research may make the matter more clear.
PSALTER.

Germany, Italy, France, and the Netherlands: never as yet before in one volume published. Newly corrected and enlarged by Thomas Ravenscroft, Bachelor of Musicke. Printed at London, for the Company of Stationers.

This Psalter contains a larger number of compositions than any other except that of Day; but the number in excess of the Church tunes is not made up, as in Day, by alternative settings, but by the addition of 40 new tunes, almost all of which are single common measure tunes of the later kind, with names. They appear in the index under the heading—such tunes of the Psalms usually sung in Cathedrall Churches, Collegiat Chapels, &c., and are divided broadly into three classes, one of which contains those named after the English Cathedrals and Universities, while the other two are called respectively Scotch and Welsh, and the tunes named accordingly. The whole subject of these names, and how they are to be understood, has been gone into at some length by Cassiarus Regius, in a work of his published in this country, and his conclusion is probably the right one, namely, that the tunes were in most cases designated according to the localities in which they were found in use, but that this does not necessarily imply a local origin. We have already referred to Ravenscroft's description of the old double common measure tunes, and need add nothing here with respect to them. Under the heading 'foraigne tunes usually sung in Great Britaine' will be found, for the French, only the few tunes taken from the Geneva Psalter, enumerated above; with regard to other sources, the magnificent promise of the title-page is reduced to three German tunes, two Dutch, and one Italian.

Of the 100 settings in this work, 38 had appeared in previous ones. All the musicians engaged upon Este's Psalter are represented here; 31 of their compositions have been taken over, and 10 have contributed a new one; Doulard's is the setting of the 100th Psalm, already given in this work. [See HYMN, vol. i. p. 762 b.] Also, one of Parsons' settings has been taken from Day's Psalter, though not without alteration. The four settings by Morley and Bennett, from Barley's Psalter, have already been mentioned, and in addition there is a new one by Morley, a setting of the 1st Psalm. Tallis's tune in Mode VIII is also given here from Parker's Psalter (to a morning hymn), in the shortened form, but with the tenor still leading the canon.

Eight new composers appear, whose names and contributions are as follows:—R. Palmer, 1; J. Milton, 2; W. Harrison, 1; J. Tomkins, 1; T. Tomkins, 2; W. Cranfeld or Cranford, 2; J. Ward, 1; S. Stubbe, 2; Ravenscroft himself, 48. In the work of all these composers is to be seen the same impurity of taste which was visible in the settings made for Este by Parnaby and Johnson. The two cadences given above in a note, as examples of a kind of aberration, are here found to have become part of the common stock of music, and an inferior treatment of conjunct passages in short notes, in which the alternate crotchet is dotted, finds, among other disimprovements, great favour with the editor. Ravenscroft and Milton appear to be by far the best of the new contributors. The variety shown by the former in his methods of treatment is remarkable: he seems to have formed himself upon Este's Psalter, to have attempted all its styles in turn, and to have measured himself with almost every composer. Notwithstanding this, it is evident that he had no firm grasp of the older style, and that he was advancing as rapidly as any musician of his day towards the modern tonality and the modern priority of harmonic considerations in part writing. Milton's two settings are fine, notwithstanding the occasional use of the degraded cadence, and on the whole worthy of the older school, to which indeed it properly belonged. The rest, if we except Ward, may be grouped under the name of the inferior men, working with an inferior method.

Two years later appeared the work of George Wither:

The Hymnes and Songs of the Church, Divided into two Parts. The first Part comprehends the Canonical Hymnes, and such parts of Holy Scripture as may properly be sung: with some other ancient Songs and Creeds. The second Part consists of Spiritual Songs, appropriated to the several Times and Occasions, observable in the Church of England. Translated and composed by G. W. London, printed by the assignes of George Wither, 1625. A privilege to Regis Regali.

This work was submitted during its progress to James the First, and so far found favour that the author obtained a privilege of fifty-one years, and a recommendation in the patent that the book should be 'inserted in convenient manner and due place in every English Psalm book in metre.' The king's benevolence, however, was of no effect; the Company of Stationers, considering their own privilege invaded, declared against the author and book, and the whole was suppressed by force of authority. The work was then published again, and at a later period a third edition, with an addition, was printed. The person who once had the sale of the book. Here again, as in the case of Parker's Psalter, the virtual suppression of the work occasioned the loss of a set of noble tunes by a great master. Sixteen compositions by Orlando Gibbons had been made for it, and were printed with it. They are in two-part counterpoint, nearly plain, for treble and bass; the treble being the tune, and the bass, though not figured, probably intended for the organ. In style they resemble rather the tunes of Tallis than the imitations of the Geneva tunes to which English congregations had been accustomed, it being possible to accent them in the same way as the words they were to accompany; syncopation, however, sometimes occurs, but rarely, and more rarely still in the bass. The harmony often reveals very clearly the transitional condition of music at this period. For instance, in Modes XIII and XIV a sectional termination in the melody on the second of the scale disanalysed, in the older harmony, treated as a full close, having the same note in the base; here we find it treated in the modern way, as a half close, with the fifth
of the scale in the bass. Two of these tunes, altered, appear in modern hymnals. 1

In 1532 an attempt was made to introduce the Geneva tunes complete into this country. Translations were made to suit them, and the work was brought out by Thomas Harper. It does not seem, however, to have reached a second edition. The enthusiasm of earlier days had no doubt enabled the reformers to master the exotic metres of the few imported tunes; but from the beginning the tendency had been to simplify, and, so to speak, to anglicize them; and since the Geneva tunes had remained unchanged, Harper's work must have presented difficulties which would appear quite insuperable to ordinary congregations.

We have now arrived at the period when the dislike which was beginning to be felt by educated persons for the abject version of Sternhold was to find practical expression. Wither had intended his admirable translation of the Ecclesiastical Hymns and Spiritual Songs to supersede the older one, and in 1636 George Sandys, a son of the Archbishop, published the complete psalter, with the following title:—

A paraphrase upon the Psalms of David, by G. S. Set to new tunes for private devotion; and a thorough bass, for voice or instrument. By Henry Lawes, gentleman of His Majesty's Chapel Royal. 1

The tunes, 24 in number, are of great interest. Lawes was an ardent disciple of the new Italian school; and these two-part compositions, though following in their outline the accustomed psalm-tune form, are in their details as directly opposed to the older practice as anything ever written by Peri or Caccini. The two parts proceed sometimes for five or six notes together in thirds or tenths; the bass is frequently raised a semitone, and the imperfect fifth is constantly taken, both as a harmony and as an interval of melody. The extreme poverty of Lawes's music, as compared with what was afterwards produced by composers following the same principles, has prevented him from receiving the recognition which was certainly his due. He was the first English composer who perceived the melodies to which the new system of tonality was to give rise; and in this volume will be found the germs of some of the most beautiful and affecting tunes of the 17th and 18th centuries: the first section of the famous St. Anne's tune, for instance, is note for note the same as the first section of his tune to the 9th psalm. Several of these tunes, complete, are to be found in our modern hymnals.

The translation of Sandys was intended, as the title shows, to supersede Sternhold's in private use; but several others, intended to be sung in the churches, soon followed. Besides the translation of Sir W. Alexander (published in Charles the First's reign), of which King James had been content to pass for the author, there appeared, during the Commonwealth, the versions of Bishop King, Barton, and Rous. None, however, require more than a bare mention, since they were all adapted to the Church tunes to be found in the current editions of Sternhold, and have therefore only a literary interest. Nothing requiring notice here was produced until after the Restoration, when, in 1671, under circumstances very different from any which had decided the form of previous four-part psalters, John Playford brought out the first of his well-known publications:—

Psalm and Hymns in solemn music of four parts on the Common Tunes to the Psalms in Maine, used in the Parish Churches. Also six Hymns for one voyage to the Organ. By John Playford. London, printed by W. Godbey for J. Playford at his shop in the Inner Temple. 1671.

This book contains only 47 tunes, of which 35 were taken from Sternhold (including 14 of the single common measure tunes with names, which had now become Church tunes), and 12 were new. But Playford, in printing even this comparatively small selection, was offering to the public a great many more than they had been of late accustomed to make use of. The tunes in Sternhold were still available to all, but not only had the general interest in music been steadily declining during the reigns of James and Charles, but the authorized version itself, from long use in the churches, had now become associated in the minds of the Puritans with the system of Episcopacy, and was consequently unfavourably regarded, the result being that the number of tunes to which the psalms were now commonly sung, when they were sung at all, had dwindled down to some half dozen. These tunes may be found in the appendix to Bishop King's translation, printed in 1651. According to the title-page, his psalms were 'to be sung after the old tunes used in Æ churches,' but the tunes actually printed are only the old 100th, 11st, 81st, 19th, Commandments, Windsor, and one other not a Church tune. 2 There be other tunes, adds the author, 'but being not usual, are not here set down.' The miserable state of music in general at the Restoration is well known; but, as regards psalmody in particular, a passage in Playford's preface so well describes the situation and some of its causes, that it cannot be omitted here:—

For many years, this part of divine service was skillfully and devoutly performed, with delight and comfort by many honest and religious people; and is still continued in our churches, but not with that reverence and estimation as formerly: some not affecting the translation, others not liking the music: both, I must confess need reforming. Those many tunes formerly used to these Psalms, for excellence of form, solemn air and suitableness to the matter of the Psalms, were no inferior to any tunes used in foreign churches; but at this day the best, and almost all the choice tunes are lost, and out of use in our churches; nor must we expect it otherwise, when in and about this great city, in above one hundred parishes there is but few parish clarks to be found that have either ear or understanding to set one of these tunes musically as it ought to be: it having been a custom during the late wars, and since, to choose men into such places, more for their poverty than skill or ability; whereby this part of God's service hath been so ridiculously performed in most parishes, that it is now brought into scorn and derision by many people.

The settings are all by Playford himself. They are in plain counterpoint, and the voices indicated are Alto, Counter tenor, Tenor, and

1 These works were reprinted by John Russell Smith in 1866 and 1872 respectively.
PSALTER.

Bass, an arrangement rendered necessary by the entire absence, at the Restoration, of trained trebles.

This publication had no great success, a result ascribed by the author to the folio size of the book, which admits made it inconvenient to 'carry to church.' His second psalter, therefore, which he brought out six years later, was printed in 8vo. The settings are here again in plain counterpoint, but this time the work contains the whole of the Church tunes.

The title is as follows:—

The whole book of Psalms, collected into English metre by Sterndehold Hopkins, &c. With the usual Hymns and Spiritual Songs, and all the ancient and modern tunes sung in Churches, composed in three parts, Cantus Medius and Basso. In a more plain and useful method than hath been heretofore published. By John Playford. 1677.

Playford gives no reason for setting the tunes in three parts only, but we know that this way of writing was much in favour with English composers after the Restoration, and remained so till the time of Handel. Three-part counterpoint had been much used in earlier days by the secular school of Henry the Eighth's time, but its prevalence at this period was probably due to the fact that it was a favourite form of composition with Carissimi and his Italian and French followers, whose influence with the English school of the Restoration was paramount.

This was the last complete setting of the Church tunes, and for a hundred years afterwards it continued to be printed for the benefit of those who still remained faithful to the old melodies, and the old way of setting them. In 1747 the book had reached its 20th edition.

Playford generally receives the credit, or discredit, of having reduced the Church tunes to notes of equal value, since in his psalters they appear in minims throughout, except the first and last notes of sections, where the semibreve is retained; but it will be found, on referring to the current editions of Sternhold, that this had already been done, probably by the congregations themselves, and that he has taken the tunes as he found them in the authorized version. His settings also have often been blamed, and it must be confessed that compared with most of his predecessors, he is only a tolerable musician, though he thought himself a very good one; but this being admitted, he is still deserving of praise for having made, in the publication of his psalters, an intelligent attempt to assist in the general work of reconstruction; and if he failed to effect the permanent restoration of the older kind of psalmody, it was in fact not so much owing to his weakness, as to the natural development of new tendencies in the art of music.

The new metrical translations afterwards brought out were always intended, like those of the Commonwealth, to be sung to the Church tunes; and each work usually contained a small selection, consisting of those most in use, together with a few new ones. Concurrently with these appeared a large number of publications,—

Harmonious Companions, Psalm Singer's Magazines, etc., which contained all the favourite tunes, old and new, set generally in four parts. Through one or other of these channels most of the leading musicians of this and the following century contributed to the popular psalmody. Both tunes and settings now became very various in character, and side by side with settings made for Este's Psalter might be found compositions of which the following fragment will give some idea.

On the next page is the original setting of the 44th Psalm by Blancks.

The fact most strongly impressed upon the mind after going through a number of these publications, extending over a period of one hundred and fifty years, is that the quality and character of the new tunes and settings in no way depends, as in the case of the old psalters, upon the date at which they were written. Dr. Howard's beautiful tune, St. Bride, for instance, was composed thirty or forty years after the strange production given above; his tune, however, must not be taken as a sign of any general improvement, things having rather gone from bad to worse. The truth seems to be that the popular tradition of psalmody having been hopelessly broken during the Commonwealth, and individual taste and ability having become the only deciding forces in the production of tunes, the composers of the 17th and 18th centuries, in the exercise of their discretion, chose sometimes to imitate the older style, and sometimes to employ the inferior methods of contemporary music. To the public the question of style seems to have been a matter of the most perfect indifference.

Sternhold continued to be printed as an authorized version until the second decade of the present century. The version of Tate and Brady remained in favour twenty or thirty years longer, and was only superseded by the hymnals now in actual use. [H.E.W.]

PUCITTA, VINCENzo. Line 1 of article, for Rome read Civita Vecchia.

PUPO, GIUSEPPE. Line 2 of article, add day of birth, June 13, and I. 6 from end, that of death, April 19.
PURCELL. P. 46 b, l. 19—25. This sentence is to be corrected by a reference to MACBETH MUSIC, vol. ii., p. 184; the question of the date of composition of 'Dido and Aeneas' is discussed in Mr. Cummings's 'Life of Purcell.' P. 47, l. 3-4, for 'He does not appear to have produced,' etc, read 'His only production for the stage in 1679 was Lee's 'Oedipus.' [See DORSET GARDEN THEATRE in Appendix vol. iv. p. 617.]

PURCELL SOCIETY. The edition of 'Timon of Athens' referred to in the last sentence but one of article, was issued in 1883. The music-meetings mentioned at the end were aban-

doned, and in 1887 the scheme, which had fallen into abeyance for a time, was re-organized by Mr. Cummings and Mr. W. Barclay Squire, who undertook the respective duties of editor and honorary secretary.

PYNE. Line 7, omit the words (afterwards Mrs. Galton). Susan, or more correctly Susannah. Pyne, married Mr. F. H. Standing, a baritone singer, known professionally as Celli; Mrs. Galton was another sister, who had no repute as a singer. P. 54 b, l. 6, add the date of the return to England and commencement of the-

atrical management, 1858.

QUARENGHI, GIUSEPPE, violoncellist, and professor of the cello at the Conservatorio of Milan, was born at Casalmaggiore Oct. 22, 1826. He studied under Vincenzo Merighi, who, as he says, 'gave a proof of his wisdom and skill in educating that piece of perfection (quella perf.zione) called Alfredo Piatti.' Quarenghi has published numerous compositions for his instrument, but he will always be best known by his great 'Metodo di Violoncello' published at Milan in 1877, which is undoubtedly the most complete method extant. It was formally adopted by the Milan Conservatorio in 1875, after a commission of four professors (with Piatti) had reported on its merits. It is divided into five parts, of which the third is a short treatise on Harmony and Counterpoint, a branch of study which, in the words of the report, has been either omitted or imperfectly developed in the existing methods. It is much to be regretted that this admirable work has not been translated, as the writer feels assured that it only has to be known to be thoroughly appreciated by all professors of the violoncello.

[Q.H.]

QUART-GEIGE. See VIOLON 弾 COCOLO.

QUIVER. P. 60 a, l. 4 before last musical example, for notes read quavers. Add as footnote. One quaver of historical importance deserves mention, that which Handel added in pencil to the quintet in 'Jeptha' in 1758, six years after he is supposed to have lost his sight, and in which Schechter's words shows that by 'looking very closely at a thing he was still able to see it a little.'

[G.]

QUINTUPLE TIME. P. 61 b, after Rhythmische Studien, op. 52, add 'Viens, gentille Dame' in Boieldieu's 'La Dame blanche'; Lôwe's Ballad 'Fritz Eugen,' a number in Rubinstein's 'Tower of Babel,' and elsewhere.

RACCOLTA GENERALE, ETC. Line 15 of article, for 24 d. read 14 d. At end of article add reference to ALFIERI in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 520.

RAFF, JOACHIM. P. 65 b, l. 7, add that he died in the night of June 24-25, 1833. In the list of works, add op. 191, 'Blumensprache,' 6 songs; 209, 'Die Tageszeiten,' for chorus, pianoforte, and orchestra; 310, suite for PF. and vln.; 214, symphony 'Im Winter'; 215, 'Von der Schwäbischen Alb,' 2 PF. pieces, and 216, 'Aus der Adventzeit,' 8 PF. pieces, edited by Bülow after the composer's death.

RAMANN, LINA. Add that her life of Liszt was translated by Mrs. S. H. Eddy, Chicago, and by Miss E. Cowdery, and published in 2 vols. in 1882.

RAMEAU, J. P. In the list of operas and ballets on p. 70 b, the date of production of 'Les Fêtes de Polymnie' is to be altered to Oct. 10, 1745.

RANDEGGER, ALBERTO. P. 73 b, l. 3, for Maurona read Mauroner. Line 6, for Zera read Zara. Line 22, for a director read an honorary member and director. Line 26, for 1879-80 read 1879-85, omitting the words Her Majesty's Theatre from the next line. He superintended the productions and conducted the performances of the following operas, produced for the first time in English:—'Carmen,' 'Taming of the Shrew,' 'Lohengrin,' and 'Tannhäuser,' besides 'Emeseralda' and 'Nadeleshia' by A. Goring Thomas. A scene by him, set to words from Byron's 'Prayer of Nature,' for tenor and
RAUZZINI.

orchestra, was given at a Philharmonic Concert in 1887.

RASOUMOWSKY. Pp. 77 b and 78 a, the two examples are given in Köhler's 'Album Russe,' nos. 188 and 175 respectively.

RAUZZINI, VENANNO. Line 8 of article, add that his first appearance in London was in Corr's 'Alessandro nell'Indie.' The Round mentioned in l. 25 will be found in vol. iv. p. 191.

RAVENScroft, John. Add that a set of sonatas in three parts (two violins and violone or arch-lute) by him, were printed at Rome in 1695.

RAVENScroft, Thomas. Line 19, for 1611 read 1614.

RAYMOND AND AGNES. Add that the opera had been produced at Manchester in 1855.

REAL FUGUE. P. 81 a, note 1, for 1558 read 1588.

REBEC. Line 5 from end of article; a correction of the statement there made will be found in vol. iv. p. 271, note 1.

RECITATIVE. P. 85 a, last sentence, for correction see vol. iii. p. 695, note 2.

RECORDING MUSIC PLAYED EXTEMPOREANOUSLY. Many efforts have been made to obtain a permanent record of music played impromptu on the pianoforte or organ.

In the year 1747 the Rev. J. Creed proposed to make a machine 'to write down extempore voluntaries as fast as any master shall play them,' but the apparatus does not seem to have been constructed. In vol. i. p. 499 of this work will be found a brief account of some early attempts to construct such machines. Hofhild's apparatus, made in 1752, is simplicity itself, and has been the parent of many such schemes put forth as novel from that time down to our own day. The plan of attaching a pencil or some form of stylus underneath the far end of each pianoforte key, so that when it is depressed it shall make a mark (more or less long according to the time value of the note held down) upon a slowly moving band of paper unwound from a roll, is an obvious idea. But there are material difficulties connected with such a plan, the chief being the ready translation of its product into the ordinary notation. Some inventors proposed to substitute for the friable pencil a metal stylus and black carbonized paper. But no attempt was made to indicate the bars on the paper, and so the strokes more or less long, the hasty accidental and the rests on the paper presented a hopeless puzzle to the transcriber. In 1837 M. Carreyre exhibited before the French Institute a 'Melographick piano,' in which the music played was represented by certain signs impressed on a thin plate of lead. A committee was appointed to examine the apparatus, but inasmuch as they never reported, the machine was doubtless not a success. M. Boudoin afterwards read before the same body a paper concerning another scheme of this kind, but nothing is known of his plan. In 1836 an English patent was taken on behalf of M. Eisenmenger of Paris for an apparatus of the depressed stylus and carbonized paper type, and it is notable as showing the first attempt made to measure off the bars. The inventor suggested that this could be accomplished by the performer's beating time with his foot on a pedal; mechanism connected with this punctured the moving band of paper, dividing it into regulated spaces. It is uncertain whether a machine was ever made on this plan. Towards the close of 1849 M. Dupre's 'Pressophonograph' was exhibited at the Paris Exhibition of 1855. In 1856 I. Merzolo, an Italian engineer, applied for a provisional patent for an apparatus to give an 'identical repetition with types like those used in ordinary printing.' The specification is very brief, and too vague to indicate how the desired object could be accomplished. In 1863 electricity is first mentioned in connection with this subject, a patent being taken out by Dr. F. E. Fenby of Walthamstow for 'The Electro-Magnetic Phongraph' (the same won which Edison employed some sixteen years later). The main principle of Fenby's instrument was identical with that which underlies all telegraphic operations, viz. the making a bent piece of soft iron into a temporary magnet by passing an electric current round it; by the motion so obtained from its armature a small inked wheel was pressed against a band of moving paper. The scheme seems to be complicated, and there is no evidence that such a machine was ever made. In 1864 Mr. E. S. Endres applied for a patent, but it was refused him. His chimerical proposal was to have as many type-wheels as there were pianoforte keys; on the periphery of these wheels there were cut notes of various values, from a semibreve to a demisemiquaver. Upon the finger rising from a note struck, the intention was, that the revolving wheel should print on paper an ordinary note of the exact time-value of the sound played. Pedals had to be depressed when accidentals were used. An examination of the mechanism drawn shows that the idea was quite impracticable. As late as 1880 Schwetz a German, Hoyer a Frenchman, in 1884 Allen an Englishman, and in 1885 Greiner of New York, amongst others, took out patents for apparatuses of the depressed pencil order. At the Paris Exhibition of 1881, M. J. Charpentier exhibited 'La Méliographie Répétition,' attached to a small harmonium. Its inventor stated that it was to write down ordinary music played extemporaneously on the instrument dans le langage de Jacquard. The process was to be effected by means of electro-magnets connected with the keys putting into action a series of cutters which cut slits in a band of moving paper, the slits corresponding to the length and position of the notes. By an after arrangement the perforated paper allows the wind to pass through its slits, and thus reproduces the music previously played. M. Charpentier was enthusiastic enough.
to believe he could also make his machine print the music executed in the ordinary notation, but avowed that this was only a project. The apparatus shown did not appear to have been in working order. In 1887 M. Charpentier took out another patent, in which metal styles attached to the under part of the keys acted on the balanced riba of a revolving cylinder; these were kept inked, and the paper was passed when a key struck. He also provided for depressing by electro-magnets or pneumatic agency. In 1880 Mr. H. J. Dickenson proposed to apply the principle of the Casselli electro-chemical telegraph to recording music played on the piano; from the measure account of his plan printed in the specification it is impossible to describe its mechanism. In 1881, M. A. P. Hodgson, an engineer of Paris, took out a patent (No. 573) for an ‘Apparatus for correctly transcribing musical compositions.’ The instrument is termed by the inventor the ‘Piano graph Metronome.’ To judge from the specification and drawings attached to the patent, this apparatus was of the most complicated description. The machine was furnished with a metronome for governing the rate of motion at which a cylinder should revolve, and so regulating the time; this had to be mathematically exact, otherwise the mechanism would not synchronise with the player. If all went right, the machine was supposed to print on a huge band of paper about four feet broad, lines representing in their length the duration of the notes held down. As no provision was made for indicating any variation of the time-measure, or for accelerando, ritemando, etc., M. Hodgson’s machine would not have proved of much utility, even if it could have been constructed; he had so little idea of music that he directed the player to end his composition by a perfect chord in the key of F, and not by the tonic; a third or a fifth composition. In 1881 Herr J. Förh showed at the Stuttgart Exhibition of that year an excellent contrivance which accomplishes the object aimed at in a more complete way than before. The apparatus was exhibited in action in London, and a paper was read upon the subject by the present writer at the June meeting 1882, of the Musical Association; it is described at length in the 1881-2 volume of the society’s proceedings. The machine was also shown in operation before the members of the College of Organists. The mechanism of this Electro-chimischer Noten-schreib-apparat is simple. The apparatus is contained in a small pedestal which may be placed at the side of a piano, and connection is made with the instrument through a cable of wires attached to a long frame resting on the keyboard of the instrument. This is furnished with a series of studs each one touching the back of the ivories and ebonies just in front of the usual name board; these studs, by means of insulated wires, are in connection with platinum points which press on a band of paper, five inches broad, unwound from a drum by means of clockwork. The paper, as it passes through the mechanism, is saturated with a solution of ferrocyanide of potas-
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ium, ammonia, sulphuric acid and water; it is afterwards ruled by means of an aniline inking roller with the five lines of the stave, and some dotted ledger lines are added above and below. On the pianoforte key being depressed, the circuit is completed and the current runs from a Léclanché battery, passing through the saturated paper by the particular style or styles in connection with the key struck, and is of bluish colour; the electric current decomposing the salts with which the paper is charged. The length of the stain depends upon the time the key is held down; a semibreve, for instance, appearing as a long streak, while a quaver would be but a dash, and a demisemiquaver a mere dot. The blank spaces on the paper represent the periods of silence; thus, marks are formed by the passing current, and rests are indicated by its absence. The stains representing the white notes are twice as broad as those standing for the black ones. A pedal serves to indicate the bar lines. On depressing this (as in the ordinary mode of beating time) the position of the first beat in the bar is indicated by short double lines = stained at the moment of depression on the top and bottom of the stave. The rate of motion of the paper is governed by a sliding lever, which also serves to start and stop the clock-work arrangement. Herr Förh’s apparatus is simple in design, and the musical shorthand it produces is translatable without much difficulty. It is worked upon much the same plan as that of the electro-chemical telegraph of Bain. In 1872 Mr. Alexander A. Rossignol took out a patent (No. 990) for an ‘Apparatus for tracing music,’ and his scheme is substantially the same as that of Herr Förh. The only modification would seem to be that M. Rossignol employed styles made of two different metals which severally stain the saturated white notes, and are representing the black and white keys of the piano. There is no record of this instrument having been constructed. As it is stated that Herr Förh’s design dates from several years ago, since which time he has been working it out, the question as to priority of invention is uncertain. The following illustration is a reduced representation of the first section of ‘God Save the Queen,’ as produced by Herr Förh’s contrivance; it is in the key of A and in four parts, 3-4 time.
RECORDING MUSIC.

The following represents bar 16 from Chopin's Nocturne in Eb, Op. 9, No. 2 (12-8 time). In this example the paper has been set to run slower, and so the bars occupy a larger space.

In 1886 Mr. H. H. Muir took out a patent for recording music, the principle of which was practically the same as that of Herr Fohr. [T.L.S.]

REDEMPTION, THE. A Sacred Trilogy, written and composed by Charles Gounod. First performed at the Birmingham Festival, Aug. 30, 1882, under the composer's direction. [M.]

REDHEAD, RICHARD, born March 1, 1820, at Harrow, was a chorister at Magdalen College, Oxford, 1839-36, having received his musical education there from Walter Vicary, the organist. He was organist at Old Margaret Chapel (now All Saints' Church), Margaret Street, in 1859-64, since which he has been, and still is, organist at St. Mary Magdalen's, Paddington. His works are almost exclusively written or compiled for use in the Church of England service, viz., 'Laudes Diurnae, the Psalter and Canticles in the Morning and Evening Service,' 1843; 'Music for the Office of the Holy Communion,' 1853; 'O my people,' anthem for Good Friday; 'Church Melodies,' a collection of short pieces and six Sacred Songs,' 1858; 'The Celebrant's Office Book,' 1863; 'Ancient Hymn Melodies, Book of Common Prayer with Ritual music, Canticles at Matins and Evensong, pointed as they are to be sung in churches and adapted to the Ancient Psalm Chants, and Parish Tune Book and Appendix,' 1865; 'The Universal Organist, a Collection of Short Classical and Modern Pieces,' 1866-81; 'Litany with latter part of Confirmation Service, Music to the Divine Liturgy during the Gradual, Offertorium and Communion, arranged for use throughout the year,' 1874; 'Festival Hymns for All Saints and St. Mary Magdalen Days, Hymns for Holy Seasons, Anthems, etc. [A.C.]

REED, THOMAS GERMAN. Add date of death, March 21, 1888. P. 914, add to list of pieces produced at St. George's Hall, under the management of Mr. Corney Grain and Mr. Alfred Reed:

REGAL. 769

No. 204. F. G. Burnand and German Reed.

Once a century, G. A. Beckett and Vivian Blyth.

Our new Doll's House, W. Yardley and Countoff Dick.

'Answer Paid,' F. G. Burnand and W. Austin.

'Doubleday's Will,' Burnand and King Hall.

'Artful Automaton,' Arthur Law and King Hall.

'A Tremendous Mystery,' F. G. Burnand and King Hall.

'Enchanted,' A. Law and German Reed.

'Grimsby Grange,' G. A. Beckett and King Hall.

'1001. Reward,' A. Law and Corney Grain.

'Back from India,' Pottinger Stevens and Ottodale Dick.

'The Pirates' Home,' G. A. Beckett and Vivian Blyth.

'Castle Bothcrom,' A. Law and Hamilton Clarckes.

'The Three Hats,' A. Beckett and Edward Marks.

'A Flying Visit,' A. Law and Corney Grain.

'The Torquose Ring,' G. W. Godfrey and Lionel Benson.

'A Merry Christmas,' A. Law and King Hall.

'Sandford and Norton,' Burnand and A. S. Gatty.

'All at Sea,' A. Law and Corney Grain.

'Many Happy Returns,' A. Law and A. J. Caldicott.

Wanted an Heir!' Do.

'the Benefit of Wit,' W. Browne and Arthur Cedt.

'Herry Tree Farm,' A. Law and A. J. Caldicott.

'Refrain,' A. Law and Hamilton Clarckes.

For some years the 'Musical Sketches' of Mr. Corney Grain have been the principal attractions of the entertainment. Upwards of 40 of these have been given, the 50th coinciding with Her Majesty's Jubilee, and treating of topics connected with that event. [M.]

REFORMATION SYMPHONY. It should be added that one of the most prominent themes of the work is the beautiful ascending phrase known as the 'Dresden Amen,' which has been used with marvellous effect in Wagner's 'Parsifal.'

REFRAIN. P. 93 b, add See Schubert's 'Vier Referinlieder,' op. 95.

REGAL. This name describes a variety of organ (not differentiated by size alone, as is implied in vol. iii, p. 93), which is especially interesting as being in some ways the prototype of the modern harmonium. It consists of a single row of 'beating' reeds, the pipes of which are in some instances so small as hardly to cover the reeds. A fine specimen is in the possession of the Brussels Conservatoire, and was lent to the Inventions Exhibition in 1885. The name 'bible regal' is not a synonym, but the title of another variety, the peculiarity of which consists in its being arranged to fold in two, on a similar principle to that on which leather backgammon boards are made. The bellows are covered with leather, so that when the instrument is folded, it presents the appearance of a large book. Line 11 of article, for Roll end Vol. For further particulars the reader is referred to Mr. A. J. Hippink's 'Musical Instruments' (A. and C. Black, 1887), where both instruments are figured.
awakening scene her manner was perhaps too coldly dignified and wanting in the impulsiveness which characterizes the heroine when she has finally abandoned her supernatural attributes and become a true woman."

[A.C.]

REID, GENERAL JOHN. P. 1012, l. 23, for 1842 read 1841.

REINECKE, KARL. Line 4 of article, for 1837 read 1834. To the list of his works add 'Die Flucht nach Aegypten,' cantata for male voices; an opera, 'Auf hohem Befehl' (Schwerin, Mar. 13, 1887); an overture 'Zemobla,' and a funeral march for the late Emperor of Germany (op. 100). Of his settings of fairy tales as cantatas for female voices 'Schneewittchen,' 'Dornröschen' and 'Aschenbrödel,' are very popular.

REINE DE CHYPRE, LA. Last line of article, for 1846 read 1841.

REINKEN, J. A. P. 1038, l. 7, for viola read viola da gambe, and add that the 'Hortus Musicus' has lately been republished as no. XIII of the publications of the Maatschappij tot bevordering der Toonkunst (Amsterdam, 1887). No. XIV of the same publication consists of Reinking's 'Partite Diverse' (variations). Note, add reference to English translation of Spitta's 'Bach,' i. 197-9.

REINTHALER. Add Martin as a second Christian name; also that he was a pupil of A. B. Marx, and that his cantata 'In der Wüste' has been very successful.


REQUIEM. Mention should be made of the Requiem Masses of Gossage. [See vol. i. p. 611.] Berlioz, whose work is in some respects the most experimental of the works of that has ever been produced, and Verdi, whose setting of the words may be regarded as marking the transitional point in his style. A work of Schumann's, op. 148, is of small importance; more beautiful compositions of his, with the same title, though having no connection with the ecclesiastical use of the word, are the Requiem for Mignon, and a song included in op. 90. See vol. iii. p. 420 seq.

REYER, LOUIS ETIENNE ERNEST. Add the following to the article in vol. iv. p. 125:—The revival of 'Maitre Wolfram' and 'La Statue' at the Opéra Comique, Dec. 12, 1873, and April 20, 1876, respectively, showed how little the composer had been influenced by injudicious advice given him on the production of the former work, and the transformation of 'La Statue' into a grand opera made evident the fact that his artistic tendencies and convictions had become stronger instead of weaker. After numerous attempts on Reyers's part to secure an unmutilated performance of 'Sigurd' at the Paris Opera, he produced it at the Théâtre de la Monnaie, Brussels, Jan. 7, 1884, with considerable and lasting success. On July 15 of the same year it was produced at Covent Garden. The first per-

1 Kindermann, August, born Feb. 6, 1816, at Berlin, began his career at the opera as a chorus singer, received instruction from Meyer, and played both bass and baritone parts at Leipzig in 1827-1846; when he was engaged at Munich, where he obtained a life engagement, and has always been there a great favourite, being a very versatile artist. He celebrated his 25th anniversary of his engagement there on June 13, 1871, as Figaro in 'Nozze,' the Cherubino being his elder daughter Marie, then engaged at Cassal. His last performance (in 1881) at Bayreuth Music Festival, and on Sept. 3, 1884, he celebrated the jubilees of his career, and the 60th year of his engagement at Munich, playing the part of Stadling in Lortzing's 'Waffenschmied.'
performance of the work in France was at Lyons, on Jan. 15, 1885, when it was received with marked success. On June 12, 1885, 'Sigrud' was performed at the Grand Opéra in Paris, but at the general rehearsal the directors thought fit to make curtailments in the score, and the composer retired, protesting against the proceeding, and yet unwilling to withdraw a work, on which so much trouble and expense had been bestowed, on the eve of its production. He threatened never to set foot in the opera-house until his score should have been restored to its original integrity, and in this he has kept his word. The public, less exacting than the composer, received the opera, which in many passages must have considerably surprised them, with increasing sympathy, and its success was all the more remarkable as it was entirely unassisted either by the composer, who never appeared in public, or by the directors, who would not have been sorry had it failed. The qualities which are most prominent in 'Sigrud' are the individual charm of its musical ideas, the exact agreement between the words and the music, the plain repetitions and conventional formulas being generally absent; and lastly, the richness and colouring of the instrumentation, the style of which was greatly influenced by Reyer's favourite masters, Weber and Berlioz, and in places by Wagner. No charge of plagiarism from the last-named composer is intended to be suggested, nor could such a charge be substantiated. It is true that the subjects of 'Sigrud' and the 'Ring desNibelungen' are identical, but this is a mere coincidence. The plot of the libretto, which was written by Du Locle and A. Blau, is taken from the Nibelungen Nôt, the source that inspired Wagner, who, however, went further back and took his subject direct from the Edda, moulding it after his own taste. One of Wagner's libretti of his trilogy had been published for 15 years, but it was completely unknown in France, and when the trilogy was produced in 1876, Reyer's score was nearly finished and ready for production. Reyer was decorated with the Légion d'Honneur in August 1861, after the successful performance of 'La Statuette' at the Lyrique, and was raised to the rank of an officer in Jan. 1886, after that of 'Sigrud,' the success of which has had the important result of deciding him to write a new grand opera on Flaubert's 'Salambô.' He is now editor of the musical portion of the 'Journal des Détats,' having succeeded d'Ortigue, who followed Berlioz. (The sentence in lines 4-5 from bottom of page 122 a, is thus to be corrected.) He has collected his most important articles and published them under the title of 'Notes de Musique' (Paris, Charpentier, 1875). In both literature and composition he is the disciple and admirer of Berlioz. It is curious that M. Reyer, having succeeded F. David at the Institut (1876), who himself succeeded Berlioz in 1866, should thus occupy the positions, both in music and literature, of the master whose legitimate successor he may well claim to be.
RHAPSODY.

Brahms has adopted the term 'Rhapsodie' both in Liszt's sense and in that of the Greek Rhapsodists; and, as usual with him, he has added weight to its significance. His original 'Rhapsodie,' op. 79 for piano forte solo—in B minor and G minor—are abrupt impassioned aphoristic pieces of simple and obvious structure, yet solidly put together. The 'Rhapsodie' in C, op. 101, for orchestra, female chorus, and orchestra, justifies its title, in the Greek sense, insomuch as it is a setting—a recitation, a rhapsody—of a portion of Goethe's poem 'Harzreise im Winter'; it, also, is a compact and carefully balanced piece.

Of Rhapsodies recently written, for the most part in the vein of Liszt, the following may be mentioned:

RAFF, op. 22, two 'Rhapsodies élogiées,' op. 120, 'Rhapsodie Espagnole,' and the 'Rhapsodie' contained in the Suite, op. 165—all for piano forte.

DVORÁK, op. 45, three 'Slavische Rhapsodien,' for orchestra.

SVENSEN, two 'Norwegische Rhapsodien,' for orchestra.

A. C. MACKENZIE, op. 21, 'Rhapsodie Écosaise' in Bb (original), and op. 24, 'Burns, Second Scotch Rhapsody,' also in Bb, for orchestra. The latter, based on national tunes, is an admirable example of its kind.

The last movement of C. HUBERT H. PARRY's 'Symphonic Suite in A minor for orchestra,' entitled 'Rhapsodie,' consists of a systematized series of melodies on the plan familiar in the Rondo.

[ED.]

RHEINBERGER, JOSEPH. Line 2 of article, for 1859 read 1839. Among his works are to be mentioned the following, besides those referred to in the article. Two large compositions for solo, chorus and orchestra, 'Christoformus' and 'Montfort'; two elaborate settings of the 'Stabat Mater' and a Requiem for the same, an organ concerto, and 6 sonatas for that instrument, making the number of these compositions eleven in all; two string quartets, three piano trios, a quintet for piano and strings, a duet for two pianos, besides part-songs, and other vocal works. Among his latest works are a seton for wind instruments (op. 139), a string quartet (op. 147), 6 pieces for PF. and organ (op. 150), a mass (op. 151) and 12 organ pieces (op. 155). He has the title of Hofkapellmeister and Professor, and is a member of the Academy of Arts in Berlin.

RICHARDS, BRINLEY. Add date of death, May 1, 1885.

RICHARDSON, VAUGHAN. Line 8 of article, for about 1695 read in June 1693.

RICHTER, HANS. Line 5 of article, for Pesth read Vienna. P. 129 a, l. 9, for Capellmeister read Hofkapellmeister; l. 10, etc. add that the Richter Concerts have been given every year, since the publication of the article, and are now among the most successful of London concerts.

RICORDI. Line 14 of article, add that Tito Ricordi was born in 1811, and died Sept. 7, 1888.

ROBERTS, C. RIEDEL, CARL. Add date of death, June 4, 1888.

RIES. P. 132 a, add day of birth of HUBERT RIES, April 1.

RIETZ, JULIUS. Line 7 from end of article, for Oct. 1 read Sept. 13.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, NIKOLAUS ANDRE-JEWITCH, born at Tichwin, Russia, in 1844, was at first intended for a military career, and became an officer of marines in the Imperial army. After several years' service, he abandoned his profession in order to devote himself to music. Although principally self-taught, he turned his studies to such good account that in 1871 he was made professor of composition at the Conservatorium at St. Petersburg. Not long afterwards he was appointed director of the free school of music in the same capital. Two operas by him have been represented at the Russian opera-house, 'Pakowitjanka,' Jan. 13, 1873, and 'Die Mai night' (as the name is given in Riemann's Opernhandbuch), Jan. 20, 1880. The words of the latter are by the composer himself. Some fragments of another opera were published at St. Petersburg, where several symphonies, works for piano, and a collection of 100 Russian popular songs, have appeared. A 'legend' for orchestra, entitled 'Sadko,' was given by the Allgemeine Deutsche Musikverein at Altenburg in 1876, in which year a string quartet by him obtained considerable success. The society just mentioned produced his symphony 'Antar' (op. 15), at Magdeburg in 1881. He lately collaborated with the Russian composers, Lisow, Borodine, and Glazounow, in writing a string quartet on the name Beliaeff, i.e. the notes 'B-l-a-f,' or Be, A, F. A symphoniette in A minor has lately been published as op. 31, a 3rd symphony as op. 32, a fantasia for violin and orchestra on Russian themes as op. 33, and a Capriccio Espagnol for orchestra as op. 34.

[ML.]

RITTER, F.L. Line 2 from end of article for Women read Woman. Add that Mme. Litter has recently brought out a second series of the Essays and Criticisms of Schumann, and has written a sketch entitled 'Some Famous Songs.'

RITTER, THEODOR. See vol. ii. p. 735 a, and add date of death, April 6, 1886.

ROBART, of Crewkerne, was an organ maker, who let out organs to churches by the year. The Mayor of Lyme Regis in 1551 paid him ten shillings for his year's rent. [V. de P.]

ROBERT DEVEREUX. Line 4 of article, for 1836 read the autumn of 1837, and add that an opera of the same name, composed by Mercadante, was produced at Milan on March 10, 1833.

ROBERTS, J. VARLEY. Add that in 1882 he was elected organist at Magdalen College, Oxford, succeeding Mr. Farratt. In 1884 the University Glee and Madrigal Society was founded under his conductorship; it now numbers about 150 members. In 1885 he accepted the post of organist of St. Giles's, Oxford, and in the same
The facts of the case concerning the French translation of 'Tannhäuser' have only recently been made public, in M. Jullien's 'Richard Wagner' (1887). Roche, not knowing German, had recourse to the services of a friend named Lindau, and the translation, when sent to the director of the Opera, was rejected, as it was in blank verse; the necessary alteration into rhyme was made by Roche, Nutter, and Wagner in collaboration. On this Lindau brought an action against Wagner, to enforce the mention of his name as one of the translators; the case was heard on March 6, 1861, a week before the first representation of the opera, and it was decided that no name but that of Wagner should appear in the books.

RODE, PIERRE (properly Jacques Pierre Joseph). Line 2 of article, for 26 read 16. P. 142 a, l. 20, add that he was solo violin at the Opéra until Nov. 17, 1799. P. 143 a, l. 13 from bottom, add that three more concertos were published posthumously. (See Pougini's supplement to Félib.)

ROGERS, BENJAMIN. Line 5, add that he succeeded Jewitt in the appointment to Christ Church, Dublin, in 1639. Line 4 from bottom of same column, refer, as to his degree, to Carlyle's 'Oliver Cromwell,' v. 243, 4 (People's Edition).

ROGERS, ROLAND, Mus. Doc., born at West Bromwich, Staffordshire, Nov. 17, 1847, where he was appointed organist of St. Peter's Church in 1858. He studied under Mr. S. Gruenovor, and in 1863 obtained by competition the post of organist at St. John's, Wolverhampton. In 1867 he similarly obtained the organistship of Tettenhall parish church, and in 1871 was appointed organist and choirmaster at Bangor Cathedral, a post which he still holds. He took the Oxford degree of Mus. B. in 1871, and that of Mus. D. in 1875. Dr. Rogers's published works are 'Prayer and Praise' a cantata, Evening Services in Bb and D, Anthems, Part-songs, Organ Solos, and Songs; a Symphony in A, a Psalm 'De Profundis,' and several Anthems and Services are still in MS. [W.B.S.]

ROMANCE. P. 148 a, l. 2, add the three pieces by Schumann, op. 28. Line 3, omit the words or some one of his followers.

ROMANTIC. P. 149 b, second example, the last three dotted minims should not be tied.

ROME. The early music schools of Rome, from the time of St. Sylvester to that of Palestrina, were so closely connected with the papacy that their history, as far as it is known, may be read in the article SISTINE CHOIR, vol. iii. p. 519.

Whether or not Guido d'Arezzo founded a school of singing at Rome in the first half of the 11th century is only a matter of conjecture; the probabilities are in favour of the theory, as it is known that Guido spent a short time, at least, at the capital about the year 1032, and that the Pope John XIX. was so delighted with his method of teaching singing that he urged him to take up his residence in Rome, an invitation which only ill-health prevented Guido from accepting. In any case there can be no reasonable doubt that the papal choir received many valuable hints from him.

The Sistine Chapel was not the only one which had a school or college of music attached to it, though it was by far the earliest. In 1480 Sixtus IV. proposed the formation of a 'cappella musicale' in connection with the Vatican, distinct from the Sistine; his idea was not however realized till the time of Julius II., when the 'Cappella Giulia' was founded (in 1513) for 12 singers, 12 scholars, and 2 masters for music and grammar. The first 'Maestro de' Putti' (in 1539), Palestrina the first 'Maestro della cappella della baslica Vaticana' (1551-4); among celebrated 'maestri' in later days were Tommaso Bai (1713-15), and Domenico Scarlatti (1715-19). The 'Cappella musicale nella proto-basilica di S. Giovanni in Laterano' was founded in 1535 by Cardinal de Cusa; one of the earliest 'Maestri de' Putti' was Lasso (1541); Palestrina held the office of 'Maestro di cappella' here after his exclusion from the Vatican chapel (1555-61). The 'Cappella di Musica nella basilica Liberiana' (or Sta. Maria Maggiore) was founded about the same time as the Lateran chapel, and numbers among its 'maestri' Palestrina (1561-71), Giov. Maria Nanini (1571-1575), Alessandro Scarlatti (1703-9).

Besides these exclusively ecclesiastical schools, others were established by private individuals. The first man who is known to have kept a public music school at Rome was a foreigner, Claudio Goudimel, of Vaison, near Avignon; his school is supposed to have been founded about the year 1539, and among his earliest pupils were Palestrina, Giovanni Animuccia, and Giovanni Maria Nanini. In 1549 Nicola Vicentino, the would-be restorer of the Ancient Greek Modes, opened a small private school at Rome, into which a few select pupils were admitted, whom he endeavoured to indoctrine with his musical views. But it was not till a quarter of a century later that a public music school was opened by an Italian. Whether it was that Nanini was inspired by his master's example, or, which is still more likely, was stirred by the musical agitation of the day, is of little importance; but it is certain that the year to which the opening of his school is attributed was the same which saw the foundation of the Order of Oratorians, who in the person of their leader, St. Filippo Neri, were then doing so much for
the promotion of music. Nanini soon induced his former fellow-pupil, Palestrina, to assist him in teaching, and he appears to have given finishing lessons. Among their best pupils were Felice Anario and Gregorio Allegri. After Palestrina's death, Nanini associated his younger brother Bernardino with him in the work of instruction, and it was probably for their scholars that they wrote jointly their treatise on counterpoint. Giovanni Maria dying in 1609 was succeeded by Bernardino, who was in his turn succeeded by his pupil and son-in-law Paolo Agostini. It must have been this school that produced the singers in the earliest operas and oratorios of Peri, Caccini, Monteverde, Cavallieri, Gagliano, etc. In the second quarter of the 17th century a rival school was set up by a pupil of B. Nanini, Domenico Mazzochi, who, with his younger brother Virgilio, opened a music school, which was soon in a very flourishing condition; this was due in a great measure to the fact that the master was himself both singer and composer. Their curriculum differed but slightly from that of the Palestrina-Nanini school. In the morning one hour was given daily to practising difficult passages, a second to the shake, a third to the study of literature, and another hour to singing with the master before a mirror; in the afternoon an hour was occupied in the study of the theory of music, another in writing exercises in counterpoint, and another in literature; the remainder of the day (indoor) was employed in practising the harpsichord and in composition. Outside the school the pupils used sometimes to give their vocal services at neighbouring churches, or else they went to hear some well-known singer; at other times they were taken to a spot beyond the Porta Angelica to practise singing against the echo for which that neighbourhood was famous. In 1665 Pompeo Natale kept a music school, at which Giuseppe Giustino Pisoni, the reputed master of Durante and Leo, learnt singing and counterpoint. G.A. Angelini-Buontempi, a pupil of the Mazzochis, writing in 1695, says that Fedi, a celebrated singer, had opened the first school exclusively for singing at Rome. His example was soon followed by Giuseppe Amadori, with equal success; the latter was a pupil of P. Agostini and no doubt had not entirely forgotten the teachings of the old school; but by the end of the 17th century its traditions were gradually dying out, to be replaced by the virtuosity of the 18th century.

We must now trace our steps and give some account of the most important musical institution at Rome of past or present time—the 'Congregazione dei Musici di Roma sotto l'invocazione di Sta. Cecilia.' It was founded by Pius V. in 1566, but its existence is usually dated from 1584, when its charter was confirmed by Gregory XIII.; almost all the masters and pupils of the Palestrina-Nanini school enrolled their names on its books, and their example has been since followed by over 4000 others, including every Italian of note, and in the present century many illustrious foreigners, such as John Field, Wagner, Liszt, Gounod, etc., etc.

The officers originally appointed were a Cardinal Protector, a 'Primicerio' or president, usually a person of high position, a 'Consaglio dirigente' of four members (representing the four sections—composition, the organ, singing and instrumental music), a Secretary, a Chancellor, twelve Councillors, two Prefects, etc.; there were also professors for almost every branch of music; Corelli was head of the instrumental section in 1700. Those qualified for admission into the institution were chapel-masters, organists, public singers, and well-known instrumentalists. By a papal decree of 1689 all musicians were bound to observe the statutes of the Academy; and by a later decree (1709) it was ordained that its licence was necessary for exercising the profession. Soon after this the Congregation began to suffer from opposition which, though covert, was none the less keenly felt; and in 1716 a papal decree was issued to the institution was passed. In 1763 it was flourishing again, for in that year we find that a faculty was granted to the cardinal protector to have the general direction of all ecclesiastical music at Rome. By another decree, of 1764, it was enacted that none but those skilled in music should be in future admitted as members. The entrance-fee was, as it has continued to be, a very small one. The demands made upon members were also very slight. At first they were only expected to assist, by their compositions or performances, in the grand annual festival in honour of the patron saint. Towards the close of the 17th century were added one or two annual services in memory of benefactors; in 1700 a festival in honour of St. Anna, and in 1771 a 'processa festa di Sta. Cecilia.'

The Academy originally took up its quarters at the College of Barnabites (afterwards Palazzo Chigi) in the Piazza Colonna, where they remained for nearly a century; thence they moved to the conven of Sta. Maria Maddalena, and again to another college of Barnabites dedicated to San Carlo a Catinari. Here they resided for the greater part of two centuries, and, after the temporary occupation of premises in the Via Ripetta, finally, in 1876, settled at their present quarters, formerly a conven of Ursuline nuns, in the Via dei Greci. Besides the hostility which the Congregation had to undergo, as we have seen, from outsiders, at the beginning of the last century—which was repeated in another form as late as 1836—it has had its financial vicissitudes. Indeed at the end of the last, and beginning of the present century, the funds were at a very low ebb, from which they have been gradually recovering. The institution was dignified with the title of Academy by Gregory XVI. in 1839, and shortly after Queen Victoria consented to become an associate. Two years later Rossini's 'Stabat Mater' was performed for the first time in Italy in its entirety by the members of the Academy. Pius IX., who became Pope in 1846, though he founded several other schools for singing, such as that of 'S. Salvatore in Lauro,' did little more
ROME.

for the Academy than to bestow upon it the epithet 'Pontificia.' After the consolidation of the kingdom of Italy the Academy began to make great strides; Victor Emmanuel himself gave it his support and erected it into a Royal Institution. In 1870 Signors Sgambati and Pinelli started their pianoforte and violin classes, which are still the most popular, owing to the excellence of the instruction given and the very moderate price of lessons. It was not till 1877 that the long-wished-for 'Liceo musicale' in connection with the Academy became a fait accompli. Members were now divided into 'Soci di merito, ordinari, illustri, and onorari'; but the titles of the principal officers were not materially altered. Professors were appointed, twenty-nine in number (since increased to thirty-four) for every quality of voice and for every instrument of importance. Alessandro Orsini had the superintendence of the Singing; and Ferdinando Furino of the Violoncello classes. A school was also set up for choral singing; lectures were delivered by the Librarian, Professor Berwin (to whose efforts a great deal of the success of the 'Liceo' may be attributed); prizes were offered; public concerts were given by the members; —in fact it is to the Academy that Rome looks on all public occasions, whether it is for a charity concert or a requiem, as in the cases of Garibaldi and Victor Emmanuel. The Library, which was a very small one when Gregory XVI. bequeathed it to it, in 1846, his musical library has since, in 1875, been enriched by the Orsini collection, and, in 1883, by the musical works which had formerly belonged to the dissolved Monasteries; in the latter year were also added copies of all modern musical publications—since 1800—which were to be found in the various libraries of Rome; so that now the Academy possesses one of the largest and most important musical libraries in Italy. Owing to the large grants made by the government, the municipality, etc., at the time of the creation of the Liceo,—grants which have been for the most part continued annually and in some cases increased—the institution has been enabled to extend its sphere of operations. It still enjoys Court patronage, King Humbert being honorary president, and Queen Margherita also an associate. There are now nearly 300 members, and it is proposed to erect new schools to meet the increased demands. Interest in the Academy is not by any means confined to Italy; this is often shown in a substantial way, as in the presentation to it of pianofortes by Messrs. Erard and Biniameau, etc. etc. At the present moment a large concert hall is in course of construction. The institution has done great service in the past to the Roman musical world, and is still continuing to do so, to such a degree that Rome no need longer fear comparison with any other Italian town, Milan perhaps excepted.

Still, notwithstanding the presence of such excellent musicians as Sgambati and Pinelli, whose classical concerts have done much to elevate the taste of the capital, notwithstanding its national Apollo theatre, its well conducted journal the 'Palestra Musicale,' and its numerous musical critics, the Rome of 1889 reflects but little of its former glories.

[A.H.-H.]

ROMEO AND JULIET. Line 8 of article, for Carnival read Jan. 30. Line 11, for the Scala read the Teatro della Canobbiana, and for spring of 1826 read Oct. 31, 1851. Line 15, for 12 read 11. Add date of first performance of Berlioz's symphony, Nov. 24, 1839.

RONCONI. P. 154 b. l. 14 from bottom, for Giovannina read Elleguerra. Line 13 from bottom, for the previous year read early in the same year. Line 12 from bottom, for St. James' Theatre read Lyceum and King's Theatres. Add date of death of GIORGI. Feb. 1883. P. 155 a. l. 3 from bottom, add that his first appearance in England was at the Lyceum as Cardenio in Donizetti's 'Furioso,' Dec. 17, 1836. It is presumed to have been Sebastiano who sang at the Philharmonic Feb. 27, 1837, since Giorgio first appeared in London in 1843.

ROOSE, JOHN, a Brother of the Order of Preaching Friars, repaired one of the organs in York Minster in 1457. This is the first English organ builder of which we have any authentic mention. [W. de P.]

RORE, CIPRIANO DI. Line 14 of article, for immediately read after about eighteen months.

ROSA, CARL. Add that in 1882 a season was given at Her Majesty's Theatre, from Jan. 14 to March 11. 'Tannhäuser' and Berioz's 'Painter of Antwerp' ('Moro') were produced, and Mmes. Valleria joined the company. For the season of 1883 (March 26—April 21) the company moved to Drury Lane, which was its London centre until 1887. Thomas's 'Emralda' and Mackenzie's 'Colomba' were produced, and Mmes. Marie Rose appeared as Carmen, etc. In 1884 (April 14—July 10) St. Cecilia's Pilgrims was the only new work produced. In 1885 (April 6—May 30) Thomas's 'Nadesoda' and Massenet's 'Manon' were given. In 1886 (May 23—June 26) Mackenzie's 'Troubadour,' and in 1887 (April 7—June 11) Corder's 'Nordis' were the novelties. In 1889, a 'Light Opera Company' opened with Planquette's 'Paul Jones' at the Prince of Wales's Theatre.

ROSALLA. P. 160 b. 2nd paragraph, add For a fivefold repetition see the BrANLE given under FORM, vol. 1. p. 543 b.

ROSENHAIN, JACOB. Line 5, for Stuttg art in 1824, read Frankfort in 1823. Line 11, for not so fortunate read never performed. Line 12 from end, for minor read major. Line 11 from bottom, for but not played read played at a Concert Populaire. To list of works add a PF. concerto, op. 73; Sonata, op. 74; do. PF. and cello, op. 98; 'Am Abend' for quartet, op. 99.

ROSSI, LAUDIO. P. 163 b. l. 12, for one of the Milanese theatres read the Teatro della
Canobbiana, in September 1849. Line 2 from end of article, for version *read* libretto. Add date of death, May 5, 1885.

ROSSINI. P. 166a, l. 5 from bottom, for 1814 *read* 1813–14. Line 4 from bottom, for in the Carnival *read* in Dec. 1813. P. 174a, l. 30–34, add that the three choruses for female voices here referred to are stated by Mr. Louis Engel to be spurious. In his 'From Mozart to Mario' he says that the composer denied their authenticity. P. 177a, l. 13 from bottom, for Countess *read* Baroness. P. 177b, in the list of operas, after 'Erminie', insert 'Figlio per Azzardo, II.', produced at Venice, Carnival, 1813. For date of production of 'Moïse' in Paris, read March 26. For date of production of 'Moïse' at Naples, read March 5. For the first performance of 'Otello' at Naples, read Dec. 4, and for production of the same in London, read May 16. For date of production of 'Tancredi' in Venice read Feb. 6. After 'Turco in Italia', insert 'Viaggio a Reims', produced in Paris, June 19, 1825. P. 178a, omit from the list of Sacred Music 'Le Foi, l'Esperance, et la Charité.'

ROTA. Line 4 of article, *omit the words* or dulcimer or primitive zither. The instrument is partly analogous to the Welsh Cwrth, and would appear to be derived from the ancient lyre. The word Rota is also employed to denote a round or canon, as in the well-known instance of SUMER IS ICUMEN IN.

ROUGET DE LISLE. Line 15 from end of article, omit the reference to Varney.

ROUSSEAU'S DREAM. For the last two sentences of the article *read* as follows:—The melody occurs in the 'Pantomime' in Scene 8 of the 'Devin du Village,' where its form is as follows:—

```
\[\text{music notation}\]
```

The origin of the title 'Dream' is not forthcoming.

ROW OF KEYS. Line 4 from end of article, *for* one sounding less noisy then the other *read* one fitted with jacks more finely quilled, and therefore less powerful, than those connected with the other manual.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC. P. 186a, l. 25, add that the room was not available as a public concert room for a few years, the license being withdrawn for some time. Line 28, add that Mr. Shakespeare was succeeded in this capacity by Mr. Barnby in 1886. Line 34, add date of death of Sir G. A. Macfarren, 1887, and that of the appointment of his successor, Dr. A. C. Mackenzie, 1888.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC, THE. For information as to the commencement of the institution, see *Training School*, vol. iv. p. 159. Line 15 from end of that article, *add* that in 1886, Mme. Lind-Goldschmidt was succeeded by Mr. Henshelt, and he by Mr. A. Blume. Add that the number of scholarships is now (Feb. 1889) 56, of which 15 include maintenance; the number of paying students is 153. In 1887 the Alexandra House was opened, containing a beautiful concert hall, where the students' concerts are regularly held, as well as accommodation for 100 ladies, some of whom are pupils of the College.

ROZE, MARIE. Add that after singing at the Birmingham Festival of 1882 with great success, she joined the Carl Rosa company from 1883 to 1887; in that time she added to her repertory Fidelio, and Elsa, and was the first representative in England of Manon Lescaut in Massenet's opera of that name. Margaret and Helen in Boito's 'Mefistofele,' Carmen, Faustette in Mdlle. Petit's 'Dragons de Villiers.' Donna Maria in Marchetti's 'Bay Blas,' are among the parts which she has sung on the first production of these works in English.

RUBINI. Line 20 from end of article, *add* that the date of death is variously given as March 1 (Faloschi), and 2 (Mendel and Riemann).

RUBINSTEIN, ANTON. Line 3, correct date of birth to 1830. To the list of his operas given on p. 1924, add 'Die sibirische Jäger,' 'Toms, der Narr,' 'Die Rache,' and 'Kalaschnikoff,' (1880), all to Russian words; 'Sulamith,' in 5 acts, Hamburg, Nov. 8, 1883, 'Unter Räubern,' comic opera in one act (produced, according to Riemann's 'Opernhandbuch,' on the same evening with 'Sulamith'), and 'Der Papageni,' comic opera in one act, Hamburg, Nov. 11, 1884. (The last three with German words.) Add to list of works the following:—

Op. 106. Trio for Fl. and Strings [Spinosi, 1884. 8th Symphony (A minor) in G minor.]
109. Söldner Musikalisches. 9 PF.
110. Nocturne. Piano. 4 PF. containing four tableaux (Bilder) published by Sumi, 1885.

P. 1928, l. 8 from bottom, *omit the sentence beginning* No doubt he played in public, etc., and add that an account of his performance will be found in the 'Musical and Dramatic Review' for 1842. P. 193a, l. 10, *for* 'Ocean' *read* 'Dramatic.' Line 17, add that he gave a set of seven historical recitals in St. James's Hall, in May and June 1887.

RUBINSTEIN, JOSEF. Add that he died by his own hand in September 1884.

RUCKERS. P. 194a, l. 3, *This* Hans Ruckers harpsichord transformed into a grand pianoforte appeared again at the sale of Lord Longdale's furniture in June 1887, when it realised £700. Burney's description of Rameau's portrait inside the lid should be amended. The composer does not hold a lyre, and is being
crowned with a wreath. The expressive character shown in the portrait should vouch for the resemblance to the composer even if Burney had not said that it was very like. On the front board above the keys is inscribed a complete piece of clavecin music, "Pastorale par Mr. Balbastre, le 6 Aoust, 1767," beginning—

\[ \text{[Musical notation]} \]

The stand for this instrument is rococo, and gilt. In the same house (Carlton House Terrace), and sold by auction at the same time for £290, was an Andries Ruckers harpsichord that had also been made into a pianoforte by Zeiter. In this instrument the original belly, dated 1628, was preserved. The soundhole contained the rose (No. 6) of this maker. The present compass of the piano is five octaves E—F. Inside the top is a landscape, with figures, and outside, figures with musical instruments on a gold ground. Round the case on gold are dogs and birds, a serpent and birds, etc. All this decoration is 18th century work. The instrument is on a Louis Quinze gilt stand. It will be seen that these two harpsichords have undergone remarkable changes at intervals of more than one hundred years. They will be numbered 67 and 68 in the list of extant Ruckers clavecins, which completes all that is at present known to the writer concerning the existing instruments of that family.

**HANS RUCKERS (the Elder or the Younger) and ANDRIES RUCKERS (the Elder).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>General Description</th>
<th>Present Owners</th>
<th>Source of information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Bent side.</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>Not original. 77 1/2 by 30 4/10</td>
<td>To be found in pp. 193, 194 a. Rose No. 6 in soundboard, which is painted with the usual decoration. The width has been increased to admit of a greater compass. White natural key, B to D, nearly 4 octaves. Inscribed Andries Ruckers me fecit Antwerpiae (Rose No. 6). Inside surfaces painted in black, curved design on a white ground. Red lion round the inside. Georgian mahogany case.</td>
<td>Panmore Gordon, Esq. Walter H. Burns, Esq. and Captain Hall.</td>
<td>A. J. Higgins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Bent side.</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>32 in. long, 191 in. wide, 6 in. deep, keyboard projects 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A. J. Higgins.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>General Description</th>
<th>Present Owner</th>
<th>Source of information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Four cornered.</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>6 ft. 4 in. 2 ft. 8 in. at keyboard.</td>
<td>Two keyboards, compass 4 1/4 octaves G—D, white naturals. Two unisons and octave. Soundboard painted, and usual A. Ruckers rose.</td>
<td>Mr. G. Cramp, Byfield, Northamptonshire.</td>
<td>Mr. G. Cramp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


P. 194 a, l. 21, for always long read long, or it may have been trapezoid-shaped. It must be remembered that the names Clavicordo in Spain, Clavicordo in Italy, and Clavicorde in France, have been always applied to the clavichord instruments. We are not therefore sure whether old references to the clavichord are to be taken as describing a plectrum or a tangent keyboard instrument.

P. 194 b, It is doubtful what changes of construction Hans Ruckers made in their harpsichords—perhaps the octave strings only. Yet a clavicembalo by Domenico di Pesaro, dated 1500, lately acquired by South Kensington Museum, has the octave strings with two stops. His great service may after all have only been to improve what others had previously introduced. It is nearly certain that harpsichords with double keyboards and stops for different registers existed before Hans Ruckers' time, and their introduction may be attributed to the great favour the Claviorganum, or combined spinet and organ, was held in during the 16th century. The researches of Mr. Edmond Vander Straeten ("La Musique aux Pays Bas," vol. viii. Brussels 1885), have done much to bring into prominence the great use of the Claviorganum at an early time; see Rabelais, who, before 1553, described Carcemprenant as having tos like an 'epinette organista.'

P. 194 b, footnote 2. The latest harpsichord in date known to have been made in London is the fine Joseph Kirkman, dated 1798, belonging to Mr. J. A. Fuller Maitland.

P. 195 b, l. 37, see Ruckers No. 59, by Hans the elder, now in the Kunst und Gewerbe Museum, Berlin, as being similarly constructed. P. 196 a, footnote 2. The Hitchcockes were active in the second half of the 17th century and in the first years of the 18th. [A. J. H.]

**RUDDYGORE: or, THE WITCH'S CURSE.** (Title afterwards spelt RUDGOGRE.) Comic opera in two acts; the words by W. S. Gilbert, music by Sir Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the Savoy Theatre, Jan. 22, 1887.

**RUEDERSDORFF, HERMINE.** Line 11 of article, for June 5 read June 25. Add date of death, Feb. 26, 1882.

**RUDOLPH, ABOEDER.** P. 201 b, to list of works add Variations by him on a theme of Rossini's, corrected by Beethoven, exist in Ms. (Thayer).
RUDORFF, E. To list of works add Symphonic variations and a Scherzo capriccioso for orchestra.

RUE, PIERRE DE LA, also known as Piercho, Pierzon, Pierzon, Pierzoon, and Petrus Platensis, born in Périgueux about the middle of the 15th century and fellow-pupil of Joquin des Prés in the school of Okeghem. State records prove that he was in the service of the court of Burgundy in the years 1477, 92, 96, 99, 1500 and 1502. In 1501 he was a prebend of Courtrai, and later held a similar benefice at Namur, which he resigned in 1510. Most writers on music accord him a position as a contrapuntal composer scarcely second to that of Joquin, and the magnificent copies of his masses made by order of the Princess Margaret of Austria, and now in the libraries of Vienna and Brussels, testify to the value set upon his works by those who served him. Indeed, considering his great reputation, it is somewhat surprising that so little is known of the events of his life, and that so little of his music has been printed. Of the 36 masses now existing Petrucci printed five in the composer's life-time (Missa Petri de la Rue; Venetia, 1503), and a few more in later collections. Of motets only 25, and of secular pieces no more than 10, are to be found in the publications of the 16th century—a small result compared to the long catalogue of Joquin's printed works. Burney, Forkel and Kiesewetter give short examples from Pierre de la Rue's compositions.

RUE BRITANNIA. Add that Wagner wrote an overture in which it is introduced. See vol. iv. p. 372 c.

RUSSELL, HENRY, was born at Sheerness on Dec. 24, 1813; went to Bologna, in 1825, to study music, to New York in 1833, returning to England in 1840, when he commenced travelling as a vocalist and composer. In his particular style he has had no rival. His songs 'I'm afloat,' 'A life on the ocean wave,' 'Cheer, boys, cheer' (the only air played by the regimental drum and fife band when a regiment goes abroad), 'Woodman, spare that tree,' etc., are still familiar, and some of his dramatic songs, as 'The Dream of the Reveller,' 'The Mazzini,' 'The Gambler's Wife,' etc., were immensely popular in their day. It may certainly be said that over 800 songs have either been written or composed by him. Fifty years ago (when Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand were almost unknown), Henry Russell was instrumental, through the Canadian government, in sending over thousands of poor people who are now wealthy. A memoir was published in 1846, and two volumes of copyright songs in 1850; 'L'amico dei cantanti,' a treatise on the art of singing. His last composition is a song 'Our Empress Queen,' written in honour of Her Majesty's Jubilee.

S.

SACCHINI, A. M. G. P. 308 b, add that the opera of 'Oedipe' was performed at Versailles, Jan. 2, 1786.

SACRED HARMONIC SOCIETY. P. 210 b, l. 4 from bottom, for only read first. Add that the original society was dissolved in 1852, its last concert being a performance of 'Solomon,' on April 28 of that year. At the sale of its property its valuable library was acquired for the Royal College of Music. Some members of the committee determined to resuscitate the society, and the new institution was incorporated in 1852. Mr. Charles Hallé was appointed conductor, and in 1855 was succeeded by Mr. W. H. Cummings, who had, up to that time, acted as assistant conductor. In the autumn of 1888 the new society ceased to exist.

SAINT-GEORGES, J. H. V., MARQUIS DE. Add day of death, Dec. 23.

SAINT-SAËNS, CHARLES CAMILLE. Add the following to the article in vol. iii. Since the article was written, the composer has produced two important dramatic works, 'Henri VIII' (Opéra Comique, March 5, 1882) and 'Proserpine' (Opéra Comique, March 16, 1887), neither of which has kept the stage in spite of their real musical interest. The former, after a successful series of representations, was twice revived without success and almost immediately given up; 'Proserpine' was received with marked disapprobation, and only played ten times. Saint-Saëns is a consummate master of composition, and no one possesses a more profound knowledge than he does of the secrets and resources of the art; but the creative faculty does not keep pace with the technical skill of the workman. His incomparable talent for orchestration enables him to give relief to ideas which would otherwise be crude and mediocre in themselves; and it is this talent which makes him the one French musician most fitted to compete with the classic masters of the Symphony. His weakness consists not only in the inequality of his inspiration, but also in the indecision of his artistic principles; this is shown in all his compositions, and it is this which leads him to place excellent and objectionable passages in juxtaposition. For the same reason his works are on the one hand not frivolous enough to become popular in the widest sense, nor on the other do they take hold of the public by that sincerity and warmth of feeling which is so convincing Saint-Saëns, who was made a knight of the Légion d'honneur in 1867, and an officer of the same in July 1884, is always the same incomparable pianist. It would even seem that
during the last few years his talent in this direction had increased, and such receptions as he has received at the Conservatoire, where he played Beethoven's Choral Fantasia, in Russia, on the occasion of his tour in 1871, with Taffanel, Turban, and Gillet, and in London, prove him to be one of the most remarkable and earnest pianoforte players of the day. Under the title of 'Harmonie et Mélodie' (Paris, Calmann Lévy, 1885), he has published a collection of his principal contributions to periodical literature, with an introduction and appendix explaining the change which his views have undergone in relation to Richard Wagner. This volume, proving as it does the author's mobility of character and changeableness as regards ideals and tendencies, will not add materially to his fame.

To the list of works on p. 216 a, add the following:—

Dramatic and Lyric:—Henry VIII (op. 12); Les Prophètes (op. 10), mentioned above; Hyperion (op. 20); Victor Hugo (Trocadéro, March 15, 1864); Violin sonata; Romance, chorus, and orchestra (Sacred Harmonie Society, Nov. 20, 1860).

Orchestral:—A Third Symphony in C minor, for orchestra, organ, P.F., 4 hands played at a Philharmonic Concert in May 1840, (op. 76); 'Le Carnaval des Animaux,' orchestra suite.

Concerto music with orchestra: Ballmar, ballad (V. Hugo), (op. 82).

[S. J.]

SAINT-DOLBY, CHARLOTTE HELEN. Add that she died at the age of 64 at her residence, 71 Gloucester Place, Hyde Park, Feb. 18, 1885, and was buried at Highgate Cemetery. The great concourse of persons assembled testifying to the estimation in which this singer was held. M. Sainton's farewell concert, June 1834, at the Albert Hall, was the occasion of his wife's last appearance in public. 'Florimel,' a fairy cantata for female voices, written during the last few months of Madame Sainton-Dolby's life, has since been published by Novello. The Royal Academy of Music founded, shortly after her death, a scholarship in memory of the eminent singer, once a student within its walls. [L.M.M.]

SALE, JOHN. Line 10 of article, for 1783; read 1788.

SALIERI, ANTONIO. Line 3 of article, for Legnano in the Venetian territory, read Legnago in the Veronese territory.

SALMON, THOMAS. See vol. iii. p. 655, note 2.

SALVAYRE, GERVAIS BERNARD, called GASTON, born at Toulouse, Haute-Garonne, June 24, 1847, began his musical education at the maîtrise of the cathedral, and afterwards studied at the conservatoire of the town, before he was brought by Ambroise Thomas to the Paris Conservatoire, where he studied the organ with Benoist, and composition and fugue with Thomas and Basin. He gained the first prize for organ in 1868, and competed for the Prix de Rome every year from 1867 to 1872, gaining it at last by sheer force of perseverance. During his stay at Rome, Salvayre worked very hard, and many of his compositions date from this time, notably his opera of 'Le Bravo,' and his sacred symphony in four movements, 'Le Jugement dernier,' of which the first two movements were performed at the Concerts du Châtelet, March 19, 1876. It was given in its entirety at the same concerts on Dec. 3, 1876, under the title of 'La Résurrection,' and again, under a third title, 'La Vallée de Josaphat,' at Lamoureux's concert on April 7, 1882. The remaining works written by Salvayre for the concert-room are an 'Ouverture Symphonique,' performed on his return from Rome at the Concerts Populaires, March 22, 1874; a Stabat Mater, given under the care of the Administration des Beaux-Arts; a setting of Ps. cv... for solo, chorus, and orchestra; and an air and variations for strings, performed in 1877, all the last given as the fruits of his residence in Italy. On his return to Paris, he was appointed chorus master at the Opéra Populaire which it had been attempted to establish at the Théâtre du Châtelet, and he then wrote ballet music for Grisi's 'Amours du Diable,' revived at this theatre in May 1876. Three years later he made his real début with his grand opera, 'Le Bravo' (Théâtre Lyrique, April 18, 1877), a noisy and empty composition revealing the true nature of the composer, who loves effect, but is wanting in inspiration, style, and form, and is wholly destitute of any fixed ideal. His little ballet, 'Fandango' (Opéra, Nov. 25, 1877), in which he made use of some highly characteristic Spanish melodies, was a decided advance in point of instrumentation, but his grand opera, 'Richard III,' performed at St. Petersburg, Dec. 21, 1883, was a dead failure, and in 'Egmont,' produced at the Opéra Comique, Dec. 6, 1886, his chief faults, noiselessness, and an amalgamation of different styles, from that of Meyerbeer to that of Verdi, were so predominant that the work was only performed a few times. Salvayre, who is a great friend of the present director of the Opera, M. Gaubert, having been his companion at the maîtrise of Toulouse, was commissioned to set to music Dumas' drama, 'La Dame de Monosson,' a subject little fitted for musical treatment. It was produced at the Opéra, Jan. 30, 1888, and was wholly unsuccessful. Salvayre, who has the qualities of a good musician, in spite of his repeated failures, was decorated with the Légion d'honneur in July 1880. [A.J.]

SAMARA, SITRO, is a Greek, born the Consul-general of Greece in Corfu, by an English mother. He was born Nov. 29, 1861. He got his first musical education in Athens, under the tuition of Enrico Stancampiano, a pupil of Mercadante, himself an opera conductor and music master, living in the Greek capital. While studying piano and harmony, literature had a great attraction for young Samara, and he dedicated to it all the time he did not employ with music. Thanks to his perseverance and to his natural facility, Samara
acquired both ancient and modern Greek, and became a good English, French and Italian scholar. He was already a pianist of uncommon talent when he left Athens for the Paris Conservatoire. There he finished his musical education as a pupil of Delibes. It was in Paris that Samara's first compositions for orchestra were executed; there also some of his drawing-room songs were received with success. But that was not sufficient for the new composer; his ambition wanted a larger field, and he went to Milan, where the publisher E. Sonzogno, who had already heard of him in Paris, gave him 'Flora mirabilis,' a three-act libretto by the renowned poet, Ferdinando Fontana, to set to music. The performance of his opera took place on May 16, 1886, at the Theatre Carcano of Milan. In a few days the name of the Greek maestro became popular in Italy, so successful was the appearance of his work. While the public applauded with enthusiasm, the critics were unanimous in proclaiming that this opera, without approaching perfection, still showed that its author had studied the great masters with care, that he possessed a certain originality of ideas, and above all dramatic power.

Many important European towns have confirmed the verdict of Milan, and Samara has triumphed everywhere. Before writing 'Flora mirabilis' he had already composed an opera entitled 'Medjé.' This he has lately revised and completed, and it was brought out at the Costanzi Theatre in Rome, Dec. 12, 1888. 'Lionella' is the title of another three-act libretto by Fontana, on which Samara is now at work.

After the splendid dawn of 'Flora mirabilis,' it is not surprising that the musical world should expect great things from its author. [F.Rz.]

SAN CARLO. P. 223 b, 1. 9, for first read second.

SANDONI. See Cuzzoni in Appendix.

SANTINI, FORTUNATO. Line 2, for July read Jan. (on the authority of Riemann and Paloschi).

SANTLEY, CHARLES. Add that he joined Mr. Carl Rosa's company for the season of 1876, when he sang the 'Flying Dutchman' with the greatest success. On April 5, 1889, he left London for an artistic tour in Australia. His daughter, Miss Edith Santley, before her marriage with the Hon. R. H. Lyttelton in 1884, had a short but exceedingly brilliant career as a concert singer.

SAPHO. Add that the opera was recently remodelled by its composer, extended to four acts, and produced at the Grand Opéra April 2, 1884, with moderate success.

SARABANDE. P. 227 b, in the example at top add a dot to each quaver rest; and make the last G quaver in line 1, and the E quaver in line 3, semiquavers.

SARASATE. Add that his full name is Pablo Martín Meliton Sarasate y Navacues. (The right date of birth is that given in the Dictionary.) In 1885 and 1886 he gave sets of orchestral concerts, conducted by Mr. Cusins, in St. James's Hall, and at the Birmingham Festival of 1886 played a violin concerto written for him by Mr. MacKenzie.

SARTORIS, Mrs. Line 2, for 6 read 4.

SATZ. The German term for Movement, which see.

SAVONAROLA. Grand opera in a prologue and three acts; words by Gilbert & Beckett, music by C. Villiers Stanford. Produced at the Stadt-Theater, Hamburg (words translated by Ernst Frank), April 18, 1884, and at Covent Garden (German Opera, under Richter), July 9 of the same year. [M.]

SAXOPHONE. Add that R. Wagner gave to instruments of this class the formidable-looking name of 'Racenkreuzungsklangszeuge,' which may be translated by 'tonal hybriade.'

For the second paragraph of the article, substitute the following:

It is manufactured in different sizes, comprising a complete choir of its class. A. Sax says he made eight varieties; namely, 1. Soprano in Eb; 2. Soprano in Bb; 3. Alto in Eb; 4. Tenor in Bb; 5. Baritone in Eb; 6. Bass in Bb; 7. Bass in Eb (an octave lower than the baritone); 8. Contrabass in Bb (an octave lower than the bass). Of these the first and the two last-named kinds have, however, never come into general use.

It is rather singular that an instrument of considerable artistic capacity, and very effective when manipulated by an artist, should never have been accepted as a means of enlarging the tonal resources of our modern orchestras. Georg Kastner introduced it into the score of his biblical opera, 'Le dernier roi de Juda,' which was performed at the Conservatoire in Paris in Dec. 1844; A. Adam gives an effective solo to the Eb Alto Saxophone in his opera 'Hamlet,' and we are told that it is also employed by Berlioz in his opera 'Les Troyens.' This last work remaining in MS. it is not easy to get precise information on the point; in none of the published scores of Berlioz have the passages been found. Wagner, the greatest tone-painter of our time, has never given it a place in his scores, and the instrument remains outside the recognized orchestral resources.

The reason for this neglect lies probably in its unsympathetic tone, combining two characteristic tone colours, 'reed' and 'brass,' which are preferable when rendered separately and pure by either the clarinet or a brass instrument.

It has, however, been accepted as a valuable addition to WIND-BANDS, where its hybrid tone forms a most effective link between reed and brass instruments. When represented by a full choir it materially improves the tone quality, while its capacity for distinct rendering of very rapid passages, combined with its powerful tone, make it a valuable adjunct for obtaining a good balance of instrumentation of wind-bands.
The Saxophone is extensively employed in the military reed-bands of the south of Europe, especially those of France; but in the infantry bands of Germany and Austria it remains almost unknown.

Even in France it had a rather chequered career. Adopted by a decree of the Minister of War (published in the 'Moniteur de l'Armée,' of Sept. 10, 1845), it came into general use with all infantry bands. In the year 1848 it was suppressed, to be again reintroduced in 1854, since which time it has obtained a permanent footing. [J.A.K.]

SCARAMUCCIA, UN'AVVENTURA DI. P. 237 b, l. 1, for Sept. 6 read March 8.

SCARIA, EMIL. Add that he created the part of Gurnemanz in ' Parsifal' at Bayreuth, and sang the same at the concert performances of the work in Nov. 1884 at the Albert Hall. He subsequently became insane, and died July 22, 1886.

SCARLATTI, ALESSANDRO. To the list of works add the following, the MSS. of which are in the possession of the Earl of Aylesford:—Oratorios: 'Gliuditta,' and 'S. Cecilia,' 'The Salve Regina' for chorus, and a cantata.

SCARLATTI, DOMENICO. P. 240 a, l. 9, for B. Cooke read John Johnson (at the Harp and Crown, Cheapside). After l. 12, add that in 1752 John Worgan obtained the sole licence to print certain new works by Domenico Scarlatti, and published them (at J. Johnson's, facing Bow Church, Cheapside). These were twelve sonatas, most of them new to England.

SCENA. P. 240 b, l. 11 from bottom, for 1688 read 1689.

SCHACK, BENEDICT. Add that in the 'Harmonicon,' vol. ix. p. 295, there is an account of a Mass by him which was finished by Mozart.

SCHARWENKA, XAVIER. Line 2 of article, for 1840 read 1850. To list of important works add a Symphony in C minor, op. 65.

SCHAUROTHER, DELPHINE. Add date of birth, 1814. She appeared in England only nine years old, and gave a concert on July 2, 1823, playing Beethoven's Eb quartet for PF. and strings, and an air and variations by Kalkbrenner.

SCHIEDEMANN. The name of a family of organists in Hamburg in the 16th and 17th centuries. Gerber, in his Lexicon, mentions Heinrich Schiedemann, born about 1600, died 1654, but appears to confuse him with an older and more important member of the family, David Schiedemann, probably an uncle of Heinrich. The date of David Schiedemann's birth is not ascertained, but in 1585 he was organist of St. Michael's Church, Hamburg. He is chiefly noteworthy as associated with three other Hamburg organists of repute, Jacob and Hieronymus Praetorius, and Joachim Decker, in the compilation of what we should now call a Choralbuch, though this name was not in general use then, a book of the usual hymn-tunes or chorales of the Lutheran Church, simply harmonized in four parts for congregational singing. This book appeared in 1604. Its original title is 'Melodeyen-Gesangbuch, darem Dr. Luthers und ander Christen gebrucklichst Gesänge, ihren gewöhnlichen Melodien nach ... in vier stimmen übersetzt.' The example first set by Lucas Osiander in 1586, of uniformly giving the melody to the soprano part, and not to the tenor, as the older practice was, is here followed, and in this way greater attention was given to the greater convenience of this for congregational singing. Of the 88 tunes in the book, David Schiedemann harmonized 13 or 14; among them there appears for the first time harmonized 'Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern.' Gerber, confusing David with Heinrich, attributes both the melody and the setting of this Chorale to Heinrich. But Winterfeld shows (Ev. Kirch. l. p. 90) that the melody belongs to neither, but seems to be taken from an old ballad song, beginning with similar words ('Weiß zu glauben leuchten die Augelein'), to the metre of which Philip Nicolai in 1599 wrote the words of his hymn, 'Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern.' Winterfeld praises Schiedemann's settings of the chorales for their fresh animated character, and for the happy way in which the rhythmical peculiarities of the old melodies are brought out. Chorales were not then sung as now, all in slow uniform rhythm, but many of the older melodies had curious changes of rhythm from common time to triple time, in successive lines. See the specimens of Schiedemann in Winterfeld, Part I. nos. 70, 71.

HEINRICH SCHIEDEMANN, mentioned above, was the son of Hans Schiedemann, organist of St. Catherine's Church, Hamburg. In 1616 he and Jacob Praetorius the younger were sent at the public expense to Amsterdam, to be initiated into a higher style of organ-playing, under the tuition of the then most famous organ-player of Europe, Peter Sweelinck. In 1625 Heinrich succeeded his father as organist of St. Catherine's. Matheson says of Schiedemann that his organ playing and compositions were like himself, popular and agreeable, easy and cheerful, with no pretence or desire for more show. None of his organ pieces have survived, though Félix speaks of having obtained some. As a composer, Heinrich Schiedemann was again associated with Jacob Praetorius in contributing melodies to German hymns, really originated in a misunderstanding of what Wecker thought meant when he spoke of Luther as having called the 'deutcher Choralgesang' into life. What both Luther and Wecker meant by 'Choralgesang' was the old Cantus Chorals or Plain-song of the Latin Church, which Luther himself wished to retain; and his merit consisted in the adaptation of the chief parts of the Latin Choral to German words, his work in this respect corresponding to Garbeck's 'Book of Common Prayer Hymns' with us in England. All the older Lutheran Church-musicians, such as Lucas Loatus and Michael Praetorius, used the words Choral and Choralgesang in this sense of the old Plain-song chorales to the gradual, responsories, and antiphons, whether sung to Latin or adapted to German words. It was only when German metrical hymns gradually superseded the common use of the other chorale parts of the service, that the name Choral in course of time became restricted to the melodies of these hymns. See Winterfeld, Er. Kirch. l. pp. 101, 153.

It is worth while noting that the word Choral (in English usually spelled Chorale), as now restricted to the melodies of German metrical hymns, really originated in a misunderstanding of what Wecker meant when he spoke of Luther as having called the 'deutcher Choralgesang' into life. What both Luther and Wecker meant by 'Choralgesang' was the old Cantus Chorals or Plain-song of the Latin Church, which Luther himself wished to retain; and his merit consisted in the adaptation of the chief parts of the Latin Choral to German words, his work in this respect corresponding to Garbeck's 'Book of Common Prayer Hymns' with us in England. All the older Lutheran Church-musicians, such as Lucas Loatus and Michael Praetorius, used the words Choral and Choralgesang in this sense of the old Plain-song chorales to the gradual, responsories, and antiphons, whether sung to Latin or adapted to German words. It was only when German metrical hymns gradually superseded the common use of the other chorale parts of the service, that the name Choral in course of time became restricted to the melodies of these hymns. See Winterfeld, Ev. Kirch. l. pp. 101, 153.
Rist's 'Himmische Lieder,' which were published in 1641, 42. Praetorius composed ten to
the 4th part of Rist's Book, Scheidemann ten to
the 5th part, entitled 'Hollentlieder.' One of
Scheidemann's melodies in this collection, 'Frisch
nuf und lasst uns singen,' continued for a while
in church use, as it appears again in Vopelius
Leipziger Gesangbuch of 1682. On Scheidem-
mann's death in 1654, Joh. Adam Reinke or
Reinken became his successor as organist of St.
Catherine's, Hamburg. [J.R.M.]

Scheidt, Samuel, one of the celebrated
three S.'s (the other two being Heinrich Schütz
and Hermann Schein, his contemporaries), the
best German organist of his time, was born at
Halle in 1587. His father, Conrad Scheidt, was
master or overseer of salt-works at Halle. The
family must have been musical, as some works
are still preserved of Gottfried, Samuel's brother,
which A. G. Ritter ('Geschichte der Orgel-
musik') says show considerable musical abili-
ty. Samuel owed his training as an organist to
the then famous 'Organisten-macher' Peter
Sweelinck of Amsterdam. At what date he
betook himself to Amsterdam, and how long he
remained a pupil of Sweelinck, is not precisely
ascertained. In 1620 at least, if not earlier,
he was back in his native town, and had re-
ceived the appointment of organist and capel-
lemeister to Christian Wilhelm, Markgraf
of Brandenburg, and then Protestant Administrat-
or of the Archibishopric of Magdeburg. In
this capacity Scheidt officiated as organist not at
Magdeburg, but in the Hof-kirche at Halle.
The troubles of the Thirty Years War and the
mishfortunes of his patron, the siege and sack of
Magdeburg in 1631, and the abdication of
Christian Wilhelm in 1638, seem to have made no
difference to Scheidt's official position at Halle,
though his income and means of living may have
suffered. He have no record as to his personal
relationship to Christian, but his successors in the
administration of the Magdeburg archbishopric,
but Chrisander in the 'Jahrbücher für musik-
alisiche Wissenschaft,' i. p. 158, prints a letter
from Scheidt to Duke Augustus of Brunswick in
1642, which seems to imply that he was then
looking for some patronage or assistance from
that art-loving prince. Scheidt never left Halle
however, and his circumstances may have im-
proved, as in his will he bequeathed some money
for the organ in the St. Moritz-kirche at Halle.
He died at the age of 67 on March 14, 1654.

Scheidt's first published work appeared at
Hamburg in 1620 ('Cantiones Sacrae octo vo-
cum'), and consists of 39 vocal compositions, 15
of which are settings of Lutheran chorales. His
fame however rests not on his vocal composi-
tions, but on his works for the organ. His next
work, also published at Hamburg in 1624, is
considered epoch-making in the history of organ
music. It consists of three parts, but the whole
work bears the general title 'Tabulatura Nova';
the same title, indeed, as many earlier works of
the same kind in Germany (e.g. Ammerbach,
1571; B. Schmid, 1577; Paix, 1583; Voltz,
1617), from all of which, however, it differs
widely both in aim and style, and indeed marks
the beginning of a new and better treatment of
the organ both with regard to playing and to
composition. From 1650 to about 1620, organ
playing in Germany was governed by a form which
what was known as the art of 'koloriren,' the
art of 'colouring' melodies sacred or secular by
the inserting of meaningless passages, all framed
on one and the same pattern, between each note
or chord of the melody. These earlier Tablature-
books were all compiled simply to teach this
purely mechanical art of 'colouring' melodies for
the organ. The music was written in the so-called German Tablature.

I. Tabulatura Nova, continens variationes aliquot
Psalmorum, Fantasiarum, Cantillanum, Passacagiae
et Canones aliquot: in gratiam Organorum adornat
Samuela Scheidt Halensis, Reverendiss. Illustri-
simique Principes ac Domine Christiani Guilehmi
Archiepiscopi Magdeburgensis, Principis Germaniae
Organistae et Capellae Magistri. Hamburg.... 1620.

II. Pars Secunda... continens Fugae, Psalmorum, Cantionem et Echos
eiusce recitae versiones varias ac
omnimosas. Pro quorumvis Organistis capiti et
modulo:....

III. Tertia et ultima pars, continens Kyrie Dominicae
Credo in unum Deum, Psalmum de Coena Domini sub
Communione, Hymnus praecipuorum Pestorum totis
muneribus, Dixit Dominus, In medio ecclesiae, Ave
Organo et Benedictum.... In gratiam Organistarum,
praecipue eorum qui musice pure et absque callemi
coloribus Organum induere gaudent....

The last words mark an important difference
between this third part and the two preceding.
In the first two parts the composer appears to
wish to show how he could beat the 'Colourists'
on their own ground, his figures and passages
however not being like theirs, absolutely mean-
gless and void of invention, but new and
varied, and having an organic connection with
the whole composition to which they belong.
He shows himself still as virtuoso, desirous to
extend the technique of organ-playing, while at
the same time displaying his contrapuntal ma-
astery. As far as technique is concerned, there is
to be noticed in Scheidt the extended use of the
pedal, so different from Frescobaldi's occasional
use of it for single notes merely, also the imita-
tion of orchestral effects, such as what he himself
terms 'imitatio violistica,' the imitation of the

1 For an example of German Organ Tablature, see Schields,
'Geschichte der Kirchenmusik,' p. 377 f.
2 'Geschmacklos Barbaraen' (tasteless barbarians), as Ambros
calls them.
effects of the different ways of bowing on the
violin, and the imitation of an organ tremulent
itself by the rapid interchange of the fingers of
the two hands on one and the same key ("Bici-
nium imitatione tremula organi dubios digitis
in una tantum clave manu tum dextra, tum
sinistra"). The first two parts contain a mix-
ture of sacred and secular pieces, the secular
pieces however being marked off as for domestic
rather than for church use by the absence of a
pedal part. The sacred pieces consist of ten
fantasies or set pieces, with an insight into chorus
melodies, with a few fugues or fantasies on another
motive, among which is a 'fantasia fuga quadrup-
plici,' on a madrigal of Palestina's, which Ritter
describes as a masterpiece of contrapuntal art,
four subjects from the madrigal being treated first
 singly and then together, and with contrary
motion and other devices. The secular pieces
consist chiefly of variations on sacred melodies,
among which appears one entitled an English
'song de fortuna.' The third part of the 'Ta-
bulatur-buch' is entirely sacred in character, and
higher in level than the first two. The composer
expressly renounces the virtuoso; he writes, as
the title-page says, for those who delight to play the
organ purely musically, and without mere orna-
mental and passage work. In this third part he
gives very full directions with regard to registering
both for manuals and pedal. It is intended
entirely for church use, and both by choirs of
pieces, and the manner in which they are ar-
anged, it gives an insight into the music in
which the organ was very frequently employed in
the church services of those days. It was
not then generally used to accompany or sustain
the voices of the choir or congregation, but
rather to alternate with them. Thus, for in-
stance, between each verse of the 'Magnificat'
sung by the choir without accompaniment, the
organ would come in independently with some
variation or changing harmonies on the plain-
song melody. A further use of the organ was
even to take the place of the choir in making
the responses to the ecclesiastical intonations of
the officiating clergy when there was no proper
choir to do this. Frescobaldi's works (espe-
cially 'Fiori Musicali,' 1635) furnish instances
of this use of the organ in the Roman Church.
Thus when the priest had intoned the Kyrie of the
Mass, in the absence of a proper choir, the
organist would answer, as Ambros expresses it,
when speaking of Frescobaldi's works of the
kind ("mit einer Art von künstler-
isch-merkende und bereichernden Echo"),
that is, to say, the organist, taking up the plain-song
theme, would not just harmonize it note by note,
but treat it in the form of a short polyphonic
composition for the organ. (See the quotations
from Frescobaldi in Ambros's 'Geschichte der
Musik,' iv. pp. 444-445.) The third part of
Scheidt's 'Tabulatur' shows that this usage
was not confined to the Roman Church, but was
also retained for a considerable time in the
Lutheran. It opens with twelve short move-
ments based on the plain-song of the different
sections of the Kyrie and Gloria of the Mass,
and the remark, or rubric, as we might call it, 'Gloria
canit Pastor,' shows that they were expressly
intended as responses made by the organ to the
intonation of officiating clergy. The Magni-
ficat follows, in all the church tones, one verse
sung by the ecclesiastic and every alternate
verse arranged to be played by the organ in lieu
of a choir. This way of treating the Magnificat
prevailed in Lutheran Churches even up to
Pachelbel's time (1706), though the plain-song
was more and more put into the background,
and the practice became simply an excuse for
interludes on any motive. After the Magni-
ficat came a series of hymns common to both
Roman and Lutheran Churches, with their
plain-song melodies treated in a similar fashion.
The book further contains Luther's version of the
Creed ("Wir glauben All, an einen Gott")
with its Doric melody, John Huss's Commu-
nion Hymn, arranged to be played instead of
being sung during the high communion. The two last
pieces in the book are 6-part movements for
the full organ, meant to be played at the end of
Vespers. Interwoven with the last is the litur-
gical melody of the Benedictus. In all these
compositions Scheidt has faithfully adhered to
the original plain-song melodies when they ap-
pear as Cantus Firmus, but in the further work-
out of his work has not been content simply to harmonize
them according to the laws of the Church modes,
but has so far altered them in accordance with
the new ideas of harmony then beginning to
make way. But there is still wanting in him a
consistent system of modulation. The chromatic
semitones are still employed by him rather in
a hap-hazard sort of way.

Twenty-six years later, viz. in 1650, Scheidt
published another work for the organ, his second
and last, which shows a different conception as
to the use of the organ in the services of the
Church, and probably marks a change which
was then going on gradually in the practice of
the Lutheran Church. The congregational sing-
ing of metrical hymns was gradually supersed-
ing the older liturgical music, and the organ had
more and more to surrender its independence to
accommodate itself to the simple accompaniment
in 4-part harmony of the melodies of these
hymns, which now began to assume exclusively
the name of Choral-musik. This, which was at
first a loss, became in time a gain, as it deepened
the sense of the value of harmony for its own
sake; and besides, out of this originated the new
art-form of the Choral-Vorspiel of later days.
Scheidt's last organ work was intended to meet
the new requirements. Its title sufficiently ex-
plains its object: 'Tabulatur-buch 100 geist-
licher Lieder u. Psalmen D. Martini Lutheri
and anderer gottseliger Männer für die Herren
Organisten mit der Christlichen Kirchen u.
Gemeine auf der Orgel, desgleichen auch zu Hause
durchzuspielen u. zu singen, auf alle Partien, Sonn-
durchs ganze Jahr mit 4 Stimmern komponirt
... Gedruckt zu Gurlitz ... im 1650 Jahr.'
This work is dedicated to the Magistrates and Town Council of Görlitz, and the composer seems to imply that it had been undertaken at their special desire. In this, as in his previous work, there is noticeable, as Ritter points out, the same undecided struggle in the composer’s mind between attachment to the old and inclination to the new. Thus, while he strictly adheres to the original rhythms of the old melodies, he harmonizes according to the rules of modern musical accent, and thus the rhythm of the melody is not in agreement with the rhythm implied by the harmony. See for illustration his setting of ‘Ein feste Burg’ in Ritter, ‘Geschichte der Orgel-Musik,’ p. 19, the first two bars of which may here be given:

One chorale appears in this book for the first time, viz. ‘O Jesulein süß, O Jesulein mild,’ which has been adapted in later chorale books to the words ‘O heiliger Geist, O heiliger Gott.’ As harmonized by Scheit it is given in Winterfeld’s ‘Ev. K. G.,” ii. No. 218, and Schöberlein’s, ‘Schutz des Chorgesangs,” ii. No. 457.

If it is his organ works that now entitle Scheit to honourable remembrance and give him a distinct position of his own amongst composers, it was not his organ works, but his vocal compositions, that procured him the esteem of his contemporaries, and caused him to be ranked as one of the celebrated three S.’s. Of his vocal works, besides the ‘Sacrae Cantiones’ of 1620, mentioned above, there are mentioned ‘Liebliche Kraft-Blümlein concertweise mit 3 Stimmen und General-Basso,” Halle 1625; ‘Geistliche Concerten mit 2 und 3 Stimmen, etc., 4 parts,” Leipzig, 1631. Another instrumental work should also be recorded, more for the clavier than the organ, ‘Ludorum musicorum prima et secunda pars, 1623.’

It is natural to draw comparisons, as Ritter does in his ‘History of Organ Music,’ between Scheit and Frescobaldi, whose lives covered nearly the same period of time, and who may both be regarded as the true founders of modern organ music, or rather, the Italian of clavier music generally, the German of specifically organ music. Of the two, Frescobaldi is the greater genius, showing greater force of imagination in the invention of new forms and the solution of difficult problems; Scheit is more laborious and painstaking, showing greater study of the capabilities of his instrument, as, for instance, in the use of the pedal, and in registering generally, with neither of which did Frescobaldi concern himself. As Ritter points out, while Scheit has thus greater command of all the resources of expression, Frescobaldi has more of real poetic expression in his music itself.

For more detailed comparison of the two masters it will be sufficient to refer to Ritter’s work.

Scheit, Johann Hermann, was born Jan. 29, 1586, at Grünhain in Meissen, where his father was the Lutheran pastor. Having lost his father at an early age, he was taken to Dresden and became a chorister in the Court Chapel there. His further education was received at the Gymnasium of Schulpforta and the University of Leipzig. Of his musical training further than what he received in the Court Chapel: as far as we have no detail, he was invited to be Capellmeister at Weimar, but held this post for only two years. On the death of Seth Calvisius in 1615 he obtained the appointment of Cantor to the Thomas-Schule in Leipzig, which post he held till his death in 1630.

Scheit is chiefly known to later times by his ‘Cantional,’ first published in 1627. Its original title is ‘Cantional oder Gesangbuch Augsburgischer Confession, in welchem des Herrn D. Martini Lutheri und anderer reformirter Christi, und des Autoris eigene Lieder und Psalmen ... So im Chur und Fürstenthümern Sachsen, insonderthe aber in beiden Kirchen und Gemeinen allhier zu Leipzig gebräuchlich, verfertigt und mit 4, 5, 6 Stimmen componirt ...’ A second enlarged edition appeared in 1645 after Scheit’s death. As the title shows, it consists of Choral-melodies, both old and new, harmonized for ordinary church use, mostly note against note. Scheit himself appears in this book in three capacities: as a poet, as a composer, and as a harmonist. Of the 200 and odd Choral-melodies in the book about 80 are Scheit’s own, a few of which have still held their ground in modern chorale books, though some appear to be attributed to him by mistake. Scheit’s book differs from Crüger’s similar book of later date (1648) in retaining the old irregular rhythm of Choral-melodies, while Crüger has transformed their rhythms according to more modern ideas. But if Scheit still retains the old rhythm in the melodies, in his harmonies he has almost entirely lost, as Winterfeld points out, the feeling for the peculiarities of the old church modes in which these melodies are written, though otherwise his harmonies are serious and dignified. With Michael Praetorius and Heinrich Schütz, and probably through their influence, Scheit was one of the pioneers in Germany of the new movement in music proceeding from Italy at the beginning of the 17th century. Naturally his other works show this more plainly than the ‘Cantional,’ as many of them are awesomely written in imitation of Italian models. These other works are as follows:

1. ‘Venus-Kränzlein’ (‘Garland of Venus’), a set of ‘weltliche Lieder’ or secular songs, for 5 voices. Leipzig, 1609.
2. ‘Geistliche Concerto’ (Sacred Concertos) for 4 voices. 1612.
3. ‘Cymbalum Sionium,’ containing 31 settings of German and Latin sacred texts for 5, 6, 8, 10, and 12 voices. 1613.
SHEIN.

4. 'Banchetto Musicale,' a collection of Pavanes, Gaillardes, etc., in 5 parts. 1617.
5. 'Opella Nova,' 1st part, containing 'Geistliche Concerte auf jetzo gebräuchliche Italienische invention componirt' (Sacred Concertos written in the new Italian style). 1618.
6. 'Musica boscareccia, Waldliederlein auf Italian - Villanellesche Invention fingirt und componirt.' (Hunting or Forest Songs, composed in the style of Italian villanellas).
7. 'Fontana d'Israel.' 'Israel's Brunnenlein ausserlesener Krafträucher altes und neuen Testaments, etc., auf ein sonderbare anmuthige Italian-Madrigale Manier, etc., mit Fleiss componirt' (Israel's fountain of select passages of the Old and New Testament, carefully composed in the specially graceful style of the Italian Madrigal). 1623. In this work Schein gives up the basso continuo, and goes back to the more purely vocal style of the old madrigal, permitting himself however the bolder harmonic license of the new style of Monteverdi and other Italians. Wherever the words seem to justify his doing so, the composer delights in using unprepared discords, and discords without resolution, with perhaps too much strain after passionate expression.

8. 'Opella Nova,' 2nd part, 1626, contents similar to the 1st part, both parts having basso continuo and instrumental accompaniment.

Over 30 numbers from Schein's 'Cantional' may be found in Schoberlein's 'Schats des Liturgischen und Chorgesangs,' Göttingen, 1867-72. [J.R.M.]

SCHICHT, J. G. Last line but one, add probably before the words not by John Sebastian; and refer to Back in Appendix.

SCHILLING, Dr. G. Add date of death, 1880.

SCHIMON, ADBL. Add date of death, June 21, 1887.

SCHINDLER, ANTON. Line 2 of article, for 1769 read 1796. Line 3, for Modi read Medl.

SCHIRA, FRANCESCO. Add date of death, Oct. 16, 1883.

SCHLESINGER. P. 254 a, l. 4, for in read Dec. 14.

SCHMIDT. See SMITH, FATHER.

SCHMITT. P. 254 b, l. 7 from bottom, for 1803 read 1796.

SCHNEIDER, F. J. C. A fuller list of his oratorios will be found in vol. ii. p. 555 a.

SCHNETZLER. See SNETZLER, and vol. ii. p. 597.

SCHOELCHER, VICTOR. P. 257 b, l. 13 from bottom, the sentence beginning 'Up to 1850 requires correction, as in 1827 'The Messiah' (with Latin words), the 'Ode on St. Cecilia's Day,' and 'Alexander's Feast,' had been given in Paris. P. 258 a, l. 4 from end of article, read the highly elaborated narrative.

SCHÖNE MINKA. The name by which a certain very popular Ruthenian or Little Russian song is generally known. (The music and original words are given by Pratsch, 'Sobranie russkikh narodnuikh pysen,' end of vol. i, and the literal German version in Fink, 'Musikalischer Hausschatz,' No. 157.)

Ye-kher Ko-sak za Du-na-L, kia-mal dir-chi-'

Ein Ko-sak ritt in den Krieg, sagt dem Mäd-ch'en

na pro-shcha! Vul ko-ni-kt vo-ro-ren-k't

Le-ba-wohl! Nun, ihr mein-e lie-ben Hap-pen.

Na si-lu-ga-lat. Po-stoi. po-stoi

Lan' set was ihr könt, Wart doch. Wart doch.


mein Ko-sak, sieh dein Mäd-ch'en weint um dich.

Yak tol-me-ne po-k'i-de-shch. Til ko po-du ma.


It is marked by perfect regularity of rhythm and absence of certain eccentricities noted in the article SONG, vol. iii. pp. 612, 613, as common in the Cossack and Little Russian songs; and the words are a dialogue in rhymed verse. It is an interesting instance of a Volkslied of one country becoming domesticated in the same capacity in another, and also of the extraordinary transformation which the song may undergo in the process. A very loose imitation of the words of this song, beginning 'Schöne Minka ich muss scheiden,' was published by the German poet Ch. A. Tiedge in 1808, and this, with the melody much altered, is now to be found in most collections of German Volkslieder without notice of the Slavonic sources. J. N. Himmel has made this air (rather in its original than in the German form) the subject of 'Adagio, Variazionen und Rondo über ein russisches Thema' for PF., violin, and violoncello, op. 78, and Weber wrote a set of brilliant variations for pianoforte on the same theme. [R.M.]

SCHOOLS OF COMPOSITION. P. 280 a, l. 12 from bottom, for 1612-1618 read 1615-18. P. 285 b, as to the date of Purcell's 'Dido and Aeneas,' see PURCELL in Appendix. P. 287 a, l. 7, for 1694 read 1693.

SCHOTT (B. SCHOTT'S Söhne). P. 315 a, l. 15 of article, after ADAM add (living afterwards as bandmaster in Canada and India, where he died). At end of first paragraph add Schott's sons have been music publishers to the Court since 1824. After Kink's organ-music add der Choralschule,' in 9 volumes; 'École pratique de la modulation,' op. 99; 'Gesangstudien' (vocalises, méthode de chant, etc.) by Bordése, Bordogni, Concone, Fétabl, Gavaudé, Garcia, Lablache, Abbe Mainzer, Rossini, Rubini, Vaccai, etc.
SCHOTTISCHE.

The last bar of lines 2 and 4 of the musical example should be identical. The right notes are F, G (appoggiatura), F, E, F.

SCHRÖDER or SCHREIDER (possibly Schröder), organ builder. See vol. iii. p. 539 b, article FATHER SMITH.

SCHRÖDER-DEVRIENT, WILHELMINE. Line 3 of article, for December read Dec. 6.

SCHRÖTER, CORONA ELIZABETH WILHELMINE, a celebrated singer of the Weimar court in its most brilliant days, was the daughter of a musician, Johann Friedrich Schröter. According to her latest biographer, Keil (Vor hundert Jahren, Leipzig, 1875), Corona was born Jan. 14, 1751, at Guben, whence the family shortly afterwards migrated to Warsaw and finally to Leipzig. Corona’s voice was trained by her father, and she sang when she was but 14 at a Leipzig Grosses Concert (1765). From the following year until 1771 she was engaged at these concerts, Schmehlung (La Mara) being retained as principal vocalist. Goethe had become acquainted with Schröter in 1766; ten years later he conveyed to her the offer of the post of Kammersängerin to the Dowager Duchess of Weimar. Here she made her first appearance Nov. 23, 1776, and soon became the idol of the place. Associated with Goethe himself in the production of his drama, she created amongst others the part of Iphigenia, completely realizing the poet’s ideal (see Auf Mieding’s Tod). Her cooperation in ‘Die Fischerin’ included the composition of all the music. It was on July 23, 1789, that she was heard as Dortchen, and that ‘Der Erlkönig’, with which the play opens, was sung for the first time. After 1786 Schröter sang little in public, but devoted herself to composition, painting, and a few dramatical pieces. Schiller heard her read Goethe’s Iphigenia in 1787, and Charlotte von Schiller, a year or two later, found much to praise in the musical settings of ‘Der Taucher’ and ‘Würde der Frauen’, and their expressive rendering by the famous artist. In the meantime Schröter’s health had broken down, and her death, when aged 51, at Ilmenau, Aug. 23, 1802, was not unexpected. Her songs were published in two books. They are melodious and simple settings of poems by Herder, Matthieson, Klopotock, etc. Book I. (25 Lieder, Weimar, 1786) contains Goethe’s ‘Der neue Amadis’ and ‘Der Erlkönig’. The list of subscribers furnishes the names of many notabilities of the day connected with Weimar and other German Courts. The second collection of songs was published at Weimar, 1794.

Corona’s brothers, Johann Samuel (vocalist) and Johann Heinrich Schröter (violinist) visited England; the former died here in 1788. Besides the life by Keil, Dünzter’s ‘Charlotte von Stein and Corona Schröter’ may be consulted for details of her social and artistic successes. In 1778 Schröter handed to Goethe her MS. autobiography, which has never been made public, perhaps has not yet been discovered among his papers, although Goethe noted the receipt of it in his diary.

[NOTE: This is Schröter’s chief work is ‘Hymni Sacri,’ Erfurt, 1587, and consists of 4- and 5-part settings of those Latin Church Hymns which had also been received into the worship of the Lutheran Church. Winterfeld says of these hymns, that they belong to the best musical works of the time; the harmony is rich, clear, and dignified, and shows an unmistakeable advance on the path of the older masters. They are in the same style as the Hymns of Palestina and Vittoria, only the choral melody is mostly given to the upper voice. Some of these hymns, as well as some of the German psalms of Gallus Dreseler, Schroeter’s predecessor, are re-published in Schöberlein and Riegel’s ‘Schats des liturgischen Chorgesangs,’ Kassel, 1860-72. Four Weimaranisches Liedlein of Schroeter’s are received into the repertoire of the Berlin Dom-Chor, and are published in Schlesinger’s ‘Musica Sacra,’ No. 11. A German Te Deum for double choir by Schroeter, previously existing only in manuscript, has been printed by Otto Kade in the Noten-Beilagen to Ambros’s ‘Gesch. der Musik,’ No. 38. [J.R.M.]

SCHUBERT, FRANZ PETER. P. 344 a, l. 15 from bottom of text, omit the word Schiller’s. P. 331 b, add to first paragraph, also a fine overture in E minor published in Series II of the complete edition. P. 333 b and elsewhere, for Gendeborg read Gundelhof. P. 334 a, l. 8, the hexameters are Kannen. P. 334 b, l. 14 from bottom, read Count F. von Troyer. P. 341 b, l. 26, after fond add so fond as to have encroed it on first hearing, and himself sung in the encore (Spaun). P. 343 b, l. 9 from bottom of text, add See an interesting letter from Ernst Perabo, the present owner of the MS., with extract from the Andante, in the ‘Musical Record,’ April, 1888. P. 346 a, l. 16 from bottom, for Diabeil read Haslinger. P. 351 a, l. 35, for alone read in themselves. P. 355 a, l. 24, for still fairer read much fairer. Add that Schubert was buried on Sept. 23, 1888, in the central cemetery of Vienna. P. 359 a, note 2, add It was taken, or begun, while Schubert took refuge in the artist’s house from a thunderstorm (Fuhl). P. 359 b, l. 25, add He had a beautiful set of teeth (Benedict). P. 362 b, at bottom, the sentence beginning They show no aesthetic artificialities, etc., is not correct. See the ‘Rondo brillante,’ op. 79, where part of the introduction is quoted in the Rondo: also in op. 100 the subject of the slow movement is introduced into the Finale, and others. P. 367 a, add to note, His poems were collected:—Poetische Betrachtungen in freyen Stunden von Nicolaus: mit einer Vorrede...von Friedrich von Schlegel.’ Wien, Gerold, 1828. P. 369 b, add to list of authors of poems, W. Müller 44.
Add to vol. iv. p. 45 s. 1. 9 from bottom.—The Landgraf, as a man of culture, interested in all new movements in literature and art, wished himself to gain a closer acquaintance with the new Italian style of music, and hoped through Heinrich Schütz to be able to transplant it to Germany and into his own Court chapel, and thus vivify German art by a new alliance with Italian. In Schütz he found the man for his purpose. Schütz accepted the Landgraf’s offer and proceeded to Venice, where he remained under Gabrieli’s tuition from 1616 until his resister was set up in 1612. Gabrieli showed his esteem for his pupil by sending to him from his death-bed a ring to wear to his memory, and Schütz on his part ever professed the highest veneration for his master. In 1612 he returned to Cassel, and was appointed organist to the Landgraf, but either uncertain himself as to his real vocation for music or induced by his friends, he had still some thoughts of taking up again the profession of law. Perhaps the Landgraf’s wishes to travel were not merely a sphere for him to work in; it was fortunate therefore that in 1614 he received the invitation to undertake the entire direction of the capelle of the Elector Johann Georg of Saxony at Dresden, at a salary of 400 gulden. The Landgraf was unwilling to part with him, and would at first only allow him to accept this position temporarily. He recalled Schütz in 1616, but on the earnest petition of the Elector finally consented to his remaining permanently at Dresden. Schütz’s first endeavour at Dresden was to organize the electoral music, and indeed, as he had been engaged to do, on the Italian model, for the purpose of introducing the new concerted style of music vocal and instrumental. He procured good Italian instruments and players, and sent qualified members of the capelle to Italy for a time, to perfect themselves in the new style of singing and playing.

To p. 45 §. 1. 7 from bottom, add:—For this purpose Schütz uses the means of expression afforded by contrast of different choirs, or contrast of solo voices with full choir, or contrast of voices with instruments, either the simple Basso Continuo, i.e. for organ, lute, or theorbo, or strings with occasional trumpets, etc. The work on the subject of the Resurrection is entitled ‘Historia der fröhlichen und Siegreichen Auferstehung unseres einigen Erlösers und Seligmachers Jesu Christi.’ The occasion for the composition of this work would seem to have been the practice, still kept up at Dresden, Leipzig and other churches in Saxony, of singing the story of the Resurrection at Easter as that of the Passion in Holy Week. A ‘Geistliches Gesangbuch’ of 1612 informs us that ‘Every year on Easter-day at Vespers, before the sermon, there is sung in our Christian congregations the Resurrection, so splendidly set by Antonius Scandellus.’

Schütz, Heinrich. See vol. iv. p. 45 and add as follows:—His father and grandfather occupied a good social position at Weissenfels, whether his father removed with his family on the death of his grandfather in 1591. In his thirteenth year (1598) Heinrich was taken into the service of Landgraf Moritz of Hesse-Cassel, as narrated in the former article.


SCHÜTZ. 787

P. 370 b. add The articles on Schubert’s masses by Mr. E. Prout in the ‘M. Musical Record’ for 1871, and the ‘Concordia’ for 1875, are too important and interesting to be omitted. Ibid. Add to the letters, 1828. Ap. 10 | Vienna | Probst MS. copy in the writer’s possession. P. 371 b. *For Auf der Brücke Read Auf der Brücke. P. 374 a. To Tod und das Mädchen, Der, add 1817. P. 375 b. In no. 7 of the Symphonies read entry in last column as MS. (See pp. 334, 354.) Church works, No. 16 of the Sonatas, for Op. 40 read Op. 140. P. 378 b. add 1847 Der Tod und das Mädchen. |Op. 7, no. 3. February. P. 379 a. No. 496, the date of Furcht der Geliebten should be Sept. 12, 1815 (Autog. at Sotheby’s). P. 380 a, 1824, Eitner ‘Monscheide,’ etc., 1888, p. 33 mentions an autograph of ‘Du liebst mich nicht’ (op. 59, no. 1) in Gb minor, and dated July 1824, but whether this is the original autograph or a duplicate by Schubert is not certain. P. 382 a, 1. 1, for Kopffmann read Kopffmann. A complete edition of Schubert’s works in 33 classes was announced by Breitkopf & Härtel in 1884. Up to Feb. 1889, the following have been published:—Series I. 8 Symphonies in 2 vols. II. 10 Overtures, etc. VII. 4 sext, 4 hex, and Trios, 2 vols. VIII. 8 Rondos, Sonatas, etc., for PF. and one instrument. IX. PF. 4-hand compositions, 32 in all, in 3 vols. X. 15 Sonatas for PF. solo. XI. Miscellaneous PF. works. XIII. Masses, 7, in 2 vols. XIV. 20 small church works. XV. Dramatic music: (1) ‘Teseufa Lustschloss’; (2) ‘Der vierjährige Posten’; ‘Ferdano’; ‘Die Freunde von Salzmarka’; (6) ‘Ferrabras’.

The history of Schubert’s music owes very much to Max Friedland, Dr. in Philosophy, who was born at Brieg in Silesia Oct. 12, 1852, and studied singing under Manuel Garcia in London and Julius Stockhausen in Frankfort. Friedland has travelled much and is widely known as a baritone singer. He sang at the Crystal Palace on April 19, 1884, and elsewhere in London. He has taken up musical investigation, especially in connection with Schubert; and has edited the new edition of Peters’ collection of Schubert’s songs; with a supplement of variations; Schubert’s duets; Schubert’s quintet, ‘Nur wer die Sehnsucht’; Gluck’s Odes; Revised edition of the text to Schumann’s songs; 100 Deutsche Volkstaler (not published); Stockhausen’s Gesangtechnik (with the author). He is understood to be devoting himself to the collection of materials for an exhaustive biography of Schubert, for which he is well qualified. [G.]
that Schütz did little else on this occasion than re-arrange Peri’s music and add something in exactly the same style. In any case the result was not such as to induce Schütz to make any further attempts in music for the theatre, if we except another occasional piece, a Ballett written in 1658, the music of which appears also to be lost. In 1628, Schütz having lost his wife, found some comfort in her memory by occupying himself with the task of composing melodies with simple 4-part harmony to a rhymed version of the Psalms by Dr. Cornelius Becker. This version by Becker was meant to be a Lutheran rival to an earlier Calvinistic version by Lobwasser based on the French Psalter of Marot and Beza, and adapted to the same melodies. Later on, Johann Georg II., with a view to the introduction of the Becker Psalter in place of Lobwassers’s, urged Schütz to complete his composition of melodies for the work. The task was hardly congenial to our composer, as he himself confesses in the preface to the complete work when it appeared in 1661. Two further editions—however of this Psalter, with Schütz’s melodies, appeared in 1676 and 1712. Some of these melodies passed into later Cantionalis, though none have ever taken the same place in general use or esteem that similar work by less eminent composers has done in his own day.

Correct p. 452, l. 4, etc. by the following:—Partly to distract himself from his great sorrow, partly to familiarize himself with the still newer development of music in Italy, with which the name of Claudio Monteverde is chiefly associated, Schütz set out on a second visit to Italy in 1629. He found musical taste in Venice greatly changed since the time of his first visit (1612), ‘modern ears were being regaded with a new kind of sensabon’ (‘Innoli and choros’). The new style consisted in the greatest prominence given to solo singing, and to intensity of expression in solo singing, the freer use of dissonances, and greater richness and variety in instrumental accompaniment. In a series of works entitled Symphoniae Sacrae, Schütz endeavoured to turn to account the new experiences he had gained, without however, like his new Italian models, turning his back upon his earlier polyphonic training. He never altogether forgot to unite the solidity of the old school with the piquancy of expression of the new. The first part of ‘Symphoniae Sacrae’ appeared at Venice in 1629, and consists of twenty settings of Latin texts, chiefly from the Psalms and the Song of Songs. A second part of Symphoniae Sacrae, with the sub-title ‘Deutsche Concerten,’ appeared at Dresden in 1657; a third part also at Dresden in 1650. The two later parts are settings of German Bible texts. They may be described as brief dramatic cantates for various combinations of voices and instruments, and in virtue of them Schütz may be considered joint-founder with Carissimi of the Dramatic Oratorio. Winterfeld (Gabrieli, vol. iii, pp. 82, etc., also Evang. Kir. Gesang, ii, p. 215) singles out for special notice
SCHÜTZ.

from the first part, 'Fili, fili mi, Absalom' (David's lament over Absalom), written for bass solo with accompaniment of four trombones, and from the third part, 'Saul, Saul, was versolget du mich' (a cantata for the festival of the Conversion of St. Paul), and 'Mein Sohn warum hast du uns das gethan' (for the first Sunday after Epiphany).

In 1631 and following years Saxon became the scene of war, and one result was the complete disorganization of the Elector's capella, means falling for the payment of musicians, and the attention of the Elector and his court being occupied with more serious matters than music. Schütz obtained leave in 1633 to accept an invitation to Copenhagen from King Christian IV. of Denmark. The years 1635-41 were spent in wanderings to and fro between different courts with occasional returns to Dresden, Schütz being still nominally in the service of the Elector. The chief works worthy of notice published during these years are two sets of Gesellschaftliche Konzerte for 1 to 5 voices, with Basso Continuo (1636, 39), the second set being especially remarkable by the composer's frequent directions for the securing of proper expression in his music. (It is to be remembered that marks and terms of expression were not then in vogue.)

In 1641 Schütz returned to Dresden to make an effort to reorganize the music, but from want of means his efforts were not crowned with anything like success till 1645 or 47. A work of importance was written and produced about 1645, though strangely enough it was not printed or published in Schütz's lifetime, and only appeared in print for the first time in 1873, edited by Carl Riedel of Leipzig. It is a small Passion Oratorio on the Seven Words from the Cross. This work is of importance as contributing some new elements to the development of the later Passion Music. First, the part of the Evangelist is no longer based on the liturgical institution, as in the 'Resurrection' oratorio of 1623, but takes the form of the new Ariosos Recitativo. For the sake of variety Schütz divides this part among different solo voices, and sets it twice in the form of a quartet. Next, the work is opened and concluded with a chorus (5-part with basso continuo) expressive of the feelings of Christians at the contemplation of our Lord upon the Cross. After the opening, and again before the concluding chorus, there occurs a short 5-part instrumental symphony, which has been aptly described as an ideal raising and dropping of the curtain before and after the action. The instruments to be used are not specified, but strings are probably more intended than anything else. The part of our Lord differs from the other parts in having a 3-part instrumental accompaniment. This probably originated out of the custom in previous 'Passions' (as followed in Scandelli's 'Resurrection' for instance) of setting the words of our Lord of 4 vocal parts. Schütz here improved upon the idea, first timidly suggested by himself in his 'Resurrection,' of giving the words of a single character to a single voice, for the sake of dramatic consistency, and assigning the accompanying parts to the instruments. The way in which this accompaniment is carried out deserves to be noticed. It is neither in the old style nor in the new, but a curious combination of both; the lower part is identical with the basso continuo for sustaining the harmony throughout: the other two parts are written in the polyphonic style with the voice, consisting of imitations either preceding or following the vocal phrase. It is well known how Bach in his 'Mittäus-Passion' developed the idea of a special accompaniment to the words of our Lord, surrounding Him as it were with a halo. Naturally there are no arias in the modern sense in Schütz's work, all is in the form of expressive recitative. A touching simplicity and tenderness distinguish the whole work. In 1648 appeared his 'Musicalia ad Chorum Sacrum,' a work in quite a different style from those last mentioned, and showing a reaction in Schütz's mind against the exclusive aims of the modern 'Manier.' It consists of 20 pieces to German words, for 5, 6, and 7 voices, in the old motet or strictly polyphonic style, in which the bassus generalis or continuus may be dispensed with (as the title says, 'Wobei der Bassus Generalis auf Gutachten und Begehren, nicht aber aus Notwendigkeit zugleich auch zu befinden ist'). In the preface he expresses the opinion that no one will become a capable musician who has not first acquired skill in strict contrapuntal work without the use of the continuo, and the idea is to some extent combined with artistic reasons to produce the reaction in favour of the older school of music as against the new, to which we have referred. From 1647 onwards, in spite of the many personal sacrifices he had made on behalf of the Elector's capella, as for instance by paying or increasing out of his own salary the salaries of the other musicians, he appears to have suffered many annoyances in connection with it as caused him to have almost a disgust for the further cultivation of music at Dresden, and induced him to solicit over and over again in 1651-55 dismissal from the Elector's service. The new Italian element in the chapel was very different from the old, Schütz was getting involved in continual differences and squabbles with a new Italian colleague Bontempi. Italian art was losing its earlier seriousness of purpose, turning its back upon its older traditions, and aiming simply at the amusements of princes and their courts, and thus acquiring a popularity dangerous to higher ventures of art. The Elector however refused to accept the resignation of his Capellmeister, and after 1655 affairs improved somewhat, so far as Schütz was personally concerned, so that he continued quietly at his post for the remaining sixteen years of his life.

In 1657 he published 'Zwölf geistliche Gesänge' for 4 small choirs, a work which we might call a German Communion and Evening Service, consisting, as it does, mainly of settings of the chief portions of the Liturgy in order, viz.
the Kyrie, Gloria, Nicene Creed, Words of Institution (usually appointed to be sung in early Lutheran liturgies), a Communion Psalm, Post Communion Thanksgiving, then a Magnificat and Litany, etc. From 1657-61 our composer would seem to have been occupied with the task enjoined on him by the new elector, that of composing additional melodies for Becker’s Psalter, already mentioned; work which apparently gave him more trouble than it was worth, and hindered him from devoting himself to other more congenial work. In the preface to this Psalter, 1661, he says that ‘to confess the truth, he would rather have spent the few remaining years of his life in revising and completing other works which he had begun, requiring more skill and invention’ (‘mehr sinnreiches Inventionen’). It is greatly to be regretted that the next work with which Schütz occupied himself has been preserved to us in so incomplete a form. It was a setting of the story of the Birth of our Lord, and as a Christmas oratorio would have been a fitting companion-work to his earlier Easter oratorio and his later Passions-Musik. Only the part of the Evangelist, in recitative with bass accompaniment, has been preserved to us; but the preface to this (1664) contains a specification of 10 so-called ‘Concerte’ for various voices and instruments which were to come in at different points of the narrative. The Introduction, for instance, consisted of the title (‘Die Geburt, etc.’) set for 4 vocal and 5 instrumental parts; the message of the Angel was set for soprano solo with accompaniments of 2 violatas and 1 violone; the Chorus of Angels for 6 voices with violins and violas; the words of the Shepherds for 3 alto voices with 2 flutes and bassoon; of the Wise Men for 3 tenor voices with 2 violins and bassoon; of the High Priests for 4 bass voices and 2 trombones; and so on with the rest of the work. The loss of these concerted movements is the most to be regretted; as they would doubtless have shown Schütz’s masterly views on instrumentation and the combination of voices and instruments. The last work of Schütz preserved to us, and perhaps his most famous work, is his setting of the story of the Passions, four settings in all, after the four Evangelists. This work was never published in his own life-time, and the only original copy extant is that of the St. John Passion, presented by the composer himself to the Duke of Wolfenbüttel, and now in the library at Wolfenbüttel. The only copy of the other settings is that made by a later hand in 1690, regarding which see below in list of Schütz’s works. As we now have the work, it is for voices alone without instruments. It is, therefore, as if the composer here wished to denounce the mere external advantages of the newer concerted and dramatic style for the sake of showing how the spirit of it could be retained and applied to the purely vocal and older polyphonic style. For what specially distinguishes this Passions-Musik, is the series of brief choruses of surprising dramatic energy and truth of expression, yet never overstepping the bounds of devout reverence inspired by the subject. Otherwise the work is more purely liturgical than later Passions, not having arias and chorales to interrupt the narrative and give that variety of interest so needed for modern concert performance. Each Passion is opened according to old custom with a setting of the title (‘the Passion etc.’) and closed with a devotional chorus in motet style, the text taken from some familiar Church hymn. The rest of the work is written in unaccompanied recitative, though parts of 3 may have been meant to be accompanied in the manner suggested by Schütz himself in his ‘Resurrection.’ In the ‘St. Matthew’ the recitative has more of melodic expressiveness than in the other Passions. The ‘St. Mark’ is peculiar in combining the greatest monotony of recitative with the richest dramatic character in the choruses. Dr. Spitta, the editor of the new complete edition of Schütz’s works, is inclined, on this and other grounds, to have some doubts as to the authenticity of the ‘St. Mark Passion’ (see his preface pp. xx, xxxi.) But the fact of its being joined with the other undoubtedly authentico Passions without anything to indicate its being by a different author, is sufficient to outweigh more suspicions. These Passions, compressed, and so far adapted to the requirements of modern performance, have been repeatedly produced with considerable success by the Riedelsche Verein of Leipzig.

To a. 1661. In his later years Schütz’s powers began to fail, especially his sense of hearing; and we are told, when he could no longer go out, he spent the most of his time in the reading of Holy Scripture and spiritual books. His last attempts at composition were settings of portions of the 119th Psalm; and no verse indeed of that psalm could have been more fittingly chosen as the motto of both his personal life and his art-work than that on which he was last engaged, but which he was not able to complete. ‘My soul has been many songs in the house of my pilgrimage.’ He is the true predecessor of Handel and Bach, not so much in the mere form of his work, as the spirit. If in the dramatized Biblical scenes of his ‘Symphonise Sacre,’ he is more especially Handel’s predecessor, in his Passion Music he is Bach’s. Both Handel and Bach simply brought to perfection what lay in germ in Heinrich Schütz. His great merit consists in this, that at a time when the new dramatic style was threatening the complete overthrow of the older polyphonic style, he saw how to retain the advantages of both, and laboured to engrave the one upon the other. It was thus he prepared the way for the greater work of Handel and Bach after him. The rather singular coincidence of Schütz’s birth-year being exactly a hundred years earlier than the birth-year of Handel and Bach, brought about on the occasion of the keeping of the bicentenary of the two latter, in 1885, a great revival of interest in the work of their forerunner, which has had this practical result at least, the beginning of the publication of a monumental edition of
III. WORKS LOST.

1. "Daphne." Opera, performed 1727. German text by Opitz, after the original by Rinuccini. 2. A Ballet with Dialogue and Recitative, composed for the marriage of Johann Georg II. of Saxony, 1728. (Another Ballet, "Von Zusammenkunft und Wirkung VII. Planeten," existing in MS., is conjecturally ascribed to Schütz in Eitner's List, M. F. M. G. xviii. p. 62.) All Schütz's MS. remains at Dresden were destroyed by fire, 1760. The same fate befell in 1794 what he may have left at Copenhagen.

IV. NEW EDITION IN SCORE.

Begun on the Tercentenary of the composer's Birthday, 1866.

H. Heinrich Schuh, Sammlungen Werke, edited by Friedrich Othner and Philipp Spitta, and published by Meissner. Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig. Seven volumes have been issued up to the present time, of which the contents are as follows:

- Vol. 1 contains the 'Resurrection' Oratorio, the Passions-Musik after the four Evangelists, the Seven Words from the Cross, and in an Appendix the imperfect Christmas Oratorio, and the older form of the Johannes-Passion.
- Vol. 2 and 5 contain the Psalms and Motets of 1629.
- Vol. 4, Cantiones Sacrae, 1629.
- Vol. 6, Gesange der Seligen 1629 and 1629.
- Vol. 7, Psalmes Sacrae, Part II, 1627.

J. R. M.

SCHULHOFF, JULIUS. Correct name to SCHULHOFF.

SCHUMANN, ROBERT ALEXANDER. P. 390 b, l. 11 from bottom, for Zuccamaglio read Zuccamaglino. P. 404 a, l. 11, for now read afterwards. P. 409 b, l. 6, for poem read story.

SCHUMANN, CLARA JOSEPHINE. P. 423 c, l. 11, add that she came to England in 1885, 1886, 1887, and 1888.

SCHUND, JOACHIM, one of the oldest known organ builders, made the organ of St. Thomas's at Leipzig in 1525. [V. de P.]

SCHUPPANZIG, IGNAZ. In the musical example on p. 424 b, the time-signature should be 6-8, not 6-4. In the first bar of the fourth stave of the same, the treble clef should be restored before the word 'Wir.'

SCHWARBROOK, THOMAS, a German, was in the employ of Renatus Harris, the organ builder. Early in the 18th century he left London to live at Warwick, and built many noble instruments. His masterpiece was the organ of St. Michael's, Coventry, built in 1733, which cost £1400. The latest mention of him is in 1753, when he improved the organ of Worcester Cathedral. See vol. ii. p. 596 a. [V. de P.]

SCORDATURA. In the second musical example it should be mentioned that the player reads the music as if the scordatura had not been introduced, so that the first phrase sounds in the key of A. Line 4 below the example, for (a) read (c).

SCOTTISH MUSIC. P. 451 b, at the bottom of the column should be added a notice of the excellent set of twelve Scottish songs arranged by Max Bruch, and published by Leuckart of Breslau.
SCRIBE, Eugene. In the list of librettoes, correct date of "La Fiancée" to 1829.

SECHTER. P. 455 b, l. 13 from bottom, add [See vol. iii. p. 353 a.].

SEE, THE CONQUERING HERO COMES. P. 457 a, l. 2, for 1747 read 1748.

SEGUIN. Add that Mrs. Seguin died in New York, in August 1888.

SEIDL, Anton, born May 7, 1850, at Pestr, was entered as a pupil at the Leipzig Conservatorium in Oct. 1870. Early in 1872 he went to Bayreuth, and was there employed by Wagner to make the first copy of the score of the Nibelungen tetralogy. He also assisted at the festival in Aug. 1876. In 1879, through Wagner's recommendation, he obtained the post of conductor at the Leipzig Opera House, and retained it until 1883, when he went upon a long tour through Germany, Holland, England, Italy, etc. in the capacity of conductor of Angelo Neumann's 'Nibelungen' opera troupe. The performances were not altogether faultless: it is true that the vocalists were good, but the great music drama was reproduced in a sadly mutilated condition. Yet Seidl proved himself to be an energetic conductor, and was personally successful. In 1883 he became conductor at the Breman Opera House. Early in 1885 he married the well-known soprano singer, Frei. Kraus, and in September of that year accepted the post of conductor at the New York German Opera House, which post he has now satisfactorily filled for three successive seasons. [C.A.]

SENNET. It should be added that the name is probably derived from Seven, and may indicate a flourish of seven notes, as suggested in Stainer and Barrett's 'Dictionary of Musical Terms.'

SENZA. Add that in the 'Sanctus' of Verdi's Requiem both the terms senza misura and senza tempo occur.

SERENADE. The Italian word Serenata is almost undoubtedly allied to Sera, evening, which gives a more satisfactory definition than that given in the Dictionary. P. 467 a, l. 19, for finestra read finestras.

SEROFF, A. N. Line 9 from end of article, add day of death, Feb. 1.

SERVAIS. Add date of death of Joseph, Aug. 29, 1885.

SFORZANDO. Last line of article, for Variations, etc., read Variation 3.

SGAMBATI, G. Add that in May 1884 he was invited as representative of Italy to the international concerts at the Tercadéro in Paris, where he conducted his first symphony. In 1886 he was named one of the five corresponding members of the French Institut to fill the place vacated by the death of Liszt. In 1887 he was invited to conduct his second symphony and to execute his first quintet at the great musical festival of the Tonkünstler-Versammlung, in Cologne.

SHADI. To the list of works add the following:—


SHAKE. P. 486 b, last stave but one of music type, the first note should be a semiquaver. P. 483 b, second stave of music type, the last three notes should be E, not G. P. 484 a, example 43, it should be mentioned that Vo Bülow, in his edition of Cramer's studies, interprets this passage in a precisely opposite sense to that given in the Dictionary, directing the shake to be performed as in example 44 of the article.

SHIELD, William. P. 478 a, l. 19 from bottom, for 'Friar Bacon' read 'Harlequin Friar Bacon.' In the same list of works, under date 1793, add 'Sprigs of Laurel.' Under 1794 add 'Netley Abbey.' Under 1797, 'Wicklow Gold Mines,' and for 1798, 'The Farmer.' Add that he was appointed Master of the King's Music in 1817.

SHINNER, Emily, born at Cheltenham, July 7, 1862, began the study of the violin at the age of seven. In 1874 she went to Berlin, and for two years studied under H. Jacobson, a pupil of Joachim's, female violinists not being at that time admissible to the Hochschule. In 1876 this restriction was taken away, and Miss Shinner was among the first admitted. In October 1877 she became a pupil of Joachim's, and remained with him for three years. In Feb. 1881 she came to London, and after being heard at several private concerts (among others at one given by the Bach Choir), made her début at a concert given by Mr. H. R. Bird in the Kensington Town Hall, in Brahms's Sonata in G, etc. At the London Musical Society's concert of June 29, 1882, she played David's concertino in E minor with great success, and since that time has held a high position among English artists, her style being pure and refined, and her power of interpreting works of a high intellectual order being very remarkable. Early in 1889 she married Capt. A. F. Liddell. [M.]


SHORE. Line 3 from end of article, for 1750 read 1752.

SHUDI, Joshua, harpsichord maker and pupil of Burkart Shudi (vol. iii. p. 489), appears from his advertisement in the Gazetteer of Jan. 12, 1767, to have set up for himself about that time at the Golden Guitar, Silver Street, Golden Square, London. An advertisement of his widow, Mary Shudi, then of Berwick Street, St. James's, in the 'Public Advertiser' of Jan. 16, 1775, announces her death and her continuance of the business, and says there is a fine harpsichord still existing, said to have a
romantic history, and bearing the name and date of Joshua Shudi, 1770, it is evident that she continued to use her late husband’s name, or dated instruments of his make when she sold them.

[Note:]

SIEGE OF ROCHELLE, THE. Omit the last sentence of the article, as the subject has nothing to do with that of ‘Linda di Chamouni.’


SIGNATURE. P. 493. *add* in the original edition of Bach’s Art of Fugue, as well as in many old publications and MSS., the signatures of B♭ and E♭ are thus given—

The true explanation of the omission of the last flat or sharp from the signature referred to on p. 493b, is probably to be found in the influence of the ancient modes.

SILAS, EDUARD. Add that three Mythological Pieces for orchestra were played at the Philharmonic Concert of May 17, 1888.

SILVANA. See vol. iii. p. 533b.

SIMONE BOCCANegra. See vol. iii. p. 533b.

SINICO. See vol. iii. p. 534a.

SINGING. P. 510b, last line but one, omit Niccolini and. (Niccolini was a soprano.)

SIREN. Last line but one of article, for TONOMETER read SIEBEL.

SIRO. See vol. iii. p. 534a.

SISTINE CHAPEL, ARCHIVES OF THE. For centuries past the jealousy with which these archives have been guarded by the Capellani Cantori Pontificii, their official custodians, has led to the circulation of many mysterious reports concerning them. All the trustworthy information we formerly possessed on the subject is contained in a few scattered notices in the works of Adami¹ and Baini;² and this amounted to little more than the certainty that they contained a priceless collection of works by the Ecclesiastical Composers of the 15th and 16th centuries. A large proportion of these treasures was, however, destroyed by fire, during the sack of Rome in 1527.³ Again, between the years 1678 and 1688, further havoc was made, through the carelessness of the then protectore,⁴ Cardinal Rampiglioni, after whose death, in 1688, it was found that numberless title-pages, and other portions of the finest MSS., had been stolen, for the sake of the miniatures and illuminations with which they were adorned.⁵ Between the years 1721 and 1744, the greater number of volumes in the collection were rebound, and restored by order of Pope Innocent XIII. Some volumes may possibly have been preserved by this process; but the operation was performed with such carelessness, that works, and parts of works, were bound together at random, only because they happened to correspond in size, while the edges were so ruthlessly cut down, that, in many cases, clefs, initial letters, and composers’ names were completely cut away. Finally, during the occupation of Rome by the French revolutionary soldiers, in 1798, a certain ‘citoyen’ Mezplet, who was nominated ‘Commissaire des Beaux Arts,’ took possession of the keys, but was recalled before much harm had been done. And, when heavy volumes were soon afterwards removed to a room used for the breeding of poultry, and placed in the custody of the hen-wife, Baini found them, after the departure of the French, much less injured than could have been reasonably expected.⁶

Until within the last few years, this was all that we knew, in connection with the archives. But all doubts are now removed. By permission of Pope Leo XIII, Dom. Fr. Xav. Habert, Director of the Archives of the Schulgymnasia Regensburg, began, in the year 1883, an exhaustive critical examination of the Archives, and, after continuous study, has published a complete bibliographical and thematic catalogue of the Collection,⁷ containing a mine of information entirely new to the public.

From this most valuable work we learn that the collection contains 269 numbered volumes, and many others not numbered, mostly in large folio, written on vellum, or thick hand-made paper, bound in white or brown leather, with heavy clasps of steel or brass, and adorned with magnificent illustrations by the great masters of the 15th and 16th centuries. The MSS. date from the year 1458, to the end of the Polyphonic period; and the voice-parts are generally arranged on opposite pages, in the form called Cantus lateralis.⁸ Of the numbered volumes, 224 are in MS. and 45 printed. In 26 volumes the music is Gregorian. Among the printed works are six volumes published by Petrucci (Nos. 235—238), the twelve volumes of Masses, and nearly a complete set of the other works, by Palestrina, published during his lifetime and that of his son Igino. Compositions by Palestrina are also contained in 61 of the MS. volumes, which include 44 Masses, 104 Motets, Improperia, Lamentations, Miserere, and Magnificat.

A few volumes in the collection are of special interest; after whom the volumes in the collection were rebound, and restored by order of Pope Innocent XIII. Some volumes may possibly have been

¹ Observazioni per ben regolare il Coro dei Cantori della Cappella Pontificia per Ant. de Rossio (Roma, 1721).


⁴ Ibid. P. 250, note 379.

⁵ Bibliographischer und thematischer Musik-katalog des Ephästischen Kapellarchivs im National und Chemnitz Musik (Leipzig, bei Breitkopf & Härtel, 1888).


transcribed in letters of extraordinary size. The three masses are now bound together, in the volumes in question; but, when this was restored, in 1724, some other works were bound up with them. The present contents of the volume are—

No. 23. (a) Missa, En douleur et tristesse, Noel Baudouyn.
(b) Missa, dated 1688, Robledo.
(c) Missa, in Modes III and IV (now known as "Illumina orios meos").
(d) Missa, P. Magicino, Palestrina.
(e) Missa, in Mode VII. Palestrina.
(f) Missa, Ultimi nostri. Il Rossano.

Vola. 205—206 contain Palestrina's 'Impondera,' and 12 settings of the 'Miserere.' one, by an anonymous author, and the remainder by Dentice, Fr. Guerrero, Palestrina, Teolfo Gigli, Agost. Agazzari, Alex. Agricola, Greg. Allegri, Christ. Ameyden, Fel. Anerio, Anerio, Jo. Anim, Fr. Agazzari, Gregorio Allegri—the last-named work being the famous composition sung, with so much effect, at Rome, during Holy Week. The Miserere of Baiu, sung, for many years, in alternation with that of Allegri, is continued in Nos. 203—204.

The following is the list of Composers—many of them otherwise altogether unknown—whose works are contained in the MS. volumes.

N.B. Names without any distinguishing mark are attached to MS only; names marked ‘*’, to printed works only; names marked ‘±’, to both.

Agost. Agazzari; Alex. Agricola; Greg. Allegri; Christ. Ameyden; Fel. Anerio; Anerio; Jo. Anim; Agost. Agazzari; Gregorio Allegri; Cath. Ameyden; Fel. Anerio; Anerio; Jo. Anim; Agost. Agazzari; Gregorio Allegri; Cath. Ameyden; Fel. Anerio; Anerio; Jo. Anim; Agost. Agazzari; Gregorio Allegri; Cath. Ameyden; Fel. Anerio; Anerio; Jo. Anim.

SONG.

Jo. alla Venture; Ph. Verdelot; Jo. Virdet; Vincenzo: Phil. Vitali; T. d. Vignola; F. de Villiers; L. Vincenzo: A. Alciati; W. Wicelius; Jo. Wreede; Brusgenius; Jo. Zacchini; Ambr. Zoro.

(Some few modern Composers have also presented their works to the Library; among others, Adrias de la Fage, and Gaetano Donizetti.)

Besides the volumes of music, the archives contain a vast mass of documents relating to the history and management of the Papal Choirs, which are not noticed in Haberl's otherwise exhaustive catalogue.

W.S.R.

SIVORI, CAMILLO C. See vol. iii. p. 534 a, where (line 2 of article), for June 6, 1871, Oct. 25, 1875.

SLOPER, E. H. LINDSAY. Add date of death, July 3, 1887.

SMART. P. 538 a, line 2, for Nov. 23 read Nov. 27.

SMETANA, F. Among his works mention should be made of the symphonic poems 'Wal-enstein's Lager,' 'Richard III,' and 'Hakon Jarl,' as well as of his successful 'Lustspiel- ouverture' brought out shortly before his death, which took place May 12, 1884.

SMITH, ALICE MARY. See WHITE, MRS. MEADOWS.

SMITH, JOHN. See Vowles, in Appendix.

SMITH, JOHN. P. 540 a, l. 1 of article, for commonly styled Dr. Smith read Mus.D. Lines 8—11, for sentence beginning About 1826 read On July 7, 1827, the degree of Mus.D. was conferred upon him by the University of Dublin. (See vol. iv. p. 170 b, note 9.) Line 16, for about 1845 read in 1847.

SMITH, JOHN CHRISTOPHER. Line 5 from end of article, for Two read Three, as another collection of Handel's works in Smith's writing belonging to the Granville family, is now in the possession of Bevil Granville, Esq. of Wellesbourne Hall, Warwickshire. Omit the reference to HANDEL in Appendix.

SMITH, SYDNEY. Add date of death, March 3, 1889.

SOCIÉTÉ DES CONCERTS DU CONSERVATOIRE. For corrections and additions see ALTÉS and GARCIN in Appendix.

SOGGETTO (Ital. for a Subject or Theme). The true subject of an orthodox Fugue: as opposed to the Andamento, which is a Subject of abnormal length; and the Attacco, which is a mere Point of Imitation.

In its most regular form, the Soggetto consists of a single homogeneous section; as in No. 1 of 'Das wohltemperirte Clavier.' Occasionally, however, its division into two sections is very clearly marked; as in No. 7 of the same.

Subjects of this last-named class frequently make a very near approach to the Andamento, from which they sometimes differ only in their less extended dimensions. [See ANDAMENTO and ATTACCO in Appendix.]

W.S.B.

SONG. P. 604 a, in the song 'When I am laid,' the treble clef should be added to the voice part, and the treble and bass clef to the accom-
Spinet.

Clavicordia. English Spinet, Virginal. P. 651a, footnote, add:— and the upright spinet from the Correr collection, belonging to Mr. George Donaldson, which had also specta of brass. It is therefore possible that the use of the quill superseded that of brass. P. 651 b, l. 36, Considerable light has been thrown upon the hitherto profoundly obscure invention of the keyboard instrument subsequently known as the Spinet, by that erudite searcher and scholar Mr. Edmond Vander Straeten, in ‘La Musique aux Pays Bas,’ vol. vii. (Les musiciens néerlandais en Espagne, 1ère partie), Brussels, 1885. He quotes, p. 246, from a testamentary inventory of musical instruments which had belonged to Queen Isabella, at the Alcazar of Segovia, dated 1503. ‘Dos Clavcinances viejoés’ that is to say, two old clavceines (spinets). One of her chamberlains, Sancho de Faredes (p. 248) owned in 1500 ‘Dos Clabiorganos’—two claviorgans or organized clavceines. In a previous inventory, dated 1490 (and earlier), the same chamberlain appears to have possessed a manoricord or clavicord with tangents. But Mr. Vander Straeten is enabled to give a positive date, 1387 (p. 40, et seq.), when John the First, King of Aragon, had heard and desired to possess an instrument called ‘exaquir,’ which was certainly a keyboard stringed-instrument. He describes it later on as resembling an organ but sounding with strings. The name ‘exaquir’ may be identified with the eschauqueil d’Angleterre, which occurs in a poem entitled ‘La Faise d’Alexandrie,’ written by Guillaume de Machault, in the 14th century. Mr. Vander Straeten enquires if this appellation can be resolved by ‘echquier’ (chequers) from the black and white arrangement of the keys! The name schiéuir occurs in the romance ‘Chevalier du cygne’ and in the ‘Chanson sur la journée de Guingéate,’ a 15th century poem, in which the poet asks to be sounded.

Orgues, harpes, naquitres, chalamelles, Bons echquier, gueternes, doucemesles.

The enquirer is referred to the continuation of Mr. Vander Straeten’s notes on this interesting question, in the work above mentioned. It is here sufficient to be enabled to prove that a kind of organ sounding with strings was existing in 1387—and that clavceines were catalogued in 1503, that could be regarded as old; also that these dates synchronize with Ambrose’s earliest mention of the claveymbulum, in a MS. of 1404. P. 652 a, 1. 8, add:—In the Bologna Exhibition, 1888, Historical Section, was shown a spinet bearing the inscription ‘Alessandro Papi Modenese,’ and a date, 1490. It was exhibited by Count L. Manzioni. It is a true Italian spinet in a bad state of repair. The date, which has been verified, does not invalidate the evidence adduced from Scaliger and Banchieri concerning the introduction of the spinet, but it places it farther back and before Scaliger, who was born in 1484, could have observed it. This Bologna Loan Collection contained, as well as the earliest dated spinet, the latest dated harpsichord (1802, Clementi)
known to the writer. Line 11, Miss Marie Decca owns a Rosso spinet dated 1550, and there is another by the same maker (signed Annibalis Mediolanensis) dated 1560, recently in the possession of Herr H. Kohl, Hamburg, who obtained it from the palace of the San Severino family, at Crema, in Lombardy. These spinets are entirely made of wood, the soundboard as well as the case. The wood appears to be a kind of cedar, from its odor when planed or cut, at least in some instances that have come under the writer’s notice. P. 654 a, l. 7. The spinet by Antonio of Padua of 1550 has distinctly written on the lowest E key, the next being F, etc., but although the writing is very old, it does not follow that it was written when the instrument was made. P. 654 b, l. 13, Handel’s clavichord from Maidstone, with cut sharps, showed by the tuning when examined in 1856, that the first diagram is to be accepted as right, namely, that the nearer divisions of the cut keys are the dominants, and the back divisions, the chromatics. L. 24 from bottom of text, for Mr. Amps read Dr. A. H. Mann. P. 654 b footnote: 1630, on Mr. W. Dale’s spinet, is not a date; it is the maker’s number. P. 655 b l. 5, for dated read numbered. The Haward spinet belonging to the Rev. L. K. Hilton, of Samley, Staffs, is nearly like a Hitchcock, which proves that Haward did not remain with the model figured 655 a. Mr. Kendrick Pyne acquired a Haward spinet (now in Mr. Boddington’s collection) dated or numbered 1687, that has sharps like the Hitchcocks, with a strip of the colour of the naturals let in, in this instance black. [A.J.H.]

SPITTA, J. A. P. P. 656 b, note 1, add that the translation of his "J. S. Bach," by Clara Bell and J. A. Fuller Maitland, was published in three volumes, by Novello & Co. in 1884-5. Add that the new edition of Schütte’s works, published by Breitkopf & Härtel, is edited by Dr. Spitta.

SPOFFORTH, REGINALD. Line 2, for 1768 read 1770. Line 4 from bottom, for Kensington read Brompton.

SPOHR, Louis. Line 2, for April 25 read April 5. P. 661 a, l. 28 from bottom, for Oct. 16 read Oct. 22. P. 664 a, in the second column of the list of works, add that op. 97 a, "Psalm 24," has been published by Novello, Novello & Co., in "The Bach Choir Magazine."

SPONTINI, P. 677 a, note 1, for Vénus n’avait pas tort read ‘Au bruit des lours marteaux.’

STAINER, John, Mus. D. Add that in 1888 he was obliged to resign his post at St. Paul’s owing to his failing sight. In the same year he received the honour of knighthood. Among his more important works should be added a sacred cantata, ‘St. Mary Magdalen,’ written for the Gloucester Festival of 1883, and an oratorio, ‘The Crucifixion’ (1887).

STANFORD, C. V. Line 10 of article, for was appointed read had been appointed two years previously. Add that he received the honorary degree of Mus. D. at Oxford in 1883; in 1885 he succeeded Mr. Goldschmidt as conductor of the Bach Choir, and in Dec. 1887 he was elected Professor of Music in the University of Cambridge, on the death of Sir G. A. Macfarren. P. 669 b, bottom line, for String Quartet read Quartet for PF. and Strings. To list of works add the following:—

Op. 15. Three 'Cavaller Songs' (Browning), for baritone and chorus. 1867. Six Songs. 1881. F. F. Sonata, in D (Ms.).

25. Quintet for PF. and Strings, in D minor.
26. Carmen Sacerdotes (Tennyson), for soprano solo, and chorus.

Composed for Her Majesty’s Jubilee, 1887.
27. Psalm 148, for soprano and chorus. Opening of Manchester Exhib.

29. Incidental Music to the "Oedipus Tyrannus." Cambridge, 1887.
30. Songs (published, 1889).
32. Suite for viola and orchestra (Berlin, Jan. 14, 1893, and Phil.

33. Overture, Queen of the Sea (Armada Tercentenary).

Add that the opera ‘Savonarola,’ in three acts and a prologue, was produced at Hamburg, April 18, 1884, and at Covent Garden, July 9 of the same year. On April 28 of that year, his "Canterbury Pilgrims," in three acts (words by Gilbert A. Beckett), was produced by the Carl Rosa company at Drury Lane. Other works without opus-numbers are a Festival Overture, 1877; Elegiac Symphony, in D minor, Cambridge, and Gloucester Festival, 1883; Concerto for PF. and for violoncello, with orchestra. A collection of "Fifty Irish Melodies" (Boosey), with accompaniments, etc., edited by him, and a "Song Book for Schools" (National Society), may also be mentioned.

STARK, LUDWIG. Add date of death, March 22, 1884. Add that Dr. S. Lebert died in Dec. 1894.

STEIN, P. 708 b, Line 12 from bottom of text, add dates of J. A. Streicher, 1761-1833. P. 709 a, l. 11, for 1795 read 1796. Line 25, for Jan. 16, 1835, read Jan. 10, 1835. For correction of the next sentence (lines 26, 27) see Streicher in vol. iii. p. 739 b.

STEPHENS, John, Mus. D. Line 2 from end of article for Dec. 15 read Dec. 1.

STEVEN, R. J. S. Line 2 of article, for in read March 27.

STIEH, H. Add that he died in May 1886.

STIGELLI, G. Add that he died at Monza, July 3, 1868.

STOCKFLOÈTE. See CLARIN.

STOCKHAUSEN, JULIUS. Add that his Method of Singing has lately been translated into English by Mme. Sophie Löwe (Novello & Co.).

STOKES, CHARLES. Line 8 from end of article, for now read then, and add date of death, April 14, 1839.

STOPPING is the term used for the action of the fingers of the left hand in playing instruments with strings stretched over a fingerboard, in order to produce the intermediate sounds lying between the notes sounded by the 'open' strings. When a higher note than the fundamental sound of the string is required, the vibrating part of the string must be shortened by stopping the vibration at a certain point between nut and bridge, i.e. by using one of the fingers of the left hand as an artificial nut or stopping-point. The nearer this point is to the bridge, the shorter the vibrating part of the strings, and the higher in pitch therefore the sound produced. A correct intonation or playing in perfect tune obviously depends entirely on exactness of stopping. See also DOUBLE STOPS and HARMONICS. [P.D.]

STRADELLA, Alessandro. P. 723 b, l. 17 from bottom, add that internal evidence makes it very probable that Francesco Rossi was the composer of 'Pietà, Signore!' although the authorship is still doubtful. Line 5 from bottom of same column, add to references, vol. i. p. 654 b. P. 724 a, l. 6, for 1578 read 1678.

STRAKOSCH. Add date of death of MAURICE, Oct. 9, 1887.

STRAUS, Ludwig. Line 12 of article, for Prince Czartoryski read Ober-Finanzrat Baron von Heinl. Line 9 from end of article, for settling after a time at Manchester, read dividing his time between London and Manchester. Line 7 from end add He now lives in London. Add that in the spring of 1888 he resigned his post as leader of Mr. Halle's orchestra.

STRAUSS, JOHANN. Add to list of operas, 'Blindenkuh' (1878), 'Das Spitzenzuch der Koenigin' (1880), 'Eine Nacht in Venedig' (1883), 'Der Zigeunerbaron' (1885), 'Simplicius' (1887). Add that EUGARD STRAUSS brought his orchestra to the Inventions Exhibition in 1885, when the daily concerts created a furor in London.


STRING. Line 1 of article for Fr. Chord, read Fr. Cord.

STROHFEDEL. Add that the instrument is more usually called by its other names, Xylophone or Gigelira. A fourth name for the instrument is Lignum Psalterium.

STROHEMEYER, Carl. Line 4 from end of article, for 1870 read 1780.

SUCHER. Add that Frau Sucher gained great renown by her singing of Isolde at Bayreuth in 1886. In 1887 her husband was appointed to the post of conductor at the Hofoper at Berlin, she remaining at Hamburg to fulfil her engagement.

SÜSSMAYER. See also MOZART in Appendix.

SULLIVAN. P. 762 a, l. 24, add that he conducted the Leeds Festivals of 1883 and 1886, composing for the latter 'The Golden Legend,' to words selected from Longfellow's poems. P. 764 in list of works, add among the dramatic works, 'Princess Ida,' 1884; 'The Mikado,' 1885; Rudigore,' 1887; 'The Yeomen of the Guard,' 1888, all published by Chappell. Among the vocal works add the cantata 'The Golden Legend,' produced at the Leeds Festival of 1886, and published by Novello; and the trio 'Morn, happy morn,' for soprano, alto and tenor, with flute obbligato, written for the play of 'Olivia,' by W. G. Willis. Among the incidental music to plays add Overture and incidental music to Macbeth, produced Dec. 29, 1888.

SUNDERLAND, Mrs., whose maiden name was STICKS, was born at Brighouse, Yorkshire, in 1819. It was as a member of the Halifax Choral Society that her voice first attracted attention, and she was taken in hand first by Luke Settle, a blacksmith of Brighouse, and then by Dan Sugden of Halifax, both renowned local musicians. Under their training she became a very prominent member of the old-fashioned quartet choirs, which then existed in Yorkshire churches. Her first appearance as a solo singer was on Feb. 19, 1832, when she was given in the Exchange Rooms, Bradford. She at once became a local celebrity, was styled the 'Yorkshire Queen of Song,' and for more than a quarter of a century was the leading vocalist in the North of England. She was physically robust, and her voice was a high soprano of great force and volume, which she managed with much expression. Her repertoire was chiefly composed of the principal songs in the Messiah, Judas, and the Creation; but she had also some secular songs, mostly of a popular kind. Her first appearance in London was in the Messiah at Exeter Hall, Nov. 2, 1849, and she continued to sing first soprano for the Sacred Harmonic Society and other bodies in the Messiah, Creation, Elijah, etc., until 1856. The directors of the Antient Concerts esteemed her voice and expression so much that they offered to send her abroad for further tuition. Indeed had her early training equalled the quality of her voice and her natural feeling, there can be little doubt that she would have risen to very great general eminence. Her last appearance in public was in the Messiah, at Huddersfield, June 3, 1864. Mrs. Sunderland married at the age of 19, and now lives at Calder View, Brighouse. [G.]

SVENSDSEN, J. S. Add that in 1888 he visited England, conducting his Symphony in D at the Philharmonic Concert of May 31, as well as the last concert of the season on June 16.

SVENSDSEN, OLUF. Add date of death, May 15, 1888.

SWELL-ORGAN. The sentence in lines 5-8 of article is to be corrected, as the Venetian Swell was not named from the Venetian blind, but...
the Venetian blind so called because it was worked on the same principle as the harpsichord swell.

SWEETLAND, W., established an organ factory at Bath, in 1847. The Church of St. Guthbert (Wells, Somerset) and the Wesleyan Chapel in Cardiff contain instruments of his making. He also built a chamber organ in his own house, for which he has invented a mechanism whereby the Voix celeste, or tremulant, can be applied to, or withdrawn at pleasure from, a solo stop.

SWINNERTON HEAP, C. Add to list of works: a sonata for violin and pianoforte, and a cantata 'The Maid of Aosta.'

SYMPHONY. P. 20 a, l. 9 from bottom, for an Ambrosianischer Lobgesang read the Te Deum. P. 42 b, l. 17 from bottom, for Norwegian read Scandinavian.

SYMPHONY CONCERTS. For continuation see Boston in Appendix, and add that in the winter seasons from 1886 to 1889, Mr. Henschel organized a series of orchestral Symphony Concerts in St. James's Hall, on much the same footing as that of the concerts described in the Dictionary.

SYNOPTAION. The first note of the musical example should be E, not C (i.e., on the highest space of the treble stave).

T.

TACCHINARI, N. Line 3, for Florence in September 1776, read Leghorn, Sept. 3, 1772. Last line of article, for in 1860 read at Florence, March 14, 1859.

TALLYTS, T. P. 54 a, l. 25, omit the words sung upside down. P. 54 a, under 'Let the wicked' add that 'Calvert's list' refers to his anthem book, published 1844. P. 54 d, l. 4, omit the anthem 'O thou God Almighty' as it occurs again in its right place in the list. For further information see Byrd in Appendix.

TAMBERLILK. Add date of death, Mar. 13, 1889.

TANNHÄUSER. Line 4 of article, for Oct. 20 read Oct 19.

TANSUR, W. Add that he was the son of Edward and Joan Tanser of Dunchurch, and was baptized Nov. 6, 1706.

TARANTELLA. To the list of works on the bite of the tarantella given in vol. iv. p. 59 b, add J. Müller, De Tarantulæ et vi musicae in ejus curratione. Hafniae, 1679.

TAUSIG, CARL. P. 64 b, last line but one, add that his father, Aloys Tausig, died March 24, 1885.

TEDESCA, ALLA. P. 67 a, after the musical example, add that in one of the sketches for this movement (in Bb) it is inscribed 'Allemande Allegro.'

TE DEUM. P. 68 b, l. 21 from bottom, add that Berlioz's work was performed at the Crystal Palace, April 18, 1855, and by the Bach Choir, May 17, 1857. The latter body sang the work again, with several anthems, etc., in Westminster Abbey June 22, 1858, the Jubilee of Her Majesty's coronation.

TELFORD & TELFORD'S organ factory in Dublin was established in 1830 by William Telford. His first work was to add German pedals (till then unknown in Ireland) to the organ of Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin. Since then they have built organs for Limerick and Lismore Cathedrals, and many others in England, Ireland, and the colonies.

TESTORE. P. 70 b, l. 7, omit the words see Appendix.

TEMPERAMENT. P. 70 b, l. 7, omit the words see Appendix.

TEMPUS PERFECTUM, TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM. See articles MODUS, NOTATION, PROLATION, TIME.

TENOR. Line 10 from end of article, for soprano clef read treble, or G clef.

TENOR VIOLIN. P. 92 a, l. 12 from bottom, for quintet read sextet.

TESTORE, a family of violin-makers at Milan in the first half of the 18th century, consisting of a father, CARLO GIUSEPPE (1690-1715), and two sons, CARLO ANTONIO and PAOLO ANTONIO (1715-1745). Carlo Giuseppe was the best of the three. His instruments have often passed for the work of his master, Giovanni Grancino. In 1884 the well-known violoncello called the 'Lindley Grancino' being under repair, the removal of its spurious Cremona label revealed the fact that it is the work of the old Testore, the original label, which was found well preserved, running thus: 'Carlo Giuseppe Testore allievo di Gio. Grancino in Contrada Larga di Milano, 1690.' Sig. Bottesini's famous double-bass is another well-known specimen of the old Testore's work. His instruments are strongly made, and often irregular in design. The model is generally of medium height, and the finish varies considerably, many being left very rough, and extremely plain in appearance. The tone, however, is usually good, and in exceptional cases very powerful and telling. The varnish, a brownish-yellow, sparingly applied, adds little to the attractions of these instruments, and vigorous hands are necessary to develop their tone. The instruments of the sons are less esteemed: they are lighter in colour, and a tendency to imitate Joseph Guarnerius is observable. The Testores worked at the sign of the Eagle in the same narrow street where the Grancinos worked at the sign of the Crown. Alberti, Landolfi, Tanegia, Mantega, Giuseppe

1 Communicated by Messrs. W. E. Hill and Sons.
TESTORE.

Guadagnini, Mezzadri, Lavazza, and others, complete the group of Milanese makers who followed the Testores in general plainness of style, aiming at producing instruments rather useful and lasting than ornamental. [E.J.P.]

THALBERG, S. P. 96 b, at the top of the column, the story concerning Schumann and his wife occurs in Schumann's 'Gesammelte Schriften,' i. 199, where it is told, not as an actual occurrence, but as having happened to the imaginary characters Florestan and Zilla. It may or may not have had its foundation in fact.

THEATRES IN LONDON. See VAUXHALL THEATRE, vol. iv. p. 323 and the same heading in Appendix.


THOMAS, ARTHUR GORDON. Add that his four-act operas 'Nadeschina,' set to a libretto by Julian Sturgis, was produced by the Carl Rosa Company at Drury Lane, April 16, 1889. An orchestral 'Suite de ballet' was performed by the Cambridge University Musical Society on June 9, 1887.

THOMAS, CHARLES AMBROSE. Correct the statement in l. 5-6 from end of article, by a reference to GOUNOD in Appendix.

THOMAS, HABOLD. Add date of death, July 29, 1885.

THOMAS, THEODORE. Add that the famous orchestra formed by him was disbanded in 1888.


THOMSON, GEORGE. Line 2 of article, for Edinburgh read Dunfermline, and omit the words of 1759.

THORNDIKE, HERBERT ELLiot. Was born April 7, 1851, at Liverpool, and educated at Woolwich Academy and Cambridge. As an undergraduate of the University he competed successfully at the Crystal Palace National Music meetings, and gained the first prize. He then went to Milan, to Francesco Lamperti, under whom he studied for four years. Since his return to England he has studied oratorio and English singing with Signor Rendegger and Mr. Descom. He made his first appearance in public March 26, 1878, at the Cambridge University Musical Society, and has since then been steadily rising in favour. His voice is a good full bass of unusual compass, and he sings with taste and intelligence. Mr. Thorndike has frequently sung at the concerts of the Bach Choir, the Popular Concerts, the Norwich Festival, etc. At these he has introduced for the first time in England Schubert's noble songs, 'Waldsimscht' and 'Wehrmuth.' He appeared on the boards of Drury Lane in July 1887. [G.]

THOROUGHBASS. P. 108 b, add that the first use of a thoroughbass appears to be in a work by an English composer, Richard Dering, who published a set of 'Cantiones Sacrae' at Antwerp in 1597, in which a figured bass is employed. See DERING in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 612 b.

THREE CHOIRS. The following is a list of the new works produced at these festivals since the article was written:—

Worcester, 1884, Dr. J. F. Bridge's 'Hymn of St. Francis,' and Mr. G. H. Lloyd's 'Hero and Leander.'

Hereford, 1885, Dr. Joseph Smith's 'St. Kevin,' and Mr. Lloyd's 'Song of Soladon.'

Gloucester, 1886, Mr. W. S. Rockett's 'Good Shepherd,' and Mr. Lloyd's 'Andromeda.'

Worcester, 1887, Mr. Cawen's 'Ruth.'

Hereford, 1888. No new work of importance.

THREE-QUARTER FIDDLER. See VIOLINO PICCOCO.

TICHATSCHEK, J. A. Line 15 from end of article, for Hernando read Fernando. Add date of death, Jan. 13, 1886.

TOEPFER, GOTTLIEB, was born in 1792 near Weimar, received a good education, and became organist of that city. He wrote two works on organ-building in 1833 and 1843 respectively. [V. de P.]

TONAL FUGUE. From a passage in Arthur Bedford's 'Great Abuse of Music' (1711) it may be inferred that the invention of tonal fugue was commonly ascribed, though of course wrongly, to Purcell. He gives an example in his appendix of a 'Canon of four parts in one, according to Mr. Purcell's rule of Fuging, viz. that where the Treble and Tenor leaps a fourth, there the Counter and Bass leaps a fifth.' [M.]

TONIC. The name given in modern music to the KEY-NOTE, i.e. the note from which the key is named. The functions of the tonic are in all respects identical with those of the final of the ancient modes. The tonic harmony is the common chord or triad, major or minor as the case may be, which is built upon the key-note as its bass. The rule that every composition must end with this harmony in some shape or other is probably the only law of music which has remained in full force through all the changes from the ancient to the modern styles. Its application is so universal that only one exception occurs readily to the mind, that of a song by Liszt, in which the effect of the innovation is so unsatisfactory that it is extremely improbable that it will often be repeated. [M.]

TORRIAN, JERON., of Venice, lived at the end of the 15th century, and built in 1504 the organ of Notre Dame des Tables, Montpellier. A copy of the curious contract may be seen in Roret's 'Manuel des Facteurs d'Orgues' (Paris, 1849). [V. de P.]

TOSTI, F. P. Line 2 of article, for April 7, 1827, read April 9, 1846. P. 152 a, l. 11, for sine read sene.

TOWERS, JOHN. Line 8 from end of article, for Conell, read Chariton on Medlock. TOY SYMPHONY (Ger. Kindersinfonie; Fr. La Foire des Enfants, or Symphonie Berliozque). The English name by which a certain work of Haydn's is known. A tradition which there is no reasonable cause for doubting says that the composer got seven toy instruments at
a fair at Berchtesgaden, and taking them to Esterháza, summoned some of his orchestra to an important rehearsal. When they found that they were expected to play a new symphony upon these toys (the only real instruments in the score are two violins and a double bass) the most experienced musicians in the band failed to keep their time for laughing. The original parts are entitled 'Sinfonia Berchtesgadensis'; the toy instruments employed are a 'suckoo' playing E and G, a trumpet and drum in G, a whistle, a triangle, and a 'quall' in F. There are three movements, the last of which is played three times over, faster and faster each time. The symphony is in C major, and was written in 1788. [See Pohl's 'Haydn,' vol. ii. p. 286, etc.] Andreas Romberg wrote a symphony for much the same instruments, with the addition of a pianoforte duet, a rattle, and a bell. He attempts much elaboration of modulation that Haydn ventures to use, but his symphony lacks the fun and freshness of the older master's work, although his slow movement, an Adagio lamentabile, is very humorous. Mendelssohn wrote two—the first for Christmas 1837, for the same orchestra as Haydn's, the second for Christmas 1838. Both seem to have vanished. [See vol. ii. p. 261.] Mr. Franklin Taylor has written one for piano and toys which is not infrequently played. [M.]

TRACTULUS. I. A kind of Neuma, used before the completion of the Stave. [See Neuma.] II. The Gesdon, or Sign, used at the end of a Stave, to indicate the note with which the next Stave begins. (In English it is called a Direct.) [W.S.R.]

TRACTUS (Deriv. t 'rako, tsc t, to bear; Eng. Tract). A form of Versicle sung, in the Roman Church, after the Gradual, between the Epistle and Gospel. The Graduale and Tractus owe their names to the primitive custom of singing the Epistle and Gospel from two Pulpits, or Ambones, placed on opposite sides of the Choir; the Epistle being sung on the south, and the Gospel on the north side—when the orientation of the Church was correct. The Graduale was so called because, while the Psalms were ascending the steps, on the Gospel-side, the Tractus owed its name to the ceremony of carrying the book from one side to the other. The Plain-Chant Melodies to both are of the highest antiquity. [W.S.R.]

TRANSCRIPTION. A term which in its strict meaning should be the exact equivalent of Arrangement, but which in practice implies a different, and in most cases a far less worthy production, since the transcriber rarely if ever fails to add something of his own to the work he selects for treatment. Among the earliest examples of the transcription in this sense are the versions of tunes, sacred and secular, contained in the Virginal Books, which no doubt were executed to order, or to show off the skill of some illustrious performer. It is curious to notice how constant fashion has been in its adherence to this form of music. William Babell's harpsichord lessons upon the favourite opera airs of Handel's time are of the same order, artistically speaking, as Thalberg's 'Home, sweet home,' or any other piece of the class in modern days. Earnest musicians seem always to have viewed these productions with the same disapproval. Burney's opinion of Babell is followed by a passage which may most profitably be studied in this connection (Hist. vol. iv. p. 498). Here and there, of course, are to be found transcriptions which consist of something besides unmeaning runs and brilliant passages, and which even help to elucidate the intention of the original composition. Among Liszt's versions of Schubert's songs, there are a few, such as the 'Erlkönig,' of which this may be said, but in spite of such brilliant exceptions as this the form cannot be regarded with unmixed satisfaction. [M.]


TREE, ANNA MARIA, the older sister of Mrs. Charles Keen (Ellen Tree), born 1802 in London, was taught singing by Lanza and Tom Cooke. She was first engaged at Bath, where she appeared as Polly in 'The Beggar's Opera,' Nov. 13, 1818. She made her début at Covent Garden as Rosina in 'The Barber of Seville.' Sept. 10, 1819; became a popular actress and ballad singer, and remained at that theatre, with the exception of her provincial engagements, until her retirement, June 15, 1825. She made a great success as Luciana, Dec. 11, 1819; Viola, Nov. 8, 1820; Julia, Nov. 29, 1821; Imogen, June 10, 1822; Rosalind, Dec. 10, 1824; in Reynolds and Bishop's musical adaptations of Shakespeare. Her principal new parts were Louisina in 'Henri Quatre,' April 21, 1820; Zaide in the younger Colman's 'Law of Java,' May 11, 1822; Lady Matilda in Planché's 'Maid Marian,' adapted from Peacock's novel, Dec. 3, 1822; Clari the Maid of Milan, in Payne's operatic play, wherein she originally sang 'Home, sweet Home,' May 8, 1823; Mary Copp in Payne's 'Charles II.' May 27, 1824 (these last two she performed at her farewell benefit); the Baroness Matilda in 'The Frozen Lake,' a mutilated version of Aubert's 'Neige,' Nov. 26, 1824, etc. She married Mr. James Bradshaw, afterwards member for Canterbury, Aug. 15, 1825, and died at her residence, Queen's Gate Terrace, Feb. 17, 1862. Chorley described her as a singer with a cordial, expressive mezzo-soprano voice, and much real feeling. [A.C.]

TRÉSOR MUSICAL. A collection of music edited by the learned M. Robert van Maldegem, whose researches in the monasteries and libraries of the continent, including the Vatican, have yielded splendid results, and, with the encouragement of the Belgian Government, have rescued from obscurity many works of the old Flemish and Belgian composers, under whom the golden age of counterpoint was reached. The biographical notices, sometimes accompanied with portraits, are of interest, but would gain in
TRÉSOR MUSICAL.

value were more frequent reference made in them to the authorities consulted. Every year since 1866 has seen the publication, in a magnificent edition, by Musquard, Brussels, of two books ("Musique religieuse, musique profane") of the series, which is not yet complete. In the following index the more usual forms of certain composers' names are preferred to those given in Maldeghem's list.

1 The Volumes are numbered merely by the date of publication, as in the following list, where the last columns of figures indicates the page of the volume. The division into Sacred and Secular is not strictly observed: the words in this list are used for convenience of reference simply.

ABORDONS ON DOUTFUL.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.

Sacred.
TRÉSOR MUSICAL.

GOEDKES, CLAUDE.

Tribulations (8 parties) 1897 36

Cognoni, Domno... 40

Ave Regina Caelorum 1848 40

Laudemion 1848 25

Regina Coeli 1848 27

Seminar.

Lorsque je chante 1891 1

Je chante, qu'il soit 1891 1

Alma Nomen... 42

Puer unt convivs... 5

Si c'est un grand tour-
ment 1897 15

HOLLINCE. [See LUPON.

HERSTOHN, BENEDICTUS.

Seminar.

Muse, Jesu (3 parts) 1878 24

Mil Maitre 1878 29

Quand de Noël 1878 30

Au fond des bois 1878 29

De la nature 1878 23

Conscient 43

En harmonie... 44

El, (transposed) 46

On dit bien vrai 1879 16

A bien dire 1879 27

D'où sont venus 1879 26

De la même 1879 21

Petite fleur 22

Il n'y a qu'un seul Dieu 1892 21

HOLLANDES, JOHANNES DE.

Seminar.

Le rossignol 1890 22

Des maîtresses 1890 42

O maître 1890 21

Je veux 1890 21

Perdre tout 1890 33

Si vous êtes enclen- 1890 33

Madonna mia pieta 1890 33

Tu sai Madonna 1890 33

La corona 1890 33

Pest la belle 1890 33

Aimer 1890 33

Beau tour 1890 33

Mais sans 1890 33

La corona terre 1890 33

Ma petite 1890 33

Voici 1890 33

Toi seul 1890 33

Seminar.

Joost, JACOB DE.

Seminar.

Le tombeau 1841 25

Momie 1841 25

Oh hiez-vous 1841 25

A mesieure 1841 25

Seminar.

JACQUES, GOMBR.

Seminar.

LAMBERTO. [See MONTE.

LAFAYETTE, PHILIP.

Seminar.

Tant plus un bien 1898 10

LAMOIS, DANIEL DE.

Seminar.

Ave Maria 1854 34

Ave Jesu 1854 34
TRÉSOR MUSICAL.

TROIS COULEURS.

Me fauldra il... 1800 13 1800 25 1800 25

3 5 3 5

Sourd.

 Quant il advient... 10 10 10

Sourd.

Oeuvres d'oiseaux... 1809 30 1809 30 1809 30

Sourd.

De Sainte Marie... 1800 25 1800 25 1800 25

Sourd.

SALE (or SOLE) FRANCIS.

Mass, Transcontinental... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Antiphona, Asperges me... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Offices (Int. Grad. Comm.) for the following feast... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

B. Andrews Ap... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

B. Nicolai Sp... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

B. Thomas Ap... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Nativite (in prima Missa)... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Missa Magnificat... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Nativitae (in solemn Missa)... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Dame belle... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

A che più strali amor... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Fro mes noves... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Simulacra gentium... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Epiphaneia... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Conversiones B. Paull... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Liber discipuli... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

De communi... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

SCHULER, D'ODRE... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

Mon cher troubadour... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

SERRET. [See LE JEUNE.]

Sourd.

VATJ. JACOB.

Sourd.

Hyman (in Laudem Filium Maxim. II). Cur- rite seces (3 partes)... 1800 30 1800 30 1800 30

Sourd.

[LEMM.]

TRIO. P. 172 b. l. 25 from bottom, for three read four, and after latest read but one.

TRIPLET. For an addition concerning the performance of triplets in old music, see Dot in Appendix, vol. iv. p. 618 a.

TRITONE. The interval of the augmented fourth, consisting of three whole tones, whence the name is derived. [See ME CONTRA FA.]

TROIS COULEURS, LES, is the title of one of the most popular of the political songs written after the French Revolution of 1830, celebrating the fall of the white flag and the return of the tricolor. It ralled in popularity the Parisienne, and at one time, even the Marsellaise itself. It was written in one night by Adolphe Vogel, grandson of the author of "Démophoon," who was born at Lille in 1805, and had just begun his studies at the Paris Conservatoire. The author, who is still living, was then 25 years of age, and 'Les Trois Couleurs,' together with the song 'L'Ange déchu,' have been the greatest successes of his career. The day after it was written all Paris was singing

Liberté sainte, après trente ans d'abandon
Revienne, revienne, leur trêve est renversée.
Ils ont voulu trop asservir la France
Et de leur sacre le sceptre se bût.
Tu reviendra cette noble bannière
Qu'en cent climats portaient tes fils vainqueurs;
Ils ont enfin secoué la possession
Qui ternissait ses brillantes couleurs.

P. 173 a. 1. 25 from bottom, for three read four, and after latest read but one.

Soured.

Soured.
This popular song, composed to words by a certain Adolphe Blanc, was sung by Chollet at the Théâtre des Nouveautés (Place de la Bourse), where Vogel produced in the following year his first comic opera, 'Le Podestat,' which was moderately successful, and subsequently his grand oratorio, 'Le Jugement dernier,' represented with costumes and scenery. 'La Siège de Leyde,' a grand opera played at the Hague in 1847, 'La Moissonneuse,' another work of large extent, produced at the Lyrique in 1853, an operetta in three acts, 'La Filleule du Roi,' played in Brussels and afterwards in Paris, in 1875, numerous songs which have been popular in their day, several symphonies, quartets and quintets for strings, which gained the Prix Trémont at the Académie des Beaux-Arts, complete the list of this composer's chief works. He has always striven to attain a success equal to that which distinguished the opening of his career, nor does he yet despair of doing so, as he is now working upon a new opera, in spite of his eighty-three years. [A.J.]

TROMBONE. At end of article, omit the words after Symphony in C; as the passage in the 'Manfred' overture of Schumann is for trumpets, not trombones.

TROUBADOUR, THE. Grand opera in four acts; the words by Francis Hueffer, the music by A.C. Mackenzie. Produced by the Carl Ross Company, at Drury Lane, June 8, 1886. [M.]

TRUMPET. Add the following supplementary notice:

It is well known that the trumpet parts in the works of Bach and Handel are written very high and floridly; so high that they cannot be performed on the modern slide-trumpet. Praetorius (1618) gives for the trumpet in D, the higher range that should be produced (a), that is to say from the 17th to the 21st proper tones of the instrument.

All these notes are beyond the highest limits of the modern trumpet. [See vol. iv. p. 181.] Bach wrote up to the 20th of these partial tones, and in his scores, as well as Handel's (see the Dettingen Te Deum), the parts for the trumpets are divided into Principal, an instrument resembling the modern trumpet, and Clarini, which were probably of smaller bore. The 1st clarino began at the 8th proper tone (b), and ascended to the extreme limit of its compass (c). The 2nd clarino, beginning at the 6th (d), very rarely went beyond the 12th (e). Each (c) or (d) are required a special trumpet, who had probably a particular mouthpiece. The clarini had disappeared before the time of Mozart, who had to change Handel's trumpet parts to suit the performance of the contemporary trumpeters.

It was the merit of Herr Kosleck of Berlin to introduce a high trumpet specially to perform Bach's trumpet parts in their integrity in the B minor Mass, which was produced under Jochim's direction at Eisenach on the occasion of the unveiling of the statue of J. S. Bach in September 1884. A performance of the same work, in which Herr Kosleck again took part, was given by the Bach Choir in the Albert Hall, London, March 31, 1885. His trumpet is not bent back but straight, and is corrected by two pistons for the 11th and 13th proper tones, which are naturally out of tune for our Diatonic scale. It is an A trumpet with post-horn bore and bell. Herr Kosleck's trumpet has been since improved by Mr. Walter Morrow, a well-known English trumpeter, who has altered the bore and bell to that of the real trumpet. Mr. Morrow's trumpet, which, like Herr Kosleck's, is straight and has two pistons, measures in length 584 inches. It is also an A trumpet. With it he can reach the 20th, and at French pitch the 21st proper tone. The sacrifices, involving loss of engagements, to which Mr. Morrow has submitted in order to gain a command of the Bach trumpet, should not be passed over without a recognition of the artistic devotion which has impelled him to adopt and improve Herr Kosleck's invention. [A.J.H.]

TSCHAIKOWSKY. P. 183 b, to list of works add:—

St. Mozartiana movements from Mozart arranged for orchestra.
St. Passion canticles for viole. and orchestra.
M. Tschakowski (The Editor).
Nov. 13, 1897.
St. Passion for orchestra. Add that the composer visited England in 1888 and 1889, and appeared at the Philharmonic Concerts of both seasons.

TUCKERMAN, S. P., Mus.D. Line 2 for Feb. 17 read Feb. 11. Add that he succeeded Dr. Hodges as Organist of Trinity Church, New York.

TUDWAY, T., Mus.D. Line 25 of article, add that the records of Pembroke College, Cambridge, state that Dr. Tudway was 'proved guilty of speaking words highly reflecting upon Her Majesty and her administration.'

TUNSTED, Simeon, the reputed author of the treatise 'De Quatuor Principalius Musices,' though himself born at Norwich, derived his surname from Tunstead in Norfolk, of which place his father was a native. He became one of the Fratres Minores of the Order of St. Francis at Oxford, and it was there that he is said to have taken the degree of Doctor of Theology. He appears to have been well versed in all the seven liberal arts, but, like Walter Odington, especially in music and astronomy. The only literary works attributed to Tunsted, besides that above referred to, are a commentary on the 'Meteoras' of Aristotle and additions to Richard Wallingford's 'Albion'; but the work by which his name has been, rightly or wrongly, handed down to posterity is the musical one. Of this there are two MSS. in the Bodleian Library, numbered Bodley 515 and Digby 90. Owing to the former MS. being described in the old
TUNSTED.

Catologue of 1675 as 'De Musica continua et secretum cum diagrammatibus,' many musical historians have believed that there are two distinct works by this author; but the only real difference is that the Bodley MS. contains the rhapsody beginning 'Quemadmodum inter triumum ut zizania,' which the Digby MS. omits. The work itself contains warrant for both titles, from the colophon to each MS. we learn that he treatise was written in 1551, when Simon Tunsed was Regent of the Minorites at Oxford. It is said to have afterwards become Head of the English branch of his Order, and to have died in the nunnery of St. Clara, at Bruiyayard, a Suffolk, in 1569. The 'De Quatuor Principalisibus' treatises of music in almost every form are known, from definitions of musical terms in the 'Primum Principale' down to an account of 'Musica Mensurabilis' in the 'Quantum Principale.' This latter part is perhaps the most important of the whole work. T unsted quotes Philip de Vitry 'qui fuit flos totius mundi musicorum.' The whole treatise has been printed by de Coussemaker. In a MS. at the British Museum (Additional 10,330) there is an epitome of several chapters of the 'Seundum Principale,' written by a Fellow of New College, Oxford, early in the 16th century. [A.H.-H.]

TURCO, IN ITALIA, IL. At end of article, for 1820 read 1821.

TURLE-LURE (soft s), or TOURE-LOUKE, a very ancient lyrical burden or refrain, probably of Provençal origin. The old English form is tirra-livra,' Shakespeare, 'The lark that tirra-livra chants.' (Compare the French 'Turlut,' a titlark; 'Turlutaine,' a bird-organ.) In old French music it is also found as 'Tur-lu-tu,' 'Tur-lu-ru' (in a popular air 'Io canto tur-lu-ru'), 'tur-lu-ibo,' etc. It often occurs in the old French burlesques. The following specimens, taken from 'Les Parodies du Nouveau Théâtre Italien,' 1731, will illustrate its use.

1. 'Ho! Ho! toure-loubo.'

\[ Music notation \]

2. Vaudeville in 'Les Cahors.'

\[ Music notation \]

The term still survives in English popular music in the forms 'tootal-tooral-tooral,' and 'tol-de-rol.' [E.J.P.]

TURLE, JAMES. Line 1 of article, for Taunton read Somerton. Line 10, add that from 1840 to 1843 he was part conductor of the Ancient Concerts.

TYE, CHRISTOPHER. Add that Tye was in orders, and held successively the rectories of Little Wibraham, Newton, and Doddington-cum-March. By a brief relating to sequestrations of benefices it appears that he was at Wibraham in 1564; on Sept. 3, 1567, John Walker was presented to the living on his resignation. On March 15, 1579, the rectory of Newton was conferred on George Bacon on Tye's resignation, and on March 15, 1573, Hugh Bellet was presented to the living of Doddington-cum-March on the death of Tye. His will has not been discovered. An Agnes Tye, who was possibly his daughter, was married at Little Wibraham on Nov. 20, 1575, to John Horner, and the register contains several entries of their children's baptisms. (Cole's Transcript of Bishop Cox's Register, British Museum; Register of Little Wibraham, kindly communicated by the Rev. F. C. Marshall.) [W.B.S.]

TYLWIN SUSATOS. P. 197 b, 1.6, for sweet little songs read 'Psalter songs.'
UN ANNO ED UN GIORNO. Add that it was produced at the Lyceum Theatre in 1835, shortly after its production at Naples.

UNGER, CAROLINE. Add that the name is also spelt UNGHEE.

UNITED STATES. For additional matter, see Boston, Foster, Negro Music, etc., in Appendix.

UNIVERSITY MUSICAL SOCIETIES. To

VAISSEAU FANTÔME. P. 213a, note 1, add date of death of F. L. P. DIETSCHE, Feb. 20, 1865.

VALENTINO. Add that he came to London in 1839, and gave concerts at the Crown and Anchor Tavern. [See vol. iii. p. 40 b.]

VALLERIA. Add that she remained with the Carl Rosa company until 1886 inclusive, and created the principal parts on the production of 'Nadeschda' and 'The Troubadour.'

VALLOTTO, P. FRANCESCANTONIO, was a native of Piedmont, where he must have been born about the year 1700, since Dr. Burney, who saw him in 1770, says that he was then 'near seventy years of age.' He had long before this time attained a high reputation as the best Organist, and one of the best Church Composers, in Italy. To his skill on the Organ he owed the appointment of Maestro di Cappella, at the Church of S. Antony, at Padua, which he held with honour until his death. His Compositions for the Church are very numerous. In 1770 he composed a Requiem for the funeral of Tartini; but his magnum opus was a theoretical work, entitled 'Della Scienza teorica, e pratica, della moderna musica.'

The original plan of this treatise embraced four volumes: Vol. I., treating of the scientific or mathematical basis of Music; Vol. II., of the practical elements of Music, including the Scale, Temperament, the Cadences, and the Modes, both ecclesiastical and modern; Vol. III., of Counterpoint; and Vol. IV., of the method of accompanying the Thorough-Bass. Vol. I. only was published, at Padua, in 1779; and its contents are valuable enough to make the loss of the remaining portions of the work a subject of deep regret. In this volume, the mathematical proportions of the consonant and dissonant Intervals are described with a clearness for which we seek in vain in most of the older treatises on the same subject—not excepting that of Tartini himself. To the contents of some of these treatises, and the views set forth in them, allusion is frequently made, during the course of the work. Chapter XXXII. contains a lucid refutation of the theory of the Minor Seventh propounded by Rameau, whom Vallotti characterizes as 'otherwise, a respectable and meritorious writer'; and, at the close of the introductory section, which consists of a series of definitions, given in the form of a Musical Dictionary, the reader is referred for farther information to the Dictionary of Rousseau, which he is told would be still more valuable than it is were it not adapted to Rameau's defective system. But the chief interest of the treatise lies in the fact that it belongs to a period at which the study of the Ecclesiastical Modes was combined with that of the modern scale, for the obvious reason that the more modern Tonality was not, and could not possibly be, antagonistic to the older one, since it was based, not upon the abolition of the Modes, but upon the employment of the Ionian and Aeolian forms to the exclusion of all the others. We have shown elsewhere that the last great teacher who advocated this system of instruction was Haydn; and that Beethoven was the last great pupil to whom Haydn appears to have imparted it. It would be an interesting study to trace the influence of the system upon the work of these two great composers. The task, we believe, has never been attempted; but it is admitted, upon all hands, that the art of developing the resources of a given Key, within its natural limits, is far higher and more difficult one than that of restless modulating from one Key to another—and this is the most prominent characteristic of the method in question. Vallotti's 'Treatise on Modulation,' which Dr. Burney saw in MS., might perhaps have thrown some light upon the subject; but this unhappily has never been published.


2. 'Present State of Music in France and Italy, p. 132.'
AN ATTEMPT TO COMPLETE VALLOTTI'S GREAT WORK

An attempt to complete Vallotti's great work was made after his death by his disciple and successor, P. Luigi Antonio Sabbatini; and his system of teaching was continued by his talented, but somewhat eccentric pupil, the Abbé Vogler. [W.S.R.]

VAN BREE, J. B. Add that he wrote several masses and other works beside those mentioned in the article.

VAN DER EEDEN, G. See also vol. ii. p. 450 b, where the date of his death is given as June 29, 1782.

VAN OS, ALBERT, called 'Albert the Great,' is the earliest known organ-builder. He was a priest, and built the organ of St. Nicholas at Utrecht in 1120. [V. de P.]

VARNEN, PIERRE JOSEPH ALPHONSE, born in Paris, Dec. 1, 1811, was educated at the Conservatoire as a violinist, and was a pupil of Reicha's for composition. He was successively conductor at the Théâtre historique, the Théâtre lyrique, at Ghent, the Hague, Rouen, the Bouffe Parisien, and at Bordeaux. His Works include: Several short operas and operettas of slight construction by him were brought out at the various places where he worked. He is best known as having furnished the music for the celebrated Chant des Girondins, 'Mourir pour la Patrie,' the words of which were by Dumas, and which played so important a part in the revolution of 1789. Varney died in Paris Feb. 7, 1879. [M.]

VATERLÄNDISCHE KÜNSTLERVEREIN (Society of Artists of the Fatherland). A name which has become famous through Beethoven's op. 120. The Fatherland, here means Austria. Schindler (Life of Beethoven, ii. 34) says that in the winter of 1822-3, the publishing firm of Diabelli & Co. in Vienna formed a plan for issuing a collective set of variations for the pianoforte. No fewer than 51 composers, among whom were the first Viennese masters of the time, consented to contribute to the collection, which was published in two large oblong books (No. 1530-81) under the title of 'Vaterländische Künstlerverein, Veränderungen über ein vorgelegtes Thema, comporient von den vorzüglichsten Tonsetzern und Virtuosen Wiens und der k. k. oesterreichischen Staaten.' ('Society of Artists of the Fatherland. Variations on a given theme, written by the most prominent composers and performers of Vienna and the Imperial States of Austria.') It is an indication of the position held by Beethoven among the musicians of Vienna, that the whole of the first book is taken up with his variations, 33 in number, while the other 50 composers are represented by a single variation each. Beethoven's composition has the separate title: '33 Veränderungen über einen Walzer für das Pianoforte compont und der Frau Antonia von Brentano, geboren Eden von Birkenstock, hochachtungsvoll zugeeignet von Ludwig van Beethoven. 120 Werk. Wien bey Cappi und Diabelli.' The work was published in June 1823. On the 16th of the month the following notice appeared in the 'Oesterreichisch Kaiserliche privilegierte Wiener Zeitung':—We offer to the world in this work no variations of the ordinary kind, but a great and important masterpiece, worthy of being ranked with the immortal creations of the classical composers of past times, and of a kind that could be produced by none but Beethoven, the greatest living representative of true art. The most original forms and ideas, the boldest passages and harmonies, are herewith presented in characteristic pianoforte effects as are founded upon a solid style are employed, and a further interest attaches to the work from the circumstance that it is founded upon a theme which would not have been supposed capable of such treatment as our great master, alone among our contemporaries, could give it. The splendid fugues, Nos. 24 and 33, will delight every lover of the grave style, while Nos. 6, 16, 17, 23, etc., will charm brilliant performers; in short all these variations, by the novelty of ideas, the skill of their workmanship, and the artistic beauty of their transitions, can claim a place beside Seb. Bach's well-known masterpiece in the same kind. We are proud of the opportunity of presenting this composition to the public, and have devoted the greatest care to combining elegance of printing with the utmost correctness.'

The original manuscript of op. 120 is in the possession of F. C. A. Spina of Vienna. Interesting information concerning the sketches for the composition is given in Nottebohm's 'Zweite Beethoveniana,' Leipzig, 1887. Beethoven was fond of presenting copies of the printed work to his friends, and the writer possesses two such copies with autograph dedications.

The second book of the variations appeared in the latter half of 1823 or early in 1824. Anton Diabelli, the composer and publisher, had meanwhile dissolved partnership with Cappi, and the name of the firm was now 'A. Diabelli & Co.' As in the first book (Beethoven's portion) so here the theme by Diabelli precedes the variations. It consists of 32 bars, and, although of slight importance in itself, is well fitted for variation-writing. The waltz is followed by 50 variations, as follows:—(1) Ignatz Ammayer; (2) Carl Maria von Boeckl; (3) Leopold Eustache Caspeck; (4) Carl Czerny; (5) Joseph Czerny; (6) Moritz Herr C. Dietrichstein; (7) Joseph Drechsler; (8) A. Emanuel Förster ('his last
VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.

composition’); (9) Jakob Freystaedtler; (10) Johann Gansbacher; (11) Abbé Gelinek; (12) Anton Halm; (13) Joachim Hoffmann; (14) Johann Horzelka; (15) Joseph Hugelmann; (16) J. N. Hummel; (17) Anselm Hüttenbrenner; (18) Frederic Kalkbrenner (‘written during his stay in Vienna’); (19) Friedrich August Kanne; (20) Joseph Kerzowski; (21) Conradin Kreutzer; (22) Eduard Baron von Lannoy; (23) M. J. Leidesdorf; (24) Franz Liszt (‘a boy of eleven years old, born in Hungary’); (25) Joseph Mayseder; (26) Ignaz Morentz; (27) Ignaz E. Edler von Mosel; (28) W. A. Mozart’s Rêv; (29) Joseph Panny; (30) Hieronymus Payer; (31) J. P. Pixis; (32) Wenzel Plachy; (33) Gottfried Rieber; (34) F. J. Riotte; (35) Franz Roer; (36) Johann Schenk; (37) Frank Schoberlechner; (38) Franz Schubert; (39) Simon Sechter (‘Imitation quasi Canon a tre voc’); (40) S. R. D.; (41) Abbé Stadler; (42) Joseph de Szyllay; (43) Wenzel Tomashcek; (44) Michael Ullasoff; (45) Fr. Dyonysius Weber; (46) Franz Weber; (47) Ch. A. de Winkels; (48) Franz Weiss; (49) Johann Wittassek; (50) J. H. Woriszchek.

(The Graf Dietrichstein, mentioned under No. 6, was the leading aristocratic musician of the time. Schubert’s ‘Erkönig’ is dedicated to him. The initials S. R. D. under No. 40 probably indicate the name of some other aristocratic amateur.) A long coda by Carl Czerny is appended to the variations. The MS. of Schubert’s variation, No. 58, which is in the Imperial Liedbook, Vienna, bears the date March 1821. According to this the later date given by Schindler for the inception of the plan must be incorrect.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE. To list of London Theatres under this head add:—


COURT THEATRE (re-erected on a site near the former theatre of that name); architect, W. A. Phipps; lessee, Mrs. John Wood and Mr. Arthur Chudleigh. Opened Sept. 24, 1888.


VAUGHAN, THOMAS. Line 7 from end of article, for He read Vaughan. Line 4 from end, for 1836 read 1825.

VECCHI, ORAZIO. P. 235 a, l. 13; for Sept. read Feb.

VEILLONS AU SALUT DE L’EMPIRE, a political song written by Ad. S. Roy in 1791, and adapted by him to the popular air ‘Vous qui d’amoureuse aventure,’ from Delays’s ‘Renaud d’Ast’ (produced at the Comédie Italienne, July 19, 1787). The song, which bears the sub-title of ‘Chant de Liberté,’ was one of the first lyrical utterances suggested by the French Revolution, and it is a great error to suppose that it was adapted for use under the first Empire, for the democratic ideas expressed in Roy’s verses were absolutely interdicted under the first Napoleon. The word ‘Empire,’ which has given rise to this widely-spread impression, refers here to the State, not to the imperial Government. The success of the song was enormous, and it required nothing less than the ‘Marseillaise’ to drive it out of popular favour. The first three verses alone are by Roy; the fourth was added in 1850, when the song was for a time rescued from the oblivion into which it had fallen.

VENICE.

VENI SANCTE SPIRITUS. A Process, or Sequence, sung in the Roman Church, on Whit-sunday, and during the Octave of Pentecost, between the Epistle and Gospel. The text, in Trochaic Dimeter Catalectic, arranged in strophes of three verses, the first two of which rhyme together, while the third verse in every strophe ends in the syllable ‘um,’ was written in the tenth century, by King Robert of France, and, in graceful and touching simplicity, has never been surpassed. Whether or not King Robert also composed the old Ecclesiastical Melody—a very fine example of the use of Mode I.—is impossible to say. It is, however, quite worthy of the text, both in sentiment and in graceful freedom of construction.

Veni Sancte Spiritus has not been so frequently treated by the Polyphonic Composers as some of the other Sequences. Palestrota has, however, treated it more than once, in settings of the highest order of excellence.

VENICE. The frequent and laudatory references made by foreigners to the Conservatories of Venice abundantly prove the reputation which they enjoyed during the 17th and 18th centuries. The President de Brosses, in his ‘Lettres Historiques’ (vol. 1.), speaks in the ‘highest terms of the pleasure he received from Venetian music generally. ‘The passion of the nation for this art is,’ he says, ‘inconceivable; but the music par excellence is the music of the Hospitals; . . . the girls sing like angels; they play the violin, the flute, the organ, the hautboy, the violoncello, the bassoon, in short no instrument is large enough to frighten them . . . Nothing can be more delightful than to see a young and pretty novice dressed in white with a bunch of pomegranate flowers behind her ear, conducting an orchestra and beating the time.’ Casotti (Lettere, July 29, 1713), assures us that at Venice or the Incurabili they do not chant they enchant (non cantano ma incantano). Rousseau (Confessions, vii.) bears similar testimony to the charm of the singing in the Venetian Conservatories; and readers of Dr. Burney’s letters will not have forgotten his extreme delight at the music which he heard at the Incurabili under the Kapelle’s direction: ‘T’ran away,’ he says, ‘from the music at Santa Maria Maggiore, to the Incurabili, where Buranello and his nightingales . . .
poured balm into my wounded ear.' Finally, at the close of the last century, Mancini wrote thus, 'I am of opinion that in all Italy there are no schools of music worthy the name, save the Conservatories of Venice and Naples and the school conducted by Bartolommeo Nuoci of Pescia.'

The Venetians were always a music-loving race. Not only did the people display a natural ability for the art in the popular music of the streets and the songs of the gondoliers, but the city long possessed schools of cultivated music in the choir of St. Mark's, in the theatres, and above all in the four great Scuole or Conservatories, which were attached to the pious foundations of the Pietà, the Mendicanti, the Ospedaleto, and the Incurabili. So famous did these schools become that the greatest masters of Italy, and even of Europe, applied for the post of director, and were proud to write oratorios, motets, and cantatas for the pupils. The names of Lotti, Galuppi, Scarlatti, Hasse, Porpora, and many others were attached to these schools, and many of the compositions of these composers have been preserved. The Pietà was founded in 1506 by Fra Pierazzo d'Assisi, and was a home for the elderly and sick. It was later known as the Scuola di Sant' Antonio e della Pietà.

The Hospital of the Mendicanti was first founded in the 15th century, for the reception of lepers. In the year 1494, a leper was admitted to the hospital, and this event marked the beginning of the hospital's existence. The hospital's name was later changed to the Scuola di Sant' Antonio e della Pietà.

The Hospital of the Incurabili was founded in 1527, at Ss. Giovanni e Paolo, as a poorhouse and orphanage. It was established by the Jesuits, and was later known as the Scuola di Sant' Antonio e della Pietà.

The Hospital of the Ospedaleto was founded in 1550, at Ss. Giovanni e Paolo, as a poorhouse and orphanage. It was later known as the Scuola di Sant' Antonio e della Pietà.
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This rule was sometimes relaxed in favour of exceptionally promising voices. The state dowered the girls either for marriage or for the convent. The pupils were divided into two classes, the novices and the provette or pupil teachers, whose duty it was to instruct the novices in the rudiments of music under the guidance of the maestro. The number of scholars in each Conservatoire varied from sixty to eighty. Every Saturday and Sunday evening the choirs performed full musical Vespers or a motet, usually written by their own maestro. The churches were crowded, and the town divided into factions which discussed, criticized, and supported this or that favourite singer. The opera-singers attended in large numbers to study the method of the more famous voices. On great festivals an oratorio was usually given. The words of the libretto were originally written in Italian; but for greater decorum Latin was subsequently adopted. The libretto was divided into two parts, and printed with a fancy border surrounding the title-page, which contained the names of the singers and sometimes a sonnet in their praise. The libretto was distributed gratis at the door of the church; and each of the audience was supplied with a wooden stool or chair. The choir sang behind a screen, and was invisible. Admission to the choir was forbidden to all men except the maestro; but Rousseau, by the help of M. de Blond, French Consul, succeeded in evading this rule, and was enabled to visit the choir of the Mendicanti and to make the acquaintance of the young singers whose voices had so delighted him. Special tribunes, called Coretti, were reserved for ambassadors and high state officials. Inside the church applause was forbidden, but the audience marked their approval by drawing in the breath and by shutting their chairs on the ground.

AUTHORITIES.

P. Canal. 'Della Musica in Venezia.' Printed in 'Venezia e le sue Lagune,' vol. i. part 3, p. 471.
E. Gioiosa. 'Inscriptioni Veneziane,' vol. v. p. 297, where a full list of all the Oratorios performed at the Incurabili will be found.
Dr. Burney. 'The Present State of Music in France and Italy.'
Dr. Burney. 'History of Music.'
De Brosses. 'Histoire historique,' Tom. l.
Rousseau. 'Confessions,' Lib. viii.
Petric. 'Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.'
Bournon. 'Venise, Notes prises dans la Bibliothèque d'un vieux Venitien,' p. 275.
Molmenti. 'Le Storia di Venezia nella vita privata,' cap. 4.
Bassini. 'Curiosità Veneziane,' s. v. Pietà, Mendicanti, Ospedalotto, Incurabili. [H.F.B.]

VENTADOUR. P. 238 b, l. 32, for Dec. 28 read Dec. 8.

VERDELOT, PHILIPP. Add that Antonio Gardano, the publisher, when introducing in 1544 a collection of six-part madrigals by Verdelot, describes them on the title-page as the most divine and most beautiful music ever heard ('la pit divina e pit bella musica che se udisse Kami'). It has long been the question who is the real creator of the madrigal as a musical form. Adrian Willaert has often been represented as the first composer of madrigals. But more recent investigation would seem to prove that Verdelot has a better claim than Willaert to this position. Besides, the fact insisted on by Eitner ('Monatshefte für Musikgeschichte,' xix. 85) that only a very few of Willaert's secular compositions are properly madrigals, the most of them being rather in the lighter style of villanellas, his first composition of the kind appeared only in 1538, while as early as 1536 Willaert himself had arranged in lute tablature for solo voice and lute accompaniment twenty-two madrigals by Verdelot ('Intavolatura degli Madrigali di Verdelotto da cantare et sonare nel lauto . . . per Messer Adriano,' Venice, 1536). Apart from the early mention of the name in the 14th century, the earliest known volume of musical pieces described as madrigals bears date 1535, and Verdelot is the chief contributor. It is entitled 'Madrigali Novi de diversi excellentissimi Musici.' (See Eitner, 'Bibliographie der Sammelwerke,' p. 7.) If any one might dispute the claim of Verdelot to be the first real madrigalist, perhaps it is Costanzo Festa, who also appears as a contributor to this volume, and whose name otherwise as a composer appears earlier in print than that of Verdelot. (It should be mentioned that this first book of madrigals is not perfectly preserved, two parts-books only existing in the Königs Staatbibliothek at Munich.) From 1537 onwards various collections of Verdelot's madrigals for four, five, and six voices were made by enterprising publishers, such as Scotto and Gardano, but always mixed up with the works of other composers. Eitner says that no independent collection of Verdelot's madrigals is known to exist. Out of the miscellaneous collections he reckons up about 100 as composed by Verdelot, although with some uncertainty prevails, from the carelessness of the publishers in affixing names, and perhaps also their wish to pass off inferior compositions as the work of the more celebrated masters. The feat of adding a fifth part to Jannequin's 'Bataille' first appeared in Tylman Susato's tenth 'Book of Chansons,' published at Antwerp in 1545, and has been reprinted in modern times by Commer. Besides madrigals, Verdelot appears as composer of motets in the various collections made by publishers from 1537 onwards. Forty are enumerated in Eitner's 'Bibliographie,' several of them imperfectly preserved. Of the complete works which Ambros examined, he praises the masterly construction, and the finely developed sense for beauty and pleasing harmony.—Only one Mass by Verdelot is known, one entitled 'Philotemus,' in a volume of five Masses published by Scotto, Venice, in 1544. Fétis and Ambros say that several exist in manuscript in the archives of the Sistina Chapel at Rome; but Codex 38, to which Fétis refers, is shown by Habert's Catalogue ('Katalog der Musik-werke im päpstlichen Archiv,' pp. 18 und 171, 2) to contain only three
VERDELOT.

motets by Verdelot. (See also Van der Straeten, ‘Musique de Pays-Bas,’ vi. 473.) [J.R.M.]

VERDI. Line 3 of article, for Oct. 9 read Oct. 10. P. 340 b, omit note 1, as there is nothing in the mention of ‘leather’ and ‘pedals’ which militates against the instrument having been a spinet, as stated in the text. P. 247 b, l. 26 from bottom, for Roger read Roser. P. 248 a, l. 27 from bottom, for March 17 read March 14. P. 248 b, l. 26, for Oct. 26 read Oct. 25. P. 250 a, l. 39, for April 12 read March 24; l. 3 from bottom, for II read Un. P. 250 b, l. 18, for Dec. 27 read Dec. 24; l. 31, for in read May. P. 251, add that Verdi’s latest work, ‘Otello,’ set to a poem founded on Shakespeare by Boito, was produced at the Scala, under Fascio’s direction, on Feb. 6, 1887. P. 252 b, l. 2, for Mini read Nini; l. 3, for Bouyenon read Boucheron; l. 8, for Mabollini read Mabellini. P. 254 b, in list of works, for date of ‘Macbeth’ read March 14. For ‘Stifello’ in line 7 of second column and in note 3 read ‘Stiffo.” For date of ‘Un ballo in Maschera’ read 1859.

VERDONCK, CORNELIUS, born at Turnhout in Belgium in 1563, belongs to the later school of Flemish composers, influenced from Italy, as Italy had earlier been influenced from Flanders. He lived chiefly at Antwerp, in the service of private patrons, and died there July 4, 1625. As a musician, he must have been highly appreciated by his contemporaries, as the following epigraph, inscribed to his memory in the Carmelite Church at Antwerp shows; a copy of which we owe to the obliging kindness of M. Goovaerts, keeper of the Public Archives at Brussels:—

D. O. M. S.
SISTE GRADUM VIATOR
UT PERLEGAS QUAM OB REM HIC LAPIS LITTERATU S SIT MUSICORVM DELICIAE.
CORBIS LITURGICIS
TURNHOLANTUS HOC CIPPO RHEU CLAUSUS
PERPETVUM SILET
JUI DUM VIXIT
VOCET ARTE MUSICA
MORTEM SURDA ESSE T PLEXISSIT
QUAM DUM FRIUSTRA DEMULCET
CORI CHORIS VOCEM ARTEMAN S SACRATURUS
ANT.
IV NON, JUL. ANNO MDCCXXX AHRAT. LXII
AT TU LECTOR BENE PRECARE ET VALL
CLIENTI SUI MORBUSTUS PONEBAT
DE CORSOS.

His compositions consist chiefly of madrigals for four, six, and up to nine voices, many of which appear in the miscellaneous collections published at Antwerp by Hubert Waelrnat and Peter Phalese between 1585 and 1610. For details, see Goovaert’s ‘Histoire et Bibliographie de la Typographie Musicale dans les Pays-Bas’; also Eitner’s ‘Bibliographie der Sammelwerke.’ One of his madrigals was received into Young’s English collection entitled ‘Musica Transalpina,’ published in London, 1598. A few sacred compositions also appear among the published works of Verdonck. An Ave Maria of his for 4 voices is printed in the Ratiobon ‘Musica Divina,’ Annuus, ii, Liber ii, 1874. [J.R.M.]

VEREEINGING, etc. The list of publications issued by this society is continued as follows:—

13. J. A. Beiniken’s ‘Hortus Musicae’ (ed. D. G. M. van Klemm, 1843.)
15. J. P. Swellinck, Cantio sacra, ‘Hodie Christus natus est’ in 8 parts.

The second volume of the society’s ‘Tijdschrift’ was completed in 1887.

VERTICAL (OR PERPENDICULAR) AND HORIZONTAL METHODS OF COMPOSITION. Two highly characteristic and expressive terms, used by modern critics for the purpose of distinguishing the method of writing cultivated by modern Composers from that practiced by the older Polyphonists.

The modern Composer constructs his passages, for the most part, upon a succession of Fundamental or Inverted Chords, each of which is built perpendicularly upwards, from the bass note which forms its harmonic support, as in the example on pp. 580 and 581 of this Appendix.

The Polyphonic Composer, on the other hand, thinking but little of the Harmonies upon which his passages are based, forms them by weaving together, horizontally, two or more Melodies, arranged in contrapuntal form—that is to say, in obedience to a code of laws which simply provides for the simultaneous progression of the Parts, with the certainty that, if they are artistically woven together, the resulting Harmony cannot fail to be pure and correct; as in the example on pp. 580 and 581 of this Appendix. [W.S.R.]

VESQUE VON PÜTTLINGEN, JOHANN, born of a noble family of Belgian origin, July 25, 1803, at Opol, the residence of Prince Alexander Lubomirski. His parents were Protestants. He studied music in 1804, and at 12 years old he was sent to the Liéwensburgische Convict there for about a year. He began his musical studies in 1816, learning successively from Leidseidorf, Mosechefs, and Worzischek. In 1822 he went to the University of Vienna in order to study for the civil service, which he entered in 1827. As early as 1830 he completed an opera, on the libretto of Rossini’s’ ‘Donna del Lago,’ which was performed by amateurs in an aviate house. In 1833 he studied counterpoint, etc., with Sechter, and in Oct. 1838 a 2-act opera, ‘Turan, dot,’ was given with success at the Kärmmrtheor Theatre. In this and his other musical compositions he adopted the pseudonym of ‘J. Hoven.’ Two years later a third opera, ‘Jeanne d’Arc,’ in 3 acts, was given in Vienna. The work was considered worthy of being performed at Dresden in 1845, with Johanna Wagner in the principal part. His other operas are ‘Der Liebeskummer,’ 4 acts, 1845; ‘Ein Abenteuer Karl des 11.’ 1 act, 1850; ‘Burg Thayer,’ 3 acts, apparently not performed; ‘Der lustige Rath,’ 2 acts, 1852, produced at Weimar by Lintz; ‘Lips
Tullian,' 1 act, not performed. In 1872 he retired from the civil service, and in 1879 received the title of 'Geheimrat.' He died at Vienna, Oct. 29, 1883. He enjoyed the friendship of nearly all the musicians of his time; he corresponded with Mendelssohn, Schumann, Berlioz, Liszt, and many other distinguished men. His compositions of various kinds reach the opus-number 58, besides two masses, and other works unpublished. The above information is obtained from a sketch of his life published by Holder of Vienna, 1887, bearing no author's name. [M.]

VESTALE, LA. Line 3 of article, for Dec. 16 read Dec. 15. The date given by Clément, Riemann, etc., was the date at first announced for the performance.

VESTRIS, MM. Add that during her engagements with Elliston, Charles Kemble, etc., with their permission, she reappeared at the King's Theatre, and played in Rossini's opera on their production in England, viz. as Pippo (in 'La Gazza'), March 10, 1821; Malcolm Greeme (in 'Donna del Lago'), Feb. 18, 1823; Zamira (in 'Ricardo e Zoraide'), June 5, 1823; Edoardo (in 'Matilde di Shabran'), July 3, 1823; Emma (in 'Zelmira'), at Mme. Colbran-Rosmini's début, Jan. 24, 1824; and Arsace, with Pasta as Semiramide, July 15, 1824. She played there also in 1825, and as Pippo at Fanny Ayton's début in 1827. This last year she played in English at Covent Garden, George Brown in 'The White Maid' ('La Dame Blanche'), Jan. 2, a part played in Paris by the tenor Ponchard, and Blinde in 'The Seraglio,' a mutilated version of Mozart's 'Entführung,' Nov. 24. [A.C.]

VIADANA, LODOVICO. Corrections as to his name and place of birth will be found in vol. iv. p. 314, note 2.

VIANESI, AUGUSTE CHARLES LÉONARD FRANÇOIS, born at Leghorn Nov. 2, 1837, naturalized a Frenchman in 1885, had been for many years the conductor of various Italian opera companies before finally becoming first conductor at the Opéra in Paris. He is the son of a musician, and was taught music by the advice of Pacini and Döhler, and became a chorus master in Italy. In 1857 he came to Paris furnished with a letter of introduction to Rossini from Pasta, and in Paris he completed his musical education. In 1859 he was called to London to conduct the orchestra at Drury Lane. He then went to New York, and was afterwards engaged at the Imperial Theatre at Moscow. He made a short stay in St. Petersburg, and then for twelve years conducted the Italian opera at Covent Garden. Besides this he has wielded his baton in many other towns, as Vienna, Trieste, Barcelona, Madrid, Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Chicago, Philadelphia, etc. He has a talent for conducting those Italian opera companies which are got together for a month or six weeks, where the singers have neither time to rehearse nor to become acquainted with each other's methods. On July 1, 1887, M. Vianesi, who was naturalized just in time, was chosen by the directors of the Opéra to replace Allès [see Allès in Appendix] as conductor. He fills the post with much exuberance of gesture, but with scarcely more authority than his predecessor. [A.J.]

VIARD-LOUIS, JENNY. See vol. iv. p. 342, where last line of article, for 1844 read 1844.

VICTIMÆ PASCALII. A Prose, or Sequence, sung in the Roman Church on Easter Sunday and during its Octave, immediately after the Gradual, which intervenes between the Epistle and Gospel. The text, written in a very irregular metre, with unexpected rhymes marking the cadences and close of verses of constantly varying rhythm, is attributed, by Rambachius, to the 11th century. The old Ecclesiastical Melody, in Modes I. and II., is probably of equal antiquity, and may well have been composed by the author of the text, since it adapts itself to his ever-failing facility, to the rhythmical change in the verse.

The Sequence was a great favourite with the Polyphonic Composers, most of whom have treated it with marked success. The finest examples are the well-known settings by Palestina. [W.S.R.]

VIEUXTEMPS. The date of birth is probably to be corrected to Feb. 20, on the authority of Faloscchi and Riemann.

VIOLETTA MARINA. Add that the instrument was invented by CASTROCCIO.

VIOLIN-PLAYING. P. 187 a, l. 7 from bottom of text, for Cortiglano read Cortigiano. P. 289, in the table of violinists, the following corrections are to be made. In Group I the date of Leclair's birth should be given as 1697; that of De Beriot as 1802; that of Joes. Hellmesberger as 1828. Add date of death of Alard, 1888.1 In Group II, for Jn. Linley read Th. Linley. In Group III, Kallivoda's date is to be read 1800, and that of A. Stamitz as 1755. In Group IV, J. Becker's date should be 1833. In Group V the date of Baltzar's death is 1663. In Group VI, Barthelemon's date is 1741, and that of the death of Aubert le vieux, 1753. P. 290 a, l. 31, add that the Ciaccona here attributed to G. B. Vitali, is the composition of ANTONIO VITALI. The article on p. 313 b, of this volume refers to this latter composer, not to G. B. Vitali. P. 290 b, l. 7, after the words see that article, add in Appendix. P. 291 a, l. 27 from bottom, for about 1700 read 1676. P. 292 b, l. 20 from bottom, the last word belongs to the line above. Line 19 from bottom, for about 1700 read 1687. P. 293 a, line 6 from bottom, for 1801 read 1861. Line 6 from bottom, for 1700 read 1698. P. 296 a, l. 19 from bottom. for 1836 read 1833. Line 13 from bottom, add date of Alard's death, 1888. P. 297 b, line 8, for born 1822 read 1822-1887; l. 16, after Dott, add dates, 1815-88. P. 298 a, l. 25 from bottom, for 1796 read 1797; l. 7 from

1 The news of the death of Jean Delphin ALARD, on Feb. 22, 1898, arrived after the earlier sheets of this Appendix were in type.
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bottom, for 1801 read 1800; l. 4 from bottom, for 1874 read 1875. P. 298 b, l. 24 from bottom, Jouxt about 1640–200 read 1550–200; l. 19 from bottom, for died about 1743 read 1714–1743; l. 7 from bottom, for about 1780 read 1773.

VIOLONCICO (Quart-geige, Halbgeige, Dreiviertel-geige, Three-quarter-fiddle). A violin of small size, but of the ordinary parts and proportions, differing in this respect from the pochet or kit. It was usually tuned a minor third higher than the ordinary violin, its highest string having the same pitch as the highest string of the Quinton. Leopold Mozart says the Quart-geige is smaller than the ordinary violin, and is used by children. Some years ago, he continues, 'Concertos were written for these little violins, called by the Italians Violino Piccolo; and as they have a much higher compass than the ordinary violin, they were frequently used in open-air serenades (Nachstäubcke) with a flute, harp, and other similar instruments. Now, however [1756], the small violin can be dispensed with. Everything is played on the common violin in the higher positions.' (Violinschule, p. 2) The Three-quarter Fiddle is still used by children, but is always abandoned as early as possible. Whether the Violino piccolo of Bach's first Cöthen Concerto was of different pitch from the ordinary violin is doubtful. The term here possibly designates a violin somewhat smaller, and strong, with thinner strings, but of the ordinary pitch. [See VIOLONCELLO PICCOLO.]

VIOLONCELLO PICCOLO. A violoncello of the ordinary pitch, but of smaller size and having thinner strings. According to Quantz ('Flötenschule,' p. 212), it was generally used for solo-playing, the ordinary violoncello being employed for concerted music. Similarly, the Viola da Gamba was used for solo-playing as of smaller size than the six-stringed concert-bass. Bach introduces the Violoncello piccolo in the cantatas 'Jesu nun sei gepriesen,' and 'Ich geh und suche mit Verlangen.' The parts have the usual violoncello compass. The well-known obligato part to 'Mein gläubiges Herz' is entitled 'Violoncello Piccolo,' though it is probable from its construction that it was originally written for the Viola da Gamba. [E.J.P.]

VIRGINAL MUS. P. 366 b, note 2, for Cromwell read Cornwall. P. 310 b, l. 16 from bottom, correct the statement that the book has always been in the possession of Lord Abergavenny. It formerly belonged to Burney, and was sold at his sale for £11 2s. 6d. According to Rimbault, it was at one time in his (Rimbault's) library. [W.B.S.]

VISETTI, ALBERT ANTHONY, was born (of an English mother) at Spalato in Dalmatia, May 13, 1846, and studied composition under Alberto Mazzucato at the Conservatorio of Milan, where he gained two scholarships. His exercise for his degree was a cantata to words by his friend Arrigo Bolto. His first engage-
ment was as conductor at Nice. He then went to Paris, where A. Dumas prepared specially for him a libretto for an opera from his 'Trois Mousquetaires.' The score was hardly completed when it was burnt in the siege of the Commune. Mr. Visetti then came to London, where he has since resided, and has devoted himself chiefly to teaching singing. He is Professor of Singing at the Royal College of Music, at the Guildhall School, the Watford School, and various other institutions. He is also director and conductor of the Bath Philharmonic Society, to which he has devoted an immense of time, money, and ability. Mr. Visetti has published translations of Hallah's History of Modern Music, of Dr. Hueter's Musical Studies, and of other works. The King of Italy in 1880 conferred on him unsolicited the order of the Corona d'Italia.

[V.G.]

VOCAL CONCERTS. Line 12 from end of article, for 1821 read 1822.

VOGLER, ABR. Line 13 from end of article, add that Prof. Schafhäutl has recently published a monograph on 'Abb Georg Joseph Vogler' (Augsburg, 1888), which supersedes all other works on the subject.

VOICES. P. 334 b, l. 15 from bottom, for 1773 read 1764.


VOPELIUS, GOTTFRIED, born at Herwigsdorf, near Zittau, in 1645, became cantor at St. Nicholas, Leipzig, and died at Leipzig in 1715. He wrote some original tunes to hymns previously set to other music, but is chiefly known as a harmonizer of older melodies in four voice-parts. He adopts the more modern form of regular rhythm (generally 3-2), and freely uses the subdominant and major dominant even in minor keys, and the accidental ♭ and ♭♭. He published in 1683 'Neu Leipziger Gesangbuch,' which contains besides other tunes 100 hymns from Schein's 'Cantional oder Gesangbuch' of 1627. [R.M.]

VORAUSNAHME. See ANTICIPATION.

VORHALT. See SUSPENSION.

VOSS, CHARLES. See vol. ii. p. 731 b, and date of death, Aug. 29, 1882.

VOWLES, W. G., organ-builder in Bristol, is the present owner of the business established in 1814 by John Smith. The latter died in 1847, and was succeeded by his step-son Joseph Monday. On the death of Monday in 1857 he was succeeded by his son-in-law Vowles. Smith built the organ in Bath Abbey, and Vowles those of the Cathedral and St. Mary Redcliffe in Bristol. [V. de P.]

VULLAUME. P. 341 b, l. 3 from bottom, for brother read father.

VULPIUS, MELCHIOR, born at Wasingen, in the Henneberg territory, about 1560, became cantor at Weimar in 1600, and held this position
till his death in 1616. He composed some chorales, notably 'Jesu Leiden, Pein und Tod,' 'Christus der ist mein Leben,' and 'Weltlich Ehr und zeitlich Gut,' the melodies of which are bold and charming; but accomplished much more in harmonizing tunes for many voices, in which he shows himself a sound contrapuntist. He is addicted to the old style in the use of the major and minor chords close together, even the dominant having often the minor third, and in the employment of chords without thirds. He uses syncopation so freely that it is often difficult to decide whether triple or quadruple rhythm is intended. His contrapuntal skill is exhibited in love of notes suspended as discords and afterwards resolved. In the free use of the first in-

version of the common chord he is rather in advance of his age. His chief works are 'Cantiones Sacrae cum 6, 7, 8 vocibus,' Jena, 1602; 'Cantiones Sacrae 5, 6, et 8 vocum,' 2 pts., Jena, 1603; 'Kirchengesänge und geistliche Lieder D. Lutheri und Anderer mit 4 und 5 Stimmen,' Leipzig, 1604, of which the second enlarged edition bears the title 'Ein schön geistig Gesangbuch,' Jena, 1609, and has the melody in the discant, whereas most of his settings have it in the tenor; 'Cantionum B. V. Mariæ 4, 5, 6 et pluribus vocibus,' Jena 1605; 'Opusculum novum,' 1610; and a Passion oratorio from the four Gospels, in which the narrator has a tenor voice.

W. WAGNER, H. JOHANNA. P. 346 a, l. 19, for at (second time) read of. Line 20, for Wallkure and Norm read Schwertleite and First Norm.

WAGNER, W. RICHARD. P. 346 a, last line but one, for 1811 read 1813. P. 346 a, l. 20, for is announced to be given again, etc. read was repeated in 1886 and 1888. P. 373 b, in the chronological list, under Die Wallkure, for June 26 read June 25. To the number of books on the subject of Wagner should be added M. Jullien's admirable 'Richard Wagner: sa vie et ses œuvres' (Librairie de l'Art), Paris and London, 1886. Add that Wagner's early opera, 'Die Feen' (see vol. iv. p. 349), was produced at Munich on June 29, 1888.

WAINWRIGHT. Line 7 of article, for 1797 read 1796. P. 375 a, l. 16, for him read Robert, since Schenckel's remark was made on him. See vol. iii. p. 542 a.

WALDMÄCHCHEN, DAS. Line 6 of article, for in October read until December. Concerning its being used up in 'Silvania,' see vol. iv. p. 412 b.

WALKELEY, ANTONY. Line 3 of article, for 1700 read 1698.

WALLACE, W. VINCENT. Line 2-3 of article, for about 1812 or 1814 read July 1, 1814. P. 377 b, l. 10 from bottom, for Nov. 16 read Nov. 3.

WALLISER, CHRISTOPH THOMAS, born at Strasbourg about 1569, died there 1648. His chief work is 'Ecclesiae, das ist Kirchengesang, nemblichen die gebräuchlichsten Psalmen Davids so nicht allein viva voce, sondern auch zu musikalisichen Instrumenten christlich zu gebräuchen, mit 4, 5, 6 Stimmen componirt,' Strasbourg 1614. It consists of 50 German psalms set in the old contrapuntal style on the melodies to which they were wont to be sung in the Protestant services in Strasbourg. Two of these psalms are republished in Schöberlein and Riegel's 'Schatz des liturg-

ischen Chorgesanges,' and one ('Ein feste Burg,' Luther's version of the 46th psalm in Kade's Notenbeilage to Ambros's 'Geschichte der Musik.') In 1625 Walliser published 'Ecclesiadium Novæ, darin die Ostechiumgesang, andere Sprach und geistliche Lieder samt dem Te Deum, und der Litania ... mit 4, 5, 6, 7 Stimmen gesetzt.' Winterfeld also mentions a setting by him of a chorus from the 'Clouds' of Aristophanes, and 3, 4, 5, to 10-part choruses to a drama on the subject of 'Elias,' and to a tragi-comedy 'Charicles.'

[J.R.M.]

WALMSLEY, T. A. Add that a tablet has recently (1888) been erected to his memory in Trinity College Chapel, Cambridge.

WALTHER, JOHANN JACOB, violinist and composer, was born in 1560 at Witterda, a village near Erfurt in Thuringia. The name of his teacher is unknown, but as he styles himself on the title of one of his works 'Italiam Secretary to the Elector of Mayence,' it appears probable that he had acquired his knowledge of the language in Italy, and therefore had some connection with the school of violin-players of that country. We find him first as a member of the band of the Elector of Saxony at Dresden, and later on attached to the court of the Elector of Mayence. The place and date of his death are unknown. Two sets of violin compositions of his have been preserved:

1. Scherzi da Violino solo, con Il Basso Continuo per il Violin o cimbalo, accompagnabile anche con una Viola o liuto, di Giovanni Giacomò Walkerio, Primo Violinista di Camera di sua Altezza Elettorale di Passonia Moglietti.

The musical interest of these compositions is but small. They consist chiefly of short preludes, pieces in dance-forms (gavottes, sarabandes, etc.), and sets of variations. In some respects they remind us of the works of FARINA (see that
WALThER.

article, who was his predecessor at Dresden. Like Farina he appears fond of realistic tone-pictures—he imitates the cuckoo, the nightingale, the crowing of the cock, and other sounds of nature. In a set of variations we meet with imitations of the guitar by pizzicato, of pipes by passages going up to the sixth position on the first string, of the trumpet by fanfares on the fourth string; further on he introduces echo-effects, the lyre, the harp, and winds up with a 'Coro' in full chords. Besides these childish efforts, it is true, we find some more serious pieces, which, as far as invention, harmonic and metrical treatment go, are decidedly an advance on Farina's style. Still they are extremely clumsy and altogether inferior to the better productions of Walther's Italian contemporaries.

Walther's importance for the history of the development of violin-playing consists exclusively in the advanced claims his writings make on execution. While the technique of the Italians of the same and even a later period was still very limited—even Corelli does not exceed the third position—some Germans, especially Biber (see that article), and Walther—appear as pioneers of execution on the fingerboard. Walther ascends to the sixth position, frequently employs difficult double-stoppings, and uses a variety of bowing.

[Ed.]

WALTZ, GUSTAVUS. Line 8 of article, for 1832 read 1732.

WALTZ. The paragraph (p. 385 a) beginning 'Crabb Robinson's account,' was inadvertently inserted by the editor in the wrong place. It should come in at p. 385 b, after £ 8 from bottom, and should read 'Crabb Robinson's account of the way in which he saw it danced at Frankfurt in 1800 agrees with the descriptions of the dance when it found its way to England. The man, etc.' At the end of the article the minims should be dotted minims. [W.B.S.]

WANDERING MINSTRELS. An amateur orchestral society, founded in the year 1860. It is described as the greatest amateur full orchestra in existence in this or any other country. Capt. the Hon. Seymour J. G. Egerton, 1st Life Guards (now Earl of Wilton), was the first president and conductor, which post he held until 1873, when he was succeeded by Lord Gerald Fitzgerald, who in 1881 resigned in favour of Mr. Lionel Benson. The society has devoted its efforts chiefly to charitable objects in various parts of the country, a nett sum of nearly £15,000, the result of concerts, having been handed over to various charities up to the beginning of 1887. The meetings of the society for the first twenty years took place at Lord Gerald Fitzgerald's house, to which he added a concert room with orchestra for the exclusive use of the Society. The first 'smoking concerts' in London were instituted by the Wandering Minstrels. [M.]

WANHAL. Add that it seems, from the fact that some compositions of his were published at Cambridge, that he may have visited England. Further information concerning such a visit is not forthcoming.

WARNOT, ELISABETH (ELLY), born at Liège, 1852, not 1857, made her début Sept. 9, 1879, as Anna (Dame Blanche). She remained there two years and upwards, and gained great applause both as a comedian and as a bravura singer. Among her parts were Catarina (Les Dames), Girlanda, Prascovia, Dénée (L'Épouse Villageoise), etc. Her compass ranges from A below the line to F in alt. Miss Warnot is now or was lately at the Opéra Comique, Paris.

WARTEL, P. F. Add date of death, August 1882. Line 6 from end of article, for Patti read Piatti. Add that Mme. Wartel died Nov. 6, 1865.

WAYLETT, HARRIETT, whose maiden name was Cooke, born in 1797 at Bath, was taught singing by Loder. She married Mr. Waylett in 1810, and made her début at Drury Lane as Madge in 'Love in a Village,' Nov. 4, 1824, was well known as an actress and ballad singer at the patent's theatres, at the Strand, and elsewhere. She married a second time Alexander Lee the singer and composer, and died at Kennington, April 26, 1851. [A.C.]

WEBER, C. M. VON. P. 403 a, l. 12 from bottom, for 1881 read 1818. P. 427 in list of compositions, under No. 7 of the opera, 'Die Drei Pintos,' add that it has recently been completed by the composer's grandson, C. von Weber, and August Mahler, of Leipzig, and was produced at Leipzig, Jan. 20, 1888. The following certificate of Weber's death was among the papers of Sir Julius Benedict:—'On examining the body of Carl M. von Weber we found an ulcer on the left side of the larynx. The lungs almost universally diseased, filled with tubercles, of which many were in a state of suppurition, with two vomicae, one of them about the size of a common egg, the other smaller, which was a quite sufficient cause of death. (Signed) F. Tencken, M.D.; Chas. F. Forbes, M.D.; P. M. Kind, M.D.; Wm. Robinson, Surgeon. 95 Great Portland Street, June 5, 1826, 5 o'clock.'

WEBER, GOTTFRIED, Doctor of Laws and Philosophy, composer, theorist and practical musician, was born in 1779 at Freisheim near Mannheim, and studied and travelled until, in 1802 he settled in Mannheim as a lawyer and holder of a Government appointment. It was here that his namesake, Carl Maria von Weber, sought a refuge after his banishment from Württemberg (1810), that, in the house of Gottfried's father an asylum was found for old Franz Anton until his death in 1812, and that a lasting friendship was formed between Gottfried Weber, then aged 31, and Carl Maria, eight years his junior. A year previously the lawyer, proficient on the piano, flute, violoncello, and well versed in the scientific branches of musical knowledge, had founded, out of two existing societies, the 'Museum,' a band and chorus of amateurs who, under his able direction and with some professional
help, did excellent work. Gottfried's influence gained for the young composer a hearing in Mannheim, and the artists and amateurs, carried away by the spirit and fire of their conductor, did much towards establishing Carl Maria's fame in their city. For a lengthy account of the relations, both lively and severe, between these distinguished men, their influence on each other's work, their pleasant wanderings in company with other choirs and soloists, singing their newest songs to the guitar as serenades; their establishment of a so-called secret society (with high aims) of Composer-literati, in which Gottfried adopted the pseudonym of Giusto; and of their merry meetings at the 'Drei Könige' or at Gottfried's house—the reader may be referred to Max v. Weber's life of his father (Carl Maria). When circumstances had parted them, constant correspondence showed the strength and quality of their mutual sympathy. Some of Gottfried's best songs had been inspired by this intercourse, and we need no doubt exquisitely interpreted by his (second) wife, née v. Dusche. Besides these songs, strophic in form and sometimes provided with guitar accompaniment, Weber's compositions include three Masses, other sacred music, sonatas, and concerted pieces for various instruments. In the intervals of founding the Mannheim Conservatoire, superintending the Court Church musical services, and doing occasional duty as conductor at Mainz, the genial lawyer laid the basis of his reputation by a profound study of the theory of music, the result of which appeared in the 'Versuch einer geordneten Theorie' (about 1815), of which translations have since appeared in French, Danish and English (Warner, Boston, 1848, and J. Bishop, London, 1851); 'Allgemeine Musiklehre'; and other volumes, and articles published in 'Casella,' the musical periodical published by Schott in Mainz, and edited by Gottfried Weber from its beginning in 1824 until his death, September 21, 1839.¹ [See vol. i. 204.] Weber's examination of musical theories led to his work on time-measurements and the 'tempo-interpreter' [see vol. ii. 319 a], and his study of acoustics to certain improvements or inventions in wind-instrument making. A full list of his writings and compositions is given in Mendel's Lexicon xi. 297. [L.M.M.]

WEBER'S LAST WALTZ. In the second bar of the musical example, the fourth note should be E, not D#.

WEHLI, KARL. Add that he died Jan. 25, 1887.

WEINLIG, C. T. Line 8 of article, for he was followed by Hauptmann read he was followed by Pohlenz, who in September of the same year was succeeded by Hauptmann.

WEITEMANN, KARL FRIEDRICH, a learned and excellent writer on musical subjects, born at Berlin, Aug. 10, 1808, was a pupil of Henning Klein, Spohr and Hauptmann. He rose by various posts and labours, till in 1848 he established himself as a teacher and writer in Berlin, where he resided till his death, Nov. 7, 1880. His publications are various:—'History of Harmony' (1849); 'The Diminished Seventh' (1854); 'History of the Chord of the Seventh' (do); etc; but especially 'History of Clavier-playing and Literature' (1st ed. 1863, and do much enlarged, and with a history of the instrument itself, 1880), a very valuable and interesting work. For further details see Riemann's 'Musik Lexikon,' 1887.

WELCH, J. B. Add date of death, July 1, 1887.

WELSH MUSIC. P. 441 a, second musical example, the first bar-line should be between the second and third sets of triplets, not before the first set. P. 441 b, note 2, for Ottomaro Lucinio read Othmar Lucinius.

WENNERBERG, GUNNAR, a Swedish poet and composer, born 1817, in Lidköping, and educated at the Upsala university. For several years past he has been a member of the Swedish legislature. As a musician he was entirely self-taught, and he published his first composition 'Frihetssånger' ('Songs of Freedom'), in 1847. This was followed by several works of which the best known is 'Glunarti' (recollections of student life in Upsala). He subsequently wrote an oratorio entitled 'The Birth of Christ'; and set the 'PSalms of David' in a simple and melodious form for solo and chorus with accompaniment. These Psalms are universally popular in Sweden, and they are sung both in North Germany and Scotland. [A.H.W.]

WESLEY, CHARLES. Add that he wrote a hymn on the death of Dr. Boyce, beginning, 'Father of Heroes, farewell.' P. 446 b, in list of S. Wesley's compositions, for Antiphons read Motets, and add an asterisk (showing publication) to 'omnia Vanitas.'

WESLEY, S. S., Mus. D. P. 447 b, l. 30, for in April read April 19. Line 33, for at Exeter read in the old cemetery at Exeter.

WHITE, or WHYTE, ROBERT. See vol. iv. p. 451. Add that he died at Westminster between Nov. 7 and Nov. 11, 1574. The family seem to have been probably visited by the plague, which raged with great severity that year. White made his will on Nov. 7, 1574. In it he is styled 'Bachelor of Musicke and Master of the Quire of the Cathedral Churche of St. Peter in the Cittie of Westminster.' He directs that he shall be buried at St. Margaret's, Westminster 'nere unto my children.' Amongst the bequests is one to his daughter Margery White of 'six syluer spones and a manu web he was her late grandmormother,' and to his father, Robert White 'the some of three poulndes ... and all such his household stufe and goodes web he did bring unto me at or before his cominge to me.' He also mentions two other daughters, Anne and Prudence White, and his wife, Ellen. He also mentions some

¹ It appears that vol. xx. of July 1888 was followed only in 1889 by vol. xxii., the first edition by Dehn.
property he possessed called Swallowfield, at Nuthurst, Sussex, and leaves 'to every of my skollers to echo of them ill.' The registers of St. Margaret's show that White 'Mr. of the singing children' was buried on Nov. 11, and the will was proved on Dec. 8, the widow having died in the meantime. Prudence White, the daughter, was buried on the day that her father's will was made, viz. Nov. 7. The will of Ellen White, the widow, was made on Nov. 31. In it she directs that she shall be buried in the churchyard of St. Margaret's, near her husband and children. The names mentioned by the testatrix are her mother, Katherine Tye (probably a relation of Dr. Christopher Tye), her aunt Anne Dingley, her sisters Susan Fulke and Mary Bowley, her daughters Margery and Anne (both minor), her brother-in-law, Thos. Hawkes, citizen and pewterer of London, Mr. Gravenor 'my husband's deere freind,' and Richard Granwall 'one of the gentlemen of the Queenses Chapell.' The list of debts owing to her and her husband includes 'xxxvi vili' from Edward Parson, Esq.; £6 from Gabriel Gawood, 'citizen and stacyoner of London,' and 'the hathe in pawn a jewell of golde.' Mrs. White was buried on Nov. 30, 1574, and the will was proved on Dec. 8 following. It has been suggested with great probability that the large sum owing to White from Gabriel Gawood the printer was in payment for some of his musical compositions. (Registers of St. Margaret's, Westminster; wills at Somerset House.)

WHYTHORNE, THOMAS. At end of article, for Mr. Julian Marshall read Mr. W. H. Cummings.

WIDOR, C. M. Add that in 1888 he visited England and conducted his 'Music to a Walpurgis Night' at the Philharmonic Concert of April 19.

WILD, FRANZ. P. 456 a, l. 10 from bottom, for vol. iii. read vol. iv.

WILHELM, CARL. Line 4 of article, for Aug. 26, 1875, read Aug. 16, 1873.

WILHELM, G. L. B. P. 458 b, l. 12, for vol. ii. read vol. iii.

WILSON, JOHN. The date of birth has been established by Mr. James Love, who has found an entry in the Canongate Records of Edinburgh, to the effect that the singer was the son of John Wilson, a coach-driver, and was born Dec. 25, 1800, and baptized Jan. 4, 1801. Line 12 of article, for Creselli read Crivelli.

WIND-BAND. P. 464 b, fourth stave of musical example, in the second bar a group of descending's notes F, E, D, is to be inserted between the first and second groups of semiquavers and demisemiquavers, in order to complete the bar. P. 465 a, note i, for p. 385 read 358.

WINGHAM, THOMAS. Add that he has been Choirmaster at the Oratory, Brompton, since October 1882.

WINN, WILLIAM. Add date of death, June 1, 1888.

WORKING-OUT. P. 489 a, l. 14, read or a figure extracted from a subject, to change, etc.

WÜLLNER, FRANZ. Add among his works, a Stabat Mater for chorus.

WAYDOW, ROBERT, Mus.B. (also spelt Wo- dyow, Widows, Wydewe, etc., and latinized into Viduus). According to Leland he was born at Thaxted, in Essex. He was educated by his step-father, the master and proprietor of a school at Thaxted, who ultimately sent him to Oxford to complete his studies. While at Oxford he distinguished himself in literature and the arts, especially in poetry and music, finally taking the degree of Bachelor of Music. After his step-father's death Robert Wydow succeeded him as master of the school, and is said to have turned out several illustrious pupils. Among his pupils, Wydow numbered Edward IV; and, as Edward had some connection with Thaxted, being lord of a third of the manor, it is not unreasonable to suppose that it was owing to that monarch's good offices that he obtained the presentation to the vicarage of Thaxted on Dec. 31, 1481. This living, which was then worth about £28, Wydow resigned on Oct. 1, 1489. It was probably at this period that he travelled in France and Italy for the purposes of study, and added to those stores of learning which gained him the appellation of 'Grammaticus'; and it was perhaps on his return from the Continent that he was made 'Pemi- tentarius' in St. Paul's Cathedral. If, as is generally believed, he really held that post. On Nov. 19, 1493, he was collated rector of Chalfont St. Giles, in Buckinghamshire, a place afterwards associated with the more illustrious names of John Milton and William Penn. After enjoying that living for rather more than three years, he was installed by proxy Canon and Confrater of Combe II. in Wells Cathedral, on March 27, 1497; and a few months later (Sept. 10) was appointed Succesor in the place of Henry Astynod (vol. i. p. 6). On Sept. 21, 1499, he obtained the vicarage of Chew Magna, in Somersetshire, which he held till his death. In 1499-1500 he was made one of the resid- dency canons, and on May 25 in the latter year was installed Sub-Dean and Prebendary of Holcombe Burnell, in Devonshire. About the same time Robert Wydow was made deputy for the transaction of affairs between the Pope and the Cathedral and Chapter of Wells; he was also granted the advowson of Wookley, in Somerset- shire, the rectory and vicarage of which were together worth about £15. He also held about this time the offices of 'Scrutator Domorum' and Librarian in the Chapter House. On Sept. 21, 1502, Wydow was made Someschal, and shortly after Auditor, of the Chapter House. On Oct. 1, 1503, he was presented to the perpetual vicarage of Buckland Newton, in Dorsetshire, which is the last event recorded in his life, for he died.
Oct. 4, 1505. He was a man of some wealth, if we may judge from his benefactions to the Carthusian Priory of Benten, near Bath, which were so considerable that a Requiem was ordered to be sung for his soul in every house of the Order throughout the kingdom. Edward Lee, Archbishop of York, who in his younger days had met Wydow, called him 'faicle princeps' among the poets of his day. Holinshed speaks of him as an 'excellent poet,' and classes him among the celebrities of Henry VII.'s reign. Wydow's chief poetical work was a rhythmical life of Edward the Black Prince, to which Leland refers in these words:—

Contuti Hectoris arguta voci triumphis
Edendum Vidum doctissimus ille Nigellum
Et facti pretium tuiit immortalis poeta.

This work is said to have been written by Wydow at the instigation of his royal patron. He also wrote a book of epigrams. No musical composition by this author is extant. [A.H.-H.]

WYNNE, SARAH EDITH, born March 11, 1842, at Holywell, Flintshire, was taught singing by Mrs. Scarisbrick of Liverpool, and by Pinsuti, at the Royal Academy of Music, where she was Westmorland Scholar, 1863-64. She was subsequently taught by Romani and Vanucci at Florence. She first sang in the provinces, and made her début in London (St. James's Hall), at Mr. John Thomas's Welsh concert, July 4, 1863. She sang with great success in the following year at Henry Leslie's Welsh concert, Feb. 4, at the Crystal Palace, April 25, at Mr. Thomas's concert in his cantata 'Llewellyn,' June 29, and as the heroine on the production of Macfarren's 'Jessy Lea,' at the Gallery of Illustration, Nov. 2. Chorley was one of the first to draw attention to her talent. She became a great favourite at the above concerts, at the Philharmonic, the Sacred Harmonic, the Popular, Ballad, and other concerts, and later at the Handel and provincial Festivals, etc. She sang in the United States with the Pateys, Cummings, and Santley, in 1871-2, and at the Boston Festival of 1874. She played a few times in English operas at the Crystal Palace in 1869-71 as Arline, Maritana, Lady Edith (in Randegger's 'Rival Beauties'): but she was chiefly noted for her singing of songs and ballads, and was remarkable alike for her passionate expression and the simplicity of her pathos. Since her marriage with Mr. Aviet Agabeg, at the Savoy Chapel, Nov. 16, 1875, she has sung less frequently in public, but has devoted herself principally to giving instruction to young professional singers in oratorio and ballad singing. [A.C.]

ZUR MÜHLEN.

XYLOPHONE. See STROHPIEDDEL.

YANKEE DOODLE. P. 494 a, in bar 8 of musical example, the first note should be C, not E.


YONGE, NICHOLAS. Line 10 from end of article, for Bodenham read 'A. B.', since Mr. A. H. Bullen, in his recent re-issue of 'England's Helicon' (1887), proves conclusively that the 'A. B.' by whom the original work was edited cannot be Bodenham, as was formerly supposed.

ZAUBERFLÖTE, DIE. Last line but one of article, for 1883 read 1833.

ZULEHNER. See MOZART, in Appendix.

ZUR MÜHLEN, RAIMUND VON, was born Nov. 10, 1854, on the property of his father in Livonia. He received his education in Germany, and in his twenty-first year began to learn singing at the Hochschule, Berlin, and continued the study under Stockhausen at Frankfort, and Bussine in Paris. His specialty is the German Lied, particularly the songs of Schubert and Schumann, of the latter of which he has made a special study with Madame Schumann. His voice is peculiar and sympathetic; but what gives Zur Mühlen's singing its chief charm is the remarkable clearness of his pronunciation, and the way in which he contrives to identify the feeling of the words with the music, to an extent which the writer has never heard equalled. He sang in London first in 1883, and has been a frequent visitor since. The writer regrets not to have heard him in a work of Beethoven. [G.]
FINAL ADDITIONS.

(The following were too late for insertion in the earlier sheets of this Appendix.)

ALARD, J. D. Add date of death, Feb. 22, 1884.

ALKAN, C. V. Add date of death, March 29, 1888.

BACH-GESELLSCHAFT. Add to the list of works given under this heading, and KIRCHEN-CANTATEN, in Appendix, the following catalogue of the contents of two volumes published in 1886:

Kammermusik fur Gesang. Church cantatas.

Serenata, 'Durchleuchtster Leopold.' 172. Gott wie dein Name.
172. Erschallet, ihr Lieder.

Cantata, 'Schwingt freudig euch empor,' and 'Die Freude.' 172. Ich liebe den Hohsten, regi sich. (Two versions). 173. Er ruhet seinen Schafen, of the same work.
176. Es ist ein trostig und verzagt Ding.

179. Ich rat zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ.

Cantata grandiosa, and 'Freue.' 174. Wo Gott der Herr nicht bei den Glucke (aup.)
179. Siehe zu, dass deine Gottes-

Dramma. 'Auf schnellerle die Schmucke dich, O liebe Seele. Toge.'

BENOIT. Add that his 'Lucifer' was given for the first time in London at the Albert Hall, April 3, 1889.

BRAHMS. Add the following to the list of works, vol. iv. p. 562:

105. 5 Songs.
106. Cantata capella for mixed choir.
106. 5 Songs.
106. Overture for violin and

BREITKOPF & HÄRTEL. Add date of death of Raymund Härtel, Nov. 10, 1888.

BRIDGE, J. F. Add that his cantata 'Callirhoë,' to words by W. Barclay Squire, was produced at the Birmingham Festival of 1888.

BUCK, DUDLEY. Add that his 'Light of Asia' was given for the first time in England at Novello's Oratorio Concerts, March 19, 1889.

DAVIDOFF, CARL. Add date of death, Feb. 26, 1889.


DVOŘÁK. Add the following to the list of works vol. iv. p. 624:--

62. 4 Songs.


GOW. Add that the Christian name of the elder Gow should be spelt 'Niel' (on the authority of J. Cuthbert Hadden, Esq.).

GRIEG. Add to list of works in appendix, Op. 44. 6 Songs, and Op. 46 the 'Peer Gynt' music arranged for orchestra. Also that he and Mme. Grieg came to England again early in 1889, appearing at the Philharmonic, the Popular Concerts, and elsewhere.

GUNG'L. Add date of death of Josef Gung'l, Jan. 31, 1889.

HUEFFER (in Appendix). Add date of death, Jan. 19, 1889.

JÄHNS, F. W. Add date of death, Aug. 8, 1888.

JULLIEN, J. L. A. (in Appendix) Add to list of works his biography of Berlioz, the companion volume to his 'Richard Wagner,' 1888.

LIND, JENNY. Add the following to the corrections in Appendix:—Vol. II. p. 140 b, l. 15 from bottom, for April 18 read April 23. P. 142 a.

April 18, read May 10. Add that she sang in April and May, 1849, for Lumley, as farewell appearances, at one concert (Flauto Magico), and in six operatic performances, viz. April 26, Sonnambula; 28, Lucia; May 3, Figlia; 5, Sonnambula; 8, Lucia; 10, Roberto (her last appearance on the stage).

Lumley, in his book, mentions four, meaning perhaps four different parts, or possibly with
the idea of undervaluing her assistance, which, according to Nassau Senior, was gratuitously given to Lumley.

According to Léon Pillet and Arthur Pougin (Le Méanestrel, Nov. 30, 1887), the ‘hearing’ of Mile. Lind (1842) by Meyerbeer, of which so much has been said and written, had no reference whatever to an engagement at the Opéra at Paris. It seems to have been altogether private, and unconnected with any question of the sort. [J.M.]

MACKENZIE, A. C. Add to list of works ‘The Dream of Jubal,’ cantata, performed by the Liverpool Philharmonic Society, Feb. 5, and at Novello’s Oratorio Concert, Feb. 26, 1889.

MONK, W. H. Add date of death, March 1, 1889.

MURSKA, ILMA DL. Correct date of birth to 1836, and add date of death, Jan. 14, 1889. She married (1) Dec. 29, 1875, Alfred Anderson, at Sydney; and (2) May 15, 1876, J. T. Hill at Otago.

MUSICAL PERIODICALS. Add that the Tonic Sol-fa Reporter was issued bi-monthly till 1878, and that it has been called ‘The Musical Herald’ since Jan. 1889.

OUSELEY, Sir F. A. G. Add date of death, April 6, 1889.

RHEINBERGER. Add to list of works in appendix a Singpiel, ‘Das Zauberwort,’ op. 153, and a twelfth organ sonata, op. 154.

ROSA, CARL. Add date of death, April 30, 1880, at Paris. To works mentioned, iv. 775b, ‘Robert the Devil,’ ‘The Puritan’s Daughter,’ ‘The Star of the North,’ and ‘The Jews’ were produced; and on Jan. 13, 1889, Planqsette’s ‘Paul Jones’ at the Prince of Wales’s Theatre, London.

STEINWAY & SONS. Add date of death of Theodore Steinway, March 23, 1889.

VIRGINAL MUSIC. Vol. iv. p. 337 a. The account of the younger Francis Tregian (based upon that given in Polwhele’s Cornwall, iv. 88–90) is incorrect. He was educated at Eu, and entered Douay Sept. 30, 1586. On the occasion of the visit of the Bishop of Piacenza, Aug. 14, 1591, he was chosen to deliver a Latin address of welcome. He left Douay on July 11, 1593, and was afterwards for two years chamberlain to Cardinal Allen, upon whose death in 1594 he delivered a funeral oration in the church of the English College at Rome. In a list of the Cardinal’s household drawn up after his death, which is preserved in the Archives of Simancas, Tregian is described as ‘molto nobile, di 20 anni, scolare, di ingenio facilissimo, dotto in filosofia, in musica, et nella lingua latina.’ He returned to England, bought back his father’s lands, and in 1608–9 was convicted of recusancy and committed to the Fleet. He died there, probably in 1619, owing the Warden above £200 for ‘meate, drinke and lodging.’ In his rooms at the Fleet a contemporary record states there were many hundred books. If it were not for the date of ‘Dr. Bull’s Jewel,’ it might be conjectured that the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book was written by the younger Tregian while a prisoner in the Fleet. If this is impossible, there can be but little doubt that it was written by some of his associates, possibly by one of his sisters, who were in England with him.


[W.B.S.]

THE END.

Oxford: Horace Hart, Printer to the University.